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INTRODUCTION
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) surveyed over 96% of the celestial sphere at
12, 25, 60, and 100 jam, reliably detecting 245,889 point sources and 16,740 extended
sources smaller than 8'. A detailed description of the IRAS mission, the instrument, and the
data reduction procedures is given in the Explanatory Supplement to the IRAS Catalogs and
Atlases, volume 1 of this series, hereafter referred to as the Supplement. Information on the
point sources is presented in volumes 2 to 6 of this series. As discussed in Chapter XII of
the Supplement, the data reported in this printed version refer to Version 2.0 of the Point
Source Catalog. The Small Scale Structure Catalog (volume 7) lists the properties of the
extended objects smaller than 8'.
Volumes 2-6 present in abbreviated form the results of the IRAS point source survey.
For each source, information is presented about its position (equinox 1950, epoch 1983), its
brightness in the four IRAS wavelength bands, and its possible association with objects in
other astronomical catalogs. Various cautionary flags warn the user of such deleterious
effects as confusion with neighboring sources and with extended 100 _tm emission, hereafter
referred to as "cirrus".
Format of the Point Source Catalog
The organization of this printed version of the catalog and the meaning of each column
are described briefly below. A more detailed discussion appears in Section X.B of the Sup-
plement.
The sources in the catalog have been arranged in 10 ° wide declination bands within
which sources are presented in order of increasing right ascension. Table I gives the declina-




2 30* < 6 < 90*
3 0*<6<30 °
4 -30"<_5 <0"
5 -50* < _5 < -30 °
6 -90* < 5 < -50*
Each page of the catalog lists the properties of 100 sources with positions in the range
given at the top of the page. Each page catalog is divided into five major areas: position,
number of sightings, flux density, uncertainties and cautionary flags, and associations.
iii
Position
Column 1: Name. The 1RAS name for a source is derived from its position (equinox
1950, epoch 1983) by giving the hours, minutes, and tenths of minutes of right ascension
and the degrees and minutes of declination. For sources so close together that this scheme
would have resulted in duplicate names, letters of the alphabet were appended to the names
to distinguish between them.
Columns 2 and 3: ct and 8 (Supplement V.B., VII.C.) The precise IRAS position for a
source is obtained by combining the position information contained in the IRAS name with
the seconds of time of right ascension and the seconds of arc of declination given in these
columns. The position was derived by a weighted average of the positions obtained in each
of the detected wavelength bands.
Cohtmn 4: Galactic Coordinates. The galactic coordinates, l/I and b 1/, of the source
are listed to a precision of 1 °.
Columns 5 to 7: Position Uncertainty (Supplement V.D.9, VII.C.) The uncertainty in
the position of an IRAS source is defined by an ellipse of semi-major axis (SMAJ) and
semi-minor axis (SMIN), expressed in arcsec, that encloses the true position with 95%
confidence. The orientation of the major axis is expressed in degrees east of equatorial
north (0).
Number of sightings
Column 8: Number of Sightings (Supplement Ill.C, V.D.) Each source in the catalog
had to be detected repeatedly on multiple passes of the satellite, on time scales of seconds,
hours, and weeks. The number of times a source was seen on the hours time scale (an
hour-confirmed sighting or HCON) is given.
Flux Density
Columns 9 to 12: Flux Density (Supplement V.H.5, VI.C.) The flux densities of a
source in the four bands are expressed in Jansky (l Jy = lO-26Wm-2Hz-1). A blank after
the flux density denotes a high quality measurement, a colon (:) denotes a moderate quality
measurement, and an "L" denotes an upper limit that is an estimated 36 limit in uncon-
fused regions, but which may be considerably larger than this in confused areas.
As described in detail in the Supplement (VI.C), the broad wavelength responses of the
IRAS filters make the values quoted in the catalog correct for only one intrinsic energy dis-
tribution. The IRAS calibration assumes that flux density is inversely proportional to ._,-
quency. Flux densities for sources with energy distributions different than this must be
iv
::! ! I
corrected by dividing the flux density quoted in the Catalog by a factor, K, which depends
on the intrinsic energy distribution of the source and can be as large as 1.5. Values of K for
representative blackbody and power law distributions are given on the endpapers of each
volume.
Flags
Cohonn 13: Flux Density Uncertainties (Sztppk, ment V.H.5, VII.D.) The relative
uncertainties in the four flux densities, Gfv/fv, are encoded as given in Table II for 12, 25,




A 0.00 to 0.04
B 0.04 to 0.08
C 0.08 to 0.12
D 0.12 to 0.16
E 0.16 to 0.20
F > 0.20
Column 14: CorreMlion Coeffwient (SupplemoTt V.C.) A correlation coefficient is
given for each band which characterizes in a least-squares sense how well the signature of the
source matched the signature of a "perfect" point source. The value is encoded such that a
correlation coefficient of 100% -- A, 99% -- B...87% -- M for 12, 25, 60, and 100 gm (left to
right).
Column 15: r2triability (Stqwlement V.H.5, VII.D.) The probability that a source
showed correlated variations at 12 and 25 _am is given as an integer 0 to 9 corresponding to
probabilities of 0.0 to > 0.9.
Cohtmn 16: Confusion Flags (Supplement V.H.4, X.B.)
number encodes a different cautionary flag.
(1)
(2)
Each digit of this ten-digit
CIRRUS ! Number of sources observed only at 100 gm within 1 square
degree of the source. Values greater than unity indicate the possibility of con-
tamination by cirrus.
CIRRUS 2 - Ratio of a source's 100 lam brightness to the average cirrus brighl-
ness within 1 square degree.
(3) Confusion - A flag indicating possibleconfusionwith a neighboringsource.
Flag is hexencodedby band with 12I.tm-_bit 1(LSB),25 lam= bit 2, 60 pm
-. bit 3, 100 lam _ bit 4 (MSB), so that, for example,a value of hex(A) -
binary (1010)denotesthe presenceof confusionat 25and 100lain.
(4) Numberof hours-confirmedpoint sourceswithin 1squaredegreeof the source.
(5) Numberof weeks-confirmedpoint sourceswithin 1squaredegreeof the source.
(6-9) SES1-Numberof hours-confirmedsmall extendedsourceswithin 1 square
degreeof the sourcein eachband.
(10) High sourcedensity- A hex-encodedflagwhich indicateswhetherthe sourceis
in a regionof high sourcedensitysothat more stringentrules wereappliedto
the sourcefor inclusion in the catalog(SupplementV.H.6).
Column 17: Low Resolution Spectrum (Supplement IX.D.) A two-digit number
characterizes the properties of a low-resolution spectrum made of bright sources in the 8
to 22 lam region.
Column 18." Small Scale Structure Flag (Supplement V.E.) This flag (called SES2 in
the Supplement) denotes the association of the point source with a weeks-confirmed
extended source. The presence of such a source may indicate that the point source flux
density is an inaccurate representation of the source in that band. The flag is hex
encoded by band as elaborated in the description of column 16.
It should be noted that because of stringent rules for reliability not all weeks-
confirmed sources referred to by this flag correspond to entries in the Small Scale Struc-
tures Catalog. The user is referred to the introduction of that catalog (volume 7) for
details.
Associations
Column 19: Number of Associations (Supplement V.H.9, VII.G, X.B,) The number
of different catalogs in which positional associations with the IRAS source were
found. In the event of several associations, only one association is given. An asterisk in
this column indicates that the source is also found in the IRAS Serendipitous Survey
Catalog.
Column 20: Catalog Number. One of the catalogs in which a source was found is
encoded according to Table III (see Sztpplement, Table V.H. 1).
Column 21. Name and Type. The name of the source in the listed catalog is given




Column 22. Separation. The separation between the IRAS and associated catalog
positions is given in arcsec.
Column 23: Magnitude. The magnitude (usually in units of decimag) or other






































Table III. Catalogs Used for Associations
Catalog Name # Sources
General Catalog of Variable Stars
Dearborn Observatory Catalog of Faint Red
Stars
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Four-Color
Survey
Two Micron Sky Survey
Globule List
Second Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies
Early Type Stars with Emission Lines
Equatorial Infrared Catalog
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies
Strasbourg Planetary Nebulae
Zwicky Catalog of Galaxies and Clusters
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star
Catalog
ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO (B) Atlas
Bright Star Catalog - 4th edition
New Catalog of Suspected Variable Stars
General Catalog of Cool Carbon Stars
Catalog of Nearby Stars
General Catalog of S Stars
Parkes HII Region Survey
Bonn HII Region Survey
Catalog of CO Radial Velocities
Catalog of Dark Nebulae
Comparison Catalog of HII Regions
Catalog of Star Clusters and Associations
Catalog of Bright Diffuse Galactic Nebulae
Untersuchungen Uber Reflexionsnebei am
Palomar Sky Survey
A Study of Reflection Nebulae
Catalog of Southern Stars Embedded in
Nebulosity
Two Micron Sky Survey with Improved Positions
Catalog of Dwarf Galaxies
Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies
Galaxies with an Ultraviolet Continuum
Catalog of Extragalactic Radio Sources
Veron Catalog of Quasars and Active Nuclei
Zwicky Lists of Galaxies
Atlas and Catalog of Interacting Galaxies
IRAS Small Scale Structure Catalog
Ohio State University Radio Sources
University of Michigan Spectral Atlas







































Right Ascension: 00h00m34"-00h18m16 ' Declination: +20"-+30 °
Position 0950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C _ _ C_rect_)
O 12 p.m 25 p,m 60 p.m
N&m¢
= , (s) () ! b C) C) N (Jansky)
:)0005+2252 34.5 24 109-38 70 27 64 2 .27L .54L A0L
:)0005+2140 35.1 53 108-40 32 8 64 2 .25L 1.05 4.25
_12593 39.451 IO9-38 66 11 64 2, .43L .27L .74
:)0010+2255 1.2 19 109--38 46 15 64 2 I ,25L ,25L ,74)0013+2038 19.059 108-41 32 6 64 2 38 .25L ,40L
330014+2028 24.5 26 108-41 36 6 64 2 .47 ,58 5.14
30020+2335 1.1 39 109--38 69' 15 64 2 .25L .29L .40L
)0021J, 2833 10.8 12 110-35 46341167 _ 2 .26L .25L .512,75 .40L:)0023+2822 21.9 15 110-35 .64
_0024+2723 26.6 46 111-34 .91
61 l:)0025+2705 312 17 110-34 3 25L .65L .40L
:)0026+2720 37.1 29 111-34 18 64 2 .25L .25L .39
DO028+2918 49.7 2 111-32 91 19 64 2' .37L .25L .50:
:)0033+2215 18.7 32 109-39 46' 11 64 2 .25L .38L 1.23
:)0033+2417 21.6 22 110-37 48 9 I 64 2 2.60 .69 .40L
:)0034+2759 25.751 111-34 28 6 64 2 2.84 .72 .4OL
_0034+2529 28.6 6 110-36 56 14 364A2 .45 .25L .40L30034+2438 29.623 110-37 52 _! _ . .44 ,25L .40L
Doo38+280235211111-3454 11i642 .70, .25L .85
D0039+2648 54.7 41 111-35 32 ; _ _ 16"_2 6525 1120:
:)0040+29160223111_3346 71 40, 40÷26441836111_339 9,0040+234128 0110-3895 642 40,
:)0041+2552 6.2 35 111-36 50 12 64 2 .25L .25L .54
:)0046+2804 40.6 22 111-34 46 8 64 2 .25L .25L 1.18
OO047+2725 42.0 50 111-34 35 8 64 2 .25L .25L 2.21
[X)048+2610 51.7 44 111-35 33 12 64 2 .51 .25L .40L
D0051+2657 6.8 8 111-35 55 11 64 2 .37L .25L .62
:)0055+2643 35.9 33 111-35 48 g 64 2 .38L .25L 1.43
30057+2942 43.8 42 112-32 63 12 60 2 .37L .25L .52
[:)0057+2848 47.6 41 112--33 23 6163 3 4.91 .99 .4OL
3006212511 17.3 2 111--36 27 8 64 2 1.50 .34L .40L
D0063+2931 182 20 112-33 55 8 61 3 .58 ,25L .40L
30063+2332 23.7 59 111-38 36 18 64 2 .25L .25L .60
)0067+2133 43.9 9 110-40 75 14 65 2 .38L .37: .72
)006712316 44.3 5 111-38 33 25 155' 2 .25L .59L .4OL
)0071+2018 11.8 39 110-41 73 30 65 2 .25L .28L .40L
:)0073+2630 19.1 491112-35 74 18 64 2 .25L .25L .42:
:)0073+2538 19.3 47 111-36 40 7 64' 2 .47 1.14 9.15
)0074+2752 27.1 61112-34 49 13 63' 3 .27L .26L .69
:)0074+2017 28.3 29 110-41 54 28 65 2 .25L .28L A0L
:))0075+2455 30.2 7 111-37 38 6 64 2 2.63 .67 .44L
:)0078+2533 48.8 3 111-36 35 10 64 2 .25L .35L .89
_{_78 + 2316 491447 111--38 85 33 55 2 149L .27L .41L
30078+2822 51.829 112-33 36 4 63 3 II.01 2.58 .38:
:)0079+284356.34 I12-3348 10 6o2 ,25L .26L .72
_0079+2900 57.5 10 112-33 48 14 602 .25L .25L .54
D0083+2027 19.7 53 110--41 55 22 65 2 ,25L .94L .40L
_0085 + 2354 30"926 111--38 68 8 65 2 151 $76L p40L
_'_g0+2740 2,924 112--34 58 17 64 2 .25L 125L .31:
:_oo93+231123.719111-39 38 8 652 .91 .4OL ,4OL
30095+2845 33.3 16 113-33 40 8 61 2 t13 .24: .40L
)0095+2044 32.1 451111-41 99 31 65 2 .25L .25L A0L
:)0095+2738 33.8 14 112-34 32 18 62 3 .25L .25L .45:
)0096+2202 39.3 37] 111-40 70 17 65' 2 .25L .25L .55
)009612216 41.2 45' 111-39 43 8 65 2 4.01 1.19 .40L
:)0096+2851 41.3 57 113-33 42 11 60 2 .25L .41L .69
:)009812918 50.3 7 113-33 52 9 60 2 .47 ,25L .40L
:)0101+2649 10.5 47 112-35 56 8 63 3 .46 .25L .40L
:)010112144 11.4 38 111-40 56 14 65 2 .25L .25L .74
:)0102+2711 13.2 3 113-35 44 8 64 3 .79 .27: .40L
30103+2906 23.8 48 113-33 89 17 61 2 .28 .25L .42L
30106+2642 48.2 33 113-35 22 8 63 3 .71 .25L ,40L
:)0108+204453.023111-419028652 .25L .25L .40L
[:)Ol10+2900 5.253 113-33 51 10 61 21 2.62 ,77 .40L
:)011212516 13.6 22 112-37 23 6 65 2! 1.33 .28 .4OL
_0115+2_44 341837 113 -- 33 40 7 61 I+67 "5gL "40L
_0116+201040.43 111-42 s, 12 65 21 25L 32L 1.73:
:)0119+2810 57.1 12 113--34 44 9 61 21 .25L .31 2.54
4 J
D0123+2803 20.4 15 113-36 62 27 61 2! .25L .25L! .4OL
_>012312115 20.748112-41 59 1_, _5 2 1.36 .51L .40L
:)0126+2455 36.9 15 113-37 57 63 _ .81 .25L .40L30127+281747,118113-344815 .42L .25L .73:
,0130+2311 4.9 49 112-39 39 8 65 2.35 .71 .40L
:)013012225 5.6 58 112-39 35 7 65 2 1.05 .43 .40L
:)0131+2144 9,654 112--40 79 13 65 2j 127L 128L .59
D0135+2608 35241 113-36 82 6 61 2' ,71 .27L .40L
30141+2153 67 40 112--40 62 78 65 2 .41 .32L .40L30143+2258 18.6 36 113-39 68 65 2! .63 .52 ,40
00144+2225 26.8 28 113-39 39 31 65 2 .25L .25L .40L
0014612218 39.2_57 113-40 34 6 65 2 6.74 2.78 .SO
:)0147+2014 42.4 4 112-42 54 36 65 2 .87L .32L .40L
130150+2423 5.6i24 113-38 _ ; 63 3 .25L .25L .9100151+2952 8.7 6 114-32 1 61 2 .33 .25L .40L
00157+2947 43.0 46 114-32 98 21 61 2 .32L .26L .49L
0015812140 53.B 24 113-40 80 26 65 2 .26L .31L .89L
00159+2235 59.5 38 113-391 41 11 55 2 .38 .25L .40L
00161+2053 6.4 53 113-41 52 27 69 2 .25L .35L .40L
g .40L.33:1.1762 200169+2427 58.3 43 114-38 52
00170+2218 5. I 3 113-40 63 22 65 2 .42L .57L .4OL
00175+2706 32.0 57 114-35 73 19 62 2 .43L .25L .62
000176+2423 39.8132 114-38 77 9 62 2 .49 .25L .40L
00177+2402 45,6113 114-38 84 9 62 2 .48 .25L .40L
00177+2752 46AI26 115-34 85 10 62 2 .65 .26L .40L
0018112219 8.7 114-40 40 1 65 2 .25L .25L .55
00181+2614 9.6 114-36 I 55 62 2 1.10 .31: .40L
00181+2253 10.0 15 114-39 48 10 63 3 .25L .25L .67
0018212154 16.8 40 114-40 83 36 64 2 .61L 25L .40L
Flags
V L
1(30 _m Flux Corr A Confusiozl R S
Un_ Coet" R Flags"
1.26 F H C 3600000018
4.51 CDD HAAA 0300060000
1.32: CC EBE 1400000000
3.64: C E B B 5500000118
1.00L C B ' 1600OO00OO
15.63 CDDD CBAA 1 1300011000
1.74 D E B 7500000008 ;
1.35 CC DB 15010000001
1.00L BC AB O 0500100000
ImO0L BD AC 0 05001000OOl
1.02L C BA 2400100000
1.20 D J G 25_101
1.16: CD CC 2400100000 !
.75: C C B E 0400000000
2.51 CC DAA 1400000000
1.45L 80 AB 0 4500000000
1.47L BC AB H 0 0400101000
1.04L C C 0500000000
1,00L C C 1400000000
1.58 CC M BB =0400101000
.87: BCCF AAAC' 0, 1500001000 16
1100L C B O 0500000000
1.O0L C AC 0400000000
1.18 C O 9500000000
1.64 C C C A 0400000000
2.35 CC AA [ 0500000000
6.46 DD DAA 03000000001
I,OOL C BJ I K 0600000000
1.64 C C C B 1400000000
3.11 CC AA 0300000000
1.30 CC B B 0400000010 I
1.01L BC AA J 0 0500000000
1.00L C A F M 0400000000 ]
1.0OL D B 0400000000
1.74 CC BB 7600000010
1.1OL F C B B K 0500000000
1.83 C O 8500000000
1.19 C C =9600100020
1.41: DD cc i 05o_00oo
16.27 CCDD CBAA O 0200000000
1.41L C GNCD 0501000210
2.44 F G , 9501100130
1.OOL BC ABG 1 0400001000
1.95 CC HBB 0300000000
204 C H KF 4500000130
1.00L BBD AAB 0 0400000000 16
2.71 CC KBB
1.54 CD DC
1.57 C F C
1.OOL C CKEG
1.06: FE EC
1,02L C B D
1.00L CO AC
1.83 C O












1.00L CC AA N O 5600000000
1.00L C BEEF r 0_1.28L C 0400010000
1.02L C DM 0500000000
2.04 C C B B 0400000000
1.00L BE BGN 4 1400000000
1.26L F C
I.OOL B A I








1.OOL C B G


























1.00L BCC AAB 6 4500000000
1.39 C E E
2.48 CC BS
1.44L F D
2.21 D I B
1.45 E NGC
1.02L C C
































S 2 # T Name Type Mag
8 ! * 9 UO0006 68 143
)1 , °o0014 44 140! 1 73720 K5 2 85
4 9 U00019 27 126
1 12 ZG 002+26 20 146
41 13 73731K2 5 65
2 i 13 73732 M0 19 86
1 13 73733 G5 2 65
J 10 M+04-01-020 160 '13 73737 K5 10 70
i 2 13 73738K2 2_ 682 DO 8165 100
1 13 73739 K0 13 75
1 TTPEG 4 I 4) ,13 73744 K0 11 67
3 13 73743 K0 1 51
3 9 U00050 25 148
oo, 4,U00057 81 133
3 ! 9 U00068 27 143
im13 73765AOP 29 2013 73769 G5 I 63
13 73770 K2 9 81
4 9 UOO078 79 145
1 12 ZG OD7 +26 11 155
6 " 9 U00089 22 125
4 12 i 9 uooo91 681 156
3 13 73783 M0 6 82
5 " 9 UOO094 11 138
32 X0007 1232 47 88 ) 13 73785 MB 4 80
4 9 U0(_96 63 145
1 2 DO 8223 37 ' 106
1 9 U00107 46 160
1 13 73802 G5 40 65
2 13 73806 M0 2 90I
1 I 12 ZG009+27 32[ 153
:1,3'°oo113 14873809 M0 ) 75
1 13 73812 K2 5 ! 87
13 73816 K0 g ' 85
22i 12 ZG010121 82 j 146
1 13 73818 K0 7 87
2 ! 13 73823 F5 2 62
1 2 DO 8253 79 96
2 13 73826 M2 8 90
2 2 DO 8262 8 118
2 9 U00141 40 156
2 12 ZG012126 35 148
;! 1_73839_2 d 72DO 8277 91
21 13 73852 M2 4 86
2 I 13 73853 K2 4 80
1 13 73857 M0 13 90
1 2 DO 8293 63 101
1 13 73868 K0 11 71
8
3 4 TMSS + 20005 24 29
8! 1 32 X0014+202 116 8
3 9 U00165 80 153
2 13 73876 K2 21 85
14 9 U00170 19 145
8!
1 13 73891 M0 24 85
1 13 7389B G5 26 75
1 13 73900 M0 17 90
1 13 73901 M1 15 90
2 12 ZG 018122 55 150
I 13 73904 K0 9 80
8 1 32 X0018+219 98 8
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS.-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbormg Weeks Confirmed Sources PIN);
6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm
ham. oS, (s) ('3 I b ('3 ('3 (') N
30183+2135 17 114-40 53 12 65 2! .25L
)0185+2503 3) 114-37 45; 62 _1 1.86)0169+2641 115-35 48 j 12 62 .91)0169+2218 53 114-40 30 11 66 .67L
)0190+2837 31 115-34 31 7 61 2 2.08
)0197+2643 2 115--35 44 14 _ 62 2 9.96
)0201+2417 57 115-38 49 10 62 2 .37
)0204+2054 33 114-41 25 13 66 2 .27L
)0210+2922 28 116-33 83 13 62 2 .39
)0213+2401 45 116-38 74 13 62 2 .41L
)0221+2049 26 115-41 46 7 64 3 .25L
)0226+2748 27; 116-34 38 12 62 2 .37
)0228+2021 17 115-42 82 35 63 2 .25L
)0233+2044 35 115-41 72 9 66 2 .31
)0234+2839 53 116-34 46 10 62' 2 1.28
)0234+2157 45 115-40 71 17 63 2 .46L
)0242+2421 11 116-36 62 11 63 2 .47)0245+2516 7 116-37 79 13 63 2 .46
)0254+2649 18117-35 37 4982 22 2.70)0254+2953 19117-32 43 1 82 .81
)0265+2031 116-42 36 8 64 2 1.48
)0266+2632 568 117--34 55 119 62J82 2 1,33)0_+2759 36'117-34 61 .30
)02668+2413 38 117-38 51 13 632 .25L)0271+2111 54116-41 6o 16 _ 2 .70L)0274+2928 28,11",-3346 13 82 2 .71)02,0+_945 56118-33 74 10 82 2 32
)0283+2629 6 116-34 47 il 62 8,30)02,8+20so o 117-42 37 7 64)0289+2009 25 117-,2 51 11 64 2.37L
I)02,1+27593, 118_3467128212 .60 36118_33,1 2o82:2,0292+2925 .26,)0297+264512118_3737 9 53,2 20.473117_4233 8 6, 2 2.66)0300+22561117_396, 11632 .,2
)0301+2800 17 118-34 67 11 63 2 1.00
)0303+2108 39 117-41 I 107 14 64 2 .34
)0308+2237 35 118-40 56 13 64 2 A2L
)0312+2320 42 116-39l 53 12 63 2 .37)0319+2608 26 118-36 15 63 2 .37L
)0324+2302 24 118-39 I 54 15 64 2 .25L
)0327+2449 39 118-38 69 11 63 2 .45
)0331+2848 60 119-34 102 12 63 2 .30
)0331+2656 15 119-36 56 17 63 2 .25L
)0332+2040 44 118-42 65 12 64 2 .61
)0335+2345 5 118-39 60 10 64 2 .58
)0340+2918 44 119-33, 39 11 63 2 .62
)0340+2019 41 118-42 I 70 18 64 2 .25L
)0341+2117 26 118-41j 54 12 64 2 .25L
)0342+2342 51 119-39 I 52 12 64 2 .46L
I
)0344+2021 18 116-42 71 14 64 2 .35
)0344+2344 15 119-39 49 9 64 2 1.79
)0350+2049 27 119-42 63 10 64 2 .85
11 63 2)0356+2902 11 120-33] 5.73
)0363+2602 55 119-36 10 63 2 1.53
)0367+2068 36 119-42 I 50 9 64 2 1.08
)0369+2416 42 120-38 J 76 11 64 2 .31
)0372+2109 49 119-41 I 45 10 64 2 3.56
)0376+2226 21 120-40 I 55 12 64 2 .25L
)0377+2419 22 120-38 23 11 64 2 .51
)0362+2420 37 i_ii _ 16 64 2 .42L
)0383+2044 54 10 64 2 .65
)03,7+2513 28 11 64 2 .42L
94 351 51 94 35
)0396+2922 3 62 15 63 2 .25L
)0397+2959 54 t21-33 59 11 63 2 .51
)03,7+2816 44 121-341 70 16 63 2 .25L)040t+2949 121-33 72 12 63 2 .49
)0401+2313 3 120-39 51 12 64 2 .90L
)0402+2658 44 121-36 64 15 64 2 .25L
)0413+2028 59 121-42 46 9 66 2 ,68)04")5+2634 17 121-36 17 64 2 ,25L
)0416+2357 54 121-39 i 73 15 64 2 .30L
)0422+2750 4 121-35 61 11 64 2 .28L
)0423+2203 47 121-41 78 10 65 2 .44
)0426+27.1 17 121-35 71 12 64!2 33)0430+2553 53 121-37 42 11 1.31
)0432+2456 44 121-36 42 12 64 2 .26L
)O436+2401 33 121-39 103 15 64)2 .39
)0437+2506 4_66 121-37 48 12 _!) .42)0437 + 2520 122- 37 56 15 .25L
)0442+2428 20 122-38 102 39 64 2 .28L
)0445+2851 52 122-34 42 8 64 2 25L
)0446+2359 33 122-39 47 11 64 2 12.91
)0450+2600 50 122-37 i 72 8 64 2 .72
)0462+2205 5_122-40 39 t5 85 22 39,)0,52+2046 122-42 50 13 86 23
)0453+2721 ) 122-35 67 20 64 22 25L)0,56+2647 122-38 28 11 . 998
)04_+2625 26122-37 87 15 6, 2 .25L
)0458+2725 17 122-35 81 14 64 2 .38L
)0463+2756 46'122-35 42 11 64 2 .33L;
)0464+2626 57 122-34 58 10 64 2 .45
)0466+_251 18122-4o _ 19785_ 3o) ,72+ , 91 3_3562 641 61)0,72+2051, 122_42531185,2)0476+27631,12_358316,,2
_'75 + 2_5 54 ' 23 -- 35 69 ; g g 160)0477+2414 36 !123-38 33 1 .25L
F1'ax Density
(Not Color Corte_ed)









































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.80 FC BC ,5600000010
2.72L BD AB H 0 1300000000
1.00L EE BB 0 1301000000
2.23 CC CDBB ! 2302000210
1.00L BF AA 0' 0300001000
1.00L BCD AADI 0 ; 0300000000
1.00L C CH 1500010000
1.30L C B D ; 0600000000
1.00L F O 1400000000
1.66L C BF 0501000000
4.19 CC GKAA 0600000660
1.00L C O 0400000000
2.02 E G H 2400000030
1.14L C B F j 1600000000
1.00L CF AB 1 0500000000
1.00L C EE 06O000O000
1.00L F A 0401000000
1.26L C C 1300010000
1.00L CC AB 0 O40000000O
1.29L F B 0400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0600000010
f.00L BD AC O 0500000000
1.27L C C8 G 03000000001.69 B B 0400000000
.92: ED 1600000000
1.00L C Bt 14000OO000
1.00L C BI 1500O100O0
1.00L BC AAF 0 040(3000000
2.20L BD AB M 0 1300000000
1.63 CDL NBC 0400000000
1.34 cclEJBB 04000000001.42 C E 2400000000
IA1L BCC AAAK 1 0366000000 15
A B K 0 04(30000000
1,00L FSC
0500OO00OO1.00L BD EJM 0 04000000001.66L1.00L_ 0500000000
1.81: C CC C AC 04000000001.00L I 0300000000
1.27L D H C K 040000C000
1.38: I CF ECC 0300000000
1.08L C A 0400000000
1.21L D C 0500010000
1.49: C D D B 0400000000
1.09L CE AC 0 1300000000
1.00L C B L O50000O0OO
1,00L CD BD 0 1500000000
2.10 E NCB 1300000100
3.70 CC HAA 0200000000
3.59 FC EBA 0300100000
1.00L F DH 1300000100
1,00L EO ACD 2 0500100000
1.00L BCC AH 1400000000AA L 0 1400000000
1.32Ll1.05L'00LBD AIC ,0 0400000000040000°000
O1OOOOOOOO
11"00L.00L8C ADBL :2 04O0000000
2.43 CC I AB 1400000100
1.18L F D iEGCD 0100000000
1.21 FDF L! BE 1500000000
1.33: CD EBB 0101000000
1.51L C BD 0400000000
6.49 EDD EDAA 1200000000
1.00L E F 1300000000
1.89: C D B B 0300000200
1.00L C IA 0400000000
1.20 CO FOB 0400000000
1.00L D IB 0400000000
2.t5 CC )l ,BB 0400000100
1,74 CO AB 0200000000
1.00L CDcE BA 1 05000000001.30: B D 0500000000
.94: CD L BD 2300000100
1.35L D E B D 0500000000
1.28L C D 0300010000
1.10L F F 0300010000
1.00L C A D 0400000000
2.57 CC I B B 0400000000
1,33L F IE 3500000000
1.00L C i A 0500000000
1.59 CEI BB 0400000000
1.31 D' KG 2500000000
2.67 FCC CAA 1300000100
1.00L CDC AAFH 0 3501000000
1.15L C iAG 0300000000
t 88 CD )DHBA 02000000001.00L] C 0401000000
L59 BCC C L DD 35000000001.00L AACE 0 1500010100
1.22: DF II EC 0500000000
m
1,66: C E ', B C 3500000000
2.19 DC LGBC 3400000000
1.37L C C 0500000000
1.00L _ CE AGG G 04000000001.56L 2500000000
1.49 I BD 0300000000
1.00L C IBHDD 25001?00001)OL E 4 00 0
4.49 DD NAA 2341000000
Associations
C
AS 2 i # T Name Type Ms 8
9 U00198 43 141! 13 73911 M0 5 7£
2 13 73921 K2 11 8£
8 3 12 ZG 018+22 80 14E
3 131 73930 M3E 13 8£
I I 13 73950 K2 8 9(U00228 22 14E
13i 73965 K2 43 8_32 X0022+203 75
2 131 73980 K5 10 8C
1 13! 73994G5 4 8£
1 13 _174001 K0 4 72
1 131 674017 K2
2 13 74018 K7 15 9C
1 13!74020 K0 6 7E
1
I 13 74035 K0 16 7E
3 9 U00297 85 153
3 13 74041 F0 4 52
2 13 74052 K2 16 8E
4 13 74055 M2 11 9C
1 13 74062 K5 5 73
5 t I_TU AND 2 4
2 13] 74084 G5 8 55
1 131 74086 GO 3 7(]
2 13 74090 G5 1 63
2 12 ZG 030+22 34 156
1 2 DO 8418 63 96
t 12 ZG 032+23 40 151
1 13 74121 G5 4 8_
1 13 74130 K5 8 85
1 13 74134 G5 18 72
2 13 74142 M0 14 91
3 9 U00364 27 145
8 9 U00365 28 133
2 13174148 K0 13 63
1 13 74154G5 4 70
3 13 74164G5 12 45
1 13 74168 K0 2 72
3 13 74175 K0 5 60
1 13 174177M0 33 82
3 13174182 K0 2 55
2 9 U00425 30 145
1 13 74195 K0 24 72
4 9 U00438 28 130
1 13 74207 G5 10 80
4 4 9 U00448 t6 143
1 1374217 G5 10 75
4 9 U00458 62 148
1 12 ZG 040+26 16 146
3 9 U00470 53 148
1 13 74238 K2 16 80
1 13 74243 G5 16 63
1 13 74251 K2 14 78
1 12 ZG 043+24 47 151
1 13 74258 K2 27 95
1 12 ZG 043+25 29 156
1 12 ZG044 +24 50 155
5 13 74267K0 15 42
I 13 74278 K0 36 70
4 6 11586 19
1 13 74281 K0 5 83
4 9U00491 20 133
4 9U00497 17 143
2 9) U00501 46 151
1 13 74288 K0 23 72
1 13 74293 K0 6 86
4 13 74296 F0 5 62
1 13 74301 K0 11 75
3 12 ZG 047+24 25 15C




Right Ascension: 00h47"57'-01_16m31 '
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainly OCCoords SMJ SMN O 12 t_m
Name
a 6 a
h m. o , (s) () I b (") (') (') N
0479+2356 57.2 43 123-39 65 13 65 2 .38
0483+2911 23.3 10 123-33 81 10 641 2 .35
o465+223498.038123-4063 12 862 .44
04_+290762_38123-33 45 13 _ _ 25L0469+2221 57.4 5 123-40 59 10 uo! = .54
0490+2214 1.1 17 123-40 53 12 65 2 .25L
0491+2514 11.332 123-37 41 12 66 2 .68L'
0494+2459 29.1 56 123-38 106 12 65 2 .410496+253039.17 123-37 66 12 652 48
0498+2404 49.839 123--39 79 17 65 2 .25L
05O2+25OO 13.6 41 123-38 48 17 65 2 .25L
0502+2845 16.4 43 123-34 35 9 64 2 .25L
o5o6+2026326_ 120-426o 18 682 38L
0508+2655 52.1 43 124-36 53 8 66 2 .770509+291254.358123-3358 7 _, 2 ,66
o5o9+211455.094124-4161 lO 662 .25,
0511+2817 8.1 13124-34 47 9 64 2 .55
0512+21391222,124_41891, 85_ :_4 046 124_38 3 60513+25131985124_379410652 56
0513+2591[2 .3'82124_374116_ 25,0519+2829 59.1'20 124--34 67 15 .25L
0520+2435 0.4 54124--38 61 15 65 2 .25L
0521+2858 7.81 27 124-34 35 11 64 2 .41:
0522+2321 17.6127 124-39 29 7 65 2 2.26
0525+2417 34.2 12 124-38 32 8 65 ; 2 18.64
0525+2061 34.9147 124-43 45 8 66 2 1.77
0527+2104 43.2 29 124-42 75 24 65 2 .39L
0540+2645 2.1 i 1; 124--36 _ 26 65 _2 .61Lo54o+2oo42.6 124-37.o o 652 626
0540+25375.7 29 124-37' 73 14 65 2 .25L0546+23082.153125_3937 9 662 6.,3548+211249.452125_4161 6 ,6 2 .73
0551+2843 7.e 20 125-34 41 6 65 2 2.63
0551+29_511.26 125-33 89 9 652 .87
60 35 7 650557+2630 47.3 125-36 I 2 1.42
0563+2334 18_2 54 125-39 ' 83 22 65 2 .25L
0563+2723 20.7 12 125-35 32 9 65 2 1.25
3570+2446 0.7 10 125--38 43 9 65 2 1.94
0570+2740 2.5 21 125-35 43 7 65 2 .68
0577+2058 47.7 45 126-42 45 10 66 2 1.49
0584+2612 28.0 10 126-36 39 10 65 2 2.24
0590+25Ol 2.4 28 126-38 73 8 65 2 .46
0596+262040,156126--38 4816652 .26L
1001+2943 10,(_ 5 t26-33 80 7 65 2 .46
1005+2204 35.2 26 127-40 34 7 66 2 .31L
1006+2231 37.510127-40 61 10662 .35
1006+2750 39.2 12 126-35 47 11 65 2 .25L
1006+2649 39.5 18 126-36 63 ,1 65 2 .48
1013+2042 21.0 3 127-42 56 8 66 2 1.32
1014+2010 27.2 3 127-42 58 15 66 2 .52L
1018+2927 50.3 27 126-33 37 6 65 2 .86
1028+2211 '49.5 28 127-40 56 10 66 2 .25L
1033+2844 22.5 34 127-34 51 7 65 2 .77
1034+2626 27.421127-36, 41 9 662 ,42
1035+2517 34.5 17 127-37 92 21 66 2 .76L
1040+2904 3.3 7 127-33 45 12 65 2 .25L
1047+2910 '45._'11 127-331 F_ 7 65 2 .671051+2852 8.2 27 127-34 1 66 2 .76L
1053+2147121,551126-41 51 9662 .25L
1060+2646 5£ 34 128-36 53 12 66 2 A0L
1065+2957 33.1 31 128-32 48 7 66 2 1.31
1075+2511 351:26128-37 446 66 2 5.28
1079+2458 _54._ 41 128-37 i 66 11 66 I 2 .29L
1080+2933 0.1 20 128--33 74 10 66 2 .44
1080+2311 0.E 59 129-39 31 8 66 2 4.17
1081+2411 9.2 23 129-38' 54 16 66 2 .25L
1063+2335 20.C 17 129-39 35 10 66j2 1.421086+2739!360i53126-3525 9 _ 2 25_1088+2960,9047128-3386 18 662 26_
1087+2046.8!1129 42 96 8 672 495
1087+2266,7950129-3988 23 _!_ 25,1069+294954.730128-3343 8 6721094+2167_5224129_4034 8 662 1_56
1096+280831.943,126-3438 968 i 1341097+2733 462 9 129-35 68 11 66 .40L1 1+2012 98 lr130-42 66 30 67 .25L
102+2947 14.1 57 128-33 53 7 66 1.26
1104+2513 26.7 25i129-37 70 14 66 2 .44L
1107+2928 47.415 1129--33 6.6 8 632 .72
1108+2444 49.02112938 52 6 662 .78
106+2611 51.625129-36 75 10 662 .47
109+2656 i9.524129-36 62 8 662 1,41
1110+2419 1.9 9 129-38 43 6 66 2 6.10
1110+2652 3.5 4 129 35 47 7 66 2 12.15
1110+2734 4.921 129-35 83 15 66 2 .25L
1110+2702 5.547 129-35 62 11 _ 22 .25L1113+2815 20.056 129 34 42 11.53
1117+2708 43.4 1 129-35 53 7 66 2 .55
1122+2855 13.844129-33 7420 632 .81L
1130+2025 3.0 12 131 42 37 28 67!2 .25L
1131+2014 11.7 17 131-42 56 11 67 2 .45
1133+2530 21.119130-37 36 76721 33.42
1141+2913 6.6 30 130-33 38 _ _64 1.15
1141+2812 9.652,130-34 6016662 .43L
1146+2601 38.9 581130 36 35 8 67 2 6.37
1147+2030 44.6 25 _131-42 49 31 672 .25L
1154+2336 27.942 131-39 79 7672 1.32
1158+2638 32.0 16 130 36 82 8 67 2 .68
1165+2857 31.615130-33 30 6643 1.39
Declination: +20"-+30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocr R Flags*
1.21L C C H
1.62L C C
1.38L D EH
1.90: DO J BB
2.46L C C K
2.13 DC FAB
2.74 DC K AB
1.36L C C L
1.47L C DGK
1.48 DD KBC
1.56: ! CF DH
2.92 CC BB
1,25: CC K EB
1.OOL C B
1 OOL CE BC
2.72 I CC DAB







10.20 CCDD CBAA 0
1.00L BD AB 0
2AOL BCC AABHi0
1.00L BD C AB I 1 04000000001.11 1200000000
1.04 B C F I C 25O0O000001.OOL AAD 0 0400000000
1.34 B cC C G B B 03000000001,00L AA 0 0400000000
1.13L O BE 0200000000
1.12L CC ABF 00300000000
1.23L C lAG 0300000100
1.37L BD IclABE1 0 240000100045 D 3 0











1,04: CC K BC
1.00L BE AE
2.04 CC DAB
















































! 0 04000OOOO004OO0O0 O
04O00O01 O0
02OO00OO00
1.56: C C A B B E 03000000001.OOL BD 0 1400000000
1.00L BCcD AA 0 0500000000
1.26: BGBCM 0500OO_O00
1.09L C 14000000001.00L C AA i 0 1500000000
1.30 ccCC I EC 03000000001.00L ABLL 0 0400001010
3.79 EDD HAA 0300000000
1.62 EC J DB 1300100000
1.00L BD F AAF 0 06000000001.32 DC 1400000000
1.01L BC AAH I 1500100000
1.00L BCC AABH 0 0400000000 16
1 00L C AG 0400000000
1.35:1 DO BD 0400000100
2.13 I C I D 1400000230
1.OOL C AD 2500000000
1.42 DE DB 1500000000
1.OOLIC BK 0500000000
c I_, 16oooooooo1.00L1.37L O I 0400000000
1.OOL CD AD 0 0501000000
1.OOL BC AA i O 0300000000
I.OOL BCC AAC 0 0500000000
1,32L C DB 0400000000
1.30 C E B B 0500000000
1.OOL BCF AABH 0 0400000100
1.03L, C BL H MC 05000000001.36 F 0500000000
1.75 C D 6401000230
1.00L C B G 6500000000
1.72 BBDC AAAC 0 0500000000 22
1.00L BF AE 60500000000
1,27L C HED 0400000000
1.OOL BC !AABD 005OO00OOO01.31 D 4400000000
I.OOL DE AE 0 1500000000
1.20L F B E 0500000000
1.OOL CD AC I 04501000000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ms 8
1 13!74304K0 9 8(:
1 13 74313 MO 22 9C
I 13 74318 MO 35 9(:
4 9 U00524 32 145
1 13 74322 K0 4 72
1 12 ZG 049+22 46 15E
1 2 1308644 41 9£
3 9 UOO534 33 146
17 C
3 9 UOO540 72 141
2 13 74339 M0 24 90
2 "13 ; 74342 G5 9 65
2 6 A0050+21 14
1 13 74346 G5 6 75
UOO547 35 153
"1_ 74349K0 9 73
"41 00513+2531 26 14
"10 ! M+05-03-019 81
.1_062+24 8 1851000556 40 153
13 74359 K0 3 5513 74365 MB 6 83
2 13 74366K5 5 87
2 9 U00585 82 166
5 "13 74382 M0 6 81
1 "41 00541 +2537 17 12
4 13 74388 G5 4 45
1 13 74393 G5 7 70
3 13 74395 K0 3 55
1 13174396K0 5 8C
3 "13 74406 K2 15 75
3 9 UOO612 7 145
2 13 74415 K0 4 71
2 13 74419 MO 4 8¢
2 2 DO8603 47 128
1 13 74426 K2 3 7_
1 13 74434 K5 9 81
1 13 74439 G5 13 67
1 12 ZG 059+26 26 15_
2 13 74446 K0 8 78
5 9 U00648 36 141
1 13 74451 M1 31 85
1 13174453M0 7 9C
1 13 74466M0 7 85
1 27 MKN 354 21
2 13 74472M0 5 87
• 2 13 74488 K0 33 83
1 10 M+04-03-042 25
1 2 [308658 72 115
1 13 74519 K2 2 81
4 13 74530 K5 18 6G
1 13 74533 M0 32 9_
2 13 74537 M0 4 8C
1 12 ZG 108+24 50 153
I
I 12 I 2G 108+27 59 155
1 30 4_N040 42
4 13 74544 K0 15 48
1 12 ZG 106+22 10 155
4 13 74546 KO 8 45
3 1 X PSC 6
2 13 74551 M0 2 85
C 1 32 X0110+201 84 1_
4 "13 74561 K0 4 63
2 "13 74566K0 2 65
1 13 74568 K2 12 8C
1 13 74567 KO 26 75
2 13 74570 K2 26 75
4 13 74571 K0 4 45
5 13 74573M0 4 8E
7 13 74576 M0 2 6E
13 74582 MO 30 9C
*41 01122+2856 12 1_
C 1 321X0113+204 47 1_
1 13 i 74592 G5 4 71
5 13i 74593 NO 2 6_
1 39 B2 0113+29 108 40_
_o_+229 6_14.74607 M0 9[
1 13 _ 74619 K5 14 8_
13 74621 K0 19 8;13 74634 K5 7 8_
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.




SM] SMN 0 12 p.m
ham.._, (s) C) ('9 ('3 (') N
11165+2130 33.1127 131-41 59 24 67 2 .88L
H167+2700 43.9i12 131-351 47 6 672 61
H173+2615 21.0_24 131-36 84 32 67 2 .25L
)1163+2828 20.6 30 131-34 29 8 64 2 7.22
11185+2832 30.7!44 131 34 76 9 64 2 .93
d185+2206 32.5 50 132-40 26 7 67 2 2.42
b1185+2547 33.8 23 131-36 66 11 67 2 .37L
d189+2156 57.6 22 132-40 56 17 67 2 .41L
_1196+2835 39.6 29 131-34 97 = 10 64 2 .48
=1199+2254 56.9 36 132-39 66 12 67 2 .48L
=1199+2618 67.5 31 132-36 26 8 65 3 ! .37
,1199+2636 58.4 26 132-35 27 9 65 3 .25L
1201+2507 7.6 22 132-37 32 5 65 3 4.73
'1203+2154 22.8 3 133-40 32 14 67 2 .25L
1207+2012 42.4 29 t39--42 25 6 67 2 9.56
1215+2135 31.0 54 133-40 33 5 67 2! 2.46
1217+2341 46.4 3 193-38 36 8 67 2, 39.53
1218+2137 52.4 26 133-40 _ 2;; 8_ 21 .25L1220+2453 1.9 7 132-37 93
1220+2435 4.7 35 132-37 43 5 66 3 1.16
1225+2906 31.9 42 132-33 69 36 64 2 .35L
133 40 82 21 68 2
1227+2142 43.9 46j 6 .26L1229+23152.07133-39 71 67 2 .42
1229+2109 55.64696 133--41 49 7 68 2 .771230+2250 5.1 133-39 35 7 67 2 4.52
1236+2606 37.0 133--36 76 20 65 2 ,26L
1236+2732 40.4 50 132-34 5t 92 65 2 .32L1239+265956.79 13935 . 7 65 2 94
1243+2510 21,0 53 133-37 48 7 65 2 1.79
1243+2927 22.8 28 132--33 36 35 65 i 2 .25L
1250+2832 5.1 9 132-33 64 12 65 2 .26L
1253+2816 18.2 5 133-34 24 6 65; 2 3.63
30.7 51 134-37 42 7 1.521265 + 2445
1266+2500 37.2 57'134-37 26 7 _ 2 1.20
88!8 2 1.271266+2013 39.2 17 135-42 41
1267 +2045 42.9 490 135-41 58 11 6695122 .441272+2931 16.0 133--32 90 17 .32L
1272+2953 16.8 28 133-32 86 10 65 2 .93
1273+2537 22.4 11 134-36 80 38 6_512 .40L1276+2948 59.8' 9 133-32 51 10 .25L
1276+2959 '0.2 37 133 32 79 15 65 2 .50L
1276+2633 ,0.4 10 134-35 99 29 65 2 .30L
1278+2037 51.01 135-41 57 10 68 2 .25L
1280+2254 4.0l 54 135-39 58 11 66, 2 .36
1283+2939 22.1 i 32 133-33 75 15 65 I 2 .29L
I265+2040 34,0 49 135-41 70 14 68 _2 28L
192 54 35-40 67 14 .32L
1293+2149 6_771!1295+2109 52.9:16 135-40 50 8 .25L
1300+2649 4,3 i 55 134-35 50 8 65 1.14
1302+2228 14.7 52 135-39 ' 79 1- 66 I 2 .44
1303+2203 233 35 135-40 56 8 886; 2 .95
1304+2502 !2e.5133 135-37 68 9 66 ! 2 .29
1306+2217 39.4 9 135 39 45 8 66 2 2.9t
1306+2319 41.6 51 135-38 65 9 66
1309+2023 441 36-41 170 121320+2859 88265 :95134 33 i2
1321+2109 7.3 46 136-40 37 13 67r2 .25L
1322+2950 15.3 55 134-33 66 7 65 12 .41
1324+2138 ,26.t 39 136-40 34 9 67 2 .25L
1326+2612 369 46 135-35 86 32 66 2 .90L
1328+2800 49.3 47 135-34 41 7 66 2 .79
1335+2430 34.3 41 136-37 45 9 66 2 .25L
1338+2910 48.0 33 135-32 56 10 62 2 .35
1340+2211 5._ 11 137-39 37 8 67 2 2.04
1341+2409 6._ 11 136 37 55 10 66 2 .401_4+2258_25.91136-38 81 16 67 2 .31L
1344+2938 28.3 6 195 33 66 13 62 3 .25L
1345+2736 30.4 25 135 34 72 12 66 2 .78L[1345+212230520 37-40 89 12 672 .etL
2 .526696 13136-37 :471346+2454 39.2 I
1354+2009 28.4 37 138-41 75 15 67 2 .43L
1358+2108 52.1 34 137-40 43 8 67 2 2.17
1364+2730 25.e 10 136-34 28 9 .72
56 135-32 46 8 6_3 3 .25L1365+2908 34.8
1367+2412 _._ 5 137-37 85 31 67 2 .25L
1371+2416 10.9i32 137-37 54 17 67 2 .25L
1372+2329 13.2J21 137-38 73 10 67 2 1.18
1378+2718 53.6 i 23 36-34 ' 46 9 63 3 .51
1379+2035 56.1 5 138-41 56 13 67 2 .39L
1382+2216 t6.81 45 138-39 77 t4 67 2 .25L
i
1385+2529 30,7139 137--30 56 8 67 2 .44
1387+2657 _5,4' 56 136-34 40 10 63 3 .54
1388+2947 _,9.1 39 136-32 38 6 63 3 1.51
1397+2001 45.71 9 139-41 46 6 68 2 2.00
1398+2502 53.2 52 137-36 80 8 67 2 .64
1410+2359 0.421 138-37 62 12 67 2 .42L
1415+2104 33.3!40 139-40 88 17 67 2 .38L
1421+2136 7.0 139-39 74 15 67 2 .27L
1422+2829 16.71 15 5 6_7 3 ,25L137-33 29 3.55
1424+2441 24.6 17 138-36 41 11
6: 32
1427+2802,2.4 19733 67 8 31428+2 3,9.3 137_33 26 622 .26 
7 .52L1429+2440 57.5 i 6 138-36 65 15 2
1431+2854 9.g 42 137-32 52 10 3 .40
1435+2508 35.6 44 138-36 38 28 61 2 .30L
1440+2751 4.5 1 138-33 46 10 63 3 .25L
1441+2700 8.6 2 138 34 62 8 64 3 .48
1442+2555 15.8 11 138-35 44 10 65 3 .74
1445+2003 30.2 36 140-41 57 9 68 2 .62
1445+2939 35.1:37 '137--31 60 14 64 2 .30
Flux Density l_ags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
2_; vm 60 _am 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S





































































































1.19 E EB 1200000000
1.83L C IAL H o5oooooooo
1.92 D L H 2500000120
1.00L BC AAE 0 0500100000
1,01L C A F 0500100000
1.35L BDD ABCK 0 0300000000
1.13LI D BL 1500000000
1,49L I C F F B 0300000000
1,06L F C K 0500000000
1.00L C A C 050000O000
1.00L C E 2600010000
1.97 C C A B 0500000000
1.57L BBF AAFH 5 1500000000
1.78 CC DC 2301000000
BC D AAD O 15010011001.00L
1.00L BC AAI I O 2500001100
1.00L BBD AAAH 0 0500000000
1.62 D F 2500001110
1.00L C BC 1500000000
1.00L B ACM 1500000000
1.68 C L F 5501000020
1.86 F C 2500000030
1.16L C DEG 0500O0000O
1.00L C A K 0500000000
1.00L BC AAH 01 0500000000
1.11: CC KDC 5600000000
1.42 C K C 2601000000
1.70L C AF 2500000000
1.39L BF AD H 0500000000
1,54 D F 350000O010
1.04L C FB i 15O00OOOO0
1.00L BCC AAB Ol 1500000000
2.31L BD AD L
1.00L D A E
1.02L CO AF
1.11L C D
3.26L C F D
1.29L C AD C
1.09 C HG
2.47 EDC EAB
1.00L E N CH




1.63L C F H
1.71: CO L BB
2.45 CC GAB
1,14L CE AC
1.00L E D L
1.19L C C
1.00L B D A B 0 2500000000
1.30L C A 0500010000
1.49L C E 0300000000
1.,20L C AG 0500000000
1.88 CC K EB ! 0400000000
1.20L D CG 0500000000
3.81 CC OAA 0400000000
1.40 C D C 4600000000
1.04L CF BC 0 3600010000
1.46 CE BBj 0400000OO0










1.00L C A C
t.51 CC FBB
1.99 D G
1,96 F D C














1.18L C D I
1.32 C D
1.57L D CG BC i1.00L C
1.01 E I F
1.91 DC CAB
1.07L C B E
t,00L B AFI























S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
2 13 74637 A2
8
3 13 74647 K0
2 t3 74650 M0
1 13 74651 K5
1 13 74667 K0
2 29 *PG 0119+229 $1
5 6 A0119+ 26B
2 * 1 TZ PSC
1 12 ZG 120+21
3 13 74882 K5
1 1 RW PSC
23 3 13 74694 M3
2 12 ZG 121 +21
2 13 74697 M0
2 13 74698 M0
8 1 32 X0t22+291
2 13 74707 F5
2 2 DO 8756
2 13 74713 M4
1 13 74721 K0
2 13 74730 K2
2 13 74745 M0
1 13 74747 K0
2 13 74748 K5
1 13 74750 M1
1 12 ZG 127+29
1 13 74755 M0
3 6 A0127+25
9
1 13 74788 G5
3 9 U01098
2 13 74777 K713 7476O M0
2 I 13 74764 MI
2 "2 DO 8808
13 74790 M013 74792 G5
1 2 DO 8816
2 13 74802 K0U01126
1 13 74806 K0
1 13 74812 G5
2 13 74820 KO
AC E 0 2500000000 2 13 74822M0
B 1500000000 2 13 74823 K5
D 1500000000 1 10 M+04-04-0t5
BBI 64000000002500000000 U01154
G BE 0400000000
DEL 1500000000 1 13 74830 K0
0400000100 12 ZG 135+20
AO BC 3 6400000010 1 74645 K213
4600000000 1 13 74853 K0
0500000000
2400000030 83480000020
0500000000 1 13'l 74861 M0
0600000000 2 13 74864 M0
0400000000 1 12 ZG 138+20
0500000130 8
2500000000 2 13 i 74870 F5
0401000000 1 2 : DO 6881
0 0401000000 2 13 74872 K0
O 0401000000 3 131 74883 G5
4500000000 2 13 74985 M0
15000001 O0
05O00O0000
0500000000 2 12 ZG 142+21
AA L O 1500000100 3 13 74904 M3
0400000000
1400000000 1 1 I 74907 K21400000100 o _ U01233
0400000010
2300000000 1 19 74916 K0
36O1OO0020 8
0400OO0OO0
1400010000 1 2 DO 8913
1500000000 1 13 74926 K0
2600000000 1 13 74932
0500000000



































































Right Ascension: 01h44m36"-'02h01"31 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
NaJ_e
ham. o6,
01448+273636.217138-3: 32 12 83 2
01446+270539013138-34 76 2_ _01447+2109 43.9 47 140-40 44 68 I
01450+2519 0.1 15 139-36 63 2
01450+2710 4.1 53 138-34 31
01450+2537 4.9 139-35 34 15 64
01451+2230 6.4 140-38 97 14 68 21
01451+2740 10.2 10 138--33 69 12 65 3_
01452+2240 17.4 17 140--38 41 8 I 68 2
01454+2851 26.0 57 138-32 41 40! 86 2
01454+28o0 26.615 138-35 79 17
01456+2912 38.6 13 138-32 38 131 _ 201456+2,01,9344139_3782 16 672
01460+2615 4.1'32 139-35 34 11
01460+2344 4.5 9 139-37 35 12 64 _ 2
01461+2116 9.8 46 140--39 1_ 31 _11465+2027,03 4 41-40 2 .
01467+2727 47.7 27 138-33 50 8 65 3
01469+2449 5.8.3 18j139-36 54 13 64 3
01471+2948 g.0 35 138-31 90 28 62 2
01473+2652 22.7154 139-34 21 6 66 9
01473+2201 23.0 41 140-39 54 7 68 2
01474+2724 24.3 1 139-33 39 13 65 3
01474+2235 25.E 20 140-38 62 7 68 2
01476+2858 37.E 51 138-32 53 18 63 201476+2,41417 9139-33 36 9 64 401479+2130_8_49 141-39 69 13 68 2
01480+2811 5.5151 138-33 51 12 65 3
o1461+2144;11__, 141-39 37 9 682
01483+2139 22.E 59 141-39 87 14 68 2
7 68201464+2220 28.c 4_ 141-36 _ 6 68 201485+2206 31.1 141-38
01493+2352 22.5 13 140-37 34 10 66 3
01496+2511 38.1:15 140--35 50 11 64 3
01502+2919 13.2 59 139-31 21 5 65 3
01503+2834 19.7 21 13g-32 25 4 65 3
01505+2312 32.7 5 141-37 52 15 65 2
01506+2208 38.3 28 141-36 51 ! 12 67 3
I
:)1506+2554 39.2 54 140-35 59! 15 65 3,
31568+2941 52.1 29 139-31 53 I 10 65 3
,1511+22488732141_38661101514+2432 26.0 29 141-36 50
01515+2138 33.1 36 142--39 37 6 66 3
31516+2459 40.4 48 140--35 55 i 10 66 3
01518+2033 52.7 48 142-40 57 7 68 2
31518+2705 53.5 3 140-33 `0_ 12 66 3
_1520+2617 1.1 44 139-32 561 18 62 2
01520+2103 4.4 40 142--39 43 ' 6 66 3
,1527+21034461414 -3938:12 2i,1530+25 ,2347141-35 32 682)1530+23193066141-3727 6 873
21533+2105 23.7 49 142-39 39 9_ 68 2
)1535+2630 32.644 140-34 44 12 66 3
)1544+282I 25.529 140-32 ._ 24 _3 3
,1547+2857 45.3 1140-31 16
)1548+2733 53.1 42 1`0-33 30 6 66 3
)1549+2737 59.0 25 140-33 31 11 65 3
)1551+2321 8.1 13 142-37 27 4 67 3
,1551+2637 11.5 321141-34 4_ 29771 6_ 2)1554+2219 26.2 36 143-38 3
)1556+2507 41.4 3 142-35 40 8 67 3
,1557+2451 45.5 12 142-35 41 i _ 21131558+2652 49.6 3 141-33 110 2 2)1555+2906 49.6 13 140-31 29 63 3
_1559+243959.410142-3689 23 85 2,
,1562+2527 12.0 59 142-35 51 12 67 31
)1565+2137 35.2 10 143-38 53 9 67 3 I)1568+2048 48.957 144-39 33 67 31
)1570+2323 4.757 143-37 26 10 _ 3 I
;'1574+2400 26.2 521 142-36 60 16)1574+2413 30.0 55 142-36 45 _ I 68 3
81 8,)15 5+242034.19142_3685 3)1575+2051 35.7 144-39 32 67 3
)1577+2102 46.4 49 ! 144-39 72 11 ! 67 3
)1580+2918 4.8 27, 141-31
)1583+2412 21.4 91143-36 _ 1! _ 33)1584+2836 25.8 141-32 37)1587+2614 43.5 361 142-34 36 6_ 33
)1589+2618 56.6 23'142-34 47 11 65 3
)1590+2318 4.1 38 143-37 51 9 69 2
)1591+27027155142_33601:87i])1592+2809 15.7 34 141-32 471592+2451 15.8 39 43-35 70 3 68
)1597+2208 45.7 10 144-39 110 32
)1596+2352 48.9 56 143-36 66 12 67 3!
)1598+2118 51.5 44 144-38 85 12 69 2 I)1599+2726 56.1 21 142-33 73 13 w 2!
)1599+2856 57.3 44 141--31 50 10 65 3
)2000+2405 4.2 56 143-36 55 12 68 3
)2005+2723 35.9 58 142-33 53 24 68 2
)2006+2714 40,1 26 142-33 45 9 66 3
)2007+2457 43.8 41 143-35 46 9 67 3
)2008+2350 48.5 1 143--36 60 16 68 3
)20'08+2541 49.1 43 143-34 39 8 86 3
)2008 + 2237 49.557 144-37 49 8 6_ 33)2014+2824 25.9 57 142-32 36
)2014+2820 28.047 142-32 75 13 662
)2015+2540 31.6 54 143-34 65 9 66 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty ('Not Coh_
SMJ SMN 8








































































































100 /J.m Flux COlT A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags*
2.14 CD HFBE
















1.30 D K D























1.11 E MHCi 1400000000
1.00L, BC A B ' 01501001000
1.O0L DO AB 0 0500000000
2.30 CC FGEA 1400000100
1,6OL C AD 1500000000
1.20L D F B E 1400000100
1.00L R BG 0500000000
3.24 EC DDA 2300010100
2.10 CC LCBB 0400000000
3.81 DC! EBAB 1300101000
i
1.00L C C 1500100000
13.48 CCDD CAAA 3 0200000120
17.56 CFCD CBAA 0 0200020100
I.O0L BE AFG 0 1500000000
1.23L C B l 1510000000
1.00L BC LAAI 0500000000
I.O0L ElE IA A 0 0500000000
1.08: EDll CDC 1400_00000
1.08L C MG B I 0500000000
1.25 CC IM DC 0400000100
2.04 CE ,IEMAB 03000000001.03L D 15000000O0
1.00L C CF 0400000000
I.O0L BD lAD EK 2 0500010O00
t.00L iAC 15010000001.00L BC A ,0 1400000000
1.78 CCII AA 04000O0000
I.O0L C ' F DJ 0500000000
I.O0L BC AB 2 0500000000
1.58 CO L GCB 1501000000
1.17 E B 1500000020
1.34L CC ABHK 2 0400001130
1.00L C BC 0500011000
1.70 CC GBB 0400000100
1.67 C GJ C 2500000100
1.O3L C ML CG 1400000000
1.00L BBC AADM 1 0300100000 18
1.73 CC CAB 1200100000
I.O0L CE ACD 0, 0500001000
1 .gO F C 2400000020
1.O0L B C A B K 1 0300000000
13.07 CCC JBAA
I.O0L BD AC
1.07 D H J D
I.O0L C B E

















1.O0L D A H
1,40 F L E
1.12 D GGD
1.6OL C KCC






I.O0L C AD L
1.44 CC DBB
1.00L B AG
1.00L C B E
2.82 £)CC ECAA
1.54L C D








































S 2 # T Name Type Mag
9 901250 17 131
41 _ 9 U01249 43 121
2 13 74935 MO 12 81
12zG146+25 15 151
9 U01256 55 113
13 74938K2 40 85
13 74939 K0 11 87
1 13 74942 K2 101 95
1 13 74943 K0 9 86
I_ 91uof_5 62 1_5
2 DO8931 40 10'6
1 13] 74947 G5 4 83
3 91 U01276 44 138
1 13 74956 K5 12 82
1 2 DO8938 24 96
2 1_ 74966 + + + 8 614 U01292 83 131
1 13174970M0 8 67
_I U01305 6O 1353 5ZW121 52
6 9 U01310 11 138
5 9 U01313 65 140
4 9 I./01315 56 136
4 9 U01317 43 126
1 13 74989 KO 5 67
3 13 74996F5 4 35
2 13 74997 K5 4 70
I3 9,°o135961141
1 2' DO 8969 72 101
1 13 75007 MO 17 87
3 13 75009 K5 4 96
4 13 76O12 A5 2 26
2 12 ZG 152+28 22 156
1 13 I 75016 GO 3 88
2 10 M+03-05-034 115
8 4 13 75030 K0 6 60
1 13 75034 M1 11 88
2 10 M+05-05-032 134
5 13 75048 MB 2 60
5 6 A0154+27 13
3 13 75051 A5 3 47
8
3 9 U01451 74 143
I 13 75064 M0 4 82
1 13 75065 K2 0 80
3 9 U01455 t3 141
2 13 75077 KO 3 60
5 9 U01471 19 133
3 9 U01478 78 148
3 9 U01479 82 148
3 9 U01456 32 145
3 9 U01485 10 146
2 9 U01490 25 141
13 75086 K0 13 83
1 13 75090 G5 2 78
4 9 U01501 70 121
3 9 U01507 29 138
3 9 U01510 42 143
2 12 ZG 159+23 34 148
1 13 75100 K0 2 66
I 12 ZG 159+22 33 156
1 12 ZG 159+27 35 153
2 13 75108M0 13 88
1 13 75112K0
19 75
1 13 75113 K0 8 83
3 9 U01551 7 141
13 13 75114F5 2 56
] 13 75116 K7 4 85
3 6 AO201 +2B 9
1 13 75121 K0 13 97
1 13 75122 G5 12 71





Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C i
Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 p.m
hm¢ .8, (s) I b C) (') (') N
02019+2739 57.3 35 142-32 55 32 68 2 .26L
02020+2844 2.7 47 142--31 51 11 68 2 .68L
02022+2052 13.4 57 145-39 22 7 ; 67 3 .25L
02029+2454 562 t9 143-35 74 11 65 2 .39
02030+2751 2.1 46 142-32 46 8 67 3 .82
02031+2155 11.9 15 145-38 48 6 67 3 .83
02036+2405 39.6 35! 144 35 81 .3618265 02037+2224 44.1291145-37 55 67 .51
02039+2863 _.3 39,142-31 54 12 65:2 .2402040+ 0432 143-34518 692 51
02040+27561 ,143-32207°1, # . 025'2702046+2010365 146-39 37 1_ 2702048+2923 ,8.6 40 142-30 106
02049+2742 58.8 1 143-32 32 6_55i3 1.071.6002051+2919 6.4 59 142-30 29 6
02051+2805 116 48 143-32 33 10 66 3 .25L
02052+2901 15.0 3 ;142-31 54 13 66 3 .25L
02052+2007 16 9 2 146-39 62 21 68 2 .77L
02054+2434 270! 57 144-35 32 8.07
5 6713I
02056+2859 1416' 52 143-31 39 12 6_88133 .25L02063+2300 22:3 44 145 38 59 14 .37L
o_5+2842 34.1!13144-3, 32 9 67i3 94
02067+2256 43.7 43 145-36 35 9 67 3 .39
02067+2146 _44.1 20 146-37 55 5 67 3 .54
02073+2336 '18.1 37 I45-36; _6 12 68 3 .25L02073+2939 20.7 17 143-30 32 69 I 2 .25L
02075+2940 33.5!57 46 ; 65 2143-30 i 3 .64L
02075+2246 33.61 33 146-36 56 67 3 .8102076+2406 39.4,1 145-35 52 22 69 2 .29L
02077+2255 46.8'19 146-36 44 10 68 3 .25L
02079+2447 56.733 145-34 451 10 57 3 .7702082+2829 12.0 4 143-31 9 66 3 .81
02083+2542 21.5111 145-34 28 6 67 3 3.37
02083+2534 22.8'38 145--34 27 11 68 3 .25L
02084+2849 28.131 143-31 35 29 159 2 .62L
02085+2055 33.844 147-38 80 14 68 3 .25L
02086+2031 37.0 34 147-38 82 11 68 2 .25
02086+2932 39.6 12 143-30 75 i 31 67 3 .25L
02088+2135 50.5 2 147-37 26 5 68 3 2.34
02091+2010 6.3 59 147-39 43 22 68 3 .25L
02093+2929 20.8 40 143-30 42 10 66 3 .25L
02093+2511 22.4 31 145-34 55 8 69 2 .31
02094+2858 29.3 5 143-30 36 8 65 3 1.17
32097+2356 47.0 0 146 35 26 6 67 3 3.7902097+241247.349146-35 81 21 68 3 .25L02100+2058 05 39 147-36 6o 5 68 3 9902101+2046 77 11147-38 53 lO 88 3 25L
02105+2344 32.2 57 146-35 24 22 163 3 .25L
02106+2410 41.9 32 146-35 66 37 70 2 i .25L
02107+2009 44.7 13 148 38 57 29 68 3 .73L
02107+2336 45.9 34 146-35 33 22 70 2 .27L
32108+2358 50.3 5 146-35 36 32 67 2 .25L
02111+2401 8.0 8 146-35 43 27 69 2 .25L
32111+2623 10.2 34 145 33 55 9 _ 31 .7002111 +2738 10.639 144-32 441 .25L
:)2112+2034 13.859 148- 38 32 6683 .54
02112+2013 16.8 51 148 38 70 27 68 3 .25L
32112+2406 17.927 146-35 91 30 683 .28L
32113+2323 22.933 146-35 71 13 673 .27L
:)2116+2405 40.1 51 146-35 40 6 69 3 1.12
:)2117+2827 43.2 27 144 31 38 10 68 3 .96
32121+2643 8.5 8 145-32 47 32 67 2 .25L
32124+2550 295 30 146 33 56 12 68 3 .25L
32125+2402 33,4 23 146-35 35 9 69 3 .38
:)2125+2835 35.5 t 144--31 41 9 68 4 .36
02126+2957 39.0 26 144-29 84 18 67 3 .25L
:)2128+2001 50,5 15 148-38 69 27 70 2 .25L02128+2448 52.1 42 146 34 9 67 3 .80
32129+2352 54.5 25 147 35 27 24 73 3 .25L
)2128+2533 55.5 10 146-33 52 9 68 3 .51
E)2130+2845 5.4 37 144-30 23 12 78 3 .25L
32132+2448 156 27 146 34 19 6 67 3 2.82
:)2132+2901 16.6 47 144-30 60 14 67 3 .25L
:)2133+2822 21.6 15 145 31 36 10 66 3 .25L
32138+2943 50.8 4 144-29 38 9 67 3 .94
32138+2858 51.6 38 144 30 51 13 67 3 .29L
02143+2332 20,3 14 147 35 34 9 68 3 ,99
32146+2917 36.2 15 144-30 291 11 06 3 .25L
02146+2027 39.2 58 t49 38 93 24 06 2 .28L
:)2150+220t 1.8 29 148-36 6 06 3 ,25L
32150+2846 3,2 38 145 30 6 68 3 5.98
02152+2822 12.5 59 145-31 5 67 3 120.52
{)2153+2636 22.7 9 146-32 9 06 3 .25L
02160+2624 3.8 51 145-30 9 68 3 .31
02161+2017 10.3 24 149 38 6 69 3 .63
02164+2257 24.3 44 148-35 16 68 3 25L
02165+2750 35.1 23 146 31 6 67 3 1.25
02166+2659 40.1 2 146 32 16 68 3 .28L
02167+2420 43.0 26 147 34 14 68 3 .25L
02169+2848 58.9 30 145-30 17 66 2 .41L
02170+2123 0.7 53 149 37 21 06 2 .68L
02171+2957 6,4 21 145-29 9 69 2 1.42
02172+2947 12.3 9 145 28 8 68 3 .25L
{)2174+2143 25.5 47 149-36 11 68 3 37L
02174+2358 25.7 19 148 34 29 70 2 28L
02178+2938 50.6 56 145-29 9 69 2 1.00
:)2178+2817 50.6 31 146-30 12 68 3 .32
02180+2402 1.6 44 148-34 23 68 3 .25L
02180+2707 3.9 56 146 31 6 67 3 1.17
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 F,m 100 p.m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.68L ,40L 1.27 D
.25L .37 1.77 CC
.55 3.47 4.65 EDC
,25L .40L 1.09L D
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.39L .40L 1.00L B
.26L .40L 1.15L C
.26L .40L t.0OL C
.25L .40L 1.36L C
.26L .40L 1.00L C
25L .45 1.43 CC
20.30 3.24 1.06: CBCC
.36L .40L 2,29 E
.28L .40L 1.14L C
.31: A0L tOOL BD
.41 .40L 1.00L BC
.29L 1.12 3.36 CC
.25L .57 1.50 C C I
.28L .41 6.14L C
2.12 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .94 2.51 CO
.25L .65 1.01L c
.29L .40L 1.00L B
.26L A0L 1.15L C
.25L .40L 1.25L B
.25L 81 1.70 CC
.28L .40L 1.38
.63L AOL 1.29
.25L .40L 1.04L B
.49L .50L 1.40 C
.31L .89 1.72 CC
.38L .40L 1.O0L D
.31L .40L 1.0OL B
.88 .40L 1.0OL BD
.25L 1.23 2.73 CC
.63L .40L 1.18 D
.26L .59 1.36: C C
E
.28 .40L 6.10L
.26L .40L 1.46 BC C58 .40L 1.0OL
.31L .40L 2.18 C
.25L 1.58 3.47 CC
.27L .40L 1.25L C
.31: .40L 1.09L BD
.06 .40L 1.00L BC
.27L AOL 1.58 C
.28L .40L 1.00L B
.29L .62 1.38: CC
.30L' .40L 2.11 c
.59L .55L 1.05 C
.58L .40L 2.03 C
.30L .40L 1.15 F
.62L .40L 2.O0 C
.30L .40L 1.65 I D
.27L .40L 1.00L B
.28L 1.23 2.36 DC
.25L .40L 1.29L C
.28L .40L 2.14 C
.28L .45L 1.58 C
.28L .54 1.09L C
AI: .40L 1,03L' B E
.36 .40L 1.00L 'B D
.37L .40L 1.33 D
.30L .67 1.15 CE
.30L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.27L .40L 2.30 C
.53L .40L 1.82 C
.25L .40L 1,00L 'B
.25L .40L 2.08 C
.28L .40L 1.O0L C
.25L .62 1.56 CC
.92 .40L 1.00L BC
.30L .83 1.95 CC
.25L 1.41 4.61 CC
.27L ,40L 1,03L :B
.27L .66 1.12L C
.32L .40L 1.00L B
.28L 1.36 1,89 C B
.35L .40L 1.36 E
.30L 2.52 4.04 CC
1.54 ,40L 1.00L B C
112.23 29.61 6.86 BBDC
26L 2.80 5.40 CC
.25L .40L 1.11L!C
.28L .40L 1.02L B
.25L .40L 2.57 C
.63 .40L 1.0OL B C
.26L .41 1.00L D
.26L .65 1.60 CB
.25L .43 1A8L C
.37L .40L 1.96 C
.41: .40L 1.00L BDcc
.25L 1,98 4,38
27L .65 1.18L C
.44L .40L 1.99 C
.47: .40L 1.15L CD
.25L .40L 1.25L C
28L .40L 2 26 C
.27: .48L I.O0L B E




Coef R Flags* R S! # A Name Type _ep Mag
K G 25ooo0oo3o 6, 1
G DA [ 0401000000 ! 3 9 U01571 38 4 138
A A A i 26OO0O00OO
DJ 4600000000 1 13 75136 G5 7 80
8l _2500000000 1 6 9013:75137 K7
AEI 06OO00O00O 1 13 75139 M0 16 86
OK 05000O0000 1 13 75144 GO t9, 70
CL 1500000000 2 13 75148 A0 24 _ 50
E 040OO00000
A 0500000000 1 13 75150 05 26 75
ED:I 1500000120 8
AAAE = 0 1300000000 18 5 13 75151 K2 20 21
C 960100O068
C 05O01OO00O 12 13 75155G5 14 85AB 11601010000 DO 9064 77 131
1050010o 021 li 75157K° 393801531400000100 i U01625 85 1656400000110 1 1 ZG 205+29
G 9561000008 2 10 M+03-06-036 60
AAE 4 3520000000 2 131 75159M0 1 78
BA 0401000110 2 9 U01632 10 141
B C 0500100000
AC 1600001000 2 13 75171 FO 4 _ 50
BG 0500100000 1 13 75174 G5 38 85




AF M 0500000000 1 2 DO 9087 69 108
J EGC 1500000100
F A A 0500000000
AD 1700000000 1 13 75182 K2 7 86
AC 1500000000 1 13 75184 M0 1 90
AA 1 0500000000 3 13 75188 K2 8 61
M AA 0400000000 2 12 ZG208+25 68 155
E 1500000010
HL EE 1700000108 1 38 CL0208+20 117 265400000008 1 13 75193 K2 30 86
AB D 9500000000=0 0600000000 2 13 75195M0 4 86
G B 95OOOOOO08
J A A 7400000000
iC 0600000000 1 13i75197 K0 7 88
_AD 3 1500000000 1 13 ' 75200 K2 4 80
AA 4 9601000000 3 13 !75203 K0 8 61
G C 85OOOOO00O
IAL 070000OO00 2 13 75204 F5 5 53
LAC 1700000000
iN E E 6500000020 8
L F 9600000000




BG K 1500000000 1 13 75215G5 3 73
AB 0400010000 3 9 U01718 28 130
B B 4700010000 2 13 75217 M0 6 86
E 960OOO0O30
MF D 9600200000
BC 2501000000 1 12 ZG 211+23 31 156
AE 0 9600100020 8 2 13 75222M1 12 86
AC 0 0500000000 1 13 75223G5 12 65
D C 1500000020 8
MB C 1400000000
CH 8600000000 1 13 75231 G5 2 68
CF 0500010000 1 13 75234 K0 2 85
C 9400000100 1 39 OD+221 95 1415
NKG 9701000020 8
A 0400000000 2 13 75238 F5 2 55
J J L D 7601000040 8 1 32 X0212+238 55 8
BD 0400000000 1 13 75239 F2 16 57
CEB 0401000110
AA 0 0400000000 4 13 75245M3E 8 72
I BA 0300000000
H AA 0200000000 3 9 U01747 53 140
AHt H 2500000000 2 13 75254 K7 11 90
E H C 0300000000
AG 2600000000 2 13 75262 G5 1 65
EAB 0300000000 3 12 ZG 214+29 88 151
H K B 7700000000
DAA 0400000000 t 30 5ZW 214 38
AAH 2 0400000000 4 13 75269M0 5 68
AAAA 8 0200010000 43_
MC A A 0300000000 I
CK 0500000000 2 13 75276 A2 15 52
AD 3600000000 1 2 DO 9176 32 103
C 1580010100
A A G 1 0400000000
FD 0300000000 1 10 M+04-06-016 148
( GBB 5400000000
CD 05OOO00O0O 3 9 U01792 33 143
C E 3601000020 8 1 32 X0217+214 94 8
AB 0 05OO000O00 2 13 75287 K0 32 65
AA 020OO0000O 1 30 5ZW 219 51
I AH 0500000000
E F D 5501000260 4
iBB J 0 0500000000 1 2 009197 87 113
D 0500000000 1 13 75293 GO 30 80
;N E 6580000350 4
ACDE 0 0300000000 2 13 75295K0 11 81




Position (lgfO) Flux Density Flags
H _Not Color Correrted) V L
Name Galactic Uncerlainty g! 12 _tm 25 #.m 60 vm 100 vm
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 Flux Corr A Confusion R S
ham. 6 (s) (") 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
*' I
12182+2322 15.8 25 148-35 : q 3 .25L .26L .49 1.78
)2183+2254 20.0 44 148-35 33 .25L .39L .88 2.05)2184+2311 24.1153 148-35 11.28 2.72 .56 1.00L
)2188+2259 48.1125 148-35 3! .25L .25L .40L 1.94
)2189+2206 57.3 8 149 36 2 .25L .32L .40L 1.6312192+2830 16.8117 146-30 .77L .26L, .37 1.00L
12193+2236 118.2152 149-35 3 .73 .25L .40L 1.21L
12197+2801 [46.2150 146-30 31 .25L ,25L 1.07 3.33)2203+2754 [23.2[45 146-31 .27 ,26L .42L 1.17L
)2204+2829 i25,5j5o146-30 21 4.06 L09 .40L 1,04L
)2206+2705 136.9144 147-31 03 .25L ,33: 1.39 2.7212206+2129 137.7125 150-36 ! .43L .36L .51: 1,96
32209+2404 1S0.0i44 148-34 3 .44 ,27L ,40L 1.47L
12210+2255 12.1/ 9 149-35 , !3! .25L .39L .40L 2.54
12213+2541 122.3[58 148-32 .25L .31L .94 1.63
22214+2258 12e.8130 149-35 ,25 .25 .40 2.72
]2216+2822 [41,1152 147-30 ( .25L .25L .50 1.08:
12217+2725 _45.4/56 147-31 32 .94 .25L .40L 1.05L12217+2901 [45.6 / 5! 146-29 i .96 .29L .40L 1.00L
12218+2518 149.7/19i 148--33 ' ' 3 ,25L ,25L .78 1.58:
12221+2549 I 7.2/24' 148-32 ( 23 .25L .37L 1.98 2.4712221+2124 I 9.0}16; 150-36 i .29L .34L .40L 2.17
32221+2529 [10.9[21 ' 148-33 ( 32 .25L .25L .40L 1.42)2222+2440 |12.2 / 3 148-33 ( .67 .26L .40L 1.26L
12222+2159 113.9128 150-36 , 33 .25L .38: 4.05 9.59)2223+2634 /21.3| 4 146 32 .41 .28L .40L 1.20L
)2223+2727 121.9/13 147-31 33 .44 .26L .40L 1.20L)2224+2402 124.1115 149-34 I ,25L .31 .65 1.91
]2225+2939 135.0|19 146-29 = 33 1.51 .37 .40L 1.00L
;12226+2125 t37.3t56 150-36 , .25L .32L .4OL 3.17
12226+2010 140.2114 151-37 q 3 .25L .29L 1.09 2.12)2226+2630 /41.7/43 148-32 _ .40L .25L .62 t.24L
12229+2127 159.4139! 150-36 q 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.1812231+2702 I 6.1|48 148-31 .27L .26L .74 1.36L
)2232+2003 r17.41401151-37 i i 23 .25L .25L .40L 2.3712234+2817 /26.9[ O] 147-30 I .3BL .25L .40 3.81L
)2235+2246 [33.8Jll ' 150--35 _1 ( 3 .28L ,28L .53 1.11L
)2236+2343 [40.3|25 149-34 t .25L .58L .40L 1.64
)2237+2026 142.9[ 9 151-37 33 .25L .3OL .40L 2,01
)2237+2749 /46.5/26 147-30 I .60 .28L .40L 1,00L
)2240+2448/26134149-33 , , I 37L 291 189 3.81)2241+2239/10.71215o-35 .37 3o, .4oL lOO,
)2242+2647 [13.4118 148 31 2 3.66 .87 ,40L 1.00L12242+2103 [14.9/16 151-36 q .25L .29L .40L 2.50
12242+2431 |16.4}47, 149-33 q 22 .37L .26L .56 1.64L)2245+2525 [34.7/35 1149-32 _ .44 .25L .41L 3.15L
)2245+2252 J35.1/ 9' 150-35 q 33 .25L .30L 1.67 2.85)2246+2526 140.11441149-32 _ I .34L .25L 1,37 3.03
52248+2621 _52.3157' 148-31 _ 33 .27L .94 3.96 5.47)2249+2740t594/551146-30 , 25L 25L 69 178
)2250+2404 I 5,6[51 149-34 i 2 .25L .27L .40L 1.54]2251+2156 [ 6.3/ 41151-35 i .42L .34L .67 1.33L
12251+2006 I 7.0/58 152-37 3 .25L .29L .40L 1.6512251+2116 /10.9[281151-36 ( .40L .82L .40L 1.73
)2252+2926 [12.51401147-29 i 4 .61 .32L .28: 1.00L)2252+2938 [15.1158 i 147-28 q .42 .25L .40L 1.00L
12253+2341 [23.4[461150-34 _ q 43 .25L .25L .73 1.36:12254+2914 /24.61121147-29 i ( .25L .25L .31: 1.61
12255+2319 L32.6/ 31150-34 _ 2 .25L .43L .40L 1.31]2256+2156 138.6/301151-35 i .25L .32L .82 1.81
)2257+2035 152-37 1 2 ,44L .31L .40L 1.61]2258+2334 150 34 ( .29L .30L .44 1.05L
)2256+2942 147-28 _ 33 .70 .25L .40L 1.03,12261+2106 151-36 _ .25L .61 .40 2.24
12261 +2913 147-29 _ 23 .25L ,40L .40L 1.6512262+2617 149 31 _ .25L .34L .40L 1.34
]2262 + 2506 149 - 33 22 .40L .27L .48 1.21L)2266+2446 149 33 .40L .36L .40L 1.40
12266+2601 149-32 _ 32 .25L .25L .40L 1.45)2269+2244 151-35 1, .25L .31L .40L 1.52
)2269+2347 150-34 23 .31L .29L .40L 1.5732269 +2605 149 32 _29L .25L .40L 1.57
]2271 +2826 148-29 _ _ .27L .16: ,61 1.91)2272 + 2034 152- 36 .45 .36L .41L 1.92
]2274+2439 150-33 g .48 .27L .40L 1.00L)2275+2022 152-37 .25L .28L .40L 3.59
32275+2734 148-30 ( 3 .32 .25L .40L 1.00L]2276+2500 150 32 _ .50 .31L .40L 1.0OL
52277 + 2656 149 - 31 3 .26L .33 L .70 1.11:)2277+2039 152-36 1.26 .42L .40L 1.06,
32278+2214 152.1142 151-35 33 2.72 .74 .40L 1.00L32279+2119 159.7|40 152-36 .25L .83L .40L 1.54
)2280+2445 [ 1.2156 150-33 2 .25L .34, .40L 1.25)2280+2209 [ 2.8[45 161-35 .25L .29L 2.18 4.61
32281+2416 110.3120 150-33 42 .80 .59L .40L 1.29L32281+2728 [10.8153 148-30 .25L .27L .93 1.96
02282+2229 }15.4|40 151 35 42 .25L ,29L .40L 1.55D2283+2633 |22.0116 149-31 .25L .28L .55 1.20
32264+25421260/60149-32 _ 25, 141, 40 1t4,
3222,+2o21[29.4/21152-37 25, 26, .58, 224
_2265+2721131.e13814g-3_ g 1.09 ,_9 .40L _.OOL32287+2403/46.414315033 66, .31, so 121,
92288+2127 148.9|51 152-36 3 .63 ,25L .4OL 1.00L32288+2241 |48.9[44 151 34 ! .25L ,37: 2.99 5.13
32289+2109 157.5}13 152-36 3 .70 ,26L .40L 1.00L
32289+2153 [57.9/34 152-35 32 .25L .28L .40L 2.06
_12289+2928 |580 / 7 148-28 .25L .68L .40L 1.62
32290+2533 [ 2.3[ 9 150-32 33 .25L .37 2.66 5.5432290+2139 1 3.1[25 152-35 .66L .61L .40L 1.60





Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C') Mag
g 001808 58 148
13 75300 MO 2 77
9 U01828 46 155
13 75308 G5P 22 65
9 U01635 25 138
"13 75328 KO 25 85
13 75329 MO 6 87
12 ZG 220+27 81 156
13 75339 K0 4 85
12 ZG221+28 14 ] 156
"13 75343 K0 8 80
13 75342 K0 4 70
12 ZG 221+25 61 156
12 ZG 222+25 29 I 156
9 U01871 42 148
13 75352 KO 40 85
12 ZG 222+24 15 150
13 75355 1<2 ! 78
32 X0222+214 82 8
9 U01880 29 153
9 U01581 17 148
"10 M+04 06-034 129
9 U01895 38 156
9 U01898 71 185
13 75365 K0 5 87
12 ZG 224+24 49 151
13 75369 G5 33 80
13 75370 K5 5 61
13 75373 K0 6 59
6 A0224 + 22 72
9 U01916 71 146
9 U01921 58 146
9 U01931 60 136
13 75382 FO 16 53
13 75383 GO 2 77
12 ZG 225+23 76 151
12 ZG 225+29 48 155
9 U01950 36 156
13 75391 GO 2 58
13 75407 F5 34 58
12 ZG 227+26 47 158
13 75411 M1 15 83
13 75412 M0 4 82
9 U01990 17 156
32 X0226 +224 65 8
13 75421 M0 2 85
9 U01996 20 150
"13 75422 K0 10 73
32 X0229+ 294 129








a 5 a 8 Coords SMJSMN O O 12,am
h m, . , (s) (") lb (')(") (') N
2294+2053 52 152-36 51 7 70 3 .37
_2206+2255 57 15t--34 50 9 69 3 .62
'2296+2619 8 149--31 59 76 68 4 i .632297+2122 36 152-35 100 3 69 .27L
2299+2230 21 152-34 89 25 69 3 .25L
2300+2025 17 153-36 51 9 70 3 .26L
2300+2452 48 150--32 59 16 76 3 .25L
2301+2944 40 148-28 38 9 68 3 .51
2303+2256 112t51-34 37 29 69 2 1.32L
2303+2353 11 151-33 62 16 71 2 .26L
230,+2 i! 15337 92 221702,+2 10 2_35210 33 25,306 + 222 152- 5 3 69 .25L
2306+2010 153-36 , 19 70 3 .25L
2306+2012 52 153-36 37 7 70 3 .39
2306+2904 41 148-28 19 5 68 3 2.32
2307+2115 49 152-35 99 21 70 3 .25L
2308+2957 54 148-28 68 15 68 3 .25L
2311+2051 22 153 36 57 12 70 3 .39L
2311+2045 27 '153-36 45 9 70 3 .36L
2312+2905 35 148-28 26 1.58
2313+2729 t7 149-30 28 17 3 .25L:
2313+2218 33 152-34 90 28 59 2 .25L
2315+2825 11 149-29 45 10 89 3 .52
2315+2621 56 150-31 41 9 68 3 .25L
2316+2944 42 148-28 62 13 69 2 .37L2316+2447 151-32 I 28 6 69 4 1.89
2321 +2214 49 152-34 30 9 71 2 4.382327+2549 59 150-31 41 4 68 ! 1.54
2330+2939 28 I49 28 52 10 68 3 .71
23 68 3 .25L40 149-28 892330 + 2909
2333+2341 28 152-33 I 48 18 70 I 2 .38L
2333+2040 1 153-36149 9 703 4o2333+2512 27 151-32 89 24 Ba 2 .36L
2335+2922 50 149-28 _ 32 7 68 3 1.34
2341+2425 356_41151-32 44 7 70 2 .402341+2524 151-31 74 27 70 2 .90L
2342+2738 150 29 47 8 68 3 -25L
2342+2242 53 152-34 86 28 70 2 .30L
2345+2207 0 153-34 , 41 72 2 .25L
2345+2304 5_152 33 70 17 69 2 .74L2345+2053 1,-35429722 .56
.>346+2533 3 151-31 42 17 68 2 .25L2347+2021 2 154-36 30 8 70 3 .60
?350+2750 41 150-29 42 14 70 2 .34L
2350+2559 22 151-31 41 7 88 3 .59
2'351+2944 58 149-27 69 18 68 3 .25L
.>352+2030 154-3648,14722 .29
2355+2932 45149284612683 .25L
Z355+2717 59 150-30 361 6 68 3 5.18
2355+2453 ¢_ 152-32 28 28 69 2 .25L
->356+2642 151-30 85 i 26 68 2 .26L
2359+2738 4 150-29 35 8 68 3 .25L
->359+2441 28 152-32 86 28 69 2 .25L
.>360+2144 53 153-34 40 ! 6 70 4 .45
.>360+2644 4 151-30 87 29 67 2 .39L
71 6 70 2 .40L?362+2703 23 151-30 J 1
2362+2956 13 149-27 42 8 87 3 .25L
.:'367+2731 23 150-29 60 29 68 3 .25L
2369+2551 59 151-31 48 9 68 3 .25L
->370+2113 2 154-35 39 24 70 4 .25L
2370+2807 17 150-29 25 16 67 3 .25L
->373+2230 55 153-34 48 5 70 3 .92
->374+26, 20 151-30 58 28 70 2 .25L
->376+2058 24 1,-35 29 6 70 4 2.62
?377+2650 42 151-30 62 10 68 2 .40
.>381+2324 14 153-33 71 9 70 3 .35
?382+2758 52 151-29 56 15 68 3 .25L
?382+2735 39 151-29 44 6 68 3 .63
?384+2557 36 152-30 42 8 89 3 .46
->3,+2111 17 154-35 74J 2_ 71 2 .25L
->385+2250 39 153-33 56 8 70 3 .25L
._386+2749 53 151-29 67 6 68 3 .59
->386+2201 50 154 34 34 5 70 3 .67
7393+2110 2 155-35 88 i 35 71 2 .80L
7398+2821 41 151-28 26 6 68 3 .32
.>399+2431 17 153-32 90 9 69 3 .43
->4OO+2020 49 150-27 43;33 85 2 1.33L
;_401+2552 47 152-30 38 I 6 69 3 3.39
.)401+2457 16 153-31 45 23 69 3 .25L
->401+2937 59 150-27 59 14 69 3 .40L
.>401+2001 6 156-35 52 8 71 3 .41
7404+2150 52 154-34 30 6 70 3 6.19
->404+2009 21 156-35 59 10 71 3 .26L
->405+2729 44 151-29 65 8 71 2 .38
->405+2923 23 150-27 68 _ 33 70 2 .25L
.>407+2351 35 153-32 61 9 70 3 1.03
?409+2657 4 I52-29 62 12 68 2 .26
.>411+2650 27 152-29 , 8 69 3 .44
.>411+2653 53 152-29 32 20 79 2 .25L
->414+2936 16 150--27 36 7 70 3 1.50
7415+2108 10 155-34 67 11 71 3 .33L
->416+2128 29 155-34 76 37 70 2 .25L
7419+2124 8 155-34 67 10 70 2 .31
.>421+2500 53 153-31 33 27 71 2 .25L
->422+2356 48 154-32 94 37 70 2 .40L
?422+2838 57 151-28 68 10 70 3 .47
->426+2550 7 153-30 55 25 69 3 .25L
7428+2651 49 152-29 57 16 69 2 .45L
Flux Density
(Not Color Co_ected)










































































































100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
2 "13 75428G5 J 1 73
1 13 75434 K5 1 7 85
I
i5., °o2o16 !27 1452 122G230+24 45 148
6` 111375438K0 3 7332×02 0+220104 5
Uncs Coer R
1.11L C C
1.06L C B! FJ
1.00L B BCN
1.03 O M E
2.51 D C
1.45 CE KBC
1.09 F C DC
1AlL B BE
1.21 E J B
1.41 CO BB
1.17L C FG
3.48 CC I AA
1.57 D C
1.24 DD I FF
1.eeL E C KI
1.40: BD C AA C 0
1.32 C DC
2.68 C I B
1.OOL C B
6.94 DCC DBAA























64.75 BBCC BBAA 0 3100043110
1.41 F B ! CC
1., F D
1.0OL B B L i
2.OO CC J BB




1,30L B BJ CM
2.32 C FCi
1.60 cE DO I














1.15L BD AC F' 6 2600000000
1.11L C B 4400010000
1.09 CG FC 2500000100
2.65 CC AB 1400000000
1.43 C C 56OO00O000
1.73 I D G 4500000050
1.48L C M O 4501000000
16.93 CCDD 3AAA 0 0100000000
1.56L] F FDO
1.0OL B B F




1 76 CD DC
1.00LIBc AEAFc 1
.91 D




1.58L C I CC






















2.01 r;CC FF HCB 45010000001.00L ABM 3 2600000000
1.50 C J D 8601100000
t.0OL IB B AA 3 55000000001.62L _C C 66011 (30000
1.38L ;C OJ 1400000000
1.82 DC CB 6500000100
1.28L D B F 3600000000
1.29L B BM 1500000000
1.82 F H E ,01000040
1.27 I BC GBD 1600000020
1.13L C B E 5600000000
1.OOL ia B 0700000000
1.13 D O 5400000000
11.60 BCCC BCAA 4 4400000000
1.40L C B MN 4500000000
1.32 D G C 2500000000
1.05L BC AA 3 1501001000
1.86 C J D 3500O00600
1.75L i C B 3500000000
1.41L !C B 0300000000
1.15L BBB AAAE 0 4700000000
1.00L C G B E 0600000000
1.87L C D BGHH 4502011300
1.76 i O F E 2400000010
1.19L'B AC F 2500000000
1.65L D I M 4501100420
2.01LIC C I 3601100330
3.19 , C B 4581200440
1.07LrBCC' AB E 0 35000000001.00 J B L 5500000O00
1.17 D G 5601100000
1.37L C !F 4601100000
1.53 C MB 55_0
1.22 C E 2500000000
1.52L C BL 2500000000
2.55 C HGD 5480000210
1.33L D D 2600000000
1 "41 02304+2000 6 4
C 4 g U02026 39 148
8 2 "32 X0230+201 134 8
28 3i'13 7,39G5 38 802 DO 9377 i 42 96
2 12 ZG 230+21 [ 19 156
4 2i'12 ZG230+29 41 156
I
4 9 U02042 I 35 128
7.43 7 ! 2 ,03 U02045 39 121
1 13 7,46 K0 21 83
3 "12 ZG231+29 27 150
2 13 75449 K5 11 86
3 3 RAFGL 4205S 27 18
1 13 7,59 K0 8 78
_ "3_ X0233+291 15 4U02079 53 148
2 13 75463 M0 9 87
6 3 9 U02082 31 140
1 2 DO9422 79 95
2 13 7,71 F5 9 65
3_l X0234+220 81 6U02104 18 155
3 9 U02103 7 135
1 10 M+04-07-019 57
1 13 7,76 G5 3 68
1 13 75483 K5 5 66
1 13 75485 K7 26 86
4 g U02122 47 146
4 13 754OOM3 2 65
3 g U02134 79 143
2 13 7,95A2 33 53
3 9 U02141 21 131
2 13_75509M0 2 60
2 13 '75510 A2 33 53
1 13 75517 M0 4 88
1 2 DO 9470 82 106
8
8
2 13 75520K7 9 87
I 13 75521 K0 6 61
4 9 -U02183 58 135
3 4 TMSS +30049 76 29
1 13 75531 G5 4 77
4 3 13 75532 83 2 45
1 13 75535 K0 12 75
C 1 2 DO9497 82 101
C 2 13 75541 K2 5 85
C 1 32 X0241+269 111 12
1 13 75547 G5 g 80
1 13 75550 K0 31 62
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 pm 25 p,m 60 pm
l b (,,) (") (') (Jansky)
[-30 ] 7 .25L .29L I .40L
._--30 I 3 .25L .33L I .40L
1-33 I 7 .25L .41L I 1.37L
|--32 I 3 .41L .38L I .40L
.>-28 6 .30L .60L I .40L
_,- 33 8 .25L .25L I .40L
1-31 8 .39L .26L I .40L
3-34 5 .25L _.:: : 6.00
3--34 2 .68 .31L I .40L
_.--31 ,9 .25L .26L I .40L
- 32 8 .25L .26L I .83
3- 30 .4 .25L .27L I AOL
5- 33 '1 .25L .25L I .74
5-33 .8 .50 .25L I .40L
1-27 .3 1.16 -_ " .40L
6-34 '6 .25L .59L I .60
4--31 !7 .30L 75L I .41L
1-27 I1 6.64 1.62 I .40L
4-31 '5 .25L _:L : .40L
3-29 13 .25L .25L I 134
4-31 12 .31L .36L I .40L
5-32 I1 .83 .29L I .40L
3-30 16 .25L .29L ! .40L
3- 30 [9 .26L .55L .40L
6 - 34 '4 .25L .29L .40L
4-30 |6 1.03 .27L A0L
3-30 _0 .54 .25L .40L
4-31 _2 .46 .27L .40L
5-33 1,6 .25L .26L .60
3--29 }4 .25L ,49: 1.19
5-32 _0 .43L .25L .47L
.6- 34 _7 .25L .46L .40L
,4- 30 36 .25L .30L .40[
15-32 $7 .43L .28L .56
14-30 51 .64L .26L .4t[
;3-29 40 1.24 .42 .40[
;6-33 _6 .251, .41L .40[
;6-33 _6 .44[ .28L .40[
i3-29 25 .25t ,25L 1.13
i7-34 51 .25[ .30L .64
i8- 34 47 .43 .35L .401
i2-27 89 .251 .27L .401
i7 - 33 .271 .32L .94
_.3- 28 47 .281 .38L .59
_6-32 23 .251 39L ,401
_8- 34 .251 .25L .401
_2- 26 .251 .30L .401
_7- 32 .281 .39L .42l
_8-34 51 .93 .39L .40
38- 34 1.05 .26L .40
57-33 4.= 1.30 .41: .40
57-32 31 .60L .58
58-33 .25 .25L .94
57-3:' A6 .25L .40
56- 31 .40 .30L .40
54- 2E 61 .39 .25L .40
57- 3; .52 .40L .40
56- 3( .87 .25L .40
55- 2[ .25 .26L .49
55--2_ .31 .25L .4(]
58 - 3: .25 .30t .4(]
58- 3: .25 .27L .4C
53 - 2( .7e .27t .4C
58-3: .2E .32t .4C
56-3 .2E .30[ .4E
59--3. .2E .65[ .4C
59- 3. .2.= .29[ .4(
53- 2_ .2`= .261 .4C
59-3', 8 .2.= .281 .4(
58-3 7 .2! .291 .4(
58--3 4 .2,= .281 .4(
59--3 6 .5, .371 .4(
157 - 3 5 .2! .251 .5!
159- 3 4 .21 .391 .4(
159-3 2 .2! .29 .4(
158- 3 3 .2! .29 .4(
157- 3 £ ,61 ,27 .44
156- 2 3 .21 .37 ,41
154 -- 2 E .7, .36 .41
156-2 .2 .25 .4:
159- _ 2.3 .64 .4
159-3 [ .2 .35 .4
159 -- _ .2 .3(] .4
158--_ .2 .28 .4
159- _ ( .6 .25 .4
156-_ I .3 .33 .4
157--," .3 .7C .4
158-," .2 .2_ .4
154-; 15.6 9.0_' 1.7
154--' .2 .2E .8
156 - '. .; .4E 5.3
158-: .:, .2.= .4
155-_ .Z .2.= .'_
157-'. .; 3; .Z
158- ', .; .8( .z
156 -; .,_ .2* .z
154-: .; .3" ._
154 - .; .3, ._
159- .! .5: J
3( J
158- i
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at i2, 25,
i
Flux Density [ Flags
(Not [ V
1(30 /zm Flux Con" A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2.33 I C bEB
2.77 ] S C




1.73 B I E
6.82 ice ;AA
1.00L
1.62 E : G
2.04 CB iBB
1.61 C C
1.36L C B F
1.57L
1.02L " )
1.46L " C . D
1.46 D _ O
1.00L 3 k
2.30 C 3 O
4.60 CC (AA
1.74 C N E
1.54L _.
2.23 C NC








2.46 E E De
2.65 ( (
3.15L D J BE
2,45 F E(
1.6OL C C





1.46 I J I
3.15 C( NB(
1.251. C t B
2.12 ( G (
3.04 I (

















































4.e I F I
1.5 GD
1.,c B BD,i








X0243 + 263 8







































)(0257 + 258 8
B2 0257 + 29B 408
75681 G5 73
9




Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pm
Name
°76ahm, (s) ) I b (") (") (') N
02577+2050 45.4 34 159-33 60 7 3 .45
02577+2030 46,2 3 159-33 44 14 3 .28L
02579+2125 57.8 40 159-32 38 3t 72 2 .25L
02580+2424 3.517157-30 39 8 713 .63
02580+2011 4.7 46 160-33 82 20 73 3 .25L
02580+2305 5.7138 158-31707723 .76
02581 +2442 I 8.430157-29 692_[371' .25L02561+2848 !10.3115154-26 35 70 1.13
02582+2425 16.4147157-304334 712 .78L
02586+2002 37.043160-33 ! 71 16 732 .25L
02586+2537 41.71156-28 44 6 713 .67
02587+2136 42.323159-32 25 5 72 I 3 33.08
02588+2716 50.538155-27 28 23 7t 3 .25L
02589+2033 57.932160-33 92 25 732 .35L
02589+2947 59.6[45154-25 60 14 713 .39L
02591+2854 9.0_42154-26 66 15 703 .25L
02594+2624 29,051156-28 82 8 713 .46
02598+2939 48.6 3154-25 52 12 692 .44
03000+2920 3.723154-25 58 12 703 .35L
03001+2122 8.99159-32 38 8 733 .35
03001+2147 10.0136159-31 70 7 723 .53
03002+2058 12.343160-32 51 7 733 1.62
03002+2051 15.334 160-32 72 11 73 3 .38L
03003+2008 20.0 33 160-33 49 6 73 3 1.01
03004+2045 24.8 47 160-32 89 24 73 3 .25L
03005+2722 31.3 26 156-27 40 6 71 3 .40
33005+2804 31.8 33 155-26 72 11 70 2 .26
33009+2216 57.3 52 159-31 93 ; 28 73 2 .25L
33011+2022 10.5 2 160-33 55 10 73 3 .25L
33012+2429 16.634158--29 70 28 723 .25L
33013+2116 22.439160-32 38 7 733 .56
:}3016+2929 36.6215525 78 31 732 .25L
33017+2131 42.649160-31 71 10 732i .36
33017+2042 45.511160-32 5418733 .25L
33019+2914 54.833155-25 54l 8703i .49
33020+2336 3.321158-30 49 I 7 7231 .25L
;)3021+2210 6.435159-3t 92; 16 722 .59L
33023+2017 21.980161-32 87 120 733 .25L
33024-F2t40 25.342160-31 30 I 13 733, .38L
33024+2428 29.727158-29 5821 723 .25L
33026+2138 40.539160-31 82 12 73 21 .35
33027+2254 46.9315930 41 5 723 1.85
)3028+2200 52.539160-31 389733 .25L33030+2710 5.04156-27 4926i 71 .25L
33032+2526 12.642157-28 26 2t 1632' .25L
33032+2837 15.340155-25 38 16 713 .25L
33034+2429 28.810158-29 60 27732 .35L
33035+2525 34.745158-28 3120 723 .25L
33035+2533 36.0 36 157-28 87 21j 72 3 .25L
33037+2808 47.355156-26 3661 713 1.30
33042+2102 12.435161-32 42 6, 733 .76
33043+2048 23.3 41 161-32 60 6' 73 3 1.16
33044+2051 29.910161-32 53227321 .25L
33046+2544 40.4 40 158-28 _ 172 72 21 .3833051+2423 10.7 19 159-29 72 .45
33052+2647 13.2 46 157-27 26 6 72 3; 5.10
:33052+2913 17.5 52 156--25 33 21 71 3' ,25L
33053+2741 20.7 47 156-26 31 26 72 i .25L33053+2937 20.8 49 155-24 49 29 73 .25L33056+2034 38.3 56 161-32 35 7 73 .25L
33057+2918 42.922156-25 3331 732i .25L
33061+2209 10.156160-30 7424 733] .25L
33063+222118.921160-306723732' .25L
33064+2034 28.619161-32 36 5733i 1.58
33065+2853 354 4 156-25 55 83171 .3133067+2016 42.64116232 25 673 .58
33067+2606 47.0 18 156-27 40 6 72 3, 1.21
33068+261350.018156-2547107131 .27L;33066+2311 50.858 160-29 52 13 73 .39L
33069+252455.40158-2810037722 .27L
;33069+2818 56037156-25 43 17 7t 3 .25L
33071+2809 8.156157-25 34 16 71 3 .25L
33072+2755 13.351157-25 62 11 71 3 .27L
33073+2157 19.5 45 161-30 51 11 73 3 ,25L
33073+2751 21.3 0 157-26 60 13 71 3 ,27L33o74+2r,4226.523156-26 41 6 72 3 2.91
33076+2909 37,753 156 24 52 7 71 3' ,54
33076+2935 38.641 156-24 80 28 71 3 .25L
33077+2828 44.7915625 4824 713 .25L
33077+2142 47.2 15 161-31 85 6 73 3 ,57
33082+2932165211_-24 59 9 71 3 3933064+_04226.546 162-31 72 6 73 2 .32
33085+2834 31.5 2 157-25 9711 22_ 73 2 1.55ALL33085+2639 318 26 158-26 35 j 72 3
;)3085+2504 32.9 25 159-28 74 37 73 2 = 27L
;33086+2018 39.9 8 162- 32 44 _ 10 74 3 .26L33o87+2oo42136182-32 _1 _ 74 3 230
_3o8o+215155214161-3o 29 74 2 .29L
;)3093+2710 20,3 12 156--26 85 18 72 3 .25L
;33094+2150 27.9 19 I61-30 37 34 164 2 .41L
;)30_+2718 29.126 156-26 49 8 72 3 .36
33095+2452 30,849159-28 75 38 73 2 .58L
;33098+2906 53.4 7 157-24 39 6 71 3 2.28
;33099+2315 58.0 44 160-29 761 19 73 3 .25L
33101+2640 8.3 11 156 26 45 9 74 2 .41
93101+2056 9.7 7 162 31 90 13 74 3 .25L
;33101+2551 11.9 29 159-27 37 16 72 3 .25L
33103+2523 23,0 25 159-27 59 21 72 3 .25L
33105+2413 31.1 7 160 28 39 14 73 2 .25
33105+2751 33.139157-25 35 19 71 2 .25L
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Co/or Corrected)











































































































1.61 I D O
1.6OL D B D
2.63 C C
1.09LI C :BI F
1.89 C AKEI C1.20L' B















1.33L_BBC AAAD 06500000000 14
215 C D 3600000010
1.44 E B 9702000008
5.96L C C F 7600000008
1.94: OC :L CC 1600000000
1.24L C D 0600000000
3.88L C !C 7501100128
590L, D! C A 6501000018I.OOL AI K 5601010000
1.52LIB B J 3500000000
1.59L BF ABJ C 0 4600000020
1.OOL C CH
5.10L A D
1.69 B I C
1.OOL [cC CMMK1.28L : DJ
1.51 O F
2.08 CD L BD
1.64 C MH F
1.62L IB A F
2,60 C C E
1.94L C DO
2.52 E L GC
1.01L B B
2.89 CC EAA
7.27L F H H
1.88 O M B
1.57L C J B
2.23 C F D
1.47L F E F
3.88L BD AS
3.40 CC KBA
1.45 O L O
1.62 C H D
4.12 C L FC
2.15 D D






1.85L D C G


































1.00L CC AAN 11600000000
2.72 C C 7580000010
3.03 C EL C 3481100250
2.36 C K D 9600000000
6.38 D C D SA A 9400001008
2.55 C J F 9500000130
2.01 C D 8500000020
2.61 O C 9501000030
3.97L BD AC 09500000008
2.25L C C BDF 6600000100
4.56L B A 9400200028
1.OOL BF AO 0 0500000000
7.85L C B 9500200238
1.53L C K KC 0700000000
1.87 C E 1500OO0000
2.91 C FC 9600100008
7.85 E GC 9401100438
6.97L C C 9400200038
1.07L C I CG 7500O0000O
7.t5L C D 9400100008
5.80L BD ABN 2 4400000008
1.33L O C 6700000000
2.56 C D E 7400000010
2.59 D D 9700000008
1.13L B CG 4400000000
1.22L C C 5700000000
8.07L C CL L 8400000008
2.06 C J B 1700000000
5.43L C AE I 8400200138
1.46 F E MG 9500000000
4.62L C I CB 9500000018
4.48L BD AB




1.43 D I I F
1.83L 8E AA
3.18 C DBC
1.88 C D BMLB
6.41L C I BC
2.20 D KHB
2.37 C J C
2.05L D CF J

















S 2 # T Name Type
1 13 75682 K7
8
1 2 DO 9675
1 2 DO 9686











8 1 32 X0301+295
1 1375717K2
8
1 13 75718 K7
4
1 1375728K7
1 13 75729 K5
1 9 U02530
C 1 32 X0303+286
8 1 32 X0303+244
1 2 009745
1 1 Z ARI
C 1 32 X0305+276
3 9 U02553
8 1 32 X0305+293
81
1 13 75755 K2
1 13 75757 B9
8! 1 13 75756






































4 1 32 X0307+281 48
2 13 75771 K0 3
1 2009770 66
1 13 75773 KO 10
1 13 75778 K2 7
8i 2 13 75779 K2 4
8j 2 1375781 5
8



















h_. o8, (s) ( C) C) £) N
,3105+2927 33.5 5 156--24 62 26 71 3
33106+2101 37.7 19 162-31 71 19 74 3
)3108+2832 50.8 50 157--25 75 25 72 2
33110+2433 4.9 17 160-28 65 8 73 3
03111+2404 7.2 52 160 28 66 8 73 2
03113+2246 22.4 5 161-29 37 6 73 3
33115+2734 34.1 38 158-25 94 24 74 2
33116+2523 41.7 17 159-27 36 7 73 3
33117+2652 43.4 27 158-26 96 23 72 2
33117+2631 47.7 57 159 26 61 26 72 3
33120+2154 1.7 1 162-30 89 28 74 2
33120+2051 2.0 38 162-31 93 8 74 3
33121+2851 8.5 48 157-24 56 8 72 2,
33122+2557 15,1 26 159 26 66 43 73 2
33122+2722 17.5 58 158 25 71 20 72 3
33124+2618 24.1 59 159-26 75 25 73 2
33126+2636 38.7 30 t59-27 42 36 164 2
33132+2614 15.1 41 159-26 37 34 74 2
33133+2536 19.9 16 159-27 92 33 74 2
33133+2514 22.9 43 160-27 38 8 73 3
I
33134+2742 243 16 158-25 65 18 72 3l
)3135+2945 33.9 18 157-23 33 6 72 3;
33137+2943 44.0 13 157-23 76 15 I 72 3
,3140+2256 1.2 34 161-29 43 8 73
)3140+2955 5.8 14 157-23 70 20 71 2
)3141+2822 8.7 42 158-24 72 22 74 2
,3143+2838 23.3 27 158-24 29 8 72 3
}3146+2135 38.1 33 162-30 6226 74 2
]3147+2000 42.4 17 164-31 39 30 164 2
33147+2942 43.3 57 157-23 69 25 72 2)3148+21585 ,644162_2956221743J)3149+231354921 161-28 34 29 18312
,31s0+27135259159-25 231967272)3152+283714526158-24 73
)3152+21331660163-30176743)3153+2353 21.9 5 161--28 68 6 73 3}3154+272229.837159-253728733)3155+234o31.912161-28 49 38 732
)3160+2140 5.0 48 163-29 59 7 74 3
)3162+2926 15.4 1 156-23 47 5 72 3
)3164+2803 26.8 6 158-24 71 17 72 3
)3164+2007 29.4 24 164-31 65 10 752
)3165+2341 32.7 53 161--28 28 23 74 3
)3168+2600 48.338 160-26 26 19 733
)3168+2857 48.6 54 ,58-23 24 55 72133)3168+2851 49.6 31 158-24 62 1 72
)3168+2622 51.6 24 160-26 59 9 73' 3
)3169+2653 56.1 159-25
42 163 30 94 2)3169+2058 59.6 74
)3170+2808 43 159-24 38 18 72 3
}3170+2943 4.7 40! 158-23 94 19 72 3
)3173+2852 18A 7 158--23 23 5 72 3
}3173+2705 18.4 28 159-25 25 6 73 3
)3174+2528 27.8 59 160-26 25 5 73 3
)3174+2421 29.4 46 161-27 30 6 731 3)3176+2644 38.5 51 160-25 54 . 73,
)3176+2125 39.6 1 163-29 82 28 74 2
)3177+2822 42.7 48 159-24 62 19 72:3
)3178+2810 48.3 46 159-24 74 20 72 3
)3176+2643 53.4 5 160-25 57 16 73 3
}3179+2939 57.5 43'158-23 61 14 72 3
45,164-30 6 75)3t79+2019 58.3 43 3
)3181+2028 6.4 03i 16430416753)3181+2528 10.7 1 !161-26 55 14 73 2
57 15 74)3183+2141 21.4 43 163-29 3)3183+255523891160_265734752)3184+28322512159_247715733
.185÷2258315271628 8232i74)3186+2623 37.4 29! 160-25 30 73
)3186+2952 40.6 55 158 22 44 6 72 3
)3187+2759 46.4 44 159-24 76 15 73 3
,3189+2727 59.1 4 I 159-24 46 18 73 3
)3190+2831 2.5 14 159-24 80 18 73 3
)3191+2809 6.2 52 159-24 94 25 73 3
)3191+2725 1t.8 48 159-24 37 5 , 73 3
)3192+2758 16.9 11 159 24 89 29 72 2
)3195+2410 31.7 49 162-27 46 11 74 2
)3195+2237 35.6 50 163-28 43 7 74 3
)3196+2441 37.0 41 161 27 45 6 74
]3196+2523 38.6 33 161-26 101 24 73
]3196+2342 39.4 8 162-27 26 14 74 2_33197+2129 45.5 46 164-29 36 22 74
)3198+2850 49.4 15 159-23 74 18 73 3
,3198+2033 52.4 52 164-30 28 5 75 3
,3199+2947 56.4 7 158-22 79 16 72 3
,3200+2042 2.1 13 164-30 34 4 75 3
)3202+2717 159 39 160 24 69 36 75 2
33205+2851 33.4 48 159-23 72 20 75 2'
)3205+2721 34.9 16 160-24 32 25 73 3]
)3206+281141.811159-24261973
,32o7+2914.o3415923261873
,321o+27564228159247332732)3213+243221.45416226346743)3213+26142154916125581746)3215+27003102916024 101 32 73








ICO _m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") MagUncs Coer R Flags =
2.21 C E 9500000110
2.02 C B 3500010018
2.13 D J C 9600000008
1.48L DC MC B C 1600000000
1.37L C BG 1600000000
t.00L B AE 1701000000
2.18 E L C 9700000008
3.22 CC F AA 5400000000
1.92 D H B 9500000008
2.01 C I GD 9500001010
2.21 E I C 9600000008
3.62L C BHNH 9401000008
2.07L E F 9600000010
1.14 E HL I 9600000000
2.57 C C B 9600000048
1.76 E HGD 9500000010
1.22 F I J 9501000030
1.81 D G 9500000000
1.67 D I E 7503000040
1.00L C DJ 5700010000
3.34 E C 9681000028
2.36L BC AA 2 9600100000
3.20 B H B 9600100000
1A3L B BE 1600000000
3.43 D K H B 9500000008
3.42 D B 9601000008
7.91L BD ACH 3 9500000008
2.01 D C 5600000108
1.60 D G 3600000120
2.48 D F L C 9600000028
2.11 B F C 6601000000
2.12 D K E 7600000030
4.41L BC AA F 0 6500001008
3.46 C HC 9700000008
('Not Color Corrected)






































































































1.96: FD C ABEB 5 6600000218'
1.16L B B 7600000000
2.17 D N C 960O0000O8
1.57 E F E 6600000040
9.49L C C C G 9400000008
1.74 E C 7500000000
5.08L BF AB L 1 9400000008
4.59L C DB K 4500000008
10.67L B AE 9400001008
2.82 E L B 96000OO036
1.59L F E M 3400000000
1.72 C E 6600000000
2.43: F E MC E 5500000128
6.62L BC AAE 0 6501000008
4.02 D D D A 9580000318
6.54L C A E 9400000008
6,24L BE AE 0 9500000008
1.48 D NC 9700000006
2.35 C F B 9700000038
4.21 D C _9600000046,
5.96L BBC AAB O 9501000218 18
5.91L BC ABN 4 9500011008
1.00L BD AB 0 5500001000
tOOL B BMEF 1600000000
5.31L B BFLN 9501100018
2.15 E L D 8600000018
4.07 C E C 9500000328
3.22 D L C 9600000218
3.58 D B 9500100008
3.64 C A 8600000008
4.24L B AC 74000000081
3.86L BD AC 1 _9400000008 I
1.56 CC S F 6500000000
2.08 D G B 5480000008
1,55 C G 8601000030
4.33 E GC 9580000018
2.14 D ] E 1501000040
5.10L C AH 9500000008
7.39L B AD 9501000008
2.95 O G C 7600000018
3.91 E F D 9501101108 I
2.66 D I 1 C 9600000008
1.82 D GD 9700000008
5.35L BC AAK 0 9502101108!
1.73 D O 6700000018
1.52L C E 1700010000
1.27L C CN G 1600000000
1.00L BD ABJG 0 270O00OO0O I
1.35 D t E 4600000000
4.00 D MB 9501000128
2.74 E M I C 9601100040
6 9600000018 I3.23 AMJ C
4.03L BC C 0 9500000008_3.26 B 8500000008
3.82: BCDE AAFB O 9500100548
2.10 D J E 9602010310
3.91 D E B 9600000038
2.24 C NL E 9681000310
2.18 C LHI B 7600000000
3.61 C HMB 9500000008
1.44 D HL E 9501000010
1.40L BC ABMC 3 0701000000
1.04L D D 7600000000
t.27 C F D 9500000000
1_55L B B 9500100000
1.16L C C 9600100000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 75805 K2
1 13 75806 K0
1 30 5ZW 333
2 13 75810 A0
1 13 75811 K2
1 13 75824 K7
1 13 75832 KO
8
2 13 75846 M0
1 13 75850 K0
1 13 75857 M0
1 2 DO 9866
1 2 DO 9867
8
1 2 DO 9870
8
3 2 DO 9872
4
2 13 75863 G5
8
_ 13 75871K52 309881
2 13 75875 KO
1, 13 75876K0
1 13 75879 G5
1 13 75883 K2
2 13 75884M0
8
8 1 32 X0318+229
1 2 309890
2 13 75892 K0
1 2 1:)O9902




4 3, 4 TMSS+20057
4
4 13 75912 K0









































































































































a B Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) () I b £3 C) (')
4{ 159-; ; I ;
2( 164--:' " ;
2( 160-; ; 3 ;
27 165-5 ,i ;
3; 164 -._ `= 3 ;
44 159-2 ( 1 ;
4E 159-2 { 2 7
5t 161-2 { 3 7
56 161-2 5 2 1E
(_ 164-2 5 3 1E
15 159-2 2 7
18 182 2 8 2': 7
28 159-2 2 1_ 7
32 160-2 4 _ 7
44 164-2 3 _ 7
57 160-2 7 2: 7
57 159-2 5 1_ 7
58 159-2 8 2: 7
1 162-2, 2 J 7
5 161 --2, 4 2i 7
18 159-2_ 3 2( 7
.>7 165-2 _ 4 1' 7
]1 160- 2', 7 2, 7
i6 159 - 2; :) .¢ 7
i7, 165-2t 3; ; 7
2, 166-2t 4 E 7
2. 162- 2! 8: 3; 7:
13. 159-2; 6_ 1_ 7:
16. 164--2_ 6 1_ 7_
!8. 161-2, 4! ( 7,
8. 165-21 31 `= 7!
!1. 162-2, _ 4: E 7,
!2. 160- 2; 7; 2E 7,
!2. r59 - 2( 2: 1C 7:
rl. 164-2; 3' 5 7_
.8. 160 2( 4, 19 7,'
8. 161--2_ 7_ 27 7'
8. 159-2; 3! 18 7"
9. 166-- 2_ 2( 24 6,=
5, 161-25 9_ 39 7"
6. 63 2,= 4,_ 25 7,<
7: 65- 27 2,= 23 7,=
2. 63- 2E 4; 26 7,=
3. 61-24 87 25 7_
4= 60--22 2¢. 24 7E
8.! 63- 25 6{ 36 7E
4., 65 - 27 67 23 7_
3.1 65-27 35 5 7_=
3.1 61--23 4£ .>6 7E
3.! 64-27 25 19 7E
6." 64 - 26 6fi ._5 75
5.; 60-2t 73 16 73
6.; 60 22 45 6 74
9.1 6t - 24 45 11 74
7., 60-22 21 5 74
9.1 59-21 46 .>1 74
1.,' 63--25 55 7 74
S.; 62-24 19 5 74
I._ 66--28 73 16 75
8._ 60-22 54 7 74
7.! 62-24 35 !8 74
_1.I 66-29 27 !6 56
_1._ 64-26 26 6 ;'5
7,_ 61-22 49 1 74
),,< 66 - 28 47 8 75
1._ 62--23 56 !7 74
2.E 66 - 28 46 9 76
]z 60-21 28 7 74
_..7 67-29 57 6 76
5.( 61-22 38 6 74
I.c. 80-21 40 9 T3
I.,_ 55--27 53 6 75
1.3 53-24 35 _4 55
3.5 55--26 76 !1 75
]. 1 56- 28 30 !2 7"5
.L3 50-21 )3 !5 Z4
3,9 _3-25 _ 1 15
r.8 _0- 22 ?3 9 ?4
),6 54-26 34 !3 T5
5.2 53-24 $3 6 ?4
1.4 35--26 )5 '3 ?6
1.3 54-26 _1 8 r5
t.7 _- 25 18 2 _5
|.6 _.5- 27 .>8 3 _5
?.1 32- 24 r7 5 r4
i.4 _3-- 25 tO 0 _5
'.4 _3- 24 11 7 r5
.8 _5- 26 .)3 9 _5
L1 32- 23 17 9 _4
'.9 32-23 17 0 r4
.0 _5-26 12 8 _5
.6 37-28 19 7 _'6
;.3 _1-22 .)5 6 '4
;.7 _3-24 .)9 7 '6
'.5 11- 21 10 2 _4
.6 i5 - 26 19 5 '5
L1 i5-26 15 8 '5
L5 11-22 16 5 '4
;.1 i7 - 28 i0 7 '6
,.8 ;7 - 28 '4 6 '6
Declination: +20*-+30*
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)




5.06 I 1.24 4.11
.72 _ .6¢ 1.3_















4.02 _ 1.10 1.1_
.341 t .7E
.25t .321 3.1_
.26L .281 .65 5.3_
.71L .671 3.0_
.26L .421 .69 7.3_
.461 7,0_
.501 4.08
.32L .341 .40 1.94
.25L .291 .41 2.55










.25L .37L .471 2.60
.25L .68L .40l 1.10
.26L .32L .40l 2.23
.25L .35L .401 1.56
.25L .38L .40l 2.23
.25L .37L .4Ol 1.60
.25L .66L .40l 2.23
.67L .62L .451 1.64
.25L .27L .401 2.13
.84 .40t 1.121
.46L .27L .40t 1.88
.25L .27L .40[ 2.91
.25L .37L .40L 2.16




.25L .30L ,40L 2.60
.33L .40L 1.311
.85 .40L 1.24[
.71L .37L .40L 2.50
.25L .40L 6.571
.26L .30L .40L 2.22














•84Li ,73L .40L 3.11








.26LI .32L .40L 2.16
.65 .30L .40L 1.62L
.25L .29L .40L 3.56
.57 .37 .40L 1.60L
.25L .29L .40L 2.76
.36: .25L .40L 2.66
.31 .38L A0L 1.37L
t.14 .43L .40L 1A4L
1.42 .45: .54L 3.19:
.25L .30L .40L 3.09
.25L .26L .40L 2.04
,25L .70L .40L 2.09
.64L .27L .39 8.28L
.25L .25L .55 4.36:
.44 .31L .40L 1.44L
.25L .33L .40L 1.99
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S

























































E H E 1601000230
I K t5O000OO08
C K C 1500000000
E K E 1501OO0030
M 1500010000
CC KCB 1500100008
C G B '5O0000020
C E ;501060000




C I FB ,600100538
C 6011OO0O0
C E 5OO0OOO10
C K B 501100000
C FHC 481000040
O C 60OOOO2O8
D B F 400000000






C J I B 601000000




C K C 5OOO00200
C L H 5000100OO
J 5O200O000
C N 500000000
E E BGB 58OOOO338
C LB 501001120
D C H D 500000008
F HMD 500100008
C G C 40010OO08














































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).










































































































_6-27 ,6 1 I '6
il-22 =4 O I '4
i2-22 ,8 7 I '4
;7-28 ¢1 O '6
;1-21 16 7 '4
;2- 22 ;5 7 '4
;5-25 _5 9 '5
)3-23 10 2 12
35-25 _0 6 '5
36- 27 '8 8 '6
34- 24 r6 7 '5
;2 - 22 _8 1 '6
35- 25 ;2 0 '5
35- 25 r2 7 '6
35- 25 14 2 r5
35- 25 35 9 '5
37- 27 14 7 '6
31-21 -)9 1 P4
- 27 r8 9 16
37- 27 ._9 4 16
35- 24 ]3 2 16
56-25 t3 9 _6
54-24 16 O _6
54--24 38 _2 75
51--2£ 29 5 14
55-2E 34 9 ;'6
58-2E 51 0 76
51-21 52 7 75
65- 24 32 8 75
85- 24 )7 !5 ?6
68 27 50 1 ;'6
63 - 23 31 _4 ;'5
65-25 58 2 76
67- 26 38 8 76
62-21 54 4 75
64- 23 53 7 75
64 - 23 11 15 75
63 - 22 88 18 75
62-20 82 10 75
63- 22 53 15 75
67 -- 26 37 5 78
62-21 43 6 75
64-24 4fi I1 75
67-26 63 19
63- 22 94 .)3
63-22 3E 33








66- 2.= 4.= 18
168 2E 2.¢ 21
165- 2." 7( 9










































•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small
F]ux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




























































.271 .31 L .461










































































































































































































H J [ ;)70OO00OO
J 380000000













D F ( 96000005¢
K I 960000000
























































Name Type _"_ Mag
76016 K0 rl 1 80
X0333+238 i_I 8X0333 + 26O 8AF TAU 3
Do10012DO 10013
76036 G5 3 I 78
X0335+ 244 _7 I 8
X0335 +247 55 I 8
ZG 336+20 52 I 151
76049 K5 17 I 90
ZG 336+20 49 ] 156
DO 10031 13 116
76065 K5 25 90
76069 K2 17 86
76068 K7 9 86
DO 10039 71 101
CED 019B _69
76074 K2 15 90
DO 10045 48 91
U02816 27 156
76081 K2 0 78
X0338+259 105 12
76084 K2 23 80
X0338 + 266 58 12
76087 K2 6 86
76089 K0 13

























)3436+2318 18)3437 + 2329
)3438 + 2346 48.322
)3438+2306 i50._ 49
)3439+2900 54.£ 45 772
)3439+2528 56454165-22 26 5 76)3441+24357::111,,_23642077
N_me
h m. o , O) ( C) C) N
33417+2407 47.5!51166-24 3810 772
03418+2357 52.820 166-24 30 6 764
03419+2045 57.049169-26 3531 772
03420+2309 1.140167-24 4412 764
03421+2935 9.243162-20 25 5 753
33421+2441 10.01 166-23 4310 772 i
33421+2333 10.622167-24 67! 13 78 L
11.835166-24
3 ,21+2419 ,' 7833421+2327 11.923167-24 1 77)3422+2404 13.419166-24 6422 76
)3422+2148 13.837168-25 41 19 773
)3422+2523 14.943165-23 8627 77
)3424+2316 27.640167-24 68 17 76
.)3424+2352 28649166-24 80 9 76
.)3424+2024 29.426169-26 4032:772
)3425+2322 32.234 167-24 932_1724157623)3425+2248 32.5 t 167-25 177)3426+2908 38,229163-2017 753
)3427+2555 43.730, 165-22 8527 772
)3428+2412 50.739 1166-24 26 5 763
i
.)3429+2317 54.5116724 50 13 763
)3429+2423 55.4541166-23 33 6 763
)3429+2330 56.513]18724 81 12 763
)3429+2555 58.2 t7_ t65-22 61 6 763
)3430+2535 1.845165-22 9028 772)3430+24223.716166-23 76 7 76 2
)3430+284250 17163-20 67 _ 75133)3432+240214520166-24 48 76)3433+233719.82o18724 35 9 76 3)3433+234721.637187-24 22 5 76 3
24.255187--24 28 13 762
28.74 166-23 30 11 77 2
32.1 19 167-24 66 18 77 2
41.2 167-24 24 13 76 3
,33 1167_2411763
! i6724- 44 10 763
167-24 34 10 773
163-20 9629
)3441+2315 '7.£ 11 167-24 29 12 7613)3441+2014 !11.226169-26 p_ 773)3441+2326 !11.E 18167-24 13 772
)3443+2904 120.251163-20 34 331672
)3443+2321 21.E 16167-24 C_ 12 76 [ 3
)3444+2949 [26.E 32162-19 10 7612
]3445+2357 !30.1 167-23 39 7643
)3445+2914 34.C 22163-19 52 69 75
)3446+2402 36.123 '167-23 25 76 i 324167- 24 35 77)3446+2327 39£ 5
)3447+2407 42,_ 33167-23166_2358 1613 77 122)3447+2415 43.252 27 76 I
)3449+2458 !54.542166-23 76 9 772
)3449+2425 :55.1,34166--23 42 16 772
]3451 +24506.4 ' 166-23 31 76
]3451+2730 10._ 53164--21 28 6 76
]3452+2320 14.737 16724 29 13 773
)3452+2340 17.C 29167-24 51 13 77 i 3
)3453+2725 18.E 44164-21 4828 76 I 2
)3453+2909 19.341163-19103 19 762
)3453+2306 120.S 4716724 72 19 762
)3454+2348 30.¢ 31167-23 20 15 762
)3455+2800 34,753164-20 81 27 762
]3456+2608 136.728165-22 32 5 763
)3457+2551 43.£ 2116622101 20 772
]3457+2445 43.._ 35166-23 22 13 763
]3457+2322 47.826167-24 29 6 773
)3461+2352 6.420167-23 44 14 77 2)3461+2354107 167-23 33 6 77 3
)3462+2315112,34_167-24 50 33 77_)3462+25212, 166-22 31 16 76
)3462+2359 13,') 11167-23 45 7 773
)3462+2446 114335166-23 54 21 772i ')3462+2307 14._ 3 168-24 52 7 77 3
]3462+2002 17.6142:17026 75 18 772
]3463+2911 !19156163-19 71 21 754
]3463+2424 _22.2 51167--23 57 19 772
]3464+2549 '27.926166-22 27 26 763
)3464+2912 29.129163-19 24 19 783
)3465+2621 33.827165-21 43 8 763
)3465+2400 35.2: t 167-23 41 11 773
)3466+2941 39.840 163-19 58 9865
)3467+2254 42.915168-24 64 ; 773)3467+2147 '4.212169 25 31 2 167
)3467+2526 47,034166-2211523 77 2
6 77
)3468+2100 53.3 348 ,69 25 65 15 763
3
)3469 + 2441 59.0 167- 23 41
)3469+2553 59.7 37 !66 22 71 761
)3470+2159 0.1101592564 1677'3
)3471+2311 10.91168-24 25168 773)3472+2817 12.04 164 20 35 76
)3472+2116 15.1541692568 12 772
)3473+2525 18.747166-22 697 76 3
76 66
441&t-20)3473 + 2757 18.757 15)3474 + 2731 24.9165 - 20 24 76
)3474+2932 25.4 39 163-19 47 13 78 3
)3475+2157 30.8 31 169 24 76 24 77 2
)3475+2445 32.7 18 [67 22 25 12 77 3








I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8.78L C DDE 980100020C

















7.09L E F C
8.91L B F AGH
7.17L E C
6.02 E L GD
2.47 B FNKC
1.70 D F C
7.96L D F
10A9L D F B
1.68 D C F
7.17 E I C
2.34 D B 9800000018
3.44 C L J A 9681001220
1.55 C D 9700100000
39.79: BB E ADGE 0968O03343C
5.91: ccDD G EB 9900020608
10.91 EDD CACB 0 1580012230814.56L L C 980000000C
t.56L B AC O 8700100000
2.18 D LFHE 9600000000
10.91L F NCB 5800122308
1.91L B B 66000000O0
3.80L C BD] F 9701t0020C
22.21L 150.95L EF DEI J 0948023335C
9.67L BCD BCB 2960033210C
9.04L E E H 960033210C
10.76L C C HE 9600020328
10.07L D F 19701000308
9.02 DD I EB i 9900000308
15.89 D G DB 960011160C
8.53 D L EGB 970213120C
6.91: DD J DB 9900000308
1.62 F C 9601000000
2.09L BD AB L 1 9600000000
2.93 DE E C 9700000438
13.50L C FDC _ 9600000008
1.55L BC AA 1'2501000000
5.92L D _E[ 970121150C1.74 D i C 9602OOOO2010.09L C 8601100108
2.37L F E ' 5600000000
7.27L BC AAE 0 9701311318
2.36L D BH 9601000000
6.32 CE KGEC 9700201008
9.67L B BJ J G 9661010008
7.82L C J E 9700200208
6.55L D K GB 9600100308
4.77L E D J H 9601120338
2.84 DI FB 9700000118
1.41 D I t F 3500000200
4.68L BC AA J 0 960200011816
129L BC AA 0 3600100100
11.03 DC j KHB 6681000440
4.00 F C i GF B 9700000308
2.95 D E 2580100130
1.98 D I H 75000000202.90 E H 6700000000
9.40L C D C B 96610001081.15 260 lo0O0001.81L BC AB M 2 7700OO0000
2.64 DGJFF 9601000540
5.99 BC D FDF 9680000538194L AAE 16800000100
6.80L F C 9601100208
8.26L BC ACJ 0 9501200208
2.50 ED E3.10 ED GEC
7.31L C AC D
3.14L F HGB
1.99L B BE
1.22L C 1 D
1.84 C LKC317 c4.01 GHD
1.42 C D C
1.64L C ]
3.19 CO! BMMEB





5.30L C L E E
1.05L C B K
3.10 C ! L GF C
2.92 D C
1.36L B CJ M
2.68L C DC
8.12L C BD
2.29 B MJ C
('Not Color Corrected)












































































.55 j .35L .40L!
.38L .38L .41
.25LI .39L .40L
















































1.19L AB AAG 0 2600000000
1.81 L D B 7700000000
2.32 E D C 7600000000
6.57 DE NJ GB 9581020438
3.08 DE D DC 7680000218
Name Type Mag
"13 76126B5 30 53"1376131 BSP 19 37
1 MWC 728 62i
E 3 137613788 6 55
8
4 5 "137614085 25 43
223 CED 019C 408
8
5I*13 76145A3 12 80
8
4
2 6j'13 76155 B5 7 40
i
t 1 "41 03429+2316 30i 8
7 "137615988 4 58
1 23 CED 019J 537
1 1376160K5 6 83
5 "13 7616489 8 65
1 13 76165 K0 3 85
4 "13 76167K2 9 81
2 23 CED 019J 39!7 '137617285 6 42
2!2 23 VDB.66N022 112
1 21)O10088 37 100
4 3 '23 CED 019K 85
2 2 "23 VDB66N 022 451
1 "41 03438+2306 15 14
!2 1376182M0 3 88
i2 "41'03441+2315 22 4
;2 213010092 9 110
4
1 '41103443+2320 28 4
48 "1376199 B5P 4 30
2 13_ 76201M0 6 88
*23 CED 019L 342"1376202K0 385
1,'41 03447+2407 14 4
2! _'1 01307 39 1681 DO10100 27 95
4 13 76206 K5 6 67
2 131 76208 M0 6 90
C 1 32! X0345+233 85 124 2 "32xo345+236 72 4
8 1 32 X0345+274 43 8
1 13 76219 M0 1 85
4
3 1 SY TAU 4 3
1 23 CED 0190 111
4 4 13 76228 B8 5 37
C 6 13 7622968P 19 51
4
3 13 76230 K2 27 88
2 2 DO10111 47 118
C 1 32 X0346+240 124 12
1 13 76240 K2 11 88
1 2 DO10114 29 90
1 13 76246 K5 19 85
1
2 13 76252 K2 3 88
1 2 DO 10116 45 85
4 13 76256 A3 5 53
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4} Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
14 ORIGINAL PAGE T$
DE POOR QUALITY
11 I Ii
Right Ascension: 03h47m43'-03h57m00 "




Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected)
O 12 p,m 25 J_m 60 p,m
.o
C) C) (. N (Jansky)
:)3477+2611 43.3 55 166--21 43 9 76 4 .30L ,29L .71
D3479+2516 59,7 30 166-22 26 16 78 3 ,27L .32L .54:
33481+2205 6.4 21 169-24 24 21 77 3 .28L .37L .40L
33482+2534 12,9 32 166-22 69 17 76 4 ,26L .34L .40L
:)3482+2459 15.6 56 167-22 26 21 78 3 .34L .38L ,44L
03482+2452 17.4 0 167-22 30 19 76 2 ,26L ,39L ,86L
03463+2357 20.1 '37 167-23 106 28 77 2 .25L .60L ,40L
03486+2536 37.858 166-22 18 5 76 5 3,46 1,27 .56L
33486+2654 40.3'41 165-21 38 6 76 6 .41 .30L .40L
03486+2152 40.3 54 169 24 46 6 77 3 1,16 ,27L .40L
03489+2511 57.7 20 167-22 92 12 77 2 .25 ,31L .40L
D3491+2843 7.3 7 164--19 35 34 79 2 1.17L .30L .43LD3491+2649 9.6 36 165-21 33 I _ 76 7 1.15 .33: .40L
03492+2526 14.7 55 166--22 23 21 78 5 .25L .33L .40L
33493+2501 18.2 11 167-22 44] 10 77 3 .31 .31L .40L
33494+2247 24.8 8 168-24 86 32 77 2 .26L .27L .40L
:)3495+2605 35.2 36 166-21 26 ] 14 78 6 ,25L ,35L! .40L
:33496+2514 40.6 5 167-22 29 14 78 5 .26L ,42L' ,40L
33498+2751 51.2 41 165-20 81 17 77 4 .25L .42L i .40L
:)3498+2722 53,8 32 165-20 38 4 76 7 .97 .30L ,40L
33499+2100 60,0 53 170-25 67 21 78 2! .26L .83L .40L
i
33500+2523 3,8 48 167--22 26 4 77 7i 1.78 .74 .4OL
33501+2003 7.2 36 171-25 33 5 78 31 16.56 6.94 1.93
33501+2435 9.2 33 167-22 24 20 76 3 .26L ,36L .40L
33502+2428 12.1 48 167-22 96 17 77 51 .26L .34L ,40L
D3502+25OO 12.2 52 167-22 42 20 77 4' .26L .43L .40L
)3502+2741 15.0 0 165-20 38 16 76 7 .26L .29L .40L
33503+2946 20,2 57 164-19 31 17 76 4 .26L ,33L .40L
)3503+2258 23,2 35 168-23 47 5 77 4 .66 .34L .40L
33503+2728 23,5 56 165--20 45 16 76 7 .30L .31L .40L
33504+2751 27.2 46 165-20 50 20 85 5 .25L .30L ,40L
33504+2527 29.2 29:167-21 31 14 78 2 .40L .29 .43L
33506+2457 41.0 35 167-22 66 17 78 6 .25L ,35L .48L
33507+2919 42.9 37_ 164-19 54 23 79 2 .38L ,34L .40L
)3507+2644 47.3 54 166-20 36 4 77 7 ,51 .32L .40L
)3509+2947 55.6 30 164-18 52 8 76 5 ,25L .29L ,40L
]3509+2125 56.1 28' 170-24 56 5 78 3 ,83 .30L .40L
33509+2259 57,1 0 169-23 28 4 77 4 5,44 1,47 .40L
)3509+2303 57.7 391169-23 37 27 77 3 .26L .38L .43L
33510+2026 1.9 40 171-25 24 6 78 3 1.10 .30L .40L
33510+2514 4.1 91167-22 73 16 77 4 ,25L .28L .40L
33511+2503 8.6 201167-22 50 14 77 7 ,25L .54L .40L
33513+2303 22.9 53 169-23 31 23 77 3 .26L .28L .40L
33514+2926 28.7 39 164--18 31 4 78 7 .63 .34L .40L
33515+2011 32.4 10 171-25 24 22 168 3 .25L ,37L ,40L
33517+2310 44,3 24 169-23 31 4 77 6 5.07 2,22 .56)3522+2220 13.1 12 169-23 25 1= 781 _ .25L .30L .50L
)3524+2748 26.5 18 165-19 59 16 77_ 5 .25L .30L .40L
)3525+2232 31.2 49 169-23 28 14 77] 5 ,25L .34L ,40L
33529+2137 57.0 18 170-24 30 11 78 2 ,36 .32L .48L
)3529+2400 59.5 20 168--22 108 27 78 2 .81L ,76L .40L
)3530+2714 3.3 47 166-20 61 13 771 3 .30L .30L ,59
33531+2037 10.4 38 171-24 76 10 78! 2 .35 .42L .4OL
33532+2120 15.3 36 170-24 214 24 79 3 .25L .54L .40L)3533+2606 20,2 . 167-21 60 11 771 . .43L .37L ,41
)3535+2538 30.4 0 167-21 58 18 791 34 .47L ,45L .47L)3535+2600 35.7 59 165-I9 82 18 79 .25L .33L .40L
)3536+2742 40.8 51 166-19 70 26 77 3 .25L .30L .40L
)3536+2327 42.0 13 169-22 24 10 7814 ,41 ,58L ,40L
)3537+2725 44.8 4 166-19 22 4 77' 7 2,76 1,73 ,45L
)3539+2627 54,2 56 167-20 83 30 79 2 .25L ,39L .40L
]3539+2220 56,2 8 170--23 26 5 78:6 ,56 .37L .40L
)3539+2537 56.2 27 167-21 47 13 79 4 ,25L .64L ,40L
33541+2312 6.6 21 169-22 76 25 81:3 .28L .32L .40L
33541+2508 11.6 23 168-21 50 9 77 6 .44 ,44L .40L
33541+2108 11.8 48 171-24 32 4 78 7 .65 .30L .40L
33542+2110 15.2 47 171-24 41 5 78 7 .73 .29L .40L
33542+2311 15.5 34 169-22 29 26 76 2 .25L .55L .40L
)3542+2744 17,9 56 166-19 54 16 77 6 .32L .34L ,40L
33544+2419 26,6 6 168-22 22 4 77 7 2,65 ,60 ,40L
)3544+2607 26,9 52 167-20 38 13 77 6 .25L ,30L .46L
)3544+2007 27.9 36] 171-25 23 5 78 6 .66 .29L .40L
33544+2023 29.4 45 17t-24 21 4 78 6 .81 ,19: .40L
)3546+2724 39.0 261166-19 51 30 87 3 .25L ,31L .44L
)3547 + 2249 44.1 491 ,40L169-23 35 13 78 5 .26L .38L
)3547+2924 46.5 19 165-18 62 12 78 2 .34 ,37L .40L
)3547+2233 46,5 36! 170-23 21 13 78 5 .25L ,32L .28:
)3548+2738 51,1 33 166-19 32 6 77 4 1.12 .49 .40L
)3549+2603 57,0 221167-20 24 18 85 3 .25L .46L .40L
33551+2529 7.1 29 167-21 29 16 77 6 .25L .37L .40L
33554+2219 24.2 47 170-23 19 13 78 7 ,25L .31L .30:
33555+2931 31.0 13' 165-18 29 4 77 7 1,05 .25: .40L
33556+2100 36.2 9 171-24 29 9 78 6 .47 .38L .40L
)3556+2343 37.8 1 169-22 22 41 78 7 1.39 .40: .40L33558+242149.047 150-21 94 17 76 6 .3_L. .3SL .40t.)3560+232927 10169-22 39 s, 76 7 49 .33L 4oL)3560+2239 5.314 170-23 69 26! 79 2 .25L .sot. .49L
33_+_12 5._ 3 172-24 _ t4,75 3 .70L .33L .4533561+2453 6.9 42 168-21 18 77 5 ,25L .31L .40L
33562+2504 12,4 27 150-21 45 5 77 7 ,64 .33L ,40L
33562+2655 14.7 1 167-19 59 16 78 2 .36L ,32L .37
)3563+2903 19.2 60 165-18 35 51 77 7 .57 .26L ,40L
33565+2139 32.3 16 171-23 34 7' 78 7 ,26L .36L .67
)3566+2443 37,4 2 150-21 20 5 _ 77 7 .89 .32L ,40L
)3566+2839 40,5 55 165-18 16 3 77 7 4.45 1.25 .40L
]3567+2752 42.9 17 166-19 21 10 77 6 ,25L ,28L ,29:
)3550+2735 51.3 47 166-19 39 16 77 4 .29L ,40L ,23:
33568+2110 52.9 I 171-24 36 5_ 78 6 .56 .36L .40L
)3569+2754 54,7 12 150-19 94 16' 78 2 .31L .40L ,76L




100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coet" R Flags*
1.36: B E J C D 6700000008
3.13 DD I GEB 9702000778
2.96 C KEGC 7500000200 4
2,03 C I K C 9600000008
1.98 E GDCD 9701000018
2,11 D JC 9601000108
3.17 E O 5601000118
8,57: BC F AAJF O 9480101678
1.25L C OJ 0601010000
1.47: =B D AEKE 7600000000
5.86L C C 9600000008
.85 D AcNH D 3i 47000000001.09L BF 06000O00OO
1,67 E D 9600000008
5.39L C C HJ 9600000008
1.80 E E 9600000100
1,75 C CNFC 9681000008
2.34 C B L B 9701000008
1,78 C L KHB 5500000000
1.20L B ACM 2500000000
1.39 C NHB 3600000000
4.50L BC AA 7 9600101008
2.02: BBCC AAAC 0 7600000006
1.50 E HNC 7700000008
2.04 C F H C 9600000008
2.33 E LBDC 9701000118
1.84 B HCC 2500010000
2.46 C J C 8502000000
5.82L B BM 9401200008
2,93 B FI C 2400000120
2.69 C J EF 5562000310
1.62L F DFE] 9701100116
2,08 C F D C 9600001128
t.51 E I MF 2600100000
6.36L C BGK 0400010008
2.60 C FKMB 8600001006
1,45L B AC 1600000000
3,97L BB AAF 1 9500100108
2.24 E D 9600100108
7,16L B AC 5400010008
2.27 F GHB 9681000688
1.85 C I HHB 9780001008
1,67 C H KC 9600000108
6,64L B B F M 9500000008
2,46 E E D 9400000006'
































B J B F C 65000O0000
C GOB 9601000006
G N 36000000O0
















D F D I 9601100010
B J CJ D 668OO001OO
ABL 3 750OO01O06
B F C 4400000290
BL E! ' 8401000008
A D I J ' 0 7400000008
D MGE 6602000010
D E D B 960OOO0OO6
G 65O2OOO0O8
2,23 DE J I CC 9681001478
1.28L BF AB 9 ; 5600000000
1,81 C G CI 4501000270
2,59 D J I B 9561000008
3.09 ED HFC 9681000346
8,35L BD AD 3 9501100008
1,19L C BGL 2600000000
1.29 BC C ABKD 1'4701010000
1.74 F H C 6601000008
1,09L 8 8F 3600010000
1.05 D H C 9700000108
4,49L D I CJ ! 9400000008
3.18 E NGJ D 8601000008
8.18L B BC 9400000008
1,33L F D 3700000000
7.61L B BK 9402100008
1,42 BC C B B 57000001 O0
6.84L B BGMG 9501110008
6,98L AB AAH 5 9500000008'
3.95 E B MF B 6682200410
1,89 DC MEGB 7600000000
1,20L B A D J 67OO000000,
2.73 D J B 6603200410
1,90L BF AH K 1 9600000000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
C =
C 2 2 DO 10128
2 13 76275 G5
1 13 76281 K0
2 13 76293 M0
1 1 SX TAU
3 13 76297
8! 1 13 76300K2
1 13 76307 G5
1 13 76308 K7
3 13 76309 M0
1 13 76310 M0
61
1 2 DO 10152
2 2 DO 10158
C
1 13 76326 GO
1 13 76328 G5
1 "41 03533+2606
C
I 13 76336 K21 UV TAU
1 "41 03538+2628
2 13 76339 F0
8
1 13 76345 G5
1 1 13 76346 K0
1 1 13 76347 K0








1 2 DO 10191
2 13 76361 K5
I 13 76350 K0
1 "41 03560+2011
1 13 76369 K2
1 2 DO 10203
2 "12 ZG356+21
2 ! 13 76371 K7




2 13 76376 K5
"Confusion Flags: 63-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1'12, 25, 60, 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
ORIGINAL PAGg









































Right Ascension: 03h57'_06'-04hO4m43" Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) I } Flux DensilyH (Not Color Corrected)Name 1 Galactic Uncertalnty C
I " _ S°°rbds SM]$MN 0 _O 12 u.rn 2, y.m 60,mham 6 , (s) ( ) (") (") (')_N (Jansky)
3571+2910 I 6.2_44 1165-ff 7 .25L .29L .40L
3571+2651 I 8.31521167-1`¢ 14 .54 .28L .40L
3572+2103 113.1_ 18 I171-2_ Ii .25L .31L .40L
3573 +2858 }22.91451165- IE 25L .32L .40L
3574+2942 J29.5122 1165-1; .25L .28L .40L
3576+2011 _37.6{251172-24 .33 j .33 .53
3577+2054 [43.01321171-2._ .44L .29L .61
3577+2444 143.5134 _168-21 25L .26L .40L
3577+2021 {45.6, 35,172- 24 .34L .31L .34
3580+2217 I 1.8t581170-2_ .27L .28L ,63
3580+2849 Illl2.5t 46 _166-18 .25L .29L .40L
3581 +2827 I 9-71161166- 18 .27L .36L .68
3581+2003 [11.9136 [172--24 .99 .30: .40L
3582+2013 112.1J40] 172--24 .30L .32L .50
3582+2208 ]16.2J 17] 171-23 .25L .32L .49L
3586+2226 136.51241170-22 .30 .25L .40L
3587+2526 1442141 I168-2(_ .25L .29L .40L
3586+2616 _50.3112 1168-20 .66 .33L .40L
3588+2911 J51.OJ31 J185--17 .26L .29L .40L
,589+,6551,2:1187_19 25, 41, 40,| I |
3589 + 2223 ]58.61451170- 22 .25L .30L ,40L
3589+2039 158.0J 13 I t72-24 .25L .31L .40L
3591+2622 ] 8.4J451167-19 3 .25L .28L .40L
3591+2759 I 8.6t151166-18 7 .46 .27L .40L]591 +2219 I10.3149 t 171-22 i .70 .35L .40L
3592+2629 115.0148 1167-19 2 .34L .38L A0L
]593+2521 ]20.6138 ] 168-20 3; .25L .43L ,40L
]593 + 2540 ]21,11521168- 20 31 .32L .32L .43]593+2922 121.7J471165-17 .41L .30L .78
,593+2705122 t3116719 2 34, 181, 61,
]594+2821 126.41301166-18 7 1.66 .88 .40L
]594+2528 [29.51 31168-20 3 .25L .27L .40L
]597+2055 I42.5_421172-23 7 1.64 .67 .40L
]597+2922 ]42.9191 ]165-17 4 1.28 _L! .40L
]597+2240 ]43.0154] 170-22 62 .25L 11 .40L]598+2850 152.f 1131166-19 .25L .40L .40L
1598+2016 153.2114{ 172-24 5 .25L .29L .40L
]599+2843 J56.61 21166-18 3 .34 .43L .40L
|000+2827 I 4.7111 1166-18 7 1.53 .38 .40L
,000+2017 I _51191172-24 3 .25L .27L .40L
i i t
1002+2621 [12.91121168-19 2 .27L .72, .40L
1002+2058 117.31141172-23 4 .27L .42L .401-
1003+2017 [18.91531172-24 3 .90L .35L .40L
IO03+2507 121.81281169-20 5 .25L .37L .40L
1004+2613 [27.2J31 [ 168-19 7 .40L .30L .67
1005+2641 J31.2J 5J167-19 5 .25L .33L .40L
1007+2415 145.3]48] 169-21 2 .27 .30L .40L
1007+2201 146.7117[ 171-22 4 .25L .71 4.48
1009+2446 [54.413g 1169-20 6 .46L .32, .74
,0o9+2843i..9,18,1._17 2 28. 35. 40.
i I i
1010+2707 I 0.4141 _167-19 6 .65 .41L .40L
1010+2534 I 3.71371168-20 7 .61 .37L .40L
_011+2515 1t0.3t461169 20 7 1.57 .34 .40L
10t2+2t59 If3.61391171-22 4 .26L .36L 2.71
_012 + 2044 116_J 37t 172-23 3 .25L ,66: .40L
,013+2358 122.21141170-21 7 4.16 1.02 .40L
1015+2808 [33.1147 1167-18 2 .29L .36L .53L
7 3.64
_016+2610 14o.41471168-19 15.81 48.79
lo17+2156 144.3146 t 171-22 7 7.18 1.76 .47
,o17+26o3 144_154 i 168-19 7 7.74 2.09 .40L
I I t
1017+2623 144.4J42 ] 168-19 5 25L .36L .40L
1016 +2551 149.21461168-19 5 .25L .38L .40L
1019+2925 I51.51 61168-17 2 .32 .63L .40L
1018+2848 I54.0110 1166-17 3 .25L .28L .40L
1020+2667 [ L0148_166-20 7 .25L .28L 1.26
1020+2124 I 5.7154t 172 22 5 25L .34L .40L
_022+2532 [13_t 71169 20 7 .31 .31L .40L
1023+2728 118.61 1 1167-18 2 .42L .26L .38
1023+2114 119.2t201172-23 6 .25L .31L 1.04
,023+2155,2 1, 417122 7 81 33. 40,
I I I
1023+2152 122.91301171-22 7 .74 .33L .40L
_025+2809 130.4{ 81167-18 2 .25L .29L .40L
1025 + 2922 130.81431166-17 3 .25L .31L .40L
_028+2948 51.9132 ] 166 16 3 .32L 1.54 3.31
1028+2443 153.5141 ] 189-20 4 .25L .33L .40L
1030+2628 I 0.21341168-19 3 25L .28L .40L
I030+2435 I 3.8151 [ 169-20 7 3.01 .73 .40L
1030+2510 I 3.91 8_169-20 2 1.72L .33L .40L
,032 + 2428 114.21101170-20 7 .25L .34L .40L
1032+2032 116.5t 31173-23 7 .86 .31: .40L
1033+2157 [18.4143 { 172-22 7 .25L .37L .27:
1033+2231 121.fl 5J 171-21 5 .25L .32L _40L
1033+2443 121.5J571169 20 2 25 .30L .40L
1033+2059 121.9_ 181172-23 7 .48 .34L .49L
,035+2727 131.5156t 167-18 3 .40 .39L .84
1036+2149 [36.3121 1172-22 6 1.44 .37: .40L
1036+2723 140.01201168-18 3 .77 .31L .40L
1038+2758 [50.9126 1167-18 3 .25L .40L .40L
1038+2647 [52.5116 1168-18 3 .25L .42L .40L1039÷24 :3  11170_ 2 35, 39, 35
I [ I|039+2845 155.31 21167--17 3 2.12 .73 .40L
1039+2852 155.71 8l 166-17 3 .74 .35L .40L
1040+2310 I 5.91531171-21 7 1.70 .54 .40L
1041+2546 I 6.11361169-19 2 .42L .28L .47
1041+2636 111.11231168-18 3 .47 .30L .40L
1043 + 2350 t20.41441170 - 20 3 .25L .33L .40L
1043+2311 122.6] 48 ] 171-21 5 .25L .48L .40L
1045+2928 13L01581166-16 2 .33 .39L .41L
m45+220+133.1171172-22 3 .25, .32L .40,
,047+2209149.0H01172-22 2 .25, .3OL .40L
_ags A_r,oc_at_ons
V L
I00 /,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags*
4.63 C j GB 9580200066
1.38L B ; 5766120000
2.01 EcIBEI D 36000000002.92 F H O _o03000008
1.91 C CDE] C 96810100081.45: GHBC 97036610088.23L E B D 5402100008
235 C B 9600000118
4.54L D GO 9400000008
1.89L i B H G B C 9702000008
I
: :' IDDBE 7801100008
4.68L BE AB L 0 6501000008
1.63 BD GBB 8700001008
1.79 C ECEC 9701000008
585,c iD _c 950300o088188 c c 970166o0o9
1.64L B BC 8602010000
3.42 E E L C 9580100098
2.46 B KELD 6601000040
2.15 F B C 9782100058
1.80 E F DC 7661660008
1.67 C FFD 7661001110
1.66L C CFJ 1701066000
5.62L ,C BM 9601200018
1.09 C G B 9701661000
1.85 D GE C 9700100008
5.04L C I BC 9661000008
7.80L B BJ 9400100008
1.63 D F C 4661000000
5.61L BB AAM 6 4566100008
2.33 C C 9766200006
1.13L BB AA 4 8602033000
8.57L BE AD 0 9466100008
2.30 E N C 9600000008
5.32 F GEGD 9581200598
1.65 B I B 8681100100
8.01L C AH 9500000008
9.42L BD ACM 4 4501000008
2.35 D HK C 7680200100
1.25 C F C 7660000000
2.06 C LHMD 6500001150
1.57 C 13 7600100100
2.74 C CFB 9601100008
1.69L B G BA 766 10000(30
1.74 D H E 9600100040
6.83L C S 4400000008
9.59 COD EAAA 9581001018
9.32L C E E C D 6402100358
2.79 E G K C 9600000028
1.14L C BE 6710000000
7.64L B BE 8500100008
6.13L BD AB 1 8501000008
7.67 CD EEAA 9501001018
2.41 E C AKC 8480000020
1.39L BB AAKK 5 1700000000
2.09 C MF B 9700000000
55.69 ABCD AAAA 2, 9281000008 i
5.20L ABC AAC 2 9401661008
5.76L AB AAD 1 9661000008 01
2.82 C J E 96OO000O00
2.03 C K B ! 9701000008 i
7.38L D C K i 3400000008
2.96 C B 9600000008
3.56 BB GAA 9601000108
1.86 D G C ' 6402066138
3.97: C C BI D 9681100098
2.17L O F B 1660000000
2.11 BC GAB 4401000108
5.68L B AC J 9500120008
5.25L B BDEC 9500120008
3.10 C N KD 9701000010
2.32 D B 3500000008
3.54 CCC EAAC 9660000028
2.90 C NB: ; 9661000008
3.35 C J J D ; 7501000000
6.16L AB ABM 3 9400100008
1.48 F F C 9701000008
426 C KGC 9566100078
1.15L BF AD F 0 2661000000
1.87 CC JDEB 9601000008
1.68 C LCFC 9701000008
6.39L C G '9402200068
1.38L B BD 1500000000
1.36L C C DEC 2700110300
6.39L BD AA 0 8403010008
1.27L B B FM 0700110200
2.92 C F C 7781000000
3.01 C GHKC, 4660000010
2.02L D E F B I 7600000000
6.04L CD AA 8 9500000008
10.13L B BGJ ; 9466100008
6.81L BC AAI C 0 6301110008
7.08L D C [ 9400000008
1.64L C AE 4600000000
2.24 C J F 6500000000
1.99 C HKB 5522110008
11.97L C C 2300000008
1.85 C KC 9600100000
t.69 D E GB 9600100000
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mug
8 1 32 X0357+291 122
1 "41 03571+2102 37 4
3 "10 M+03-11-003 42
2 12 ZG 957+20 75 15E
1 "41 03577+2021 14 12
1 "4t 03580+2217 46 4
2 "13 76393G5 1 67
1 "41 03581+2013 23 12
1 "41 03582+2208 23 8
8 1 13 76397 X0 28 9_




1 "41 03589+2038 42 8
1 13 76403 G5 20 75
1 "41 03591+2219 38 1
3 9 U02°J31 67 148
1 1 1 AK TAU 45 3
1 39 VRO22.03.03 28 610
C 1 23 LDN 1484 595
1 2 DO 10244 57 98
1 "41 04002+2621 38 8
8
1 "41 04003+2507 19 12
4 "10 M+04-10-015 121
ei
2 13 76417 K2 29 88
C jl 3 9 U02941 25 143
1 "41 04010+2534 2 3
3 "13 76422M0 4 85
4 9 U02943 31 156
3 137_25+++ 4
2"23 DG026 489
3 13 76430 K0 I 45
5 "13 76431 MO 4 80
1 23 LDN 1489 224
I "41 04018+2551 40 4DO 10255 64 96
3 9 U02949 50 J 146
o I;13.2 D010280 81 95
=
I 1 13 76439 4 87
1 4 13 76438 G5 3 66
1 13 76450 M0
8




2 13 76453 K7 7 I 91
4 5 13 76455 A0P 7 52
I 13 76458 K2 7 80
4 1 13 76459 K0 8 85
I
I1 1 V406 TAU 24 ' 3
2 13 76461 F0 18 52
1 13 76463 M0 t3 83
1 2 DO 10277 50 100








)4051 +2627 8.1 55
)4051 +2157 8.6 0






J4058 + 2344 52.0 24
34059+2914 55.7 28
34060+2323 5.9 32














04072 + 2351 17.3 4
04073+2518 22.1 42






























































04121 +2348 8.C 30
04121+2116 11.7 18
04123+2027 19.(3 35








H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 vm 25 p.m 60 _m I00 pm F]ux Con" A Confusion
I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
171--21 41 11 81 31 .25L .33L 1.32 3.20 CD MKAA 4401000006
168-18 42 6 78 3' .79 .43L .40L 1.46L B BEK 9600000000
172-22 75 21 80 3! .31L .35L A0L 1.70 C GIIC 9602000120156-1851 8 7831 56 30, .40, 144,8 s 5700000000
173-22 46 21 79 41 .28L .31L .40L 1.56 E MMB 9501000008
172--22 21 4 80 7! 4.52 1.22 .40L 1.32L AB AAH 2 4711000000
168-18 32 4 78 3 8.67 4.46 .75 1.60L BBC AAB 0 7700000000
169-19 28 5 78 3 1.45 .40 .40L 6.34L BD AD 1 9400001008
171-20 33 28 79 2 .31L .29L .40L 1.72 D D 5600000000
171-20 47 6 79 3 .94 .33L .40L 2.01L B AF C 6600000000
167--16 29 6 78 3 2.24 .63 .40L 5.76L BC AB 0 8600002008
171-20 76 21 79 2 .25L .63L .40L 2.37 D E C 2501000008;
171-20 47 6 79 3 1.04 .54L .40L 1.99L B AG 5600000000'
156-18 44 6 78 3 .58 .29L .40L 3.03L D BG 9600000000
168-17 54 6 78 3 .52 .31L .40L 7.15L B BE H 6600000008'
173-22 35 15 79 5 .25L .32L .40L 2.91 C MF B 9501000008'
167-17 46 17 78 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.31 C L B 9600100008
172-21 80 17 79 2 .25L .34L .57 2.12: FF DC 8600000100
156-18 77 16 78 3 .28L .30L .40L 3.31 C B 8600000000
167-17 52 7 78 3 .56 .31L .40L 5.61L B A 9501100008
170-20 17 I 1 79 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.45 D J B 9681000028
169-18 20 i 56 78 3 .96 .34L .40L 9.99L B AC 6400000008
168-18 51 6 78 3 .72 .30L .40L 1.85L C BEKJ 7700010020
170-19 42 20 79 3 .25L .26L .40L 3.59 E I LD 9600000038
168-18 84 17 79 2 .79L .57L .40L 2.02 C CI B 9600000000
169-19 43 10 78 3 .25L .27L .61 2.69 CC LJCB 9700000008
171-20 60 6 79 3 .97 .30L .40L 6.48L B BI 6501010008
170-19 21 21 79 2 .25L .39L .40L 2.98 D C 9602000008
171-20 29 16 79 3 .25L .32L .45 2.04: CE EC 8600000108
168-17 30 19 78 3 .25L .47L .40L 2.28 C DJC 9800000008
169-18 68 6 78 3 .66 .25L .40L 9.07L C B 5400000008
168-18 22 15 78 3 .25L .30L .40L 3.56 C I MEC 8681000040
169-18 25 15 78 3 .25L .28L .40L 3.22 C K B 7500000000
167-16 65 8 79 2 .58 .42L .40L 4.82L C BK 9500000008
172-21 50 7 79 3 .48 .28L .40L 7.66L C B 9400000008
169-18 59 6 78 3 .47 .51L .40L 7.42L D IBI 3400000008
167-16 35 5 78 3 10.59 5.70 1.18 9.09L BBC IAABC 0 7500000008
169-17 84 30 79 2 .25L .29L .40L 1.98 D C 7700000000
172-21 63 22 79 2 .26L .80L .40L 2.32 E C 9600000008
156-17 75 15 78 3 .25L .30L .40L 2.81 C DI B 7600000156
171-20 30 22 79 2 .26L .72L .40L 2.08 E J C 5601000008
173-21 54 9 79 2 .33 .47L .40L 8.04L C DJ }500000008
171-19 46 6 79 3 .50 .26L .40L 7.92L C E N 3500010008
174 22 50 9 79 3 .46 .47L .40L 8.82L C BJ 6400000008
171-19 67 25 79 2 .58L .39L .40L 3.37 E MN C 5602000108
171-20 52 7 79 2 .51 .33L .40L 2.74L C C 0600010000
171-19 83 9 79 2 .37 .34L .40L 7.94L F C 7500000008
167-16 33 7 78 3 .60 .28L .40L 7.99L B BMK 8400000008
174-22 76 18 79 3 .25L .28L .40L 3.15 D LC 9600000118
171-19 97 19 79 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.38 C B 1600000008
167-15 21 9 78 3 .25L .29L .89 3.92 CD J J BB 6500000018
156-17 65 16 78 3 .34L .27L .40L 2.59 F G 8 9780000028
172-20 31 5 79 3 1.55 .43: .40L 1.86L CD AD 0 0600010000
167-16 34 11 78 3 .45 .30L .40L 8.33L E CMK 8500010008
170-19 47 17 79 33 .25L .27L .40L 3.13 EE CJ B 9600000028168-17 33 6 78 3 1.52 .51 .40 5.97L BD C A 0 9601000008
170-19 60 9 79 .25L_ .33L .80 1.76: SB 96010000081 172-20 35 7 79 3 .44L ' .31 1.22 1.60L C B 3700000000
33 174-22 73 30 79 2 .26L .42L .43L 2.36 D I MG 9600000000
46 167-16 33 7 78 3 8.60 2.02 .40L 6.96L BC AA I 2 9500000008
18 170-18 36 6 79 3 38 .30L .40L 8.32L B Sl 9500200008
6 !167-15 38 18 78 3 .25L .35L .40L 2.26 C KKB 9501000008
17 167-15 36 18 78 3 .25L .42L .40L 2.60 C EGE 9500000000
53 169-17 32 8 78 3 .43L .30: 2.01 6.64 ECC DCBC 9500000120
14 174-22 26 17 79 2 .26L .36L .43 3.27: DF FD 9601000328
23 170-18 49 8 79 3 .25L .27L .93 2.07 CC ANcBC 960100000027 171-19 27 5 79 3 1.63 .35: .40L 6.53L BD 0 9400001008
21 169-18 31 5 79 3 31.22 19.84 2.31 1.29L SBC AAAN 1 3700000000
9 173-20 33 14 79 3 .25L .35L .52 2.60 DD J CB 9601000308
41 174-22 74 32 79 2 .25L .77L .61L 1.96 C CEI 9600000000
58168-16 17 6 78 3 .87 3.88 7.49 10.86 BCCC AAAA 8 9510112008
42 167-16 52 8 78 3 .49 .52 .57 6.13L FFC CCCI 0 9500100018
54 169-17 79 16! 79 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.73 B B 9601000200
1 174-21 52 25 80 2 .25L .51L .61L 4.70 F LB 9601000438
41 156-16 50 9 78 2 2.27 2.82L .48L 10.86L C BGI 9510212008
23 156-16 33 7 78 3 .59 1.48 1.66 6.22L CCC BAA 5 9600000008
11 171-19 44 9 79 3 .25L .34L .91 2.35 CC KMAB 9600000056
35 168-16 23 9 80 2 2.26 3.60 2.96: 15.82L BCD AAA 3 9500212008
168 16 45 7 78 3 1.95 .60 .40L 7.30L BF J,AL 2 9500000008
156-16 33 7 79 3 2.03 5.16L 12.75 15.82 D CD AABA 9500122108
169-17 37 30 79 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.98 C EE 9700000030
170-18 35 16 79 2 .31L .59L .40L 2.29 F DL C 9600000008
172-19 6t 5 79 3 1.27 .42L .40L 1.82L B AC 5600000000
168-16 39 8 79 3 .42 .55 .65 7.42L CDC CAD 0 9500001056
171-18 89 10 79 2 .23 2.07L .47L 6.40L D GH 9500000008
173-20 86 9 79 2 .30 .41L .40L 7.40L C D 8401010006
169-16 35 19 79 2 .25L .51L .40L 4.33 C N B 9602000140
167-15 53 7 78 3 .51 .26L .40L 1.25L C C 9700000000
174-21 44 8 80 2 .27 .36L .40L 8.38L C FE 7400000008
168-16 25 12 78 3 .39L .25L .79 2.19: CD H BB 9700000108
172-19 i 40 19 79 3 .28L .31L .40L 2.10 C K FA 2601000008
174-21 58 22 80 i 3 .25L .47L .40L 2.73 C B C 6500000028
174-21 83 21 80 2 .28L .35L .41L 2.26 D L B 9500000000
172-19 23 5 79 3 24.43 7.30 2.63 2.61: BBCD AAAA 0 3600000008
166-15 31 11 79 2 M6L .47L .91 7.58L C DC 9405101008
171-18 57 7 79 3 .64 .29L .40L 6.67L B BEH 9600110006
167-15 40 6 78 3 .76 .28L .40L 5.51L E B 9500000008
168 15 42 10 79 2 .25L .26L 1.21 2.42 _ DO AB 9603100008
174 21 89 25 80 2 .26L .40L .41L 2.29 D N C 9500000008
172-19 44 6 79 3 .50 .39L .40L 1.64LI D DD 3601000000







A# T Name Type Mag
2 12 ZG 405+23 66 ! 148
2 2 DO 10285 48 110
2 13 76466 M0 2 ! 56
i 2 13 76467 M0 1 68
4 4 TMSS +30071 25 29
.13 76472 K0 4 75
13 76474 K2 1 70
2 DO 10293 40 103
2 DO 10299 90 98
2 DO 10298 73 103
1 2 )010303 56 90
1 2 DO10302 76 111
1 "41 04072+2539 5 4
1 13 76483 G5 6 71
3 13 76485 F0 22 55
8 1 32 X0407+270 157 8
15 2 4 TMSS +30074 12 24
3 "13 76493 KO 20 82
3 13 76499G5 24 70
1 "41 04094+2439 15 1
13 i 76502 K2 5 80
"13i 76503 K2 27 87
1 "41 04099+2754 18 3
1 1"41 04101+2450 9 4
3 13 76508M0 1 85
8 ! 5 * 9 U02985 87 160
C
4 2 I)O10338 38 96
4 "41 04106+2214 25 4
2 2 °41 04108+2804 46 ! 2
4
C
2 1 FM TAU 34 3
°41 04110+2820 45 7
2 12 ZG 411+24 38 155
2 2 * CWTAU 60 3
2 2 *32 X0411+279 24 2
8I
i 1 13 76512 K0 2 70
1 FO TAU 10 3
2 *23 LDN 1501 218
1 2 DO 10357 40 88
8
1 13 76520 K0 21 72
5 13 76523 M3 4 82
1 *41 04124+2906 57
1 °41 04124+2444 6
1 "41 04126+2926 44
1 "41 04125+2902 5 1_
17




a 6 a C_Orbds 5MJ SMN. m • (s_(_) (") ('_ .,..00
04129+2756 58.6 34 169-16 53 19 79 3
04133+2039 22.3 51 174-21 26 24 170 3
04135+2643 r33.6 29 168-16 36 18 80 i 2
04136+2614 38.2 5 170-17 42 7 7913
04136+2257 39.415 173-19 20 19 1702
04138+2009 50.8124 175-21 69 8 80 2
04139+2519 55.11 3 171-18 72 22 79 3
04139+2737 55.3 29 169-16 51 7 79 3
04139+2313 56.7 9 172-19 _ 41 10 80 2
04140+2830 lr2 6 168--16 67 21 79 3
04141+2502 8.2 58 171--18 38 17 79 3
04143+2027 20.926 175--21 38 5 80 3
34145+2628 32.340 170--17 45 23 79 2
04146+2158 38.1 20 173--20 57 6 80 3
04146+2531 41.0 22 171--18 43 19 79 3
D4148+2505 50.8 13 171--18 28 19 79 3
D4151+2659 6.3 32 170--16 40 14 79 3
D4152+2432 15.2 21 t72--18 93 15 79 3
34153+2758 20.3 52 169--16 41 5 79 3
34154+2809 24.6 24 169--16 21 5 79 3
34154+2823 25.7 56 169--15 30 6 79 3 !
)4154+2127 26.0 31 174--20 65 10 80 2
)4154+2830 27.2 t5 169--15 48 10 79 3
)4154+2111 27.3 38 174--20 72 17 80 3
)4155+2812 34.8 1 169-16 20 5 i 79 33)4155+2418 35.69172--18 791 80
)4155+2520 35.828 171-18 52 10 79 2
)4155+2629 35.9 35; 170-17 49 8 80 2
)4157+2813 45.2 10! 169-16 29 7 80 2
)4168+2011 49.0 25 175-2I 37 22 80 3
)4158+2805 51.8 9 169-16 25 6 79 3
)4160+2354 2.0 29 172-18 54 11 80' 2
)4161+2859 8.1 13 168-15 42 6 79 3
)4166+2706 38.3 23 170-16 42 6 79 3
)4169+2702 54.6 49 170-16 33 5 79 3
)4169+2810 57.8 9 169-t5 23 20 79 3
)4170+2328 3.1 46 173-19 55 6 80 3
)4171+2756 11.0 47 169-15 32 13 80 2
)4172+2713 13.3 49 170-16 18 6 79 3
)4172+2658 13.7 24 170-16 51 5 79 3
)4173+2914 22.5 11 168-15 61 20 79 3
)4173+2114 23.1 20 174-20 65 20 80 3)4179+220159.936 174-18 73 26 80 2)416o+2o18' 4.23s 175-2o 75 3o 6o,2)4181+2655 6.41 . 170-16 20 o 79 3
)4181+2654 6.5 i 170--16 42 76 80:2)4181+2545 8.8 5 171-17 _ 46 80 3)4181 +2000 9.8 176-21 80 23 80 2
)4181+2713 )0.C 56 170-16 33 5 79 3
)4181+2721 10.1 4 170-16 109 37 79 2
)4182+2104 16,8 13 175-20 29 5 80 3
)4183+2109 22.1 27 175-20 48 21 80 2
M183+2342 24.C 25 173-18 43 15 80 3
)4184+2006 29.7 56 176-21 17 5 80 3
)4165+2022 34.251 175-20 26 5 80 3
)4186+2826 36.4! 14 169-15 72 25 81 2
M186+2118 39.714 175-20 93 16 80 2
M187+2332 44.1 27 173-18 23 17 80 3
M188+2746 46,4 1 170-15 39 6 79 3
M188+2819 50.6 33 169-15 25 5 79 3
M189+2650 56.6 28 170-16 19 5 80 3
M190+2206 2.2 25 174-19 50 6 80 3
)4190+2503 4.8 25 172--t7 71 33 80 2
N192+2650 12,0 12 170-16 62 11 80 3
N192+2912 12,4 14 169-14 42 10 79 3
14192+2648 14.2 4 170-16 82 11 79 2
N193+2005 19.5 13 176-20 53 19 80 3
)4194+2042 25.6 16 175-20 19 4 80 3
)4195+2530 32.5 49 172-17 70 10 60 2
b4198+2816 50.7 55 169-15 45 9 79 3
)4199+2854 59.2 46 169-14 71 8 90 2
b4200+2706 2.1 51 170-16 50 6 60 3
)4200+2759 5.1 8 170-15 28 11 79 3
)4203+2014 21.1 24 176-20 79 32 80 3
b4204+2453 268 28 172-17 81 12 80 2
_4206+2449 39.0 24 172-17 19 9 80 3
)4206+2752 39.5 7 170--15 49 34 80 2
M207+2257 42.1 38 174-18 41 34 80 2
b4207+2837 42.3 12 169-14 33 6 79 3
_4207+2250 44.7 59 174-18 37 5 80 3
_4207+2338 45.2 7 173--18 62 21 80 3
_4207+2350 46.0 29 173--18 66 9 80 2
_4208+2810 51.2 52 170-15 35 13 80 3
_4209+2801 58.0 20 170-15 86 25 91 2
_4211+2826 7.5 50 170-14 27 18 80 3
_4212+2748 12.0 12 170-15 98 22 81 2
_4212+2854 17.9 18 169 14 31' 6 79 3
_4214+2123 27.2 43 175-19 551 21 81 2
i4215+2256 30.8 37 174-18 19 9 80 3
_4216+2603 41.3 30 171-16 28 9 80 3
_,217+2041 46.2 9 176--20 69 28 81 2
h4218+2540 48.1 53 172--16 29 24 80 3
_1218+2705 53.2 11 171-15 64 8 80 2
_4221+2757 10.8 50 170--15 43 6 80 3
_4222+2610 15.5 13 171--16 34 6 80 3
_4223+2229 20.5 3 174-18 27 4 81 3
_4223+2740 22.1 29 170-15 69' 24 80 3
_4223+2210 23.6 52 175-18 23 i 5 81 3
_4223+2020 23.7 24 176-20 53 17 81 2
_4224+2604 256 30 172-16 571 18 80 3
•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2;
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
25L .29L .40L 2.80 D B 6700000008
.25L .37L .40L 3.17 C F GD 5501000020
.25L .51L .40L 3 25 F I D 9600000018
1.21 .32L .40L 1.46L ' B A F 0700000000
.25L .36L .40L 2.22 O B 3601000010
.34 .32L .40L 2.66L D D 5600000000
.28L .28L .40L 2.15 C HE C 9700000008
.25L .37: 2.63 4.25 ECC GCAB 9600000008
•37 .30L .65L 2.02L [C C F 4701000000
.25L .32L .40L 3.60 E C C 9600000018
.25L .28L .42L 2.85 D BGD 9601000018
.68 .31L .40L 1.25L B B 5701020000
.25L .27L A0L 2.80 C B 2600000000
.79 .34L .40L 1.58! B ACK 1701000000
26L .35L A0L 2.00 C H B 9700000008
.25L .45L A0L 3.66 D MF B 9681000038
.25L .33L .40L 3.01 C J L B B 7600000108
.25L .34L .40L 2.68 C H B 9600000008
2.12 .54: .40L 5.45L ED AC K 0 9702000008
1.67 2.26 1.66L 6.45L CC CBA 21 9701101338
.45 1.02 1.96 7.78L BCC ABB 1 9601002108
.43 .40L .40L 8.59L C DE 9500000008
.42L .2gL .68 8.79L C B 9601000008
.25L .38L .40L 2.77 C BHC 9601000008
33.19 99.89 72.74 167.78: BBDD AAAF 0 9390211338
.25L .40L .40L 3.06 D K B 9500000008
.29 .33L .40L 8.94L D EF 9600000008
.30 .37L .4OL 1.78L C DJ 2600000000
.82 4.49L 7.97L 71.09L D BAGI 9400110338
.25L .31L .40L 2.61 D KDGC 5600000000 !
.25L .74 1.07 7.51L CC AB 9600000008
,25 .75L .40L 6.96L D EE 6400010008
.50 .64 .45: 1.35L DCD BBB 7 7700000000
.25L .57 5.01 17.46L DC BAB 6501101008
.76 5.21 t7.O0 17.46 BBCD BAAA 1 5501201008
.25L .37L .40L 3.14 E I C 9700000008
.75 ,43L ,40L 6.62L B AD =9500000008
.27L .34 ,32: 6.00L DD J BD 9700100008
6.26 1.47 .4OL 3.36: BC D AA F 2 6600000028
1.09 26L .40L 17.46L B AC 5500100018
.25L .26L .40L 2.74 C J D 3680000010
.25L .37L .40L 3.00 Ci L C 9601000028
.88L .64L .40L 1.25 M 1800000000
.25L .53L .40L 2.27 C G D 9700000000
28: .70: 5.95: 10.36 DFEC BEA 4580133310
34: 1.20 4.95: 8.60L DCD FBEA 2 4500133310
.49 .30L .40L 8.07L B B K 2500000008
.25L .33L .40L 2.96 C C 5700000000
6.42 1.77 .44: 1.69L CCO AAEI 0 9700000000
.27L .35L .40L 2.91 E F 9600000040
1.03 .43: .40L 8.40L BE BD 1 9601100028
.58L 1.48L .40L 2.37 D L I C 9700100038
.26L .31L .56L 2.72 E DA 9600000008
16.00 5.22 .95 1.70L BDC AABE 9 9700000100
.33 1.79 3.38 1.77: FCCD CAAC 4 7700000000
.25L .44L .40L 2.68 E D 9501000008
.45L .44L .40L 2.31 D F C 9700000008
.25L .30L .40L 5.84 E C 9500100208
.46 .81 1.15 1.28L CCC CBA 1 8700000000
17.47 26.07 15.29 13.66 BBF D AAAA O 9341000038
1.46 3.83 7.04 10.98L BBC AAAA 2 7680200008
.59 .35L .40L 1.55L B B H 1800000000
,25L .72L .44L 2,76 D C 8602000060
.25L .29L 1.53 2.75: E F K BB 6680200008
.25L .28L .98 6.36L C L BD 9680100058
.26 .46L .40L 8.18L C C CC 5500200008
.25L .32 .40 2.68 GC 9600000000
13.74 3.65 .65 1.57L BBC AACF 0 3801000000
.40 .30L A0L 1.97L C D 7601000000
.25L .33L 2.54 8.35 DE L E B B 9581000326
.42 .28L A0L 12.61L C B 9400010006
1.17 .29L .40L 1.39L B AD 8701000000
.38L .58: .68: 1.36: FCF GCBB 7701000100
.26L .34L .40L 1.80 C J G 5780000000
.27 .37L .40L 7.26L C D 6500200008
.46 .65 .86 1.92 DDCD BCBB 6 9601100208
.39L .29L .40L 3.92 D H H 8602000120
.48L .30L .40L 2.67 C I E 7600000220
1.71 .46 .40L 9.64L BD AC 0 9500100008
7.74 2.09 .40L 1.53L B C A A I 1 8700000000
.25L .32L .40L 3.52 E HJ D 9601000038
.48 .28L .40L 8.12L C C 9400000008
.25L .30L .40L 5.23 D I B 9600000328
.44L 1.37L .53L 2.49 O EHI C 6600000000
.25L .36L .40L 2.91 D I GC 9600000008
.25L .68L .40L 2.89 O NC 7501000020
7.59 2.00 .54L 6.91L BC AAD 0 9500000008
.25L .35L .40L 2.22 D B 9600000008
.62 .44L .92 1.73L E C BDAC 8701010000
.31L .55 .96 2.23L D D C C B L 6600000000
.25L .65L .40L 1.88 C D C 2700000000
.25L .26L .40L 3.07 C D 3600000010
.33: .46 .65L 7.97L ED GBC 0 5500000008
2.02 .81L .40L 1.63L B AB 9700000000
1.38 .52 .63L 9.71L BD ACF 4 6501100008
2,31 .57: .40L 1.65L BF ABL 0 7701000100
,27L .47L .40L 2,98 C H D 9500000000
1.13 .44L .46L 1,44L B ACD 5600100000
.25L .67L .66L 2.68 C C E B 8600000400




















































04139 +2519 18 8























1 1 ; DE TAU 12

















2 13 76568 K7 18 91
1 1 FS TAU 26 3
01 5 13 76571 + + + 3
2 13 76573B9 6
4 3 13 76574 A3 33
1 13 76576 K2 14














32 X0420+229A 68 8
13 76587 M0 I 68
13 76588 M0 0 71
13 76594 M0 3 82
2 DO 10467 41 100
3 13 76601 A3 5 43
4
3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
! !1




04224+2 0525,14175_197 5613 ,0
04224+2615 26.9 50 171-16 22 21 83 3 .25L
04225+2627 32.6 46 171-16 77 20 80 3 .25L
04225+2829 32.8 4 170-14 35 27 80 3 .25L
04225+2538 34.4 4 172-16 57 6 80 2 .36
,226+2841 36.7 20 170-14 46 19 80 3 .25L
04226+2547 41.33172-16 58 6803 ,74
04227+2008 46.1 35 176-20 67 23 81 2 .25L
04227+2018 47.7 2 176-20' 31 22 171 2 .29L
04228+2101 50.828 176-19 47 9 81 3 .39
04228+2527 51.733 172-16 48 6 803 1,68
04229+2214 57.2 16 175-18 69 20 81 2 1.16L
04229+2631 58.541 170-14 27 12 80 3 .26L
.230+2001 1.340 176-20 70 13 81 2 .34L
,231+2318 6.934 174-16 36 19 812 .25L
04231+2230 10.1 32 174-18 76 40 812 .25L
04232+2743 12.7 51 170-15 73 10 80 2 .38
04232+2101 14.4 5 176-19 46 6 81 3 .49
04232+2441 15.6 26 173-17 67, 10 80 3 .28L
04233+2629 18.3 38 172-16 81 26 60 3 .25L
04233+2242 18.8 2 174-18 26 6 81 3_ 1.58
.234+2547 26.8 1 172-16 29 5 80 3 1.43
.234+2829 28.5 46 170-14 56 10 80 3 .26L
04235+2314 35.3 51 174-16 33 18 81 3 .25L
04236+2559 40.7 46 172-16 62 8' 80 2 1.70L
04237+2736 42.5 58 171-15 60 21 80 3 .35L
04237+2017 45.3 39 176-19 67 15 ' 81 2 .49L
04238+2935 53.8 49 169-13 28 8 80 3 .25L
04239+2436 55.2 54 173-17 20 5 84 3 1.71
04239+2449 55.7 34 173-16 54 10 80 3 .26L
04240+2535 0.3 43 172-16 38 5 80 3 1.00
04240+2559 0.4 30 172-16 25 5 80' 3 9.29
04240+2251 2.9 58 174-18 23 18 81 3 .34L
04240+2750 4.7 5 170-14 32 28 83 3 .25L
04242+2956 13.5 55 169-13 44 12 90 3 A5
04242+2706 13.6 28 171-15 75 42 81 2 .33L
04243+2253 20.8 13 174-18 22 7 81 3 .46L
04243+2855 23.2 50 170-14 54 27 81 2 ,25L
04244+2358 24.8 42 ! 173-17 79 15 80 3 .25L
04244+2703 26.2 18 171-15 31 6 80 3 230
04244+2557 27.0 29 172-16 72 28 80 i 3 .30L
04245+2750 32.6 26 171-14 73 11 80 3 .38L
04248+2214 '49.0 41 176-18 34 5 81 3 2.54
04248+2934 52.5 52 169-13 94 13 80 3 .33L
04248+2612 53. ,c 39 172-15 29 6 80 3 .36L
04249+2432 55.g 40 173-16 32 15 80 3 .25L
04249+2536 S6.C 28 172-16 44 13 81 2 .37
04249+2637 56.g 51 170-14 89 8 80 3 .85
04249+2628 59.e 1 172-15 103 37 81 2 .37L
04249+2144 59.8 56 175-18 61 23 81 3 .25L
04250+2130 3.2 33 176-18 35 7 81 3 .39
04250+2656 5.0 3 171-15 93 14 80 2 .46L
04251+2132 11.8 41 176-18 32 7 81 3 .26L
04252+2525 15.6 3 172-16 34 7 80 3 .63
04253+2400 19.9 30 174-17 51 5 81 3 1.76
04254+2711 24.4,49 171-15 83 22 80 3 .25L
04255+2005 30.4i12 177-19 82 28 81 3 .25L
04256+2611 38.1120 172-15 76 23 81 2 .25L
04257+2144 43.4 1 175-16 68 7 81 2 .41
04258+2831 51.0144 170-14 85 12 80 2 .28
04258+2452 52.3 12 173-16 30 26 81 2 .26L
04259+2403 54.9 38 174-17 32 19 81 3 .25L
04260+2642 0.3 31 172-15 45 10 80 3 .25L
04260+2056 1.035 176-19 75 19 81 3 .25L
,260+2148 2.8 51 175 18 50 7 81 2 .48
04260+2155 5.5 27 175-18 32 15 81 3 25L
04260+2852 5.6 25 170-13 38 27 81 2 .25L
04260+2437 5.6 16 173-16 28 5 81 3 12.38
04262+2735 15.2 37 171-14 29 7 80 3 1.11
04263+2426 21.7 26 173-16 25 6 84 3 14.91
04264+2433 28.0 23 173-16 28 6 81 3 .44
04266+2106 38.0 41 176-18 27 i 5 81 3 1.58
04267+2812 42.3 34 171 14 58 27 80 3 .25L
D4267+2626 43.5 43 172-15 26 14 60 2 .28L
04267+2221 45.0 19 175-18 44 12 81 3 .30L
04267+2600 47.3 13 172-15 47 7 80 3 .43
34269+2252 55.3 26 175-17 33 6 61 3 1.62
04269+2237 59.6 25 175-17 68 22 81 2 .25L
E)4270+2845 2.6 4 170-13 20 17 80 3 .25L
34270+2209 3.7 42 175-18 33 6 81 3 .65
34272+2801 13.8 25 171-14 49 7 80 3 .49
34272+2923 14.0 7 170-13 42 9 80 3 25L
34274+2420 25.2 7 174 16 25 8 81 3 .54
34275+2904 33.2 22 170-13 29 15 80 3 ,25L
34276+2742 38.3 3 171-14 41 16 80 3 .25L
34276+2554 40.4 57 172-15 35 8 81 3 1.93
34277+2705 44.9 23 172-14 38 6 80 3 1.26
34277+2359 45.1 18 174-16 29 20 81 3 .25L
34278+2253 50.2 41 175-17 25 6 81 31 10.35
:)4278+2029 50.2 14 177-19 22 22 81 31 .25L
:)4278+2435 50.6 24 174-16 27 7 81 3 ! .77
)4279+2701 57.1 17 172 14 45 17 80 2 .25L
)4279+23, 57.3 62 175-17 50 19 81 3 .38L
:)4280+2722 1.4 58 171-14 28 6 80 3 42.05
)4281+2033 7.8 37 177-19 25 5 81 3 1.50
)4282+2314 12.7 21 175-17 26 6 81 3 3.47
:)4282+2652 15.7 17 172-14 45 6 81 3 1.16
]4263+2912 18.4 6 170 13 41 6 80 3 .69
]4284+2729 25.0 3 171-14 51 15 81 3 .25L
]4285+2316 30.5 2 175-17 60 20 81 3 .25L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 Fm 60 _.m I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
i
.27L .40L _ 1.49L B BG 4601100000 3 13 76602 F0
.34L .40L 3.82 E C 6600100008
.34L .40L 3.39 E C 6500000008
.32L .56L 3.46 C GD 9500000020 8 1 32 X0422+284
.45L .67L 2.67L C C F L G 2600010000
.30L .40L 2.92 C IALIG C 9500000000
.41L .40L 2.61L B 4600000000 1 2 DO 10481
.49L .4OL 3.30 C B C 9500000010
.79L .40L 2.34 D E 8500000500 4 1 32 X0422+203
.38L .4OL 2.03L C F E 3500010000 1 13 76606 K0
.38L .40L 2.82L B AE 1600000000 1 2 DO 1,83
.45L .74L 2.85 C K F HC 5600000000
.31L .63: 6.42 DC J J CC 9400000120 8
.27L .52 1.79L F B 9500000000
.34L .40L 2.77 O J A 7700000018
.35L .40L 3.79 D KJ G 6600001660 C 1 32 X.23+224
.34L .46L 2.68L F C H 9500000000
.33L .40L 2.08L B BE 650001000( 1 2 DO 10490
.30L .84 9.09L C M B 8400000008
.65L .40L 2.33 C L E 6600000010
.51: .40L 2.07L BD AD 0 7701000000 2 13 76608 A5
.44 .40L 2.23L BD AC 4 8600000000 1 "41 04234+2547
.27L .87 2.02L C CBJ 9601000100 1 23 LDN 1497
.32L .40L 3.76 F F D 6600000018
2.59L 1.83L 7.36 F AABC 9581103000 2 2 "41 04236+2559
.28L .40L 3.05 C H L J D 7600000000
.31L .56 2.34L D CF 9500000000 1 9 U03,5
.31L 1.57 3.37 CC GAB 7600000108
6.98 15.24 15.88: BBCD AAAA 4 9481000018
.25L .84 2.74 CC BB 9600000108
1.21 .69 2.O6L BCC AAC 4'6602000010 3 ' I DFTAU
19.55 39.13 46.96 BBDC AAAA 6 9380103020 A 26 "1 DGTAU
.32L .68L 5.25 E C I G 9540123400 2 DG 033
.36L .40L 3.16 C LM F 6680000130 8 1 32 X0424+275
.25L .44L 2.36 C E BFEC 7680110008
.79L .40L 2.25 D H 7700100000
1.18 6.79 16.14 CDC EBHE 94C0123400 7 5 13 76613B5
.35L .40L 2.01 E J C 9500000000
.35L A0L 3.21 D J DB 9600000008
.98 .40L 2.75L BC AAGF 7606100000
I
.42L .40L 3.46 C J B E I 9680002020 A
.30L .73 2.30L C BL 5600000120 8
.49 .4OL 2.07L BD ABG 7 5700000000 2 2 DO 10499
.31L .69 10.97L C i KB 9500000008
1.33 4.62 9.26 CCCIFAAA 4400001000 2 "41 ,248+2612
.30L A0L 3.63 D L J B 9700000008 2 "23 LDN 1524
.38L .40L 3.75L C HC 8600000000 2 "41 04249+2536
.33L .40L 2.15L C AF M 9702000000 1 20010500
.36L .40L 2.26 D F E 3600000000 "4 04250+2628
.29L .40L 5.61 C FGF 9681000340 C 1 32 X,28+217
.37: .40L 2.14L CE CJ '3 9760100000 3 13 76616A5
.30L .69 2.63L' D C 95oooooloo
.30L 2.15 4.25 CC F AC 9600100000 3 9 U03053
.34L .40L 2.12L B B D 6600000000 3 ' 1 V414 TAU
.40: .40L 8.39L BD AC 0 9400000008 3 '13 76621 M0
.27L .40L 2.90 C M D 5600000000
.37L .40L 3.04 C J DE 9600000500 4 1 32 X0425+200
.36L .40L 3.44 O C 7600000010 1 "41 ,256+2611
.81L .40L 2.53L C B I 9600020000
.39L .42L 2.71 LIE D 9700000000
.36L .40L 2.47 E J D 9700000008 1 *41 04259+2452
.33L .40L 4.10 E GF GC 9500000028 8
.29: .98 1.64: E C E D B D 6700000030 8
.35L .40L 2.83 C GGC 5600000500 4 1 32 XO426+209
.29L .48L 1.88L C BMMH 7700020000 3 13 76626 KS
.31L .42L 3.10 C GEl C 6600000100
.91L .45L 7.06 E GHH 7701000230 C
7.36 1.43 2.95 BBCE AAAC 0 9700100008 5 * 4 TMSS +20082
.61 .40L 1.65L BD AB 0 2700000000
38.90 59.65 47.28 DBDF AAAA 5 9381000206 3 3 RAFGL5122
2.90 5.38 9.13L BBC CAAJ 1 9600100008 2 °41 04264+2433
.38: .40L 1.83L 8D AC 0 6600000000
.29L .40L 2.69 C E 5700000000
.55 .56L 2.14L E GBFH 3600000000 2 1 DITAU
.36L .66 10.46L C L MC 3400000006
.55 .61 1.80L CEC BAB 5[ 3700010000 1 '41 04268+2600
.83 .40L 3.55: BC F AB D 4 9501000008
.32L .40L 2.50 D B 6600010206 4
.30L .43L 4.51 E EC 9500000008
.29L .40L 2.22L D B 2600000000
.28L .43: 2.5OL B D D C 8601000000 13 76634G5
.26L 1.02 6.13 CE KKBD 6600000128 8 32 X0427+293
.61 .58 6.94L DDF CBCF 3 9501010338 C 3 °39 VRO24.,.01
.27L .40L 7.27 E C 9700000108
.30L .40L 3.07 C F B 7600000000
2.12 1.50 2.83 BCCC AAAA 0 3600000100 3 " 1 DKTAU
.31 .40L 1.79L B E A D 1 9702100000
.35L .40L 4.12 C FJC 8600000038 8 2 °32 X0427+240
12.28 6.09 8.23 BBCD AAAA 2 9420000008
.35L .40L 2.42 C C E 9600010000 °41 04278+2029
1.33 3.37 4.32 DDCC BAAA 9 7700002108 2 2 " 1 ZZTAU
.31L .48: 3.25 DC CD 9601100000
.44L .40L 2.96 C KD B 86800O6008:
22.33 3.71 2.18L BBC AAA 1 6700000000 14 3 3 RAFGL586
.70 .40L 1.74L BC AA 2 9601010000 _ 3 ° 1 IR TAU
.90 .40L 7.37L BD ABH 5 4500101008 3 °13 76636K2
.53 .40L 2.03L BF BC 3 8600000000
.28L A0L 8.37L B A 7601000008
.27L .40L 4.12 C F FC 6600000000
.26L .40L 4.41 D C 4600100008













































Right Ascension: 04h28m35"-04_34m46 ' Declination: +20°-+30 °









































































































H (Not Color Corrected)Galactic Uncertainty C
SMJ O 12 ttm 25 ttm 60 _m 100 p.m
8 C_<)rbdS SMN (.0) Flux Corr(') (") (") N (Jansky) Uncs Cocf
3 I- 1--174_1_ 2 .25, .32_ .40_ 2.83I 0 _3, 177_18 3 .45 .30, .40_ 2.32_ 1_85, 17418 3 .33 1.03 2.55 5.70'_o_l_,,,17173_15 2 .25, .43_ .49_ 2.24 ol F_51175-17 3 .40, .31, .74 2.86_ _ l_35171-13 2 .28_ .56_ .43_ 3.40 OIF_3717114 2 .43_ .3,, .70_ 2._ _l F_49171-13 2 .25_ .35' .40_ 3.42 O/ _43170-12 2 .25 .34, .40' 10.47_0 l_
58 174-16 2 .25L .36L .40L 3.30 D| K H
t
20 172-14 3 .26L .39L .40L 3.64 Ci F C
52 170-13 3 .39 .32L A0L 11.37L C |DCM
39 174-15 3 1.06 3.97 7,15 9.81 BBCCiAAAA
26 174-16 3 .36 25L .40L 2,11L C JD M
19 177-18 2 .25L 1.03L A0L 2,t7 C/ G C
41 174-16 3 1.35 1.45 1.02 2.88L BCC /AAAC
7 175-17 3 .60 1.82 3.53 7.41: ECCD/BAAB
50 172-14 3 .51 .33L .40L 2.40L C JCI
26 177-18 2 .32L .33L .40L 2.11 F/ D
7 174-16 3 .64 .37L .40L 9.27L B |BO
/
38 170-12 3 1.30 5.04 40.17 52.56 CBDEIAAAA
6 177-18 3 .25L .30L .54: 4.79 CE/ GS
13 173-15 3 1.30 1.77 2.29 2.46L BCC IAAAC
22 170-12 3 2.30 .63 .40L 9.85L CC JAB
49 170-12 3 40.97 20.84 4.90 8.35L DCC ]AAA
34 175-17 3 13,41 6.58 1.83 4.18L BBC [AAAEI
45 175-17 13 .70 1.01 .58: 825L BCC IBAC I
52 172-14 3 .25L .37: 3.02 2.82 DCC ]MEAB
40 177-18 3 .25L .31L .40L 4.57 C|N HC27 170-13 .47L 1.44 13.74 35.64 CCFIHBEB
47173-15 3 10. 33L 4o, 254Ls /,AEZ.]
174-18 3 57 97 107 7:66Lccc I_A.
5 175-17 3 .25L .44 640 g.43 Ecol OAAI
18 175--17 2 2.06 2.65 1.66 8.20L BDC ]AAA I
2 176-17 3 .25L ,37L .40L 5.23 C| MGC]
40 176-17 3 .84 .27L .40L 2.24L B IB M ]
23 173-14 3 .44 .40L .45L 216L E IAJC
26 176 17 2 .25L .35L .62L 2.73 CI KC
54 174-16 3 2.11 3.05 1.75 7.11LIBBC IAAAHI
24 173-15 3 1.01 1.39 1.41 2.27L IDCC IBABC
35 170-12 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.50 I Dr cI
16 170-12 2 .58L .25L .59 7.87LJ D H C I
1 170-t2 3 .36 .26L .40L 10.70L]C DK I
2 171 13 2 .25L .32L .47L 3.08 D L FCl
10 173-14 3 .30 .36 .47L 2.03L CD DBD I
16 175-17 3 .80 1.38 2.22 2.54L DCC EZAAB
49 171-13 2 .25L .37L .40L 2,42 D I C
34 170-12 2 .27L .31L .42L 2.77 Dt KB]
22 ,71-13 233 .30 .30L .40L 2.46L C O ]
34 174-15 .37 ,29L .40L 3.05L F ;C
53 177-18 25L 29 ,87 C IB CI
1 175-16 3 .25L .35L .43: 2.89 CC' FDEZl
58 174-15 3 .62 .48L .40L 2.92L B BF H
29 6 7 29 70 9,67L I BHt
14 177-18 .36 .36L ,41L 14.76L IF C I
42 )78-17 3 ,90 .33L .40L 1.83L 'B BJ ]
41 170-12 2 .25L .44L .40L 3.t9 D F C]
33 172-14 2 .37 .40L .40L 2,17L D E |
3 10.46L CDC CAAI ]44 174--15 ! .38 .58 1.22
44! 175-16 .37L .33L .50L 2.76 D LB I
51174-15 3 1.03 .40L .40L 2.09L B ADI C[
39 174-15 3 .25L .27L 1.59 6,20 CC J BAI
11 170-12 3 24.09 9.43 1.57 2.80L BBC AAAE]
24 177-18 2 .29 .33L .41L 8.30L C F I
¢8 172--13 2 .71L .28L .40L 2.84 C M DI
57 170-12 2 .25L .49L .42L 3.48 D BGF I
44 178-18 3_ .25L .32L .56 2.89: CC L BDJ
55 175-t5 3 .41L .67 .75 9.40L CD EBB I
8 175-!6 3 .25L 2.10 12.86 22.35 CCE AAA]
9 177-18 .25L .29L .59L 2.85 D I EZt
1
4' 175-I5 3 .43 .26L .40L 22.35L B BF I14! 176-16 1.55 2.07 1.39 16.54L BCC AAA I
9 177-17 i .25L .42L A2L 2.93 C C HDI40 178-18 .25L .28L' .45: 3.49 CC MDEZ|
50 173-14 3 i .26L .28L _ 1.93L C MJB ,46 171-13 54.63 22.27 3: ,_ 1.79L BBC AAA l
34 175-16 _43! .25L .27L .40L 4.05 E l D,18 .76--16 2.06 3.66 8.47 16.54 BBOE AAAB.
33 t70-12 3 .27L .30L .40L 2.97 C C|
36 171-!2 32 .27L .29L .40L 3.07 C I FEZ/
58 172-13 -25L .35L .40L 1.82 D 13/
8 173-14 3 .25L .3OL ,40L 3.43 C I CF|
57 177-17 3 .25L .29L ,40L 3.22 C J FEZ|
56 174-15 3 .25L .34L 1.34 4.00 CC MAEZ[17 175-16 .36 .39L .40L 5.01L C EF D|
33 170-12 3 .25L .31L .59L 2.90 C MGC_
9 173-14 3] .52 .34L .40L 2.05L C DG |
51 178-18 21 .61L .00L .48 7.68L O KC |
55 174-14 3! .25L .41L .40L 2.72 E JBC|
8 175-15 3 .25L .25L .67 11.28: DE FBE/
I /
58 176-16 31 .26L .30L .40L 3.94 C M G/
8 177-17 3 .25L .48L .45L 2.74 C LJ DC/
36 174--14 3 .90 .48L .40L 2.27L E BCN [
38J 174--15 31 ,25L 2.04 1.54 7,82L BC FAA l
36 173-14 31 ,25L .34L .40L 3.02 C E[
0 173-13 2 .92L .53L .40L 1.82 D t J H|
49 176-16 2 .25L .31L .41L 4.11 O HCf
29 174-14 3 5.76 1.53 .40L 1.86L BC AAEN|
53 173 14 2 ,25L ,38L .40L 3.17 O ) 0/
31 178-17 2 .25L .29L .47L 2_87 D GC/










Name Type ('_ Ma 8
2 "13 76641 M0 18 88
3 *23 LDN 1529 199
1 "41 04288+2518 49 12
3 "23 LDN 1529 240
3 "23 LDN 1529 484
3 "23 LDN 1529 553
2 "41 04295+2251 28 15
1 2 "41 04296+2352 9 3
1 23 LDN 1500 344
i 32 x0429+203 361 4
* 1 UZ TAU 141 3
" 4 TMSS +20085 22 _ 26
"41 04298+2246 2 3
I
2] 23 LDNf500 [282
i "41 04300+2542 11 3* 1 GH TAU 50 i 3
"41 04302+2247 12' 12
2 "41 04303+2240 3 7
4 1 32 X0430+220 57 4
3 "13 76650 K5 17 90
_ "41 04304+2609 20 ,
i_ i 0443044+2153 49 121 04305+2414 45 72 DL TAU 8 3
1 23 LDN 1500 569
1 "41 04308+2607 10 7
3 1 CI TAU 26 3
1 2 0010561 79 111
2 * 2 DO10563 57 9O
I "41 04313+2253 31 12
2 '41 04315+2436 9 3
1 "41 04315+2232 10 4
1 1 13 76657 GO 15 85
2 2 DO10571 56 101
3 " 1 AA TAU 3 3
2 " 2 DO10573 31 98
1 "41 04320+2505 25 12
3 3'RAFGL 4354S 47 11
1 2 DO10576 40 106
2 * 1 DN TAU 15 3
1 "41 04325+2402 24 14
8 1 32 X0432+205 114 8
1 °41 04326+2404 48 3
1 1 HQ TAU 7 3
5 1 IU TAU 3 3
1 23 LDN 1535 484
2 1 HP TAU 76 3
8 39 820433+29 78 408
2 "41 04333+2443 19 12
8 1 16 01663F2 22 60
"41 04336+2549 32 1
1 °41 04337+2519 48 8
C 3 "32 X0433+241 123 12
I
8[ 1 32 X0433+232 89 8
3 "13 76676K2 14 72
3 "11 PK174-14A 41
1 "41 04345+2622 12 8
3 " 2 DO 10605 43 103
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
2O
:! • I





<z _,) Coords(s) ( 1 b
)4348+2311 52.8 22 176--16
)4348+2550 53.1 32 174-14
)4349+2522 56.4 10 174-14
)4349+2952 57.9 35 170-11
)4351+2347 6.2 26 175-15
34351+2416 9.2 15 175-15
34353+2604 23.9 51 174-14
34354+2128 26.8 10 177-17
:)4354+2502 29.9 16 174--14
)4355+2323 32.3 49 176--15
:)4356+2922 37.9 37 171-12
04356+2516 41.1 39 174-14
_4357÷2526 4B+D 23 f74-f4
)4358+2759 49.2 3 172-12
)4358+2804 50.8 28 172-12
)4359+2439 54.3 41 175-15
)4359+2955 56.4 45 171-11
)4359+2916 56.7 4 171-12
)4360+2923 2.8 13 171-11
)4361+2547 9.4 27 174-14
)4362+2539 16.2 7 174-14
)4363+2215 18.4 12 177-16
)4363+2812 20.0 40 172--12
_,4363+2652 21.5 11 173-13
)4363+2832 23.5 26 172-12
)4364+2844 26.7 11 172--12
)4364+2755 27.3 28 172--12
}4365+2535 31.0 52 174-14
)4365+2321 32.6 9 176-15
34365+2605 34.2 34 174-13
)4366+2557 49.3 16 174-14
)4369+2539 54.6 17 174-14
)4370+2035 0.9 54 178-17
)4370+2715 2.5 11 173-13
)4370+2356 4.9! 12 175--15
)4370+2559 5.0 38 174--13
)4375+2743 30.3 18 173-12
)4375+2758 33.9 19 172-12
)4375+2429 34.3 18 175-14
}4376+2922 i41.2136 171-11
)4377+2232 43.1 24 177--16
)4378+2012 53.2 3 179-17
)4379+2116 56.3 25 176--16
)4379+2534 59.3 2 174--14
)4380+2553 2.3 51 174--13
)4380+2252 3.3 11 176--15
)4381+2540 7,6 48 174-13
)4361+2634 8.8 18 172-12
)4382+2527 13.6 8 174-14
)4383+2048 20.2 20 178--17
}4385+2906 33.0] 44 172-11
}4385+2550 34.2 43 174-13
}4387+2238 43.7 12 177-15
)4387+2433 443 5 175-14
)4388+2810 149.4 41 172-12
)4390+2024 3.2141 179--17
)4390+2517 4.1,30 175--14
)4391+2357 8,1 33 176--14
)4392+2102 12.8 41 178-16
)4392+2238 13.8 26 177-15
)4392+2529 14.4 5 175-13
)4393+2039 18.1 51 178--16
)4393+2124 20.7 35 178-16
)4393+2356 22.6 27 176-14
)4393+2817 22.7 17 172-12
)4394+2222 28.9 2 177--15
)4395+2521 31.8 37 175--13
)4395+2509 33.8 53 175--14
)4396+2150 40.5 7 178--16
)4396+2243 42,0 57 177--15
)4397+2500 45.4 19 175-14
)4398+2749 52.0 15 173-I2
)4399+2752 57.8 14 173-12
)4399+2245 58.3 0 177-15
)4399+2453 58.5 46 175 14
)4400+2608 0.3 57 174-13
)4401+2731 8.6" 52 173--12
}4401+2359 10.6 40 176--14
)4402+2942 12.7 12 1171--11
)4402+2450 13.6 12 175--14
)4403+2507 18.8 35 175-13
)4403+2714 22.9 27 173-12
)4404+2235 29.7 1 177-15
)4406+2852 38.4 43 172-11
)4407+2102 45.5 30 176-16
)4407+2942 45,7 7 171-10
)4408+2246 50.1 58 177--15
)4408 + 2223 50.7 49 177-- 15
2,4409+2514 57.4 39 175--13
)4410+2040 0.4 20 179-16
)4410+2003 0.6 27 179-17
)4410+2604 2.9 5 174-13
)4410+2807 5.0 33 173-11
)4411+2951 6.6 30 171-10
)4412+2544 13.5 8 175-13
)4413+2417 18.9 44 176-14
)4413+2244 19.0 34 177-15
)4413+2239 20.3 13:177-15
)4413+2606 23.8 33 174-13
)4415+2010 32.3 6 179-16
H
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m
C) C) (') N
63 28 82 21 .25L
86 34 82 2!' .25L55 81 .49
25 6 81 3 .65
36 24 82 3 .25L
73 17 82 3 .25L
23 7 81 3 1.91
54 22 82 2 .25L
81 16 81 3 .25L
52 26 82 3 .25L
20 4 81 3 1.93
37 27 82 2 .25L
57 7 82 3 .59
77 31 82 2 .27L
47 5 81 3 2.12
71 11 82 3 .38
27 6 81 3 .75
69 24 82 2 .31L
87 23 81 2 .29L
27 5 81 3 1.81
37 6 82 3 .56
44 8 62 3 .36L
84 37 82 2 .40L
27 21 172 2 .25L
25 4 81 4 1.82
87 ' 23 81 2 .25L
46 5 81 3 1.02
32 5 82 3 1.19
65 32 82 2 .26L
31 5 81 3 1.31
29 I g33 .28 20 5.03
38 11 82 j 2 .28
56 20 82 2 .40L
54 6 82 3 .62
56 6 82 3 .41
55 6 81 3 .82
29 6 81 3 .45
66 21 82 3 .25L
45 22 81 3 .25L
25 7 82 3 6.60
46 8 82 2 .72
36 11 82 2 .44
51 7 82 2 .42
23 5 82 4 .73
37 6 82 3 1.04
14 4 82 4 .44
4O 7 81 3 .25L
26 2O 82 3 .25L
92 9 82 3 .38
55 6 81 3 1.47
36 6 82 3 .54
32 5 82 3 1.61
30 4 82 4 3.16
33 6 81 3 1.21
37 9 82 3 .25L
24 6 86 3 .63
49 33 82 2 .28L
73 8 82' 3 .40
80 21 82 3 .25L
37 12 82 3 .29L
60 21 82 3 .25L
64 25 82 2 .64L
33 14 82 3 .25L'
61 7 81 3 .60
45 23 82 2 .27L
47 10 82 2 ,36
2; 92 6182 .25,!27 82 2 .25L
78 18 82 3 .28L53 82 .96 I
71 21 82 3 .25L I
36 23 82 3 .25L
59 9 82 2 .35
56 9 82 2 .53
32 6 82 3 .82
53 7 82 3 .49
40 17 81 3 .25L
42 7 82 3 1.49
45 16 82 3 .261
85 6 82, 3 .48
63 24 82 2 .92L
47 8 82 3 .27L
42 31 82! 3 .30L
55 29 81' 2 .25L
66 30 82 3 .25L
434 8 62 3 .25L
29 6 82 3 13.97
27 4 82 4 17.24
64 8 82 3 .41
89 20 82 2 .30L
27 10 89 3 .25L
104 37 82 2 .25L
47 17 82 3 .25L
41 18 82 3 .29L
47 7 82 3 .97
49 26 82 3 .25L
54 10 82 3 .31L
44 12 82 3 .26L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
.33L .40L 3.51 C I L E 9601000010
.48L .41L 2.09 E HL E 7601000000 1 "41 04348+2550 8
.34L .40L 10.19L C CN 9400100008 1 "41 04349+2522 1
.53L .40L 2.68L B BD F 9701000000
.34L .40L 2.10 E F GC 9700000018
.29L .40L 3.09 C H C 9701000008 1 "41 04351+2416 8
3.88 5.93 6.47 CBCC AAAA 3 7600000010 3 * I DOTAU 3
.31L .69L 1.95 D I C 6700000008
.28L .40L 3.58 C F B 9601000008 1 "41 04355+2502 12
.33L .40L 3.16 C KD D 9700000000 1 "41 04355+2323 8
1.30 .59L 7.03L CC AAt 1 9500001008
.32L .44L 2.99 D DDC 9701000018
.32L .4OL 7.661. D BE M 6500000008 1 *4f 04358+2528 1
.36L .43L 1.97 D E 2700100000
.45 .40L 2.14L BC AC 0 3700100000 1 13 76684 M0 90
.27L .40L 9.98L C D 9400000008 2 "13 76665 K2 90
.31L .40L 3.16 B C BF B 7600000000
.57L .46L 2.40 OD H CD 9501000000
.30 .40L 2.00 9600001000
18.87 44.75 35.43 BBDD AAAA 5 8300000000 2 "41 04361+2547 15
.72 .40L 2.01L DC BBJG 2 9600100000 4 "23 CED038
.43 1.41 1.93L FC EBBC 2600000000
1.10L .40L 2.54 C K G 5600000000
.33L .40L 3.03 D F LF 5600000000
.60 .40L 2.12L BC AB G 1 3600001000
.56L .43L 2.11 D K C 6700000000
.34L .40L 1.91L D AJ M 4700000000 2 13 76690 GO 87
8.62 36.01 39.25 DBDD AAAA 2 9300100008 5 "23 CED038.28L .40L 1.73 C D 9700000000
.55 .40L 2.47: BD E AD C 0 9701000008 "41 04365+2605 3
.74 17.77 73.26 CCE BAA 9300103018 1 '41 04366+2557 14
6.79 7.27 18.15: BBCD AAAA 0 9481000128 8 3 23 CED038
.53L .40L 5.13L C CF H 9501010008 1 2 DO 10640 103
.70l .60L i 2.29 Cli BGEC : 360f00010025L 4 : 7 64L B 45 0010008 1 "41 ! 04371+2356 1
.64 .40L 73.26L FD BBFD 4 6300103018 1 "41 04370+2559 1
.40L .40L 2.48L B B E 5600000000 2 13 76698 M0 92
29, 40, 243,FBFB4  000054, 0, 376 oi 970 00 0f0 04375+24 8
.60: .40L 5.51 F C I 9581000230 8 X0437+293 8
3.39 .74 8.94L BBC AACF 0 6400000008
.29L .43L 6.69L F C GG= 9500100008 1 13 76700 M0 90
.62L .40L 2.41L D DF E 6700000018
.34L .40L 12.62L C CG 7400000008 2 "41 04379+2534 1
1.05 10.98 18.31 BCCD BBDD 7 95C1045448 F 5 '13 76704 B9 82
.65 A0L 1.78, BE BB 3 0700000000
2.69 10.29 13.91 DCCC CAAA I 0' 9500000008 1 '41 04361+2540 15
1.12 1.40 3.14L CC HAAB 4601000010
.32L .40L 3.09 DI DC 9600000028 8 2 '41 04381+2527 4
.30L .40L 9.60L C C 8500000008 2 13 76708 K2 gO
53, 40, 26,,, ^F 85 0000 .4 o4385+255o 7155 266 604 !cc ,,, 3 9 323 6 7
.27 .40L 1.98L BE AC 29700000000 1 13 76713K7 8776 , 216,.0 ,, 86 000000 • DO1o670 go
.39L .40L 2.17L B BC 7700000000
.35L 1.77 5.96 CO HI BA 5540000108
.75 1.55 7.70 CCCE BAAB 0 9481001048 8 3 "16 01695 KE 165
.34L .40L 2.67 O H E I 4600100000 1 "41 04391+2356 8
.33L ,4OL 2.45L C CH 8700000000 1 2 DO 10679 106
.36L .40L 2.98 D I EMC 9700000008
.32L .40L 2.88 D N L B 8700000008 1 "41 04392+2528 12
.31L .47L' 3.41 Ci DD 6600000108
.47L .40L 3.09 D NC D 7600000000
.31L .40L 3.64 C F L MC 4600100000
.30L .40L 2.36L E B 7600010000
.36L .40L 3.60 D D B 9601000008
.29L .42L 7,39L D H 9400000006 1 "41 04395+2521 1
BABC 0 9500000008 3 • 1 31.20 .80: 2.86 DECC DP TAU
.31L .48L 2.76 D KI 0 9600000008
.74L .40L 3.11 9700100000
.48L .40L 3.09 C DGB 9500010008
.31L .40L 2.f7(. C AJ 5600100000
.32L .40L 2.72 C NHC 5600100000
.28L ,40L 3.04 C BJ C 9700100000
.56L .40L 9.27L D DC 9601110008 1 "41 04399+2453 1
.32L .40L 5.69L C B 3500000008 2 "13 76725 K5 85
.66 .40L 2.17LJ BC IAB 0 0600000000
.30L .40L 1.77LI C D 5700020000 3 "13 76727 GO 81
.25L .40L 3.78 C B 9600000(300 1 3 LDN 1507
.66L .40L 7.72L B ACK 9601110008 3 *22 DO 10694 110
.37L .40L 2.46 D EKA 8500000008 1 *41 04403+2507 12
.54L .40L 2.03L C BB 1500010000
.65L .40L 2.49 E B 9700000008 1 23 LDN 1541
.27L 1.27 3.31 CC J HAB 0600000000
.38L .40L 2.33 C CJ G 5600000000
.31L A2L 2.47 i G D 8701000000.33L .47L 5.13 GG 9600000330 C 1 23 LDN 1541
.34L .48L 3.31 KGB 9661000308 4 1 32 X0440+223 4
3.86 ,71: 6,4BL_BBD AAC 0 5401001108 16 6 * 2 DO 10700 110
8.21 1.48 1.69L BBC AAA 0 4740000000 14 3 3 RAFGL622 11
.37L .40L 2.00L C DG K 9600010000
.45 .40 2.49 D 9681000010
.31: .91 l 3.75 FCC DBA 9601000100
.62L .40L 2.20 E MBF G 9600010000 I
.33L .40L 4.11 6600000028 8 3 "32 X0441+257 8
.38L .40L 3.29 C G D 3600000010 1 "41 04413+2417 8
.51L .40L 1.90L B AD 9700100220 1 23 LDN 1541
.44L .44L 4.03 E CGD 9680100208 1 23 LDN 1541
,31L .82 2.23L C I C 7600000000 2 °41 04413+2608 4
.30L .89 1,77L C CBA 9600000100






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm
ham 8 (s) (") I b C) C) (') No i
4415+2455 [34.7 391175-13 59 10 82
4416+2809 [36.2 271173-11 48 10 62
4416+2230 137.0 45 1177-15 61 18 82
4418+2839 /49.5 31 172-11 44 8 82
4419+2945 154.3115 172-10 74 14 82
4421 +2436 7.8 i 28 176-13 23 5 824422+2036 13.9, 8 179-16 54 7 83
4422+2550 h6.7 i 9'175-13 36 20 82
4422+2147 16.7 50 178-15 68 17 82
4425+2905 31.9 40 172-11 35 27 82
4426+2012 36.6 52 179-16 25 23 172
4426+2653 39.651 174-12 64 25 82
_426 + 2924 41.029 172-10 58 9 82
|427+2834 42.2 9 173-11 42 10 82
1427+2804 42.8 59 173-11 34 11 82
t426+2151 52.1 9 178-15 86 22 82
4428+2403 63.1 20 176-14 69 _ 13 82
1429+2447 57.1 39 176-13 57 20 82
1429+2520 58.7 6 175-13 66 23 83
t431+2656 8.7 20 175-12 44 t6 82
1432+2540 176 15' 175-13 72 L_ 83
M33+2752 1812 55 t73-11 47 14 62
|433+2746 23.1 52 173-11 58 13 82
1434+2324 27.0 59 177 14 65 21 82
)435+2849 31.8 42 173-11 30 8 82
M35+2413 323 38 176--13 81 20 821
1435+2424 32.9 49 176--13 50 13 82l
1435+2419 34.6 59 176-13 87 7 821
_436 +2612 390 52175--12 65 9 82 I
_436+2002 _39.0 20 '180-16 64 27 82]
I
_437+2228 43.6 28 178-15 70 23 63 I
1436+2720 53.7 34 174-1t 69 21 82 !
439+2531 55.2 35 175-13 i 30 8 82 l
439+2545 56.1 9 175-12 102 19 82]
440+2713 1.9,34 174-11 118 16 82 i
440+2605 2322 175--12 43 11 821
441+2952 7.6 46 172-10 79 15 811
441+2944 9.5 45 172-10 70 17 811
442+2558 15.9 23 175-12 69 i 24 631
444+2011 25.0 35 180-16 77 36 62J
I
444+2735 25.4 49 174-11 29 7 62 t
444+2353 25.9 38 177-13 32 7 83 l
444+2317 27.3 30 177-14 26 12 63[
445+2407 31.1 21 176-13 63 24 82|
445+2706 31.1 45 174--11 74 19 82/
446+2756 38.3 7 173-11 93 30 82/
447+2933 45.3 53 172-10 52 8 82/
447+2819 45.4 46 173-11 91 34 82/
447+2840 46.8 7 173-10 45 6 82|
448+2203 48.8 6 178-15 35 6 63|
448+2718 50.4 52 174-11 33 9 62 i|
449+2940 '56.1 21 172-10 58 18 82 l
449+2711 59.1 26 174-11 66 11 62/
450+2919 4.5 37 172-10 86 10 82[
451 +2542 7.4 33 _175-12 78 23 83[
451+2750 10.7 3 1174-11 82 8 62[
452+2652 14.2 41 174-11 33 7 82|
454+2551 24.0 26175-12 41 10 82 l
455+2220 324 45 178-14 99 27 63/
457+2216 42.6 42 176-14 66 8 83|
457+2350 46.0 44 177-13 46 16 83 j/
458+2837 53.6 _27 173-10 26 4 82 /
460+2418 1.E 49 176--13 40 20 83/
461+2815 6.1 52 173-10 16 4 82J
461+2300 8.£ 20 178--14 92 16 83|
461+2800 10.4 18 174-11 57 8 83|
461+2928 11.6 32 172-10 14 10 82l
464+2346 28.5r13 177 13 56 23 83J
466+2815 37.6[21 173-10 42 5 82|
467+2320 46.5 35 177-13 78 27 63|
/
467+2406 48.5 31 177-13 61 22 83i
04468+2606 48.0 20 175-12 62 21 62 i
C 470+2443 1.7 30 176-13 28 18 83 i
f70+2348 5.4 5 177-13 47 13 83 1
0 )71+2018 9.7 23 180-15 80 20 83|
0 171+2529 11.8 36 176-12 73 22 63l
D 172+2801 14.3 13 174-10 37 4 82i
3 173+2927 21.0 31 173-9 27 26 172|
3 174+2428 25.1 33 177-13 59 17 63|
174+_59 28.323177-13 89 15 831
/
3 175+2638 31.7 9 175-11 6221 82|
3 175+2664 32,6 4 175-12 60 8 83 |
3 176+2823 36.1 53 173-10 54 7 82|
3 i77+2601 42.7 10 175-12 49 8 82|
177+2238 42.6 40 176-14 31 7 83|
3 177+2938 44,9 26 173- 9 78 13 82 |
177+2520 45.4 34 176-12 78 17 83|
3 178+2817 48.4 25 174 10 70 22 831
3 _78+2548 52.6 43 176 12 19 i 18 831
) _79+2046 59.9 14 180-15 271 6 83/
/
) 161+2553 8.4 30 176-12 25 5 821
) 182+2044 12.5 27 180-15 72 29 831
) _82+2307 15.7 32 178-13 32 8 83i
) 183+2514 19.3 56 176-12 58 6 83|
_83+2826 22.5 34 174--10 18 5 62]
_87+2032 46.8 52 _ 180-15 92 22 831
188+2655 52.6 5 173-10 37 6 62 i
!89+2225 59.6 13 176-14 60 17 63 i
92+2104 12.1 10 180-14 78 36 83|
192+27t4 it4.5 3175-11 45 24 83[
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 _m
_ansky)
i










































































.25L I .40L .40L
.25Li .36L .45L
7.72 ! 2.03 34:
.39L; .37L .40L
.30L I .35L .51L






















100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R FlaBs*
8.83L F C FK 94O0O000083.35 C MBB 960O010000
2.92 C; F EC 9700000108
1,76L B CL 6700000000
2.63L C F 9600000000
8.35EBBC AACG 0 9401000158
1.77L B B H 4700000000
3.25 O KJ C 9780000000
3.64 E GHC 4601000028
230 C HE 3782000010
1.89 D C 9500000000
2.10 F K FC 8701000108
1.98L B B 8700000000
1.95LB B El F 4600010000
2.44L DD AA C O 7600000000
3.23 E E EC 6600000008
5.78L C B 9600000008
2.62 D B 9500000008
2.08 E B 9700000006
3.45 DD KKE B 9701000300
2.36 E DL B 9700000008
1.95L C C 46001002001
&79L C EAD 9400100208:
3.20 D J D , 97010001081
1.73L BF AB 3 ! 3700000000
2.97 D I C ' 9700000008
5.08 CD GB 9600100318
9.42L C CFI 9600100008
2.28L B B E 4600000000
2.68 C G D| 9501010000
2.28 E J E B 7600000008
2.74 D MI C 9500000118
6.80L BC C AACG 0 960000000813A6L NMDC 9502000008
9.11L F F 9301000008
2.44: CBCD AAAC'8 6601000000 23
3.13 C El B
2.84 C FCLB
233 C M E




2.85 D L C
1.94 C M L B
2,10 D HC
2.05L B KBH













2.07L C B 2700000000
7.06L BC AAC 1 7501000008
7.32L C BF 9400000008
3.98 C EGHD 6500000030
8.76, C F C 9301000008
1.81L E C O 6700000000
2.60 D J GMC 8781000208
8.33L C C NI 9500010008
8.56L B B 5500000008
2.19 CD BCB 9702000008 I
2.70 E C 7600100008
9.32L B B HH 6500200008
5.81 CD J EC 9581000436






360 D I JB
1.61L D BC
2.97 E I C
3.27 C DC
4.05 C D E D
3.27 D F GC
6.67L C GB
















1.68L BCD AAF 0 9500000000 01
2.13 D D
3.23 E H B
3.66 E BI B
2,17 C MCEC
7,35L D D M
194,:_ A1.61L BF
6.68L _ BKGD2.04L E
3.30 C GDC
1.86 C E C
2.15 D BHC














607L CD ABH 1 9661100008
3.46 D L G 9500120020
9.49L B K B B 6400000008
6.16L C CF E 9500000008
4.46 BBCC AAAA 0 3500010000 22
2A2 C D B 6600000000
1.42L BBD AABK 0 1600001000 15
10.08L C EG 9400000108
1.93 D J F 4600000000




S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 DO 10711 50 10E
8 4 ' 4 TMSS +20091 63 2E
1 2 DO 10719 73 105
1 "41 04422+2549 22 1_
8 1 32 X0442+216 56 E
1 13 76738 G5 6 76
1 °41 04429+2403 21 12
t "41 04430+2447 49 8
2 "41 04429+2519 23 12
41 1 "41 04431+2556 30 13
"41 04432+2540 16 8
4
4
13 76746 K5 341 90
"41 04434+2413 36 I 8
4 2 "32 X0443+244 99 4
'41 04436+2420 46 1
1 2 DO 10732 81 100
4 2iDO10739 36 106
2 2 DO10741 24 93
8 1 32 X0444+201 46 9
2 " 9 U03165 68 160
9 1 32 X0444+233 51 9
2 13 76758 M0 6 83
8 3 23 VDB66N 029 254
4
13 76764K0 5 77
C 32 X0445+238 62 12
2 4 TMSS+3O095 16 19
1 13! 76772 K0 4 75
1 2 ! [3010771 42 100
i
C 1 32 X0446+294 46 12
1 1 AO TAU 79 3




3 13 76783 K7 1 86
6 13 76788 N3 6
3 3 RAFGL 4383S 11







cz ,8,) Coords SMJ SMN 0)N ° 12 p.m(s) ( l b C) ('3 (
17.0 46 176-11 I 62 162 83 I 32 .3523.6 28 176-12 21 83 7.75
44.3 26 178-13 34 5 83 3 1.19
46.4 55 175--10 57 7 82 3 .55
51.8 43 175--11 29 6 83 3 1.16
58.5 30 174-10 66 33 83 2 .62L
59.5 58 180-14 57 19 83 4 .25L
2.5 57 180-14 64 = 18 83 3 ,25L
3.2 58 176-11 38 25 83 3 .25L
23.2 53 175-11 60 20 82 3 .25L
28.0 22 177-12 42 _ 25 83 2 .28L
28.4 28 173- 9 74 34 82 2 .7gL
28.7 50 176-11 99' 37 83 2 .32L
31.1 33 178-13 33 _ 5 83 3 9.15
33.3 4178-13 441 5 83 3 1.10
38.6 24 180-14 68 I 24 83 3, .27L
42.5 22 178--13 221 7 83 2 .5616 1 19 6 11 0 37
19.0 56 179-13 32 26 83 2_ .26L
28.8 47 175-11 28 5 83 3 .63
49.0 23 174-9 61 24 82 3 .40L
58.7 24 176--11 34 20 173 2 .32L
2.3 42 178-12 49 12 83 2 .29L
112 18 176-11 38 6 183 3 .25L
16.9 22 173- 9 60 91 82 3 .35
19.3 12 181-14 72 21 I _33 32 .64L20.6 36 176-11 41 _ .78
27.3 25! 175-10 80 15 83 2 .34L
28.4 241175-10 57 6 83 3 .83
6.4 551179-13 39 5 83 3 .94
I
7.646 175--10 66 10 833 ,26L17421179_1389 : 833 3329.2 49 175-10 82 3/ 631 z .30L
31.7 55 179-13 58 15 84! 2 .41L
45.4 27 181-14 22 6 84! 3 .85
51.0 23 177-11 76 29 83 2 .25L
52,5 4 181-14 58 7 64 3 .41
57.1 58176-11 47 6 83 3 .64
9.5 31 1177-11 40 19 83 3 .25L
11.0 131177-11 93 28 83 3 .25L
16.4 8 1177-I1 32 6 83 3 3.79
16.7_ 27 175-10 58 20 83 3 .25L
23.5 31 180-13 37 17 174 i 2 .25L
25.ff 28 175- 9 27 6 83 J3 1.07
78.8130 ' 174- 9 22 5 83 3 2.35
41,9 43 175- 9 66 35 83 J,_ .76L
44.91 24 176-12 65 15 84 2 .41L
44.9151 177-11 81 36 83 2 .36L
,5.6 18 178-12 I 20 45 833 2.494-6.9 177-11 40 2 83, 3 .25L
153.7 60 176-10 , 32 17 83 3 .25L
54.1 33 181-14 38 6 64 3 .62
59.2 53 174- 9 I 57 6 83 3 .54
9.2 20 181-14 29 11 84 2 .63
15.1 50 180-13 37 23 84 2 .25L
17.7 47 179-12 72 30 64 2 .25L
23.(_ 24 176-10 72 20 83 3 .27L
25.6 39 177-11 97 23 84 2 A6L
29.2 7 180-13 37 6 84 3 3.26
33.5 2 173- 8 20 5 83 3 10.25
35.3!14 177-11 59 7 83 2 .39
38.5144 176-10 44 6 63 3 .67
39.4131 181-13 27 6 84 3 1.72
56.1 '56 180-13 79 22 84 3 .25L
57.[;'21 175-9 79 32 84 2 .69L
1.7i19 174-- 8 44 22 63 3 .44L
6,11 38 177-11 27 9 84 2 ,4910.5 2 178-12 79 20 84 2 .25L
10.9154 174- 6 63 7 83 3 .52
15.2 7 179-12 54 9 84 3 .45
30.3135 178-11 40 4 84 3 1.41
40.8 11 180-12 54 8 84 2 .37
41.7 43 179-12 97 29 84 2 .97L
48.9135 176- 9 30 7 83 3 .25L
61.8140 173-8 57 11 83 2 .36
52.2.42 180-12 46 6 84 3 .83
54.3 40 176-9 24 5 83 3 3.90
56.1121 175- g 28 11 83 3 .32L
59.9140 177-10 22 14 83 3 .25L
2.7 22 176- 9 81 26 83 2 .26L
3.0:35 161-13 85 29 84 2 25L
12.0i20 175- 9 88 27 83 2 .25L
15.9 59 179-12 68 8 84 2 .30
17.1 44 176- 9 43 7 83 3 .42
22.232 177-10 36 17 83 3 .26L
30.7160 180-12 33 30 84 3 .25L
36.7 17 181-13 56 30 84 3 .25L
42.0 56 178-11 56 7 84 2 .41
1.5 17 174- 8 76 27 83 3 .25L
7.447 177-10 67 23 84 2 .32L
13.2 56 176-9 38 6 83 3 .60
22.4 18 178-11 39 5 84 3 1.33
35.1 4 182-13 81 24 84 2 .33L
43.451 179-11 74 29 84 2 .25L
54.2 16 176-9 68 32 63 2 .50L
1.6 66 181-13 70 8 84 2 .31
5.9 49 180-12 82! 25 64 2 .25L
7.8 0 181-12 55 i 6 84 3 _38
13.3 12 174-8 33 28 83 3 .85L






































































































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 ._m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.6OL .40L 2.02L C LGL 8700000000
525: .57: 7.22L CCO AAC 3 9602000008
.42: .40L 8.0OL BF AD 0 0501000008
.32L .40L 9.34L C B 5502000008
.47L .46L 8.25L D ACFD 9400000006
.44L .40L 1.71 O K O 6500000000
.36L A0L 2.87 C K D L C 7500000000
.38L .41L 4.13 C GJ KC 7501000000
.33L .40L 3.12 C GHD 9680000100
.39L .40L 2.44 C L GJ 8 9500000_08
.47L .40L 2.43 E I B 9600000018
A7L .40L 1.98 O M E 2600000000
.36L .43L 2.95 D HE 01 97000001002.45 .85 1.41L BCC AAB 8700000000
.34L .40L 6.55L B ACJ M 3500000008
.64L .45: 4.62 OC KCHD 6600000110
A3L A0L 6.64L D BL 3400010008
.29L .40L 2.60L C CK 9701000000
1.50L i .54L 2.26 C H L C 9600000000
,30L .40L 8.37L C B 9400000008
.42L .40L 2.36 C HE C 3601000000
.53L .89L 2.19 D EMF 9600000000
,37L ,49 3.42L C G BK 8501100300 I
,30L 1.29 3.74 CC BC 7500000100
,25L .42L 2.03L C B H 3600001000'
.72L .44L 1.70 D H 8 2600000000 ;
.32L .40L 7.28L B BL 9501000008
.35L .62 1.87L C A 7601100100
.39L .45L 1.87L B BHG 7601100100
.43L .40L 1,89L D 8FGD
.31L 1.06 8.01L O HLB ,011000088 40L 1.98 C E 4600000000
.39L .40L 165 D GJ GD 560_0000
.30L .60 1.67L D E D M 5600000000 !
.32L ,40L 8.13L E BE 9400100008
,53L .40L 4.15 D K G 6500100430
.33L .40L 6.49L C B i 9500100008
.32L A0L 2.05L C BJ 6600010000
,33L .40L 6.52 C Of D 5500100340
.36L .50L 3.32 C GE D 4601100110
1.04 .41L 1.79L BC AAHF' 0 4601100120
.33L .40! 2.64 D KJ L B ' 7500000008
.39L A0L 1.74 C E 4600000000
.38L .40L 1.76L B AI E 8600100000
1.12 .40L 1.23L BF AA J 0 4700001000
.84L .40L 2.03 D: HC F 9600100000
.42L .55 1.72L C J C E 2700000000
.47L .44L I 2.37 F E I 9500000010
.62 1.28 2.95 BDCCIABBA 4 1500001310
.30L .40L 4.79 u I C J E 5400000240
i
.32L .53L 4,68 D' HFC 9400000348
.38L .40L 6.79L D BE 7500100008
.32: .40L 1.86L CD BD 0 3600000000
.51L .40L 5.54L C C BC 8500100008.65L .40L 1.93 G C 4601100000
.33L .40L 2.55 E K F 3600000000
.46L .40L 3.53 F F C 9401011206
.33L .40L 2.64 D D D 9500000000
1.10 .40L 1.49L CD AAL 9 4600100000
10.34 11.11 12.52 BBCC AAAA_ 0 3401000000
.58L .40[ 2.12L C CI C 9600000008
.32L .40L 9.82L B B L F 9501000008
.54 .40L 7.55L CD ABF 3 950000000839L 2 1.73 C E 46 0
.36L .40L 2.22 D J DD 5600000000
.33L .40L 3.40 C F M 3500000010
.43L .40L 2.33L D C 9600010000
.67L .40L 2.50 C :IDL 8 8600000000
.30L .40L 1.88L D 3600000000
.48L .401. 1.57L C DJ 3500000000
.52: .40L 2.01L !S D AC 0 3600000000
.67L .40L 2.17L IE :CDI F 2600010000
.80L .4OL 1.85 DC D DLC 8601000100
.70: 1.05 8.00L O A L 8501202006
.88L .40L 1.37L iD DD 3700000000
.37L .40L 1.59L io B CJ 1600000000
.93 .40L 6.37L jB C A B G 1 7500102008
.31L .45L 3.83 C FHEC 5401000320
.31L .40L 6.25 E I B 9581000238
.42L .40L 2.63 D M C 9501100006
.33L .40L 2.15 E NC 9600000000
.32L .40L 2.30 C G D 4600000000
.54L .40L 2.66L C DF 9601000000
.37L .40L 3.05: C D BENH 4501000120
.32L .40L 3.64 D HJ KC 9680000018
,34L ,40L 1,70 E H E 2500000000
.37L .40L 2.42 C G J D 8600000000
.34L .40L 1.glL C C 6600000000
.34L .41L 2.64 C F F E 3600000010
.36L .40L 2.40 D H C 8501000008
.37L .40L 1.46L S BF 3500000000
.48L .40L 1.56L C AB 0701000000
.70L .40L 2.50 D C 9500000020
A3L .40L 1.52 D E O 4600000000
.77L .40L 2.44 E HD E 8501000000
.39L A0L 1,71L F D 7700000000
.34L .34: 2,19 DC GC 3500000(300
.39L .40L t.77L C S I G 6700000000
A8L .41L 2.26 D L DD 3600000030
.37L .40L 1.55L B BH 8601000000
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Associations
Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
1 13 76803 K5 2 87
1 13 76804 K2 7 72
4 4 TMSS +20095 43 28
1 13 76812 K0 8 65
1 13 76814 K0 2 76
1 2 DO 10849 65 110
1 13 76825 K5 3 88
4
1 2 DO 10863 105
13 76841 K0 7513 76846 K0 3 75
1 2 DO 10891 86 95
1 2 DO 10895 17 106
C
8 2 2 DO 10902 19 113
1 2 DO 10901 67 116
1 i'41' 04547+2329 6 4
4 5 "13176856K0 10 60
C
2 13 76866 A2 25 75
1 2 DO 10919 53 101
1 13 76871 K0 28 86
1 2 DO I0g29 72 115
3 39 JAO 0456+27 19 430
1 1 GZ AUR 9 3
2 4 TMSS +3O101 58 29
C 1 32 X0457+274 80 12
C
8 1 32 X0457+272 98 8
I 2 DO 10952 36 98
1 23 LON 1542 166
8 1 32 X0458+203 116 6
I 13 76907 K0 17 85
6






¢t 8. Coords SMJ SMN # 0
hm.(I ,5, (s) (') ] b C) C) (') N
04594+2837 26.2 1341 177- 9 56 7 84 304594+2554 27,1 177-10 26 12 84 3
04595+2546 34.44177-1o 22 15 843
o4506+24o39.1 5 179 1t 48 6 84 3
04506+283639656175-8 _ 9 83i94598+2243,82 8180_11_ 280 06+2  75 685 9 204506+2440 .513176_1037 584304599+2265 .5139,80_,1 25 5,30 +2 2 6174_7 86 22 8, 2
05000+2334 4.3 10 179-11 62 7 84 2
05000+2916 5.5 39 174- 7 47 6 53 305001+26388140 175-8 21 5 83! 305001+21318.111181-12 40 5 84 3
05001+2958 11.8 59 174- 7; 71 15 83 ! 2
05002+2044 12,7 35 181-13 I 67 23 84 2
05002+2800 18,7 27 176-8 51 6 83 3
05003+2617 19.0 1 177- 9 27 15 84 3
05004+2059 25.1 54 181-12 55 35 84 2
05005+2625 35.7 59 177- 9 54 28 84 2
05006+2400 49.1 49 179-t0 47 7 84 3
05008+2736 50.9'22 176-8 36 12 83 3
05008÷2959 53.0 26 174- 7 41 17 83 2
05009+2654 54.7 22 176- 9 56 14 94 3
05011+2929 6.0 35 174- 7 65 10 84 2
05011+2118 8.5 53 181--12 63 23 54 2
05011+2410 11.9 13 179-10 74! 33 84 2
05012+2453 12.6 55 178-10 61 I 8 84 2
05013+2327 19.2 31 179-11 37 ! 4 84 3
05013+2112 22.4 33 181-12 26 _ 4 84 3
o5o13+279422.920 178-9 33 5 84 3i
05013+2505 22.9 39 178-10 29 19 ; 174 21
05014+2738 25.0 41 176-8 24 7 84 2j
05014+2001 28.9 1 182-13 76 8 84 21
05015+2334 31.1 51 179-11 33 5 84 3
05016+2324 39.9 31 179-11 55 7 84 3
05017+2639 44.3 13 177-9 19 6= 84 3
05017+2139 44.5 24' 181-12 23 23 i 174 2
05017+2520 45.3 45 178-- g 31 4_ 84 3
05017+2351 46.6 11 179--10 50 5! 84 3
05017+2954 46.9 261 174-- 7 35 7 83 3
05018+2753 48.2 61 176-8 36 10 84 3
o5o18+2131 49.1 57'181-12 51 8 94 2
05018+2206 51.8 27J181-11 28 4 84 3
05019+2713 55.2 191 176- S 40 12 84 2
05019+2027 59.6 57 182-12 3
0_19+235e 59.954 179-10 _ 2s 84'852
05020+2117 1.8 49 181--12 54 11 84 2
05020+2518 4.5 4 178- 9 28 5 84' 3
05021+2343 9.2 51 179-10 59 5 84 3
o,o22+219451 t61_tl33o_o22+252217.15 178-9 915o2 +2527 7.63, 175-9 61 84,2
o5o23+200415.355 182-12 43
05023+2511 18.8 27 178- 9 32 29 84 2
174- 7 105 13 84! 205023 + 2955 23,3 9
o5o 3+29362 .33 174_747 150 02 7 8,34 6 831
0,024+291929.727175_78705025+2419 33.3' 36 179-10 49
0 025+2259,0633,801127,62  +214 ,1.4 6161_13
05026+2621 50.6 36 177- 9 21 8 89 3
05028+2135 54.0 38 181-11 30 6 84 3
0_029+240955.648179-10 59 69 84 _27 82_1247 5
o o3o+ 8190632176_7 .05000  5952 7 805030+2914235o175_731 8 84305030+2_ 51 25 175-7 35 21 84i2
05031+27189.017 178-8 28 8 6413
0 001+28308911175_733 705033+2058 18.5 58 162--12 24 2105033+2839 19.0 3 175- 7 56 18
05033+2922 19.4i 28 175- 7 48 9 92 3
05033+2801 20.2 20 176- 8 71 11 84 3
05036+2808 37.0 17 176- 7 67 18 84j 3
05037+2508 ,5.2 53 178- 9 36 15 84, 2
05039+2655 55.5 37 177-- 8 23 6 84l 3
05039+2021 59.543 182-12 32 19 85 3
i
05040+2910 4.9 56 175-7 2_ 2; 84305042+2538 12.4 21 178- 9 1801 2
05042+2034 17.7 18 192-12 57 86 _i 205043+2837 18.1 49 176-7 26 2 2
05043+2135 20.5 20 181-11 39 5 85, 3
05043+2527 22.4i 3 178- 9 47 15 84[ 2
05043+2258 22.9 18 180-10 68 8 85 2
05044+2856 26.0 22 t75- 7 45 7 84! 3
05045+2554 32.6 17 178-9 48(_6 12 _i 2305046+2539 41,0 10 178- 9 22
05047+2654 43.4 13 175- 7 38 7 84 3
05048+2021 ,8.7 13 182-12 45 7 85 2
O5049+213855.105050+21290.0 ,¢,* 21 885[
25 181-11161-11 42 _
05050+2013 2.5 _13 183-12 73 20 65 2
05050+2412 5.7 8 179-t0 79 13 85 2
05051 +2524 6.3 30 178- 9 85 35 85_ 2
05052+2844 12.9 58 176- 7 24 21 84 3




(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 /zm 25 /J.m 60 ,_m 100 _m Flux Cort A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
•41 .39L .40L 2.26L E CF 9600000000 1 2 DO 10977
.34L .30L .63 7.13: CD FMFC 9501000408 2 DO 10972
.25L .39L .84: 5.17 EE GI B 9.500100318
1.16 .36L .40L 1.79L C AJ ! 6700000000 13 76915 K2
.39 .33L .40L 2.43L D B 4500001000
.25L .38L .40L 2.02 C G 4500000000
,46L .94L .46L 2.74 C I D i 4500000000
,71 .39L .40L 1.48L C BDG 7701010000 2 DO 10985
.35 1.05 1.32 1.75L CEC CAA 0 4501000000
.25L .47L .41L 2.02 D[ I GB 5500000000
I
.48 1.35L .4OL 1.45L C C N 5600000000
1.01 .34L .40L i 1.68L B AE 1600000000
1.84 .85 .40L 1.86L CC AS 0 3600001000
.83 J .30L .40L 1.22: B D ElEEF 0500020000 2 13] 76920A5
.25L ' .32L .51L 2.74 E DB 5500000000
.29L .38L .40L 3.13 F L K D 0600000000
.71 .26L .40L 1.99L C BDM 4500000000 1 2 DO 10988
.25L .33L .40L 3.65 I C LKC 9500000300 4
.25L .42L .78L 2.48 D J CG 5601000030 8
.26L .48L .55L 2.80 O L F H G 9500000000
.37 .37L .4OL 2.05L C ,C 86_ 1 13 76931 K0
.35L .28L .66 2.33L C I El 6500000000
.25L 1.06L .40L 2.05 C C KF B 5500000000
.31L .37L .66 1.79L GD 4600000200 4
.40 .41L .40L 2.01L F CH 46000100C0 1 2 DO 11001
.25L .40L .40L 2.09 E J C 9600000000
.66L ,46L .40L 2.30 i O O E 9600000000
.51 .47L .40L 2.41L C El 6600000000 I "41 r05011+2453
1.87 .63L A0L 2.39L ,B ,AD 3601100000 1 13 76938 K5
2.63 .76 .40L 6.52LIB0 ABFJ 3 9500000008 2 13 76839K0
t.17 .45 .40L 2.05L !C D ACJ 0 3600000000
.25L ,39L .4OL 3.33 D E G 6500000050 8 2 23 LDN1544
.68 .43L .40L 2.71L E BJ D 6501000000
.39 .33L .40L 1,75L _C A G 9600220010
.62 .36L .40L 1.83L 'C BA 5600000000 1 13 176942 K0
.25L .34L 1.36 2.97 CC GGAB 3600100000
.43 .69 2.48 6.59 FCCD ElCElA 0 5400002300 6 2 13 76945A2
.38L .44L .40L 3.59 O DL O 6601000000
1.42 .88 .40L 8.09L BC AA E 2 9401211108 1 "41 05017+2520
.84 .29L .40L 1.53L E A 8600000000 1 13 76947 K0
1.06 .43L .40L 1.89L B AE 4601000000 2 13 76948 K0
.55 .38L .40L 2,06L D BD D 6601000000
.85 .48L 1.11L 3.73 C C ABMC 9601000000
.74 .50L .40L 2.15L E AE 4600000000
.27L .27L .63 1.95L C BC 3700001000
.61 .28L .40L 8.45L El BF 9401000008
.26L .71L .40L 2.86 D L F C 7500000000
.34 .46L .40L 2.31L F FJ M 9600000000
1.36 .93 .40L 7,59L ElC AB 0 9400211108 1 *41 05020+2518
.54 .28L .40L 1.91L B BE 6502010000 1 13 76952 K0
.61 .30L .40L 1.99L El BH H 7700010000
1.42L .38L .51L 2.59 E LJLC 9500210108
.43L .59L .57 8.17L D I D 9400100008 8 1 "41 05022+2527
.77 .46L .40L 7.73L E ElJ F J 9500000048
.43L .48L .45L 1.67 D HKE 5600000110 1 °41 05023+2511
.46 .37L .40L 2A5L C E F 3500000000
.86 .42L .40L 1.69L B AD 5600000000
.36L .36L .53 2.20L C KE 5601000000
.84L .94L .40L 1.93 D C 2601000000 i
.93 .29: .40L 2.12L BE AD E 3 7600000010 1 "41 05025+2419
.39L .37L .79 1.67L C L D I 26000002001 4
.56 .32L .40L 1.70L C BE 8700000000 1 I
.30L .68: 2.32 5.59 FCC DBDD 4541002330 C 32 X0502+263
.25L .51L 2.60 7.95 CC J AB 8583010100
.29L .30L .87 1.73L C B 8700000000
.54 .32L .40L 2AOL F D 9600000000
.88L .60L .40L 2.12 F B' i 3600000000
6.06 1.70 .61 1.65L CCC AADF 7 2601000110
,96 .56 .40L 1.29L BC AB 0 ' 6600000000
.28L .36L .40L 2.38 F C 9401000000
2.85 1.13 A2L 1.66L BC AAGD 14700000000 1 ARTAU
1.00 .56L .40L 1.51L B AB 5700000000
.25L .74L .40L 2.34 E B 9600000008
.39L .34L .45 2.47L D DG 9400000130 8
.73 .43L .40L 1.45L C AC 1501000000
.38L .42L 1.30 2.26L C J BC 9500000000
.25L .33L .43L 3.22 C I L C i 9680000000
.40L ,43L .54 5.76L D F D 5501000008
1.49 .58L .40L 1.37L B B F 3500000000
.25L .94L .40L 2.80 D C MC 5600000008
1.40 .29: .40L 1.73L BE ADLcI 0 9500000000 2 DO 11041
.25L .34L .56L 2.84 C 9681000220 C
.58 .52L .40L 8.1tL C BD M 5500010008 1 2 DOl1048
.27L .65L .40L 1.97 C L N C 9400000000
.54 .31L .40L 2.99 C C B D EE 5600000120
.54L .32L .60 2.01L E 9600000100
.39 .56L .40L 1.52L C CK ' 1600000000
.96 .39: .40L 1.53L BD BC 0 9500100000
.32L .33L .65 1.38L C L B E 5700000000
.25L .40L .42L 3.17 C FGCi 9682000220 C
.83 .31L .40L 1.41L E AF 9500100000
.40 .97L .40L 5.78L F BK 4500000008 2 13 76971 A3
1.73 1.20 3.39 8.88 BECD AAEEI 0 6501113330 E 4 13 76972B3P
.70 .33L .40L 1.49L B BJ 7700000000
.25L .39L .44L 3.10 C J L S 8601000000
.42 1ATL .40L 1.48L C CL 9700020100 13 76974 B3
.25L .SOL .56L 3.14 D J GF 9600000430 C 32 X0505+254
.25L .31L .40L 2.17 C C 9402000020
,30L 1.63L 1,29: 4.53; EE EGCCI , 5402113330 E














































Right Ascension: 05h05 m16"-05_14m00'
Position (1950)
(Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty 12 p.m ")5 pm 60 p.m
a 8 o 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. • , (s) (') I b (,,) (,) (,) (Jansky)
18L 40L
05052 + 2152 37L 48L
05052 + 2441 )7 45L
05053 + 2158 34L 40L
05054 + 2812 47L
05055+2143 37L 40L
05056 + 2559 35L 48L
05056+ 2541 33L 40L
05058 + 2323 71 40L
05060 + 2604 32L 40L
05060+2147
.40L
05061 + 2950 59L ,40L
05061 + 2326 35L .59L
05062 + 2714 35L .40L
05063 + 2802 .50: .40L
05063+ 2015 .34L .40L
05064 + 2844 .37: A0L
05064 + 2835 .40[ ,40L
06066 + 2758 .59 .45L
05066 + 2545 .18 .37
05O67 + 2942
.72
05067 + 2257 .301 .40L
05067+2121 ,361 .40[
05068 + 2435 ,501 .63
05070+2723 ,31 .401
05070 + 2738 .32 ,451
05071 + 2527 .55 .401
05071 + 2225 ,30 ,401




05075 + 2945 ,2e ,40
05076+2931 .63 .40
05077 + 2423 ,71 .40
05077 + 2502 1.1_ .40
05078 + 2208 .3( .40
05078 + 2723 .3_ .4(_
05078+2117 1.0( .4C
05080 + 2934 ,9,= .4C
05082 + 2421 .8_ 6._
05083+2441
2.8_ .5E
05084 + 2950 .3_ .4!
05085 + 2902 .4, 3.5 <,
05085+2036 .3' ,4(
05085 + 2624 .3 .41
05087 + 2702 .4 .41
05087 + 2911 .5 .4_
05087 + 2517 .3 .4_
05088 + 2927 .6 1.4
05088 + 2040 .3 .4
05089 + 2629
1.C .4
05090 + 2027 .4
05091 + 2631 ,4
05092 + 2623 .4
05094 + 2732 ,4
05094 + 2724 ._
05097 + 2211 .Z
05097 + 2324 ._
05098+2731 ,(
05098 + 2227 ._
05103+2212
05103+2100 32. 7.1











































































v L/Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
05140 + 2738












































































































































































a 5 Coords SMJ SMN O









































































































































































































ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O6cz
hm. * , J (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (*) N
05215+2541 32.4 33 180- 6 48 9 86 I 2
05216+2016 38.3 39 185-9 49 6 86 3
05217+2403 44.6 45 182-7 51 5 86 3
05217+2303 47.5 28 182- 7 32 5 861 3
05218+2203 53.5 18 183 8 19 5 66 3
05221+2934 7.4 42 177- 3 33 14 85' 305222+2909 12.9!55 177-4 49 a 86 3
05222+2423 14.252 181 6 22 6 86 3
05223+2649 t9.6143 179-5 23 9 86 3
05223+2808 22,944 178-4 50 7 86 2
05224+2913 26.7!29 177-3 54 9 86 2
05224+2935 28.7 40 177--3 20 5 85 3
05224+2148 29.0 50 184-8 33 9 86 3
05225+2931 31.2 20 177-3 72 7 86 3
05226+2911 36.8 5 177--3 36 28 85 2
05227+2035 44,2 25 185-8 30 4 87 3
05227+2855 47.6 2 176-4; 72 23 85 2
05228+2144 49,6 32 184 8 I 79 9 86 2
05226+2747 50,1 39 179- _ I 42 6 86 305228+260950,2 4 lS0- 5 57 14 86 3
05229+2146 54.425 184-8 44 9 86 3
05229+2825 54,941 178 4 62 28 86 3
05229+2511 56,7158 181-6 55 9 86 2
05231+2833 8,1 58 178-4 37 6 86 3
05232+2400 13.4 27 182-6 16 5 86 3
05232+2452 15,7 60 181- 6 55 10 86 2
05232+2533 17.828 181-5 42 28 86 3
05233+2823 20.0 28 178- 4 95 31 86 2
05233+2347 23.8 19 182-6 63 21 86 3
05235+2508 30.6 42 181- 6 80 29 87 2
05235+2939 35.2 9 177- 3 871 9 87 2
05236+2252 40.3 51 183- 7 62 I 7 86 3
05236+2646 40,8 50 180-5 55 8 86 3
05237+2447 45.4 40 181-6 78 10 86 2
05237+2442 47,0 47 181- 6 39 6 86 3'
05239+2255 58.1 18 183-7 72 8 86 2
:)5239+2952 58.3 46 177-3 25 7 86 3
35239+2829 59.3 24 178- 4 100 16 86 3
35241+2640 8.1 34 180-5 48 7 86 3
35241+2333 9.1 14 182-6 55 21 86 2
35242+2303 16.6 55 183- 7 22 7 86 3
:)5243+2507 21,3 54 181- 5 73 10 86 2
:)5244+2126 26.1 28 184 7 57 7 86 2
35245+2007 33.6 52 185-8 25 18 87 3
35246+2820 37.1 18 178-4 72 29 87 2
35246+2605 39,4 52 180-5 28 6 86 3
35247+2342 44.3 42 182-6 63 15 86 3
,5247+2550 47.7 19 180-5 53 14 86 3
35248+2617 49.0 54 180-5 58 7 86 3
35249+2634 59.5 58 180-5 73 26 87 2
:]5250+2448 4.6 33 181-5 48 30 86 2
35251+2431 7.8 21 182-6 41 6 86 3
:]5251 +2343 9.5 37 182-6 34 25 87 3
35253+2449 20.1 19 181-5 61 29 87 2
:]5254+2242 24.2 7 183-7 31 6 873
:]5255+2832 33,2 39 178-3 61 10 86 2
:]5256+2128 36.3391 184 7 61 13 872
:]5256+2454 38.3 58 181-5 81 10 86 2
:]5258+2345 52.5 24:182-6 90 15 87 2
:]5259+2654 54.933:180 4 55 9 86 3
:]5259+2024 59.3 91 185-8 32 6 87 3
:]5260+2356 1.1 38 182-6 28 10 87 3
:]5261+2202 8.9 2' 184-7 48 5 87 3
:]5251+2506 11.337181-5 79 11 862
:]5262+2122 15.1 45' 184-7 59 8 87 2
:]5263+2918 22.7 34 178-3 29 5 86 3
:]5266+2323 37.5 12 183 6 20 11 87 3
:]5267+2636 43.0 52:180-4 60 8 86 3
:]5268+2947 50.5 26 177-2 41 6 86 3
:]5269+2930 55.1 39' 178-3 43 6 86 3
:]]5270+2459 0.1 29 181-5 23 6 87 3
:]5270+2343 2.2 16 163-6 24 5 87 3
:]5271+2121 8.8 13: 185- 7 59 6 87 3
:]5271+2050 11.3 47 185- 7 47 6 87 2
:]]5271+2740 11.4 50! 179- 3 30 5 86 3
)5272+2230 t4.0 101 184-6 37 4 87 3
:]5273+2019 19.5 47' 185-8 26 4 87 3
:]5273+2413 20.6 5 182-5 82 29 87 2
:]5273+2556 20.9 33:181-4 72 9 87 2
:]5273+2150 21.2 58 184- 7 18 6 87 3
:]5273+2517 22.2 41 i 181- 5 28 5 87 3
:]5274+2758 29.8 371 179 3 40 6 86 3
:]5275+2647 35.2 44 180 4 46 25 86 3
:]5277+2225 43.0 31 184- 6 34 5 87 3
:]5277+2248 46.4 31 i 183- 6 20 9 87 3
:]]5277+2449 46.9 13 182- 5 33 28 177 2
:]]5278+2332 50.7 4 183- 8 32 5 87 3
:]]5278+2013 51.0 1 i 186- 7 28 10 87 2
)5278+2706 51.9 31 180- 4 37 6 86 3
:]5279+2737 55.8 21' 179- 3 71 21 86 2
:]5281+2009 6.9 9 186-7 16 4, 87 3
:]5282+2908 12.9 13, 178-3 78 23 87 2
:]5282+2214 t3.0 47: 184- 6 66 10 87 2
:]5282+2406 14.6 2! 182- 5 49 6 87 3
:]5282+2141 15.9 21 184- 7 53 9 87 3
:]5282+2615 17.5 441 181- 4 82 7 87 3
:]5283+2535 18.1 19' 181- 4 42 6 87 3
:]5283+2930 21.1 431 178- 2 43 31 86 3
)5284+2856 25,2 31 178- 3 54 8 86 2
)5285+2330 33.9 58 183- 6 42 12 87 2
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Flux Density
Declination: + 20 TM + 30 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 #tin 25 am 60 #tm I00 #.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags t
•44 .42L .42L 1700000000
•91 .51 .40L O 1600000000
.54 .32L .40L 6700000000
5.17 2.25 .78 I 3 9601000008
2 74 .74 .40L ! 0 3601001000
.25L .52L .93: 3500000300
2.08 .62L ,40L 6500100000
.61 .41 L .40L 2700000000
.25L .26L ,63 3681100418
,56 ,37L .40L 6600000000
,30 ,65L .40L 5500200000
1.61 .52 .40L ; 0 3600100300
.25L ,33L .71 9600100120
.45 ,38L .40L 3600100300
.27L ,69L .40L 4500100000
4.14 1.67 .40L 7 7400000008
.27L .38L .45L 9700000000
.36 .38L .44L 7700200000
.70 .35L .4OL 3600010000
,27L .38L .50 2500000000
.60 .32L .40L 8701100020
.28L .30L .40L 9500000020
.37 ,34L .40L 6501010000
6.35 1,35 .40L 0 9701000000
4.61 1,22 .52 0 8600000000
.38 ,36L .4OL 6700000000
,25L ,32L ,40L 4600000000
,25L .34L .40L : 9500000020
.32L .29L .44L 9600000000
.25L .68L .40L 8500000000
.33 .33L .48L 3500000000
.48 .39L i .40L 7500100008
.88 .35L ' .40L ! 3500000008
.32 .33L .40L i 6600100000
2.39 .74 .40L 6 7600100000
,75 .41 L .40L 7500100008
13.24 4.60 1.04 0 9600000100
.25L .35L .40L 8600000000
1.43 .46: .40L 0 3600000000
.25L .30L ,42L 9581000008
20.95 9.97 1,80 5 8611000108
.59 .35L ,40L 7500000000
.55 .31 L .40L 3600000000
.25L .43L .40L 7600000238
.25L .30L .50L 8501000100
t.50 .43: .40L 0 3700000000
.25L .34L i .40 9501000420
.30L .33L I .58 2601000000
.85 .32L .40L 3600010000
.25L .63L .40L 3601000000
.76L .43L .40L 6600100210
.89 ,31L ,4OL 3600000000
,25L .29L ,47L 9581000850
,26L ,5OL ,44L 6600200210
.68 ,26L .40L 1601001000
,52 .42L .41 L 6602000000
.33 ,52L .40L 3600000000
.30 .31L ,43L 5600100000
.50L ,70L ,43L 8502000340
,26L ,35L ,73 4700000000I
1.26 .35L .40L ! 3401000008
.31: .33L .44L 9500000100
.93 .29L .40L ' 2600000000
.29 ,49L ,40L 6500000000
.44 .69L ,40L i 2600000000
5.69 4,61 .79 0 3600000000
,25L .33L .76: 94C1100648
.43 .33L ' .40L 2600000000
.60 ,28L .40L 7700000000
.51 .28L .40L 4700000000
2.51 1.21 ,40L 4 5500000000
.60 .32L .40L 9501000008
.63 .42L ,40L 1600000000
.52 .33L .40L 1601000000
1.64 .41 1 .40L 0 5500000000
6.10 1.57 I .45L 0 9600000000
5,24 3,53 ! .89 9 5500000000
,25L ,36L .66L 9500000110
,41 ,42L .40L 5600000000
2.67 t.51 1.74 4 2601000000
5.59 12.59 27.98 5 6300000010
.86 ,34: i .40L 5 8400000008
.25L .30L .40L 2500000230
1.69 .31: I .40L 0 7600000000
.97 .47 .40L 0 5400000008
.27L .76L .40L 2601000000
2.57 t.00 .40L 5 9500000008
.37 .26L ,40L 6501100000
,76 .53L ,40L 6502000000
.27L .44L ,68L 6500000010
4.86 1.24 .40L 2 6501100000
.25L .37L : ,41L 8600000000
.53L ,33L 1,00 6600000000
.60 ,47L .40L 9600010000
,42 ,29L .40L 0600000000
.37 ,38L .40L 6500000000
1,70 .72 .40L 0 5600000000
25L ,30L .45L 7600000140
,25L .47 .56L 9601000000
.39 ,29L .40L 9600000008
i
L C
R S A Sep

















































































Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 t_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
27
Right Ascension: 0P28m34'-O5h34m14" Declination: +20"-+30"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H ('Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a .8 C oords SMI SMN O O 12 /_m 25 v.m 60 _m
ham.. 5, (s) () lb ('") (") (') N (Jansky)
D5285 + 2814 34.6 86 3 1.12 .24:
05286+2606 39,0 87 2 ,25L ,40L
D5287 + 2244 46,2 87 2 .45L ,77L
35287+2044 46.6 87 3 ,52 ,41L
}5287+2503 47.2 87 3 .25L ,54L
)5288+2638 50.4 87 3 1,31 ,35:
35288+2929 53.1 86 3 1.54 .51
)5290+2729 2.7 86 3 .25L .32L
}5291+2439 10.4 87 3 1.11 .31L
)5291 +2531 11.2 87 2 .25L .33L
)5292+2229 12.6 87 3 1.01 .65
35292+2938 17.1 86 3 3.98 1,15
}5293+2627 20,6 86 31 .55 .41L
}5294+2758 26,3 86 3 .25L ,27L
)5295+2900 33,2 86 3 .40 .39L
}5295+2919 36.0 87 2 i .25L .70L
}5296+2052 36.6 87 3 i 1.57 .37
}5297+2921 43.6 86 2 .25L .29L
}5298+2338 50,7 87 2 ,44L .26L
}5298+2551 51,5 87 3 1.11 .31L
}5300+2306 3,7 87 3 .62 ,31L
}5300 + 2922 4.1 87 2 ,37L .38L
}5301 +2936 8.4 86 3 1.03 .29L
}5301+2927 11.8 86 3 3.54 1.34
}5303+2122 20.4 87 2 .35 ,32L
}5304+2425 25.0 87 3 3,32 2.18
}5304+2435 25.7 87 3 .32L 1.13
)5304 + 2749 27.9 87 3 .57 ,33L
)5307+2636 42.7 87 3 4.47 1.97
}5307+2305 43.5 87 3 .43L .31L
)5307+2443 44,5 87 3 .25L .34L
}5307+2459 45.0 87 3 1.46 .48L
}5307 + 2707 46.6 87 3 .91 .33L
}5308+2134 49.9 87 2 ,27L .64L
}5308 + 2320 50.4 87 3 2.27 1,07
)5308+2845 52,0 87 3 ,54 .32L
}5309 + 2644 56.8 87 3 ,46 ,35L
_)5309 + 2903 57,6 67 3 ,57 ,31L
35310+2822 2,4 87 3 ,26L .32L
_)5310 +241t 4.0 87 3 ,54 ,33L
}5311 + 2534 11.4 67 3 1,34 1,25
)5312+2924 14.4 87 2 ,32L .32L
)5312+2746 15,6 87 3 ,25L .32L
}5313+2449 21.2 87 3 5,01 1,20
}5313 +2651 23,5 87 3 ,25L ,35L
}5314+2540 24.2 87 2 .39L 1.90L
}5314+2020 28,0 87 3 4,18 2,25
)5314+2400 28.3 87 3 ,33L .28L
)5314+2200 29.1 87 2 1.79L 3.07
}53t4+2751 29.7 87 3 ,61 .32L
)5315+2801 30.2 87 3 ,47 ,28L
}5315+2540 31.9 87 3 ,48: 2,31
35315+2158 32.0 87 3 1,25L 4,1t:
}5315+2542 33.2 87 2 ,35L ,36
}5316+2548 37.4 87 3 .47 .33L
}5316+2630 38.7 87 3 .25L .33L
}5316+2206 40,6 87 3 .99 .49L
}5317+2934 42.1 87 3 .25L ,34L
}5317+2915 43,2 88 2 ,29L ,40L
}5317+2422 44.3 87 3 .46L .33L
}5317+2551 45,8 87 3 2.42 ,73:
35317+2942 47.8 88 2 .44L .31L
)5318+2749 48,0 87 3 2,38 7,64
35318+2645 49,5 87 2 ,35 .60L
35320+2415 0,6 87 3 ,85 .33L
)5320+2425 3,2 87 2 .25L .66L
35320+2602 4.5 87 3 2.51 1.47
35321 +2728 6,9 87 3 1.08 ,41L
35321+2543 9,3 87 2 .36L .55L
35321 +2508 9,5 87 2 .45 .53L
35323+2718 18.1 87 3 ,25L .42L
35325+2351 30,2 87 3 25.51 11,56
35325+2940 33.5 87 3 ,25L .29L
35325+2200 34.7 87 3 .25L ,28L
35326+2636 38.3 87 2 ,42L ,68L
35327+2737 46,9 87 3 4,40 1,08
05326+2901 48.3 87 3 ,62 ,29L
D5328 + 2443 53.7 87 3 6.21 20,66
05329+2558 58.1 87 3 .25L .32L
05330+2426 3.7 87 2 .42 .71L
05330+2749 4.6 93 3 ,25L ,29L
05331+2732 7.8 87 3 ,29L .43L
05331 +2543 10.8 87 3 .31L ,30L
05332+2248 12.2 87 2 ,27 .35L
05332+2406 15.1 87 2 .30 .30L
05333+2704 18.4 88 2 ,25L ,37L
05333+2523 20,0 87 2 ,45L .36L
05333+2549 21.8 87 3 1,03 ,36L
05333+2420 23,9 87 3 2,14 .51
05334+2930 27,8 87 3 .25L .27L
05334+2740 28,5 87 i 3 ,25L .30L
05335+2121 30,2 87 i 2 ,40L .49L
05336+2900 41.7 87 i 3 .60 .34L
05339+2739 57,0 87 i 3 .91 .57L
05340+2044 1,8 88 3 1,14 ,43L
05341 +2734 8,5 87 2 ,31 ,62L
05341 +2203 8.8 87 3 .25L ,32L
05341 +2443 9,6 87 3 .46 ,31L
05342+2815 12,7 87 3 ,42L ,32L
























































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags '= S 2 # T
11.60L BD AD 0 9501100008
3,05 C EC 66O1O0OOOO
1.95 C D E 6600000000
1.80L D CG D 1502000000
2,59 C J B D 5500000000
2.73L BE AB 0 2600000000
2.25L BD ABM 0 7604010120
6.40 C L DGD 5401000200
1,75L B BG 4601010000
2.30 D I F 6600000000
2.26L BD BAKM 0 6600000000
2,58L BC AAH 1 6603000000
21,52L C BH 9400010008
6,66 CE M CC 9500000438
2.66L C C F N 6600000000
7,54 C E E E 6580100620
1,17L BE AD 1 0500000000
4,96: CF GC 6500100820
2.11L C B 7600000000
2.48L B A H 9700000000
2.50L C A F 9700010000
3.75 C I FC 6600100610
11.00L B AE 9500010008
10.07L BC AAH 0 9500100008
1.48L C BE 16O0000000
2.48: BCDD AAEC 0 9700000008
6,28L CC FBB 9601000008
12.79L C BD 4501120238




















3,07: B E C J E
5.37 D J I C
9.16L E BJ G
2.03L BCD AAD 0 9700110000
4.00 F C 9600000008
8.91: C F B C 9580200358
1.82L CC AB 0 1702101210
3.70 FC HDB 5601001208
9,58 D BABD 9580310230
1.00L BCD AAF 1 3700000000
4.53 E GCFC 9701000008
8.64L D F C D 7502133330
9.03L C BM 9500200108
9.33L C CC 9500000008
8,61: FCDD DAAD 2 9500210230
DEC FBI B 7282133330
3.15L E B 9600300230
3.14L D CK 3600200000
6.67 FC J DEC 8581000310
1.72L B AC 6700000000
4.54 D ECI B 9680000008
3.29 D J C 9600000008
10.31L C LC 9501103108
2.74L BD ACH 0 5700100000
10.87L C C 9501000008
29,00: BBCD AAAA 1 9480100128
2.28L C E K K 7600000000
10.46L B BK D 9501000008
3.34 D MNC 9700112108
1,86L FD AAHE 8 7700000000
11,40L B A C 9400000008
5,85 D MI MF 9500000020
2.02L D BC 2600000000
5.98 C FJ D 9500000118
4,69L BBD AAAJ 0 5702000038
4,76 E KC 9602000208
3.52 C B 8600000100
2,93 D L H E 6600000000
3,43: BC E AAFC 0 9600101008
10,58L C BD 6401100108
13,65 BBDE AAAA 1 9500000108
5.06 C HF C












12.72L B B D H
31,12L B BDE
1,78L B A D F
15.17L E CG
2,54 C K G









































































Name Type _'_ Mag
1 17 348
1 17 351




C 1 32 X0529+293
2 13 77241 M2
C 1 32 X0529+293
1 13 77244 K0
1 13 77246 K0
4
1 16 02118
1 13 77252 B8
1
1 13 77258 K0
2 13 77260 K5
1 2 DO 11353
1 1 AD TAU
2 2 13011363
4
4 1 32 X0531+256
F 14 1 CM TAU
2 13 77267 K2
2 13 77268 B8
4 1 32 X0531+256
F 16 "23 CED053
4
1 1 V416 TAU
4 1 32 X0531+265
4 * 2 DO 11369
2 13 77271 K7
1 13 77276 K0
4
2 13 77280 M0
8 1 16 02249
4
1 39 AMVWV 16
3 13 77295 K0
1 2 DO 11381
2 13 77299 F5
1 23 OCL 0460
8 1 13 77304 K2
C 1 32 X0533+278
1 23 OCL 0460
1 13 77312 K2













































h m o , (s)
)5342 + 2058 16.0
)5342 + 2837 16.8
)5343 + 2637 22.7
























35352 + 2300 17.8
35353 + 2758 20.1




05355 + 2719 33.5 42
35356+ 2512 38.0 58

















05364+2517 27,2 i 5905366+2950 40,1
05366+2552 41.2 31
05367+2749 47.4 32







05371 +2358 9.3 8





































Flux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tm 25 /tm 60 /_m 100 vm Flux5
(") l b (") ('_ (') N (Jansky) Uncs
47 179- 2 49 87 1.00 ,52 ,40L 10,04L 6D
26 181-3 38 87 3 1,26 .38L ,40L 2.80L B
184 5 21 87 3 1,17 ,46L 2,37 7,59: C DF
24 185- 5 55 87 3 .56 ,31L ,40L 2.53L D
54 184- 5 64 20 i 88 3 .25L ,43L ,40L 3,34 C
28 181- 3 35 5 87 3 .33 1,73 4.45 5.33 CCCC
49 186- 6 34 4 88 3 8.30 3,87 1,21 1.76L BBC
12 183- 4 56 10 i 87 3 .25L ,30L 1,18 7,96L C
22 180- 2 55 18 ; 88 2 .25L .41L .40L 4.60 E
I
22 183- 4 33 6 87 3 .25L ,60 1.66 4,36: ECC
22 179- 1 31 6 87 3 1.13 .42: .40L 11.22L BF
10 179- 1 48 26 88 2 .59L .64L .41L 3.50 D
39 182 4 79 27 88 2 .25L .42L .40L 2,16 C
42 184- 4 31 9 88 3 .63 ,30L .44L 9.87L B
31 185- 5 47 5 88 3 ,65 .31L .40L 2.14L B
27 181- 3 23 5 87 3 1.86 .63 .40L 2.86L CD
31 180- 2 24 7 i 87 33 .30 .45L 2.69 15.23 C CD42 183- 4 32 7 i 87 ,48 .32L .40L tl.57L C
9 183- 4 70 7 87 2 .47 ,31L .40L 8.83L D
59 180- 2 70 8 88 2 ,41 ,41L .40L 4.88L C
52 183- 4 75 25 87 2 ,40L .32L .45L 3,30 D
13 185- 5 21 4 88 3 4.59 1.15 .40L B,63L BC
29 184- 5 15 4 88 3 9.87 3.16 1.00 9.30L CBC
38 185- 5 53 7 88 3 .43 .28L .40L 2.02L C
18 180- 2 33 6 87 3 .38 1.37 8,63 22.01 ECCD
21 179- 2 91 9 87 3 .41L .32L 1,22 4.59L C
14 184- 5 33 16 88 3 .25L .32L .50L 3,32 C
37 180- 2 96 31 87 2 .43L .34L .70L 5,39 E
15 182- 3 21 16 88 2 ,27L .38L .40 3.50L C
185- 5 30 6 88 3 ,54 .33L ,40L 13ALL B
182- 3 57 8 87 3 ,46 .35L .40L 2.69L C
183- 3 28 5 87 3 104.23 59.20 11.82 5.49 BBCB
181- 2 68 11 87 3 .27L .34L .86 22.01L C
182- 3 20 5 90 3 .33L 1.12 4.63 10,36 DCC
187- 6 53 5 88 3 .89 .28L ,40L 7,00L C
180- 2 30 5 87 3 5,46 2,93 .61 3,34L BBC
180--1 38 7 87 3 .39L .97 1.45 3.31L CC
181- 2 55 6 87 3 .97 .42L .41L 2.85L B
178-1 30 7 87 3 9.69 6.48 6.40 10.41: BBDD
182- 3 45 7 87 3 .38 .42L .40L 3.67L C
180- 2 75 16 87 2 .42L .26: .58 11,24L FD
179- 1 32 9 87 3 .61 .31L .40L 4,61L C
183- 4 51 6 88 3 .87 .33L .40L 11.56L B
181- 2 70 13 87 3 .25L ,36L ,88 14.75L C
186- 6 85 9 88 3 .29L .27L ,76 2.04L C
180- 2 39 I 18 87 2 .25L .29L ,41L 4.51 C
184- 4 28 15 88 31 3.54 .94 4.98 23.95 BCCF
181- 3 23' 7 87 3 1.74 2,20 4,46 36.68 BCCC
187= 6 58 8 88 2 ,52 .29L' ,40L 5.96L C
183- 3 36 7 88 3 ,40 1,94 3,91 4.11 CCCB
182- 3 24 7 87 3 1.04 1.43 2.86 25.24L BCD
182- 3 40 6 88 3 ,91 .27L ,40L 2.84L D
179 1 33 7 87 3 239 ,68 1,51L 12.33L BC
182- 3 47 11 87 3 ,29: .50 2.17 2.66L CDC
180- 2 42 8 87 3 1.78 .54 .41L 13,12L BC
181- 2 142 21 87 2 .87L .41L .45L 6.42 D
180- 1 22 7 87 3 31.35 14.87 3.32 2,93L DDD
184- 4 32 6 88 3 1,57 .54 .40L 12.25L CC
184- 4 21 11 88 3 .25L .41: .76L 5,39 F D
182-3 31 8 88 3 .35: .30L 5.54 19.24 C CC
187- 6 53 6 88 3 .60 .35L .40L 6.43L B
181- 2 47 8 87 3 1.32 ,34L .40L 2.96L B
184- 4 64 9 88 2 .38 .38L .75L 14.11L C
181- 2 72 41 88 2 ,25L ,42L ,41L 4,11 E
184- 4 57 9 88 2 .28 ,54L ,40L 15.54L F
183- 3 43 9 88 3 .27L' .53L .66 2.31L D
184- 4 28 21 88 3 ,25L .33L .48: 4.62 DD
183- 3 51 7 88 3 .60 .42L .40L 12.31L C
180- 1 84 24 881 2 .25L .72L .46L 4.14 C
179- 0 61 10 87 3 .25L .33L 1.41 9,14 CC,
184- 4 30 6 88 3 9.02 26.56 125.22 193.80 BBDE
180- 1 59 12 87 3 .25L .29L .77 3.16L C
179- 1 54 7 87 3 ,93 .41L A0L 2.94L C
184- 4 77 10 89 3 .26L .68 .86L 193.86L E
181- 2 41 7 87 3 1.23 .48 ,40L 7,36L BD
183-3 23 7 88 3 .73 1.50 8.44 19.81: CCCD
180- 1 34 6 87 3 63.49 33,40 5,36 3.34L BBC
179- 1 28 6 87 3 .86 .95 9.46 22.36 BCCC
183 3 36 7 89 3 1.34 .44 ,40L 9.85L BD
186- 5 54 7 88 3 1.32 .75 .72L 2,12L BC
185- 4 67 10 88 3 .27L .30L 1,10 13.71L C
185- 4 35 9 88 3 .25L .74L 1.98 7.73 CC
187- 5 21 7 83 3 2.29 1.93: 34,72 118.64 BFDF
187- 5 45 8 88 3 .63 .36L ,40L 118.64L B
187- 5 30 ; 7 88 3 1,32 .32L .40L 9,47L B
184- 4 74 23 88 2 .25L .31L .70L 3.09 C
187- 5 49 26 88 2 .25L .53L .57L 4.39 E
182- 2 30 12 88 3 ,25L ,37: 2.28 2.81L DC
184- 4 96 29 88 3 .25L .35L ,40L 3.80 C
179- 0 66 7 87 3 1,42 ,55 1,55L 18,76L CC
185- 4 60 14 88 2 ,44L ,51L ,61 16,47L D
179- 1 39 6 87 3 5.65 2,62 .69: 3,47L CCC
184- 3 38 9 88 3 .25L ,36L 1.06 4.07 CD
181- 2 42 14 88 3 .25L .48L ,95 8,07: CD
183- 3 76 10 88 2 .30 .36L A0L 10.86L D
180- 94 23 87 2 .25L 1,52L .74L 5.36 ! C
182- 2 39 9 88, 2 .89 .27L .47L 3.55L C
181- 2 58 9 88 3 .42 .42L .40L 3.06LIB
187- 5 72 25 88 2 .25L .37L .58L 3.78 F
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name
C 16OOOOOOOO
A C E 8 3400000008
AD 6600000000 1 2 DO 11404
ABBC 9580010238 C 1 13 77329 M0B 3600000000 1 DO 11407
L B 6600000110
D A A B 5500000008
AAA 3 1600000000116 4 13 77336 B3P
I FCE 8500000308 4 1 32 X0534+246
M C 9600100008
K B A B 7600001018
AD 0 3502100008 1 2 DO11409
8602100000g!  oooo86oo
BCJ I 9500110138
AC 3700010110 1 17 375
ABEC 3 8601000000
DI CC 8400033348 F 1 32 X0534+279
3 GG 9500000008
A G 9602000008
CE 9400100000 19 109
C 8600000018
AAL 2 3500001008 4 13 77342 MO
AAB 1 9500000108 2 4 TMSS +20115
D 37000000O0





BH 9501100108 2 DO 11426
DC 4601000000 I IX TAU
AAAA 0 5510000000 22 5 I GPTAU
BEBB 930010O008
KAAA 3400202220 E 32 X0535+251
A 6400000008 2 13 77347 K5
AACG 0 9600000100 "41 05357+2758
BBA 8500001400 4, 4 "13 77349B
AC 7600000000 3 °13 77350K0
AAAE 0 _968000020C
DC G 4600010000 1 °41 05358+2551
BDD 1402100108 1 °41 05360+2730
C J 8600000000
B E |5O1000008
ADB 6401100108 1 "41 05361+2726
B C 5600000008
HD )500OO0000 1 "41 05363+2759
AAFC 6 9540101338 C 4 22 $243
AABB 0 _400211330 C 3 " 1 RRTAU
B N 7500000008 2 2 DO 11441
CAAB 3 2500000000
AABE 0 7480211330 C 4 *7 *RRTAU
B 3601001000 2 13 77357 M0
AA 2 960100100C
BDD 0 4700002100 2 1 "41 05366+2552
ABG 4 8401000008 1 °41 05367+2749
J I I E 7601100240 C
AAAM 9 6700000000 15 5 * 1 IAWAUR
AC 0 8501000008
DEB 768OO00108
EDBA 2501031300 5 2 °32 X0536+257
BG J 9501020008 1 13 77368 K7
ADF 6701200240 C
D H 9501000008
H G 6700100240 C
CG 9500000008 1 13 77374 K5
;BA 1700000000
GED 964000O108
BF F 5500020008 1 13 77375 K0
LCB 8700000000 1 "41 05373+2823
FGBB 960000030C
AAAA 0 5181000118
B 8700000000 1 *41 05373+2756
AH 6700000000 1 13177381 K0
LBDE 9101100018
ABDH 5500200118 i I "41'05376+2734AAAA 0 0580003008 2 32 X0537+248






EBCB 0 93C1333338 F 32 X0538+203
BE ! 93012OO008






F C F 8402000008
AAD 6 5500000000
BBB 4601000008
I GC 0601000338 C 1 32 X0538+269
D 0500000008
J HC 5600000100
B D 7600120020 8 2 13 77407M0
CJ 6701000086
F C 9701000208
















































a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm
h m, , , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N
05388+2225 48.344 185-4 58 7 88 3
05388+2626 53.1 2135 162-- 2 60 14 88 305390+2808 1.9 160- 1 52 9 87 3
05390+2238 2.2 14 185- 4 27 6 88 3
05390+2922 2.7 43 179- 0 76 31 88 2
05390+2815 5.3 58 180- 1 44 6 67 3
05391+2451 6.7 47 183- 3 69 7 68 3
05392+2645 16.3 17 181- 2 42 22 88 3
05392+2308 17,7 46 185- 4 53 8 88 3
05393+2242 186 27 185- 4 47 _ 9 88 3
05393+2447 19.0 28 183- 3 56 12 88 3
05393+2235 19.8 23 185- 4 30 7 88 3
05393+2248 23.5 1 185- 4 22 7 88 3
05394+2847 29.6 34 180- 1 56 9 87 3
05396+2855 37.8 29 160- 1 26 7 ; 87 3
05396+2159 380 58 186- 4 33 7 i 88 3
05396+2618 39.3 13 182- 2 30 6 i 86 3
05396+2427 41.6 35 183- 3 44 22 88 2
05397+2733 43.8 55 181- 1 26 10 88 3
05397+2424 44.5 55; 184- 3 63 11 88 2
05399+2631 56.0 39 182- 2 27 7 88 3
05400+2308 1.5 27 185- 4 37 6 68:3
05400 + 2324 1.6 55 184- 3 34 18 861 3
05400+2333 1,8 6 184- 3 84 12 88 3
05401+2904 6.1 28 180- 0 30 16 96! 3
05402+2910 12.3 40 160-0 55 7 88 3
05402+2813 14.6 57 180- 1 64 9 88 3
05403+2310 18.9 57 185- 3 30 10 88 3
05403+2403 22.1 49 184- 3 65 6 88, 3
05403+2037 22.2 23 167- 5 95 34 88 2
05404+24262431163164-3 38 21 88 205404+291328e 180-0 _ 10 86 3
05405+2525 34.16 4 183 2 33 7 88 3
05405+2151 35.4 10 186- 4 40 6 88 3
05406+2835 37.1 41 180- 1 49 27 88 3
05406+2305 39.g 43 185- 3 I 27 9 88 3
05407+2438 42.9!19 183 3 47 10 88 3
05407+2857 46.4 19 180- 0 97 11 67 2
05408+2510 53.9 19 183- 2 70 13 86 2
05409+2907 54.8 38 180- 0 31 12 88 3
05410+2521 2.4 10 183- 2 28 7 88 3
05410+2630 5.3 44 182- 2 44 7 88 3
05411+2049 9.4 44 187- 4 30 6 88 3
05411+2157 9.8 51 186- 4 53 12 88 2
05411+2150 9.9 46 186- 4 41 24 88 3
05412+2413 15.6 6 164-- 3 47 I 20 86 3
06412+2550t5,7 9 182-2 87!19 _ 3i06412+2354t59 59 184-3 61 _05413+2816 23.1 47 160-1 31 . 68 io
05414+283925.045 180- 0 70 6 68 3
05414+212626.133 166-4 55 10 88 306414+215284 3 166-4 22 6 88 3
_5414+2go627443 180-0 58 20 66 306414+265926830 180-0 62 14 66 305415+284033146 182-1 56 7 66 3
_6415+266435.352 182-1 42 11 88 306415+2300364 1 165-3 47 6 88 3
_5416+231141531 185-3 62 32 88 2
)64417+2554 43.0 4 162- 2 49 7 68 3
)5417+2346 43.4 25 184- 3 22 6 88 3
)5418+2244 49.9 26 185- 3 45 8 88 3
)5418+2212 50.4 5t 186- 4 47 61 88 3
)5418+2550 54,0 14 183-2 5419' 88 2
)5419+2126 54.3 58 186 4 41 15 88 3
)5420+2429 0.3 35 184-2 85 9 88 3
_5421+2424 9_8 11 184- 2 34 6 88 3
)5423+2201 18.0 36 186-4 39 17 66 2
)5423+2905 189 54 180+0 24 6 88 3
)5423+2827 20.2 54 180-0 67 8 88 3
)5424+2851 24.1 17 180--0 668 23 88 3
)5424+2548 248 23 183- 2 56 24 88 3
)6424+2955 25.0 53 179+ I 49 22 88 3
)5424+2505 28.5 50 163- 2 49 8 88 3
)5425+2202 35.614 186-4 60 21 883
)5425+2706 35.8 24 182-1 63 18 88 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 /xm
)5426+2031 37.6 51 167- 44 90 17 88 3 .25L)5426+2040 40.9 33 I 187- 38 6 88 3 143.96
.27L
50.79
)5427+2528 42.6 33 183- 2 30 6 88 3 2.49 1.17
)5427+2731 42.6 1 161- 1 53 26 88 2 .88L .55L
)6426_-2404 51.3 28 t84- 2 56 7 88 3 .59 .44L
)5426+2604 51.7 32 182- 1 95 27 89 2 .28L .48L
)5429+2725 54.4 14 181- 1 53 7 88 3 .89 .33L
)5429+2236 54.5 38 185- 3 37 21 88 3 .25L .36L
)5429+2255 55.0 19 185 3 65 8 88 3 .70 .47L
)5430+2551 4.3 20 183- 1 53 16 88 3 .25L .41L
)6431+2245 76 12 185- 3 70 10 88 2 .37 .55L
)5431+2541 7.7 27 183- 2 34 6 88 3 1.78 .60
)5431+2629 8.1 32 182- 1 25 6 88 3 .75 1.21
)5431+2146 9.4 53 186 4 67 15 88 3 25L .38L
)5432+2458 t2.9 34 183- 2 40 6 86 3 160 .96
)5433+2040 18.8 33 187- 4 43 7 88 3 1.58 ,37
)5433+2645 20.0 20 182-1 46 20 88 3 25L .37L
)5433+2138 24.0 16 166-4 55 12 88 3 25L .33L
)5434+2515 26.3 22 183- 2 35 8 88 3 .72 .35L
)5434+2536 28.2 60 183- 2 44 6 88 3 282 _97
)6435+2246 30.1 23 185 3 80 9 88 2 .48 .49L
)5435+2213 32.3 56 166- 3 99 26 88 2 _70L .38L
)6436+2653 41.2 19 180+ 0 43 18 89 2 .26L .38L
)5437+2045 42.1 5 187- 4 106 37 88 2 .79L .67L








































































































ICO /.Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
11.57L B AC F 9503000008
13.51L E NEDB 9501000508 4
3.77L C CM 4700000000
11.30L BF AC 6 8501200008
3.60 O O E 1600000000
3.08L BC AB 0 4700000000
4.11L B BB 6600100000 i
4.66 E K D 9600000008,
2.82L B BI 9700000000
11.87L EC HDA 6501200208 4
3.85L DC KCB 6600100000
11.30 CBCD AAAA 0'7500100008
25.09 CCCD BABA 9 95Cl112200
4.44L C KA B 9500000100
49.47: CDCD BAABI 6 9280132328
2.50L BC AA 3 4600001000
12.54L 8D AA 0 9503001206
4.94 C H NB 6502130110
2.86L D BM 6602000010
2.30L C BC 7602130110
5.79 CCC GCB B 9600001008




12.73L B A L

















32 X0538+264 122 4
2 13 77420 K2 3 65
17 382 47
6 32 )(0539+227 101 6
3 1 32 )(0539+289 37 3
2 t DZ TAU 9 3
4 1 2_DOl1495 48 88
1 39 BG 0539+29 61 408
1 13 77449 K0 7 66
3 13 77450 B3 23 60
1 13 77452 K0 4 81
2.66L CD iBDGE0 6601001300 4 3 13 77459 B2P 15 68
2.08L BE IAB j 5700000000 1 13 77460 K7 9 83
4.38 C I C E 7600000100
5.54 CC !J ECC 9600010220 C 1 32 X0640+230 73 12
3.65L C L BC 7600000200 4 1 39 B2.2 0540+24 40 408
13.31LIF IC D 9300100008
2.89LIC iC 3600000000 1 13 77471 K5 3 86
5.44 i DD K KDB 6601000438
2.98LBF BE L 6 6600000300 4 2 13 77474 K5 1 91
7.85L D AE 9500000008 1 2 DO 11516 49 106
1.52L B AHJ K 8600000000 1 2 DO11521 50 96
2.63L C OJ J 3600100000
5.91 C t D 6581100330 C
4.44 C G D 6501000000
3.91 C I GI C 5500000010
2.66L B BGF 2601000000
1.93L BD AAH 9 5700000000
2.98L C A 6700000000 1 13 77482 K5 9 gO
2.79L E BB 8600000100
5.27: BCCD AABE 1 7581200430 CI 4 2 DO 11529 46 86
3.36 D E C 7702000418
4.50L C DDF 9401000308 4 1 7 38116 29 78
8.79L S BG K 9501010008
2.92L C F B S 7600000000
2.23L CF AI 51 9701000000 13 77466 K5 6 ! 81
2.73 F H I G I 9701000000
11.20L B BGF L 3400100138
2.26L C BC 3700010000 2 DO 11534 20 101
2.56L C B 9700000000
2.04L C B EJ 6600010000
5.05 C DJ C _5500100130 I
3.13L C NFC !7500000300 4 2 i 7 38191 45 86
2_89L C C 3600100000
224L BBC AAA 0 4600100000 42 6 t3 77502 N3 1
6.14 DD GD 5480111530 C
11.24L BBD AAAC 9 9300021008 29
3.07L C DD G 7701000000
4.06 C L G O 9400000000
5.98 C M F 5580000340
3.59 D K KC 2600000008
2.12L B BE 2601000000 13 77513 K0 6 76
7.07 C L D 5401111540 C 1 32 X0642+220 74 12
2.25 C L KCB 7700100000
3.11 C H E B 4600000000
4.17 BBCC AAAA 0 4620000000 45 131 77516 N3 6
2.21L BCC AAA 0 5700000000 1 171 392 66
3.41 C E C 6600100000
195L F BG 1700000000
2,87 D J I C 4600000008
2.63L D DE 6600110000
3.04 C' E HD 7601000000
1,83L B BCH 9700000000
5.01 C CE D 5581001510 4
2.66L C CM 8701000000 1 13 77532K0 17 82
2.46L BD BCM 3 5601201000
31.71 BCCE'ABAA 0 6401012038 2
3.38 BcDC F E D 7500000120255L A B 0600100200 4
1.86L CD !ABKF 0 4700001000 1 2 [9011557 54 106
4.12 D GCD 95000002084.36 D_! L DB 5500000110
16ASL C BF 6500000006 1 13 77640 M0 17 86
10_65L SC AA F 9501100008 1 17 397 45
2.04L C CI N 8700000000
2_16 C IMN E 6600000000
3.36 DIE H 7501110120 8 1 32 X0543+288 50 8
328 E C N H 4600001000
5.65 D HEC 9500000118
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
Name
ham. o8, (s) () I b C) C) (') N
)5437+2633 46.13182-1 2213883 .25L)5437+2420 46.3 184-2 40 188 2,11]5437+250246.741 183-2 31 8' 88 3 2.43
)5437+2451 47.6 17 184--2 48 6 88 3 .97
)5437+2411 47.7 5 164-- 2 60 9 89 2 .36
)5438+2337 48.2 27 185- 3 26 5 88 3 16.47
_5438+2850,9725 160+0 5, 7 68 3 122
)5438+2546 50.5 38 183- 1 28 13 92 3 .25L)5436+292453.030 180+1 68 19 88 3 .40L
]5439+2015 58.1 51188-4 427 893 1.21
)5439+283o59.826 183- 1 59 10 86 3 .68L)5,_0+2059 2.8 7 187-4 19 8 89 3 .88}5441+23099.316 185-3 35 8 86 3 236
)5441+2226 10.4 60 186-3 59 8 88 2 .40
)5441+2325 11.4 591 185- 3 84 8682 .37
)5442+2144 14.7 14 186-3 67 10 88 2 .37
)5442+2230 16.2391186- 3 67 10 883 .33
)5442+2823 16.86181+0 46 13 883 .46L
)5443+2707 22,6140 182- 1 25 5 883 19.68)5443+2352 23.6 185- 2 68 8 883 .58
)5444+2628 24.810182- 1 31 7 883 .47)5444+52_ 27.319 185-3 49 8 86 3 .5o
)5444+2533 29.1 6] 183- 1 19 6 88 3 1.42
)5446+2842 38.951! 180+0 28 7 86 3 1.62
)5446+2342 3g.6 23! 185- 2 81 11 88 3 .42L
)5447+2354 44.0 16 185-2 45 9 88 3 .30
)5447+240047.047164_2 37 76 .27L)5448+205749.156 187-4 6o .53
)5448+2440 50.313184-2 22 5 883 2.09
)5449+2912 54.5 44 180+ 1 66 24 89 2 .42L
)5449+2954 55.8 31 179+ 1 75 9 883 33)5449+2352 57.8 19 185- 2 44 u 86! _: .35
)5450+2720 2.0 13 _ 182- 0 90 26 88 3 .25L
)5450+2653 2.5 42 182- 1 30 10 88 2 ,25L
)5450+2044 5.2 30 187- 4 42 6 89 3 1.50
)5451+2338 7.2 21 185- 2 75 24 88 3 .25L
)5452+2654 12.8 8 182-I 29 11 88 3 .25L)5452+22514.336 185-3 44 38 88 2 .25L
)5452+2649 15.8 47 182- 1 63 7 88 3 .75
)5452+2001 17.6 1186--4 33 5 89 3 15.74
i
)5452+2937 17.729180+ 1 41 8 883 .25L
)5454+2409 25.23184- 2 34 7 89 _ 3 3,44
)5454+2122 26.956187- 3 6623 893 .25L
)5454+245028,222164- 2231386368 .25L)5455+2627 32.8 32 182-1 26 6 3 2,22
]5455+230935.253185-2517893 1.04
)5455+2733 35.8 1 182-0 52 6 88, 3 .57
)5456+270237.637182-084188912 .25L)5456+261240.518183-1497883 .76 ,
)5457+2850 42.8 15 180+ 1 27 6 88, 3 3.33




}5460+2629 0.533182- 1 62 14 882 .25L
}5460+2538 0.89183-1 31 6 883 1.11
)5462+2412 16.031184- 2 70 11 892 .34
:)5463+2805 18,318181+ 0 33 5 883 17.26
)5463+2652 19.887! 182- 0 53 9 883 25L
I
}5463+2037 20,051188 4 61 6 893 .99
}5463+2853 21.715180+ 1 61 9 883 .45L
)5463+2032 22,552188- 4 7522 892 1.18L
)5464+2714 25,235182- 0 66 8 892 .32
)5464+2109 27,121 187- 3 48 6 893 .75
35464+2558 29.4 57 183- 1 30 6 _ 88 3 1.88
:)5464+2732 30.0 13 182+ 0 42 5 i 88 3 1.86
:)5465+2318 31.4 53 185- 2 21 7 89 3 ,25L
:)5465+2321 31.7 58 185- 2 30 76 89 3 4.71:)5465+2540 32.6 14 183- 1 53 89 3 .45
:)5465+2922 35.5 27 180+ 1 111 28 89 2 1.31L
:)5465+2932 35.7 1 180+ 1 33 6 88 3 1.35
:)5466+2126 37.2 17 187- 3 57 11 89 2 .35
:)5466+2706 38.0 10 182-0 23 7 88 3 .26L
35466+2316 39.4 12 185- 2 25 9 89 3 .25L
:)5466+2406 40,0 5 185- 2 27 5 89 3 2.72
:)5466+2353 40.8 46 185- 2 76 23 89 2 .28L
:)5467+2051 43,6 34 187- 3 67 11 89 2 .43
35467+2524 45.1 33 183-I 33 9 89 3 .93
35467+2514 47.6 4 184- 1 57 7 89 3 .50
35468+2613 48,0 37 183- 1 44 17 88 31 .26L
35468+2011 51.4 20 188- 4 27 11 89 31 .33
05468+2007 51.7 3 188- 4 38 7 89 3 ,25L
35469+2516 55,2 21 184- 1 31 5 89 3 1,83
35469+2038 58.1 59 188- 3 50 j 6 89 3 .44
35469+2215 59.2 20186- 3 21 I 5 893 1.55
05470+2232 0,0 29 186-2 39 5 89 3 1.40
05470+2150 3,7,49 187-3 31 5 89 3 5.81
05470+2952 4,7132 180+ 1 30 20 88 3 .65L
05471+2228 6,1 35 186- 2 34 6 89 3 .25L
05471+2644 7.0 32 182- 0 59 8 88 2 ,46
05471+2809 7,3 54 181+ 0 35 7 88 3 35
05471+2351 10,2 28 185- 2 17 5 89 3 6.40
05473+2819 20.9 0 181+ 1 73 8 88 3 ,37
05474+2709 24.4 20 182+ 0 87 25 89 2 .50L
05475+2227 33,8 51 186-2 50 5 89 3 1.27
05476+2449 36.6 2511 184- 1 45 6 89 3 .5535476+2740 39.2 24 182+ 0 37 5 88 3 5.4635476+2047 40.9 188- 3 26 5 89 3 .46
05477+2419 45.2141 185- 1 23 17 893 .25L
Declination: +20%+30 °
Flu_ Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 pm 60 pm 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(]ansky) Uncs Coci" R
F
.33L ! .40L 6.96 D DKB
8.96 4.28 2,26L BBC AAAF 0
7.57 I 27.66 45.04L CBC AAAA I
.30L .40L 2.67L C AE
.37L ,40L 2.82L C DM
7.80 : 1.67 2.00L BEF AAA 9
.41L .40L 219L C AC
.34L .49L 6.29 E MJ C I
.35L .40L 2.93 C H GCI
.43L .40L 2.79L e AEI F I
I
.32L i .82 8.68L C HFC
2,78 10,68 28.66 Bccc CDBA, 0
.71 .48L 1.80L _C ;CC I1
.34L .40 2.33L
.36L .40L 2.37L D C H)
.65L .40L 3.35L C BE G




























































































































































2.43L BBC AAAE 6
2,72L F C D
10,14L CDC CBAC 4
2.30L D C H
10.72L B AC
2.12L BC C AC 02,65 KFC
308,7.51 DCCC




3,06 C D !
7.65L C _BC6.82 BC ' 0
2.57 O C DeAD3.70
3,22 D G E
11,46L B S D
6,63L BED AA, 9
3.12: CE KAC
1,91L BC ,AD 4






15.21L B BL Ci
1.48L B C AAB 2
12.81L EC DBt




2.82L D E )
2.18L BCC AAA 8
4.12: DCD HEBC
8,10L C AD i
2.34L C AH
1,70 E CB
3.30L 8 A1.92L S D
14.02L CO AS|
A,2.30L BF C _3 02.54L HADE
2,36L BC AAEH 3
14.47L D D GH
3.03 F K C
9.06L BD AB 3
2.75L GL i 3600000000
13.27 CFCC ECBC ' 9500010440
9.70 ECC KDAC 7600202330
217L BD AB 75700002000
4.54 F J GB t 2601000330
5.99L F DI ! 9500000008
12.28L eo AF J 28600100008
17.00L C BBHH 4500100008
3.68 C C _ 9700000008
9.49L CDC C DK 95001000083.88 GCBB 9601100008
14.56L BC ,B 0 5500100008
7.09L B CB 9500000008
1.94L B C AC 2 5700000000
1.94L B AC 6700100000 :
1.94L BBE AACK 2 4600000000
2.22 D I B 6600000108
19,03 CC EAA 6400100000 i
I
13.12L D B 9700000108
16,70 CDCC ECB, 03500021100
133.79 _BDF AAAA 0j 82811206582.63L DE M 47010100003.92 C M C 6600000100
1.82L S ACH 4701000000
3.05L D S D 2700000000
12.00L BC AA 0 9501100008
28.70 CECD BAA, 0 7400010008
4.63 C GC 3700000120
C
A





































PK 184- 2.1 22 •l--
i
r
77547 K0 2 71
X0544 +209 25 !
77552 M0 1 8_
77556 K0 36 77
AW TAU 67
77558 K2 4 85
77559 K0 2 7E
77560 K0 1 6E
i
i
i 77569 K2 20 71
X0545+213 45
X0545 + 248 23 !
02642 79 ! 12_
I
77592 K0 8 5(
77593 K0 5 7,=
77597 K0 10 7_
DO 11601 37 I0_
OCL O458 151






AY TAU 41 I
410 82
77612 K7 14 8,=
412 30
77614 K2 16 8_
QU ORI 6
X0547 + 238 43 1;
i
i
77621 M0 4 7_
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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(Not Color Corrected) V L
t2 /zm 25 /_m 60 /_m 100 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags =
1.95 .49 .40L! 3.09L,BD IAC E 0 4601000000
_25L .27L .76 2.24: DE J BC 7600000018
.25L .32L .68 6.78: DE DD 9902000348
.34 .43L .46L 9.62L D E 7500000008
1.01 1.40 1.48 2.92: BCCDAAAB 1 9600001008
4.28 .25L 288.02: 727.48: B FF ECAA 9212233558
.25L .28L 1.30 6.99: DD HCA 9702101108
.25L 29.58 380.80 co44.77: BCD AAA 9201233558
.57L .26L .60L 4.44 F E GB 9802010218
.58 .28L .40L 9.26L B BF H 9500000008
1.77 2.32 AlL 12.57L BC E AAM 0 9701233548
.25L .31L _76L i 6.60 GC 9801031408
.40: 2.34 15.37 25.34 DCCO'BCAA 0 9601023008
.55 .30L .40L 17.51L C C 6400000008
.25L .67L .54L 3.45 C E E C 8800000000
1050 3.44 .49: 1.57L BCD AAD 2 4700000000
.85 .76: .69L 125.04L ICE OCt E 6500430008
A6L .33L 3.40 9.14L O F B 9842141008
.38 .35L .40L 1.74L C C8 J 1700000000
.45 .31L .43L i t2.84L C B 9700100008
.34 .30L .40L 3.69L C D 4601000000
.90 4.06 44.59L 681.88L CC BCE 0 6302654338
3.13 .80 .40L 12.54L BD AA 1 9400000008
.36L .30L 1.77 9.95 CE I E8 9781000438
.30L .32L 1.45 13.91L C AC 9600100438
.30L .31L .69 17.41L C CD 9501000108
,96 .43L .40L 15.75L C BE 9700120008
.56L .34L 14.28 681.88L D D EE 6342534338
1.09 4.50L .40L 681.88L E DE 7302544338
.36L .47L .40L 3.31 D F B 7600000108
.25L .44L' .96L 8.00 E J ECC 9800200438
1.05 .30L .40L 1.68L B AI 6600000000
651 30.12 340.42 681.88 BBCD DABB 0 7343344338
.27L .30L .95 3.33L C B B 3700000000
3.59 .93 .40L 10.74L BC AA 3 9701001308
.95 1.89 36.60 51.42L CCD FCDB 0 9541033208
.49 .38L .42L 9.70L B BM 9800000008
.46 .28L .40L 2.06L C E 5700000000
.25L 1.09L .40L 2.43 D H F 6600000000
.43: .29L 1.46 7.90 F CD DDBA 9601011338
3.68 1.29 .66 2.18L BCD AAC 1 4600100000
.25L 1.56 5.15 8.00 CCD LAAB 9601012308
14.03 6.22 L38 11.73L OCC AA8 9 9700000008 15
1.13 .33: .40L 2.30L BE AD 1 4601100000
.67 .33L A0L 11.62L C B I H 9700000008
.28L ,34L .40L 2.03 E D 9700000008
.26L .30L .40L 5.04 E C 4681010018
2.91 .78 .40L 1.82L BD ABM 1 5710001000
.78L .40L .59 1.69L C B 3700000200
.42L .36L 9.11 58.41L C GC E C 85C0233338
.25L .32L .53: 4.71 DE KEDB 9_00000428
1.50 .80 .40L 2.44L BD ABKF 0 6700000000
.25L .31L .84L 3.26 E H B 9600000208
.25L .33L .53L 3.82 D E HC 9701000108
.38 .26L .40L 2.05L C C 3601000000
.36 .32L .40L 13.01L C AN 9501000008
2.51 .74 .40L 11.18L BC AB 4 9501000008
.88L .32L .61 57.75L [3 D 8500101008
.39 .36L .45L 2.26L C E 5700120000
.56: .32: 5.97 58.41L EDC GCFB 2 65C0133338
.48 .28: .73 2.01L DDC BDBI 3 5700120000
.61 .26L .40L 8.81L C BMGG 9801000108
.27L .36L .48L 2.09 C C 4700000000
1.25 ,31: .40L 2.16L BE AC 0 4700000000
.35 .34L .40L 2.85L C E I 6600000000
.26L .34L .42L 4.84 O [ MB 9700000306
.29L .30L .66 8.23L F D ME H 9600011558
.26L .37L .40L 2.96 E K C 9601000308
.55 .44L .40L 3.10L C BGN 9601000000
.25L .53L .55L 3.42 D I HA 9601100108
.40L .4OL .64 14.13L D I EC 9402100008
3.72 1,52 .40L 10.33L BC AAM 4 5600000008
14.93 6383 103.37 97.65 BBDE AAAA 0 5281000100
.74 .34L .40L 2.72L B BC 4601000000
.41 .32L' .40L 1.79L C DMD 2600000000
.94 .48 .40L 2.64L BD ACL 0 4600000000
.26L .31L .42L , 3.93 D J GC 9700000208
.57 .26L' .40L 2.43L C CE K 5600110000
.80 .41L .40L 7.51L C CEGF 9501100118
.70 .57: .40L 2.18L CF BC K 0 1700000000
4.52 2.71 .51 9.68L BBF AAD 0 9400000008
2.06 1.07 .40L 1.43L BC AAF 0 4600110000
.25L .35L .47L 4.04 E KGC 9601100128
.73 .43 .40L 2.20L BD BC 0 2601010000
.68 .31L .40L 1.54L B 81 2601000000
.25L .46L .46L 3.00 D CKB 9700000108
2.88 .70 .40L 6.54L CC AB G 0 9600000008
.48 .32L .40L I 2.58L [B C E 3701 000000
.25L .28L .58: 7.23 OD HC 9500010618
.26L .34L .40L 2.79 C J J B 4500100000
.26L .48L .60L i 2.41 D NGI C 7602000008
.31L .29L .90 6.83L C F8 8600100228
.55 .32L .45L 8.75L C B M 9500010008
1.78 1.21 .40L 1.85L BC AAK 0 4600101000
.31L .31L .73 10.23L C B 9501000008
.25L .29L .81 1.98 CC HFCB 2600000000
1.07 .33L .40L 2.36L B BG 3701000000
.25L .32L .40L 2.67 E HHB 9600000106
.25L .31L .62 6.28: ED ELFC 9581000418





S 2 # T Name Type
2 13 I 77625 K0
C 1 32 X0547+263
F 1 32 X0548+257







F 2 7 1G 355 86
4
2 1 32 _X0548+274 20 2
3 4 TMSS +30130 28 27
F 5 22 $242 114 420
3 13 77647 K5 5 70
C
C 1 32 X0546+273 62 12
I 1 CG TAU 9 3
F 4 22 $242 196 420
F 2 23 DG084 125
C 1 32 X0548+273 59 12
1 13 77650 K2 15 81
F t 32 X0548+270 122 15
2 1 BB TAU 52 3
2 13 77652 K7 4 97
4
2 16 02684 C 9 130
6
1 17 416 14
1 2 DO 11656 82 101
1 13 77670 B8
1
5 1 32 X0550+269
1 1 2 DO 11673
3 13 77675 A0
1 13 77678 G5
4
C 1 32 X0550+260
4
1 13 77690 K2
1 "41 05506+2010
1 1 BD TAU
1 3 RAFGL 5171
1 13 77696 K5
4
2 "41 05509+2039














1 1 FXAUR 27 3
8 2 "41 05512+2036 17 8
5 "13 77705 F8 11 45
4 1 "41 05515+2007 25 12
t 13 777101<O 2 70
4 1 32 X0552+276 103 4








}5522+2607 17.8 42 184+ 0 81 12 89 2
}5523+2910 20.6 4 181+ 2 45 8 89 3
35524+2841 24.1 51 181+ 2 40 7 89 3
35524+2014 26.6 11 169-- 3 22 4 69 3
35524+2447 27.4 11 185- 0 20 5 89 3
35525+2638 34.5 54 183+ 1 40 15 69 3
}5525+2155 35.8 14 187- 2 36 6 89 3
}5526+2228 37.4 15 187- 1 28 19 89 2
}5526+2158 37.8 31 167- 2 31 4 69 3
35526+2027 38.8 45 188- 2 20 : 4 89 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /tin











35528+2010 50.9 7 169- 2 32 4 89 3 682.09
35528+2131 51.4 32 188-2 44 5 89 3 .59
35528+2231 54.0 48 187- 1 47 9 89 3 .37L
25529+2251 54.5 30 186- 1 40 _6 89 3 .68
}5531+2358 10.2 47 186- 0 56 89 23 .34
35531+2151 10.6 19 187- 2 32 89 1.28
}5532+2608 13.5 13 184+ 1 31 89 .25L
}5532+2238 14.9 45 187- 1 31 ; 89 3 .25L
}5532+2453 15.3 47 185- 0 45 5 89 3 .58
35533+2131 19.1 25 188-2 85 9 89 2 .40
:)5533+2856 23.0 14 181+2 19 9 89 3 .38
)5534+2848 24.4 21 181+ 2 45 6 89 4 .49
}5534+2438 27.5 21 185- 0 36 10 89 4 .34L
}5534+2712 29.8 59 183+ 1 67 22 90 2 .84L
}5535+2736 30.6 6 182+ 1 60 24 89 3 .27L
35537+2658 42.4 30 183+ 1 42 13 89 4 .31L
35537+2905 44.3 11 161+ 2 40 18 89 4 .40L
35538+2125 50.1 31: 188- 2 26 5 90 4 1.13
)5538+2245 51.6 1 187- 1 44 5 69 4 1.31
)5538+2655 52.3 50 183+ 1 54 7 69 3 .37
35538+2414 52.5 41 _ 185- 0 34 5 89 4 .68
)5539+2006 55.8 12 189- 2 26 4 90 4 2.09
)5539+2544 55.8 36 184+ 1 19 13 89 3 .37
35539+2016 57_0 57 189- 2 29 4 90 4 18.15
_5539+2718 57.4 41 183+ 1 44 5 89 4 .65
}5539+2142 57.9 60 188- 1 17 5 90 4 .25L
)5539+2230 58.4 35 187- 1 23 4 89 4 1.51
)5539+2052 59.1 6 188-- 2 20 4 90 4 3.70
}5539+2159 59.9 44 187- 1 19 4 90 4 .88
)5539+2025 50.0 18 189- 2 44 16 85 4 .25L
)5540+2714 0.5 15 183+ 1 19 13 89 4 .25L
)5540+2408 1.6 18 185-0 32 8 89 3 .36
}5540+2250 5.4 2 187-1 20 4 89 4 37.59
35541+2131 6.7 0 188-2 30 16 90 3 .25L
35541+2557 7.3 23 184+ 1 16 14 179 2 .46L
35541+2157 10.1 13 187- 1 61 5 90 4 .50
35541+2650 11.8 55 i 183+ 1 50 6 69,2 .74
}5542+283915.545183+1 62118989 37L)5543+293319.331161+3 44 3 .62
35543+2306 19.7 44 186-- 1 26 12 89 2 .25L}5543+211420.623188-2 7311 902 32
}5543+2507 21.7 34 185+0 29 10 89 3 ,25L}5544+200726.723 169-2 82 29 90 3 ,43L}5544+273326.431 163+2 32 7 89 3 .47
)5545+2625 30.7 58 184+ I 75 29 89 2 .26L35545+25o234.858 185+0 38 12 69 3 .25L
)5545+2333 35.1 11 186- 0 38 6 89 3 .82
}5546+2341 36.5 37 186- 0 49 6 89 3 .67
)5550+2106 1.4 32 188- 2 55 18 90 3 .44L
}5550+2827 1.9 50 182+ 2 39 5 89 3 8.71
35550+2013 2.211 189--2 49 11 90 3 .25L
35550+2244 2.6 57 187- 1 73 8 90 3 .45L
)5550+2454 2.7 11 185+ 0 63 6 69 3 .64
35550+2431 2.9 81 186+ 0 43 6 89 3 .83
)5550+2204 3.7 46'; 187- 1 58 6 90 3 .78
)5550+2924 5.9 30 181+ 3 62 7 88 2 .3835551+23056.659188-1 28 6 903 7.2135551+2655lO.149 181+2 25 6 e9 3 1.21
35551+2818 11.8 32 162+ 2 75 11 89 2 .27L
35552+2556 13.7 11 184+ 1 37 6 89 3 1.43
35553+2642 23.6 12 183+ 1 16 5 94 3 1.07
)5554+2659 24.3 60 183+ 1 64 9 891 2 .26
35554+2013 26.2 44 189- 2 29 6 90 3 4.09
)5554+2035 27.2 40 189- 2 30 15 90 2 .27L
)5555+2750 31.8 35 182+ 2 19 5 89 3 3.96
)5555+2502 31.9 58 185+ 1 80 14 69 3 .25L
)5555+2447 33.3 41 185+ 0 43 7 89 3 30
)5555+2339 35.4 46 186- 0 26 5 89 3 2.92
)5556+2524 36.8 19 185+ 1 31 15 89 3 .32L
35556+2518 39.0 35 185+ 1 69 8 69 3 .27L
35556+2010 41.6 52 189-2 36 8 90 3 .43
05556+2423 41.9 51 185+ 0 79 38 89 2 .28L
05557+2807 42.1 59 182+ 2 38 5 69 3 1.09
05557+2515 42.4 18 165+ 1 42 6 89 3' .88
35557+2723 44.9 24 183+ 2 34 8 89 3 .25L
35557+2546 47.0 28 184+ 1 31 6 89 3 .8135557+2613 47_3 43 184+ 1 46 6 89 .85
35558+2648 50.9 34 183+ 1 29 6 89 3 _ 1.42
3'5559+2511 55.8 29 185+ 1 39 _6 89 2 .27L
35560+2714 4.5 55 183+ 2 33 8 89 3 .25L
35561+2617 7.1 15 162+ 2 50 6 ' 89 3 .94
:35561+2836 11.6 9 182+2 41 6 89 3 1.97
35562+2521 13.8 10 185+ 1 23 11 69 _i .25L
}5562+2918 14.0 57 181+ 3 36 11 89 .33
i35562+2009 14.5 58 189- 2 67 8 90 .59
35563+2909 23.1 34 161+ 3 23 6 89 2.27
35564+2345 26.6 8 186+ 0 46 6 90 3 3.24
35564+2041 26.7 52 189- 1 45 = 8 90 3 .27L
35564+2533 29.8 3 184+ 1 57 8 90 2 .64
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































Declination: + 20 °- + 30"
Associations
V L C
1(30 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
I 9601000108
1600000000 1 13 77721 G5
4500000100





17 4701100100!9500000008 _ 1 13 77726 K5
4
0 9423001228 26 C 8 I 13 77730 M7E
0 9700000000 !


















2600000000 2 13 77750 B3
1 6500002008 2 1 2 DO 11742
9602020428 D







5.01 EC DI I C
2.07L B A









4.77 C FI DD
2.25L C BG
2_47L C B
1.54L C BF E
2.19L E BG G
2.44L D E C B
2.38 D C
2.30 D DD C
4.51 CD GJ EC
2.44 C L HC
2.15L BD AB
2.82L B ABE
11.94L C C L
2.84L D AB
8.38L BD AB
4.67 E E EGEB
7.93L BBC AAA 2 9500000008 16
11.30L C BEDE 9401100238
4.95 FCC BAA 9600000000
2.54L BE AB 5 9800000000
8.61L BC AA 1 7500002008
5.62 DBCB BAAA 8 4600103300
5.88 O L L B 9601010178
3.39 DE MEDB 9680100238
3.17L F BF 1700000000
2.45L BBC AAA 4 9700100000 16
4.01 C NFHB 8701100110
3.34 DD HDB 9600000008
2.49L CC CBC 3 1700103300
17.37L C AD 9401100008
17.00L D el L 9401000008'
14.56L D KCF 9400000108
1.70L B A 1600000000
4.73 CE KDC 5601000208
3.51L D I B HD 6700000000
13.02 CD ! DB 9500100338
3.90 CJI D 6800000108
8.08L B BJ 9500000008
2.85 E i K E C 9600000206
13.52L C M DG 9501200338
14.13L B AF 4500000008
13.91L C BE C 5400000008
3.10L D J DB 8700000100
1.87L BCC AABL 0 5600000000
15.81: CE EED 8600013408
2.33L C S C 8700000000
2.70L D BF 9700010000
2.88L B AA N 3700000000
2.78L B B 1700010000
2.80L D B K I 3500000000
8.44L BBC AABG 1 5510110008
2.00L BC AABF F 5 45020002003.10L C 2600O00000
10.19L C AEFH' 9401102448
66.93: BCCF BBBC 1 i 5281034338
9.15L C CH ] 6400000008
269.91 BBCC AAAA] 0 7300145738
8.47 EE G GC 8781010338
8.44L BC AAH 1 9500002008
3.43 DD CI EB 97000000082.42L C 5701000000
3,57L BC AB E 1 5601000008
4.20 CE D CC 9600100318
8.44L C I B 9500200108
269.91L C F CDEC i 5340133338
2.96 D F 3600000000
1.39L BD ABJ 4 2700000000
10.56L B ADG 9600300206
7.07 CD HCB 9500000208 J
10.88L B BM 94000000081
3.47: B D B E 8600000318 I
8.58L CD AB 0 2400000008:
8.71L F L C 9500200208
13.72 CD L E BA 4400000008
1.41L B AE 1700000000
1.13L BC AA 0 3700000000
5.45 DE CB 9600010618
1.91L C CE 3600000000
3.54L C CGI C : 3600000008
1.38L BC A B H 0 2600000000
2.24L BCC AACF 0 3700001000
8.17 DDC HECA 4501021228




5 13 77756 M3
6
1 13 77759 K2
2 13 77783 K5
4 i
c !
C 1 71 +251047
1 2 DO 11758




1 13 77779 K5
2 DO 11770
E I 32 X0555+266
F 1 32 X0555+202
C I 32 X0555+206
3 4 TMSS +30133
1 13 77790 G5
3 13 77792 MO
4
1 11 PK 184+ 0.1
D
!
4 2 13 77794K7
4 !
1 13 77800 K0
4 2 1 CO TAU
4
1 2 DO 11781
I
2 13 77810 K7
1 2 DO 11794
D 1 32 X0556+206





































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region,
33
Right Ascension: 05h56m31'--06h00m25 •
Position (Ig_O) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m
h m . , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
05565+2404 31.4 57 186+ O 55 19 90 ! 2 .44L .43L
05565+2027 33.C 16 189- 2 54 9 90! 3 .25L .42L
05566+2645 37.4 24 183+ 2 26 9 89 3 .92 .53
05566+2623 382 52 184+ 68 11 89 3 .31L .53L
05566+2543 40.1 53 184+ 51 17 90 2 AlL .86L
05566+2557 40.1 8 184+ 64 9 89 3 .48 .38L
05667+2019 44.8 34 189-2 47 10 90 3 .27L .31L
05567+2724 47.8 2 183+ 2 29 26 89 2 .32L .53L
05567+2322 47.9 54 186- 0 67 9 90 2 .39 .47L
35568+2448 49.1 26 185+ I 20 6 89 3 9.76 2.49
35568+2312 50.4 40 187-0 73 10 90 3 .42 .37L,
:)5568+2733 50.6 29 183+ 2 48 8 89 3 .48 .32L I
:)5568+2010 51.1 50 189-2 56 22 90 2 .28L .42L
:)5568+2502 52.2 6 185+1 55 11 89 3 .25L .33L
_5569+2807 54.6 29 182+ 2 35 7 89 3 3.89 .97
]5569+2716 57.7 17 183+ 2 48 8 89 3 94 .32L]5569+2914 59.6 3 181+ 3 26 , ] 89 a 6.76 3.16
]5570+2307 2.9 31 187- 0 81 17 90 2 .26L .54L
)5571+2322 6.8 1 186- 0 72 8 90 2 .75 .31L
)5571+2119 7.1 2 188- 1 53 20 90 3 .26L .34L
)5571+2815 9.6 27 182+ 2 33 7 89 3 1.17 .74
)5572+2246 12.1 3 187-0 64 9 90 3 .72 .43L
)5572+2009 13.4 37 189-2 84 21 90 2 .84L .41L
)5572+2449 13.7 33 185+ 58 8 90 3 .69 .38L
)5572+2031 13.9 19 189- 34 8 90 i 3 .45 2.05
)5573+2003 20.1 14 189- 2 68 10 90 2 .62 .29L
)5574+2929 28.2 8 181+ 3 i 39 9 89 3 .47 .30L
)5574+2102 28.4 46 189 95 11 90 2 .27 .38L
)5575+2051 32.3 47 189- 22 7 90 3 1.17 .38:
)5575+2141 33.1 9 188-1 36 7 90 3 .25L .42
15575+2309 33.2 13 187-0 35 9 90 3 .75 .30L
)5575+2947 33.8 34 181+ 3 117 32 89 2 .30L .37L
i5576+2501 38.6 39 185+ 1 38 7 90 3 .33: .77
_5577+2036 44.5 33 189- 1 59 ! 21 90 3 25L .32L
_5577+2416 44.8 50 186+ 1 59 I 90 3 i .65 .38L
_5578+2734 48.4 17 183+ 2 85 8 89 2 .50 ,46L
=5578+2615 51.4 29 184+ 2 62 15 89 3 27L .37L
_5576+2625 51.5 53 184+ 2 39 15 89 3 ,25L .41L
_5576+2110 53.6 3 188-1 32 10 90 3 .25L .29L
15579+2553 58.6 25 184+ 1 43 6 89 3 1.61 .37:
15580+2105 1.7 19 189-1 39 6 90 3 1.79 .71
,5580+2224 5.3 32 187- 0 27 5 90 3 15_96 9.84
,5581+2329 6.1 26 = 186+ 0 41 6 90 3 1.07 .40L
5581+2320 8.5 6 187+ 0 65 6 90 3 .85 .46L
5581+2450 8.7 45 185+ 1 43 16 90 2 .25L .36L
5581+2232 10.4 55 187- 0 35 5 90 3 7.56 2.59
5582+2833 12.2 6 182+ 3 66 8 89 3 63 .40L
5582+2301 13.5 1 187+0 65 13 90 2 .47L .52L
5582+2120176 56 188-1 83 8 0oi3 83 38L
5583+2134 19.8 23 188- 1 48 6 903 1.29 .45L
5583+2740 21.2 17 183+ 2 32 9 89 2 .44 .43L
5583+2351 23.0 19 186+ 0 63 6 90 3 .62 .41L
5564+2530 25£ 49 185+ 1 56 8 90 3 .32L .59L
5585+2446 _30.3 58 185+ 1 116 14 92 3 ,26L 39L
5565+2007 30.7 23 189- 1 35 16 90 2 .43L .54L
5585+2631 30.9 11 184+ 2 27 10 89 3 .30L .56L
5585+2927 32.1 17 181+ 3 28 5 89 3 6.46 224
5585+2123 33.1 12 188-- 1 33 t2 90 3 25L .35L
5585+2011 34.(_ 51 189- 1 29 5 90 3 1.73 .54
5586+2241 36.9 44 187- 0 ! 33 7 90 3 .25L .53L
5587+2305 45.256 187+ 0 62 22 90 2 25L .51L
5587+2243 46.7 1 187- 0 66 7 90 2 .37 .47L
5587+2258 47.3 37 187+ 0 43 8 90 3 .81 .44
5588+2625 48.4 1 164+ 2 29 5 89 3 4.51 15.77
5588+2148 48.4 25 188-0 50 7 90 3 .26L .30L
5568+2619 48.8 44 184+ 2 _ 5 90 3 2.54 1.035588+2532 49.2 30 185+ I ,:v i lo 90 3 .26L .36L
5568+2149 51.5 6 188-0 23 5 90 3 8.35 3.17
5589+2127 59.0 14 188-1 34 46 _9 3 .58 .32L5589+2731 59.6 33 183+2 25 ! 4.06 1.16
5589,2828 59.820 182+3 34 11 902 .41L .69
5590+2008 3.8 49 189-1 19 5 90 3 .41 ,90
5590+2244 4.8 15 187+0 70 16 90 3 .27L .31L
5590+2745 4.8 43 183+3 53 10 89 3 .35 32L
,591+2440 10.2 36 186+1 103 11 90 2 .27 .76L
$591+2027 11.2 17 189 1 16 5 90 3 1.11 1.41
i593+2226 22.2 56 188- 0 33 29 88 2 .42L 51L
i593+2832 23.4 5: 182+ 3 33 7 90 2 .42 .35L
i594+2901 24.4 42: 182+ 3 37 17 89 3 .25L .34L
i594+2418 28.2 59' 186+ 1 30 9' 90 3 .25L .31L
i594+2502 29.4 42 185+1 81 20 90 2 .43L .39L
i595+2938 33.1 50 181+4 36 5 89 3 1.44 .46
i595+2201 34.2 58 188-0 28 6 90 3 .28L .32L
,596+2621 36.3 54 184+ 2 53 5 90 3 1.00 .33L
i596_-2020 38.2 39 189- 1 23 20 90 2 .25L .34L
i597+2518 44.9 35 185+ 1 25 21 180 2 .25L .86L
i597+2454 46.7 49 185+ 1 30 9 90[ 3 .60 .29L
1598+2952 49.7 34 181 + 4 38 16 891 3 .25L .34L
i599+2406 55.1 40 186+ 1 27 6 90 i 3 .80 .35:
;599+2222 57.3 15 188+ 0 41 11 90 3 .25L .32L
;599+2402 159.1 10 186+ _ 72 27 901 2 .34L 38L
_000+2448 1.8 52 186+ 61 8 90 2 A1 A3L
_000+2023 3.856 189- 1 51 12 90 3 .25L .31L
_000+2542 3.9131 185+ 2 42 6 90 3 .63 .32L
_)01+2415 9.5' 6 186+ 1 58 13 90 3 25L 32L
_001+2220 9.8 41 188+ 0 56 6 90 3 .59 .33L
;002+2341 13.E 20 187+ 1 65 6 90 3 .60 .31L
_002+2033 17.E 57 189- 1 17 6 90 3 3.27 2.09
,004+2600 25.2 9 185+ 2 30 6 90 i 3 2.53 .81
_04+2920 25.2 10 182+ 4 50 6 89 i 3 1.13 .41:
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 /_m 60 pm I00 /zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
0"ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.46L 2.28 C J I B 2600000000
1.17 4.96 CC GDCB 4640001208 4
.40L 9.86L BE AC H 1 2500000008 1
.81 9.19L C DB 4400000008
.41L 2.51 E GL C 9600000008
.40L 10.13L C CI 9501100008
,98 4.44 CC L DC B 2600000301
.40L 192 D B 6600000000
.43L 2.92L C B L 9601100000
.69: 3.30: BCCD AACB 1 9502000108 01
.40L 2.75L C CH 9700100000
.40L 1.81L B S M 5600000000
.65L 3.79 D MC 6601000008
1.08 7.84 DD ABCC 9400000228
.40L 1.46L BC I 0 1701000000
.40L 1.55L B AN 5600000000
.52L 1.58L BC AAE 2601000000
.44L 3.22 C O F 9601110120
A0L 3A6L C BF 9602100000
.52L 4.65 D' EJ C 8561000118
.40L 1.98L CC AB 0 1600000000
.40L 3.28L B AE 9600000000
.61 8.54L C CB 8501000008
.40L _ 8.19L_ B BH F 9401000008
6.07 6.62 CCCC CAAA 2 8500000008
.40L 10.29L C IA 6501000008
.40L 1.63L S B L L 1600000000
,41L 15.13L D C 7400000008
.40L 12.85L BD AD 0 9400000008
6.17 16.57 DCD MDBA 8400011338
.46L 2.77 C D B FE 9601010220
.40L 2.40 F J F 1600000000
1.77 4.72 CCCC CBAB 0 9500000028
A0L 5.36 E E MD 9600000008
.40L 6.10L B BHK 7500100218
.55L 1.35L C CKJ 3700000000
.64 2.43 CD L HEC 7601000208
.62 3.85 D D L E B 4500000208
1.06 5.43 C D B B 9580100211
.40L 8.64L BD ABI 0 950100;008
.40L 13.53L BC ABJ O 9400100008 l
2.90 2.78L CBC AAAG 2 6600000000 15
.40L 2.21: B O AGDO 8600000000
.40L 2.59L C BD 9601000000
.73 11.15L E CCB 9400000328
.66 3.09L CCE AAC 8 7600000000
,40L 1.67L C C J 1600000000
.69 3.43L D DC 9601000000
.40L 14.00L B BC 9400100008
.40L 17.13L C AC 8400000008
.40L 2.19L C EC C 3600000000
.40L 2.47L B BG 3700000000
4.50 17.77 DD ESBA 94C2011316
.89 6.45 FFDB 7501000328
.77L 5.14 O DGB 9601111108
2.67 7.95: CD GHDA 6500021308
2.04 2.04 BCCC AAAC 8501000000 01
.57: 3.92 DC ,L CB 9500100008
.40L 12.27L BF ADHE 3 9501112238
3.15 8.62 CC CAB 9500100130
.67L 4.22 E KDC 9601001100
.40L 3.41L C A F 9600200330
.40L 3.06L 83 AB 0 9600000000
121.71 172.70 BBCD BAAA 0 7200130308
2.98 11.07L C FA 5401101008
.40L 172,70L BC AA 1 9200101008
.95: 5.61 DD LI EC 9581011428
.40L 10.50L BB AA C 0 4401101008
.40L 12.03L E B L J 9400000008
.47 1.54L BCC ABDG 1 3601000000
1.02 1.94L FC DBCB 0601001100
5.72 23.03 CCCE BBAC 0 9541112338!
.40L 506 C GC 9600100320 I
.47L 215L C D I 1600010000
.46L 10.36L D DL 8501100008
14.44 29.41 CCCD BAAA 0 9401002008
.43L 4.29 D KHHF 6482000100
.40L 1.58L C C ' 1600001000
.52L 2.60 C KB 4801000210
1.12 6.15 DD CB 7501000308
.57 10.52L D J DC 6501000318
.40L 1.45L CC AB 4 6900000000
3.07 5.54 CC DDAA 3401000000
.40L 9.93L B BD G 5500000008
.76L 4.15 E DB 9603000108
.40L 2.92 E M C 7600000008
.40L 9.82L C i 8500100008
.71: 2.13 BDDCjBHGc 7900000000
.71L 6.90L B F E G 5500132328
.44: 3.02 DC CB 4500100000
.63: 6.90 DE L FD 3500131328
.40L 753L C B D 7600100006
.89 5.87 DE GI EB 9600000408
.40L 6.85L B B FD 6600100008
.45L 4.30 C I B 6601000208
.40L 1.93L B B I 4500100000
.40L 9.84L B B L 7501000008
.40L 10.36L DD iAA 9 9501200208
.49L 6.12L BD ABFC 0 6601001008





Name Type (') Mag
BF TAU 81 3
4 1 32 X0556+203 8 4
2 DO11804 46 110
17 432 65
2 DO 11799 52 106
4
3 13 77818 K5 12 70
1 13; 77819 K0 3 67
1 1 BO AUR 3
8
1 13 77828 K5 14 83
1 16 02769C 5 121






2 13 77838K7 14 90
17 435 65
2 7 250289 69 83
C
1 i BP AUR 14 3
I
1 18 I 02778 M 12 110
1 1 DO GEM 3 3
4 1 7 +251077 50
C t 32 X0558+247 79 12
3 2 DO11828 72 125
E 1 16 02779 C 3 115
8 1 32 X0558+226 118 B
C 1 32 X0558+226 79 8
5 2 22 BFS49 46
C il 32 X0558+255 34 12
2 2 [:)011835 57 I 108
I
E 32 X0558+201 87! 14
C
2
1 2 [:)011843 80 110
4
4 1 32 X0559+243 29 4
4
1 "41 ! 05595+2938 7 5
1 2 0011850 19 101
2 "41 05597+2952 51 8
D 1 32 X0559+240 115 13
D
4
1 2 3O11854 88 96
4
2 13 77891 K2 10 78
1 °41 06003+2033 24 3
1 17 443 13
1 13 77899 M0 8 91
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
34
illi
Right Ascension: 06h00m40"-06h05=04 '
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 a 6
h m. o , (s) (') ] b (') (') (°) N
06006+2641 40.1 43 104+ 2 60 19 901 3
06006+2735 40,2 28 183+ 3 51 8 90 ! 3
06007+2007 42,1 11 190 1 43 8 90 3
06007+2621 43.(] 20 184+ 2 39 7 90 3
06007+2504 47,5 49 185+ 2 31 6 90 3
06007+2351 47,E 49 186+ 1 32 16 90 2
06000+2716 50.4 51 183+ 3 85 17 90 2
06008+2662 52.9 35 184+ 2 55 6 90 3
06009+2008 56.3 29 190- 1 47 8 90 3
06010+2113 1.2 44 189-0 26 .7 90 3
06010+2458 2.1 56 185+2 46 7 90 3
06010+2900 2.431 182+4 69 10 9O 2
06010+2526 4.6 52 185+2 72 10 90 2
06011+2512 6.1 8 185+2 37 7 90 3
06011+2316 6.5 0 187+1 26 7 90 3
06011+2829 6.7 13 182+3 21 6 69 3
06011+2018 11.7:16 183+3 49 12 89 2
06012+2951 15.8 17181+4 28 7 89 3
06013+2347 2026 187+1 27 14 91 3
06013+2619 20.5 58 184+2 49 11 90 3
06014+2323 29.1 34 187+1 48 10903
06015+2421 34.250 186+1 50 7 ,0306015+20523 .811182+479129o2o6o16+21o3,0448189_053 o ,0 206016+252537125186+247 7,0 306016+225030747187+133301,02o o17+2o31,063 189_137 9 ,0 3ooo18+2o23,96251183+35911892o o16+27465139 183+356 o ,0 3ooo18+22o85217188+o2719,0 3
06018+2251 52.4116 187+1 66 31 ,0
06019+2201 54.2 41 188+0 68 13 ,006019+223956644188+18815,00°020+23581.0:16187+1 371890
06020+2346 2.1 55' 187+ 1 62 15 90
06020+2352 2.9 49 187+ 1 24 13 90
06022+2040 15.3 52 189- 0 49 6 91
06023+2713 22.01 6 184+ 3 64 11 90
06024+2928 24.1 42 182+ 4 52 8 89
06024+2220 24.1 60 188+ 1 20 6 90
06024+2727 25.7 51 183+ 3 75 11 90 2
06025+2552 33.9 25 185+ 2 32 6 90 3
06027+2515 44.3 0 185+ 2 25 6 90 3
06027+2240 44.8 5 180+ 1 88 10 90 2
06028+2052 51.9 46 189- 0 33 16 90 3
06028+2356 52.8 37 187+ 1 28 15 90 3
06029+2039 58.7 15 189- 0 26 6 91 3
06031+2317 9.3 11 187+ 1 31 14 90 3
06031+2906 10.7 10 182+4 23 10 90 3
06031+2931 11.1 5 182+ 4 24 6 90 3
06032+2537 12.6 8 185+ 2 63 10 90 2
06032+2333 14.7 35 187+ 1 28 7 90 3
06032+2612 15.2 29 185+ 3 62 20 90i 2
06032+2808 16.4 46 183+ 4 96 11 ,0 2
06032+2826 18.0 27 183+ 4 76 7 90 3
06033+2356 19.4 19 187+ 1 29 12 90 3
06033+2919 23.4 52 182+ 4 74 15 90 3
06034+2955 24.3 28 181+ 4 41 21 89 3
06035+2113 34.4 56 189+ 0 76 6 91 3
06035+2539 35.7 36 185+ 2 76 7 90 3
06036+2038 37.1 26 190-0 30 8 91 3
06037+2153 42.8 37 188+ 1 55 9 ,0 2
06037+2338 45.8 43 187+ 1 27 6 ,0 3
06037+2448 47.3 36 186+ 2 32 8 90 3
06038+2006 50.2 20 190- O 70 7 91 3
06038+2649 50.5 4 184+ 3 61 7 90 3
06038+2839 50.9 17 183+ 4 36 6 90 3
06038+2043 53.3 17 190+ 0 81 12 91 3
06039+2640 55.5 39 184+ 3 33 7 90 3
06039+2359 55.8 2 187+ 2 90 20 90 2
06040+2152 0.5 45 189+ 1 49 8 90 3
06040+2038 0.6 46 1,0+ 0 23 10 91 3
06040+2958 35 26 101+ 5 28 8 90 3
06040+2210 4.3 48 188+ 1 43 ! 9 90 3
06041+2311 6.6 24 187+ 1 25 5 90 3
06041+2206 8.6 49 188+ 1 53 i 5 91 3
06041+2132 9.3 35 189+ 0 27 19 91 3
06042+2245 15.0 3 188+ 1 54 17 90 2
06042+2335 16.8 52 107+ 2 20 6 90 3
06043+2237 18.0 35 188+ 1 50 26 91 2
06043+2049 18.1 37 189+ 0 49 6 91 3
06043+2427 18.6'44 186+ 2 45 11 90 3
06044+2032 24.1!23 190+ 0 63 8 91 3
06044+2344 26,4 44 187+ 2 78 17 90 3
06044+2725 27,1 34 184+ 3 52 6 90 3
06044+2938 28,(; 32 182+ 5 26 7 90 3
06044+2257 28.7 2 188+ 1 77 27 ,0 2
06045+2923 30.E 22 182+ 4 22 6 99 3
06045+2425 34.3 20 186+ 2 24 7 90 3
06045+2020 35.3 45 190- 0 47 12 91 3
06045+2413 35.4 42 187+ 2 27 6 90 3
06046+2348 37.6 25 187+ 2 20 6 90, 3
06046+2046 38.2 47 190+ 0 58 9 91 2
06046+2236 38,3 50 188+ 1 80 7 90 2
06047+2124 45,7 18 189+ 1 27 14 91 3
06047+2040 463 5 190+ 0 16 5 91 3
06048+2147 51.1 27 189+ 1 27 5 91 3
06048+2450 52.5 40 186+ 2 83 9 ,0 3
06049+2051 56.1 29 190+ 0 33 0 91 3
06050+2341 4.2 50 187+ 2 37 8 90 3
!H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SM.I SMN 0 12 /*m
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 pm
Declination: + 20°-+ 30 =
Flags Associations
v L C
1C0 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2.42 D J I B 3600000008
1,91: CC J EBB 2600000000
3,79L C C KH 9700130008
5.68L B D A B 0 5502000008
7.37L BC 'ABGC 0 5600101008
6,74: DE DDB i501010458
1.,0: F D K DC .)600000100
11.86L BD ABFE 0 3400000008
11.03L BF AB H 1 9600120008
7,12L BBC AACH 6 _o00000108
12.16L C BE C 3500100008
2.88L C G B L 4800000000
6.23L C CE N 3400010008
6.43L BC AA 0 1400001008
8.16L BC JAAF 0 5600000008
2.19L DBC AAAB 9 1600000000 28
2.19L C S M ),00000000
2,66L BC AA 3 6801000000
13,45 DF KEFC )480120348
5,76: CD I B D 8580000228
5.15 CC FBB _600000208
9,92L BD ACJH 0 8500010008
2,81L C E L







4,14 E M DF
3.04L C J C
2.43L C L CB

























BBI E 1 950000000C




A B 0 0700000000
AADJ 0 3600000000
D 5500000000
1 13 77905 K7 ; 33 86
2 13 77907 M 2 88
i
(Jansky)
5 "13 77911 B2P 9 46
3 4 TMSS +20132 56 26
2 13 77912 K7 I 2 88
1 13 77918 K0 26 70
3 13 77915 G5 23 42
4 1 BS AUR 70 3
1 16 02811- K2 62 93





































































































C 1 32 XOEO1+228 110 12
4 1 "41 06017+2030 38 12
1 17 446 60
1 19!130 35 101
C 1 32 X0601+228 85 12
1 23 OCL 0465 244
1 1 BI GEM 22
5.11 D L GC 790000110C
7.90: CD E CD 9501010548
6.41: DE E ADFC 0 998010033C
3.28 C L G L B 7700000108 i
9.87L B B 6500000008 I
0.12L BBC AACE 0 9600000218 16 5 13 77958M0 3 I 6:,
I
1.77L C CH 2600000000 I
11,38: CD CB 9681011218 4 1 32 X0603+235 49
7.32L E D 9500000008
1,57L C D N 3600010000
2.33L B BB 4600000000 1 2 DO 11,03 56 10."
5,71 FE DDC 9502010338
9.58L O B 8600000008
3.77 D L HCC 7680000018 1 23 LDN 1557 416
16.57L E B M 9700000000
1.73L C AE I 3600000000
20.81: EED DBC 98C211344C A 1 32 X0603+206 67 1(
13.16L C D 8500100008 1 13 77967 K0 3 8(
1 13 77971 K0 1 6E
1 "41 06030+2006 27 1,=
9.69L BF ADH 1 9500110308
9.23L C CC 8300000008
t0.73L D DAD ' 98010000OC
6.71L C B 9500000008
1.94L C AE H 4600000000
13.96L D DH 980320120C
6.63L B CI DF 9501030128
6.95 E GGI D '4401000378
2.91: CE I BB 9700100008
13.96 FE FEA 98C210361C
71.10 BCDF AAAA 1 9381031338
2.35L C B J D 3701110000
9.23L BC AA F 1 6600000008
3.29L B A 2701110000
5.75 E DHD 7800000218
4.58L D H C 3700000000
9,41L B C KE 9501120308
2.75 D F E 3700010000
16.02L B AC F 780011031C
13.38L C D) E 9502103338
13.45L DE CAA 980000000C
3.72 DFC E F G 9540100300
1.71L C AGF 0700000000
7.70L DC CAH 8400112228
3,00 D J F MB 5701000000
66.93: EDDE FCBA 6 8281032340
13.73: CCD A BB 8582103338
5,79 CC F E B 9,0100032C
12.19L E A 7500000008
2.28L BF AFC 1 8800100300
14.34L F C 580011020(3
4.82L E B H 3700010000
9,62 DE MECD 9801030308
92.35L BBE AAAA 0 768011131C
17.86L BC AB 8500010008
11,82L C E CE 8300000010
21.30L E D DBAE 580010010C
3.74 CE DDAA 9501000200
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
2
D 1 13 77974 K0 1 , 7,=
2
D 1 32 X0604+299 , 17
2 13 77976 K2 9 81
1 13 77977 K2 10 8(
1 13 77981 A0 14 9(
1 13 77983 K2 10
Ei
4! 1 32 X0004+237 '112
E'
F t 32 X0604+293 26 1!
E 1 32 X0604+244 26 1,
1 2 DO11933 75 10
2 1377991 K5 0 91
5 1 32'X0604+214 83
1 39 B2.2 0604+24 70 40_
I
35




h-re. • , (s) C) t b C) C) (') N
06051+2123 7,3 17 189+ 1 59 14 91 2
06051+204t 7,5 45 190+ 0 50 6 91 3
06051+2t41 11.8 8 189+ 1 32 11 88 3
06052+2104 14,6 5 189+ 0 57 9 91 3
06052+2122 15,8 48 189+ 1 20 14 91 2
06052+2242 15.9 59 188+ 1 40 5 91 3
06052+2331 16.1 31 187+ 2 32 6 91 3
06052+2807 17.9 13 163+ 4 59 11 90 2
06053+2128 18.9 59 189+ 1 34 8 91 3
06053+2036 19,1 57 190+ 0 32 6 91 3
06053+2126 22.641 189+1 83 11 912
06054+2641 27.4 21 184+3 38 7 90 i 3
06054+2141 28.8 19 189+1 22 6 91 3
O6054+2237 29.3 33 188+1 36 8 91 3
06055+2431 30.9145 186+2 50 28 912
06055+2137 31.1 11 189+ 1 34 8 91 2
06055+2039 33.9 47 190+ 0 25 5 9t 3
06055+2034 34.4 22 190+ 0 47 10 91 2
06055+2956 34,6 55 182+ 5 66 12 90 2
06056+2025 37,3 37 190+ 0 26 6 91 i 3
06056+2551 38.3 50 185+ 3 55 6 90 3
06056+2032 40.8 11 190+ 0 25 9 91 2
06056+2131 40.9 32 189+ 1 30 5 91 3
06056+2539 41,9 17 185+ 3 35 6 90 3
06057+2457 44.3152 186+ 2 18 15 91 3
06057+2430 45,4!35 186+ 2 73 9 91 2
06058+2329 46,4'21 187+ 2 18 7 91 3
06058+2257 48,8!56 188+ 2 47 10 91 3
06058+2138 53.957 189+ 1 20 5 91 3
06059+2052 54,5 29 190+ 1 29 10 9t 3
06059+2042 55.6 22 190+ 0 48 7 91 3
06059+2416 57.2 28 187+ 2 55 8 91 3
06059+2316 59,7 17 188+ 2 25 5 91 3
06060+2036 0.2 54 190+ 0 20 6 91 3
06060+2734 0.7 23 184+ 4 42 6 90 3
06060+2059 2,4 25 190+ 1 31 13 91 3
}6060+2037 4.9 5 190+ 0 99 11 9t 2
06060+2030 5.1 19 190+ 0 32 9 91 3
36061+2151 7.3 12 189+ 1 28 6 91 3
06061+2026 10.3 12 190+ 0 32 7 91 3
_6061+2425 11.2 11 187+ 2 66 10 90 2
_6062+2632 12.9 15 185+ 3 20 6 90 3
:)6062+2019 153 9 190+ 0 31 11 91 2 j
36062+2140 16J4 44 189+ 1 31 6 91 3!
:)6062+2207 16+6 24 189+ 1 39 9 91 3 I
36062+2830 17,5 17 163+4 53 6 90 3
:)6063+2525 19,0 0 186+ 3 77 36 91 2
:)6063+2109 19.0 10 169+ 1 81 14 91 3
:)8063+2712 19.6 7 184+ 4 70 9 90 2
36063+2320 20+8 57 188+ 2 37 6 i 91 3
:)6063+2023 22,2 42 190+ 0 45 7 91 3
}6063+2840 22,7 30 183+ 4 30 6 90 3
}6063+2040 23,0 2 190+ 1 42 8 i 91 3
}6063+2456 23,0 15 186+ 3 30 7 90 3
}6065+2025 30,1 45 190+ 0 74 10 91 2
:)6065+2211 30.6 59 189+ 1 41 6 91 3
}6065+2124 31+0 32 189+ 1 23 6 91 3
36065+2033 34,9 21 190+ 0 48 7 91 3
36066+2029 37+5 22 190+ 0 55 10 91 2
}6066+2512 40,0 56 186+ 3 72 9 91 2
36066+2307 42,0 21 188+ 2 74 7 91 3
36067+2037 42,7 36 190+ 1 30 9 91 2
36067+2107 44,5 0 190+ 1 27 8 91 3
36067+2042 47,1 44 190+ 1 44 81 91 3
36067+2021 47.8 8 190+ 0 56 9 91 3
_067+2138 47,8 47 189+ 1 21 5 91 3
36067+2055 48,0 20 190+ 1 22 5 91 3
36067+2500 48,0 38 166+ 3 26 16 90 3
36068+2037 50,7 32 190+ 1 25 6 91 2
3_5068+2258 52,8 12 188+ 2 62 5 91 3
}6068+2030 53.0 41 190+ 1 26 5 91 3
36069+2142 55,0 53 189+ 1 20 5 91 3
36071+2925 6,1 54 182+ 5 24 5 90 3
}6071+2939 8,3 6 182+5 81 28 90 2
36071+2018 10,4 8 190+ 0 31 7 91 3
36072+2714 12,8 26 184+ 4 51 8 90 3
36072+2025 13,1 50 190+ 1 62 tl 91 2
36073+2948 223 28 182+ 5 48 8 90 3
36074+2558 27,1 34 185+ 3 80 18 90 2
36075+2339 32.5 34 187+ 2 77 9 91 2
36075+2051 34,9 41 190+ 1 33 7 91 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C


















































































}6076+2939 36.4 20 182+ 5 67 7 90 31 .41
36076+2024 38.2 49 190+ 1 26 7 91 3, .66
}6076+2044 40.2 59 190+ 1 50 10 91 3 .39L
36077+2858 46.4 32 183+ 5 62 24 90 3 .25L
36077+2601 46.9 34 185+ 3 22 5 90 i 70,32
}6077+2039 47,2 30 190+ 1 18 9 91 .68L
}6078+2242 48.3 52 188+ 2 37 6 91 ' .54
}6078+2090 52.9 16 190+ 1 30 4 91 ,42L
36078+2037 53.6 24 190+ 1 31 5 91 3 .93:
:)6079+2033 54.1 6 190+ 1 29 5 91 3 1,00
:)6079+2007 58,1 56 191+ 1 21 5 91 3 ,25L
}6080+2015 1.0 40 190+ 1 50 10 91 3 .31L
36081+2503 7.6 17 186+ 3 38 6 91 3 ,42
}6081+2025 9,3 30 190+ 1 25 5 91 3 .34L
}6082+2003 12.6 44 191+ 1 58 10 91 3 ,43L
}6082+2824 15.3 52 163+ 5 64 23 90 2 ,25L
}6084+2055 25.9 24 190+ 1 30 10 91 3 ,25L
}6084+2425 27,7 57 167+ 3 43 5 91 3 2.34
}6084+2209 30.0 34 189+ 2 34 7 91 31 ,51
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)



















I(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.18 15.57: DF KGBD 87C0351108
10.41 15.06: CDDE DBAB 0 690211230C
7,96 31,62: EE FFEC 6682235338
1.73 14,38L C DBE 7900000338
2.76 33.56L D CH 8700251008
.40L 2.10L BC AA 0 3801100000
,40L 1,76L BC AAN 0 7701000000
.40L 1,72L C D 2501000000
6,30 14,10L F J DC 7602225006
72,99L 1714,87L BB BABC 1 648434540C
.46L 24,64L F KC 8801433008
,40L 5.58L C BD 8502100108
9.83: 66,90L CDF CBDB 0 970224842C
.41L 5.40: D F CCCC 9600100228
.40L 2.83 C i C F MC 9700100000
23.38: 20.74L CF )AC 982325742C
Declination: +20%+30 °
Associations
76.84 1032.21 1714.87 BBDC' DBBA 1 840224440C
3.92: 72.99 1714.87L DCF HGD 0 9.40433120C
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 1 32 X0605+214 81 1
D 1 32 X0605+216A 111 12
1
2 16 02837 C 57 100
1 2 DO 11938 5O 93
1 19 132 16 110
2
2 1 3 RAFGL 5179 79
1
F 3 22 $247 260 540
C 1 1 SS GEM 57 3
F 6 22 $247 19 540
2 1 32 X0605+206 23 2
,46 1.10 7.82L DC CB 8602100138
.83L 4,84L 18.42L B BAE 990116460C
.45L .40L 1.69L B AD 4600000000
1.17: 72.99L 18,76L CD BB 0 990311220C
241,27 1708.39: 2563,22: CBCC AAAA 922122410C
1.18 .40L 1.65L BC AA 5 6700000000
,34L 1,33 15.13 DC LFD 6401000430
,46L ,40L 2.32L D E G 6700100000
,50L ,40L 1,96L C BC 7601000000
.33L ,77 1,85: CD CC 3801000000
8 1 32 X0605 + 299 16 6
1 13 78027 K7 28 85
I
1 16 ! 02840 51 141
2 1 3 RAFGL 6366S 37
3 13 78029 M0 1 75

























955.50 1666.02 BBCD BAAA 3 931002320C 2 2 3 RAFGL5180 69
1,80 15,98: EE BB 690101030C
1.66L 18.74L EC DB 0 990126641C 6
.40L 1.63L D CD 5700000000 2 2 DO 11953 48 91
.40L 1,48L B AC 5700000000
112.29: 18,39L BBF BCE 894124641C 4
.40L 1.73L B AF 0700000000
1.19 8.91: E0 GCB 990200140C
1.91L 2044,51L C D 840233441C 4
66.17L 293,68L DD CEGC'3 960124250(3 4 22 $252 519 2400
895.63 1129.78 BBBC BAAA 0 923103153C 52 5 2 3 RAFGL5182 26
48.53 211.39: BCFF DBCA 0 96B03435OC 3 22 $252 458 2400
.42L 2.34L D BM 7700000100 2 13 78038 GO 9 78
.86 1.41L BBC AAB 7601000000 3 4 TMSS +30140 19 28
17.36 54.17L D E HGCE 980224763C 8 1 23 OCL 0476 458
4,82 6,06: DCDE AABD 3 994201430(3 2 1 23 ASS51 522
2.62 10,79: CD FFEB 9880100328 4 1 32 X0606+221 27 4
.40L 2.45L BE ABGG O 3600000000 2 1 GHAUR 8 3
.40L 1.93 D E E 6700000000
1.05L 7.60 C H E B 990100030C 4
,40L 1.93L C B K 3700000000 1 13 78041 KO 15 80
.40L 2.92L D BC K 6600000000
8.18L 16.94L C CI 992182440C 5 22 $252 470 2400
.49 2.20L'BCC ABBD 0 2620001000 1 13 78042K7 5 77
72,69 1156,67 2044.51 FBDD EEDA 0 841213431C 4 1 3 RAFGL5183 67
.68 1.55 6.36 DCD I BBC 8500020540
1.11L 48,53L 25.99L F DCEB 990143530C 5 22 $252 305 2400
1.85 .40L 25.49L BC AAF 0 9500200048 4 13 78045K2 12 60
1.77 19,94 54.62 CDDF CEBA 0 978013330C 7 1 32 X0606+214 34 7
2,59 737,50L 1134,16L C B 940243440C 5 5 22 $252 224 .>400
6,24 737,50L 1134J6L C J FFJ 940144340C 5 8 22 $252 74 2400
.47L .40L 2.12L C BI 6700010000
.35L .41L 2.38L C C 2800000000







































1.61 10.11: CC EDAA 998200050C
12.47L 44.72L EE EHBJ 1 680133310C
3,07 21,45L C D DI B 99Ol14461C
25.56: 83.68 CFE LAAA 960010030C
14,54 2535 BCDD ABAB 0 590102300C
,50L 6,05 C G1 FB 5500010550
33.65L 122,68L C EBGD 970230310C
,45L 2.46L B ABF 2800000000
737,50 1134.16 BBBC BBCA 0 945223330C
20,32 83,68L BBC AAAB 7 960120020C
,96 2,10L BCC AAB 1 9700001100
,40L 3,24 D DKE 9600000000
8,08 47,56L F D DB C E 970302230C
1,16 2,69: CC DBC 5601000000
3,43 1134,16L F F G B H 940200200C
1.01 2.26L C GA 9700000000
,50 2,34L D KG 3600100000
.43L 3.11L C BE 4601000000
3,98 10,96 DD DCA 990101030C
.40L 2,45L C C 9600000000
15,69L 79,21: CD F FDFD 0 970212000(3
3,37 109,53L D D 970210010C
,40L 3,79 C E 9600000000
5,38 3.38 BBCC AAAA 0 3600100000
1,64L 109,53 F DG B 960323330C
,40L 28,26L C C 9300000006
23,95L 73,54L B B A A G 974243410C
50,08L 161.79L DB CDGH 0 960337340C
23.95L 16.27L CC CB 0 990333510C
4,69 14.21 CDD FBBA 880010121C
1,10 17.70L D J C 990000000C
.40L 1.62L C CD 4600000000
21.14L 63.00: C D GBI E 974023120C
1,31 14,21L E I NDB 880311121C
.40L 1.95 E B 6700000008
2,61 17.96L D KBC 590110132C
,40L 1.68L CE AC K 0 3600000000
.40L 17.17L C BF I 8500101106
=
4 13 78050 B1 4 57
3 22 S252 456 2400
4
2 5 22 S252 538 2400
1 23 ASS 51 166
3
4 22 $252 468 2400
1 16 02848 M3 18 118
5 8 22 $252 160 2400
1 23 ASS 51 423
2 1 23 OCL 0476 336
5 22 $252 503 2400
1 ) 2 20 G190.099 597
4 13 78066 NO 2 73
1 2 DO 11981 61 85
1!
1 23 CED 067C 37
4 )
1 2 DO 11987 60 105
1
4
8 1 32 X0608+208 93 8
2 13 78079 K0 7 58
1 2 DO 11992 71 101
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW}.
36
iit !)
Right Ascension: 06h08m38'-06h12m31 '
Position 0950)
Name
. , C) £3 .) Y
D6086+2913 38.1 51 183+ 5 80 10 90 3
_6086+2655 39.9 28 185+ 4 41 27 90 2
36068+2302 41.5 35 188+ 2 81 7 91 2
36086+2849 41.8 40 183+ 5 86 8 90 3
36087+2031 43.5 40 190+ 1 75 9 91 3
36087+2040 46.1 1 190+ 1 17 6 91 3
36087+2211 47.4 5 189+ 2 36 : 4 91 3
36088+2414 49.9 48 187+ 3 29 5 91 3
36088+2152 50.0 51 189+ 2 19 5 91 3
36088+2139 50.3 57 189+ 1 39 9 91 3
D6088+2930 53.0 18 182+ 5 61 7 90 3
36089+2547 54.0 52 186+ 4 66 9 91 3'06089+2313 54.3 7 188+ 2 18 4 91 _i
06089+2607 57.9 46 185+ 4 99 27 91 2
36090+2116 0.9 39 190+ 1 43 9 91 3
36090+2229 3.2 1 189+ 2 45 7 91 2
36090+2738 4.2 21 184+ 4 81 24 90 336091+20458110190+132 9 812
36091+2212 7.0 29 189+ 2 49 5 91 3360,2+282014752185+445 5 ,1 31
360'2+2255 17.017 188+2 16 4 91 3
 ,3+2401 19.123 187+3 70 21 ,1 336093+ 2 22.756181+1 so 8 91 3360,3+275024.08 154+5 70 34 91 2
36094+2251 28.1 38 188+2 80 7 91 2
360'5+2657 33.7 41 185+ 4 79 13 91 2
36095+2740 35,9 22 1544+ 5 29 5 90 3
36096+2015 40.0 16 191+ 1 24 13 91 2
 0,6+254040.033185+445 6 913
 097+283544.70183+546 17 903
 0,7+2022471431,,+1 34 10 ,133
 98+2308 46.546 188+ 502 15 81
 ,8+2502 49.535 188+3 34 5 913
 99+2025 58.123 1,0+1 47 7 81
 99+2542 5,.514 183+5 73 22:,1 2361 +25572.234 153+5 28 131,1 2
06100+2017 4.9 28 191+1 58 11 I 91 3
36101+2039 8.1 9 190+1 24 5 913
36101+2731 8.2 14 184+5 41 22 913
)6101+2240 9.9 14 189+2 18 13 91 2
36102+2454 13.7 7 187+3 49 11 913
36102+2847 15.8 15 183+5 37 7 90 3
36104+2711 24.1 0185+4 36 76 91 2336104+2245 2,.438 168+2 87 1 91
36106+2450 37.631 187+3 35 11 913
36106+2345 37.6 36 188+3 53 8 81 3
36107+2718 44.6 39 185+5 81 28 91 2
36108+2007 48.6 45 191+1 33 11 91 3
36108+2743 50.5 6 154+5 40 5 91 3
:)6108+2300 52.8 27 188+3 43 9 91 3
36108+2545 53.0 5 186+4 96 26 91 2
36109+2551 59.2 13 186+4 62 8 91 2
_6110+2356 5.1 5 188+3 28 23 91 3
D6111+2157 6.8 36 189+2 45 6 91 3
06111+2010 10.3 50 191+ 1 24 6 91 3
36111+2808 10.9 55 184+5 72 6 91 3
36112+2655 12.8 5 185+4 51 17 91 2
06112+2253 13.6 59 188+3 82 14 91 2
06113+2439 22.5 8 187+3 34 6 91 3
06113+2329 22.8 13 168+3 46 10 91 3
06114+2256 24.4 49 188+3 67 23 91 3
06114+2147 28.7 51 189+2 54 6 91 3
36115+2138 30.2 0190+2 85 28 912
06115+2011 30.5 1 191+1 49 14 92 4
06115+2734 30.9 58 184+ 5 54 15 91 3
06115+2336 32.9 13 188+ 3 52 10 91 3
,115+2136 34.0 6 190+ 2 55 6 91 3
,115+2639 35.5 22 185+ 4 51 8 91 3
08116+2259 37.2 11 188+ 3 31 15 91 3
,116+2237 38.3 20 189+ 3 39 9 91 3
06116+2943 41.6;13 182+ 6 27 7 90 3





06118+2231 51.1_23 189+3 25 5 91 4 190.10
,118+2244 52.7 10 189+ 3 54 6 91 4 1.35
06118+2603 53.9 39 186+ 4 35 8 91 3 .52
,119+2437 54.2 56 187+ 4 83 10 91 2 .48
,119+2303 59.4 50 188+ 3 36 16 91 2 .25L
.119+2434 59.5 20 187+ 4 44 6 91 4 1.00
,120+2903 0.(] 39 183+ 6 58 7 91 3 .90
,120+2525 3.1 59 186+ 4 50 7 91 4 .52
,121 +2226 6.2 17 189+ 3 49 17 91 3 .25L
06121 +2856 6.3 51 183+ 6 68 22 91 2 .32L
06121+2731 9.7 2 184+ 5 70 20 91 4 .25L
06121+2300 10.1 56 188+ 3 46 16 91 : 2 .48L
,121+2930 115 58 183+ 6 17 6 90 4 8.38
,122+2318 13.5;10 188+ 3 33 14 9113 .25L
06122+2615 13.8=51 186+ 4 34 18 91:4 ,25L
,123+2917 ;19.0 8 183+36 101 22 90 3 .49L
,123+2254 ,19.5 32 189+ 30 91 3 2.12
06123+2521 19.5 3 186+ 4 28 6 91 3 4.49
08123+231120138158+388 17 812 25,
05123+2724 20.5 47 155+ 5 22 5 91 4 2.54
06123+2324 22.1 35 188+ 3 50 16 91 2 .45L
,123+2158 22.6 25 189+ 2 45 5 91 3 .71
06124+2835 24.0 46 184+ 6 35 29 180 2 .25L
,124+2928 25.1 33 183+ 6 41 6 90 4 .81
06124+2134 25.9 48 190+2 62 6 92 3 .93
.124+2020 28.4 35 191+2 31 24 92 2 3.93L
,124+2814 29.2 8 154+ 5 60 25 90 3 .27L
,125+2109 31.3 7 190+ 2 39 6 92 3 1.83
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































I00 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.28L C E 9602000000
2.31 C L C 4700000000
3.93L C BF 1600000000
12.13L D C K 9401000008
32.68 E E J C B 95420210OC
107.35L CFE EGCC 1 96C324533C 8
29.47L BD ASl L 1 8300101108
2.23L 8 AEK 3600001000 2
31.29L CBD AAA 0 941,1000C 28 6
12.34L E F B K )70000030C
2.18L B AF 8600000000 1
2.02L E C 37O0OOO000
19.40L BBC AAC 0 4400001008 01 3
2.01 D L C 3600000000
8.95 D D H D B 978000032C C 1
27.49L C CD 9401010008
2.68 C B 4600000000 3
CEJ 870133011C
30.29L BE BB 5 7300101008
1.96L BD AD 0 4600000000
3.62 BBCD AAAB 0 3600100008 23 6
4.18 C L C 3500000040 8 1
20.38L C AKI 9SOl00000C
3.05 C HE 4701000000
16.84L C AJ 5400100008
3.94: E D F G 3601000010
2.58L BC AAEG 0 4700001000 1
33.54L C NGB 9602263228 2
2.52L D C 4600000000
5.95 D J GJ C 9600000108
24.80L C KFEC 9601344318
11.31 FD HHD 8501021328 D 1
2.24L C BM 1600000000
20.04L EFC BBB 7 9601100008
5.12 D C 9500100008
3.00 C B HC 9500000000
9.00 CC LCDB 9740120108
18.54L BBC AAB 1 8600000008 14
4.05 C D


























10.70L B AE H
5.33 DD HGFE




3.37L E B K
4.87 C GGD
10.70L C DI EC
4.96 C E A
13.34L C MECJ

























2.10L BCE AAE 0 7600000000





















































45.33 3BDE AAAA 0 9540O1110C
1.98L BC AAH 1 6600100000 3
9.53L D F G 9700120608
8.71L BC AA 2 9500000008 1
9.01L C )FDF 9702134638
13.45L D B 46000O000C 1
3.45 D GG 7500000320 C 1
1.91L BF AD 0 6710201000 1
2.56L B AH 3800000000
4.38 D J CC 9701000108
3.19 C F E 4600100000
3.01L BC ABF 2 2600000000 3
Declination: + 20"-+ 30 °
Associations
Name Type Msg
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
78092 M0 70
78095 G5 14 I 73
78094 K5 6 _ 76
X0609+ 212 111 I 12
OTL'09+276B 59 J 327
78098 K5 2_ 62
X0609 + 240 75{ 8
466 41 I
X,09+231 11 I 13
TMSS +20137 30 I 27
X0610+226 114 I 4
DO 12017 85 I 96
78119 K0 10 I 83
SU GEM 17 I 4
,108+2545 17 ] 8
,109+2551 20, 5
DO 12023 11_ 8_X,11 + 201 82139 1
DO 12027 10 ] 100
78129 K0 8 I 68
06116+2639 14] 1
2 78132 K2 5 I 81
7 78135 M0 4 ] 36
1 AMWW 20 73 ] 270_1 .118+2603 13 t1 DO12033 48 103
1 78139 K5 10[ 81
3 78143 K0 21 45
78146 K5 11 75
LS GEM 61 I 3
06123+2158 71 1
X,12+285 29 l 12







a 5 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm
h m. . , (s) () I b (") (') (') N
06125+2355 32.9 3 188+ 3 53 17 91 [2
06126+2852 36.1 8 183+ 6 95 13 90[ 3
06126+2151 38.6 6 190+ 2 46 6 9213
06127+2309 42.8 40 188+ 3 32 17 91 2
06127+2441 43.5 3 187+ 4 50 6 91 3
06127+2501 44.5 43 187+ 4 48 6 91 3
06127+2929 44.9 11 183+ 6 52 7 90 3
06127+2752 45.5 45 184+ 5 57 7 90 3
06127+2143 46.0 23 190+ 2 62 16 92 4
06127+2130 46.2 40 190+ 2 84 20 92 4
06127+2224 47.4 30 189+ 3 17 5 91 4
06128+2705 50.0 44 185+ 5 83 24 91 2
06128+2250 51.6 35 189+ 3, 22 =7 91 306129+2347 57.9!35 188+3 59 lv 91 2
06130+2657 2.212 185+5 I 58 19 91 3
06130+2353 4.528 188+ 3 66 11 91 3
06131+2112 6.249 190+2 46 14 92 4
06131+2254 7.1 6 189+3 72 11 91 4
06131+2237 9.1 44 189+3 90 S 91 2
06131+2243 9.8 20 189+ 3 54 12 91 3
06131+2336 11.5 11 188+ 3 70 14 91 3
06132+2359 14.7 17 188+ 4 51 5 91 4
06132+2320 16.9 20 188+ 3 16 5 91 4
06133+2419 20.0 13 187+4 22 5 91 4
06133+2246 21.7 49 189+ 3 25 15 91 3
06134+2436 26.9 65 187+ 4 58 14 91 3
06134+2001 28.8 5 191+2 55 10 92 4
06134+2047 29.6 37 191+ 2 87 18 92 3
06134+2348 29.6 29 188+ 3 25 6 91 4
06134+2228 29.9 37 189+ 3 55 9 91 4
06136+2923 39.8 49 183+ 6 46 7 90 4'36137+2631 43,0 12 186+ 5 83 15 91 _[
36138+2224 49.8 40 189+ 3 27 12 92 3
36138+2252 52.6 48 189+ 3 40 10 92 4
_6139+2547 54,8 3 186+ 4 43 36 91 2
36139+2857 55.1 11 183+ 6 42 7 90 4
:)6139+2345 56.5 36 188+ 4 64 8 91 4
:)6139+2809 59.6 15 184+ 6 47 33 91 2
:)8140+2524 2.1 36 187+ 4 55 7 91 4
36140+2426 2.9 26 187+ 4 40 12 91 4
:)6140+2000 4.4 26 191+ 2 47 12 92 3
36140+2220 4.6 11 189+ 3 40 17 92 2
36140+2129 5.1 50 190+ 2 48 8 92 3
36141+2212 6.3 57 189+3 53 11 91 3
36141+2850,32164+8803036141+23346.92o1 +3 29 91
 142+225414.31169+327 ,23336142+2226.5498 3 9036142÷251614.711187+410232 91236t43+2 921.157169+942 9 923
 144+2 26.47191+238 192236144+252726.051187+42°91336144+291329.756183+83,22913
36145+2627 35.3 37 186+ 5 46 9 91 3
:)8145+200735724 191+2 51 8 92 3
36147+2243 43.6 7 189+ 3 56 11 92 3
36147+2635 44.5 21 184+ 6 51 9 91 3
36147+2649 46.2 30 185+ 5 66 11 91 3
36147+2556 46.7 48 186+ 5 33 8 91 3
36149+2354 54.1 2 188+ 4 43 7 91 3
36150+2320 1.8 24 188+ 4 54 6 92 2[
36151+2427 7.5 42 188+ 4 57 7 9t 3
36151+2246 8.0 21 189+ 3 35 10 92 31
3 ]36151+2106 9.1 15 190+ 3 43 6 92
36151+2346 9.6 34 188+ 4 48 14 92 2
36151+2150 9.7 14 190+ 3 78 19 92 2
:)6151+2032 10.7 60 191+2 89 12 92 3
36151+2238 12.0 48 189+ 3 36 10 92 3
36152+2647 12.9 32 185+ 5 83 10 91 3
:)6152+2713 133 49 185+ 5 73 8 91 3
36152+2306 14.3 23 189+ 3 53 9 92
36153+2350 18.8 15 188+ 4 43 9 91
36153+2539 20.2 59 186+ 5 84 28 91
36153+2150 20.6 7 190+ 3 30 22 92 2
36154+2257 29.3 30 189+ 3 27 14 92 3
36154+2525 29.3 48 187+ 5 43 8 91 3
36155+2218 31.1 47 189+ 3 46 13 92 3
36155+2319A 32.7 26 189+ 4 22 7 91 3
36155+2243 33.3 14 189+ 3 60 15 92 3
36156+2804 37.8 33 184+ 6 71 11 91 2
36156+2827 37.9 49 184+ 6 64 26 91 3
36156+2248 38.9 22 189+ 3 89 12 92 2
36156+2321 39.4 19 189+ 4 31 6 92 3
36156+2112 39.7 6 190+ 3 62 7 92 3
36156+2252 39.8 9 189+ 3 24 11 92 3
06156+2414 41.2 36 188+ 4 64 _ 7 91 2
06157+2005 47.5 2 191+ 2 96 10 92 2
06158+2351 48.8 24 188+ 4 72 9 92 2
06158+2047 49.9 51 191+ 3 44 20 92 2
06158+2333 50.5 19 188+ 4 30 7 92 2
06158+2337 52.4 30 188+ 4 51 6 92 3
06158+2009 53.8 50 191+ 2 25 6 92 3
06159+2039 55.5 6 191+ 2 61 12 92 3
06160+2252 3.3 59 189+ 4 36 12 92 2
06160+2014 3.5 37 191+ 2 28 15 92 2
06161+2043 10.4 38 191+ 3 69 13 92 3
06161+2040 11.5 51 191+ 3 28 6 92 3
06162+2138 14.5 25 190+ 3 27 6 92 3
06162+2318 15.1 2 189+ 4 28 11 92 3
06162+2033 15.6'41 191+ 2 30 9 92 3
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags A_,sc.ciations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 vm 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 5ep







































































































Uncs Coef R Flags =
21.24L D C 6501000008
2.38L D B 5600000000
3.01L DE BBK 9 4700020000
7.10: DF H DE 9781210508
11.21L,C AI H ,00000008
2.12L!_F AC 6 36000000002.72L BE K 6600101000
10.56L!E B 4400000008
5.30 B GDKC 3700000000
4.93 C E C 3700000000
15.36L BOO AAC 4 750330166C
2.75 D ED D 9601000108
8.39L BD AAGC 0 970112130C
2.27 O DD 4801100208 4
3.48 D N C 9501000008
2.96: CE CBD 2801200108 4
5.01L B F C 2700000000
22.03L E I K B 960231010C
30.96L D B C 95O023121C
22.03L E DH 96O034152C
12.48L E CG 970000010C
21.71L B AGFM 5500100008
25.07L BC AAEF O 96CO14655C
33.22 BBCC CAAA 0 6400043008
11.40 E L CCC 968014196C
4.16 CC E E B 6600000108
14.84L B F B E 9501000108
5.13 DD F O 6600000018
14.37 BBCC AAAA 2 96000000OC
20.08L C L AH 950116242C
1.81L BF BCK 4 5700000000






2.05 E C E
1.92L D BC
4,37: CE H EC
10,16: CD F CE
15.83L E DE
3.61L B CK F
14.82L C DB
2.24 C M D
10.47: C DE CBAO
9.41 D I HC
41.26 D DF BEDA
1.42 D E
21.93L O B
5.96 D I C
1A9L CE AB
2,66 C F C
2.13L C BI HH
15,05L B BO
18.86 ED EKFB













4 1 17 470 61
2 1 "41 06131 +2237
2 13 78168 G5
3 1 "41 06133+2320
3 1 32 X0613+243
3600000000




850100000(3 2 13 78176 82
6400000000
660101000O
5601000548 C 1 32 X0614+244
9580100338 C:
754232245C 1 "41 06140+2220
480OOO0OO0
95013O000C 1 "41 06141+2212
6502000000
878213055C 8!
980022443C 3 '41 06142+2254
944126587C
3701000000





9501000008 1 17 478
976412240C 1 6 "23 CED 073
0 [ 760t00O000
2.01L D B F 6600010000
1.66L CF ACG 9 1600000000
2.96: BC D ABHB 0 69000O020C
26A4L D BB8 960100000C
237L C ACF 8800010000
24.26 F FDE DEDA 7 97C114340C
2.59L B AG 0700000000
4.45 ED FCB 68O01O020C
7.09 C GHC 5700100560
19.63L C EC 9502000318
41.69: ED GFBC 94C023160C
2.20L E B G 4600010000
2.12L B AJ 7600000000
6.02 CE EHCB 98011O032C
19.48L D CG 760010030C
3.40 O J B 6600000200
6.95 C I C 5700100660
3.49: E D CC B 99002O030C
2.11L C C 6500000000
9.40 D I EB 96000O031C
548.68: 1087.01 BCCO FCER 0 921313334C
2 13 78192 M0
1 23 LDN 1664
1 23 CED 073
1 2 DO 12088








F 4 "22 BFS51
1 23 CED 073
1 13 78206K0
2 '23 CED 073
F 3 22 BFS51
1 13 78208 K0
1 '41 06156+2252
1 2 DOt2097
1 13 78210 G5
2 1 GL ORI
1
5 1
2.77 15.97: ED E DDB 970112130C
.40L 1,98L C C 5400000000
.43L 1.96 C G C 6400000000
1.11 16.60L D HB 97O021020C
5.43L 1087.01L E AAi 920323334C
.43L 2.73L E D 0801000000
1.25 11.72: E F HCE 97002O030C
.40L 3.42L C B t 8801000000
.72L 14.85L C B 9502100008
1.86L 15.23L C DF K 870000000C
.52L 4.32 E K F 8 9700000108
1.59L 12A6L FC AAD 7 970130052C
1.50L 12.65L C A 97012O041C
.44L 11.04L BD ABF 0 9502201008
1.00 16.45L C C 9600330228
1.88: 12.12 EE J F DC 970100030C
.65 4.09L F E E A 9601101108
.81 15.21L EC MDD 9602310438
.42L 11.38L B AA I 9 9601320218
.454- 2.46L B A D 5801000000


































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
38
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Position 0950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
(s) (") /b (") (") (') N (Jansky)



























































































































XO617 + 239B 4
DO 12131 101














*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,=m; 10) High Source Density Region.
39







































































































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
HI
Galactic Uncertainty C
a S Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
(s) ("3 I b C) C) (') N
46.9 14 190+ 4 62 7 92 3 .62
53.0 9 191+ 4 56 6 92 3 .81
54.5 26 187+ 6 56 10 95 3 .25L
55.0 29 190+ 4 85 21 92 3 .25L
56.0 33 188+ 6 31 7 92 3 8.46
59.2 20 189+ 5 25 14 92 2 .46L
3.9 44 186+ 7 33 9 92 3 .64
7.5 55' 189+ 5 19 11 92 3 .25L
7.8 47 189+ 5 25 11 92 2 .25L
10.5 20 188+ 5 48 8 92 3 .45
10.5 28 189+ 5 35 6 92 3 .59
16.1 54 192+ 3 26 19 92 3 .25L
26.0 51 192+ 3 86 21 92 2 .25L
29.6 36! 189+ 5 98 26 92 2 .25L
33.8 43! 184+ 7 56 41 92 2 .29L
41.0 13 190+ 5 30 12 92 3 .37L
41.3 20! 190+ 5 43 13 92 3 .25L
41.6 35 188+ 6 29 6 92 3 1.63
47.4 421 189+ 5 21 6 92 3 .79
50.8 17 191+ 4 53 7 92 3 .55
55.5 186+ 6 28 6 92 3 1.29
55.6 186+ 7 57 7 92 3 .61
57.6 192+3 28 7 92 3 .43
58.3 188+5 50 8 92 2 .58
24 189+ 5 51 28 92 2 .25L
319 191+ 4 52 6 92 3 .55
6.6 189+ 5 95 23 92 2 .37L
8.7 190+ 5 34 13 92 3 .31L
11.4 189+ 5 36 7 92 3 .53
13.3 189+ 5 40 19 92 3 .25L
13.3 191+ 4 70 23 92 3 .25L
14.9 192+ 4 42 18 92 2 .70L
20.3 192+ 4 26 10 92 3 .82
29.6 189+5 48 8 92 3 1.09
31.1 189+5 6_ 16 92 2 .25L31.4 192 +4 92 .95
39.9 186+7 316923 1.69
42.7 281 191+ 4 39 7 92 3 .79
43.9 41 189+ 5 61 16 92 2 .57L
45.9 531 192+ 4 24 5 93 3 .50
I
47.8 49 192+ 4 75 23 93 2 .30L
51.0 10 187+ 6 29 6 92 3 3.71
52743169+6 2692 58484 88 1 25,054191+446 7 923 1221930187+639 6 923 492144186+758 7 923 623158184+838 6 923 2oo34401.+6 3714923 25L3552187+820 6 923 128
5591,0+5 51 8 923 5611739192+422,o 932 71
14.1 7 185+ 7 19 7 92 3 .25L
17.3 4 187+ 7 78 13 92 2 .30
17.6 2 192+4 27 9 93 3j .25L
21.7 58 184+8 29 2 92 2 .25L
25.7 52 184+8 37 _ 92 3 6.26
32.5 42 187+ 6 58 10 92 3 .26L
38.0 32 192+ 4 14! 5 93 3 .66
49.3 0 192+ 4 58 14 93 3 .28L
4.5 58 185+ 8 57 10 92 2 .26
4.9 51 190+ 5 28 5 92 3 1.07
9.4 40 184+ 8 61 15 92 3 .25L
12.6 24 187+ 7 87 19 92 2 .43L
15.2 20 185+ 8 30 5 92 3 17.77
15.9 30 188+ 6 70 9 92 2 .35
22.9 12 184+ 6 100 32 92 2 .33L
26.2 4 192+ 4 63 t4 93 3 .40L
47.616 192+ 4 44 6 93 3 1.95
51.727 184+ 8 33 6 92 3 1.39
52.048 187+7 41 35 92 2 .25L
54.1131 184+ 9 27 24 92 2 .27L
56.61 6 192+4 27 5 93 3 8.4857.(]15r 169+ 6 65 13 93 2 .39
58.3 5 191+ 5 59 7 93 3 .55
58.8 9 184+ 8 55 28 92 2 .25L
1.5 4 191+5 57 11 93i, .33
4.8 40 191+ 5 36 9 92 2 .31
12.4 20 188+ 6 71 19 92 3 .39L
12.5 27 189+ 6 45 8 92 3 .25L
i16/I 58 188+ 7 90 20 92 3 .25L
20.C 51 191+ 5 78 27 93 2 .25L
2LC 6 186+ 8 26 6 92 3 1.78
23.3 4 186+ 8 45 7 92 3 .5825.0 7 190+ 6 63 , 93' _ .47
25.8 16 190+ 5 65 12 93 2 .30
30.2 57 191+ 5 72 15 93 2 .29L
40.5 5 189+6 60 16 93 3 .25L
41.0 24 189+ 6 57 13 93 3 .34L
45.8 4 186+7 113 11 93 2 .27
48.3 8 189+ 6 34 6 92 3 7.84
55.7 55 191+5 82 9 93 2 .43
59.8 43 192+4 44 6 93 3 1.09
4.9 33 185+ 8 76 16 92 3 .38L10.0 56 191+ 5 64 u! 93 _ .38
16.3 20 188+ 7 80 33 93 2 .55L
23.0 6 192+ 5 24 5 93 3 2.95
28.4 20 191+ 5 65 11 93 2 .37
40.2 15 190+6 74 33 93 2 .25L
42.7 141 192+ 5 26 5 93 3 20.56
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /_m K) /_m 100 /_m Flux Cort
($ansky) Uncs Co¢1
.40L .42L 12.94L B BJ
.49L .40L 2.17L C BE
.35L 2.16 3.20: CD LGC
.411 .46L 3.49 C
2.31 .66 14.40L BCC AAE
.67L 3.44: 16.21 E F FJ B
.33L .40L 1.25L B BD
.31L 2.52: 9.64 E E FJ F
.40L 1.53 16.21L F F B
.33L .45L 13.72L C B F
,32L 1.58L 28.34L B B
.55L .40L 3.45 D F
.84L .40L 3.10 D J
.71L 1.81L 3.34 E CC
.58L .80L 1.41 F KF
.31L .87 10.96L C HKD
.30L .42: 4.18 DC C
.48L .40L 7.15L B AE
.37L .40L 12.40L B AC
.36L .40L 2.15L C B
.56: .40L 7.19L BC AB
.39L .40L 1.65L C BC
,29: 2.56 9.74 BDCC BDB
.38L .40L 15.61L F CJ
.49L .80L 4.68 O H
.39L .40L 3.O6L C CC
.48L .43L 3.26 E FEH
.32L .71 ,.48 FE I KD
.40: .4OL 9.62L CE CH
.34L .46L 3.86 D E
.30L .40L 5.61 C KBM
.60L .59L 3.77 D J GF
.52L .50: 4.46L F C CCD
.46L .40L 8.57L B AE
.48L .56: 3.72 F D C O
.45L .40L 10.43L B AC
.54: .40L 1.02L BF AC
.30L .40L 8.74L C AH
1.53L .43 13.12L E ED
1.68 13.32 30.27 CCCD CAA
.48L .44: 4.21 DD CD
1.54 .40L 6.62L BC AA
.34L .40L 10.50L B S
.34L .48: 2.93 DC D
.51 .40L 8.32L BD ACK
.95 .63 6.57L BCC CBB
.35L .40L 1.40L B BF E
1.07 .44L 1.00L BD AAJ
.57L .40L 3.5t C I G
.80 .40L 1.11L BC AA
.43L .40L 2.73L C CDN
.31L .48L 7.46L C BLG
.58L I 1.50 4.31 CC BA
.33L .43L 2.28L D F
.31L 1.34 5.21 CC NEC
.64L .86L 2.14 D BN
2.35 .40L 1.10L BB AAL
.32L 1.18 3.10 CC B
.26L .40L 9.96L B A E I
.31L .64: 3.31 EC HKD
.30L .40L 1.30L D I
.46L .40L 2.53L C 'ACL
.32L .40L 2.44 C I G
.32L .46 1.90L C 'AA DA11.18 2.44 1.38L BDC
.31L .40L 2.23L C D
.63L .58L 1.32 O I MK
.53L .43L 2.82 C II HE
.48L .40L 9.08L B A D
.49L .40L 1.09L B A C
.32L .40L 2.21 F F
.35L .40L 1.41 O I
2.72 .53: 7.21L IBCD AAB
.33L .41L 5 99LI C D
" i
.32L 40L 1.91 El C O
.33L .40L 2.35 C
.34L .58L 2.63L C E IV
.31L .40L 2.22L C C H
.29L .50L 2,55 C F K
.33L 2.09 4.08 C D A
.33L .SOL 1.66 D C
.82L .40L 2.07 C !
.74 .40L 1.02L BC AA
.33L .40L 1.16L B BJ
.40L .40L 7.98L C B D
.35L .40L 6.49L D G
.34L .49 9.20L C r"
.33L .51L 2.81 C E
.26L .58 7.61L C M C
.42L .40L 1.00L C EK
2.77 .47: 6.99L BDD AAC
.41L .40L 8.77L C CG
.41 .40L 7.54L BD ACJ
.32L .51 1.60L E E
.34L .40L 8.76L D D
.42L .40L 1.58 C H
1.77 ,41: 5.76L BCF AAE
.33L .40L t.50L C E
,37L .40L 1.44 D
6,27 1.35 1,66L CBC AA_ a
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep




































06264 + 2029 7
06267 + 2033 7
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:_N).
4O
Right Ascension: 06h26r"45"--O6h35"35 _
Position (19SO) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 .O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 pm 100 _*m Flux Corr A Confusion
ham. o _;, (s) () I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags'
06267+2527 45.258188+ 7 36 7 923 1.14 .31L .40L 1.28L B A 8601000000
36269+2421 54.837189+ 6 29 7 933 .25L .30L 1.95 2.85: CD AC 3500100328
36270+2330 3.347190+ 6 49 6 933 2.18 .75 .40L 1.41L SF AB 02710000000
36271 + 2230 6.733191 + 6 74 29 932 .73L .69L .40L 1.38 C C 2600000000
36272+2827 14.619185+ 8 55 13 923 .25L .40L .53 1.44: CF CB 1500000000
36273+2206 22.634191+ 5 41 6 933 2.05 .81 .40L 1.15L BC AB 19600000000
36274+2812 25.710185+ 8 4934 922 .63L .81L .40L 1.23 D G 1500000000
36275+2636 32.253187+ 8 _ 8 923 .37 .35L .40L 1.07L S D 1600000000
)6276+2927 40.232184+9 u,: 1_) 922 I .55L .29L .91 2.29 CD K BB 4500000100)6277+2747 45.848186+ 6 18 923: 1.83 .91 .40L 1.00L BC AA 11500000000
)6278+2729 51.416186+ 8 25 61923 160.96 76.07 9.97 3.72 CBCC AAAB 00500000010
36278+2146 52.225191+ 5 41 19 933 .25L .36L .40L 2.06 D G C 9680100018
36278+2329 52.237190+ 6 25 6 933 6.76 3.82 1.22 1.26L BBC AAAE 21700000000
36279+2150 56.726191+ 5 6712 i 9332 .34 .39L .40L 1.51L C G 960010001036279+2343 58.057190+ 6 44 7 i 93 .64 .36L .40L 1.49L B BDK 0600000000
36281+2956 9.551184+ 9 44 7 923 .50 .31L .40L 1.06L C CH D 1600000000
36281+2708 11.035186+ 8 39 7 923 .63 .29L .40L 1.24L B BI 0600000000
36281+2253 11.721190+ 6 8741 I 932 .49L .66L .45L 1.46 D N F 6602000000
36282+2556 16.214188+ 7 44 7 933 .55 .43L .40L 1.01L B AE 2500010000
36283+2303 21.230190+ 6 9610 933 .47 .39L .40L 1.29L E C 3701000000
)6284+2516 26.725_1188+; 34 19 933 .25L .42L .40L 2.54 C C C I 9500000438)6285+2428 33.2 189+ 54 27 93 3 .25L .34L .40L 3.19 D F i 9680000140
)6287+2502 47.6 49 188+ 7 48 8 93 3 .25L .36L 4.03 6.53 CD HIDAA 8480000118
)6288+2918 51.561185+9 56 25 932 .31L .POOL .40L 1.27 D G D] 1501000000
)6289+2618 59.739[ 187+ 8 81 29 93' 2 .43L .58L .40L 1.46 C CI 3600000010
)6290+2202 2.841191+ 6 69 16 933 .37L .35L .52 1A6L C BG; 9600000000
)6291+2501 11.148i 188+ 7 41 16 93_ 3 .25L .36L .48L 2.92 Oi JFB 8580000118
)6293+2652 20.4361187+ 8 55 9 933 .26L .30L 1.17 1.44: CO BD 1500000000
)6293+2106 23.216 i 192+ 5 63 12 933 .25L .33L .67 6.64L C FBC 9401000028
)6296+2904 36.350185+9 56 8 923 .56 .39L .40L 1A6L C BHN 1500000000
)6296+2358 38.237189+7 5611 933 .25L .37L .75 1.58: CC LCC 6600000000
)6296+230938.622190+623693393 3.44 .87 .40L 1.20L BC AB 22700001000)6298+275153.050186+9466 3 1.18 .26: .40L 1.27L BD AS J 2060OO00000
)6298+2219 53.119191+6 7033 932 .25L .37L .43L 1.61 C J E 3600000000
)6300+2006 5.511193+5 5911 932 .44 .35L .40L 1.91L C B 2500120000
)6301+2113 8.34192+6 60 8 933 .28 .33L AOL 7.21L D DI C 8400000008
)6301+2008 11.04193+5 52 7 933 .53 .31L .40L 1.72L B B 2500120000
)6303+2639 20.411187+8 5812 932 .27 1.02L AOL 1.26L D HG 1600000000
)6303+2747 21.941186+ 9 62 6 933 .97 .67 .45L 1.04L BD ABGH 00600000000
)6304+231324.7i6190+77013932 .24 1.27L .40L 1.45L C FF/ 2600000000
)6304+2753 27.450186+9 6810 932 .41 .46L .48L 1.45L C B M 0600000000
)6304+2134 29.88192+6 5811 93' 3 .28L .35L .68 6.39L C CB 6300000008
)6305+2218 32.2' 52 191+ 6 88 19 932 .40L .42L .54 1.78L F E 3501100000
)6305+2213 32.6 1191+ 6 40 6 933 1.27 .35: .40L 1.20L BD AD 05500100000
)6305+2801 33.15[ 186+ 9 19 9 93i 2 .55 .39L .40L 1.00L C BH 1600000000
)6305+2104 34.334 192+ 6 45 8 933 .28L .29L 1.87 5.10 CC NCAB 7400000028
)6308+2819 49.239186+ 9 21 5 933 13.25 5.58 .89 1.00L BBC AAAD 02600000000
)6308+2422 51.360189+ 7 42 25 932 .25L .33L .78L 2.11 C DC 6600000000
)6309+2323 57.£ 16190+ 7 73 15 93 I 3 .26L .43L .55 1.15L, C GO 2700100000
)6309+2116 59.E 60 192+ 6 48 6 933 1.33 .78 .40L 8.50UBD AB 26301000008
)6310+2206 5.110191+ 6 54 7 933 .57 A5L .40L 1.66L C BE J 4500000000
)6311+2050 11.E 42' 192+ 6 75 23 93 3 .25L .36L .40L 2.85 C FKD 8581000030
)6312+2414 12.843 189+ 7 31 10 93 3 .60 .39L .40L 1.00L B CE 3700000000
)6312+2326 15.2 0190+ 7 39 6 933 1.77 .46 .40L 1.15L BD ABM I03701100000
)6312+2133 17.7 i 25192+ 8 76 9 93 i 2 .38 .38L .40L 2.36L C C i 6500000000
)6315+2924 30.6 38185+10 34 6 933 3,52 .96 .40L 1.12L BF ABBH 03600000000
)6315+2140 34.459192+ 6 54 9 932 .38 .32L .40L 1.48L C C 5600000000
)6315+2426 34.746189+ 7 78 22 93 I 3 .25L .33L .54L 3.28 C J J C 5500000330
)6316+2631 :]8.4142187+ 8 52 9 933 .39 .30L .40L 1.31L C D 0600002000
)6316+2040 40.9142193+ 6 23 7 933 .82 .45 .40L 1.26L BD BB 107600000000
)6317+2237 (_6.0145 191+ 7 27 6 933 1.21 .52 .40L 1.10L BD A8 I 046(;_)010000
)6319+2457 58.338189+ 8 40 8 933 .47 .35L .40L 5.42L D DJ KI 2400000006
)6319+2440 58.632189+ 8 27 7 93 ; 3 .91 .35L .40L 1.441 C BG H 4600000000
)6320+2630 6.028187+ 8 60 16 93 I 3 .25L .35L .48 1.21: CD ECB 0601000000
)6322+2106 12.8 6 192+ 6 57 7 933 .95 ,42L .40L 1.56L B AH 6500000000
)6322+2353 14.557190+ 7 32 6 933 2.95 .81 .48L 4.13L BC AAE 09400010008
)6324+2314 25.252190+ 7 57 9 9332 .35 .36L .40L 1.68L D ANC 760100000036 17 93 .27L .42L .57 1.31L C 1500000000)6327+2245 45.0125 191+ 7
)6327+2454 46.628189+ 8 44 22 933 .25L .68L .40L 2.10 C MHF 7580000110
)6331+2146 8.9431192+ 7 44 13 933 .25L .35L .50L 2.58 C HGB 3500000100
)6332+2425 14323189+ 8 97 16 932 .31L .49L .45 4.48L C CE 9500000008
)6332+2414 15.558190+ 8 3614 932 .25L .58L .63 5.48L C I EC 9580100268
)6333+2719 18.616187+9 56 11 932 .27 .38L .40L 1.44L_C iC 0600000000)6333+2000 20.149193+ 6 41 6 933 .83 .30L .40L f.75L ,AM 9400100000
)6333+2159 20.745192+ 7 45 19 933 .25L .37L .42L 2.09 D GD 3580000100
)6334+2140 29.927192+7 39 5 933 .98 .43 .40L 1.201 BF AB 04500000000
)6335+2932 30.455_7185+10 43 55 9333 _(_ .40: .40L 1.00L BF BDE 4 1600000000)6338+2759 50.81 186+ 9 20 93 _ 1'• .49L .40L 1.10L B BB 0600000010
)6341+2109 7.539' 192+ 6 29 5 933 23.09 9.93 1.79 1.26L BBC AAAC 03410000000
)6342+2141 12.913192+ 7 72 9 932 .32 .42L .40L 1.16L D D 4501000000
)6342+2708 14.247187+ 9 50 9 933 .25L .28L 1.57 2.52 DC_ KAA 0500000000
)6342+2011 16.723193+ 6 55 32 932 .25L .44L .52L 2.20 D I MI C 9400100020
)6342+2403 17,813190+ 8 27 6 933 .25L .81 4.98 4.85 CCD [ BAA 9401000138
)6344+2125 26.1 6192+ 7 55 6 933 .55 .32L .40L 1.26L C B E 2400000000
)6345+2011 30.524193+ 6 9728 942 .25L .53L .40L 2.07 F MC D 9401100020
)6345+2739 32.03187+ 9 45 6 933 7.60 3.03 .42: 1.00L CCF AABF 10601000000
)6345+2223 33.717191+ 7 61 7 933 .63 .57L .40L 1.20L 8 CG 3500010000
)6346+2245 37.837191+ 7 52 6 933 1.21 .37L .40L 1.09L B AC 1600100000
)6346+2145 38.314192+ 7 63 10 942 .41 .35L .40L 1.47L C D 3500000000
)6348+2359 38.8 7190+ 8 99 25 932 .55L .76L .40L 218 D F B 9501000138I
)6348+2338 48.158190+8 49 7 933 .61 .33L .40L 1.18LID BI F 9600000000
)6348+2020 53.927193+ 6 55 7 943 .45 .28L .40L 1.37L C C 7500000000
)6349+2250 57.642191+ 7 42 6 94 3 1.32 .42: .40L 1.08L BD AC 0 6600100000
)6350+2504 3.453189+ 8 25 6 933 2.35 1.04 .40L 1.20L BC AACE 12500000000
)6351+2234 10.521 191+ 7 55 16 943 .25L .38L .40L 2.26 C J EFB 1580100230
)6352+2312 14.928191+ 8 81 28 932 .25L .34L .45L 1.91 O FHD 9500000(_0
)6353+2153 19.458192+ 7 47 , 9_394;J .95 .43L .40L 1.00L B BJ 2500000000)6354+2238 28.235191+ 7 65 7 3 .61 .34L .40L 1.26L'C BKM 1600100100)6355+2633 31.21188+ 9 7521 2 .34L .41L ,66L 1.35 D J EB 3500000000
)6355+2757 35.748186+10 56 7 933 1.05 .61 •40L 1.00L'CD ABM 40600000000











Name Type _"_ Mag
1 1 EM GEM 35 3
1 2 DO 12258 20 105
I 5 t OWGEM 3 3
12 4 TMSS +20149 25 29
I1 "13 78460 G5 10 75
1 2 DO 12269 66 101
1 2
1 32!
DO 12274 75 111
X0628+244 60 8
2 1378473 M3 0 90
2 13 78480 K5 5 75
2 1378490 K5 24 65
I 13 78493 K0 8 65
1 2 [:)012316 69 90
1 13 !78496K2 10 77
1 9 U03489 69 170
2 4 TMSS +30156 23 24
2 1 EO GEM 31 3
3 1378515 M3 7 86
1 1378517 K0 31 82
1 32 X0631 +244 16 12
1 2 DO12330 57 96
1 13785211<2 18 78
1 13 78522 K5 1 85
1 12 ZG 632+26 28 155
2 39 B2.20633+24A 102 408
1 1378540 G0 1 68
I 2 DO 12352 68 93
1 1 CS GEM 13 3
1 1 KV AUR 49 3
5 1 AX GEM 23 3
11 !PK 189+ 71 14
ITMSS +30159 39 264
20012374 62 1001
1 1378561 K2 6 75













ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8






































































































25 pm 60 p.m
(Jansky)






























































































































ham. o,6 (s) (,B,) C_OrbdS SM.ISMNc)(") (=_)NIO 12 ,am
06571+2656 8.9 54 189+14 62 10 96 2
06575+2612 31.7 38 190+13 62 7 96 2
06577+2725 42.3 50 189+14 48 6 96 3
Flus Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky)
06459+2219 57.8 60 193+ 9 78 24 951 3 .25L .32L .42L
06460+2058 4.3 7 194+ 9 37 6 95l 3 2.42 1.27 .40L
06460+2909 5.9 40 186+12 46 6 94J 3 .95 .44L .40L
06461+2210 7.1 19 193+9 46 6 9513 1,05 .45L .40L
08465+2822 32.494 187+12 42 7 94 3 .89 .31L .40L
084466+2532 38.0 35 190+11 44 6 95 3 2.94 .90 .40L
06467+2051 45.9 18 194+ 9 81 15 95 2 .45L .36L .57
08468+254548149 190+11 36 6 9513 25L .47 398
08468+2000 52.1 4 195+9 50 11 95i3 29, 29L .72
06468+2541 52.g 3g lg0+11 69 9 95! 3 A4L .29L 1.24
08486+2456 s3e23 19o+11 74 7 95 2 .45 42L .40L
06469+2626 57.9 25 189+11 47 13 95 2 .25L .45L .72
06469+2552 56.557 189+11 43 8 95 2 .32 .51L .40L
06470+2900 2.1134 187+13 83 7 94 3 .58 .31L .40L
06472+2858 16.5 19 187+13 51 6 94 3 .25L .28L 1.31
06473+2425 ;J2.E 87 191+11 61 8 95 3 ,58 ,33L ,4OL
06474+2709 26.7 34 188+12 86 16 9512 .41L .34L .55
06475+2539 32.1 42 199+11 45 5 95 13 .63 .34L ,401
0r_75+2001 33.e25 195+9 45 9 95 2 .34 ,38L .4OL
06475+2334 34.8j46 192+10 67 20 95 3 .25L .36L .40L
06476+2127 37.858 194+ 9 55 6 95 3 1.48 .55L .40L
06477+2126 44517 194+9 52 10 95 3 .40L .29L 71
06477+2905 46.8' 33 187+ 13 40 7 94 3 .73 .32L ,40L
06478+2003 52.7 0195+ 9 54 7 95 3 1.16 .39L .40L
06480+2054 2.1 56186+13 60 7 94 3 .84 .35L .40L
06481+2057 8.0 41 ; 194+ 9 45 6 95 3 1.14 .49L .40L
06482+2343 17.35 192+11 68 26 95 2 .33L .34L .56L
06483+2256 22,7 25 '192+ 10 56 8 95 2 A7 .32L A0L
06485+2149 31.9'20'193+10 77 10 95 2 .34 .40L .40L
o6466+2o52 41.250 194+9 54 9 95 3 .25L .28L 1.31
06487+2208 45.1 6 193+10 43 8 95 3 .25L .52L 2.07
06488+2731 53.6 24 188+ 12 25 5 95 3 .25L 1.06 2.49
06489+2339 57.6 47 192+ 11 38 5 95 3 5.83 1.42 .40L
06489+2616 57.6 48 189+ 12 59 6 95 3 .73 .38L .40L
06490+2316 4.6 14 192+10 36 31 5 2 .92L A5L .52L
06498+2741 49.21 43 188+ 13 46 7 95 3 ,25L .29L 1.44
06501+2629 10,41 55 1187+ 13 70 6 95 3 .53 _28L .40L
06501+2222 11,4;25 193+10 57 11 95 3 .25L .32L .78
06502+2937 13.4 41 186+13 35 6 95 3 1,58 .40: .4OL
06503+2212 21.2 44 193+10 32 7 95 3 1,31 ,35L A0L
06503+2311 23.2 36 192+11 52 7 95 3 ,54 .32L .40L
06503+2728 23,3 32 188+13 58 15 95 3 .70L .34L A6
06505+2933 35,2 16 186+13 25 6 95 3 2,47 1.29 ,40L
06507+2132 42,1 20 194+10 67 13 95 2 .39L .28L .51
06508+2300 51,1 39 193+11 51 7 95 3 .62 .34L ,40L
06506+2330 53.1 43 192+11 37 8 95 3 .25L .28L 1.21
06508+2252 53.7 48 193+11 47 7 95 3 .54 .35L .4OL
06509+2612 59,7 30 190+12 51 6 95 3 1,43 A0L .40L
06510+2356 1.1 37 192+11 46 12 95 3 .25L .32L .67
06513+2302 21,2 35 193+11 39 6 95 3 2,89 .76 .40L
06513+2113 22.0 31 194+10 52 7 951 3 1,13 .39: 4_L
06513+2435 22,7 51 191+12 55 17 95 2 .37L .42L i
06516+2313 37.1 52 192+11 27 6 95 3 1.29 .50L .40L
06516+2047 39.9 25 195+10 53 37 95 2 .25L .39L A0L
06519+2359 55.6 38 192+11 62 6 95 3 .57 .34L ,40L
06520+2133 1,0 17 194+10 51 6 95 3 .65 .29L A0L
06520+2141 5.9 36 194+10 33 6 95 3 1,77 .42: ,40L
06521+2417 8.4 39 191+12 45 9 95 3 ,25L .32L 1,00
06522+2526 17.7 21 190+12 29 7 95 3 .79 ,35L ,40L
06523+2729 21.3 19 189+13 26 7 95 3 2.83 1.07 A0L
06523+2437 21.9 36, 191+12 38 5 95 3 6.21 3.46 .67
06523+2538 22.1 12 190+12 88 7 95 3 .54 .50L .40L
06523+2014 22.9 36 195+10 58 7 95 3 .78 .29L .40L
06527+2009 43.8 3 195+10 41 6 95 3 .77 .34L A0L
06527+2250 45.4 4 193+11 24 14 95 3 .26L .34L .55
06528+2641 48.3 40 189+13 86 10 95 2 .40 .32L .4OL
06532+2202 12.9 24 194+11 64 10 95 3 A2L .33L .89
06533+2801 22.0 6 188+13 43 8 95 3 .25L .28L 2.29
06534+2353 26.7 14 192+12 29 22 95 3 .25L .31L .40L
06539+2442 56.0 36 191+12 42 6 95 3 .61 .43L .40L
06540+2038 0,9 53 195+10 55 8 95 3 .60 .28L .40L
06541+2247 11.6 55 193+11 45 7 95 3 ,67 .34L .40L
06542+2400 12,6 18 192+12 59 9 95 2 .43 ,27L .40L
06542+2030 13.7 15 195+10 44 ! 7 95 3 .25L .56 2.66
06542+2103 17.7 52 195+11 68 12 95 2 .31 ,33L ,40L
06544+2457 25.2 44 191+12 78 13 95 3 .26L ,32L ,58
06545+2006 32.9 10 196+10 39 6 95 3 5.54 2,52 ,43:
06546+2026 37.5 9 195+10 44 6 95 3 1,82 .49: ,40L
06546+2215 39,1 19 194+11 77 11 95 2 ,32 ,37L ,42L
06547+2157 42.7 47 194+11 49 8 95 3 .71 ,36L ,40L
06550+2434 O.0 4 191+12 60 8 95 3 .78 ,40L .40L
06550+2742 2.8 20 189+14 41 7 95 3 .96 .28L .40L
06550+2502 4.7 30 191+12 94 12 95 2 .36 A7L .40L
06557+2322 42.7!39 193+12 57 9 95 2 .32 .42L 1.84L
06557+2608 44.7 54 190+13 41 11 95 3 .49 .31L A0L
06557+2523 46.9 40 191+13 39 11 95 3 .56 .33L A0L
06558+2853 52.2 2 188+14 : 22 5 95 3 15.34 5.28 1.07
06558+2141 53.1 2 194+11 57 9 96 2 .36 .28L .40L
06561+2628 7.E 18 190+ 13 46 8 95 3 .85 .31L A0L
06561+2943 8.71 2 187+15 60 8 95 3 .37 .25L .40L
] I
06582+2229 117.8 4 194+12 44 5 96 3 1,16 .33 .40L
06564+2606 24.9 51 190+13 30 6 95 3 20,84 10.62 1,15
06565+2218 32.2 59 194+12 52 6 96 3 ,57 ,36L .40L
06566+2024 37.9 5 196+11 45 7 96 3 1.56 .36: ,40L
06566+2056 39.8 54 195+11 61 25 96 2 .25L .53L .40L
06567+2416 44.8 52 192+13 66 6 96 3 .48 ,38L .40L
06569+2950 55.7 35 187+15 43 8 95 3 1,98 ,35L .40L
,32 ,31L .65L
.39 .86L .40L
1,14 ,43: .40L '
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2 64 ! D DI E 9580000230
1117LI SCI AAK 0 0600001000
1 04L B A E 0500000000
1 29LI B AC 8701000000
1.09LI D B 0500000000
1.00L BC AA D 1 0500001000
1.27 CD GGCD 0600000010
4.10 CDD J CAD 0400100130
CD CB 26O0000OOO
CD F BB 0400100130
DF 1301000000
D CB 150100OOOO
F t i 0500OOO0O0
BJ M 0500100100
CC KBB ' 0400100100
D D 1400000000










1.00L C B I 0500000000
1.11L C C i 2600100000
1.87 C C 2580000340
1.23L B AD F 0600100000
1.31L C CB 0600100000
1.00L C BH 0510000000
1.00L B AB 2700100000
1,10L C A 0600000000
1.01L B AC L 0601000000
1.47 C IJ F C 2501000000
1.12L C B 6700000000
1.35L C D 0600000000
1,74 CC E BB 0600000000
2.36 C C C A B 0500000000
2,00 CCC HAAB 0400001100
1.13L BC kAKF 1 2600000000
1,1OL B AE L 0600000000
1.31 D' MJ D 6500000010
3.06 C C GA A 0400000000
1.00L B C J 0400000000
1.74 CC E BA 0500000006
1.00L CE AC G 0 0400000000
1.05L B ACG 0500000000I
1.32L C BF G: 5500010000
1_00L F F N C G 0500000000
1,00L BC AA 1 0400000000
1,27L C B 1400000000
1.13L B A 4600000000
2.68 CC AB 6401000200
1,05L B BEF 3601000000
1.17L C AE 0500000000
1,46 CC J BC 5500000000
1.00L BC AB 6 4600000000
1.00L BC AB 4 2500000000
1.18L D NCH 1300000000
1.OOL B AC i 4600000000
1.52 D E G i 2500000020
1.00L B BD i 4601000100
1.00L B BC 1500000000
1,00L BE AE 0 1500000000
2.40 C C E B A 2400000000 j
1.00L B BH 0400010000
1.00L BC ABJ O 2501001000 1
1,00L CCC AAB 0 0500001000 I
1.00L C BD 0400010000 '
1.00L C BD



























1.00L CBD AAEM 7 0500000100
1.00L BD ABC 0 3500000000
1.65L D E C 0400000000
1.02L D BF 0400000000
1.0OL B B F C 0500000000
1.00L B AF 1400000000
1.08L i F E 0500000000 :
1.50L iC DCM 04000000001.00L CM 0500000000
1.00L B BH 0500000000
1.00L CCD AAA 9 1500000000 44
1.11L C C 0400000000
1.00L B B D 0500000000
1.00L C E 040O0OOOOO
BCJ F 0400000000
i;;, 08000001001.00,!go 281.00L1.00L 0400010000
1.00L BE AE 0 2500000000
1.69 D D F 5201000030
1.05L C BG 0500000000
1 00L B A H 0400000000
I 11L'C C F 0500000000
1.28L C CK 0500000000
1.00L BE AB L 0 0500000000




5 2 # T Name Type Ma8
4
1 2 ;DO 12559 80 98
2 13 78776 K5 1 82
1 13 _78778 K2 4 71
8 3 12 ZG 646+25 50 151
8 5 9 U03555 42 143
1 2 DO 12568 76 103
2 12 ZG 647+26 38 151
1 13 78788 G5 11 83
C 1 32 X0647+235 44 12
1 1 AF GEM 75
1 16 03230 17 130C
1 13 78793 K2 0 8¢
1 2 DO 12586 45 101
2 13 78805 A0 19 51
" 61 A0648+27 37 ,
13 178816 K5 143 i 57
1 13; 78817 K7 i BE
3 °10 M+05-17-002 66
1 12 ZG 650+22 26 14E
2 13 78830 M0 3 8_
2 13 78832 M0 2 B.=
2 13 78833 K7 7 8_
1 2 DO 12624 74 10_
2 ! 13 78851 M0 1 8_
I
2 13 78852 G5 4 6.=
8
1 2 DO 12639 86 9(
3 9 U03599 51 14,=
1 15 2569 G0V 44 5;
1 13 78875 M0 3 81
1 2 DO 12653 86 10:
1 12 ZG 653+28 27 151
1 13 78897 G5 3 7(
2 9 U03611 29 15
1 IU GEM 37
1 2 DO 12677 49 11
2 13 78917 M0 7 8:
1 13 78918 K0 7 8:
2 13 78929 F5 35 61
2 13 78931 M0 11 8!
13 78935 K0 8 813 78940 K8 2
1 13 78943 KS 11 8,
1 2 DO 12694 71 10
5 1 SW GEM 6
1 13 78952K2 13 i 8
e
1 13 78954 K0 8 7
1 13 78957 K0 9 7
1 13 78964 M0 6 9
43
Right Ascension: 06h57m51"--07hllm36 ` Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct ..8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm 25 /.tin 60 _m8<I
hm.. , (s) t) 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
06578+2713 51.8 43 189+14 45 5 96 3 1.09 .41L
06578+2933 53.8 32 187+15 55 6 96 3 1.40 .32L
06578+2205 53.9 13 194+12 25 6 96 3 1.71 .47
06579+2351 55.6 47 192+13 41 6 96 3 .63 .42L
06582+2618 17.9 29 190+14 64 15 96 ! 2 .24 ,35L
06584+2424 28.2 4 192+13 56 7 96 3 .80 ,30L
06587+2418 42942 192+13 45 13 96 2 .33L ,38L
06588+2754 53._] 4 189+14 58 12 96 2 .25L .37L
06591+2108 7.5 23 195+12 47 9 _6 22 .36 .33L06593+2517 ,18.E 53 191+13 62 10 ! ,31 .36
06593+2417 22.6 19 192+13 23 6 96 4 2,58 ,71
06595+2209 32.3 29 194+12 21 6 96 3 ,92 .50:
06598+2929 49.0 20 187+15 37 6 96 3 1.37 ,35
07001+2115 10.6 195+12 65 14 96 2 .35 ,32L
07003+2021 18,0 26 196+12 i 35 2_ 96 2 .25L ,69L07003+2924 20.355 187+15, 47 96 3 .68 .26
07008+29t9 49.8 8 188+15 75 14 96 2 .25L .26L
07008+2529 50.443 191+14 44 9 96 3 .41 .31L
07008+2226 50,737 194+13 61 13 96 3 ,25L .31L
07011+2105 8,42t 195+12 46 25 96 2 .25L ,59L
07011+2038 9.0 42 196+12 27 7 96 3 6,26 1,46
07011+2625 1L5 22 190+14 85 11 96 2 .28 1.54L
07016+2105 36.0 37 195+12 54 13 96 3 .34: .34L
07018+2404 48.9 2 193+13 52 11 96 3 .47L .35L .61
07018+2520 53.7 54 191+14 36 I 6 96 3 2,52 ,81 .40L
37021+2948 11.6 0 187+16 32 9 96 4 .25L .28L 1.12
37022+2313 t7,7 57 193+13 59 9 96 2 ,49 ,49L ,40L
37023+2940 19.0 0 187+16 59 8 96 4 ,48 ,48L .40L
37024+2520 26.4 4 191+14 63 22 96 3[ _25L .36L .40L
37024+2103 28,1 37 195+12 46 7 96 31 ,25L ,35L 1.43
:)7025+2052 30,7 33 196+12 87 26 96 2 ,25L 1,50L ,40L
37028+2822 53,2 26 189+15 45 9 96 3 .42L .29L 1,17
]7029+2920 58,8 9 188+16 31 6 96 3 1.47 .62 ,40L
37029+2804 59.7 27 189+15 47 6:96 3 1,17 .34L .40L
]7031+2456 8.3 15 192+14 47 7 96 3 1.84 .56L .40L
]7033+2619 18.5 34 191+15 32 15,' 96 2 .56L .44L A4
]7034+2109 28,6 34 196+13 54 12 I 96 3 .25L .34L ,69
)7035+2350 31.3 33 193+14 75 22 96 2 .29L .34L .39:
)7036+2817 36,5 36:189+16 61 10 96 2 .32 ,44L ,40L
]7037+2318 46.0 44 194+14 51 10 96 2 .45 .45L ,40L
]7037+2110 46.3 47 196+13 52 7 96 3 ,69 .39L .40L
)7037+2035 47.0 28 196+12 52 7 96 3 .63 .29L .40L
)7040+2542 5.3 1 191+15 34 6 96;3 .90 ,40: .40L
)7040+2507 5.7 42 192+14 30 8 96 3 ,25L .34L ,76
)7042+2822 13.1 40 189+16 30 6 961 3 20.57 10.10 1.48
)7042+2414 14,4 51 193+14 20 5 96' 3 6,13 1,63 .40L
)7042+2235 17.5 17 194+13 47 6 96 3 .98 ,33L .40L
)7043+2246 20.5 57 194+13 24 5 96 3 21,60 7,52 2.34
)7044+2500 29.2 33 192+14 38 5 96 3 2.87 1,31 .40L
)7045+2035 30.5 45 196+13 82 10 97 2 .45 .37L .40L
)7045+2418 31.3 4 193+14 28 5 96 3 14.75 9.96 2.45
)7047+2945 45.0 34 187+16 37 7 96 3 16.17 11.98 1,53
)7050+2100 0.7 26 196+13 22 7 97 3 3.39 1.11 .40L
)7051+2410 10,6 44 193+14 18 5 96 3 35.15 18.23 3.48
)7053+2933 20.6 30 188+16 59 6 96 3 ,75 ,30L .40L
)7053+2119 21.8 33 196+13 28 5 97 3 2.79 .83 ,40L
)7054+2504 28.8 13 192+15 56 6 96 3 1,13 ,41L .40L
)7056+2943 37.5 15 188+17 54 5 96 3 1.69 .47: ,40L
)7056+2201 37.6 27 195+13 41 9 97 2 .35 ,34L ,40L
)7060+2946 5.5 9 188+17 35 5 96 3 ,95 ,35L .40L
)7062+2041 13.4 6 196+13 34 7 97 2 .42: ,66 5.19:
)7062+2222 15.0 29 195+14 21 5 97 3 9,17 5,26 ,59
)7063+2120 20.3 14 196+13 23 6 97 3 .70 ,33L .40L
)7063+2043 20.5 4 196+13 32 6 97 3 .47 .97 5.55
)7064+2828 29.3 47 189+16 26 5 96 3 1.38 .84 .40L
)7064+2548 29.8 36 191 +15 94 12 96 2 .29 ,30L .40L
)7065+2636 30.3 24 191+15 27 10 96 3 ,48 .31L ,40L
)7067+2543 43.7 35 192+15 64 11 96 2 ,29 ,48L ,40L
)7067+2644 45.0 43 191+16 45 17 96 2 .33L .47L .60
)7067+2226 46,2 44 195+14 52 6 97 3 .82 ,32L ,40L
)7070+2840 2,0 60 189+16 53 10 96 2 ,37 ,29L .40L
)7071+2119 7.5 54 196+13 51 5 97 3 ,90 ,41L ,40L
)7075+2858 31.9 9 188+17 34 6 96 3 2,78 1,05 ,40L
)7076+270_,. 4t.6 1 190+16 23 7 96 3 8.51 2.01 .46L
)7080+255_ 1.6 52 191+16 29 9 96 3 ' ,38L ,34L ,99
)7081+2444 11.9 51 193+15 18 4 97 3 3,35 ,99 ,40L
)7084+2629 26.5 19 191+16 56 6 96 3 ,91 ,36L ,40L
)7084+2020 27,7 32 197+13 82 10 97 2 ,30 .43L ,40L
)7084+2915 28,7 5 188+17 39 9 96 3 ,25L .32L 1,15
)7084+2033 29.4 14 197+13 74 6 97 3 ,73 ,37L ,40L
)7085+2816 34.7 24 189+17 58 10 96 3 ,31 ,31L ,40L
)7088+2942 53.1 33 188+17 44 14 97 2 ,45 ,33L ,40L
)7089+2711 56.8 20 190+16 29 5 96 3 2,56 1.28 ,40L
)7091+2828 7.3 21 189+17 71 9 96 2 ,39 ,34L .40L
)7092+2609 14,8 18 191+16 28 7 97 3 ,25L ,32L 1,40
)7092+2840 17,3 23 189+17 43 13 96 3 ,25L ,32L ,50
)7093+2327 19.1 55 194+15 54 19 97 2 ,25L ,57L ,67L
)7093+2312 20.2 25 194+15 56 7 97_ 3 .42 .35L .40L)7093+2522 21.6 21 192+16 14 v 97! . ,50L 1,71L ,95L
)7094+2639 25.2 1 191+16 55 6 971 3 ,39 ,35L ,40L
)7094+2412 25.3 49 193+t5 54 6 97 3 ,53 ,28L ,40L
)7097+2739 42.4 15 190+17 44 S 97 3 ,41L ,30L ,86
)7098+2126 48.4 12 196+14 50 9 9713 .66 ,36L .40L)7098+2751 50.6 36 190+17 32 o 971 o .25L .43L .81
)7103+2510 21.9 22 192+16 53 11 971 3 ,25L ,26L .59
)7t07+2041 47.1 42 t97+14 68 19 97 3 ,25L .43L ,40L
)7108+2309 53,9 59 194+15 65 16 97 3 ,25L .39L .70)7109+2526 56.8 33 192+16 81 10 97 _ .37 .37L .40L
)7t14+2600 24.3 47 192+16 74 8 97 2 .36 .40L .40L




.40L 1.00L C B B
4o, 13o,c.40L 1.08L K
.71 1.74 CD BC
.66 1.65: DF BF
.5.6L 1.00L C F I
.40L 1.08L C D
,40L 1,00L BC AB
.40L 100L BE AE
,40L = 1,00L! BD AC
,40L 1,22L E E
,49L 1,63 C DGD
,40L 1,00L B AL H
_66 1.23 DC BB
A0L 1.02L C DH J
.58 1.99 CC CB






100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 '# T Name Type (") Ma 8
1.OOL B ACG 0500000000 1 13 78968 K2 9 71
1.00L B AB 0400010000 1 2 DO 12716 63 113
1.04L BD ADNK 0 0400000000 1 13 78969K5 1 81
05OO0OO0OO
0500000000 1 13 78979 G5 26 85
0400100000
0400100000 1 12 ZG 658+24 44 15E
0400000000 2 12 ZG 658+27 56 151
54OOOO0OOO
050100OOOO










1.OOL BC AAF 0 8500000000 6 38
1.00L D !CG 0400000000 20 85
3.06 C DD 'FLCE 7482000240 123 12
3 13 78999 K0
1 13 79005 G5
2 13 79009 F8
4 9 U03649
1 13 79025 K2
3 9 U03652
C
5 13 79031 G0P
1 13 79032 G5
C 1 32 X0701+210




1.00L B CI J
1,44 C K B
3,35 CC DMAA









1.08L F E H
1.OOL C B F
1.00L B B M
05OOOO0OOO
4 1600002000 2 2 DO 12763 49 108
24OOOO00O0





0500000000 3 12 ZG 702+28 35 148
0 06O00OOOOO
0500000000 2 13 79050 M0 10 88
1500000000 t 13 79054 K2 3 71
05OOOOOOOO
3400100000
1300000100 1 t2 ZG 703+23 73 153
0500000000 1 13 79058 K0 4 85
0400000000 1 13 79060 K0 15 87
2500100000
1500000000 2 13 79063 M0 3 86
1.OOL BF BKDL O[ 15000OO000
1.28 CD FMBB 9j 1500000000,85: DDCD AAAE 0640000200
1.00L BC AAJ 0400101010
1.OOL B B K 0500000000
1.42 BCFC AAAA 9 0400000000 16
1.00L CC AAH 0 1500001000
1.00L C B 1500000000
1.00L BCE AAAF 9 0400101010 29
1.00L BBC AAA 0 1510000000
1.00L BC AB 1 0501000000
2,21 CBCC AAAA 4 0300000000
1.00L B B K 0500000000
1,00L BC ABGH 4 0500001000
1.05L C A F 0600000000 J
1.00L BF AE 1 1500000000
1.28L E E 0400000000
1.00L B BD 0501000000
14.91 EDDF CAAA 0 0200121220
1.00L BBC AAC 4 0500000000
1.OOL B B F 0400020000
12.85: CCDE CAAB 1 0200121220
1.00L B D A B 0 ' 0500000000
1.00L C Dl 0500110000
1.00L C BJ 2400010000
1.00L C DM 0500110000
1.48L C DDD 1400000000
1.00L B B 0500000000
1,17L C B N 0500000000
1,00L B BL 0400010000
1,00L BC AB 2 0400001000
1.00L CE AAD 9 0400000000
2.64 CD FFAB 0580000100
1,00L BC AA 1 0500000000
1.03L B BD L 0500000010
1.00L C D M 0500000000
3.38 CC CBA 0200000000
1.01L C AI 0500010000
1.00L C DHM 0400010000
1.07L C D O400O0O000
1.00L BD AA 0 0600000000
1.00L C O 0500000000
2,18 CC FAA 0500000000
1.69 CC K EB 0400000000
1.55 D CFC 1500000000
1.00L C DL 1500000000
1,44 C CABB 3500010100
1.11L C C 0500000000
1,00L C B 0500000000
1.20: CD L BC 0300000000
I,OOL D BLL 1600000000
1.84 CD J BB 0400000100
1,00L C ED 3500000100
3.30 C L KC 2480000140
2.18 CC KFAA 1400000000
1.10L E D I 2500OOOOOO
1.OOL C B M 1600000000
1,02L BD AB 0 2600001000
14 4
42 1 AM GEM 6 513 79065 MO 2 68
3 13 79067 K5 3
6 13 79070 SE 4 65
1 2 DO 12791 23 108
1 13 79078 K5 31 85
2 4 TMSS +30177 42 27
1 2 DO 12800 79 101
4 2 DO 12802 59 108I
320012807 s3 931 79098 K5 12 i 83
1 13 79103 M0 10 92
1 13 79102 K2 14 80
1 2 DO 12812 50 I 101
D122 10 M +03-19-003 1312 DO 12820 44 115
1 1 2 DO 12822 37 103
D 6 9 U03709 49 126
2 13 79121 GO 16 70
1 13 79125 1<2 1 85
1 13 79126 K2 27 77
1 13 79131 G5 12 65
1 2 DO 12827 61 108
4 9 U03726 23 148
2 t3 79140 M0 6 80
1 13 79142 K0 27 67
1 13 79143G5 23 77U03731 57 148
1 2 DO 12841 58 106
1 13 79144 M0 17 90
2 DO 12845 81 10112 ZG 709+26 60 153
1 12 ZG 709+28 73 155
2 9 U03736 15 156
1 13 79164 K0 7 77
2 13 79162 F5 17 57
1 t3 79174 G5 11 77
2 12 ZG 709+27 41 151
1 12 ZG 710+25 47 156
3 9 U03751 82 148
1 13 79192 1<7 12 90
2 13 79197 K0 5 75
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
44
'1 ll_









































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a (6),,Coords/b SMJ SMN 00 12 pm 25 .am 60 _tm(s) (") ('_ (') N (Jansky)
22 193+16 28 7 97 3 6.52 .40L
45 197+14 81 29 97 2 2.09L ,40L
19 190+17 19 6 97 3 2.21 ,40L
21 194+16 59 11 97 3 .43L 1,07
57 194+15 93 27 97 2 .25L ,40L
1 192+17 53 10 97 3 .25L 2,54
19 196+15 32 6 97 3 2.61 .40L
1 192+17 61 10 97 3 .45 ,40L
11 190+17 39 5 97 3 10.01 .41:
14 197+14 49 8 97 3 ,58 .40L
29 193+16 78 30 97 2 ,66L ,54L
11 197+15 30 25 97 3 ,31L .40L
52 193+16 51 6 97 3 .61 .40L
6 192+17 44 6 97 3 5,43 .40L
45 188+18 56 9 97 3 ,25L 1,23
39 196+15 47 13 97 3 .25L .59
55 190+18 79 20 97 2 .27L ,37
51 191+17 72 7 97 3 1.07 .40L
16 192+17 51 6 97 3 ,65 .40L
33 188+18 55 8 97 3 1,79 .40L
3 195+16 69 9 97 2 ,37 .40L
52 194+16 33 8 97 3 .25L 1.41
46 196+15 52 5 97 3 1,52 .40L
19 193+16 38 8 97 3 2,12 .40L
52 194+16 45 7 97 3i .64 .43L
30 190+18 28 11 97 2 .43 ,40L
16 197+15 41 17 98 2 .28L .45L
55 195+16 73 39 97 2 .29L ,40L
51 191+18 65 15 97 3 .25L .45L
38 193+17 62 9 97 2 .49 1.07L
9 191+18 25 10 97 3 .49 .40L
9 196+16 63 11 98 2 .34 .40L
48 188+19 22 6 97 3 6.22 .53:
15 193+17 55 10 97 3 .25L .78
21 194+17 63 16 97 2 .42L .50
44 191+18 48 13 97 2 ,27 .40L
21 197+15 42 7 98 3 .70 .40L
34 195+16 77 30 98 2 .29L .41L
33 196+16 40 5 98 3 3.92 .41L
26 190+18 41 61 97 3 .98 .40L
I
74 12! 98 3 .28L .4938 196+16
48 195+16 30 30 I 98 2 .25L ,49L
2 196+16 47 5 i 98 .54 ,40L
39 192+18 29 81 97 3 .25L .77
47 195+17 93 18 98 2 .29L .52
6 189+19 34 21 97 2 ,58L .49L
6 192+18 46 6 97 3 .61 .40L
40 193+17 37 4 97 3 34.88 1 2.84
16 192+18 44 6 98 3 .50 ,40L
23 192+18 57 16 98 2 ,30 .40L
39 192+18 43 16 98 2 .45L .50
3 189+19 64 8 97 3 .57 .40L
60 189+19 60 13 98 2 .31 .40L
46 193+18 87 9 98 2 .35 .40L
57 195+17 62 5 98 3 .89 .40L
22 198+16 26 5 98 3 12.63 .56:
21 190+19 63 27 97 3 .32L .40L
14 189+19 46 19 98 2 .29L .42
17 196+16 70 17 98 2 .31L .40L
15 189+19 50 7 98 2 .44 ,40L
29 198+16 54 10 98 3 ,25L 1.07
17 196+17 52 9 98 3 .25L .66
12 193+16 58 9 98 2 .30 .40L
18 193+18 84 13 98 2 .43L .52
55 193+18 34, 5 98 3 3.19 .40L
15 196+17 65! 15 96 2 ,43L ,56
41 191+19 50' 7 98 3 .62 .40L
16 193+18 90 16 98 2 .25L .41:
56 197+16 24 9 98 2 .45L 1.19
e 194+18 56 12 98 3 .39L .77
3 191+19 49 11 98 2 .45 .40L
._ 191+19 45 8 98 3 .25L 1.35195+18 25 7 98 3 .25 1.45
31 194+18 72 12 98 3 .41L .61
25 189+20 24 5 98 3 .61 8.36
37 194+18 72 12 98 3 .40L .65
56 191+19 27 6 98 3 11.33 .46:
56 195+18 25 6 98 2 2.65 .40L
18 193+19 35 5 98 3 5.38 .40L
23 191+19 33 5 98 3 4.38 .41L
26 196+18 i 59 10 98 3 .25L .93
20 190+20 40 8 98 3 .25L .98
59 192+19' 77 12 98 3 25L .95
22 196+18 68 23 98 2 ,25L .40L
198+17 i 46 7 98 3 ,41 .40L198+17 57 8 98 3 .60 ,40
52 195+18 90 12 98 3 ,31L .57
48 196+18 37 18 98 2 ,68L ,36:
38 197+18 21 6 98 3 4,77 ,40L
56 197+17 45 6 98 3 .88 .40L
2 1190+20 65 13 98 3 .33L .56199+17 49 8 98 .40 ,40L48
45 194+19 38 16 98 2 .28L .40L
10 197+17 62 6 98 3 .54 .40L
22 192+20 69 10 98 3 .31 40L
22 191 +20 46 6 98 2 1,62 .50L
28 197+18 39 9 98 3 .98 .40L
42 198+17 34 7 98 3 ,25L 1.69
,_ 197+18 79 11 98 2 ,27L .52198+17 21 5 98 3 .86 20,45
V L C
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L BC AAEG 0 0500000000
1.69 D NM G 3500000010
1.00L BD AA E 4 0500000000
1.80 CC FJ AA 1400000100
1,39 D KJ C 1500000000
3.36 DCC DAA 1400000000
1.01L BE AC 7 0600000000
1,00L C CCI 2500010000
1,00L BBD AAE 1 0500000000 17
1.00L B e 1600000000
1,19 C H KC 1500000000
1,13 C EH E 3501000030
1.00L B B 150001O0OO
1.00L BC AAFE 0 2500000000
2.62 CC I BB
1.13L C I BF
1.00L D D
1.45L B A D L







1.00L C B H
1.03 D GDEF
1.12 D G






















1.00L BBC AAC 4 6500000000
1D4L C E B D 040000O000
1.00L C H DE 1500000000
1.00L G F G M 0500000000
1.00L F BC 1501000000
1.67 D H B 5580000220
1.00L BC AAI 0 1500001000
1.00L BD AB G 1 2500002000
1,00L C L KA 1500100000
1.70 F H D E 5680000250
1.00L B BF K 3601110000
1,71 ECC CCC 0400100000
1.07L C DE 2601000000
1,24 C N B B 3500000000
1.15L C B M 0500100100
1,28: BBCC AAAD 0 1401000000 29
1,00L C B L 0500010000
1,00L C D 1501000000
1.10L D D 0400000000
1.10L C CL 3500000000
1,78L C D D 4501010000
1,00L C CH 2501000000
1.12L B AE J 2500000000
1.00L BBD AAS 0 0500000000 16
1.48 C L M F 4580000030
1.00L D GH 5500100000
1.26 D C C 4500000000
1,00L D B 4500100000
1.72 CC J AB 0400000000
1,98 C C N C A 2400000200
1.00L C D 1500000000
1.84L C KDBB 0500100000
1,00L BD AB 0 0500100000
1,07: C C N E B 2500000000
1.00L C B N 0600020000
1.30 DF CBC 1500000000
2.01L D J I AB 0500000010
1.00L C LFCF 1500000000
1.30L C C M 1600000000
3.06 CC LDAA 1500000000
4.64 CC FNAA 2300000000
1.00L C KC 1500000000
9.42 BBCC CBAA 0; 2200023000
1.03L C GDD 1500000000
1.00L BCD AAB 01 0600000000 19
1.00L BD ABD 1 0500000000
1,00L BC AAt 4 0500001000
1.00L BB AAE 1 0600001000
2.00 DC J BB 0400001000
2.03 D B G A A 0500000000
1.48: CD AB 0401000000
1.55 E J B 1400000000
1.00L C CEN 2600010000
1.00L F CE K 1500000000
1,31 CC I CB 0500000000
.90: ED:H EB 1400000000
1.00L BC IAADD I 1500002100
1,00L BE A H 0 0500000000
1.60 CC MDCA 1400000000
1.12L C DG K 1501000000
1,50 D E D 2401000040
1.00L D BECK 0500000000
1.00L C D 0400OOO0OO
1,00L C ADK 1500000000
1,00L B AHL 0500000000
4.25 CC LLAA 0300000000
1.00L C L BD 0500000000
16.12 CBCC BAAA 3 0200000000
Name Type Mag
5 13 79199 K0 6 60
1 2 DO 12886 42 106
3 9 J03770 4 153
1 12 ZG 712+26 7 153
1 13 79216 K5 11 73
5 13 79221 M0 1 58
1 13 79226 K2 2 93
1 12 ZG 713+25 67 156
8
2 13 79234 M0 7 87
1 1 WZ GEM 22 3
3 i 9 U03777 41 145
1 13 79241 G5 t6 65
1 13 79243 K0 2 73
1 1 GY GEM 39 3
3 9 U03782 53 146
1 13 79250 K2 18 80
1 1 RV GEM 5 3
, :
2; 9 J03791 49 153
1 13 79285 G5 31 80
1 1 HK GEM 4 3
6 13 79294 F0 6 35
8 4 9 U03806 75 153
1 13 79297 M0 12 86
2 12 ZG 717+26 40 153
1 12 ZG 717+23 50 156
2 12 ZG 717+29 71 148
1 13 79304 K2 26 82
5 4 TMSS +30182 17 29
1 13 79316 GO 13 78
1 13 79319 K2 19 81
1 2 DO 12960 74 98
2 13 79326 M0 31 90
5 13 79328 K2 1 51
1 13 79331 K2 9 80
43 9 U03827 59 148
2 13 79349 M0 26 88
2 13 79352 G5 3 50
1 12 ZG 720+21 77 155
2 13 79366F0 25 56
4 10 M+05-19-011 65
3 9 U03835 4 143
3 3 "11 PK189+19,1 29 130
4 13 793741(0 4 38
3 13 79382 MO 7 85
1 2 DO13016 21 108
2 12 ZG 723+23 26 146
3 13 79391 F0 12 58
1 13 79392 M0 22 80
1 12 ZG 724+24 58 153
2 3 13 79401 K5 2 68
2 13 79403 F5 5 52
1 12 ZG 725+29 19 151
8 1 32 X0725+247 72 8
1 13 79410 G5 16 70
2 13 79413 M0 1 90
1 13 79414 K0 7 65
1 13 79425 K0 5 80
1 10 M+03-19-017 45
3 7 NGC2392 2





Galactic Uncertainty OC8 Coords SM] SMN O 12 ama
(s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
t ,40L !07262+2813 201191+20 41 8 I 98 3 .50
07263+2253 321196+18 31 61 98 3 6.47 .36:
07264+2701 581192+20 41 6 I 98 3 .95 .40L
07267+2801 161191+20 41 6 I 98 3 4.29 .40L
07268+2654 21192+20 71 9 I 98 2 .70 .40L
07272+2518 41 1194+19 45 61 98 3 ,62 .40L
07272+2045 481198+18 90 101 99 3 .26 .40L
07272+2917 43 1190+21 67 14 ! 98 2 39 .40L
07273+2533 141194+19 44 8 I 88 3 .33 .40L
07275+2243 131196+18 72 7 t 99 2 .38 .40L
07277+2314 531196+19 48 61 99 3 .52 .40L
07279+2159 1 1197+18 57 8 I 99 3 .45L .89
07279+2031 51199+18 56 7 I 99 3 .74 .46L
07280+2916 71190+21 35 51 98 3 3.23 .40L
07280+2631 241193+20 39 10 I 98 3 .32 .40L
07280+2814 451191+21 20 6 I 98 3 .68 .40L
07282+2038 521198+18 32 5 I 99 3 19.30 1.81
07286+2406 171195+19 54 10 I 99 2 .31 .40L
07286+2937 41190+21 75 10 [ 98 3 .39L 1.14
07288+2436 381195+19 23 5 I 99 3 3.28 .40L
07290+2404 9i195+19 55 8 I 99 3 .45 .40L
07290+2714 01192+20 39 7 I 99 3 .75 .40L
07291+2901 221190+21 96 27 I 99 2 .25L .40L
07292+2230 491197+19 73 37 I 99 2 .77L .41L
07293+2218 37l 197+19 54 6 I 99 3 .61 .40L
07294+2521 91194+20 40 8 I 99 2 .53L .82L
07295+2616 591193+20 53 10 I 99 2 .35 .40L
07296+2130 541198+18 61 6 I 99 3 _74 .40L
07298+2259 491196+19 71 8 I 99 2 .71 .40L
07299+2821 281191+21 66 9 ] 99 3 .57 .40L
07300+2239 571197+19 50 8 I 99 2 .41 .40L
07300+2301 151196+19 29 6 ] 99 3 .77 .40L
07305+2606 391193+20 49 7 I 99 3 .47 _40L
07306+2530 301194+20 51 10 I 99 2 .27 .40L
07306+2533 171194+20 25 7 I 99 3 .25L .89
07310+2412 81195+20 48 6 I 99 4 .72 .40L
07310+2113 591198+19 41 51 99 3 1.33 .40L
07313+2847 471191+21 37 6 I 99 3i .72 .40L
07315+2836 441191+21 20 7 I 99 3,1 .77 .40L
07316+2851 451191+21 21 5 I 99 31 10.64 .84:
07319+2422 351195+20 41 6 I 99 3 2.41 .40L
07321+2025 491199+18 68 7 I 99 2 .59 .40L
07323+2642 29 1193+21 46 12 I 99 3 .33 .40L
07325+2718 551192+21 73 71 99 3 1.11 .40L
07325+2344 4 1196+20 40 6 J 99 3 .83 .40L07328+2700 281193+21 19 6t 99 _i 35.51 1.59
07338+2419 61195+20 I 68 14 t 99 2 .62L .52
07340+2009 541199+19 24 6 I 99 3 .56 .40L
07340+2400 101196+20 42 9 I 99 2 .28 .40L
07341+2016 161199+19 36 51 99 3 1.48 .40L
07346+2227 161197+20 46 6 J 99 3 .68 .40L
07347+2025 431199+19 41 7 J 99 3 .45 .40L
07347+2149 361198+20 58 14 I 99 2! .32 .46L
07354+2511 251195+21 65 81 99 3 .35 .40L
07355+2225 241197+20 19 6 I 99 3 .59 .40L
07358+2058 331199+19 36 5 I 99 3 .73 .40L
07358+2520 461195+21 45 61 99 3 1.13 .40L
07368+2829 61191+22 58 10 I 99 2 .32 .40L
07371+2834 571191+23 68 13 I 99 2 .25L .59
07375+2048 531199+20 35 14 f 99 3 .25L .64
07378+2748 4 1192+22 69 9 1100 2 .29 .40L
07379+2308 101197+21 32 5 I100 3 531 .40L
07381+2057 11 1199+20 72 23 1100 3 .26L .40L
07381+2743 521192+22 61 12 I 99 3 .35L .69
07382+2032 461199+20 23 7 1100 3 28.49 1.23
07382+2133 50 i 196+20 63 8 1100 3 .46 .40L
07385+2456 201195+22 58 16 1100 2 1.77L .43
07391 +2302 49 ] 197+21 68 6 1100 3 .73 .40L
07392+2105 491199+20 87 10 1100 3 .38 .40L
07394+2110 221199+20 66 23 1100 3 .25L .40L
07394+2745 281192+23 73 17 1100 2 .40L .59
07395+2857 131191+23 21 51 99 3 1.48 .40L
07395+2810 34 1192+23 53 8 1100 3 .46 .40L
07397+2316 551197+21 22 5 1100 3 5.31 .31:
07400+2334 71197+21 35 61100 3 14.15 1.02
07401+2900 191191+23 30 5 1100 3 12.37 .44:
07403+2231 71198+21 62 8 !100 3 1.09 .40L
07404+2324 59t197+21 25 6 1100 3 2.11 .40L
07405+2303 11197+21 56 9 1100 3 25L 1.04
07410+2922 61191+24 45 9 1100 3 .26L 67
07410+2554 191194+22 36 61100 3 10.92 .50L
07414+2431 81196+22 22 6 1100 3 11.59 .51
07415+2028 561200+20 25 11 1100 2 .43 .40L
07415+2327 55 1197+22 43 7 t 100 3 3.09 .40L
07417+2234 38 1198+21 36 6 1100 3 2.46 .40L
07417+2642 31194+23 80 161100 2 .42L .36
07420+2308 26 [ 197+22 86 7 1100 3 .49 .40L
07422+2806 52 1192+23 20 5 1100 i 3 124.56 _ 4 92
07424+2242 7 1198+22 27 5 1100 3 1.77 .40L J
07424+2442 121196+22 45 20 1t00 2 .25L .46
07424+2606 39 1194+23 48 6 1100 3 1.58 .40L
07429+2011 81200+21 57 6 1100 3 .95 .40L
07436+2017 51200+21 78 21 1100 2 .26L .31
07438+2400 33 1197+22 46 6 1100 3 .78 .40L
07439+2039 481200+21 29 28 2 .25L .40L
07439+2804 16 1192+24 48 9 1100 3 .25L 1,35
07441 +2347 19 1197+22 54 9 1100 2 32 _40L
07441+2213 511198+22 25 12 1100 2 28 .40L
07446+2302 41198+22 61 11 I100_ 3 .25L .62
07449+2109 401200+21 66 7 11001 3 .75 .40L
Name
a 8
h m. e ,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coer R Flags =
t.00L B C 1500011000
1.00L BCD AAH 2 0400000000
1.07L B BD H 1400000000
1,00L BD AB H 0 1500000000
1.67L C CD F 1400000000
1.00L CF BE F 5 1400010000
f,24L C C 0500000000
1.26L C D 1500000000
1.00L B BDK 1400000000
1.00L C C L 0402000000
1.12L D AF 0401000000
1.00L B KMA E 0600000000
1,03L D B K G 0400000000
1.00L BC AAKM 1 1501001000
1.0tL C C 1600000000
1.00L B B H 1501000000






1.33 C L C
1.58 F L DF





































1.00L BBB AABI 0 0500100000 15
1.00L BD ABH t 0600001000
1.01L C BF 1400000000
1.00L C E 1500000000
1.16L C AI 1500000000
1.00L B AB 0500000000
1.00L BBC AAAJ 0 2500000000 18
1.06L D F J C F 0500000000
1.00L C AGI 4601000010
1.29L D D A 0500000000
1.00L B At 1600000000
1.00L B BD H 0500010000
1.00L D C K 1500010000
1.24L C CDK 0300000000
1.00L C D 2500010000
1.00L C B M 0500000000
1.00L B A 0500000000
1.00L B AC J 1500000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.38L C F D G 0400000000
1.30 D D B C 5400000000
1.12L E DH 0400110000
1.00L CC AAL 1 0500000000
3.13 C MGI E 6300000530
1.40 CO CCB 0400110000
1.00L BBC AAA 0 6600000010 17
1.00L C DE 2400000000
1.14L D KH D H 0400000000
1.00L B B E 0500000000
1.00L C C 8500100020
2.30 C L H E 8400100020
1.00L C MF C E 0400000000
1.00L B D A B 0 0400000000
1.03L D EJ D 0500000000
1.00LBCD AACE 3 0500001000
1.00L'BDC AAB 9 0501000000 17
1.00LBCC AACI 1 0400000000 01
1.00L IC B D 1400000000
1.00L BCcc ABF 5 05000000001,78 B B 0400000000
2.04 FCC J EBB 0300000100
1.00L BC AAD 0 0400000100 01
1.00L BCD AABK 0 1500001010 19
100.cc B K 35 0000000100. 10501001000lOOL 0 1400000000
,60, c CFC 1300000000125 c , 1.00010000
1.46 BBCC AAAB 0 0400011000 18
1.00L BO AC K 0 1500000000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type C) Mag
2 13 79427 A2 3 50
3 13 79429 M0 8 85
2 t3 79431 K2 4 82
5 t3 79434 K0 10 50
1 2 DO 13060 27 91
1 2 DO 13065 35 106
1 13 79441 G5 27 80
2 13 79444 K2 12 85
1 2 DO 13067 63 108
1 1 DK GEM 2 3
1 13 79458 M0 13 90
1 2 DO 13073 59 115
4 2 DO 13079 67 105
1 13 79470 K0 31 80
3 13 79474 R8 0 80
2 13 79477 K2 7 78
1 13 79479 K0 21 80
1 13 79482 K7 26 87
1 13 79483 G5 14 67
3 13 79489 G5 24 63
2 13 79494 K7 20 85
1 2 DO13114 34 100
1 13 79500M0 9 90
C 2 13 79501 K7 4 86
C
2 13 79505 M1 9 90
2 13 79504 K5 4 83
1 13 79512 G5 5 66
1 13 79517 K2 0 76
4 2 DO13143 80 118
3 13 79523M0 5 78
1 13 79526 K7 24 85
1 2 DO13155 84 91
3 39 VRO23.07.01 106 610
5 13 79533 K5 8 41
1 13 79547 K7 3 85
1 13 79549 K0 7 85
I 13 79553 K0 tl 67
1 13 79558G5 12 68
2 t3 79560 K5 7 86
1 2 DO13187 76 98
1 13 79568M0 26 88
3 13 79573M0 3 85
1 2 DO13202 44 106
1 12 ZG 737+20 61 151
1 13 79606 M0 34 90
4 13 79607 K5 3 61
4 1 32 X0738+209 79 4
3 9 U03969 44 153
5 1 Y GEM 4 3
1 13 79613 K2 7 80
1 13 79621 K0 20 80
8 1 13 79623 G5 31 80
8
2 13 79626 K5 6 81
2 13 79635 M4E 7 82
4 13 79638 K0 10 42
2 13 79641 K0 5 62
3 9 U03987 21 153
5 9 U03995 69 136
5 13 79650 K5 9 53
4 13 79653 G5 4 36
1 13 79657 K5 14 77
2 13 79660 K0 9 80
1 13 79663 K0 8 80
7 '13 79666 K0 17 11
1 13 79671 M0 2 86
1.28L C IKMDH 1400000000
1.00L CE AB 0 0400000000 1 t3 79672K0 5 80
1.00L C A G 0500000000
1.00L D G 2500000000
1.03L B B 0500000000
1.24 D N E 2500000020 8
2.93 CD MHAA 0300000000 3 6 A0744+28 20
1.00L C EE 0500000000 1 13 79688 K0 22 77
1.00L D E 0500000000 1 13 79689 K0 17 85
1.00L C F C C 0500000000
1.00L D BH 0600000000 1 13 79700 K2 16 81
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
46
t 11;
Right Ascension: 07M5m06"-08h05m46 '
Position (1950)
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 v.m
h m. . , (s) (") I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
7451+2821 6.6 6 192+24 38 10 100 3 .29L .32L 1.46
7451+2809 6,7 24 192+24 98 22 100 2 .25L .47L .48:
7453+2853 21.9 23 192+24 58 8 100 3 .59 .56L .4OL
7455+2316 33.5 4 197+22 53 6 100 3 .91 .37L ,40L
7458+2055 49,8 2 200+22 87 9 100 2 .34 .36L .40L
7462+2351 17.8 41 1197+23 27 6 ;100 3 3.73 1.02 .40L
7465+2423 35.3 47 196+23 48 6 100 3 1.09 .29L .40L
7467+2623 _.4.6 26 194+24 35 6 100 3 .86 .32L .40L
7471+2251 8.2 31 198+23 52 7 100 3 ,71 ,38L ,40L
7471+2851 11.3 32 192+25 43 7 100 3 .39 ,30L .40L
7482+2629 12.2 1 194+24 101 9 10013 .37 .31L ,40L
7482+2018 12.4 17 201+22 62 9 100 3 .58 .34L .40L
7483+2804 19.8 0 193+25 56 12 100 3 .34L .33: .66
7483+2917 20.9 44 192+25 74 8 100 3 .45 .28L .40L
7496+2932 37.2 12 191 +25 56 15 101 3 .25L .34L .51
7500+2227 4.0 50 199+23 56 9 101 3 .53 .55L .40L
7502+2043 14.5113 200+22 110 28 101 2 .28L .36L .46L
7503+2441 19.6 4 196+24 33 14 101 i 3 .68L .36: .84
7504+2653 27.4: 4u '194+25 66 o 101 i 2 .72 .64L .40L7505+2635 32.7 ! 42 195+25 63 14 101 .29L .29L .82
7509+2920 56.9 40 192+26 49 7 101 3 .46 .25L .40L
7510+2704 3.8 39 194+25 96 19 101 2 .36L .32L .42
7512+2114 16.7 14 200+23 31 7 101 3 4.77 1.15 .40L
7513+2708 19.g 17 194+25 61 13 101 3 .25L .30L 32
7513+2009 21.8 37 201+22 62 12 101 3 25L .35L .67
7514+2617 24.6 57 195+25 42 9 101 3 39 .58L .40L
7515+2650 32.1 12 194+25 123 19 101 2 .42L 39 .40L
7522+2211 16.1 47 199+23 55 7 101 3 .50 .46: .40L
7523+2652 19.2 30 194+25 39 10 101 3 .25L .27L 222
7630+2733 5.1 29 194+25 47 23 101 2 .40L .60L .43:
7631+2959 7.9 9 191+26 39 8 101 3 1.81 .46 .40L
7531+2700 10.6 53 194+25 34 14 101 3 .25L .44L .57
7533+2057 19.2 i 6 201+23 45 6 101 3 .62 .36L .40L
7533+2242 20.9121 199+24 75 10 101 2 .37 ,41L ,40L
7537+2614 43.626 195+25 85 12 101 2 .33 ,36L ,40L
7541+2106 9.6 8 200+23 54 8 101 3 ,61 .34L .40L
7541+2354 12.039 198+24 51 9 101 3 .39L .29L ,69
7542+2127 12.7 15 200+24 47 6 101 3 11.25 6.60 1.02
7544+2102 28.6 8 201+23 88 19 101 2 .25L .61L .40L
7546+2737 39.3 21 194+26 58 11 101 2 .35 .61L 1.51L
7547+2939 47.6 5 192+26 44 10 101 3 31 .32L .40L
7551+2055 8.5 51 201+24 75 10 101 3 .54 .34L .40L
7552+2107 17,9 54 201+24 41 ! 22 101 3 .25L .40L .40L
7553+2517 19,8 7 196+25 67 ! 14 101 3 .25L .31L .48:
7556+2859 37.4 52 192+26 70 I 13 101 3 .44L .30L .63
7561+2853 8.0 1 193+27 62 14 101 3 .27L 27L .64
7561+2038 9.9 51 201+24 44 5 101 3 1.02 .49L .40L
7563+2046 18.6 40 201+24 23 5 101 3 1.46 .63 .40L
7564+2142 24,0 10 200+24 90 15 101 2 .43L .51L .43
7564+2242 25.5 9 199+25 28 7 101 3 2,61 .77 ,40L
7564+2701 26.2 34 195+26 31 13 101 3 ! .26L .31L .57
/.566+2507 38.0 11 197+25 30 6 101 3 ,26L .67 4.94
/'567+2319 44.2 11 198+25 56 8 101 3 .66 .51L .40L
/.567+2529 46.1 38 196+26 68 14 101 3 .25L .34L .62:
7568+2331 52.3 44 198+25 25 11 101 3 25L .47L 1.56
?572+2650 17.0 22 195+26 61 11 101 3 .40L .28L ,81
?572+2645 17.7 7 195+26 49 7 101 3 ,25L .44 .99
7574+2921 26,3 23 192+27 51 9 101 3 .41 .26L .40L
?576+2953 40.2 7 192+27 52 14 101 3 ,40L .39L .70
?577+2738 45,4 19 194+26 33 7 101 3 .25L ,32L 2,46
7579+2531 54.3 55 196+26 28 6 101 3 1,59 .49L .40L
?580+2343 1.6 19 198+25 40 6 101 3 1,06 .35L .40L
7582+2111 12,9 25 201+24 82 10 101 2 .29 ,76L .40L
?582+2837 16,1 25 193+27 50 12 101 3 28L .29L .52
?585+2403 30.7 8 198+25 44 7 101 3 ,77 .31L ,40L
?585+2909 31.6 1 192+27 52 6 102 _ ,54 .28L .40L7588+2616 48.9 47 196+26 50 22 101 39L .94L .54
?590+2507 3.9 1 197+26 43 8 101 3 1.33 .39: .40L?592+2309 15.9 52 199+26 39 8 101 .71 .35L .40L?592+2500 16.7 56 197+26 92 13 102 .31 ,32L .40L
?594+2008 26.6 2 202+24 54 8 101 31 .25L .33L 1.51
?595+2734 32.9 36 194+27 30 9 102 3 I .30L .36L .95
?596+2200 36.9 44 200+25 64 7 102 3_ .86 33L .40L
?596+2349 37.4 49 198+26 82 10 101 2l 32 .56L .63L
7598+2601 49,5 27 196+26 62 9 101 41 .43L .26: 35
?599+2507 55.929 197+26 56 8 102 3 i .51 38L .40L
}001+2331 8.7 59 199+26 40 7 102 31 .25L .66 3.80}001 +2300 9.0 45 199+25 48 10 102 _i .25L .30L .71
3004+2756 26,7 11 194+27 39 6 102 31 4,95 1,17 ,40L
}004+2514 28,1 32 197+26 46 8 102 3 i .25L .38L 1,01
I
}006+2028 37.7 51 202+25 47 ; 102 3 i .54 .38L ,40L}008+2212 53.3 45 200+25 47 102 3; .96 ,38: .40L
3009+2537 57.0 37 196+27 72 20 102 21 .28L ,37L .58L
}010+2152 3.5 47 200+25 53 8 102 31 .48 .41L .40L
3011+2439 8.7 2 197+26 36 66 102 3 i 2.68 ,69 .40L3012+2939 17.1 34 192+28 55 1 102 3i .25L ,37L .43
}014+2814 28.6 29 194+27 26 7 102 3 1.66 .85 .40L
3018+2042 52.2 43 202+25 58 9 102 2 .34 .40L .40L
3020+2829 4.9 3 193+28 42 6 102 4 1.00 .34L .40L
}023+2716 19.9 56 195+27 72 16 101 2 .29L .35L .47
}028+2303 49.7 15 199+25 79 14 102 3 .32L .32L .61
3031+2538 6.6 15 197+27 48 8 102 3 1.33 .42L .40L
}033+2246 21,4 45 200+26 25 4 102 _ 15,03 3.88 .68}039+2254 56.1 6 200_,26 36 9 102 .44 1.05L .56L}040+2716 2.7 20 195+28 31 8 102 i .25L .33L 1.87
}044+2516 27.243 197+27 28 8102 3= .25L 25L 1,02
}047+2143 47.5 45 201+26 21 7 102 3' 1.14 .49L .40L
}048+2532 49.7 13 197+27 81 15 102 21 1.32L ,30L .41
}055+2044 35,242 202+26 73 11 102 2, .47 ,36L .72L
}057+2737 46,3 38 195+28 60 8 102 31 .64 .33L .4OL
v L C
1(;O Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.26 C C B B 1300000000
1.88 D C H C B 1400000000
1.0OL B BHN 0400010000
1.00L C B E 0500000000
1.32L C B 0400000000
1.00L BC AAC 8 0500000000
1.01L B AD D 1400000000
1.00L C AAAH 0400000000
1.37L B B M 1400000000
1.07L C C I N 0401000000
1.00L C D 0400000000
1.06L B CK 0400000000
1.27: DCD EGCB
1.00L C C J
1.37 CC GMDC
1.00L C CH
1.29 E J C
1.28L FC CBB
1.03L C CK
1.45 FD J CD
1.00L B CJ











1.00L BC AAJ 0 1400000000
1.39 C D B C 0400100000
1.34 CC CC 0400000000
1.00L B B E 0500000000
1.00L E H G 0500000000
1.09L BE CD 1 0500010000
539 CD H AA 0380000000
1,08: DF L DC 0300000000
1,00L BD 'ACH 0 0400000000
1.56 FC EBBC 0401010100
1.00L B AH 5500000000
1.23L D D 0401000000
1.00L D E 0501000000
1.00L E CH L 5500000000
1.39 C D G B C 0600000000
1.00L CEC AAAH 9 0600000000
1.72 E F B 5500000000
1.08L 'C BJ H 0400000000
1.00L C CF I 0300000000
1.18L C CD I 5500000000
1.78 C D D 4500000120
2.03 C C G C A 1500000000
1.00L C I CD 0400000000
1.01L D MDCH 0400000000
1.00L B AC 3500000000
1.00L BD ABJ 0 4500000000
1.03L C " C 0500000000
1.00L DD AS 8 0600001000
1,35 CC BC 0500100000
8.37 DCC CBAA 1200000000
1.00L B BJ 1500100000
1.33 CC K AB 3400000000
3.72 CC DAA 1400000000
1.24L C KGBH 0500100100
1.51L DC CAE 0500100100
1.02L B CM 0500000000
1.63 C C F B B 0200000000
4.81 CC I FAA 0200000000
1.00L D AC 1501000000
1.00L B AC 1500000000
1.12L C DL 0500000000
.92: C D E B D 0500000000
1.01L B B MC 0401000000
1.00L B A F 0500000000
1.03L D F C I 0400000100
1.00L B F
1.0OL B AC L




126L C DJ CF
1.03L EC J DBE





1.00L B BG I
1.00L CF BG
1.68 C J DB


















1.00L BC ABK 4 0500000000
1.10L C DH 0600000000
1.00L DC AA J 3 1400000000
1.03L C DH 0400000000
1,00L B AI 1500000000
1.15L D E 0300000000
.84: CC DC 0400000000
1.00L B AD 1400000000
1.00L BBD AA8 1 0401000000 16
1.07L C E F I 04000100001
3,36 CC I AA 0200000000
2.64 CC HEBA 0300000200
1.00L C A B 0500000000
1.74L D CG 0400000000
1.20L C B G 1500010000


















ZG 751 +27 153
79782 M0 70
ZG 751 +27 150
79784 K2 85
U04096 151


















ZG 756 + 25 150

































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 Fm; 10} High Source Density Region.
47
RightAscension:08"05=48"-08h27_56" Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position 0950) Flux Density Flags
H ('Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
.5, (s)a (")8 Coordslb SMJ(,,)SMN(,,) (*)0 ON 12 /_m 25 pm 60 /._m 1130 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 Aham.
)8058+2636 48.8 411196+28 4 1 102 3
)8060+2710 3.7 211195+28 8 1 102 2
)8064+2458 26,0 21J198+27 4 102 3
)8065+2914 30.6 24|193+29 5 102 3
)0066+2200 36.9 271201+26 5 1 102 2
)8067+2542 43.0 19[197+28 4 102 3
)8067+2601 45.5 371196+28 5 1 102 3
)8068+2916 52.1 251193+29 6 102 3
)8070+2503 6.0 541197+28 2 102 3
)8071+2714 11,1 t41t95+28 E 103 2
I
)8071+2559 12.0 351197+28 2 102 3
)8074+2539 24_0 321197+28 2 102 4
)8074+2410 29.0 451198+27 2 102 3
)8079+2252 55.2 45[200+27 5 102 3
)8080+2317 5.1 521199+27 2 102 3
)8081+2611 10.9 191196+28 5 1 102 4
)8082+2521 13.5 151197+28 3 102 3
)8086+2501 48.0 281t98+28 4 102 3
)8094+2912 26.6 141193+29 4 103 2
)8097+2630 43.1 521196+29 3 102 3
I
)8104+2025 28.0 591203+27 5 102 3
)8111+2401 6.5 101199+28 2 102 3
)8113+2130 18.8 25[202+27 4 102 3
)8116+2718 41.2 561195+29 3 102 3
)8117+2453 43.8 161198+29 1 102 3
)8119+2134 54.0 47[202+27 2 102 3
:)8120+2840 2.7 191194+30 3 102 3
)8124+2023 29.9 191203+27 E 103 3
:)8130+2321 2.5 61200+28 2 103 3
38130+2039 3.8 14J203+27 5 1 103 2
I
:]8132+2607 16.7 42|197+29 5 102 3
:]8137+2455 47.6 341198+29 e ," 102 2
:)8141+2644 9.5 161196+30 3 102 3
)8143+2712 20.7 181196+30 ,4 102 3
:]8144+2733 28.6 311195+30 E 102 3
_'8144+2150 29.8 32[202+28 ,_ 103 3
:)8t49+2337 54.5 45[200+29 I1 110 3
38149+2120 56.2 51202+28 E 103 3j
38155+2055 34.5 71203+28 , 1 103 3]
C)8159+2139 57.8 101202+28 e 103 3]







08168+2454 51.5 49| 198+30
08168+2211 52.2 211201+29
08169+2701 57.5 381196+30 _ 103 3
08170+2722 2.5 38[ 196+30 ,= 103 3
08174+2054 26.0 26[203+28 ; 103 3
08176+2529 40.4 46| 198+3(] _ 103 3
08178+2249 52.8 1[201+29 [ " 103 2
08185+2204 31.2 16[202+29 ,= 103 3
08186+2612 41.1561197+30 ,= " 103 2
08191+2007 10.4 1t|204+2g ,= 103 3
08198+2427 48.3 25|199+3C ' 103 3
08200+2715 2.5114 / 196+31 , 103 3
[ /
08201+2801 10.1 19/195+31 : 103 3
08202+2249 17.1 11/201+3C 103 3
08206+2130 38.C 21/203+28 _ 103 i 3
08208+2816 52.E 3/195+3,_ [ 103 3
08211+2111 7_ 211203+28 I 103 2
08217+2451 _4.E 301199+31 , 103 3
08220+2742 2.1 43I 196+3.: : 103 3
08222+2948 14.7 56i193+3; : 103 3
08227+2802 ,3.6[251195+3 ;! 103 2
08228+2927 50.51221194+3; ! 103 3
_ t
08230+2535 0.914/198+31: 1032
08230+2847 4.2 3O1195+3; ', 103 3
08231+2221 7.5] 321202+3( ' 103 2
08231+2307 9.01261201+3( : 103 2
08232+2640 13.5[ 391197+3," I 103 3
08234+2803 25.21 331195+3; , 103 3
08235+2551 32.61161198+3! : 103 3
08235+2225 33.71 30 _202+ 3( _ 103 2
08235+2453 34.01 531199+3' 103 3
08238+2623 36.81441197+3: : 103 2
i /
08237+2706 45.5/ 11197+3,' 103 3
08243+2707 19.2/ 41197+3: 103 2
08243+2302 21.11321201+3' 103 2;
08244+2551 27.4125 [ 198+3_ 103 2'
08246+2703 37,4 / 18[ 197+3; 103 2
08246+2421 41,4[ 301200+3' 103 2
08247+2136 46.31441203+31 104 3
08251+2639 6.21301197+3; 103 3
08251+2119 11.31 11203+31 104 3
08253 + 2600 19.5127 t 198 + 3_ 104 3
/ t
08253 +2517 22.5[ 38i 199 + 31 103 2
08254+2631 29.41 2[ 197+3J 103 2
08261+2512 6.2t 50[ 199+3: 104 3
06266+2430 40.9150 [ 200+3J 104' 3
08268+2235 48.8129 t 202+3 t04 3
08270+2211 1.01551202+3 104 3
08274+2119 28.0| 34 [203+3 104 3
08275+2819 32.7J 361195+3: 123 3
08277+2046 45.31 8[204+3 104 4
08279+2805 ;56.51131196+3 103, 2
(Jansky) Uncs oef R Flags" S 2 # T
,26L .26L .84 1.30: F D DD I 0301000000
.39 .52L .40L 1.00L D CH ' 0300000000
,49 .27L .40L 1.00L B BG ' 0500000000
.62 .32L .40L 1.00L B BM 0500100000
.44L .43L .51 .83: CD DBD 1500000000 I
1.26 .35L ,40L 1.12L B A 04000100001
.40L .35L .55 1.30L C NCD 04000010001
1.16 .36: .40L 1.00L BE AD 1 1500100000
.4BL .31L .93 1.13: FE AAAB 0400000000
.37 .29L A0L 1.06L D B 0300010000
2.36 .58 .40L 1.00L BC AC 0 0400001000
1.35 .35: .40L 1.00L BE AF 0 0300000000
t.85 .73 .40L 1.00L CE AC 0 0400000000
.58 .36L .40L 1.00L C B I 0400000000
3.90 1.38 .40L 1.00L CC AA 1 0400010000
.50L .35L .69 1.25 C D GK B D 0400000000
.25L ,46L 2.14 5,97 CC KBA 1300000300
,25L .46L .83 1.47 CC HDBC 1500000000
.77 .28L .40L 1.15L C B 1401001000
.25L .44L 1.09 2.50 CC d CAB 0300000000
.51 ,35L .40L 1.00L D BCGN 0500000000
.25L .57L 2.94 5.30 CC FCAA 1300000000
.25L .33L .89 2.80 CC SA 1400000000
,66 ,36L .40L 1.00L C BN 0301010000
34.60 11.72 2.48 1.31 BBCC AAAD 0_ 0400000010 16
1.18 .52 .40L 1.00L BC AB G 11 0500000000
1.18 .61 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0400002000
.68 .44L .40L 1.00L B BD 0500000000
.25L .33L 1.38 3.22 CC KGAB 0300000000
.25L .50L .46 .92: DF NCE 0400000010
.29L .41: 1.20 1.22 DCC EDAD 0400000100
,26L .60L .57L 1.20 D B D 2401000000
.46 .33L .40L t.00L D C J )400000000
.86 .36L .40L 1.DOL B AB 0401000000
.45 .27L .40L 1.26L B B 0300020000
.25L .37L 1.10 3.05 CC DBA 1400000000
.25L .36L .52 2.17 CC HAA 2200100200
.44 .35L .40L 1,00L C B J 0400000000
.25L .35L .61 1.60 CC 'K CB 1300000000
.37 .35L .40L 1.00L C D 0400000000
.48L .49L .51 1.77L C HBH 0300000100
.25L .61L .54: 1.51 DC GDB 1300100000
.25L .37L .99 2.27 CC L MAA 0300000000
.41 .47L .40L 1.10L C BD 0300000000
.25L .26L .78 1.21 CD L AC 1300000100
.33 .60L .40L 1.11L C CF 1400100000
.25L .31L .88 2.09 CC FBS 1300000000
.74 ,37L ,40L 1.00L B BC 0500000000
1.29 .48L .40L 1.00L C AE 0301000000
.25L .34L .74 2.12 CC BB 0400000000
.45 .35L .40L 1.00L F DE 1300010000
1.25 .39L .40L 1.00L C A E J 1400000000
2.27 .68 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 1500000000
1.15 .35L .40L 1.07L B AC 0300001000
.44L .30L .52 1.52L D BC 0300000000
.51 .33L .40L 1,00L B B E 0500010000
,37 .51L .40L 1.00L C BD 1401000000
1.40 .36: .40L_ 1.00L CF AE g 0501000000
.25L .32L .43: 1.74 DC ECC 1400000100
.58 .41L .40L 1.33L E BI ED 0400000000
.25L .25L 1.13 1.60 CC L BB 02CO000100
.25L .35L .53L 2.38 C B E 6 2400000000
.26L .56L 1.65 2.88 CC GCBA 0300000000
.25L .26L 1.25 1.65 CC' MBAB 0300000000
_30L .34L ,66 2.65 CD BGCA 0300000000
.82 .36L .40L 1,10L B 2400000000
2.04 .60 .40L 1.00L B D A B 1 0300000000
.68 .25L .40L 1.00L F S L 0300000000
.39L .30L .42 1.32L C K EC 0400000000
.28L ,29L .96 1.45 CC L BC 0200000(X)0
.25L .38: .40L 1.56 F F C C 5501000000
.46 .34L .40L 1.22L C BF J 0301000000
.30L .77L .40L 1.39 D E C 1300000000
.67 .38L .40L 1.00L C BN 1501000120
.58 .54L .40L 1.00L C BD [ 4500010000
5.22 1.31 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 0401000000
.25L .35: ,40L 2.32 D C DKD 5500000030
.8BL 1.12L .50 1.21: CD CJ DB 1300000000
.25L .38L .40L 1.76 D H G 1500000000
.26L .82L .41L 1.41 C D 6500000010
.49 .34L = .40L 1.21 L C B 2500000000
.68L .B2L .40L 1.24 D L C 2501000140
.25L 1.02L 1.59 3.45 CC J AA 1400000000
.25L .74L .40L 1.23 D H D 6601000000
.26L .37L .40L 2.20 D B 2500000140
.25L .38L .71 1.80 CD SA 3300000010
.25L .34L 1.01 3.13 CC EBA 0200000000
.25L .57L .40L 1.94 E D D 5500000240
,75 .37L ,40L 1,00L IB B K 0400000000
.25L .41L .40L 2.24 C F F D 8500000430
.75L .52L ,60 1.89L C DCD 3600000000
.28L .45L .77 1.71 : C F G B L 6502000020
.81 .33L .40L 1.00L C BC 1600000000
.55 ,45L ,40L 1.0OL C CI 0400010000
.25L .31L 30 1.61 C C B B 0280000000
1.76 .46 .40L 1.00L; BD AC 0 0500000000
1.23 .44 .40L 1.00L B F A A 0 0500000000
.25L .38L .40L 1.48 D F D 2501000110
.25L .44L .60 1.51 CC DDB 0400000000
.26L .40L .40L 1.41 D G 2500000030
Associations
Name Type ?_ Mag
13 79976 K5 36 85
13 79980 G5 14 80
13 79982 GO 7 65
13 79987 K2 21 80
2 12 ZG 806+26 61 146
2 i 13 79988 K5 7 75
5 "10 M+04-20-001 81
13 79990 K0 2 77
13 79991 K0 1 66
2 *13 79995G5 34 57
2 13 79997 K0 30 80
1 RR CNC 3 3
"41 08081+2611 32 t2
4 [1 ° 9 U04264 77 135
2 DO 13441 77 93
3 9 U04275 67 145
1 13 80019 G5 8 78
2 12 ZG 811+24 70 153
4 9 U04287 77 131
2 13 80034 M0 4 80
4 13 80035 M8 3
1 16 03953 M 28 105
1 13 80046 1<2 5 80
3 9 UO4299 75 151
1 27 MKN 623 7
1 12 ZG 813+24 80 153
1 2 DO 13457 41 9O
1 13 80068 K2 2 73
1 13 80069 K0 17 77
4 9 U04308 32 145
4 4 9 U04312 46 135
1 13 80075 M0 14 85
2 12 ZG 815+20 57 156
1 13 ' 80087 K0 18 81
3 9 U04329 77 150
2 12 ZG 816+21 31 151
1 13 80089 G5 8 7O
1 13 80094 G5 4 83
1 10 M+04-20-025 97
1 13 80101 M0 11 85
1 13 80100 K5 3 83
5 9 U04334 32 138
1 13 80102 K0 22 80
2 13 80104 F5 10 5113 80112 G5 5 58
1 13 80114 K2 11 75
2 12 ZG 817+22 16 148
1 13 80125 K0 17 76
1 131 80131 K0 3 75
14 39 U04368 25 1431 80140K2 15 83
4 9 U04375 71 146
7 9 U04383 60 146
3 9 U04386 46 148
;2 13 80160M0 6 90
3 13 80168 M0 2 53
2 13 80169 K0 4 83
3 9 U04394 41 148
13 80177K0 16; 76
2 13 80180K0 18 85
4 13 80181 K2 3 57
32 X0823+258 108 g
2 9 U04404 44 155
5 13 80188A2 4 62
8_
4 9 U04416 54 145
8 1 32 X0824+270 74 8
5 9 U04422 28 138
8
1 13 80201 G5 18 70
C
2 12 ZG 825+25 44 148
8 1:)O135601 2 23 96
1 13 80209 K0 17 7(]
2 13 80212M0 5 85
2 9, U04446 64 15E
8 1 32 X0828+280 101
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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)8279+2611 58.0 27 198+32 55 8 103 2
)8283+2347 23.1 25 201+32 78 14 104 2
)8284+2509 29.3 7199+32 45 5 104 3
18285+2415 ,1.2 9 200+32 89 9 104 2
)8290+2411 4., 2 200+32 79 27 ,0ul, 2
18291+2148 9.8 7203+31 73 17 104 2
)8292+2929 12.8 30 194+34 61 9 104 3
,8292+2243 15.3 50 202+32 43 10 104 3
)8298+2036 49.1 43 204+31 20 5 104 3
18300+2415 3.5 18 200+32 52 7 104 3
)8303+2942 20.4 28 194+34 57 10 104 2
)8304+2033 29.8 41 204+31 24 5 !104 3
)8306+2435 41.8 34 200+33 44 7 104 3
18313+2541 18.6 1 199+33 61 7 104 3
18313+2409 20.2 4 201+33 69 13 104 2
)8314+2624 28.7 7 198+33 27 6 104 3
18318+2411 ,18.1 2 201+33 53 7 104 3
)8322+2838 14.6 49195+34 41 6 104 3
18324+2601 27.9 28 i198+33 53 6 104 3
18325+2341 30.1 32 201+33 89 27 104 2
18325+2512 30.3 2 199+33 29 7 104 4
)8325+2350 33.1 55 201+33 65 12 104 3
)8327+2855 44.9 37 195+34 43 7 104 3
18326+2146 482 203+32 7 104)8332+2814 14.8 0196+34 _ 1 104 3
18343+2828 9.8 11 196+34 57 8 104 3
)8345+2852 30.3 49 195+35 41 9 104 3
)8348+2624 48.7 43 198+34 61 9 104 2
)8352+2033 13.7 23 205+32 I 23 7 104 3
)8354+2555 25,2 49 199+34 21 5 104 3
)8354+2822 128.5 2 196+35 79 8 104 3
18358+2120 '52.8 8 204+33! 32 8 104 3
18359+2619 55.7 59 198+34 77 28 104 2
)8359+2621 57.3 25 198+34 73 15 104 2
18368+2319 53.4 19 202+34 36 8 105 3
18369+2959 59.5 42 194+35 87 19 104 2
18371+2636 10.7 17 198+35 49 6 104 3
18372+2011 14.1 7 206+33 29 6 105 3
18374+2610 24.2 45 199+34 70 6 105 3
)8374+2342 26.7 57 202+34 69 16 105 2
)8375+2338 30.3 2 202+34 67 8 105 3
18375+2118 33.g 3 204+33 51 6 105 3
)8378+2923 52.7 3 195+35 66 8 104 2
18380+2716 2.1 59 197+35 26 6 105 3
)8382+2940 16.1 19 195+36 87 19 105 2
)8389+2003 59.1 7 206+33 65 9 105 3
18397+2934 45.6 39 196+36 36 13 104 2
)8401+2659 6.5 10 198+35 73 24 105 2
)8402+2235 14.1 42 203+34 44 7 105 3
)8404+2046 24.5 50 206+33 27 6 105 3
18404+2138 25.6 44 204+34 36 9 105 3
)8409+2724 55.5 16 198+36 51 9 105 3
18432+2746 14.3 42 197+36 87 12 105 2
18432+2732 16.5 3 198+36 70 15 105 2
)8432+2702 17.0 34 198+36 40 9 105 3
)8436+2856 40.7 38 196+37 23 7 105 3
)8438+2539 51.1 29 200+36 24 8 105 3
)8439+2825 57.C 22 197+36 50 10 105 3
18441+2820 8.7 37 197+36 34 12 105 3
18446+2604 41.g 40 199+36 55 13 105 3
)8449+2332 55.8 12 202+35 70 11 105 2
18458+2031 49.2 24 206+351 37 9 105 2
)8462+2334 16.3 9 202+36 91 17 105 2
)8467+2938 42.E 9 195+37_ 43 7 105 3184es+2528_.8 1 _,0+36!24 5 1053
18471+2632 11.527199+37 44 ; 105138479+2922'55.154 196+36 57 2 0618484+25212gl 8 201+37 43 g 105 3)6490+255414,321 200+37 54 7 106,3
)8492+2902 15.S 44 196+38 56 6 106 3
i
)8494+2826 !28.31 53 197+38 24 5 106 I 3
)8496+2831 363 14 197+38 50 1761o61_)8504+2538 28.1 21 200+37 74 105
,8508+2615js;:_20197+36_ 1;106,) 10 009 2o+98 _)8512+272717.8221,_+3851,1106,3)8513+2796_3., 1199+3844 81063)8517+2_0444.21i200+3849 71963)8519+2623, .92520_+3681 71063)8519+2017,.957_07+9868 910_2)852o+22322.94720,+3757151083)6526+2_074 .10197+3837 61063)8536+_246.63020,+3627 61063)8,,2+220312.211208+3761 61063
,6544+210029.625_+37 571111063)6545+21323 .441_96+3767111062)8560+23100.452204+3723 5 10_3
)8551+241710.238202+3s74 ; 10,!23) 8 022_ .847o7 83 _)8569+2905 56.9 55 196+39 44 12 106 3
18567+2912 47.5 35 196+39 43 ;106)8570+2047 2.5 41 207+37 22 5 1106 3
)8573+2851 21.2 61 197+39 26 7 106 3
)8575+2441 30.1 35 202+38 32 6 106 3
)8583+294i 19.9513196+40 99 I_ '107i18591 +2031 6.7 207+37 66 106 2)8595+2603 34.0 17 201+39 20 1106 3
)8595+270635.855199+4o. _ I0_)8597+2608 42.9 0 200+39 36
)8597+2406 45.1 52 203+39 36 6 106 3
























































































































































l(g) .am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Step
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1.00L C B 1601000000 2 13 80222 K5 83
1.06L D Gt G 1300000000
1.05L B AB 1501000010 2 13 80228 K5 88
1.15L C CN 2400010000 2 13 80229 F0 5E
t.20 D J HHD 2400000000 4 9 U04456 14£
1.02: CC Cl CC 0400000000
1.00L O CD 0400000000 1 13 80232 G5 7E
2.32 CC CB 0200000000 5 9 U04458 133
1.00L BC AA 0 0500000000 3 13 80243 K0 55
1.00L B AC 2401001000 2 13 80245 KO 63
2.85 CC EBA i 0300000000 3 9 U04469 135
1.06L BF ABJ i 0 0500001000 1 13 80249M3 67
1.06L B B L 2400000000
1.00L B BI M 0400000000 2 13 80255M0 83
1.00L I I:) C 1400000000 1 13 80256 K2 83
1.00L BCD AAG 7 0500000000 3 4 TMSS +30200 29
1.00L DEC C B 1406000000 2 13 80263M2 685.97 ! EAA 0201000000 4 9 U04484 131
1.04L B BKH 0301010000 2 13 80270 K0 85
1.21 F S 1300000000 2 12 ZG 832+23 14(_
3.59 CC GEAA 1200000000 1 12 IZG 832+25 153
1.12: CD BC 1400000000 1 12 ZG 832+23 156
3.37 CC E AA 0200000000 1 12 ZG 832+28 153
1.89 CC GFBB 0400000000
1.56 CC F BB 0500000106 2 12 ZG 833+28 148
1.06L B B 0400000000 2 13 80292 G5 6_
2.81 CC F BA 0300000200 4 3 9 U04503 13(_
1.00L C D 1400000000 1 13 80298 K0 7-/
1.00L CCC AAE O 0500060000 1 16 04159M3 12C
28.24 DBCC EAAA 0 1100001060 6 9iU04509 143
1.13L D BL 0300000000
1.00L BBC AAB O 0400000000 4 13 60312M0 88
1.74 C FED 1306100100 2 12 ZG 836+26 15£
2.09L D DHDH 1306106100 1 10 M+04-21-010
4.51 ECC DGAA 0201000000 1 12 ZG 836+23 158
1.95L C GG 1300000000 4 "12 ZG837+30 15_
1.00L B AJ I 0400000000
1.0OL B B 0400000006 5 * 13 80333 K0 65
1.02L D B E 1400000000
1.70 DD J BC 0300100000 3 9 U04519 141
.40L 1.06L C =BG 0400106000 1 13 80341 M1 9¢
.40L 1.06L B BDI 0400000000 1 13 80342 M0 9C
.51L 1.32L C AI H 1501000000 1 13 60348 K2 86
.40L 1.00L C [,_ 0300000000 1 13 80350 K2 85
.51 : .89: D C [ E C 1402000000
,40L 1.00L C BLcE?M 0400000000 1 13 80361 KO 70.55 1.28L C 1300000100 1 12 ZG 839+29 15(]
.44L .89 C 1401010000 1 12 ZG640+27 153
.40L 1.06L B ,C L N 0400000000
.40L 1.06L BC AAG 0 0500000000 4 13 ' 80379 M3 8C
.40L 1.00L C C 0406010000 1 13 80378 A0 48
.40L 1.06L C B GL 0400000000 1 13 80385 K2 75
.40L 1.00L C B/ 1502000000 1 13 60409 K0 73
.42 1.00L D EEN 0400000000 2 12 ZG 843+27 151
.90 1.42 SC HEBO 0306000000
.40L 1.00L BC AAF 0 0500000000 18 5 13 60416G5 41
.40L 1.01L C CH 0400000000 1 13 80418 K7 85
.73 1.60 CD KCA 1401100000 1 10 M+05- 21-008
.40L 1.00L F BCC B 1500100000 1 139 80423 GO 65
.71 1.53 CC 0300000000 3 1.104597 148
I96 124,0 IF--_ 020O0000O0
.40L 1.06L C B 0300000000 1 13 80439 K2 82
.52 1.31L D CD 0300000000 1 12 ZG 846+23 155
.40L t.00L B B J 2400010000 1 13 80447K0 75
.42: 1.00L BCC AADL 1 0300000100 2 118
_ O0 19891
.40L 1.10L C CI 1400000000 1 1 80450 K0 83
.54L 1.30 D L CC 1300000006 3 12 ZG 848+29 155
1.46 2.68 CC DBA 0301000000
.40L 1.00L C BI L 1300000000 1 13 60467 K0 73
.40L 1.00L B AMM 1300000000 1 13 80472 K2 78
.50 f.OOL 8BC AAD 0 0500100000 18 4 13 80476M0 62
.40L 1.00L B ABEB B 0500110000 2 13 80478K0 6_
.49 1.42 O 0300000000 1 39 OJ +286 1415
.47 .86: C D B B 0500000000
.40L 1.00L D BM 0402060000 4 *13 80491 F8 67
.67 1.61 I CC J HBB 0200000000
.40L 1.00L BC AB 1 0400000006 1 13 80495 K5 7t
.40L 1.0OL C A 0306000000
.40L 1.06L O O HJ 0300000000 2 13 80503 GO 6_
.78 1.13: C CF EBBF 0200000100 4 "28 0851+208L 145
.53 1.31 CC EC 0300000100
.40L 1.00L BC ABHG 0 0506000000 3 13 80511 G5 52
3.73 1.48 jBgCC AAABO 0400000000 23 6 13 80524 NB 8C
.52L 1,00L IC A MH 0406000006 1 13 80529 G5 7(;
.79 1.06 C H B B 0400000100
.40L 1.00L C CL 0300000000 1 13 80534 K 88
.40L 1.06L B AE 0400000000 1 13 80538 M0 85
.40L 1.00L F CB 0406000000 1 13 80541 K5 85
.40L 1.00L C B 0500000000 1 2 DO 13739 91
.51 1.32 CC J DB 0200000000 1 12 ZG 855+29 153
.40L 1.00L C BL 0300000000 1 13 80559 K2 81:
1.32 2.10 CC EAB 0300000000
.40L 1.00L B AE I 0400000000 3 13 80567 K5 8C
.40L 1.00L B AE L 0980000000 1 13 80568 M1 81
.55 1.00L D MD 1300000000
.40L 1.10L E EC 0400000000
.40L' 1.07L C 0300010000 1 DO 13761 9_
1.06 3.32 BC AA 0206100000 8 , U04744 141
.40L f.00L BC AA 0 0400001000
25, 60, 100 .am; 101 High Source Density Re, on.
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Right Ascension: 09h00"15'-O9h30_1 3"
Position (1950)
Declination: +20%+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name
Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 Coords SM] SMN 0 12 p.m
ham..8, (s) C) ] b C) C) (')
09002 + 2724 i 199; .7 .4
09006 + 2604 i201 _- 1.4 .4q
09011 + 2210 205 + .2 .3:
09011 +2108 207+ 1.9 .6:
09013+2927 196+ 4.6 1,0!
09013 + 2809 198 + .2 .3;
09019 + 2448 202 + .5 ,3;
09019 + 2833 198 +, ,2 .71
09019 + 2512 202 +, .2 .3'
09020 + 2239 205 +: 2.3, .6(
09021 +2621 200+, .9_ .4;
09025 + 2248 205 + ', .21 .6 c,
09028+2538 201 +, .2! .5.¢
09037+2019 208 +', .44 3(
09038 + 2435 203 +, 1.3_ .4;
09038 + 2302 205 + ,' .2_ .3-"
09042 + 2532 202 + _ .2! .33
09048 + 2500 202 + z 1.3; .41
09049+2951 196+z 2.0( .51
09050 + 2105 207 + E .3; .3C
09053 + 2212 206 + _ .2.= .69
09054 + 2138 207 + 3 .2,= .60
09054 + 2906 197 + 4 .2-= 32
09058 + 2650 200 + 4 .7; .37
09064 + 2426 203 + 4 .2E .41
09064+2214 206+4 2.8 -_ .67
09069+2527 .>02+4 64.21 32.69
09070 + 2830 198 + 4 .3(_ .28
09070 + 2945 196 + 4 1.19 36
09071 + 2252 .>05+ 4 1.24 .43
09074 + 2212 ._06+ 4 1.07 .33
09084 + 2231 _ + 4 .40 .42
09089 + 2904 i97 + 4 .42 .32i
09102 + 2328 _5 + 4 .47 .291
09104+2316 !05+4 .37 .301
09105 + 2538 !02+4 .73 .431
09105 + 2909 97 + 4 .25 .391
09106+2429 !03+4 .45 .301
09108 + 2922 97 + 4; .25 .271
09109 + 2844 98 + 4: .25 .311
09109 + 2329 '05 + 4 .251 .34t
09115+2513 03+4; .93 .331
09119+2210 '06+4 1.37 .60
09120 + 2956 96 + 4: .251 .331
09124 + 2114 08 + 4' .28 .341
09130+2106 08+4' .261 .30!.
09131 +2129 07+4' .48 .351.
09133 + 2336 05 + 4; .67 .39L
09137 + 2530 02 + 4; .251 .361.
09141 +2538 02+41 .25( 35L
09143 + 2021 09 + 41 .25[ .36L
09145+2610 02+4," .25[ .30L
09145+2639 01 +4," 1.14 26:
09149+2317 05+4; 82 .35L
09149 + 2846 98 + 4," .56 32L
09160 + 2628 01 + 4_ .251. .33L
09162+2628 E)I+45 2.05 .59
09168 + 2045 39 + 41 1.30 .43L
09169 + 2830 _9 + 44 .46 .42L
09175 + 2058 39 + 42 .53 .40L
09176 + 2038 39 + 42 .36 .27L
09182 + 2808 )9 + 44 103 .55
09188 + 2258 )6 + 43 .37 .55L
09188 + 2906 )8 + 44 .64 .32L
09190 + 2143 )8 + 42 ,62 .29L
09192 + 2 t24 )8 + 42 .25L .35:
09194 + 2738 )0 + 44 .31 .45L
09196 + 2126 )8 + 42 .27L .33
09197 + 2210 )7 + 43 .25L .33L
09206 + 2523 )3 + 44 35 .44L
09212 + 2608 )2 + 44 1.07 .43
09214 + 2347 )5 + 43 .62 .29L
09214 +2830 )9+45 -25L .28L
09216+2002 !0+42 .98 .45L
09217 + 2623 )2 + 44 9.83 2.36
09216 + 2345 )5 + 43 .25L .32L
09219 + 2000 0 + 42 1.05 .54L
09219 + 2659 tl + 44 .25L .32L
09221 + 2300 _6+ 43 .27 .31L
09232 + 2251 17+ 44 .41 .33L
09235 + 2647 pl + 45 25L .29L
09235 + 2220 _7+ 43 29L .38L
09246 + 2159 _ + 44 .34L .35L
09248 + 2333 _ + 44 3.75 .96
09260 + 2625 ,2 + 45 .55 .31 L
09266 + 2443 _4+ 45 .25L .60L
09268 + 2808 0 + 46 .28L .34L
09273 + 2945 ,7 + 46 .25L .59
09273 + 2018 0 + 44 .25L .32L
09274 + 2128 '9 + 44 .32 .53L
09274 + 2134 9 + 44 25L .33:
09275 + 2759 0 + 46 .25L 28L
09262+2516 4+45 5.10 1.27
09283 + 2528 4 + 45 .25L .27L
09288 + 2311 7 + 45 29.09 6.44
09289 + 2013 1 + 44 .95 .51L
09293 + 2143 9 + 45 .85 2.32
09296 + 2530 4 + 46 1.61 .53
09298 + 2712 1 + 46 .44 .26L
09302 + 2517 4 + 46 32 =.=.33L II
(Not Color Corrected)






























































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags =
B IA F 03000000
B D A C 03000000
( E I O20OOO0O
ED A A 03060000
BC A A 04000000q





3 A B 04000000(
E F 6 02000000(
EC CA 12000010(
_) A 04000100(
3 A F 03000000(
C A 04000000(
C B 14000001(
3 A D 04OO0000(
3C A B 04000000(
: D 04000000(
C I B 15000000£
C CDA 02000000C
C L E B 03000000C













D D I ._30000000
: : 34000000(3,
CI tl Aq 330100000_




C I F A _ 200000001
) 150000000<
CI :L AI 130001000(
IH 150000000(
IJ I _50000000(
C ( J B | P30000000(
C( I BI GO000000(
C( CE ;40100000(
C( IGBE ,30OOOOO0(


































D C N !0(3000000
;CC _,AA !00000000
D C DB 00000(300
3 D ;06000000
i CC ="A A 00000000

































ZG 905 + 22
U04794



















































































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ,am 25 ,am 60 ,am
ham. o 8, (s) () I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
)9303+2736 20.7 26 201+46 59 18 108 2 .75L .42L .37
)9304+2321 25.3 44 207+45 60 11 109 3 .25L .32L .52)9311+2340 7.739206+45 28 5 109 i 3.54 .85 .40L
29315+2426 35.1 59 205+46 69 15 109 2 .60L .27L .66L
39321+2155 8.1 47 209+45 49 10 109 3 .25L .35L 1.26
39330+2507 1,2 6 204+46 58j 10 109 3 .28L .40L .75
39332+2324 13,9 57 207+46 69 = 8 109 3 .37 .34L .40L
39332+2510 14.3 22 204+46 92 _ 16 109 2 .27L .33L .55
39332+2015 15,9 59 211+45 73 ' 10 109 3 .74 .39L .40L
39337+2340 44.2 3 206+46 55 13 108 2 .48L ,34L .53
09338+2759 53.9 1 200+47 23 5 109 3 .94 .34L .40L
09339+2835 59.5 50 199+47 74 18 109 2 .49L .28L .45
09340+2228 0.6 17 208+46 89 7 109 3 .58 .32L .40L
09343+2003 21.2 38 211+45 51 10 109 3 .25L .34L .77
09343+2153 22.8 35 209+46 57 11 109 3 .25L .33L .70
09346+2323 39.7 10 207+46 51 11 109 3 ,25L .34L 1.37
09358+2145 51.8 58 209+46 37 8 109 3 1.32 .49 .40L
09361+2643 9.0 46 202+47 37 15 110 2 ,25L .65L .63
09369+2637 54,158 203+47 50 12 109 3 _35L .28L .64
09376+2613 40.0 60 203+48 55 6 109 3 .61 .33L .40L
09376+2128 41.0,45 210+46 57 16 109 2 ,28L .38L .54
09380+2541 5.359 204+48 44 11 109 3 .25L .31L .71
09381+2125 10.2 15 210+46 59 8 109 3 .25L .31L 1.16
09384+2505 28.7;32 205+47 41 18 109 2 .44L ,40 .40L
09386+2404 41.2125 206+47 27 9 109 3 4.98 2.04 .51L
09387+2608 46.6125 203+48 34 8 109 3 2.3t .62 ,40L
09392+2354 13,3 45 207+47 81 12 109 3 ,28L ,43L .63
09393+2139 22.8129 210+47 57 11 109 3 .39L .35L .59
09394+2549 27.8 13 204+48 56 8 109 3 .56 .32L .40L
09396+2108 40.9 55 211+47 78 16 109 2 .75L .34L .47
09399+2830 59.5 39 200+49 49 11 110 3 .25L .30L .61
09400+2912 0.0 30 199+49 44 10 110 3 .25L .25L .67
09402+2124 17.2 50 210+47 66 10 109 3 .25L .29L .71
09405+2025 35.0 21 212+47 38 6 109 3 1.04 .28: .40L
09406+2005 38.0 28 212+47 32 6 109 3 2.95 1.11 .40L
09416+2444 40.8 5 206+48 74 17 110 3 .66L .31L .62
09420+2344 3.0 27 207+48 50 8 110 3 .25L .41L .98
09423+2342 23.8 24 207+48 48 7 110 3 .93 .39L .40L
09430+2400 0.E 21 207+48 22 6 110 3 16.87 3.66 .62
09430+2716 t.g 34 202+49 73 12 109 2 .30 .31L ,40L
09434+2043 28.1 4 212+47 63 10 110 2 .35 .35L .40L
09441+2456 6.1 t5 206+49 87 20 109 2 .40L .29L .39
09444+22t9 27.C 21 209+48 52 17 110 3 .25L .36L .31:
09445+2352 32._ 44 207+49 52 6 110 3 1.07 .28L .40L
09447+2949 47.0 22 198+50 55 9 110 3 .66 .27L .40L
09452+2243 16.3 52 209+48 36 6 110 3 1.26 .76 .40L
09453+2032 18.9 21 212+48 67 13 110 3 .25L .31L .52
09460+2250 0.9 46 209+49 69 8 110 : 2 .34 .33L .40L
09463+2440 21.4 41:206+49 45 ; 110; 33 1.21 .38L .40L09467+2101 44.8 45 211+48 77 110 .37 .35L ,40L
09472+2043 13.6 46 212+48 65 11 110 3 .25L .31L .7309476+253041.059205+50 71 g 1103 .54 .32, .40L
09480+2847 1.7 9 200+50 56 12 110 3 .25L .25L .6709487+2402 46.4 26 207+49 89 19 110 _ = .38L .31L .43
09488+2746 53.5 53 202+50 53 10 110 3 ,25L .27L .83
09490+2023 2.8 58 213+48 39 ; i110 3 ,89 .34: .40L09490+2437 3.3 51 206+50 44 _110 .61 .28L .40L
09492+2928 13.5 20 199+51 35 8 110 3 .40L .25L 1.76
09492+2708 15.0 37 203+50 41 6 110 3 1.47 .51 .40L
09494+2520 24.4 35 205+50 48 5 110 4 .55 .37L .40L
09498+2134 50.2 49 211+49 90 15 110 2 .46L .38L .53
09499+2614 54.7 37 204+50 38 6 110 3 14.63 3.50 .54:
09500+2049 2.1 6 212+49 93 15 110 2 .41L .33L .44
09502+2221 15.4 36 210+49 40 7 110 3 2.02 .49 .40L
09504+2010 28.8 34 213+49 55 7 110 3 .49 .25L ,40L
09505+2429 33.4 11 207+50 66 15 110 3 .25L .28L .48
09507+2554 47.1 9 205+50 46 6 110 3 .88 .32L .40L
09511+2337 7.1 11 206+50 58 9 110 3 .25L .34L 1.02
09515+2331 33.7 26 208+50 52 _ 13 110 3 .25L .50L .61
09534+2727 28.1 58 202+51 34: 7 1tl 3 .32L .48 3.42
09537+2053 47.9 7 212+50 61 17 110 3 .37L .28L .42:
09543+2848 21.9 2 200+52 52 7 111 3 .46 .34L .40L
09547+2712 45.5 49 203+51 48 8 111 3 .48 .26L .40L
09567+2953 43.9 5 199+52 31 5 111 4 2.00 .49 .40L
09572+2130 14.6 13 212+51 30 6 110 3 10.79 4.10 .60
09580+2233 2.8 13 210+51 44 13 135 3 .43L .30L .57
09583+2238 22.7i34 210+51 55 10 111 3 .25L .27L .82
09584+2901 26.3 29 200+53 41 6 111 3 1.21 .38L .40L
09586+2150 49.3 58 212+51 52 11 111 3 .25L .34L .75
09590+2413 4.4 21 208+52 34 6 111 3 1.26 .45 .40L
09592+2156 15.3 19 211+51 81 10 111 2 .37 .33L .40L
09595+2513 ;33 1 58 206+52 50 7 110 =2 1.37 .46 .40L
09598+2656 !50.4 8 204+53 33 6 111 3 5.45 2.14 .42
10016+2528 39.7 23 206+53 49 8 111 2 .33 .32L .40L
10017+2248 47.6 55 210+52 87 9 111 3 .38 .32L .40L
10024+2142 24.0 23 212+52 30 29 111 2 .25L .31L .40L
10030+2918 0.9 361200+54 43 13 112 3 .46LI .27L .59
10033+2404 19.7 44 _209+53 50 6 111 3 .68 .33L .40L
10033+2145 23.4 35 212+52 56 9 111_ 3 .98 .44L .40L
10036+2740 36.7 19 203+54 56 11 1112 .25L .29L 1,19
10040+2451 2.6 _ 207+53 68 10 1112 .41 .29L .40L10055+2014 35.25 !215+52 44 111 .61 .29L .40L
10065+2034 32.8 49'214+52 68 7 111 3 .46 ,31L .40L
10066+2512 39,3 17 207+54 33 5 112 3 1.47 .52 .40L
10076+2811 39.850 202+54 86 218 i111 t.27L .31L .37
10078+2904 52.6 55 201+55 57 t5 i111 = ,42L .28L .66
10078+2439 52.8 36 208+54 42 7 112 3 .25L .82 3.83
10086+2621 40.3 37 205+54 62 14 111 2 .25L .28L .60
10087+2605 45.2 23 202+55 39 8 112 3 .40 .30L .40L10092+2022 17.0 2 215+53 43 111 .66 .34L .40L
V L C
100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.09L C E F 0300000000
1.18 DF BBB 0400000000
1.00L BC ABG 2 1400000000





















Name Type _"_ MaB
1.00L BC AAE 1 0400000000
1.00L BD AB 0 0100001000
1.06L C HDAG 0301000000
1.20L C K B C 0400000100
1,00L C A 0300000000
1.29L C CI 3400000000
1.00L C B H 0300000100
2.13 DC DBB 1200000100 3 9 U05165
1.57 CCE BC 1400000000 3 9 U05192
1.00L BE AC 0 1500000000 1 13 80988K0
1.00L BC ,ABE 0 0500002000 2 1 1 RSLEO
i
2 = 12 ZG930+23 48 15
3 13 80909 K5 4 6
1300000010 1 12 ZG 931+24 60 15
0500000100 9 g U05103 32 12
0480100010 2 12 ZG 933+25 17 15
0400010000 1 13 80917 K0 2 7
0300100010 2 12 ZG 933+25 39 14
1401000000 1 13 80918 K0 32 7
3400000100 1 12 ZG 933+23 30 15
0300000000 2 13 80925 K0 7 7
0300000000
0400010000 113809291(0 28 7
1401000100, 3! : U05123 55, 140600000000 U05124 30 i 15
0200000110' 4 139 U05126 52 1480946 K0 4 81 0600000000
1200000200 4
1200000000 i
0100000000 2 13 80962 K0 22 8
0400000000
0300000000 1 12 ZG 938+25 60 15
0300010000 4 9 U05165 29 15
0300000000
3 4 TMSS +20214 41 2
2 13 80970 K0 8 6
1 12 ZG 939+23 23 15
1 13 80978 K0 19 7
1.44 FC LJ EC 1401000000
1.54: CC GEAD 0400000000
1.00L B A E 2500000000





















1.02L C E M
1.25L D E
1.51 DC G EC












1.00L B E A L
1.00L C BE
4.21 CC HJ AA
1.00L BC AAM 1 0300000000
1.00L C B L K 0400010000
t.10L C MC 0400001000
1.00L BBE AACL 0 0400000000 17
1.00L D B 1400000000
1.00L B E A B 1 0400000000
1.00L C B 1401010000
1.81 DD E GB I 0300000100
1.06L C B F _0400000000
2.72 CC GAA 0300000000
1.58 CC CCB 0400000000
6.77 DCC EDAA 0100000000
1.83 DD FLGB 1300000000
1.00L B BE 0300000000
t.00L C e 0400010000
1.00L BC AB 5 0300001000
1.00L CBC AAC 6 0300000100
1.46: CC GJ BC 0401000000
2.11 CC HFBA 0300000000
1.00L B AE 0300010000
1.33 C C G B A 1400000000

























1 12 ZG 941+24 17 15
4 13 81002K0 1313 1810O4 G0P 4
1 13 81005 K0 7
1 13 81009 G5 36
1 12 ZG 944+24 15 1E
2 9 U05239 56 1,_
1 13 81015 K0 9
1 2 DO 13999 42 11
1 12 ZG 945+20 41 1.=
1 13 81025 K0 40
2 13 81027 K2 4
1 13 81032 05 12
I
1 2 DO 14009 56 11
3 9 U05279 24 1"
1 12 ZG 948+24 66 : 1,=
1 13 81053 K0 4
3 13 81054 A2 49 U05292 28 1"
3 13 81057 M0 2013 81058 K2 3
4 I 13 81064 K0 4
I2 13910.,5 11
1 13 81067 G5 23
1 13 61069 K2 16
3 9 U05313 19 1,
3 9 U05320 57 1,
3 9 U05335 26 1,
3 9 U05341 86 1!
1 13 81104 K0 5
1 2 DO 14045 3
2 13 81129 K0 9
2 2 DO 14055 53
3 9 U05381 42 11
4 9 U05384 i 73 1,
3 "13 81143K2 2
1 9 U05392 19 1_
1 13 81149 K0 0
1 2 DO 14062 67 1
2 2 DO 14064 33 91
1 13 81164 K2 10 80
1 13 81168 K0 26 75
3 9 U05434 86 I
2 13 81180 K2 1 83
1 13 81181 K0 13 70
1 13 81184 K5 12 91
1 1 YY LEO 10 3
2' 13 81208 +++ 21 _ 65
1 2 DO 14103 79 1
3 9 U05484 52 146
4 9 U05488 29 146
13 61222K5 1 80
l! 1381225G5. i 13 75






1.00L C H CG
1.00L B B H




t,00L C CC J
1.00L BC AC





1.00L C B G






a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m
ham. ,8, (s) t) I b (') (") (') N
10093+2319 18.2 51 210+54 81 21 111 2 .25L
10094+2806 27.4 31 202+55 85 8 t50 3 .29L
10096+2508 39.7 3E 207+54 60 10 1123 .61
10097+2014 47.1J53 215+53' 70 13 111 3 .29L
10098+2829 152.8121 202+55 46 5 112 3 .64
10106+2745 [38.6126 203+55 35 11 112 3 .25L
10107+2259 144.5111 211+54 34 6 112 3 .26L
10110+2723 / 0.51 2 204+55 j 46 6 112 3 1.08
10111+2311 i 6.4/42 211+54 21 5 112 3 1.96
10113+2425 /23,5151 209+65!55 8 112 3 ,37
t 1
10117+2125 143.1t12 214+54 37 7 112 3 .63
10124+2742 126.1118 203+55 65 14 112 3 .25L
,0124+2121 129.2126 214+54 46 8 112 3 .25L
,0130+2113 / 4.3|14 214+54 88 16 111 2 .39L
10134+2230 125.4/27 212+55 41 i 9 i 1t2 3 .25L
10134+2933 125.4/28 200+56 71 11 112 2 .34
10135+2500 132.9/23 208+55 49 9 112 3 .30L
10136+2855 139.2|52 201+56 54 7 113 3 .52
10137+2345 [45.7111 210+55 62 61123 .81
10138+2122 148.6124 214+54 26 51112 3 .54
10138+2220 50.0[ 5 212+55 36 20 112 3 .81L
10139+2340 54.8| 4 210+55 25 5 1121 3 4.01
10139+2537 _5.0|10 207+55 40 6 112' 3 2.62
10140+2751 : 2.1159203+56 61 11 112 2 .33
r0141+2956 6.8/6 199+56 19 5 113 3 3.39
!0144+2321 28.7126 211+55 47 6 1t2 3 .76
'0146+2328 39.5158 211+55 46 6 112 3 .69
0148+2156 51.7127 213+55:55 8 112 3 .25L
0150+2015 1 2117 216+54 45 6 112 3 1.04
0150+2207 2.9|19 213+55 ! 40 8 112 3 .25L
!
0153+2204 21.2151 213+55 22 7 112 3 .30:
0157+2307 44.0140 211+55 69 16 113 2 .43L
0162+2457 13.0j52 208+56 17 5 112 3 2.52
0164+2436 26.8t55 209+56 45 7 112 3 .56
0169+2007 54.4|6 216+55 50 6 111 3 .88
0171+2039 9.7121 216+55 j 36 5 112 4 .61
0172+2005 13.6|38 217+56 34 4 111 3 85.65
0174+2215 28.8158 213+55 59 8 112 2 .46
0177+2949 44,1|30 200+57 45 6 113 3 .58
0177+2806 44.7134 203+57 56 10 113 3 .26L
/
0178+2911 50.1139 201+57 54 9 112 2 .33
0181+2537 8.9|8 207+56 44i 8 113 3 .25L
0186+2847 39.7120 202+57 51 7 113 3 .70
0193+2135 23.6i6 214+56 53 9i112 3 .25L
0195+2050 307119 216+55 60 17 _112 3 .25L
0195+2149 33.3133 214+56 18 7 J112 3 .48
0196+2545 36.2110 207+57 16 5 1113 3 26.76
0197+2918 46.6131201+57 40 8 113 3 .43
0199+210657.61351215+5652 10 112 3 .25L
0201+2025 11.61351216+55 32 12 112 3 =25L
0207+2434 45.81441209+57/] 36 7 113 3 .26L
0207+2007 46.6171217+56 16 5 112 3 .67
0208+2952 52.11111200+58 31 6 113 3 1.39
0210+2549 2.61191207+57 30 7 113 3 1.05
0212+2506 16.91541208+57 53 15 113 3 .25L
0218+2547 53.41141207+57 64 14 1112 2 .30L
0222+2620 17.71551203+58 48 15 i112 2 .43L
0232+2150 17.51591214+57 47 13 112 3 .32L
0234+2458 28.91171209+57 60 5 112 4 .79
0237+2026.91s,1217+5638 7112 3 .25L
0241+2512 9.91131208+58 49 6 112 4 .48
0243+2420 20.9[91210+57 55 11112 3 .26L
0244+2329 25.5131212+57 69 8 112 2 .53
0245+2845 30.31441202+58 43 6 114 3 .25L
0246+2152 37.01151215+57 51 9 112 2 .44
0246+2042 41.5J12J217+57 43 6 112 3 .25L
0259+2710 57.91411205+58 54 8 113 3 .50
0261+2635 6.8135J206+58 37 13 t13 3 25L
0261+2000 8.6157 218+57 60 11 112 3 .25Li
0262+2959 ,2.7/31200+59 27 5 114 3 1.19
t I
0263+2228A 21.3171214+57 69 15 112 2 .25L
0264+2621 29.3|191207+58 37 9 113 4 .25L
0265+2944 32.4]46120O+59 86 17 114 3 .31L
0266+2319 36.3|81212+58 35 5 112 3 8.65
0270+2850 501221202+59 53 7 t14_ 3 .89
0271+2005 6.61461218+57 85 19 112 2 .26L
0275+2735 32.51441204+59 48 7 114 3 .35
0276+2206 51.9141 [214+58 59 9 112 3 .44L
0280+2236 3.1J40J214+56 52 11 112 3 .27L
0282+2903 .7.9115_202+59 32 7 114 3 .25L
3284+2415 -_8"7147t211+58/| 59 8 112 3 .36
3287+2507 |5.1125}209+59 51 10 113 3 .28L
3288+2614 52.41261207+59 49 9 113 3 .27L
3292+2458 13.11471209+59 57 9 111 2 .31
3294+2755 _.41381204+59 40 9 113 4 .25L
3296+2725 36 51551205 + 59 : 24 14 113 3 .25L
3298+2137 5371171216+58 78 17 113 2 .25L
3300+2126 3.21231216+58 I 56 17 112 2 .25L
3301+2846 6.71111202+59' 46 9 113 4 .25L
3314+2904 ._7.81331202+S0 24 13 114 3 .25L
/ I
3316+2151 11.9/01215+58 51 7 113 3 .56
,320+2813 3.2[121203+60 29 6 113 3 .75
:)320+2154 3.21381215+59 39 7 113 3 .25L
,328+2849 ,2.41251202+60 52 10 113 3 .25L
:)330+2118 3.9J211217+59 52 11 113 3 .25L
:)336+2339 _4.0116|2t2+59 r 14 11 148 3 .25L
J340+2802 0.1J12i204+60rr 54 10 111 2 .23
:)341+2216 6.51121215+59 i 67 15 113 2 .30L
:)341+2208 11.2142]215+59i 43 16 111 2 .40L
_36 2 209+60 37 7 113 3 .25L
:)368+2535 .-..___ [










































































































1o0 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1,39 DC EEC 1200000OO0
2.01 CC FMCB 0200100200
1.45L F CI J M 1500000000
1.07L C I BC 0400000000
1.00L B B 0400000000
2.21 CC E BB 0400000130
6.70 CC DCAA 1200001000
1.0eL B A B 0500000000
1.00L BD ACJ 3 1400000000
1.00L C C G 0500000000
1.0eL O B F 0200000000
1.10[ C MGCG 0300000000
1.97 EC EAA 0400000000
1.10L D FBJ 0501000100
1,83 CC CB 1300000100
1.62L C B 1400010000
1.60 CC J BB 15O0OOO06(
1.0eL C BE 15OOO00OO0
1.11L C BD M 0400100000
18.01 BCCC CAAA 3 0101010000
1.22 C MC 1400000000
1.00L BC AA 7 0400100000
1.00L BC AAL 0 0500000000
1.62L C D 0300000000
1.0eL BD ABK 5 0500000000
1.00L D B K
1.00L D FACAA i3.68 CC





1.00L' C BK M
1.07L B BC G
1.00L B BDJ
1.16 BBCC AAAD
1.0eL E CH L



























18.86 EDCC DCAA 3 0180011000
1.0eL BBC AAAM 0 0410000000
1.15L C CF K 0300000000
1.57 DD LDBA 1300000000
1.20 CC EGDC 0400000000
2.96 CC I HAA 2200000000













1.00L C CB L
3.86 CC DAA




























1.0eL BBC AAB 0 0300000000
1.05L C AG
1.11 F DB
1.0eL C B I J
1.37 CC F CC
1.39 FC ECC
3.40 FCC NFAA






























S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Mag
3 9 005498 9 153
3 9 U05499 54 143
2 13 81231 K7 16 83
1 12:ZG 1009+20 55 158
1 13;81233 G5 7 70
8
4 9 U05510 50 121
2 13 81243 G5 1 60
2 13 81250 F5 23 60
3 6 A1012+21 28
2 13 81258 A0 20 53
2 13 81259 GO 14 65
2 13 81260 GO 2 58
4 9 005544 25 128
2 12 ZG 1013+22 28 150
5i 13 81265F0 2 35
2 13 81264K0 12 60
2 DO14141 53 118
2 DO14142 66 86
13 13 81270F5 2 58
12 13 81273K5 13 78
5 9 U05554 41 128
2 13 81274 K2 3 81
4 9 U05556 47 138
6 9! U05559 40 118
8 _ 12; ZG 1015+23 34 15513! 81285 K0 11 65
1 13 81287 K2 8 7t
4 13 81292 M4E 27 100
1 13 812961(0 3 83
7 13 81298 K0 3 25
2 °13 81302 K0 20 75
1 2 DO14160 89 85
1 13 81304 K0 9 72
3 9_U05588 40 140
1 13 '81309K5 6 80
2 9 U05598 42 155
4 9 U05601 46 143
4 13 81314 M8 3 87
2 13 81316 M1 17 90
1 12 ZG 1020+21 43 151
2 7 9 U05620 70 121
2 13 81328 K0 2 65
1 13 81329 K0 2 68
3 9 U05636 75; 158
I
13 81339 K0 _ 714 9 U05653 4 ! 148
13 81346 K0 5 77
13 81350M0 13 88
4 9 U05663 17 116
13 81357 K2 6 78
1 13 81370 K0 5 75
3 9 U05679 27 153
3 9 U05681 74 156
1 13 81371 K0 3 86
2 12 ZG 1026+22 47 153
3 9 U05684 21 141
4 9 U05685 34 123
2 4 TMSS +20220 39 25
1 13 81381 K0 12 68
3 9 U05696 47 148
1 13 81388 KO 27 81
2 61 N3265 9
2 13 81393 K2 7 77
3 9 U05711 50 141
3 9 U05713 65 150
1 13 81398K0 13 77
4 9 U05721 23 133
2 12 ZG 1029+27 47 155
4 9 U05731 49 123
1 13 81420 K0 22 72
1.00L CE AEE 1 0300000000 1 13 81423 K0 4 68
5,03 CC J FAA 0300100000 4 9 005742 50 128
1.95 CC BB 0400000000 3 9 U05749 67 141
2.02 CC BA 0400000100 3 9 U05751 67 148
1.60 EC AC 0201000000
1.00L C C 0301000000 2 13 81434 K0 4 55
.95: C F F O F 0300000000
1.28L E HDF 0400000000 4 9 U05767 21 121
3.30 CC GAA 0200000100 3 9 U0580O 5 143








(s) ( ) l b
10369+2659 57.1 15! 206+61
10371+2525 10.7 36 209+61




10388+2734 61.4 18 205+61














10427+2547 47.0 23 209+82
10430+2752 5.2 54 205+62
_0432+2433 17.1 3 212+62
10433+2923 22.1 27 201+62
10436+2341 37.6 13 213+62
10439+2611 57.9 44 208+62
10441+2336 9.2 43 214+62
10442+2648 16.5 32 207+62
10446+2710 39.7 22 206+62
10451+2631 7.3 1 206+62
10454+2651 27.0 57 203+63
10457+2650 43.7 52 207+63
10460+2619 0.5 4 208+63
10460+2701 3.2 60 207+63
10461+2940 11.950 201+63
10462+2704 16.7262 i207+6310471+2814 8.8! 204+63
10473+2716 21.4! 19206+63









10490+2533 ! 4 1 27 210+63,
10493+2528 _20.9' 35 210+63 '
10493+2503 23.7 52 211+63
10496+2525 396 18 210+63
10496+2454 41.9139 211+63
10497+2514 44.1 23 211+63
10498+2003 49A 34 222+62
10498+2312 52.8 4 215+63
10501+2512 10.1 51 211+63
10504+2437 24._ 39 212+63
10505+2709 131.2 6 207+6410508+2115 [48.? 219+62
10508+2626 50.9 29 208+64
10508+2441 51.5 44 212+63
10511+2720 7.4 23 206+64
10516+2730 37.2119 206+64
10518+2953 50.5 46 200+64
10529+2500 55.7 52 212+64








10560+2524 3.9 29 211+65
10565+2448 35.4 43 212+65
10573+2217 20.7 45 218+64
10576+2914 40.0 44 202+65
10578+2957 48,2 47 200+66
10567+2759 44.6 23 205+66
10591+2410 11.4 14 214+65
10594+2808 26.6 25 205+66
10597+2736 43.0 47 206+66
11000+2527 3.9 36 211+66
11003+2614 20.0 39 209+66
11004+2911 28.2 58202+66
11004+2814 283 27 205+66








11062+2636 12.4 44 209+67






HI (Not Color Corrected)
Uncertainty C I V L C
SMJ $MN 00 12 p,m 25 y.m 60 /_m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(") (") (°) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
51 7 113 3 .28L .35: 3.25 5.49 ECC FBAA 0201000010 1 12 ZG 1036+27 62 151
54 15 114 2 .38L .30L .41 1.72L C DB 0200000000
70 37 113 2 .25L .70L .40L .85 F J EI 1400000000
53 51133 .58 .28L .40L 1.00L C B 1401000000 2 1381464K5 13
42 51143 .94 .26L .40L 1.00L B AN 1600000000 2131381465M0 1429 71133 .76 .45L .40L 1.00L S BG 0400000000 1 1381467K0 3
16 51143 1.75 .50 .40L 1.00L BC AB 00400000000 2 81474 K5 3
27 131133 .35L .39L .87 1.27L C KMAF 0401000110 4 9 U05622 52
77 91143 .56 .28L .40L 1.08L F C KE 1401001000 1 13814841<2 11
57 81143 .37 .28L .40L 1.0eL C CI 1500010000 2 1381486A2 6
55 11 113 3 .39L .31L .59 1.07: CD L BC 0600001000 3 6 A1040+20 g
58 8 113 3 .45 .29L .40L 1.13L B S F 0400000000 2 13 81490A2 6
34 7 114 3 .25L .53 4.56 20.72 FCF KBDB 1260022308 7 3 6 N3344 5
85 13 113 3 .25L .32L .63 ,86: CD J BD 0500000000
49 12113_ 2 .27L .40L .56 1.05: DCF JKCE 0400000000 1 12 ZG 1041+22 3880 211142 1.28L .37 .40L f.00L HI 0500000000
23 71143 .25L .25L 1.00 3.86 CD BA 2400000008 3 9 U05855 31
49 193 1143 .30L .39L .47 4.15L D J CF 130000000842 1133 .25L .35L .67 2.00 CCNEAA 0200_0100 3 9 U06_ ,_
57 12 114 3 .25L .25L .76 1.53: CC L BC 1400000100 2 12 ZG1042+29 52
80 35 1122 .25, ._L .47, 1.5g E MEC 246000o1206
96 20 114 3 .25L .26L .40L 1.51 r KPFC 7500000018
22 71143 .25L .35L 1.70 2.87 C£ GAA 0300000100 3 12 ZG 1043+27 69
52 10 114 3 ,25L ,29L .92 1.87 C( EBB 2400000000
46 32 114 2 ,39L .42L .40L 1.00 r K D 1400000000
74 21 114 3 .36L .35L .40L 1.69 C G B 3580000260
47 8 114 3 .25L .30L 1.76 2.45 CC KAC 2400000008 3 g U05881 32
56 251142 .28L .52L .40L 1.90 D F D 3601000150
48 101122 .31L .33L .94 2.02: CE KGBA 3300000006 3 9 U05884 38
42 71143 1.95 33 .40L 1.13L BF AC F 02500001000 1 1381523K5 20I
28 711413 .25LJ .30L 1.74 3.29L C FAA 2480100208 42 12 ZG 1045+26 17
50 lo 114 I 2 .25LI .34L .62: 2.04 CC CA 1401000000 4 9 U05006 74
51 12114 I 3 .26L _ .27L .47 1.76 CD DB 1500000000 5 9 U05912 24
34 71143 .25L .58 2.22 2.51 CCC BAB 1500001008 3 6 A1046+26 56
57 10 114 3 .26L .25L .65 1.14 CF BB 0500100000 1 12 ZG1046+27 44
26 5 1143 t.75 .34 .40L 1.00L BE ACJ 0 1400001000 3 13 81533 KO 2
25 5114 i33 2.25 .52 .40L t.00L BF AA J 10600100000 2 1381534K0 258 8 114 .40 .26L .40L 1.00L S AF 1400000000 2 1361542F5 4
24 121152 .25L .25L .71 1.63 CF BC 0500000100
38 101143 .27L .25L .73 1.64: CD CA 0400000100
37 15114 ' 3 .25L .30L .40L 1.94 C KGB 8500000006
78 71143 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L B CK 1400000000 2 1381544M0 15
46 91143 .25L .26L .71 1.66 CC AB 1400000010 1 12 ZG 1047+26 50
85 24 112 2 .25L .61L .40L 1.34 C C 1500001030 8
48 101144 .25L .31L .76 2.46 I CC E BA 0300000100 3 g U05957 16
58 121143 .28L .25L .57 1.56 j ED E CD 3400000100
70 161132 .25L .30L .61 3.41L F CH 8601000338
59151153 .27 .29 .47 1.00L M F 1400000000
100 35 115 2 .25L .32L .40L 1.37 E H 2600000240 C
92 17 1132 .44L .27L .41 1.27L C F DE 9600000030
76 231143 .25L .31L A0L 1.86 E C 9600000020
81 32 115 i 2 .26L .36L .40L 1.49 D D 9600000020
25 131143 .25L .32L .65 1.84: CF BF 9600000040 8
82 33 115 2 .81L .28L .40L 2.09 C L F 9600000340 4
55 11 113 3 .25L .34L .58 1.03: CD J BE 0400000100 3 9 U05989 38
26 7 113 2 .76L 1.28 11.61 20.64 CDD CAAA 1100001000 4 9 U05995 17
28 17 157 3 .25L .25L .38; 5.25 DF LHE 9580200550 4 1 32 X1050+252 77
27 61143 1.53 .73 .40L 1.00L BF ABF 86401001000 2 2 [3014299 34
46 121153 .26L .25L .47 1.33: CE J CB 0500000000
56 15114, 3 .25L .36L .55 1.17 CD FFC 0300000200 4
27 7 115 3 5.32 1.34 .40L 1,00L BC AAC O 1400000000 2 13 81568 M0 6
 171141i925L 29L 40L C S 8= 0011115 .28L .26L .55 i L C BE 040000000041 115 .25L .33L 1.50 3.64 CC EAA 0200000000 3 9 U0602'3 25
66151152 .32 .25L .40L 1.00L C F K 1300010000 1 1361574F8 5
86101132 .83 .30L .40L 1.08L C AG G 3300000000 5 1381584A0 13
29 7 1142 4.95 1.23 .43L 1.00L BC ABI H 0040(3000000 3 1381589 K2 3262 6114 .39 .25L .40L 1,00 C C 0300000000 1 1381590G5 19
50 6115'3 1.12 .31L .40L 1.00L B ADF 1401000000 2 1381591 K0 10
62 191162 .25L .57L .43: 1.10 DO KCC 1300000000 1 12 ZG 1054+28 42
I
74 111132 .38 .27L .40L 1.00L C IC 040000O00O 2 13 181597 KO 24
34 91153 .25L .53L 1.09 2.10 CC FBC 0300000100 1 10 M+04-26-022 48
49 121583 .40L .30L .47 1.71 FD GEDB 0400100100 2 12 ZG 1055+24 18
68 81132 1.47 .60L .40L 1.00L C AH 04(30000000 2 1381604M0 1
65 17 113 2 .37L .28L .43: 1.36: CD CB 0300000000 3 9 U06063 61
30 61153 .28L 1.16 12.17 14.34 CCC GAAA 0180000000
67 10 113 2 .55 .25L .40L 1.09L D B G 0300000000 1 1381615K0 13
40 71153 .29L .26: 4.58 13.99 ECC EEBA 0100010300 45 g U06079 54
56 141153 25L .25L .55 1.46 CC MBC 0400000000 3 9 U06084 61
45 141153 .25L .36L .58 1.81 CCI MBB 0500000000 4 9 U06099 51
36131143 .25L .25L .66 1.07: CD BD 0300000000 1 12'ZG 1069+24 87
41 7 1153 1.13 .28: .40L' 1.00L BF AD 10500000000 1 1361635K5 15
60 12113] 2 .25LI .32L .82 1.51: CC KBB 0600000000
74 131153 .25L .32L .66 1.05 CC J CC 0300000000
53 18 114 2 .31L .32L .38 1.00[_ e E 0400000000
37 09 j116 23 172 .25L .40L' 1.21L O S i o 1400010000 3 13 81642 KO 332 1 113 1.04 3.72 19.17 32.89 CCOE AAAA 0100000000 5 9 U06118 68
67 11 1132 .25L .41L .96 1.00L C BB 0300000100
75 161162 .82L .41L .64: 1.45 CE LFBS 1400000000 5 " 9 U06126 00
52 101142 .25L AlL 1.39 4.10 CC JJBA 0200000100 4 9 U00126 33
27 111153 .41 .25L .40L' 1.00L C C 1400000000 3 "1381652K0 3
56 131142 .40L .26L .61 1.52 CC DB 0300000020 84 9 U06139 13
58 121142 .25L .41L .95 1.81 CE HBB 1300000000
33 9 1412 .68L .37L 1.41 2.16 CC LEBA 0300000000
47 81142 .25L .33: 1.81 3.27 ECC DAA 0300000000 3 U06173 41
62 14 114 2 .40L .29L .64 1.16L C CC 0100000000
42 91153 .26L .25L .96 3.07 CC GLBA 1400000000 5 9 U06193 45
66 18 116 2 .26L .65L .40L 1.33 CCD! GB 15000(_010 1 12 ZG1106+27 5128 71153 .25L .25L 2.14 4.18 HAA 120000000084 151142 .39L .29L .52 1.10L I DE 1400000000



























































Right Ascension: 11"08m14'-12h04m11 ' Declination: +20°-+30 °




































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ot _ C_,OrbdS SMJ SMN (e) O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 p.m(s) ( ) (") (') N (lansky}
28 209+68 51 6 114 2 1,11 .32L .40L
1 203+68 28 8 116 3 ,25L ,55 4,30
3 207+68 57 7 114 2 ,61 ,25L ,40L
201+69 56 29 115 2 1,09L ,25L 1,0959 01+6932,1 15 26L 7L 74
39 229+70 60] 10 114 21 .26L .31L_ .68
35 229+70 51 9 114 2 .27L .47L 2.64
12 226+7t 42 10 114 i ,25L ,28L 1.0039 224+72 56 15 114 .25L .27L .54
13 227+71 45 10 114 ,28L .29: .79
5 230+71 33 7 114 2 1,16 ,32L .40L
44 230+71 66 13 114 2 ,50L .25L .58
30 223+72 55 10 114 2 .27 ,27L ,40L17 222+72 59 18 1114 _ ,25L .30L ASL
22 226+72 67 15 114 2 .42L .31L .43
37 224+72 83 23 ' 114 2 .25L 28L ,50L
22 227+72 39 8 114 2 4.24L ,28: 1.43
2 232+72 38 8 14 2 .25L .51L 1.98
40 231+72 50 12 114 2 .39L .42L .80
39 231+72 54 10 114 2 .26L .53L .88
5_ 226+73 46 14 114 2 .32L .66L .44:226+73 57 8 114 2 .50 .33L .40L
35 229+72 30 8 114 2 ,26L .50L 1.95
34 216+74 74 12 114 2 ,26L .29L .48
36 233+72 39 10 114 2 .25L .28L 1.23
24 218+74 54 12 114 2 .25L .25L .94
16 225+73 46 6 114 ! 2 .25L .25L 2.78
49 229+73 42 8 114 2 2,81 .55 .40L
14 217+74 71 8 115 2 ,41 .25L .46L
10 217+74 27 16 115 2 .25L ,33L ,78L
4; 233+73 37 9t14 2 ,25L .23: 1.82233+73 51 1 '114 .39 .27L .52L
48 221+74 27 8115 22 ,25L .33L 1.31225+74 37 1 115 .25 .64 .98
49 234+73 53 10 114 2 .32L .36L 1.52
16 232+73 74 27 114 2 .25L .29L .45L
29 234+73 65 11 114 2 .36L ,28L .82
43 216+75 38 9 115 2 4,84 1,21 .40L
56 234+73 39 10 114 2 .25L i ,80L 1,10
57 235+73 50 12 114 2 .2f_L i ,28L .71
6235+73 44 16 114 2 ,40L 1.46L .47:
24 230+74 90 30 114 2 ,28L ,45L A0L
267 209+75 74 10 115, i ,26 .42L ,40L
210+76 27 115 3,28 .85 .40L
6 220+75 64 10 115 .49 .26 .40
51 235+74 29 7 114=2 3.23 ,82 .40L
48 232+74 59 20 114 2 .38L ,28L .55L
11 199+76 63 13 115 2 .35L .31L ,67
26 232+75 84 18 114 i .27L .28L 39:
36 229+75 53 11 114 AlL .25L .57
7 210+76 i 65 23 115 ,25L 26L .40L
41 205+76 82 7 115 2 .37 .58L 1.01L
50 214+76 45 11 115 _ ,25L .25L .8219 212+76 24 8 115 .25L .40: 3.40219+76 76 10 115 .25L 25L .7456
50 236+74 62 8 114 =2 .99 .65L .40L
35214+76 61 12 115 2 .25L .25L .71
38 231+75 67 15 114 2 .45L .26L .62
31 233+75 54 16 114 2 ,25L .26L 30:
31 224+76 26 15 115 2 ,45L .62L .62
30 225+76 53 12 115 2 ,25L .25L .59
41 236+75 49 12 113 3 .25L .25L .84
31 234+76 28 6 113 3 1.62 .77 .40L
35 226+76 55 10 115 2 .35L .25L 1.11
47 218+77 74 14 115 2 .25L' .27L .70
34234+76 59 15 114 2 .38L .27L .51:
2 237+75 77 10 114 2 .40 .31L .40L
32_ 235+76 48 32 114 2 ,25L .70L .40L,229+77 71 12 115 2 .25L .33: 1.25217+77 65 8 115 2 1.21 .33L AOL
58215+77 64 13 115 2 .25L 25L .58
2202+78 66 131152 62 25L 40L24219+78 34 6 1152 26L 40 46436212+7887 I!11502 .39 ,28L .40L
47 219+78 56 11 '115 2 .26L .25L 1.19
40 219+78 39 17 115 2 .25L 25L ,45:
19 206+78 21 7 1161 2 ,25L .42 3.63
36 219+78 42 8 15 2 .25L ,30L 2,35
46 208+78 50 9 15 2 ,25L ,37L 2.06
1 222+78 62 11 115 2 ,49 ,29L ,40L
15 241+76 60 13 114 2 .33L .25L .98:
54 225+78 57 10 115 2 ,45 ,27L .40L
37 241+77 37 13 115 2 .25L .45L .50:
11 240+77 48 11 114 2 .45L .28L .57
24 239+77 52 11 115 2 .43L .27L .7769240+7733, 1152 47L49224+79598 1152 41 40L
38 9 116 2 .47 .25L A0L57 199+79
531243+77 72 32 115 22 ,25L .32L .40L19 235+78 54 13 115 .25L .27L .68
13 217+79 77 13 115 2 .68L .25L .61
30 197+79 35 6 117 2 6.41 1.58: .40L
14243+77 50 18;115 2 ,26L 29L .3943!211+80 124 34!115 = ,32L 25L .45L
1'244+77 32 20 115 2 ,25L ,60L .40L
21 243+77 86 14 115 2 ,25L ,25L .46:
21 243+78 49 12 115 2 ,44L .30L ,62
229+79 57 12 115 2 .26L 29L ,58
13 204+80 73 17 116 2 ,33L ,26L .42
46 197+80 106 11 116 2 .36 ,25L .40L
Flags Associations
V L
l(X) pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1,00L C AD 0300010000
6.73 C C C B A A 0300000000
1.00L D A 0300000000
1.85: CD GAB 0400000000
2.00 C C C B 0300000000
1.78 FC BB 0300000100
4.05 D D D AA 0200001000
2.03 C C MB B 0200000000
1,06L D DG 0300000000
2.29 FCC KFAB 0201000000
1.00L F A 0500000000
1,25L C K C F 0500000000
1.24L C O 2300000000
1,23 C DC 1300000000 I
1.45L C C 1300000000
1.22 C EC 1300000000
2.43 DCC GDAB I 0401000000
4.39 CD EAA 0200000000
1.51L C LBC 0300000000
t.28: D C E BC 0400000000
1.38 DC J EDC 1400000000
1.00L C El 1400000000
2.48 CC FAB 1400000000
1.06: D C O DG 0300000000
3,36 C D A B 1200000000
2.54 CD CA 1400000000
6.02 O D A A 0200000000
1.07L BD ABKI 0 0200001000
1.44L C D I 1400000100
1.87 C HDA 1300000000
4.02 ECC LCAB 0100000000
I.O0L C DNF 1200000000
2.70 OC GAB 04C1000110
2.65 C C H A A 0300000000
3.16 CC EKAB 1300000000
1.13 F EE I 1400000000
1.78L C BB ; 0301000100
tOOL BC AAF 0 0400000000
1.62 C E F B D 2300000100
2.49 CC F CB 1400000000
1.63 DC LFDB 1400000100
.99 C GLCD 1400000000
1.02L D OF 1301000000
1.00L CC AA 2 3300000000
1.04L C C 0400010000
1.0OL BC ABB 0 1500001000
1.40 F G C
1,16 CC EOC;
1.15 DD EB
1.14: DF M BE
2.00 D















1.18 C CA D1,91 EDC
1.00L F A H








1,17L C C K I












































1.03 D I E 2400000000
1.00L C C 0100000000
1.04L C B 0300000000
t.02 C D 8401000010
1.34 DC C D 0300000000
1.17L C BO 0300000000
1.00L BC AA H 2 0400000000
1.79: D E F C 9403000120
.83 E FE 1301000000
1.38 D J C 8400000120
1.99 CC K CA 8400000000
189 C C B B 6400000000
1,91L C J CC 1200000000
1.00L D C 0300000000
1.47L E D 0200000000
C
A
S 2 # T
I
1 1381706K5 i10 9 U06224 6
1 13 81722 K2 ; 28
2 12 ZG 1113+29 57
6 9 U06292 59 !
3 10 M +04-27-051 159
1 10 M+03-29-061 103
1 10 M +04--27- 064 119
2 13 81886 K0 1
i
r
2 12 ZG 1133+22 ! 39
4 12 ZG 1133+21 63
6 I u U06583 63;10 M+03 30-026 75
[2 U06602
1 19 81915 K227 MKN 637
12 ZG 1137+25
Sep













_1 50 1569 U06625 36 i 141
9 U06632 46 138
9 U06643 63 ] 141
13 81941 G5 2 I 53
13 81942 K0 41 83
10 M +04-28-025 130
12 ZG 1139+20 16 146
1 13 81954 K0 38 82
27 MKN 639 15
9 U06693 17 140
9 U06697 18 143
9 U06702 58 146
13 81960 K5 2i 6t10 M+03-30- 083 19 U06718 145
9 U06724 29 140
12 ZG 1142+2t 39 156
13 81987 G5 7 86
1 t3 81991 K0 16 75
3 13 81998 F8 3 45
I 1 10 M+05-28-032 130
4 9 U06786 64 125
1 13 82004 KO 43 71
4 9 U06790 41 140
4 9 U06.801 74 131
3 9 U06803 67 141
14 83
; 13 82010 K2
' U06806 29 I 143
I
2 10 M+04 28--063 133 '
i
i
2 12 ZG 1150+23 31 15091 U06863 33 14t
3 91 U06867 25 145
3 13 82039 K7 4 87
3 9 =U06887 38 155
1 I 13 82051K0 2 70
I
4 9 U06898 12 145
I 13 i 82061 KO 25 75U06928 67 i 1432 1 13 82071 K0 22 75
4
i i U06942 52 143U06949 71 1512 N4004 4
U06966 27 j 1469 06967 89 135
1 2 DO 14508 81 103
9 U06995 21 126
1 1 82104K0 16 75
i
1 1362113 01 13 82118 K2 80
12 ZG 1200+20 37 14812 1200+22 42 ' 146
2 4 TMSS +30234 22
3 9 U07061 143
3 9 U07068 140
3 ! 9 U07077 150
4 i 9 U07087 143







"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN O O]






































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































12, 25. 60, 100 /zm;
Flags As,_ociations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
12[ ZG 1204+26 42 156
9] U07108 49 165
121ZG 1205+26 44 148
13 ] 82152 K0 2 71
61 N4132 43
91 U07130 25 138
91 U07143 38 146
10) High Source Density Region.
13 l 82161 K7 18 85
21 DO 14530 20 93
91 U07182 26 131
131 82177 K2 25 67
131 82178 K0 3 57
91UO7193 46 126
13 I 82182 G5 13 56
61 A1209+29 72
91 U07211 50 141
13 I 82189 K5 3 78
13 I 82198 K5 2 85
131 82199 G5 16 72
91 UO7261 6 143
10] M +04-29-055 100
91 U07270 49 153
9t U07277 7 143
131 82207 K7 2 90
12t ZG 1213+26 27 146
91 U07286 56 153
9 i U07289 25 155
13 82211 K0 2 50
13 82215 M0 12 82
9 U07328 12 123
1 ] TW COM 54 4
g U07363 16 145
12 ZG 1217+21 53 156
• 9 [ U07377 24 111
g U07382 37 133
• 9 U07386 31 111
13 82250 K0 3 58
13 82260 K0 37 72
12i ZG 1219+24 35 156
gl U07437 18 160
• 9] U07440 23 t35
13] 82273 F5 5 47
13] 82275 K2 9 77
13 ] 82276 K2 11 80
131 82277 K2 8 81
13] 82282 K2 1 72
91 U07496 9 138
91 U07495 58 t53
13182297 K0 1 80
13182302 K0 4 75
13182310 A5 7 50
13182313 K0 3 45
131 82314 A2 5 50
131 82319 K0 5 B0
91 U07578 35 143
13182324 K0 22 75
91 U07591 41 118
2113014577 87 88
91 U076O3 8 130
91 U07615 82 146
13]82333 F5 5 55
121 ZG 1228+29 21






• QI U07772 66
121 ZG 1234+24 40
9! U07787 45
3 RAFGL 1564 41
30 8ZW197 39
12 ZG 1235+29 59
13 82420 K0 4
13 82421 K0 i 3
























































































































H (Not Color Co_ect_d)
Oa]actic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O I2 _m 25 pm 60 pm
(s) ('_ I b (") ('_ (') IN (]aJ_sky)
1118 _ .25L .47L 1.12118 .25L .27L 1.15
113 2 .25L .31L .58:
119 2 .25L .39L .42:
115 ! 3 .25L i .35: 3.04
118 2 .45L_ .35L .47
114 2 2.17 ! .57 .40L
119 2 .46 .25L .40L
114 2 .25L .25L 1.21
116 3 .25L .28L 2.44 i
t19 2 1.45 .47 .40L
114 2 .23 .25L .40L
115 3 .25L .35 .48
115 3 .39L .25L .65
116 3 .25L .25L 1.35
114 2 .59 .32L .40L
114 2 .51 .77L .40L
t14 2 .49 .33L .40L
114 2 1.70 ! .51 .50L
114 2 .25L .25L .75
114 2 .57 .40L .40L
114 2 .25L .25L .61L
114 _ .73 .30L .40L I26L 25 5
114 2 1.09 .26L .40L i
114 2 .25L .25L .88 ,
114 2 .59L .25L .72
114 2 .39L .25L .44
114 2 1.90 .47 .40L
114 2 .25L .59L 1.82
114 2 1.16 .33: .40L
114 2 .25L .48L 1.90
114 2 ! 3.70 .80 .40L
114 2 .98 .25: .40L
114 2 .72L .28L .54
114 2 2.29 .53 .40L
114 2 .65 1.17 11.61
114 2= .77 .38L .40L
114 2 .25L .25L .63
114 2 .25L .25L 1.55
114 2' 1.82 2.56 _ 37.23
114 i .37L .25L .77114 .41L .58L .59L114 .25L .33LI 1.04
114 2 .46L .25L; .40L
114 2 .25L .38LI 1.34
114 2 .45L .72LI .62
114 2 ,25L .25LI .64
114 2 .34L .62LI .75
114 2 33.68 19.69 i 3.65
114 2 .82L .25LI .44
114 2 .36L .25LI .54L
114 2 .25L .26:1 2.39
114 2 .25L .25LI 1.23
115 2 .25L .25L! .72
114 2 .25L .31L .40L
114 2 .25L .26L .40L
115 2 .32L 1.31 6.61
114 2j 1.82 .53 .40L
115 2i .41L .30L .64
114 2, .51 .53L .40L
114 21 3.86 .93 .40L
115 2i .25L .51L .71
114 21 .25L .27L :70
115 21 .25L .25L 1.17
114 2 .42L .25L .39
115 2 .25L .42L .98
115 2 .26L A6L .74:
115 2 64.23 16.79 2.86
114 2 .49 .25L .40L
115 2 .25L .25L .97
115 2 t.57L .30L .69
115 2 14.25 3.45 .58
115 2 .40 .45L .40L
115 2 6.05 2.21 .45L
t15 2 2.65 .56 .40L
115 2 .71 .25L .40L
115 2 .70L .60L .40L
115 2 .25L .25L .61
115 2 .25L .28L .69
1_ _ .72L .25L .49 i.25L .25L .61
115 2 .27L .25L .46
115 2 .30L .25L .92:
115 2 .25L .30L 1.16
115 2 25L i .42L 1.06
115 _ 18.85 i 6.05 1.19115 .48L .25L 1.62
115 2 .26L .36L 2.20
115 2 .63 .27L .40L
115 2 .55 .25L .40L
115 2 .25L .31L 2.38
115 2 2.87 .65 .40L
115 2 .37L .25L .60
115 2 .25L .25L 1.29 I
115 2 1.02 .30L .40L'
115 2 .25L .34L .93
115 2 .25L .25L 1.36
1t5 2 .25L .25L .4t
115 2 .77 .25L .40L
Declination: +20°-+ 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
1.28 CC DAD
3.32 CD FBB
1.63: DF I EC
1.04 FC J CC
5.05 DCD J BAA
1.08L D I DK
1.OOL BD AA
1.35L C C L
2.87 CC J AA
4.00 DD EAA
1.00L CD AB






























1.0OL C MC F
1.02L C B
7.75L E J C D
7.29L E J FF



















262L DD AA 0 8500100008
1.OOL CF BCL 0 1300000000
t.00L BD C J CD 03000001001.00L I AB 0 0300000000
27.97 iCCCD BBAA 0 1100010000
1.00L 'iF B D 0500000000
1.68L C B C 0200000000
2.30 CC L AA 0200000000
75.70: BCEE AAAA 0 0140001008
1,11: CF E BE 0300000000
1.21 F KMCC 1200010100
1.51 CC F BC 0700000000
2.31 E L K 9502000430
2.90 DC NFAB 0100000000
1.31 F D L BC 0200000100
1.55 CD BC 12O0OO0OOO
,81: CE HBE 1400000000
1,20: BBCD AAAC 0 0300000000 28
1,03L C CD
2.09 D I C
4.02 FCD FAA
2,69 CC HAA
2.5O CC F BA
2.28 D CI C














Name Type _'_ Mag
5 9 U07852 76 13_]
4 9 U07876 66 13E
3 9 U07890 75 145
1 10 M +05-30-069 46
2 13 82470 M0 20 8C
1 13 82471 K0 19 77
3 6 13730 39
5 9 U07930 11 12(]
2 13 82478 M0 11 88
1 13 82490 F5 16 6E
4 6 A1244+ 26 35
1 10 M +05-30-081 12
1 10 M+05 30 082 23
1 13 82499 K2 7 8_
2 13 82500G5 12 72
1 13 825061(2 15 8(3
2 12 ZG 1246+26 42 156
2 13 82511 G5 32 63
4 9 U07977 35 135
1 13 82519 K0 27 68
2 13 82523 K0 19 65
C 3 10 M+04 30-022 139
C 3 6 N4725 72 108
3 6 N4735 9
2 13 82537 GO 5 50
5 9 U08005 45 131
1 13 82539 K5 1 75
3 9 U08017 58 145
4 13 82550K0 1 50
1 13 82554K2 13 70
2 10 M+05-30-119 12
3 "13 82557M0 8 87
4 9 U08033 63 123
1 13 82567 M0 2 85
4 6 A1253+27 3
5 * 9 U08062 75 88
2 12 ZG 1255+26 49 153
8 1 32 X1255+214 60 8
5 9 U08082 21 141
8 ° 9 U08092 72 141
1 *41 12561+2832 12 12
2 2 [:)014672 86 105
6 * 8 N4858 12
8
2 12 ZG 1257+22 31 153
4 °6 14040 2
4 9 U08128 19 136
5 9 U08135 13 141
2 13 82613 K5 4 71
4 6 N4926A 28
1.07L C AH 0200010000 1 13 82624 K0 12 75
1.00L BC AA t 1 0300000000 3 13 82627 M0 6 71
1.43 D D G C B 0300000000
1.18: CC GBC 0200000100
2.75 CD FAA 0100000000 4 9 U08185 67 135
1.41L D BE 0400100000
1.65 CC L BB 0200000100 2 12 ZG 1303+25 48 148
2.35 CC LJ BA 1200000100 4 9 U08194 23 138
1.06: BBCF AAAF 0 0310001000 18 7 13 82651 MS 5 58
1.00L C C 0500100000 2 13 82650 F5 33 60
1,87 CC AC 0200000000 2 6 A1364+28 78
1.05L C J LCE 0300000100
I.OOL BCC AAC 0 0300010000 17! 5 13 82659K5 5 48
1.00L C CK 0500000000 j 1 13 82661 K0 21 75
1.00LiBC AAEJ 0 0400000000 2 4 TMSS +20255 33 28
1.OOLiCC AB 0 0300001000 i 2 13 82665K5 13 63
I.OOLIC B L 1300000000 1 13 82666K0 4 68
1.32 D HC 1300000000 3 9 U08220 58 151
1.44 D C B B 04OO0O00O0
1.27 CC KBC 0400000100
1.25 CF J CB 0300000000
1.27 CE H BB 1301000000
1.42L C C C 1300000000
2.45 DD K BB 1201000000
1.67 C D C A C 1200000000
1.71 CC DAC 1200100100














3.56 CE N AA
3.64 DD FAA
1.OOL C _MM








1,24: F D F C
1.OOL C A H
1 10 M+04-31-009 63
3 9 U08229 18 143
2 12 ZG 1306+29 8 151
4 9 U08241 28 140
2 12 ZG 1307+24 41 151
3 13 82686 M4 t9 92
2 12 ZG t308+20 77 151
4 9 U08259 55 153
1 13 82695 M0 7 87
1 13 ' 82699 G5 5 67
2 6 N5012 14 126
3 13 82706 GO 11 42
6 9 I U08273 61 155
4 9 U08279 39 143
2 13 82708 K0 3 65
1 30 8ZW 261 77
1 12 ZG 1310+28 78 156
4 9 U08290 90 145
1 13 82718 K0 4 76
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW}.
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II




a 8 a ,% Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 vmh m. , , (s) ( 1 b (") (") (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




100 p.m Flux Con- A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
2 12 ZG 1310+27 31 156
1 13 82729 K0 18 81
1 12 ZG 1311+25 47 153
2 12 ZG 1312+24 56 148
1 13 82740 K0 1 75
3 9 U08336 70 150
13105+2724 35.7;29 34+85 51 10 1115 2
13112+2040 16.1 56 341+82 39 8 115 2
13113+2514 ;'1.4 47 11+85 31 10 115 2
13122+2204 12.6 9 349+83 48 17 115 2
13126+2452 40.1 52 9+84 36 7 115 2
13132+2900 14.6 21 51+84 32 5 115 2
13138+2540 53.1 11 17+84 99 17 115 2
13143+2249 19.7 46 356+83 70 19 115 2
13144+2356 29.3 39 3+83 77 15 115 2
13145+2801 31.6 51 41+84 62 14 115 2
13146+2107 38.6 48!347+81 52 11 115 2
13146+2445 38.7 58i 10+84 36 14 115 2
13148+2057 53.0 5347+81 38 11 115 2
13150+2051 4.8 57:347+81 48 11 115 2
13153+2750 21.5 0 39+84 63 16 115 2
13153+2728 22.8 491 35+84 55 16 115 2
13163+2603 20.7 34i 22+84 60 7 115 2
13165+2131 30.5 19!351+81 66 16 115 2
13171+2800 7.2 20 40+84 31 15 116 2
13187+2257 47.1 4 1+82 48 12 115 2
13192+2633 13.6 48 28+83 68 16 116 2
13195+2615 35.2 29 25+83 90 12 116 2
13198+2231 40.6 39 360+82 83 18 115 2
13200+2057 2.0 201352+80 68 8 115 2
13200+2141 4.0 12356+81 43 19 115 2
13201+2624 9.5 3 27+83 59 14 116 2
13205+2714 34.3 26 34+83 59 10 116 2
13214+2548 25.0 25 22+83 61 8 116 2
13215+2241 35.3 191 2+81 71 15 115 2
13228+2550 48.9 6 23+82 60 14 116 2
13243+2042 21.9 42 355+80 59 12 115 2
13244+2651 28.8 12 31+82 63 12 116 2
13245+2513 33.8 31 20+82 66 14 116 2
13248+2032 54.0 1 355+79 56 7 115 2
13251+2108 6.3 26 358+80 51 11 115 2
13258+2855 51.7 45 46+82 78 16 116 2
13262+2332 18.5 49 10+81 56 9 1116 2
13274+2756 27.0 3 39+81 51 9 i 116
13291+2527 7.7 32 23+81 45 9 i 116 2
13294+2651 28.5 32 32+81 22 7 116 2
13294+2015 28.5 31 357+78 61 12 115 2
13298+2712 52.7 23 34+81 43 12 116 2
13300+2108 2.2 0 1+79 22 6 116 2
13304+2436 26.2 16 19+80 45 9 116 2
13311+2736 11.7 30 37+81 63 9 117 2
13324+2906 27.3 16 46+80 54 14 117 2
13327+2102 45.6 7 3+78 78 I 19 116 213334+2807 25,3 23 40+80 70 1 117 2,
13339+2014 56.4 46 1+77 39 9 114 3:
13340+2301 0.8 42 12+79 63 12 116 2
13341+2504 9.1 9 23+80 85 13 116 2
13346+2452 37.5 4 22+79 26 6 116 2
13349+2438 57.5118 21+79 40 6 116 2
13356+2246 38.e155 12+76 57 9 116 2
13360+2801 0.fl 14 39+80 36 14 117 2
13370+2656 4.7 25 33+79 71 9 117 2
13374+2801 27.3 47 39+79 75 39 117 2
13376+2839 36.5 11 43+79 34 7 117 2
13376+2323 41E 43 16+78 65 11 116 2
13379+2636 56.5 _23 32+79 57 17 117 2
13379+2229 59.5 2 12+78 18 9 115 _3
13383+2819 20.1 8 41+79 42 7 117 2
13385+2443 31.4 28 22+79 77 17 116 2
13386+2244 40.1 56 13+78 18 5 114 3
13387+2331 46.4 59 17+78 35 7 115 3
13367+2951 46.8 44 49+79 57 10 117 2
13391+2325 8.6 24 16+78 52 8 36 3
13402+2334 12.4 17 18+78 28 5 114 3
13405+2224 35.9 42 13+77 68 13 113 2
13413+2257 23.3 7 15+77 27 7 113 2
13416+2614 36.1 21 30+78 72 13 117 2
13416+2204 36.5 12 12+77 27 6 111 2
13416+2554 41.5 56 29+78 79 15 =117 2
13419+2223 59.4 10 13+77 47 13 112 2
13424+2043 28.8 22 7+76 28 7 110 2
13428+2334 53.5 3 18+77 85 14 110 2
13429+2722 57.9 10 36+78 62 8 117 2
13431+2322 7.2 4 18+77 74 20 113 2
13434+2220 26.1 8 14+77 77 8 113 21
13435+2728 32.7 41 37+78 55 8 117 2
13441+2105 9.4 45 9+76 53, 16 112 2
13442+2321 17.8 19 18+77 39 8 111 2
13444+2557 24.3 5 29+78 38 8 114 3
13447+2833 47.4 3 42+78 44 9 117 2
13448+2130 53.6 25 11+76 62 14 112 2
13448+2728 53.8 20 37+78 57 11 117 2
13460+2342 2.1 2 20+77 77 11 111 2
13464+2807 27.(:1 49 40+77, 61 7 118 2
13467+2713 44.4 51 36+77 57 10 114 3
13473+2130 20.g 44 12+75 42 8 111 2
13478+2535 49.7 10 28+77 67 14 112 2
13480+2131 0.3 36 13+75 59 12 111 2
13482+2937 153 27 46+77 41 15 116 2
13482+2823 17.7 49 41+77 54 13 118 2
13488+2723 48.9 4 36+77 56 8 116 3
13488+2415 49.1 44 23+76 37 22 111 2
13489+2456 56.933 26+76 58 10 111 2
13494+2456 28.6 11 26+76 55 8 113 2
13499+2218 55.1 24 16+75 71 16 112 2





































































































1.71 CC DBB 0100000000
1.38 D CC CGBC 0500010000
1.61 CC DBD }400000000
1.18 CF FDC 1401000000
18.70 CCD AAA 0100000000
1.00L B AE 0301000000
.78: DD K BF 0300000000
1.27 C HDB 1300000000
1.09: C D B E 0400000000
.84: C D I B D 0300000000
1.00L C B F 0400000000
1.00L D L DD 0400000000
2.94 D D J B B 0300000000
2.62 C C AA 0300000000
1.33: CD GDD 0300000000
1.09 DE CD 1300000100
1,0eL B B C K 0300000000
1.17L C KBH 2501000000
1.14: DE CC 0300000000
1.45 C C A B 0300000000
1.24: CD KBB 0100000000
1.00L C B E 0400000000
1.17: DE DCC 0500000000
1.00L CD AD 0 0500000000
1.57 CC J F D 0501000000
1.28 CF J MCB 0400000000
2,80 CC J BB 0200000100
1.00L C B J 0400000000
1.13L C D C 0400000000
1.31L C CA 0200000000
t.22L C CG 1300000000
1.00L EC DBD 0300000000
1.02: CD CC 0200000000
1.00L C CH 1100000000
2.13 CC BB 0200000000
1.30 EC BB 1400000000
1.00L C B 01 0400000000'1.00L BC AAE 0300000000
2.50 DC GCAA 0100000000
1.00L B F A C 0 0300000000
1.71 DC J SB 0300000000
2.31 C C B B 0200000000
1.00L C BE 0400010000
1.00L B F A C 0 0300000000
t.00L C C 0400000000
1.50 CC C BA 0200000100
1.00L C B 0300001000
1.51 DD GAB 2300000000
1.00L D CD DJ C 0300000000
.89: K B C 0500000000
,89: DE GECC 0400000000
1,00L BCC AAB 0 0400000000 01



















1.07: , DD J DB 0200000000
1 00L' BC ABK 0 0300000000
6.28 : CDC BAA 2300000000
1.80 C O F A B 0300000000
1.42 C J ED 2400100210
1.00L BC AA 6 1300000000
1.03L C H B D 0400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0400000000
1.11 CC NBC 1300000100
1,00L BC ABC 0 0400000000
.92 D D EG 1300000110
1.26: CF HBD 2400000000
1.00L DD AB 0 1300000000
1.27L E B B' 0300000000
1.00L C B 030O000000
1.12L C GC 0300000000
1.38 C GB 2400000000,
1.00L C BH 0300000000 =
1.70 DC BB 1300000100
2A1 DC N A B 02000001 O0
1.00L B BC 0300000000
1.32L C B C 0300000000
1.50 CC NBB 2300000100
1.58L C CE 0200000000
1.03L C A 0200000000
1.00L C A L 0300000000
1.00L C B D 0300000000
1.00L DCD AAH 1 1300000000
1.00L D C I 0300000000
1.30L C B L 1300010000
1.13 DC CC 1300000000
1.37: CD CB 0100000000
1.00L C D 0200000000
1.15 C GC H 1300000000
1.00L C B L 0300000000
1.00L E BE 0300000000
1.28L C CG 0300000000
1.50 CC, I BC 0300000100
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25, 60. 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region,
I 13 82755 K0 tl 80
3 9 U08354 89 156
3 t2 ZG 1315+20 67 153
3 9 U08359 69 150
1 12' ZG 1319+26 61 156
1 13 82799 K0 13 75
13 82806K0 17 66
i3 12 ZG 1320+21 57 151
4 9 U08410 41 136
2 13 82819 K0 9 71
3 6 A1324+26 34
13 82847 K0 16 80
2 9 U08457 34 156
3 12 ZG 1325+28 34 156
2 13 82858 M0 9 85
2 4 TMSS +30248 33 25
1 2 DO14770 57 78
3 9 U08516 38 138
2 12 ZG 1329+27 41 156
2 13 82874 K5 3 80
2 13 82875 G5 3 61
1 2 [:)014774 46 86
1 13 82886 K0 15 77
2 13 82896K5 4 85
6 13 82905 MO 4 58
4
I 13 82915 G5 2 70
2 12 ZG 1336+28 47 155
1 13 82928 K0 15 71
2 121ZG 1337+28 46 148
3 9" U08648 50 140
2 12 ZG 1337+23 18 150
2 9 U08652 59 156
1 13 82940 K2 9 75
2 13 82944 K0 7 63
2 12 ZG 1338+24 37 148
2 13 82946 G5 4 57
2 12 ZG 1338+23 22 151
4 4 9 U08664 43 156
4 13 82957 M0 8 75
1 10 M+04-32-032 92
4 13 82969 1(2 4 63
2 13 82971 K5 8 80
3 12 ZG 1341+25 88 153
i 2 13 82980 K5 2 82
i 2 12 ZG 1342+23 7 _ 155
3 2 DO14801 61 98
3; 9 U08701 30 151
13 82987 K0 15 80
3 9 U08705 40 148
9 U08706 82 160
2 13 82993 F5 5 58
1 13 83000 K0 28 80
1 13 83007 G5 7 72
4 "13 83011 K2 28 72
3 13 )3015 K0 2 50
1 13 83022 GO 22 68
1 12 ZG 1348+29 56 153
3 9 U08748 76 148
1 12 ZG 1348+24 46 153
1 13 83035 K0 2 7_
t 13 83039 K0 19 8£
3 9 U08777 21 155
57
Right Ascension: 13hS0m28"-14h21m57" Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. °3,
13504+2334 28.3154[ 21+76 54 10t111
13506+2109 37.4 39 12+75 58 14 [112
I3508+2431 J50.0150[ 25+76 35 15 [111
_3510+2424i..3.5122!4+78 61 10 111
r3512+2744 l]q._lZl 38+76 36 8 113
13519+2654 |55.0J24 35+76 44 16 111
13526+2202 137,7|56 16+75 73 18 111
[3531+2600 [10.1|14 31+76 59 17 111
'3532+2517 115.3|41 28+75 33 8112
,3534+2255 [28.1J29 20+75 54 9112
/ /
;3537+2546 ]43.9J 2 30+75 68 13 111
3539+2920 |54.41 9 45+76 19 6 115
3542+2744 /17.3i10 38+76 ! 30 7 112
3543+2024 120.3145 11+74 39 18 114
3545+2609 131.2/38 32+75 56 18 112
3546+2924 140.4/18 45+75 68 18 114
3547+2111 _44.4/56 14+74 37 5 112
3550+2902 I 5.6| 3 43+75 i 43 11 116
3551+2514 110.6127 28+75 83 11 112
3553+2117 J20.5116 15+74 ,i 45:1 8113
3554+2203 [29.31 6 17+74 52' 18 112
3557+2839 J47.0147 42+75 35 21 112
3564+2054 125.41 6 14+73 60 15 112
3566+2456 ]36.0 / 5 28+75 39 11 113
3567+2256 145.8141 21+74 48 = 14 111
3573+2517 118.2[34 29+75 52 [ 13 114
3573+2334 119.8J44 23+74 58 14 112
3573+2601 121.9J48 39+75 29 6 111
3587+2213 [42.916 19+73 64 8 114
3588+2946 [46.319 j 46+75 34 t3 112
/ / I
3598+2618 ]48.6151 33+74 37 12 113
4008+2816 [48.9|18 I 40+74 46 10 113
4009+2450 [58.7J211 28+74 40 9 1113
4009+2656 IE0.0] 41 43+74 44 8 1111
4010+2007 [0.5]61 13+72 45 12 1111
4011+2745 [,0.4]31 38+74 30 12 1131
4012+2657 [16.5134] 36+74 65 15 113]
4015+2935 130.6132j 45+74 82 35 111 ]
4022+2922 _2.8J59] 44+74 35 7 112j
4025+2135 ,2f45] ,8+724810113I
4025+2152 _2.51211 19+72 32 12 1121
4033+2258 _1.6tt3 ] 22+73 65 13 111[
4039+2224 A55.0]13[ 21+72 50 10 112J
4047+2840 =42.2J25] 42+73 26 10 114]
4047+2841 44.1138 I 42+73 43 1t 114J
4059+2017 55'31411 15+71 26 23 1211
4059+2000 56.4142 I 14+71 48 13 1131
4059+2433 57.918 I 28+721 29 9 1tll
4060+2919 4.3|0[ 44+73 _ 39 10 113 I
4065+2112 342[48 I 18+71 41 23 111 t
4066+2035 37.2[44 [ 16+71 39 25 111]
4070+2636 5.0i221 35+73 46 12 113 i
4072+2707 16.4J40 I 37+73 87 12 113 I
4073+2052 19012l 17+71 _ 26 15 1141
4080+2530 2.7]32J 31+721 90 26 1151
4081+2519 6.7142J 31+72[ 36 9 113]
4081+2623 11.3126! 34+72i 60 10 1141
4083+2621 22.7123 j 34+72] 44 16 113]
4085+2923 32.3]5] 44+72 35 17 112]
4087+2545 43.9J24J 32+72 26 13 112J
1 t I
4095+2136 30.1127] 20+71 102 20 111 ]
4096+2426 36.1113 ] 28+72 50 11 113 l
4101+2101 841211 18+70 _ 44 27 1111
4103+2751 22.7]44 1 39+72 ! 66 14 113j
_123+2138 20.8153 ] 21+70 52 10 113 l
4123+2727 21.513/ 38+72 361 19 112/
,125+2533 34.911 / 32+71 54 { 12 112 I
,126+2047 39.6135 / 18+70 53 9 113]
,142+2021 12.2119 / 16+69 68 11 113]
,143+2444 t9.417/ 30+71 58 16 114 I
,144+2314 27.1134 / 26+70 38 17 114 I
,151+2705 6.1117 / 37+71 35 8 1121
,152+2901 16.7151 / 43+71 27 12 114 I
,154+2135 26.9[55 / 21+70 41 28 1161
,156+2522 41.0116/ 32+71 45 11 1141
,156+2638 41.9144 / 36+71 361 11 1121
,156+2741 46.9[48 / 39+71 37 9 114 I
,160+2,32 2.7[6 / 21+69 64 11 112 I
1161+2722 6.7]36l 38+71 23 6 1131
,162+21421t3122+69. 12112I
1165+2510 30.4117 ] 31+70 39 i 8 115 I
1166+2649 39.91241 36+71 36 14 1121
1169+2501 569141| 31+70 52 14 113[
1170+2631 1.9147 1 36+70 57! 12 113 I
1181+2852 11.3122 / 43+70 79! 16114[
1184+2209 25.9J60 / 23+69 53 ! 16 113[
1164+2638 26.5144/ 36+70 57 17 115[
1164+2618 2991151 35+70 70' 11 115[




1209+2849 56.4110 1 42+70 92 _ 17 114 /
1213+2617 20.1111[ 35+69 80 17 112 /
1216+2729 38.5151[ 39+69 29 6 114 /
1217+2738 47.4129 l 39+69 51 6 115|
1219+2756 55.1130 [ 40+69 71 14 115 /
1219+2555 56.4]48[ 34+69 30 7 115|
1219+2140 57.4157 | 23+68 52 11 114|
1219+2009 57.513, j 19+68 81 19_113 t
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ 5MN 8 O 12 Fm 25 p,m 60 /._m








.82L _ 25L .47
































































.25L .36 ! 2.87
.25L .25L .84
.25L .25L .40L
.36: .76 i 1.04
.25L .44L I 1.53


























100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.00L C B B 0300001000
1.64 C C K B B 0400000000
1.22L C i CB 1300010000
1.00L D BD 1101010000
1.00L C C K 0300000000
1.52L D J CA 0500000000
1.00L D I J E M 0400000000
1.19L C G CB 1400000000
2.96 CCC BAA 0300000100
1,01L CD iAHJ 0 0400000000
i
1.41 CC CBB 1100000000
2.69 CC HA B 1200000000
1.39L BBD IAAFG 0 0400000000
1.64 DD BC
1.67 CD BD
1.89 C K DB
1.00L BC AB
1.42 CC DBC
1.24L F C I
1.00L E G
.99: DD B D
1,45 C D D
1.32 CC CDD
1.00L D B G

















1.00L BBD AAA O 1300000000 22
t.OOL O CJ 0500000000
1.87 CC BC 0200001100
1.72 CC GBB 0300000000
4.30 EDC KCAA 1200001000
1.06L C BG F 0301000000
1.03L CBC AAE 3 03000000001.00L B 4400020900
1.00L C AF 0301000000
1.00L C C G 0400000000
1.09 D N KG 2200000000
1.00L B O A B 0 1200000000
1.12L CD AB 1 0400000000
2.09 D D A C 0300000000
1.00L F E I 0300000000
1oo,c !
.98: C D BE)
0400000000
0300100000
1.00L CC i B 0300100000
1.87
1.82 CCDjAAGBD 84000007500000200110
1.00L BDcc 0 03000010002.48 Mt AB 0200000000
1.03 D M GC 3400000100
1.54 C F L B 7600000030
1.16: DCD NBAC 0300000000
1 B00 L C
B G / 0300000000
C CF L F G 2300000000
2.84 6500000130
1.09
1.00L BCcE'ABBFE 0 23010000001.36: 03001 00000


































1.73 CCCC CBBA 0 0300001000
3.15: C F D A A 0200000000
3.87 D D A A 01 O0000000
1.04L B A E K 2500000000
1.00L EC AA 1 0300000000
1.23L F A 2501000010
7.18 FCC FEAA 0100001000
1,16 CC CC 0300000010
2.60 C C B A 0300000000
3.06 C D B B A 02000001 00
1.00L C B I 0300000000
1.86 DC BB 0300000100
I. 18L C B E 0300000000
1.00L C AJ 0400000000
1.53 BBCC AAAC 0 0300000000
1.02: F C K B D 0400000000
1.95: CD GAB 0200000000
1.34 DC LFCB 1400000000
'.00L D KDBE ' 0300000100
1.36 F D B B ' 2300000000
t.00L BC AA 0 !0400000000
1.00L BC AA 2 0400000000
1,09L F K AC 0200000000
25.60 BBDE AAAA 2 2100010210
2.01L C BH J i 1500000000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 131 83048 K2 18 8C
3 9 U08794 28 153
1 t3 63060 K0 4 7E
1 13 83063 K5 10 80
4 12 ZG 1353+25 61 156
2 13 83076 K2 2 73
5 1383084K0 1 51
3 9 U08862 56 156
1 12 ZG 1354+26 41 156
1 10 M+05-33-027 46
2 13 83089 K0 10 68
5 6 A1355+29B 4
1 13 83096 K0 6 80
2 12 ZG 1355+26 18 150
1 13 63105 G5 5 72
3 4 TMSS +30253 43 20
13 83127 G5 7 70
2 12 ZG 1358+29 10 151
2 12 ZG 1359+26 9 150
10 M+05-33-042 52
13 83143 K0 13 73
1 RZ BOO 3 3
13 83144 K5 4 90
13 83148 G5 13 75
2 13 83151 M0 9 80
3 12 ZG 1402+21 52 14813 83159 K0 a 76
13 83163 G5 15 75
"131 83172 K0 16 70
5 "27, MKN 668 24
1 13 83190K2 5 66
8
1 13 83197 K0 23 80
8 1 32 X1407+208 57 8
2 13 83203 F5 7 47
3 9 U09073 88 148
2 12 ZG 1409+21 32 150
1 13 83241 K2 16 80
4 9 U09119 15 133
1 13 83247 K5 7 87
2 13 83259 F5 12 63
4 * 9 U09135 20 155
3 9 U09138 54 155
4 9 U09141 64 151
3 12 ZG 1415+29 62 156
6 ° 9 U09149 21 131
4 9 U09150 16 141
13 83283 K0 5 66
2 [:)014916 38 95
13 83285K0 24 8O
_' _ U09165 18 153'1 ZG1416+26 63 153
3 9 U09166 44 150
2 12 ZG1417+26 28 156
3 9 U09182 27 146
13 83298 K0 5 68
4 13 83312 MB 12 65
3 13 63325 M0 4 80
4 13 63329 K5 18 65
2 12 ZG 1421+27 33 153
4 13 83331 M8 5
13 63332 K2 21 81
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW}.
58
:I I l i
Right Ascension: 14h22m07'-14M5m376
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C £Not _lor Co_'fed)
o: _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 pm
h_m. = 5, (s) ( ) ] b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
14221+2450 7.02431+69 45 81132 .56L .75 4.82
14225+2134 3025923+68 61 11 1142 .69 ,25L .40L
t4234+2351 26.7 5 29+68 71 15 112 2 .39 ,29L ,40L
14236+2629 39,9 29 36+69 37 10 114 2 .69 .49L .40L
14237+2042 47.G 3 21+67 72 19 11112 iSSL .59L ,66:
14239+2206 58.2 60 24+68 54 16 1114 2 .44 .69L .40L
14244+2228 28.7 13 25+68 86 26 112! 2 ,25L ,25L .42L
14247+2705 47,2 4 38+69 59 20 115 2 .91L .25L ,52L
t4252+2210 13.5 5 25+68 81 321132 .52L .66L .40L
14253+2353 20.2 9 29+68 35 23 110 2 .26L .25L .40L
14283+2737 ,18.5168 39+68 67 38 107 3 .25L I .25L .40L14263+2555 i21.1 57 35+68 81 1 114 .35L .26L .79
14263+2826 23.5 44 41+68 57 16 114 2 .78L .54L .42
14265+2804 31.7_37 35+_ 24 6 111 3 10.35 2.49 ,39:
14265+2728 33.0 27 39+68 39 6 109 3 .25L .19: .80
14266+2855 38.2 35 43+68 29 12 106 3 .25L .25L 1.00
14266+2059 39.325 22+67 28 61142 2.19 .59 .40L
14267+2324 43.(; 47 28+68 43 141132 .25L .27L 1.60
14270+2902 5.435 43+68 53 19 t072 1.26L .25L .44L
14273+2209 19,2 45 26+67 45 40 108 2 .52L .59L .40L
14276+2305 36,2 35 28+67 38 11 105 3 .25L ,25L ,83
14276+2226 40.3 23 26+67 89 37 104 2 .25L .59L .40L
14279+2745 59.9 3 40+68 50 23 109 2 ,25L .25L .38
14280+2158 0.113 25+67 32 13 108 3 ,25L ,25L .67
14285+2924 32.26 44+68 28 81113 .26L .19: 1.64
14288+2452 61.042 32+67 29 111113 .47 .25L .40L
14288+2830 53.128 42+68 44' 81053 .35L .25L .47
14289+2727 67.226 39+68 32131063 .25L .25L .87
14290+2054 4.132 23+66 43 81083 .43 .25L .40L
14291 +2133 10.663 24+67 79 29 932 .25L .25L _ .40L
14293+2709 21,2 58 38+68 48 ! 8 113 3 ! ,27L ,25L .60
14296+2209 36.331 26+67 299 1063 I ,25L ,27: 2.26
14296+2358 37.914 30+67 33 13104 3i .25L .26L .93
14298+2255 51243 28+67 73 19,1132 .45L .25L .3614299+2334 56.642 29+67 55 18103 .40L .25L .61143oo+28,_06 34 42+66 36 111113 .2sL .25L _33
14302+2738 14.849 40+66 46 13:1123 .25L ,25L ,59
14302+2228 15.251 27+67 458'3111 .62 .25L .40L
14305+2546 34.839 35+67 51 8 23 3 .48 .25L .40L
14306+2541 36.7 32, 35+67 44 B 111 3 ,25L .25L .88
14306+2953 38.2 11 46+68 28 9 108 3 .31L ,25L .51
14307+2947 43,6 41 45+68 49 8 109 3 .26L .25L ,49
14310+2013 5.8 331 21+66 32 8 111 3 .25L .28L 1.48
14312+282517.171 42+67 36 12 1053 .25L .25L .74
14315+2200 31.2 46; 26+66 53 27 103 3 .25L ,25L .40L
14316+2636 41.8 581 42+67 32 13 105 = 3 .25L .25L .52
14318+2159 53,8 44 26+86 41 16 98 2 .25L .31L .40L
14319+2541 59.5 5 35+67 33 111063 .25L .25L .78
t4321+2249 8.22928+66 35 8 i1093 1.04 .35: .40L
14325+2957 30.64846+67 227 1063 1.60 .38 .40L
14328+2645 48622 37+67 42 151053 .25L .25L .46
14332+2256 16.1 56 28+66 49 15 98 3 .25L _ .25L .58
14335+2824 31,6 13 42+87 83 18 114 2 .55L; .25L .48
14336+2456 40.335 33+66 27 16101 3 .25L .26L 1.25
14337+2010 43.0 1 22+65 36 81084 .25L' .25L .60
14338+2328 51.33 29+66 29 61103 1.14 I .23: .40L
14338+2200 52.937 26+66 67 20 992 ,42L .25L .37
14340+2221 3.619 27+66 37 81083 .25L! .25L .55
14342+2350 17.8 14 30+66 26 160v 114 3 1.07 .26 .40L
14349+2657 59.1 11 38+66 17 111 3 17.98 7.81 1.31
14357+2416 47.5 50 32+66 29 8 107 ,45 ,25L .40L,14360+2245 4.7 4 26+65 30 1 108 .25LI .26L 1.21
14365+2842 34.1 55 43+66 34 13 59 t 3 .25LI .25L .66
14370+2012 3.7 23 23+64 42 12 105 3 .25L .25L .62
14372+2704 13.35439+66 42 8 t023 25 .25L 3314379+2838 57.32942+66 25 3111 l'b'JL .34 .40L
14380+2211 5.6_ 2427+65 36 8110 ,_ 144 .25L .40L
14369+2307 59.41929+66 30 9113i 4 .25L .22 1.38
14396+2120 37.6 11 26+64 55 14 99 i 2 .93 .34L .40L
14399+2400 !54.3, 47 32+65 29 8 59 i 4 .25L .25L .81
14401+2233 11.1123 28+64 91 25 38 i 2 .32L .25L .49L
14402+2042 '16.915 24+64 46 131072 31 29L .44L
14403+2856 23.516 43+85 31 1410813 .25L .25L .66
14405+2634 33.0116 38+65 26 11 59 i 3 ,25L .25L 1.t7
14405+2216 34.E 39 28+64 37 11 105 3 .25L .30L .88
14407+2250:47.4 30 29+64 65 23 109 2 .65L .25L .40
14408+2621 48.8 39 35+65 49 8 110:2 .26L .29L ,4414408+2424506;57 33+85 32 9 1o64 25L 25L .6014410+25124.645 34+65 29 8 10613 .49 .25L .40L
14412+2644 13.9119 38+65 16 4 109 3 39.45 10.12 1.65
14414+2313 26,4 ! 50 30+64 44 14 99 3 .25L .25L .58
i
14419+2049 57.9!12_ 25+63 _ 23 103 23 .29L .80L .47L14419+2257 5g.2 29+64 12 104 I .26L .25L .53
14422+2213 ;12._ 43 28+84 36 11 101 3 ,25L .25L .80
14425+2445 34.C 18 34+64 19 8 105 4 ,25L .25L .71
14427+2717 47.9 4 39+66 17 3 109'3 46,14 10.71 1.51
14429+2652 '54.2 25 38+65 i 29 10 110:3 .25L .25L 1.44
14429+2117 59.9 44 26+63 26 9 104 3 .58 .27L .40L
14434+2714 '25.93839+65 2511 1063 .25L .34 .78
14436+2134 37.7 46 27+63 35 4 106 3 139 .33 .40L
14437+2844 46.4 4 43+65' 32 14 103 3 ,25L .25L .55
14438+2548 50,4 22 36+64 37 8 102 3 ,25L .2SL ,65
14439+2356 57,3 11 32+64 84 9 109 2 .24 .27L ,40L
14440+2855 5.5141 43+65 I 45 8 t05 3 .46L ,25L ,52
14442+260916.6,2637+6437 a 113 ._ 38 .25L ,40L
14442+2014 17.3 37 24+63 90 35 94 2 ,25L .25L .40L
14446+2045 37,8 3058 25+63! 42 12 102 3 .37L .25L ,7314446+2000 41.6 24+63 32 10 104 3 .56 .25L .40L
14454+2418 26.0117 33+64 41 8 106 3 ,86 .40L ,40L




100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags'
8.74 COD J AAA 0100000000
1,14L C BEF 1600010000
1,08L D EM L 1400000000
I.OOL C BD F 1300000000
1.13 FF J BD 1500000000
l OLo 2  ooo1.37 Ol 4600000000
1.33 c I 12oooooooo1.55 M C 2500000220
1.52 C J D 1300000000
1,75 C HI EB 1200000000
1.51 CC L F BC 0200000000
1.OOL! D B E 03000000001.OOL'BB_ IAACK 0 0300000000 15
1.00L CC ICBE 2302000000
1.91 CC IA LABs 1200000000
1.00L BCDD 0 06000000003.45 EAA 4300000000
1.33 C FGDGB 14000000001.09 750OO00OO0
1.59 CB BB 2400000000
1.14 DC J F 85000000301.07L E C 0200000000
2.17 CC MKBB 94010OO250
2.66 ECE LDAA 1300000000
1,OOL C BH 0400000000
1.00L C B H 0300000000
1.14 CC FCC 0200000000
1.00L B B 0500000000
1.45 F C 8600000340
.97: CE CC 0300000000
4.03 DCC DAA 8480000000
1.54: CC J BC 0300000000
1.45L C G 3400000000
1.29 DC CB 1400000100
2.58 CC K( AA 0300000000
1.41 CO K DB 0300000000
1.OOL C CEF 6500000000
tOO[ C BG 33000000101
1.67 CC L BB 32001000101
.99: CC J FAD 0400100000
1.07[ C GC 0400100000
3.11 CC FEAA 0400000000
1.40 CC GBB 0300O00100 I
1.47 C J D 96810002401
1.62 C C L B A 0200000200'
1.61 C D F 9600000250
1.95 CB G BB J2200001000
1,OOL BD AB 0 0600001000
1,00L BE) AC N 7 0400002000
1.29 C C E C' 0400000000
1.55 FB MBB 0500000100
1.00L D E H, 0200000000
3.;_4 FC LBA! 0200110000
tO9 CC A'FsBBI 14010000001.00L B F 1 0500O0000O
1.05L D B D ! 3500000000
1.99 C B' EC B 3500000000
I.OOL BE AC J 4 0500000000
,89: BBCC AAAD 3 0400000000 14
i.OOL B I BC 0400010000
2.17 CC _ _,_ 04000000001.74 CC! 0201000000
1.71 BBi BA 0400000000
I,ooL C ' D 03O0o00O00
ABCK 0 03000010001.00L ! BC
I.OOLi B B 0300010000
1.80 DbBC HCAB 1400000100
1.00 L I i A F 0400000000
1.17 BC I MAB 1401000110
[
,97 C 'DINEGD 1301000100,.ooLc 06o000o000233 co 0300000010
2.20 CC DAB 0241000210
1.39L C GeE 1300001100
1.62L D F 1400000100
1.13L D F A C 0300000000
1.19 BC I BC 1401000000
1.00k D :BK 0400000000
1.00L BBC AAAF 0 0300000000 18
1.27 CC GL BA 0400000000
1.10 D L ED 1400000000
1.05: C D J B C 0400000000
1.30 CC BA 0400000000
1.70 B C B A 0500000000
I.OOL'BBC AAAI 0 0400000000
2. 49 C B D A B 0300000000
1.OOL,iBcc D BG 05000100001.24 MC A F 0400000000
1.00L ,CD AD 3 0400001000
1.28 CC HBC 0400000010
.90: CC DKBD 13000001001.00L E 1500010000
1.16: !B CC MHSC 04000000001.08L AG 0300010000
1.18 C FC 1500000010
1.04 CF J CBE 0400010000
1.00L B B 1500000000
1.00L B ACcG D 1501000000LOOL C 0500000100
Associations
C
AS 2 # T Name Typ_ Mag
? 9!u0923o 27 14.,1383338K2 1 6_
3 16 06667- 41 9E
1 13 83349 K5 8 7E
2 12 ZG 1424+27 89 153
8
5 9 ' U09283 7 138
1 12 i ZG 1426+25 40 156
4 1383375 M0 3 76
1 27 MKN 682 10
2 1383376 K5 3 75
3 9 U09293 19 146
4 9 U09300 75 136
8 I 32 X1427+224 150 8
3 9 U09317 79 151
8 1 32 X1428+219 49 B
4 9 U09335 30 143
1 2 DO 14990 56 103
3 12 ZG 1428+28 73 151
4 6 A1428+ 27 50
1 2 DO 14993 32 9881
1 12 ZG 1429+22 29 156
1 10 M+05-34 -065 35
1 12 ZG 1430+27 38 148
2 13 83395 F0 9 60
1 2 DO15001 41 110
2 12 ZG 1431+20 33 I 150
4 1 9 U09375 62 I 160
3 9 U09378 9 148
1 2 13015011 55 98
2 3 13 83416 F0 3 45
,7 9 U09384 39 153
1 12 ZG 1433+22 57 155
39 H 1432+20 106 7501383427 K0 2 65
2 9 U09401 73 146
1 13;63432 K5 11 80
4 1383440 M4E 2 56
I 21 DO15033 45 106
I3 9!u09433 . 148
49' U09.445 57 151
2 13 83457 K5 7 91
2 1383468 F5 3 61
2 13 83474 G5 5 63
4 9 U09480 75 148
1 I383477 KO 17 80
1 10 M+05-35-007 36
1 9 U09489 82 160
1 13183484 K7 1 B6
6 13 63488 M0 7 48
2 12 ZG 1441+23 34 151
3 9 U09494 73 153
1 12'ZG 1442+22 36 156
5 13 83500 K0 1 26
1 13 83503 K0 4 80
1 13 83506 K5 11 65
1 10 M+05-35-014 22
1 12 ZG 1443+25 39 153
1 2 DO15071 70 t03
1 13 83513 K5 13 81
I 13 83516 K0 4 7I
1 13 83524 K0 8 70
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extendod Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
59
Right Ascension: 14h45"44'-15"16m01 '
Position (lgS0) Flux Densily
Declination: +20"-+30"
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux
(]ansky) Uncs
.25L .75 1.21: BF
.25L .40L 1.37L C
.25L .41 1.04L D
.37 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .40L 1.00L C
' CF25L .43 ,:_i.l c.2 L .40L
.32L .43 1.25L[r C C
.25 .40L t.00L
.49 .40L 1.00L i B C
.30L 1,74 2.40 C B
.25L .52L 1.01 F
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .79 2.04 C C
.25L .40L 1.0OL B
.25L .40L 1.00L O
.22: A0L I.O0L DE
.25L .59 1.IOL B
.25L .65 .97: CD
.42 .40L I.O0L BC
.26L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .39 .78: C D
.25L .81 1.25: CC
.35: .40L 1.00L BF
.25L .48 1.00L C
.25L ! .43L 1.00L F
.25L .40L 1A6 D
1.16 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.44 6.45 15.52 CCC
.25L .57 1.00L C
.44 .40L 1.00L BO'
.25L .40L 1.OOL D
.25L .57 1.47 BC
.25L .47 .86: E E
.38 .40L 1.O0L BC
.25L .50 1.IDOL C
.25L .53 1.13 CD
.25L .72 1.32 E C
.25L 1,20 9.97 CC
3.43 .71 1.O0L BBC
.25L .40L 1.0OL C
.33L .74 2.67 E C
.25L .40L 1.O0L F
.25L .54 I.O0L C
.25L .40L 1.01L F
.25L .84 2.18 CC
.52 .40L 1.00L CC
.66L .40L .86 D
.48 .40L 1.00L BC
.38L 2.99 4.15 CC
.25L .62 .70: CD
2.53 .60 1,48L BBC
.25L ,40L 1.02L C
,25L .49 1,09L C
.25L .63 1.00L C
.25L .51 ,B5: CD
.25L .83 2.44 CC
.26L .40L 1.O0L B
.60 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .58 1.45 CE
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.27L ,40L 1.O0L B
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .62 1.41 DC I
.88 .40L 1.O0L B C
,57L .40L 1.12 C =
.73 .40L 1.00L SC
.21: .40L 1.00L CD
.27 .84 1.22L DC
.25L .47L .77 D J
.25L .40L 1.09L C
.25L .73 1.22 BC
.25L .40L f.00L B
.25L .65 1.28 C B
.27: .40L f.00L DD
.19; 1.79 3.52 DCC
2.08 .4tL 1.OOL B B
.25L .53 1.02: ' CD
.35 1.88 1.70 EC C
.25L .46 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.10 C D
.32L .55 1.0OL
.25L .40L 1.02L C
.25L .62 1.67 CC
.25L .52 1.61 CC
,25L .40L 1.00L C
39 .40L 1.00L BC
.28: .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .34 1.00L C
A8 3.01 3.81 ECC!
.31L 1.22 1.96 CC
.25L 1,30 2.07 CB
.63L .40L 1.01L F I
.25L .39 .82: ' CC
.24 1.90 2.61 DBB
.25L .29 1.O0L C
.25L .40L 1.00L O I
.25L .77 1.66 CB I
.25L .40L 1.00L E I
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 9 12 pma
h_. ,8, (s) C) l b C) ('3 (') N
14459+2309 54.2 45 30+63 53 2,_ 109 .3414460+2734 3.2 42 40+64 72 112 I 2 .76L
14461+2236 10.0 29+63 ; 21 107 1.52
14461+2434 10.112734+6433 10106 ' 33 .4814463+2658 21.1i1239+64 ! 52 14110 .25L
14464+2125 28.01 27+63 58 111073 .49
14467+2132 47.1=1027+63 72211012 1.14L
14468+2036 53.8 18 25+62 61 8 107 3 .44
14470+2521 1.7130 35+64 28 3 106 3 1.88
14471+2333 10.8 f8 31+63 32 6 105 3 .25L
14472+2535 15.7236+64 3532 52 .25L
14480+2407 1.9 3 33+63 31 9 106 3 .69
14482+2617 15.6 50 38+63 27 i 10 107 3 25L
14494+2619 25.5 54 38+63 49' 3 .40
14502+2400 13.9 26 33+83 29! 18 107 3105
14512+2005 14.1 30 2_ + 61 _8 8 105 31 .7_14515+2028 30.9 36 26+51 49 ] t= 105 _ .25L
14520+2553 3.4 30 37+&3 58 6 103 3 i .41L
14526+2347 40.1 40 33+62 27 5 104 3 1.96
14530+2747 3.33841+634281083, .59
14533+2939 23.2 41 45+63 54 _ 104 _ .26L14535+2447 34.9 40 35+62 39 1 104 .29L
14537+2435 46.31434+62 43 _105 .95
14539+2137 56240 28+61 74 171053 .40L
14542+2057 12.725 27+61 55 8 i 1012 .33
14543+2216 19.2230+61 51 18 i1073 .25L
14545+274231.4284f+62 23 3ilO7 3 3.1314546+2500 41.4 301 35+82 49 1,_ 106 3 .38
14547+2448 47.9 57 35+62 20 7 105 3 .32L
14552+2914 12.3 25 44+62 46 11 103 3 .38L
14554+2452 29.023 35+62 39 71073 1.87
14566+2514 37.945 36+61 79 8 63 A6
14572+2546 14.552 37+61 41 81023 .25L
14574+2718 24.652 40+62 52 81053 .25L
14586+2214 37.831 30+60 28 81053 1.51
14594+2146 25.52829+60 61 16 9712 .39L
14594+2858 28.560 44+61 49 91023 .25L
14595+2344 35.840 33+60 37 12 1003 .26L
14597+2609 43.1 36 36+61 24 9 104 3 .25L
14599+2512 54.9 14 36+61 18 152 !101 33 14.2715001+2827 8.1 1 43+61 34 101 .36
16o04+2332274 7 33+e0 6o 1_ 1001_ 25L15005+2036 30.2 9 26+59 41 103 .48
15006+2431 38.5 10 35+60 50 13 101 3 .35L
15008+2411 48.5 7 34+60 45 14 103 2 .32
15009+2143 56.246 30+60 48 8 104 3 .25L
15012+2537 15.3 22 37+60 29 377 107 23 16715013+2140 21.7141 30+59 91 100 .25L
15016+2716 ,0.231 41+61 19 51073 2.07
15018+2417 !49.15335+60 25 61043 10:25L_L5022+233218o20 39+eo 46 1o415022+2708 !17.3 30 40+60 27 _ !3106 .
15025+2449 33.842 36+60 44 81023 .34 I
15026+2115 :37.150 29+59 42 14103 .J .25LI
15033+2715 120.E 42 41+60 51 91032 .25L
15036+2206 37.353 31+59 37 13 1013 .31L
15039+2558 !59,118 38+60 35 111033 .25L
15041+2637 11.047 39+60 28 91053 .59 !
15041+2607 '11.321 38+60 22 81073 1.63
15048+2123 50.C 56 30+59 37 161043 .25LI
15050+2306 4.20 33+59 53 61063 .57
15050+2503 4.848 36+59 23 71043 1.18
15058+2842 !53.2 35 44+60 28 11 103 3 .41
15059+2835 i59.3 37 43+60 35 9 102 3 25L
15062+2629 14.1 30 39+59 22 3 104 3 3.80
15063+2011 20.4 30 28+58 44 27 93 2 .25L
!24.75737+59
15064+2517 25 ;10633 2.9415065+2219 131.£ 56 31 +58 41 108 .71
15065+2821 34.8 40 43+60 37 12 t05 3 .25Lj
15066+2710 40.3 25 41+60 95 28 111 2 .47L
15076+2036 !40.156 29+58 45 91092 .29
16085+2030 _31,8=16 28+57 37 81053 .25L,
15088+2225 49.613 32+58 37 8 113 .38
15090+2345 ; 3.53834+58 30 101013 .25L
15096+2844 t32.5 28 44+59 43 61083 .69
15097+2129 47.6 ' 7 30+58 24 51033 .25L
15096+2230 .50.5i 5 32+58 20 3102, 3 7.6215099+2836 57.72_ 44+59 56 81043 .25L'
15100+2810 3.849 43+59 31 61073 .25L ;
15101+2642 8.517 40+59 52 91063 .37Li
15101+2028 9.2i 1 29+57 4934 152 .28L
15111+2457 7,3160 37+58 54 15 992 .42L
15117+2548 ,4.821 38+58 36 91042 .33
15120+2039 0.545 29+57 43 121053 .25L
15121+2228 8.44232+57 55 8 153 .25L
15129+2920 22.75745+59 35 91013 .33
15125+2131 31.7931+57 237 107J 3 3.09
15126+2100 33.055 30+57 37 111033 1.05
15133+2538 22.1 7 38+58 83 18 _1092 .26L
15135+2012 32.2' 22 29+56 29 8 ,1053 .25L;
15138+2002 ,8.632 28+56 32 11101 i 3 25L
15141+2503 8.0' 337+572110104:3 .26L
15143+2343 1864335+573911 ,1992 .3015147+222644.35133+5756 .25L
15148+2440 ,8.7 12 37+57 23 7 105 3 .25L
15149+2447 54.8 12 37+57 77 18 962 .86L
15150+2523 1.9 =17 36+57 76 13 1101 2 .32
15156+2747 51.8 1 42+58 29 11 102 3 25L
15160+2823 1.6 59 44+58 34 9 104' 3 .38



































ABI G 1 I 1500000000
C [ 03OO01O000
CB 1401000000:









B D L 0500000000
L B L 0400000000 j
G M 0400000000
BA ! 3300000010










I B B 04O000O20O
S S 0300000OO0
AA 0 0400000000
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J B C 3300000000
C B 0300000000
BK 1300010000
A B F 003O0000000
ABoD 025000000001300001000
AAA 0300001000
J G B B 04O00C'00O0
HD A A 03000001 O0040O000000
HCC 0400000100












Name Ty_ (") Mag
1 13 83532 K2 5 80
2 1383534 K5 4 77
2 1383535 F5 3 82
1 2 DO 15091 34 121
2 12 ZG 1446+2t 17 153
1 1383544 K0 23 86
1 13 83546 K0 9 67
2 9 U09544 31 148
3 13 83553 GO 0 57
2 9 U09552 70 156
1 2 DO 15108 54 95
1 1983562 KO 24 72





83577 K5 5 72
83582 K5 6 96
M+04-35-016 25
83586 K0 19 68
2 1 16 06861 31 130
1 13 83594 K5 10 95
4 0 M+04-35-018 63
1 1383599 K2 5 71
1 1383604 G5 2 73
2 12 ZG 1457+25 62 163
3 9 U09644 89 148















83624 K5 2 i 48
U09673 82 i 146
83629 K7 13 63
J
83631 K0 8 83
ZG 1500+21 33 156
83638 K0 1 68
1 1383645 K0 4 461383648 K5 4 85
2 12 ZG 1502+21 18 151
I "4115033+2715 5 12
3 9 U09705 71 150
2 "1383682 K2 7 I 82
2 2 [3015179 19 116
3 _ U09718 69 11511 1 i89670 K0 2i 72
4 131 83671 F0 26' 50
1 1383678 G5 3 72
3 1383682 K0P 2! 56
8 i
13 i 83686 KO 1 ' 58
2i_15182 27 95
2 1383706 K7 4 85
1 2 13016196 68 101
3 9 UO0763 9 156
4 13 83714M8 2 87
1 12 ZG 1509+28 60 156
1 "41 15101 +2642 51 8
1 2 [3015202 27 93
3 9 U09777 16 150
2 12 ZG 1512+22 38 153
2 1383729 A0 10 52
3 13 83730 M2 3 85
1 2 [:)015205 9 106
1 10 M+04-36-031 72
1 12 ZG1513+20 39 156
2 12 ZG 1514+25 58 151
1 13 837401<2 6 81
1 27 MKN1397 5
1 13 837481<2 9 82
2 13183753K5 8 L
Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
L
60
Right Ascension: 15h16m08'-15h42m59_ Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 tim 25 tim 60 ttm
ham, e 8, (s) (') I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
15161+2403 6.0 36+57 44 8 107 4 .25L .25L .60
15161+2045 9.6 30+56 29 9 108 3 1.99 .43 ,40L
15162+2701 12.5 41+57 36 11 100 2 29 .25L .4OL
15167+2622 43,1 44+57 55 8 8 3 .62L .25L ,52
15173+2113 19.6 31+56 44 21 109 2 .46L .26L .40L
15175+2944 30.2 46+57 28 11 107 2 .36 ,25L .40L
15177+2547 46.1 39+57 49 14 105 2 .37L .26L ,45
15178+2316 52.5 34+56 76 21 100 2 .53L .62L ,39
15160+2947 3.8 46+57 18 5 107 4 2.53 .62 .40L
15182+2244 17.3 34+56 53 16 99 2 24 .25L .40L
15185+2140 32.8 32+56 22 8 59 3 .92 .30 .40L
15169+2506 56.8 38+56 20 6 68 3 1.77 .39 .40L
15190+2630 3.3 40+57 31 10 102 3 .25L .25L .7t
15193+2121 21.0 31 +55 75 8 101 3 .30L .25L .41L
15195+2348 34.0 36+56 35 10 103 3 ,59 ,21: ,40L
15196+2629 41.9 40+57 27 10 103 4 ,25L ,25L 1,20
15197+2734 42.5 42+57 38 13 107 4 ,42 .25L ,40L
15201+2622 10,3 44+57 88 18 110 2 ,37L ,25L .30
15202+2548 16.0 39+56 33 3 106 4 .95 ,31L ,40L
15206+2614 39.7 43+57 48 8 106 3 ,36 ,25L ,40L
15206+2956 41,6 47+57 48 12 108 3 .25L .25L .50
15210+2154 4.7 32+55 87 37 98 2 ,25L .25L ,40L
15214+2848 29.5 45+56 83 18 112 2 ,25L ,25L ,30
15216+2744 37.5 43+56 57 8 102 2 ,33 .25L .40L
15217+2905 42.5 45+56 33 9 107 3 ,37L .28 ,40L
15225+2350 32.9 36+55 30 11 109 3 ,25L ,19: 1.42
15228+2000 49.7 30+54 23 17 102 3 .25L ,25L .45
15229+2954 59,1 47+56 22 9 94 3 ,44 .29L .40L
15241+2721 10.6 42+56 36 13 97 3 .25L ,25L ,57
15242+2541 13.3 39+55 30 10 100 3 ,25L ,25L ,76
15243+2618 23.6 44+56 17 8 98 3 .89 .30: .40L
15243+2110 24,0 32+54 64 23 96 2 .38L .30L ,39:
15248+2727 48,2 42+56 1137 4 102 3 1,54 .41 .40L15250+2952 0.5 47+56 3 101 3 3.05 1.64 .40L
15251+2337 7,1 36+55 31 8 103 3 .64 25L .40L
15254+2516 29.3 39+55 20 6 96 3 8.42 2.20 .37
15256+2824 37,2 44+56 32 12 100 3 .25L .25L' ,66
15257+2916 45.4 46+56 23 3 108 3 1.91 .49 : .40L
15259+2850 56.0 45+56 41 18 110 2 .40L .25L .43
15261+2605 9,1 40+55 31 11 97 3 .25L ,28L .89
15261+23519.5 36+5532 23 .34 .25' ,40"15265+2619 33,1 41+55 38 1 1 .31L .25L .60
15265+2237 33.6 34+54 41 8 101 3; .38 ,25L ,40L
15269+2537 55.6 39+55 36 8 104 3 .25L .25L .67
15270+2054 4.3 32+54 43 10 101 3 .28L .25L .59
15274+2626 24.0 44+55 113 32 110 2 .29L .25L .53L
15274+2154 29.5 33+54 24 10 101 3 .72 .25L .40L
15278+2348 50.0 36+54 35 12 105 3 .25L .25L .90
15278+2540 50,3 40+55 39 8 107 3 1.05 .21: ,40L
15278+2753 52.2 43+55 41 16 110 2 .27L .25L ,47
I
15265+2245 35.8 35+54 96 I 18 110 2 .26L 25L .38
15287+2713 47.5 42+55 23 13 105 3 .25L .25L .72
15268+2220 52.5 34+54 45 8 103 3 ,41L .25L ,60
15290+2646 4.1 41+55 37 8 105 3 ,55 .27L ,40L
15292+2221 16.5 34+53 35 8 107 3 .47 ,25L .40L
15295+2414 32,5 37+54 33 8 111 3 ,25L ,31: 1,08
15315+2618 34.0 41+54 29 11 98 3 ,25L ,25L .79
15316+2527 37.1 39+54 26 10 101 3 .29 .25L .40L
15318+2306 53,2 36+53 32 8 105 4 ,25L ,25L ,75
15319+2640 57.5 41+54 27 9 99 2 ,84 ,35L ,40L
15323+2344 22.6 37+53 61 8 10 3 .39L ,25L ,44
15325+2652 34.0 42+54 23 6 109 3 5,92 1.73 .75
15325+2124 35,6 33+52 40 16 102 2 .59L ,67L ,53
15327+2649 44,3 45+54 26 7 108 3 .25L .25: 2.11
15327+2340 46.3 37+53 17 5 104 4 .46 8.11 104.08
15334+2555 29.(; 40+53 19 6 107 3 11.05 6.26 .66
15339+2542 54.1 40+53 i 41 13 105 3 .26L .25L .43
15348+2556 53,1 40+53 62 20 110 2 .66L .25L .41
15354+2201 24.7 34+52 ' 38 8 101 3 .45 ,25L .40L
15355+2235 33_7 35+52 ' 45 15 98 3 .29L .25L .45
15361+2441 7.5 39+53 16 3 106 = 4 88.35 24.63 4.28
15362+2250 15.3 36+52 55 12 94 2 .44 .39L .40L
15366+2612 387 41+53 22 3 105 4 1.19 .45 .40L
15367+2934 464 47+53 74 27 93 2 .34L 25L .40L
15371+2436 7,8 39+52 29 11 103 4 .25L .25L ,64
15373+2506 118.7 39+52 24 3 103 4 .25L ,61 2.27
15373+2553 2L7 41+53 28 14 108 3 ,25L .25L .38
15377+2137 456 34+51 20 5 101 3 ,26L ,42 3,86
15378+2050 53,3 33+51 44 13 100 3 ,25L ,25L .63
15381 +2001 6,3 32+51 71 8 99 2 .44L .25L .63
15381+2211 6.3 35+51 57 16 101 3 ,25L; .25L .43
15365+2127 30,5 34+51 54 13 102 2 .44L .25L ,50
15389+2330 54.4 37+52 30 8 103 3 1,05 .32 .40L
15390+2210 3,2 35+51 46 14 96 3 .25L " .25L ,53
15393+2823 18,7 45+53 52 22 103 2 .26L ,25L ,50L
15394+2527 29,2 40+52 43 10 101'3 .25L .25L ,63
15395+2812 30,7 44+52 54 16 92 2 .39L .25L ,55
15395+2809 32,4 44+52 37 S 101 3 ,33 .25L .40L
15399+2718 54,2 43+52 61 8 5 3 .31L .25L .33
15400+2746 5.7 44+52 38 12 102 4 .34L .25L .74
15402+2045 17,5 33+51 46 13 99 2 .92 .31L .40L
15406+2627 38.4 42+52 24 6 98 3 1.30 .24: .40L
15406+2052 48.5 33+50 69 20 97 2 .37L .25L ,44
15410+2400 4.9 38+51 35 9 102 3 .53 .25L ,40L
15416+2834 42.0 45+52 58 21 93 2 .56L .25L ,38
15417+2507 45.9 40+51 31 8 102 3 .61 .25L ,40L
15418+2423 49.4 39+51 43 10 97 3 .37L .25L .39
15416+2640 53,4 45+52 19 12 104 5 .25L .38 1,24
15419+2826 57,2 45+52 26 12 102 o .25L .25L' .86




100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





1.63 D MG B













































1,00L C AD J







1.06 CC H DE
1,02L B 8C H
1.47 DD FBB
1.05: CC C BB
1.00L BD AD
.91: DD L DE
1.00L B D A B L 1 0400002000
1.00L BB AAJ 0 0300000000
1,00L B BE 0500010000
1.00L BBC AAD 0 0400000000
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
1 "41 15161 +2403 17 12
2 13 83755 G5 3 56
2 13 83756 F8 6 65
1 13 83765 K0 12 80
1.31 CC BA
1.00L BC AB
1.32L C C D




1.27 CD I J CD
1,00: B D B C
1,00 E HD
1,00L C BE K
2,71 CC FBA
3 13 83768 K0 4 55
2 13 83773 K7 11 87
2 13 83775 M0 3 85
2 13 83778 K0 3 63
2 12 ZG 1519+26 53 156
1 2 [3015224 41 106
1 12 ZG 1519+26 86 156
1 13 83789 K7 13 90
1 13 83795 K0 5 72
1 13 83797 K0 1 75
4 9 U09831 22 148
8
1 2 DO15232 86 98
2 12 ZG 1522+20 35 153
1 2 DO15239 23 111
1 13 83821 K2 11 75
2 1 13 83825 K5 4 77
1 13 83828 K7 1 78
5 13 83830 K5 6 62
2 12 ZG 1525+26 33 155













1.00L BE ACN 0 0500000000
1.00L D N E I 0300000000
1.00L C K B G 0400000000
1.56 CC F L B A 0400000010
1.COL C B D 0400000000
1,00L i B B D 3400000000
1.00L C C NE 0400000000
1.05: DCD LDBB 0300001000
1.90 CB I BB 1300000000
1.00L C C 0400000000
t.91 C BB EGBB 06000000001.00L BC 1501000000
1.OOL C DG 0600000210
1,00L BBC AAAK 0 1500001000
1.41L D MDC 1501000000
5.06 DCCII BAA 1200000000
117.69 BBCB AAAA 1 0100010310
1.00L BBC AABL 0 1500000000 28
1.11 CE NCD 1500000100
1.00L D C 1602000000
L00L B BEB 0500000000 1 2 DO 15289
1,64 CD !L CB 0600000000 2 12 ZG 1535+22
1.57 ABCBIAAAB 2 0300001020 17 8 3 13 83921MB
1.00L C CC
1.00L BC AB














1.00L C C M
1.00L D DFG
1,87 CC M BB
1,23L C BC J
LOOL BE AE
1.00L E C
1.00L C B E
1,05L C M EB
1.00L B BI KI_/

































2 13 83837 K2 2 81
2 "13 83843 K2 11 78
2 12 ZG 1526+25 24 t51
1 12 ZG 1527+20 31 153
1 12 ZG 1527+28 36 156
3 9 U09869 65 145
1 13 83852 K2 4 80
1 2 DO15259 48 105
3 39 PKS1529+24 116 635
1 12 ZG 1531+26 37 153
2 12 ZG 1531 +23 61 146
2 "13 83887 M0 10 80
4
6 °13 83893 AO 6 2_
3 9 U09909 55 131
4 5 9 U09913 25 143
2 2 DO15276 33 100
1 1383922 K0












1 12 ZG 1538+21 87 1516
1 2 DO 15296 53 9E
1 12 ZG 1539+22 40 15E
1 10 M+05-37-014 19
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 13 83949 K5 10 8C
1 12 ZG 1540+27 6 155
1 13 83954 K2 7; 8;
2 13 83958A0 3 35
2 12 ZG 1541+28 48 151
1 13 83969 K5 5 8C
1 12 ZG1541+28 11 ; 155
2 12 ZG 1541+26 43 i 15_
61
Right Ascension:15h43_"11'-15h59'n06'
Position 11950) Flux Density Flags
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
h a,m 8 a 8 Coords 5M] 5MN O 12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R Sa , (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N (]ansky)
15431+2144 11.837 35+50 30 12 892 .35
15434+2043 28.125 33+50 68 81052 25L
15435+2814 34.935 45+52 25 8 964 25L
15435+2301 35.648 37+50 45 221003 25L
15436+2519 39.340 40+51 27 9 973 .25L
15438+2715 52.649 43+51 27 9 974 .25L
15440+2834 3.915 45+52 38 12 924 .25L
15441+2101 6.151 34+50 25 6 983 1.25
15444+2613 24.513 42+51 39 19 842 .42L
15444+2000 28.7'15 32+49 43 11 963 .35
15446+2217 36.127 36+50 58 22 963 .25L
15447+2643 46857 42+51 55 8 24 .40L
15449+2212 54.66 36+50 40 8 973 .37L
15451+2722 6.146 44+51 31 8 983 .34
15452+2601 15.26 41+51 31 8 964 .69
15454+2415 28.26 39+50 464014331 .26L
15454+2613 30.0042+51 24 _ 8 984 25L
15456+2711 41,6 54 43+51 26 8 93 4 I ,39
15457+2847 4333646+51 24 9 994 .25L
15462+2306 14.01937+50 4312 983 .29
15462+2646 17.431 43+51 52 8 973 .32L
15462+2234 17.6536+50 42 61 44 .98
15463+2800 21.644 45+51 51 27 i 872 .39L
15464+2826 28.23 45+51 24 9 964 .54
15464+2201 29.61535+50 2711:954 .28L
15465+2818 31.7 291 45+51 15 4' 97 4 38.86
15467+2417 43.1339+50 38 8 974 ,26L
15469+2853 54.926' 46+51 2712 933 ,25L
15474+2349 26.731 38+50 35121023 .29
15474+2613 29,61, 42+50 21 6 944 3.54
,5477+2057 45.02334+49 44 8 964 .37L
15478+2855 51.03746+51 63 81754 .30
15480+2757 0,55845+51 5317 972 .61L
15460+2319 0.731 38+50 57 9 972 .22
15481+2920 6.41247+51 27 9104j3 .25L
15463+2029 19.722 33+49 42 8 971'4 .35
15483+2032 23.82 34+49 56 20 903 .25L
15468+2021 53.76 33+48 26 9 974 .25L
15489+2514 55.73 40+50 27 8 964 .48
15490+2107 3,838 34+49 18 5 964 18.06
15493+2527 22.810 41+50 30 8 944 .44
15494+2726 24.08 44+50 32 12 993 25L
15497+2204 48,056 36+49 29 8 954 .42L
15498+2723 48.228 44+50 32 1110t 3 .25L
15499+2847 56.434 46+50 36 81013 .51
15500+2612 6.034 42+50 48 26 _ j 2 .25L
15502+2446 12.926 40+49 29 12 I 3 .25L
15503+2845 t9.120 46+50 59 180, 3 .3615504+2903 28340 46+50 25 10101 ! = .4415505+231832,437 _+49 44 10 97 3 .25L
15505+255534722 42+50 74 42 2o12 ._6L
15507+2114 44,2 43 35+48 38 8 100 I 3 ,25L
15510+2645 23243+50 55 6 993 25L
15513+2844 20,3 0 46+50 41 6 99 3 1.07
15515+2556 32,7:2 42+49 29 8 104 3 .69
15518+2316 54.039 38+49 46 14 993 .29L
15523+2027 ,21.9124 34+48 17 61043 11.41
15528+2142 52.647 36+48 56 81032 .27
15535+2854 '32£ 10 46+50 32 15 952 .25L
15536+2346 38.1 3 39+48 50 231052 .25L
15537+2005 43.438 33+47 35 81023 ,25L
15537+2153 44.(; 11 36+48 3514 99 i 3 27L
15538+2706 51.14444+49 4631 96 2 .41L
15540+2552 3.13342+49 4912 943 .33L
6.C 10 42+49
,5540+2544 39,, 25L15541 +2922 6.359 47+50 21 4.62
15542+2123 14.724 35+48 38 81013 .97
15553+2329 21._ 2 36+48 80 1 105 .35L
15555+2233 30.148 37+48100 176 J .34
15555+2701 30.E 17 44+49 24 71003 13.12
15556+2736 40.324 45+49 37 9 993 .25L
15557+2431 43.738 40+48 25 31043 120
15558+2608 48.2'36 42+49 33 81043 68
15558+2458 51.745 41+48 88 111052 .96L
15561+2824 10.056 46+49 45 81023 .47
15563+2608 19.455 42+48 34 12 963 .25L
15566+2542 38.138 42+48 47 14 962 28
15566+2657 39.133 44+49 27 71003 .25L
15567+2155 43.059 36-p47 41 81003 .34
15567+2731 46.457 44+49 31 91013 25L
15569+2754 56.0135 45+49 32 3 993 99
15569+2807 56.438 45+49 38 9 983 25L
15569+2540 57.739 42+48 54 141003 26L
15570+2053 0.353 35+47 32 9 983 25L
15570+2934 3.327 48+49 22 B 1023 ,72
15572+2144 15.842 36+47 33 161043 ,25L
15572+202t 17,725 34+47104 181042 .28L
15573+2534 23.133 42+48 40 81013 .96
15574+2603 25.138 42+48 40 81013 20
15575+2013 33.538 34+47 47 371032 .37L
15576+2343 36.552 39+48 61 14 912 29
15577+2018 46.419 34+47 58 111013 .35
15577+2145 47.046 36+47 32 101003 .86
15578+2425 51.351 40+48 66 81803 .38
15579+2554 54.51 42+48 48 271072 A5L
15582+2059 12.219 35+47 35 9 983 .34L
15590+2716 3.560 44+48 85 81753 .45
15590+2545 5.154 42+48 39 221013 .72L




















































































































































1.02L E E I M 0500000000 I 1 1383987 M0 4 87
.91 D DLC 1400000000 1 10 M+04-37-031 160
3.07 BB BB 1101000010 3 9 U10021 29 148
1.07L C GDC 1500000000 1 12 ZG 1543+23 13 155
1.88 CC KAB _ 0500000000
.70: E B D F B C j 0200000000
.81 DC B B I 0300000110
tOOL BC AB 0 0501000000 2 2 DO15318 15 113
1.15L D B 0500000000
1.00L B D 0500010000 1 2 DO 15321 54 91
1.23 C C 1500000020
1.06L B MC E 0400000000'
1.00L B H B D 1500000020
1.00L C DH 0201000000 1 1384001 K2 10 82
1.00L D BI I 0500010000 1 1384002K5 5 86
.85 C C 2501000070
2.31 BB KFAA 14000000001 3 9 U10035 1 148
tOOL C CB 0420000000! 12 DO15328 71' 115
2.64 BB BB 02000000001 5 " 9 U10036 31 = 143
1.00L E El M 1400000000 11 13 84010 M0 23 87
I
1.00L C D H 1500000000 I
1,00L BE AC 02500001000
1.12 F I C 2300001000 1 "4115463+2801 48 12
t.00L C BD 1400000000 4 ' 1 TrCRB 3 3
3.55 BB I DAA i 1500000000 4 9 U10043 45 1532.00 BBCC AAAB 0030000114015 6 "1_ 84015GOP 14 57
1.00L C HEE 2500001000
1.40 BB J BA 1500000100 1 "41 15469+2853 9 12
1.00L C E 0400000000 1 1384020 G5 44 76
1.11L BB AALF 113400010000 3 1384019G5 1 46
1.28 CC LFB 2500000000 4 9 U10052 56 143
1.15L B BE 1500000000
1.66L E HDG 2301000000
1.42L C CL 0301000000 1 1384026 M0 20 85
1.18 BF KGBB 1500000000
tOOL C BH 2500100000 1 1384028 K0 20 71
1.16 C GDC 2400100000 2 12 ZG 1548+20 58 148
2.49 BB EAA 2400000000 1 t0 M+03-40-052 54
1.20L B BG L 0600000000 1 1384035K2 7 85
1.00L BBB AAAD 1 250000020017 5 1384037K5 2! 48
1.00L B BF 0600000000 1 1384040 K0 7 77
1.88 CC FAA 1580000010
1.00L B AD 0500000100
2.44 CC EBB 0380000010 i
1.00L C CHK 1500000000 21384045 K5 9 82
1.49 C E K C 5500000440,
1.68 CC CB 0400000310 I 1 t0 M +04-37-050 39
1.00L C BI 05011000001 1 t384051 K2 6 B0
1.18L C BHED 2500010010 _= 1 1384053 K2 3 77
1.00L C DG 0400000000
I
A0L 1.02 D HI 4500000030 1 32 X1550+259 93 8
.60 2.01 CB NI CB I 2400000000 4 9 U10076 82 141
.51 1.06 CC FBC 0400000000 [
A0L 1.00L BD AC 0 0500000000 213184060K5 7 82
.40LI 1.00L BF C BD 05500000000 2 13_84062K5 2 88
.56 1,00L EAE 0300000000 3 12 ZG 1551+23 20 148
1.00L BBC AAE 00501000000 5 1384070K5 3 57
1.43L D I 1500000000 1 1384074G5 5 81
F !1.74L B H 0301000100
1.18 C I B 1500000000
I
1,54 C C _. B A B 1500000000
1.12L C ' MBB 0500000000
.89 F 1 HE 1301000210 3 9 U 10096 42 151




1.00L :BD AAD 0500000000 , Z CRB
tOOL 0600000000 213
BDBB ABBB 184066 K0 3 751.76 3400000000
1.47L C C B C 13010000001.00L 0500000000 1 t3 ; 2 90
1.00L BBF AABG 1 1310000100 18 4 1384098 K0 2 41
1.63 C C N AC 2400000000
BC AD t 0 1400000000 2 13 84102 M0 1 80AE J 6300001000 1 2 DO 15369 84 108
D G BD 2501010000
B C BGF C 62801003003400010000 1 2 DO 15372 64 96
OCC C GF 3500000000 2 "t3 84114 K5 4 80GAAB 0200000000 3 6 A1556 + 26 18
C CF 0400000000 1 13 84115 K2 5 83
DDCC FAA 1200000000AC M 6 3300001000
DC F BC 3300000000
C C 2500000000 1 "41 15569 + 2540 21 6
CC GJ BB 3400000100 15 9 U10116 67 133
1.00L B BG 1500010000 1 13 84124 K0 16 71
,88 FE BA 0500010000 3 9 U10117 56 153
1.11L D C 2600000000 1 12 ZG 1557+20 84 156
1.00L BF AD 0 1500001000 1 13 84128 K2 8 80
1,20L BD BD 3 2500000000 6 "13 84129PEC 8 20
.83 C K D 2300100000
123L C DD , 0400000000 1 1384130 M0 3 87
1.11L D C i 2600100000 I 13 84131 MI 3 86
1.00L BD AF L 00500000000 I 1384132 K2 3 76
1.19L D O 0400000000
1.13 CJD C 6401000000
3.41 CC GFAA 3400001000 3 9 U10127 41 141
1.01L D BL 0400100000 1 1384146 K5 3 8I
1,67 C I LC 5500000340 C 1 32 X1559+257 108 12
1.47 B B B B 1400000000
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
62
II
Right Ascension: 15_59m07"-16_16"03 •
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 a 5 Coords 5MJ SMN e
h m. o , (s) ('9 I b C) C) (') N
15591+2054 7.7 17 35+46 72 8 100 3
15593+2712 23.460 44+48 42 18 96 2
15594+2059 26.4 25 48+48 35; g 95 315598+2417 4g.7 16 40+47 58 1 96 3
16000+2628 3.3 6 43+48 32 ' 13 95 3
16001+2256 8.4 33 38+47 37 8 99 3
16006+2523 381 23 42+47 52 14 98 3
16008+2105 48.7 43 36+46 67 19 92 2
16009+2708 560 50 44+46 43 15 g6 3
13011+2143 66 42 37+45 30 tl 101 3 I
I
16011+2308 7.738 39+47 95 26 07 2
16018+2534 49.0 13 42+47 49 8 97 3
16018+2846 53.6 13 47+48 39 8 4 3!
16019+2605 54.4 29 43+47 77 12 104 2!16019+2523 58.9 13 42+47 41 97 3
16020+2022 3.6 57 35+46 26 3 100 3
16022+2008 15.047 35+45 52 8 98 3116023+250119656 45+47 88 6 102 3!
16024+2618 26.3 21 43+47 104 34 92 2!16024+2_4729711 36+46 19 5 1003
16029+274654.827 45+47 23 6 g5 316030+20402535 35+45 lg 5 101a16030+25054.346 41+47 53 10100316033+243623.423 41+47 45 15 97 2
16034+2018 24.0 40 35+45 50 24 94 2
16035+2137 413 4 37+46 22 6 lOl 3
16037+2467447 2 41+47 23 _; 99]16035+2246469 5 38+46 28 1 97
16039+2055 54.8 19 36+45 49 tl 983
16042+2658 15.6 24 44+47 65 31 106 2
16045+213230.724 37+45 30 0 92_16045+2935A 32.941 48+47 46 1 102
16045+2733 33.8 3 45+47 32 11 97 3
16049+2211 56.9 35 38+46 34 8 101 3
16050+2630 4.4 3 44+47 86 22 89
2
16051+2845 7.7 29 47+47 38 _(8 3216052+2157 12.1 20 37+45 34 101
16053+2502 20.628 42+46 22 5 99 3
16054+2742 25.2 2 45+47 32 10 92 3
16056+2909 36.2 35 47+47 21 8 105 3
16061+2229 8.8 551 38+45 30 11 97 3
i
16062+2336 15.4 18 40+46 34 8 100 3
16064+2609 29.2 11 43+46 41 31 108 216070+250009 7142+46 79 18 932
16071+2632 g.4 22' 44+46 69 32 90 2
16072+2157 12,536 37+45 39 11 93 315072+2705129 6 45+45 42 35 1272
16073+2642 23.3 44' 44+46 91 30 104 216074+295628.g45 49+47 26 9 t02 3
16075 + 2836 31.045 47+46 41 O 99 3
16075+2802 33.7 47! 45+46 4g 14 104 2
16075+2810 35.0 53; 46+46 31 8 99 316o75+2521351 6 42+46 33 14 94 3
16076+26,02 41.6 40 43+46 39 26 101 3
16078+2632 50.2 9 44+46 57 27 99 3
16079+2652 59.7 23 44+46 32 8 101 3




16081+251I 8.6 59 42+46 21 4104 3 172.72
16083+2737 21.4 53 45+46 60 27 107 2 .41L
16084+2214 25.4 16 38+45 46 35 1133 .25L
16088+2916 52.8 13 48+46 27 9 100 3 1.03
1609t+2421 6.7 9 41+45 36 894 3 .25L
16092+2505 16.945 42+45 20 31003 1.57
16095+2337 30.1 22 40+45 21 96 3 45.10
16095+2047 32.0 5 36+44 29 99 3 .51
16100+2528 0.4 2 42+45 50 101 3 .37L
16101+2037 8.9 17 36+44 48 8 96 2 .34
16103+2633 23.2 25 44+45 80 10 106 2 .33
16103+2501 23.8 33 42+45 23 8 100 3 17.38
16106+2322 37.5 51 40+45 44 8 14 31 .26L
16106+2223 37.8 35 38+44 28 3 104 3 1,61
16107+2824 43.6 45 47+46 22 7 90 _ 25L16108+2141 48.9 40 37+44 30 27 39 28L16110+2639 4.8 17 44+45 19 102 3.59
16110+2,13372648+4626222190 25,,22+21250737 43111102 7416123+22301.93939+446418 ,73 29,16125+23205.43640+443018943 25,16126+29213853046+4696331072 25,
16130+22570 4339+44 10322 35,5 2 9 61 95, 4,+45 5 8016133+21072314337+43 1 31023 25,16135+25393441243+453915928 25L15137+27324434546+4524 9 ,13 27116141+231466 440+4426 9 903 9416141+2252932 3g+448o22963 34,
7 45+45 49 22 91 2 .25L
16143+2722 23.4_416146+2917 51.6 1 48+45 19 3 98 3 1.17
16148+2256 53.8 19 39+44 21 9 99 3 .37
16149+2912 58713o 48+45 74 8 1 3 .25L
16160+2233 1.0 40 39+43 36 i 12 93 3 .25L
16150+2555 4.3 19 44+44 17' 5 93 3 8.86
16151+2528 8.5 42 43+44 33 22 92 2 .26L
15152+2417 15.4 5 41+44 46 32 155 2 1.62L
16157+2343 43.8 44 41+44 22 6 93 3 1.45
16157+2631 45.532 44+44 16 5 93 3 1.75
16158+2303 48.5 57 40+43 22 6 93 3 .25L
1616.0+2220 0.3 44 39+43 16 7 94 3 .25L










































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.82 C B 5501006000
1.39L C CJ 0300000000
1.00L B BD 0400000000
1.00L C K EG 0400000000
1.23 E B C EC B 0301 600000
1.00L B BDHL 2500000000
1.17: ED LBC 1500000000
1.06: CD GED 1500000010
1.35: C C EC B 0300000000
1.65 B B MA B 0400000000
,83 E J DE 2500000000
1.30L C CD 2500000100
1.00L C BJ 0400010000
1.08L C D M 6400000000
1.16L C C 2500600000
1.00L BC AB H 0 1600000000
1.27L C F H 2600000000
1.00L C CE M 0400010000
1.73 C E 8400000010
1.00L BC AA 0 1500000000
1.00L C CG 0400010000
10.10 FCCC CAAA 0 2500021000
1.32 DD DB 16000O00O0
1.07L C C 1400000000
1.55 C HDB 2501600000
5.24 CDCC ECAA 0 6400000008
1.00L tiC AA 0 1600010000
1.27 B B G B B 0400000200
2.18 CD MHCB 8600000208
1.15 F D 4501000010
3.49L C BH 9400010008
1.08 DC CC 2401000100
1.57 CC MB B 0400000200
3.80 DCC LCAA 0300000000
1.33 C D 4400000010
1.25L E D 0400000000
3A5L BE AA 1 5300001008
1.00L BC A B 1 0600000000
1.76 C B B B 0300000000
1.00L BD BC 3 1500000000
1.87 BC NA B 4600000008
1.81 C D MA B 1500000000
1.65 D NMG 9400000450
1.07L C E G 0600600000
.75 D F 9500000000
4.90L C DL 9500000008
1.07 F D E 7501000340
1,42 F I D 9502000010
1.00L B B F J 0400000000
.96: C F D BB 0500000000
1.06L C E EE 1500000000 I
2.49 C B F A B 0400000000
1.01: CD GFDC 0500000000
1.26 C H B 8500000030
1.21 D D 8500000010
1.00L BD AB K 0 9501000020
1.00L C BDD 3501000000
4.50 CRCC AAAA 6 0420000000 23
1.24 C DC 1400000100
2,28 D F I C 9600000248
1.00L BD AC 2 0500000000 I
1.51 CC DBB 2500000000 I
1.00L CC AB K 7 0600000000
1.00L BBC AAA 1 1600000000 17
1.00L B CG 0600000000
1.12L C FAD 0600000000
1.00L C OH 0600010000
1.24L C B 7400010000
1.60L BBC AAA 4 0500000000 13
1.36 CE BB 6601000008
1.00L BC AB 5 9600000000
4.36 C C C A A 0300000010
1.40 C G H 8503010010
1.00L BC AA 0 J 4400000000
1.18L C CN H 2400010000
1.28 C D E ' 5500000230
1.00L BF AA 0 3600000000
1.74 C J G L C 4600000000
1.92 D I B 8500000018
.92 O KF C 4400000000
1.27 C H D 3600000020
1.00L D FI L 0500010000
2.89 CC HAA 1402000020
1.46 D 1 C 3500000250
iDOL BC AB 0 0400001000 I
4.02L B AF 54000010081
1.63 C B C 6600000008 '
1.19 D HBB 2400000000
1.00L BC AB G 2 5520100000
3.93L BC BC 0 5400000008
1.28 C F C 4400000000
4.28L C KEC 7400100148
1.00L BBC AAB 0 3500000000
1.17 C F 4400000020
1.08 C II LD 1500000000
1.00L BC ABEK 3500001000
1.00L BC AA 1500020000
4.64 DCC BAA 1400001018
5.58 DFC DCAA 5300000008











1 12 ZG 1601 +23
1 16 07420 K:
1 12 ZG 1601+26
2 13 84179 GO
12 " 2 DO 15392
1 "41 16022+2008
1 2 DO 15395
2 13 84180 M2
,;28 .193 84184M0U10182




4 6 9 U10197
2 13 84197 M2
4
3 9 U10211
3 ' 2 0015409




3 I 12 ZG 1606+23
C 1 32 X1606+261
2 "12 ZG 1607+25
1 13 84216 K0
! 12 ZG 1607+28
"12 ZG 1607+25
8
; :I} 84223 084224 K0RU HER
6 10 M+05-38-022
21 13 84231 M0
2 13 84235 M2
6 13 84240 MB
1 2 DO15426
1 13 84244 K2
13 1 W HER
2 i 1_ 84245 M2
3 i U10273
4 "13 84251 M2
1 13 84252 K0
C 1 32 X1611+292
8 1 32 X1613+256
21 13 84269 K2
11 13 84274 K0
2' 12 ZG 1614+27
I 2 DO 15451
1 2 DO 15450
8
2 1 NP HER
8
1 13 84290 K2
1 2 DO 15456
























































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _ Coords SM.f SMN 0
(s) ('3 l b (") (") (')
37+4 4 I ; fl4
18 44+4 2 9
29 39+4 5 9
44 40+4 7 9
6 44+4 7 2 10
31 44+4 3 9
54 38+4 2 9
57 4044: 3 3 10
1 39+4 1 9
)8 38+4, 2 9
12 39+4; 2 9
2 45+41 5 I 9
5 40+4; 4, 9
.)5. 43 + 4_ 6; 3 9:
.)9. 39+4_ _ IO
17. 37+4 6 I(_
;2. 47 + 4', 3_ 2
.)5. 38+4: 4_ 9_
!8, 46+4', 7: 2; IO:
_5. 45 + 4: 5: 2; 81
_8. 37+41 21 i 9_
_9. 39+4; 3! 11 10_
Lg, 40+4; 2( ! 9_
;5. 47 + 4_ 4( i '
4. 37+41 21 lq 9!
7. 43 + 4_ 21 ' 9(
;1. 44+4_ 5_ 31 8_
1; 41 +4; 8_ 1_ O_
3., 45 + 4_ 4_ I 9(
2. 42+4; 3; 1: 9;
1._ 42 + 42 2_ _ 9(
3._ 47+43 5( 2; 8E
5.1 49+43 1_ " 9_
5.. 47 + 43 8_= 3' 8£
8.! 43+42 81 _
0.1 44+42 5_ 3( 0E
1., 46 + 43 4; _ 9_
2.( 41 +42 84 2; 8_
6.1 48+43 6_ 2E 91
0.; 41 +42 2C _ 0(3
0," 47+43 91 2E 95
1.-= 40+41 21 ._ 00
7.( 42 + 42 42 1_ 00
7._ 45+42 46 34 88
B..= 41 +42 39 8 4
3._ 38+4t 35 fl 96
4.( 47+42 29 14 97
4.( 37 + 40 48 I0 93
3.." 40+41 43 8 95
5._ 43+41 34 8 02
).7 41+41 54 8 _9
),_ 42+41 91 42 30
i'._ 42+41 43 8 _7
3.,_ 41 +41 51 8 )6
r.; 43+41 30 10 )5
].E 39+40 27 6 )5
$.3 41 +41 40 10 )8
r.C 47+42 93 25 _1
).E 45+42 58 3 )1
).7 38+40 57 16 )0
._.1] 38+40 20 5 ]8
1.3 42 + 41 34 23 ]8
1.8 48 + 42 27 9 )8
.>.0 12+41 75 14 )0
1.5 17+42 51 19 )1
L1 ]8+40 43 10 )4
1.8 15+41 26 16 )4
1.1 19+42 26 10 )8
'.2 12+41 21 12 )6
1.5 13+41 76 )5 )3
L7 10+40 25 5 )7
1.4 17+42 37 8 16
1.2 ]8+40 29 8 17
1.2 15+41 85 12 )2
!.8 1.0+40 42 ]2 )0
1.4 ]8+40 36 3 18
1.9 t5+41 31 8 )4
L7 16+41 53 .)9 )0
1.7 ;0+42 45 18 M
;.2 15+41 48 12 17
;,0 17+41 24 8 )0
.3 15+41 42 16 19
;.7 11+40 47 8 )8
LO 11+40 38 8 16
.7 12+40 39 .=7 )1
.2 16+41 38 I1 )8
.8 16+41 87 15 I0
,,7 18+39 53 17 13
L9 19+39 52 8 _3
;,3 15+41 26 ._0 _1
L9 _9+41 41 8 _I
,.0 _4+ 40 28 8 _2
•I 12+ 40 66 _9 _3
.6 _2+40 40 !7 _5
.9 19+39 25 8 _1
.5 k6+41 37 8 II
.7 k6+41 45 1
.8 _7+41 59 8 13
.5 19+39 55 4 191
.5 19+ 39 45 !9 _5
Flux Density
(}Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 25 /.¢m 60 v-m I00 p.m
(Jansky)
I
.25 .2,= _ .4C 1,01
,58 .2-= , .4(1 1.(X
.29 "2"= i .48 4.2 c,
•25 ,2,= ,40 !.3(
.39 .2.= .36 1.1.=
•41 .2E .40 1.(X
1.25 .3_ .40 1.0(
.25 .6E .40 1.5_
1.29 .4_ .40 1.0(
1,46 .4£ .40 1.0C
,88 .1_ .40 1.0C
,25 .25 .35 1,07
.25 .63 .42 2.14
.25 .25 .40 1.2_
.50 .25 .40 1.0_
.25 .25 .49 t.06
•261 .25 .40 1.17
.32 .25 .40 1.(30
,251 .66 .40i 1.78
.251 .25 .401 1.34
.49 .25 .401 1.00
.28] .25 .461 1.26
.251 .25 1.13 2.43
.46 .25 .401 1.00
.251 .22 1.34 2.94
1.13 .31 .401 1.12
.581 .55 .401 1.57
.391 .25 .36 1.44
.28[ .25i .51 1.00
.25L .251 .60 1.22
1.29 .32 .401 1.00
.54L .421 .40[ 1.62
9.47 4.51 .59 1.001
.25L .251 .401 .93
.18 •251 .40t 1.241
.25L .251 .40[ .96
.23 ,251 .40[ 1.161
.31L .251 .40[ 1.15
.55L .491 .47L 1•10
3.52 .97 .40L 1.001
.29L .64t .40L 1.08
1.51 .41 .40L 1.001
.45L .251 .46 1.001
.25L .63[ .40L .94
.54 .25[ .40L 1.00l
.70 .26 .40L 1.001
.50L .25L .90 1.46
.25L .25L .44 1.01:
,25L ,25L .53 1.11
.24 .25L .40L 1.251
.36 .25L .40L 1.08L
.25L .25L .40L .98
.97 .25: .40L 1.25t
.58L .25L .55 1.23L
.38L .31L 1•11 1.18
24.56 5.78 .87 1.00L
25L .25L .65 1.96
.25L .25L .40L 1,29
.37L .25L .58 .82:
.25L .25L .61L 1.15
6.92 1.62 .40L 1.16L
.25L .25L .4OL 1.32
.25L .21 1.14 1.03:
.26 .25L .40L 1.31L
.25L .56L .40L 1.51
.39L .25L .92 1.98
.39L .25L .40 1.35L
.70 .19: .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .72 1.61
.71L .25L .40L .82
8.22 2.08 •48: 1.00L
.25L .25L .40L 1.25
.25L •15: 1.64 3.82
.28 .25L .43L 1.54L
.25L .64L .45L .77
.27L .27 1.21 1.66
.29 .26L .40L 1.15L
.25L .25L .40L 1.24
.28L .25L .38 •74:
.47L .25L .58 1.14L
1.00 .23 .40L 1.15L
.26L .25L .53 1.07:
.37 .25L ,4OL 1.00L
.53 .25L .40L 1.12L
.25L .25L .40L 1.15
.25L .25L .80 1.17
.77L .55L .58L 1.10
.28L .25L .39 •82:
.26 .25L .44L 1.23L
.29L .25L .40 1.35L
.25L .25L .44 1.37
.90 .20 •40L 1.02L
.25L .25L ,40L 1.19
.25L .25L .40L 1.72
.27L .35 2,92 6.27
.25L .46L .40L 1.82
.39 .35L .71L 1.00L
.25L .25L .40L 1.16
.85L .25L .45 1.03L
.35L .35L .47L 1.29
Flags
v _ cFlux Corr A Confusion S A

























































































































































13 84416 G5 5
1 DO HER 29
12 ZG 1628+20 46
13 84421 M0 8
12 ZG 1629+23 44
13 84423 K5 2
9 U10434 32
13 84425 K0 37
12 ZG 1629+22 77
-=7 MKN 884 8
13 84432 G5 3
r3 84443 K5 6
12 ZG 1630+26 69
!3 84446 K2 10
i3 84447 K0 7
2 DO 15542 34
9 U10445 39
3 84456 K2 1
9 U10448 74
2 DO 15547 78
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
M+04- 38-049 [
84295 G5 1 65





DO 15478 3 106
84327 1(2 70
84334 K2 I 76
84343 K0 82
84348 K0 80
ZG 1621+21 2 155
ZG 1621+22 3 150
84351 KO 75
ZG 1622+20 7 151
DO 15492 5 100
X1622 + 257 5= 8
84364 K5 It 75
84366 M3 ! 90
84368 K0 _ 78
DO 16505 7_ 113
84374 M0 ' 81
84375 K7 ; 86
DO 15512 7[ 96
PK 47+42.1 6; 136
84404 K5 _ 90
84405 K0 1_ 80
84409 K2 7 85
ZG 1627+24 67 155
84411 K0 1 27































Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
hct.m 6 ct ")6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 _m 25 _tm 60 /.tino , (s) ( 1 b (") (') (") N (Jansky)
16329+2659 46+41 68 37 92 .25L .25L .40L
16334+2455 44+40 37 12 95 .25L .25L 1.16
16334+2124 39+39 165 11 1.27 .32 .40L
16335 +2634 46 + 40 26 5 92 1.38 .28 ,40L
16337+2735 47+41 29 11 92 .25L .25L .73
16342+2922 49+4186 19 99 .46L ,25L .40
16342+2326 42+39 92 2890 .97L .57L .40L
16345+2355 42+39 39 10 89 .25L .65L 1,45
16347+2258 41 +39 26 9 95 ,73 .29L .40L
16354+2232 41+39 21 7 93 16.31 4.36 .71
16355+2856 49+41 31 13 97 .35 .25L .40L
16357+2708 47+40 305 97 6.42 1.67 .41L
16358+2013 38+38 35 1296 .25L .25L ,69
16360+2647 46+40 72 23 93 .25L .25L .40L
16366+2033 39+38 61 12 01 .28 ,28L ,40L
16371+2219 41+36 49 13 88 .31 .25L .40L i
16372+2206 40+38 18 5 93 1.73 .36 40L16373+2124 40+38 35 8 93 47,! .25L 4616380+_1 46+39 27 13 90 .26, .26L 1.2716381+2612 48+3955 18 89 .74, .25, .56
16363+2136 40+36 .94 .24 .40,,6387+2,0o 49+40 1 .63 .34, .40 1 87+2345 43+3969 93 .25, .25, .40,1 9+2703 47+391013991 .25, .26, .43,1
16389+2457 44+39 296 97 3.02 .70 .40L
64 l16391+2231 41+38 i 32 8 97 . .25L 2.51L
16393+2648 46+3980 25 93 .65L .60L .42L16395+2610 46+39 46 99 ,37 .25L .40L
16395+2137 40+38 44 8 99 ,37L .25L .50
16395+2700 47+39 43 8 93 .45 .39L .40L
16403+2510 45+39 _ 6101 .25L .33 2.6516403+2537 45+39 1 90 .42L .38L .46
16404+2658 47+39 64 36 95 ,27L .53L .40L
16404+2736 48+3943 2934 .25L ,25L ,40L16407+2237 41+38 104 .32 .25L .40L
16408+2556 45+3942896 .59 .25L .40L
164410+2608 46+39225 91 3.90 1.09 .40L
16411+2821 49+39,1014290 .69L .25L .40L
16414+2349 43+38 498 4 ,33 25L ,40L
16419+2336 43+38 28 _ 8100 .42 .25L ,40L
16421+2650 47+39 53 30 88 ,25L .25L .40L
16423+2002 39+37 428 99 .42L .25L ,61
16423+2617 46+38 35 22 89 .25L .25L ,40L
16423+2353 43+38 185 101 2.06 25.85 34,94
16429+2348 43+3826 8104 .43 .25L ,40L
16429+2103 40+37 61 21 90 .25L .25L .57
16431+2622 46+38 42 33102 .27L .25L .40L
16432+2715 47+38 29 16 96 .25L .25L .41
16435+2749 48+3968 22 89 .25L .25L ,40L
16435+2164 41 +37 358 96 .25L .31L 2,07
16436+2715 47+38 10 8 35 .61 ,25L .40L
16437+2625 46+38100 28 104 .25L .25L .40L
16438+2032 39+36 47 10101 .36 .25L .40L
16438 + 2400 43 + 37 518 93 .25L .25L ,40L
16441 +2830 49+39 37 8 98 .25L .25L .40L
16442+2701 47+38 47 1; 98 .25L .25L .40L103 ,39 .25L16442 + 2006 39 + 36 44 .40L
16443+2539 45+38 41 39 116 .60L .52L .40L
16444+2830 49+39 27 253 .27L .25L .40L
16445+2410 44+37 73 30 21 .27L .53L .40L
16450 + 2412 44 + 37 27 8 13 ,52 .25L .40L
16451+2944 51+39 40 18 89 .25L .25L .38:
16451+2405 44+37 49 27103 .25L .51L .40L
16453+2738 48+38 52 22 95 .25L .25L .40L
16456+2017 39+36 70 13 94 .27 .25L .40L
16456+2021 39+36 76 19103 .25L .38L .42
16458+ 2406 44 +37 30 252 .25L .25L .40L
16459 + 2436 44 + 37 44 29 82 .30L .25L .40L
16460 + 2204 41 + 36 198 103 ,75 .25L .40L
16460+2617 46+38 23 8106 .25L .25L .55
16461 +2704 47+38 32 14 93 .30L .28L .40L
16461+2744 48+38 55 29101 ,30L .25L .40L
16462 + 2643 47 + 38 21 18 97 ,25L .25L .40L
16464+2612 46+38 618 98 .25L .25L .40L
16465+2641 47+3826 81090 .30 .25L .40L16465 + 2659 47 + 38 57 ,25L ,25L .39
16468 + 2703 47 + 3820 8 96 ,84 .22: .40L
16469 + 2800 48 + 36 46242 .25L .26L .40L16471 +2950 51 +38 25 97 ,25L ,25L .80
16472+2156 41+36 7630103 .25L .25L .40L
16475+2701 47+38 32 8 97 ,39L .25L .40L
16476+2145 41 +36 238 102 ,43 .25L .40L
,_ 33 ,38L ,25L .40L
16477+2502 45+37 lO816477+2_ 39+35 13 91 .24 .25, .40L
16477+2_ 49+38 _ 6 1_ .26L .64, .42L16479+2723 48+36 15 .26L .25, .40L16480+2617 46+37 25 6 93 .43 .26, .4OL16481+2627 47+37 62 12 go .91, .59L .3316483+_32 47+37 96 6 17o .26, .26, ._L
16466+2953 51+38 15 4 97 9.49 2.09 .4o,
16467+2646 47+37 30 6 102 .25, 25L ._,
16488+2855 50+38 338 93 .25L .25L .71
16489+2236 42+3630 12160(_9 .25L .25L 1.6216490+2753 48+37 26 .25L .26L .40L
16491 +2402 44+36 _ 12 86 .25L .25L ,47L16492+2200 41+36 10 96 .25L .45 .9916492+2559 46+37 79 6 177 .26, .25L .4oL16493+22o9 42+36 14 5 16 131 44 4o,f6494+2342 43+36 31 6 9 49 .26, .4o,
16494+2812 49+37 11 8 9 .51 .12: .40L
......... i
I00 v.rn Flux Corr A Confusion S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
1.73182 cc FB "
1.00L CE AB
1,00L BD C ACM1.00 L B
1.29L C D
1.13 C K D
2.63 CC! EAB
1.00L C iAB1.00L BC AAB
1.00L _ C
1.00L CBC AAHH1,14: BB





1.00L C C F
1,13 D CD
1.25 D F F F
1,00L _C AAJ1.83L B EG
1,78 C DE
1.00L C iC
1+07L C i BC
1.00L B C N
4.48 DCC DAA
1.29L D CCA
1.80 D H J F
2.36 C CKFE
1.00L _ D1.07L B I
1.00L BC AAF
.94 D J I
1.OOL 8 C1.00L
1.48 C C E
1.32: CE D L DC2.02 L E
15.10 BBCC AAAA
1.04L B C L
1.21: ED CC







1,89 C F I B
1,21L B C
1.10 F L I
1,19 C F
1.07 F E
1,20L B B D
.96 CC KDB
1.56 D NF
1.99 D J HF B
1.58L C B
1.23L C G F E
1.76 C GF
1.27 F C
1.O4L B A G E
1.74 BB H AA
2.03 D F B















1.95 8 CGFC1.49: D5.67L C
1,93 C J C
1.00L BB AAJ
2.29 B J I C
1,76 CD A C
3,53 CC FAA
2,02 B E C
1,05 C B E
.94 CCD BBC






















































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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23 10 1 97
17 8 1 91
65 6 t 9
45 34 I 89
31 8 I 10
63 33 I 91
48 19 1 93
48 27 1102
44 10 I 91
27 8 I 95
53 21 | 94
41 25 t 8
67 21 1105
49 8 I 95
21 9 I 93
28 171 96
29 8 I 95
47 34 1107
44 27 I 95
61 20 [ 84
37 10 I 99
85 18 | 89
25 3 I 96
23 6 I 98
60 8 1179
25 3 I 98
38 10 I 93
48 17 I 89
36 10 I 96
14 6 1102
82 17 [102
37 21 [ 90
29 9 I 93
49 9 ] 96
20 61 95
45 29 I 95
53 6 1101
41 81 67
51 22 I 91
40 34 I 88
44 8 I 98
19 51 96
26 8 I 95
33 8 1100
62 26 I 89
27 10 i 98
46 6 I 98
15 51 97
21 5 I 95
25 9 I 94
47 16 ] 96
19 31 93
40t 11 I 89
29 10 [ 97
38 8 1102
44 17 1101
30 8 I 95
80 29 1103
21 81 97
91 25 I 88
26 9 I 98
19 51 95
59 44 1103
57 19 I 98
36 24 1102
16 12 I 97
15 41 95
36 12 I 93
56 18 I 86
28 14 I 97
22 3 ] 98
45 32 1102
52 8 1 93
40 36 1172
27 10 1105
27 9 I 94
23 7 I 96
31 8 I 97
52 8 I 89
27 41 99
29 11 I 97
26 8 I 94
100 29 1107
54 21 I 96
41 16 I 95
74 29 I 67
92 3O 1102
40 14 I 14
39 9 I 69
40 8 t 98
20 4 I 95
67 31 1104
59 16 1103
23 8 I 97








o I 12 v.m Flux
N I Uncs
3 I .95 B E
31 5.24 B B
21 .22 C
31 .25L C
4 n .25L E
2 I .25L D
3 I .25L D
2 I .32L C
21 .44L ECC
31 .86 B D
21 .76L D
3 I .25L D
2 I .57L D
3 I .35L C
4 n .36 C
3 I .25L C
31 .53 B
21 ,25L C
2 I .25L C
21 .91L D
3 I .25L CC






2 I .5OL C
3 I .71 B
4 = 1,23 B C





3 I .25L D
2 I .26 E
2 I .25L D
3 I .25L C
2 I ,25L C
3 I 38 C
31 3.93 CB
3 I .35 C
a t .42 D
3 I .25L E
3 I .25L 8 B
3 I .56 B
3 I 1.14 DE
3 I 1.30 BC




3 I .44 B
31 .25L CC
31 .40L C






21 26L i D
31 .29L E
21 ,53L i D
3t .37L i C B
3t 6.63 _ ABC
31 .25L BC
21 .29L F
3 I .25L DC
3 I 4.43 BC
2 I .25L D
21 .28 C
21 25L D




2 I .29 C
31 3.22 CC
31 .25L C C




;, i ,25L O
_' = .27L U
:4, .25L U
























































































































F i 1 0500000000
_.A E I 0 5600000000
C 0501000000
J E F I 3400000040
K G E I 75000OO47O
2600000000
J E B I ' 6600000038
4680000010
3EAC I 1600000000
Ac, I 0 1600000000
EFI 3601000000
H F I 7500100050
L MF C I 3500000020
I GB I 16OOOOO000
BE I 0500000000
KD B I 95O00OO0OO
BE I 1500010000
0 O I 9600000130
K B I 9600000130
HFBCI 9602001010
B B I 26OOO0O100
F 4600000000
BJ I O 1500002000
A8 I 1 1600000000
9500000330
ABG I 1 0500010000
8 B I 0400000010
L NB ] 2300000018
B D I 1500000000
AD NI 0 2600001000
C C ; 3600000008
6500000330
DJ F Mi 0500000000
R p ! 0500000000





J D I 850000£010
B N I 1500000000
AAF 13 0600000000
B C I 2500000000
B H I 9400000008
4500000130
K B B I 4500000100
B H I 0500000000
A D I 6 4500000000
A B I 0 5500000000
B K B A I 04000001 00
G F I 6500010000
A A C D I 3 0500000050
J E C A I 0400000000
CLKDI 1500010000
KBBI 0400100200
GI BE I 45OOOOO00O
A G I 1 1500000000
4600000230
AB I I 0 8401000278
DC I 6500000006
E J 8 B I 0500000000
AA I 1 0600001000
6600000000
KLGBI 4700000118
MH C I 3600000020
GJ B B I 0500000210
AACL I 0 9500000008
JBBI O6O1OOO0OO
DGI 0600OOO1OO
H DC I 1500000400




J J C B I 9501000248
B K E ] 9600O2OO00
A A K I 1 0600000000
BC K] 2 4501000000
[ 8500000008
A A G i 7 0600000000
AB 9500010118
BF I 9600030000








AB M 0 9601000000
D F 9580000460
B D 5600O00018
A A G 1 150O000000





















































































































, C) C) ,, N
17011+2202 8.7 7 43+33 33 9 97 3 .25L
17011+2215 9.2 49 43+33 221 5 94 3 2.51
17013+2600 18.4 8 46+34 38112 100 3 .25L
17013+2055 22.0 10 41+33 59 12 94 3 .41L
17015+2225 30.8 54 43+33 37 10 91 3 .48
17015+2814 34.5 24 50+35 34 30 118 2 .25L
17017+2154 44.1 23 43+33 27 12 92 2 .36
17018+2812537 11 50+38 34 30 43 2 28L17021+:,oo6 81 55 41+32 33 10 95 31 45
17021+2713 9.9 17 49+34 47 15 18 3! .25L
17023+2150 23.6 21 42+33 91 .69
17025+2515 32.8 21 46+34 36 87 2 .34L
17027+260946.926 80+35 41 6617028+2844490 45 50+35 lg 5 87 6.60
17028+2944 503 33 52+35 18 8 103 3 .44
17029+2111 54.3 20 42+32 32 10 89 3 .8717030+2658 57 34 48+34 27 9 96 3 69
17032+2131 17.7 48 42+32 26 8 102 3 .49
17036+2532 40.01 47+34 38 14 94 2 .22
17036+2810 41.511 50+34 86201052 .25L
17038+2917 48.9 14 51+35 43 14 85 2 .41L
17039+2727 56.43849+34 30271333 _28L
17039+2323 57.5 16 44+33 48 8 96 3 .5417040+2680 40 28 48+34 29 10 94 3 46
,7041+2945 7.338 48+34 25 6 99 3 5117041+2_09108 1 43+32 23 8 98 3 425
17042+2820 16.323 50+34 65 21106 2 .25L
t7043+2012 21.5841+32 85 121022 .22
17044+2848 24.141 51+34 24 81073 .35
17044+2402 29.81045+33 228 953 2.77
17046+2337 37.74445+33 291296 3 .90
17046+2110 38.61242+32 34 51023 5,30
17047+28i4 44.555 50+34 51 8 (_ 3 ,25L17047+2537 44.89, 47+33 572 1 .25L
17047+2752 47,6481 50+34 60 26 892 .25L
17048+2206 50.12543+32 50 8 103 .25L
17048+2209 53.43 43+32 44 10 912 .37
17050+2413 2.020 45+33 63 18 882 .77L
17051+2145 11.533 43+32 28 81033 .41
17052+2753 18.0 7! 50+34 57 18 94 3 .25L
17054+2811 29.5 8 50+34 31 9 99 3 .37
17056+2600 41.3 30 47+33 49 2 100 ¢ .60L
17059+2913 58.9 12 51+34 46 8 177 3 .35
;; 5954 1.03
17060+21023.1 42+3221
17062+2755 14.655 50+34 58 381110 2 .25L
,7062+2046 14.8 42+32 19 3974 2.07
,7062+2025 15.4 41+31 20 971 1.46
17063+2534 23.052647+33 25 lg 91 ._ .25L
17065+2836 30.355 51+34 61 191032 .46L
17065+2435 35.448' 46+33 48 38 822 .25L
17067+2954 43.519 52+34 20 9 943 .52
17068+2935 49.7752+34 23 9 963 .45
17072+2232 15.011144+32 32 8974 .39
17073+2334 22.4 _! 45+32 39 12 892 .2117075+2435 30.5 46+33 82 18 963 .25L
17079+2630 55.758' 48+33 30 8 973 .91
,7060+2227 3.249! 44+32 35 8 963 .38
17080+2405 4.8 53 46+32 37 8 91 3 .29
,7064+2019 28.73341+31 56 15i 954 .25L
17084+2913 28.84051+34 195 I 893 3.27
17086+2739376550+332071953 29.39
17087+2707 47.63449+3321 6,953 9.15
17092+212213.91043+318918l 265 .77L17098+204551.71342+3116 1004 .68
17099+232654.61845+32368954 .27L





17104+2031 29.641 42+31 15 4 984 3.67
17105+2319 31.7 43 45+31 31 tl 95 4 .25L
17108+2721 51.73249+33 218 894 .6617110+2559 3.8 49 51+33 49 18 98 .25L
17110+2502 5.6 34 47+32 16 3 97 41 1.35
17111+2630 8.951 48+32 328 9741 .25L
17112+2122 12.5243+31 7314 922 = .20
17113+2326 20.2245+31 5224 952 .33L
17114+2943 25.925 52+33 57 39 96 2 .25L
17114+2059 27.0 29 42+30 26 10 94 4 .25L
17115+2129 31.2 ,743+31 28 8 964= .69
17116+2418 40.0 52 46+32 36! 8 87 3 .31
17119+2322 57.12745+31 42' 191012 .25L
17121+2811 11.43580+33 38 81014 .25L
17122+2022 14.61442+30 26 8 966 .25L
17122+2354 16.03546+31 19 81043 .33
17122+2307 16.6 35 45+31 20 5 94 4 .25L
17123+2243 22.3 ! 44+31 28= 81034 .46
17124+2734 27.739 50+32 41 17 97 3 .25L
17125+2606 31.6128 48+32 18 3 954 2.18
17129+2453 58.942 47+31 17' 4 914 3.13
17131+2503 7.141 47+31 21 8 884 .41
17131+2901 11.6 6 51+33 95 25 852 .25L
17136+2347 36.2=49 46+31 13 3 97 5 2.93
17136+2131 40.412 43+30 15 4 955 1.40
17138+2927 48.030 52+33 22 8 904 .25L
17139+2711 58.9119 49+32 17 4 93 4 1.22











































































































1(30 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.48 C C F BC 0500000000






















1.40 DC I DB
1.08: CD L CG
1.00L C B D
2.22 D F E
1.OOL C C




1.00L B A I
.94 D I
2.09 C {3 E
1.71L C CI E
1.00L BB AAF 2
1.00L B BD J
I.OOL B AGI
1.00L B AC
1.18L B CI K
1.00L C C E
2.06 D L B
1,OOL D E
2.13 E L D 9401000178
1.OOL C BJ 1500000000
1.00L B BC 4500110000
1.OOL B BCN 2500110000
1,OOL BB AA K 0 1600000000
1.80 D J B 9701000008
1.00L C F i 0400000000
4.54L C BI 7300001008
1.00L CC AA 0 0500000000
1.OOL B AD 1500000000
1.00L BBD AAC 0 0500000000
2.01 F M D 9701000008,
1.11 C C 5701000010
1.79 O M D 9600000038
1.50 DC J GC 1500100100
2.19L D C 1500100100
1.39L C HCD 2500000000
1.00L C Cl L 150OOlooO0i
1.96 F GK B [ 8600000008
6.60L D AH 94010100081
1.00L D C 0600000000 I
1.21L E DK 0600000000'
1.00L BD BC 1 i 0400000000
2.23 E HC 9580000238
1.00L S C A B 4 0400000000
1.OOL BC ACH 3 I 0400000000
3.59 CC KI BA 2500000000
5.21L D C 9501000108'
1.09 0 L K 3501000020
1.00L RC BB 2 3500001000
1.00L B B F J 2500000000
1.07L C CJ d 2500000000
1.39L D F 0500000000
1.25 C DHC 3500000110
1.OOL BE BF 0 0600000000
1.00L C C 0500010000
1.06L C E 3600000000
1.25 O GC 1401000010 i
1.00L BB AAI 14500001000 I
1.19: BBCC AAAD 0 15000001OO_t5
1.00L BBC AAC 9 0600000000
1.40L C H E 0400000000
1.OOL B AGH 2500000000
2.10 BB K BB 1500000200
1.00L B A B O60OOO00O0
.76 F C 1500000000
1.04L B AD i 1600000000I i
1.00L B B 0600000000 I
1.72 D F C 4500000150
1.00L AB AAFK 3 2600000000
1.66 CO HFCC 4500000010
1.OOL B F A D 0 2600000000
1.71 C L C 4500000020




.71 O C H




2.53 C J C C
1.65 CB FLBA
1.111. C D M
4.24 BB FEAA
t.05L D B K
1.52 C HJ B
1.00L BB AA
I.OOL BC ABK




















,.00L AB AALG Ol 35000OOO00
1.00L BB AAJJ 31 2601001000
2.88 B B G A B ; 2500000000
1.OOL BD ADG 3 2600000000
.82 F E F 1500000020
Associations
































1 1 V456 HER






13 84867 M19 U10721
8
13 84874 M013 84876 K2
1 2 13015816
1 13 84885 K0
1 13 84886 K5
1 13 84887 K7
12 ZG 1708+201384892 M0
4 1 CX HER












































2 12 ZG 1712+23
1 1384948K0
4 "1384951 A2













*Confuson Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region.
67
RightAscension: 17h14m19'-17h27m04'




7143+2645 196 18 49+32 36 32 94 4
7144+2528 27.864 46+31 33 6 _ 4
7145+2744 33.01250+32 19 3 96 5
7147+2929 42.73852+32 15 3 954
7147+2140 475 18 43+30 15 4 96 8
7150+2701 06 58 49+32 39 19 103 6
7150+2606 5.233 46+31 25 8 91 5
7153+2002 22.4 1942+29 6018 91 4
7153+2801 22.6 50 51+32 31 27 105 3
7155+2308 30.733 45+30 12 3 96 5j
I
7166+2857 36.9 5552+32 13 3 91 5
7156+2415 36.3 53 46+31 16 4 98 5
7167+2909 44.4 32 52+32 34 24 97 4i
7159+2333 54059 46+30 34 _ 96 _J7159+2748 59.66050+32 63 102
7100+2644 1.6 14 49+31 12 3 96
7100+_00858 4, 42+29 _ _i102_7162+2035 16.6 16: 42+29 98
7164+2659 242 19] 49+31 15 8 98 47164+265127832 46+31 16 3 98 5
7164+261226328 51+32 40 18 66 5
7165+2149 33,521 44+30 28 8 985
71_+2618 37,110 51+32 61 1_ 97_7166+2815 40.3 32 51 +32 14 89
7168+2913 48.3 57 52+32 95 29 86 2
7168+2852 50,4 26 52+32 15 3 96 5
7169+2827 59.8481; 51+32 15 !
7172+2647 15.8 49+31 441 _ i5
7174+2720 24.1 50+31 10 995
7174+2159 28.63244+29 27 8 t035
7175+2020 346642+29 30 81686
7175+2905 35,424 52+32 22 8 9457178+2_2_ 63 49+31 56 11 87 27179+245657._36 47+30 19 5 92 5
7181+2535 71, 11 48+31 22 8 66 5
7181+2623 tl.8 12 49+31 50 41 102 2
7185+2042 31.1 35 43+29 93 32 100
31 28 8 1027186 + 2242 37.g 45 + 29
7186+2149 38.6 23 44+29 55 16 93
7187+2617 42.3 5 49+31 i 74 28 85 i 2
7188+2432 50,245_ 47+30 16 8 97!_7190+2658 4.3 50+31 13 97
7191+2428 11,61847+30 3
7194+2347 24.35546+30 _ 3810791 2
7194+2336 29.626 46+30 94 81063
7195+2848 33.320 52+31 22 8 975
7166+2258 36,6 5 45+29 13 4 935
7196+2448 38,664 47+30 14 31015
7166+2030 38,6i27 43+29 17 81015
7198+2112 52.63 43+29 16 81026
7199+2149 59.250 44+29 45 111102
7200+2351 3.548 46+30 14 8 995
7203+2408 20.835 47+30 24 24 623
7204+2455 26.535 47+30 71 14 842
?207+2634 45.6 8 49+30 40 8 893
7210+2528 2.819 48+30 13 31005
7211+2303 6,5 _ 46+29 19 8 1067211+2857 8,0 !,_ 52+31 17 81795
7214+2856 26,953 52+31 37 18 802
7215+2845 35,746 52+31 64 27 853
7217+2631 46.1:48 49+30 47 16 11 4
7218 + 2143 49 l_ _16 44+28 19 8 94 5
7218+2110 51.3 55 44+28 14 4 99 7
7220+2300 1.9 14 46+29 17 8 98 5
7223+2144 22.3 57 44+28 56 39 102 2
7225+2311 3o.91 6 46+29 2616103 4
?227+2500 42.55' 1 48+29 3213 954
?226+230946,923 46+29 34 19 176 2
;'229+2708 54,427 50+30 19 5 944
7231+2213 10,019 45+26 13 61026
7232+2321 15.634 46+29 36 9 914
7233+2740 21,157 51+30 41 8 664
?234+2259 27,717 46+29 36 26 823
7235+2524 31.154 48+29 63 30 91 ' 2
7236+2631 38.116 49+30 42 101003
7236+2827 39.856 52+30 26 8 974
7237+2720 45.345 50+30 36 810047237+2o146.339 43+26 18 3 lO18
7239+2131 57.6 4744+28 63 14 98 3
?242+2420 14,6 23 47+29 28 8 107'4
T242+2209 16,0445+28 11 3 147
7243+2135 21,2[31 44+26 26 241206
7249+2255 56,0r31 46+28 24 81015
7252+2930 15,641 53+30 59 341723
7253+2108 18,349 44+27 24 8 968
7253+2837 20.20 52+30 24 81674
7255+2630 31,259 50+29 22 31645
7257+2233 43,6!36 45+28 22 9 97' 6
7257+2748 44,6114 51+30 41 81024
7257+2653 47.243 50+29 23 10 975
7200+2003 2,542 43+27 54 17 87 ! 4
i
7260+2742 4,526 51+29 57 8102' 3
7261+2122 8.127 44+27 473311212
7262+2157 14.734 45+285227 662
7262+2339 14,941 47+2824 15 97 ' 3
7262+2930 15.631 53+3025 14 894
'262+2543 17.624 49+2966 291132
7264+25t0 25,7_ 3 48+29 61 32 662
7270+2928 4.6 53+30 25 81
'H
Galactic Uncerzainty C (No! Color Corrected)
a B Coords SMJSMN 8 _ I2 Fm 25 [_m 60 _.m








































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.28 O F C 3600000028 6
1.00L BBB :BN 0500010000 1 134.00L AA 3 9300001008 1 13t.00L ABI 0 1600001000 2 13
5.53 CBB BAA 1400010000 3 9
1,69 C HKGA 8500000008
1.00L IB CHN 0600010000 2 13
1,20L , B G DF 2400000000
1.65 E B C 6480000078 8
1,74L AB AAGE 0 6580100008 4 13
1.00L AB AAHG 0 4001001000 3 13
3.26 EBB CAA 5500002000 1 12
1.64 C E D 4500000140
1.13 E C 4500000108
1.42 E HC 5401000038
3,47L BE] AA 6 8400001008 1 2
1,12L B LBG 3600000100
,91 C E 350O00000O
3.58L El AI H 9402000008 1 13
1.00L BF ACMI 6 2500000000 1 13
1.48 CD LCB 4500200218 1 12
1.06L B BK 2500010000 1 13
4.33L C C 4300200008 1 13
3,29L BC AAE 94400200218 1 1
.99 E O 4500000010
1.00L BB AB G 1 4600001000 2 13
3.55L BB AA 5 2400000008 1 1
1.31 D L B 5600000008
2.78L ABF AAB 1 5400001008 3 13





1.09L B B K 3500000000 i
1,00L BD AC 036000000001
1.37L C D [ 7600000000
2.66 BB GGAB ! 6500000008
1.00L B CC G _1601002110
1.01 O F 5600000010
.83 F L D 6500000000
1.11: BE HAC 1001000018
1,05 D D C B 1002000000
1.52 E I C ' 4400000000
1.21L B C J 19500000010 _ 1
1.07: BBBC AAAB 6351000100026 12 31.25 C F GE 9500000010
1.06 D D 9500000000
1.13 D L E 8500000010
1.00L BD BF 5 0400000000 2 13
1,00L 3BB AAA 96500000100 4 13
1.45 B B F A B D 36600002008 1 1
1.OOL BE AD E' 0 1501000000 1 13
1.00L BF AF D 37502000000 1 13




1.21 C G C, 8500000100
1.93L F E N 3500010000
1.06L C C 2000030000
1,00L AB iAAC 4 0500000000
3.20 BI I GB 9481000310
1,68 B' G B 5400100050
,79 F G D 5400100040
133 D MD 5502000040
1.43 DB CC 1500100000
2,23 BB CAB 5500010000
4.12 EBB HEAA 4300000000
1.00L BCC CCCF 2 9501000000
.79 D E




1.04L B C I
1.01 C C
1.04 E I C
1.09: DC J GBC
1.00L B B
1.18L B D
1.00L AB AAH 3
1.03 CIM BD
1.08L C rD J
1,19L BC AD
2.01 C DBKC
1.00L B DFcF1.42 DF






1.37 DB DLDC1.00L F
,77 D F
1,13 C HD
1.14L C J DG
2.68 C K C
1,04 E | D
._ C D
. D F
















































C I 32 X1724+215
V468 HER4
l








Name Type (") Mag
l _g_ M0
64966 M2 88



















































*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
68
Right Ascension: 17h27"r'26"-17h41"'05 "
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.m 25 /zm 60 /_m 100 _m Flux Con A Contusion R S A _e_ham.. 8, (s) ( ) 1 b ('3 (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T Name Type Ma[
17274+2455 26.0 43 48+28 64 26 93 3 .27L .25L .40L 1.26 F Bi 4501000020 8 10 M+04-41-018 !117
17278+2455 52.9 22 48+28 45 10 90 4 I .38L .25L .34 1.56 CD CB I 4501000100 3 9 U10879 i 71 1417283+2932 18.3 38 53+30 16 9 94 4 .52 .30L A0L 1.00L B B K 2600010000 13 65155 K0 2 7
17283+2254 20.0 36 46+27 40 8 113 4 .30 .25L A0L 1.12L C DI 0600010000 13 85157K0 12 7
17283+2406 23.7 39 47+28 43 27 90 3 .25L _25L .40L 1.19 C K C' '2401203320 E
17285+2921 34.2 14 53+29 26 8 17 4 .36L .25L .45 1.t9 CE BA' 0402000000 12 ZG 1728+29 27 15
17285+2404 35.6 39 47+28 17 3 102 7 1.93 .50 .42L 1.00: BB F ABFE' 012400203320 E 13 85161 K5 2 8
17286+2402 40.5 43 47+28 32 8 96 4 .43L .25L .34 1.11L C DB 2400203310 E 2 1:)O16022 87 7
17287+2608 42.8 48 49+28 9 3 105 6 15.91 3.70 .68 1.00L BBB AAB 3 I 0500000000 18 5 13 85163 K0 2 4
17290+2013 0.3 20 43+26 68 16 89 2 .23 .25L .40L 1.19L C E 0500000000 13 85166 K0 9 7
17290+2309 3_5 40 46+27 17 8 106 7 .57 .13: A0L 1.00L BD BD H 5i 0500020000 1 13 85168K2 i
i
10 9
17290+2722 3_5 18 51+29 48 8 87 3, .40L .25L .41 1.27L C HBM _0401000000 I
17292+2810 13.6 21 52+29 20 8 103 51 .42 .25L .40L 1.24L B BGDC 0511010000 13 85173K0 I 6 8
17292+2339 16.1 11 47+28 9 8 13 4!,, .97 .20: .40L 1.05L BD ADJ H 0 2500000000 2 13 85174K2 I 6 8
17296+2247 39.1 58 46+27 52 8 104 _ .30 .25L .40L 1.03L C D 0600000000 13 85177K0 ! 9 9
17296+2929 40.4 25 53+29 34 8 93 4 .44 .25L .40L 1.0OL B BI 0600000000 13 85178 K5 ! 11 8
17297+2847 44.5 54 52+29 33 31 140 .25L .69L .40L .91 C L D 3500000000
17299+2626 54.4 15 52+29 21 6 22 .30 .25L .47 1.23 E CC El DB 2400110000 12 ZG 1729+28 46 15
17300+2009 0.5 39 43+26 40 8 103 .25L .25L .45 1.38 CD BB 0600000000 [
17300+2126 3.0 22 45+27 27 8 99 4 .27 .32L .40L 1.0OL S CF 1600000000 I
I
17300+2531 3.6 30 49+28 23 8 94 4 .33 .25L .40L 1.43L C DI I 2501000000
17303+2041 23.8 1 44+26 110 29 115 2 1.20L .25L .40L .99 E G 3500000000
17305+2755 30.0 26 52+29 12 3 101 5 4.72 1.69 .40L 1.00L AB AAF 1 0400000000
17305+2614 33.4 30 50+28 18 8 100 6 .44 .25L .40L 1.65L C CENE 1500000000 1 LU HER 20
17307+2154 45.9 58 45+27 16 8 108 4 .50 .15: .40L 1,03L BD BC 4 3400010000 13 85195M1 3 8
17308+2527 49.9 20 49+28 15 3 100 7 1.63 .42 .40L 1.00L BB AB 3 3620001000
17309+2534 54.7 22 49+28 120 17 114 2 .27L .25L .40L .71 F E D 4500010000
17311+2648 7.9 41 50+28 40 25 103 3 .25L .62L .40L 1.13 D D 5400000240 C
17312+2337 16.7 14 47+27 12 3 107 6 1.88 .68 .40L 1.00L BB AAGH 3 2500000010 1 GPHER 86
17316+2404 37.7 4 48+27 20 8 110 6 .48 .25L .40L 1.00L B BE 3601010000 2 DO16062 86 10
17317+2135 47.4 49 45+26 26 3 169 5 1.44 .44 .40L 1.00L BF AB 5 0500000000 2 13 |5210K5 4 7
17322+2053 16.8 43 44+26 48 27 98 4 .25L .25L .40L 1.56 C FC 6500000270 8
17323+2214 21.7 40 46+26 23 8 30 4 .25L .25L .40L 1.49 D DGD 5500000230
17324+2947 25.5 41 54+29 11 3 103 5 2.27 .59 .40L 1.00L AB AA 3 t 0400000000 2 13 65217 M0 3 8
17326+2801 39.1 15 52+28 10 3 102 6 1.53 .41 .40L 1.01L BB ABI F 1 I 0500000000 1 13 85220 K7 4 8
17326+2625 39.5 11 50+28 13 8 105 7 .94 .31 .40L 1.00L BD ABBF 2j 5501001000 i 11 13 85221 M0 2 g17327+2037 46.1 19 44+26 35 18 114 2 .25L .25L .47L 1.21 D 7500000200 4 12 ZG1732+20 33 15
17327+2605 47.5 51 50+28 30 8 105 5 .25L .25L .53 92 BD BC 1500000000
17328+2356 52.2 35 47+27 31 8 103 5 .26L .25L .51 1.20: BF KEF 2500001000 2 "41 17326+2356 1
17328+2417 53.7 7 48+27 33 18 85 5 .25L .26L .40L 1.44 E FBC 3580100008
17331+2422 6.5 48 48+27 14 3 105 6 1.75 .43 .40L 4.57L BC AA 0 6400001008 3 "13 85226K5 7 6
17331+2532 10.4 28 49+27 52 29 83 2 .25L .25L .42L 1.35 F I E 3500100230 8 t
17333+2044 21.5 33 44+26 16 3 97 4 4.67 1.40 .40L 1.00L AB AA 2 9602101240 C 4 4 TMSS +20327 23 2
17334+2049 26.0 38 44+26 19 8 113 4 .25L .39 .70 1.57 COD BBE 8502102240 C 3 10 M+03-45-003 _ 48
17334+2533 29.8 11 49+27 31 21 87 .25L .25L .40L 1.62 C C 5500100680 C i17339+2217 58.4 18 46+26 13 101 2.08 .92 .40L 1.00L CC AAEJ 9 4600000010 1 1 NU HER i 71
17340+2559 3.2 24 50+27 16 8 102 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L C AG 3600000000 3 *13 85235 M0 9
17341+2612 9.8 53 52+28 11 3 104 6 2.23 .55 .40L 1.00L AB AB 0 0500002000 2 13 85236K5 1
17343+2735 22.3 47 51+28 13 3 101 6 13.70 3.29 .57 1.0OL ABC AAB 1 0500000100 18 3 13 85239 M0 3
17343+2538 23.3 43 49+27 16 8 101 6 .67 .26L .40L 1.00L B BKI M 1600000000 2 °13 85240K0 7
17344+2210 29.9 59 46+26 17! 8 55 5 .60L .25L .42 1.09L C I MB 5600100000
17345+2140 31.9 56 45+26 31 8 95 4 .25L .25L .40L 1.42 C KDI C 1500000010
17346+2055 40.3133 44+25 49' 10 94 3 .44L .33L .40L 1.37 C El E 8582000070 8 1 32 X1734+209 35 9
17346+2511 40.7 6 49+27 33 15 101 3 .44L .25L .42 1.00L C K B 5700000000
17347+2207 43.7 11 46+26 30 8 163 4 .39L ,28L .52 1.11 BE CBB 4600000000
17348+2626 49.1 7 52+28 29 8 108 5 .39L .25L .63 1.02L B BE 3500000000
17350+2745 5,4 1 52+28 20 3 104 6 1.05 .30 .40L 1.00L BD AC K 1 0500000000 1 13 85254M 5
17351+2327 7.0 11 47+26 30 10 99 5 .29 .25L .40L 1.00L;B D 4500100000 1 13 85255K2 5
17352+2331 16.8 58 47+26 19 8 109 5 .59 .25L .40L 1.00L _ AF 3500100000 2 13 85258M0 6
17353+2616 18.5 26 50+27 38 9 107 5 .42L .25L .41 .94: CF CB 0400000000 1 "41 17352+2616 58
17354+2311 25.3 0 47+26 48 35 84 2 .25L .25L .40L .97 C E 250000020017354+2420 27.4 1 48+26 I 37 95 3 .28 .25L .40L 1.00L C BK 0600000000 2 13 85264 A0 2
17356+2524 38.C 4 49+27 12 4 101 6 2.57 1.19 .40L 1.00L AB AAHM 1 2700000000 1 1 V505HER 55 3
17359+2056 57.7 54 45+25 48 8 89 3 .59 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 5601010000 1 13 i 85267 K0 7
17364+2458 24._ 48 49+26 21 8 96 5 .25L .25L 1.13 1.82 BB ;hGAB 0500000100 1 10 M+04-41-023 5017364+2532 27.6! 40 49+27 37 15 66 3 .29 .25L .40L 1.00L B , 2700000000 1 39 IOT+261 114 141
17365+2058 31 019 45+25 81 29 88 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.60 O EBF 9600000000
17365+2117 _34.7 34_0 45+25 56 40 93 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.64 C CEO 960000000017371+2016 6.6' 44+25 83 42 92 2 .25L .27L .40L 1.38 D J G 3500000100
17372+2246 14.3 21 47+25 15 4 99 4 1.87 .73 .40L 1.00L BB AA 3 5500000000 1 1 VS09HER 80 3
17374+2200 25.8 33 46+25 34 8 84 3 .25L .63L .40L 1.10 C G C 1600000000
17375+2500 34.8 52 49+26 17 8 7 4 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L B BG 0500000000 1 13 85293 M0 3
17377+2845 46.2 2 53+27 24 8 20 6 .28L _25L .60 .97 BC G BC 2500110100 1 *41 17377+2845 8
17381+2915 7.7 47 54+27 23 8 96 5 .58 .25L A0L 1.00L B BK 0600000000 2 "13 85301 K0 7
17385+2324 33.9 18 47+25 81 27 92 2 .25L .25L .40L .88 D E 3500000200 i
17386+2906 40.5 43 53+27 28 8 113 5 .25L .29L .56 1.11L B HBE 0500000000 1 "41 17386+2908 17 ,
17387+2612 47.6 34 50+26 29 8 104 3 .25 .25L .40L 1.02L C F H 3600000000 1 2 DO 16174 73
17389+2941 54.8 20 54+27 45 13 83 2 .25 .33L .40L 1.01L C DEC 1500000000 2 "13, 85308 K2 1417390+2432 2.0 12 49+26 13 3 107 5 1.57 .38 .40L 1.00L BB AB 4 1601000000 13! 85310K0 3
17391+2330 7.8 3 48+25 55 22 89 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.95 C HKC 3600000350 8 1 32 X1739+234 72 8
17394+2611 25.0 36 50+26 60 8 7 3 .27 .25L .40L 1.10L C C 4600000000
17395+2139 35.7 13 46+25 52 8 88 3 .38L .25L .69 1.19L C HCD 3600000000
17396+2009 36.8 16 44+24 44 171 85 2 .25L .25L .39 1.39 CC DB 3400000000 1 12 ZG 1739+20 20 1,=
1739,6+2814 37.4 7 53+27 18 8 99 5 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L B AG 0500000000 1 13 85319K0 6
17396+2229 37.9 49 47+25 43 8 88 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.37 C I C 4500000200
17396+2435 39.9 45 49+26 25 8 109 5 .57 .25L .40L 1.01L C AGHK 1600000000 1 13 85323 KO 2 !
17397+2341 43.2 43 48+25 21 10 99 4 .28L .16: 1.23 2.01 FBB MDAB 6600000000 3 9 U10945 25 1,
17400+2538 0.3 34 50+26 17 8 110 5 .25L .25L 1.10 1.90 BB DAB 3580000040 8 3 2 DO16185 57 1(
17403+2115 19.7 30 45+24 51 12 93 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.07L C E 1600000000
17404+2435 25.0 11 49+25 16 3 104 41 6.66 1.65 .40L 1.00L BB AAFI 0 1500001000 3 13 85344K5 i 3
17404+2549 27.4 22 50+26 15 8 109 5! .68 .25L .40L 1.00L B BD H 3600000000 13 85345K2 3
17404+2128 29.4 18 46+24 32 10 90 3i .25L .34 .96 1.37L CC KCAE 1400002000, 2 4 11 PK45+24.1 78
17406+2634 37.3 27 51+26 31 8 98 5 .36 .25L: .40L 1.00L C CNDH 2500010000 13 85346 K0 7
17406+2506 38.7 43 49+26 54 12 111 3 .45L .25L .47 1.00L C BI 0600000000
17407+2302 47.0 17 47+25 55 10 90 2 .51 .25L .40L 1.03L F BLJ E 5600010000
17407+2009 47.9 28 44+24 26 6 90 3 1.67 .89 .40L 1.02L BC AA 0 1500000000 1 V520 HER 69 3
17408+2119 49.4 23 45+24 31 8 90 3 .82 .19: .40L 1.03L CF AD M 7 7600121000 1 2 DO16192 9
17410+2002 3.8 ._ 44+24 45 11 89 3 .25L .25L .98 1.32 CD I BC 250000000017410+2549 4.9 50+26 65 8 110 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.32 C C B 2600000010 i
17410+2940 5,3 27 54+27 17 5 97 5 12.15 3.12 .57 1.00L ABB AABE 2 2501000100 17 3 13 85354M3 3 78





Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
Name
a 8
h_m.-- 6, (s) (') l b (") (") (') N
17411+2116 6.4 12 45+24 29 e 91 3 .32L
17412+2248 12.5 51 47+25 42 9 91 3 .56
17412+2420 17.9 55 49+25 20 8 98 4 .92
17413+2140 18.4 59 46+24 31 4 91 i 3 1.26
17413+2843 19.7 22 53+27 39 8 97 3 .27
17414+2702 27.0 38 51+26 21 8 111 5 .46
17414+2339 29.6 28 48+25 24 10 98 4 ,25L
17419+2001 54.1 26 44+23 46 12 89 3 .38
17420+2522 3.1 15 50+25 22 8 100 4 .26Li
17420+2400 , 5.441, 48+25 68 11 87 2 .30
17422+2429 14.4 31 49+25 14 8 11 4 .27L
17423+2034 19.1 52 45+24 59 11 87 2 .35
17424+2308 24 6 33 47+25 35 32 66 2 .25L
17425+2008 34.3[ 25 44+23 51 10 90 3 .52
17426+2409 36.g 56 49+25 34 8 159 4 .33
17426+2259 40.0 45 47+24 41 25 89 3 .25L
17426+2000 40.1 15 44+23 79 14 85 2 .30
17426+2501 41.1 31 49+25 32 12 110 3 .29
17427+2130 46.9 55 46+24 30 6 87 3 10.12
17427+2140 47.2_31 46+24 51 33 88 3 .25L
17428+2308 50.534 48+24 41 12 87 2 .39
17430+2321 03 29 48+24 35 31 110 2 .25L
17430+2202 5.9 2 46+24 53 13 90 3 .28L
17431+2521 7.1 20 50+25 17 4 96 4 5.06
17432+2545 17.1 21 50+25 81 8 175 3 .25L
17433+2022 20.2 40 45+23 90 42 86 2 ,25L
17433+2313 21.0 1 48+24 36 16 87 3 .25L
17435+2117 33.0 9 46+24 50 8 90 2 .29
17436 + 2331 39.7 1 48 + 24 46 9 90 3 .41
17437+2308 42.2 6 48+24 95 27 93 2 .25L
17437+2815 44.8 25 53+26 16 8 105 5 .60
17438+2928 48.6 41 54+26 20 3 103 6 .52
17438+2227 53.9 40 47+24 34 3 90 3_ 1.28
17440+2143 2.2 52 46+24 129 35 85 2 .25L
17441+2301 9.4 21 48+24 42 24 90 3 .28L
17443+2217 23.4 36 47+24 40 9 90 3 .50
17444+2230 28.4 48 47+24 97 37 88 2 .25L
17444+2744 29.2 27 52+26 15 4 94 4 8.66
17444+2611 29.4 55 53+26 55 17 89 2 .20
17448+2306 48.8 17 46+24 44 11 92 2 .28
,7449+2320 58.5 45 48+24 27 6 90 3 2.07
17450+2052 0.2 36 45+23 55 t4 ! 91 3 .27L
17450+2234 3.2 33 47+24 42 31 i 86 2 .25L
17451 +2558 9.3 4 51 +25 20 8 105 4 .60
17451+2842 10.829 54+26 35 9 100 4 .32
17453+2544 20.7 39 50+25 35 22l 863 .25L
17453+2415 22.1 46 49+24 33 9' 88 3 31
17456+2533 41.7 47 50+25 22 17 51 3 .25L
,7457+2110 42.4 8 46+23 50 12 90 3 .39
t7457+2823 46.3 55 53+26 15 3 91 5 5.50
17458+2846 48.5 27 54+26 11 3 94 6 7.95
t7458+2357 49.010 49+24 38 8 66 3 32
17458+2642 533 t8 51+25 17 9 102 3 .69
,7459+2023 54.948 45+23 23 6 91 3 3.85
17460+2433 23 23 49+24 31 22 166 2 .30L
17462+2034 16.349 45+23 27 7 91 2 1.63
17462+2909 173 33 54+26 30 16 89 4 .25L
17465+2852 34.1 45 54+26 28 25L
17466+2317 39.9 26 48+24 57 2 .25L
17467+2116 42.5 22 46+23 48 14 91 3 .40L
17467+2259 43.7 16 48+24 46 11 86 2 .45
17467+2440 44.4 5 49+24 57 42 87 2 .67L
17467+2120 44.6 26 46+23 39 13 88 3 .25L
17467+2638 47.2 18 50+24 14 4 89 4 4.62
17468+2608 49.0 7 53+25 19 8 104 5 30
17469+2233 55.5 13 47+23 19 5 89 3 13.38
17469+2310 59.1 37 48+24 40 9 88 3 .38
17470+2531 3.0 25 50+24 114 34 84 2 .30L
17472+2459 12.2 59 50+24 27 8 90 4 .63
17472+2152 15.1 30 47+23 50 11 86 2 .60
17473+2157 18.3 11 47+23 46 12 69 2 .32
17473+2212 21.0 5 47+23 59 8 88 3 .25L
17473+2046 23.3 47 46+23 21 8 24 3 .25L
17474+2039 25.8 4 45+23 25 4 23 3 3.43
17475+2056 33.5 10 46+23 22 5 89 3 1.67
17477+2548 43.2 2 51+24 71 8 92 2 .25L
17477+2158 45.9 36 47+2:3 82 27 92 2 31L
17479+205246360 46+23 19 5 893 419
17479+2248 54.331 48+23 22 4 88 3 1.41
17461+2135 t0.1 12 46+23 41 11 87 3 .33L17464+292026.43 54+25 19 3 96 4 2.79
,7464+231826.89 48+23 35 6 99 3 .55
17486+2401 40.5 24 49+23 21 5 91 3 4.52
17466+2219 41.1 40 47+29 47 12 91 2 .30
'7488+2909 53.1 40 54+25 64 39 121 2 .25L
17489+2545 54.760 51+24 44 29 81 2 .26L
,7490+2547 09 51 55+25 59 14 ,06 3 25L
,749o+281938 5 53+25 10 6 132 4 43
,74_o+26593,646 52+24 48 12 9o 3 .26L
17491+2342 10.714 49+23 37 9 91 3 1.02
17492+2107 13.9 57 46+22 32 10 90 3 .44
17492+2732 14.8 4 53+25 19 9 99 4 ,40
17493+2852 19,9 34 54+25 52 18 104 2 .55L
17493+2149 21.2 16 47+23 37 10 90 3 .25L
17493+2719 228 51 52+24 25 10 100 4 .28L
17494+2754 28.4 33 53+25 21 6 96 4 .26L
17494+2033 29.0 14 46+22 34 6 24 3 i .25L
17497+2429 43.1 46 50+23 34 7 90 3 .25L
17497+2202 466 19 47+2"3 52 35 91 2; .75L
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 /zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.01L B MEC 7601120000 i
1.13L B BCL 6600000000 2 13 85358 M1 3 6_
1.03L C B F 0600000000 2 13 i 85360 GO 2 57
1.07L CD AB 1 6502011000 2 13=85361M1 4 84
1.00L C C J 0500000000
1.00L B BF 1600000000 1 13 85362 K2 7 8C
1.16L C GBC 5600000200 4
1.31L C BK ' 0500000000 1 13 85370M0 17 6E
1.97 BB MGBA 1500010010 3 9 U10960 62 143
1.46L E F L 1600000000
1.43 F BC MFAB 0500000000
C F 45000101101.28L C
2.02 C L D 9601010000
1.01L C B E 4600000000 1 2 DO 16207 50 10C
1.47L B CNG 0600000000
2.14 CKLEC 9600000000
1.87L C E E 1400000000
1.00L E D 0600000000 2 13 85374 M0 7 86
1,02L CBD AABL 4 7601000000 15 4 2 [3016211 36 105
1,51 C FME 7500000010
1.19L D DC 4601010020
1.19 C MB 4600000100
1.71L BB E BE 36000000001.04 AAC 0 4600001000 1 1 LYHER 25 3
1.17 D D 5600000100
.99 D E F 4600000000
2.37 E C 3680000030
1.69L D EJ 7600000000
1.00L C C G 8700000000
1.76 D C 9602000020
1.00L B BB 0500010100 2 13 85386 K5 4 63
1.00L B F B D 0 7600000000
1.07L BD AB 0 2600000000 1 13 85390M0 8 84
1.27 C E 6501000000 i
1.75 B K EB 7601000150 i 8 1 32 X1744+230 46 8
1.45L B BG 1600000000
1.66 E F 3500000000
1.00L ABD AABE 0 0500000000 7 "13 85397G5 3 35
1.32L D GG 0400000000 4 "13 85396K5 11 89
1.27L C CC 6600000000
1.04L BBC AACI 0 9700000100
1.70 CC I MBC 1500000000 3 9 U10979 24 151
1.61 D E 9501000100
1.00L C BG 6600000000 1 2 DO 16231 69 104
1.00L C DJ 4500OOOO00
1 22 C KJ C 5600000000
1.17L B 6CI C 2600000000 1 13 85415 K5 11 78
1.50 C K C 5601100130
1.30L B CHJ H 2600000000 I
1.00L AB AADH 1 i 3500001000 3 *13 85418 M1 13 91
i
1,00L ABC AAD t 4500000000 ; 3 13 85420 M3 9 82
1.00L C DB 0600000000
1.00L CC BCG 3 0600010000 1 1 BK HER 84 3
1,15L BB AAJ 0 1500000000 1 2 DO16236 89 94
1.41 D M F 2501000010
1.00L BC AB 1 2500000000 2 13 85429 K0 6 58
1.75 C K DE 6401000460
1.00L BE BD 0 4602000000 1 2 [:)016246 59 95
.96 O K L C 3500000010
1.66 D H F 6600000440
1.01L C GO 2602100610 !
1.29L D C F 4500000000! 2 13 85435 M0 8 86
.98 F F 25000000001 i
1.70: DD C 2502100610! 32 X1746+213 67 4
1.00L BB AA D 1 7600000000! 13 85437 KO 2 53
1.00L B CM 05000000001 2 DO 16252 63 106
1.00L BBD AAAF 5 9502000000 16 4 1 SUHER 5 3
1.22L CE CE 0 5600000010
1.21 F F 7600000120
1.03L BC BB L 2 3600000000
1.53L F B 5500100000 1 2 DO 16257 58 111
2.21L E B H 9400100020
1.68 C I E 9500000350 4 1 32 X1747+22I 79 12
2.37 CC GBB ; 2501000000 2 9 U10997 48 144
1.08L BC AA G 0 1601001000! 3 13 85445K5 3 76
1.00L BB ABKF 0 3600100000 _ 2 13 85448 K2 8 80
.96 F D D 7600000000 3 9 U10999 17 148
1.52 D C 6501000020
1.00L BB AA 0 2600100000 2 13 85452 K5 3 79
1.00L BC ACJ 1 5500002000 2 13 85454 M2 1 89
1.28L C I B B 4601000000
1.0OL BB AAF 6 : 5600001000 2 t3 85464 K0 2 56
1.10L B BD D 6500000000 1 t3 85465 K2 6 75
1,00L BBC AAD 0 1500000210 3 4 TMSS +20335 42 29
1.64L C DJ MH 6500002000 2 13 85468 A3 12 59
.81 E F 3400000000
.93 F E 56OO000O00
1,20 C HI D !2501000000 2 39 4C+29,53 112 179
1 2 DO16274 60 lO5







3.12 EBB I CAA















1 "41 17491 +2342 8 3
1 13 85475 K5 8 85
5 " 9 Ul1010 21 135
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
7O
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! Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected) V L C
Uncertainty C
SMJ 5MN 0 12 /xm 25 p,m 60 p.m Corr A Confusion R S A
(") (') (') (Jansky) Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9J Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region,
Declination: + 200-+30 °
Associations
Sep



























































h m. , (s)
17596+2117 39.3 33 47+20
17597+2837 43.9 4 55+23
17597+2006 47,9 5 46+20
17598+2825 49.1 28 54+23
17598+2737 52,9 50 54+22
17598+2227 53,3 13 48+21
18600+2933 5,9 30 56+23
18002+2310 15.8 8 49+21
18002+2115 16.2 35 47+20
18002+2324 16.2 32 49+21
18003+2602 229 33 52+22
18004+2431 29.9 2 50+21
18005+2058 30.6 45 47+20
!8005+2618 32.2 53 52+22
8007+2411 43,2 25 50+21
8008+2952 49,g 2 56+23
8008+2046 50.9 29 47+20
8008+2918 51.9134 55+23
8010+2203 3.5'11 46+20
8010+2829 4,8 28 55+22
8016+2343 38.0 3 50+21
8016+2905 38,7 33 55+23
8016+2702 41,1 48 53+22
8017+2454 42.0 18 51+21
8018+2551 48,6 36 52+21
8019+2202 57.2 0 48+20
8019+2343 59.1 19 50+21
8020+2719 5.3 4 53+22
8021+2011 10,4 55 46+t9
8023+2951 20.0 44 56+23
8023+2028 203 24 47+19
8023+2311 21,0 4 49+20
8023+2518 22,6 50 51+21
8025+2053 30.7 32 47+19
8025+2719 34.6 45 53+22
8025+2520 35.6 17 52+21
8026+2322 37,5 20 50+20
5029+2832 59.2 _27 55+22
8030+2904 2.1 31 55+22
5030+2051 3.7 26 47+19
8031+2823 8.5 46 55+22
8032+2235 12.8 56 49+20 '
E3033+2229 18,4 39 49+20
_033 +2138 23,5129 48+19
B034 +2840 28.5:44 55+22
3034+2504 29,2'10 51 +21
3035+2018 35.6 36 47+19
3036+2126 40.5 21 48+19
3037+2026 44.9 59 47+ 19
3038+2220 48,1 2 49+20
3036+2308 48.1 30 49+20
3039+2212 55,5 45 49+20
3039+2534 57.4 14 52+21
3040+2507 1,3 36 51 +21
3040+2021 2.2 3 47+19
3040+2327 3,8 29 50+20
_041+214I 6.2 6 48+19
}041+2337 7,0 16 50+20
}042+2424 12,8 24 51+20
}043+2520 21.1 14 52+21
}043+2052 22.1 30i 47+19
}044+2015 24.2 56' 47+19
}045+2634 30,8 141 53+21
}045+2224 35,6 211 49+19
1047+2418 46.8 13 51+20
}048+2738 50.2 17 54+21
8+2858 50.4 51 55+22
9+2225 55,2 22 49+19
9+2146 55,4 9 48+19
9+2329 57.8 52 50+20
0+2717 0.2 1 54+21
1+2640 8,3 7 53+21
2+2709 15,1 32 54+21
3+2522 23.2 15 52+20
4+2403 29,6 25 50+20
4+2624 29,7 25 53+21
5+2057 31,0 3 47+19
5+2845 35,4114 55+22
7+2852 43,7 45 55+22
7+2416 45,C 22 51+20
7+2605 47,5 26 53+21
8+2723 48.3 18 54+21
9+2948 55.3 31 56+22
9+2054 585 t5 47+19
9+2614 58,9 23 53+21
0+2600 3,1_ 26 52+21
1+2817 8.6 4 55+21
2+2410 16,3 10 51+20
2+2527 16.8 15 52+20
4+2312 27.1 23 50+19
5+2756 32.0 19 54+21
5+2048 36.7 19 47+18 !
7+2803 42.2 4 55+21
7+2002 43,3 5 47+18
9+2207 58.6 6 49+19
3+2447 1.1 1 51+20
1+2128 6,7 51 48+19
2+2409 13,5 26 51+20
3+2528 20,7 18 52+20
4+2956 26.0 26 57+22
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
H
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN 12 p,m
c'_ r)('_)o
48 7 86 3 1,21
12 8 14 5 .72
25 8 87 3 1.22
32 12 174 3 ,25L
35 26 81 2 ,25L
36 10 86 3 33
32 8 91 4 .63
64 8 83 3 .45
92 18 88 2 ,29
70 16 85 2 .401
3O 7 82 3 .25L
64 33 86 2 ,25L
20 8 83 3 16.16
80 8 81 2 ,34
58 9 84 3 ,42
31 16 81 3 ,25L'
46 9 84, 3 ,48
73 21 83 3 ,45L
39 28 89 2 .25L
16 5 74 4 1.62
76 6 83 3 .45
28 10 84 3 .25L
69 32 81 2 .68L
53= 10 85 2 .42
82 10 86 2 38L
32 7 83 3 ,25L
33 10 84 3 .25L
27 9; 83 4 .25L
33 5 83 3 2.45
42 18 81 2 ,34L
63 6 83 3 1.08
42 6 85 3 .25L
51 9 85 3 ,91
50 5 83 3 ,44
17 3 77 4 .25L
31 8 87 3 1.04
24 5 85 =3 4,83
19 5 84 3 2.01
39 9 83 3 .55
82 9 82 2 .21
50 8 85 3 ,39
40 8 87 3 .95
18 5 85 3 5.90
35 5 85 3 2,10
32 9 84 3 .47
52 27 84 3 ,25L
54 8 85 3 .48
49 9 84 3 ,39
20 5 85 3 5.34
65 35 85 2 ,28L
45 I 9 87 3 ,85
20 6 86 3 38,73
54 13 82 2 ,34
77 38 83 2 ,25L
39 64 i 21733 84 .25L
41 9 83 3 _25L
32 11 83 3 .25L
47 6 84 3 2.11
39 7 82 3 .83
i
22 7! 85 3 6.28
23 6 84 3 14.25
64 22 63 2 ,25L
42 8 89 2 ,68L
33 10 83 3 ,40
22 9 82 3 .64
64 6 81 3 .50
63 6 82 3 1,08
81 10 83 3 ,66
83 9 82 2 .27
20 9 73 4 ,33
38 8 168 ,25Lg 25,921 3 .74
37 9 84 3 ,86
29 8 162 4 32
37 8 85 3 ,72
30 5 84 3 1.38
41 12 82 2 .37
55 14 85 2 .73L'
40 8 84 3 32
23 12 81 2 .33
41 6 83 I 3 1.03
96 10 82i2 .28
73 25 84i2 .25L
49 8 83 3 .41
28 6 83 3 1.12
23 5 84 3 3.98
29 26 171 2 _43L
42 6 82 2 .36
58 10 84 2 .32
38 9 83 3 34
22 9 84 3 ,25L
59 8 85 3 ,61
32 5 83 3 .69
47 8 85 3 ,91
50 9 86 3 .45
59 i 8 84 3 .53
881 30 87 2 .57L
42 i 10 84 3 .31
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 Fm 60 /.Lm 100 p,m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.28 .40L 1.06L BE
,29 .40L 1.00L CC
,74 .32: 1.00L BCC
.25L ,46 1.43 CD
,25L .40L 1.02 D
,26L ,40L 1,36L B
,25L .40L 1.04L B
,25L ,40L 1,01L B
.25L ,40L 1.51L F
.25L .49 1.16L C
.30: 2.13 4.82 ECC
,25L .40L ,97 D
8.42 1.48 1.00L BBC
.25L ,46L 1.00L C
,25L ,40L 1,17L C
.25L .40L 1.14 D KC D 3600010010
,25L ,40L 1,08L C BD H 2501010000
.25L .40L 1_04 C H B 2500000000
,32L .40L 1,33 C HKB 2501000200
,47 .40L 1.00L BD AB K 0 2500000000
,25L .40L 1.20L C BCC 1500010000
,25L .60 1.19: CC KBC 2601000000
,50L .40L 1.07 D L D 2600000000
.32L .40L 1,20L ;C C H 3500000000
.25L .47 1,02L O B L 2500000000
.25L .75 2.09 BC MGBB 2480000200
.25L 1.26 2.15 CC KAA 1500010000
.25L .89 1.80 BB DBB 35C0000100
1.21 .40L 1,0OL BC AAE 3 0600000000
.53L .40L 1.06 F J F C 3500000000
,34: .40L 1.07L BC AB 0 1600000000
.25L 1.80 3.34 CC CAA 1400000000
.27L .40L 1.00L B AD 2600100000
.25L .40L 1.13L B BGL 1500000000
,18: 1,90 2.44 FBC EAB 3540000008
.26 ,40L 1.22L BF AEM 0 2500100000
2.09 .40L 1.00L BB AAD 5 0600000000
.62 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0500010000 i
.25L .40L 1,00L B AH F 2600001000
.25L ,40L 1.40L D BK M 0500010000
,25L .40L 1.05L C BEHF 0500000100
,34 .40L 1.00L BD AC 2 5600000000
4.24 .73 1.00L CED AAB 9 6601000000
.55 ,40L 1.00L BC AB 0 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.17L B B ML 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.74 C i KE 2580000130
.25L .40L 1.07L C B K 0500010000
.25L .4OL 1 10LC CN 0600000000
2.34 .36: 1,00L' BBD AAC 2 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.60 E E 4500000020
.25L .40L 1,00L B A F M 0500000000
9.80 1.53 1.03L BBC AAAE 0 4600000000
.25L .40L 1.16L C C 2500000000
.25L .40L .82 D F 2600000020
,58 .40L 1.00L BC AA J 1 1500010000
,21: 2,13 4.82 DCC FDAA 0500001000
.26 1.64 2.29 DCC BAB 0501000000
.25L ,58 1.71 CC DDC 0600000100
.61 .40L 1.00L CC AB 0 0600000000
.21: .40L 1.00L BD BD O 2500000000
2,81 .40L 1.00L BB AAG 0' 0500000000
5.73 ,97 1.00L BBC AAAI 4 1500000100
.25L .38 1.25L F E E 8600000000
,57L .40L 1.34 E C 5501000320
,25L .40L 1,0OL B CL 0500000000
.25L .40L 4.46L B AI 4501000008
.25L .40L 1.17L B BJ 0400010000
,32: ,40L 1.00L BF AC G 0 5600000310 i
.25L .40L 1,00L B BH 0601010000
.25L .40L 1.57L C D G 0600010000
.25L ,40L 1,29: C D CGFB 6600000008
,25L .40L .98 D F 9600000000
,25L .40L 1,62 C D C 6502000008
,28L ,40L 1.06L B AE 4500000000
.42 ,40L 1.12L DC AB L 3600010000
,25L .40L 1,49L B B J 6601010000
.34 .40L 1,30L BE ACNG 5 0500000000
.40 ,40L 1,00L BC AB 2 0501001000
.25L .40L 1,37L E C 3500010000
,26L .51 1.24L C L NCD 0500000100
,25L .40L 1.11L B CK 3600110000
.25L ,40L 4,47L C E I 5400000008
.25 .40L 1.00L CF AD M! 0 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.07L C D 0501000000
.66L .40L 1.83 F B 4500000130
.25L .40L 1.19L D A 8600100000
,71 .40L 1,00L CD AA 7 3600000000
19.62 2.90 1.00L BBC AAA 0 4500000000
.86L .40L 1.35 C K D 5500000000
.26L ,40L 1.71L C EE H 5600010000
,25L .40L 3.56L C C 0400000008
.25L .40L 1.00L B CN H 0500010000
,14: 1,56 2.42 DCC FAB 0500000008
,27L ,40L 1.00L C BE K 2500000000
.29 ,40L 1,00L iDE BC 8 2600000000
,33L ,40L 1,15: iB D AF D 1500000120
.25L ,40L 1,48L B CF H 3501010000
,25L ,40L 1,13L_B BG 4600010000
A8L ,40L 1,22 B D N C 4500000000.25L .40L 1.04L C 0600000000
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources
Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name
AB 0 1400000000 2 13 85654 M0
AB D 6 2501001000
AAD 0 i 3500001000
CC 2401000000
A 6500000000
AK E 3500000000 1 13 85662 K2
BE 4500010000
BG 3500010000 2 DO 16396
E 1400000000 '
CC 35000O0000
GDAAI 3400001OOO 3 9 U11097
E 2500000000
AAAI 0 1500000000 2 4 TMSS +20344
CJ I 2600000000 2 13 85678 KO
CK L 1500010000 1 "41 18007+2411
1 13 85681 K0
5 9 Ul1098
1 1 OU HER
1 2 DO 16414
2 12 ZG 1801+29
I 13 85694 M0
16
1 2 DO 16422
1 2 DO 16425
1 2 DO 16424
1 13 85705 M0




2 13 85718 K0
13 85719 K2
8
t 13 ! 85723 GO
4 39 OU + 206
1 13 85724 K0
5 13 85725 MO
1 13 85727 K0
8
1 13 85729 M3
2 12 ZG 1804+23
1 13 85732 K0
2 13 85734 M3
2 2 DO 16455
3 4 TMSS +20349
4 i
1 13 85738 K0
13 85739 K7
2 DO 16465
4 21 13 85741K0
13 85740 K0
2 13 85747 M2
1 13 85748 K0
3 13 85750 A0
4 13 85752 A3
1 13 85755 K0
1 13 85760 K2
t 2 DO 16492
8
1 13 85766 A5
1 "41 18066+2756
2 13 85769 B3
2 °10 M+05-43 003
2 13 85770 A3
8 2 13 85778 M2
1 13 85781 K0
1 13 85784 GO
Sop
Type (") Mag









(t 5 C oor.ds SM, 5MN 0
ham.. 6, (s) (") Ib (") (") (") N
18075+2720 30.7 14 54+21 37 8 18 3
18076+2832 37.0 32 55+21 122 30 85 2
18078+2409 50.9 25 51+19 34 8 84 3
18078+2559 53.5 14 53+20 97 23 81 2
18080+2044 0.4 22 47+18 52 8 85 3
18081+2853 8.1 41 56+21 26 3 85 3
18081+2440 83 7 51+20 35 34 82 2
18081+2447 11.3 24 51+20 36 6 84 3
18082+2506 13.8 13 52+20 24 9 85 3
18082+2719 17.1 14 54+21 46 31 61 2
18083+2623 20.7 4 53+20 80 28 68 2
18084+2920 28.1 20 56+21 81 9 81 2
18084+2825 29.1 21 55+21 96 35 81 2
18085+2034 31.2 4 47+18 I 55 8 84 3
18086+2506 36.9 32 52+20:22 S 85 3
18086+2530 41.1 31 52+201 15 8 18 4
18067+2556 43.4 7 53+20 I 38 8 5 4
18087+2500 45.5 15 52+20 51 10 86 218087+2133 47.0 30 48+18' 43 85 3
18088+2757 48.3 55 55+21 69 13 833
18090+2639 2.2 27 53+20 44 8 82 3
18091+2047:10.3 46 48+18 42 8 843
18092+2203 ,169 29 49+18 39 11 83 3
18092+2833 !16.9 57 55+21 37 12 833
18092+2605 17.1 18 53+20 28 10 733
18092+2056 17.5 23 48+18 49 6 833
18094+2953 25.E 43 57+21 20 10 854
18094+2217 27.C 2 49+18 52 8863
18094+2532 29.9 52 52+20 18 4 84
18095+2704 30.9 28 54+20 26 4 84 3
18096+2538 ,6.4=38 52+20 43 16 683
18096+2818 36.713 55+21 84 15 812
16098+2125 51.654 48+18 51 10 843
18098+2401 53.048 51+19 38 10 85 3
18099+2901 583 48 56+21 35 34 62
18100+2534 4.9 52 52+20 14 4 10
16101+2152 7.04 49+18 57 15 85
18102+2143 17.6349+16 26 5853
18103+2508 21.2 8 52+19 22 9 75 3
18104+2149 24.3 12 49+18 33 5 85 3
18104+2426 28.9 13 51+19 47 9 86 2
18105+2318 32.2 18 50+19 25 18 85 3
18105+2526 34.3 6 52+19 31 17 604
18106+2059 41.5 15 48+18 72 25 86 2
18106+2529 41.627 52+19 16 8763
18107+2505 45.6 5 52+19 12 4 12 418107+2248 46.2 37 50+18 23 85'
18108+2318 52.0 54 50+18 59 8 87 2
16109+2727 57.0 4 54+20 86 8 86 2
18110+2927 0.2 12 56+21 68 30 85 2
18110+2516 3.2 30 52+19 20 9 6 3
18111+2718 6.8 22 54+20 93 32 79 2
18111+2151 8.6 52 49+18 24 5 84 3
18113+2056 18.1 59 48+17 72 12 85 3
18113+2314 22.0 18 50+18 44 16 84 3
18114+2535 24.0 25 53+19 36 28 84 3
18114+2613 26.2 42 53+19 37 10 87 3
18114+2104 28.3 24 48+17 26 11 85 3
18114+2307 28.5 21 50+18 30 5 85 3
18114+2718 29.6 53 54+20 56 29 84 2
18115+2444 35.7 58 52+19 20 11 11 4
18116+2935 40.6 46 57+21 61 3 81 4
18116+2534 41.1 16 53+19 56 ! 8 86 3
18118+2452 48.8 42 52+19 40 35 95 2
18118+2635 49.7 49 54+20 59 18 83 2
18118+2015 50.3 40 47+17 51 10 85 3
18119+2122 56.5 35 48+18 61 32 85 2
18120+2335 4.953 51+18 46 19 85 3
18121+2811 10.6 60 55+20 26 9 80 4
16121+2928 10.8 27 56+20 90 26 84 2
18126+2259 39.5 23 50+18 49 25 85 3
18127+2747 42.121 55+20 87 11 82 3
18127+2126 '46.1'30 49+17 94 31 86 2
18128+2824 48.4 6 55+20 92 24 81 2
18128+2911 49.8 32 56+20 55 6 81 4
18128+2233 51.2 6 50+18 54 19 83 3
18129+2611 54.6 30 53+19 62 8 85 2
18129+2152 54.9 19 49+17 26 10 83 3
18130+2146 4.5 41 49+17 33 8 83 3
18130+2152 5.6 30 49+17 29 10 84 3
18131+2945 7.2 7 57+20 23 6 80 4
18132+2247 12.2 20 50+18 72 14 83 2
18132+2014 17.8 45 48+17 83 16 84 2
18134+2548 24.4 35 53+19 85 28 81 2
18134+2302 24.6 5 50+18 39 8 83 3
18135+2814 31.6 18 55+20 44 3 81 4
18136+2424 39,4 39 52+18 18 3 75 5
18137+2200 42.7 45 49+17 27 10 83 3
18139+2243 57.7 45 50+18 98 31 84 2
18139+2134 58.6 20 49+17 36 11 84 3
18140+2901 2.5 58 56+20 40 36 171 2
18140+2841 4.5 16 56+20 79 18 84 2
18141+2138 6.4 25 49+17 59 14 86 2
18141+2417 7.3 57 52+18 30 18 8 5
18141+2905 9,3 49 56+20 55 7 80 3
18142+2809 16.7 19 55+20 23 5 80 4
18144+2322 26.346 51+18 21 9 74 5
18144+2633 27.4 57 54+19 50 8 81 4
18144+2948 29,0 0 57+20 49 9 80 4













































































































100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.30L CC BC H 0 5501000000
1.42 F EE 4500000010
1.09L B BFJ 2600011000
1.18 C C 7500000100
.97: C D E B 0500000000
L00L BC AAJ 0 5600000000
1.20 E D 1500O00000
1.06L CC AA 2 1500000000
1.51L BF BE E 0 2500000030
1.18 D J E
1.62 E D
1.00L C B
1.05 ,C D C GD1.12L C
2.62 CC GCAB
1.35L B BE
1.82 C G I B
1.O0L C C I
1.00L B B H
1.20L C C N
133LB :B UI1.13L



















1.O0L BD ACK 0 1500000000
1.04L B AJ i6O0O000O0
1.23L C E 2500000000
5.56L CD AC 0 9501000008
5.64 BBCC AAAA 1300001000 69
5AOL C K BB 8501200018
1.17L C D 2602000000
1.02L C C F M 4500000000
1.42: CF I BC 3600000000
.92 D E 1600001100
CBC! LCAA 75010020185.10












1.00L BC AAK 0 4500100000
5.41L C BD 3401100108
1.00L BC AC H 5 4500210000
2.24L B AF J I 6501000000
2.76 CC FCD 5380010450
2.16 BC BB 6600200118
1.46 D MJ D 5500000000
5.07L BD AO F 0 6500200128
1.20: ABBD AABF 4 8501000200
AA 0 1710000000
F L C 4480000220
D J , 1600000000
E L K G 7600000010
C B 4401001108
C C 1500000000
A A M 1 3700000000
C M 6600000000
C GC 5400000200
E F C 6600100248
A D M 4600000000'
3.21 CC GAA 6501000000
1.37L BC AA M 1 5400000000
1.40 D N KC 2500000000
1.29L B E F B 8602000000
1.03L B DF 7600000000
4.68L B CKL 5500200248
.82 C GE 760OOO0000
2.25L D G K 2501010000
1.14L B BF 0600000000
1.47 E ME 5501000000
1.91 C FKI C 5601000100
1.08LICC AD N 1 3500000000
1.02 C A I GD
1.79 C J D
1.O0L C L B E
1.65 D D B
1.06 D C
1.02L C BGM
2.13 CDiJ B131 C
1.04L BD ABAC





















1.O0L CB kAF 3 7600001000
t.00L B CC 2500020000
4.07L BB ABL 1 6300000008
1.12L BD AC O 1500000000
1.44 E I C 8501000000
1.00L BD ACK i 4 2500110000
I
.94 D J E ! 5500100000
1.29L D NDE 4500000000
1.18L C D 1500110000
2.16 D KGC 6681000248
I.O0L C AD 4600100000
1.01L BC AA 0 1500000000
1.16L C B FI 8700010000
1.21L B CE 6600000000
2.26 B D C 9500000000
1.40L C OL 5501010000
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Associations
Name Type _"'_ Mag
"41 18074+2720 36 3
"41 18076+2832 12 8
13 85790K0 9 85
2 2 1::)O16525 70 96
2 13 |5791 M0 3 85
8i 2 13 85794 M0 8 85
1 "41 18083+2718 26 12
1 2 DO16529 54 140
8 1 12 ZG 1808+25 35 152
1 2 DO16530 68 96
8
1 13 85803 K0 33 85
1 13 85804 G5 15 76
1 2 I)O16533 56 107
1 2 1:)O16540 6O 92
1 13 85808 K0 36 73
1 2 1:)O16544 44 93
1 13 85811 K0 2 68
1 10 M+04-43-O07 96
2 13 85813 M0 27 89
6 2 DO 16548 36 101
2 2 9 Ul1150 67 155
1 12 ZG 1810+21 57 149
1_185821M0 6 84I)O16558 89' 9E
1 2!DO16559 30' 8Ei i
13 85823 K0 3 ! 71
C 32 X1810+233 54 1;
4 9 Ul1155 89 154
i 2 12 ZG 1810+25 90 157
4 3 3 RAFGL 52095 6 1(
3 13 85826 M0 3 71
4
13 85833 G5 6 81
4 13 85836 K0 131 6_
13 85839 K0 10 8(
32 X1811+255 149 _
1 13 85841 K0 2 7_
3 9 Ul1164 43 14(
1 2 DO16584 71 10t
8'2 13 85844 K0 7 B:
1 13 85845 K0 8 7!
1 13 85848 K0 5 61
C
1 1385856 GO 31 6_
13!85859K0 12 8:2
1 2 I DO 16609 49 101
2 12 ZG 1813+29 18 15,
1 2 DO16614 28 1_
I 13 85865 K0 28 8:
C 1 32 X1813+257 88 1
1 2 DO16622 11 11
2 12 ZG 1814+28 75 15
FM HER 75
13 85880 K5 10 6
1 13 85884K0 4 7
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10} High Source Density Region.
73
Right Ascension: 18h14m32"-18h21"08" Declination: + 20°-+30 *
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. ° B,
18145+2501 32.1 27 52+18 45 10 82 4
18145+2205 33.9 38 49+17 39 g 83 3
18146+2135 41.1 35 49+17 80 ! 1o 82 2i
18147+2306 43.9 43 50+18 39 10 84 3 _
18148+2748 48.3 54 55+19 64 18 86 2
18148+2649 53.4 19 64+19 83 14 85 2
18151+2822 6.5 35 56+20 48 7 80 3
18151 +2951 8.6 36 57+20 68 22 i 83 3
18152+2900 14.1 14 56+20 50 25 85 3
18152+2610 15.7 19:53+19 34 8 82 4
16153+2157 19.4 30 49;17 54 19 81 3
18153+2345 22.7 6 51+18 t7 9 10 5
16154+2025 29.5 21 48+16 35 8 83 3
18155+2314 31.9 11 51+17 35 8 80 4
18155+2213 32.2 28 50+17 53 3 82 4
18156+2735 36.1 4 55+19 40 3 821 4
18156+2341 37.2 34 51+ 18 34 24 83' 4
18157+2453 47.0 12 52+18 79 10 62 2
18158+2340 48.0 57 51+18 87 24 86 2
18158+2706 48.8 17 54+19 25 25 77 4
18158+2158 50,4 31 49+17 30 5 82' 4
16156+2245 52.0 46 50+17 30 8 158 5
18169+2644 57.1 14 54+19 36 6 81 4
18159+2123 59.9_18 49+17 28 4 82 4
18160+2316 2.5132 51+17 12 4 12 5
18160+2444 4.0!30 52+18 36 17 81 4
18162+2008 12.325 48+16 58 10 65 3
18162+2419 17.451 52+18 27 4 82 4
18164+2424 25.1 60 52+18 21 9 83 4
18164+2517 253 8 53+18 43 7 82 3
18165+2905 31.1 54 56+19 61 23 80 3
18165+2241 34.5 21 50+17 96 13 82 2
18165+2143 35.6 31 49+17 72 35 86 2
18166+2438 38.9 33 52+18 42 13 81 4
16166+2430 39.1 17 52+18 60 24 81 2
18167+2056 44.8 15 49+16 39, 3 82 4
18169+2525 55.3 43 53+18 23 1; 85 4;18169+2317 55.5 4 51+17 29 ! 85 4
16171+2425 7.4 24 52+18 19 5 82 41
18172+2344 12.5 64 51+17 55 3 62 4
18t72+2111 12.8 13 49+16 25 5 83 4
16172+2405 14.3 41 52+17 69 11; 80 2
18172+2237 15.6 31 50+17 16 8' 20 4
18173+2700 21.739 54+19 32 23 81 2
18175+2953 31.2 29 57+20 28 6 81 3
16176+2233 36.2 33 50+17 10 3 142 5
16176+2728 38.5 25 55+19 48 3 62 3
18177+2755 45.4 58 55+19 50 5 80 3
18179+2527 55.8 57 53+18 70 22 81 2
18179+2938 55.9 35 57+19 17 5 81 3
16179+2038 56.4 19 48+16 31 8 83 4
18181+2550 7.3 12 53+18 24 4 821 4
16161+2006 9.4 47 48+16 39 8 83i 4
18181+2156 10.7 15 50+16 14 4 73! 5
16181+2516 11.4 11 53+18 34 13 85 3
18182+2629 12.8 15 54+18 27 7 80 3
18182+2326 16.5 20 51+17 69 28 85 3
18183+2367 21.1 46 52+17 37 _ 821 4
16165+2301 32.7 2 51+17 29 4 82i 4
18186+2410 48.6 55 52+17 69 14 83 2
18186+2730 51.5 24 55+18 49 t0 82 2
18169+2512 57.8 34 53+18 63 20 82 3
18190+2537 0.4 51 53+18 80 23 83 2
16190+2850 0.6 35 56+19 27 10 15 4
18190+2950 1.7 5 57+19 28 8 82 4
18192+2918 i13.5 31 57+19 22 3 84 4
18192+2416 168 54 52+17 49 14 85 2
18193+2506 _2O.E 49 53+17 111 31 85 2
16194+2208 24.1 22 50+16 44 6 72 4
16195+2222 34.'/ 57 50+16 36 10 58 2
18196+2158 38.! 3 50+16 11 4 15 6
18197+2540 42.1 53 53+18 33 24 80 2
18197+2659 43.1 17 55+18 23 3 85 3
18199+2228 553 6 50+16 32 3 82 4
18199+2834 58.2 42 56+ 19 74 36 79 2
18199+2334 59.1 51 51+17 48 10 80 2
16200+2315 3.331 51+17 24 3 85 3
18200+2325 3.548 51+17 70 7 80 2
18200+2729 4.2 42 55+ 18 68 16 82 3
18201+2427 9.8 17 52+17 90 33 87 2
18201+2300 10.E 28 51+16 25 25 68 2
18202+2206 13.4 14 50+16 34 17 77 4
18202+2112 16.8 54 49+16 114 29 83,2
18202+2441 17.C 10 52+17 52 10 87 i2
18202+2327 17.'/ 10 51 +17 33 10 84 _316203+231419.736 51+16 62 6 es!3
18204+2342 28.849 52+17 33 5 8213
18205+2559 32,e 49 54+17 52 8 85 ;3
60 21 3 84 418206+2842 36.3] 56+19
18206+2647 36.4 49 55+18 27 3 84 3
18206+2431 38.1 21 52+17 30 19 852
18206+2257 38.838 51+16 43 26 8312
18206+2422 40.7 50 52+t7 54 8 62; 3
18207+2237 44.134 51+16 110 2O 862
18208+2525 48.0 57 53+17 42 8 84 13
18208+2056 48.2 10 49+15 23 8 77 4182O6+2946530 4 57+19 26 13 62 416210+24oo11 5 52+17 42 9 84 316210+265646 6 64+17 64 16 62 3
16211+2460 6.4 6 53+17 48 22 84 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,8,) C_.:_rbdS SMJ' SMN (#) O ]2 _m 25 p.m 60 pm(s) ( (") (',) (Jansky)
.25L .25L .99
.26L .54 6.16




































































































100 .=m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags"
2.14 B C MB C 5500000008
13,00 CCC HBAA 1240000000
1.38L C MCE 1500000000
1.15L C B L I 4600000000
1.00L F O 2502000000
1.25L C CG F 2600000000
1.14L B DE _2501000000
1.85 C K D _6600000100
1.39 C F GC C 4500000020 8
2.32 BC FFBB 2600000000
1.30 D E FC 4400000010
1.18L B AFJ J 7501100020
1.03L BC AB 2 2600010000
1.34L B B F 7500000100
1.93 D B G B 3500000000
1.47: B C MA B 3501 GO0100
1.77 F I HC 6501200030
5,19L F Dli DE 94000000081.16 J D 6501100030
1.64 C D 1561000030
,93: C D BC G 4500000000
1.26L BD BE N 2 4600000000
2.93 i CB HAA 1500000000
1.07LiABB AAA 0 2500000000 15
1.05L ABF AAHE O 7601000000
1.62 D GC 9480000318
1.30L BC CC ' 3 1600002000
4.78L BBB AAB 9400100008 17
3.62L BD AC G 0 8500200008
1.09L B BE 3602010000
1.51 D E C 3501000110
1.17L C 'CI 4601000000
1.35 C M G 6500000000
1.97 E D D F B 9500000008
1.29 D F MS 9600100008
1.10L 8 AE 1700000000
2.40 B M C 3580000010
.83: B D B O 7601000000
4.86L BBF AAB 1 7500000008 18
1,OOL B DB H 6500000000
1.15L BD AB 1 3600000000
2.11L C E J 4501000000
1.17L B BC C 3603110000
1.99 C HB 3500000010
1.06L BC BC 1 4600000000
1.02L CB AA G 8 3612002000
1.34L C B E F 6500000000
1.26L C B C L 2500000000
1.67 D E I C B 9500000000
1,05L 8C AA 1 2600001000
1.88L B BK 0500010000
1.03L BBB AAAM 1 7610000000' 24
2.08L B BH 2501000000
1.18L BBB AAAI 0 5500000000 18
1ATL C DDJ 9600000000
1.02L B CG 3600010000 I
1.63 D I CF 3501000010
1.91 BB LBB 1500001000























1.07: BB F'AALD 2 7501002000
2.20 C I, ED 9501000210






1.33L C BH D
2.17 C NB
t.79 D F GH
1.23 D D
2.14 B BI HB
t.12 F L C


















,89: BB C ABEG 1 6600001100
1.25L BC AB H
1.80 C B
156 o%1.54L' E1.52 ! D
1.16L B EBG
139LB P i2.19 B L1,00L B B L
2,39 C E B














S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3 9 ULI164 40 146
1 t2 ZG 1814+22 67 156
8
2 13 85899 K5 7 80
3 9 Ul1192 60 152
8
1 21 DO16651 51 102
8
8
1 13 85903 K0 3 82
3 9 U11194 45 144
4 4 TMSS +20357 12 20
4 13 85906 K5 2 67
4
2
2 4 TMSS +20359 39 24
t 13 85910 K2 7 73
2 13 85914 K2 3 82
3 13 85921 K5 4 55
1 2 DO16672 85 101
2 1 AA HER 5 3
1 13 85928 K0 24 82
2 13 85931 M0 10 90
3 13 85933 K0 4 i 61
3 2 DO16684 62 114
2 13 85938 M2 5 56
5 13 85941 KS 4 50
2 D016690 39 100
13 85962 G5 19 71
8 I 16 10690- A7 44 51
2 13 85956 A2 3 55
1 13 85959 M2 5 89
1 13 85961KO 15 87
1 2 DO 16713 19 100
1 2 DO16722 81 95
5 13 85975 K5 3 57
2 1 V443 HER 30 1
C 1 32 X1820+244 126 12
1 39 VRO21.1802 74 610
1 13 85977 K5 5 85
3 9 U11211 80 146
2 13 85979 K5 4 85
4
3 2 DO 16734 46 109
2 13 85983 M1 2 89
1 13 85988 KO 4 70
8
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2] CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
74
'1 1 I_
Right Ascension: 18h21m08'-18h28m01 ' Declination: +20%+30"
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.29L B CE G 8600000000
1.13L CC AB 4 9600020000
1.08L BC ABM 1 4600010100
1.23L O DM 7700110000
1.22L BBC AAB 0 4500000000 01
1.21L BD AD I 0 5500000000
1.60L C BJ
1.69 DH ED
1.74 C L D
t.00L ABD AAE
2.12 C L C
1.14L BD AC
1.37L C CE
1.00L B C A S
1.17 D E





















5.79 BC I GAA
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p,m 25 _.m 60 _m
ham. , 6, (s) (-) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
18211 + 2539 8.71 31 53 + 17 39 6 65 3 .46 .25L .40L
18212+2441 14.1 37 53+17 29 5 82 3 .72 .34 .40L
18214+2218 24.2 46 50+16 41 5 82 3 1.17 .37 .40L
8215+2620 33.5 8 54+17 54 8 82 3 .42 .25L .40L
8215+2144 34.2 35 50+16 15 3 78 4 16.94 3.76 .66
8217+2339 42.8 18 52+16 37 4 82 3 1.21 .38 .40L
!8217+2221 45.(_ 53 50+16 52 12 84 2 .37 .57L .40L
18217+2404 45.4 50 52+16 73 27 83 2 .45L .25L .40L
'6218+2131 51.2 42 50+15 43 20 75 4 .25L .25L .40L
;8216+2632 52.9 29 54+17 21 5 84 4 4.08 2.50 .29:
i8216+2615 53.5 47 54+17 83 24 81 I 3 .25L .25L .40L
18219+2830 56.1 46 56+16 27 9 63 4 .60 .17: .40L
18219+2232 56.4 51 51+16 45 6 82 3 .42 .26L .40L
18220+2905 2.6 3 57+18 33 8 84 4 .69 .31 .40L
16221+2811 6.4 11 56+16 51 31 79 2 .71L .57L .40L
18222+2618 13.7 4 54+17 41 11 82 4 .50 .25L .40L
18222+2856 13.9 12 57+18 22 5 80 4 1.31 .59 .40L
18222+2052 17.3 18 49+15 22 8 19 4 .25L .34: .91
16225+2436 30.5 51 53+ 17 66 12 84 2 .34 .25L .40L
18226+2334 36.1 33 52+ 16 62 31 85 2 .25L .25L .40L
18226+2108 36.6 52 49+15 18 3 78 4 2.00 .59 .40L
18227+2616 45.4 57 54+17 49 28 80 i 2 1.38L .25L .40L
18227+2110 45.9 3 49+15 25 10 10J 2 .48 .47L .40L
16227+2850 47.1 27 57+18 24 4 801 4 1.54 .85 .40L
18230+2214 0.6 16 50+15 15 8 83 3 .89 .45 .40L
18230+2755 1.8 45 56+18 49 9 80 4 .56 .25L .40L
15230+2730 3.8 16 55+18 32 7 79 4 .25L .25L 1.57
16231+2856 8.4 35 57+16 26 6 81 4 1.23 .33 .40L
16231+2446 11.9 21 53+16 31 6 82 3 .86 .27 .40L
16232+2023 13.1 27 49+15 38 27 16 3 .25L .25L .40L
18233+2332 19.7 26 52+16 63 26 86 2 .25L .25L .41L
18233+2603 19.7 16 54+17 61 8 84 3 .29 .25L .40L
18234+2558 26.1 20 54+17 50 12 82 2 .28 .35L .40L
18236+2646 38.4 51 55+17 24 5 79 4 3.31 1.90 .44L
18237+2150 42.6 23 50+15 22 6 82 3 6.89 5.99 .82
18237+2041 43.1 23 49+15 19 9 77 4 .86 .45 .40L
18237+2922 47.7 28 57+18 25 7 78 4 .37 .25L .40L












1.10L CC ACI F 3 1600001000
4.40L BD AC I 0 9400000008
1.80 C I KD 1501000200
1.35 D D 5501000000
1.28L C B 7600100000
3.66L C CB H 6500100000
1.04L AB AAGE 1 4700000000
1.0OL B C D A A B 9 3600000200
1.16L BC AB 0 1600000000
1.34L C B 4500100000
24.63 BBEC AAAA 9 5222012100 42
18240+2649 1.4 52 57+18 40 8 76 3 .41
16240+2317 4.8 4 51+16 31 8 82 3 .25L
18241+2918 8.7 43 57+18 50 t0 79 3 .34
18241+2648 10.3 53 55+ 17 21 10 80 3 .65
18241+2026 11.3 52 49+15 22 9 16 4 .46
18241+2822 11.5 25 56+16 28 6 78 4 1.06
18242+2554 12.9 4 54+17 38 7 78 4 .39
18242+2110 17.3 36 49+15 36 7 82 3 .93
16243+2459 20.0 39 53+16 23 6 79 4 2.33
16243+2537 23.0 39 54+17 86 11 80 2 .34
18244+2944 24.1 19 58+18 56 32 82 3 .25L
18244+2145 24.3 41 50+15 66 9 83 3 .55
18244+2420 28.9 16 53+16 47 6 79 4 .70
18246+2852 39.4 12 57+18 42 26 82 3 .25L
18247+2328 45.8 21 52+16 51 9 82 3 .46
18248+2734 53.1 10 56+17 37 6 78 4 1.36
18249+2446 54.6 13 53+16 37 8 82 4 .25L
t8249+2539 54.8 57 54+16 59 11 78 3 .38L
18252+2547 12.7 48 54+16 90 11 80 2 .26
18255+2146 30.4 22 50+15 35 7 82 3 1.14
18256+2112 41.5 23 50+15 36 30 76 2 .25L
18259+2519 55.5 24 54+16 56 27 84 2 .25L
18259+2203 57.9 31 50+15 58 33 84 2 .71L
18260+2925 4.2 6 58+18 50 23 82 3 .25L
18262+2722 12.4 10; 56+17 44 8 78 3 .45
18262+2737 17.3 20 56+17 23 5 79 4 6.66
18263+2242 18.2 9 51+15 28 6 80 4 .31:
18263+2210 23.6 22 51+ 15 41 6 80 4 .69
18264+2110 27.8 16 50+14 22 7 82 3 1.46
18265+2709 32.0 27 55+17 45 8 81 3 .39
16265+2307 35.7 50 52+15 26 6 81 4 1.12
18266+2218 36.3 14 51+15 69 t8 80 4 .25L
18266+2447 37.3 17 53+16 47 25 81 3 .25L
18267+29t5 42.1 58 57+17 39 31 77 2 .78L
16267+2238 43.7 37 51+15 89 26 79 3 .25L
18267+2845 44.2 44 57+17 39 9 83 3 .69
18268+2252 50.8 3 51+15 44 9 80 4, .25L
16268+2349 53.3 46 52+15 41 12 82 3 .32
18269+2132 55.9 37 50+14 78 27 84 2 .25L
16269+2206 56.5 16 51+15 42 6 80 4 .96
18269+2018 57.2 48 49+14 57, 8 83 3 .47
16269+2455 58.2 41 53+16 110 34 82 2 .78L
18269+2924 59.1 52 58+17 43 8 85 3 .43
16270+2443 1.5 6 53+16 89 11 80 2 .26
18272+2953 12.0 10 58+18 66 19 81 2 .26
18272+2931 15.7 6 58+17 36 8 83 3 .46
18272+2523 17.7 25 54+16 79 17 86 2 .40L
18273+2901 21.9 46 57+17 33 7 83 3 1.44
18274+2002 24.7 12 49+14 53 21 84 2 .25L
18274+2009 29.0 21 49+14 48 10 84 3 .35
18275+2654 33.0 4 55+16 47 10 81 3 .45
18275+2301 33.9 59 52+15 27 10 83 4 .25L
18276+2238 36.2 3 51+15 48 8 82 4 .25L
18277+2435 42.3 56 53+15 60 9 82 3 .21
18277+2258 43.1 34 52+15 59 14 82 3 .39L
18277+2107 44.8 26 50+14 25 5 80 4 265
18277+2744 45.4 52 56+17 49 16 80 3 .25L
18277+2629 46.0 21 55+16 56 37 82 2 .25L
18277+2004 47.9 6 49+14 41 19 82 3 .25L
18278+2905 52.1 58 57+17 : 33 18 62 3 .25L
18279+2543 57.E 50 54+ 16 ! 54 t2 84 2 .24































































1.00L B DF 3601020000
3.30 C C F A A 5400000000
1.34L C C 5500100000
1.04L B B J 3700000000
1.20L B E B G 0 4602000000
1.05L CB ABJ F 3 4501010010
1.13L C BL N 5600010000
1.00L BE AB 0 1600000000
3.95L BC AA 2 9500000008
1.23L E D 3600010000
1.48 D K F 9501000000
1.42L C B F 3500000000
4.05L B AD 9500000008
1.72 C D 5500000140
1.00L B BF 5600000000
1.00L BC AA N 2 0600000000
1.53 F D C 9600000008
1.09L C B 2600000000
1.11L C EC 4600000000
1.14L BD AB D 0 5501001000
1.66 E MM E 1500000000
.99 D D 2600000000
1.40 F F D 3500000000
1.73 C F C 5560000000
4,33L C B K 5500000008
3.86L ABD AABI 2 8500100108
8.61 CCCC BAAA 3 2300001020
1.22L BD BD H 1 4500000000
1.47L BC AA G 0 1600000000
1.00L BD BD J 4 0700010000
1.00L BC AB 3 1501001000
1.99 C K B 4500000000
1.44 C F 9600010000
1.77 D FHE 9501000020
1.31 C C 2500000020
1.11L D BF 9700000000
215 BC DAB 1500000000
1.34L C C M 1601000000
1.40 E J D 2500000200
1.23L BD AD K 0 3500100000
1.64L C CO 9601000000
1.40 D E N E 9600000200
1.34L B B J I 4600100000
1.26L C O 9600010000
1.32L C E 7502000000
1.28L B CFM 4600110000
1.40L C D 2600000000
1.10L BC AS 0 9700001000
2.53 D GHC 9501000318
8.96L 'C BG C 9300230008
1.15L'BD BGE 2 4601010000
2.92 BB MAB 1500100100
I
1.43L ; C F B F 2500000000
1.20L C E 9600000000
1.25L ;! C DDI 16001001001.26L BB',., AAD 0 1600100000
2.55 C DB 9501000208
1.30 D D 5600000O00
2.76 E F D 9501100748
2.03 C K K C 9680000020
1.12L E C 3600000000
1.61L BC ABGL 0 260010CO00
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associalions
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1
1 2 DO 16741
1 2 DO 16745
4 13 86003 K0
1 13 86006 K0
8
2 2 DO 16749
C 1 32 X1621+262
1 2 DO 16753
C 1 13 86009K0
1 12 ZG 1822+20
8

















1 13 86020 K7 6 91






I I 6 25 0 6 51
, 86030 K0 13 8¢
i i
1 13 86040 K0 41 8,"
1 3 RAFGL 2155 10 1,"
1 2 DO 16782 23 9(
2 12 ZG 1824+23 67 151
1 2 DO 16786 75 10_
2 13 86044 K5 19 8713 86045 K0 6 5,_
1 13 86046 K5 19 8-¢
1 1 SV HER 9
1 2 DO 16790 73 101
2 13 66053 K5 6 8(
II 13 86057 K0 29 8132 X1824+288 59
1
2 13 86080 K7 4 8(
[
1 16 10876 , 33 140(
3 9 Ul1246 86 151
2 13 66098M0 12 8!
3 9 Ul1250 40 14:
4i
I 1 "41 18269+2206 39
1 2 13016826 38 9:
1 2 DO16824 : 26 10_
1 13 86108 K0 41
1 13 86109 G5 7
2 13 86114 MO 5 84
1
2 9 Ul1253 80 15"
1 13 86122 K0 6
I 10 M+04-43-036 38
i





a _ C oords 5MJ 5MN
.%..6, -o
18280+2447 2,9 0 53+15 82 48 86 2'
18281+2149 8,8 50 50+14 19 5 83 4
18283+2905 22.0 49 57+17 52 27 81 3
18283+2645 23.6 8 55+16 90 161 78 2
18284+2848 24.7 57 57+17 43 19 85 3
18284+2925 28.2 55 58+17 31 9 82 3
16285+2006 31.3 6 * 49+13 46 6 80 4
16265+2009 31.4 47 49+13 28 9 80 4
18285+2624 32.1 10 55+16 43 21 79 3
18285+2046 33,5 49 50+t4 30 8 85 4
18285+2906 35,4 36 57+17 63 28 81 2
18286+2037 37.5 31 49+14 20 5 84 4
18286+2808 38,6 26 57+17 58 13 85 2
18287+2201 42,9 16 51+14 26 9 84 4
18287+2607 44,0 35 55+ 16 46 10 81 3
t8288+2137 50,2 3 50+14 44 8 86 4
18291+2507 6.9 34 54+15 26 3 82 3
18291+2749 11.7 26 56+16 46 22 82 3
18292+2654 12.9 36 55+ 16 44 18 82 3
18293+2047 20.7 41 50+14 61 8 87 3
18293+2256 20.9 52 52+14 37 6 80 4
18293+2909 21.1 9 58+17 51 32 8_ 318293+2454 22.1 10 54+15 46 21
18293+2026 24.0 34 49+13 75 11 862
18294+2131 24,5 26 50+14 37 29 79 2
18295+2505 35.4 50 54+15 28 6 83 3
18296+2151 36.349 51+14 39 8 82 4
18296+2227 40.8 7 51+14 89 13 87 2
18296+2751 41,3 47 56+16 36 8 83 3
18298+2119 48.3 15 50+14 30 8 85 4
18298+2222 50.9127 51+14 26 8 84 4
18298+2506 51.350 54+15 60 20 80 3
18299+2133 55,4110 50+14 54 8 83 4
18300+2923 1.045 58+17 23 9 80 3
18300+2546 2.3 19 54+15 42 13 88 2
18301+2329 9.339 52+14 46 20 83 3
18302+2030 12,649 49+13 20 12 85 2
18302+2556 16.2 43 55+15 66 8 82 3
18302+2959 17.6 35 58+17 38 28 76 3
18303+2239 19.7 13 51+14 74 8 83 3
18303+2305 22.0 26 52+14 ,_ i 9 81 318305+2527 35.7 7 54+15 = 9 82 3
18306+2018 41,0 25 49+13 67 12 82 4
18306+2334 41.2 41 52+14 33 6 82 3[
18307+2343 44.2 9 53+14 43 9 86 2,'
18307+2808 44.636 57+16 43 23 82 21
18306+292951.033 58+17 95 25 75 2'1_09+253559.615 54+15 88 31 78 2
18310+2219 4,7 42 51+14 58 8 84 319313+233618.o46 52+14 72 35 88 2
18313+211122314 50+13 45 13 80 4
19314+2152 27.828 51+14 41 16 83 3
18315+2249 30.640 52+14 44 12 62 3
18316+2_738.720 50+1834 16 62318319+254955.354 65+15 42 6 94 3
18319+2105 56,1 25 60+13 42 884 3
16320+2911 5.2 33 58+16 37 14 80 3
18321+2110 10.9 24 50+13 42 6 82 3
18321+2712 11.736 56+16 54 12 78 216324+252024.042 54+15 48 26 83 2
16324+210824515 50+13 51 10 83 316324+2942247 7 58+16 29 9 93 318324+225228.424 82+14 96 35 79 216325+291830838 56+16 52 15 8o 319325+251534.418 54+1537 8 65316326+240238.638 63+14 26 6 86 216326+_09 37.355 58+16 38 12 87 218326+231o,Ol 9 52+14 45 8 87 3
16326+2147 41.735 51+13 56 8 85 318327+_0243.820 50+16 37 t0 85 3
16327+2204_.641 51+13 30 4 84 316327+251246.328 54+15 54 5 86 316328+213548.047 5t+13 80 28 79 2
16329+2945 51,9 35 58+16 26 18 80 318326+263356159 57+16 73 16 16 218333+_2 _0.159 56+15 33 11 81 316333+233322,045 53+14 33 6 65 316333+234922.738 53+14 36 7 65 318333+293123.136 ,_+16 27 24 67 2
18334+2913 25.1 6 58+16 37 13 64 2
16334+2014 25.8 26 50+12 35 14 81 31
18335+2117 31.3 20 51+13 65 30 82 3 _16335+2601 31.3 22 55+15 40 8 o_ 3J
18335+2336 32.3 54 53+14 70 10 79 2
18336+2335 38.9 11 53+14 32 5 85
16336+2225 40.9 44 52+13 32 12 86 '
18337+2048 45.951 50+13 21 5 86
16336+ 2151.721  +12 87 2 3!1633,+ 7 58.931 49+1245 3118342+ 42613.247 54+1436 6 83
18342+295017.55459+1629 683 4!18343+271121.525 56+1522 9 253
18347+2121 43.4 1 51+13 23 4 87 31
18347+2610 43.8 56 55+15 31 9 83 4
18347+2600 45,4 20 55+15 22 5 83 4
18348+2021 50.8 45 50+12 30 8 85 3!
18348+2948 51.0 53 59+16 29 8 85 3
18348+2711 52,7 50 56+15 41 10 20 3
18348+2801 53.0 43 57+15 18 4 83 3













































































































]CO pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Unos Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.10 E H 9601000020
804 BBCB AAAA 9 7400010000 25
2.00 D D 9580100056
1.31L C C 5500000000
2.46 C KJ C 9561000040
1.11L B BI 9600000000
3,67L BF ABJD 6 9500210238
3.02L C BBcB !95001102281,42 C 5600000000
1.45L B A B E 2600000000
2.01 D F H 9500100030
1.32L FF AB 9 1600001000
5,19L D HC 9400001108
1.31L BC AC 1 6600001000
1.08L CC BC 4 4600010000
1.33L B CI 7600000000
1,0OL BB AAI J 0 9500000000
2.86 E El D 9500001128
3.21 E C C B A 8400000300
1.45L C C E 2600000000
1.35L S CC 060O0OOOOO
2.22 C MD 9500000250
2.87 D DG F 8400000030
2.52L D C 1500000000
1.83 C N D 6600000330

















1,19L B AC L
1.78L C E











1.20 CD N CC
1.00L C B K
1,00L C D
1.72L C BM 0600010000
1.0OL B C A A 3600000000
1.08L CF AE I 0 2601000000
2.16 E C 9500000008
1.07 C C 9500000000
1,96 D I D 9400000020
1.63L D SEK 2,500000000
1.08 D C 2500000000
1,79 CB NCB 8660000100
1.52 CC M D8 5480000120
1.21L FC DBC 1600000000
1.99 C H B 7500000280
4.55L DD BC F 0 9400000008
2.28 BD FMBB 9600110000
2.46 C F GC 5500000260
1.59L B BL J 8600210000
1.44L C J B B 9500000000
1.16 D B 4500100000
1,44L D BGI 7600110110














1.17 C J FD
1,77 D C
1.08L CD CC
1.90: C F BBGE
























5.21L E L DE
1,64L C FJ CB







1.40L CB AAH 4 6600000000
1.55 D H G 4600000000
2.27L E D KI 7600000000
1.07L CD BC 0 1600000000
6,31L B CI 9500000008
1,00L EC ABD 0 3501000100
1,46L BC ABFE 1 7701011000
5.56L BC ABMJ 3 7300000008
4.39L CBD AAEJ 8 5400000008
1.42L C B D H 6600000000
6,14L D B 96OO000O08
528L B BIG 4502010108
1,21L BC AB E 3 7601000000
1.51L C B 56OO0000O0
Name Type Mag
3 "13 66134F8
1 13 86137 K0
1 2 DO16845









8 1 32 X1829+278
4 1 32 X1829+269
1 13:86155 G5
8
8 1 32! X1829+248
, I
1 13 66159 K0
2 13 8610OK7
2 13 66162 M2
4
1 2 DO16861













1 13 86169 G5
1 13 86172 G5
1 1 GH HER








8 1 "41 18316+2907
1 1 BM HER
8 t "41 18320+2911
1 2 DO 16879
1 13 86205 K2









1 13 86210 K0
1 1 DT HER
23 8O
79 3













1 1 RZ HER 1 4
1 13 86246 K5 3 90
1 1 FU LYR 27 3
1 1 CE LYR 7 3
1 1 GI HER 9 3
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbo¢ing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
Name
= 8 o 8
h m. ° , (s) C) 1 b ('3 C) (') N
18350+2731 1.8 55 57+15 18 4 83 3 7.48
18352+2355 12.1 6 53+14 48 8 87 3 .29
18352+2406 16.8 4 53+14 48 8 84 2 .29
8352+2159 16.8 9 51+13 34 23 2 2 .25L
i8352+29OO 17.9 50 58+16 55 9 78 2 .32
8353+2725 19.9 44 56+15 20 4 83 3 3.55
18354+2622 24.4 23 55+15 34 8 24 3 .25L
8354+2525 27.7 8 55+14 44 8 85 4 .28
18354+2851 28,2 58 58+16 22 3 83 4 1.19
18355+2932 32.2 22 58+16 20 3 84 5 1.42
18356+2209 36.4 9 52+13 33 8 87 3 .73
18356+2954 38.0 27 59+16 23 3 86 4 3.06
[8357+2506 ¢7.5 6 54+14 69 33 78 2 .26L
[8358+2206 50.1 11 52+13 44 9 85 3 .32
[8359+2247 59.3 14 52+13 36 31 92 2 1.41L
[8360+2526 0.2 10 55+14 45 8 25 3 .44L
[8360+2108 2.8 57 51+12 77 22 82 3 .25L
r8360+2240 2.8 27 52+13 26 5 86 3 16.51
[8360+2236 3.5 27 52+13 32 9 86 3 .65
18361+2829 6.3 1 58+15 53 19 78 2 .51L
r8361+2639 7.7 27 56+15 30 14 81 3 .27
18361+2948 10.c 24 59+16 63 22 76 3 .25L
[8361+2229 10.3 31 52+13 31 11 85 3 .43
18362+2017 12.8 9 50+121 64 30 80 2 .26L
18365+2105 31.8 54 51+12i 38 10 87 2 .50
18365+2519 31.9 49 55+14 44 10 25 3 .25L
18366+2347 37.4 55 53+13 31 9 84 3 .77
18367+2101 42.1 12 51+12 39 27 81 3 .34L
18368+2314 51.1 50 53+13 50 8 84 3 .26L
18368+2355 52.5 35 53+13 30 8 86 4 .57
18368+2556 53.3 55 55+14 52 23 82 3 .25L
18369+2927 57.8 6 59+15 33 16 19 4 .25L
18370+2625 3.2 37 56+14 18 4 82 4 2.38
18370+2040 4.7 14 50+12 51 8 86 3 .46
18371+2346 7.5 44 53+13 37 8 82 4 35
18372+2913 14.2 30 58+15 23 3 24 4 1.33
18372+2845 15.3 39 58+15 39 9 22 4 .28
18373+2809 19.(] 34 57+15 71 14 76 4 .52L
18374+2052 25.8 58 51+12 43 23 83 3 .25L
18374+2616 28.¢ 51 56+14 37 33 78 2 .25L
18375+2941 31.2 52 59+15 56 14 79 3 .27L
18375+2216 33.4 4 52+12 44 13 82 3 .42L
18376+2755 40.8 55 57+15 79 8 87 3 .68L
18377+2113 42.5 11 51+12 28 18 82 3 .25L
18378+2015 49.3 52 50+12 38 20 83 2 .25L
18380+2439 2.4 21 54+13 74 14 82 2 .28
18382+2803 17.5 19 57+15 93 25 74 2 .25L
18383+2508 20.5 31 55+13 72 37 79 2 .31L
18383+2819 20.7 19 58+15 101 26 76 2 .25L
18384+2418 26.8 38 54+13 66 37 82 2 .25L
18384+2945 26.8 9 59+15 40 27 75 3 .25L
18386+2546 39.0 55 55+14 65 19 78 2 .25L
18386+2808 39.1 37 57+15 55 17 84 2 .66L
18386+2840 40.5 4 58+15 49 18 84 2 .24
18387+2338 42.8 9 53+13 29 12 26 4 .25L
18387+2524 45.8 7 55+13 34 8 86 4 .43
18387+2814 47.8 28 58+15 90 21 74 2 1ASL
18390+2236 0.9 9 52+12 32 9 28 4 .53
18390+2020 1.8 55 50+11 54 8 82 3 .29
18390+2653 2.8 18 56+14 36 9 80 5 .38L
18390+2617 4.5 32 56+14 23 6 78 5 38
16392+2006 13.4 51 50+11 24 6 82 3 2.08
18392+2756 14.7 52 57+14 31 26 74 3 .25L
56+14, 17 5 5 t.54
,8393 + 2606 19 21 28 78[8393+2643 120.0 56+14 61 36 85 3 .42L
18393+2146 23.1 32 52+12 43 10 28 3 .43
18394+2139 24.3 40 51+12 30 4 78 5 .78
[8394+2845 29.1 55 58+15 18 5 81 4 21.52
[8394+2622 '29.8 60 56+14 20 3 82 5 1.44
18395+2126 35.1 36 51+12 39 8 82 5 .72
18396+2243 36.2 59 52+12 49 13 24 4 .25L
18396+2434 39,1 50 54+13 88 24 81 2 .25L
18396+2948 39.1 5 59+15 46 26 75 3 .25L
18396+2649 40.5 16 56+14 52 29 81 3 .25L
18397+2314 42.3 27 53+12 26 19 79 4 .27L
18397+2012 44.9 42 50+11 24 5 80 4 2.07
18398+2511 48.7 43 55+13 41 12 81 2 .25
18398+2056 51.0 19 51+11 24 21 79 4 .25L
18398+2140 52.7 24 52+12 22 3 29 4 1.33
18398+2305 52.9 1 53+12 71 16 83 3 .26L
18399+2107 54.8 37 51+11 58 15 79 02 .3018399+2231 55.0 50 52+12 53 13 841 _ .25
18399+2010 55.5 40 50+11 42 8 83 4 .54
18399+2458 56.8 54 55+13 21 5 78:5 1.89
18399+2019 58.5 27 50+11 42 25 86 3 .25L
18399+2316 59.2 28 53+12 38 34 76 2 .25L
18401+2854 7.1 29 58+15 23 5 77 3 93.39
18401+2349 7.9 18 54+13 28 8 84 4 .74
18402+2450 12.5 53 54+13 36 8 81 5 .35L
18402+2712 15.8 01 57+14 57 33 81 2 .29L
I
18402+2941 17.2 21 59+15 27 7 77 3 4.68
18403+2642 20.7 15 56+14 31 8 26 4 .42
18403+2555 21.2 45 56+13 28 6 83 4 1.32
18403+2949 22.0 12 59+I5 33 14 77 3 .26L
18404+2006 29.7 24 50+11 20 3 83 4 1.46
18404+2952 29.9 45 59+15 31 11 76 3 .34
18405+2513 35.9 52 55+13 50 25 75 2 .25L
18406+2155 41.4 35 52+12 32 8 85 4 .54
18407+2051 42.4 42 51+11 97 23 78 3 .25L
18407+2936 42.5 32 59+15 62 16 78 2 .23
Flux Density F]ags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Rux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.04L'BBC AABE 4 4501000000
1.35L' C C H 2500000000
1.50L D F K 3500010000
1.57 F F 5501000110
4.67L C DI 9500010008
4.35L BB AAC 1 4300000008
2.29 C B B A 9401000200
1.29L B CDH 3500010000
4.67L BB AB 4 9502000008
1.46: BC D AB D 2 9602000028
1.24L B AE K 5500100000
4.63L BBD AAF 1 9600000008
1.08 E MF E 1500000010
1.22L C D E 5501100000
1.20 C D 4500000000
1.23L F GF B 2501000000
1.87 C ECC 3600000000
1.05L BBC AAB 0 3600100000 25
1.08L DE BG
1.71 D HB
1.65: C E GG C
1.98 D EC
1.27L D B






1.44 B J C
1.77 C K KB
1.07L BB AAFJ 8
162,1.00L B K5.66L BC I
7.01L B CI
1.58L C GCB
2.19 C HJ B
1.50 D J C
2.07 C H C
1.35L E DDG
1.01 C I B
2.17 C HI C
1.48L C M D
1.18L E BHI
1.19 C CE
1.16 D FG G
1.12 C B
1.62 D H H
2.03 C F





1.99L D E L
1.20L BE BC












































1.07L BD ACJ 6 4701002000
1.33L BC ABI 1 5501000000
1.88 C F 7501000140
1.03L BB AA 1 4600000000
1.35 D FFGB 9600000000
1.38L C B F F 2601000000
1.06L B B A B 2 4600000000
2.34 BBCE AAAB 2 9500000028 25
.81: BB F AA G 4 2700003100
1.47L BD BDK 0 6600010000
1.09: BC NEBB 5601000000
1.36 C E F B 3700000000
1.87 C K D 8681000020
1.34 C J C 9601000000
1.71 I C L C 7500100000
1 60L BC AAF 3 5500101000
1.84L i C E J 2600000000
1 97 B EDJ E 9580000220
1.32L' BB AAH 4 2601100000
1.66 ; C E B 7500000000
I
2.16L C D 9500000000
t.47LI C D 3600000000
1.61L BD AC j 1 55001010001.18L BB AA J 0 5700002010
2.25 C J E 5500000120
1.10 C L D 7601100000
1.57: AACD AAAB 0 9610000008 41
1.05L C A F 0700000000
1.22L B I DBC 6700000000
.96 D K K 9500000000
1.OOL BCE AAC 6 6600100000
1.15L BC BC 1 8701000000
1.00L BC AB 1 2600002000
2.26 C! CI C 7500100140
1.62L BB AA 2 5600001010
1.13L C GG D 7600100130
1.00 D F C 4600000000
1.27L SC BBBE 1 0600011000
1.79 C L C 7601000420
1.25L C E 4600100000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 1 AS LYR 23
1 1 IR HER 22
1 13 86251 K2 8 8(_
I
3 9 I Ul1299 24 138
I
I 1 FX LYR 25 3
13 86256 K0 5 67
1 2 iDO 16912 64 111
4 2 DO 16914 36 105
1 1 AT LYR 88 3
8 13 86265 K01 5 81
4 4 9 Ul1308 29 136
C 1 32 ' X1836+210 61 12
1 12 ' ZG 1836+23 41 153
1 1 1CL HER 25 3
I
i
1 1 IAU LYR 25 3
8
1 12 ZG 1837+22 35 153
8
1 13 86302 K0 14 77
8
2 9 Ul1320 15 153
1 16 11207 25 145
1 2 DO 16948 62 lOG
8
1 1 AV LYR 24
4 1 SYLYR 18
2
1 2 DO 16955 90 1132 DO 16956 71 10E
1 2 DO 16957 75 11G
2 13 86332 K5 0 81
5 1 FI LYR 413 86334 K0 5 8._
1 12 ZG 1840+24 53 15E
1 [ 21 DO 16965 89 9(
8
8 1 2 DO16966 52 9E
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
77
Right Ascension: 18h40"44'-18h45m36 ' Declination: +20"-+30"
Posidon (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Oalacllc Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a ,8, Coords SM] fiMN O O 12 pm 25 tam 60 /_m 100 tam Flux Corr A Confusion R S A _,,_ham. o_, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type Mag
I
18407+2301 44.1 1 53+12 44 6 85'3 .33
18407+2234 46.g 8 52+12 18 5 83 4 5.97
18407+2754 47.8 24 57+14 52 6 77 2 .24
18409+2838 54.3 7 58+14 115 28 77 2 .27L
18409+2247 55.2 23 53+12 10 6 170 4 .45
18409+2130 57.8 21 51+11 39 9 82 4 .66
16409+2307 59.5 57 53+12 21 8 29 4 .41
18409+2056 59.8 34 51+11 40 8 32 3 .38
18410+2945 4.8 24 59+15 24 5 75 3 8.14
18410+2256 5.8 39 53+12 ; 17 4 26 4 6.93
18411+2155 9,1 15 52+12 19 6 62 4 .25L
18411+2324 10.7 40 53+12 17 3 63 4 1.23
18412+2303 17.8 34 53+12 24 8 84 4 .55
18413+2324 19.5 37 63+12 48 7 77 3 .SO
16413+2232 19.942 52+12 34 8 28 4 .69
18416+2920 38.6!38 59+14 48 12 75 3 .35
18416+2317 41.3149 63+12 59 8 82 4 .25L
18417+2601 46.3 19 56+13 36 10 77 3 .40
18418+2647 51.7 15 58+14 25 10 78 3 .74
18419+2836 58.2 29 58+14 55 8 77 3 .50
18420+2533 4.7 46 55+13 38 8 77 3 1.32
18421+2309 8.4 20 53+12 56 6 76 4 .53
16421+2405 11.2 30 54+12 44 9 77 3 .25L
18421+2910 11.4 43 59+t4 32 10 75 3 .56
18422+2900 12.8 22 59+14 87 17 76 3 .25L
18422+2210 16.2 6 52+11 52 I 10 24 4 .26L
18423+2101 20.9 61 61+11 1 76 .59L
16423+2201 23.0 11 52+11 45 79 .37L
18423+2327 23.6 34 53+12 29 8 83 5 .58
16425+2500 30.5 54 55+13 45 28 78 2 .25L
18426+2332 34.6 14 54+12 30 9 82 5 .34
18426+2745 38.1 26 57+14 42 19 77 3 25L
18427+2720 43.6 3 57+13 80 9 77 3 ,40
18427+2803 43.8 53 58+14 48 39 73 2 .25L
18427+2034 47.5 52 51+11 26 5 86 4 2.04
18428+2230 49.5 31 53+11 27 8 77 5 .43
19426+2144 49.9 15 52+11 50 11 25 4 .25L
18428+2332 50.8 14 54+12 105 32 85 2 .46L
18426+2700 53.3 53 57+13 64 6 77 3 .30
18429+2121 56.1 59 52+11 16 6 83 4 .86
18429+2912 58.2 44 59+14 51 11 82 4 .25L
18430+2749 4.6 22 58+14 30 8 83 4 .84
18430+2216 5.5 49 52+11 68 17 80 3 .26L
18431+2457 8.3 51 55+12 97 34 75 2 25L
16433+2448 18.0 32 55+12 24 8 84 4 1.00
18433+2023 19.2 53 61+10 37 12 80 3 .31
16434+2426 25.7 31 54+12 53 32 62 4 .25L
18435+2029 30.8 37 51+10 18 4 31 4 2.53
18435+2242 31.8 42 53+11 93 30 76 2 .25L
18435+2812 32.1 7 58+14 58 9 76 3 .21
16435+2458 34.0 34 66+12 36 27 5 2 .27L
18435+2140 35.3 14 52+11 26 11 76 2 .28:
18436+2001 36.8 12 60+10 55 26 832 .27L18438+204138.9 4 51+10 40 8 86 4 34
18437+2141 43.0 0 52+11 17 9 82 4 .34
18437+2223 44.1 29 53+11 16 9 78 5 .52
18437+2037 44.7 49 51+10 35 9 e2 4 .5416436+276650.941 56+19 83 17 77 4 ,25L18439+264555.5 3 67+13 31 1o 82 4 .32
18440+2638 4,1 26 67+13 16 6 84 4 6.35
16440+2816 4,5 35 58+14 28 8 81 4 .6019441+22166.052 52+11 17 4:62 4 1.74
10441+2314 7,3 27 53+11 38 e 31 4 .49
16441+2233 t0.5 41 53+11 27 10 81 4 .25L
18442+2146 12.5 1 52+11 37 18 78 4 .25L
16443+2133 18.5 50 62+11 16 4 t54 4 1.84
18443+2423 19.7 52 64+12 16 5 84 3 1.77
18443+2935 22.3 1 59+14 27 8' 84 4 .47
18443+2228 23.4 57 53+11 18 4 29 4 6.33
18444+2143 24.1 18 52+11 17 4 25 4 8.75
18444+2106 25.5 9 51+10 34 9 77 3j .26
18444+2426 27.5 37 55+12 27 9 77 3] .53
18445+2010 34.219 51+10 15 3 82 4'3!, 1.706 46+2817 9.0 45 8+13 50 20 76 .25L
18446+2331 40.331 54+11 78 9 76 2j .36
18446+2242 40.8 30 53+11 64 10 24 3J .46
16447+2402 46,1 27 54+12 45 11 76 3j ,41
18447+2534 46.514 56+12 42 6 77 31 1.14
16448+255148.51956+1223777 3 i 1.67
34 1
.3018448+2725 49.0 42 57+13 3 76 3
18448+2109 52.2 15 52+10 32 14 77 3 .25L
18449+2315 54.3 24 53+1t 22 7 78 3 .66
18449+2421 579 30 55+12 47 8 77 3 .48
18450+2105 0.6 43 51+10 76 8 79 3 .36
18450+2418 36 22 54+12 83 31 78 2 .25L
18451 +2649 6.3 29 59+14 24 6 77 3 1.87
18451+2008 6.8 59 51+10 28 15 77 5 .25L
18451+2043 6.9 55 51+10 67 17 78 3 .25L
18451+2544 9.6 50 56+12 35 10 77 3 .25L
18451+2100 10.5 55 51+10 86 9 78 3 .26
18451+2352 10.6 19 54+12 29 7 78 3 1.05
18462+2035 16.3 8 61+ 10 92 19 79 2 .34L
18462+2435 16.6 11 55+12 57 9 78 2 .32
18453+2726 19.7 36 57+13 27 19 75 3 .35L
18453+2024 20.0 6 51+ 10 54 16 77 4 25L
18453+2644 21.1 36 59+14 66 13 74 2 .26L
18454+2510 24.1 15 55+12 50 28 75 2 .41L
18455+2704 35.4 37 57+13 41 10 77 2 .36





































































































ID K 660'90000001.21L C
ABC 'AAA I 36000000001.20L
1,25L C E 5700000000 1 13 66347 K0 4 85
1.55 E C 6500000008
1.21L B A LN 4601010000 1 13 66361 K2 6 80
1.20L B ACG 1600000000 1 13 86354 K0 5 67
1+20L B BC 6601100000
1.33L C D 9601000320 i
1.16L ABC AAC 4 6600000000 I 3 13 86358M0 1 86
t.17L BBD AACE 4 7662000000 1 1 AEHER 5 3
4.44 DBC FAA 3400000008 1 12 ZG 1841+21 47 156
1.08L CD AB 0 9711111000
1.08L C BC 9600100000 1 13 66366 G5 9 78
1.19L B BI K 9701111000 1 13 66367 K0 13 77
1.25L B BB 2601000000 1 13 86368 M0 6 85
6.95L F DDM 8500110008
1.74 C KJ GC 9601000010
1.16L C D 2600000000 1 2 DO 16981 47 108
4.60L BC BC F 0 7600110008
5,11L B D A C 1 6500000008
i
1.00L BC AC 31 2700001000 2 13 86379 M0 4 82
1.30L BD BC 0 9600000000 1 1 DWHER 29 3
2.74 DC CA 3500000000 3 9 Ul1344 78 148
5.82L C B D 9400000008
2.68 C C 9600000018
7.05L B GBC 5401000008
1.32L B BJ KI 7501110100
2.16L C C G 9601000000
1.61: CE C BC 7600000008
.86: B D BFJ G 5601220100 1 13 86389 K0 3 80
1.79 C D 8600000000
.83: C D BG C 5500210000 2 13 86393F2 5 61
1.57 F B 3600000000
1.30L C CI L 4600000000
1.30 D G 4700000000
1.42L BB AAD 0 6600001000 1 "41 18427+2034 4 7
7.98L B BF J 0300000008 1 13 86397 K0 7 77
2.06 BC I FBC 9501000118
1.38 E D H 5500110000
1.30L D C 3601000000
1.47L BC AD 0 5600010000 1 2 DO 16999 4 91
1.97 C NHJ C 9600000108 !
1.19L BF ACNG 0 3700000000 1 2 1:)O17001 78 86
6.79L D B G 6400000108 i
.90 D C 8600000000
1.15: BC D ABJF 4 7701002000 1 1 IS HER 41 3
5,89L C CI 9501100006 1 "41 18433+2023 16 3
2.24 D J D 5500000000 ! I
5.34L BB AA 0 9501001008 5 "13 86406F5 7 42
1.31 C GF E 1501000000
7.39L C D 9500000008 1 13 86407K0 ' 77
1.08 E J E 7600100000
2.78 D D FMCB 9501110568 C I
2.47 F G C 9501000118 8
1.86L B B/ 9602100000 1 "41 18436+2041 20 3
2.56: B C B HC 95001104681 C
7_72L BC BB H 1 4300000008j
1.52L C BG 9600100000 2 * 2 DO 17010 43 105
1.95 C MF C 9600001008
1.12L B C 2600000000 2 DO 17014 15 100
1.10L ABD AAEF 0 2600000000 9 48
5.61L BE BKLF 1 9500100008 87 88
5.91L BB AAC 6 6401000008
1.44L B B J 3601000000
2,74 BC DBA 0401100008 66 156
2,98 C J GC 9501100328
1.64L CC ABG 1 4602000000
1.00L BD AB 1 5602100000 3 81
5.39L BD BD 0 6500001008
4.74L BBC AABB 1 3401100008 11 29
5.06L BBC AABN 1 9502100328 14 6 3
2.23L C CD 9502000100
1.07L B C H 6601100000 28 75
3.24: BBFD AACF 1 9500001348 12 95
1.63 D I C 6600000008
1,28L C D L 2600000000 5 82
1.32L B B F I 1501000000
1.02L C CG 2700000000
4.71L BC AB 0 3400000008 1 2 DO17032 50 106
1.09L BC AAF 2 5600001000 1 1 CQHER 22 3
1,13L C BKJ G 4601010000 1 13 86430 KO 43 81
3.08 B D EB 7502100110
1.24L BF AE 0 3600000000 1 2 DO17035 85 108
1.16L B CF K 3600100000
6.92L C B 9401200118
1.26 D D 3600100000
1.48: BC E AAGC 3 6600102438 69 105
5.39: DC H F E 9460000588
2.33 C F FC 9600001100
2.41 CB I AB 5500000000 70 153
9.09L C DK 9400100008
1AOL BC AB 0 3600000000
2.33 D HB 9600000128
1.39L C B 36000000001 1 13 86438 G5 i 9 = 66
2.23 c I J,C 3600010220c 1103.69 C L HC 9500100538 1 32 X1845+203 46,29L C D BF 5500200438 C
1,33 F I C 7600000008
1.37L C E F 4500000000
1.00L B BE 3700000220 C 1 13 86441 M0 I 85
i
1
4 13 86418 K0
1 2 DO 17018
3 9 Ul1350
1 13 86420 M0
2 4 TMSS +20373
1 1 BS HER
1 2 DO 17024
1 2 DO 17025
1 13 86428 K0
2 2 DO 17037
i
t I t2 ZG 1845+25
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
78
Right Ascension: 18h45m40"-18h51m17 '
Position (1950)
Name H
__ Galactic Uncertainty C
ca 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm
h m. o , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
18456+2834 40.0! 50 59+13 29 14 76 2 .48 ,25L
18456+2130 40.8 50 52+10 41 9 25 3 .86 .22:
18457+2358 42.5 7 54+11 41 6 78 3 .82 32
18458+2444 50.0 20 55+12 35 8 77 3 14.16 7,53
18458+2821 51.fl 14 58+13 78 16 74 2 .26L .25L
18459+2146 54.2 45 52+10 92 36 79 2 .28L .65L
18461+2327 11.1 27 54+11 50 10 78 3 .44 ,25L
18463+2559 16(3 22 56+12 64 8 75 2 .23 .25L
18463+2034 19.1 56 51+10 45 3 79 3 .31 .25L
18463+2140 19.4 44 52+10 71 16 76 2 .31 ,25L
18464+2306 24,3 3 53+11 42 9 77 3 ,25L ,25L
18464+2804 26.6 38 58+13 77 12 74 2 .25 .26L
18466+2243 41,9 20 53+11 39 8 78 3 ,50 ,25L
18467+2109 44.5 37 52+10 58 16 77 3 .25L ,25L
18469+2644 54A 24 57+12 31 21 76 3 .25L ,25L
18469+2540 55.5 16 56+12 34 26 75 2 .25L ,25L
18471+2648 6.9 12 59+13 26 6 76 3 1,66 .43
18471+2055 7.9 26 52+10 70 10 77 3 ,40 .25L
18471+2720 10.6 9 57+13 48 8 77 3 .59 .31
18472+2739 13.6 40 58+13 28 5 76 3 .94 .25L
18472+2530 14,7 10 56+12 69 20 76 3 .25L .25L
18472+2305 15,2 48 54+11 23 8 78 3 2.99 1,30
16473+2003 21,9 3 51+ 9 52 3 78 3 1.09 .42
18474+2935 25,0 51 60+13 44 33 74 2 .25L ,25L
18474+2136 27.0 13 52+10 26 10 78 3 .50 .29L
18475+2618 30.9 21 57+12 15 9 75 3 .67 .30
18475+2469 32.3 12 55+11 48 3 78 3 .51 .12:
18476+2047 38.4 5 51+10 36 7 78 3 2.08 12.18
18476+2054 41.5 32 52+10 36 6 78 3 3.41 1,54
1.477+2102 45.5 27 52+10 52 19 79 2 .60L ,25L
18477+2028 47.3 35 51+10 33 7 78 3 2.14 1.03
18478+2155 51.0 43 53+10 28 7 77 3 6,96 3,59
18478+2433 51,5 57 55+11 37 3 77 3 1.71 .59
18478+2448 52,5 9 55+11 16 9 76 3 .75 ,45
18478+2552 53,5 14' 56+12 22 4 75 3 3.34 1,84
18479+2104 54.6 16 52+10 35 10 79 2 .51 .39
18479+2017 56.1 30 51+ 9 15 10 79 3 .98 .57
18479+2207 56,8 39 53+10 37 8 78 3 .84 .39
18461+2705 8.7 58 57+12 48 7 76 3 ,67 .35
18481+2025 11.7 21 51+ 9 34 20 79 2 .25L .25L
18482+2503 15.5 9 55+11 20 10 76 3 ,31 ,25L
18483+2402 19.3 46 55+11 35 5 77 3 5.09 1.23
16483+2344 22.4 36 54+11 88 20 75 2 .24 .25L
18483+2444 22.5 15 55+11 16 4 76 3 2.76 1.69
18484+2408 27.5 16 55+11 101 39 77 2 .25L .25L
18486+2603 36.4 17 58+13 23 5 I 75 3 4.40 1.72
18486+2344 38.0 6 54+11 36 5 ; 77 3 5.03 1.49
18486+2827 38.4 52 59+13 22 9 76 3 .55 .25L
18466+2049 38.9 5 52+ 9 29 22 i 78 3 .25L .25L
18486+2007 41.1 40 51+ 9 23 7 78 3 6.57 3.77
18487+2536 42.4 37 56+ 12 73 33 76 2 .25L .25L
18487+2305 43.1 0 54+10 103 15 78 3 ,30 ,25L
18467+2321 43,5 49 54+11 75 8 78 3 .47 .25L
18487+2147 45,7 47 53+10 75 22 78 3 .25L .25L
18489+2216 57,0 23 53+10 42 10 78 3 .69 .23:
18489+2025 57.2 20 51+ 9 49 9 78 3 1.74 .73
18491+2150 6.9 42 53+10 42 9 78 3 i .40 .25L
18491+2711 8.8 39 58+12 46 5 76 3 .92 .46
18494+2225 25.7 40 53+10 80 10 76 2 ,35 ,25L
18494+2336 26.2 8 54+11 44 6 76 3 .55 ,25L
18494+2101 26.7 10 52+ 9 32 7 76 3 1.37 .76
18494+2835 28.9 28 59+13 74 = 13 78 2 .32 .42L18495+2334 32,6 25 54+10 35 I _ 76 3 .25L ,84
18495+2044 33.0 15 52+ 9 42 3 78 3 .92 .45
18496+2843 37,920 59+13 22 5 76 3 1.76 .40
18496+2520 41.3 0 56+11 35 8 77 3 .98 .37
18497+2929 45.8 60 60+13 32 6 76 3 .84 ,34
18497+2116 47.6 34 52+ 9 53 3 78 3 .36 .25L
16498+2742 49.2 36 58+12 38 27 76 3 .25L .44L
18498+2055 51.5 30 52+ 9 101 25 79 2 .25L .25L
18498+2254 52.4 20 54+10 89 24 77 3 .25L .25L
18499+2625 54.(_ 33 57+12 41 10 77 3 .25L .25L
18501+2647 6,(] 9 57+12 84 26 78 2 1.27L .25L
18501+2938 7.5 14 60+13 78 10 75 3 .36 .25L
18502+2050 t7A 39 52+9 43 6 78 3 .84 .37
18503+283120.3959+12901422,2 .35 .25L
18503+2603 20.5 59 57+11 69 17 77=3 .25L .25L
18503+2906 21.4 36 59+13 59 21 761) .25L ,25L18503+243671.42255+1141878 1.35 .36
16503+275222.9858+123621763 ,25L 25L
18503+265523,43257+12195763 2,15 .63
18504+2500 26.4 49 56+11 43 8 76 3 .98 .25L
18505+2604 35,1 15 57+11 49 24 75 2 .25L' .25L
18506+2120 37,0 26 52+9 37 6 78 3 1.87 .69
18507+2138 42,9 48 53+ 9 26 19 77 3 .25L .25L
18507+2156 45.7 60 53+10 39 10 76 i 3 .46 .32:
18508+2243 49.2 47 54+10 61 25 76 i 2 .25L .31L
18509+2257 56.5 52 54+10 19 5 76 3 2.27 1.42
18509+2028 57.4 44 52+ 9 35 7 78 3 1.24 .75
18509+2611 57.5 20 57+11 35 6 76 3 .84 .36
18510+2959 1.9 4 60+13 77 20 75 3 .25L .25L
18510+2853 2.1 49 59+12 51 8 76 3 .25L .25L
18510+2604 4.2 55 57+11 37 22, 773 .25L .25L
18510+2746 5.2 45 58+12 47 718! 77 3 .25L ,3118511+2121 7.3 40 52+ 9 43 78 3 .91 .44
18511+2730 9.8 43 58+12 90 34 77 2 .25L .75L18512+294512.235 60+13 31 6 76 3 1.24 34
18512+2931 15.5 41 80+13 59 32 74 2 .25L .25L
18512+2518 16.643 56+11 55 6 76 3 .3g .25L
18512+2029 17.242 52+9 28 6 78 3J 36.11 34.28
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




4 30L !C DE H 9501010008
5.43L_ B C BC 0 8501000008
1 18L'BD BB I 0 3700000000
415L'BBC AAAC 0 8500000108 24
5,99L' C C 9400000008
1.58 ' D J C 9600000010
1.29L' B B K K
1.99L' C C
8.84L' C E I
1.48L F B









1.18L C BF N



































.40L 1.80 C! AB C 750O0O0008
.40L 1,00L BB A 0 1600000000
,40L 6.35L BD AB 0 9502101018
,40L 1.20 C L D 6600000010
.40L 7,36L E BE 7500030008
.40L 1.00L DC AC O 3500001000
.40L 1.20L DF BD K 8 2500010000
6.99 4.38L 3BC AAAI 9600000128
.40L 7.25L DC AAK 9 9500000008
.46L 3.73 D K FD 9501111118'
.40L 6.14L BC AAG i 6 9500000008
.41L 1.43L BB AADE 9 9600000000
.40L 1.23L BC AB LI1 _260(}000000
CC D BB C' 913502000008.40L 1.70:
.33: t,00L BBD AAE 2 6600000000
.55L 8.29L CC BBJ 0 9401111118
.40L 625L BC BB 3 9500011008
.40L 1.30L CC AB 1 3700001000
,40L 1.28L BC BC I 1 3600000000
.40L 2.58 D L F D 8601000006
I
.40L 5.29L C C 33000000081
.40L 1.00L BB AAL 0 2500100000
.40L 1.24L D FF 3600100000
.40L 1.10L BB AAF 0 0600000000
.40L 1.29 D E 2500100000
.36: 4,30L BBC AAAG 0 9501000108
.41L 1,00L CB AAHJ 0 3700100000
.40L 4.53L B BE F 9500000008
.40L 2.29 C N B 9600000008
.76 7,54L BBC AAB 0 7500000008
.40L 1.08 D D 9500000000
.40L 1,64L C DI E 2600000000
.40L 1,20L B BCC 1600010000
.40L 2.97 C E j 8600000110
,40L 1.41L FD BDF 01 1700000000
.40L 7.15L BD AA 01 6501001008
,40L 1,45L F CG i 8600000100
.40L 1.02L BC ABL 0' 5600000000
.40L 2.20L D E O 0600000000
.40L 1.39L B BD 1600100000
,40L 1.49L BC AA J 3 7700000000
,40L 9.28L D CI 9400010008
4.26 5_40 CCC GAAB 1400100000
.40L 6,00L BC ABF 1 3501101108
.40L 5,62L BC ABL 2 6400001006
.40L 1,09L B C B C 3 8500000000
.40L 1,10L BD BC 0 7600000000
.40L 1,36L C CDI C 9700020000
.40L 2.07 D G D D 4681000230
.40L 1.95 D C 9600000000
.40L 2.00 C G D 2600000000
.84 2.38 B B K A B 8400000000
.41L 1.26 C G C 4600000100
,40L 1,45L C BL D 6600000010
.40L 1,69LICE BB K 8 6600000000
,40L 2.86L D DH I 9503000008
.40L 2.69 C L C 9400100230
,40L 1.99 C I LB 9501000010
,40L 1,29L BC AB 0 7600000000
.40L 2.88 E K C 9680000138
.40L 1.46L BC ABJ 8 5600003000
.40L 1.29L B AG 3600000000
.40L 3.24 D D 9481100450
.40L 1.41L CC ABJ 5 7700000000
,40L 3,00 C E H C 4680000130
,40L 1,25L BC BCMciL 0 9701000100
,40L 1,97 C 6600000000
,41L 1A8L BC AAH 2 5700000000
.58L 1.43L CC ABB 1 4632000210
.40L 1.30L BC BB N 0 9500000000
.40L 1.66 D DDC 9680000108
.92 2,59 CC GBA 8500000000
,40L 3,35 C NJ C 9402000320 i
94 1.74 FCC MCBC, 4600001000
.40L 1,25L B E A B 0 7700000000
.41L 1.46 F J J F 4500000000
,40L 1,27L BC AB H 1 9601001000
.40L 1.81 D L E 9501000120
.40L 1,56L C D 6600010000
5,39 1,63L BBE AAAD 9t4731012110i29= ,
1 2 DO 17042 57 95
4 TMSS +20378 29 21
3 39 B2.2 1845+28 54 408
2 13 186481F5 4 60
1 13 ' 86453 K0 17 83
1 12 ZG 1846+23 87 156
2 °13 86461 M0 5 87
1 13 86464 K0 4 70
1 1 32 X1847+215 108 1
1 1 CU LYR 27 3
2 13 86475 M0 18 90
1 11 , PK 51+ 9.1 35 121
!
1 1 BT HER 16 3
1 1 IU HER 6 3
13 86487 K5 7 7013 86489 K0 i 18 85
I I BU HER !20 3
I
2 * 1 CV LYR I 6 43 RAFGL 2263S 30 16
2 °13 86493 K0 8 80
1 13 86496 K0 11 80
1 39 OU+281 110 1415
1 1 BB LYR 21 3
1 1 IW HER 29 3
2 2 DO 17113 11 101
3 9 Ul1369 45 151
2 13 86512 K0 3 63
1 1 IY HER 30 3
i
!
3 9 Ul1371 34 155
1 13 86522 K7 22 93
1 1 BC LYR 24 3
8
2 2 2 DO 17124 60 10(]
1 13 86531 KO 16 858 32 _X1850+260 17 e
8 1 32 X1850+216 104
1 ) 1 1 GI LYR
)
28
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
)
1 2 DO 17143 51 101
1 13 86543 G5 , 9 7.=L
79




a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 Fma 8
hm, o , (s) () ! b C) ('3 (') N
18514+2530 25.4 10 56+11 46 6 77 3 .42
18514+2444 [25.5 53 55+11 70 9 76 3 .40
18514+2339 127.4 1; 54+10 37 23 78 2 .25L18515+2313 35.4 54+10 37 6 76 3 1,40
18515+2956 35.g 37 60+13 80 18 76 3 .38L
18516+2231 39.0 36 53+10 84 30 76 2 .30L
18516+2435 40.1 46 55+ 10 35 7 763 1.25
18517+2143 44.1 28 53+ 9 46 30 79 2 .25L
18517+2310 44.2 7 54+10 53 10 76 3 .46
18517+2920 47.1 48 60+12 36 5 75 3 .85
18520+2450 0.4 56+11 49 16 77 3 _25L
18520+2218 0.733 53+ 9 112 29 79 2 .33L
18520+2938 1.344 60+13 35 18 74 2 .70L
18520+2307 5.721 54+10 89 26 78 2 .25L
18521+2358 6.6 16 55+10 47 29 75 2 .25L
18522+2750 14.4 44 58+12 20 6 76 3 4.87
18522+2017 17.3 39 52+ 8 48 9 78 3 .70
18522+2337 17.8 53 55+10 63 26 75 2 .25L
18523+2403 18.5 16 55+10 68 6 77 3 .54
18523+2427 19.1 57 55+10 39 22 78 2 .26L
18523+2539 20.1 44 56+11 30 26 75 3 .25L
18523+2033 22.9 2 52+ 9 20 6 77 3 .38
18525+2301 30.8 53 54+10 40 7 78 3 .96
18525+2347 32.9 34 55+10 25 3 77 3 .77
18526+2234 38.4 48 54+ 9 27 6 76 3 4.3618526+2403 41.7 42 55+10 29 vl 77 o .63
18527+2715 43.9 5 58+11 40 3 76 3 .79
18528+2305 51.2 5 54+10 34 5 77 3 1.43
16528+2735 51.4 28 58+12 94 27 74 2 .66L
18529+2539 54.6 26 56+11 23 6 77 3 .89
18530+2017 2.1 30 52+ 8 58 41 79 2 .64L
18530+2842 3.1 14 59+12 52 29 773 .25L
18530+2947 4.9 18 00+12 22 6 753 5.01
18530+2909 5.2 31 60+12 33 6 75[ 3 .89
18530+2658 5.920 58+11 25 7773 5.66
18531+2045 6.3 11 60+12 76 27 772 .25L
18531+2309 7.1 20 54+10 39 6 773 1.93
18531+2642 7,4 22 57+11 48 29 79 2 .25L;
18531+2046 10.3 1 52+ 9 54 5 77 3 .86
18532+2742 13.0 50 58+12 91 27 74 2 1A5L'
18532+2349 14.4 39 55+10 82 13 78 2 .86L
18533+2221 20.C 49 54+ 9 63 10 78 3 .38
16534+2901 25.C 37 60+12[ 69 9 74 2 .43
18534+2157 25.8 45 53+ 9 35 20 79 2 .25L
18536+2438 36.7 50 56+10 20 5 77 3 1.44
18536+2238 37.7 43 54+ 9 42 6 77 3 .74
18536+2350 38.3 2 55+10 15 5 77 3 2.39
18536+2003 39.41 4 51+ 8 97 30 78 2 .27L
18537+2110 43.93. 52+ 9 48 7 77 3 .35
18537+2923 43.g 45 60+12 50 15 76 3 ,25L
18538+2048 48.5 41 52+ 8 57 23 77 3 .25L
18538+2138 49.3 12 53+ 9 28 3 78 3 .77
18538+2007 50.0 21 52+ 8 41 6 77 3 .49
18538+2536 51.8 43 57+10 108 29 77 3 .25L
18539+2227 56.6 32 54+ 9 23 5 77 3 4.75
18539+2201 57.0 43 53+ 9 71 31 79 2 .25L
18539+2427 58.7 9 55+10 78 24 79 2 .25L
18541+2053 11.1 9 52+8 53 6 77 3 1.18
18542+2156 15,9 30 53+ 9 28 6 77 3 .52
18544+2909 25.1 38 60+12 53 7 75 3 .45
18544+2630 27.0 36 57+11 59 8 75 3 .60
18545+2137 31.6 22 53+ 9 69 12 79 2 .24
18545+2824 32.3 32 59+12 52 7 76 3 .51
18545+2207 32.8 21 53+ 9 49 26 79 2 1.57L
18545+2731 33.6 27 58+11 52 ' 28 76 2 .25L
18545+2118 33.8 46 53+ 8 59 8 78 3 .39
18546+2807 38.3 51 59+11 28 7 75 3 .7018546+2032 39.8 4 52+ 8 39 i lv 77 3 .50
18546+2510 40.0 9 56+10 55 11 77 3 .43L
18547+2147 44.6 58 53+ 9 59 16 77 3 .28L
18547+2735 46.3 35 58+11 46 13 77 2 .31
18548+2949 49.0 32 61+12 59 14 77 2 .69
18548+2036 53.3 9 52+ 8 29 10 78 3 .38
18548+2357 53.6 20 55+10 61 6 77 3 .69
15549+2210 57.8 32 54+ 9 61 16 78 3 .25L
18549+2403 68_7 10 55+10 50 5 77 3 .55
18550+2200 1.2 17 53+ 9 44 20 77 3 .25L
18550+2904 1.3 29 60+12 49 ! 9 75 3 .35
16551 +2801 7.6 45 59+11 55 i 30 75 3 .25L18551+2148 8.4 51 53+ 9 87 i 77 3 .32
18551+2023 9.1 22 52+ 8 35 5 78 3 1.33
18551+2136 9.1 12 53+ 8 14 5 77 3 4.23
18551+2434 9.7 31 56+10 103 39 77 2 _67L
18551+2125 10.1 27 53+ 8 46 8 78 3 .28
18551+2825 11.7 9 59+11 56 8 75 3 .55
18553+2001 19.5 20 52+ 8 28 5 29 3 1.15
18553+2944 22.0 13 60+12 63 9 74 2 .29
18554+2952 24.0 58 61+12 36 12 74 2 .29
18554+2240 27.3 26 54+ 9 74 7 77 3 .53
18554+2053 27.4 39 52+ 8 54 9 78 3 .33
18554+2452 27.8 54 56+10 75 24 76 3 .27L
18554+2841 29.2 35 60+11 71 24 78 2 1.60L
18555+2829 30.6 50 59+11 33 7 76 3 1.08
18555+2736 30.9 44 59+11 28 7 76 3 1.97
18555+2322 31.2 14 55+ 9 40 6 77 3 3.66
18555+2336 35.0 49 55+ 9 54 12 78 2 .20
18556+2027 40.2 30 52+ 8 18 6 79 3 4.61
18557+2527 42.5 53 57+10 33 7 76 3 1.28
18557+2935 43.8 29 60+12 33 26 78 2 .25L
18558+2117 48.9 10 53+ 8 72 13 76 2 .21
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.11L B _AD 4600010000
1.49L C D L 6600000000
1.98 C F C i 2600000000
1.32L CC AA 0 5700100000
2.73 C C 9500000208
1.40 C J HD 8600000000
1.27L BD AC 0 7700000000
1.62 D ! L D 4601000000
1.44L E 'C E 5700200000
1.15L BD ABD 0 9600001000
2.98 D FB 6601000020
1.67 D M E 9600000000
1.74 FC EC 9601001210
1.57 C J E 5700100000
1.87 D E 4680100010
1.36L BB AAG 0 2600000000
1.84L B A 6600000000
1.64 E D 4600000000
1.56L B AHG 4600101010
1.56 C C 8500000000
2.20 C GH E 7400000000
12.62 BCCC CCCB 3 54C0053320
1.49L BD AC C 0 5600010100
1.51L B AI 2600000000
1.17L BC AAD O; 6600000000
1.39L B AF [ 4600001000
1.43L B D AC 0 6500000000
1.37L BC AB 2 4600012000
1.69 D D 7500000010
2.13 BE C AB B 0 5400000000
1.71 D H 4481000000
1.84 F L J F 6500000000
1.39L BI3 AAFG 1 9600100210
1.43L BC ACBE 2 8600002000
1.38L BBC AACM 2 7501000000
2.36 F D D 9500100210
1.36L CC ABL 0 3700012000
1.54 O E 4500000000
1.43, B AB 2600000000,
1.52 D M B 6500000000 '
1.48, c . D i2700000000
1.81L CC CF ;86010000001+78L CFL i 4600000000
2.63 D K B 8601000010
1.23L BC ACK 0 8600000000
1.53L B B D 4701000000
1,09L B B D iAAJ 0 27000000,001.69 D 2600100000
1.66L B :DFE 3601000000 !
2.13 CB H DB 9581000000
i
1.67 C D 2600000000
1.75L CF BAG 9 4700000000
1.48LI B D AC 3 2700100000
1.85 F F D 4500000000
1.41L BC AAF 9 9600000000
2.63 F K C 6601100010
1.44 D D 8700000000
1.51L BD AB 0 5600000000
1.43L BD LBCM 0 9700010010
1.33L DD ICD 3 3600002000
i
i
1.45L D ICDM 55(]0000000
2.14L O F 4500000000
1.53L B C F 5500000000
1.47 D F D 9700000000
1.91 D D 9501100120
L99L C BDNJ 5600100000
1.27L B B C 3600000000
1.54L C BI E 6500100000
2.00 CC JGAB 260000000086 I J GB 7 2
1.28L CC D 96011000001.91 L B 9600001000
2.27L B C L 7401100000
1.53L B BD H 1600100100
3.12 C ED 9680000100
1.42L D A 3700100000
2.20 C N C 0700000000
1.67L C CFG 3500000000
1.75 C D 1500000000
1.43L C B I 3700000200 4
2.03L BC AA 0 5700000000
1.77L BCC AAE 9 4600000000
1.66 D I F 8700000000
1.82L C BJ 4600000000
1.50L CD BB K 0 5500001000
2.09L BC AB 2 3701000000
1.84L F B GE 6601010000
1.43L C CG 6600001000
1.72L C C F E 5600000000
2.03L C B 6700000000
2.57 C E E 8501000000
2.18 C MI C 2500000000
1.50L CC ABK 2 4500001000
1.41L BF ABHC 2 9501002000
1.49L BC AAB 9 9700000000
2.14L CF BD 0 8600000000
1.54L DEE AAB 9 6701000000 29
1.50L BD AB H 3 3500000000
1.10 E F E 4700000000
1.78L D B I,3700000000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 86547 KO 12 8E
1 2 DO17149 7 101
1 13 86551 K7 11 8E
1 13 86552 K5 6 9(;
5 13 86558 K2 9 57
1 13 86561 G5 16 70
1 2 DO17161 35 103
i
7 3 13 86563A0 6 70
2 13 86565 M3 5 82
3 13 86567 +++ 6 45
1 13 86570 M2 14 86
1 BE LYR 18 3
2
! 1 2 [3017172 69 110
1 SW LYR 7 3
2 2 DO 17181 27 113
1 DG LYR 7 3
2 1 13 86576 K5 4 80
2 13 86578 A0 4 55
1 1 BG LYR 231 3
1 1 GM HER 5 3
2 13 86602 M0 6 88
2 13 86604 K0 15 81
1 13 86605 K0 7 71
3 9 Ul1379 56 153
4
2 13 86608 K5 2 90
2 13 86612 K7 6 85
1 1 BZ HER 19 3
1 1 GM LYR 4 3
1 2 I)O17225 79 108
2 DO17228 19 011 BY VUL 8 3
1 2 DO17236 30 88






o (_) c;_ s_Jsun oh_. o8, (s) C) C) (') N
18558+2707 53.6 24 58+11 48 20 78 2
18559+2439 57.1 25 56+10 49 34 80 2
18560+2218 1.1 7 54+ 9 39 23 77 3
18560+2805 3.6 25 59+11 59 7 76 3
18560+2148 4.2 50 53+ 8 46 10 77 3
18560+2945 5.4 1 61+12 81 5 75 3
18560+2013 5.8 38 52+ 8 32 9 79 3
18561+2111 11.6 2 53+8 33 5 77 3
18562+2024 12.1 53 52+ 8 79 20 77 3
18562+2738 17.1 54 59+11 49 13 78 2
18563+2002 19.5 25 52+ 8 21 5 78 3
18563+2319 22.1 28 55+ 9 27 7 76 3
18563+2006 22.1 32 52+ 8 32 6 78 3
18563+2656 22.3 51 58+11 85 22 76 3
18563+2344 23.4 3 55+ 9 44 11 77 3
18564+2148 25.8 6 53+ 8 84 ' 6 77 3
18564+2510 27.4 40 56+10 42 6 76 3
18564+2549 29.2 27 57+10 49 i 12 76 2
18565+2210 30.5 11 54+ 8 76 12 78 2
18565+2806 35.3 57 59+11 24 ! 7 75 3
18566+2959 36.5 35 61+12 79 25 75 3'
18566+2111 37.5 49 53+ 8 41 6 77 3
16566+2603 40.8 1 57+10 51 7 76 3
18566+2523 41.7 5 57+10 23 6 76 3
18567+2019 43.4 51 52+ 8 35 6 78 3
16567+2353 43.8 47 55+ 9 70 9 76 3
16568+2357 48.3 28 55+ 9 74 13 78 2
18568+2554 48.3 39 57+10 24 5 75 3
18568+2915 52.9 51 60+11 59 10' 75 3
18569+2032 54.4 51 52+ 8 84 12 i 76 2
16569+2219 56.3 27 54+ 8 40 7, 77 3
16570+2325 0.8 9 55+ 9 71 15 I 78 2
18570+2010 2.7 28 52+ 7 19 5 I 78 3
18571+2956 1.2 59 61+12 70 25 76 3
18572+2429 12.6 51 56+ 9 53 8 76 3
18572+2436 12.8 47 56+ 9 54 20 75 3
18572+2337 14.3 31 55+ 9 68 24 77 3
18572+2211 17.1 48 54+ 8 50 28 77 3
18573+2305 21.6 36 55+ 9 26 11 77 3
18573+2121 21.7 28 53+ 8 24 7 77 3
18574+2140 24.1 33 53+ 8 62 17 77 3
18574+2737 29.0 21 59+11 98 17 75 3
18575+2543 313 6 57+10 63 32 78 2
18575+2013 33.2 34 52+ 7 66 32 77 3
18575+2832 34.3 17 60+11 96 3 76 3
18577+2609 43.5 33 57+10 32 8 76 3
18578+2356 50.0 3 55+ 9 96 10 76 2
18578+2107 50.4 11 53+ 8 31 10 76 3
18578+2244 51.2 34 54+ 8 28 9 78 3
18578+2506 53.1 23 56+ 9 43 6 76 3
18579+2502 56.1 49 56+ 9 33 6 75 3
18579+2049 57.5 35 53+ 8 40 11 79 2
18579+2848 59.1 25 60+11 70 15 74 2
18580+2143 0.1 33 53+ 8 68 26 78 3
18580+2652 1.0 48 58+10 80 20 75 2
18581+2636. 7.7 11 56+10 60 9 76 3
18581+2253 11.0 34 54+ 8 51 32 78 2
18581+2658 11.1 33 58+10 58 5 76 3
18583+2638 20.7 59 58+10 36 10 78 3
18583+2850 23.1 56 60+11 38 6 76 3
18583+2439 23.3 25 86+ 9 27 6 76 3
18584+2020 24.7 26 52+ 7 45 10 76 2
18584+2938 26.9 28 61+11 41 9 74 2
18584+2322 27.0 39 55+ 9 56 11 76 2
18584+2620 28.0 49 58+10 34 8 76 3
18584+2052 29.4 6 53+ 7 57 12 = 78 2
18585+2148 32.2 58 54+ 6 90 17 79 2
18587+2012 44.4 20 52+ 7 80 10 76 2
18587+2641 47.6 39 60+11 22 12 75 3
18588+2410 50.2 36 56+ 9 60 9 77 3
18568+2229 50.3 2 54+ 8 39 11 77 3
18588+2825 52.0 9 60+11 104 25 76 2
18589+2938 57.0 4 61+11 71 36 77 2
18590+2025 4.5 36 52+ 7 35 8 77 3
18590+2309 5.2 5 55+ 8 56 9 77 3
18591+2157 6.7 21 54+ 8 38 8 76 3
18591+2029 9.0 10 52+ 7 31 13 77 2
18591+2711 11.1 12 58+10 26 6 76 3
18591+2901 11.4 23 60+11 42 6 76 3
18592+2638 15.6 6 58+10 60 7 76 3
18592+2916 17.2 7 60+11 36 5 76 3
18592+2053 17,9 2 53+ 7 57 8 77 3
18593+2619 20.5 14 58+10 80 12 75 2
18593+2526 21.3 48 57+ 9 61 6 76 3
18593+2002 22.1 23 52+ 7 41 13 77 2
18593+2101 23.356 53+7 39 11 76 3 I
18594+2511 25.322 57+9 51 7 77 3 i
18594+2651 27.4 50 58+10 72 30 79 21
16594+2052 28.5 21 53+ 7 51 11 77 3:
18594+2353 28.9 42 56+ 9 56 11 77 3
18594+2408 29.5 12 56+ 9 30 7 76 3
18595+2221 30.4 12 54+ 8 55 8 77 3
18595+2457 30.7 8 56+ 9 30 8 76 3
18596+2243 37.0 19 54+ 8 52 6 76 3
18596+2142 40.4 26 54+ 8 29 8 77 3
18598+2722 49.3 33 59+10 31 5 76 3
18598+2344 50.6 19 55+ 8 48 27 80 2
18599+2246 54.9 11 55+ 8 31 6 76 3
18599+2823 58.8 22 60+10 26 5 76 3









I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep












































































































































2.94 C G D 7501000120
2.23 D L C 9681000020
2.69 C GG E 8600001010
2.10L C CE 1500000000
1.79: D D BGBC 2600010000
t.80L C CH 9600000000
2.37L BD ABG 0 5701002000
1.67L BD ABF 0 5600000000
2.89 C J D 6600000010
1.80L C C K N 9500000000
1.85L AB AAG 1 3700110000

















D E 1 35OOOO0000
GB 6700000100




B E 6701000000 '
C J H E 6600000000'
C C 5601000000 '
D BC 4600002000'
AA 0 5602000000 '
AAD 2 3700000000'
C J F C 2600000200
C B 9500000008
C F 3501000010
D H F 4600000110
D I C 5500010008
A A I 1 1600000000
E 2500000000
B 2600000000
1.83L BBC AABF 1 2520000000 19
t.42L DD ABDE 9 6500100000
1.33L BDF AAD 9 5500100000
2.40L C CJ 3701000000
7.68L D D 3400000008
3.23 C C 6600010010
1.53L D FC 9700100100
1.60L D C F 3600110000
2.20 C E 450O000000
2.16L B CD I 9600100100
1.94L C BD 4600110000
6.73L C B G 4400000008
1.36L BBC AACC 2 5700000000
I
1 13 86632 K0 I 25 76
1 16 11606 80 1500
1 2 [:)017245 72 91
1 2 DO17246 42 93
1 13 86644 K0 23 83
1 13 86645 K0 13 75
4 13 86648 K5 11 78
1 13 86647 K5 13 90
1 1 DK LYR 29 3
1 2 2 DO 17256 47 103
1 2 2 DO 17258 66 93
I 13 86658 K7 16 90
1 11 PK 52+ 7.1 11
I
1 1 AL VUL 14 3
3 13 86673 K0 5 52
5 13 86675 MO 4 63
1 1 AC VUL 12 3
1 1 BZ VUL 24 3
1 19 587 87
4.48L F DC H 3601000000 ;
1.83L D C 9601100000
2,83[ D E 660_000000 1 1 CCVUL
1.38L BC AB 01600000000 21 2 DO 17288
8.22L F D 7501020008
1.93L D C 6600001000
10.78L E CF 8400000008
1.95: BE DAB 6600000008 2 ; 8 Ul1388
2.65L C CG 9500000000
2.24L C E M 6600000000
2.15 D K C 9600000008
1.45 D E ! 9600100000
2.83L DDE AACE 9 8601110008
1.87L C E H 9600000000
2.09L CC CD 1 660000000(
9.36L C EG 9501110008
1.84L BC BCJ E 1 7701000008 i
5.79L B BD 2500000008
1.37L C C 3600010000 1 13 86705 K0
1.08L BC AB 0 3700000000 1 39 B2.2 1858+29
10.OOL D BB 9500112008
1.70L F F 1600000000 1 13 86710 K0
1.66L B C 6600000000 1 2 DO 17302
9.81L D D 7500000008
7.95L BD AAD 8 9500000008
1.46L E BBG 4400010100
1.68 CN JD 660O000000
7.95L BC AAH 0 9500112008
3.65L C D CI 8401000000
2.37L BC AB 3 9600000000 1 13 86713M0
2.22L B CI 5600000000
1.62L BD AB 2 2400000000 2 13 86714K2
1.80L B F A B 0 4700000000 1 24 20383 C
L87L CB AA 3 5600001000'
5.23L CD AD 0 9500100008' 2 13 86720M0
3.25 C KH B 9500001000
1.81L ABD AAB 0 4700000000 17
4.54L BC AA 0 9500011008
4.25 C G J E 9500100110

















ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O
h% °_, (s) () I b (") (") (') N
19000+2449 0.7 44 56+ 9 44 77 3
19000+2325 2.7 39 55+ 8 60 77 3
19001+2301 7.7 11 55+ 8 36 76 3
19001+2239 11.8 13 54+ 6 46 26 2
19002+2357 12.8 9 56+ 8 74 76 3
19002+2514 14,5 32 57+ 9 40 77 3
i9002+2650 14.6 51 58+10 51 76 2
19002+2809 17.7 24 59+10 28 76 3
19004+2139 26.3 26 54+ 7 96 79 2
19004+2105 27,5 7 53+ 7 42 77 3
19005+2545 30.9; 59 57+ 9 29 77 ! 3
[9005+2047 33.9 36 53+ 7 34 76 2
19005+2428 34.C 59 56+ 9 25 77 3
19005+2529 35.8 48 57+ 9 66 77 3
19006+2036 40.1 56 53+ 7 33 77 3
19006+2154 40.8 33 54+ 7 46 77 2
19007+2713 i45.C 55 59+10 55 77 3
19008+2443 ;48.7 7 56+ 9 60 77 3
19009+2135 46.9 41 54+ 7 33 77 3
19008+2321 49,(_ 37 55+ 8 52 75 2
19008+2821 50.5 21 60+10 55 76 3
19008+2956 51,0 9 61+11 48 76 3
19008+2744 53.1 22 59+10 24 24 3
19010+2011 5.7 57 52+ 7 28 77 3
19011+2757 6.4 39 59+10 23 76 3
19012+2036 12.G 37 53+ 7 104 79 2
19012+2051 13.2 19 53+ 7 67 78 2
19012+2136 14.9 43 54+ 7 67 76 2
19012+2608 17.1 42 58+ 9 20 76 3
19012+2957 17.4 4 61+tl 49 76 3
9013+2357 21.3 41 56+ 8 118 78 2
19014+2904 27.8 19 60+10 27 77 3
19014+2226 29.1 2 54+ 8 27 77 3
19015+2653 31,7 30 60+10 35 77 3
19015+2316 33,_ 43 55+ 8 63 78 2
19016+2119 39.8 17 53+ 7 31 76 3
19016+2612 _0,E 35 58+ 9 44 77 3
19017+2824 44.7 42 60+ 10 41 75 3
19018+2214 498 22 54+ 7 74 76 2
19018+2005 51._ 57 52+ 6 47 77 3
19018+2133 52A 35 54+ 7 36 77 3
19019+2041 56.3 42 53+ 7 35 77 3
19019+2546 57.1 26 57+ 9 28 77 3
19020+2057 0.4 3 53+ 7 26 77 3
19021+2417 11.4 3 56+ 8 101 78 2
19021+2055 11,8 24 53+ 7 26 77 3
19021+2649 11,8 42 58+ 9 33 77 3
19022+2152 i12.7 56 54+ 7 83 77 2
19022+2926 '14,_ 45 61+10 47 75 3
19023+2757 20,2! 15 60+10 37 76 3
19023+2918 20,355 61+10 56 75 3
19023+2501 20,6 47 57+ 9 72 76 3
19023+2058 21,0 56 53+ 7 33 77]
19024+2123 26,3 25 54+ 7 56 78 3
19024+2143 28.5 23 54+ 7 26 77 3
19025+2112 30.1 28 53+ 7 38 77 3
19025+2436 30,8 23 56+ 8 34 761 3
19025+2934 31,8 30 61+10 35 751 3
19025+2020 32.3 24 53+ 6 45 77 3
19025+2857 33.6 49 60+10 69 75 i 3
19025+2536 34,4 42 57+ 9 78 77' 3
19027+2230 42.2 57 55+ 7 79 75 2
19027+2249 42.7 3 55+ 7 83 79 2
19027+2631 43.9 21 58+ 9 25 76 3
19027+2153 44,2 15 54+ 7 37 78 3
19027+2726 469 40 59+ 9 35 74 3
19027+2442 47.9 53 57+ 8 32 76 3
19028+2042 48,8 59 53+ 6 51 78 2
19028+2026 51.9 28 53+ 6 48 77 3
19028+2109 52.3 50 53+ 7 96 77 2
19028+2611 53.8 43 58+ 9 70 77 3
19029+2305 54.2 51, 55+ 8 25 77 3
19029+2221 55.3 6 54+ 7 97 75 2
19029+2017 57.4 26 53+ 6 33 77 3
19031 +2646 6,6 18 59+ 9 56 77 3
19031+2702 11,6 48 59+ 9 20 76 3
19031+2201 11,8 53 54+ 7 88 78 3
19032+2812 12.9 26 60+10 63 76 3
19033+2550 18.3 38 58+ 9 37 76 3
19033+2341 18,6 25 56+ 8 30 76 3 i
19033+2132 20.6 6 54+ 7 42 78 3
19033+2611 20.7 11 58+ g 37 165 2
19033+284622.23260+10 3458313 76319034+2654 25.3 46 59+ 9 76 3
19034+2225 25,5 28 55+ 7 78 3
19034+2914 28.3 3 61+10 42 75 2
19035+2041 30.5 49 53+ 6 38 78 3
19035+2722 30.8 55 59+ 9 60 79 2
19036+2132 39.8 41 54+ 7 26 78 3
19037+2800 43,1 20 60+10 34 76 3
19037+2933 43.9 22 61+ 10 33 75 3
19037+2454 44.7 16 57+ 8 41 77 3
19037+2912 45.6 34 61+10 48 76 3
19037+2815 46.1 14 60+10 23 22 2
19037+2808 46,9 60 60+10 110 74 2
19038+2255 48,4 57 55+ 7 27 77 ' 3
19038+2948 49,4 33 61+10 49 76 3
19036+2950 50.3 37 61+10 17 75 3
19039+2736 55,4 38 59+ 9 i 37 76 3
19039+2218 56.4 23 55+ 7 i 27 77 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density Flags Associations
t'Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 ,u.m 25 pm 60 _m 100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.48 .25L .38: 1.58L1B E BBCF 5600000000
.32 .25L .40L 2.SOL 9601100110
.46 .25L .40L 2.32L B B 4600000000 1 2 DO 17319 82 100
,26L .SOL ,SOL 2.8t C F B E D 3601000110
.72 .24: .40L 1.96L BE AC L 0 9500000000
.44 ,24 .40L 1,70L CF BC 0 4400000000 2 1 AN VUL 10 3
.25L .85L .40L 2.15 F F H 5600000000
,92 ,25L ,40L 5,00L B A D K D 9500000008 2 13 86730 M0 3 85
,25L ,25L .40L 1,96 D D _700102000 2
2,38 ,71 ,40L 1.88L CC AA 2 2700100000 1 2 ' DO 17321 51 120
1,13 ,53 ,40L 1,32: BD D AALF 0 2600000000 1 1 BLLYR 23 3
,81 .41 ,40L 8,85L CD CD 1 9501001008
1.09 .53 .40L 2.68 DF C ABFE 9 5581001010 1 1 AOVUL 10 3
,76 ,27L ,40L 1,28L C AC 4600000000
5,84 1,95 ,40L 7,54L BC AAG 0 9501000008 3 3 RAFGL2308 4 16
,33 .25L ,40L 1,89L C D 4700000000
,25L ,25L ,67 2,14 CC GMAB 4600000008 2 9 U11393 41 155
148 .25L 140L 1.54L B BF 5600000000
1,39 ,35 .40L 1,80L BC AB E 1 4700102000 2
1,34L .25L ,40L 3.15 D G 9600000010
,44 ,25L ,40L 5.09L C CK I 8501000008 1 2 DO 17333 33 91
,57 .25L ,40L 5,07L B AF M 9500010008 1 2 DO 17332 11 101
.44 ,23: ,40L 4,80L CD BB J 0 7501001008
1.34 .34 .40L 7.75L B E A D 1 4500000009
1.56 .48 .40L 5.16L BC AA 0 8500000008
.33 .25L .40L 10.43L C E 9500000008
.68L .64L .42L 2.51 E C 9600100008
,25L ,79L ,51L 2,27 C KHC 4600002100 2
5.07 2,55 ,40L 1,17L BB AAE 1 0600001000 1 1 GR LYR 18 3
.77 .25L ,40L 5.56L C BD 9400000008 2 13 86744 K2 20 77
1.41L .25L 1.23L 2.16 D KE 9601000000
21,29 13.86 2,23 5.45L BBC AAAJ 0 6500010008 25 4 1 YZLYR 11 3
2,19 ,75 ,40L 2.74L DD AAHF g 4600000000
,53 ,25L .42L 3,15 D C BBHC 8601010118
,32 .30L ,47L 3.0tL C E KJ 8601000000 1 t3 86754 K0 38 81
2.06 .80 .40L 2.00L BC AAL 3 3700000000
.82 .22: ,40L 1.36L BD AC 0 0600011000
.25L ,25L .40L 1.73 D B 9600010006
.27 ,45L ,40L 3.81L E C 4600100000
1,11 _31 .40L 1.89L BC AB 2 5700000000
.SO .26L .40L 2.77L B BF E 2700000000 t 2 DO 17353 33 118
,53 .33 ,40L 2.56: DF D CCHB 6 9701000008
.25L .25L .40L 2.66 C F B 3500000000
1.27 .40 .40L 10,06L BC ABJ 0 9502130468 9 1 32 XISO2+209 123 9
.25L .25L .40L 2,02 D BED D 8501000000,75 ,25 .40 10.08L B 9502340458 9 1 32 X1902+209 69 9
,83 ,38 ,40L 1,76L BC 'ABDFG 0 1600002000 2
.24 .25L .77L 3,78L C ! 7600000000
.25L .25L ,40L 2.44 D: E C 9600000328 4
,55 .25: .40L 1.10L CO BB 1 9700000000 1 GS LYR 36 3
,25L ,25L 1.03 5.59L C ADBDJ 6500000008
,56 .30L .40L 1.92L C 4700000000 1 WY VUL 30 3
.99 ,33: .40L 10.96L BD AD 1 6500140238 9 1 DO 17365 88 106
,63 ,25L ,40L 3.32L C BF 9601000000 1 13 86770 K5 14 83
2.41 1.77 .40L 2.07L CD AABE 9 7700001000
1.15 .64 .40L 225L BC ABG 0 9700100000
.62 ,42 ,40L 1.92L BC BB 0 6701001000
.59 ,22: A0L 4.32L CD BC 0 9501000008
98 .25 .40L 10.50L BC AC 2 3500010008 1 2 DO 17368 66 116
.24 .25L .40L 5.42L C CJ 9500000008 1 2 DO 17370 37 93
.34 ,25L ,40L 2,24L C D C 3600000000 1 13 86775 K7 11 88
27L .25L ,40 2,37L E N C D 7800000100
.24 .25L .40L 2,90L C E 2600001000
2.45 1.47 ,40L 1,30L CB AAC 3 2600010000
.92 .39 .40L 2.90L DC AB K 5 7600000000
.38L .25L .40L 1.75 C G D 2680000000
.53 .25L ,40L 2.38L C A H 6701000000
.40 .26L .40L 8.43L F CG 9501000008
.31 .25L .40L 12.09L C D 9500000008
.28 .25L ,40L 3,71L C D 9600100000 1 13 86782 K0 30 85
.39 .25L .40L 1.55L C B E 2600120000 1 1 2 DO 17380 81 100
6.41 4.36 .90 2.12L BBD AAA 9 2700000000 29
25L 25L .44L 3.43 O F C 9600000100
75,66 36.13 7.86 2.82: CDCE AAAB 9 8610020008 43 1 3 RAFGL2318 8 13
25L .25L 1,05 1.68L B MGBH 1600000000
47,77 23.71 4.24 2,14 BBCC AAAB 0 0600000000 15 3 3 RAFGL2319 35 3
.31 .25L ,40L 3.24L C C L 9600000000
,25L .25L .40L 3,44 C J GJ D 9581000250
.58 .25L .40L 1,79L C BF 3600000000 2 13 86791 K0 4 75
1.45 .59 .40L 9,12L BC AA 0 9500000008
,49 ,29L A0L 2,61L F DD F 7610000000
.30L .25L ,40L 1.98 D H NG 3600000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.48 C CCD 9600000008
.58 .25L .40L 1.56L C AI M 0600000000
2.17 1.14 .40L 2.65L CC AA 3 9600000000
40 25L 40L 345LC _cGD !_eo110m
.76 .34 .40L 12.97L BC 4 9500000008
.47 ,37L .40L 2,53L C BJ 2601000000
1.15 .32 .40L 2.59L BE ABJ 5 9710100000 1 2 DO17396 64 108
.68 ,43 ,40L 1.27L DD BC 9 9600000000 1 UU LYR 8 3
.81 .44 .40L 6.27L BC BB 1 9500000008
.63 .28L .40L 2.08L B B E 3700000000
25L 25L .41L 3.45 E I J D 9601111238
.25L .25L ,36: 3.58 DD FCH 9502000660 4 1 32 X1903+282 20 4
,30 .25L .40L 1,99L C C 9601000100
,53 29L .40L 3.25L B B D 5600020000 1
.25L 25L .40L 3.12 D HJ C 9600100118
6.50 1.61 .37: 3.99L ABE AAI E 0 9600100118 5 13 86796 K5 4 65
1.31 .31: AOL 1.27L BD AA 5701001000
.25L .25L .53 7.31 CC NI FC 9500000120






ham. 6 a ,8, Coords SMJSMN 0 12 _.mo , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
19039+2212 56.E 4 54+ 7 45
19039+2844 56,6 28 60+10 60
19040+2416 3.3 32 56+ 6 24
19041+2034 7.4 7 53+ 6 61
19041+2000 8.359 53+ =6 2319041+2102 9.3 56 53+ Q J 44
19041+2127 9.3 29 54+ 7 83
19041+2513 9.3 34 57+ 8 23
19041+2133 11.3 38 54+ 7 54
19041+2345 11.9 21 58+ 8 16
19042+2304 12.9 13 55+ 7 29
19042+2529 14.9 37 57+ 8 28
19042+2615 16.9 43 60+10 44
19042+2118 17.9 21 54+ 6 57
19043+2441 182 12 57+ 8 36
19043+2021 19.6 59 53+ 6 46
19043+2520 20.7 39 57+ 6 42
19043+2818 21.3 51 60+10 31
19043+2424 22.0 36 56+ 8 48
19043+2053 22.3 11 53+ 6 63
19043+2025 23,9 36 53+ 6 34
19044+2248 26.3 45 55+ 7 19
19044+2438 26.7 58 57+ B 47
19044+2807 29.2 13 60+ 9 32
19045+2913 30.0 49 61+10 54
19045+2328 35.3 54 56+ 7 40
19046+2832 38.7 56; 60+10 25
19046+2410 40.5 48 56+ 8 41
19046+2058 41.7 g 53+ 6 73
19049+2940 56.1 11 6t+10 16
19049+2926 57.1 10 61+10 30
19049+2404 57.5 3 56+ 8 29
19049+2108 58.8 9 54+ 6 68
19050+2946 4.9 60 81+ 10 76
19050+2519 4.9 25 57+ 8 78
19050+2855 5.3 35 61+ 10 28
19051+2137 6.2 16 54+ 6 66
19051+2626 9.4 11 58+ 9 35
19052+2146 13.4 36 54+ 6 76
19052+2936 14.2 46 61+ 10 37
19052+2020 14.9 51 53+ 6 56
19053+2829 20.4 21 60+ g 40
19053+2338 21.2 27 56+ 7 60
19053+2220 22.8 37 55+ 7 50
19054+2111 24.8 8 64+ 6 41
19054+2534 26.5 _59 58+ 6 52
19054+2203 27.7'18 54+ 7 74
19054+2455 29.3 5 57+ 6 87
19055+2946 34.3 20 61+10 47
19055+2809 35.0 18 60+ 9 46
19056+2140 38.3 15 54+ 6 72
19056+2604 38.9 11 58+ 8 54
19057+2924 46.3 39 61+ 10 37
19057+2017 47.3 22 53+ 6 69
19058+2612 48,6 54 58+ 8 83
19056+2422 49.0 32 57+ 8 66
19058+2137 52.5 18 54+ 6 17
19058+2222 53.4 46 55+ 7 30
19059+2615 54.4 30 58+ 8 52
19059+2234 55.3 0 55+ 7 51
19059+2125 56.7 48 54+ 6 45
19059+2616 57.1 11 60+ 9 17
19059+2219 57.6 2 55+ 7 26
19059+2555 56.9 51 58+ 8 65
19059+2144 59.7 28 54+ 6 82
19060+2141 0.1 57 54+ 6 46
19060+2107 1.6 2 54+ 6 39
19060+2223 3.8 23 55+ 7 35
19061+2603 91 29 58+ 8 95
19061+2609 9.7 31 58+ 8 37
19061+2730 10.0 33; 59+ g 2119063+2136 18.8 39 54+ 64
19063+2156 21.7 58 54+ 6 142
19063+2246 22.0 51 55+ 7 35
19063+2625 22.2 45 59+ e 61
19063+2319 22.3 40 56+ 7 44
19064+2135 25.6 31 54+ S 46
19064+2339 27.4 55 56+ 7 25
19064+2444 29.9 32 57+ 8 39
19065+2405 32.3 50 56+ 7 43
19065+2429 32,7 18 57+ 7 38
19065+2313 33.6 22 56+ 7 70
19065+2408 34,0 33 56+ 7 98
19066+2003 39.3 14 53+ 5 76
19066+2353 396 7 66+ 7 51
19067+2203 44.1 14 55+ 6 41
19067+2156 46.5 45 55+ 6 52
19067+2329 47.9 27 56+ 7 37
19068+2818 48,9 49 60+ g 61
19068+2610 53.9 34 58+ 8 36
19069+2345 59.5 51 56+ 7 71
19070+2952 0.6 23 62+10 54
19070+2949 3.2 46 62+10 54
19071 +2934 6.3 31 61 +10 26 2
19071+2158 9.3 11 55+ 6 60
19071+2254 93 12 55+ 7 21
19073+2928 20.1 2 61+ 9' 21
19074+2911 26,7 4 61+ g' 39
19074+2952 29.1 508 52+10 ! 47
19074+2003 29.4 53+ 5 i 81
"Confusion Flags: 6)-g} Hours Confirmed
Flux Density
(Not Color Connoted)







Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags= S 2 # T
Associations
Sop



































ham. • 8, (s) ('_) (Jansky)
19074 + 2009 29.9 .38 .25L
19075+2959 33._ .86 .23:
19075+2642 35,3 .28 .25L
19076+2340 !36.5 .32 .26L
19076+2829 37.1 .25L .95L
19076 + 2637 '40.7 .35 .25L
19077 + 2303 44.9 1.34 .62
19077+2122 47.9 .25L .25L
19078+2201 48.3 .33 .25L
19078+2506 48.3 .90 .29L
19078 + 2759 48.4 16.99 6.06
19078+2829 49.5 .25L .25L
19078+2300 49.6 .64 .25L
19078+2057 50.3 .80 .34
t9078+2001 52.1 1.04 .85
19078 + 2503 53.2 3.12 1.66
19080+2209 2.E .45 .25L
19080+2852 3._ .25L .25L
19081 +2315 8¢ .42 .17:
19081 +2456 9.1 .32 .25L
19082+2111 13._ 1.57 .47
19083+2836 18.61 .25L .25L
19083+2809 20.2 .25L .57L
19083+2745 23.5 .92 .37
19084+2734 25.7 .45 .25L
19086+2209 41.41 .74 .23:
19087+2641 43.0 4.97 1.95
19087+2310 43.6 .28 .25L
.25L .25L =19088+2813 49.7
19088+2154 52.81 11.79 7.41
19089+2518 57.5 1.22 .32
19089+2006 57.6 .53 .25L
19089+2749 59.0 28L .56L
19090+2304 5.2 .28 .62L
19091+2439 7.7 1.05 .44
19091 +2256 8.9 .50 .25L i
19091 +2842 9.2 ,25L .25L,
19091+2119 10.9 .39 .25L
19091+2246 11.6 .25L .25L
19092+2206 14.1 .33L .25L
I
19092+2825 17.1 .52 .31 j
19092+2407 17.6 A2 .25L i'
19093 + 2022 18.9 .41 .27L
19093+2349 t9.5 .25 .25L
19093+2331 20.5 .37 .25L
19093+2504 20.9 .25L .25L
19093+2253 22.4 .25L .25L
19093+2910 22.4 .51 .31:
19093+2710 23.3 1.97 1.07
19094+2000 24.7 1.34 .63
19094+2534 25.4 .45 .27L
19094+2618 26.0 .38 .25L
19094+2937 28.9 .25L .25L
19094+2703 29.7 .30L .25L
19095+2639 30.6 27 .25L
19095+2031 31.9 .37 .25L
19095+2011 32.5 .25L .25L
19095 + 2948 33.8 .55 .25L
19095+2808 34A .34 .25L
19096+2512 37.1 .43 .25L
19096+2325 382 .28 .25L
19096+2349 39.2 .25L .25L
19096+2508 41.3 .25L .25L
19096+2120 41.3 1.11 .32L
19097+2114 43.5 .60 .25L
19098+2328 48.8 .47 .27
19098+2912 49.5 .41 .25L
19098+2817 50.3 .73 38
19098 + 2038 51.4 .25L .25L
19098+2415 51.9 .86 .40
19099+2443 55.7 .51 .25L
19099+2438 57.3 .32 .25L
19099+2506 57.9 .25L .30
19099+2624 58.2 .25L .37L
19099+2646 59.5 .88 .56
19100+2459 0.2 .33L .25L
19100+2638 4.8 .98 .56
19100+2246 5.1 .40L .45L
19100+2205 5.6 .55 .21:!
19101+2620 11.5 .51 .25L
19102+2033 15.4 2.52 1.27
19102+2528 16.1 .25L .25L
19103+2909 18,5 2.15 .91
19103+2019 22.7 .27L .25L _
19103+2212 23.7 .25L .25L
19103+2204 23.9 .46 .25L
19104+2443 24.3 1.41 .30
.42L .25L
19104+2417 26.1 .42L .63L19104+2411 28.8
19104+2043 29.9 .39 .25L
19105+2223 31.9 .25L .25L
19105+2554 33.3 .47 .25L
19105+2316 34.4 .74 .32:
t9105+2915 34.9 .27L .25L
19105+2306 35.8 1.75 .64
19106+2733 39.1 1.46 .40
19106+2716 41.t .25L A7L
t9107+2019 42,[_ 1,72 1.04
19107+2154 45.C .61 .48
19107+2506 47.3 .25L .25L
Flux Density Flags
('Not Color Corrected) V L




Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type Ma_
.40L 3.49L E CC 9500000000
.40L 6.70L B D A B I 3 9400000008
.40L 9.70L C A 3401100008
.40L 8.33L C CF 9500000008
_38: 4.69 E D MK E 9580100430
.40L 9.96L C C 3400100008
.40L 8.87L BC ABLD 5 9500100008
.40L 4.03 C EG B 5501000118
.46L 15.51L F C F 9402000008
.40L 2.46L B AC K 9700100000 2 13 i 86880 M0
i
.87 1,46L CCC AAB 9 9700000000 14 1 1 TY LYR
.52L 4.78 C GFE 9580100330
.40L 13.10L B BH 9400100008
.40L 2.79L DD BC 0 4602000000
.40L 297L BE AA 2 9600000000
.49L 2.48L BD 'AAD 9 9700100000
.40L 13.07L B BFC 9400000008
.74 1.75L B HA 9600000000
.41L 12.64L DE) 'BBL 0 9501000008
.40L 3.01L C D 9601000000
,40L 3.03L BC AB 5 5500001000
AOL 1.69 C I C 9600000000
.40L 1.41 D D 9700000000
,40L 1.63L BD AB 0 6700010000 1 UV LYR
.40L 1.80L C BD M 2600000000 1 FKLYR
.40L 13.89L BE BE K 0 9402000008 2 DO 17483
.40L 6.16L BB AAJ E 1 2400000008 1 AG LYR
.40L 9.24L D D 8500000008
.40L 1.94 C C 9600000000
1.12 12.25L BBC AAA 0 9400000008 14
.40L 2.90L CC AB H 2 9701000110
.40L 3.26L B AG 7701000000
.40L 1,48 F D 6600000100
.40L 11.88L C E 9400000008
.40L 2.65L BC AC 1 9700000000
.40L 11.12L E CH 9401100308 4
.45L 3.28 C DC 9501100210
.40L 3.04L B CG 4500000000
.41L 3.34 C H F C 9500000008
.41L 3.60 E E GB 8502010108
.40L 1.38L BD BB 4 9700001000
.40L 14.04L C CL 9400000008
A0L 4.63L C CF 3700000000
.40L 14.97L E DGND 9400110208
.40L 10.39L D C _501000008
.58: 6.17 CC J GC 9501000110
.49L 6.35 C MCGC 9501100308
.40L 1.61L BF AH 2 5600000000
.40L 7.59L BC AA 1 8400001008
.40L 3.02L CF AB 9 _700100000
.40L 2.51L B BC 5700001000
.49L 2.77L F GKME 2601020000 1
.43: 2.68 F C C B 5500000008
.40L 2.58 D E J C 9500000008
.40L 9.13LID C !400000008 2 13 86912 F5
.40L 3.46L i D C 7500000100
.70 6.92 I DC JD 6601000110
.40L 5.35L IB B 5500000008 1 13 86914 KO
.40L j 1.54L"C CF KF 9701010000 1 1 UW LYR
.40L I 2.81L B CN )600110000
.40L 3.81: C F ID BD 3601111008
.55 5.39 CE GDEB 9600110208
.40L 4.61 C L D 9601211320
.40L 3.41L B AB 2600000000
40L 4.62L B B E M 3600000000
AOLI 13.07L CD CB 3 3501111008
.40L I 1.81L D CM 3600000000
.40L 1.37L BC BC 9700000000
.60 6.66L C GBG 6400000000
.40L 8,73L BC AB t 0 9501003008
.40L 3.03L B CG 9600110000
.40L 3.08L D DA 9600110000
1.45 3.34L DC CAF 9601101210
1.02 2.44L D CAC 2600100000
.40L 7.91L BD BB 1 3400000008
.51L 2.77 E G 9601000100
.40L 8,22L BC ABJ 1 1500001008
.40L 3.59 D I J C 8500000008
.40L 12.89L BE Sl 0 7400110008
.40L 2.15L D CD L 2600100000
.40L 4.27L BC AA 0 5700100100
.35: 4.68 EC EB 9601000210
.40L 1.18L CB AA 6 9700001000
.58L 5.12 C CB 3600110200
.43: 4.16 CC L GA 6600000008
.40L 15.37L C B L 7400110008
.40L 2.65L CD AE li 9701010000
.46L 2.83 D I H B 9600000008
.61 12.10L C EB 9400100008
.40L 4.04L B B 4600000000
1.23 3.70L C EFAC 5600000000
.40L I 3.37L IC BHF 5600000000
.40L 8.49L CF BD J 7 7500000008
.40L 2.7t C B 8600100100
.40L 12.44L BD ABF 0 7400001008
.40L 1.67L BC IAC 1 3601000000
.41 6.53L D J F B 6480200448
.46L 3.94L CB AAH 0 8700110200
.45L 2A8L BC BBBF 0 9600001000
.53L 4.84 Di El B 9603000210





2 4 TMSS +20389
1 13 86900 K5
4
1 23 LDN 0777
4 1 32 X1909+228
1 1 EE LYR
1 23 LDN 0724
4
1 23 LDN 0777
2 1 32 X1909+242
I















































Right Ascension: 19h10m47'-19h13m26 '
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Ixm 25 _m 60 p.m8(1
hm. o , (s) (i I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
19107+2922 47.3 1 62+ 9 82 22 74 2 .51L .25L .40L
I9107+2402 47.8 21 57+ 6 32 9 76 3 .53 .36 .40L
r9108+2856 49.3 31 61+ g 57 8 78i 2 .24 .25L .40L
19108+2203 49.6 6 55+ 5 32 3 77 3 .49 .25L .40L
[9108+2243 51.5 59 56+ 6 49 15 77 3 .25L .25L .44:
19109+2715 59.0 31 60+ 8 27 15 77 3 .25L .25L .40L
19109+2846 59.4 39 61+ 8 40 8 77 3 .55 .26 .40L
19109+2207 59.4 20 55+ 5 62 5 77 3 .52 .25L .40L
19110+2641 1.3 28 59+ 8 35 7 76 3 1.93 .69 .40L
19110+2000 4.3 35 53+ 4 25 6 77 3 1.18 .68 .40L
19111+2549 6.8 53 58+ 7 21 7 77 3 .30 25L .40L
19111+2742 8.0 23 60+ 8 27 5 76 3 2.61 1.44 .48L
19111+2215 8.1 57 55+ 5 33 14 77 3 .25L .31L .48L
19111+2534 8.3 54 58+ 7 54 8 77 3 .47 .20: .40L
19111+2555 8.3 16 59+ 7 20 6 77 3 42.08 20.21 5.41
19111+2747 8.5 40 60+ 8 65 20 76 3 .25L .25L .44L
19112+2241 12.3 27 56+ 6 48 6 77 3 .78 .25L .40L
19112+2653 14.9 30 59+ 8 28 10 77 3 .43 .25L .40L
19112+2211 15.8 59 55+ 5 25 5 77 3 1.40 .68 .40L
19113+2419 18.3 34 57+ 6 53 5 76 3 .67 .25L .40L
19113+2627 19.8 26 59+ 7 38 7 76 3 .51 .24: .40L
19113+2006 19.9 35 53+ 4 101 12 79 2 .25 .25L .47L
19113+2753 21.4 37 60+ 8 49 6 76 i 3 .37 .25L .40L
19113+2518 22.7 40 58+ 7 41 17 77 i 2 .25L .25L .28:
19114+2808 27.7 50 61+ 8 42 6 76 3 .60 .20: .40L
19114+2010 27.9 10 53+ 4 61 8 78 3 .41 .25L .40L
[9114+2759 29 2:58 60+ 8 36 15 791 2 .24 .25L .40L
r9115+2710 30.5 _ 16 60+ 8 65 23 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
19115+2404 33.(] 3 57+ 6 49 7 76 3 .38 .17: .40L
19115+2522 33.(_ 9 58+ 7 36 10 76 3 .44 .25L .40L
19115+2919 33.6 4 62+ 9 40 17 78 2 .25L .25L .76L
19115+2900 33.9 15 61+ 8 46 10 76 3 .30 .25L .40L
19115+2014 34.0 26 54+ 4 27 6 77 3 1.92 .94 .40L
19116+2338 37.9 50 57+ 6 72 9 78 2 .OO .25L .40L
19116+2713 38.4 7 60+ 8 24 5 76 3 3.57 1.24 .40L
19116+2217 40.1 39 55+ 5 30 17 31 3 .25L .25L .60L
19116+2231 40.2 55 56+ 5 51 29 76 2 .26L .47L .40L
19117+2105 42.3 39 54+ 5 36 6 77 3 1.19 .55 .41L
19117+2156 43.8 17 55+ 5 68 12 76 2 .34L .29L .42L
19117+2304 45.6 45 56+ 6 73 21 79 2 .26L .25L .40L
19117+2346 46.2 8 57+ 6 28 6 76 3 .65 .33 .40L
19117+2011 46.4 25 54+ 4 53 19 77 3 .25L .25L .51L
19117+2622 46.6 7 59+ 7 50 5 77 3 .46 .25L .40L
19117+2055 46.g 7 54+ 5 33 6 77 3 .88 .25L .40L
19118+2033 48.2 20 54+ 5 62 7 78 3 .62 .30L .42L
19118+2441 50.1 12 58+ 6 28 5 77 3 2.68 .76 .40:
19118+2747 53.1 50 60+ 8 39 7' 76 3 .37 .25L .40L
19119+2227 54.3 8 56+ 5 49 7 77 3 .40 .25L .40L
19119+2919 54.8 20 62+ 9 32 11 76 3 .25L .25L .73
19119+2401 57.6 19 57+ 6 27 6 76 3 .81 .34 .40L
19119+2232 59.8 46 56+ 5 64 23 77 3 .25L .25L .40L
19120+2824 2.8 15 61+ 8 43 19 76 3 .25L .25L .32:
19120+2525 2.8 14 58+ 7 46 24 76 3 .25L .25L .44L
19120+2458 3.5 17 58+ 7 46 22 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
19120+2328 5.9 16 56+ 6 35 8 77 3 1.04 .45 .45L
19121+2808 6.2 45 61+ 8 83 14 78 2 .28 .25L .40L
19121+2244 6.3 19 56+ 5 77 8 76 2 .35 .25L .40L
19121+2153 7.2 35 55+ 5 65 8 78 2 .73 .28L .40L
19121+2859 7.6 39 61+ 8 22 7 76 3 6.88 4.24 .71
19121+2638 8.4 50 59+ 7 20 6 76 3 .27L 1.27 1.35
19121+2140 8.E 58 55+ 5 51 6 77 3 .46 .22: ,40L
19122+2034 12.'/ 54 54+ 4 29 6 77 3 3,57 1.98 .54L
19122+2933 13.1D 12 62+ 9 60 9 76 3 .38 ,25L .40L
19122+2425 13.1 8 57+ 6 70 14 79 2 .32 ,25L ,40L
19122+2621 13.2 50 59+ 7 45 6 77 3 .80 ,31 .40L
19122+2318 15.4 35 56+ 6 30 5 76 3 2.85 1.59 .49:
19123+2001 19.9 3 53+ 4 35 6 78 3 1.31 .97 .42L
19123+2554 23.8 60 59+ 7 64 9 76 3 .40 .25L .40L
19124+2616 28.2 48 59+ 7 36 9 77 3 .99 .25L .40L
19124+2234 29.2 21 56+ 5 41 5 77 3 .98 .58 .40L
[9125+2835 30.7 26 61+ 8 42 7 76 3 .25L .67 .74
19125+2744 33.5 23 60+ 8 35 7 77 3 .94 .41 .40L
19125+2907 35.4 i 15 62+ 8 42 5 76' 3 .62 .35 .40L[9126+2035 367 54+ 4 54 6 77 3 .71 .34: .40L
[9126+2713 37.4 26 60+ 7 39 11 76 i 3 .39 .15: .40L
r9126+2129 37.6 59 55+ 5 44 5 77 3 .65 .25L .40L
[9127+2031 42.4 30 54+ 4 34 6 77 3 .67 .38 .42L
19127+2120 44.8 1 55+ 5 66 15 79 2 .41L .25L .65
[9127+2011 45.5 35 54+ 4 30 10 78 3 .58 .26: .40L
[9128+2159 48.6 12 55+ 5 35 5 77 3 39.91 22.88 3.14
[9128+2004 49.6 54 54+ 4 38 12 78 3 .27L .25L .70
19128+2249 499 18 56+ 5 20 5 76 3 2.30 1.75 .40L
19128+2006 52.3 51 54+ 4 34 6 77 3 1.36 .29 .40L
19128+2454 52.6 23 58+ 6 39 7 77 3 .49 .21: .40L
19128+2540 526 51 59+ 7 80 34 78 2 .25L .42L .40L
19129+2833 56.3 17 61+ 8 41 6 76 3 1.01 .29: .40L
_9129+2255 56.8 57 56+ 5 30 5 76 3 1.56 .67 .40L
19129+2803 59.8 57 61+ 8 22 7 76 3 15.35 9.49 1.46
19129+2926 59.9 19 62+ 8 45 6 75 3 .87 .18: .40L
19130+2818 0_2 25 61+ 8 32 10 76 3 .86 .16: .42L
19130+2838 2.1 26 61+ 8 61 7 76 3 .26L .30L .61
19131+2468 8.3 20 58+ 6 54 15 76 3 .25L .25L .52L
19131+2108 9.6 43 55+ 5 69 7 77 3 .36 _25L .43L
19131+2507 9.7 36 58+ 6 28 6 77 3 4.17 1.25 .41L
19131+2818 10.0 36 61+ 8 36 13 75 3 .30L .25L .40L
19132+2312 16.2 1 56+ 5 42 10 77 3 .47 .25L .40L
19132+2452 17.1 41 58+ 6 31 6 77 3 4.75 2.37 .5t
19132+2016 17.3 23 54+ 4 39 6 77 3 .62 .36 .40L
19134+2931 26.5 11 62+ 8 74 14 78 2 .29 .25L .45L
19134+2131 26.6 13 55+ 5 32 5 77 3 5.06 15.56 8.56
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T
2.26 C J LC 96OO1OO0OO
12.84L BD BC 0 8500101008
1.85L C C 7600000000
3.09L B BE 9600100000
5.13 CC I GC 7500100108
5.33 C KHC 9401100420
1.46L CD BD 6600000000
3.48L D 8G 9600100000
6.54L BC AA 0 1500000008
4.02L CC AA 2 8600100000








































1.72L BB AAE 2 6601100010
4.99 C GI B 9680100200
2.24L CE DH E O 9701001010






BG H 1 46OOOOO000
_H 86011000008600200000
EB 9600100110

















C L I C 7600200000
B AH 4700101000A E 9600000000
C C E I 960O0OOOOO
BCDE AAFD 0 8681001110
B C 6600000000DE 9600200000
DC DMDC 5501010940
BD BBK 1 9610000000
C FD 9600100010
D B C I G D 5500000000
C MED 960000O10O
C MNKE 9600000010
3.59L 3D AB 4 4500000000
2.04L ," B M 6500000000
4.10L _ D 9600000000
4.90L B N 9500000000
1.52L iEC AABE 9 4701000100
1.89L BC J AA 5701000000 i
4.13L 3D BE I 1 9602000000
4.33L BB AAE 0 9710000000
1.15L D B M 3700000000
2.69L C DK 8600000000
2.04L BC SB 0 6600201000
3.33L BBD AADG 3 5600000000
4.04L BC AAK 7 8600001000
1.89L B CC 9700000000
2.42L C AD 6601100000
3.84L CC BB 0 9600001000
1.41L CC BB 3602011100 i
1.57L BC AC 0 4601000000
1.31L CF CD 0 4701000000
4.67L CF AC 7 9700100000
1.78L CD BD 2 9600001000 i
4.03L B A I 6600000000
4.13L ED BAF 7 9700100000 i
4.10L C C 9600000000 ;
4.39L BD BB 0 5700111000
3.84L DBD AAA 9 9600010000 261
4.92 L D MA B 6700100000
3.97L BB 'AAEC 7 9600000000
4.46L CD AC 0 6700200000
2.eeL BD ;BE 0 9600100100
4.84 DIKH F 9680000130
1.0eL BD AA 1 3600111100
3.56L CC AA 4 6600000000
1.62L BCC AAA 9 4600000000 29
1.341 BD ADML 0 3710010000
2.80: CF F BCGF 2 2500100140
1.72L C DBC 3600110000
2.53 C I CB 9600200100
4.24L D C I 9600000000
1.98L BC AAD 3 9600000100
3.07 C BFGD 2500100140
3.92L B BCK 4600000000
2.40L BBC AAD 0 7600100000
3.58L BC BC 0 4700000000
2.68L F D F 2501010000
3.95L BBC AAAC 0 5601100010
Name Type _e_ Mag
4
ii
2 2 DO 17528 27 91
1 1 ' El LYR 27 3
1 39 OV+219 101 1415
3 1 SLYR 6 4
1 2 DO 17530 77 95
1 13 86948 K0 40 78
1 23 LDN 0780 511
1 2 DO 17536 70 98
1 23 LDN 0780 388
C
1 13 86954 K0 3 83
1 17 2711 R3 61
2 1 13 86959 M0 14 90
1 2 DO 17541 64 88
C
1 23 LDN 0780 317
1 2 DO 17549 40 96
1 1 EM LYR 18 3
1 2 DO17552 75 101
1 2 DO17554 49 106
1 11 PK61+ 8.1 35
1 1 AILYR 10 3
1 1 NU LYR 16 3
1 23 LDN 0736 525
4 3 RAFGL 5352S 26 13
2 13 86981 G5 5 6G
8
I 2 DO 17562 37 11
I 39 62.2 1913+28C 21 408
13 86985 K2 2 8108 13 ! 86984 2 18 78
2 13 86987 A3 23 55
1 2 DO17564 84 115
8 1 32 X1913+283 59 E






a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMbl 0
h m. . , (s) (") 1 b ('_) C') C) N
)9134+272927.249 60+7 25 8 78 3
,9134+224528.5 2 58+5 35 6 77 3
19134+2335 26.7 13 57+6 48 31; 792[9135+2546 30.9 5 59+7 43 37l 75
,9135+24oe31.347 57+6 40 7 77 3
,9135+225933.751 56+5 49 6 77 3
,9135+221835.414, 56+5 82 7 77 3i9136+234037.230157+6 46 9 77 3
19136+2619 37.4 91 59+7 568 28 77 2
,9136+205537710 84+4 22 5 77 3
19136+2438 37.9 15 58+ 6 58 7 77 3
19136+2127 37.9 57 55+ 5 19 5 77 3
19136+2052 38.3 17 54+ 4 27 5 77 3
19137+26844 46.6 15 62+ 8 46 8 76 3
I9137+2253 47.349 56+ 5 21 6 773
19138+2011 48.539 54+ 4 36 10 773
19138+2332 48.713 57+ 5 32 5 773
19138+2743 50.343 60+ 7 44 6 763
19138+2151 53.845 55+ 5 36 6 763
19139+2037 55.126 54+ 4 87 29 762
19139+2116 56.024 55+ 4 43 12 773
19139+2214 592 14 56+5 40 5 77 319139+275o159.51o81+7 29 6 78 3
19139+2441 '659.7 58+ 6 41 11 782
19139+2250 59.E 47 56+ 5 29 8 79i 2
19140+2542 1.15459+6612979,2
,9140+2511 1.3 15 58+6 26 10 76i3
19140+2432 4.1 15 58+ 6 62 16 77 13
19140+2448 4.7 18 58+ 6 43 10 76 3
19140+2456 4.8 54 58+ 6 79 14 78 2
19140+2056 5.g 21 84+ 4 68 21 77 3
19141+2355 6.C 27 57+ 6 27 6 77 3
19141+2424 10.5 21 58+ 6 38 6 77 3
19142+2656 12.1 1 60+ 7 56 32 78 2
19142+2618 13.7,34 59+ 7 106 29 75 2
19142+2121 15.1159 55+ 4 77 13 77 3
19142+2915 15.2 9 62+ 8 33 5 763
19142+2246 16.847 56+ 5 26 6 773
19142+2741 17.140 60+ 7 35 24 773
9143+2746 18.152 61+ 7 26 10 773
9143+2352 21.352 57+ 6 26 6 773
!9144+2805 26.7 5 61+ 7 38 11 763
9144+2010 29.513 54+ 4 19 5 773
9145+2738 31.339 60+ 7 45 6 763
9145+2101 31.818 55+ 4 35 301642
9146+2002 39.016 84+ 4 62 11 792
9147+2456 42712 58+ 6 61 6 76 3
9147+2901 43.542 62+ 8 51 3 763
9147+2247 45.223 56+ 5 38 7 773
9147+2149 45.424 55+ 5 26 5 77 3
9147+2438 47.216 58+ 676 10 792
9147+2952 47.g 13 62+ 8 61 7 763
i9148+2152 49715 55+ 5 50 5 773
19146+2126 51.251 55+ 4 39 10 773
19149+2535 55.857 59+ 6 82 10 752
19149+2410 56£ 20 57+ 6 69 27 773
19149+2652 57.335 60+ 7 25 6 763
!9149+2534 56.1 1 89+ 6 60 8 773
9149+2158 58,821 55+ 5 27 5 773
9150+2017 0.320 54+ 4 57 6 783
9150+2659 1.859 60+ 7 58 5 773
9150+2414 1.831 57+ 6 28 6 773
i9150+2043 3.E 12 84+ 4 30 5 773
19151+2625 9.8 35 59+ 7 45 19 77 3
19151+2134 11.3 14 55+ 4 75 7 77;319152+234313.356 57+5 48 6 76 3)9152+261115.._13 61+7 60 17 7613
)9152+ 2156 16._ 55 55+4 58 8 76 J2
19152+2313 16.3 32 57+5 77 21 7612
19154+2300 24.fi 48 56+5 53 11 77 I 3
19154+2410 25.6! 42 57+ 5 71 9 77 3
19154+2515 28.256 58+ 6 41 7 773
19154+2704 29.732 60+ 7 41 7 763
19155+2955 32.546 63+ 8 64 27 772
19155+2700 35.041 60+ 7 37 11 772
19156+2255 36.258 56+ 5 65 9 763
19156+2154 37.155 55+ 4 67 27 772
19156+2733 41020 60+ 7 36 5 773
19157+2252 42.128 56+ 5 24 7 773
19157+2801 43.956 61+ 7 45 3 763
19157+2143 44.817 55+ 4 68 10 76:2
19157+2203 45.910 56+ 4 31 7 763
19158+2135 48.228 55+ 4 52 8 773
19158+2417 49245 58+ 5 38 19 782
19158+2139 49.845 55+ 4 41 3 773
19158+2226 51.27 56+ 5 77 10 773
19158+2405 53.254 57+ 5 33 13 792
19159+2247 56.1 3 56+ 5 35 13 773
19159+2119 57.216 55+ 4 19 6 773
19160+2040 0.840 54+ 4 51 12 782
19160+2446 1.740 58+ 6 94 13752
19160+2406 3.924 57+ 5 50 10752
19160+2928 4.337 62+ 8 44 28 772
19160+2214 4.443 56+4 41 21 76 2
19161+2419 7.2 24 56+ 5 28 6 77 3 I19181+23146033 57+5 31 7 78 3
19161 +2343 6.6 55 57+ 5 25 6 76 3
19161+2723 9.6 40 60+ 7 64 5 76 3
19162+2637 13.9 32 60+ 6 34 8 76 3)9182+253514.633 59+6 28 8 76 3
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 /zm 25 /_m 60 tam 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags ) S 2 # T
1.12 .54 .40L 1.83L BC AAI 1 5600000000
.44 .21: .40L 3.19L DD CC 0 8600000000
.25L .32L .40L 3.48 C J F 4600200010
.25L .51L .40L 3.84 D L G 9600000160
.63 .24 .40L 2.62L BD BBK 3 5700060110
.69 .31 A0L 2.78L CD AB 0 5600000000
.35 .25L .40L 4.17L C CI J 6601100110 1 23
.49 .25L .40L 2.74L B A 6600100010
.25L .26L .40L 2.98 D E F 6700000110
6.24 9.54 ! 2.78 2.69: BBCD AAAC i 3 9601100100
I
.50 .32L .40L 2.87L B B E D 4600000000 1 2
2.73 1.21 ' 1.59 8.43 DCCC AABD 0 6500100010
1.71 ,42 = ,40L 4.18L EBC _:AC 09601100100.60 .25L .40L 1.38L B E 1600000000 1 220.33 9.94 2.18 2.78L BBC 3 660110000015 3 3
.84 .35 .40L 5.05L CC DB 0 3601030000 1 1 32
.63 .41 .40L 2.85L BF BC 6 3600100010
1.49 .46 .40L 1.59L BC ABC 0 1600100010
.44 .25L .28: 4.14L B D CL GB 9606010000 1 2
.26L .27L .49L 4.33 O G D 7600000010
A5L .25L .58 4.74L B C 9501020000 1
1.00 .53 .40L 3.06L BC AB 0 6600100000
.68 ,21: .40L 1.41L BD ABGE 0 1600210000 3 13
.36 .25L .40L 3.21L F A 3600000000
.72 i .25: .40L 2.69L CF CO 25601201200 6
.25L i .25L .401 2.77 C F F D 9700000160
,62 ! .30 .40L 2.84L BC BD 1 9500010000
.25L I .25L .45L 3.00 C E MB 4600600000
.49 .27L .47L 2.49L C B E I C 4600000000
.30 .59L .40L 4.50L F G 5500000000
i
.25L .25L 40L 7.25 C J ND 9501001020
3.29 1.71 40L' 2.89L BF AAB 9 4660101000
.70 .46 .40L 2.17L BC BB 0 4601600000
.25L .53L .40L' 2.62 E HE 6501000120
.25L .25L .40L 2.69 D D 7700000010
,27L .25L .56 4.72L C C 6601120110 1
14.57 8.38 1.60 i 1.71L BBC AAAC 0 050000000015 3 4
.25L .66 4.85 9.78 CCC CDB 6501103300 6 1 32
.25L .31L .40L I 2.35 C H D 4600200010 1 39
.94 .47 .40L 1.55L BC BBN 2 1600210000
4.26 1.81 .40 2.51L BBC AAED 0 5600101000
.37 I .25L .40L ' 1.76L B B K E 2600600000
2.27 i 1.05 .44L 3.73L DF AA 9 2700000000
.63 i .37 .40L 1.85L BD BD 2 4500100010
1.64L .31L .40L 5.02 DI H 7500001120
.29 i .25L .49L 8.14L C O HI 2600000000
.53 .26 .40L 2.67L CE BCM ]10 3501000000 •.56 .25L .40L 1.88L D BH ] 3500000000 2 1
.54 i .34 .46L_ 3.23L CD BBGD 46016000001
27.56 8.03 2.69 3.42L BBC AAAC 05600110100143 6 1
.30 .25L .40L 3.29L C CE 4601000000 113
.58 .25L .40L 1.56L B B F 5600000000 1 "41
.87 .34 .40L 3.85L BD BB 16500210100
.59 25L .40L 4.32L C SC 6600000010
.43L .29 .40L 1.95L D C 6700160000
.25L .25L A0L 3.58 C D 5500101010 1 "41
1.47 .61 .40L 1.48L BC AB 16700001060 2 2
.37 .25L .40L 2.41L D :DE 6700100000
229 1.30 .40L [ 3.23L DC AA 1 6610200000
59 .34L .41Lj 4.76L B 'Sl M 5700010060
i
.34 .20: .40Li 1.59L BD 'BDGF 1 6760000000
1.37 ,37 .40L 2.94L BC _AC 0 4560201000 3 "13
4,19 2.32 .34: 3.74L CBE AAE 0 5600000060
.25L 25L .49L 2.65 S I J MF D 8700000100
.41 .25L .40L 3.15L B BJ 8500000000
,62 23 .40L 3.07L ED BCF 04600010000 1 "41!
25L .25L .59L 2.84 O E C 6400000008
.59 .27L .41L 6.48L C BG 9500200000
.42L I .49L .44 4.84: CE GE D 8601000118
25L J ,25L .58 12.18L F CD 9502100218 41 32
!
.31 .25L .40L 4.04L C B 4500100060 1 *41
.41 .25L .40L 2.38L B CCL 3560000000
.28L .77 1.50 2.85 CCC EAAE 6500120110 1
.70L .57L .40L 1.70 C D 7600000000 11"41
.45 .25L .40L 2.03L C BD 7560120110 1
.40 .25L .40L 18.84L C CEG 9401260108 43 13
.25L .25L .68L 4.76 C L F E 9600100210 1 23
.59 .29 .40L 1.72L BC BD 04500600000
t4.74 6.98 1.03 15.04L CBC AAB 3 940020000829
.44 .25L .40L 7.41L C AC 7300010008 1 1
.29L .17 .47L 6.40L E E 8500100000
2.73 1.33 .40L 2.91L CC AAD 7 9600000000 1 23
.36 25L .41L 4.67L C C i 9500100000
.25L .25L = .48L 4,13 D I C 9500100110 t i'41
.77 .26L .40L 4.65L B ADF I 8500200000
.35 .25L .40L 4.04L C CMH 4600000000
.88: .63 .45L 3.15L CE BBJ 1 9501100000 1 *41
.25L .25L .68 5.72: FD GDC 6660000018
3.07 1.67 .42L 4.84L BE AA 99501000000
.27 .25L .44L 4.88L D E 9602006000
.32 25L .40L 2.64L F E 4760000000
.62 .43L A2L 3.68L F CDG 9501100000
.66L .25L ,40L 1.52 C L K E 5500600000 1 °41
.44L 25L i .43 5.73L D F 6600000000
.84 .25LI .40L 3.63L B BD 9500200110 1 13
2.06 1.94 .49L 16.97L CC AAC 8 8511000006
112.19 137.t5 31.04 8.08 BBDC AAAA 9 956020000031 2 ° 3
.63 .25L .40L 1.78L C AM 5560000000
.66 .36 .40L 2.23L EF BCJ 9 6500000000 1 1































































Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)Name Galactic Uncertainty C V L
Coords SM] SMN 00 12 p.m 25 /Lm 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky)o,,,,ham. = 8, (s) ( 1 b (") (") (') N
19183+2423 18.3 51 58+ 5 25 7 77 3 .52
19163+2746 18,729 61+7 44 6 76 3 .31,
19163+2347 192 23 57+ 5 41 6 77 3 1.08
19163+2338 19.4!33 57+5 44 8 77 3 .56
19163+2532 20.1155 59+6 52 11 76 3 .25L
19163+2820 21.234 61+7 48 19 77 2 ,25L
19163+2232 23.3 60 56+5 41 7 77 3 .37
19164+2556 24.3 32 59+6 33 18 76 3 .25L
19164+2048 24.g 56 55+4 87 3 78 3 34
19164+2740 27.3 29 61+7 50 6 76 3 1.15
19184+2105 29.6 51 55+4 19 s 77 3 512
19165+2553 30.8 38 59+ 6 40 6 76 3 .82
19166+2152 37.0 31 56+ 4 65 26 76 2 .37L
19166+2222 39.734 56+4 34 7 76 3 1.5519167+272749.752 61+7 54 5 76 3 .4919166+262346.034 81+7 52 7 76 3 .4o
19188+2243 51.2 42 56+ 5 39 23 78 3 ,25L
19168+2849 51.9 11 62+ 7 37 10 77i 3 +4019168+2444 53.6 43 58+ 5 27 v 76 _ .86
19169+2119 54.9 15 55+ 4 19 7 77 3 .60
19169+2903 56.8 13 62+ 7 30 5 76 3 1.62
19169+2135 57.5 27 55+ 4 38 7 77 _ 3 .49
19169+2454 57,7 49 58+ 6 27 10 78 3 ,70
19169+2141 57.9 25 55+ 4 53 12 77 3 .35
19169+2936 58,1 9 62+ 8 48 5 741 4 .35
19169+2652 59.1 55 60+ 6 65 7 76 3 ,35
19170+2053 0.8 47 55+ 4 38 8 78 3 .80
19170+2115 2.7 11 55+ 4 34 7 77 3 1,07
19170+2532 3.3 45 59+ 6 85 7 76 3 ,36
19170+2710 3.8 3 60+ 7 30 6 76; 3 6.74
=
19171+2118 8.7 7 55+ 4 46 7 77 3 .56
19171+2206 8.8 10 56+ 4 45 7 76 3 .85
19172+2806 14.4 43 61+ 7 28 7 761 3 ,25L
19172+2048 17.4 48 55+ 4 66 13 76 2 .34
19173+2610 19.9 4 59+ 6 84 31 75 2 .25L
19173+2326 20.0 16 57+ 5 37 18 78 2 .40L
19173+2256 21.4 56 57+ 5 37 5 77 3 16.07
19173+2204 21.6 51 56+ 4 52 14 78 3 .25L
19173+2625 21.6 44 60+ 6 45 7 77 3 1.11
19173+2420 23.0 44 58+ 5 33 5 76 3 1.59
19173+2835 23.5 32 62+ 7 34 9 75 3 .25L
19174+2228 24.4 37 i 56+ 4 25 5 76 3 34.09
19174+2709 26.7 33 60+ 6 42 7 76 3 .43
19174+2954 26.8 19' 63+ 8 28 3 73 4 .63
19174+2852 28.8 18 62+ 7 35 19 76 3 ,25L
19174+2601 29.6 1 59'+ 6 65 7 77 3 .83
19175+2406 31.6 3 58+ 5 83 32 75 2 .27L
19175+2002 31,8 52 54+ 3 76 10 77 3 .39
19175+2433 32.7 32 58+ 5 62 7 77 3 .44
19175+2303 34.2 50 57+ 5 31 15 77 3
19175+2312 34.5 56 57+ 5 96 13 75 2
19175+2450 35.7 5 58+ 5 50 11 i 77 :3
19176+2026 39.2 57 54+ 3 46 10 i 78 3
19176+2242 40.0 44 56+ 4 30 6 77 3
19176+2139 41.t 39 55+ 4 24 7 77 3
19177+2258 420 26 57+ 4 25 6 77 3
19177+2511 42.1 20 59+ 5 47 10 77 3
19177+2208 42.7 31 56+ 4 32 6 76 3
19177+2128 43.3 25 55+ 4 23 7 77 3
19177+2455 43.4 19 58+ 5 32 11 76 3 I
I
19177+2142 45.1 21 56+ 4 58 25 78 3
t9178+2015 50.2 45 54+ 3 33 7 78 3
19178+2615 50.4 6 60+ 6 47 6 77 3
19178+2011 51.3 45 54+ 3 35 8 78 3
19178+2339 51.9 56 57+ 5 90 12 79 2
19176+2309 53.1 21 57+ 4 34 18 77 3
19179+2946 55.7 48 63+ 8 37 , 7 73 4
19179+2717 56.8 20 60+ 6 80 11 75 2
19180+2143 0.2 5 56+ 4 49 9 78 3
19180+2415 1.2 43 58+ 5 44 3 77 3
19180+2111 1.3_42 55+4 51 10 77 3
19180+2442 3.5125 58+ 5 40 8 77 3
19180+2920 3.9 16 62+ 7 16 g 72 4
19180+2634 5.8 7 60+ 6 36 5 77 3
19180+2409 5.9 24 56+ 5 i 51 22 76 3
19181+2242 6.6 42 56+ 4 43 8 77 3
19181+2319 7.1 28 57+ 5' 67 14 79 2
19161+2045 7.8 59 55+ 3 81 10 77 3
19181+2556 8.5 4 59+ 6 36 5 77 3
19181 +2032 8.E g 55+ 3 92 16 79 2
19181+2917 11.E 2 62+ 7 27 8 73 4
19182+2403 12.7 3 58+ 5 53 8 77 3
19162+2901 14._ 0 62+ 7 108 34 78 2
19182+2500 14.6 11 58+ 5 39 11 76 3
19182+2920 14.8 55 62+ 7 27 8 26 4
19182+2037 _16.2 37 55+ 3 38 12 77 3
19183+2212 21.2 13 56+ 4 67 8 78 3
19183+2339 21.5 35 57+ 5 21 6 77 3
19183+2344 21.7 53 57+ 5 35 7 77 3
19184+2555 24.1 7 59+ 6 40 5 76 3
19184+2219 24.331 56+4 37 6 77 3
19164t-2041 27.7 48 55+ 3 89 8 771 3
19184+2710 28.735 60+6 28 v 761
19184+2111 29,8 12 55+ 3 40 7 77 3
19185+2447 32.2 42 58+5 58 17 75 2
19185+2600 32.2 12i 59+6 39 8 76 3191651-21313234oi 55+4 53 7 77 9191651-223333.115156+4 29 9 77 3
19185+2840 35.6 60 62+ 7 66 16 76 3
























































.20: 30 DB 2500101000
.25L .42L 2.38 D F C 5500000008
.29: .40L 4.12L BE BE 1 1600000000
.25L .40L 2.72 C HB 5701100000
.25L .43L 6.86L C BG 6601000000
.29: .40L 2.14L BD AC 1 5500100000
.94 .46L 5.07L BC IAAL 0 6501000000
.50 .40L 1.72L BC BB 0 5701100000
.25L .40L 5.38 D J E 7500000110
.80 .40L 3.08L BC AA G O 4601011000
.25: .40L 2A8L BD CD H 0 5500000000
.25L .40L 7.57L C CE B 9300000008
.25L .51: 7.25 DC ED 7501010128
.25L .40L 7.42L EBDD CHH 4300030008.47 .40L 3.06L AB 9 3601000000
.26L .47: 4.32L B F D 7500220000
1.41 .40L 1.63L BE AAFC 9 8500001000
.25L .40L 4.52L B B K 7601110000
.26 .40L 2.86L BD BD E 1 3700000000
.25L .42L 5.10L C CFF 7601130000
.25L ,40L 2,05L C DL I 5500000000
,25L .40L 2.11L D CE E 4661010000
,45 .40L 6.39L EF BB 9 4601100000,
,61 ,40L 4.44L BC AA 1 6500220000 i
.25L .40L 3.55L C A 2500000000 1
1.73 .40L 2.21L BB AAEF! 2 5501000000
,48 .48L 5.07L BD ABI G, 0 6500220000
.42 .40L 4.59L CCcD AC 0 8600100100
.26L 1.31 2.10: GBB 9500000008
.23 .44L 6.39L CD BC G 0 i 4601100000
.25L .40L 2.84 O C i 9600000000
.25L .48 11.28L C HC 8500121328
4.28 1.32 15.29L BBC AAA 0 9440000208 01
.25L A0L 5.94 C J C 8601100100
.68 .40L 2.00L BD AB 0 9600000000197 ,40L 2.89L BC AA E 96010111001
,27L 1,77 2.19 CC HA B 5500000008
920 1.72 3.33: BBCC AAAD 1 3600000200 18
.29L .40L 2.01L E BD G 6501000000
.35 .40L 1.33L B C BA 1 9600000000
.25L .40L 2.10 C H C 7400000000
.25L .40L 2.62L C AG K 8500000000
.30L .53L 3.70 C E H KG 960100(3000
.25L .53L 8.74: D D BG F 4601000010
.27L .40L 2,79L B CC 5600000000
,25L .39: 8.54 CD I HCB 9600100218
i 950O100008.25L .48L 18.68L C AM
.25L .40L 3.42L C D 1600100000
32L .44L 5.52L B BC D 5700000000
.60 .50L 4.13L C C ABM 1701100200
.48 .40L 4.74L CE ABM 7601101010
1.32 2.13 17.16L BC FAA 9400100208
.28L .40L 2,78L E CD 3500000000
.45 ,40L 3,79L B C A B 0 7700001100
2.19 .55L 4.88L EC AAC 8 7500000000
.39 .40L 2.84L CD BC 0 2701100000
,25L .40L 9.37 C C I F 7602201110
.53 .51L 5.85L BC ABL 3 5600101100
.25L .40L 2.21L B B E K 9600000000
.68 .47L 6.01L CC AA 3 6601101000
.30L .41L 15.66L D DF 4400000008
.25L .50L 6.41 D M GB 9600100228
,25L A0L 1.46L B B 4600000000
,25L .40L 2.77L D H 5500000000
.30L ,55L 7.75 F D ABKD 6682101110
.17 .40L 3.74L CE BD 5 9601000100
.25L .46L 5.72L D B K M 4500000000
.73 .42L 3.02L CC AAH 9 2600010000
.48: .40L 1.31L BF BC 1 8601211000
.34 .40L 1.95L CC AC 1 6601001000
.25L .40L 5.25 C J HGG 9681000010
.25L .42L 3.41L B Sl 1701000000
.25L .40L 20.25L D F I 8400000008
.25L .53L 6.63L C CC 4500100000
.32 .40L 2.34L BC BCFF 3 7500100000
,28L .47L 8.40L H 5500100000
.23 .40L 1.76L BD BC 3 7601211000
.25L .40L 3.48L C !A K 9601000000
.58L .41L 1,80 D I E 5400000120
.25L .69 3.28 CC LLCB 2600000100
.23 .40L 1.57L CF DC 0 7601211000
.38L .49L 5.91L D CD F 6600200100
.25L .47L 4.06L C CN 7700000000
1.15 .40L 15.69L DD AA 9 4400100008
.25 .40L 15.38L DC BC 2 3400100008
,31 .40L 2.07L BC AD 3 7600200000
.22: .46L 3.57L BF AC E 2 3700000000
.25L .62L 5.65L D B D 4600300000
.25L .40L 1.86L D I A F 5500000000
.62 .46L 5.90L F E A B 9 3600000000
.25L .39 4.03L O C D E 2600000110 '
.25L .40L 2.71L CCE BMKE 6500100000.30 .44L 4.71L AB F 9 5600010000
.53 .44L 4.10L BB 0 3700000000
.25L .37: 3.03 C D ME B 4500000008
.25L .42L 3.61L D BG 6601000000
Declination: +20°-+ 30 °
Associations
C
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type Mag
.40L 3.301' BD BCL 10 950010000040, 210L 58 9 55011oo0102 1 EF'YR 30L 99'DF *O1 001 O 1 "411,1 +2347 131403'O CK 5 100O06 1"41191  2339 17
2.50L DC
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1 13 87058 K5
1 1 23 LDN 0744
I
1 2 i DO 17632
1
4 13:87061 K5
1 23 LDN 0744
1 23 LDN 0784
4 2 DO 17636
i
5 13 87068 M3
1 2 DO 17641
1 23 LDN 0732
1 13 87074 G5
1 1 PX LYR
1 13 87083 K
2 13 87085 MO
1 13 87089 K2
1 2 DO 17656
1 2[ DO 17660
1 2 DO 17662
I
I


























Right Ascension- 19h18m39"-19h20m41" Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950)
Name
ham. 8 (s) (,5,) C_x)_s 5MJ SMN
. , C) C) ,, N
19186+2325 39.6 50 57+ 4 34 10 31 3
19186+2227 40.4 21 56+ 4 42 4 77
19186+2311 40A 34 57+ 4 24 5 76
19187+2221 42.1 39 56+ 4 40 5 77 3
19107+2926 43.t 43 62+ 7 45 11 72 3
19167+2634 44.1 13 60+ 6 88 19' 76 3
19167+2717 45.2 26 61+ 6 35 7 76 3
19187+2416 46,2 44 56+ 5 32 12 31 3
19187+2206 47.7 26 66+ 4 39 18 76 3
19166+2026 50,7 24 55+ 3 47 9 77 3I
19189+2453 55.0 431 58+ 5 25 6 77 3
19169+2731 55,0 22 61+ 6 40 9 77 3
19189+2722 55.2 7 61+6 29 15 29! 3
19169+2251 55.5 19 57+ 4 28 11 77 3
19169+2042 56.2 9 55+ 3 27 6 77 3
19189+2103 59.9 60 55+ 3 37 6 77 3
19190+2012 0,2 40 54+ 3 43 7 77 3
19190+2735 2,2 44 61+ 6 42 17 76 3
19190+2130 3,0 42 55+ 3 60 9 77 3
19190+2957 4,2 2 63+ 7 64 21 74 4
19191+2625 7 5 19 60+ 6 56 7 76 3
19191+2757 8,4! 2 61+ 6 23 6 76 3
19191+2916 8.4140 62+ 7 72 9 76 3
19191+2309 8,E 18 57+ 4 51 6 77 3
19191+2000 8.8 22 54+ 3 42 7 77 3
19191 +2158 9.1 48 56+ 4 64 15 78 _ 2
19191 +2232 10.4 30 56+ 4 31 5 77 3
19191+2253 10.0 19 57+ 4 80 8 76 3
19191+2024 11.5 32 55+ 3 33 6 77 3
19192+2032 12,0 33 55+ 3 37 10 78 3
19193+2213 18.9 29 56+ 4 39 9 77 3
19193+2530 19.3 24 59+ 5 31 10 76 3
19193+2919 19,6 37 62+ 7 33 6 73 4
19194+2942 24,2 17 63+ 7 23 6 76 3
19194+2205 24.9 25 56+ 4 80 9 77 3
19194+2051 25.7 5 55+ 3 45 6 77 3
19194+2109 25.9 8 55+ 3 74 15 77 2
19194+2131 26.3 46 56+ 3 40 10 77 3
19194+2538 26.5 7 59+ 5 25 t4 31 3
19194+2145 26.6 4 56+ 4 60 5 77 3
19195+2006 30.2 20 54+ 3 42 6 77 3
19195+2140 31.7 24 56+ 3 53 ' 6 77 3
19196+2529 36,2 4 59+ 5 66 17 75 2
19196+2000 37.4 24 54+ 3 34 6 77 3
19196+2550 38,0 37 59+ 5 49 11 79 2
19196+2356 38,2 21 58+ 5 39 5 77 3
19196+2312 38,7 32 57+ 4 36 8 78 2
19196+2437 40.0 29 58+ 5 26 5 77 3
19197+2405 42,5 20 58+ 5 55 13 78 2
19197+2122 43,7 41 55+ 3 62 8 76 2
19197+2612 45,2 47 60+ 6 26 5 77 3
19197+2154 45,6 29 56+ 4 39 6 77 3
19197+2006 46,2 25 54+ 3 33 7 77 3
19198+2112 48,3 2 55+ 3 30 7 76 2
19196+2940 48.9 5 63+ 7 31 10 71 3
19198+2040 49,8 32 55+ 3 36 6 77 3
19199+2300 54,2 34 57+ 4 41 7 77 3
19199+2100 54.5 46 55+ 3 23 4 77 3
19199+2046 56,5 35 55+ 3 52 6 77 3
19199+2219 57,1 40 56+ 4 60 7 78 3
19199+2616 59,5 35 60+ 6 38 6 77 3
19200+2821 0.8 49 62+ 7 24 4 73 5
19200+2101 0,9 10 55+ 3 26 6 76 2
19200+2906 1,7 2t 62+ 7 33 9 74 4
19200+2955 3,8 8 63+ 7 36 3 75 4
19200+2228 4,4 5t 56+ 4 27 6 77 3
19200+2914 4,6 0 62+ 7 17 5 75 4
19201+2834 7,6 18 62+ 7 14 4 73 5
19201+2251 8,2 53 57+ 4 41 13 77 3
19201+2741 9.6 22 61+ 6 50 3 74 3
19201+2224 10.7 34 56+ 4 42 6 77 3
19201+2147 10.6 55 56+ 3 48 6 77 3
19201+2101 11,1 46 55+ 3 18 6 77 3
19201+2043 11,2 18 55+ 3 50 8 78 2
19201+2112 11,4 18 55+ 3 66 6 77 3
19202+2013 12,2 14 54+ 3 53 6 77 3
19202+2411 14.6 50 58+ 5 35 4 77 3
19202+2009 14,8 45 54+ 3 21 5 77 3
19202+2721 17,0 31 61+ 6 28 10 77 3
19203+2019 20,2 22 55+ 3 37 5 77 3
19203+2617 21,7 37 60+ 5 25 j 11 76 3
19203+2932 22,4 10 63+ 7 83 J 15 76 2
19204+2318 24,1 1 57+ 4 56 21 77 2
19204+2853 24.3 56 62+ 7 26 12 78 2
19204+2218 26,6 7 56+ 4 36 10 77 3
19204+2703 28,4 40 61+ 6 62 10 76 3
19204+2322 28.7 52 57+ 4 100 10 75 2
19205+2805 31,5 50 61+ 6 49 15 74 5
19205+2450 34,8 26 59+ 5 22 5 76 3
19206+2028 36.4 3 55+ 3 102 i 37 76 2
19206+2216 36,6 13 56+ 4 25 7 77 3
19206+2208 36,7 43 56+ 3 35 6 77 3
19206+2255 37,8 45 57+ 4 27 6 77 3
19206+2941 38,4 3 63+ 7 32 i 9 75 4
19206+2315 38.7 36 57+ 4 36 6 77 3
19206+2131 38,8 10 56+ 3 22 i 6 77 3
19206+2121 39,0 5 56+ 3 32 5 77 3
19206+2648 39.4 4 60+ 6 29 6 76 3
19206+2517 39,6 5 59+ 5 25 5 77 3


















































.31L .27L ,62 I
1.02 .58 ,75L I
,36 .34L .40L i


















































.97 .80 .53L i
10.35 8.10 1.43 ;
.71 .31 .40L j
5.33 3.88 ,57 i




100 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
6.62 CC FCC 6601000108 2 13 87099 B9
4.28L BD BD C 0 3700100000
1921L DCD ABE 7 8500001008
4A5L CDC AAB 9 3700200000 I
1.70L C DE 6600000000 2 Vl105 CYG
1.98 C C 5600000000
1.86L BD CGM 0 5700100120
5,84 DC E B 8581000100
6.87 CC DDED 5700001120
6,23L BC AB 0 ! 2600100000
I
2.79L ED AB 9 ! 0600000100
1.98L BD BC 1 4700100100
4.96 EC GOD ' 5681000230
20.32L FC DE 5 5500100008
6A6L BC AAB 9 9601101100
4.70L CC AB 6 2600000000
5,42L ED BB 7 3701000000
3,14 FC HC 4600100110
7,52L C C 4510000000
2,39 F J C 4500000008
2.04L EF BEI 0 5600000000
6,07L BBC AAB ; 0 9400000008
1,47L CE DC 5 6601120320
23,75L B AF 7400000008
6.27L DC AA 6 3700110000
7.81L C EK 4600000000
4.70L BC AC 0 3700000000
26.00L B BD 4500100008
6.02L CC AA 8 9601100000
8.95L BC BBG 3 9501000000
5.60L BD BCL 0 9700001000
1.82L DC CBBJ 2602102000
4.53:" B D B J C 9581220448
6.38L B AG 9500020008
5.62L C AEKF 9701001010
5,19L BC BBH 0 1600010100
10.06L C CF






6.33L B C A B
2.52L F LE I



















2.05L CC AB 6 7600101000
6.75L BC AAM 0 9500002000
8.07L BC AA 0 6601200000
7,57L FE DB 7 6702000010
5.99L BD BE 0 9400120008
6,32L CE AC 6 9601100210
2.81L BC ABJ I 5700000000
4.88L CCF AAA 7 4671200000
g.91L CF BC 0 9501200210
5.44L CD AD 0 8700100010
1,69L CC AB 6 9600101000
1.46L BC AAK 4 9601000000
5.89L E D AAA 4610200000
7.13L B AC 9400000008
7.00L C BE 4400100008
4.66L BD AAC 6 7700100000
5.99L BB AAFM 1 9400000008
1.66L BB ABFC 6 9501002000
4,85L C CE 3700000000
1.85L C FG 4600010000
4.81L CC AC 0 7700200000
6.90L B BC 9600000000
5.95L FBD AAA 9 5601200000
10.03L C C 9501100100
7.27L B CEJ F 6701000010
6.56L DE CC 1 8700200000
2.53L BC AB 1 9601000000
6.71L BCF AAA 9 8701100000 29
1.68L B E A B 1 8600000000
6.52L BF AA 9 9700100000
2.82L B B 9600000000
7.32L C G 9400000008
4.75 F L C 6600300010
1.51L C AM 9600000000
6.10L B BG 9700200000
2.01L B C 9600000000
5,29L C B F N 3600200000
2.74 C I GCC 8500010110
2,40L BC BB 0 4601032000
8,27 D F 9600100110
4.38L BDF AAA 9 9700200000
5.60L BFF AAAD 9 9700100010
4,55L CBC AAC 8 8700200000
6.28L DD ADKG 1 9500000008 :
4.33L CD AA 9 6600200010
6.63L DD AAE 9 9600010000
5,97L BCC AAA 9 9700100000
2,00L CD AC 4 3600000000
3.14L BBC AAC 9 8610000000
2.40L BD AAJ 9 6600110000
i
2 "13 87102B8
1 1 XX VUL
1 23 LDN 0738
2 "23 LDN 0741
1 "41 19190+2130

















1 "41 19193+2213 54 7
2
D
1 2 131 87110 K2 5 85
1 *41" 19194+2205 7 1
1 23J LDN 0738 366
1 "41] 19193+2109 40 4
1 "41 19195+2131 56 1
1 "41 19195+2140 31 3
2 1 1 Z VUL 23 1
1 1 39 PSR 1919+20 44 400
1 2 DO 17687 62 113
3 _ 32 X1919+240 23 3"41 i 19197+2122 47 3
1 '41 19197+2154 20 7
I 23 LDN 0746 162
1 2 2 DO 17690 48 96
1 "41 19197+2040 34 3
1 °41 19198+2100 37 1
1 *41 19199+2219 19 3
1 "41 19199+2101 16 4
1 2 DO 17692 43 106
2 16 11953S 8 1300
1 1 V1254 CYG 10 3
2 1 1 V840 CYG 3 3
1 "41 19202+2224 22 7
1"41 19201+2147 i g 31 "41 19202+2101 2 3
2 "23 LDN0746 !162
I
1 39 PSR 1920+20 98 400
iI
1 23 LDN0773 i 118
I
I
1 "41 19203+2218 i 26_6 11 13 87132 KO 80
I
i
3 1 32 X1920+248 13 3
1 "41 19206+2216 8 7
1 "41 19206+2208 20 7
!
1 "41 19207+2131 53 3
1 "41 19206+2121 6 7




Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. o6
192o7+231842.429 57+4 59 19 78 219207+201242.5 4 54+3 32 5 77 319207+216642.714 56+3 70 11 78 2
19207+202345.1{ 55+31 35 5 77 318207+212461 56+3 3o 5 77 3
19207+2259 46.7 55 57+4 45 6 77 3192oe+213849.758 56+9 66 12 79 219206+243250.8 58+5 20 5 77 3
19206+235752.6_ 56+_ 96:10 79 219208+2702 52.7 61+ 32 6 76 3
19208+2208 53.7J19 56+73 91 12 76 2
19209+2935 59.2 6 63+ 39 12 71 219210+2251 0.0 7 57+4 23! o 77 3
19210+22o41232 56+3 26 3 77 3
4330 77 2i
19210+2058 1.2 48 55+ 3 10
19210+2447 1.6 27 59+ 6 29 6 77 3
19210+2010 3.251 55+ 2 5 77 3j
19210+2146 3.229 56+ 3 31 I 6 7719211+2651 6.2 48 60+ 6 - 74 -
1921,+21_ 7.827 56+3 ii 8 77 319211+24218.847 58+4 5 77 318211+2836114 0 82+8 21 5 74 419212+292412.518 _+7 33 9 73 3
19212+2701 13,2 41 61+ 8 44 3 75 4
19212+2054 13,8 29 55+ 3 42 12 76 2
19212+2150 14.81 56+ 3 4628li 80
2
19212+2343 15.1 30 58+ 4 40 77 3
02 5 2 7 55+3 24 77 3
19212+2805 16.3 55 62+ 6 21 75 4
19213+2922 18,8 13 63+ 7 40 8 68 3
19213+2203 21,7 41 i 56+ 3 34 7 77 3
19214+2141 24.1 9 56+ 3 49 7 77 319214+2108242 8i 55+3 80 11 79 2
192'4+2346 26.7 19' 58+ 4 67 8 77 3
,9214+26528142 60+6 21 3 74 519214+2_828.224,60+8 35 3 78:4
19214+2221 29,4 8 56+ 3 26 9 77 3
19215+2303 30.9 17 57+ 4 62 12 75i 219215+260o32138 60+5 38 8 76 318215+230235954 67+4 72 3 77 2
19216+2100 37,8 46 ! 55+ 3 25 6 78 3182,8+28,4393260+660127712
19216+2258 39.754 57+4 22 ) 7713319216+2132 40.740 56+3 31 77
19216+2815 40.850 62+6 30 8 74 4
18217+2251 44.4 8 57+4 30 10 78 3
18217+2632 44.9 13 60+5 16 4 75419217+2032 45.1 60 55+2 33 77
19217+2017 45,4 30 55+ 2 22 5 77 3
19217+2430 45.9 37 58+ 4 59 28 76 3
19217+2621 46.1 25 60+5 24 4 77 4
19217+2328 47.0 3 57+4 22 6 77i319217+2813479lO 82+6 70 2 78
19216+294349538 60+7 25 6 75418218+2223497 o57+37Olo 79!L
19218+2153,0857 ,,+3 32 ; ,,133,9219+23 ..1 48 57+4 24 7718219+202055.824 55+2 23 5 77 3
19219+29057.622 62+6 19 8 7514
,9220+2353.137.+45310773
182 0+26, 3i 61+56oi73 19220+27 .4 81+817 75:,9220+,3162.5 57+4 77,9 2 0564.5 55 3378773,9,20+23,75.9 68+44710773
,9221+24,18.8658+43412793
19221+2627 6.8 30 60+ 5 19 8 75 5
19221+2300 8,3 5' 57+ 4 40 6 79' 2
19221+2454 8.3 6 59+ 4 56 7 76 3
19221+2809 8.5 221 62+ 6 17 4 75 4
19221+2759 8.8 221 62+ 6 43 3 76 3
19221+2604 10.4 47 59+ 5 26 6 77 3
19222+2535 12.1 1 59+ 5 78 22 76 3
18222+2948 12,7 45 63+ 7 16 8 73 4
19222+2234 12,9 39 57+ 3 33 6 77 3
19222+2710 13,7 22' 61+ 6 59 8 73 4
19222+2231 14.2 43 57+ 3 60 11 77
3
19222+2330 14.8 16 58+4 28 763
19222+2515 15.16 59+5 10128 2) 7777319222+2612 15.62 60+
19223+2432 18.6 31 59+4 87 29J 75 2
19223+2046 20,4 17 55+ 2 35 7! 77 3
19223+2041 20.7 32 55+2 28 7i 77 3
19223+2828 21,6 50 62+ 6 35 31 75 4
19223+2007 23.8 49 55+ 2 22 5 78 3
19224+2510 26.1 51 59+ 5 55 16 76 3
19224+2824 28.4 52 62+ 6 15 5 75 4
19225+2150 34.3 53 56+ 3 46 7 77 3
19225+22_3 34.8 32 57+ 3 21 11 77 3
19225+2957 35,2 6 63+ 7 36 12 68 2
19226+2037 37,2 47 55+ 2 47 7 77 3
19226+2240 37.9 28 57+ 3 44 6 77 3
19226+2122 39.1 18 56+ 3 20 6 77 3
19226+2902 39.3 4 63+ 6 19 3 75 4
19228+2020 40.9 11 55+2 44 12 77 319228+282941.OLO82+6 89 11 78 3
19227+2034 42.0 29 55+2 45 6 77 3
19227+2309 42.242 57+4 81 13 77 2 I19_7+220642.852 58+3 37 5 77 3J
19227+2224 43,8 15 57+3 32 12 78 2
Galactic Uncertainty U (Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 ,urn Flux Corr A Confusion R S : A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
3.91 C J B 6600300010 1 23 LDN 0774
8.52L BC AA 11 9600111000
6.27L C BD 9501000000 1 "41 19207+2156
7.85L BBC 6AA 3 9601110110
6.06L BC AA 3 9600100000 1 "41 19207+2124
5.04L CC BCN 4 7700100000
7.92L CO CO J I 9601200000 1 I"41 19207+2139
2.40L BC AB 0 6600110000
4,36L D C 7600000000
1,77L BC AAK 0 8600100000 1 19 605
5,94L F CH 9710200000
6.87L C B 9400000008 1 1 V843 CYG
4,92L BE s Sb 08701100000
4,72L BC AAD 4 9600200000 1 23 OCL0116
9.61L DE BA 7 3500200000
3.90L BD AEN 1 6601032000 3
9.13L BC AC 2 8600111000 1 13 87140K0
6.87L BC BBG 0 9603202110 2
1.96L BC AAH 4 2600102000 2
7,31L BCF ABE 7 9621200000
2.95L DC AB 7 7600000000
1.67L BD BB 0 5600000000 1 13 87144 K5
6.49L B SLME 9501110558 C 1 2 £)017710
2.39L EB DB 6601100000
11,47L C F 3501100100
6.29 E MJ D 9602102110 2
3.40L CC AAH 3 5600100000
CBC CAAG 3500200000 11 PK 55+ 2.1
10.44L BCDC 8 16500011210 1 DWCYG3,12 AADC 1
2.54 GBI i 9602110548 C
5.53L CC AAD 9 9500100000
7.25L BF ACL 3 9600100000
12.15L C B G 5501100000
5.16L C DGI I l5600100000
1.96L BF AAK 9 2600002000
1,96L BE DC MI 0 1600001(}<)0
6.44L CD BD 0 ' 9701001000
6,87L C L DB 8600200120
2,30L BD AC 0 8681000000
7_36L DO BGB 8600300120
9.60L BC J AA ! 3501000000
2.34L CF BG 0 i 5601000110
4.04L BC AB 0 9730300020
6.06L BC AA 0 9701000000
1.90L B CL H 3680100010
4.65L C B M 8701000000
2.34L BC AAH 0 l4600100000
11.32L CC AB 3 96002010000
12.34L CF AB 9 8601100100
5,41 C M FG 8500010320
2,93L RD 3DN 0 5500011000
4.13L EBC CAAI ; 2 5600000000
2.76 C H EE 3500200110
9.87L C BG 7400010008
6.06L E B 9702001000
5,92L BC AA E 0 9601000000
12,51 CO AB, 9600310120
11.40L EE AS 9 9601100000
6.96L RE BD 0 8400011008
4.93L C El 5601100000
2.74L C CJ 1600000000
1.94L BBC AAC 9 0701110000
5.03L B C BEB 6501000100
7.37L C B 3610000000
4.88L C BK 5601000000
5.77 F DC CCGD 8580210330
1,85: BC C AAFC 3 5500132000
5.81L CCC CABD I 9701110020
3,55L B CG 6600010100
2.16L BB AAEF 2 3700100110
1,60L C BE 0701110000
3.19L BC BA 0 7601000010
3.30 C F E 9601000010
5.17L BB ABJ 1 6500010008
5.02L BD AC J I 1 9700133430
3.99 C CEI D! 4502000010
6.54L C HCG 9600133430
4,96L CBD AAC 0 5600000000
2.59L BC AAJ 9 9601100000
2.78 C D 5602000130
6.21 D AAEF i 85002102207.82L BB 4 7600121100
270.29 BBCC CBAA 0 8200233300
1.76L B BH 2600211000
17.27L RE AACD 9 7501000100
c ECI 95011001106.48
1.53L ABC AACM 1 2700211000
6,53L DC MAAE 9701000100
17.56L ED FGGO 9501145650
5,05: F D J D D 5400210558
10.30L B BC i 7600311200
5.93L BB BAB 09700020000
6.90L BBC AAB 0' 4701100100
1.77L BD AC 2 6600011000
15.27L C EC 7600100000
2.45L D D 1600211000
10.46L BD BB 06600200000
7.49L C C 9600020000
5.95L CD AB 9 9600102000
6.14L F DG 9700000000
2 1 1 IQVUL
1 11 PK 55+ 2.2
1 13 87150 K7
1 23 LDN 0739
I 23 LDN 076923 0739
3 2311 LON 0769
1 I FH CYG
F ) 39 4C+22.54
7 22 $83
1 13 87166K0
3 4' TMSS +30369
F:2 23 LDN0767
C
4 13 87171 BE
12 4 TMSS +20401
1 13 87174 M0


















RightAscension:19h22m45'-19h24=38• Declination:+ 20°- + 30°
Name
a 6
ham. °5, (s) C) I b C) C) £) N
$9227+2233 45.231 57+3 27 17 76 2
19227+2547 46.6 40 60+ 5 16 3 74 4
19228+2142 51,221 56+3 2411 77 3
19228+203951657 55+2 89 16 78 2
19228+221151744 56+3 50 14 ao 2
,9228+20025195 55+250 7 773
,9228+2412523;I58+I69 777319229+2133 54.8 1 56+ 88 14 78 2
19229+2745 55.0 54] 61+6 20 4 75 419229+2914 57.9 30 63+ 45 20 69 2
I
,9230+2101.23!55+2 18 6 77319230+29541437 83+7 41 8 663
19230+22272,012 57+3 78 11 78 2
f9230+23252.820 58+4 _ _ 77 2J9230+255330 4 6o+5 2 76
r923o+_16 3.246 55+2 35 77 3
19230+2356 4.757 58+4 66 7 77 3
r9231+2o38 5.848 56+2 89 12 76 2
t9231+2134 9.035 5_+3 30 4 77 3
r9231+252210,825 59+4 28 4 75 4
I9231+2202 11.3 9 56+ 3 40 6 77 3
19232+2323 12.1 42 58+ 4 63 8 76 3
_9232+2238 12.4, 47 57+ 3 20 5 77 3
19232+2536 15.1 8 60+ 5 19 12 75 3
19232+2243 15.2 27 57+ 3 59 15 79 I 2
19232+2551 17.3 36 60+ 5 41 8 76 i 419232+2606 117.4 31 60+ 5 19 3 75 i
19233+2213 19,; 7 57+ 3 48 3 77i3
19233+2022 i19.4 28 55+2 38 7 77 I 3
19233+2104 21.4 0 56+ 2 24 6 77 3
19233+2329 21.7 52 58+ 4' 30 6 77 3
19233+2356 21.g 53 58+ 4 30 6 77 3
19233+2909 22.6 51 63+ 6 23 5 70 3
19233+2448 23.(_ 57 59+ 4 i 98 12 75 2
9233+2126 23.4 39 56+ 3 38 5 77 3
19234+2134 24.8 49 56+ 3 22 6 77 3
19234+2840 '29.(_ 4 62+ 6 26 5 75 4
19235+2012 31.3,32 55+ 2 55 9 77 3
r9235+2020 32.3 39 55+ 2 I 60 7 77 3
19235+2659 )3.8 35 61+ 5 1 25 3 75 4
19236+2110 37,c 22 56+ 2 1 65 9 78 2
19236+2003 '383 9 55+ 2 i 27 7 77 3
19236+2212 38.8 28 57+ 3 43 7 77 3
19236+2102 38.7 9 56+ 2 47 3 78 3
19236+2920 39.3 44 63+ 6 22 4 69 3
_9236+2404 39.4 57 58+ 4 22 6 77 3
19236+2123 41.8 33 56+ 2 19 5 77 3
!9237+2121 42.4 44 56+ 2 52 7 78 3
19237+2016 45.3 18 55+ 2 32 6 77 3
19237+2239 45.3 11 57+3 29 B 76 2
i
9237+253946.814 86+4 50 12 753
;9237+2324 47.2 21 58+ 3 33 5 77 3
19237+2150 47.5 38 56+ 3 52 10 77 3
i9238+2106 49.0 25 56+ 2 20 5 77 3
19238+2040 49.5 59 55+ 2 63 7 78 3
19238+2502 50.8 38 59+ 4 I 26 8 76 4
19238+2632 53.G 18 60+ 5 18 4 74 5
9239+2330 55.6 45 58+ 3 43 5 77 3
i9239+2618 56.1 30 60+ 5 13 3 74 5
9239+2849 56.8 24 62+ 6 i 34 4 73 3
18239+2001 57.9 41 55+ 2 53 12 79 =2
19239+2758 59.8 3 62+ 6 21 5 75 4
9240+2054 0.2 28 55+ 2 i 35 10 77 =3
19240+2146 1.5 39 56+ 3 41 5 77 3
r9240+2322 1.9 42 58+ 3 24 5 77 3
19241 +2239 8.1 35 57+ 3 64 9 34 3
19241+2713 9.3 50 61+ 5 19 3 74 4
19241+2910 10.7 43 63+ 6 32 9 69 3
19242+2402 13.2 34 58+ 4 i 49 9 78 =3
19242+2023 14.E 9 55+ 2 36 10 77 3
19242+2254 15.2 55 57+ 3 52 12 79 2
,9242+2818 15.558 62+6 32 11 73i3
19242+2949 15.5! 33 63+ 6 93 20 741219242+2003 !15.g 31 55+ 2 35 77
19242+2229 i17.3 51 57+ 3 38 5 78[ 319243+2000 118.3 53 55+ 2 25 3 77
19243+2148 18._ 34 56+ 3 50 5 78' 3
19243+2235 19.6 56 57+ 3 22 16 34 3
19243+2205 19.9 19 57+ 3 48 9 77 3
19243+2345 22.6 32 58+ 3 29 5 77 3
19243+2312 23.3 2 58+ 3 53 7 77 3
19243+2352 23.6 10 58+ 4 29 9 77 3
19243+2350 [23.9 56 58+ 4 26 10 71 3
19244+2529 i75.0 54 60+ 4 19 3 75 5
19244+2015 25.4 17 55+ 2 33 5 77= 3
19244+290225.744 6_+6 30 2_ 73i2419244 +2339 26.3 5 58+3 29 76
19244+2518 26.6 14 59+4 25 73 76)I19244+2225 27.1 16 57+3 72 77
i9244+2442 27.5 6 59+4 45 8 78 2
[9244+2028 27.6 55 55+ 2 114 27 77 3
19244+210327.819 56+2 25 5 77 3
_9244+243526,644 59+4 32 _ 77_i19245+2128 31.953 56t-2 38 77,
f9245+2347 _4044 58+3 37 3 77;4
19245+2741 35,12 62+5 18 6 74!3
19246+_91836.7 9 _+5 31 8 88 3
19246+2237 38.337 57+3 34 19 76 2
19246+212138.47 ,_+2 4_ 5 77 3
19246+2431 38.6 45 59+ 4 10 8 167 4
Position 0950)
.I
Galactic Uncertainty C ICoords 5MJ SMN 0 12 p,m
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































$00 /.Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 i# T Name Type
21.32 DD F GD 9501145450 1 F 1 23 LDN 0767
2.49L BC AA 9 8600000100 I
8.37L C EAB 9601000000
19.37L F C 6600300200 4
6.16L F DJ 9600102000 [
1647L CC BA ; 5501000000 [ 1 23 OCL 0113
4.82L C F C D 0 9600000000 i
11.65L C EE 9600100000[
1.79L BC BB 6 0600000000 j 1 1 V849 CYG
8.60L C B 5400000008 I
11.19L CE AA 9 0601000000 i 1 23 LDN0748
7.89L O BH 4400210438 4 1 13 87183 K5
7.83L C D 9601000010 i
3.33L DE AA 9 6601100000
2.96 C F C 8600100100 i11.24L BC BB 0 5602111210
4.60L CF BD E 0 3600121000 I
12.91L C D 5600100110
6.82L DC AA D 6 8710200000 1 "41 19232+2134
3.87L O AM 9600010000 1 13 87185 KO
6.39L DD AA 9 9701000100
6.14L C DF 5500200000
5.41L BC AAF 1 9701112000 1 23 LDN 0767
3,98L E CD 9600000000
10.82L D MGI 9683112310 4 1 23 LDN 0767
3.34L D BJ 8600100100
2.80L, BB AAJ 0 76010010008.46L B 9600100000
14.08L BC AB 0 6600100000
10.87L BD AB 8 0600100100 2 °23 LDN0746
5.04L CC AB 7 3500100000
5.25L BE AD 1 3600120000
7.34L BB AAK 0 5400000008
4.89L F D H 7601000000
6.88L BD AC F 0 7700200000
6.77L DCD AADE 9 8700100000
1.74L BB AAJ 1 1630011000
14.91L D B NF 9501100110
14.25L I D ABHD 9700200110
2.58L B E BC 0 4600000000
9.07L! C BH 0601110000
15.65L CBD AAA 9 9501110100 14
7.25L' F BC 8601100100
10.31L BD C GI AB 06002001007.40L AAL 8 440100(3008
397L BED AAB 9 3602000000
7.63L ! CC AAG 1 3700200000
7"84LI B-Ec BI 270020000013.72L BNM 0 9700201110
6.05L F F E B 9701033130
399 o c 9 ooooo
638L BC ABFH 2 4700200000
7.75L' B BG G 5700100000
9.59LI BB B AAA 6 0601200100
12.72L D BDH 9601000000
3.65L BD BBJ F : 1 4601000000
2.22L BB AA 1 6600000000
5.65L BD AC _ 97011000002.29L CB AA 460000000066OO001000'AAL1.69L i C D
15.31LI C BD 9601100000
1.66LI B B AAL 4 3700000000
11.11L DE BC I0 7701000110
6._L BC ABK i0 670020_0
4.83Li BBC AAA '5 9701100000 14
5.64L D E EC 9702231330
1.94LI BE AAK 9 2_
2.20LI BF BBI 0 9600010000
5.51L 'D CC _, 5600000000
16.46L CD BEE 0 9600111310
11.58L! C BCK 9600000100
2.09L B BH 3702000010
2 45 l D J B 960O000008
1334L_CD BB Io _11_o_
5.81L! BE BB i4 9701200000
13.46L BC AB 10 8600200000
9.13L' DD BC 0 5601100100
16.82 OC HJ ED 9682202560
10.60L B CL 9701000000
5.0OL B BD 8601310000
5.34L BD BEL I 8700020000
8.64: : CD DFDB 7601203310
9.10 CC C CCGB 0 7601303310
2.88L BF AC 1 9600000000
14.98L BBC C AAAH 1 95010013002._ 66O0OO020O
6.11L CC BD DB 0 950010O00O
3.83L BC CBGJ 4 9601001000
7.41L D BK J 9701100010
6.17L C CD 5501000000
19.01 C B C C G 960024243010.42L DAAF 3 8701000110
3.15L E CK 5601100000
8.98L C BBADN 67000001005.06L BB 0 8501411110
1.72L BC ACI 1 4600100000
7.63L BE BDK 0 9400100008
22.92 D E B B F 9500302430
9.03L DD BB 8 5701100000



















I 13 87190 F8 28 61
"41 19234+2126 46 3
1 "41 19233+2134 26
I 23 OCL 0113 527
"41 19235+2020 22 3
I 2 I)O17740 56 98
1 "41 19235+2110 37
1 23 OCL 0113 387
1 23 LDN 0748 558
2 * 1 FI CYG 24 3
3 " 4 TMSS +20403 17 28
1 24 20403 C 5 -3
1 '41 19237+2150 27 3
3 ' t WWVUL 8 3
1 1 XYVUL 11 3
I "41 19239+2054 52 3
1 "41 19240+2146 16 3
0 2 23 CED 167 94
2 "41 19241+2910 26 5
1 *41 19242+2023 33 3
1 "41 19243+2148 17 3
C 1 32 X1924+226 113 12
6 1 32 X1924+238 25 8
6 1 32 X1924+238 67 6
2 13 87210 K5 3 85
4
2 "41 19244+2902 13 8
1
2 '11 PK55+ 2,3 38
1 "41 19245+2128 27
1 16 12031 FE 57 130(;
i
2 1"41 19246+2918 27
C
2 i'23 LDN 0755 309
_i
'Confusion Flags: 1] CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
g0 OR/_ GINAL PAGE [g
Dt; _OOR Q_ALITY
_II!




a B Coords SMJ SMN ..8 O
ham.. B, (s) (") l b (') (') •) N
19246+2826 39.3 31 62+ 6 16 9 73 3
19246+2557 40.4 42 60+ 4 21 3 74 5
19246+2342 40.5 39 58+ 3 22 3 76 4
19246+2117 40.9 19 56+ 2 21 5 77 3
19247+2111 43.8 39 56+ 2 42 5 77 3
19247+2238 43.9 58 57+ 3 21 6 77 3
19247+2025 44.9 16 55+ 2 27 5 77 4
19247+2649 46.7 8 61+ 5 28 3 74 4
19247+2142 47.3 56 56+ 2 36 5 77 3
19248+2031 ¢8.9 42 55+ 2 38 3 77 4
19248+2457 50.3 47 59+ 4 13 3 75 5
19248+2045 52.4 3 55+2 19 5 78 3
19248+2006 52.6 42 55+ 2 66 9 79 2
19248+2233 52.953 57+3 73 12 76 2
19248+2357 53.1 39 58+ 3 22 7 75 4
19248+2740 53.7 37 62+ 5 24 10 73; 319249+2524 54.2 54 60+ 4 14 74
19249+2329 54.7 48 58+ 3 29 5 76 4
19249+2915 56.8 30 63+ 6 33 9 69 3
19249+2342 57.0 3 58+3 82 8 75 2
19250+2500 1.2 52 59+ 4 17 8 76 5
19250+2013 2.0 16 55+ 2 17 4 77 4
19250+2609 2.9 53 60+ 4 28 9 71 4
19250+2051 3.1 51 56+ 2 41 5 77 3
19251+20'7 6.2 53 55+ 2 43 8 78 3
19251+2408 9.6 53 58+ 3 49 8 167 3
19251+2944 9.7 61 63+6 29 5 69 319251+2215 10,3 291 57+ 25 9 78 3
19251+2106 11,3 29 56+ 2 44 6 78 319251+2314 11,3 301 58+ 54 8 77 3
19251+2026 11.5 56' 55+ 2 38 11 76 2
19251+2444 11,7 53 59+ 4 13 3 74 5
19252+2420 12,4 48 59+ 4 18 3 76 4
19252+2119 12,9 37 56+ 2 53 5 78 3
19252+2232 13.1 20 57+ 3 57 8 77 3
19252+2201 13.7 42 57+ 2 19 5 78 3
19252+2540 13.9 10 60+ 4 55 24 71 4
19252+2113 13.9 2 56+ 2 56 3 34 2
19252+2514 15.6 9 59+ 4 74 12 78 2
19252+2417 15,8 27 59+ 4 68 10 72 3
19252+2755 16.3 7 62+ 5 74 9 75 2
19252+2452 16.9 46 59+ 4 28 8 75 4
19252+2436 17.6 59 59+ 4 17 8 74 5
19253+2130 19.5 15 56+ 2 33 6 77 3
19253+2108 20,4 52 56+ 2 36 9 79 2
19253+2707 20.6 33 61+ 5 30 5 73 3
19253+2100 21,3 23 56+ 2 28 5 78 3
19253+2807 23,3 6 62+ 5 33 19 69 3
19254+2318 25,1 52 58+ 3 42 9 77 3
19254+2251 27,0 13 57+ 3 30 10 77 3
19254+2305 27,5 13 58+ 3 77 11 76 2
19254+2027 28.5 48 55+ 2 27 4 77 4
19254+2426 28.5 52 59+ 4 21 3 74 5
19254+2905 29,4 10 63+ 6 21 9 70 3
19255+2151 30.1 28 56+ 2 61 8 77 3
19255+2341 32.9 19 58+ 3 14 3 76 4
19255+2123 34,3 52 56+ 2 13 5 77 3
19255+2651 34,6 28 61+ 5 36 8 71 3
19255+2051 35.(] 7 56+ 2 46 22 76 2
19255+2032 35.9 47 55+ 2 20 4 77 4
19256+2030 37,E 51 55+ 2 33 5 78 4
19256+2417 38.E 15 59+ 3 17 3 74 5
19256+2011 38,6 35 55+ 2 31 3 77 i 419256+2922 40.6 34 63+ 6 76 16 74
19257+2723 43 3 54 61+ 5 55 8 74 3
19257+2839 143.3 33 63+ 6 31 8 68 3
19257+2315 44.8 20 58+ 3 24 4 77 3
19257+2704 46.5 44 61+ 5 28 8 72 3
19257+2400 47.3 14 58+ 3 21 3 77 4
19257+2937 47.8 26 63+ 6 37 8 69 3
19258+2143 48.3 30 56+ 2 32 4 78, 3
19258+2149 49.6 20 56+ 2 45 8 77 3
19258+2015 50.4 52 55+ 1 78 10 74 2
19258+2118 50.9 391 56+ 2 32 5 78 3
19258+2227 51.1 7j 57+ 3 35 5 77 4
19258+2125 52.3 24 56+ 2 95 11 80 2
19259+2353 54.3 43 58+ 3 27 4 76 4
19259+2124 55.5 5 56+ 2 42 6 ; 77 3
19259+2039 56.9 29 55+ 2 76 8 77 3
19259+2914 58.4 1 63+ 6 65 8 70 2
19259+2342 58.9 24 58+ 3 23 3 76 4
19260+2011 0,3 17 55+ 1 76 12 79 2
19260+2048 0.7 12 56+ 2 67 9 79 2
19260+2418 2.8 53 59+ 3 18 3 74 5
19260+2208 3.3 14 57+ 2 18 4 77 4
19260+2331 3.6 44 58+ 3 115 22 78 2
19260+2434 3.7 10 59+ 4 22 8 71 5
19260+2431 4.5 36 59+ 3 17 8 74 5
19260+2827 5.3 15 62+ 5 50 8 68 3
19260+2549 5,9 49 60+ 4 19 5 70 4
19261+2001 8,9 41 55+ 60 7 78 3
19261+2917 10.2 52 63+ 6 31 5 67 3
19262+2502 12.7 47 59+ 4 24 4 74 5
19262+2404 13,7 57 59+ 3 i 41 10 74 219262+2134 14.G 59 56+ 2 19 78 3
19262+2920 14,1 43 63+ 6 36 4 67 3
19263+2305 19,E 28 58+ 3 18 9 77 4
19263+2236 ,19.2 49 57+ 3 23 3 77 4
19263+2036 20.3 39 55+ 2 32 5 77 4
19263+2453 21.C 28 59+ 4 22 3 70 4
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 p.m 25 Fm 60 /.tin 100 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.95 .36 .37: 2.14L IBCC ABGC 5701001000
,52 .46 .40L 2,37LI DE SBK 9 9601001000
1,41 .92 .41L 5,16Li B B AA 2 9500420000
,74 ,33L .73L 11.78L F BCK 7601200000
1.05 ,42 1.02L 12,89L_ED AB H 7 5500100000
,50L 1,51 3.44 15 53 CCD BAAB 1600201430
,90 ,70 1,53L 13.53L' BE AAI ; 9 8700242760
,90 ,47 ,40L 2,57L EC AB ! 6 6600000000
1,02 ,35: ,77L 7,47L BD AE 4701000100
1,68 ,50 1,65 13,23L BCC ABB )700243760
4.69 2.71 .46L 3.50L BD AAE 9 8600100000
1.69 .83 1,11L 15,97L BC AB J 0 9701011200
,49L .24 2,35L 16,64L D DD 8602000000
,34 ,30L ,7OL 8.32L E CI J 9701311010
.38 .29L ,45L 4,99L B CH 4501000030
.77 .31 .40L 2.44L CC BB 0 5600100000
.91 .34 .4OL 2.90L CC AB 9 8600000000
13.60 4.29 .87 5.83L BBB AAB 2 9500000000 23
.55 .22 .40L 7,86L DD BDG 0 8400100008
.45 .36L .56L 6.32L C BE K 9700110010
.60 .36 .40L 3.21L BC BB 6 7600100000
2.52 1,49 1.27L 16.47L BC AA 0 7612300300
.45 .36L .40L 2.93L B BD 3600110000
.57 .30: 1.22L 14.40L BD BDMH 0 9701021200
,66 .29L 1.25L 19,86L D BC j 9600200100
,40 .25L ,44L 6.11L F CD 1500000000
2.21 92 .40L 8.67L BC AAB 1 9500000008
,57 .31L .58L 9.73L B BB 9701000000
.50 .56 1.20L 14.07L CF BA 9 7701100000
.26L .25L 1.99 7AOL C AA 9600100000
.25L .95L 2.72 27.77 FD HBDE 9600343760
13.31 6.97 .98 3.39L ACB AAA 9 6600000000 29
7.53 4.22 .67 4.99L BEC AABF = 2502100000'
.69 .26L .95L 11.15L B CE 6600040000
.41 .25L .64L 10,65L C BF B 9602110000
65.21 47,03 7.09 8,62L CBE AAA 9 4700000000 29
.25L ,25L .4OL 3.84 B E C 9600000100
.51 .25L 1.18L 12,90: F E B EH 5711120220
.31 ,25L .46L 4,25L D END 7600000000
,39 .25L ,40L 4.67L B CHJ 3502100000
.27 .25L .40L 2.67L D D _600000000
.42 .29 ,40L 3.66L BD DB 4 6500000000
.70 .35 ,43L 3,67L BC AB 0 5600010000
,50 ,25 .80L 9.39L BD BC 0 6700000000
,39 ,31 1.22L 14.21L CD BC 0 7701200220
.77 ,45 ,40L 2.26L BC AB 4 4600000000
8.37 5.19 1,70 12.08L BEC AABD 9 6700000100
.25L .25L .40L 3.52 B F GC 5501000100
.25L ,17: ,72 5,18L DB DB 9700200000
.36 .28L .52L 7.46L C CF 1700000000
.26 .49L .48L 7.47L C DE 9600000000
.56 .97 1.28L 24.26LCB AA D 1 9681302630
1.73 .53 .42L 3.49L rB D A B 2 4600000000
.55 .36 .40L 1.75L CD AB 9 1700000000
.28L .38 1.44 9.34L CB HBB 5600110110
11,45 7.08 1.54 5.54L }DB AAAC 9 9700000010 49
2,44 29,34 48,16 15,97 CBCC AAAA 0 6661243000
.42 .25L .40L 2.53L B CE 5600000000
.25L .28L 1.28L 13.04 F MGEE 9700012310
1.27 1.48 1.33L 14 26L BC AA 9 9702202410I
.29L 1,00 4,65 24.73L CC I AAC 9602202410
1.62 .68 .42L 3.78L BC AAF 0 2602001000
.95 .43 1.32L 14.52L BD AB E 9602110510
.25L .25L .54L 3.81 D DB 9500000008
36 .25L .40L 2.62L El B F ! 0 3600000000
.67 .25: .40L 1.95L CD BDMK 9600000000
.88 .63 .67L 5.89L FF ABD 9 9711100000
39 ,27 .40L 2.25L CD ADF 0 4600000000
2.99 1.65 .41L 4.32L CC AA 9 5500000000
.25L .25L .40L 3.04 D D 9700000008
.62 .24 .72L 10.45L CD BC 6 5601110000
,38 ,25L ,76L 10.91L B C EDI 5601210110
.36 ,32L 1,72L 19.79L D D 9500210000
2,62 1,34 ,95L 11.01L BC AAE 0 5701200000
.78 .47 .69L 6.54L BC AB 3 9702000000
.87L ,40 1.2OL 20.60L D E E 5600223000
.56 .34 ,44L 4.61L BC AB 2 5700000000
1.69 .64L .57L 1056L E BFI 6601223000
.33 .26L 1.39L 14.94L C D 8701011000
.49 .26L .40L 3.00L C BK 7600100110
.82 .47 .49L 4.91L BC BB 3 9700000000
.40 .32L 2.33L 31.46L C E 8501100410
.31 .28L 1.32L 19.31L C C 8600001110 I
1.77 .55 .41L 3.84L BC AB D 8 2611021000
6.26 3.68 .71L 8.47L CC AABI 9 9700000000
1.64L .32L .45L 6.62 D KI CC 9600000000
.50 .33 .44L 4.01L BC BCD 6 5500110000
.77 .30 .42L 4.07L BD ABE 1 5500110000
.28 ,25L A0L 1,98L C DN 8601000000
8.34 4.70 .68 3.66L BBC AABD 0 9600101000
.41 .36L 1.49L 84.66L D CB 6603100108
364 2.45 .62 6.38L BBC AACK 1 9500201118
1.39 .60 ,40L 2,69L BC AA 8 6700000000
•28 .27L .57L 5.85L D C L 3500000000
1.B5 ,77 .94L 9.61L BC AAL 1 6600000100
.97 .22: .40L 6.37L CD AC I 0 9520101118
.91 31 .53L 6.34L CC AAF 6 9600000000
.64 .25L .50L 6.45L B BC I 9702100100
1.38 .48 1.36L 15.88L BD AB 2 8712111100
1.82 .42 .40L 3.60L BC AB 0 5601000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
C
# T Name Type Mag
2 1 DY CYG 11
2 "23 LDN0755 311
2 *23 LDN0755 549
I "41 19247+2025 15 3
1 "41 19247+2143 11 3
2 " 2 DO 17759 64 103
1 "41 19248+2045 15 3
1 23 LDN 0783 168
4 4 TMSS +20406 39 2E
3 ° 1 FK CYG 25
1 °41 19250+2013 53
I
1 "41 19250+2051 4
"41 19250+2017 34
1 1 V858 CYG 57
"41 19251+2026 58 I
23 LDN 0755 1181
23 LDN 0755 460
1 13 87229 K2 6 9(
2 13 87234 K5 2 8;
3 '1 V863 CYG 6
1 23 LDN 0781 381
2 2 23 LDN 0755 534










23 LDN 076B 211
• 2 DO17784 6j 9
I
23 LDN 0781 '146
2 DO17783 68 11
1 "41 19260+2827 15
1 23 LDN 0740 161
1 13 87251 K0 12
2 13 87253 K0 2
1 13 87256 K2 3
91
Right Ascension: 19h26m21"-19h27m59" Declination: +20"-+30"




19263+2349 21.5 12 58+ 3 36 9 74
19263+2210 21.7 44 57+ 2 102 12 75
19263+2333 22.6 41 56+ 3 72 12 ' 79
19264+2119 24.1 45 ; 56+ 2 35 14 80
19264+2711 24.4 5 61+ 5 30 6 74
19264+2314 25.3 32 58+ 3 25 4 78
19264+2810 25.8 40 62+ 5 50 30 29
19264+2143 27.1 32 56+ 2 97 11 81
19264+2024 27.4 32 55+ 1 32 5 78
19264+2652 28.4 9 61+ 5 52 6 74
19265+2548 30.2 42 60+ 4 19 4 71 4
19265+2015 30.3 10 55+ 1 45 11 75 3
19265+2119 31.8 30 56+ 2 34 12 76 2
19265+2843 32.1142 63+ 5 72 10 68 2
19265+2242 32.8 20 57+ 3 33 3 76 4
19265+2221 34.5 32 57+ 2 29 4 77 , 4
19265+2036 34.8 20 56+ 2 33 5 77 4
19265+2728 35.9 0 82+5 25 9 72 319_+2433 36,739 59+3 17 5 70 5192_+_42 38.715 56+2 87 9 79 2
19_+2746 38.00 62+6 21 9 69 3
19266+2836 40.5:37 63+ 5 27 16 23 2
19266+2000 40.8 7 55+ 1 69 1t 76 2
19267+2132 42.8 45 56+ 2 35 4 78 3
19267+2138 43.0 59 56+ 2 20 4 78 3
19267+2110 44.5 48 56+ 2 38 9 77 3
19267+2446 44.8 22 59+ 3 28 8 70 5
19267+2215 45.1 19 57+ 2 33 5 77 4
19267+2136 46.5 38 56+ 2 71 12 81 2
19267+2104 45.6 58 56+ 2 29 5 78 3
19267+2647 47.1 3 61+ 4 63 6 74 3
19267+2232 47.2 24 57+ 2 31 3 77 4
19267+2048 47,5 4 56+ 2 24 5 78 3
19268+2427 50.3 44 59+ 3 39 8 71 2
19268+2439 51.9 53 59+ 3 24 3 71
19268+2249 53.1 23 57+ 3 23 8 76
19268+2728 53.8 21 62+ 5 53 10 72
19269+2309 55.0 49 58+ 3 16 3 76
19269+2100 56.5 22 56+ 2 18 5 78
19269+2934 56.7 49 63+ 6 38 18 71
19269+2119 58.2 10 56+ 2 28 5 ! 77
19269+2426 58.2 14 59+3 101 12 70
19270+2305 0.3 22i 58+ 3 28 8 7619270+2027 0.5 _' 55+, 20 5 78
19270+2103 0.6 38 56+ 2 31 3 78
19270+2958 1.2 38 64+ 8 59 8 68
19270+2918 1.6 9 63+ 6 39 20 74
19270+2033 2.9 5 56+ 1 29 5 77
19270+2239 3.3 30 57+ 2 17 4 76
19270+2209 3.8 56 57+ 2 18 4 76
19270+2202 5.7 57 57+ 2 26 3 76;
19271+2641 7.7 28 63+ 5 48 9 70
19271+2023 9.t 19 55+ 1 54 6 77
19271+2642 10.8 10 61+ 4 53 8 73
19271+2253 11.0 52 58+ 2 22 3 76
19272+2234 12.2 47 57+ 2 21 4 76
19272+2355 13.4 59 59+ 3 36 9 74
19272+2428 15.1 1 59+ 3 36 7 74
19272+2117 15.9 43 56+ 2 38 10 77
19273+2115 20.0 57 56+ 2 30 3 77
19273+2053 21.0 40 56+ 1 67 13 79
19273+23i7 21.2 58 58+ 3 15 4 75
19273+2133 21.2 1 56+ 2 34 5 77
19273+2139 22.4 1 57+ 2 20 9 79
19273+2031 23.3 23 56+ 1 30 9 78
19273+2248 23.3 50 58+ 2 20 3 75
19274+2033 26.4 25 56+ 1 16 3 77
19274+2520 26.7 16 60+ 4 26 12 75
19274+2012 29.6 43 55+ 1 59 10 79
19274+2844 29,8 34 63+5 62 20 70
19275+2052 30.9 9 56+1 21 4 77 419275+2315 31.6 48 58+3 40 74
19275+2325 ,5,341 58+3 53 8704
19276+2246 ,8.355 58+2 31 34 76
19276+2538 38.521 60+4 36 871
19276+2659 39.6 13 61+4 38 7 73
19276+2303 39.6 25 58+2 22 5 74
19276+2111 ,0.64 56+2 28 477
19276+2158 ,1.3 26 57+2 28 4 76
19277+2236 ,46 5 57+2 13 4 33
19277+2817 ,5.25 62+5 23 14 72
19277+2317 45.6 51 58+3 99 13 78
19277+2143 .5845 57+2 26 3 76
19278+2106 ,8.421 56+1 21 577
19278+2758 49.2 2 62+5 36 28 78
19276+2128 52.5 8 56+2 78 140 7629276+2136,3028 7+222 6192,9+2331, 345 58+348 8 75319279+2007,3426 55+12710783
19278+2301 53.4 33 58+2 51 15 773
19278+2221 53.5 46 57+2 56 4 76 4
19279+2849 54.2 28 63+5 38 26 72 3
19279+2517 54.5 2 60+3 21 5 70 3
19279+2231 54.8 41 57+2 19 4764
19279+2837 55.5 8 63+5 28 8 89 3
19279+2211 57.7 12 57+2 75 14 76 3
19279+2438 57.923 59+3 31 5 74 4
19279+2115 58,0 7 56+ 2 57 5 77 4
19279+2223 58.8 15 57+ 2 47 10 73 2
19279+2456 59.1 60 59+ 3 31 3 74 4
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
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Uncs Coef R Flags*
3.47L BD CBK 0 6700000000
10.84L F BB K 9601010000
6.67L C C D 97OOOOOO0O
12.53L E E D 6701123110
2.97L BCE AACI 9 3601000000
6.49L DD AAF 9 9601000000
1.85 F Di 56O1O0OO00
14.65L E O 4600100000
18.01L C CCGB 8701000100
2.78L C BE 3500000000
3.47L BD AAI 9 7601100000
16.08L C KEG 8800000110
18,23L cCEC IDECC 0 4640123110
.40L I 2.56 DE 9701000000
.69LI 6.06 BC DAB D 6 9701100000
.64L 6.62L BC AB 0 9700000000
1.30L 17.48L CD BB ,1 7700211100
.40L 2.33L BC AS I 3602120000
1.15 4.11L BBB AAA 0 5520000000 31
1.23L 16.94L C CE 6701200000
A0L 1.65L BC c tBALi 3 6600000000
.44L 2A1 F B 9602000000
2.15 38.86L C HH _ 5701122428
.81L 12.78L BD BCG 4 5601111100
.77L 10.77L BE AAF 9 5700200000
.93L 16.30L C CI J 4600100100
.40L 3.69L BC AB 2 4600000000
.67L 6.65L BC BB 0 8700010000
1.28L _: 20.25L F D 5600210000
.86L 14.67L BD AAK 0 2600301000
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
2.79L B BDK 5500000000
8.31L BC BC 2 9603010200
12.49L BC AALI 1 6702240110
6.31L C B 3500110000
4.35L BB ABD 2 4500000000
7.77L C CD 9600000000
2.50L C CG 3601120000
5.44L BB AA 0 9701100100
15.27L CC AAE 9 5600200000
4.59 D EHC 9601000118
13.47L BC AB 5 3701223210
6.98L BBFFD CD 35002100006.08L BB 0 960110010012.43L AA I 9 8704200110
15.50L BC AB 0 3600201000
11.44L C G G 9502000008
3.83 C KLJB 7601000000
16.39L CB AACE 0i 7702231320
7.66L BBC AAAJ 91 9601100130 28
5.78L ABB AAA 0 2700000000 29
10.82 CDBC CBBC 0 2700000010
1.79L CE AG 0 9700000000
18.20L CC BC 4 7702100000
2.20L B EC G 5600000000
6AOL BE AA 9 9700100000
9.28L BD BC 6 9602110110
6.36L D DD 5700000000
4.63L BD BC 1 3500110000
13.61L C CFF 3701200100
12.83L BB AAAD 7 4701300100
59.89L C DL N 9500130126
5.61L AB AAD 0 ! 9701100000
7.26L BB AAL ' 4 ! 4701100200
5.38L CC AA 0 =4700100100
16.66L BC AB 5 6702232410
6.95L CB AAE 1 9700200100
24.31 BBBC AABB 3 6602132410
4.O0 C CC g DDB 570001010023.29L 6702000200
2.62 B L L NB 9600000000
20.63: CBBC BAAA 1 9600110118
5.66L CD AD 0 87012O0O007.21 BHL 9601001100
9.64L BD AD 1 9601100100
3.94L BE IBC E 0 6700000000
3.40L BD [BC g 25010000007.33L BC AAI D 9604112210
10.07L BB AAG 9 3700200100
9.86L BCC AAA 9 3701000310
34.26 BBCD AABA 2 85Cl102420
2.40L D G I 2700000000
7.64L D B 8601200000
11.32L BC A B 1 3701100000
81.91L CB AA G 9 5501100008
3.10 C GD 46OOO00OOO
11.99L C C 3700100000
9.43L BC BB F 5 37001004105.96L D GE 9700101100
28.91 FD HCEB 970200030F
9.13 DC GCC 9584212220
9.43L C H B 6701100100
.60 C DE 96O01OO0O0
_].27L CC AA 8 4701000000
7.48L BC AA 0 9701101010
2.44L B B H 9700000000
42.42L C DD 4500100008
7.eeL BC B BB 0 450000000010.82L DB 3701100100
13.37L C E 9600100100
3.71L B B 4600100000
1 2 DO 17792
3
1 :'41 19265+2843
1 2 DO 17797
5 13 87261 M0
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag





2 13 87267 K0 3 60
I
3 4 TMSS +20408 18 28
2 " 2 DO 17806 56 90
1 23 LDN 0784 :304
1 23 LDN 0779 563 1
7 1 32 X1927+205 103 7
7 t 32 X1927+205 27 7
1 23 LDN 0779 394
1 1 IU VUL 7
2
4
4 4 13 87278 K2 1
1 23 LDN 0779 261
4
1 13 87279 K2 10





1 1 YYVUL 3 3
1 13 87280 K2 1 80
1 13 l 87282 K0 3








a _ Coords SMJSMN (Y O 12 #m8c[
hm.. , (s) ( ) I b ('3 (") (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




100 /,¢m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8Uncs Coef R F']ags*
5.49LIBBDAAS 9 9701101100
10.33: _ FF MOB 7500210418
1.91L BC AC 2 46O1011000
1.77L ;_ A8 056000000006.27L BC AAF 7 36000000804.11L AAD 9 5701000000
5.83L CBE SC 960021100076.9OL CO 0 95010010085.89L 8 AAA 9 9600410000
58.96L BC ABHC 1 9510011208
2.84L BS AAB 0 3741000000
5.68LIBC AS N 8 7600311000
4,06 C C 9700100000
2.56L BB AA 3 9702000000
2.37L 8C SO 1 9700100000
5.95L BB AA 4 9600000000
5.55L BeE AAA 9 9702010000 26
2.63L BC AA 6 2600000000
5.75L BC AAE 9 9601210000
4.07 D D C 9600000008 !
13A9L CE EE 0 2700100100
68.50L E D 3500100008
5.00L BE BE 5 4500100000
4.69L C BE G 9601000000
41.51L BC AAFC 2 5501200108
7.30L BC BC 116600100000
53.40L FE BC 2 4501100008
6.53L BB AB 11 9600000000
6.18L SC AADD 9' 3600001000261LBFo,,s 91
I
57.65L F F AA C 9; 980280010F
4.35L BD AA 917701118000
2.92 D GO 9600100008
6.04L CC AC D 4 97010100101
6.31L SC AAB 5 3500000000
4.45L BE ABL 0 7621110000
52.99L BE ADH 3 4501021318
63.96L F CC 9501101108
7,97L BC CBM 2 9601000000
2.68L BBC AAA 0 3600100000
7.97L CB AS 2 9511000000
62.54L SC AAE 9 9500101008
(lansky)
19279+2328 59.5117 58+ 3 22 3 751 5 4.45 3.12 .71:
19280+2136 1.2 50 57+ 2 53 15 78 '3 .25L .25L .95
19280+2737 1.3 57 62+ 5 31 8 68 3 .93 .45 .40L
19280+2729 1.5 13 62+ 5 16 4 69 3 1.27 .55 .40L
19280+2416 2.5 34 59+ 3 22 5 74 4 3.74 1.98 .53L
19280+2528 4.3 21 60+ 4 23 5 72 ; 3 .93 .69 .44L
19260+2312 4.6123 58+ 2 33 3 74, 5 .73 .35L .62L
19281+2045 6.1 21 56+ 1 24 8 79 i 4 .52 .16: 1.14L19281+2308 7.139 58+ 2 16 4 70 4.61 7.79 2.51
19281+2053 7.5 1 56+ 1 16 5 77 4 1,18 .48 1.03L
19281+2621 7.5 39 61+ 4 24 8 74 3 2.75 2.18 .40L
19281+2314 8.3 42 58+ 2 24 3 75 5 1.38 .61 .60L
19281+2409 9.0 5 59+ 3 27 26 128 2 1.13L .25L .61L
19281+2946 9.1 54 64+ 6 21 6 73 3 2.72 1.12 .40L
19281+2846 10.4 10 63+ 5 34 9 71" 3 .56 .34 .40L
19261+2353 11.4 57 59+ 3 22 4 74 5 2.15 1.31 .59L
19262+2253 12.1 39 58+ 2 22 5 74 4 19.34 16.05 3.40
19282+2803 12.229 62+5 30' 7 69 3 1.54 .86 .40L
19282+2306 13.3 16 58+2 19' 4 72 5 5.35 2.46 .61L19282+2936 13.4 53 64+ 1031 2 75 ! .27L .25L .40
19282+2115 15.1 15 56+ 1 55 I 12 73 21 .41 .19: 1.24L
19282+2124 15.5 48 56+ 2 91 11 76 2 .28 .25L .94L
19282+2454 15.5 24 59+ 3 26 8 69 3 .69 .20: .51L
19282+2557 15.7 21 60+ 4 78 9 74 3 .27 .28L .40L
19262+2206 16.243 57+ 2 20 3 75 4 1.78 1.14 .82L
19282+2404 17.0 18 59+ 3 29 8 71 4 .79 .31 .54L
19283+2213 18,6 1 57+ 2 23 9 74 4 .56 ,44 .79L
19283+2338 20.8 57 58+ 3 29 3 74 5! 1.22 .56 .53L
19283+2426 22.1 5 59+ 3 24 5 72 3 1.24 1.55 .61L
19283+2753 23.7 33 62+ 5 23 5 87 3! 4.03 3.83 .72
19264+2003 25.0 50 55+ 1 22 4 77 41 7.15 4.23 4.34L
19284+2503 26.0 30 60+ 3 20 4 71 3! 1.81 .87 .44L
19284+2852 27.4 19 63+ 5 76 24 67 2 .25L .51L .40L
19265+2257 30.8 0 58+ 2 21 4 I 76 5 1.18 .38 .62L
19285+2439 31.4 30 59+3 26 4 70 3 6.25 2.78 .49L
,9285+2560 31.6 48 80+3 33 8l 69 3 .75 .23: .4gL
19285+2136 33.3 41 57+ 2 2391476 .63 .24 1.80L19285+2047 93.3 37_ 56+1 27 77 3 .54 .26L 1.45L
19265+2242 34.3 32 58+ 2 24 8 75 4 .58 .34 .88L
19286+2751 41.9 11 62+ 5 31 5 70 3 39.81 10.80 1.32
19287+2310 43.2 4 58+ 2 22 3 74 5 .93 .47 .58L
19287+2046 43.4 14 56+ 1 18 3 76 4 8.95 4.08 1.00L
19287+2333 43.5 50 58+3 66 8 78 2 .39 .32L ,73L
19267+2320 44.4 47 58+ 2 37 8 71 5 .45 .25 .66L
19267+2014 45.6 31 55+ 1 17 6 77 4 .58: .63 11.20
19267+2847 46.4 59 63+ 5 21 7 73 3 1.49 .79 .40L
19287+2704 47.2 48 61+ 4 30 8 68 3 .90 .34 .40L
19287+2959 47.550 64+6 28 7 70 3 2.69 1.14 .40L19287+2334 47.948 58+2 37 8 5 .37: .27L 1.29
19268+2524 48.2 5 60+3 4410 72 2 ,95 .25 .41L
19288+2712 50.630 62+4 29 683 .67 .64 .40L
1_86+2607_.946 e_+_ 2_ e_ 3 253 141 .,_OL
19288+2236 51.3 23! 58+ , 57 ,vl3 .27 .25L .e2L
19288+2923 51.4 34 63+ 5 27 6 73 3 40.43 57.09 13.73
19288+2729 51.5 17 ! 62+ 4 60 16 71 _ 2 .30 .25L .42L
19286+2527 51.6 9 60+ 3 36 3 74 3 1.68 .30 .40L
19289+2442 57.2 161 59+ 3 26 4 70 3 2.96 1.73 .40L
19289+2939 59.8 37' 64+ _ 33 8 69 3 .go .57 .40L
19260+20540,955556+_ 31 5 76 4 68 37 .96L19290+2818 0.9 !63+ 73 13 70 3 ,34 .25L .40L
19290+2844 2.8 54 63+ 5 29 12, 69 3 .45 .25L .40L
19290+2903 3.2 47 63+ 5 53 15 69 2 .25L .64L .38:
19290+2324 3.3 g 58+ 2 22 4 ; 74 5 1331 5.29 .94
19290+2533 3.3 36 60+3 27 5 74 3 2.12 1.02 .40L
19290+2645 4.6 12 61+4 1_ 143' 69 32 .38 .25L .49L19291+2511 6.0 17 60+3 71 5.73 3.16 .42L
19291+2936 6.2 6 64+5 41 9 70 3 .68 .25L .40L
19291+2012 6.5 56 55+1 18 5 77 4 18.49 18.36 11.19L
19291+2604 7.024 61+4 62 3 74 3, .42 .25L .40L
19291+2719 7.0 53 82+4 32 9 67 3i .59 .25L .43L
I
19291+2,004 7.5 10 55+ 1 31 3 I 77 _ ,95 .47 5.18L19291+2929 9.5 14 64+ 5 40 13 69 ,25L ,25L ,49:
19291+2283 g.9 3 58+2 25 3 75 5 .97 33 .76L
19291 +2101 10.5 36 56+ 1 82 1_ _ 77 = .30 .35L 1.28L
19291+2739 10.7 22 82+4 35 5 70 3 2.64 .62 .40L
19292+2435 12.8 7 59+3 17 41 70 3 2.15 .96 .51L
19292+2150 14.8 15 57+2 30 5 75 4 .75 .39 1.02L
19292+2132 15.1 59 57+1 9 8 i166 4 .93 .43 1.13L
19292+2026 15.6 27 56+1 17 5 77 4 2.23 2.53 1.17L
19292+2654 15.6 3 61+ 4 15 5 68 3 3.09 1.05 .48L
19292+2417 16.6 9 59+ 3 35 8 71 3 .49 .21: .57L
19292+2213 17.1 53 57+ 2 81 ! 7 74 3' .58 .27L I .87L19293+2018 18.1 19 56+ 1 52 3 77 4 .75 .33L 1.14L
19293+2630 18.2 32 61+ 4 30 I 4 69 31 1.52 .34 .40L19293+2002 18.3 7 55+ 1 16 77 4 11.13 6.23 2.56:
19293+2450 16.5 15 60+ 3 25 i 45 71 3 2.33 .92 .55L19293+2517 20.0 11 60+ 3 85 1 72 2 .24 .25L ! .55L
19293+2522 20.2 32 60+ 3 35 6 74 3 1.40 .69 .40L
19293+2718 21.6 10 62+ 4 29 ! 9 69 3 .81 .18: .401_
19293+2556 23.3i16 60+ 4 34 8 74 3 .32L .35 3.59
I
19294+2749 25.7 23 62+ 4 25 3 68 31 1.16 .78 .40L
19294+2039 28.1 3 58+ t 35 10 75 31 "68 .3gL 1.22L
19294+2157 26.8 47 57+2 22 4 74 ,, 1.31 1.33 .98L
19294+2147 26.9 35 57+ 1 39 5 75 4, .70 .26L .961_
19294+2128 29.1 30 57+ 1 67 1722 21 .29 .79L .92L19294+2125 29.9 10 57+1 34 77 .48 .34L 1.13L
14 4 74 5! 14.25 25.34 3.89L19295+2226 30.650 57+2 ]19295+2024 31.2 46 56+1 60 1 76 .53L .30L 3.27
19295+2041 31.839 56+1 26 5 75 4 1.21 .68 1.61L
19295+2652 32.2,59 61+4 41 10 70 3 .25L .19: 2.04
I
9.96L D BE) 9601100100
8.31L BD CD 2i 9501000110
58.21 FCCO DDCB 01 9681134328
12.39L BD AA 0; 9500211008
3.08L CE AC 01 9600000000'
2.27L DE AAF 9' 9800010000
8.08L CCoB C, AC I 9601100180
5.6OL CE M 01 9702101100
I
4 6700001000
3.11L BD ABF 0' 9600200006
8.44L c _D 960100O000 I
10.00L7.27BBDD AAAC 9 9580000118]
3.76L C E D 2500000000
3.76L BD AC 0 9701201000
4.09L S B A A 0 9600000000
2.34L BC AB 0 9700100000
79.65L BC BBF 1=6501110008
2.71L C F 1700000000
9.73L F BFGG 9601111008
3.68 FD LDA 9700100118'
5.35L ABe AABG 1 9602000110i 15
3.68L DD AA 9 9700101000'
5.93L C E 95610OO00O
4.91L BB AAE 1 9700000000 I
2.35L B AD 9700100000 l
75.82L BS AAB 8 968034442F 13
3.99L C BI 9601000000
3.67L B BCL 6600111000 i
76.231_ BD A,_ 1 960010010F
8.44 EC FI C 9500001200
8.74: BB C AAGD 7 9601000210
57.27L F DD 6500000108
2.78L BD AA 1,4600001000
4.46L BB AAC 0 9600000000
40.80L DC ABHE 6 7601100318
72.54L CE AO 0 4410000008
57.46L DC AA 9 9601111408
4.42: BE D AACE 9 9500100320
10.33L CF BB 0 9601110220
41.27L F BE 5511000108]
82.22L C AC 9601900108
4.03L CD ABKF 7 7601001000
79.31L CCC AAC 9 960020020F 50
4.75L ED AAE 9 9623101000
6.69L C E 9700111320
4.01L BC AA 0 9700112320
2.85L BD BE 0 8700110000!
3.6OL CC EDAL 8701000000
3.53L DD AA M 9, 3600001000
85.12L C AB _ 9503210218
45.89L CD AA 9 7600000008
45.00L B BS 6601200316
20.48L C EJ G 3701300116
58.83L B ACE i 4501100218
9.02L AB AAA 7 8700201500
180.13L C NEB 9501222408
63.78L CC AAB 8 9503110108
5.50 ECC GBE 9500100320
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 23 LDN 0779
1 23 LON 0779
1 23 LDN 0779
1 1 FM CYG
1 23 LDN 0779
1 23 OCL 0114
2 ! 2 DO 17817
1 13 87296 GO
7 13 87301 + + +
2 23 OCL 0114
1 1 FN CYG
13 87306M02 I)017822
2 I 4 TMSS +2O412
2 13 87308K0
1 2 £)017825
1 13 87311 M0
1 23 LDN 0786
21 13 87314 K0
2! 13 87315M0

















Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga]actic Uncertainty C
ct 8 Coot'ds SMJ SM'N 6 O 12 _m 25 /2m 60 /.tin
h_m,_ o8, (s) (') I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
9295+2237 5 .25L ' t.79 2.70
9295 + 2824 3 .80 .46 .40L
92H36+ 2151 3 .25L .25L 1.34
9296 + 2451 3 .36: .34 .48L
9296 + 2227 5 31.73 41.80 13.18
9297+2033 4 .69 .34L 1.33L
9297+2300 4 8.11 10.63 4.45
9297 + 2639 3 .27 .25L .43L
9297+2021 4 .77 .31: 1.84L
9297+2757 3 1.81 .87 .40L
g297 + 2139 4 .52 .29: 1.06L
_297 + 2419 3 .77 .46 .52L
9298+2520 3 1.02 .52 .40L
_298 + 2728 3 .69 .27 .40L
9298+2125 3 .39 .38L 1.00L
_298+2137 4 .39 .25L 1.14L
)298 + 2440 2 .25 .27L .68L
_299+2314 2 .25L .73L .77L
_299+2605 3 .89 .54 .40L
)299+2049 4 .60 .36L 1.32L
]299+2051 4 .71 .30L 1.15L
a299 + 2218 5 .54 .26: .86L)299+2343 3_ 122 .99 .82L)299+2026 21 .65 .46,1 1.O9L
)299+2113 3 .51 .30L 1.39L
)299+2154 2 = .28 .39L 1.09L)300+2107 , ! 3.29 1.58 1.27L
)300 + 2955 2 25L .25L 36L
)300 + 2133 43 1.32 t .07 1.0OL
)300+2030 3 .66L .39L 2.70
)300 + 2332 3.40 1.61 .57L
}300 + 2207 5 .58 .30 .86L
)300 + 2629 3 .46 .25L .44L
)300 + 2318 3 1.09 .33 .65L
)300+2158 5 .46 7.64 24.12
)300+2017 3 .61 .36: 4.56:
)300 + 2902 3 .48 .16: .40L
)300 + 2857 2 .30L .34L .52L
)301 + 2841 3 .55 .24: .40L
)301 + 2727 3 5.90 3.09 .56
)301 +2027 3 .75 .35L 1.28L
)301 + 2845 3 .62 .25L .40L
)301 +2022 3 .46L .25L 4.49
)301 +2047 2 .44 .32L 1.37L
}301 + 2850 3 .39L .30: .70
]301 + 2242 4 .86 .45 .78L
)301 +2533 3 1.16 .34 .49L
)301 + 2936 3 .25L .28L .55:
)301 + 2521 2 .33 .25L .59L
)302+2425 3 1.80 .67 .50L
)302 + 2612 3 .28L .32L .77
)302+2008 3 .47 1.30L 5.33L
)302+2729 3 2.12 1.17 .48L
)303 + 2635 2 .36 .26L .44L
)303 + 2429 3 2.33 1.02 .56L
)303+2152 4 .61 .35 .91L
}303 + 2923 3 .25L .25L .62
}303 + 2750 3 .79 .20: .40L
)303 + 2931 3 .62 .25 .40L
|303+2019 4 2.69 1.16 2.23
)304 + 2301 3 .61 .36 .64L
)304 + 2838 3 .63 .30: .40L
)304 + 2311 2 .42L .25L .73
)304+2529 3 37.09 49.50 12.64
)304 + 2310 2 .35 .25L .93L
)305 + 2044 4 .71 .39 1.26L
)305 + 2605 3 2.99 1.26 .40L
)305+2410 3 22.12 14.17 2.30
)305+2358 3 1.22 .56 .53L
)305 + 2640 3 .61 .29 .40L
)305+2513 3 1.10 .27 .56L
)305 + 2322 2 .39 .38L .82L
)305 + 2944 3 67 .26L .40L
}305 + 2445 3 1.54 .88 .48L
)306 + 2232 3 .41 .21 : ,¢o8L
)306+2722 3 .57 .23: .40L
)306 + 2034 4 .49 .29L 1.23L
)306 + 2106 4 .92 .27: 1.03L
)306 + 2544 2 .30 .25L .54L
)306 + 2928 3 .91 .43 .40L
}306 + 2815 2 .30 .25L .40L
)306+2110 4 2.38 1.04 1.13L
)307+2216 4 t.22 1.19 95
)307 + 2831 2 .28 .32L .42L
)307+2136 3 .49 .32L 1.00L
)307+ 2249 3 .49 .25L .99L
)307+2258 2 2.69 1.50 .93L
)307+ 2635 3 .80 51 .40L
,307 +2330 3i .94 .29: .67L
}307 + 2209 41 1.13 .28 .71L
)307 + 2506 3 .46 25L .53L
)307+ 2628 i .36 .25L .40L)307+2314 .71 .33 .65L)308 +2138 .34 .27L .79L
)308+2416 3 1.05 .46 .50L
)308+ 2806 2 .38 .25L .40L
,308+2013 4 i .70 1.06L 12.77L
)308+ 2039 4 1.91 .65 1.10L
)309+2646 3 3.85 8.29 12.14
)3(39+2022 4 13.13 6.66 1.09L
Processing; 4) Neighbodng"Confusion F_as: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Declination: +20%+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
I(X) /,tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
9.86L BB BAA 8600000000 i
2.43L CCcc B/DC 0 072000OO00 I14.30 87612003164.16L CD 0 9622101000
8.60L BAB AAAB 5 9700201510 I . X1929+224 4
84'78L IcB C BGD 95023001189.32L: B AAAE 6 8601000210
5.01L i BDO CO 950000000090.87L BCD 0 8603210108 p ADG055.6+00.7 2695
2.76L EC AAD 2 2600001000
58.11L ED BE 0 3600100008
5.72L BO AB 0 9701000110 t LDN 0786
4.49L BC AB L 0 9700012110
4.17L BC AB F 01 5601101000
50.23L C CE '4600100008
91.45L FD E 4500200006950000000011.68L C7.07 D 4701101010
3.64L DC FA G 1 9721023000
103.72L C BDFD 9501210008 DO 17836 66
9312L_F B_ i85o221o_45.62L BC L 0 4501000008 I
7.80L CE AA 9 i 9600002000 !
36.24L CD BCBF 19700356528' i X1930+ 204 373.67L CHGD ;3501110108
E L 8501221148 LDN 0770
3.73 BFEC 960000020057.98L 9 45001010081
58.94L CBEF 9600355438 I X1930+204 3
9.12L_ B*AA 9 95OlOOOllO47.95L ABI 0 8501000008 ' LDN 0770
5.11 L I 9600000000
8.61L DC AC 0 2702102000 I
31.12 BBBC BAAC 41 8601121148 LDN0770
67.54L CFE BEEG 01 8604257758
CDH 0 9500210208
12.54L3.07CE D C HDAC 970010020816.77L ED 0 8501200008 , V883 CYG 3
2.65L BBB AAB 1 6700201000
CGFH 9600355438 ! X1930+204 3
65.10L D iGcB 9701423408 ,
15.41L 9500200008
27.97 D CC
61.14L CCDB 650131021816.02 DDB 9501100008 I6.80L BB 0 9601000110
5.12L BCoc ABE C 0 8700100131)09500100100 ,
8.18L6"72C ACAEC 95000010001
oC DO 178444.83L 1 9700104000 i 113
5.87L E B BECF 96000000001
65.02L CBc AAGE 960011012F4.45L 0 56001011104.71L DC 9600000000
4.52L BC AA 1 9710103000!
51.64L BC D BB 1 r 8500100008 LDN 0770tl.52L KKGB 9401010008
3.24L B D A C 0 ! 3600000000
2.91L BE BCE 0 : 9600212000
86.46L CCC AAEC 9 6632223408,
16.23L.39LBDD BCDc I 3701111120
DBD AAAF 9 7702100010 127.03L
14.91L C I t C _3601111120
73.49L CD BC 0 7501110218
4.93L BB AA 2 i 7600000000
5.95L BCC AAAE 9 : 9601000100 [
6.40L BC AA 0 ' 9601001100
4.64L F D BA ' 2 8602100010
5.37L BC ADE 0 9601000000 DO 17652 100
11.14L C BC 8601001000
8.47L2"26LcDc BG 9600000000 DO 17850 888.00L AA 7 ! 9600000000 I
B D Of 6701002000[
E CGEE 0 7700030000: X1930+273
D ° I 7501101028
3.87L 1
50.96L89'50LFBF iB 0' 45001000088.32L 9501010000
13.18L BC AB 0 9401222008
5.19L_c c Io6oioooooo46.10L AA 4 4500100008
38.05L C AAEJ 9,5501001326
17.51L F BF 6500000008 I 12132- R
49.08L C BCF 4502100328 I
c 4601021310110.18L ACAGF1269, 2 4602212000 [4.80, BBKG 0 6600100000_
9.25, BF AD 8 I 9700100000 CE VUL 3
42.97L BD AF 1 6501100008
i,,oooooo00
3.88L5"B3L!D _BEI '86011000009.37 13i37 2232220 ×1930+232
8902, ;" =45031001086.33L 1 : 96020001004.44L 0600000000
68.64L54.15LCC BCK 0 960221148F IAB 2 7602100116
2 8401000000i PK 61+ 3.19.56 BBCC AAAA
54.67L BB AAF 6 5611100008 129
Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
94
"11 !!i _
Right Ascension: 19h30m56'-19h32m06' Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 p.m
19320+2301 2.1 3 58+ 2 35 16 74 3
19320+2013 3.3 25 56+ O 29 5 34
19320+2811 3.3 33 63+ 4 40 11 70
19320+2321 4.0 13 59+ 2 50 8 70 _ 3
4.3! 39 60+ 3 26 5
19320+2528 69' !19320+2642 4.7 16 61+ 3 41 11 69
19320+2005 4._ 14 56+ 0 73 11 72
19320+2212 5.C 5 58+ 1 38 3 74 3
19320+2556 5,7 59 61+ 3 31 5 70 3
19321+2430 6.1 11 60+ 2 77 10 74 3
Name
. (') (") (') N (.lansky)
19309+2148 56.8 57 57+ 1 66 7 74 3 .69 .39L _89L
19309+2552 57.0 46 61+ 3 26; 6 68 3 1.51 .90 .47L
19309+2238 57.4 28 58+ 2 56 I 8 71 3 _42 ,25L ,73L19310+231204 3 58+2 181 5 70 3 125 53 54,19310+24520535 60+3 60 g 74 2 65 .32 ,58L19310+225212 1 56+2 26 6 72 3 .28: 136 261
19310+2220 1.2 57 56+ 1 74 11 71 2, .36 .51L .65L
19310+2259 1.4 4 58+ 2 53 9 72 21 .66 .25L .90L
19310+2044 1.5 57 56+ 1 22 _ 4 75 4 6.20 4.86 .88L
19310+2205 1.6 1 57+ I 28 8 71 4 .57 .34 .71L
19310+2120 2.2 5 57+ 1 46 10 75 3 .31L .25L 2.30
19310+2307 3.0 44 58+ 2 46 8 70 3 .34L .40 .84L
19310+2316 3.8 17 58+ 2 19 5 70 3 3.02 1.58 .70L
19310+2016 4.2 51 56+ 0 32 7 75 4 1.77L .55 12.77
19310+2628 4,5 25 61+ 3 49 9 70 3 .44 ,25L .43L
19311+2821 8,7 23 63+ 4 21 7 ' 72 3 .72 .45 .40L
19311+2849 10.2 3 63+ 5 22 7 71 3 1,12 ,59 .40L
19311+2332 10,3 43 59+ 2 25 5; 71 3 31.62 13,84 3,0119311+2008 11,7 13 56+ O 27 51 75 ,* 1,64L ,40: 3,36
19312+2610 16.0 58' 61+ 3 33 9 ! 69 3 .42 .34L .51L
19312+2052 17.1 17: 56+ 1 89 11 72 2 .37 .31L 1.15L
19313+2241 20,0 401 58+ 2 30 5 74 3 1.05 .69 .88L
19313+2009 21.0 20_ 56+ O 48 7 78 3 .76 .46: 4,81L
19313+2015 22.5 29 56+ 0 38 3 76 4 1.04 .53: 12.77L
19313+2640 22.6 23 61+ 3 62 12 68 2 .31 .37L .55L
201 56+ 11 74 2 .61L .57L 7.2619313+2027 23.4 0 64
19313+2212 23.6 13] 57+ 1 30 5 72 _ 4 2.98 2.21 .90L
19313+2240 23.9 38' 58+ 2 54 3 ,25L .25L 1.33
10 7419314+2150 24.4 31 57+ 1 16 71 4 2.66 2.63 .76L
19314+2059 24.7 41 56+ 1 20 5 74 3 2.14 2.37 ,92L
19314+2141 25,0 44 57+ 1 16 8 71 4 .72 ,27 .86L
19314+2032 25,2 5 56+ 0 57 11 72 2 .39 .38L ,92L
19314+2247 26.4 42 58+ 2 79 10 76 2 ,34 .25L .89L
19314+2310 27.3 26 58+ 2 36 8 71 3 .66 .28L .59Li
19314+2117 28.7 1 57+ 1 47 9 70 i .57 .46: 4.58L19314+2111 29.7 56 57+ 1 27 8 70 _45 .92L 4.56L _19315+2554 30.0 43 61+ 3 23 5 69 3.29 2.03 .51L
19315+2501 30.2 6 60+ 3 46 11 70 = 2 .33 .51L .64L
19315+2618 30.7 30 61+ 3 18 9 6913 .60 .17: .48L
19315+2244 30.9 6 58+ 2 20 3 71 ! 3 1.29 .53 .81L
19315+2957 30.9 34 64+ 5 23 5 72 3 2.15 .77 .40L
19315+2219 32.1 8 58+ 1 35 9 71 _ 4 .43 .25: .89L
19315+2420 32.,c 47 59+ 2 27 7 75 3 4,94 2.52 .58L
19315+2254 32.5 38 58+ 2 24 g 29 3 ,55 .26 .83L
19315+2007 _32,9 10 56+ 0 38 8 74 3 1.87L 1.04L 4.81
19315+2418 33.C 5 59+ 2 _ 44 11 741 3 .52 .25L .57L
19315+2445 33.1,37 60+ 3 45 11 74 3 .54 ,32 .64L
19315+2235 335 34 58+ 1 16 5 743 1.05 5.68 4.41
19315+2029 33.9 14 56+ 0 26 6 72 3 .82 1,38 21.93
19316+2221 34.4 50 56+ 1 24 3 70 3 1.11 .91 .75L
19315+2049 35.2 28 56+ 1 24 5 74 3 1.28 1.09 .95L
19316+2544 36.5 13 61+ 3 54 8 69 3 .36 .25L .59L
19316+2229 37.C 40 58+ 1 52 8 72 3 .53 .27L .62L
19316+2523 137.3 52 60+ 3 23 5 69 3 2.71 1.28 ,42L
19316+2202 38.4 49 57+ 1 29 3 74 4 .71 .46: .83L
19316+2918 38.5 35 64+ 5 78 9 74 2 .40 .25L .47L
19316+2104 ,36,7 53 57+ 1 30 8 71 4 .58 ,49 3.85L
19316+2058 39.C 52 56+ 1 52 11 73 3 1,17L .72L 1.57
19316+2910 39.1 3 64+ 5 I 27 10 71 3 .31L .25L ,69
19316+2849 40,4 42 63+ 4 J 46 12 72 3 .29 .25L .40L
I
19316+2425 40.E 48 59+ 2 22 10 73 3 .25L ,84 1,25
19316+2822 41,7 45 63+ 4 49 10 71 3 ,40 ,25L ,40L
19317+2042 44,1 1 56+ 0 20 3 74 3 .79 .37L .93L
19317+2227 44.4 51 58+ 1 31 5 75 3 .79 ,37 ,74L
19317+2159 144.E 21 57+ 1 23 5 74 4 13.35 7.85 1.50
19317+2838 145 1 21 63+ 4 45 3 72 3 ,61 ,25L ,40L
19317+2731 45.5 48 62+ 4 41 8 70 3 .70 .21: .42L
19317+2001 45,E 8 56+ 0 84 20 75 3 3.27L 2.28L 1.86L
19317+2919 i46,E 37 64+ 5 29 20 66 I 3 .25L .25L .40L
19317+2133 147.3 4 57+ 1 29 9 72 ! 4 .68 ,38 .73L
19318+2052 48.363 56+1 39 5 74'3 2.18 1.93 3.78L19318+2351 49,_ 25 9 73 I 3 1.01 .32 .59L
19318+2006 50.4 14 56+ 0 28 10 73 3 .80 .53 4.61L
19318+2813 51._ 8 63+ 4 23 6 70 3 6.88 3.46 ,64
19318+2024 51,7 40 56+ 0 38 5 74 3 1.22 ,59 ,89L
19318+2723 51.g 31 62+ 4 59 6 68 3 .34 .25L .44L
19316+2034 152._ 54 56+ 0 20 5 73 3 4.12 1,83 1,10L
19318+2549 '52.3 36 61+ 3 18 3 69 3 1.63 ,70 .47L
19318+2255 53.5 35 58+ 2 39 8 71 3 58 .31L .60L
19319_2436 54,3 23 60+ 2 39 10 74 3 .74 .27 .71L
19319+2902 54.4 49 63+ 5 26 9 70 3 68 .22: .40L
19319+2214 54.8 38 58+ 1 24 4 74 4 3.18 6,58 3.16
19319+2144 55.0'33 57+ 1 19 8 71 4 .91 .43 .86L
19319+2541 55,030 61+3 f9 8 69'3 .77 ,37L .64L
19319+204555.65756+029974,3 1.60L 1.86L 4.6919319+2253 56,_' 14 58+ 2 15 3 71 ! 3.27 2,16 .61L
19319+240659.12959+2498743 ,80 .31 ,63L
19319+2109 59.340 57+1 45 9 70[2 .65 .46: 3.61L













1CO p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
49.98L F BCF 7501000108 i
4.93L DD ABFL 9 96000000001
8.70L F BNJ 5600010100 22 95
7.11L BC AB 1 3701332210 141 ! 1
6.34L CD AC 0 9600000000
9.67L FCC BAAM 0 4601120210 17
53.55L C BC 4500000018
13.27L C AF 4601111000
46,67L CB AAFN 3 ' 6602202118 2
41.40L BC AA 2 6500100308
20,26 CD K HS; 6601001618 4
8.96L C FBF 3601100000
9.07L CE AA 8 3702231210 1
42.23 DDD BCC 978240146F 4
4.59L B BC 5600100000
2.63L BC BA 1 0700000000
11.94L EC ABH 1 8500001008
7.20L BBC AAA 3 9721000110 16 6 11EPVUL 7 3
55,07L FC BDB 960221230F I
3,93L B BEM 7700000000
45.79L C BF 6601200008
10,26L BC AAJC 2 5700330100 1 1 2 [3017861 44 118
41.16L DF AS 0 970041230F
42.23L EF ADG 6 97f020044F 4
11.81L E CM 7500010000
70.43L D D D B C 4644234448 9
55.92L BS AA 3 5501100108
9.65: CC HEA 5700330100 1
840.82L DC AADH 9 6510000038
44.94L EE AAEE 9 5602101488
37.22L CC AB 8 3501001008
70.43L C CD 6602233438
8.69L D C HE 4701200210
1L33L D AD 3701000000
50,68L CE BB 3 950212150F
60,25L C BE 940011100F
4.51L CB AAD 3 9610001000
9.63L C El C 9501010000
4.50L BE BFJD 0 7600010000
6.65L BC BA 0 5701330100
3.81L CE ABGC 9 9601001120
54.86L BE BC 0 5501311108
7.74L BC AAE 9 7601200000
6.76L DD CBF 2 4701200100
19.68 DD EDBA 980132361F
9.03L B BG 8601100100
10.59L BD BC 2 7500000000
8.80L BBC AAAD 1 5700210000
70.43 CCCD SAAA O 4641335448
48.28L CC AAE 1 3501211108
49.30L BC AA 0 6600300108
6.46L D D 9601100200
8.38L D BG 5700200000
5.25L BB AA 2 9602000100
48,28L CD AB 9 5500100218
5,34L C BFI C 9600100108
Co4.00L CD BB 0 950111000F
22.47: DD J BCE 970320125F
5.69 C E E L F C 9600000208
16.75L C D 8500000008
6.97L CB I AA 7601100100
3.59L B iBG 0600000000
48.91L B BF G 6600112228
8.43L BC AB 0 4700300000
48.28L BDF IAAA 9 5520100008 44
15.91L B 'BE G 4500000008
4.87L BC 'ABM 0 6701001000
22.18 E KNDD 970012131F
4.20 D DLDA 9700100108
52.01L BC BB 2 5501000008
54.49L BC AA 3 9602200OOF
6.01L BC AB O 9600010110
53.37L DD BC 2 960032351F 2
3.06L BBB AAB 0 0600100000
70.43L BC AB 0 4600201218
5.34L CBCC B 860000000022.15L AAJB 4 6801225438 84.62L AA 5 9500000000
10.02L C BD 4602202120
g.94L CO ACLE 04601010000
10.32L BE BE O 8600000008
39.29L BBC AAA 0 550020010F
80.40L CF BB 6 3413100016
4.95L B AF, 8600100100
24.84: EE DBAD 964045355F A
10.11L DB AAC 5 4601101000
9.79L BD AB 0 9600100000
34.40L CF BC 0 960072034F 4
8.09L D I B 2602100100
2.95L BB AA 0 9601001010
16.89: I FC KGE 8501101438 844.42L BB AAAG 6 9743 0 0F
3,68L ]C CD 0600100000
50.27L C CL 6502130216 1
6.55L DE AAD 9 9502100000
4.47L CE CC O 6600000000
47.38L D BHH 970131342F A
32.59L CD AB 0 550020000F
4.48L BD IAAH 9 9500001000
9.71L C 'DG 2601100000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 2 DO 17857
1 1 32 X1930+232
1 11 PK57+ 1.1
1 13 87358 K5 15 87
1 1 V891 CYG 22 3
I 1 ' HN CYG 16 3
1 11 PK 59+ 2,1 23
1 1 TY CYG 10 4
1 13 87365 K0 44 75
1 1 V897 CYG 5 3
95









































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O




















51 + 3 _8
57+ 1 !1
59+ 2 ;8




















61 + 3 31
63+ 4 52
59+ 2 21
57 + 0 26























































(Not Color Corrected) V C
12 p.m 25 Fm 60 Fin lO0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
Declination: +20°-+30 °
I AssociationsL Sep
# T Name Type (") Mag
X1932+212 1 6
RAFGL 2417 _2 -3
97367 M0 3 71

















4,11L I 3.73L I 477 I 44.29L E -DA _8071355F
4.56 I 1.99 [ 2,92L I 34.76L _. i0110000F
1.29 I .E .r_t,L _ 5.79L 3 ;02000000
.66 I .49 I 1.18LI 76.40L BE ;01200208
.64 ,42 I .6BL I 7.79L B C '01100000
32&04 170.18 I 39.03 I 13.50 )CC _AA i12010000
4.48 1.27 I _ n &05L iC J,B ;01110100
.37 .26L I /4L n 10.29L F _.03300000
7.56 3.95 I 1.92 I 48.28L ;C AAC _02401098
.46 .34L t .8OL i 46.78L F E i02202118
.45 .42L I 3.09L I 66.22L D i.0109156F
4.11 3.73 ] 477LI 58.61L A i2051355F
1.53 .82 ] 3.46L I 40.76L B )043444tF
1.90 1.05 I 4.56 I 27.19L "F BAA _2130203F
.50 .98L ] 4.18L l 56.97L E _0510J 0F
.81 .37 I .69L I 7.031 B 523400000
.54 1.86 I 4.69LI 31.09: .3 B ADC r8118774F
.48 .25L I .4UL I 13.94/ G $00100008
.47 .32: I 3.51L I 43.431 D 50020000F
.65 .25L I .4UL I 28.22L D C 400000008
10.54 8.47 I 2.30L t 48.441. 3 AB 52040109F
.48 .25L I .58L i 9,83L D 70111 0900
.61 .85L' 3.05L [ 64.421 D 5012016OF
1.33 .35 .4UL t 9.72l BGL 500100008
1.88 .51 .43L I 3.95[ A L 700002000
,50 ,25; J54L I 56.941 E 500321008
1.11 .68 .52L ] 32.521 B 500011008
.43 .25L .83L I 51.941 500100108
1.1OL 34: 1 a9 I 47.971 3C BA 50120020F
.42 .25L ._L I 11.821 E 6O101090C
6.31 2.76 DD AD 70090000(
.35 .25L .68L I H E 50110009E
3.40 2.40 2.86L 1 C AI 6O010000F
1.84: 6.04: 111.34 ] BD ECt 4F254441F
.44L .46 3.57 18.77: FBF BAE 60021135(
.33: .19: ,66L E ;C 50130000(
1.61 4.35 58.17 95.92 BC( AAI 40011030(
4.73 1.76 &56L 48.11 D AD 60131233F
.67 .22: .66L 42.30 D ,B 40910100_
.54 .19: .63L 49.92 E ;D i50020900i
.52 1.04L 3.92L 54.67 '.M ,60022451F
.26 .25L .55L 5,58 IB _o01206oO(
2.94 1.85 .52L B LAJ i616o0109(
,40 .26L .49L IC D !501 0901 li
44.05 32.48 7.62: 8 C LA A I 160211020(
.65 A3 4.19L 53.51 D IB _6O13016Ol
2.09 .99 .59L 34.14 C _ABI )300001221
.58 .25L .77L 67.82 ICJ )401000001
2.23 133 .62L 34.90 C _A F I [56O02043_
1.10L 1.07L 1.58 38.71 D ;HBI )70910930(
.33 .25L .48L )H 1301000001
.25L .25L .46: DI DI )500000001
1.21 .43 3.02L E _B I '501101211
2.24 .93L 2.6OL _.BHI [700501001
1.01L .96L 14,08 C I A A I 1680225531
1.59 .45 .40L C k.B L _609C06OG
5.38 4.51 2.34 14.41 BF L.ACl )703101401
1.18 .37: 3.01L D kB 1401000001
.99 .87 4.03 D D 3B A' )742325421
2.31L .95L 1.51 D B )700322311
.78 .71L 3.18L _.B G, )78332253
.61 28L 3.57L 3F C )70121135
.29 .34L .46L 3.31 .3C :360100021
.64 1.05L 2.98L 45.21 3GE )60030102
.91 .96L 14.08L _B _46O16973
.27 .25L .40L .3 260000000
.92 ,S0 .61L 49.2' :D 3B 9406O1100
t.51 .40 .40L =C _B 570000100
1.33 .48: 403L IF _B 940163781
55.90 35.87 4.57 IBE _.AA 960000100
,29 ,28L .67L 3 G F 950000000
.40 .25t .51L _.D 93091000(]
.43 .19: .68L 12.1: iD BDJ 6601116OC
1.94 1.47 3.58L )C AA 940050100
1.71 1.24 .44: )CD AAC 96210220(
.58 .39 .61L _.D BB 94120000(
.56 .32: .79L ) D BB 950101031
38 .35 .61L )D BC 95009001C
.68 .29 .40[ 3.1 5D AC 47000000(
2,07 .53 .46t 34.4 3C A B 93001009(
.99 .69 2.76t 25.2 _C A BG 97424243(
2.27 .52 4.43 E C B A 974310001
1.44 1,111 1.28 C MC 97011100(
1.09 .24: .49t 36.1 3D BC 93002000{
,26 .25 .87 E I KB 36000001(
1.22 1.34 3.151 14.7 L C 98811035(
.6_ .45 .761 : E B B E 55000000(
.27 .31 .881 51.7 CM 95002000(
.94 .74 1.611 14.5 C BBF 98104103;
1.0E .51 ,671 [_C ABE 95003121'
1.4.:c 1.01 3.811 B AA[ 96013011[
6.1_ 10.85 209.02 494.£ C[ GCE 64A13444q
.4_ .14 .59 _ 5._ BE CH 66020000_
.4,_ .2_ .55 BE B O 96002100
1.9( 1.39 2.79 41.7 CD AA 761121341
2.21, 1.77 2.40 CC AA 66000000_
.8; .3£ 3.81 BE iAl: 97005113_
.8,1 .77 3.27 41.( CD IAA 96011000
2.4,1 1.4E 1.00 42.; BC! IAA( 96002033,
.E ,4,_ 3.01 52,1, C I8 C I 95002220
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfuSiOn PrOCeSSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHi; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _5 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 /_m
h m . , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (") N (Jansky)
19333+2745 20.3 9 63+ 4 24 6 72 3 1.62 .35 .40L
19333+2734 21.2 21 62+ 4 43 8 70 3 1.03 .31 .40L
19333+2000 21.3 8 56- 0 22 6 35 3 .95L .75 5.76
19333+2657 22.0 24 62+ 3 41 9 70 3 .65 .26L .50L
19333+2149 22.3 17 57+ 1 23 7 73 3 2.65L .89: 8.26
19333+2723 22.3 46 62+ 3 48 10= 75 2 .30 .25L .40L
19334+2242 24.3 13 58+1 34 4' 73 3 1.19 .67 .85L
19334+2355 26.049 59+2 44 8 73 2 .42 .29L .92L
19334+2207 26.3 15 58+1 26 6 71 3 1.72 .55: 2.77L
19334+2415 29.7 50 59+2 52 12 72 2 .46 .26L .79L
19335+2058 31.4 36 57+0 39 7 73 4 1.08L 1.01L 3.81
19335+2940 31.6 55 64+5 59 22 75 2 .33L .25L .40L
19335+2015 31.9 10 56-0 23 4 71 4 2.19 7.29 58.52
19335+2213 32.4 23 58+1 21 4 71 3 5.50 L79 2.35L
19335+2023 32.6 53 56- 0 26 4 71 4 1.24 3.55 11.39
19335+2126 33.1 36 57+ 0 35 9 75 3 .72 .43 1.08:
19335+2034 33.9 38 56+ 0 17 5 71 4 6.01 4.75 209.02L
19335+2500 34.5 30 60+ 2 34 4 69 3 .52 .18: .58L
19336+2252 36.3 25 58+ 1 51 10 70 2 .55 .35L .88L
19336+2149 36.8 5 57+ 1 30 5 70 3 2.65 1.20 8.26L
19336+2614 36.9 7 61+ 3 28 9 71 3 .65 .45 .52L
19336+2853 37.6 21 64+ 4 27 11 71 3 .40 .25L .40L
19336+2157 38.1 53 58+ 1 16 5 71 3 2.13 1.37 1.42:
19336+2022 39.4 2 56- 0 39 5 71 4 1.21L .75 11.39L
19336+2626 40.0 48 61+ 3 27 6 69 3 4.24 1.50 .57L
19336+2510 40.7 50 60+ 2 23 9 69 3 .97 .51 .60L
19337+2130 42.1 5 57+ 0 36 7 74 3 1.28L .51 3.29L
19337+2151 42.2 42 57+ 1 20 6 74 3 .50L .89L 3.26
19337+2320 42.6 29 59+ 1 24 9 72 3 1.36 .84 .74L
19337+2309 43.1 28 59+ 1 43 11 74 3 .85 .28: .87L
19337+2039 43.2 11 56+ 0 19 5 74 4 5.75 3.43 2.67L
19337+2122 43.5 17 57+ 0 17 5 74 3 4.49: 3.60 1.73
19337+2006 44.0 41 56- 0 14 4 71 4 4.60 1.86 3.03L
19337+2539 44.7 13 61+ 3 40 9 70 3 .71 .28 .60L
19337+2135 45.5 16 57+ 1 42 9 70 3 .53 .41 2.92L
19337+2542 45.6 6 61+ 3 41 11 29 3 .25L .36: 2.97
19337+2929 46.6 8 64+ 4 47 16 68 2 .29L .37L .50
19337+2138 47.3 52 57+ 1 39 8 69 3 1.00L 1.04L 3.29
19338+2144 48.8 28 57+ 1 34 6 71 3 5.16L 3.24 1.22:
19338+2448 49.3 8 60+ 2 15 5 69 3 1.08 9.42 5.26
19338+2102 49.5 26 57+ 0 39 8 71 4 .54 .45: 3.05L
19338+2239 51.9 49 58+ 1 34 10 71 3 .51 .34L .87L
19338+2302 52.1 15 58+ 1 46 3 74 3 .48 .42L .88L
19339+2808 54.0 51 63+ 4 27 15 67 2 .25 .25L .51L
19339+2937 54.6 47 64+ 4 36 7 73 3 .25L .25L 1.32
19339+2129 55.5 33 57+ 0 35 ! 3 71 3 1.26 .48L 3.00L
19339+2408 57.422 59+ 2 19 5 69 3 5.24 4.52 .80L
19339+2235 58.0 18 58+ 1 39 3 72 3 1.29 .34 .79L
19339+2439 58.4'27 60+ 2 32 4 27 3 2.42 1.47 .61L
19339+2206 59.3 51 58+ 1 26 5 71 3 1.00 .67 2.47L
19339+2413 59.6 57 60+ 2 20 5 70 3 2.54 1.09 .60L
19339+2319 59.9 33 59+ 1 49 8 73 2 .51 .32L .74L
19340+2336 0.4 3 59+ 1 19 5 30 3 .95 1.25 18.83
19340+2016 0.E 52 56- 0 14 4 32 4 3.37L 7.59: t33.93:
19340+2132 0.g 36 57+ 0 ' 37 4 71 3 1.41 .76 2.86L
19340+2423 1£ 4 60+ 2 30 6 71 3 .42 1.63 .74
19340+2849 1.1 37 64+ 4 33 3 73 3 .51 .25L .43L
19340+2228 1.._ 31 58+ 1 33 5 72 3 .49 .73 2.36
19340+2731 1.3 23 62+ 3 34 7 73 3 .48 .32 .40L
19340+2216 2.3 =32 58+ I 28 11 74 3 1.02L .93L 2.07
19340+2648 2.3 45 62+ 3 72 3 73 3 .34 .25L .46L
19341+2028 6.4 22 56- 0 24 6 72 4 1.07: 2.04
19341+2117 7.4 59 57+ 0 32 5 72 3 1.81 1.20
19341+2714 8.0 14 62+ 3 39 6 73 3 .42L .17:
19341 +2605 9.0 47 61+ 3 77 10 70 3 .30 .25L
19341+2038 10.5 39 56- 0 20 3 72 4 5.57 12.76
19341+2106 11.1 4 57+ 0 47 3 74 3 .42 .82L
19341+2317 11.8 56 59+ 1 83 12 751 2 .31 .40L
19342+2136 12.2 0 57+ 0 23 5 71 3 6.54 3.17
19342+2239 14.1 40t 58+ 1 34 8 74 3 1.16 .81
I
19342+2843 14.7 56! 63+ 4 56 3 74 3 .28 .25L
19342+2333 15.0 3 59+ 1 37 6 71 3 .25L 2.94
19342+2128 15.9 16 57+ 0 15 5 i 31 3 1.94 1.27
19342+2532 16.1 15 61+ 2 24 I0 69 3 .73 .33
19342+2151 16.2 15 57+ 1 19 4 70 3 2.29 .68
19342+2235 16.3 36 58+ 1 30 7 70 3 1.12 1.44
19342+2313 16.8 11 59+ 1 49 16 75 2 .38L .30L
19342+2003 17.2 31 56- 0 46 15 69 2 .71L .32L
19342+2154 17.2 29 58+ 1 21 5 71 3_ 1.60 1.05
19342+2331 17.3 25 59+ 1 27 6 71 31 7.35 4.73
19343+2014 19.0 46 56- 0 37 5 71 4 .41: .98
19343+2026 19.3 23 56- 0 20 4 74 4 17.04L 24.01
19343+2926 19.4 3 64+ 4 20 4 72 3 17.52 59.76
19343+2117 20.5 10 57+ 0 24 7 74 3 .67 .36:
19343+2023 20.6 10 56- 0 20 9 74 4 1.00 .66
19343+2216 22.3 16 58+ 87 7 74 3 .49 1.07L
19343+2702 22.4 53 62+ 3 18 6 71 3 4.16 1.66
19343+2149 23.3 25 57+ 30 13 76 2 1.46L .92L
19344+2221 25.(3 32 58+ 52 8 74 3 1.23L I.O6L
19344+2013 25.8 8 56-- 0 38 3 70 4 1.37 .90L
19344+2042 25.9 42 57- 0 21 5 72 3 1.78 1.78
19344+2335 25._ 59 59+ 33 6 71 3 1.14 .64
19344+2457 26.e 28 60+ 2 23 5 69 3 4.95 6.23
19344+2827 26.8 22 63+ 4 70 7 75 2 .34 .25L
19344+2114 27.4 26 57+ 0 24 5 71 i _ 7.18 7.05
19345+2947 30.3 4 64+ 4 27 9 70 3 .69 .31
19345+2149 30.5 37 57+ 0 29 7 69 2 1.43 .80
t9345+2911 30.5 26 64+ 4 44 10 69 3 .35 .25L
19345+2427 30.6 37 60+ 2 71 12 75 2 .32 .27L
19345+2757 30.8 12 63+ 3 19 5 70_ 3 1.47 ,70
v L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3.73L BC AB 4 ;'700000000 2 13 87401 K2 6 85
3.85L BC AD E 3 5501000000 1 2 DO17910 52 103
228.28L DE DB B H 974322510F
4.49L F AH 9601000000
33.39L DE ACB 860031440F
4.25L C DL 9501000000
51.86L CC _AG 8500112218
50.12L C AD 9501000008
51.16L CE ABH 750133221F
50.26L F CG 9402010128
34.04L C BC 972231120F
4.14 C FM C 5600100000
171.87: CBDD BAAA 1 )SF226445F
40.28L BC AAE 1 850112010F
494.94L SBD AAA 0 930132100F
50.t3L CED BCFF 0 O60131211F
38.47L BB AAB 3 970130120F
5.04: DD D BHFC 0 9702100000
46.38L B CE 8602001108
42.61L BC AA 7 960050560F
28.68L BE BBM 4 9300000108
4.63L C DI 2600100000
15.68L CCD AAFD 2 970010220F
43.58L C BC 960342111F
34.75L BC AAE 0 9401000008
6.09L BC ABG 1 9700000000
43.77L E BC 9 960051222F
14.10 EF EDAC 960011460F
50.67L CC AA 8 8602100008
47.12L CE BF H 5 8601020328
35.88L DC AA 9 970010140F
38.23L FFD AABK 9 967221013F
55.80L BC ABEE 9 960213223F
49.69L ED BC I t 9301114418
39.64L CE BC 0 960131234F
36.97L DC JCFF )301114418
3.90L C DBE /600100300
26.58L E GFAC 960131233F
35.87L CF AAC 2 950130110F
5.55L BBC AAA 1 9600000000
35.27L CE AB 0 970214474F
78.72L D BDJ 1400200218
53.44L E CC 8601020118
5.59L E F 5601000000
2.58: CF I AB 4600100000
45.03L C AB E 0 961132442F
50.33L BD AAE 9 9500100008
78.72L BF ABLF 0 8500233418
5.95L BC AAL 0 6602100000
30.63L DE AAE 9 _60002111F
48.83L BB AA 5 9520100018
52.31 L C iB D 7600200008
46.04 EDCC BBAA 9581442028
333.19 CDE GEDB 0 94E325544F
45.03L EE AB 9 960140101F
43.27L_ BB D CAC 2 9402001008
3 82L C B 4600100000
41,86L DDC CAAC 0 480000010F
4.75L CC CD 9500000000
18.19L E F CE 770012O62F
5.91L D DH 9500000100
2
1 23 LDN 0776








6 1 32 X1933+256
4 i 2 22 $91
1 11 PK 59+ 2.2
8 1 23 LDN 0761
1 1 V909 CYG
2 22 $91
3
7 1 2 DO 17918
6 1 21 56.086





















37.46L E E A A G 9 96023O622F
5.59L DC FAB 9500000100
38.87L C D 9300000008
173.84: BBDC =,AAA 95C003471F
20.92L D CHFH 970217784F
53.33L F DD 7601200008
30.01L EDE AAC 9 960210264F
78.72L BC AB 3 8500132318
4.16L B C 660000000O
53.60L BC B A 6501545028
45.03 CCFF BBAA 2 964232332F
8.46L BC BC F 2 7700010000
29.73L SC AA 0' 961133230F
78.72 CCCE BCBA 1! 7520436418
49.41L D C BE 7501120208
13.06 E EHGC 960023253F
29.93L BCC AAE 6 960143230F
46.04L BB AA 4 6501533008
6
7 1 32 X1934+2O6
S 2 23 LDN0761
5






3 3 4 TMSS +20418
2.47: 333.19L CCC BBA 2 940432650F 6
410.30 810.41 DCC DBBA 9 93S435454F 33 6
118.44 67.99 BBCC AAAA 0 5200100100
2.76L 42.46L EF BDGK 2 960122032F
2.12L 810.41L CD CA 2 930344874F
3.10L 56.55L C BLH 760134184F
.60L 5.09L BB AAI 0, 9601210000
1.53 28.08L D B S B K 970144260F
1.66 52.32L C B 76012O631F
2.50L 40.65L B AC 9603200O6F
1.47L 18.68L ED AAHC g 980014351F
.81L 53.82L BC AB 2 9500247028
1.72 7.68L CCC AAB 8 9701200310
.51L 4.80L C B 5600000000
1.63 29.21L DDD AAA 9 973132031F
.40L 13.22L BD AB 0 8500000008
2.80L 13.32: CE E AB E i 0 980144150F
.40L 3.09L B B F 5600000000
.70L 47.69L C B G 6402000008
.41L 4.54LI BC AA 7600200000
22 $91
2 FTVUL
3 13 87447 G5
1 32 X1934+212




































19345+2650 31.3 11 62+3 65 13 723
.9345+ 2510 31.9351 60+2 34 6 70 3
19345+ 2716 32.8 50' 62+3 24 6 73 3
[9345 + 2953 ,3.5 56 65+435 3733
,9345+2459 34.0 58 60+2 48 18 72 3
,9345+2557 ,5.2861+3 51 10 733
19345+2111 ,5.9 35 57 +0 31 3 743
19346+2658 ,6.248 62+3 32 10 70 3
[9346+2127 36.3 28 57+ 0 35 4 71 I 3
9346+2305 36.4 31 59+ 54 9 74 3
9346+2063 37.1152 57+ 0 32 8 74 3
9346+2400 37.2 26 59+ 2 42 10 71 3
9346+2802 37.4 16 63+ 4 _ 33 6 73 3
9346+2932 37.4 53 64+ 4 38 14 70 3
9346+2233 38.3 0 58+ 47 10 74 3
9346+2213 39.3 57 58+ 1 30 10 71 3
9346+2556 39.420 61+ 2 51 11 73 3
9346+2746 39.7 9 63+ 3 52 8 71 2
9346+2034 39.9 38 56 0 45 9 72 3
9346+2707 40.7 8 62+ 3 24 8 70 3
9346+2410 41.4 3 60+ 2 20 5 69 3
9347+2644 42.1 35 62+3 31 6 72 3
9347+2755 43.5 10 63+3 t7 5 71 3
9347+2218 44.9 46 58+ 1 39 17 74 3]
9347+2419 44.9 43 60+ 2 59 8 70 3
9347+2124 46.6 54 57+ 0 27 5 71 39347+245546827 60+2 24 6 70 3
9347+2746468 8 83+3 29 1973_9347+2146473 3 57+o 62 1 71
9347+251247,645 60+2 28 4 69 3
9347+2800 47.9 541 63+ 3 30 5 70 3
9348+2136 4g.3 44i 57+ 0 20 5 70 3
9348+2826 49.7 541 63+ 4 21 4 73 3
9348+2408 51.3 21 60+ 2 36 5 67 3
9348+2229 51.4 21 58+ 1 38 9 74 3
9348+2014 51.8 24 56 0 19 3 74 = 4
9348+2108 53.6 4 57+ 0 39 8 70 2
9349+2622 54.5 29 61+ 3 54 9 71 3
9349+2345 54.7 8 59+ 1 72 5 73 3
9349+2058 55.1 12 57- 0 29 10 74 3
9349+2112 56.0 22 57+ 0 29 18 74 3
9349+2438 56.8 27 60+ 2 28 5 69 3
9349-_ 2958 58.4 29 65+ 4 59 14 75 2
9349+2054 59.5 12 57- 0 49 12 76 2
9349+2600 59.8 20 61+ 2 68 12 75 2
9349+2142 159.8 13 57+ 0 57 9 76 2
9350+2020 0.1 11 56- 0 : 17 5 71 3
9350+2023 0.4 60 56- 0 18 4 71 3
9350+2458 0.E 20 60+ 2 37 10 71 3
9350+2447 0.9 27 60+ 2 37 8 70 3
9350+2338 1.1 21 59+ 1 21 6 71 3
9350+2258 1.3 60 59+ 1 29 6 74 3
9350+2211 2,1 7 58+ 1 61 10 74 3
9350+2306 2.1 27 59+ 1 22 6 71 3
9350+2255 3.8 58+ 1 34 7 75 3
9350+2408 5.3 46 60+ 2 23 3 70 3
9351+2544 8.6 26 61+ 2 24 7 30 3
9351+2804 87 31 63+ 3 60 8 75 2
_351+2840 11.9 54 64+ 4 26 3 73 3
_352+2823 12.5 18 63+ 4 49 8 71 3
)352+2030 12.7 6 56- 0 26 5 74 3
)352+2348 13.2 53 59+ 1 21 6 70 3
)352+2200 13.3 35 58+ 0 22 11 71 3
)352+2142 14.3 34 57+ 0 52 3 71 3
)352+2000 16.2 3 56- 1 19 5 74 4
)352+2614 16.8 37 61+ 3 62 8 70 3
)352+2235 16.9 0 58+ 1 26 8 73 3
)352+2717 17.7 18 82+ 3 27 6 73 3
)353+2136 18.2 28 57+ 0 79 12 72 2
)353+22t9 19.4 27 58+ 1 34 6 74 3
)353+2832 20.6 7 63+4 30 5 74 3
)353+2042 21.549 57-0 15 571 31
)353+2302 21.5 54 59+ 1 31 6 72 31
)353+2329 21.611 59+1 33 5703
)353+2323 22.6 50 59+1 35 8 7t 3
)353+2628 22.6 32 62+3 36 8 71 3
)354+2008 24.060 56-1 64 5743
)354+2106 24.6 54 57- 0 17 5 71 3
)354+2401 26.8 42 60+ 1 34 11 75 2
)354+2038 27.1 15 57- 0 29 9 71 3
)354+2550 27.7 56 61+ 2 36 10 69 2
)354+2428 28.1 9 60+ 2 33 4 70 3
)354+2104 28.5 0 57- 0 26 9 31 3
)355+2414 30.4 4 60+ 1 27 9 69 3
)355+2122 31.3 55 57+ 0 30 3 74 3
)355+2020 31.9 54 56- 0 34 3 73 2
)355+2810 34.3 12 63+ 3 47 10 75 2
)355+2430 35.6 37 60+ 2 23 6 73 3
)355+2055 35.8 37 57- 0 34 6 71 3
)355+2949 35.9 12 65+ 4 23 5 70 3
)356+2341 38.8 10 59+ 1 45 8 71 3
)356+2240 39.0 37 58+ 1 24 11 76 2
)356+2608 39,3 5 63+ 3 40 5 = 73 3
)356+2353 39.7 55j 59+ I 36 6 69 3
)356+2307 39.8 551 59+ 1 44 8 70 3
)356+2844 39.9 6 64+ 4 32 8 71 3
)356+2534 40.8 1 61+ 2 30 6 71 3
)358+2416 41.1 45 60+ 1 81 14 75 2
)356+2830 41.1 24 63+ 4 29 5 73 3
)357+2426 42.0 t8 60+ 2 35 9 71 3
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a B Coords SMJ SMN 0 O )2 .am 25 .am 60 .am






































































































100 .am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sen
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
5_23L C C B 9600100100
9.06L BC AA 9602100100
4.61L BC AA 9600000100
14.57L BC CC 9500000008
15.49 C HL D 9600200310 4 1 32 X1934+250 9 4
31.13L i C BA 9501100108
36.44L C F BEFE 970132001F
6.58L CC _CCHE 3 9601110000
45.03L EE AB F 9 960222330F 3
452.58L B BGDE 7601011318
37.06L FF DAI 964100073F
69.41L BD AC 0 9503021218
4,28L DF AA 9 7600200000
3.82 C C C D 4600000000
86.92L C C L C B 6502235408
39.15L CD CB 0 760233142F
48.11L E JCG 9401100108
6,83L E AD 5500110000
38.77L CE BC 0 960122020F
4.80L CD AA 8; 9601110000
48.20L BB AA 01 9504133108
5.29L BD AA 91 9600100000
3.92L BBF AAA 9 750120001(
17,74 D GHC 778323184F
53.39L C CGM 9506000008
37.02L CC AA 0 960110020F
8.80L BC AA D 4 9600300000
4.77L DE BB 9 5500110010
33.73L E B 960152284F
7.26L BBB AAA 1 9701100100
352L CE BB 9 7601200000
30.85L BCC AAAG 3 968120155F 27
4.44L BC AB 7 5601100000
48.67L CC AAGE 5 9525233318












































































B B J E 948243335F
76.42 BBCE AAAA 0 954136730F
76.42L BC AAL 4 960226720F
11.771 BF AD 0 9600100100
I0.86L B AD 8500000000
55.28L DD ABCG 9 9601025538
52.261 CC AA 7700100008
13.591 D BC E 780110130F
57.46L BC AAJJ 3 7601101418
51.55L CC AA 0 7700100008
53.42L CE AD M 0 9504134328
11.74: CD D BCKE 0 7593001128
6.43L C B 6600000000
3.46L B B 3600000000
5.35L !D B L 5601100000
i
31.45 IFDDF AAAA 9 978132264F 03 8
s7.elL clCCE AA 2 95O0O0O00845.03L B CS 974123082F
93.27L C A I 950224345F
33,74L DDD AAB 9 960110140F 15
39.23L D CK 9301000008
15.56L BCC ABFB 1 4701133508
19.42 DCCB DCAA 5 9501012000
42.05L F B 960110011F
23.20L CF AB G 7 670233364F
3.30L DCC AAF 4 i 570010000030.98L B B 9 2111 1 c
47.84L CF ACJ 7700112108
61,49L BC AA 0 5601100008
25.14L BF ABJG 1 6602110006
28,25L B CH 6401000008
41.79L D BD 970121030F
18.50L CCD AABB 4 970210020F
69.83L C EG 9500000008
26.51L C E BDC 970030020F
37.96L CF BBL 0 4501110018
48.79L BC AB 2 7501200008
35.20L DD ABFC 0 963120020F
51.09L CC AC 8 9603112428
63.17 D E DABC 95E222565F 3
32.06 E F C 960202340F
5.46L C C F 6600200000
31.15L BE AA 0 6602423318 7
63.14 CCDD BABB 1 950134653F 3
17.81L BBC AAAL 0 8420000008
59.53L B AB 9603001328
21.44L F CDGD 47Cl166538
3.94L BE ABK 9 6600200000
t0.07: B D BHI C 9702000118
62.10L CD BBN 0 5601112108
4.43L BC A8 2 2600000000
9.69L BE AB 4 6601000100
:54.20L D FE 8501112118
5.05L BC AAF 0 5600222000
38.21L BD AC 0 7602300008
7
1 13 87451 K0 19 80
2 4 TMSS+30377 27 29
gl 2 DO17929 23 96
4 TMSS +20419 13 28
2 23 LDN 0794
1
457
1 23 LDN 0792 572
1 13 87461 K0 5 83
2 13 87465 K2 3 90
1 13 87464 GO 21 66
1 13 87471 G5 19 76
2 23 LDN 0794 315
32 X1935+213 142 3
17 2760 46
2 2 DO17942 34 121
23 LDN 0792 558





Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _. Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm 25 pm 60 p.m
ham. ,5, (s) () 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
,9357+2146 42.9 35 58+ 0 25 6 70 3 2.84 4.39 77.64
19357+243542.93360+224770 _ 1.12 .48 ,99L19357+2551 43.121 61+2 34 10 70 .38 .25L .74L
19357+290844.3464+447870 .30 ,25L .48L
19357+2812 44.4 50 63+3 45 3 73 3i .66 25L .65L
19357+2434 45.643 60+2 23 11 29 3[ .25L .25L 5.11
19357+220245.91358+062874 3[ .88 .69L 3.00L19357+223246.15058+126875 , 2.77 1.81 2.65L
19357+2639 47.1 53 62+3 35 6 73 3[ .88 .51 .46L
19358+263448.65762+32482931 .58 .25L .60L
19358+2217 49.7 19 58+ 0 72 8 74 3 ; 1.70L .96L 1.81
19358+2158 49.9 59 58+ 0 22 9 74 3 .76 1.06 23.66:
19358+2105 50,2 9 57- 0 23 4 71 3 ; 3.18 1.71
19358+2153 50.5 1 58+ 0 40 3 75 3 .73 .75L
19358+2652 51.1 56 62+ 3 34 9 71 3 .42 .25L
19358+2239 51.6 39 58+ 1 50 17 76 2 .59L .25L 2.52
19358+2113 52.7 44 57- 0 33 11 73 3 .96: ,55 2A8L
19358+2853 53.3 14 64+ 4 50 I 130 70 3 ,32 .25L ,40L19358+2310 53.7 19 59+ 1 33 71 2 .98 .71: .86L
19359+2827 54.0 15 63+ 3 47 I 5 74 3 .63 .28L ,41L
19359+2746 54.0 43 63+ 3 18 5 73 3 .42 ,48 4,87
19359+2015 54.4 25 56- 1 21 8 72 3 .97L .38: 3.28:
19359+2027 56.5 4 56- 0 28 5 71 3 .78 .91 16.70
19359+2718 56.6 19 62+ 3 17 5 73 3 1.18 .53 .45L
19359+2225 56.8 26 58+ 0 24 8 74 3 1,77 1,44 2,82L
19359+2245 57.7 18 58+ 1 26 6 72 3 1,34 .54 ,64L
19359+2423 57,8 30 60+ 1 38 3 73 3 ,88 ,26L
19359+2134 58.7 12 57+ 0 48 8 71 3 ,99L ,82L
19359+2204 59,4 5 58+ 0 27 9 74 3 1,10 ,69L'
19360+2317 0.2 3 59+ 1 29 4 71 3 3.39 2,13
19360+2609 0.2 52 61+ 2 43 8 70 3 .45 ,28L
19360+2550 2,3 55 61+ 2 33 8 32 3 ,25L ,25L
19360+2954 2.3 42 65+ 4 32 12 67 2 ,28 ,25L
19360+2211 2.8 24 58+ 0 29 11 73 3 1,28L ,80L
19360+2508 3.2 46 61+ 2 23 6 70 3 ,57 6,66
19360+2101 3,5 1 57- 0 16 6 30 3 2.07 6,95
19360+2952 4.3 1 65+ 4 30 3 69 3 1,73 ,58
19360+2629 4,353 62+ 2 79 11 75 2 ,33 ,25L
19360+2614 4,532 61+ 2 54 13 71 2 ,27 ,25L
19360+2157 4,6 39 58+ 0 64 9 74 3 1.73L ,61
19360+2039 4,7 46 57- 0 20 4 71 3 2.02 .49
19360+2108 4,7 26 57- 0 36 7 71 3 5.97 2,72
19360+2311 4.9 19 59+ 1 20 5 30 3 2.26 ,81
19360+2239 5.0 38 58+ 1 19 9 70 2 .49 ,35
19360+2420 5.6 29 60+ 1 25 3 70 3 .35: .81
19360+2126 5.9 25 57- 0 47 3 70 2 .81L .92L
19360+2913 5.9 38 64+ 4 31 9 69 3 .66 .29
19361+2335 6.1 19 59+ 1 37 9 69 3 .60 1.04L
19361+2229 6.3 8 58+ 0 28 7 75 3 1.72 1.42
19361+2829 7.4 54 63+ 3 51 10 67 3 .60 .34:
19361+2401 8.3 52 60+ 1 42 8 71 3 .33L .25L
19361+2557 8.4 49 61+ 2 73 8 72 2 .30 .74L
19361+2933 9.1 58 64+ 4 25 5 70 3 4.40 2.48
19361 +2201 9.3 7 58+ 0 23 8 33 3 .86: .99:
19361+2146 10£ 21 58+ O 19 8 34 3 .83 .69:
19361+2359 11.3 44 60+ 1 57 8 69 3 .40 .28L
19361+2259 11.3 27 59+ 1 19 5 70 3 5.87 6.77
19362+2435 12.1 52 60+ 2 75 11 68 2 .47 .25L
19362+2413 12.2 37 60+ 1 42 13 75 2 .92L ,34:
19362+2116 12,8 11 57- 0 20 7 71 3 7,60 3,69
19362+2123 13,4 31 57- 0 35 8 71 3 ,94 .57
19362+2939 13.4 4 64+ 4 75 9 69; 3 ,28 .25L
19362+2243 13.7 47 58+ 1 47 8 74 3 .49 .27L
19362+2002 15.6 56 56- 1 21 6 74 3 2.52 1.12
19362+2218 15.9 18 58+ 0 36 4 75 3 .91 .90L
19362+2957 16.3 19 65+ 4 28 8 68 3 1.14 .72
19362+2251 16,8 49 59+ 1 35 3 73 3 ,83 .30L
19362+2331 17,1 32 59+ 1 25 5 69 3 1,66 1A5
19362+2328 17.6 33 59+ 1 41 8 70 3 ,69 ,38
19362+2354 17.6 44 59+ 1 19 6 70 3 2,63 1,26
19363+2652 18.3 12 62+ 3 17 4 73 3 10,28 5,45
19363+2648 18,9 40 62+ 3 27 9 73 3 1.05 ,52
19363+2109 19.6 47 57- 0 40 10 72 3 5,97L 2.72L
19363+2435 19.7 15 60+ 1 48 10 75 2 .90L ,58
19363+2013 20.2 30 56- 1 30 5 71 3 1.38 ,64
19363+2018 20,5 28 56- I 25 6 71 3 1.80 7,74
19363+2818 21,0 1 63+ 3 18 4 71 3 3,49 1.74
19363+2043 23.6 6 57- 0 39 10 70 3 .43 .42:
19363+2347 23.9 46 59+ 1 33 3 69 3 2.02 .88
19364+2421 24.6 18 60+ 1 30 i 10 72 3 .45 .34L
19364+2000 24.8 10 56 1 26 6 72 3 3.31 1.62
19364+2416 25.3 44 60+ 1 21 13 73 2 .44L 1.35L
19364+2252 25.7 22 59+ 1 28 3 71 3 .95 2.54
19364+2525 26.1 28 61+ 2 29 3 70 3 1.04 .57
19364+2238 26.9 46 58+ 1 70 18 28 2 .43L .51L
19364+2047 27.3132 57- 0 30 5 69 3 .79 5.31
19364+2120 27.3 40 57- 0 29 6 31 3 .91L ,56:
19364+2858 27,6 3 64+ 4 50 8 68 3 .44 ,25L
19364+2133 27,7 11 57- 0 39 18 72 2 2.42L 1,45L
19364+2531 27.S 21 61 + 2 22 5 71 3 2.58 1.95
19364+2258 '28.2:44 59+ 27 5 70 3 .84 8.33
19364+2206 289118 58+ 0 41 8 75 I 3 .68 .43L19364+2509 29.2 29 61+ 2 46 8 71 ,56 .23
19364+2434 !29.8 11 60+ 20 5 71 3 1,20 .78
19365+2150 _30.0 28 58+ 0 32 11 73 3 .83: .62
19365+2557 30,5 55 61+ 2 26 6 73 3 .34 .55
19365+2946 30.7 25 65+ 4 55 8 70 3 ,33L ,25L
19365+2121 30.9 56 57- 0 61 7 74 3 .91 .42L
19365+2602 32.0 50 61+ 2 55 3 74 3 ,33L ,25:
19365+2142 32,6 38 58+ 0 21 7 35 3 2,27 6,18
V L C
1(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
181.08L BCD AAAB 1 94C036573F
17.59 SD D BBEC 0 3702223328 F 1 32 X1935+245 29 1
45.58L C C G ' 4502210108
6.29L D E ' 4500000000
3,84L C BL F i 6701200110 2 DO 17947 70 9
62.73L D DD 3502223328 F 32 X1935+245 43 1
50.03L A A 360111100F
38.33L BCN ! 5401133008 3 32 X1935+266 16
44,04L D CF E 6401233008 3
47.33L C HDB 670021101F
135,31 CDDF BCBC O 954446455F
2.89L 28,93L CD AA 8 980141001F
2,77L 181.08L D BHDF 950141330F
.61L 8.49L B BF 9601000000
27.77L D C CE 37013675381 8
39.30L DE CCGB 0 970322020F !5,36L EJ D 4600000000
62.97L CF AS 0 57033110081 =
5.00L C BC 5600222000 [ 1 V919CYG 8
19,59 BCCB BBBA 0 3500031200 I 5 32 X1935+277 ; 11
13,28 DDD DDEB 980028530F 1
47.48 DCDD CBAA 0 958013330F i 2
4,59L BC AB 7 6601010110
17,33L CC AAHB 3 670121660F
48,08L CF AB 9 4603330028
,79L 59.37L B BE i 6401223008
4.30 33.32L C MEA 960202130F 1
3,59L 135.31L E BA 0 850235104F
.60L 54.03L BD AAC 9' 4703200008
.58L 45.26L C CE 7401100018
1.82 9.91 CE EBB 5782100218
.40L 21,73L C C H 5401200008
1.64 45.57L D B D 870000032F 4
4.73 9.89L CBC BAA 0 9701000000 1 11 PK60+ 1.1 40
89.25 182.28: CCFE BAAA 0 958033331F 3 1 32 X1936+209 86 3
.40L 16.77L BD AA 6 6500200008
.69L 46.31L D :C 4402100008
.74L 41.47L E F F 7500100118
2.99L 135.31L D FCM 950447425F ;
3.24L 40.11L CD AAGB 1 861020010F
6.71L 45.87L CC 'AACA 4 973333331F 2
.66L 48,84L CC AA 3 5733310008
2,62 37,48L CFD BCDF 2 3644455548 8 1 32 !X1936+226 165 8
5.89 30,32L DCC GCBD 0 6502325008 2
1.22 34,49L D DDBC 960412312F
,40L 5,11L BC BB _1 4501000000
3.89L 64.24L D B F 850311040F 4
2.58L 19.19L CC AAHB 7 970232670F
.40L 5.41L FF AC 9 4601123000 2 1 I ELCYG 31 3
1.34 50.48L B L C 9601100308
.78L 59.76L E iD 5400013408 1 39 B2.2 1935+25 41 4£
.55: 3.88L BBF AAE 0 4600100000 1 16 12235 EA 4 lZ
6,45 135.31L CFD DCCC 0 958357525F
8,26 181.08L CF E BCDE 0 942044342F
.74L 50.41L C [ B D 9602200308
3.57 53,54L BBD AABI 9 6701220508
,90L 50.55L CED C 3502333108 36.21 44.84 MGFC 7501135528 3
3.14L 35.95L BC AAD 2 970315342F 3 2 4iTMSS +20420 29
2.89L 42.23L .3E ABK 2 961345364F 3
.40L 5.57L .3 C 2600100000
1.05L 62.51L 3 BDE 3602323328 1 13 87490 K2 5
3.70L 38.55L iD AA 4 960121320F 2 I2.65L 44.04L AGK 970002112F
.40L 14.74L _CFE AA 1 6500300008[24.77: 78.03: CCED 45D3133428 3 1 32 X1936+228 67 3
2.50L 58.96L :F AAB !9 950221050F I 448 61 22 DE BB H' 1
.50L 37.76L EE AAF 9 9601100208
1.35 6.37L BDC AAA 9 9600100000 01
,52L 7.01L BCDc AB 1 96001000009.93: 31.59 FFEA 970134431F 3 i
2,28 39.89L ED DA 960142200F 1
3.67L 134.36L CC ABHL 3 94CO46330F 1
69.50 134.36 CCDD AAAA 0 946033010F 1
.71 4,63L BBB AAB 1 4701000110
3,48L 56.75L DE DB 1 I 960040350F
.55L 36.71L BC AA 3 ! 9602001108
.83L 47.13L C DC 46024353181 2
I
1.17: 39.47L BCD AAE O 960222330F 2 2 7 +194095 84
9,23 44,84L D EBFB 5681555728 3 1 32 X1936+242B 69 2
51.45 177.68: DCCD CEDB 0 4492334428 3 1 32 X1936+228 62 3
.64L 8_76L DC AA 0 4700100000
2.57 42.65: DE GE E 3683335348 8 i
24.67 56.75 CCCE BAAB 0 968012020F 1,
9.33 30.99: EDC DBBA 96A356442F 3 1 32 X1936+213 59 3
.41L 5.83L C B I 3600000000 1 16 12249 M8 32 1:
2,73L 28.67 E B 960112160F 1
.64L 9.07L CC AA 9 3700100000
388.76L 698.06L CC AAAC 1 944034040F 1
2,44L 41.23L C BCF O 970232310F
.80L 9.36L DD CD 0 7791100000
2.93L 57.11L CD AA 0 950242200F 1
15.89: 145.73L EFE IDBFE 9 94C135655F
2.98 10.80 CECF DBAB 2 5640134508
.56 5.27L C D F C 26000000009.33L 41.77L BBND 960155452F 3 1 32 X1936+213 74 3
1.80 43.40L DC LH C A D 6500256428
66.70: 103.50 CCEO_BAAA[0 954125112F k_
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
99




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _am
hm. ° , (s) () 1 b (") ('3 (') N
19365+2339 :]5.5 3 59+ 1 44 6 71 3 .50
19365+2119 35.6 48 57- 0 43 6 74 3 .9119388+201366 7 56-1 42 10 7213 .7619366+2133_7.117 57-0 26 6 74 3 24219388+204137_38 57- 40 5 70 3 148
193886+2619 37.0 37 62+2 25 7 73 3 .69
t9388+241636.320 60+ 12 4 29 3 4.37
19388+2113 36.6 55 57-0 33 7 71 3 1.60L
19388+2505 39.2 35 61+ 2 24 6 71:3 .7319366+275139.369 63+3, 35 5 73 3 1.31
19_+2147 39.423 56+0 24 6 74 3 t4.1219388+261039.7 6 82+2 24 6 73 3 ,6619388+23Ol4o,143 59+1 17 6 70 3 6.61
19388+2216 40.8 9 58+0 35 6 71 3 1.7719388+210641.537 57-0 26 3 73 3 134
19357+225143613 69+1 23 6 71 3 49:
19367+2354 44.4 27 60+ 1 21 7 69 2 1.57
19367+2315 45.4 22 59+ 1 33 i 8 71 3 1.23L
19367+2405 46.8 35 88+ 1 31 8 69 3 .26L
19367+2548 46.9 26 61+ 2 45 8 69 2: .42
19367+2458 47.0 37 60+ 2 32 5 70 3 2.05
19367+2152 47.3 6 58+ 0 23 8 35 3 1.18:
19367+2111 47.9 1 57- 0 37 10 i 71 3 ,59
19368+2331 48.1 16 59+ 1 29 5 70 3 4.80
19368+2239 49.8 37 568+ 0 16 5 71 3 2.34
19368+2126 50.1 14 57- 0 23 8 75 3 3.35
19368+2325 50.1 17 59+ 1 46 8 69 3 .56
19368+2104 51.8 1 57- 0 53 9 74 3 .54
19368+2600 53.3 37 61+ 2 70 9 75 2 .76L
19356+2618 33.6 1 62+ 2 44 8 70 3 .57
19389+2201 55.5 9 58+ 0 29 8 75 3 1.91
19369+2557 56.1 34 61+ 2 40 9 75 2 .49
19369+2823 56.81 51 63+ 3 23 5 71 3 56.00
19369+2431 57.2; 18 88+ 1 32 11 70 3 1.78L
19369+2011 57.3 58 56- 1 39 9 70 3 .80
19369+2654 57.8 57 62+ 3 40 3 73 3 .49
19369+2043 57.S 5 57- 1 25 8 71 3 .75:
19369+2720 S8A 17 63+ 3 26 9 72 3 .46
19369+2203 59.1 55 58+ 0 30 7 71 3 2.93
19369+2530 59.E 8 61+ 2 81 11 75 2 .25
19370+2505 1.1 36 61+ 2 37 3 70 3 4.05
19370+2232 2.1 58 58+ 0 22 7 72 3 .88L
19370+2000 2.4 59 56-- 1 42 9 71 3 .72
19370+2601 2.6 58 61+ 2 I 25 7 73 3 .97
19370+2551 3.0 53 61+ 2 23 9 74 3 .25L
19370+2730 4.3 6 63+ 3 22 3 72 3 1.67
19370+2956 6.0126 65+ 4 25 5 69 3 3.95
19370+2456 5.259 60+ 2 56 10 71 3 .47
19370+2347 5.3136 59+ 1 69 9 72 3 .47
19370+2017 5.640 56- 1 30 11 72 3 2AOL
19371+2021 6.023 57- 1 82 10 74 3 .43
19371+2504 6.3 11 61+ 2 18 5 71 3 2.46
19371+2004 6.6 3 56- t 27 5 70 3 12.38
19371+2855 7.4 41 64+ 3 17 5 69 3 50.39
19371+2132 7.6116 58- 0 28 8 73 3 1.16L
19371+2626 7.9 57 62+ 2 27 5 72 3 .39:
19371+2414 8.0 21 60+ 1 28 3 70 3 .55
19871+2548 8.8 40 61+ 2 49 8 74 3 .79
19371+2725 9.1 17 63+ 3 20 9 73 3 .67
19371+2430 11.5 I 60+ 1 26 9 71 3 .64
19372+2225 12.3 18 58+ 0 59 10 71 3 2A4L
19372+2423 12.5 9 88+ 1 25 6 71 3 1.23
19372+2337 13.1 18 59+ 1 26 6 71 3 1.30
19372+2149 13.7 12 58- 0 46 11 33 3 L45L
19372+2336 13,8 23 59+ 1 60 : 14 75 2 1.56L
19372+2246 14.1 19 59+ 0 36 13 72 3 1.70L
19372+2241 14A 43 59+ 0 56 7 69 2 L01
19372+2611 17.1 46 62+ 2 36 8 74 3 .76
19372+2058 17.2 17 57- 0 50 13 74 3 1.11L
19373+2848 18.3 2 64+ 3 45 10 70 3 .25L
i
19373+2943 18.6 15 65+ 4 50 ! 9 68 2 ,88
19373+2221 18.9 51 58+ 0 72 I 9 69 2 1ASL
19373+2641 18.9 49 62+ 2 23 ! 183 32 3 .gOL19373+2525 19.7 15 61+ 2 88! 71 2 .34
19373+2009 19.9 8 56- 1 32 7 70 3 1.00
19373+2202 20.6 9 58+ 0 32 6 71 3 1.31
19373+2113 21.2 38 57- 0 42 7 75 3 1.21
19373+2403 22.3 8 60+ 1 25 6 71 3 37.18
19373+2243 22.4 23 59+ 0 33 9 71 3 1.29L
19373+2012 23.7 2 56- 1 38 6 70 3 2.11L
19374+2340 24.1 56 59+ 1 52 10 71 3 1.08L
19374+2948 25.8 31 65+ 4 23 5 69 3 2.37
19374+2030 26.1 53 57- 1 25 10 72 3 .95
19374+2352 26.4 57 88+ 1 29 3 70 3 4.55
19374+2232 26.6 50 58+ 0 46 3 73 3 1.68L
19374+2809 27.6 23 63+ 3 50 11 69 2 .46
19374+2149 28.4 3 58- 0 45 8 71 3 .56
19374+2359 28.7 27 60+ 1 32 5 71 3 23.62
19374+2558 28.7 25 61+ 2 20 5 73 3 .87
19374+2614 29.2 11 62+ 2 30 4 73 3 .88
19374+2119 29.5 25 57- 0 29 8 74 3 .95L
19375+2340 30.0 28 59+ 1 32 7 72 31 .54
19375+2130 30.2 30 58- 0 24 8 36 3,, 12.66
19375+2021 30.8 54 57- 1 101 23 72 21 .40L
19375+2204 31.7 36 58+ 0 51 8 76 21, 1.02
19375+2644 32.5 44 62+ 2 38 9 72 31 .49
19375+2017 32.9 15 56- 1 36 4 71 3 i 2.34
19375+2103 33.3 10 57- 1 35 19 72 2i 5.28L
19375+2111 35.2 16 57- 0 24 11 73 3 .55
19375+2003 35.2 59 56- 1 40 10 70 3 .77
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 ,um Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
47.64L C B D 650000000F
42.04L CE BBBC 2 970155442F
47A3L CE BB O 960042000F
28.67L DE AAJ B 9 960012160F
44.34L CE ABDD 880020330F
10.24: CDFD BCFC 0 5600102418
50.21: BCFD AADC 0 96E135461F
29.80L D C B A D 970035020F
9.67: BC F BACC 23 77011431105.91L ABG 2880001000
Name Type _"_ Mag
3 1 32 X1936+213 79
6 2 16 12252
3
40 13E
2.67L 145.73L DD AA 9 940266554F
37.85L BD AFI C O 5500000108
698.06 BBDE BAAA O 940114041F t 2 21:58.761 40
44.75L DC AA 7 970223320F
31.59L BCD AABD O 960145452F 3 1 32 X1936+211 127 3
69.56L,DC CABF 1 950224450F 3
13.38L!CC ABI D 0 7702101318
53.71L C EDC 970020000F
44.76L C L HDE 88C0123338
10.75L C AEFD 4881012308
9.81L 6BC AAAC 0 6700100000
134.10 EEDE CBCC 0 95D235455F
37.111_ D CC 970035212F 3
33.84L BC AAE 5 960110000F
231.35: BCDD BAAA 0 948003333F
35.58L BCD AABD 1 988002130F 3
49.16L C BC 960110000F
55.08L C BDEJ 970023342F
88.48L F J C 4402368438 B 1 32 X1937+260 131 11
51.46L B ADHH 5400102308 6 3 IX VUL 14 3
41.37L CE AAH 0 = 970223320F88.48L CDC EEBI ui 3402358438 B 2 39 PKS1937+25 105 635
4A3L CBC AAAF 6 3701000001 15 4 BGCYG 29 4
13.73: DD J FAA 970011010F
45.90L CF BCG 0 960140021F
6.15L B CEH 8601000000
17.69 EE D CCAB 0 870023630F 1
6.41L C BGMJ 9601110000 1 13 87506K2 4 87
38.80L CD AABC 9 970243420F
12.18L E FE 6600100000'
12.01L BF AA 0 5700133200 3 1 32 X1937+250 30 3
50.61 DE DBDB 96A016540F
49.80L CE AB 3 950011010F
88.48 CCCE CBCB 2 4422265338 B 1 32 X1937+260 70 11
16,07: C E B C D 3642322408
6.13L BC ABG 0 9600100000
12.65L BBC AAAE 0 5500000008
11.14L C B 4700100000
32.08L B CFF 6600100118
50.16L D F E D 950320000F
62.16L E BDJ 950310140F 2
120.89 BBCC BAAA 20 5400133200 C3 14 32 X1937+250 85 3
44,98L BCC AACC 960022075F 25 2 DO 17969 77 110
5.57L BBD AAAC 9 3620000100 1 lo 12260M ° _ 10i
921.84L CD L BAC 920113364F B
41.30L_ CDC BBAB 954000110F
50.23L C C FD 960000000F
40.25L D AG I 3501122408 3 39 VRO25.19.01 111 610
6.18L lid ADH I 0 9601210000
64.27L C BBC 0 950021010F
43.12L C B 974213332F
17.97L CDE ABDC 0 970011231F 2
34.21L CF IACHI 0 660032230F 5
60.62L FC BAB 950113020F
54.01L36"23Lg :L D 760032230F 596025301 OF
50.53L DE 'BB B 0 960223210F
37.81L C BCGB 950122210F
37.09L D F C 960100020F
6.77L C L B 6601000000 1 23 LDN 0811 577
4.61L C BD 9602100000 1 1 V933 CYG 10 3
21.89L D J DBF 970235365F
10.31 D MGJ C 950210031F
14.91L D B _o02000110 1 23 LDN0793 346
45.90L CD AC 6 960131043F
37.33L DD AAG 9 970020212F
41.99L CF AD 0 960121030F 1 13 875131<2 10 76
50.79L BBC AABC 2 960010100F
40.56L D KI BG 964233222F 8
45.59L CC I AA 950121122F 1 11 PK 56- 0.1 4
11.34: EF EBB 570142240F 5 1 32 X1937+236 97 5
3.29L BC ABD 0 9600100000 2 13 87517M0 1 85
41.27L CE ABD 3 956101011F
768.36 BBCD DBAA 2 824023331F 3 1 32 X1937+238 12 3
21.85 F DEB 970113320F
7.20L EF CB 0 3701000000 1 17 2768 47
35.16L E BH 988231040F
768.36L BBF AAA 0 932020110F
88.48L BCD BAAA 0 540221355F A
15.33L BD ACFF 3 960232210F
16.61 CCC MAAB 970010120F
91.02L C A CC 550112240F 5
921.84 BBDD AABB 51 921313354F B 7 21 57.541 25
8.96 D J DCD i 970210230F 2
29.19L CE AD E 1 ] 970043123F 1
18.65L C BGEE 960210031F
43.38L BD ABG 0J 960120100F t 16 12269- K5 20 103
8.01L E A C 98000001 OF
12.18 D DD AEDB 970111020F
46.73L CE AB I 95001002tF
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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!t I I
Right Ascension: 19h3 "_35'-19h38m40'
position (1950)
Name Galactic Unce_ainty


























































































































































































F]ux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
19386+2452




































h_m. 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN _ O 12 Fmo , (s) () f b C) (") N
I
19367+2923 42.2112 65+ 3 23 7 72 3 .25L
19387+2534 42.8141 61+ 2 27 8 73 3 .51
19387+2t01 43.4 25 57- 1 23 8 75 3 1.34
19367+2144 43.556 58- 0 111 24 76 2 1.27L
19387+2001 44.6 33 56- 1 27, 8 74 3 .50
19387+2846 44.6 13 64+ 3 48 8 69 3 .46
19387+2626 44.9 6 62+ 2 26 8 71 3 .58
19387+ 2527 45.9 28 61+ 1 23 8 72 3: ,82
19387+2666 45.9 7 62+ 2 25 i 6 72 3 1.09
19387+2711 46.7 15 63+ 2 24 7 72 3 .44L
19367+2626 47.3 44 64+3 36 6 70 3' .67
19387+2130 47.9 16 68- I 35 8 72 31 .52
19388+2543 48.0 14 61+ 2 56 7 75 2 .38
19388+2717 48.1 23 63+ 2 24 6 : 71 3 1.75
19388+2150 49.8 32 58- 0 38 7 I 70 3 .74
t9368+2107 52.t 37 67- 1 64 3 72 3 1.61L
19388+2702 52.4 49 63+ 2 21 55; 70 33 1.5419388+2357 52.6 36 60+ I 19 72 1.27:
19388+2351 52.9 50 60+ 1 19 7 I 73 23 10.5719388+2156 53.5 18 58- 0 47 69 .83L
19388+2208 53.6 40 58- 0 17 6 70 3 6.07
19388+2655 53,9 49! 64+ 3 26 5 73 3 t4.97
19389+2708 54.2 481 63+ 2 19 4 71 3 1.25
19389+2306 54.7 564 59+ 0 27 9 71 3 .5519389+2233 55.6 59 59- v 18 6 31 3 .61:
19389+2320 56.3 8 59+0 31 11 7313 1.0OL
19369+2613 56.4 49 62+ 2 46 5 73 3 .8919389+2631 56.6 31 62+ 2 40 _ 731 o .46
19389+22455666 59+0 58 i0 713 30
19389+2354 56.9 7 60+ 1 35 3 72 3 1.79:
19369+2126 57.0 45 58- 1 19 6 70 3 3.32
19389+2445 57.2 32 61+ 1 27 3 74 3 1.47
19389+2712 58.2 38 63+ 2 73 6 75 2 .96
19369+2451 59.0 50 61 + 1 42 5 74 [ 3 .8419369+2624,9.61364+3671171.490.44569+0221172r2
0.6 41 59+0 39 6 71i3 1.11L1.31 t5 56- 1 23 15 72 1.16L
1,9 46 58- 0 23 6 71 3 1.19
2.0 40 59+ 0 23 7 71 [ 3 1.14
2,3 29 65+ 4 23 8 69' 3 91
2.41 44 57- 1 31 8 75 ! 3 1.89
4.6 1 64+ 3 83 9 75 2 .46
5.7 5 59+ 0 42 9 72 3 .52
5,7 45 61+ I 36 6 73 3 .55
6.1 7 59- 0 60 15 71 2 1.04L
6.4 8 58- 0 31 5 71 3 292
6.7 8 56- t 37 9 75 3 .86L
7.1 7 60+ 1 20 5 71 3 .63
7.3!26 58- 1 17 5 32 3 1.16
'23436 59+0 45 5 712 .5159+ 0 41 9 71 3 .73
61+1 26 4723 1.76
147 59+0 26 7703 1.49
46 63+3 58 6 70 2 .32
46 61+1:23 5 73 3 .25L
30 58-0 22 3 70 3 .94L
' 3 59- 0 21 9 71 3 1.I4LI1 62+ 21 22 9 72 3 1.00
J 4 57- 1 42 3 75 3 .82
49 62+ 2 26 6 72 3 .47L
_54 58- 0 19 5 70 3 2.05
157 61+ 1 17 5 73 3 4.65
59 64+ 3 71 9 68 2 .32
!47 56- 0 29 9 72 3 1.19L
19393+2256 20,0 50 59+ 0 73 6 73 3 t.25L
19393+2344 20.71 9 60+ 0 36 9 72 3 1.05
19393+2447 21.251 61+ 1 19 5 74 3 12.94
19393+2218 21.9!51 58- 0 23 8 71 3 .70
19393+2606 22.1 60 61+ 1 27 5 74 3 4.55
19393+2827 22,4!52 64+ 3 18 5 70 3 1.47
19393+2646 23,6_ 6 62+ 2 19 5 70 3 1.69
19394+2400 24.0139 60+ 1 23 5 33 3 2.52
19394+2242 24.4 14 69- 0 32 6 72 3 .52:
19394+2325 24.7 42 59+ 0 29 9 74 3 1.13L
19394+2051 25.9 53 57-- 1 26 10 71 3 .84
19394+2202 27,051 58- 0 32 6 71 3 2.05L
19394+2135 27.1!50 58- 1 32 10 71 3 .58
19394+2642 27.3151 61+ 1 54 11 69 2 .47
19394+2253 28.7r51 59+ 0 39 5 74 3 .43:
19394+2520 28.9 16 61+ 1 38 8 71 3 .63
19394+2003 29.Q 55 57- 1 38 7 75 3 ,56
19394+2804 29,5!12 63+ 3j 34 6 70 3 .72
19394+2959 29,9152 65+ 4 16 4 69 3 6,01
19395+2330 30.1i32 60+ 0 23 g 73 3 .85L
19395+2356 31.6 42 60+ 1 36 6 74 3 1.36
19395+2958 32.3 22 65+ 4 38 12 75 2 .25L
19395+2752 32,9 12 63+ 2 35 9 69 3 .37
19395+2226 33.3 41 59- 0 i 15 6 32, 3 .30
19395+2112 33,6 4 56- 1 30 6 70 3 2.74
19395+2154 33.8 3 58- 0 51 6 73 3 .80
19395+2208 34.2 49 58- O 21 6 70 3 1.28
19395+2057 34.6 36 57- 1 36 5 71 3 1.13
19395+2918 34.9=39 65+ 3 32 19 76 3 .26L
19395+2313 34.9131 59+ 0 47 5 73 3 2.00L19396+2620 36.4 18 62_- 2 44 3 70 3 .69
19330+2851 36.5113 64+ 3 27 9 69 3 .68
19396+2627 37.9 50 62+ 2 31 10 72 3 .76




















19391 + 2800 11 .(]
























100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3.98L CC BA 9700001000
9.641 C AF 5700000000
t2.07: =CC D ABDD 4 970013233F
14.58 E D 970120291F
46.27L O BGGG 950100000F
6.97L C CC I 5600000100
44.31L CD CBJ 0 950220010F
11.66L BC AC 0l 570111211(
33.30 BBCE AAAA 0 6500110000
6.07L C ACAB 9601323410
5.90L CC AO 0 67002000001
43.2OL G BDOD 960140060F
9.26L B BB 3600201000
7.32L EF AA8 g 7601200200
41.65L FEF BAA 8 960120331F
43.15L EBC I 960021001F
8.33L BC D ABE 8 7600210000433.39 OBDD DAAB 934025423F
58.22L 433.39L DC AABD 2 _740126556F
2.69 26.98L FE BA 300121133F
3.23 18.99 CDDE AAAC 9 984031230F
1.58 5.31L BBC AAA 0 3711000000 14
,49L 7,30L CC AC 0 6601301000
3.53L 51.79L D B F Ji 0 870323241F
14.32 66.77 CEEF DBBB 0 678113343F
3.01L 19.67 O DFB 880111131F




52.24L C BF 950510010F
47.64L C AC 30013225OF
433.39L F E CBC 730O26424F
2,97L 31.26L DC AAL 9 960160060F
3.58L 53.32L CD AB 0 950110O11F
.67L 10.93L C OC G] 7601301100
,97L 12,29L DD BB 9 9702310200
.47L 4,55L BC AB 2 6600000000
.57L 10,57L C B 6601200000
2.40 33.66L D D O 300513232F
6,94 30.65 EC: HBA 580112130F
2.12L 22.47 DI E C 970140160F














































































































4.18L BD BB 0 3001000000
38.38L i CD AA 0 950231101F
8.16Li F C 4701000010
35.27L D B F 970O20000F
9.93LI CD BC 0 7702312110
32.59L= F KMC 6701102tlF
2,49L 29.65L BC AAH 1 670040131F
3,19L 37.41L F FB H 950122000F
3.85: 44.63L CCE CABA 0 960012450F
1,65L 22.47L CC AADB I 2 976122370F
3.15L 49.92L D A C 570213170F
6.94L 55.98L F B B 570122130F
.58L 7.99L 8D AB ! 2 46102110003.17L 23.96L AEFB 0 300223030F
,66L 9.53L CCC D 56000000001.60 9.17 r BAD 6642122110
4.62 41.01L DC EAA 760110310F
7.09 29,83 FO BBBB 960044373F
2.91L 3935L CD BB 0 950110010F
2.93L 51.30L CE lAB 3 94020O000F
2.79 57.80L CO ECAB 0 840000000F
3.94L 26.82L CD _AAE 1 960030110F
.85L 10.51L BB AAC 9 9703000110
.63L 6.73L C ,CEOO 8701100210
2.10: 20.41 CE 'J CB 974041342F
2,61 36,18L EC EDB 870021210F
3.01L 49.52L CD :ACH 4 360020030F
2.28 37.93L!BBC AAA 0 960110000F 26
2.46L 4226L C _BC 970120242F
1.34 8.74L BCB 'AABC 9 9723000210
.48L 4.63L SC AA , 1 7702000000
2.14L 32,76L ,DE AA 0 950010010F
2,72L 43.46L;SF E AACB 7 860121121F7.09L 34.65L CB 0 680033362F
2.58: 14.56 DC F E D 590032030F
1.95L 31.18L CO AAL 1 650310132F
3.94 12.00: C EE EAAD 990130010F
2.45L 51.20LrCE ABHL 0 960213363F
.76L 10.14L iC BO 4611222010
6.71 28.95L !C E CEBC 770121110F
.83L 12,17L IBD BB 0 7602110000
2.87L 33.22L D BC 9 9500320OOF
.65L 6.26L rsC BBGF 0 4300000000
1,64 5.11L BBC AAD 3 9600101200
3.15L D AB 0 560145062F
47'32L!D E AA 6 750134132F3.34L 60.28L
9.86 C B 9580101200
9,16L C BD 4700000000
24.32: CDD BBEF 1 68C301243F
AACF 0 861100121FB C L 762122342
'AAM 98002120OF
ABD 9 750222100F
K I E 6500012420
B C B 474343532F
IBB F 1 950111000F
iBB B 6 300O11O0OO













.47L " 5.72Lj CF
5 1 39 B2.2 1936+27A 98 408
B 1 32 X1938+239 82 I 11
I 3 4 TMSS +30381 27 23
, 3 13 67566 M0 1 90
t 2 DO 18013 81 116
1 32 X1938+239 136 11
1 2 0018018 56 93
2 13i87569 K2 7 63
1 1 V943 CYG 4 3
1 1 FX VUL 19 3
1
4 1 23 LDN 0817 389
5
4 1 23 LDN 0817 433
6 1 32 X1939+293 74 6
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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::! ! I:




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m(_
hm. o , (s) ( ) I b (') (') (") N
_9398+224538341 59 0 77 9 74 3 1.59,
)9396+2024 38.511 57-I 51 10 74 3 .84)9396+240839120 50+I 52 5 74 3 .9119396+284739.4 2 62+1 22 4 7213 1.2519396+200639.731 57-I 39 8 74 3 .5819396+2342399 18 5o+o 29 , 72 3 145,
,9396+2938,0448o0+033 , 723 813
,9396+2030, 52002+221 873,3 153
19396+2400 ¢1.028 60+ 1 21 111373 1.51L'[9396+2213 41.552 58- 0 19 723 8.75
[9396+2008 41.749 57- 1 106 24 732 .29L
19396+2614 <11.721 62+ 2 49 11 702 .45
19397+2315 <12.651 59+ 0 30 5 723 11.60
)9397+2657 42.860 63+ 2 52 9 743 .43
[9397+2233 43.840 59- 0 42 12 762 1.38L
19397+2741 <13.929 63+ 2 34 9 703 .37:
19397+2340 _.4.157 60+ 0 20 5 733 4.62
19397+2335 _.26 60+ 0 23 7 73 3 1.61L
19397+2608 ._4.321 62+ 2 21 5 71 3 1.48
19397+2234 <14.426 59- 0 22 6 69 3 1.02
,9397+2033 ,5.211 57-1 39 7723 .46
19397+2603 ,5.7 36_4 62+2 19 5 ,1 3 1.59_
,9397+2216 ,5.81 58-0 59 976
19397+2455 ,6.052 61+1 6912692 :28"
19397+2132 ,6.7 5, 58-1 48 17 74 3 1.02L
19397+2309 ,7.C 16 59+0 21 6733 .82
19397+2856 47.15' 64+3 22 5733 4.32
19398+2136 48.244 58-1 3715692 .29
19398+2151 48.3 60 58-1 29 7 72 3 .78
- 19398+2353 48.E 34 60+ 0 45 6 74 3 62
,9398+2249 _9.95659- 0435723, .93
'9398+2202 50.2;35 58--0 37 9 6912 .49
,9398+2746 50.6 16 63+2 25 5 7013 1.279398+2046 52.1 2 57 1 46 19 71 .59L
9398+2535 52.3 20 81+ 1 61 13 73 2 .49L
i9398+2824 53.2 20 64+ 3 28 6 71 3 1.12
19398+2214 53.5 44 56- 0 31 7 71 3 8.75L
9398+2230 '53.8 47 59- 0 i 50 8 71 3 .53
!9399+2258 55.0 55 59- 0 _ 17 5 72 3 16.98
19399+2442 55.1 22 61+ 1 22 5 73 3 2.26
r9399+2404 56.3 40 60+ 1 18 4 743 8.07
19399+2035 56.751 57- 1 38 7 743 1.00
19399+2357 57.310 60+ 0 23 8 743 1.01
19399+2730 57.446 63+ 2 26 4 693 1.94
_9399+2719 57.7 37 63+ 2 37 4 71 3 1.41
9399+2019 58.1 13 57- 1 51 10 74 3 .48
19399+2818 59.(_ 29 64+ 3 30 5 70 3 1.21
19399+2312 59.1 31 59+ 0 25 7 73 3 1.13
19399+2435 59.8 54 61+ 1 30 6 74 3 .49
19400+2422 1.6 55 60+ 1 33 6 74 3 .97
19400+2734 1.7 24 63+ 2 23 3 69 3 1.37
19400+2919 1.1] 54 65+ 3 51 17 75 2 .54L
19400+2229 2.2 51 59- 0 19 8 72 3 1A2L
19400+2021 2.8 42 57- 1 28 6 71 3 8.49
19400+2351 2.9 36 60+ 0 61 13 71 2 1.36L
19400+2411 3.3 27 50+ 1 30 5 74 i 3 1.84
9400+2631 3.6 38 62+ 2 11 4 30 3 4.15
i9400+2703 3.7 55 63+ 2 31 8 70 3 .41
19400+2408 3.9 49 60+ 1 27 6 74 3 .50
19400+2519 4.._ 11 61+ 1 64 8 75 2 .43L
19400+2446 4.E 16 61+ 1 38 3 73, 3 1.O0
19401+2636 6.-c 8 62+ 2 53 15 75 2 1.95L
19401 +2220 6 2 17 59- 0 44 3 75 i 3 1.44L
r940f+2102 IL3J 1 57- 1 22 5 713 2.60
19402+2009 12.1] 17 57- 1 43 9 753 .58
19402+2931 12642 65+ 3 57 31613 .26
19402+2813 13.323 64+ 3 265 713 2.35
r9402+2839 !13.510 84+ 3 41 3 73 3 1.05 i
[9402+2540 13.7 37 61+ 1 33 8 70 2 .94L
19402+2151 15.942 58-1 73 17 71' 2 1.66L
)9402+2244 116.5, 17 59- 0 33 3 70 2 .26:
19402+2050 17.5 21 57- 1 28 5 71 3 2.13
19403+2258 _19.1 3 59 0 20 5 73 3 18.20:
19403+2205 19.6 8 58- 1 56 8 74 3 1.67L
19403+2248 20.0 38 59 0 20 4 71 3 3.92
19403+2326 20.4 31 60+ 0 15 5 33 3 1.06
I9403+2234 21.4 40 59- 0 28 9 74 3 36
19403+2824 21.547 64+ 3 18 5 703 2.29
19403+2417 21.939 60+ 1 28 8 7t, 3 .47
74 ] 1.3119403+2330 22.419 60+ 0 23 3 3
19403+2431 22.825 60+ 1 17 5 733 1.06
19403+2416 23.6 10 60+ 1 28 5 74 3 1.02L
7,9404+242124.4 60+1 46 .94
,9404+233525.045_+0 68 74 1.96_
,9404+210925.434 58-1 16 5 3 1.3119404+2126_5.830 68-1 58 14 71:2 .47_
,9404+2038_5.920 57-1 36 8 7013 .66
,9404+214428.122 59-1 3211 323 .34_
,9404+280726.520 84+2 30 4 703 2.46
,9404+28452,.016 82+2 20 9 ,13 .51
19404+2541 27,257 62+ 1 22 6 703 .69L
19404+2342 27.5 45 60+ 0 16 5 74 3 9.67:19404+220328051 58-1 31 6 ,4 3 80
r9404+224028527 69 0 21 9 74_ 30L[9405+2043 30.9 47 57- 1 22 _ 71 [ o 1.14
19405+2722 31.3 39 63+ 2 14 4 69 3 3.68
19405+2157 31.4 21 58- 1 22 7 74 3 .48
)9405+2938 31.8 t3 65+ 3 16 4 70 3 3.20
19405+2459 31.9 27 61+ 1 18 6 75 2 .46
19405+2700 32.0 29 63+ 2 80 9 75 2 .52
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 /.tm 60 pm I00 p,m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
1.04L 1.94 45.77L D GMB 00.38: .50L 53.91L CE CD
.39: 3.90L 52.95L DE CD
.57 .58LI 10.76L DO AB E 4
.72L 2.76L 44.82L E AE ,9
.79L 3.09 16.74: CD DJ BB 198.84 3.13L 45.63L FE AA
.85 2.63L 38.86L BC AA 0
1.37L 1.61: 20.32 FDG FC
7.65L 4.71L 39.79L F AAA
.25L .59L 4.74 O ME]
.40 3.17L 33.86L DF CC 0
9.51 5.90L 34.81L FE AA
.17: .70L 9.01L CE CE
.87L 2.94 33.74L E GC
.40 .59L 7.30L F D CC 0
2.99 3.15L 39.71L BC AA 2
.95 19.09: 67.95: EDD J BEC
.42 3.17L 44.41L CC AEI J0
.44 3.19L 33.58L CE ABC 1
.25L .51L 11.25L B BFFGI
1.O0 276L 41.261. CC AAJ G I 0
.40 4.13L I 32.53L DD CC 0
.30L 1.09L = 18.25L D CK
.96L 2.37L 19.63 D E I D
2.48 23.04: 80.20 DDCD BDBB 5
1.86 .42L 5.06L CB AAF 2
.33L 2.74L 48.01L C El
.98L 2.53L 26.83L C BE G
1.05L 3.76L 59.44L D B E
i
.87L 3.48L 20.75: !C E ADEE
.40L 252L 44.37L D BE
.79 .84 9.30L EEO AAFG 9
.25L ,63L 5.63 I D J EB
.67L .81 12.6OL I C J FB
.48 .54L 7.26L BC AB 0
1.69 4.13 31.14L FC BAA o
.98L 4.21L 21.56L C B C
14.01 3.80L 21.33L BB AACC 0
1.29 3.02L 38.38L FE AA E 9
2.57 3.O9L 50.48L 8C AAG 6
.42 .49L 32.12L EF AB ' 9
.47: 3.42L 50.75L CD BBH 4
1.15 .55L 7.65L BC AA 0
.66 .74L 11.09L CC OB G 6
.31 .50L 34.63L EF BC J 8
.72 .58L 7.5OL CC AA 0
2.27: 23.31L 90.20L CD BCAL 5
1.41L 3.66L 51.17LI C B F
.44: 3.37L 44.48L' C E BC 0
.59 .61L 7.55L CC AB 5
.49L .69: 8.60 DC FEGD
.89L 4.21 26.15L E GBC
3.70 .79 32.70L BBC AABG 1
1.50L 1.22 39.06L E M C
.65 1.85L 31.49L BD ABDF 4
1.93 15.02: 44.32: BDDD ABBA I
.25L .74L 9.95L C BM
1.24L 3.13L 60.32L C BF
.25L 1.44 14.66L C L A
.43: 3.96L 49.19L CE AD 1
.97L .99 45.24L D J EB I
.79 3.34L 38.34L E C BG I 0
1.69 2.09L 31.24L BC AAGN 0
.25L .48L 33.O0L B BD E
.25L .72L 8.85 C C DKGC
1.31 .57L 7.73L BC AAC 0
.32L .46L 6.27L B AC
.23: 2.32 23.06L' ED CCBA
.93L .91 28.96L D C
.50 4.59L 5766L DD EBBG 1
1.18 2.12L 43.77L' BC AA 0
117.53 561.68 639.94 BBCD BAAA 0
1.10L 1.48 55.28L C EC
2.37 3.02L 39.23L BB AA 1
.55 2.03L 22.45: ICE F ABEC 1
.44L 3.13L 46.24L'F BC 9
1.22 .43L 6.21L BC AA 1
1.31L 10.83L 49.20L E CL
2.75L 34.95L 45.15L C AA 1
.74 3.05L 40.81L CD AAFG 0
.77 10.83 24.84 CCC CBAA
1.30L 6.10L 46.70L B ACL E
.97 4.86L 53.05L C A F
.85 1.65: 24.22L BCC AAEB 0
.30L 1.16 54.07L D BH
.31: .46L 42.06L DO I BO 5
.51L 2.83L 18.31 E I FCDC
.64 .61L 7.99L CC , AB 0
.49 2.99L 40.67L EC CB 4
.51 11.21 36.69 DCD EEBA
35.27: 438.89 979.86 BBDD EEDB 0
1.20L 3A4L 41.52L C B
.95 3.46L 44.34L C F B H
.66 .46L 42.90L BC AA 5
2.18 .64L 10.87L BB AAN o
.55L 3.43L 45.06L C BF 0
2.18 .54L 5.36L BD AAE 9
.24 .62L 11.48L CD CDF 0
A2L 1.10L 12.13L C ABI








































































































at 12, 25. 60, 100 u.m; 10} High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep









































a _ Coords SM/ SMN O8(z







































































































57- 2 2 ,
61 + 2 ;
59- _ 2




63+ : _, ;
63+_ 3'
65+ : 2_ , E
60+ ( 31 7
59- ( I! 1' 758-' 2; 7
63+ ; 3! _ 7
61+ 1 2( I 7
59- ( 1; _ 3
63+ ; 4( ( 7
58- 1 2' 1( 7
62+ 1 1_ ! 7
60+ 1 3.¢ I 7
64+ 3 2¢, ! 7
60+ C 4.¢ ; 7
62+ 1 35 ! 7
64+ 2 2,¢ " 7
61 + I 34 ,¢ 7
59- 1 6E ( 7
62+ 1 24 ( 7
59 1 8(] 1,= 7,
59 0 3(] =c 7,
62+ I 21 c 7;
60+ 1 23 E 7:
59-- 1 58 ? 7,
57- 2 35 "; 7;
57- 1 34 4 7;
59- 0 45 15 71
60+ 0 40 1G 7!
6O+ 0 32 5 7:
63 + 2 4O 8 7:
60-- 0 24 5 7,
64+ 3 45 5 7:
60+ 0 30 7 7(
59-- 0 60 5 7(
59-- 0 19 5 7_
59- 0 20 5 7_
62+ 1 36 9 6_
65+ 3 29 10 71
56- 1 20 4 7i
6O+ 0 28 10 7.=
63+ 2 26 3 2_
64+ 3 19 8 7C
58- 1 31 8 71
64+ 2 19 5 71
60- 0 67 10 73
60+ 0 12 4 3,4
57- 1 26 6 71
63+ 2 39 8 7(;
62+ 2 34 8 6_
63+ 2 34 9 7(:
58- 1 31 9 72
61 + 1 21 9 71
60+ 0 31 4 73
59- 0 54 3 74
64+ 3 62 15 71
62+ 2 33 8 7¢
59- 0 24 5 35
59- 0 22 5 72
58- 1 31 9 72
58- 1 50 8 72
58- 1 OO 15 70
57- 1 72 10 70
62+ 2 46 I1 73
62+ 1 41 10 71
64+ 3 17 4 70
57- 1 33 10 70
59- 0 15 3 33
62+ 1 36 9 70
58- 1 30 9 72
62+ 1 21 5 71
59- 0 37 3 74
61+ 1 13 5 31
64+ 2 46 6 73
64+ 3 32 8 89
60+ 0 40 9 ?0
58- 1 50 6 72
60+ 0 17 5 34
60- 0 23 5 34
58-- 1 :>2 6 T4
59-- 1 48 _1 74
64+ 2 18 4 70
61+ 1 17 5 t2
60+ 0 35 5 35
59- 0 16 5 i'4
57- 2 .>1 6 T1
62+ 1 ->2 3 ?0
59- 0 39 9 _1
61 + I I .:'9 4 tl
64+ 2 I ._1 4 tl




Flux Corr A Confusion R A ,Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S # T Name Type (') Mag
X1940+ 243 11:

























12 pm 25 am 60 .am 100 .am
(Jansky)
.48 2(] .59 6.6,
.93 ,5 ,_ 6.10 16.6
.25 .37 .63 8.9
.54 3(] 3.59 47.9
1.58 1.37 4.71 56.81
1.26 1.44 16.16 45.4'
.98 .6_ 2.84 25.1i
.75 5.05 34.95 89.8!
.23 .25 .58 4.6:
.73 .47 .50i 8.2
.62 .30 .841 13.64
5,31 2.99 .501 5.8 _,
1.05 .58 3.031 36.1'
1.36 .62 639: 34.6'
.441 .47 4.101 14.9;
1.21 .61 4,301 60.6(
1.06( .46 4.08 12.6!
4.13[ 4.17 23.19 165._
.49 25 .76( 6.4(
.58 .27 2.58l 58.4(
1.43 1.23 .551 8.6;
.93 .51: 6.10[ 2t.1 c
.25[ .g4 3.22 6.9.=
.47 1.791 3,36t 64.7lE
1.17 .72 2.98t 50,6_
1.31 .72 .55[ 6.0?
.57: .45 3.44[ 45.57
.59 .261 3.35[ 49.6e
.28L .63 5.47 15.2(]
.43L .251 .N 30.52
.84 .42 3.36L 60.53
.71 .39 3.56L 42.93
.99 .42 3.40L 44.89
.53 .28: 127L 43.85
1.97 1.13 .48L 32.33
1.09 .46 .43L 33.65
.43L .63[ 6.50L 29.71
2.18L .52 6.55: 1631.26
3.01 1.49 3.04L 34.79
.63 .25L .85L 15.85
7.36 3.56 3.18L 36.07
.59 .30: .62L 5.65
.70 1.00L 3.48L 57.87
1.18 1.33L 2.94L 42.53
1.90 .76 5.85L 52.21
.40L .46 5.65 29.45
.94 .31: 2.96L 61.18
.29 .25L .60L 6.43
1.58 .89 3.29L 43.76
1.13L .49L 3.10 24.91
3.57 2.94 .68L 48.66
.98 .59 .50L 4.771
.61 .39L 3.41L 51.561
5.08 3.24 .83 30.721
.59 .93L 2.26L 43.781
14.43: 108.83 982.54 163126
1.04 .49 .58L 34.761
,O6 .40 .86L 11,571
1,01 ,66L 4.59L 60.621
.52 ,38 .87L 54,541
.70 .41 3.41L 49.151
36 .51 .83L 11.031
15.44 10.51 3.13: 33.80t
1.89L 1.45 2.63L 556.99t
.32L ,25L .75 7.15l
.91 .46 4.55L 59.16[
5.32 41.16 158.85 556.99
.70: .74 7.09L 39.37[
.60 29: 2.54L 25.64t
.48 .28L 3.74L 62.59[
.45L .28L 1.01L 11.70
.30 .25L .57L 27.56t
.40L .25L 1.64 72.32t
.61 .27 3.54L 64.20[
1.04 .47 .77L 5.00L
.38 .32L .56L 19.59[
,82 1.40 17.99L 77.44
36 .30 2.89L 63.39L
.85 .33: 4.01L 73.07L
6.76 8.44 1.60 46.49L
4.30: 5.12 30.99: 128.51L
1.83 .71 2.79L 43.32L
.40 .52 .62L 38.64L
.80 .41 .62L 7.79L
15.44L .82L 4.46 36.95L
.25L .25L 1.78L 10.71
.66 4,61 42.51 131.46:
4.22 38.49 216.57 631.26L
.71 .43: 3.40L 51AgL
.36L .35L 2.50L 9.76
4.26 4.75 .98 5.43L
127 .56 2.85L 42.32L
4 47: 6.44 216.57L 631.26L
21.21 ! 14.05 1.82 37.95L
6.82 [ 3.13 .80L 36.93L
2.44 i 1.04 2.88L 26.59L
- - 34: 7,07L i 40.60L
17 I 2.15 .79L [ 10.32L
17 1 2.31 .66L _ 7.42L














3 F B B 970020220
3 F D A D B 46D378675
LFD 990111031
3C ABJ 940131012
E C B A 970020000
D E B A C 75F556562












3C B B 770033301 (

















tC L.B [ )60221150(






BB( }AA, z 133244332F
C S,B k 150120243_
C _,D 36021O601C
_.C MOO20220F
C }C (_ MOO21031(]
D _B E _50210020C






D I B E 180145321F
D iC ,501OOOOOC




E i B 3OOOOOOOC
E _B G 700401100
;J F _600100108
C D ',BDB 79434543C








D J DC 90110020C
CED AAA 78523421F
BD BAC 21235532F
F B HC 50034322C
E ID C B01OO010C
DD AA 700300100
D S D 70120121F
E 'B D B 22436732F
BE AA T0010131C
AD 510100208
_ A F 7OO31240C
F D I 80343431F
3 ABE 801000010
,3 AD 601301100











































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
104









































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8






























64+ : 2." ,¢
61 + q 4;
60+ I 4E (
59- 61 11
60- q 3E ;
59- ( 2.¢ ;
60+ ( 27 z
65+ : 27
59- { 2e E
63+ : 15 E
59- " 19 4
61+ " 91 1E
57- ; 39 8
59- ( 50 e
58- 1 33 9
59- 1 22 9
60- ( 26 5
63+ ; 28 6
61+ ( 26 4
61+ C 11 5
63+ ; 21 4
63+ ; 18 4
61+ £ 38 9
57- ._ 23 9
62+ 1 24 5
64+ 2 52 8
64+ 9 30 8
64+ 2 22 9
61 + 1 27 4
58- 1 25 9
64+ 2 15 4
59- 1 49 7
62+ 1 75 I1
58- 1 16 4
63+ 1 36 10
64+ 2 23 4
61 + 0 18 5
64+ 2 19 5
60- 0 22 5
60-0 19 5
65+ 3 63 12
58- 1 20 5
60- 0 22 3
58- 1 25 5
61+ 0 27 I1
62+ 1 33 6
63+ 2 36 9
57- 2 25 9
62 + 1 95 0
60- 0 35 8
61 + 0 29 4
61 + 1 53 3
58-1 40 8
61 + 0 34 8
60- 0 Z0 3
57- 2 27 5
60-- 0 53 7
59- 1 24 7
59- 1 Z2 5
59- 1 26 8
63+ 2 93 2
63+ 2 92 3
65 + 3 33 6
63+ 2 .>4 4
60- O _0 7
59- 1 }3 1
62+ 1 -)9 8
60+ 0 12 6
65+ 3 16 8
64+ 2 18 5
61+ 1 !0 i 5
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
12 /.tm 25 tim 60 ttm 100 p,m
(Jansky)
.4 31: ' 6.0; 21.1
.6: .4; 2.9: 36.1
3.7! 2.77 .7' 8.1
.9_ 10.71 73.0( 253.2
23! 4.28 3.01 14.1 i
.5" .6E 3.4_ 64.9
,4: .3C .5( 43.0:
.9_ .59 6.0; 50.6
1.11 .9(] .6" 13.4_
1,2_ .56 2.9( 40.6'
.6; .90 3.0( 37.9:
.6¢ 1.02 17.6; 77.0!
2.2z 1.17 3.3E 49.91
1.9; .63 5.1,1 57.1_
.27 .31 3.3e 53.7,
2.31 1.49 .7E 7.4{
.5E 10.71 13.64 249.7(
.4E 1.00 2.58 43.7[
.97 .99 4.72 35.7(
5.0(] 24.66 268.09 623.7,
.90 .67 .86 8.0(
.82 .41 3.45 42.3z
7.95 2.62 2.91 35.9:
3.01 2.24 .66 7.9(
.60 .731 4.97 623.75
.65 .50 3.51 36.6_
.23 .251 .58 10.41
1.65 7.84 68.26 64.91
1.45 ,64 6.02 46.28
.82 .49 .52 37.71
.53 .34: 3,34 36.28
.87 .91[ 68.26 64.91
.57 .33[ 3.06 37.59
4.07i .81[ 3.31 37.58
1.21 1.61 6.92: 33.77
3.88 1.65 2.651 64.91
.65 .27t .531 6.83
.72 .94 17.62 46.56
3.86 .94 .831 42.98
1.24 .61 1.28 44.43
1.111 1.0OL 2.681 18.69
.84 .25L .471 39.31
.43t .63 17.621 35.26
1,04 .50: 3.44[ 51.67
.46 .27L 4.251 44.29
2,80 2.62: 36.10[ 623.73
.76 +61 .86[ 71.78
1.18 .50 3.04[ 45.41
134 1.30 2.42[ 29.451
7.41 3.70 1.28 37,581
1.95 2.07 .70L 53.461
.82 .34L 3.26t 28.591
_71 .40 .661. 37.381
5.13 2.86 1.111. 45.991
.40 .25L .76t 45.571
.68 .20: .66L 48.651
.41 .32 .62L 45.691
8,11 14.49 3.76 41.471
.73L .39L .94 33.741
1.96 1.16 7.39 26.65
.47 .33 5,07L 40.581
.28L .25L 3.40 53.851
5.88 2.65 3.49L 44.441
.36 .25L 1.09L 73.931
1.39 .58 .48L 35.21 [
3.21L 1.73 3.20L 15.10:
1.72 .76 .62L 9.10t
1.38 .62 3.62L 18.20:
1.43: 1.37: 18.12 35.59
.32 .25L .62L 7.671.
2.68 .97 3.23L 15.69L
1.37 2.32 25.57 46.58
1.21 .89 3.15L 41.43L
1.92L .71L 1.50 46.14L
2.03 33.45 141.32 208.31
.77 .35 .81L 44.15L
.90 .37 .60L 35.33L
.26 .26L .98L 61.14L
1.10L .58 5.92L 39.13L
2.18 1.36 2.70L 38.36L
.77 .31L 3.76L 42.15L
.39 .25L 1.67L 24.54L
.52: .42 2.77L 50.96L
.74 1.14L 3.94L 42.43L
2.27 1.29 .47L 35.86L
1.73L 1.99L 3.62 41.55L
.30L .70 3.81: 14.17L
2.06 .86 4.24L 26.95L
.36 .26L 2.21L 34.08L
.31 .26L .ggL 46.60L
.75 .33 .64L 45.81L
1.46 .95 .45L 5.43L
.28L 1.15 6.74 44.72L
2.25L .49L 2.78 27.B6L
.30L .25L 1.77 19,56:
.86 .43 .73L 78.44L
1.39L .59 2.73 28.29L
.45 .25L .64L 8.83L
1.38 .59 .64L 45.38L
1.56 .72 3.92L 34.06L
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R












BC DB A 468346865
9 C _ A 971002052
BD A.BG 760111653
E E I 950000000
E3B _AD 960000000
D 3B L 940367541
D 3EE 970100O10
C - A G 980440020










3C } B I 840000000_
; F IC 9702201021




[C _A J 9700300301




I L I _800O1122F









B A D )42020O0O_
: D H 170133355F
F CGJ )5010O032E








C B C _01112308
D A G ,421 0O020C
F400000018
E B _5O10O0208
D r' ADD )81122341F
B A 1701000000
E C A D 60124763F
CEE BAB ,72336510F
;501101000

























3 3 D 501000008
:_D _C A 30020330F
500100000
3 ] F 403033318
z, _0123314C



























2 DO_ 180992 18097
32 X1942+227
1 V968 CYG


























OR:IGINM. PAGE IS 105
Og _OOR QIIALITY
'% .
Right Ascension: 19h42m36"-19h43=32 '
Position (1950)
Name
8 ah . 0 , (s)
19426+2141 36.0
19426+2525 36.3
19426 + 2934 369
19426+2306 37.3






19427 + 2035 43,2
19427+2741 43.3
19427 + 2404 44,5













19429 + 272t 54.6
19429+2136 54.6
19429 + 2824 55.8








19430 + 2047 0.2
19430 + 2351 _
19430+2130 ....
19430+2621 . L

























19433 + 2328 19.81
19433+2420 20.2]
19433+2025 _.71
19433 + 2221 20.91
19433+2214 _1.ol
19433+2612 71 41













19434 + 2405 26.3
19434 + 2205 27.4
19434 + 2801 28.4
19434 + 2253 28.8
19434+2150 28.9












8 Coords SMJ SMN O O
C) I b C) C) (') N
38 58-1] 371 5 74 3
38 82+ 1 [ 34 [ 6 73 3
17 65+31 46! g 68 2
3) 60- 0 ] 24 i 5 74 362+ 1 ] 27 8 71 3
32 62+ 1 ] 45 12 69 2
5 59- 1 [ 26 5 73 3
22 57-- 21 32 3 72 3
9 63+11 16 5 73 3
43 60-0] 16 7 73 3
7 57-2] 34 4 74 3
19 63+ 21 25 5 71 3
30 60-0] 23 8 71' 3
56 60- 01 33 6 72 3
28 60- 01 37 10 69 3
56 63 + 2 I 44 9 70 3
42 60- 01 25 8 72; 3
24 61+01 24 12 743
17 60+ 01 17 9 71 3
26 65+ 21 37 7 72] 3
i
45 59- 1 ] 41 8 72 3
24 62+ 1J 34 8 7n 3
25 62+ 1 ] t5 4 701 3
46 59- I [ 26 5 791 3
52 62+ 1 ] 32 9 731 3
48 59-- 1 I 72 10 761 2
16 63+ 21 26 3 731 3
37 58-- 1 72 3 721 2
16 64+2] 24 9 7013
0 62+ 1 ! 27 8 721 3
13 65+ 3[ 36 8 _ 3
28 58- 1 21 5 731 3
60-01 21 5 72131 58- 2 I 20 5 731 3
35 61+ 01 16 3 7tl 3
_6 61+ 0 2O 8 69] 262+ 1 37 8 741 358- 2 I 84 9 761 2
23 58-- 2 [ 65 10 701 2
32 60-- 0 I 22 6 74 , 3
55 58- 1 [ 58 10 7212
4 64+2] 60 6 7313
45 65+ 21 22 5 7rl3
9 60-0[ 36 9 72i3
53 61- 01 40 6 711 3
24 59- 1 37 6 741 3
14 63+ "f I 49 9 7Ot3
58 63+ 21 29 8 7013
44 62+ 1 57 12 751 2
21 62+ 1 47 8 7512
|
4 60- 0t 73 9 7512
44 58- 2 [ 30 5 74 I 3
47 64+2 25 3 7013
15 60- 0 62 8 701 3
18 61+ 0 I 24 6 721 2
4 57- 2 I 54 5 74 I 3
55 60-- 0 46 3 741 3
30 58-- 2 31 3 741 3
11 59-- 1 I 30 5 731 3
11 60--0i 37 9 7012
i
49 61+ 0 ! 19 6 301 3
10 62+ 1 ! 31 3 _'' 3
8 57- 2 ] 63 5 74 I 3
15 60 0] 31 15 7OI 3
50 58- 1 88 12 761 2
24 63+ 21 92 7 7512
59 58 2 I 36 4 74 I 3
28 60 01 20 5 "_3
32 61- 0[ 18 4 311 3
19 57- 2] 62 8 721 2
30 59- 1 i 100 15 74 _ 2
38 59- 1 66 18 -_4 ] 2
31 62+ 1 32 8 72i 3
37 64+21 20 5 _''3
20 61+ 0 I 25 4 741 3
16 58- 1 I 23 9 741 3
32 59- 1 I 20 4 74=
33 64+ 2l 27 9 691
34 64+ 2 ] 18 4 691
21 62+1 17 5 72,
48 60- 1, 32 5 i_25 61+ 0 I 29 9
49 61+ 0 I 31 9
30 62+ 1 ] 20 3 :_t
53 65+ 2l 77 10 751
12 59- 1 I 29 6 721
54 60-01 19 13 7_1
56 59- 1 ] 107 18 72i
41 64+ 21 44 9 7_1
6 59-- 1 I 69 13 7hi
34 59 1 ( 40 9 74
5 63+ 1 I 17 5 73
54 59-- 1 I 33 9 72
47 61-- 0 [ 39 8 71
3 61+ 01 23 8 68!
15 65+ 2i 45 12 68
19 60-01 19 4 70
54 65+2] 23 7 70
3O 64+ 21 23 9 69
24 60- 01 18 5 71
Declination: +20"-+ 30 °
Flux Density Flags I Associations
I
('Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 Fm 60 ._m I00 Fm
(Jansky)



























































































































































































































































































v cCorr A Confusion S A
Coef R Flags* __S .2 # T Name
A A K 01 940100O20C
AAM 0 470011557C 2
C 3500100000 I
A A 9 i 970020000F 8DGB 1670035846C
D 960021420C
AA 3 i 970112154C C!ABDE 0 9501011228
ABD 1 9710100008
C C C A 97C347554F I
!
A A B 3 9500200008 I
AAB 9 9502001106 I
FBDA 0 794023330F 1 1 32 X1942+240
BDEI 0 470121210F
























D 8502000108 1 13 87662 K0
BBAC 270211030F
FC G 1 960013111C 1










AAA 940030100C 1 11 PK 57- 1.1
AADC 0 4501001308
B C G 170O00340F









F D I S 370330343F
H 940111043C C 1 32 X1943+217
BE 9400100008 1 1 AHVUL
A A 951030100C
A A 670013332F 2
CODA 0186C243430F 1 1 32 X1943+243
A E 9520220008
G GA 990011410C 2
E CB 960002210C
B B E 6602242218 1
CDJ D 880212320F
AA 4 5613443318 1
D J 9400100008
FAAE 560114332C
F J H B 680222440F 3





AS 0 770000000C 1 1 GMVUL
AH 770143530F 1 i
C F B 8840O4652F I

























a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 km_
h=m.._, (s) C) I b C) C) (') N
19435+2414 33.8 43 61-- 0 I 28 15 69 3
Name
19435+2931 34.8 26 65+ 3 35 9 70 3
19435+2924 35.6 14 65+ 2 22 5 70 3
19435+2302 35.760 60- 1 27 5 71 3
19436+2514 36.6 5 61+ 0 17 6 73 3
19436+2916 37.9 1 65+ 2 27 9 70 3
19436+2202 39.0 32 59- 1 23 4 74 3
19436+2834 39.3 31 64+ 2 23 3 69 3
19436+2026 39.438 57- 2 28 4 72 3
19436+2028 39.5 45 57- 2 20 4 74 3
19436+2144 39.8 30 56- 1 28 16 72 3
19436+2520 40.0 11 62+ 0 47 9 75 2
19436+2731 40.1 41 63+ 2 46 10 71 2
19436+2333 40.4 8 60- 0 30 _ 9 71 3
19436+2541 403 21 62+ 1 25 _ 9 73 3
19436+2310 40.8 0 60- 1 23 i 7 73 3
19436+2218 41.3 15 59- 1 26 ' 5 74 3
19436+2707 41.4 30 63+ 1 29 5 71 3
19437+2812 42.0 41 64+ 2 40 8 69 3
19437+2108 42.5 53 58- 2 55 9 72 31
56 8 70 219437+2844 43.1 1 65+ 2 ]
19437+2204 433 29 59- 1 22 5 74 3_
19437+2532 43.7 30 62+ 1 15 3 70 3
19437+2612 43.7 21 62+ 1 23 5 70 31
19437+2236 44.1 8 59- 1 38 9 72 3_
19437+2555 44.3 28 62+ 1 21 5 70 3 I
19437+2410 45.4 18 61--0 20 5 70 3;
19437+2312 45.6 4 60- 1 58 9 71 21
19437+2637 459 8 63+ I 30 8_ 73 3
19437+2850 46.1 42 65+ 2 16 7 70 3
19437+2256 48.2 47 60-- 1 48 3 72 2
19437+2408 46.3 10 61-0 31 5 70 3
19437+2136 47.8 51 58- I 82 111 76 2
19437+2810 47,8 51 62+ 1 30 9 I 71 3
19438+2232 48.6 23 59- 1 33 11 I 72 319438+2oo 49.03067-2 23 9 723
,9438+230849328 80-1 26 6! 733
19438+275749.30! _+g 44 1_ 73 319438+2035 49.6 57- 23 76 2
19438+2615 49.9 33 62+ 1 25 8 70 3
19438+2515 60.0 12' 62+0 16 4 71 3
19438+245650.324 6i+0 26 9 74 319438+2505 51.4 271 61+ _, 15 9 72 3
_9438+273753.235, 64+2 19 8 70 319438+294153.438;80-0 13 5 70 319439+254754.030 82+1 77 7 75 2
19439+274865.743 64+s 28 4 89 319439+263656.311163+. 35 8 70 3
19439+2245 58.0 58! 59- 1 46 8 72 219439+2223_.448 59-1 23 6 73 3
ig439+265159.537163+1 39 3 74 319440+23440.0_ 60-v 21 5 32 319440+20420122!58_2 51 9 3731.40+2251046o 59-, 20 5 ,1 3
,9440+240112,, 60-0 19 5 70319440+264,1720163+1 34 9 72319440+21293023 68_2 36 3 723
19440+29373.37 65+3 55 8,1 4o+2o474357 58-2 18 73
,9440+22114836 59_157 9713
i19440+23034.64760_137 7!72219441+21468.05059_122 735319441+2626.25963+16o 8,73319441+2 057.62662+126971319441+2926761065+22, , 8,319441+2234815 59_157 6722
19441+2611 8.4 25 62+ I 38 10 68 2
19441+2443 8.6 37 61+ 0 49 12 74 31
19441+2528 8.8 52 62+ 0 37 3 70 3 !
19441+2050 8.9 39 58- 2 26 6' 74 3
319441+2416 10.4 5 61-- 0 40 9 74
19441+2504 11.2 12 61+ 0 16 3 69 2 i
10441 +2726 11,7 36 63+ I 19 9 70 3
19442+2432 12.4 2 61-0 31 3 74 31
10442+2315 12.4 3 80- 1 58 8 70 3:
19442+2408 12.531 61-0 66 8 73 3 _
19442+2413 12.7 7 61-0 28 3 71 3,
19442+2427 13.560 61-0 30 5 733
19442+2608 14.0 38 61+ 0 35 8 71 3,
19442+2633 15.2 52 63+1 36 9 69 3
19442+2006 15.4 32 57-- 2 15 4 73 3
19442+2531 15.8 38 62+ 0 25 I 9 70 3
19442+2404 16.2 30 61-- 0 87 I 11 74 3'
19442+2419 17.1 36 61- 0 32 9 73 3
19442+2221 17.4 9 59- 1 25 ' 8 32 3
19443+2312 18.1 2 60- 1 27 9 70 3
19443+2706 19.7 2 63+ 1 33 ! 8 70 3
19443+2313 22.3 51 60-- 1 27 10 69 2
19443+2203 23.1 45 59- 1 37 6 73 3
19443+2846 23.6 28 65+ 2 56 3 70 3
19444+2207 24.7 20 59-- 1 31 16 72 2
19444+2457 25.8 41 61+ 0 15_ 3 71 3
19444+2217 25.9 3 59- 1 48 16 71 2
19444+2046 26.1 8 58- 2 51 12 74 3
19444+2321 28.7 9 60- 1 36 3 70 3
19444+2752 29.9 2 64+ 2 22 9 70 2
19445+2352 30.4 29 60- 0 65 7 73 3
19445+2517 30.8 51 62+ 0 22 8 71 3
19445+2810 31.2 8 544+ 2 63 21 68 2





































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.85 2.72 217.22L FE EBBM 0 660150200F
.28 .61L 5.44L iCC BE 0 4600000000
1.66 .61L 8.74L DC AAF 5 2600100000
2.42 3.09L 34.26L IB C AA 1 970212334F
4.80 25.54: 51.29 CBFC FBEB 0 574332343C
1.25 .82L 8.71L SC BA D 2 2600200000
1.15 3.56L 47.81L BC AA 1 940120200C
.54 .47L 46.09LBC AB M 0 _ 9300113208
3.07 .49L 28.70L ;B B AAF 7 9500110008
.81 .40L 29.30L BC AA 1 9500110008
.25L 3.23L 14.10 E GGGC 670011053C
.43L 1.83 51.29L D EA 670120010C
.38L 1.08L 54.54L C CD 9501000008
.95L 2.36L 47.98L D B 560115553F
.26L, 2.90: 17.70 DC DB 884014362C
.44: 5.89L 39.45 D E L EFC 970042334F
.56 2.75L 37.50L BC AA 01 970011220C
1.47 2.48 62.99L DBB CAA 01; 9642000308
.25L 1.01L 39,05L E A H I 6501000008
.38 3.49L 38.50L CD EC O 01950110010C
.25L I 1.03L 59.40L C D 0300100008
.31: 2.58L 48.13L EF B B 94122020(0
1.07 8.50 26,23L C D K S A D 778120250C
.32 i .63L 61.56L BD BC D li 7603352318
.25L I 1.90 54.08L C B 940011132C
,86 2.04L 56.60L CC ABEC 21960000130C
49.78 199.87 217.22 BBDE AAAA 0,1 668235633F
.61 5.85: 39.45L EE CCH I 970034334F
.28L .97L 59.IOL O C 01 9701100118
.60 .70L 47.87L BC AB I 9300100008
.29L 1.56 19.61L E KCC _ 450029453C
11.56 199.67L 217.22L BC AA 660234531F 29
57.95L C DFGO 550100010C
56.69L BC BB D 6603252318
57.35L DO ACE 3 940011132C5.10: CD D BAFD 660001110848.24L E F A B E 960032334F
13.52 CE I B 6600101308
48.24L E OC 9401100008
53.79L BC AA 01 7701331208
51.29L CC AAFB 0! 571022352C
47.78L C BEK 580417740F
25.96 DD CDDB 4844162O0F
60.90L BC AC 2 9501000008
53.63L C AACD 1 360114535F
28.14L C SB F 870024363C
42.55L BC ABEG 0l 9502011208
79.42L EF AB 9 8601200008
34.18L C C 9 770110000C47.21L FE AAD 950220030C
52.53L CD CBHC 11 9401111318
53.63 DDDE DBAB 0 360213333F
35.45L CD BDJ 4 9402000008
35.6OL BBC AAAC 17 550031132C 3927.44L CC AA , 280120050F
72.40L BD AA 3 i 9401221208
59.55L B ADFG 940100231C
9.15L D CC 5600021000
31.74L S BEM 9403300228
48.64L C C 940110000C
i
16.68: CE E BDJC 41960020131F
40.50L BCE BAD 6 950000030C
62.10L C BB 0 770010000882.30L BD BBHD 160120000C5.55L BE AA 3700000000
31.19L C E 950002143C
33.92L E C B G 6702421118
50.33L C B 8801101OOF
43.56L BC AB 0 571242142C
31.90L E BB 9401200018
52.68L D BBE 1 6701332O0F
42.43L D AA 361438973F
(No! Color Correc_ea)
25 Fm 60 pm
Name Ty_
1 1 V1286 CYG
_'_ Mag
3 3
A' 4 7 +253952 11 101
2
2 1 2 DO 18126 84 103
2 4 TMSS +20431 53 25
3 4 TMSS +20431 75 25
C
2 22 $88 444 1500
2!
91 1 32 X1943+256 30 1
2;
4
_! 1 32 X1943+261 30 1
3 1 32 X1943+2418 115 1
1 1 32 X1943+2418 46 1










































212 22 $88 135 1500
2 22 $88 455 1500
111 32 X1943+257 72 8
1
1 21 50.476 68
•80 .57 .94L 61,91L BC AA 0 9602032008
2.53 .96L 3.02L 5173,57L C S 721255452F
A6 .96L 3.27L 46.66L D CD , 760234220F
1.81L .43L 1.84 46.43L C DC 45 670043265F
.99 .70L, 1.95L 44.30L C BCGL 3 870043225F
47.42 425.46 3447.47 5173.57 CBCC CAAA 71F144331F
.98 410313420C
.47
.73 3.57L 13214.39L CO
.25L .60L 76.3OL C
1.55 1.16 .43L 31.71L BD
2.28: 1.76 4.90L 48.13L F F
.30L .39L 2.24 62.33L E
.84 .44 3.20L 35.94L CO
1.02 .64 3.30L 38.05L BC
.76 .46: 3.25L 45.64L CE
.55 .44 .87L 59,26L DD















AA _ 94000000O0AAD 570331362C
DS 01 67013()051CB B 680140000F
AA 07 950220051CB 770243220F
A C 61 9600O00O08H S S 770233220F
44.14L CC AAHF 6 940111t51C
55.60L B C F ! 9301000108
18.91L D G C 950021131C
56.43L CD ABF 1 371511430F
8.25 C DGB 960110021C
10.26: CC HMEE 9600300228
21.77L:BD AAEH 0 670100011F
49.61L F DD 7501010008
41.33L C BI I C 970012300(3
52.66 CDD DFDC 474213230C
51.78L D D 3401104008
32.8 IL IB B 950010132C
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /=m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1
i 1 2 DO 18135 56 106
1 39 CTD113 61 1412
1 23 MRSL 061+00/1 5782 22 $87 144 6O0
BI
B 1 32 X1944+241 105 11
22 $87 135 6002 22 $88 440 1500
C 1 32 X1944+207 50 12
3
1 23 MRSL 061+00/1 579
2 2 22 S92 196 300_
4
107




a _ Coorcls SMJ SMN O
ham, ,_, (s) (") I b C) C) (') N
19445+2801 32.5 30 64+ 2 39 7 72 3
19445+2110 32.6 56' 58- 2 84 11 73 2
19445+2246 32.8 5 i 59--_ 33 15 71 219445+2305 34.2 6 60- 43 12 70 2
19445+2130 34.546 58-2 64 17 72] 32,19445+2611 34.5 16 62+1 41 71
19445+2718 35.3 20 63+1 28 3 6913
19445+2530 35.9 17 62+0 27 6 753
19446+2557 36,9 9 62+1 34 6 73 3
19446+2534 37.1 19 62+0 20 4 73 3
19446+2633 37.1 21 63+1 67 9 75 219448+2042,_7429 58-2 32 9 733
19446+2012 137.6 30 57-2 71 19 71 r2
19446+2605 38.0 46 64+ 2 29 5
701315448+25 36,316 62+0 10 69
75, ,19448+2720 39.7 2919446+2642 39.8 23 63+ 1 200 6 73
19446+2432 '40.1 38 61--0:57 3 69 3
19446+2744 40.1 44 64+ 1 30 8 70 3
19448+2350 40.4 54 60- 1 35 7 73 3
19446+2505 41.4!17 61+ 0 18 3 71 319446+2641 4L8 46 63+ 1 17 6 71 3
19447+2821 42.0!13 64+ 2 23 6 70 3
19447+2659 42.643 63+ 1 28 9 71 3
19447+2546 42.9 25 62+ 0 29 8 70 3
19447+26t6 44.1,28 62+ 1 48 5 73 3
19447+2343 44.3 57 60- 1 30 6 71 3
19447+2137 44.4 50 58= 2 20 I 5 72 3
19447+2652 44.4 22 63+ 1 25 7 70 2
19447+2710 46.8 3 63+ 1 29 9 69 3
19447+2445 47.6 59 61- 0 32 5 74 3'
19447+2801 47.6 14 64+ 2 57 11 75 2
19447+2059 48.0 17 58- 2 31 10 72 3'
19446+2410 48.0 18 61- 0 37 3 71 3 i
19448+2238 48.4 42 59- 1 41 9 70 3
19448+2834 48.6 36 54+ 2 28 13 30 31
19448+2015 48.9 30 57- 2 44 12 74 2
154448+2345 49.3 11 60- 1 34 8 74 3
19446+2538 495 31 62+ 0 21 4 73 3
19448+2646 49.9 12 63+ I 25 10 72 3
19448+2653 50.5 3 63+ 1 23 4J 71 3
19448+2106 50.9 10 58- 2 88 21 73 2
19448+2720 53.3 7 63+ 1 68 8! 72 3
19449+2549 54.6 6 62+ 0 34 14 72 3
19449+2533 55.7 30 62+ 0 27 8 72 3
19449+2956 56.0 57 66+ 3 37 9 69 3
19449+2519 57.8 21 = 62+ 0 35 5 73 3
19449+2846 57.9 19 65+ 2 46 6 70 3
19449+2556 58.2 54' 62+ 0 60 13 71 2
19449+2405 59.1 5 i 61- 0 38 3 74 3
19449+2906 59,8 23 65+ 2 37 6 71 3
19450+2922 0,3 46 65+ 2 34 10 69 3
19450+2757 0.7 23 54+ 1 55 6 70 3
19450+2635 0.9 ._ 63+ 1 29 4 70 3f9450+2050 1.6 58- 2 19 5 73 I 3
19450+2639 2.4 11 63+ 1 26 8 71 3
19450+2058 3.6 14 58- 2 19 5 74 3
I9450+2317 3.9 2 60- 1 24 6 71 3
19450+2335 5.3 48 6Q 1 17 5 74= 3
19450+2311 5.4 45 60-1 37 8 71 3
19450+2109 5.7 541 58- 2 53 8 73 3
19451+2736 6.2 6' 64+1 28 6 71 3
19451+2020 6.4 15 57-2 45 9 73 319451+2010 6.54_ 57-2 27 4 733
19451+2427 7.3 12 61-0 30 14 73, :3
19451+2308 8.1 46 60-- 1 31 3 71 3
19451+2138 8.6 _62 59--2 20 6 72 319451+28288.9 54+2251668219451+25059.6 62+0214713
19451+26119.74362+1537702
19451+2258 10.6 20 60- 1 42 8 71 3
,9451+2655 10.7 32 63+ 1 31 8 70 3
19451+2659 11.1_27 63+1 46 1_ 69!19451+254911.3 62+022 7319451+265611,9 65+219 70
19451+290412.01165+2663743
19452+262312.24563+13511722
19452+2232 13.1 50 59-1 73 12 69 2
19452+2243 13.3 22 59- 1 29 4 71 3
19452+225314.63260-13911702
19452+2241 15.5 42 59- 1 43 8 74 3
19452+2511 17.4 19 62+0 48 16 752
,9453+2343 18.2 6 60- 1 44 13 71 2
19453+2237 19.6 60] 59- 1 37 12 73 2
19453+2219 19.9 10 59- ] 27 9 71 3
19453+2753 20.0 43! 64+ , 64 13 66 219453+215120.344159-2 76 12 73 2
19453+2007 20.7401 57- 3 586 9 76 2
19453+2345 21.1 46 60- 1 25 9 71 3
19453+2357 21.9 53! 61- 1 37 6 74 3
19453+2540 22.0 54 62+ 0
19453+2457 22.0 28 61- 019453+2251 22.3 60- 1
19453+2821 22.8 23_ 54+ 2
19454+2920 24.2 43 65+ 2
19454+2926 25.0 33] 65+ 2
19454+2421 25.4 3;i 61-0019454+2536 25.5 62+
19454+2917 26.7 25 65+ 2219454+2117 26.8 421 58-
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 .am 25 .am 60 .am I00 .am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(3ansky) Uncs Co¢:£ R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.26L .25L 1.65 38.87L B BA 5400202108 2 22 $92 333 300C
.30 .25L 2.D7L 14.60L C C G! 76031002tC
.58L .25L 1.06L 11.58 DB FB 760011020C 4
.58L ,25L 1.11L 12.96 D'H DB 868121092C
2.18L .25L .63 21.84L D G CC 950110132(3 4
.62 .34L 5.23: 60.47L B F BBDJ 3603254448 C
.75 .49 .75L 40.60L BC ABDD 3 9700221108
.79 1.85 4.90L 30.24: CB D AADD 2 487242372C A 1 32 X1944+255 150 1(;
2.20 1.16 3.23L 41.55L CC AAI 0 670100200C 2 1 23 LDN 0798 353
8.02 7.25 3.28L 50.26L CC AA 9 370341352C A 1 32 X1944+255 170 10
.44 .35L .86L 69.82L C D F H 7400010008
.54 .35 .46L i 35.71L OF DO 8 9400100008
.32L .25L .64L 5.23 i D G FB 9600100008
.25L! .30: 3.14 56.63L! FC GCD 3400306218 2 3 22 $92 79 3000
.48 .53L 3.24L 5266L C B D 470143260(3
.69L .56L 1.16L 13.05 O O 9802221108
.25L 3.39 29.61 52.27L BC CEJ 8700343338 B 1 32 X1544+267 132 11
1.08L .51 27.421 135.67L F L B L F 660233212F 8
1.15 .55 .62L 31.38L BD AB 9 9601000108
.53 .51 4.17 14.10 EDDE DDBB 2 980012300C 3 1 32 X1944+238 16 3
93.16: 1185.36 8685.79 13214.39 BBDC'DBAA 0 311104564F E 3 3 RAFGL2455 8
.69 .25L t9.25: 60.12: B FD B FF 8700343338 8 1 32 X1944+267 178 11
1.25 .46 .91: 54.17LICDF ACEC 9 7402021528 5 1 32 X1944+283 111 5
.56 .37 .87L 70.19L BC CC O 9500010008 1
.61 .26L 3.27L 57.50L _CD i B D 670010242C 8,54 ,28: ,65L 77.58L ' BO 2 56012442381.79 1.03 3.54L 38.61L AA D I 972121312C
1.22 .81 1.22L 33.92L,BC ABFC 1 940200340C 2 1 32 X1944+216 70 2
.48 .34L 3.16L 46.18L ID BEA 9700120008
.82 .24 .74L 63.6OL DO BB 0 9600000108 1 2 0018152 55 111
.90 3.29 4.15 43.71L DCE AAC! 1 580000060F
.40 .25L 1.25L 75.85L D C G 4400300108 4 1 AI VUL 56 3
.25L .25L 1.41 9.63: CD MDA 8600100418 8
1.13 .71 3.39L 54.83L CD AB E 2 670011022F
.61 .31 3.06L 40.56L BD Be 0 950210153C
.25 .26: 1.52 58.35L DEC EBBB 6 8301000106
.31 .25L .65L 32.24L C B 9401200008 1 2 DO 18149 82 96
.40L .25L 3.94 38.49L D A 970113422C
3.00 1.74 2.28L 45.21L BB AA 2 676020100C
.25L .23: 2.01 26.01: EFF GCDE 7840253338 B
8.79 9.68 2.47 55.83L BCO AAA 9 9700140008 11
.38L .25L .60L 5.04 D I C 960020020C
.45L .25L 1.53 60.72L C MAD 9601221108
.26L .25L 1.85L 23.33 D GB 488120353C 8
.72 .32L 3.30L 45.01L D AE F 370120241C 2!
.53 .35 .56L 5.34L DD AB 9 6600010000
1.45 .61 3.68L 50.23L CF ABD} 9 380020240C
.57 .25L .80L 46.77L C BEDB 9401000006
.59L .42L 1.27 56.36L D F DB 470010200C 2 1 23 LDN 0798 185
.78 .93 3.24L 50.40L BC BA 960111020C 4
.64 .68 .72L 36.34L CF AB 91 4400111008 2 16 12405M" 50 118
.25L .52 .91: 6.65L CC BB _ 2600101100'
.28L .26L 2.79 65.31L C J HBB 5500311208
2.97 2.00 .52L 45.97L DE AA 9 6700110008
3.44 1,43 .49L 34.19L eC AAFC 0 94010000081
1,03 1.04 .73L 46.53L BC AA 0 67003100081
3.54 1.63 .40L 27.25L B a AA F 5 95002004281 8
.82 .56 3.17L 30.91L DO BA 8 958011000C
2.05 1.00 3.64L 17.42L ED AAGD 9 980200420C
.60 .g4L 3.20L 51.80L D BD 0 540021010F
.33 .25L 2.32L 42.73L D C E B r540020020C
.29 .27: 3.63 43.56L CCB FBAB 0 6502011338
1.09 .49 .42L 26.12L BC AB 1 9501000008
1.93 .86 .40L 17.67L 8C AA 0 i 9500300008
1.11L .55L 4.73L 35.08 E FFEB 48A025783F
2.51 1.11 1.89L 31.56L BC AAKC 0' 650011021F ! 33.89 .96 3.03L 41.98L BC AA 0 940116020C 13 87719K5 5 70
.34L .25L 1.25 47.37L E D _7402010218
7.93 6.67 3.06L 42.32L BC AA O 780321231F
.30L .48 3.91: 35.24L DF MBE 570323344C C
,50 .25L 3.17L 32.60L D BC , 960230000C
.72 .34 .92L 41.50L BC BC FI 1 7701121008 1
,39 .20: .72L 59.74L OD DD I 0 7702221308 1
2.13 1.44 1.63L 71.59L BB AAGDI 0 46(X]10383C 8
9.08 3.77 1.41 37.72L BBB AACF 5 5401000318 4 3 16 12406-C 73 126
.40 .25L .81L 53.39L B CCF 5300101008 1 23 LON 0815 296
.32: .27 2.79L 53.69: DE F DECE O 5702134438 8
.32 .25L 4.17L 68.34L D D 940121153C
1.65 1.62 2.83L 36.78L OD AAL 9 950120000C
.46 .27L 4.00L 39.23L F B 960141000C
.57 .29L 3.43L 57.60L D CE 540120021C
.89L 1.28L 8.44L 33.46 E G FB I 780310341F
.40 .27L 3.96L 67.23L C C i 960212645C
.65L .28L .71L 7.83 D M col 970131051C
.66 .48 2.76L 48.26L BC BBE 3 940505510C 1
.32L .30L 1.26 56.73L D EF 5500123228 8
.36 .65L 1.05L 48.94L E CL L 950010020C
.32 .40L .47L 25.14L C CF K 8500200008
.33L 23: 3.48: 28.58 DCC KHAB 976112647C
3.57 .77 3.44L 46.51L BC AA 2 970102230(3
30 5 73 3 2.05 m_ 2msSu 6_196L SC A A 7 _10010C_
73 8 75 2 .61L .52 31.05L 45.34L E FA 950L_26430F 2 1 32 X1945+249 119 2
24 5 70 3 4.14 1.53 3.0OL 33.22L BF AA t 9 950131000C
55 11 70 3 ,57 .25L .77L 58.88L C BH 6401000108 1 I J KK VUL 34 3
19 5 69 3 17.27 89,56 54.43 14.66 BBCC'AAAA 2 4520301008 05
38 7 70 3 .88 .57 .73L 8.12L ED BBMH 3600100000
36 5 73 3 1.82 .53 2.89L 55.07L BE AA 0 370110000F
16 5 73 3 16.48 12.50 2.81 67.22L CBC AAAD 8 260010010C 28
81 9 72 3 .36 .25L .75L 38.75L C CI ' 4400100008
68 12 ! 73 3 .37 .25L 3.56L 46.64L C C L ' 940220000C







Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
8 a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /am 25 am 60 _m 100 Fm Flus Corr A Confusion
ham. . _ (s) (") I b (") (") (") N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
19454+2454 27.7 46 61- 0 16 5 31 3 ,65: 3.08 31.05 55.76: ICCEDIGBCC 0 974236330F
19454+2625 27.7 48 63+ 1 15 5 71 3 .37L 1.07 19.17 124.39: BCD_FBDC 46D2143538
19454+2009 28.2 55 57-3 37 5 74 3 .54 .26L .42L 33.67L E AC 9400100008
19454+2518 29.5 47 62+ 0 32 6 70 3 .49 .42: 3.52L 31.25L BC BBH 1 280020022C
19455+2319 31.2 6 60- 1 30 4 74 3 27.36 16,91 3.21 42.70L BFE _AAA 9 940202000C
19455+2433 31.(3 37 61-0 24 4 71 3 .63 .57 13.50 48.92 CCFDDBBA 0 984434641F
19455+2834 32.2 19 65+ 2 48 20 72 2 .30L .25L 1.44L 11.86 E CEEB 7600000208
19455+2638 32.E 9 63+ 1 21 5 70 3 2.16 1.25 ,71L 36.9OL BB AA 0 4700102208
19455+2440 32,7 47 61-0 42 6 35 3 1.32 1.19: 14,04L 35,67: EF E ACDE 0 961535554F
19455+2310 33.2 18 60= 1 35 13 72 _2 ,45L ,25L ,56 19.08L E M CH 95001002OC
19455+2801 34.'/ 28 64+ 1 48 16 70 3 .25L .22: 1.93 17.75: DCE GEDD 6601126228
19456+2646 36.2 3 63+ 1 23 14 75 2 .28 .33L .79L 42.71L C EH 5700200208
19456+2115 37,5 43 58-2 23 6 73 3 2.46 1.97 1.62L 38.66L DC AAE 9 940120000C
19456+2149 38.4 54 59-2 30 6 73 3 8.07 3,55 1,09 32.90L BBC AAB 1 940010000(3
19456+2730 39,2 11 64+ 1 50 8 69 3 .57 ,25: ,89L 71.83L DD BD 0 6500100208
19456+2241 40.6 56 60- 1 51 8 73 3 ,45 ,26L 1,96L 38,84L E D E 950121230C
19456+2717 41,9 23 63+ 1 31 3 70 3 1,25 ,56 ,89L 51,65L CC AB 0 5602110108
19457+2636 42.4 19 63+ 1 71 12 68 3 ,39L .41L 1,51 16.31: CE CFB 3800202208
19457+2346 42.5 58 60- 1 26 6 74 3 39.46 22.99 5.44 48,45L BBE AAAH 9 960100215C
19457+2118 42,7 34 58- 2 63 19 70 2 ,25L ,25L 1,74L 6,48 E C 960020000C
19457+2515 42.7 30 62-O 29 3 70 3 1.53 .34 3.03L 59.91L BE AB 1 170030000C
19457+2243 45.(_ 42 60- I 54 10 74 3 ,35L .29L 1,61 48,54L C DHA 940023463C
19457+2332 46.1 16 60- 1 36 9 71 3 ,63 ,43 3,68L 50.63L BC BB 2 960(300000£;
19457+2646 46,1 33 63+ 1 25 12 68 2 1,06L .81L 1,09 33,52L D CCB 970120020F
19457+2206 46.3 34 59-2 26 6 72 3 .93 .26L 1.49L 40.57L B AEGE 950311100C
19457+2500 46.5 55 62-O 44 9 71 3 .93 .42: 2.96L 48.08L CE AC 0 950233210F
19457+2452 47.2 21 61 0 30 14 75 3 ,41: 1.22L 1,52 42,45L D D DFB 980126330F
19457+2630 47.3 23 63+ 1 62 3 73 3 .37L .26L 1.44 60.58L C C 3600110538
19457+2357 47.9 14 61- 1 26 6 74 3 ,47L 1.77 19,91 42,99 CDD FAAA 950112321C
19458+2803 48.5 30 64+ 1 19 10 68 3 .75 .43 1,05L 56,13L CC ABEE 8 5501213128
19455+2407 48.8 7 61- 1 20 7 74 3 .58 .37: 6.00 25.68L DDC AEBB 4 770101250(3
19458+2901 49.3 41 65+ 2 50 8 70 3 .46 .25L .67L 51.95L C BJ 6400000008
19458+2201 49.7 11 59-2 27 9 71 3 .86 .72 3.03L 39.84L CF AAEH 9 950210000C
19458+2735 49.8 30 64+ 1 31 3 69 3 .34 .28L .74L 26.40: C F BMEE 5680334668
19458+2128 51.1 6 58- 2 22 5 72 3 2.62 1.54 2.21L 39.63L CC BA 7 950012000C
19458+2506 51.4 48 62- 0 29 8 70 3 .56 .90L 5.56L 88.71L C BFI D 648234543F
19458+2429 52,1 23 61-0 18 7 75 3 1.15 ,84 7.57 48,92L DDE CBBD 0 965234340F
19458+2442 53.5 48 61-0 25 5 74 3 6.01 20.37 208.09 412.31: BBDE BBAA 0 950326454F
19459+2438 54.3 57 61- 0 27 4 71 3 1.76 4.13 34.44L 38,65L BB AAB 0 860437743F
19459+2938 54.410 66+ 2 43 15 71 2 .27 .25L .64L 8.28L C FD 3600000100
19459+2325 55,3 4 60- 1 50 15 70 2 .39L .28L .85L 6.70 D L MDB 970001030C
19459+2526 55.7 58 52+ 0 17 5 73 3 1.26 .88 1.48: 15,80L CDD BBEF 9 290103472C
19459+2558 57.9 24 62+ 0 31 5 73 3 .36 1.34 6.93 24,86 CCEC BACA 4 480010240F
19459+2353 58.0 4 61- 1 46 6 74 3 .79 .70 3.07L 63,93L BC ABH 0 960210121C
19459+2037 59.3 53 68-2 37 9 72 3 .51 .40 ,40L 25.35L BC BC 1 9500120108
19459+2614 59.5 49 63+ 0 33 3 71 3 1.10L .82L 2.64 34.77L C J BC 470001210F
19459+2815 59.7 34 64+ 1 20 6 69 3 4.30 3,17 .74L 49.67L FF AAE 9 3500111008
19460+2143 0.4 38 59- 2 67 16 70 2 .27L .25L .65L 6.81 D DC 960000030C
19460+2740 2.3 53 64+ 1 34 6 71 3 1.14 .72 ,79L 52,53L EE AA 9 6500233548
19460+2238 2.6 12 60- 1 29 6 70 3 5.58 1,53 4.08L 43.34L BC AAI 1 940120130C
19460+2221 2.8 42 59- 2 50 9 74 3 ,29L .20: 1.84 35,62L FC GCH 940013312(3
19460+2053 4.7 6 56-2 40 10 72 3 ,78 ,41 ,46L 32.01L BC BBME 0 9502000008
19460+2724 4.8 41 64+ 1 29 10 69 3 .40 .27: .73L 51.74L CE CD 0 7601133406
19460+2811 5,7 44 64+ 1 111 14 75 2 .31 ,25L 1.11L 73.05L C C 5401200008
19460+2455 5,9 53 62- 0 53 9 70 3 1,68L ,96L 3.42L 22.51 F HC 998022263F
19461+2512 6.3 40 62- 0 32 7 74 3 146.50L .95 4.67 88.71L DD KBBJ 644134743F
19461+2035 7.1 39 58-2 36 8 74 3 .47 ,25: ,40L 25.47L CD CD 0 9500120008
19461+2419 7.7 58 61- I 23 3 71 3 1,17L ,59 1,94: 28.64L CD EBBH 970105344F
19461+2636 7.9 4 63+ 1 20 4 70 3 1,23 ,74 2,59L 32.27L CC AA 0 970200270F
19461+2103 8,6 32 58-2 20 6 73 3 1.51 .68 ,43: 35.20L BCD AAB 0 8501000008
19461+2128 9.4 11 59- 2 56 12 72 2 1.20L .44; ,58 14.40L DD ABC 950012000C
19462+2407 12.C 42 61- 1 19 4 35 3 3.69 2.56 2.91L 38.50L BC AAKE 9 970421240C
19462+2759 12.1 52 64+ 1 28 8 29 3 2.63 22,74 115.48 154,72 BBED 3AAA 1 7401022208
19462+2020 12.2 40 58- 3 34 10 72 3 .41 .19: .40L 22.86L ED BD 2 9500000008
19462+2949 13.2 57 66+ 2 22 4 70 3 2.44 1.82 .80: 40.48L 3BC AACG 0 9400011008
19462+2148 13.8 46 59 2 108 21 72 2 .26L .25L 1.88L 5,08 E J B 970020030C
19462+2557 14._ 6 62+ 0 21 8 72 3 1.01 .84: 6.93L 37.41L DE BA 0 480131230F
19462+2706 14.3 58 63+ 1 52 3 70 13 ,78 .47L 2.9OL 60.46L F BB 9 56001000OF19462+2821 14.5 41 64+ 1 34 5 69 1,23 .50 .72L 39.37L BC AA 1 5500211008
19462+2626 14,51 0 63+ 0 31 8 71 3 1.11L .60L 2.24 49.05L C GC 870100010F
I 1119462+2151 15. 8 59-2 27 3 71 3 1.77 .85 3,07L 38.18L CC AA 2 950010010C
19462+2645 :15,3:46 63+ 1 35 3 70 3 1,29 .51 4,47L 55,77L DE BBG 0 970314232F
19462+2453 15,4 1 61- 0 26 5 71 3 1.72 .56 2.89L 52.02L BC AC 0 9EO124373F
19462+2519 15,5 50 62- 0 43 8 71 3 .44 .25L 4,56L 48.22L C C J 180011310C
19462+2043 16,21 24 58- 2 60 8 70 2 .32 .25L .82L 35.65L F C 9401100108
19462+2356 16.4'50 61- 1 54 8 71 3 .54 ,27L 3.78L 50.89L C BF N i 960010322C
19462+2201 16.6 2 59- 2 25 6 72 3 ,27: 2.81 4.24 36.94L FBC DAAJ 0 942100000C
19462+2232 16,7 23 59- 2 25 5 73 3 18,87 16,28 2.88 37.9OL CCC AAAF 9 94030103tC
19462+2940 17.3 24 66+ 2 25 5 72 3 4.18 2,02 .48L 9.08L BB AA 8 4600200000
19462+2825 17.6 9 65+ 1 102 18 71 2 .57L ,25L 1,07L 9,07 DIK GB 5701110118
19463+2817 18,8 48 64+ 1 38 6 70 3 1,22 ,66 ,85L 39.48L BC ABF 2 4500111008
19463+2301 19.9 6 60- 1 19 9 69_ 2 ,28: ,34 3,49: 32,41: CDEE DDDD 0 96C110271C
19463+2727 20.3 53 64+ 1 22 8 68 2 ,46: ,47 3,88 30,48: FDCE BCB 0 7601225308
19463+2837 20.6 56 65+ 2 29 7 33 3 1,00 ,31 ,80L 28,03L CD BAMD 0 6501131416
19463+2709 20.9 41 63+ 1 40 8 701 3 ,71 .87L 3.13L 48.22L C A 770010000F
19463+2903 21.7 49 65+ 2 55 8 73 3 .49 .25L .73L 8.28L C ED 4600001000
19463+2936 23.6 58 66+ 2 22 4 70 3 3.40 1.55 ,49L 9.15L CC AA 2 3600200000
19464+2132 25.0 32 59- 2 21 4 71 3 12.36 3,79 1.07 35,47L BBC AAA 5 940120030C
19464+2038 25,4 3 58-3 21 5 72 3 8.60 3.43 ,67 27.43L BDC AAC 9 9500120008
19464+2526 26.5 35 62-0 20 5 69 3 1.37 ,71 1.86L 33.96L BC AADC 3 980210210F
19464+2959 26.8 1 66+ 2 71 8 69 2 ,40 ,37L .72L 52.58L C CF 9400100108
19464+2641 27.2 58_ 63+1 21 4 70 3 ,98: .75: 7.70 30.06: FECD BCAB O 981314432F19464+2502 28,5 42 62- 23 6 74 3 .48 .59 6.43 36.80L EDC CBA 1 960200120F
19464+2409 29.5 53 61- 1 28 8 73 3 .25L .77 3.02L 30.96L C A 960200020C
19464+2442 29.6 23 61- 0 24 9 73 3 1.60L 1.86L 2,43 29,79: CF CCBD 774344444F
19464+2352 29,7 33 61- 1 46 5 74 3 ,55 .27: 3.77L 55.93L DF BD E 0 960021101C
19465+2656 30,4 34 63+ 1 25 9 : 75 2 .75 .82L 2.74L 44,27L D BB 870210000F
19465+2620 31.4 36 63+ 0 46 18 72 2 3.44L 2.09L 2.42L 20.90 D EEC 780405440F
19465+2257 31.5 5 60 1 15 5 74 3 3.94 1.32 4.03L 51.56L BC AA 8 950341160C
19465+2549 31.9 22 62+ 0 28 5 71 3 ,90L .66 9.53 28.74 CCC HBAA ; 782030113F



















































































B2.2 1944+25A 40 408
12417 83 133
87729 K0 3 60
87730 K5 6 92






87735 K2 4 75
19462 + 2950 6 1
87740 K2 1 68




TMSS +20435 37 27
19464+2958 19 3
4C+ 24.47 69 179
109




a _ C_orbds SMJ SMN (0) O(s) C) (') C) Nham, ,8
19465+2943 33.0 29 66+2 18 5 70 3
19485+2252 33.1 31 _0-1 15 6723
19465+2137 33.425 59-2 44 8 71 3
19465+2604 34.9 16 63+0 369 703
10465+2530 35.947 62-0 26 5 72 3
19465+2350 36.0 21 61-1 17 5 71 3
1946_+2751 36.059 64+1 19 6 733
19466+2124 36.5 51 59-2 29 10 72 3
19466+2318 36.5 43 60-1 44 6 74 3
19466+2416 36.7 41 61- 1 32 3 70 3
19466+ 2745 36.959 64+1 69 11 662
19466+2144 37.1 18 59-2 25 4713
19466+2726 37.2 9 64+1 32 6 SS3
19466+2540 37.353 62+0 51 g l 713319466+2847 37.6 56 65+2 41 1 70
19466+2801 37.9 54 64+1 67 10 69 2
19466+2520 38.3 56 62-0 25 7 34 3
19466+2149 38.6 35 59- 2 22 5 71 3
19466+2836 38.8 4, 65+ 2 30 6 73 3
19466+2431 39.0 56 61- 1 31 3 7t 3
19466+2914 39.855 85+2 23 8 70 3
,94SS+2`00 40.146 82+0 29 5 70 3
19466+2647 40.7 11 63+ 1 41 9 70 3
19466+2743 40.8 13 64+ 1 28 8 69 3
19466+2207 41.2 5 59-2 31 6 73 3
19466+2945 41.4 36 66+ 2 53 15 71 3
,9467+2202 42.2 49 59-2 15 5 70 3
,9467+274042.4964+1 241019467+2213.54159-2 5
,9,67+29,.43213,,+2 39 6 733
1.,67+2300433660_122 5 7331.67+2311,3840` 0_1 5o 57431.87+2535,456 62_0. 5 7231.67+2633,633563+o281371219467+2130,664159_254 3753
,9467+2236,6 8 ,0_2 5811762
,.87+2.24723761_115 5 703
,94.+28524942365+242 9 713194.+2.949511 ,0_1 ,, 14732
,94.+235652.65161_134 5713
,..+27365273o64+125 5 703
19468+2333 53.1 53 ,0- 1 40 8 73 3
19468+2607 53.4 1 63+ 0 26 7 73 3
19468+2910 53.8 49 65+ 2 83 17 71 2
19469+2118 54.2 8 58-- 2 87 10 76 I 2
19469+2512 54.7 26 62- 0 19 4 71 I 319469+2109 54.8 60 58- 2 18 4 71
19469+2921 54.8 56 65+ 2 29 5 71 3
19469+2554 54.9 26 62+ 0 31 5 70 3
19469+2023 55.3 10 58- 3 53 10 72 3
19469+2700 55.9 10 63+ 1 27 4 68 3
19469+2200 56.0 20 59- 2 33 11 73 2
19469+2031 57,4 23 58- 3 43 7 73 3
19469+2226 57,8 36 59- 2 53 6 74 3
19469+2550 58.5 47 62+ 0 18 5 71 3
19469+2746 58.6 52 64+ 1 96 14 69 2
19470+2620 0.9 28 63+ 0 30 4 70 3
19470+2045 1.1 21 58- 3 30 10 71 3
19470+2915 1,2 41 65+ 2 30 5 72 3
19470+2321 1.4 47 60- 1 32 5 73 3
19470+2751 1.8 15 64+ 1 41 10 70 3
19470+2310 2.6 45 60- 1 15 7 74 3
19470+2402 3,3 54 61- 1 34 4 71 3
19470+2728 3.9 41 64+ t 32 7 68 3
19470+2603 4.5 34 63+ 0 18 4 69 3
19470+2838 4_5 38 65+ 1 55 9 70 3
19470+2452 5.2 0 62- 0 58 9 75 2
19470+2643 5,2 21 63+ 0 18 7 70 3
19470+2634 5,6 53 63+ 0 40 3 70 3
19471+2556 6.0 34 62+ 0 39 3 70 3
19471+2641 6.1 16 63+ 0 24 5 70 3
19471+2212 6.3 56 59- 2 34 8 71 2
19471+2621 6.4 12 65+ t 33 6 73 3
19471+2532 6.4 32 62- 0 22 5 71 3
19471+2010 6.7 18 58- 3 82 14 70 2
19471 +2802 8.0 45 64+ 1 71 t2 71 3
19471+2019 8.6 57 58- 3 79 7 74 3
19471+2120 8.7 48 59- 2 66 12 71 2
19471+2447 8.7 42 62- 1 42 3 72 3
19471+2505 10.5 59 62- 0 26 3 71 3
19471+2944 10.8 56 66+ 2 28 7 71 3
19471+2355 11.1 15 61- 1 30 3 71 3
19472+2923 12.5 58 65+ 2 24 5 I 69 3
19472+2141 12.9 40 59-- 2 14 5 ! 73 3
19472+2230 13.1 4 60- 2 31 5 74 3
19472+2415 13.1 48 61- 1 32 7 73 3
19472+2952 14,1 7 66+ 2 39 10 75 2
19472+2732 14.2 53 64+ 1 86 16 70 2
19472+2628 15.9 9 63+ 0 76 13 75 2
19472+2715 16.1 37 64+ 1 53 3 73 3
19472+2000 16.2 32 57- 3 30 24 65 2
19472+2911 16.2 16 65+ 2 37 8 70 3
19472+2932 16.9 2 66+ 2 40 10 71 3
19472+2056 17.1 10 58 3 65 22 71 2
19472+2127 17.2 4 59- 2 19 3 74 3
19472+2440 17.6 28 61- 1 34 8 72 3
19472+2026 17.9 23 58- 3 45 8 72 3
19473+2638 18.1 57 63+ 0 19 5 69 3
19473+2859 18.3 44 65+ 2 45 8 70 3
19473+2413 18.9 37 61-- 1 19 3 71 3
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 vm 25 _m 60 v.m 100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
1,07 ,68 .70L 33,46L BB AADB 3 9400300218
1.79 1,39 3.31: 53.52L BCE BAEB 4 94C234651C 2
.48 .25L 2.93L 39.88L D C K 950010000C
.73 .72 3.09L 42.47L C D B B 3 460012020F ;
1.42 .45 3.62L 48.57L CC AAE 1 781222140F
1.26 .40 3.16L 52.18L CD ABJE 4 961011101C
27.79 27.08 6.78 37.94L BBC AAA 2 6502100208 29
.49 .25L 3.25L 36.92L B BJ G )40010000C
.50 .34: 3.25L 64.57L CD AC O 950000000C
.95 .84L 3.73L 40.01L D BBJ G 971316636F
.42 .39L .78L 47.16L C DB 4503310308
1.49 .98 2.99L 31.27L DC AAH 5 950020100C
2.16 .99 .64L 55.66L DC AA 4 6601135308 2
.78 1.03L 4.36L 48.93L C BC 850010010F
.31 .38L ,72: 6.64L C D BED 7701110000
.46 .27L .82L 44.87L D BC 6500010108
,30L .48 2.55L 30.34: E D DCDF 0 960322430F 7
1.46 .88 2.97L 33.68L DD AA I 950010000C
,51 .45 .65L 7.12L CF BB 9 7601121310 5
.86 .41: 3.13L 22.09 CC D ABI C 6 970303341F
.72 .44 .68L 8.73L CD CC 0 1600110200
10.49 3.35 2.99L 32.01L BD AAB 1 480032010F 01
.96 .46 3.71L 1513.53L CD AB 0 930214432F 2
.74 .50 .57L 46.79L CC BB 0 4502210108
.53 .27 4.33L 40.03L BD CC D 0 950110000C
.25L .25L .81L 13.79 C D GC 9500100218
2.26 .77 3.73L 39.55L BC AAFG 0 941120010C
.81 .39 .75L 55.71L BC AC 1 4502310008
2.31 3.30 .83 35.80L CCD AAB 9 950100021C
1.00 .65 .66L 38.78L EF AA 9 9400100008
4.89 2.90 3.27L 42.42L BB AA E! 0 968122352C 9
.69 .28L 3.28L 73.08L F B F G 950113430C
1.15 .47 3,34L 182.72L CE CB j 5 740025330F 3
.61L .30L 10.61L 19.68 D FFAi 980101250F
.41 .25L 2.86L 36.58L C C I G 940020010C
.37 .20: 2.07L 42.73L CE DEGG 0 940401023C
1.60 1.86 2.62L 28.51: FF E AAEE 9 868233343F
.56 .25L .73L 10.10L B BH 8600110000
.38L .64L .83 21.56L D DC 950124431C
1.16 .35 2.99L 30.44L BF AC 4 970020111C
1.90 1.54 .72L 45.77L BB AAD 2 4600200108
.37 .21: 3.78L 55.06L CE DE 960100001C
.61 .34: 2.22 40.79L CEF AEBB 0 290012050F
.50L .25L 1.36 12.33L C J F 2500200200
.31 .25L 2.74L 31.60L C C 640120022C
.43L 2.86 14.81 21.48 CCC EAAB 860120200F
1.81 1.29 2.72L 31.97L BC AA 3 850210042C
1.13 .92 .64L 9.40L BC AA 0 1600100000
2.12 .93L 2.67L 26.75L C AA t 7`0042220F
.70 .37L .40L 24.`0L B A E 7400110008
1.44 1.45 9.83: 43.27 CCDD AAAA 0 874100230F
,62L ,25L .67 5.53 DC K CB 970110010C
.57 .33 .43L 23,53L BC BB 0 8400110008
.72 .44 3.82L 47.82L BF BBN 0 950010000C
5.58 3.11 2.70L 31,57L FE AAD 9 780031220F
.34L .26L 1.31 39.19L C FB 4601111008
1.20 1.38 2.38: 63.41L FEE AACC 9 960312150F
.80 .38 .40L 22.25L CE AELF 0 9402010008
1.28 .35 .68L 8.71L BD AC 0 1621210200
1.45 .50 3.35L 35.73L EC AB 7 960000000C
.68 .51 .69L 43.08L BC AB 0 6601201006
.48: .51 5.56: 31.21 FDDE EDEB 0 968113741C
.26L .42 4.33 19.73: DCF' BAD 960110130C
.76 .61 2.46 24.25 BCCE'ABI D 0 4740143338
10.93 7.08 1.89 36.68L BCC AAB 4 2`0022020F
.55 .25L .78L 10.39L B CE 7`03000000
.61 .35L 3.28L 28.47L D BCI H 970021210F
2.93: 44.75: 330.58L 1513.53 FB E!AFJC 1 930153333F
.66: .74: 10.61 31.18L CEE CDB 0 970032330F
1.41 .93L 126L 33.15L C ABCD 4 480041232F
7.68 29.29 285.77: 1673.05L BBE BABE 1 930154543F
.31 .34L 1.47L 11.58L C DE 960010000C
.82 .42 .72L 34.20L DD BB 7 5501000108
4.05 5.73 92.89 182.72 CCFF CBAA 1 765215310F
.33 .32L ,46L 13.94L C F B 5500020008
.40L .25L 1.46 56.83L C GBC 5500000108
,46 .25L .43L 20.09L D BDH 6401110008
.58 ,26L 1.77L 24.41L E E I 850020000C
.96L .91L 2.23: 18.22 EC DEB 970010340F
1.92 .78 2.69L 35.85L ED AA 9 961030020F
8.05 7.59 1.29 38.28L CCD AAA 9 9401000218
1.25 .63 2.18L 43.47L BC AA 1 960010000C
13.98 3.46 .75L 6.28L CC AAB 9 0600100000 49
1.26 .71 3.09L 37.02L BC AA 0 940012100C 1
8.02 3.70 3.36L 37.45L BD AAC 9 950110001C
1.04 1.27 7.66L 115.73L BC BCBF 3 542346666C
.31 .25L .88L 28.94L D B E 9401000008
.37L .25L 1.16 37.15L D CD 4600233638 9
1.25L .79L 2.14 51.12L D B 970110000F
.94L .51L 1.83L 12.69 F CGFC 488011040F
.27: .25L .40L 4.87 C O F I C i9601000118
.90 .23 .73L 9.61L BE AFK 1 1602301200
.74 .40 .64L 44.48L CC B D 0 6402220228 i
.28L .25L .48L 4.08 F HL KC 97000000081
28.73 14.69 2.01 35.40L BBD AAA 0 950110000C 23
1.73L .88L 1.72 51.70L D B 9`0101331F
.94 .21: .40L 31.88L BE AD 0 7401220008
6.03; 14.25 111.85L 1513.53L BC EAH 1 930255543F D
.48 .32: .82L 9.09L DD BC 0 3601000100
2.08 7.42 6t.54: 115.73 BBDD AAAC 0 844133434C




# T Name Type Ma 8
1 16 12426 85 14_
1 2 DO18191 41 6_
1 "41 19466+2647 16 i
1 "41 19467+2802 58
1 32 X1946+253 46 1
1 "41 19465+2835 55
4 3 RAFGL 54315 20 1.=
2 " 1 V989 CYG 76
1 "41 19469+2911 49
1 "41 19468+2921 52
2
6 1 321 X1946+269 44
2
1"41 19470+2746 37
I '4_ CVVUL 1519469+2915 55
1 "41 19470+2751 16
B 1 32 X1946+274 58 11
D 5 22 S90 99 36C
2
D 2 39 PKS1947+29.6 35 141C
1 °41 19470+2821 27
3 1 32 X1947+255 32
1
1 '41 i 19472+2602 56
1 23 LDN 0791 406
1 "41 i 19472+2923 4
1 "41 19472+2911 6
3: 3 RAFGL 54335 22
1 '41 19472+2859 14
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH}; 5} Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
11o
_! !!























19474 + 2637 29.7
19474+2845 29.4 _
,9475+2416 30.8 52
19475+2907 30.8 _0,9475+2719 31.819475 + 2151 322
19475 +2106 32.8 40
19475+2807 34.3 5 I,9475+2808 34.34
19475+2250 34.7 38]
19475+2243 34.8 8






19476+ 2140 40.3 40
19476+ 2441 40.8 19
19476+2515 40.8 30
19476+2541 41.2 54
19476+ 2930 41.3 8






































19480+2347 2A 21 !
19480+2554 3.8 48
19480+2201 4.3 13
[9480 + 2434 5.2 10 I19480 + 47 5.2 41
19481+2610 7.0 8
19481 +2539 7.0 44
19481+2332 8.0 17
19481 +2334 8.4 4 '
19481+2826 8.4 30
19481 +2800 8.6 23
19481 +2650 9.0 53
19481+ 2413 9.4 46
19481+2427 9.4 13
19481 +2429 10.2 31
19481 +2205 10.4 14






C_3orbds SMJ SMN (?) OC) C) N
61- 1 17 4 33 3!
60-1 14 8 162 3
59-- 2 43 6 74 3
59- 2 37 3 74 3
64+ I 27 6, 69 3
62-- 0 28 8 71 3
63+ 0 48 3 69 3
53+ 0 18 8 71 3
64+ 1 41 3 73 3
61- 1 23 8 72 3
62- 0 24 5 7O
65+ 2 37 6 70 _
65+ 2 28 3 70 3
58- 3 32 9 71 3
60- 1 32 5 74 3
60- 1 25 11 74 3
63 + 0 52 8 89 3
63+0 31 10 69 3
63+0 22 3 68 3
65+ 1 31 5 72 3
61- 1 46 10 75 2
65+ 2 53 9 69 2
64+ 1 43 9 68 3
59- 2 40 10 74 3
58- 2 34 10 74 3
64 + 1 27 73
60- 2 21 74
60 2 24 16 3
59- 2 43 9 73 3
63+0 42 8 68 359- 2 38 1 71
62-1 36 150 73 360- 1 34 71
61- 1 20 7 74 3
81-- 1 49 8 72 3
59- 2 32 5 73 3
61- 1 20 6 71 3
62-- 0 17 9 73 3
62- 0 21 4 70 3
66+2 56 7 74 3
61- 1 18 5 73 3
58- 3 31 8 71 3
66+ 2 42 7 73 3
64+ 1 20 10 69 3
60- 1 21 5 71 3
61- 1 20 9 71 3
61- 1 16 4 71 3
61- 1 23 4 71 3
65+ 2 20 5 69 3
61- 1 21 7 74 3
60- 1 81 3 74 3
59 2 26 5 73 3
64 + 1 36 6 73 3
63+ 0 19 8 68, 3
65+1 18 5 7113
59- 2 68 15 72 r 2
60- 2 45 5 74 3
60- 2 55 11 71 2
59 2 24 5 73 3
60- 1 39 15 76 3
61- 1 28 3 73 3
59- 2 50 8 71 3
63 + 0 29 5 70 3
60-1 16 6 72 3
58-- 3 23 5 73 3
64+ 1 24 59 70
71
64+1 25 16 358- 3 39
66+2 24 12 70263+ 0 27
65+ 1 61 13 75' 2
59- 2 23 5 73 3
60- 2 31 3 72 3
63+ 0 21 9 68 3
59- 2 31 8 71 3
60- 2 28 15 721 2
66+ 2 31 7 71 3
62- 1 15 4 71 3
61- 1 23 5 72 3
63- 0 12 4 30 3
59- 2 46 3 75 3
61- 1 22 5 72 3
62 1 21 5 73 3
63-0 42 3 68 3
62- 0 29 8, 70 3
81_1 gl61- 1
65+ 1 44
64+ 1 30 9 70 3
63 +0 37 5 70 361- 1 59 74
61- I 51 11 72 2
61-1 17 14 72 359- 2 48 73
64+ 1 45 9 71 3
66+ 2 30 11 73 3
59-3 35 9 70 3
66+ 2 22 7 72 3
12 /_m
Declination: +20"-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1}
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 vm 60 pm 1(30 p.m Flux Con" A
(1ansky) Uncs Coef R
1.81L 3.45 47.83: 233.44: BCD BABC _ 0
.53 .30: 3.43L 42.80L BF CDKG 0
.41 .25L 2.88L 39.24L C CJ
.84 .46 3.39L 35.79L BC AS 0
2.64 1.17 .83L 41.36L CC AAG 3
.95 .38: 1.24: 46.14L CDD BBB 2
2.61 1.40: 3.31L 49.53L CD AA 3
.67 .44L 5.62L 59.68L C BBFH 0
.76 .35: .92L 40.69L BF 0S 3
30 .62 4.82L 115.73L FD CBJ 9
1.74 .45 3.60L 39.34L CD AB 4
.25L .42 1.71 7.13L FB SAD
1.33 .57 .72L 9.19L BC ABE 4
.55 .25: .40L 23A4L BF BC 5
3.27 2.00 3.10L 33.57L BE AA 9
.25L .22: 4.16L 26.55 D D E]J DFC
.62 .95L 2.98L 53.76L BC 0
1.07L .69L 3.27 29.75L D DDDA I
4.21 14.75 92.02: 319.28: CCFF AABB r 0
.71 .43 .74L 9.53L BC AA 0
1.14L 1.19 22.74L 115.73L F DC
.47 .26L .65L f2.20L C BD F
.56 .81L 2.81L 43.56L D BNH
.41 .28L 1.92L 34.23L C BC
.40 .33L .47L 4.05L C BH F
.31L .33 .91L 48.19L O L DC
36 .25L .73L 36.72L B BG
1.13 .64 .99L 38.89L BC AAI 0
.35L .55L 39: 9.70 D D C B B
.62 .26: 3.24L 42.27L C F B D 4
.85 .93L 3.36L 49.63L D B S
.54 ' .25L 3.01L 41 24L C CI
89L ! 1.14L 2.77L 25.76 ' D EGC
2.81 1.53 2.86L 38.53L BC AAD 2
.96L .86L 2.21 52.84L D L B
.27L .25L 2.75 41.37L C L GCH
1.03 .42 2.02L 32.17L DF AD 0
,64 .41: 4.72L 30.17L CE BBGE 0
1.46L .81L 1.51 13.29 CD DHCB 91.95 .85 3.33L 38.83[. FE AAF
.52 .20: .78L 47.54L B E B E G 0
.95 .55 2.50: 46.80L ECD ABCH 0
.78 .32 .40L 2.14L BC BB 0
.46 .27L .71L 34.87L B BE
.80: .75L 1.95 48.46L F E ACBD
2.31 1.05 5.57L 34.37L BC AA G 0
1.12 .59 3.39L 115.73L BC ABI 2
2.90 1.84 3.81L 25.46L BC AAI F O
11.24 54.92 27.13 37.96L BBC AAA 0
2.23 .71 .55L 7.67L I DC AA 6
I
.68L 2.06: 22.74 116.70L DE FCDD
.56 .27L 3.26L 43.77L C B K
7.48 2.80 .91 38.98L BBD AAB 1
.69 .56 .67L 48.53L CD AA 9
2.28 3.18 50.46 119.50: CCDF BBCB O
4.69 2.84 2.00 42.88L DED AABE 9
.25L .25L .77L 6.37 D E B
.71 .35 2.30L 43.27L CE BDNG 0
.38 .55L 2.23L 29.90L D DD
1.38 .62 2.70L 33.48L BC AA 1
.35L 1.47 5.57 26.07: CEE EACB
5.18 1.39: 22.74L 97.99L BF ABED 5
.56 .31L 2.74L 3858L C CE
L36 .43 2.71L 13.46 CD C ABDB 7
.32: .74 5.05 3495L EDD DCBB 9
9.58 5.57 .69 2.76L BBC AAB 1
.79 .87L 2.72L 55.13L i C AE
1.22 .68 2.95L 44.19L CE AA 0
1.99L .94 4.65 46.85L CD EACE 0
.66 .28 A0L 16.35L B D D D 0
,42L .25L 1.17 46.01L ! E KFC
.63: 1.18 6.69 43,02L DCD BAB 0
.32L .30L 1.42 14.OOL C J D
.86 .62 2.72L 31,09L CF AA 9
1.67 .75 3.36L 56.59L BC AA 0
4.57L 12.35 205.85L 469.23L F BBEB 9
.54 .27: 1.71L 27.97L CD BC 7
.32L .25L 1.99L 14.35 E DHI C
.25L .70 3.77 11.12: CC F HAAC
20.81 67.89 43.16 26.73L BBC AAAC 0
.41 2.07 6.56 17.27 CBCD CAAB 0
4.85 2.13 1.09: 14.33 BCED AACD 8
.55 .39 2.84L 45.27L D F B D 6
.46: .82 8.63 23.10 DCEC BAAB 3
106.32 68.80 12_28 3§.73L BBD AAA 4
.95L 1.05 3.07L 48.52L C EAG
.65 .47: 3.t9L 33.78L DD BA 3
.36 ,33L 4.81L 40.10L B CD C
.42L .25L 1.83 39.97L D C B
.25 .25L .77L 33.40L D J
.27L .27L 192 43.43L C I D
1.18L 1.06 4.21 39.11L DD AC
.41 .32L 2.70L 11670L B CF
1.32L .90L 1.76 37.O4L D B
1.32 .45 2.65L 27.34L BC ABKJ 0
,44L .25L .77 48.28L D H C
,54 .39L .78L 51,35L B BE
.25L .23 2.91 18.94 DEE CDB
.41 .42 2.03L 29.09L CF AB D 9
5.86 2.77 .67L 5.98L B B A A 1







































































































10) High Source Density Region.
L c
R S A Sep





19473 + 2750 3
19473 + 2757 3
19474+2916 14
19473 + 2852 3
19474 + 2845 3
87777 K2 85
19475 + 2806 6
19475 + 2808 1
DO 18213 110
19476 + 2930 1
19478+2911 3
TMSS +20437 23










19481 + 2806 3
Vlool CYG 3
111
Right Ascension: 19h48=14'-19M9m12 ' Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) F]ux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
8, c= ,% Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 /,tinham. . (s) ( I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
19482+2238 114._ 17 60- 2 97 20 73 .41L .30L 2.34L
19482+2613 15.6 33 63- 0 21 6 68 8.56 3.04 2.76L
19483+2056 18.0 7 58-- 3 37 8 73 .32 .25L .40L
19483+2129 18.0 58 59-- 2 67 11 71 .34 .25L 2.08L
19483+2139 18.3,43 59- 2 37 3 73 .86 .38 2.42L
19483+2720 18.51 8 64+ 1 I 16 5 70 .46 1.61 9.09:
19483+2306 20.258 60- 2 28 4 71 1.36 .60 3.88L
19483+2419 21.1 34 61- 1 14 6 72 .50 .46 4.29:
19483+2935 22.3 16 66+ 2 31 5 73 1.04 .26 .61L
19483+2311 22.647 60- 2 35 13 71 .25L 1.76L .92L
19483+2327 22.9 17 60- 1 57 12 70 .38L .20: 1.41
19483+2546 22.9 47 62- 0 I 20 7 69 1.03L .76 7.42
19483+2426 23.3 6 61- 1 ' 23 9 72 .95 .58 3.52L
19483+2625 23.6 21 63+ 0 26 I 10 75 .52 1.03L
19483+2803 23.9 38 64+ 1 24 5 73 6.47 2.89
19484+2444 24.3 4 62- 1 38 5 73 .80 .50
19484+2634 24.5 16 63+ 0 43 3 70 .82 69L i
19484+2510 263 43 65+ 1 69 5 74 .33 .25L
19484+2734 26.5 30 64+ 1 55 3 74 .66 .27L
19484+2837 26.9 16 _ 65+ 1 59 11 71 .44L .32L
19484+2148 27.8 19 59- 2 46 5 74 .81 .20:
19484+2511 29.4 14 62- 1 26 3 71 1.29 .41
19485+2153 30.2 40 59-- 2 54 16 72 .28L .25L ,
19485+2317 30.2 44 60- 2 21 3 71 1.27 .32
19485+2758 30.5 32 64+ 1 36 5 73 .73 .34
19485+2800 31.4 49 ' 64+ 1 34 14 71 .33L .25L
19485+2159 32.2 9' 59-2 41 12 69 .36 i .25L
19485+2012 32.5 23 58- 3 49 11 72 .98 .72L
19485+2112 32.8 32 59- 3 43 10 74 .43 .19:
[9485+2222 33.4 3 60- 2 25 5 74 1.54 ,89
9485+2738 33.9 11 64+ 1 ! 48 8 75 .83 ,30
9485+2755 34,6 10 64+ 1 26 5 73 2.18 1.61
9485+2716 35.1 10 64+ 0 22 6 71 1.70L .94L
9485+2832 35.5 22 65+ 1 22 6 70 2.01 1.30
9485+2353 35.7 31 61- 1 i 58 13 71 .31 .31L
9486+2816 36.1 46 65+ 1 41 11 70 ,25L ,26L
9466+2602 37.0 6 63- 0 27 ; 3 69 1.05 ,57
9486+2717 37.3 42 64+ 0 24 5 71 1.70 ,84
9486+2913 37,6 46 65+ 1 25 7 70 2,52 1.66
9486+2215 38.8 32 60- 2 25 5 74 4.4t 3.60
9486+2423 39.1 9 61- 1 21 5 73 1.01 .69:
9486+2905 39.4 51 65+ 1 35 10 70 .97 .45
9486+2606 39.6 37 63- 0 29 t 9 73 .90 .36:
9486+2658 39.7 26 64+ 0 20 5 73 1.64 1.07
9487+2921 42.1 12 66+ 2 44 6 _ 73 .61 .27L
9487+2336 42.9 7 61- 1 39 5 73 .64 ,46
9487+2854 42.9 38 65+ 1 32 12 73 .70 .40
9487+2552 44.1 19 i 63- 0 28 8 68 95L 2.05
9487+2741 44.1 11 64+ 1 64 14 68 ,30L .49L
9487+2407 45.4 51 61- 1 35 9 i 72 .81 .35
9487+2339 45,5 29 i 61 1 47 8 75i ,36 .37L
9487+2030 45.6 2 58- 3 57 3 74l .37 ,25L
9487+2111 46.5 19 59- 3 32 9 74] .52 .28:
9487+2529 46.6 9 62-- 0 36 8 691 .79 .36L
9487+2350 46.7 27 61- I 55 5 731 .60 .25L
9467+2849 47.2 43 65+ 1 20 7 331 2.13 .42L
9487+2931 47.7 42 66+ 2 44 16 731 .42L .25L
9488+2305 48.1 47 60- 2 29 17 771 .42 .32L
9488+2519 48.9 3 62- 1 45 8 701 .58 .66L
9488+2747 ,49.1 13 64+ 1 30 6 73 I ,85 i .55
9488+2513 49.7 7 62- 1 26 13 721 .69 .98L
9488+2023 50.2 25 58- 3 18 9 741 ,69 .30L
9468+2903 50.e 17 65+ 1 i 28 7 71J t,38 .70
9488+2623 51.e 26 63- O 26 6 70J 5.56 3,22
9486 + 2709 52.3 3 64 + 0 34 8 701 .72 .42
E)488+2358 52.7 6 61- 1 20 5 73J 11.80 7.23
)488+2148 53.436 59- 2 30 5 741 2.09 .77
)489+2125 55,0 29 59- 3 22 6 741 1.56 ,47
)489+2228 55.5 54 60- 2 66 10 76] ,52 .37L
)489+2719 55.5 54 64+ 0 29 3 73J .91L .84L
I
)489+2827 56.1 47 65+ 1 49 8 70J .57 .25L
_489+2627 56.3 39 63- 0 34 6 69i 7.76 6.80
_,89+2650 56.6 27 65+ 1 83 13 68[ ,41L .63
)489+2923 56.6 59 66+ 1 33 6 73[ ,68 .21:
)489+2648 56.8 32 63+ O 35 6 73j 1.27 .62
)489+2441 57.9 12 62- 1 43 9 701 .73L .72L
g489+2858 58.3 52 65+ 1 L 30 7 701 2.10 1.95
)490+2550 0.6 35 63 0 I 42 8 70 .67 .95L
)490+2054 0.8 52 58- 3 I 55 7 74 1 .51 .20
)490+2427 1.8 49 61- 1 29 5 721 4.02 3.83
)490+2240 2.1 51 60- 2 29 5 7311 .55 ,24:
)490+2339 3.3 48 61- 1 71 i 8 751 .66 .32L
)490+2619 3.9 50 63 0 37 8 70 2.15L .80L
)490+2354 5.3 15 61- 1 191 4 731 1.16 .59
)490+2635 5.4 1 63+ 0 39 I 7 351 .94L .87L
)490+2538 5.4 6 62- 0 59] 8 68 .63 1.01L
)491+2532 6.0 47 62- 1 18 13 29[ .66 .63 '
)491+2726 6.3 6 64+ 0 26 5 71 [ 4.26 2.35
)49t+2901 6.6 8 65+ 1 61 3 74 t .61 .30
)491+2153 7.3 17 59- 2 22 18 64 t .25L .25L
!
)491+2602 7.9 58 63 0 18 7 71 [ 11.84 5.11
)491+2521 9.3 1 62- 1 65 8 72 1 .46 .25L
)491 +2819 9A 23 65+ 1 51 3 73 I .39 .25L
)491+2248 9.6 t7 60- 2 25 14 72| .25L .25L
)491+2509 10.3 1 62- 1 19 6 69[ .96 .86
)491 +2808 10.3 2 65+ 1 33 10 71 | 1.04 .37
)491+2629 10.8 591 65+ 1 58 10 71 } .43 .25L
)492+2641 12.3 4 63+ 0 45 14 72J 1.85L .69L
)492+2943 12.314 66+2 56 8 68 / .41 .27L




100 ,u.m Flux C.off A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
5.99 D LI HC 970000000C
40.94L CC AAJ 160020000F
2.64LI D FJ 9701001000
15.49L C B 660000000C
32.82L DD AD 3 740102000C
37.10L DCD BBED 2 364031433F
72.15L BC AB F 0 950112041C
116.70L DDC BDAC 7 34C124453C
34.16L DD ADG 4 5400200218
6.52 C L HB 770021020C
34.95L FE GBBE 960121532C
35.86L C D B A B 560000230F
27.30L CE BC 4 660133031F
10.72L 136.18L D BDHN 950315545F
.86L 47.65L BB AAD 3 5602411618
3.18L 35.96L CC BCG 0 750150010F
2.88L 48.99L D BGFB 961310232F
.72L 67.44L D CHD 5501200308
.87L 60.28L D BH C 3601121008
1.12 10.25L B DA 36001000001
.51L 30.79L CF BC D 06 94801003182.97L 30.22L CC AB _460112332F
.44: 4.48 DD GB ' 9700200218
.56L 41.48L BE AC O' 9500100108
.69L 52.35L FE BB G 0 5602411618
1.45 40.74L C FEE 5602311618
.84L 58.41L C E 9400100008
.68L 6.87L D AAFD 9600133338
.47L 3.59L BF BC 0 7601110000
2.68L 32.94L BC AA J 640000000C
.83L 44.72L CF BC 0 3702221308
.84L 48.44L CC AAE _ 9 4602200008
6.88 37.10L F FLBAI 460021330F
.75L 9 84L D E AA K 9 4600200000
3.66L 45.47L _C DE 760120021C
1.97 11.35: CC GCC 4700100508
3.07L i 39.32L DD !Au 5 350221000F
6.88L 38.40L BD AA C 5 460021650F
.76L 6.06L BC AAGB 1 0801000000
46.24L C MC 4702221308
33.08L BD ABE 1 950010101C
64.64L C BJ F 95012311043
3.71L C B E 9600000000
3.21L CE BD 0 8600110000
40,16L D BD 0 560112332F
44.62L B BDD 960120031C I
8.73L B AC 3602321000
9.97L D EB 0601100310
11.16L C CI BHI 9703031528
39.62L D CB 36001I 102F
48.49L BC BB 0 4601100208
.81 32.27L BBC AAC 6 9400100208
2.50L 19.10: CD D ABHB 2 460113451F
.68L 7.54L CC AS 1 1700100000
2.50L 36.61L DD AB 8 260321020F
2.68L 45.31L DC AA 7 660100030F
.61L 7.40L B AG E 0600100000
3.03L 63.77L CC BB 2 940114110C
.65L 8.06L FD EC 1 2702321000



























14.94: D C B I B 371122432F
3.01L C BFGG 9700000000
6.43L FE AA 9 1800320000
53.52L'EF AAI L 9 160124422F
48.85L ED BCHJ 6 570101100F
27.13L_ BBD AAA 960030020C 15
41.32L BC AAKC 2 9400100218
26.86L CC AB 0 5500101008
48.35L F BHHB 540313131C
42.37L C MBCI 360111330F
50.02L B BE 4500210008
32.94L FD AAFJ 9 770233302F
12.83L I F A 2702310000
7.04L BD AC 0 0600200000
2.30L 47.36L DC ABK 3 661004232F
2.06: 14.20 DE ECEB 670121240F
.71L 6.98L ,BC AAD 7 2700231000
7.03L 38.65L C B 450041330F
.40L 4.38L CD CE 1 9600000000
3.13L 36.52L FF AA 9 450102210F
3.77L 50.33L CE BD 0 740011220C
4.19L 42.06L F CE 950023210C
335 38.20L E GC 164130211F
3.84L 35,84L EE ABEB 9 950020141C
4.99: 26.88 DD LCB 874214532F
3.02L 62.73L C A D I 350220000F
12.15L 62.73 DD D DCDC 4 554223433F
2.96L 43.36L EF AA 9 150110010F
.53L 10.06L FE CB 2700420000
.77L 4.89 D F B 9700000118
1.44 33.86L FED AAB 9 350220154F
.75L 45.20L C C 7600000008
.63L 50.87L B B 4502000008
.60 11.64: D D L GC 9600000428
4.01L 42.83L FE ABFG 9 350132300F
.65L 52.71L BC AB 0 4603140108
.63L 52.99L C CDH 4501221008
1.38 55.63L D GKD 660112101F
.58L 34.45L D CF 5502111008
.73L 5.53L CC BB 6 0711100000
Associations
Name Type
3 3 RAFGL 5434S
i#
1
E 1 32 X1948+273 68 14
8
1 11 PK 62- 0.1 19
D,
4 4 * AAVUL 14 3
13 87800 K2 18 81
"41 19484+2810 9 3
1 17 2812 16 I
2 DO 18229 47 101
5
4 1 "41 19485+2758
4 1 32 X1948+280
1 13 87803 G5




1 1 Vl156 CYG
11









2 2 i "41 19487+2529 13 , 3
1
8 23 OCL 0125 593
4 "41 19487+2518 32 2
4 1 "41 19457+2747 20 2
5 2 '41 19488+2512 13 11
1 1 CW VUL 10 3
3 13 87813 B3 11 48
7] 1 32 X1948+265 103 7
2 2 "41 19490+2532 9 7
8 23 OCL 0125 511
2 *41 19492+2509 36'
1







a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tma 8
hm. o , (s) () 1 b ('3 £3 (') N
19492+2121 14.7 46 59- 3 27 6 74 3 1.92
19492+2547 15.5' 33 63- 0 22 8 70 3 .82
19492+2130 15.7 46 59- 3 91 9 73 3 .30
19492+2040 15.8 6 58- 3 56 7 74 3 .35
19492+2313 15.9 12 60- 2 51 13 72 2 .30L
19492+2438 16.9 16 62- 84 12 71 2 1.55L
19492+2626 17.4 22 63- 0 51 3 74 3 .52
19493+2826 19.E 30 65+ 45 8 34 3 .49
19493+2649 19.7 43 64+ 0 50 9 71 3 .55
19493+2851 19.9 34 65+ 35 5 74' 3 1.05
19493+2801 20.2 33 65+ 30 3 70 3 1.15
19493+2200 20.9 20 59-- 2 34 6 74 3 .90
19493+2334 21.2 51 61-- 2 26 10 73 3 .45
19493+2049 21.2 2 58- 3 54 9 74 3 .53
19493+2905 21.6 18 65+ 21 6 74 3 22.34
19493+2758 24.0 38 64+ 34 5 71 3 1.31
19494+2910 24.6_24 66+ 1 25 6 73 3 .52
19494+2729 24.659 64+ 0 60 15 70 2 1.64L
19494+2857 25.5 53 65+ 1 52 14 74 2 .34
19494+2508 25.7 9 62- 1 33 8 72 3 .76L
19494+2701 26.3 9 64+ 0 26 5 73 3 22.83
19494+2547 27.1 6 63- 0 74 ; 15 68 2 3.14L
19494+2325 27313 61--2 48 4 74 3 .70
19494+294927.548 60+2 36 7 72 3 .5119494+2513 27.8 37 62-- 1 19 ,* 69 o' 1.31
19494+2652 27.8 19 64+ 0 40 24 75 2 .91L
19494+2807 28.8 27 65+ 1 53 8 75 2 .53:
19494+2305 28.9 52 60-2 34 3 733 .93
19494+2010 29.4 53 58-3 48 8 [ 71 ;) .34
19494+2939 29.6 45 606+ 2 34 5 73 3 2.17
19495+2501 30.2 4! 62--1 32 7 69 3 .99
19495+2345 30.9 31 61- 2 27 6 33 3 .25L
19495+2854 30.9 34 65+ 1 22 5 73 3 3.07
19495+2833 31.1 54 65+ 1 25 10 721 3 1.01
19495+2030 31.2 23 58- 3 45 26 71 ' 2 .25L
19495+2559 31.3 48 63- 0 19 7 70 3 1.61
19495+2505 31.5 29 62- 1 27 6 68 3 2.34
19495+2657 31.9 3 64+ 0 35 6 73 3 3.51
19495+2627 32A 12 63- 0 46 11 70 2 1.75L
19495+2808 34.0 34 65+ 1 53 11 67 2 .48
19495+2516 34.0 21 62- 1 26 4 69 3 5.63
19495+2448 ,34.3 47 62- t 70 11 68 .51
19495+2414 34.E 12 61- 1 49 6 73 .52
19495+2756 35.4i 53 64+ 1 72 8 70 .35
19495+2445 35.8 7 62- 1 30 3 68 3 1.22
19495+2329 35.8 34 61- 2 64 11 71 2 .35
19496+2824 36.5 52 65+ 1 48 8 70 3 .44
19496+2429 38.9 10 62-1 35 6 74 3 .55
19496+2423 39.Q 55 61- 1 63 15 72 2 .25L
19496+2512 39.4 49 62- 1 21 13 72 2 .50L
19497+2751 42.1 36 64+ 1 95 17 75 2 .34L
19497+2647 42.3 5 64- 0 36 3 73 3 .61
19497+2144 43.2 52 59- 3 33 6 74 3 .96
19497+2537 43.4 23 63- 1 20 3 31 3 .44
19497+2605 43.6 5 63- 0 24 5 71 3 .69
19497+2834 45.1 2 65+ 1 58 17 72 2 .35L
19497+2549 45.344 63- 1 25 15 68 3 .77L
19497+2356 46.7 38 61- 1 22 6 73 3 .73
19497+2322 46.9 6 61- 2 32 5 73 3 1.29
19497+2727 47.4 15 64+ 0 55 10 71 3 .57
19497+2756 47.6 28 65+ 1 42 8 31 3 .51
19498+2152 50.3 9 59- 3 63 15 72 2 .25L
19498+2950 50.7 39 66+ 2 46 9 73 3 .51
19498+2906 51.9 27 66+ 1 29 8 30 3 2.17
19498+2717 51.9 57 64+ 0 19 6 70 3 4.17L
19498+2855 52.9 9 65+ 1 36 6 73 3 1.10
19498+2203 53.0 44 59- 2 33 3 74 3 .66
19498+2621 53.8 60 63- 0 33 8 70 3 .31L
19499+2637 55.0 24 63- 0 28 3 32 3 .50
19499+2451 55.1 41 62-- 1 31 6 68 3 1.82
19499+2527 56.0 56 62- 1 34 3 69 3 .46
19499+2631 56.3 28 63-- 0 44 7 71 3 i 1.74L
19499+2613 56.9 23 63- 0 15 5 33 3 5.54
19499+2141 57.7 43 59- 3 17 6 73 3 _ 10.39
19499+2652 58.3 23 64- 0 30 5 73 3 1.64
19499+2701 58.3 58 64+ 0 22 5 70 3 4.76
19499+2816 58.4 15 65+ 1 34 6 74 3 1.41
19499+2912 59.3 51 60+ 1 48 18 71 2 .26L
19500+2918 0.4 43 66+ 1 27 9 73 3 .77
19500+2456 0.6 28 62- 1 31 15 70 2 .57L
19500+2318 2.9 47 61- 2 22 5 74 3 1.09
19500+2239 3.2 47 60- 2 34 4 74 3 6.48
19500+2623 3.6 53 63- 0 49 20 72 3 .25L
19500+2020 4.0 55 58-3 44 9 76 2 .41
19500+2511 4.0 5 62-1 20 6, 70 3 4.41
19500+2309 4.714 60-2 53 _i 273 .34L19500+2718 4.74464+020 703 1.48
19500+2617 5.4 9 63--0 59 8 73 3 .45
19500+2005 5.7 55 58-- 4 24 9 74 3 .67
19500+2710 5.9 43 64+ 0 22 6 71 3 .50:
19501+2419 7.0 18 i 61- 1 38 9 68 3 1.04
19501+2607 7.9 16 63- 0 36 7 73 3 .44L
19501+2726 9.0 35 64+ 0 33 7 70 3 ,54L
19501+2518 9.2 25 62- 1 35 9 69 3 .52
19501 +2029 9.4 59 58- 3 28 27 30 2 1.48L
19501 +2906 9.5 20 66+ 1 28 6 73 3 3.69
19501+2627 9.7 34 63- 0 28 5 71 3 1.81
19501+2809 10.8 47 65+ 1 66 10 75 2 .46
19501+2208 11.2 3 60= 2 26 8 72 3 .97
19501+2938 11.5 38 66+ 1 50 12 741 2 .41
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)





















































100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.44L 28.27L BC 'AA 0 3401101008
1.28L 38.76L CC ADI G 0 350130341F
.51L 35.14L CE DC C 0 6501000008
.40L 3.52L B C 9601000000
.97 5.75L D FEF 9701000318
1.23 33.46L D J C 550021020F
2.41L 50.35L D BCD = 160145424F
.74L 39.51L F D CCB i 0 4501310008
1.08L 37.95L D BDED 571124332F
.63L 7.26L DC AA 6 2721200000
1.13L 44.29L BC ABM 5 4602320208
.47L 36.49L FD AB 0 9421000008
4.55L 33.09L CE CD 0 950012000C
3.14L B BDM 9700000000
6.90L DCC 'AAA 9 1700220200 43
43.94L BC 'ABM 1 3602310008
43.41 !BCCC DCBA 2 1941223300
46.19L D CB 150110010F
9.25L C CH 2600310000
43.01L C F CI 9500423108
39.19L FDD AAA 9' 571020000F 29
16.39 E EJ S 360240343F
26.63L CD ABL 0 960130042C
42.08L DC BB 6 5400001008
40.29L BF AA 9 7601320108
13.96 D CEC 580135332F
33.83L DE CC 4 4600330108
44.16L BC AB 0 9400000008
16.55L C CD 9400000008
39.46L DBS AAB 2 4401121008
i
37.64L ED ABE 9 9601100008 I
13.11 DCD CFB 970200430C
8.11L BB AA 9 2600201000
9.831." BC ABEJ 1 5700111000
4.65 C E 9600000000
39.71L CC AAFB 2 454130445F
38.56L CC AAN 0 9500312008
41.06L F F AAF 9 560132001F
25.12L D MGBH 170134434F
42.99L E BG 4601130008
40.60L BB AAB 6 7611200108
32.11L E BKE 460210020F
45.33L C BHED 950200010C
58.71L C BC 3501410118
42.73L CC BA C 4 450211240F
73.40L C :C D 950020021C
60.14L C CF 950110000C
35.89L D CF 2 450122131F
8.78 D K EB 970011230C
8.80: DD MEA 9700311108
.25L 1.25 12.33L D DF 3701200318
30 3.04L 37.19L DE ABD 560020100F
.49 .44L i 36.24L BC AB H 0 9400100008
.60: 2.02: 75.98L DFF CCEE 350222120F
1.39 6.43 28.41L CCE BAB 0 354120264F
.25L 1.41 42.71L D J C 850011100(3
.33 1.44 33.48L EC DCBL 350110353F
.42 3.26L 11.84: DE D ABFC 0 960100243C
.61
.27:
.54L 64.74L iB C AA 2 9500310228
3.08L 45.37L !DE BC 0 850121000F
.25L .69L 55.28L C CG 3501200318
.25L .55 5.13 FC CB 9600000108
.25L .56L 42.81L C BM E 4400000008
1.19 .63L 8.12L EC AA 9 1700300000
1.08 4.82: 19.35: EFF GAAD 862224200F
.42 .62L 6.84L BC AC 3 1700001000
.23: .49L 40.66L DD BA 0 9401110008
.43 3.14L 33.82L D FBCC 964141440C
.51 1.91L 13.24 CE C BBI B 0 = 580314363F
.46 .90L 33.53L BC ABB 2 9601101328
.49 .68L 16.79L CC BB F 0 3700255448
1.82 49.10L C GC 460222120F
216.93 322.78 BBDF CAAA 0 938233332C
1.96 32.75L BBE AAA 9 9401100008 29
2.52L 37.69L BC AB 0 5600230OOF
2.76L 31.81L EE AA 9 460120000F
2.35L 41.56L BC AAD 1 960000000(3
1.66 16.44L E HDG 1600400330
.62L 7.36L FD SCC 7 0701210200
1.11 27.93L C H DK 9600301438:
.42L 53.54L BC AB 0 9500120118
1.14 28.59L CDD AAB 9 6501111008
1.35L 20.89 D G DC 970031650C
.44L 4.97L F CD i 9500100000
.99 38.02L BCD AAB ! 5 9530000008
.65L 5.11 C GHDC ! 9701000008
6.29: 44.87L C E ABA 950121000F
3.23L 322.78L C BH 941253521C
.49: 3.16 S DD ADEB 9600000008
































4.23L 39.71L BE AC
9.84: 31.69L CF FCD
3.08 29.59L D 'DEAB
.65L 37.52L CC BC
.40L 3.33 D N C
.60L 6.85L BC AA
2.59L 41.52L BC AA
2.74L 48.42L D C
.47L 26.96L BC BB
2.89L 4.0.ggL C B
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
8
9 1 32 X1949+264 t 9
F 1 32 X1949+268B 3 14
3 1 32 X1949+291 ! 3
I "41 19493+2508 | 4
8
2 "41 19494+2513 t 3
E
1
2 "41 19494+2501 • 3
1 EV VUL 3
19 626
2 "41 19495+2505 3
8
9 1 32 X1949+264 9
1
2 "41 19495+2516 3
1 "41 19496+2446 7
4
3 "39 B2.2 1948+24 408
2 °41 19496+2512 4
4
1 "41 19497+2537 2
8
A
4 1 17 2819
1
1 1 GY VUL 3
B
5 "13 87840 +++ 56
2 2 "41 19499+2527 3
2
1 1 32 X1949+262 1
8 2 23 OCL0134
2 23 OCL 0134
21 13 87843M0 86
! 2 "41 19501+2511 7
1 2 DO 18258 93
1
2 1 11 PK63+ 0.1
2 "41 19501+2419 3
9
1 "41 19501+2518 4
1 li HHVUL 3











"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 gtm
h m. . , (s) () I b C) (') (') N
19502+2226 12.65616 60- 2 38 4 743 4.2919502+2644 12.6 64- 0 27 7 738 .63
19502+2421 12.756 _ 61- 1 28 5 683 1.39
19502+2807 13.116 65+ 1 41 3 733 t.53
[9502+2237 13.89 60- 2 17 4 743 12.17
19502+2803 14.315 85+ 1 46 19 683 .43L
19502+2606 15.232 63- 0 34 5 733 4.14
19502+2636 15.730 63- 0 31 7 733 .62L :
19502+2915 16.054 66+ 1 49 11 733 .27L
19502+2618 16.854 63- 0 36 7 713 .20L
9502+2047 17.224 58- 3 t06 20 732 .37L
9502+2523 117.225 62- 1 51 9 683 .58:
9502+2549 17.355 63- 1 15 5 733 3.34
'9503+2901 18.651 65+ I 43 6 733 .48
9503+2558 19.3 6 83- 1 82 10 702 .73
9503+2112 19.530 59- 3 80 9 713 .26
9503+2451 19.545 62- 1 17 5 703 2.49
9503+2926 19.94 66+ 1 22 8 733 .43
9503+2052 20.25 59- 3 46 8 712 .38
9503+2942 20.719 66+ 1 49 7 733 .40
9503+2219 20.9 28 60- 2 29 4 74 3 227.69
9503+2617 21.540 63- 0 18 5 723 5.96
9503+2718 22.318 64+ 0 40 5 692 1.65
9504+2348 24.928 81- 2 27 9 713 .82
9504+2337 25.9 t4 61- 2 36 3 713 .36
9504+2648 26.028 65+ 1 58 3 743 .50
9504+2424 27.011 62- 1 27 15 693 .43
9504+2133 27.429 59- 3 22 5 743, .86
9504+2651 28.113 64- 0 22 5 7031 1.03
9504+2248 28.2 1 60- 2 31 5 743, .99
9504+2429 29.86 62-1 _ 145 _ i .2gL
9505+2506 30.225 62- 1 11 .33
9505+2033 30.330 56- 3 23 74 1.45
9505+2926 31.033 86+ 1 41 14 70 .43L
9505+2148 32.237 59- 3 54 3 733 .49
9505+2629 32.528 63- 0 34 10 723 .57
9505+2647 33.060 64- 0 23 5 703 7.89
9505+2559 33.65 63- 1 27 6 733 2.77
9505+2948 33.92 66+ 1 35 7 733 .56
9505+2232 34.135 60- 2 14 5 733 1.34
9505+2912 34.813 i 56+ _ 30 9 733 .85
9505+2139 35.423 59- 3 31 6 713 1.78
8505+2610 35.615 63- 0 20 7 733 .30L
9506+2221 36.03 60- 2108 9 762 .38
9506+2841 39.012j 65+ I 25 9 72 3 .88
9506+2318 39.137 61- 2 19 5 733 3.36
950_+2710 39,128' 64+ 0 24 5 693 1.28
9506+2836 39.311 65+ 1 40 7 733 .64
9506+2918 39.310 66+ 1 23 5 723 2.03
9506+2157 39.433 59- 3 62 6 743 .36
9506+2420 40.09 62- 1 28 11 752 .87
9506+2448 40.06 62- 1 59 10 70l 2 .31
9506+2301 40.010 60- 2 49 10 7413 .51
9506+2436 40.144 62- 1 22 8 333 .39
9506+2954 41.259:66+1 5411 72; 2 .27
3 74 607.22 42.9 60_3 ,8 3 .729507+241)tt, 43.0 61- 2 42 14 70 2 ._L
9507+2929 43.0 30 _+ 1 26 3 72 3 10.77
9507+_0 43.1 41 64-o 23 3 71 3 .52:
9507+2546 43.3 8 63-1 36 6 71 3 .31L
9507+2450 43.7 50 62- 1 30 10 70 3 .64
9507+2437 43.834 62- I 1511¢ 69l 2 .55L
9507+2138 44.1 7 59- 3 31 _ 73 _ 1.01
9507+2719 44_551 64+ 0 29 6 703 2.95
9507+2848 45.644 65+ 1 23 7 723 1.27
9507+2304 47.610 60- 2 28 9 713 .50
9508+2547 48.05 63- 1 42 3 733 .99
9508+2251 48.641 60- 2 43 6 733 .65
9506+2323 49.3 471 61- 2 66 6 74 3 .42
9508+2055 50.3 59- 3 54 75 .53
9508+2014 50.8 58- 4 22 74 8.14
9508+2705 51.3 64- 0 21 6 703 .95L
9508+2219 51.6 60- 3 20 5 733 t.52
9508+2227 51.717 60- 2 64 13, 702 26
9508+2748 52.933 65+ 0 42 12 333 .25L
9508+2335 53.323 81- 2 49 9 692 .479_+2059 53952 64-0 17 6 70 3 20.12
9s08+2610 54.046 65+0 29 _ 74_ 59761 - 43 69 .559509+2353 64A 581 2
i
9509+2143 54.3 41 59- 3 17 4 74 3 4.15
9509+2645 55,040 64-0 46 6 73 3 .759509+2420 55.017! 62- = 34 14 692 .45L
9509+2342 56.1 8 61- 2 42 11 703 .59
9509+2239 56.552 60- 2 46 6 733 87
9509÷2146 57.355 59- 3 47 8 1703 .39
9509 + 2725 58.859 64 + 0 22 6 ; 733 .48:
9509+2930 59.050 66+ 1 17 5 733 13.92
9509+2250 59.616 60- 2 54 7 752 .48
9510+2624 0.I 11 65+ 1 37 9 733 .28L
9510+2058 0.334 59- 3 42 11 753 .31951o+26640.447 85+1 38 6 73 3 .61
9510+2938 0.51 66+ 1 22 5] 733 .90
9510+2317 0,6 52 61- 2 16 6 74 3 .709510+23260.631 61-2 28 10' 70 2 .31L
9510+2201 1.250 60- 3 6519702 .42L
9510+2904 1.827 66+ 1 5115692 .33
9510+2320 2.31 61- 2 30 17 712 .29L9510+2457 2.945 62- 1 33 3 71 1.15
g5t0+2859 4.3 37 ee+ 1 24 5 73 _J3' 6.43
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Se,p
Uncs Coef R Fl=gs* S 2 # T Name Type () Mag
33.26L OC AA 8 3500000008
36.57L CF BDH 00 560110110F32.40L BC AAFC 950130531C 2 °41 19502+2421 22
40.95L BE AC 0 960120000C 1 13 87851 K2 7 7C
25.09L BBC AAA 0 5500211008
40.68L D BC C H 960010000C
31.51L BF AA i 9 950021481C
33.32L EC ECAC 0 460314473F B 1 32 X1950+266 100 11
9.55L D ED 1700310330 8 2 23 OCL0134 83
53.40L C BA 960150412C
3.30 CLMGB 9600100000
51.13L FD AAADB 26501200108 22 "4119502+2523 3 335.13L SEC 260110240F 1387854 M0 2 85
9.49L BE BC I 1700100000
56.84L C BE 950010031C
3.72L BCcE E 5701000120 845.70L AAL 99502401528 2 "4119503+2451 3 352.65L DDDC 350010010C
3.69L jC BG 860010000045.92L D 2501211008 1 7 MWC 622 47
12.89 BBCD AAAC 4961010143824 5 1387856A2 5 80
43.68L BC AA 9 960141312C '
26.89L 'C E AA 0870210000F
33.09L IBD AB 0 94000,000C
41.82L CF CCFE 095(X)02205C 2
12.87L D BB 2600211210
66.04L F C I 950230511C
34.70L _ AH 7301121008 t
30.37L CD ABI 5 670120100F
42.26L BC AA 4 5500001006
13.09L C EMCC 9701132338 g 3 "41 19504+2429 8 4
73.26L C DEF 9501000008 2 *41 19505+2506 42 11
2.80L CC AA 09701000000
14.5t C I FC 360020030C
34.00L CE BBL 6 9400000018
36.15L BDD ACB 1 960401210C
29.89L FF AAB 9' 670030100F
11.94 BCCD AAAC 9960010031C
39.54L CD BBEG 12402111328 C
55.09L BO AB C 03400101008
41.33L BC BB 2, 550120010C 1 23 OCL0134 413
32.15L CC AA H 01 7400221006 11 32 X1950+216 108 1
23.33 DCC FDBC _954111553C
51.68L D DC 9500201628
7.38L BC AB 212700200000
39.10L BB AA 1' 9500231638 9 1 32 X1950+233 107 830.13L CCC AAAC <! 770211130F
38.64L CD BBF 0860110020C
37.31L CE AA 9550010000C 2 23 OCL0134 365
35.20L C B E 9400000008 1 23 LDN 0787 320
14.86L C E BBDC 960121441C 3 "4119506+2419 30 4
27.67L CE CE 095014000081 2 "4119506+2448 26 I 3
43.33L F CC 9500211018 8
13.75: C E CCLD 9600232338 92 "41 19506+2436 10 3
5&27L C C 2401000008,
20.34L B BG 9600000008! 1 2 DO 18276 78 I 103
19.63L D GNC 950300000C 1 "4119507+2406 17 4
39.93L BE AACF 9350120050C 26 1 "4119507+2928 57 8
29.16L FFE CCBE 570022340F
36.87L DD BA 760120120C
59.20L DE AB 4 19512200008 2 "41 19506+2450 31 3
25.03L F D HD 9601331218 9
31.75L DD AB H 38300221008 1 1 32 X1950+216 87 1
42.35L BCE AAB 2960100000F
15.69 BCCC AABB 02600212310 4
63.60L BE BE 08400211229 C
63.48L B BCB 850110220C
30.88L DC BB 56500100008
31.35L B BG G 9600311528 8
15.48: CCD BBCC 974011231C
4.21 BF C CA D 26600121210
15.42L CCC AAA 9 9401000008
30.13 CEC AAB 670132320F
25.89L DD ACD 09610201328
18.35L C F 3600000008
15.37 O NFD 970100030C
35.37L C CE 960101000C
30.13L BCE AAAS 4676121220F 43
32.04L BB AABF 41960000132C C 1 32 X1950+262 78 12
49.64L BD BBG 5 '940010000C
25.58L BBF AAF 29401311008
36.56L EE BBC 0460040130F
14.58 F FCFC 960021220C
48.09L BFD ACDF 1950001034C
31.15L F AD 4500000008
26.22L E BI 9400_18
16.76 ECCD CAAB 3960020130F 2
42.50L SB AAA 9450110040C114 4 6 " 11EVCYG 30 3
38.33L DD CB 1 5500100008
35.21L D O C 960110030C
2.62L C BH 5600121210
46,49L BD BC 0 i 550i11120C 4
37.89L B AB 350100000C 1 "4119510+2938 36 1
11.54: BD D BC E 1 9701131429 9
20.35L C F E 9601321118
5.17 CD KDC 9600010318 1 23 LDN 0767 113
35.68L C DE 660110001C
8.98: DF E EC 9701231328 9
35.62L BCC ACGB 09601001008 3 "41 19510+2457 7, 3
41.33L BB AAC 0760021000C
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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! I I
Right Ascension: 19h51"04'-19h52m14 ' Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) F]ux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 C_rds SMJSMN .e O 12_m 25_.m 60_tm
h_m. =8, (s) ( )lb C)N(") (") (Jansky)
19510+2528 4.512 63- 1 66 15 743 .25L .25L 1.18
19510+2555 4.648 63- I 2714 733 1.99 1.62 2.131
19510+2612 5.2 44 63--129 i 5 733 1.06 .56 2.96L
19511+2640 7.142 64-0 20! 6 733! 1.23 .68 1.71L19511+2704 9.029 64-0 31 693 4.40 2.08 15.2219511+24439742 62-1 7 703, 45, 257
19511+2918 10.233 66+ 1 36 ] 10 703l ,61 .23: 2.76L
19511+2959 10.820 66+1 34 3 73 31 .67 .so .64L
19511+2327 11.7 56 61- 2 52 8 69 21 .97 .64L 1.07L
19511+2841 11.834 65+ 1 30 8 733 ,41 .31L 1.35L
19512+2831 13.7 53 65+ 1 21 15 72 3 .25L .27Li 1.87L
19512+2327 14.810 61- 2 28 18 72 2 .47L .26L I .63L
19512+2436 15.114 62- 1 41 14 692 .31L .36L .95L
19512+2400 15.255 61- 2 36 12 733 .41 .25L 3.31L
18512+2758 16.521 65+ 0 35 7 ! 733 .65 .25L 2.77L
19512+2135 16.530 59- 3 27 4 733 1.72 .69 ! .61L
19512+2103 16.815 59- 3 6614 ! 712 .28 .25L .45L
19512+2816 17.055 55+ 0 21 5 733 5.09 3.10 I 2.40L
19513+2416 18.628 62- 2 60 133 702 .49L .25L 1.0419513+2356 19.452 61- 2 52 703 .56 .25L 4.23L
19513+2813 19.82 65+0 5414 702 .41L .25L 1.11
19513+2755 20.042 85+0 78 25 70 2 .27L .25L 2.80L
19513+2449 22.332 62- 1 35 3 733 1.11 .50 .51L
t9513+2731 22.3 55 64+ 0 26 6 73 3 1.15 .69 2.41L
19513+2000 23.127 58-- 4 32 8 743 .51 .30 .40L
19514+2704 24.7 tl _ 64- 0 24 6 743 1.43L 2.08L 15.22
19514+2509 24.830 62- 1 33 3 733 .94 .43 .56L
19514+2514 25.019 62- 1 31 9 713 .74 .24: .52L
19514+2743 27.441 65+ 0 35 10 733 .25L .29L 3.04
19514+2807 27.5 0 65+ 0 28 7 733 .26L .34 2.61
19514+2456 27.837! 62-1 18 5 733 2.76 1.09 .60L
19514+2247 28.134 60-2 40 g 743 .72 .44 .45L19514+2258 29.227! 60- 44 1 72! .42 .25L .53
19514+2440 29.350: 62- 31 .77 .53 .50L
19514+2628 29.93163-I 68 71, 3 .601.26 2.40L7145
19515+2156 30.41558343 60-3 32 ) 74133 .47 .27: .43L19515+2405 30.9 61- 2 21 70 .33L ,25L 2,6519515+2314 31.8 61-2 50 9703 .34 .18: .67L
19515+2418 33.26062-2 219370 .75 .43 2.14L =
19515+261334225 83-i 34 9 713 .71 .31 2.6OL
,9515÷2631,.63165+1 4o 3 74) _ .2.L 3.55L19515+2738 34.939 54+0 24 74 3 m. 2.05 t.76L
19516+2310 36,7 14 61--2 46 11 703 .43 129L .51L:
19516+2708 36.834 64- 0 25 5 733 .84 1.05 17.71
19516-t-2407 36.357 61- 2 24 8 703 .53 .22: 4.49L
19516+2635 39.057 64- 0 30 9 703 .82 .54 2.53L'
#9516+2340 39.622 61- 2 14 9 70 _ d_3 m55 ._S
_9516+2359 39.847 61-- 2 33 _ 70! _ 7.48 3.66 1.26
19516+2217 40,146 60- 3 35 5 743 2.98 2.08 ,48L
t9516+2931 40.1 3 66+ 1 26 6 71 3 1.15 .56 2.s6L
19517+2753 42.121 65+0 40 6 733 1.45 165 R.65L :
19517+2641 42.237 64- 0 29 6 693 t.42 .69 2.54L
19517+2038 43.053 58- 4 24 7 743 1.30 ,46 ,45L
t0517+2415 43.437 62-2 50 6o 7221 93L 2SL .94L
19517+2932 43.7 52 66+ 1 33 1_ 73! _ .30 .25L 1.26:
f9517+2455 43.9 II 62- I 29 g 75i 3 ,88 .26L .65L
19517+2247 44.335 60- 2 44 11 733 .42 .21: .46L
19517+2626 44,616 63- I 27 6 70. 3 1.23 .71 2.40L
19517+2107 46.926 59- 3 34 8 743 .59 .25L .43L
19518+2133 49.1 5 59- 3 31 20 7212 .25L .25L .53L
19518+2428 49.743 62- 2 20 7 7513 3.28 1.77 1.87L
19518+2326 50.32 61-2 26 6 703 .25L .80 7109
19519+2300 61.2 68 51-2 35 to 69 3 81 .37 46L
19518+2700 51.345 64- 0 55 10 733 1.87L .74L 2.31
19518+2950 52.g 0166+ 14 46 12 70_ 3 .36 .26L .66L19518+2033 53.831 58- 37 6 743 .76 .39 .40L
19519+2046 55.0491 59 4 86 11 762 .35 .52L .48L19519+2205 55.054 _ 50- _ 54 14 743 .25L .25L .92
19519+2151 55.338 60 13 34 5 733 3.11 1.36 .53:19519+2857 57.0 30! 65+ 26 11 353 .25L .25L 2.29L
19519+2614 57.26 63- 1 39 7 733 .76 .42 i 5.34L
19519+2527 57.510 63- 1 20 5 713 13.22 10.64 2.67
19519+2946 58.932 66+ 1 53 11 752 .35 .25L .66L
t9519+2721 59.236: 64- 0 45 9 743 .88 .37: 2.59E19519+2129 59.520 59- 3 31 74 a 2.83 .73 .40L
19520+2549 0.457 63- 1 17 i 733 1.79 .79 2.40L19520+2616 0.935 63- 1 25 713 .55 .99 5.34
19520+2743 0.958 65+ 0 34 6 743 2.01 .53 2.29L
19520+2732 1.316 64- 0 24 6 733 .49: 1.04 2.91L
19520+2227 2.613 60- 3 56 10 723 .50 .25L r .40L
19520+2759 3.043 65+ 0 27 6 743 46.85 118.70 207.03
19520+2501 3.640 62- 1 42 3 733 .44 .28L .62L
19520+2915 3.652 66+ 1 35 8 723 .46 .50 4.45
19520+2939 5.045 66+ 1 80 15 692 .35 .25L 2.48L
19520+2737 5.316 64- 0 40 6 i 733 .67 .37 1.76L
19520+2729 5.3 6 64- 0 28 5 743 17.97 27.41 6.32
19520+2710 5.535 64- 0 28 4743 1.17 .86 2.62L
19520+2847 5310 65+ 1 17 5 733 4.09 4.30 1.58
19521+2626 6_23 63- 1 26 5 7331 1.53 1.41 2.36
19521+230g 7.4 46 61- 2 38 12 74 3' .91 .25L .45L
I I
19521+2423 8.1 0 62-2 60 11 72 21 .97L .25Ll .85:
19521+2449 8.454 62- 1 26 4 713J 2.86 1.42 I .73L
19521+2221 10.340 60- 3 56 6 733 .36 .25L .4gL
19522+2653 12343 64- 0 21 5 733 5.91 3.92 I 1.24L
19522+2110 12.946 59- 3 20 5 73 i 1.02 .66 .40L19522+2720 12.916 64- 0 62 3 73 1.60L .34L 2.15
19522+2550 13.238 63- 1 73 16 72 1.28L .26L 2.36L
19522+2339 13356 61- 2 21 5 693 200 1.04 I 2.94L
19522+2105 14.255 59- 3 19 4 363 2.74 1.07 .40L19522+2408 14.252 62- 2 14 13 79 .25L .25L] .85L
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
10.78: CD F GB 9701001208
47.98L BD AABG 9'950110122C
32,41L CC ABE 0 ;9501001_
9.92: EE E AAGD 9 288022561F
66.78L BC AAC 2861023341F
25.03L BDcE DBOB 968122341841.50L AC 1450100000C
41.15L BC ABE I 15500100108
50.01L C CGE 9501220006
37.83L C CEG I 660100000C
21.61 D KCDD i 960224353C
6.50 E CEFB 9801220009
8.72 E HFCl 9702010108
43.86L C D El 940220100C
47.42L B A F 950020030C
22.13L DC AAH 07502000108
3.77L C D L 4660010100
36.81L CC AADI 9960110000C
20.58L D B 966630120C
71.02L D A 941120100C
55.17L D B 950010130C
11.56 D D 976631030C
34.53L BD AB G 0 9511102538
29.66L CC 'AB 0 966000010F
12.95L BC DB 0 9400000008
68.53L D B CC A 960126673F
40.11L BC AB 1 9500110008
39.75L BD E AC 5 950011000826.40 C D B 960021354C
19.94 CCD HCBB 968010040C
33.81L BC AA 8 9502101008
27.21L BC AC 0 4300110008
31.64L D E H 6500000006
35.52L BC ,AB 1 9501121318
30.85L DD AB 0 960017120C
22.45L EF BB 8 9400000008
7.87 CD HFAB 970010020C
46.65L CE CE 9501110008
56.21L CD BBC I 956620020C
31.27L CC ,BDC 2 950210100C
37.62L _ ALKF_012243C
32.98L F AAC 9960120352F
46.16L CF 6400211006
68.53L CEF BACB 2 8601154_3F
52._1L CD ABcCA_ 94(X3100¢_C)C
36._0L CC BB _ 950011000C
46.84 ^ cc 95o I OC
.o ;986o00o00o6
15.52: BC E AB C )1 570012332C
32.70L BC 'AAB 0960111000C34.92 26002i24 IF
3.49L CC AANE 1 5600101000
t0.17 D HB : 960010020C
12.37 C CF BGJDBI 570012332C
54.22L CDEK, 9401100338
30.73L CD )CB 14501110008
33.27L BOG C ABDI 12950026150C
3.04 BJFc D 86010003002.99 D 5700100006
37.24L BFcc _AAFCi 9850200032C
13.26L cBEG I 8600133348
43.27L DO o 06510100006
68.53L CD E ABI BBI 450000010F11.07: CGEE 26011102082.80L 9 4600100000
7.59L C E J 6600000000
8.71: CC ! ED 6501000428
3.53: BBFD AACC 1 9600000008
15.74 C L F C 770101031C
33.93L DC BB 1950221230C
32.08L BBC _AAAD 0 7530000328
43.08L D E DD 0 2500110108960010120F45.47
21.61L BC AAI 2 4500100008
11.94 DC O ABJB 9770120130C
16.41 DCCE DAAC 2 960121210C
ABH I0950210242C
42.26L1332:!C C;DAGC 9978130231F
38.06L 8 D 5500100008
216.54: BBDD AAAAm 1 94A201100C
52.10L C DH 9400000008
13.20 EFCC BBAAI 5970220110C
32.03L ! F D I 0 860000000C31.41L ABGBi 5960220044F
29.25L E AAA 664120231F
38.75L CC AA 0960100011F
38.36L BBD AAA 9760000000C
14.66 BFDC AACC I 9964003150c
38.82L C C MK H , 6500343208
!
7.21 FD N EB 770100143C
37.07L BC AAHL 9 9500000328
39.53L C D GH ; 6500221218
35.59L CC AAG 9 460230151F
2.11L ED AB 91_2ooo00
36.64L c EA 960010120F
11.37 E B i 770110130C
50.18L BC AA 1 6SOlOO000C
2.61L BC AAE 7 I 9620300000
12.01 E EB m660110022C
__ L
Associations




132 X1951+285 89 I 11
l i
1 19512+24012,87877 K2 42 7"}
139 OV+285 36 i 141Ei i
11"411 19512+2418 27
87883 A0 9 4_=
I








i 231 LDN 0787 461
'41 119515+2405 9
2 "411 19515+2419 23 !
I
!
1 32 ! X1951+271 133 1E
I
2 "41 ) 19516+2359 5
)
2 *321 X1951+2958 66 ; 11
i
I
"41 ; 19517+2415 26 4













!I 2 DO 18302 77 i 9_
: i
1 21 DO 18301 57 i 9(i i
1 13 )87904 K0 38 7E
L
I





1 11 PK62- 1.1 34
I
1 1 KM VUL 10
1 '41 19522+2408 23 1;














19523 + 2908 73 ]19523+2414 73 _
I
_9523 + 2609 74 3
!9523 + 2822 73 3
[9523+2507 721319523 + 2946 73



















9525+2911 73 3 i9526+2102 71







9527 + 2445 71
9527+2231 70 33
9527+2837 72 339527 + 2051 74
9527+2639 73 3
















9530 + 2909 73 ' 3










9530 + 2633 34 2
9531 +2337 70 2


















9534 + 2313 71 3
9534 + 2227 71 2
9534+2802 73 3
9534+2452 72 3
9534 + 2741 73
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Rux Oensily Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 _m 25 p.m 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Cort A Confus_n R S A
(/ansky) Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type
.48 .56: 7.10 42.93: CDCD BCEF 0 3581343358 F 1 32 X1952+299
1.29 .42 4.45L 39.90L BC AC F i 960120120C 1 "41,19522+2914
1.60 .45 .41L 48.07L 8C AB 0 7300222008 1
.38 .25L .46L 2.87L C CD G 9600300100
.56 .19 .43L 31.27L OD BD 0 5500120008
1.33: .75: 2.40L 40.90L CD AAKC 0 960323343C
.25L .32L .60L 3.27 D ] I GB 9600000000
4.69 237 2.48L 39.90L BB AAKH 0 960001200C 1 !*41 19523+2905
20.81 11.03 2.38 39.79L CBC AAA 5 940220000C 43
.27L: .25L 1.91 20,79: CE F GDF 960002120C 4
.45 .25L 2.73L 48.28L B S O 960011200(3 2
.48 .31L .73L 41.10L D BGEI 9500122108
.63 .45 2.82L 33.82L CC BBD 2 460100000C
1.19 1.20 1234 25.55 BBCC BBAA [ 0 960011420C 2 1 32 X1952+2841.02L .74L 1.24 40.55L _ CF ' 460130141F
19.28 10.77 2.16 22.29L CED AAAB, 9 4540000108 43
1.30 .68 22.19L 33.54L BB AB ] 0 860011010C
.40 .27L .71L 51.72L C BF 7500210008
2.50 4.74 22.19 53.55L BBD AAAA 0 84A021010C
.26 .26L 2.71L 38.91L C DDG 980011210C
.45L .25L 1.68 42.33L D !LFB 9500112t0C
15.03 11.32 1.93: 39.80L CBF AACF 4 3521433358 F
.64 .29 .53L 40.27L BC BD H 2 5500220008
22,33 14,05 2.86: 12,33: FEDE AAAD 9 484120031F 29
,95 .57 2.99L 53.55L BC ABDC 0 940010010C
1.14 ,57 ,79L 44.96L 8C AAKG 0 9800322108
.59 .27L .45L 27.05L B t! BJH 94000101083.76 1.88 8.00L 48.45L AADB 9 752114430C 7 1 32 X1952+266
2.23 .56 .42L 29.99L AB 1 9500222218 4 1 13 87913 K5
.44L .25L 3.38L 20.07 D E C 960210210C
.38: 3.57 16.69 40.90L DBD IAAA O 963214655(3 1
.28L .63 1.89: 35.62L FF MBB 960314430C 1
1.22 1.42 16.18 44.03L BBC AAAA 0 950022401C 1 "41 19525+2911
.61L .57L .64L 2.69 D E CD 8600300100
.38 .25L .42L 13.22L C B 9501110328 8
.34L .25L 2.20 43.25L E DDAF 950110010(3
1.89 1.00 2.26L 33.21L BC AA 0 960101020F
1.79 .47 2.81L 33.06L BC AB 1 7fl0001132C 8 2 * 2 DO18317
4.25 5.12 1.59 39.42L BBD AAA 9 940099000C
1.18 .55L .94L 51.02L E ABEF 9400222108
1.27 .47 .50L 30.54L BC AB 0 9500210008
5.04 2.23 3.11L 33.19L CC AAC 9 940220002C
.55 .25L .56L 35.36L B BF 9500210008 1 13 87915 K0
3.07 2.51 .47 27.44L BBC AAC 9 9501000008
2.30 .91 2.42L 34.62L BC AAD 1 ' 9_0011100C
.53 .21: .40L 2.48L BE BD 0 8600000000 1 1 CZVUL
.27L .48 6.97: 48.45 DDE HDDB 752114430C 7, 1 32 X1952+266
1.01 .56 3.03L 37.41L BC AB 0 940011010C
.45 .23: 2.63L 34.19L CF CEG 0 i 96000t110C
.87 .34L .53L 26.34L C BE 9501211008
.95 .37 3.00L 30.61L EF ABEG 91 860320220(3
.41L .25L .48L 3.34 D GNKC 9800000006
.37 .32: 1.81L 65.90L DE ECI H 06 750020353C i A
3.17 .97 .53L 38.61L BC AAC 2300100008 1 2 DO 18318
.36L .25L .81 6.36L C J EB 9601100320
.52 .31L .67L 46.22L C OG 9500210008
.42 .25L 2.40L 39.39L B B MH 950011100C
.30L .25L .65L 5.35 E C 6700000008
.55 .25L A2L 28.45L C BFMH 26020002181 4 1 39 WK419
.50 .25L .40L 29.06L E CF 3600010008
27.79L 97.89: 1264.45 2233.01 CCC J FCA 3 912013434F F 4 22 $93
.28 .25L 3.11L 13,02L C EEHH 958320034Cj 8 1 32 X1952+241
.47 .25L .40L 2.66L C BF F 9701000000 1 13 87921 K0
.25 .25L 2.75L 44.73L C G 960020120C 1 39 92.2 1953+28
.26L 1.20 6.50 44.03L CC ABE i940215433C D 3 "11 PK65+0.1
.59 .45 .44L 32.10L CF AB 9 3500000008
1.18 .69 2.33L 37.22L BC AA 1 96010000CC 1 '41 19529+2856
.25L .25L 1.27L 10.33 D HB 1960010120C
.25L .27L .70L 9.69 D HKC 9681010418
.25L .25L 1.61 27.05: EC J DE 750011563C A 1 32 X1953+258
.63 .25 2.92L 47.78L BD BCF O 549933201C
1.44 .64 .43L 35.44L CC AAGG 8 9500100008
.32L .27L .58 13.06L C HKFB 5400000218 4
.41 ,25L 2,53L 39,71L C B E G 460023330C
,28L .26L 3.00L 18.25 C LBI C 470211330C
.45L .65L 2.84: 20.00 ED HDDC 764100100C
.42 .33L 2.84L 33.43L C BF 559912121C 1
.79 .46 2.64L 39.54L BC AB F 1 950021020(3 4
.36 .42L 2.20L 26.40L C E F GF 960011100C
.58 .29 2.27L 22.75L CD BCEE 1 964217563C A
1.07 .54 2.74L 31.64L BC BB 8 950314333C D 1 "41, 19531+2905
2.46 1.40 2.72L 31.00L BB AA 0 640110000C
1.12 .29: .56L 20.06L BD BB H 0 6600200208
.93 .54L 1.26L 34.73L B ABF 3601053128
.74 .48 2.11L 22.45L CF BB 9 650211000C 1 2 DO16330
.44 .25L .63L 34.18L C C 2502000008 1 13 87932 K2
1.33 .61 2.29L 43.29L CC AB G 1 960234462C 1
738 7.49 2.18 10.58L BFD AABB 9 6700200218
.36 .20: .48 4.25L CEC CI FD 1 9602010430
.45 25L .44L 33.89L C B 7599100008
.25L .25L .61 12.14L C DI 6400100528 4 1 32 X1953+203
.35 .25L .46L 31.39L C C 8401010008
.99 .25L 2.58L 39.05L B AE D 950031220C
.49 .25L 2.30L 15.34: D F CF CB ' 878333432C 1
.27 .70L .69L 34.44L C CF H ' 9500201008
.45 .25L .53L 29.37L B BD I 6300100006
.25L .25L .53L 4.75 D BC 9700201108
8.53 11.73 2.98 26.50L BDE AAA 9 950211000C
.39L .25L 1.03 33.39L C KC 7500100008
.50 .45L 2.88L 9.34: C D BC E 980002120F 1
I









































_3 12 vmCoords SMJ SMN 06ahm. o , (s) ( I b ('3 ('7 (') N
19534+2657 28.3 20 64- 1 29 7 75 2 _1.42
19534+2224 29.954 60-- 3 77 9 70 2 A5
19535+2721 30.5 32 64-- 0 28 6 72 3 1.86
19535+2157 31.5129 60-- 3 29 6 71 3 3.32
19535+2836 31.6 0 65+ 0 38 8 70 3 .89
19535+2614 31.7 36 63- 1 35 6 73 3 .70
19535+2601 32.3_57 63- 1 61 3 362 .25L
19535+2538 32.3!54 63- 1 35 9 71 3 38







19536+2154 38.748 60-3 5210 723 .56
19536+2810 40.13822 65- 0 18 5 72 3 .7119536+2442 40.9 62- 2 53 10 743 .58
19536+2934 41.752 66+ 1 69 i 13 702 .67
19537+2730 43.37 65- 0 22 6 733 3.38
19537+2606 43.940 63- 1 29 5 733 3.02
19537+2300 44.211 61- 3 29 _ 4 713 1.90
19537+2817 44.928 65+ 0 21 3 353 1.24
19537+2644 46.020 64- 1 71 14 702 .27
19537+2850 46.049 66+ 0 19 6 733 15.24
19537+2755 46.29 65- 0 27 6 733 2.96
19537+2923 46.251 66+ 1 24 10 702 4.72
19537+2212 47.557 60- 3 21 6 703 93.82
19538+2650 48.43 64- 1 73 6 732 1.51L
19538+2149 48.546 60- 3 37 10 733 .38
19538+2627 48.531 64- 1 22 6 743 4.11
19538+2801 48.944 65- O 68 12 712 .28
19538+2815 49.354 65- 0 27 5 733 .95
19538+2953 49.745 67+ 1 41 3 743 1.36
19538+2947 49.956 67+ 1 71 12 752 .36L
19538+2659 51.6 56 64- 1 34 7 71 3 5.16
19639+293964.253 eO+l 26 8 74 3 1.00
19539+2221 55.540 60-3 67 20 732 ,25L19539+276955752 55-0 57 15 713 .27L
19539+2432 56.1 51 62-2 24 5 70 3 2.38
19539+2814 56.129 65-0 25 9 703 .54
19539+2746 58.739 65- 0 216 733 4.19
19539+2832 59.515 65+0 3210 713 .68
19540+2824 0.2 S 65+ 0 276 733 2.30
19540+2857 0.353 66+ 0 33 6 733 .71
19540+2955 0.9 57 87+ 1 24 6 73 3 2.82
19540+2632 1.2 52 64- 1 23 6 73 3 .44
19540+2835 1,6 9 66+0 6810 75 2 .35
19540+2257 2.255 61--3 3214692 .23
19540+2443 3,4 6 62--2 28 4 71 3 2.59
19540+25263.425 63-2 32 5 733 .9o1954o+2116 3.9_ 59-4 31 11 71 3 .39
19540+2549 3.812 63- 1 41 13 70 2 .25L
19541+2929 6.141 66-1-1 35 13 702 .27L
19541+2057 7.612 59-4 8813 702 .3519541+26528059 54-1 35 7 73 3 .6919541+28078.3 5 65-0 26 7 73 3 14.57
19541+2608 8.632 63- 1 7814 702 .96
19541+2015 6.835 56--4 74 12 71 g .269541÷2934 .943 ee÷1 21 32 .33L
19541+2434 9.9 29 62--2 24 10 37 3 .40L19541+285410.89 r_+o 27 8 68 2 129
19541,28171 .047660 87 7 73_ 7219_,1+295,11.01767+167 5172_ 40,19542+240212021522 4214 712 25_19542+23_51418813 30 5 733 8,19542+223_,5148_03 27 5 733 9919542+_04815.4459_45315713 41_19542+293515949 68+144 7 752 6319543+27151935584_119 8 733 ,
,9543+2308_ 211613 35 3 713 44319543÷2003_052 __4 70 7 743 5419543+275921416850 29 5 733 35619543+_512 .637594 3411713 5319_3+231822.46613 31 6 733 214
19543+294822740 87+13, 5 7333 926 _531345 23 2,19543+26392 .21154_134 873I9544+_5024022 67+i 76 , 733 7919544+2,3,2434_ 87+129 8 7331 ,00:
19544+2617_462654_13813733 25_
19644+2955 24.7 52 87+ _ 33 s 73 _, .6219544+2605 25.0 39 63- 1 25 rj 74 _ 1.87
19544+2406 25.251 62- 24036 9 703 .8919544+2651 27.9 55 64-1 6 73 3 .58
,9544,225928.817 61-3 32 8 71 3, 6o19545÷234530.515 61-3 43 5 74 3 1.5719545+2OOl30,85358-4 69 6 743 .81
19545+2121 30.6 3 59--4 41 31 71 2 .32L
19545+2941 31.1 21 66+0 5414 71 2 .52L
19545+2904 33.544 66+0 51 11 73 3 .25L
19545+2924 33.5 51 66+0 101 10 75 2 .3919545+21453494 80_4 1, 5 723 121
19545+2733 35.245 65-1 27 I 14 742 .2519546+262,36.22164_1 27,15 742 .2719548+263496.32968-0 26 10 892 2.6819546+234237.2:2261-3 59 19 722 .25L
19546+2711 37.416 64- 1 80 _ 11 73 3 .32
19546+2751 37.62 65 0 48 11 733 .45:
19546+2736 38.357 65- 1 27 6 703 2.69
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 Vm 60 izm 1(30 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R FlaBs*
C
A







































































































Name Type _'_ Ma 8
48.69L CE IAA O 550300020F
16.42L E iS M 9500301108
30.83L BC IAAG 0 960000100F
20.54L BC AAK 9 9400110008
36.18L BE AC 0 960010000C
35.11L FFDF AB 9740100000C14.22 C B S 650210022C 9
37.15L BBEC BD C 650130000824,25L ACF O 560010000C30.75L D AABD 9 754201100C 44
48.55L B AO E 5400200428
29.03L ;BC AB O 7300100008
73.09L IO BD L 950346743C I
46A7LIBBC AABD 0_ 754220142C 8
10.24 DD CKGB 8700210428 I
29.58L B BG 9400210008 I
76.78L BBD AABA 3954233331C 1
49.48L E BG 7500010208 4
67.18L D AC 450135820C
39.88L BC AAGG 0960300020F 1 19628
35.56L CBC AAAC 2740110000C
25.84L BB AA 16400110008 I
61.03: DCFF BABC i 958344643C 1
23.78L C GFC 860231053C
30.84L BDC AAA 760120110C
33.04L BC ABF 860121100C
11.33L FCF AABB 860110120C
5.41: BBDD AAAC 968010020844
31.56L D C 45021109OF
24.81L C CF D 17400100108
31.26L BBF AAEC 850013340C
96.96L C O 8602200OOC
76.78L BC BB F 1 958256753C 1
J
43.72L BD AA 0 2601200008 I
27.82L D C 360110200C
30.58L CC AAD 8460220020F
67.18L CCD EDEB 2440254950(3
4.96 D MJ D 9700000108
35.79L C GC 860020100C
31.65L CE AAEE 9 9592133338
76.78L CCE BCBC 1 950135783C







6.25L BB AAF O 9801000100
28.74L C BC 860310120C
29.32L BC AAJ 9760210240C
37.25L EF AB E 9 760020011C
33.78L CF AA 19 260031000855.24 BE CE 650121120C
42.52L E CF 860010000(3
25.27L C F L 5 7400110008
42.09L BC AA G 5500010008
37.10L BC ABF 11 8501100008
3.26:8 C CI C 9600000100
8.55 D F B 570200031C
32.43L D I B 760130210C"
3.66L C CJ 86OOOO0OOO
58.66L C BG 4501201101:
76.78L DDF AAA 9851000010C 17
7
1 I 39 B2.21954+28 82 408
32.48L C E 640010000C
11.95L C C D 6501000008
67.t8L DD ADC 550143630C
31.65L D L F CD 9503133338
32.39L FF AA 9 760220133C
90.05L B BC E 850013223C
38.07L F EC 1600453238
6.07 DD EA 9700100108
23.70L BC AB 1 3420001018
20.14L BC AAJ 2 9500011008
3.59L C J A 7600100(300 I
67.18L CF AC 0 450153730CI
28.37L CC AB 1 870100000F
7 1 32 X1954+245
1 39 OV + 290
88 7
17 ; 1415
21.34L BBC AABH O 65000212081
15.72L F BM K 8500211008
30.30L BC AAG 0860000010C
2.gOL BD BC 07700100000
23.32L BS AAG I i 5501000218
44.51L CB CAAM 0340023300C
64.01L CCD BCAF 3340134410C
56.01L DD AC 39501100008
39.19L C D N 8400332008
79.32: EDEE EDBB 7434127952C
15.36 CO FB 9501101328




35.54L SC AD 00600210008
32.71L EC AB 7 540210010C
25.86L BC AC 09500100206
43.94L CE BC O 450010120F
23.60L BC BBH 1 7500000008
22.01L BC AC O 7600200118
14.75L C BF 8500211108'
3.56 C b E J E 8680000200
36.01L D CC 850000000C
13.05 C KEB 570010002C
40.30L C O 760100000C
19.35L DC AADH 9 6500100208
8.75L C CBC 9701100000
30.25L D CH 9501101208
33.76L DCD AAF 850100012C
8.65 D GC 7501200118
9.97L E B C 9801100100
11.24 D D BNCB 770110000C
8.12L BC AAD 2 9601100000
I 1387956K2 10 70
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
117
Right Ascension: 19"54=38'-19h55"59 •
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty CH
a
(S) (8) Coor_s SMJ(,,)SMN(,)(0)N ° 12 p.mham. ,&,
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(]ansky)
9546+2635 17 64- 1 43 6 74 3 .59 .38 .50L
9548+2523 59 63- 2 32 4 71 3 1.00 .33 .50L
9547+2211 57 60- 3 19 10 71 3 .87 .25 .40L
9547+2354 53 62- 2 41 10 71 3 .77 .28: .47L
9547+2022 21 59 4 33 8 71 3 8.71 5.29 .91
9547+2417 38 62- 2 27 ' 6 73 3 3.51 2.06 .66L
9547+2628 37 64-1 35 6 74 3 1.29 .44 .57L
9547+2754 22 65- 0 49 3 : 73 3 .62 .34L 2.55L
9547+2443 20 62- 2 28 5 73 3 2.55 2.34 1.31
9547+2349 53 62- 3 69 10 70 2 .37 .25L .43L
9547+2917 40: 66+ 0 78 3 73j 3 .60 .26L 2.92L
9547+2802 2 65- 0 57 14 71 ' 2 .35 .37L 2.34L
9547+2519 22 63- 2 34 14 71 2 .44L .25L .64
9548+2823 1 65- 0 44 12 69 2 1.06 .89 2.40L
9548+2423 43 62- 2 39 11 73 3 .34L .25L 1.50
9548+2340 18 61- 3 41 9 71 3 1.03 .35 .52L
E)548+2912 22 66+ 0 41 19 71 3 .25L .26L L76L
9548+2209 31 60- 3 28 9 74, 3 .66 ,19: .44L
9548+2513 19 63- 2 46 7 75 2 2.22 1.43 .77LI
9548+2718 49 65- 95 25 75 2 .34L .28L .70L
9548+2936 17 67+ 0 40 8 74 3 .3tL .54 3.79
9548+2042 36 59- 4 56 27 71 2 .29L .EOL .41L
9548+2549 51 63- 1 32 9 73 3 .75 .51 2.35L
9549+2540 35 63- 2 34, 12 72 2 .73L .30L .97
)549+22t3 19 60- 3 49' 5 74 3 .62 .31L .43L
)549+2447 15 62- 2 43 3 74 3 .48 .27L .45L
)549+2323 48 61- 3 43 8 70 3 .89 .56 .42L
)550+2008 29 58-4 79 13 70 2 .34 ,25L .42L
)550+2223 52 60- 3 69 3 74 3 .42 .25L .41L
}550+2905 4 66+0 38 10 74 3 .72 .29L 2.70L
t550+2927 41 66+ 0 19 5 73 3 2.78 1.24 .52L
1550+2839 24 66-0 27 10 74 3 .82 .41 2.elL
1551+2534 55 63- 2 23 6 72 3 5.32 1.69 .4eL
)551+2027 30 59- 4 50 10 ' 74 3 .36 .25L .46L
)551+2602 40 = 64- 1 63 7 73 3 .31L .25L .70
1551+2421 7 62- 2 91 13 75 2 .26 .26L .72L
1551+2528 24 63- 2 28 5 73 3 2.14 .71 .42L
)551+2834 21 66- 0 34 7 74 3 .25L .73 2.50
1552+2710 54 64- 1 70 16 71' 2 .51L .781: 1.07
)552+2733 23 65- 1 38 10 71 3 .58 .35L .57L
1552+2521 30 63- 2 34 6 73 3 1.08 .64 .41L
1552+2545 49 63- 2 37 10 73 3 .74 .40 .60L
)552+2138 58 60- 4 30 4 73 3 7.16 4.93 .79
1552+2553 3 63- 2 56 9 73 3 .27L .24 .81
)552+2407 21 62- 2 31 6 73 3 5.40 1.55 .40L
t552+2619 17 64- 1 49 6 73 3 .61 .26: .52L
_552+2749 7 85- 1 20 6 35 3 .80 .26: .99L
b552+2635 16 64- 1 27 7 73 3 .42 .40 1.01L
_552+2512 60 63- 2 26 4 73 3 1.09 .49 .40L
_552+2825 5 66- 0 21 8 73 3 2.43 1.13 2.37L
P553+2721 49 65- 1 98 25 70 2 .40L .25L .64L
p553+2703 54 64- 1 42 14 70 3 .25L .25L 1.00:
p553+2414 ' 1 62- 2 41 6 68 2 1.01 .40 .59L
_553+2301 12 61- 3 35 9 71 3 .67 .39 .40L
_553+2137 23 60- 4 61 10 72 2 .55 .25L .68L
553+2700 39 =6_= 1 71 14 69 2 .27 .25L .70L653+2833 28 w--v 45 7 74 3 .67 .25L 2.61L
553+2655 5 666_52_-1 36 6 73 3 3.58 1.36 .51L554+2344 46 24 14 73 2 .25L .25L .59
554+2715 39 1 46 8 70 3 .59 .27: .62L
554+2447 33 62- 2 20 9 73 3 .56 .27: .78L
41554+2222 60- 111 20 74 3 .25L .25L .62L3
554+2228 50 61- 3 43 i 13 72 3 .31L .25L .62554+2559_ 63- 2 23 12 35 3 .37 .34L 2.14:
554+2650 10 64- 1 72 I 18 72 2 .29L .26L .72
555+2721 29 65- 1 33 11 70 2 .42 .24: .60L
555+2414 38 62- 2 16 5 37 3 1.73 1.03 .65L
555+2353 40 62- 3 54 12 75 2 i .30 .28L .69L
555+2646 50 64-1 31 6 73 3i .54 .18: .50L
555+2625 31 64-1 23 12 74 3 i .30 .25L .96
555+2800 44 65-0 29 10 69 2 1.34 .71 2.29L
556+2751 48 65- 1 42 10 69 2 1.83 .63 .61L
556+2404 12 62- 3 22 5 71 3 ,88 .48 .46:
556+2946 6 67+ 0 51 17 69 2 .34L .32L 1.09
556+2936 28 67+ 0 25 6 73 3 1.13 .49 .67L
556+2739 59 65- 1 45 12 69 2 .52 .25L .62L
557+2911 38 66+ 0 36 16 i 75 2 .25L ,27L .67L
557+2448 t0 63- 2 61 14 i 72 2 .41L .25L .47L
557+2329 18 61- 3 24 5 71 3 5.81 2.24 .61
557+2614 32 64-1 63 10 74 3 .33 .25L .50L
557+2955 44 67+ 0 55 3 I 72 2 .36L .25L 1.08L
557+2622 51 64- 1 35 3 73 3 .91 .32 .48L
557+2855 59 i 66- 0 34 7 74 3 .64 .21 2.40L
557+2320 13 61- 3 21 7 73 3 .25L .38 3.41
557+2548 t4 63- 2 38 8 74 3 .57 .28L .49L
558+2926 1 66+ 0 50 13 73 3 .25L .25L 2.31
558+2457 7 63- 2 34 6 73 3 1.39 .79 .4gL
558+2232 50 61- 3 38 5 74 3 1.98 .76 .40L
558+2131 1 60- 4 54 6 74 3 .47 .19: .40L
558+2858 60 66- 0 90 9 75 2 .70 .40L .84L
558+2410 3 62- 3 42 7 73 3 .40 .28L .41L
558+2241 22 61- 3 41 9 71 3 .69 .33 .40L
558+2537 11 63- 2 46 8 73 3 .38 .31L .46L
559+2401 41 82- 3 45 10 73 3 .51 .28L .40L
559+2703 20 64- 1 50 10 69 3 .42 .39L .65L
559+2733 23 65- 1 33 8 68 2 3.36 1.75 .72L
559+2535 18 63 2 35 6 74 3 1.11 .45 .47L
559+2919 49 66+ 0 26 11 73 2 .45 .42L .67L
559+2833 0 66- 0 27 8 73 3 .25L .25L 1.57





Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
46.66L CD BD 7 9503111128
41.17L DE AD 7 9500121008 1
18.35L DD BBL 0 9400230008 1 1 32 X1954+221
36.89L BD AE F 0' 7500100001
13.38L BDC AAB 9 4400000008
43.41L BB AAD 0 9400100008
18.93L CC AAGH 6 9502032458 9
28.91L B BD 660110010C
7.55L BBB AACC 8 9702112308 6
23.66L C B 7400100008
39.61L B AI 740211010C
43.11L C CDF 960200220C 2
5.49L C DC 9700220008 1
36.07L CC AA 1 950100100(3
43.12L C NC 9401200108
23.98L CD ADN 7 4401100118 8
17.09 E KDC 678122142C F
20.15L BD AD F 0 9401230008 1 32 X1954+221
42.69L BC AACD 0 9503000318
9,49 D C 9700000310
36.01: I DFE CEC 94C0074638
2.83 C J C 460000000040.43L CC [BB r 3 35Ol10200C
10.26 CD KI I B 9600000228 8
22.73L B BC 9400230008 1 2 DO 18367
51.54L C B E 9402302108
21.38L BC BB 1 6400100328 C
12.36L C CL 7500000008 t 1 FZ SGE
20,29L C C 9400203108 2
40.58L B BF G 560000000C I 2 DO 18372
39.56L BB AA 3 9401000008
31.69L DF BBI 9 9500100OOC
49.85L BB AAD 1 9400000008 2 4 TMSS +30402
17.51L C BC G 3500000008
57.11L C C 9402100108
41.46L D CKI 9401100118
35.29L BC AA 1= 9500001008
31.57L DD ABK 954122255C 8
9.36L C HDE 9701101000
7.29L F C B D 9800000000
35.73L B C A B 1 9500000008
43.51L DC BBB 6 7401100008
2.95L CEF AAB 9 5720110000
45.64L DC JCBL 8403034218 i
39.33L BC AA 2 9401114108
45.35L BD BD 0 9401110308
8.73L DF ABEE 7 9602012100




















9.53 C HI KC
12.04 CB CB
24.37L DD AB
30.66L B D B B
2.961 C C
10.171 C E
22,48: C C AHDD
5.56L BD ,AA
8.12: CD J CD
7.68L CE BC
33.23L CE BCI
6.24 C 1 D
13.43L C CC
33.92 E FD DEFC
32.84L E DF
12.12L CD EB F 0 9711210100
39.74L DD AAE 9 9500210018
35.83L C DI 7401000008
36.90L BE BE 0 9602100008
18.07L B C BNCB 9501200208
31.13L CC AA 4 960201043C
8.30L CC AB 0, 9601012100
5.61: DCCC BBGC 0 9701314108
28.12L C DDE 9501000108
39.68L BC AB 0 9400000108
9.61L B BJ 9601000000
8.92 D C 8701000008
6.22 D B 9700100108
30.61L CBC AAC 6 5300000008
28.50L C BH 9501010108
14.98 D F EC 9502000308
2892L BC BC 1 9500300208
30.24L BD BBHF 2 850123410(3
9.28: C C D C B C 6500002328
51.17L B BD 7402000208
17.65 C E D E D 9600002308
37.24L EE AAI D 9 9501001208
27.69L BC AB 0 9400122008
3.61L BD BF 0 3700001000
46.15L D DE 5501344208
8 1 32 X1954+296
7
2 3 I 3 RAFGL 5446S
1 13 87977 K0
8 1 13 87979 K0
C








1 1 DF VUL
2
48.11L D B H F 9400300008
21.11L BD SB 4 9501121208
52.33L C CDG 7402101008
43.21L B CC 8300213108
5.26L B BB 8801000000
9.61L FF AAGI 9 9700100000
40.t7L BC AD 3 7511101008
35.26L C CM 9502100008
11.26: CD DBE 96800312tC
32.85L E F B 9502100008
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).

































Galactic Uncertainty OCa 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m
(s) (") I b C) C) (') N
0.0 32 61- 3 29 6 71 3 1.54
0.3 57 64- 1 35 7 73 3 ,95
0,9 36 60- 4 27 5 71' 3 1.50
2,5 21 66- 0 66 3 73 3 ,36
6,3 53 60- 4 44 16 71 2 .30L
6.4 26 61- 3 42 6 73 3 .40
6,6 56 64- 77 9 73 3 .29
6,6 48 66- 0 39 5 73 3 .78
8.7 19 67+ 0 27 5 70 3 21,02
8,9 37 60- 4 35 9 71 3 .67
9,5 39 62- 3 86 21 72 2 1.82L

























































































19561 +2859 10.3 14 66 0 67 11 72 2
19561 +2826 11.6 0 66- 0 57 10 74 3
19562+2933 13.4i19 67+ 0 19 5 73 3
19562+2225 14.4 18 61- 4 65 14 72 2
19562+2647 15.2 22 64- 1 23 5 71 3
19562+2339 15.6 47 62- 3 28 9 73 3
19562+2549 16.4 55 63- 2 341 10 72 3
19562+2012 17.3 5 59- 5 35 14 74 3
19563+2732 18,0 36 65- 1 46 10 70 2
19563+2901 18.8 4 66- 0 36 6 73 3
19563+2512 19.5 12 63- 2 22 6 74 3
19563+2519 19.6 58 63- 2 61 22 69 2
19563+2747 21.4 52 65- 1 20 6 73 3
19563+2727 21.4 58 65- 1 76 21 71 2
19563+2911 23.1 38 66- 0 53 15 73 2
19563+2613 23.3 27 64- 2 70 15 70 2
19563+2306 23.7 13 61- 3 90 10 69 2
19564+2721 24.3 55 65- 1 27 10 69 2
19564+2648 26.0 50 64- 1 35 6 36_ 3
19564+2602 27.1 34 64- 2 32 7 36 3
19564+2359 27.4 21 62- 3 48 7 73 3
19564+2032 29.2 36 59 5 35 9 73 3
19564+2606 29.8 31 64- 2 110 31 71 2
19564+2840 29.8 3 66- 0 42 10 70 !
19565+2743 30.C 10 65- 1 44 6 73 3
19565+2401 30.4 5 62- 3 36 8 73 3
19565+2109 31.3 42 60- 4 24 5 39 3
19565+2932 31.3 48 67+ 0 20 6 72 3
19565+2708 31.8 35 65- 1 42 8 69 2
19565+2644 31.8 22 64- 1 17 5 73 3
19565+2201 33.1 46 60- 4 19 3 36 3
19585+2628 33.6 51 64- 1 19 6 73 3
19565+2103 33.7 37 59- 4 93 30 72 2
19565+2257 34.5 46 61- 3 19 9 71 3
19565+2506 34.9 9 63- 2 81 8 73 3
19565+2637 35.320 64- 1 22 5 73 3
19565+2140 35.5 21 60- 4 73 13 70 2
19565+2412 35.6 39 62- 3 50 7 73 3
19566+2947 36.1 7 67+ 0 28 5 71 3,
19566+2619 38.5 36 64- 2 30 7 7319566+2716 38.8 36 65- 1 27 7 73 o!
19566+2642 39.1 18 64- 1 59 9 73 3
19566+2250 39.8 0 61- 3 65 14 72 2
19566+2255 40.7 35 61- 3 23 5 73 3
19566+2351 41.0 43 62- 3 42 6 74 3
19566+2406 42,0 37 62- 3 18 5 73 3
19567+2016 42.9 41 59- 5 50 27 72 2
19567+2257 43.7 38 61- 3 76 15 75 2
19567+2522 43.6 50 63- 2 66 26 73 2
19567+2248 44.8 17 61- 3 51 6 73 3
19587+2731 45.0 24 65- 1 34 6 I 7419567+2751 45.4 41 65- 1 40 10 i 74
19567+2818 48.5 9 66-1 38 13'6'74 3319567+2938 47.6 52 67+ 0 31 7019568+25244836 .-2 34 7 723
19568+242294 62_ 59 6 71388+232951.5, - 32 5 019569+243354.16:82_3 24 6 733
19 9÷2 7 54.358:6,_, 28 869219569+222954.325:81_4 24 7 69219569+225756.32161_3 41 9 75219589+263357.912 84_2 41 12 89219569+255156.56 64_2 51 10 713
19569+2311 58.9 35 61- 3 34 4 74:3
19569+2535 59.7 16 63- 2 23 7 73 3
19570+2754 0.4 57 65- 1 98 1_ 71
2
19570+2904 0.6 17 66- 0 24 71 3
19570+2614 1.1 50 64- 2 33 10 73 3
19570+2737 1.2 18 65- 1 34 3 74 3
19570+2801 4.2 8 65- 1 31 6 74 3
19570+2722 5.3 29 65- 1 49 6 73 3
19570+2500 5,5 14 63- 2 25 7 72 3
19570+2144 5,6 51 60-- 4 53 6 71 3
19571+2135 6.7 43 60- 4 32 9 70 3
19571 +2916 8.8 33 66- 0 29 20 75 2
19571+2951 9.8 33 67+ 0 29 4 73 3
19571 +2612 10.2 42 64- 2 37 5 73 3
19572+2126 16.61 3 60 4 30 6 70 3
19572+2646 16,91 44 64- 1 30 6 73 3
t9572+2914 17,1133 66 0 27 5 36 3
19572+2946 17,E 18 67+ 0 44 6 73 3
19573+2541 18,E 39 63- 2 37 10 73 3
19573+2204 19.1 49 60- 4 32 5 70 3
19573+2719 21£ 13 65- 1 37 15 71 2
19573+2636 21.2 50 64- 2 31 19 75 = 3
19573+2732 21,5 2 65- 1 35 7 74 i 3
19573+2021 21.E 17 59 5 51 18 71 2
19573+2656 21,E 10 65- 1 85 12 75 2
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 Fm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
20.76L EF ASK !9 9502222208
34,38L CC BBF 0 9501001428 8
1501L'BC AC J 0 9401101008
47,36LI D DH I 950003222C
16.16L D DH 9400101008
34.491 CF tBDK 7 8301010008
42.38L D E DK 9500200008
31.04L BD BBGG 0 950055532C 2
37.13L CCC AAA 9 8400000108 29i
2.82L DD BD C 6 4700011000
5.86 BC D KLCC 7600110008
31.19L AACJ 5 9500114438
33.68LC CE E K 650146732C El
31.27L C E F 9501000OOC
31.19L BC AA 0_ 9500214431
4.28 D F S 9600000318 1 39 WK422
32.33L CC AA 7 9501202008 2 1 32 X1956+267
26.67L BCD ABD 0 3401101218'
29.69L D DH 55010002081 4
4.15 CC H BB 970000000_
8.30L DF AA 0 97002010O0
46.86L CC ABJ 0 !5502334328
7,96: BBCD AAAD 0 9600000208
41,50L F EB 9501000308
5,81L BB AAC 5 9601100000
10.66L O GCC 9701201100
30,98L D D 8502001328
37.10L C J KDC 9502023228 8
G40.03L E I 7300010008
8.91L C C BFEB 9701111210
26,97L BD AA E 3 9501302118
28.27L DE AAG 9 9501131108
23,26L C CEJ 7400110008
16.80L BD AC 0 9500000008
6.03 E _ D 9702131008
37,00: D E E BA E 950205545C
7.39L D BC 9601100000
26.39L CF CB 0 5400210008
3,11L CF AAE 9 9611100000
45,92L ;BC ABM 12 9501116648
6.30L BC AAL !1 7700012110 2
26.84L BC AA '2 9502311208 2
17.73L CD ABHL 0 5402000108 1 17 2835 N
26.92L CC IABE 3 9500000008
2.59 C C 8601100000
22.22L DCD ABD 5 9400201208 4
43.04L B BD H 9500000108
8,11: !BC C AAKE 1 9700213328 8
6.01LD D 3601010000
35,39L B ANG 8500010108 1 13 88009 M0
31.971 CC AA 1 8501112008 2 1 23 CED 172
27.31 CCCC CAAB 3 9500011128 8
9.68L CDC CBBB 3 7700010220
45,16L C J B 9401210108
6.40 DD F C 9600200008
22.13L CD BCKD 0_ 9400401208 4,
23.06L BC BB H 0 5401000001
3,88: SC C ABI B 6 5700101108
4.03 O L GD 9500000218 4
27,45L D C 9400301208 4
8,34 D F C 9601121418
21.88L B S 84001001281 6
5.96L BC AB 0 9700001110
7.14L B BG 8601100200 4
30,42L CCD AAC 9950211031C 4
13,84: CD J HDB 9601004738
16,89L BD BGMD 2 9501121318
31.74L B B D 9500000008
19.58L BC AA 0 4400000008
21.63L BB AA 0 9500000008
23.26L BB AAEK' 3 9502110218 15
25,54L CD AB D! 0 9401000238 1 2 DO18407
31.53L C BCGD 9400200208 4
45,05L C BI 9500110208 1 1 HPVUL
36.85L C CF 5500000108 1 13 88014 K5
28.33L CD BC E 6300000208 4
27.54L BC AC 0 5500000008 2 131 88015 K7
9.96 C: L GHD 6601210200 4
33.60L BB AAE 0 5501110008
11.08 CD CB 9600132208
6.91L E B D 7700000000
33,90L BE AB 840111000C
5.57L BF AB 5701101220 1 13 88017 K2
23.44L BC AAH 8 9500200008
3.83L C CCE 2701100000
3.82L S BC 5700000000
40.91L D F H 6502103336 E
44.35L DC AAH 8 8501100108
37.61L CE !AD 8 9500121208
2.82L DE AB 9 6700000000
33.84L BD AA 1 9601100008
35.54L DCC AAC 6 8512203218 E
48.85L B CGD 9500200106
32.06L BD AC 3 5500011108 1 2 DO18414
26,78L BCE AABC 7 7400000008
6,43L C O 3701101120
9.42 DF CFC 9700000008
6,03L BD AE K 0 5700121430 1
5.02 lID D F B 960300000828,59L DGE 9500111008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
n




2 ' 4 TMSS +30403 53 27
2 1 32[ X1956+267 113 2
1 32 X1956+260 21 1
1 39 B2.2 1955+24B 110 408
B 1 32 X1956+286 103 11
















ham. oa, (s) C) ] b C) (") (') N
19573+2616122.767 60-1 40 e 733
19573+2621 :22.637 64- 2 60 12 69 2
19574+2511 24.E 42 63- 2 26 7 733
19574+2113 24.£ 24 60- 4 35 9 713
19574+2234 25.443 61 4 23 10 373
19574+2944 25.744 67+ 0 23 4 733
19574+2819 27.511 606- t 76 11 752
19575+2804 31.10 66-1 39 6 743
7319575+2546 33.540 64- 2 46 3 3
19575+2741 34.249 65- 1 27 6743
19575+2157 34.3546Q-4 8111702
19575+2918 35.417 67-0 24 5 73,3
19575+262035.74264-2371168
7319576+28f4 36.351 60- 1 20 5
19576+2643 36.7!38 60- 0 75 16 733
37.0128 66-1 16 6 7319576 + 2830A 3
19576+2026 37.848 59- 5 62 13 762
19576+2658 39.0139 65- 1 40 7 743
19576+2447 39.619 63- 3 4511 743
19576+2428 39.733 62- 3 63 8 71 2
19576+2624 41.110 66- 1 29 3 743
19576+2013 41.817 59- 5 59 11 71 3
19577+2913 42.349 87- 0 30 14 752
19577+2643 42.752 64- 2 38 9 712
19577+2729 43.6! 16 65- 1 21 6 743
19577+2430 44.9!38 63- 3 21 7 733
19577+2957 46.2_47 67+ 0 40 4 733
19577+2546 47.330 64- 2 24 10 713
19578+2748 49.38 65- 1 53 8 743
19578+2340 49.4 13 62-3 50 18 75 2
19570+2325 50.14_22 62-3 52 9 70 319578+2303 50.7 61- 25 9 74 319576+2236 0.938614 3o16722
; 59_ 46 6 74319576+ 2251.319678.212253.242 60_4 72 12 ,219579+27405 .19 651 39 7 7,319579+29,654.413 67_o 16 4 73319579+28o940 60_1 26 9 319579+270740 65_1 35 5 733
19579+2951 57.0 1 67+ 0 20 9 74 3
19579+2714 59.036 65- 1 92 20173 3
19579+2518 59.1 6 63-2 23 5733
19579+2134 59.136 60- 4 48 11 71 3
19579+215359.22860- 4 57 5743i
19580+2621 1.1964-2 55 7 _3,t9580+2552 1.15164- 2 30 7 2
19580+2546 1.846 64-2 651269 _i19580+27042.51765- 54117419580+2803 3.95566- 1 41 73
19580+2508 4"33663- 61- 2 80 9 733
19580+2223 5.0 _ 6! 73319581+2350 6.7 24 62- 3 73
19581+2910 7.1 57 67- 0 49 10 70 2
19581+20382 59_5g ,,3737°19581+2732 8.726 65-- 1
19581+2842 8.828 60- 1 47 9 703
19581+2913 10.419 67- 0 82 9 733
19581+2602 10.557 64- 2 36 3 743
19582+2541 12.1 5 64- 2 29 11 682
19582+2907 12.221 60- 0 30 8 713
19582+2353 12.74 62- 3 44 10 712
19582+2347 13.149 62- 3 22 9 713
19582+2511 15.611 632 6918 73219583+2835 18.418 66- 1 38] _ 7331
19583+2940 19.058 67- 0 80 i 22 692
19583+2909 19.715 67- 0108 8 752
19583+2921 21.121 67- 0 23 7 733
19583+2159 21.251 60- 4 6227 722
19583+2629 21.433 66- 1 33 5 73 3
19583+2235 21.813 61- 4 46 8 71 3
19583+2231 22.9 55 61- 4 26 5 73 3
19584+2704 24.49 65- 2 40 74
19584+2357 25.347 62- 3 11 743
19584+2754 25.940 65- 1 4911 713
19584+2544 2&518 64- 2 21 6 723
19584+2652 26.718 65- _ 22 I 5 743
19584+2700 27.1 1 65- 2 42 ! 7 74 3
19584+2729 27.352 65- 1 36 5743
19585+2400 31.141 62- 3 75 9752
19585+2056 32.639605 38 6733
19585+2631 32.9!21 64- 2 45 7743
19585+2747 33.04865- 1 26 9723
19585+2646 33.1 7 65- 2 88 15 743
19585+2104 33.5!32 60- 5 64 14 702
19585+290t 35.345 60- 1 75 16 722
19586+2655 36.34319 65- 2 37 8 75219586+2629 36.416 64- 2 49 9 732
19586+2809 37.5 66- f 29 12 743
19566+2824 37.747 66- 1 32 12 373
19586+2754 41.729 66- 1 45 7 733
19587+2929 43.432 67- 0 31 8 743
19587+2147 45.09 60- 4 67 10 732
19587+2257 45.827 61- 4 21 5 733
195874-2218 47.014 61- 4 28 5 733
19588+2632 48.0'i 6 66- 1 22 14 703
19588+2541 48.013v 64- 2 32 6 743
19566+2734 48.242 65 1 2t 6 733
19588+2728 48.38 65- 1 51 13 733
H
Gmlactic Uttccrtainty CCoords SMJ SMN 0 12 Fm













































































































.61L 29.08L E BE K I 9501100008
15.42 9.98L CCO AAAE r 9 76002012L-°C 39
Y L C
100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
48.65L BD ACK i 0 940130123C C
31.29L C BE 9501100008
25.46L BFE AAA 9 9400000108
2.91L BC BA 1 6700001000
58.40: F FD 6GDD : 9381133538 F 7 7 NGC6853 27
42.60L BD AA 0 9501100108
33.77L C CE 840130122C 8 1 2 DO 18419 59 98
39.93L BD AB 4 740000000C I °41 19575+2804 54 5
34.37L C CEHC 5500121208
6.21L BC AB 0 5701113000 2 1 "41 19575+2741 24 3
17.97L E B 4501000008 1 2 DO 18420 14 110
AAC 5 7500103218
13.52 C B 960100000C
96.99: BBFF AADC 194El12343C
12.311 C CD 9502100218
39.70L BD BBK 0 9501111008
11.95 IcECC KDBB 960000022819.26L BB 0 9401100008
31.551 BC AAC 1 84011000OC
13.70L D CF 9501000008
21.601i _ 0 _ 7_21321814.10: F A DF E 9500201418
5.98L C AAB 0 3700221430
22.04L_ BBF AAB 9 941110000829
38.72L'BD AB 39601020008
24.97L BC iBB G 2 9501221208
7.70L C B 4602010200
7.06L D C DB 9501000208
26.07L C CG 9460000008
21,03L CC AA 1 9500000008
11.63: BFFF NI CD O0954011321617.01L BD J 9503100118
13.981,. CC ,4CGF 9,40010010B
6.32L C B 66O0000000
5.31L BC BB 6 3702123100
31.11L BB AAE 9 6500110008
51.13L F BC 641011000C5.80 D AE 0 2701100000
46.52L CC AB 2 8512000008
10.57 DC F D 1680000210
6.25: 'BCCD AAEB 39600002208
2.88L C GB 7701000000
24.38Lc B J EAE 340010000828.71 IC K L 9502000008
23.29L FE AAB 9 950011000805
22.77L C 8B : 9601211208
5,70L C K HD 1702201000
38.50L BE BC 4 9400100008
25.46L1_ D 950020022813.37L C AC 19401000208
31.21L BE AA 9 9400200008
44.30L F CF D 5400440108
4.42: B DF BCDC 96000000089.34L J DE , 2700101410
40.03L E B F K ;750101000C
12.19 CD DKCB 6601330108
27.95L CD ABI C 06501010208
22.67L CD BE F 0 9502101348
A 1 32 X1957+285 53 10
4 1 13 88033 M0 18 85
2.70L 44.12L B CD
.46L 12,58L C CGJ
,40L 30.B5L CC BA
,61L 22.17L D ED
2.34L 34.65L B B E
.97L 10.58 E C
.74L 53A2LC C
4,36 33,86: iC D_ CHJ C
.41L 3.13 KC
2.34L 3493L B B L
1 1 GG SGE 51 3
I I VI022 CYG 18 3
1 "41 19578+2748 14 1
1 2 DO 18425 89 160
3
1 1 _DQ VUL 11 3
2 1 "41 19579+2740 2 3
1 '41 19578+2809 41 1
4
6
1 11 PK60- 4.1 26 160
2 13'88043K2 14 75
1 "41 19580+2803 8 3
1 1 32 X1958+291 86 1
1 13 88046 K0 10 65








6441033328 F 2 13 88054K0
5701000108
1740230030C
.40L 18.38LB B F G 9400101108
.40L 13.59LIBC AA 19400201428 C
.40L 11.67L BF BF M 0' 9401000008
,57L 5,68L BC AB 3 1601101000 1 2 DO18438
.40L 25.09L B CC D 9400210008
.56L 46.15L CF BE C 7401121008 11 1 "41 19584+2754
3.81 24.75: CCD BBAC 9501301348 8 1 32 X1958+257
3.92 31.34L BBC AAA 519600201308324!
,57L 29.19L C BD I 9600301008 1 13 88055K5
.58L 4.92l BC AAF 3] 2700211520 1 "4119584+2729
;
.48L 33.02LIC B 9400111008 1 1360057 G5
.42L 3.16LIBB A AF 29600000000
.46L 37.90L BCDC BC 09502100018.50L 33.80L BE 9501100008 1 "4119585+2748
.89 37,60L N D D 9500000208
.46L 4.82L F DB 7600100000
2.14L 9.04 DF D EB 870000010C
.73L 29.11L ACH 8 9600301308 4
.63L 3.89L C CD BF DD 9801100218
1.26: 11.42 DEB i5501D0020C 1 "41 195_5+2609
1.05 29.43L' _ AACD 540211_20C.51L 50.56L BD 0 5401221008 1 1 "41 19,',',_7+27541.21 12.98 C HB B 5700001206
.40L 4.04( 'C E 3600010000
.39: 19.22L ABD AAD 4 9403100128 1 1 CF MUL
.40L 15.71LBC AAF 1 7400000008
1.52 51.54L F CE 540022032C 8
1.14 27.91L ECE AAB 9 8520201328 8
1.40 34.58L BCC AABG 9 9500113428 1 "41 19588+2734














*ConfUSion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
120
:1 I! !




° , (s) () I b ('3 ('3 (') N
19588+2623 49.818 64-2 81 14 70 2i
,9588+2435 50.054 63-3 26 20 72 21
,9588+2103 50.233 60-5 25 5 74 3
19588+2527 52.439 63-2 31 5 73 3
19588+2851 53.423 66-1 13 4 73 3j
19588+241653.75262-3441074 3
19589+2943 54.43057-0 26 3733
19589+283755.34766-12810 217119589+2529 58.4 27 63-2 33 34 3
19589+2412 57.6 16 82-3 29 8 75 _19589+2545 58.1 12 64-2 24 6 73
19589+2849 58.2 56 66- 1 29 11 73 3
.9589+2815 592 60 66-1 28 ; 75 _l,9599+250559.43663-335 89
19590+23300.14962-424774
19590+2811 3.2 29 66- 1 23 3 73 3
19590+2736 3.8 58 85- 1 58 10 71 2
,9590+2515 4.5 9 63-3 24 5 73 3
19591+2746 7.1785-1609743
19591+2046 7.9 10 59-5 19 5 74 3
19591+260510.84364-27961752
19591+270311.5355-2333743
,9592+2127 12.0 5 60-5 50 5 74 3
19592+2422 12.524 63-3 22 6i 74 3
19592+2810 12.5 36 66-1 59 8 74 3
19592+2740 15.9 39 65- 1 93 18 ' 72 2
19592+2107 16.3 34: 80- 5 40 3 74 3
19592+2856 18.7 5' 66- 1 31 9 37 3
19592+2719 17.1 52 85-2 57 23 70 2
19592+2851 17.5 51 66-I 28 4 73 3
19592+2839 17,6 8 56-1 15 9, 70 3
19593+2138 18.3 50 60- 5 50 5 73 3
19593+2004 19.9 52 59- 5 35 26 74 219593+2419 22.6 29 _ 63- o 25 7 72 3
19593+2157 22.8 52 81- 4 54 8 71 3
,9593+2823 23.7 49[ 66- 1 19 4 73 3
,9594+2331 24.6 21 62- 4 50 13 73 3
19594+2512 25.4 15 63-3 20 5 73 3
19594÷2737 25.7 5 65-- 1 35 9 73 3
19594+2953 26.2 21 67- 0 27 6 73 3
19594+2301 27.9 9 81--4 60 11 71 3
19594+2550 28.7 20 64- 2 76 8 74 319594+2657 29.6 51l 65- ¢ 34 7 74 3
19594+2834 29.8 50 66- 1 41 5 73 3
19595+2424 30.2 49 63- 3 60 12 71 2
19595+2751 30.3 41 66- 1 56 9 691 2
19595+2251 30.7 12 61-4 88 11 72 2
,9595+2030 31.1 15 59- 5 36 3 73 3
19595+2915 31.2 33 67 1 54 7 75 2
_9595+2925 32.5 24 67-- 0 39 11 70 2
19595+2725 33.3 34 85- 2 29 9 73 2
19595+2747 34.6 291 66- 1 58 14 68 2
19595+2921 35.5 30 67- 1 48 3 74 3
19596+2619 36.5 20 64- 2 40 6 74 3
19596+2445 37.1 24' 63-3 52 3 75 3
19596+2702 38.2 481 65- 2 35 7 74 3
19596+2643 39.2 51 i 65- 2 28 10 73 3
19596+2522 39.9 1 63- 3 26 7 74 3
19596+2937 40.0 571 87-0 25 4 73 3
19596+2916 40.3 51 87- I 20 5 73 3
,9597 + 2258 42.641 61--4 27 6[ 73319597+2240 43.484 61-4 25 39
19597+2623 45.9 5 64-2 34 3 74 3
19597+2847 46.345 66-1 85 11 70 2
19597+2320 45.6 53 82- 4 35 7i 74 3
19597+2226 47.031 81-4 64 10 71 3
19597+2106 47.5 17 60- 5 31 5 73 3
19597+2755 47.9 50 66- 1 23 4 74 3
19598+2814 49.4 27 66- 1 30 4 73 3
19596+2821 49.5 40 66- 1 16 4 74 3
19598+2906 52.3 4 67- 1 26 9 73 3!
19598+2931 52.3 34 87- 0 56 11 72 3
19598+2654 53.6 34 85- 2 45 ] 7 74 3
51 7119598+2841 53.8 56 66- 1 I 10 2
19599+2424 55.6 5 63- 3 58 8 70 2
55.7 58 63-3 661 6 73 319599+2447
19599+2022 56.5 21 59- 5 40 6 74 3
19599+2405 57.4 50 62-- 3 36 I 10 71 2
19599+2724 87.5 17 65- 2 48, 7 74 3
19599+2800 59.4 57 66- 1 47 4 75 3
19599+2919 59.5 1 67- 1 25 I 4 74 3
19599+2000 59.7 50 59- 6 85 9 74 3
19599+2647 59.9 31 65- 2 69 3 74 3
20000+2910 0.3 39 67- 1 17 5 73 3
20000+2500 2.1 49 63- 3 30 6 74 3
20000+2545 54 23 64- 3 40 16 73 3
20000+2034 5.7 31 59- 5 48 3 74 3
20000+2947 5.9 60 67- 0 48 8 75 2
20001+2243 7.2 1 61- 4 27 5 72 3
20001+2134 7.4 19 60- 5 52 20 71 2
20001+2904 10.8 44 67- 1 21 4 74 3
20001 +2056 11.5 59 60-- 5 25 6 74 3
20001+2730 12.0 8 65--2 43 3 74 3
20002+2930 13., 6 67- 1 40 9 72'3
20002+2924 14.4 23 67-1 26 9 7213
20002+2159 15.5 6 61-5 84 18 7612
20002+2813 16., 27 66-1 33 20 76l 2
20002+2249 17A 17 61-4 38 8 74
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 ,am
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion SR 2SlUacs Cocf R Flags*
23.64L O E 8500000218'
5.16 C F C 96000001081
2.71L BC AA 1 7700100000
23.58L CC AA 8 9402213009
40.95L BC AB 4 950012320C
8.20 D El B 9501200218
28.44L BS AA 7 5601012438
29.98L C E E E 940123042C i
30.28L O BS 9402313208 I
18.45L BC BBI G 0 9402100418
32,50L BCC BCD 0 i 9500100208
42.54L D DA 950012320C
33,32L CF CC C 0 340243672C
23.07L FF AAC 9 9501000118
4.22: BS O AADD 1 9680000118
26.39L B BD C 450230220C
19.04L C B 9600212318
22.74L BBC AAS 3 9502100008
35,18L S CE E 9500100008
14,60L BBB AAC 2 8401000008
46.87L C E H 4500000008
20.78L C ADGE 9500112008
2.92L D B 6700000000
20.08L BBC AAF 0 9402101218
52.29L D D B 340330220C
41.45L C D 9400301318
2.93L CC BBH 0 7601001200
36.08L FF BCEE 4 840112410C
7.13 D L D 8700132208
9.15L BC AB S I 960112520C
42.84L D D CFBF 941212032C
3.21L B BC 56O0000000
3.16 D H H B 6500000008
19.93L BC AB H 1 9402201518
20,13L B BK 3400000008
40,67L BC ABLE 1 940201320C I
25.15L C FK 9400000118;
25.63L BB AAB 6 9501100008
19.44L C KCBD 9500100318
62.72L CC ABJ 0 960111353C
17.64L C AG 9400100018
30.31L C SG 96O0000008
29.08L OF AA 9 9501201008
36A5L SD AC L 0 940311030C
25.09L DC GGCB 9400101208
53.01L B CJ 8502101008
13.07L D D 9401000128
15.63L B BE 5400000008
64.56L F BD 2501201008
8.29: CO CB 4701100218;
20.15L D GCCB 9502154528
28.95L C D 9502100008
51.26L BD BB 2 4500400008
29.07L ED AB 9 9501100228
36.53L D F C 9400010008
41.62L BC AA 4 9501102108
31.77L B B D 9500000008
6.22: B ED BEFA 9600010108
go._Lcc A* 9 _oloogooC;51.97Lcc AA 6 2_2o10o8
3.35: BCDD AACD 0 9600100136
15.61L BC AA 0 9421001008
36.25L C C D FF 9401100228
59.62L C DGC 939000000C
19.88L CCF AAC 9 9401000008
27.25L D B K ! 9400000008
2.62L BD AA 0 7600000000
27.65L BB AAC 7500101018
35.43L BC SBL 940100140C !
27.09L BCC AAB 950101100C
27.91L BC AA 760040140C
64.77L DD CECE 0 960110041C
35.83L S CC 9501100008
55.44L F BB F 940000010C
25.00L C BN 9400000208
24.29L BF ACME 0 9401010108
12.49L BF BCLG 0i 7401000008
22.67L B ADH I 9402002318
25.12L B BC F 8 9602333448
8.15 CF BDCB 5601101018
59.11L DB AA 950011100C
12.59L D DH 2500100008
46.09L C BD 9501000008
19.52: C D ABE 768011154C
25.53L BC AA 1 9501001008
10.60: DD NGD 9502010118
14.07L C BHF 5400000118
36.64L C BA 950221112C
12.63L CD AEC 0 9402101008
3.58 C GL E 5600000100
53.58L BB IAAKD 0 950020030C
2.65L BBB AAC 0 5700001000
44.94L BC AB 0 9401110248
33.01L CC BB 0 942030020C
46.48L BC AA O 950010000C
25.37L C D 3401100208
9.76 O!BBEFD 960100010815.94L BD 0 9400101008
28.07L E B S 940110120C
22.67L BC AAF 2 9501000018




# T Name Type (") Mag
1 32 X1958+ 254














2 13 88085 M0





2 13 88098 F0
2 "32 X2000+274
2 13 88102 M0
C
3 1 , BF SGE
































h"m. • , (s)
20009 + 2658 19,2
20003+2719 23,4
20004 + 2533 25.5
20004 + 2955 25.9
20004 + 2750 26.5
2O004 + 2820 26.7
20004 + 2944 27.2
20004 + 2943 29.1




20005 + 2038 32.4
20005+2913 32.5
20005 + 2705 323












2'0007 + 2746 $6.91
20007+2503 17.61




20009 + 2829 _..3t
20009+2144 55.81
20009 + 2838 '_.4 I
20009+2918 "
20009+2906 .,7_u
































































8 Coords SMJ SMN @
(") I b ('3 C) (')
3 65- 2 55 8 73
44 65- 2 27 4 74
0 64- 3 70 11 73
53 67- 0 23 6 72
51 66- 1 35[ 11 71
57 66- 1 29 ' 4 73
20 67- 0 49 i 15 70
14 67- 0 23 5 72
46 67- 1 19 5 72
33 67- 1 46 6 73
31 64-- 3 28 6 74 I
16 66- 1 27 10 73
39 60-- 5 30 8 7_ :
18 67- 1 27 8 34]
48 65- 2 32 9 7a =
45 65- 2 25 8 Ta
18 67- 1 19 5 7."4I
16 65- 2 97 18 79!
24 62- 4 88 I 29 71
35 61- 5 26 6 79 t
10 64- 3 20 5 ta. I
25 67- 0 45 [ 15 691
14 66-- 2 25 119 7_1
38 62-- 4 41 6 7:_ I
40 |60- 520 6 731
32 60-- 531 6 7,41
37 61-- 541 122 741
28 66-- 2 ] 24 6 73 J
16 63- 345 6 741
57 64- 3 22 5 74 I
5 62- 4 33 5 741
22 67- 1 36 I I0 7_1
51 67- 1 25 9 _'_59 66- 11 81 I 16 7, t
48 61-- 5[ 56[ 17 701
6 66- 181 3 741
49 67- 1 46 110 721
3 67- 1 25 673 I
35 66- 2 15 3 79 I
59 66- I 61 7 7_ [
44 61 - 4 45 8 74 I
13 64- 2 65 3 74 l
57 66- 1 29 5 74 I
55 67- 1 84 115 701
58 63- 3 36 6 74 t
28 60- 5 62 7 74 I
44 67-- 1 26 6 70 I
8 63-3 91 [ 17 701
28 66- 2 37 7 75 I
41 67- 1 23 5 73 I
33 64- 3 32 5 7,4[
17 65- 2 32 8 731
10 67- 1 24 8 73 I
19 65-- 2 37 [ 14 75 [
23 65-- 2 15 4 73 I
11 64- 3 49 3 741
6 65- 2 15 4 74 r
20 67- 5 36 3 79 L
6 67- 1 36 3 72 I
20 65- 2 41 6 731
23 62-- 4 39 8 73 i
Declination: + 20 °- + 30 °
P3ux Density Flags As.sociations
53 65- 2] 42[ 12 691
28 67- 1 19 5 351
10 66 1 26 5 7:] I
45 66- 2 51 8 751
6 67- 1 I 31 9 7oi
21 66- 2 118 3 38I
58 66- 1 I 32 6 73 I
6 60- 5 ] 35 8 791
4 60- 5] 22 7 361
54 62-- 4 i 35 I 15 731
24 64- 332[ 12 751
27 66- 1 30 9 731
18 67- 1 31 673J
10 61- 4 ! 83 116 731
12 66- 1 18 5 791
27 67- 1 33 3 70 I
2 67- 1 53 3 731
22 66- 1 29 7 72 I
1 65- 3 30 19 76 I
4 65- 2 65 I t2 731
44 66- 1 54 9 72 I
29 60- 5 27 7 74 i
31 59- 6 34 3 74 I
46 67 1 53 3 79 I
2 62- 4 6013 7ol
18 63- 4 37 6 r4 I
41 61- 5 59 15 791
21 67- 1 37 6 73]
37 60- 5 27 7 7_1
42 64- 3 28 10 ,'4 t
50 61- 5 38 7 79]
29 62-- 4 75 7 7=; I
2_ 62-44967_i 567- 1 38 6 7339 61- 5 58 1 71
51 65- 2 17 8 72
+ 85-238 66;,'18 66-2 53
54 67- 1 23 5 70




















































12 p-m 25 pm 60 Fm
(Jansky)
.37 .2bL J .46L
5.70 d 77 I 1.31
,45 .25L ] .51L
31.72 36.96 ] 4.66
.25L ,25L I .97
1.08 2.36L
.41L _25L I 2.60L
23.39 7.89 ] 1.88
1A 1 .... 1.23:
•43 .25L I 3.06L
1.28 H.v t .45L
.35 ::_- : .53:
.54 .;-_; ; .40L
.26L .30L I 1.82
.40 3_ : .51L
1.28 :_._ i .44L
10.73 8.02 I 1.36:
.71L .63L t .67
.26L .25L I .46L
3.02 i 1.4a I .40L
1.36 1.o9 I 10.98
.29 .25L I 3.68L67L, .63L I .80
.61 .'3o I .40L
6.40 2.79 I .40:
5.40 2.86 I .54
.25L .2bL I .49L
.... .69L
I .38: I .41L
2.28 I _.'-, i .51
2.27 I .88 i .40L
4M t .22: _ 1.16
1.03 I 2.22L
.4eL I .25L I .73
.25 _ .25L I .47L
"_ ' .25L I 2.20L
4.=, i .31L I 6.68L
.95 _ 4_ _ 3.16L
1.86 I '53 I ,54:
.36 I .49L I .65L
_7 I .3_ I .40L
.3D _ .25L I .54L
1.94 I _4 t .48L
.40L I .31L I 1.08
9.12 J 3.86 I .68
.36 t .25L 1 .40L
.26L ] "= ' 6.68
.25 I .43L I .50L
._1" _ _n _ .91L
29.72 I 15.81 I 2.87
1 71 I I=.1 _ A0L
.b2 I 2"5 i .46L
7_ = .a_ t 2.36L
.z4 _ .27L [ .66L
2.97 I 14.92 I 8.82
.58 I .29L l .40L
1.70 J _3 _ .48L
.5o t .29L I 3.30L
30 I .25L I 3.10L
=_ , .25L I .47L
R7 I .26L I .40L
.24: I .49L
1 17 I .Be I 2.00
24.07 ] 17.04 I 5.04
.... _41L t .44L
.be t .25L I 2.87L
_1" t .3B I .42L
._3 I .;_ t 3A5L
.25L I .2gL [ .95
6.04 I 1.60 I .46L
1 01 J .31L I .40L
.25L I .25L I .75
._,_ I .35LI .51L
.25LJ 1.02 I 7.11:
4:_ I .26L ] .49L
.25L I 1271 5.24
1.03 I .28L l 3.66L
39 _ .27L I 2.91L
_:_ i 2,5 t 3.89L
.29L' .25L I .71
I
.28L I .25L I .91
.45 ! .25L t .62L
3.30 ._4 f .40L
.85 I .31Lt .40L
.90 ! .25L I 3.31L
.37 .25L l .40L
.88 ! 3b I .40L
.25L .25L I 98
.99 , .=,_ _ 3.03L
2.82 I 106 I .40L
.52 .3_, ; .40L
1.22 4o _ .40L
.60 .75L I .40L
.50 ::',] : .40L
1.69 11,5 I 3.12L
.34 .30L t .40L
.76 ='._ ; .47L
.21 _ : .88
.63 ,25L I .58L





































































































Flux Corr A Confusion sR 2SUncs Coef R Flags*
I
B CF F 9501000108
BBB AABC 4 7600100308
C BGI 9500100008 ,
BBD AAA 1 960030011C 69j
CD I FB 9601220128 I
CC BB 7850122330C 3
F H B 980121042C
BCC AABB 9971220042C
BCD AAC 3 960310110C
C D G 960010010C
B C A A 0 9400203008 2 I
CFC DEB O 7500010008 I
+14574c
. 49501000308
B C A B 09400000008
BBC 'AAB 1 942110000C
C J DJ 7600000308
C E D 9600OO010O
BB AA 1 2601100100 4
BBCC AAAA 2 9541000008
C I O 950010000C
D G 9501232138 3
B D ! B B 025OOOOOOO8
CCC AAE 94600000000
BBC AAD 0 4600001000
C HI HC 5600000108
BD BDC 0 9501221028
BF BE 09600100018
BFD ABD 0 9420103008 2
DC I A A 0 5402000008
CED EED 1 570231000C
BC ABE 0870123000C 1
D I A 850010140C I
D J 2600000100
C C CH 858102221C
C ICD I 350022754C 1 t
BC AB 1770123000C 1
BCFD ABDD 17601022418 2
o ieJO 5502110008 1 I 13
BE IADIK 19600001150
BC iB M 3500000018C AA 585002 8 I
D i KC 950110000C
CBD AAC 3 8600000008
BDFD]CF, F 3500000008 IHBBC 56C120533C
C ' HH 96001O0018
BBDDc BB H 19513401328 8 IAAA 3960221022C 24
S " '"°'°°°°°'I
BD BB 0 8500001008
A B F 5850020000C
F 9503401428 8
CBC IAAA 1 9400210008 1 11
D BF 960200O108
DC AA 99500110008
B B D 730225342C 9
C B K 470021572(3
B BG 95011000O8C"--IICD DE 0950021OO08_ ElBCDF ABBE 978243435(3 32CCC AAA 840010110C 13E D E 9500000008 C 2C B G 970143204C 13CD AB J 2 7503411328 8BEH 0740000000C
BDBcIJCBB 4601210100
DC AAF 0 8601210100 2 3
C CEIBF 9700000110 I 13NFB 8601000318
B CD 4500100108
CC ] BD 960122334C E 1) 32
C C MF H 9700100200 4
BD IDABB 75A126330C 2 1 32
D AI M 960152434C E 3 13
B BG 550O2OOOO(3
CDI G 0750030200C 1
CDc I FC 5601110408
C ]L EA 9500000418 4 7
C C H 6400201108
BC AA 33400000008 2113
B AD 5500001008 I
C AK 9601332040 81113
E D 6400000028 3[ 13
BCDc] BBEA 2 960010020084010010084 IDD 'ABJ 540013112C 8
AAF 1 ]°° I ;  1o0000 1
DC BC 085000O0008
BC IAC o 8600101000 1 I 1CJ 9501000008 1 I 13
CE BC H 3 9601000028 8
CC AA G 0650203352C
C D F 4600000000
BC BA E 1 9500021008 1
C F C E A B 0 7600000008 1 I 23
B B H 5400OOOO08
BBC AAA 0 650010100C 2l 4
C
A


































































_1g+2301 56.21,_20019 2500 6.61































t0027+ 2459 48.0 ;
.>0028+ 2646 49.75
->0028+2455 49.9 26
._0028 + 2945 50.6 38
->0028+2903 51.4 16
._0028 + 2844 SI .g
->OO28+ 2030 52.115
->0028+2937 53.035







!0029+271258.17.0 _!0030+2451 4.2 4!0031 +2744
!0031+2207 7.4 10
!0031 +2648 8.1 465
.)0031 +2338 11.7

























!0036 +2902 40.2 6
!0036+2648 408 21
!0036+2842 141.1 0
!OO_8 + 2450 i41.11 1
_037 + 2844 42.541!0037+2152 42828
!0037_-2527 43.723
!0037+2317 44.4 55






!0038 + 2020 51.0 34
!0038+2936 51.5 160
_0038 + 2926 53.3 i
I
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 ,u.m 25 Fm 60 Fm 100 _m Flux
1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
62- 4 50 7 74 3 .52 .25L .40L 3.39L B
63- 3 85 15 73, 2 .39 .25L .49L 30.29L F
64- 3 30 9 74 ' 3 .25L .32 1.79 23.70L CC
67- 1 41 6 73 3 1.15 .59 3.28L 45.72LIBC
_- 21 35 7 73 3 .37 .25L .69L 45.1ilL C
64- 3 31 7 75;3 .75 .32 .40L 23,10L BCO61- 5, 53 9 74 13 .38 .25L ,40L 3.36L
64-3' 29 8 39 3 .30: .25L 2.29 15.67 C CD
68- 1 22 6 73 3 7,11 3.15 1.43 45.51L BEIC
61- 5 32 8 74 3 11.56 5.57 .84 2.24L BEE
65- 131 _59 10 75 2 .36 .23: .69: 7.64 CEDD73 2 .25L .53L .g4L 10.16 D
60-- 6 7 74 3 1.00 .47 .40L 9.05L CF
63- 4 337 74 3 .71 26 .4GL 2f.O4L EO
65- 2 141 ' 12 742 .42 .30L .68L 31.10L F87_133 6 733 540 148 327L .8,,B
64- 3 20 I 4 74 3 .48 .25L .40L 38.48L C67- 1 35 6 73 _! .96 .49 3.02L 40.56L BC
67- 1 42 14 36 3] .25L .27L t.51L 14.90 D
67- 1 25 5 73 3 i 5.26 14.62 10.76 37.41L BBF
62- 4 52 3 74 3 .30 .25L .40L 24.23L C
62- 4 21 5 73 _ 2.06 .60 .56L 15.66L BC67- 1 66 21 71 .25L .25L 2.65L 13.02 D65-- 3 31 6 73 .37 .25L .57L 22.96L B
62- 4 91 20 72 2 .59L .43L .48L 3.51 D
67- 1 33 6 72 31 1.37 .53 3.20L 64.66L F F
65- 3 35 4 _ 743' .70 .43 .41L 21.96L BC
66- 2 60 12 722 .33 .16: .76L 34.35L DE
83- 4 82 18 i 74 3 .25L .25L .40L 5.12 C
67-- 1 g0 6 I 73 2 .39 .25L I0.76L 26.02L C
67-- 1 9210752 2.74 .25L 3.19L 66.76L F
65- 3 319 752 .27 .25L .56L 31.83L C
61- 5 35 7 73 3 .43 .27: .40L 2.88L BF
64- 3 32 3 74] 3 1,12 .47 .52: 5.84 BCCC
67- 1 24 5 72 3 3.36 14.06 540.28L 50.71L CB
65- 2 63 17 73 3 .28L .25L .57L 6.97 D
64- 3 88 16 702 .25L .25L .57L 4.96 D
67- 1 75 12 68 2 ,63L .65 3.12L 50.OOL F
63- 3 33 10 74 3 ,79 .40 .40[ 19.71L BD
68- 1 39 12 743 .33 .26L 4.54L 45.01L C
67-1 18 5 723 20.26 47.29 540.28 1176.92: BBCC
67- 1 35 9 682 .91 .49 8.36L! 48.76L CO
60- 6 22 6 71 3 16.75 5.84 2.17 2.50 BBCC'
67- 1 35 5 733 2.11 .96 4.46L 44.39L BC
64- 3 45 8 733 .47 .25L .40L 26.55L C
64- 3 27 6 753 .41 1.16 .51L 17.11L FC
62- 5 93 27 73 2 .25L .25L .42L 4.67 C
63- 4 80 8 743 .42 .21: .44( 19.58L CE
66- 2 29 6 723 6.94 4.11 1.13 42.39L BCB
65- 2 19 9 713 .95 .54 2.13L _ 32.14L BC
60- 6 29 7 733 1.10 .42 .40L 8.50L BC
65- 2 _ 15 5 36 3 1.86 1.25 .74: 22.85L'DFE
63- 4 45 5 75 3 .49 .35 .40L 26.97L IBE
66- 2 ! 30 9 723 .9t .24: .52L 43.55LJBD
61- 5 ' 41 12 762 .31 .37L .40L 3.83L] C
67-1 17 6 73 3 ,61 1.38 13.90L 75.76: EE F
62- 4 42 6 74 3 .72 .30 .40L 13.70L CD
63- 4 I 58 18 72 2 .25L .25L .40L 4.62 C C67- 1 26 11 73 3 .58 .25L 4.03L 49.48L
67- 1 ! 28 11 73 3 ,64 .23: 4.29: 46.49 E F E E
60- 6 120 6 403 1.78 .48 .42L 7.24L CE
63- 4 37 6 75 i 3 2.30 .93 .40L 23.35L BC
64- 3 _ 30 11 743 .35 .31L .46[ 26.05L C
67- 271 13 70 I 2 .43L .25L t_02 24.29L E
65- 2 50 6 73 3 .45 .25L 2.01L 23.28L B
60- 6 41 11 702 .51 .25L .40[ 10.02L C
65- 2 40 5 74 i 3 .33 .25L 2.01L 22.85L C
67- 1' 71 10 682 2 .37 .58L 5.69L 43.33L CFE F87- 2 44 10 71 I .46L .42: 7.73 48.75:
60--6 32 10 71 2 1,37 m_0 m48L _qSlk CC
87-2 72 8 75,2 ._ .25_ s.07L 55TSLlCc61- 51 33 7 5 3 1 75 91 .40L 2.93L F
65- 3 21 7 72 3 1.10 .55 .55L 6163L BC
67- 2 39 6 73 3 .71 .43 3.02L 53.60L BC
66- 2 23 6 73 3 5.49 3.07 2.69L 32.84L i B E
62-5 30 25 68 2 .25L .25L .40L 4.02 C
60- 6 43 10 74 3 ,56 ,25: .40L t.90LIBF
66- 2 58 13 72 2 .25L .25L .54 6.50: CE
67- 2 36 10 73 3 .64 .36 .4gL 57.77L BC
66- 2 27 5 74 3 3.07 1.62 .43L 38.47L DB
66- 2 28 6 73 3 1.01 .67 2.63L 18.41LICC
66- 2 27 6 723 .51 .34 .52L 30.39LIBC
60- 6 52 4 743 .62 .31 .40L 11.25L BC
67-1 2712 7031 .39: .30L 4.66L 32.92 C D
65-3 2215 6913 .25L .25L 3.06L 10.31 D
67-2 23 10 75 2 .25L .45 4.08L 26.20: D E
64- 4 42 4 75 3 ,73 .40 .481 24.17L BE
67- 2 27 3 743 ,89 .62 1.72: 59.51L CCE
61- 5 _ 88 29 762 .25L 25L .46L 4.92 C
64-3 24 4 753 13.00 4.90 1.26 4.43: BBBD
62-5 23 6 74 3 1.87 5,57 10.95 17.65: BBCD
86- 2 25 6 73 3 4.52 1.20 .55L 20.18L BC
65- 3 38 7 73 3 .42 25L 1.89L 31.31L D
67- 1 66 11 70 2 ,28 .25L 4.68L 32.92L'C
63- 4 41 6 75 3 .65 .25 .40L 27.08L DD
68- 1 33 4 73 3 1.25 52 1.11L 38.82L BC
67- 2 44 3 72 3 .27L .57 3.50L 59.86L D
60- 6 52 9 71 3 .45 25L .40L 9.21L C
68- 1 26 5 733 1.31 .99 2.86L 45.69L BF
67- 1 i 42 7 733 .41 .25L 4.02L 72.94L C
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small EMended Sources (S1) at
V L
Corr A Confusion R S
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ABC 2 960444771C 4
HF ;601000120 8
AAAC 0 960011002815
AAAB 0 74C0010038 8





I BCF 950130150C 4
B N K 4400100008
AA 9270O12000C
B 450O00O00C
12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Set)
# T Name Type ("_ Mag
1 23 LDN 0809
2 1388145 B3 67
1 2 DO 18512 103
1 32 X2002 + 256 8
1 V720 CYG 3
3 ' 4 TMSS +30411 24
1 23 DG 160
1 23 DG160
222 )BFS2 30O
5 1! XSGE 4
1 111PK 63- 3.1
1 2 DO18538 106
1 2 DO18537 101
1 1 BN SGE 3
1 1388173 K2 83
1 39 :B2.2 2002+ 28A 408
1 2 DO18546 108
1 32 X2003 + 218 8
5 13 88179K5 78
1 32 X2003 + 233 8
2 13 88180 MO 76
123




Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /tinct
ham. e6 (s) ('% 1 b (") (") (')N
2oo39+294o 163.7,60 88-1 21 5 73 3 1.10
20039+2816 6i55.1 66-2 35 16 73 2 .46L
20039+2904 55.3 43 67- 1 56 8 74 3 .42
20039+2116 56.1143 61-6 78 17 75 3 ,25L
20039+2836 58.7 4 67--2 44 8 74 3 .51
20039+2913 _59.e11 67-1 33 9 70 3 .36
20040+2430 3.9 22 63-4 79 3 74 3 .33
20040+2758 5.2 55 886- 2 52 6 7313 38
20041+2644 6.6 13 65- 3 i 46 6 74 '3 .65
_0041+2159 7.031 51-6 70 lO 7o!2 .33
20041+2916 7.3 12 67-- 1 16 5 69 4 .79
20041+2126 8.2 25 61- 6] 25 17 70 3 .25L
20041+2630 10,0112 67-2i 59 13 70 2 .25L
20041+2743 113 22 66- 2 I 43 7 73 3 .46
20042+2154 15,5!34 61-5 26 4 41 3 1.49
_0042÷290e 17.2 67 67-2 23 3 73 4 1.61
20043+2557 15.0132 65-3 66 12 74 3 .38L
20043+2653 18,2 30 65-3 26 5 71 3 17,59
_0043+2619 2o.4 21 66-3 16 5 73 3 3.52
zoo43+2o13 216 2 6o-6 31 1t 70 2 76
20044+2126 24.4 23 61-6 36j 5 74 3 1.49
20044+2708 25.740 88-3 31 20 74 2 .36/
200_+2417 259 17 63-4 25 6 75 3 16.88
20044+2817 26.0 27 67- 2 40 8 70 3 .43
20044+2322 27.0 42 62-5 _ 10 74 3 .6120044+2837 27.533 67- 733 .62
20044+2523 29.1 42 64-4 34 11 722 31L
20044+2251 293 28 62-5 64' 19 71 2 .27L
20045+2753 31.6 38 66-2 29 5 73 3 .48
20045+2335 32.2 13 63-5 91 14 70 2 .29
20045+2452 32.4 47 64-4 36 3 75 3 .87
20045+2555 33.2 3 65--3 79 10 75 2J .26
20046+2727 36.1 26 66-2 45 7 73 3j .542oo_÷263936415 67-2 76 14 72 21 .26,
20046+2138 37.723 61-6 29 9 73 31 1.11
._46+2644 38.1 5 65- 3 45 7 i 73 31 .45
20046+2703 38.3 5 55-- 3 40 8 74 3 .49
20046+2916 38.6 27 67-- 1 66 11 69 2 .39
Z0046+2652 39.7 52 65- 3 58 13 70 2 .36
20046+2306 41.4 36 62-- 5 66 27 73 2 .26L
->0046+2954 41.5 31 I 88- 1 20 5 69 4 11.47
20046+2120 41.7 43 61- 5 47 7 73 3 .25L
20047+2742 42.5 55i 88- 2 68 12 68 2 .30
20047+2959 47.6 56 68- 1 49 3 70 4 .25L
->0048+2616 50.9 5 67- 2 26 5 74 3 1.84
20048+2747 51.2 57 66-- 2 48 9 74 3 .75
->0049+2634 54,3 23 67-- 2 35 7 73 3 ,41
_0049+2721 57.7 42 88- 3 35 3 73 3 2.30
->0049+2553 58.9 31 65-- 3 45 8 72:2 ,26L
->0049+2913 58.9 38 67- 2 15 5 70 4 2.08
._0049+2725 59.1 57 88- 3 25 4 73 3 .25L
->0050÷2428 0.4 0 63- 4 54 20 70 2 .59L
)-0050+2308 0.9 15 62- 5 27 3 74 3 .73
)-0050+2916 1.2 50 67- 2 21 4 70; 4 1.76
_5o÷232o 20 56 67-2 16 9 73 3 .99)-oo50+2450 21 31 64-4 25 4 74, 3 331
20050+2720 2,5 9 66--3 21 6 73 3 3,56
zooso+2857 3.7 28 65-3 37 6 73 3 1.09
)-0051+2217 6.3 27 62- 5 60 12 71 2 .35
)-O051+2637 7.0 28 65- 3 67 7 73 3 .23:
)-0051+2239 7.0 53 62- 5 39 6 741 3 4.07
20051+2136 9.0 4 61- 6 77 18 72 2 .25L
_0051+2910 11.9 50 67- 2 25 4 69 4 2.00
)-0052+2313 13.9 25 62- 5 30 3 75 3 4.44
).0052+2252 14.2 36 62- 5 92 28 72 2 .25L
)-0052+2443 15.0 57 64- 4 37 7 74 3 .44
)-0052+2815 15.2 32 67-2 25 8 70 j 4 .79
!0052+2627 15.7 24 65- 3 21 5 73 3 1.83
)-0053+2634 18.8 59 67- 2 62 7 73 3 .65
)-0053+2958 20.2 26 88- 1 19 5 68 4 11.50
)-0053+2903 203 53 67- 2 25 3 69 4 .25L
)-0053+2452 20.4 37 64- 4 46 4 73 3 .45
->0053+2524 22.0 42 64- 4 27 14 73 2 .61L
_53+2259 22.2 47 62- 5 33 B 74 3 .64
)-0053+2734 22.6 9 88- 3 32 5 73 3 .79
)-0054+2925 29.5 47 68- 2 29 17 70 3 .25L
)-0055+2721 30.0 26 88- 3 29 7 73 3 .81
.)0055+2801 31.7 24 66- 2 21 6 73' 3 36
._0055+2508 32.5 11 64- 4 26 9 73 3 .53
._0055+2704 34.6 12 88- 3 26 15 69 2 .26L
_056+2856 36.0 40 67- 2 24 11 72 4 .49
)-0056+2110 36.7 39 61- 6 20 5 74 3 1.04
.>0056+2306 38.0 28 62- 5 21 6 75 3 .96
)-0056+2904 40.4 16 67- 2 19 5 68 4 1.85
)-0057+2239 45.6 58 62- 5 103 39 72 2 .25L
)-0057+2529 45.9 1 64- 4 75 14 70 2 .30
.>_57+2831 46.2 7 67- 2 24 9 74 3 .25L
)-0057+2726 47.5 47 88- 3 24 7 73 3 ,68L
->0058+2718 48.4 19 66- 3 39 10 73 3 .25L
->0058+2145 49.0 15 61- 6 32 5 75 3 .83
)-0058+2227 50.2 24 62- 5 36 8 75 3 .40
->_58+2041 51.9 20 60- 6 37 5 74 3 .80
)-0056+2988 52.3 11 88- 1 22 11 69 3 .41L
->0058+2115 53.2 42 51- 6 50 32 73' 2 .25L
->0058+2341 53.2 25 63- 5 23 6 75 3 ,58
)-0059+2322 56.4 53 63- 5 54 17 74 2 .25L
)-0059+2222 57.0 30 62- 5 22 5 75 3 .63
->0059+2602 57.7 58 65- 3 46 3 71 3 25L
)-0059+2307 59.2 2 62- 5 69 10 76 2 .32
->0_+L'2853 0.8 46 67-- 2 28 8 67 4 .51
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
124
Declination: +20%+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 p.m I00 /,tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A S,e,p
(]ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type () Ma B
.38 2.09L 40.71L BC [6BFG 0 470022244C A
.28L .77: 9.76 DE J GE C 8600032238 8
.30L 2.33L 46.40L C COD 860133231C
.25L .40L ' 2.46 C i GB 6602000120
.25L 4.09L I 74.12L S B 950120010C
.25L 3.71L 42.29L B CF G 840033320C 3
.25L .45L 21.87L iC D 9500000008 I 2 DO 18557 32 101
.26L .53L' 20.76L B BJ G[ 9602110108 2 13 88197K5 7 8 ,_
.30 231L 30.35L I BC BA ! 0 9500100OOC
.25L .40L 4.84L C B 2531100010
.42 2.04L 16.25: BC C ABFDI 6 758013320C 3
.25L .40L 5.15 C GFD 8581101210
.25L 2.11L 9.56 D HB 970002120C 5
.27 .51L 43.24L CD AC 2 9500101248 8
.46 .40L 2.76L CD IAC G 9 5701100020 8
.54 2.67L 41.12L BC AA 2 641010000C
.25L .70 20.22L C L J DB 9530100458 8 I 32 X2004+259 98 8
41.95 20.31 7.48 CCFD AAAB 9 97D011122C 39 c
1.61 .53L 28.90L BF AAED 9 8500001018
.41: .40L 7.76L, B D AB 0 3400000008
b
.56 .40L 2.31L!BD ABCE 5 8600101210 1 1 BTSGE 4 3
.25L 1.83L 5.77 I E C A 970000000C
8.23 3.84 4.65 !SBCD AAAB 0 9700000208 16 5 1 'DKVUL t7 3
.28L 1.05L 11.32: rB D CFEC 8682133238 8
.30 .40L 15.27L CC AC 0 5500000008
.41 1.98L 8.88: !EC E ACDD 2 97011212OC
.25L .69L 5.71 D K J B 9600010328
.25L .48 5.17L E HDD 9702000100
.25L .56L 37.53L C A 8801000028
.27: .40L 2.68L CF EG B 0 9700010108
.35 .40L 21.05L CC AD 0 9500100008 1 11 PK 63- 3.2 67
.25L .79L 24.41L C B K 9400100238 8
.25L 8.92L 41.26L 'B B GF I 640210011C
25L 1.52 17.71L D C 960123132C
.23 .40L 2.58L BD AC J 3 87(X)000000 1 13 88207M0 4 82
.31 220L 29.18L BC BD 0 9_ 1 7 HEN1830 30
.21 2.51L 44.01L DF BC 0 950011000C
.25L 3.59L 40.55L C BHM 860012120C
25L 20.31L 14.99L F HD 960121123C C
.25L .40L 5.84 O D 9680000440 C 1 32 X2004+231 143 12
7.26 1.34 47.05L BCC AAB 9 853010054C C
.47 2.52 2.57 CCC GBAB 6600000000
.25L .50L 35.79L D C 8602111008
.25L 1.06L 14.85 C FCB 960010053C C
.94 .50L 35.03L BC AA J 1 9601125216
.33: .43L 72.05L DF AD 3 9501111108
.25L 3.33L 13.79: C E B E 976123123C 8
2.27 171.24L 397.69L BC ACB 0 920032534C
.25L ,55L 4.01 O M FC 9800000008
1.10 2.59L 34.68L CF AA F 9 i 950131130(;
i
1.23 8.92 397.69L BE AA 72(X)53444C
.25L .40L 3.62 E L HCC 8700000008
.15: .71 12.93 CDCC ADFC I i 9580100320 2 2 DO 18582 36 101
1.10 2.61L 6.64: BC O AA( E 01871011130C
.70 .67L 40.38L BC AAH 01 5500112218
1.96 .40L 13,26L BC AA 91 9501000008
20.08 171.24 397.69 BBDE AAAA 0 925132644C
.42 2.38L 37.21L CE AB 0 950000011C 4
.73L .40L 5.04L C CE 3400000000
.20 2.54L 40,78L DD EC 3 940000000C
1.66 .40L 2.18L BC AAD 0 _(_(_0000 1 i 1 OLVUL 17 3
.25L .40L 2.79 D F B 9600000008
.55 2.58L 34.72L BB ABG 2 950011120C
2.29 .63: 2.59: BBDC AACC 0 9700100000
.25L ,40L 2,77 C K E 9700000000 ]
,25L ,40L 20.38L C BJ HC 9501020008
.54 .48L 32.17L BC BB 3 8601034328
.61 .40L 29.61L CF AB 9 9501001006
.25L 2,61L 25.36L C B H 950112123C 8
9.16 2.06 56.08L BBD AAAE 9 850100020(; 14
h
.29L 5.16 14.91 CC CCA ! 960010220C
.25L .40L 26.07L B BF , 9401000008
,25L .59 8.07L C E FC 9681000348
.30 .40L 2.76L CF BB! 9 9700000000
.25L ,45L 59,17L B BG 9400000008 1 13 88217 1<7 20 87
.25L .78L 7.54 O GGDB 670000010C
1.13 372: Co0.71L CCF FCBH 1 949135946(; 3
.61 .43L 31.10L CE BB 9 9600110306 1
.35 .40L 20.43L DE BCJ G 1 9500021028 1
.30L 1.21L 8.75 D NGB ; 970003153C 4 1 32 X2005+270 94 4
26L 2.83L 41.40L B CCF 941010000C
.56 .40L 2.24L DF ABI 9 9700001000
.63 .40L 2.45L EC AA 0 9711010000
.98 5.16L 43.74L CB AAF 8 940020220C
25L .40L 2.33 C F ! 97000C0020 8
.25L .62L 25.41L C CH F! _ 7401001128
_25L 1.10 11.26 CC BB' 4700002008
.47 8.32: 61.77: CDF DCCD 844106745C 3
.36L 1.54 25.90L E CC 95001020(0
.40 .40L 14.15L BC ACK 3 9400000008
.26L .40L 2.62L C BF i 6500100000
.32: .40L 2.88L BD AD L 0 2500000000
.25L 1.16 14.83 CD DGCC 974220043C C
.25L .Si)L 2.63 D EF 9600100000
.28L .40L 16.96L B AE I 2500000218 4
.25L .51L 3.76 C HJ B , 9680000300
.31 .40L 2.44L BD BC 0 ' 3500100000
.29L .49L 7.62 D _CBi 8700000118
.30L .40L 4.06L C BG 9701010000 1 13 88222 K0 19 65
31L 3.56L 49.38L B B F _9400200OOC






















































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0



















































































100 Fm I Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep




























































































































101 High Source Density Region.










































Coords SM$ SMN 9 O 12 p.m
Nafil¢
a 8
h-m.-- ,8 O) C) l b C) C) (')!N
20079+2658 57.952 66-3 28 6 723 1.49
20079+2608 58.310 65-4 20 5 733 18.0620079+2826 59.2 , 67-3 21 7 632 .39
20079+2848 59.220 67- 2i 46 5 74:3 .41
20080+2938 0.59 68- 2139 3 7314 .58
20080+2943 4.416 68- 2 I 21 3 70' 4 .86
20080+2744 5.6155 66- 3 31 8 654 .60
20081+2720 7,0'11 66- 3 20 5 36 4 5.78:
20081+2717 8.620 66- 3 89 10 752 1.19
20081+2757 10.139 67- 3 28 7 894 2.15L
20081+2545 10.432 65- 4 38 19 702 .25L
20082+2958 15.622 68- 2 39 : 10 873i .44
20082+2911 17.312 68- 2 15 4 724 30.77
20083+2953 18.212 68- 2 28 8 684 .67
20083+2716 18.942 66- 3 40 5 733 .25L
20083+2658 18.98 66-3 17 4664 2.04
20083+2857 20.411 68- 2 2913 ! 713 .30L
20083+2345 21.723 63- 5 29 5 1743 1.79
20083+2047 22,653161- 7 74 19 I 732 .38
20084+2838 24.423 67- 3 19 6 704 .70
20084+2754 25.152 67-3 26 8 874 .95
20084+2828 26,72067-3 27137_33 j 32 .44L20084+2410 27.95364-5 27 .25L
20064+2546 290565-4 31 6733 1.47
20084+2938 2'9.318 68-2 37 3724 .54
20084+2750 29.739 67- 3 19 3 684 9.73
20(05+2534 :31.E 56 85- 4 45 8 723 .46
20085+2647 i33.420 66-4 51 10 713 .48
20085+2924 34.747 68- 2 24 5 704 1.68
20085+2004 34.9 9 60- 7 32 15 733 .25L
20086+2958 37.446 68- 2 18 10 642 .69
20086+2124 39.928 61- 7 75 12 732 .47
20086+2255 41.8 5 63- 6 40 9 713 .50
20087+253t 45,4134 65- 4 60 7 752 .60
20087+2213 45.5!37 62- 6 53 12 71 2 .29
20087+2843 47.129 67- 3 47 7 733 .40
20088+2138 48.649 61- 6 73 25 722 .25L
20088+2841 49.110 67- 3 18 5 733 1.67
20088+2913 49.311 68- 2 51 17692 .38L
20088+2529 50.743 65-4 32 9 7131 94
20088+2059 51.33 61-7 39 8 753] 1.03
20088+2123 52.327 61-7 66 7 753' .39
20088+2925 52.712 68-2 14 5 36 4 1.00
20088+285553.13068-2 2012! 653 .26L
20089+2029 55.13660-7 33 5i 753 2.41
20090+2906 1.41768- 2 22 35!470 4.5520090+2201 2.320 62- 6 79 1 762 .2520090+29333.024 68-2 37 8 70 4 .5520090+29353125 68-2 46 6 73 3 46
20090+25688 4.04365- 4 43 12 72= 3 .36
20090+2925 5.621 68- 2 71 12 65 2 .26
20091+2052 6.517 61- 7 28 9 74_ 3 .63
20091 +2430 7.02 64- 5 49 7 743 .61
20091+2918 7.41168-240 96713 .28
20091+2215 10.268 62-6 9634 722 .72L
20092+2833 13.036 67- 3 29 1678 673 .25L20092+2135 16.855 61-- 7 97 12 2 .34
20092+2152 17.036 62- 6 31 6 753 1.14
20093+2508 20.5i 26 64- 5 23 5 733 .69
20093+2750 23.618 87- 3 34 8 873 .31L
20093+290t i23.83 68-2 22 4 683 2.67
20094+2744 25.C 16 67- 3 14 4 354 .66
20094+2053 26., 458 61-7 37 5 75 I[43 1.8220094+2723 29.1_ 66- 3 34 8 66 .47
20095+2028 30.218 61- 7 32 9 753 .86
20095+2501 !30.63264-5 36 87213 .44
20095+2726 30.654 17 5 681i 4 28.8366-3
20095+2142 31.2662- 7 32 975r 3 .61
20095+2717 31.83566- 3 18 4 6814 2.51
20095+2801 33._= 26 67- 3 28 8 734 .59
20095+2830 33.8i52 67 3 ! 24 4 734 2.81
20095+2331 34.g; 4 63- 6 124 9 733 1.0738.93768_4,4311 724 5.12
20096+2740 37.6133 67-3 65 12 722 .25L20o ,+262638.0,468_4 9 81554 4338.6,1687-3 ,6 4 704 2.=385 068-2 4018 ,2 25L2o0, +255938.0765-4 6617733 26L200, ,2 3041.,6862-6 32 9 723 .36
 , +244541.5864-5 482o752
20097+2010 42.4 54 60- 7 64 11 74 3 ,44L
20097 +2224 42.838 62-8 67 7752 .48
20097+2937 42.836 68-2 33 3663 .25L
20097+2944 43.95568-2 4023612 .25L
20097+2040 47.334 61-7 69 3753 .34
20098+2247 49.025 63-6 51 6733 .58
20098+2851 50.439 68-3 37; 8673 .94
20098+2806 51.82667-3 12! 5 354 .5820098+2431 52.729 64- 5 25 702 .36L
20099+2152 54.422 62- 7 32 8 743 2.33
20099+2635 56.37 68- 4 19'
20099+2805 57.119 67-3 17 73 = 41 1.35
.68
20099+2619 68.255 66- 4 50 8 74 3 .29
20099+2825 59.9 3 67- 3 25 9 72 3j .36
20100+2412 1.156 64- 5 62 18 71 2 .25L
;=0100+2809 1.9 34 87- 3 15 18 73_'_i ,32L
_0100+_35 25 50 68- 2 88 2 37L
.;'0100+2351 4.4 58 63- 5 31 28 68 .25L
20100+2605 5,6 3 _ 65- 4 78 16 .43L
20101+2738 6.02 67- 3 14 4 684j 2.11
J
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags ASsociations
(Not Color Cerrected)







































































































1()0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
.40L 25.24L CC AAKC 68702100008
1.12 3.76L SBC AAA _298(_300000016
.49L 21.08L C BI jJ 96021101084.26L 63.82L B 440120O22C
.66L 68.07L B A E 9400210128
.55L 52.70L DE AA 99411101108
.40L 45.82L rDC CCK 586O1OOOO08












,54 11,77 CC GMED
,74L 5.03 C D D
3.93L 48.68L C CE
2.10 39.18L BBB AAA
2.37L 35.54L BD BC
11.38L 1317.14L D HBEH
.43L 25.09L BB AA
.64 27.12L C KF BM
.42: 3.66L BCD AACC
.40L 10.81L D DM
.64L 4.66: B D ADHD
Name Type
4 1 W VUL
F 1 32 X2008+273
F






26.90L BC BC D 169703222538
2O.98L C G 9700010008
14.64L DC KBAC! 9500000008
3.19L BC BAG 09800100000
51.33L BD BBI D 19400000218
25ALL BBC AAA 9 8702111108 _14
25.18L D BD 9502100008
29.09L DF BEH 07701000108
43.86L BC AAJ I 0 9480127468
2.67 C KB 96000,00008
52.07L C BCED 440154310(3
10.91L C A 9500200008
2.27L C BF E 7601000000
18.89L C IBDM 9502210008
3.30L C 'E 4600000000
46.77L C BE 9501100108
2.61 D N C 7600000008
38.28L BCC AADE I 9501100108
24.09L C E B 9401000208
18.76L BE ADGE 0 9502110008
9.441 BD AF 1 9500000008
9.20L C CL 9500100008





































8601000000 1 KP VUL
9300200118 1 1388313 K2
950O100108
970100010O
9501223338 i 30 9510001008 1 CGSGE
450O020228
9800100208 4
76OO0OOOOO ! 2056000O0000 1368319 M0
ACHK 09501000008
82.70L C GEC 9400310328
27.15L BC AA 0 9501000208
82.70 BBCF CAAA 6 9480343448
6.98L CC AA 0 9510001008
29.16L C CL I 9603210018
9.60L i BO BD H [ 2 8500010006 1 1 ST SGEt7.35L B AB , 7501000008
6.72: BDCE AAAD 9 981211113825 8
1.60L e C B B ! 0 7700000000 I
26.66L BB AADF 3 9702101368 4 2 13 68328M0
37.17L B BD 9601012108
37.17L BC AA 2 96(_100208 4
1.86L BC ACE 0 4700000000



















3 1 32' X2009+277
82.70L D GD
4.13L B B K
37.38L BB AA
6.70 D HC
6.56 ,iE B FBGD2.44L CH
18.56L E HGC
8.51L C G DG









2.98L BC AB 03801201000
67.97L CD DCFF 8 9692456658 I
4.12L C BE 8700000000
30.62L E 8 9600000108
2.59 C IDA 9701000000
30.50L C B B 9602668668
14.50L D KFH 9600100538
2.64 D C 46O00OO008
4.22: DC DC 8600000200 '















3 "23 OCL 0133 128
8
8
1 "41 20095+2558 45 8
4
3 1 FG SGE 7 3
1 2 DO 18688 67 101
1 "41 20099+2635 15 3
9
4 726 VUL 52 58
9
4

















a , ct _ ]C_orbds SMJSMN (0)h m. , , (s) (") (") (") N
20101+2440 6.8 57 64- 5 97 18 72 2
20101+2928 7.4 19 68-- 2 43 8 64 3
20101 +2809 7.9 25 67-- 3 22 10 65 2
20101 +2523 9.6 31 65- 5 31 12 73 3
20101+2851 10.130 68--3 24 9 714
20101+2832 11.319 67-3 43 12 703
20102+2802 12.0 50 67-3 58 3663
20102+2527 12.7 60 65- 5 ' 37 6 74 3
20102+2809 13.9 20 67- 3 25 9 70 2
20102+2655 14.3 43 66- 4 24 12 68 2
20102+2751A 16.2 55 67- 3 20 9 63 2
20103+2027 19.C 45 61- 7 50 4 75 3
20103+2555 20.1 54 65- 4 30 5 74 3
20104+2427 29.1 38 64- 5 56 6 74 3
20104+2208 29.1 11 62- 6 72 3 73 ' 3
20104+2812 29.9 25 67- 3 19 9 65' 4
20105+2803 34.8 48 67- 3 33 17 36' 3
20105+2935 35.6 30 68- 2 28 11 62 2
20106+2756 i36.4 38 67- 3 26 3 69 4
20106+2612 '38.1 46 66- 4 71 20 64 2
20106+2415 38.E 11 64- 5 61 33 73 2
20106+2714 40.4' 14 66 4 83 21 73 ! 2
20106+2101 40.5 18 61- 7 34 17 74 3
20107+2014 43.0 30 61- 8 39 9 75 3
20107+2513 43.4 23 65- 5 56 6 74 3
20107+2829 43.9 4 67- 3 33 10 69 3
20107+2632 45.2 58 66- 4 16 8 67 4
20108+2047 49,5 19 61- 7 33 17 74 3
20108+2604 49.7 28 65- 4 43 10 68 3
20108+2005 52.1 26 60- 8 38 10 75 3
20109+2801 55.3 33 67- 3 55 18 71 2
20109+2929 56.5 7 68- 3 26 8 64 3
20109+2936 57.1 57 68- 2 44 12 30 2
20109+2643 58.6 11 66- 4 42 8 68 4
20110+2303 0.3 13 63- 6 39 9 74 3
20110+2922 1.2 26 68- 3 53 16 64 2
20110+2805 3.3 27 67- 3 46 3 73 4
20110+2733 4.6 56 67- 4 31 14 70 4
20111+2943 8.1 15 69- 2 82 20 64 2
20111+2313 8.1 16 63- 6 21 6 73 3
20111+2453 10.3 17 64- 5 103 22 71 2
20111+2505 10.6 23 65- 5 22 3 69 4
20111+2935 11.4 51 68- 3 31 9 64 3
20112+2816 12.0 51 67- 3 26 6 68 3
20112+2648 12.2 20 66- 4 34 8 66 4
20112+2636 13.9 18 66- 4 60 8 67 2
20112+2408 16.0 60 64- 6 22 5 72 3
20112+2403 16.7 3 64- 6 38 9 721 3
20113+2745 21.0 16 67- 4 39 8 69 4
20114+2441 25.1 361 64-5 59 10 711 2
I
20114+2055 27.5 41 61- 7 31 7 74:3
20114+2709 29.7 55' 66- 4 18 10 671 4
20115+2504 32.6 35 65- 5 23 4 70 4
20116+2740 37.4 37 67- 4 71 20 64 2
20116+2604 37.5 7 66- 5 29 22 70 3
20117+2014 43.4 5 61- 8 50 16 74 3
20117+2532 43.7 8 65- 5 17 4 70 4
20117+2611 45.4 41 66- 4 35 8 68 4
20117+2330 46.3 26 63--6 62 12 70 2
20118+2536 48.2 2 65- 5 19 8 68 4
20118+2512 49.8 10 65- 5 34 8 69 3
20118+2522 53.1 32 65- 5 58 16 68 3_
20118+2727 53.6 47 67- 4 24 3 66 3
20119+2852 54.9 56 68- 3 37 7 66 3
20119+2904 55.0 14 68- 3 56 11 71 2
20119+2924 55.5 44 68- 3 22 4 64 3
20119+2839 57.6 19 68- 3 57 16 67 2
20120+2117 0.8 3 62- 7 43 22 73 3
20120+2715 4.7 40 67- 4 30 8 67 3
20121+2801 8.3 9 67- 4 31 11 68 3
20121+2544 9.(_ 47 65- 5 39 8 69 4
20121+2931 10.5 8 68- 3 47 29 67 2
20121+2832 11.1 28 68- 3 33 9 67 3
20121+2743 11.7 28 67- 4 42 15 70 2
20121+2005 11.8 38 61- 8 37 7 75 3
20122+2642 112.8 4 66- 4 25 3 68 4
20122+2711 13.7 6 67- 4 59 14 65 2
20123+2410 18.2i 29 64- 6 40 11 75 3
20123+2621 21.5 3 66- 5 34 17 66 3
20123+2148 22.3 52 62- 7 22 3 74 3
20124+2017 24.5 51 61- 8 75 12 73 2
20124+2229 267 35 63- 7 60 8 76 2
20124+2617 28.3 60 66- 5 32 8 68 4
20124+2430 28.9 51 64- 6 35 9 74 3
20125+2322 32.9 19 63- 6 27 24 68 3
20125+2211 34.8 22 62- 7 45 7 73 3
20125+2149 35.1 17 62- 7 31 10 71 2
20126+2616 36.2 36 66- 5 18 3 .67 4
20127+2106 42.7 45 62- 7 55 6 74 3
20127+2957 43.8 13 69- 3 35 3 64 3
20127+2430 46.9 5 64- 6 29 6 75 3
20127+2542 47.1 21 65- 5 31 18 66 3
20128+2448 48.2 17 65- 5 46 8 74 3
20128+2827 53.4 58 68- 3 60 16 62 2
20128+2534 53.9 58 65- 5 22 4 67 4
20129+2038 54.4 16 61- 8 26 6 74 3
20129+2435 54.7 12 64- 6 41 26 73 2
20129+2944 55.3 33 69- 3 62 12 64 2
20129+2457 57.4 59 65- 5 31 8 73 4













































































































100 p.m F]ux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef" R Flags* S 2 # T
2.80 C L B 9700000200
85.01L B BI KE 9300000008
51.20L F E EF 9682568788 9
25.00L C CM D 9500100008
4.29: BF E ACMD 1 9804111208
41.37L C C 9601100128 8
30.01L C G CD 9542400108
20.62L CC ABEG 5 9501100308
65.47L D GCDC 9521699998
8.05: F E DC 9700120458
89.45: F E HCKF 9483176898
7.39L BD AD 2 5501000118
2.96L BC BB 1 6702001000
2.16L !B B E 8700000000
2.52L D DI 1600010000
72,29L DD HDEC 95C2366558
10.52: EEL HD 9603321208
9,24 D E G B 9602000448
23.07L BC AAF 4 9602165668 3
4.84L D E 7600000000
2.30 E I KE 7700000000
4.18 E GFMC 9801000008
5.19 D HDB 9581000438 C
&02L CE BCM 0 4500000008
23.20L D B L 9400000006
36.87L C CC 9501000008




13.67L D J CH
54.13L BC BB
9.30L D CC
3.91L B G C
2.73L B BC I
7.33: CE KGFE





























1.90L BC AAE 1 7700100000
2.13L D CD 5700100000
34.91L B CE G 9500100108
4.62L C C F 9600000000
7.19L CC AD 0 9500100008
9.23 C D F C 9680030528
13.91L BB AA K 0!9500201108
2.76 DE J EB 9800100308
3.64 B L GC 7700000410
4.68 E FB 9581000018
15.27L CC AA 8 9500110008
4,60L D D I 7601000000
2.74L C CLNE 6601000000
21.97L B A DI 9400110008
14.86L C BG J 9500100108
4.61 D DC 9600000308
32.12L EE AAEC 9 9500000128
4.25 DCD CAB 7601000008
47.55L F C D 9401000008
11.54: AACD AAAB 0 76A10001OB
57.83L C E 9500000008
2.94 C C 9600000028
30.34L D CG 9400110008
25.06L BD CGC 0 7501000228
4.30: BD GJ EB 9500010308
4.91 E N FB 9600000108
51.40L B A] 9500000008
26.02L F E 9600000108
7.41L BE AD L 0 9500000008
2.64L BC AA 3 9600000000
4.82 D N DB 9700100218
3.86L D i D 4600000O00
3.28 B GC 6700200000
1.74L FD AB F 0 1700113000
8.01L C C 9400010008
2.23L C B G 1700000000
3.64L B DK 6600200000
3.30L C C J 6600100200
3.49 C H E C 7600000020
3.15 BB GBB 1700000000
1.74L CD BC 0 1700113000
3.16L BB AA 7 6600200000
9.99L C AE 9500000008
5O.04L BFD AAAE 9 9500000108
3.10L BBC AAA 0 4600200210 29
4.60 C KJ DB 9500000428
3.70L C C B i 7600000000
10,58L D J D 96000000O8
19.84L BB AAFE 2 9400000008
7.66L CC ABE 0 9400000008
3.53 D C 4600100420
18,03L D D 9600100008
14.31L B BD F 7500000008
36.02L BC AAJ 9 6400110008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +20"-+30"
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
9
8





1 2 DO18714 33 106
1 "41 20107+2632 20 7






°41 20117+2532 57 3

























a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 am8tl
h_m. • , (s) C) ] b C) C) (')'N
20130+2816 2.659 68--4 26 3 65 3 1.99
20130+2936 4.0 34 69-3 23 3 64 3 8.12
20130+2901 4,3 35 68-3 48 8 64 3 .68
20130+2930 5.3 11 69-3 54 15 62 2 .25L
20131+2526 8.2 13 65-5 20 8674 .92
20131+2135 9.234 62- 7 81 8 76 2 ,47
20131+2347 11.029 64-6 61 22 74 2 .30L
20131+2717 11.3 41 67- 4 4115 67 3 .25L
20131+2323 11.8 16 63-6 591 28 74 3 ,25L
20131+2554 11.9 22 66-5 16 8 67 4 .85
20132+2355 14.9 50 64-6 85 15 73 2 ,41L
20132+2400 16.3 49 64-6 19 S 71 4 2,20
20133+2852 18.5 56 68-3 35 9 62 2 .73
20133+2952 19.0 0 69-3 29i 144 _ 2 .3020133 + 2550 19,3 18 88-5 13 1.16
20133+2820 20.1 56 68-4 39 3:683 .28
20133+2321 20.6 16 63--6 20 5 74 3 3.14
20133+2335 20.7 17' 64-6 55 7743 .46
20133+2742 22,4 26 67- 4 2t 6 67 3 1,23
20133+2706 23,5 47 67- 4 37 9 68 3 ,55
20134+2451 24,4 33 65- 6 22 3 71 4 1.01
20134+2217 27.051 63-7 25 6 73 3 .98
20134+2712 27.9 59 67-4 17 6 673 1.33
20134+2524 29.6 25 65-5 73 18 652 .74L
20135+2053 30.6 42 61- 8 96 16 74 3 .25L20135+2314 32,3 10 63- 6 68 19 721 ,_ .26L
20135+2338 32.3 32 64-- 6 36 8 70 4 ,62
20135+2517 32,9 21 65- 5 t3 4 68 4 1,35
20135+2829 35,4 52 68-4 42 11 63 2 .25L
20136+2058 37.0 40 62- 8 20 6 73 3 3,41
20136+2739 41,7 34 67- 4 27 6 67 3 12.13
20137+2321 44.1 49 64- 6 48 6 74 3 .47
20137+2838 44.1 36 68- 3 26 4 64 3 4.46
20137+2006 47,0 40 61- 8 55 4 74 3 .49
20137+2349 47,4 15 64- 6 50 15 74 3 .25L
20138+2317 48.7 55 63- 6 36 6 74 3 ,36
20138+2033 52.7 0 61- 8 42 12 72 2 ,30
20139+2858 56.7 35 68- 3 68 11 63 2 .29
20139+2025 56.7 51 61- 8 59 14 73 2 .21
20139+2404 57.3 22 64- 6 26 5 70 4 12.33
20139+2851 58,1 39 68- 3 45 18 65 2 .43L
20140+2320 0.3 44 64- 6 52 3 74 3 ,68
20140+2558 1.5 11 66- 5 22 i 4 67 4 1.29
20141+2228 7.7 59 63- 7 22 : 15 72 3 .25L
20141+2126 7,7 37 62- 8 34 I 6 74 3 1,35
20141+2528 8.2 14 65 5 34 8 67 4 .94
20141+2810 8.7 56 68- 4 80 19 63 2 .25L
20141+2207 9.4 55 63 7 36 6 74 3 t.15
20142+2302 13,9 7 63- 7 49 8 73 3 _ .44
20142+2420 13,9 1 64- 6 21 3 74 4 .55
20142+2839 14.4 1 68- 4 32 10 68 2 .36
20142+2620 15,9 4 66- 5 35 8 66 3 .49
20142+2254 16.8 46 63- 7 32 9 68 3 .48
20142+2943 17.3 35 69- 3 62 8 65 2 .33
20142+2511 17,6 57 65- 6 81 7 75 2 ,30
20143+2936 18.4 42 69- 3 34 8 68 2 ,37
20143+2642 21,6 3 66- 5 38 13 69 2 .30
20143+2705 22,7 9 67-4 7t 16 70 2 ,25
20144+2930 24.5 30 69- 3 49 8 i 67 3 ,38
20144+27t3 24.7 4 67- 4 26 9 87 3 ,63
20144+2115 26,6 3 62- 8 36 7 J 73 3 .42
20144+2357 28.4 34 64 6 19, 3! 714 2.94
20144+2443 287 42 65- 6 20i180 _ 4 .25L20144+2941 28.9 13 69- 3 34 I .56
.>0144+2649 29.1 18 67-5 53 10 I 683 .28L
20144+2056 29.5 58 62- 8 73 J 7 743 .55
.42L76 i20145+2727 33.6 67- 2
Z0146 + 2520 37.0 65-6 31 69 4 .48
.>0146+2924 37.1 47 69-3 33 3 67 3 1.60
i
:0148+2430387,685_6144 684 239
._146+253240.1885_5318 684;0148+284540343 08_47915 642 37,;0146+211140.7362_825 8 733 77;0148+2728401587_43, 9 683 88
;0t47+253543733 88-8 18 8308_ 69; 1 854.58 67_5 55 2 85 .25_
:0147+214347.21262_8 7112 722 .50;0148+262848.18 885 ,6 31 852 .25_
:0148+233948.526 94_6 44 18 744 .25_
:0148+224949.355__7 39 14 762 .27_;9148+272149.9 87_4 4310 673 .53
:0149+211854.739828 86 14 762 .22;0,49+2794,7.52 67-4 23 8943 .88;0150+23241.22494_7 258714 .99
:0180+25443.61 88_5 78 11 892 .37;0180+29524.42369_3 22 9083 1.02;0150+23315.94294_7 48 9782 .28;0151+24106.01 94_6 2, 9694 .25,:0151+295710.14889_3 39 3942 .25_
:0151+211310.52282_8 45 10 723 .48
:0152+274012.429 87_4 40 12 083 .32
:0152+282413.13 88-5 28 8 87_ 2_22
:0152+213513.24162_8 39 3743 _94
:0152+219416.749 83 6 25 6 743 1.85
._152+25127.955 85-8 40 13 873 .37_
._152+245617.824 88 8 25 8 694 .49
:0153÷211118.05 82-8 34 12 733 .38
?0153+2945 19,7 16 69- 3 32 19 61 2 .41L
_153+2158 21,6 52 63 8 52 10 74 3 ,51
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
2_ pm 60 .am 100 .am Flux Corr A Confusion R 5





































































































32.07L BC AA 0 9500100228
42.15L BBC AAB 0 9500100308






.53L 3.75 C HCC
.40L _ 19.08L CD AB
.40L 7.38L C CEKJ 9400210308
AOL 3.47 D H C 9600000008
.55L 4.54 C JI FB 9600100218
.40L 4.53 C J F 6680100020
A0L 15.06L BB AA 0 9400100008
,49 2.70L C I B ' 1600100000
.40L 2.74L BB AA 4 2600100000
.40L 13.24L CD AB 0 6700210008
.63L 72,34L C E 9401000008
.40L 15.96L BB AAJ 1 7400110008
,62L 10,40L C BCJ D 9600101228
.40L 2.24L BC AAJ 0 6700110020
,40L 17,25L B D H 9411100008
.40L 26.38L BC AB 2 9400100008
.40L 14.80L CC AD 1 9500110008
,40L 3,39L CC AE 1 5601000000 !
i
.40L 9.85L B C A B E 0 9500000008
,48: 24,01L CCC AAB O 9400200108
.51L 2.70 D B I 7400100008
.45L 2.74 C I B 9600100008
,40L 2,69 C B 6600010000
.40L 12.79L C BEFEi 9500100008
.40L 17.33L DD AA 9 7200010008
1.10 9.06: DD CB 9681021208 !
,40L 6.94L BB AA 0 9500100008
,49 25.88L BBC AACB 1 9400100008 05
,40L t2.53L CE BD 1 9500210008
2.22 31,94L CCC AAA 9 9601210218
,40L 9,32L D BG 9300000008
.40L 4,76 C NHNB 9600000208
.40L _ 14,53L C C 9501210008
,40L 6,70L C E E 9502000008
.63L 31.58L F B 6301011348
,40L 7,49L D F M 9400000008
1.14 2.28L CDC AAA 9 1710000100 27
,69 13.82L D F 7501012328
.40L 11.38L BD AC 0 9501210008
.40L 13.81L BC AB 11 7400001008
.43L 3.75 D CC, 9500000208
AlL 6.29L BD ADEF [ 0 9501001008
.40L 16,09L B AH D 5200000008
,68L 4.74 E i HD 8700000418
.40L 11.04L BD ,AC 3 9400000108
,40L 14.76L C IB C 95CO000008
.40L 3.28L SF BDK 0 2501000000
.65L 24.88L IC D K HH 9401010326
.40L 2.97L C CF 4601000000
.40L 12.04L B B F 4501000008
.78L 55.95L C C 9400111108
.40L 14.80L C DC 4401010008
1.03L 54.69L C D M 9400201008
,46L 5,25L C C 3601000000
.49L 7.57l C EG 9500000000
,40L 49.69L C DE F 9400000008
,40L 20.48L BC AB _ 1 9400000008
.40L 10.07L B BE 9500100008
,42L 8.63L BB AAC 2 9500000008
.40L 4.99 C F B 9600000018
.40L 44_52L CD CD 0 9400211008
1.17 2.37L C EAE 5700000100
.40L 8.02L D B 9400000008
.40L 17.69L CC BC 51 9401002108
.40L 4.02 D K B 8601100118
.40L 11.91L B BFH 5300100128
.40L 36.01L CE AB 8 9300000008
.4OL 13.72L BB AB 0 9080001008
.40L 14.17L B BHL 9201120008:
.43 3.54L C GGC E 9600000008
,40L 7.73L BC BC 2 9080300118!
.40L 25,08L BD BC 2 9401200118
.40L 13,03L BE AC 1 9201120008
,54L 2.85 C J C 7600000100
.40L 11.14L D AD 9500000008
,40L 2.55 E J F 3700000000
.35: 5,52 DD MGC 9500000318
.58 11,48L C GB 4501000008
,40L 26.08L B CD F 7401100008
,40L 14,63L E GL K 9401000008
,42L 25.94L C BK I 4300010008
.40L 10.73L BC AA 2 9501000008
,40L 15.48L D BG 9200010008
,40L 46,80L BC AB 2 9401103008
.41L 13.37L F C 9502000408
.40L 4.98 C EL B 8600000018
1.07 6.67: FD J GA 8601103208
.40L 7.39L CF BC 2 9501100008
.42L 22.37L C E I F 9401000008
,40L 2,88L BC AA 0 2600102000
,40L 11.45L B BE 9400000218
,55L 11.20L CC AAD 0 9501100128
.57 10,38L C HC 9500000008
,40L 9,69L CE BBH 6 7500000008
,40L 12.93L F B ME i 9400100008
.57 11.50L C F F 8501100328
,40L 7,27L C BL C 9601100028
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
8
2 4 TMSS +30422 28 28
2 13 88410 B3 6 47
4
8_
1 EF VUL 8 3
1 13 88414 K0 8 80
8
8 4 13 88416G5 53
13 88417 G5 3 71
2 DO 18775 66 111
1 1 GP SGE 79 3
4 13 =88428 K5 2 46
1 1 CQ SGE 31 3
4
8
1 2 DO 18782 50 110
3 13 88433 K0 1 61
4 2 13 188434 K2 3 08
1 13 88438 G5 3 75
1 13 88440 M0 29 65
2
8
2 13 68451 KO
13 88464 K5 2
4 13 88463 K2 5




2 13 88468 K2 14 80
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
128
Right Ascension: 20h15m22'-20h18m34" Declination: +20°-+30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
ham. 6 a 83 Coords SMJ 5MN 00 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 Fm 100 _.m Flux COIT A Confusion R S A _,p
= , (s) ( 1 b (") (") (°) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T Name Type Mag
2o153+275022.85 66-4 46 9 64 2 _ .25L .40L 13.26LD ]E 2500o10008 1
20153+2057 23.5 45 62- 8 32 6 74 3 2: 2.11 .40L 7.13L BE IAAG 9401000018
20153+2814_3735 o6 5 37 6 67 3 _ 25, ._L 258,B IBD,H 16oooooooo I20154+2333 25.4 21 64--7 17 12 76 4 125L .25L 5.88 DCIC BB 9681100408 420154+2624 '27._] 8 66- 5 20 7 70 3 1.10 .40 140L 1.91L DD lAB 1600102000 I j KTVUL 32 3
20154+2859 28.3 26 66- 4 32 3 68 3 1.27 ._ .40L 26.63L BD IADNC 6300001008 3 88473 K0 4 I 63
20155+2643 31.3 53 67- 5 28 6 67 3 1.90 .40L 2.71L BC ]AA 7600101000 I CHVUL 5 320156+2130 36.7 41 62- 8 20 5 74 3 20.36 15:16 3.24 12.71 E [ A 9400010008
20157+2359 142.2 31 64-6 29 9 70 4 .37 .25L .40L I 88479M0
13.53L B IOl J 9400210248 8 5 88
20157+2905 45.2 45 69- 4 66 25 64, 2 .25L .25L .53L 6.65 C I L NE 9600100000
20157+2354 47.5 1 64- 7 32 8 69 4 .66_ .25L .40L 13.20L B IBE 9400110008
20158+2914 48.8 1 69- 4 22 3 66 3 .44 .94L 9.62L CD IBCGC 9500110220 C
20158+2926 53.0 43 69- 3 37 9 69 3 11=0_ .42 .40L 25.40L BC /ABI D 7401000218 I] LDN 0827 38
20159+2007 54.1 58 81--9 67 7 76 2 ou .25L .40L 7.92L C JBD 294_20159+2806 56,3 35 68-4 32 14 6.4 2 :25L .34L ,40L 3.38 D[ H C I20159+2657 57.7 28 66-4 30 10 66 3 .47 ,25L .40L 4,50L C ]BD 9600110000
20159+2902 59.117 69-4 55 9 66 3 .40 .25L _,_L 4.53L B JBK 950021000020160+2734 0.936 67-5 28 5 64 3 .91 1,83 I" 17.78LBCC IAAA 3500000008 =[AUVUL 6 3
20160+2914 1.8'31 66-4 41 6 70 3 .25L .25L :43L 8.16 ' Ct GD 9500110220 C !1X2016+292 45 12
20160+2955 3.947 69-3 32 21 62 2 ,25L ,25L .40L 4.91 O[ C 6501000228 r20160+2835 4.0 40 68- 4 39 16 35 3 .25L .25L .37 6.17 CE/ DC 4581101508
20161+2521 6.9 11 65- 6 30 8 69 4 ._ .25L _ _L 9.31: CCD/FDEC 9541003338 I 88490 B3 15 6720161+2529 8.3 28 66- 6 27 7 66 3i L .75 4' 14.51L B /B K 9400000008 =188466 K5 2 i 81
20161+2509 9.9 56 65-6 55 23 70 2' :25L .31L :50L 3.77 D, J C 9601001218 E I [
20162+2629 16.4 49 66- 5 31 10 67 3 .87 .25 .40L 3.27L DD /AE F 6600100000 t20163+2328 18.2 45 64- 7 51 8 66 3 .32 .25L .40L 11.36L C /BC 950010000820163+2919 20.2 22 69- 4 25 5 67 3 1.38 ._ .40L 3.33L BC |AA 9601100010 820163+2612 21.0 38 66 5 22 8 66 3 1.02 .40L 17.87L EC lAB 5300000008'
20163+2834 21.6 52 68- 4 24 7 67 3 2_63 1:50 .40L 26.36L BC [AA F 3502102608'l
20164+2741 27.4 16 67- 5 55 8 65 3 .43 .35L .44L 3.29L C ]DCFE 8702031000'
20165+2923 30.1 48 I 69- 4 25 5 67 3 1.05 .51 .41L 21.10L CF IAB 44001000081 1 !JX2016+276 1
20166+2425 39.0 31 65- 6 73 8 67 3 .25L .58L .40L 3.81 Di EFB 9700000008] I20166+2817 40.0 36 68- 4 26 5 66 3 2.65 1.61 .41L 2.63L BB IAAD 3700000000]
20166+2750 40.7 13 68-4 32 3 65 3 3.93 1.35 .40L 2.54L BC ]AAG 5600000000] |2890
20167+2126 42.7 59 62-8 27 6 73 4 .69 ._: .40L 10.78L BD IBE I 95010000081 I20167+2836 43.9 42 68- 4 21 7 67 3 1.39 .45L 4.92L BC ]ABJ E 4681102520j
20167+2650 ..9 0 67-5 19 3 65 3 5.28 1:41 .40L 4.80L CC .AAML8500000000,, ' i| 88502M0 l
4 66
20166+2733 51.6 17 67- 5 105 21 64 2 .._L .L_L A0L 2.89 C| KC 7601100000 I20166+2018 52.6 37 61- 9 33 6 74 3 . .40L' 10.13L ED IACG 94000000081
20169+2338 57.5 20 64- 7 54 33 71 2 .25L .25L .40L J 3.05 D/ D 7600000006 I
20169+2925 585 13 69- 4 38 5 67 3 2.85 .98 .40L 2.98L BC IAA I 96011001001
20170+2253 1.1 _ 3 64-7 73 15 67 3 .40L .25L .47 11.95L C / I B ] 9500000008J
20170+2838 2.3 9 66- 4 46 27 66 2 .40L ._L .40L 5.35 DiE I D] 4600101330] 8
20170+2437 2.E 51 65- 6 8 6 3 2.49 11 95 B [ BLI ] 95OOOO0O081 IDO 18846 103
20170+2635 2.7 39 67- 5 45 8 65 3 .55 :30 .40L 3.26L DC IBB I 7600101000]
20171+2732 6.C 42 67- 5 21 3 65 3 15.37 14._ 3.33 2.04L SBD IAAA I 7700100000J20171+2632 7.1 27 67- 5 29 3 64 3 1.33 .40L 2.69L BC [AA J 76002010001
20171+2920 9.6 35 89- 4 45 8 67 3 .49 125L .50L 4.74L C [BFLB] 9601100100[ [66512 +++20172+264312.7 67-5 38 8 653 .70 .25: .40L 3.17L DD [ACI J 66o10oo000I
[ I I
/
20172+235113.4 1o36,Bo I,72+286614. 2,68,_722 8 694 .71 .22 .40,69-4 66 23 67 2 .29L .25L .41 5:20L F ! GDG 95000002101 4
20172+2531 16.843 66- 6 22 6 66 3 1.04 .36 .40L 13.24L DC ABJ I 6_00_J20172+2741 16.924 68- 5 38 8 65 3 .34 .25L .40L 3.41LID DF I
20172+2259 17.3'44 64- 7 55' 8 67 3 .39L .25L .49 12.97L C DB I 9400000008l
20173+2404 19.5'11 65-7 18 9 68 4 .98 .39 .40L 4.22: BC E BB C I 95011111181
20173+2627 20.7'19 67- 5 36 6 64 3 1.15 .59 .40L 2.98L BC AAL [ 6500211000 I
20173+2822 21.7 _ 66- 4 29 I 6 66 3 1.11 .57 .40L 2.97L BC AA I 47000000001
20174+2720 25.3 67- 5 69 17 64 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.46 C AI 5600000100 l
20174+2221 25.9 17 63-8 33 21 72 3 .25L .25L .40L 2,93 E C CJ
9780000008 Ji
20174+2323 27.9 31 64- 7 18 4 69 4 8.19 3.35 _ 8.18L CBB AABF[ _O(_J [KUVUL20175+2650 32.3 40 67- 5 26 3 65 3 .30L 1.79 3' I2.81 BC E A J PK66- 5.1
20175+2458 34.5 46 65- 6 60 8 67 3 ._ .25L :40L 3.53L C E J E] 5500100006| /20175+2243 34.9 54 63- 8 17 8 71 4 .25L .40L 4.41: B C B DI _1 320176+2714 39.9 33 67- 5 57 11 63 2 :25 .25 .40 2.98 C E I20176+2951 41.4 42 69- 4 45 22 63 2 .25L .25L .49L 3.74 D BI 9600000108] i
20177+2626 42.7 38 67- 5 29 9 66 3 1.01 2_55 .4_L 3.05L BC AA KI 76011112001
20177+2615 42.9 43 66- 6 23 17 35 3 .25L : L : 4.22: CE GHB l 4680100108i
20177+2759 43.4 68- 5 54 29 64 2; .38L 1.02L :40L 3.87 C GHE I 8600100500 / I /X2017+279
20177+2257 43.6 47 64- 7 50 27 65 21 .64L .74L .42L 2.50 D C I 9601000008 / !/
20177+2934 46.8 40 69- 4 31 17 65 2 .25L .25L .67 5.16: CE D ECI _00010108/ |13014 B8 67
20177+2006 47.2 17 61-9 44 6 75 3 .45 .25L .40L 6.54LC C G / 54000100061 /20178+2804 49.0 11 68- 5 26 8 65 3 .48 .29L .40L 3.20L C AD i 87001004001 $20178+2222 51.9 32 63- 8 40 21 72 2 .25L .31L ._L 2.51 D E B[ _681000008/20178+2459 53.3 17 65- 6 51 16 70 3 .25L .25L 12.27L C CBI 43OO1OOOO8120178+2732 53.8 25 68- 5 89 12 70 2 .26 .29L 140L 7.59L C DE I S501000000120178+2832 53.9 55 68- 4 28 6 66 3 10.92 6.11 .87 3.64L BBC AAC i 4600000000|20179+2826 56.6 66- 4 61 36 64 2 .36L .25L .40L 3.88 C E | 3500000020 [
20179+2541 57.8 44 66- 6 56 12 65 2 .47 ._L .40L 3.28L C CDMH i 8601010238|
20179+2414 59.2 46 65- 7 16 4 68 3 2.51 .40L 9.90L BC AA [ 9400001008] 166_3M3 87
20180+2408 3.2 27 65- 7 85 10 71 2 .26 .25L .40L 3.16L C D El _601000028] /20180+2249 3.6 30 64-- 8 46 20! 69 3 .47L .48L .40L 2.50 D E D] 3600000028]20180+2741 5.3 68- 5 21 9 67 3 .34._7 .33L .40L 3.95L C CEGCI _601000000]20180+2715 5.8 ; 67-5 83 18 70 2 L .25L .44 7.51L C G F I 5500000000]20181+2840 6.2 68-4 48 10 66 3 :40 52_L ._L 2.20LB CCGC[ t.701120000[20181+2927 9.714_ 69-4 23 5 663 5.95 3: 3.29LBBC AAC | ;_0(X)00000[0 61+223411.0 3_6 19 4 94 25.62 32.83 6:71 ^,^oi , 01 100620162+242316.4 66_7 56 12 693 .39 .25 .84 10.49 0 / ,40100010 i
20182+2845 17.4 50 69-- 4 45 9 67 3 .42 .25L .40L 3.84L D CH / _.500120000[
20183+2110 18.6 4 62- 9 45 8 70 4 .41 .26L .40L 8.43L B CDL / _300000008! [DO 18870 101
20163+2913 19.0 57 69- 4 41 12 68 2 .42 .28L .67L 8.13L C BH // 3500000000| /
20183+2231 21.2 _ 63- 6 75 13 74 3 .25L .25L .71 9.59L C B / )400101108|
20183+2503 22.1 66- 6 30 12 72' 2 .._ 1.30L .40L 3.21L C CJ / ZSO0000000/20184+2648 26.7 19 67- 5 44 8 68 3 .25L .40L 2.22L C BE / 7600000000/
20184+2215 28.5 25 63- 8 64 12 73' 3 :33 .25L .40L 7.74L C DH / )5000000081
20185+2224 30.6 18 63- 8 27 21 69 3 .25L .25L .6_L 2.66 D CNC / )601000228 /
20185+2629 31.5 42 67- 6 49 15 67 3 (_L .25L 5.52L C NGE / _'.500100340 /
,25 : L 9,21LBD ^C C/ )3010000081 18871 1
20185+2554 34.6 15 66- 6 26 12 66 3 :25L .._L 6.27 CE MLDBI )5020003381
20185+2442 34.8 27 65- 7 35 3 69:3 1.69 :40L 2.06L BC AB l '7000000001 -- IDO 18873 166






a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 0 O ! 12 _m
h--_m. ,1_, (s) ('_ I b C) £3 (') N
20186+2253 37.3 8 64- 8 39
20186+2156 39.758 63- 8 60
20187+2247 44.146 64- 8 28
20167+2630 44.234 67- 6 50
20187+2121 47.823 62- 9 23
20189+2715 54.915 67- 5 36
20189+2639 56.020 67- 6 53
20189+2124 56.424 63-- 9 37
20189+2750 59.617 68-- 5 40
20190+2423 0.120 65- 7 29
20190+2139 1.223 63- 6 31
20190+2617 3.025 67- 6 28
20190+2047 4.248 62- 9 52
20191+2416 10.825 65- 7 41
20191+2044 11.157 62- 9 24
20191+2329 11.856 64- 7 28
20192+2444 12.218 65- 763
20192+2234 13.754 64- 8 46
20192+2534 15.437 66- 6 37
20192+2745 16.443 68- 5 32
20193+2610 18.444 57- 6 39
20193+2241 21.018 64- 8 20
20193+2632 21.833 67- 6 32
20193+2922 24.0 3 69- 4 59
20194+2749 28.211 68- 5 24
20194+2952 29.g 6 70- 470
20195+2612 30.(_ 5 67- 6 43
20195+2905 31.1 6 69- 4 29
20195+2700 32.739 67- 5 86
20195+2640 34.337 67- 6 80
20195+2535 35.9 [29 66- 6 43
20196+2133 36.4 !53 63- 9 20
20196+2643 36.7158 67- 6 35
20196+2939 36. 7"119 69- 4102
20196+2327 39.2132 64- 8 20
20196+2944 40.4[32 70- 4 34
20196+2949 40.610 70- 4 80
20197+2447 43.236 65- 7 93
20197+2618 44.63 67- 6 63
20197+2706 46.34 67- 5 31
20199+2501 49.758 66-- 7 76
20198+2011 51.454 62- 9 32
20198+2417 53.54 65- 7 24
20199+2949 56.045 70- 4 39
20199+2545 56.645 66- 6 52
20199+2918 56.96 69- 4 97
20199+2032 57.34 62- 9 45
20199+2942 57.6 t3 70- 4 43
20199+2621 59.538 67- 6 29
20199+2140 59.860 63- 9 60
20200+2802 3.957 68- 5 73
20200+2338 5.737 65-; 62_720201 +2332 6.2 58 65-
20201 +2250 6.634 64--8 19
20201+2837 7.253 89- 5 22
20201+2039 8.017 62- 9 35
20202+2835 12.242 69- 5 30
20202+2316 14.537 64- 6 57
20202+2342 15.659 65- 7 31
20202+2826 16.919 69- 5 56
20203+23t9 21.048 64- 8 16
20203+2540 21.529 66- 6 20
20204+2608 25.812 67- 6 26
20204+2914 29.1 1 69- 4 22
20205+2355 30.80 65- 7 53
20205+2624 32.512 67- 6 5O
20205+2452 32.916 66- 7 28
20206 + 2832 37.78 59-- 5 49
20206+2255 38.32 64- 9 87
20207+2659 43.432 67- 6 43
20209+2536 51.224 66- 7 17
20208+2347 51.431 65- 8 46
20208+2458 51.424 66- 7 59
20208+2717 53.7 12 68- 6 34
20209+2911 57.338 69- 4 21
20209+2922 57.842 69- 4 64
20210+2324 2.419 65- 8 78
20210+2352 2.529 65- 8 34
20210+2959 4.00 70- 4 35
20210+2605 5.946 57- 6 34
20211+2125 6.3 46 63- 9 27
20211+2553 9.1 10 67- 6 37
20211+2738 11.1 14 68- 5 34
20212+2012 13.4 53 62-10 86
20212+2838 15.3 24 69- 5 50
20213+2350 18.513 65- 8 64
20213+2858 21.814 69- 5 43
49 63- 9 52
20214+2059 25.55
20214+2501 25.595 66-720214+2948 26.8 70-41
20214+2832 27.233 69- 5 201
20214+2803 27.458 68- 5 43
20214+2629 29.924 67- 6
20215+2946 31.522 70- 4
20215+2226 32.630 64- 8 23 I
20215+2809 33.114 69- 5 49 I
20215+2937 35.236 70- 4 41 I
20216+2724 36.23 68- 6 27'
20216+2245 40.39 64- 8 40
20216+2947 41.930 70- 4 46
Flux Density
(Nol Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 p.m
_ansky)
70 4 .50 .25L .40L
73 4 .34 .25L .40L
70 4 .46 .25L .40L
67 2 .36L ,25L .40L
70 4 1.69 .40 ,40L
66 3 .73 .26L ,40L
65 2 .25L ,45L .40L
73 4 .39 .25L .40L
69 2 .38 .33L .47L
67 3 7.83 4.70 1.05
73 4 .47 .25L .40L
68 2 .26L .25L .43
73 2 .22 .25L .40L
65 2 .25L .26L .47L
73 4 1.23 .50 .40L
67 3 2.61 .69 .40L
66 2 .30L .25L .42
68 4 .25L .25L .40L
67_ 3 1.04 .56 .40L
67! 3 .90 .77 .40L;
65 3 .59 .25L .44L
68 3 3.26 ,73 .40L
65 3 .77 ,39 .40L
65 2 1.27L .25L .57L
68 3 1.02 ,50 .40L
632 .35 .25L .46L
7112 .25L .25L .40L
6513 3.47 1.62 .47L
66 2 .29 .25L .43L
642 .25L .64L .40L
663 .65 .33: .40L
704 2.31 ,89 .40L
65 3 .60 .27L .40L
64 2 .25L .25L .46L
68 3 2.05 t.03 .40L
66 3 1.31 .43 A0L
666_55ii .25L ,25L .51L
,25L .25L .49L
.31 ,25Li .40L
66 1.41 1.99 .40L
69 3 .27 .25L .40L
.40 .25L ,40L
, .52 .27: .40L
68 .25L .30L 2.28
663 .60 .25LI .40L
632 .25L .25L .51L
672i .90L .25L .40L
70 3 .81 .39: .40L
67 2 .25L .26L .47L
67 2 _ .27 .25L .40L
70 2 .29L .56L .47L
68 3 .81 .45 .40L
71 2 .32 ,25L .40L
69 3 1.06 .26 .40L
66 3 2.90 1.14 ,40L
7 2 .25L .61L .40L
64 2 .43: .22 .55L
71 2 .29 .25L .40L
66 3 .96 .50 .40L
65 2 .47L .25L .40L
67 3 1.05 .91 .40L
65 3 1.70 .92 .40L
653 .80 .15: .40L
69 3 36.64 20.07 4.49
662 .37 .25L .40L
68 3_ .25L 25L .40L
71 31 .25L .25L .40L
67 3 .36 .26L .40L
722 .25L .25L .43L
683 .77 .14: .40L
673 2.61 .73 .4OL
67 3 .46 .25L .40L
66 3 .32 .29L .40L
gg i '60 96 .,oL4.10 2.42 .36:7_0 .64 .25L .40L
.37 .25L .40L
683 1.90 .51 .40L
6_ 3i 1.11 .52 .40L3= .42 .25L .40L
1493 .25L .25L .40L
66 3 1.22 .37 .40L
71 2 .27L .25L 1.64L
68 2 .27L .25L .40L
68 3 .43 .25L .40L
69 2 .32 ,25L .40L
68 3 .90 .42 .40L
66 3 .37 .25L .40L
93 2 .25L .25L .44L
64 2 ,25L .66L .40L
67 3 .93 .37 .40L
66 3 ,52 .25L .40L
70 3 .37 .25L .40L
65 3 ,72 .25: ,59L
68 3 1.97 1.14 .40L
67 3 .36 .25L .40L
67 3 .55 .24 AlL
66 3 .62 .26L .40L
71 3 .25L .25L ,40L





100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C') Mag
6.92L B BI 9402110028
14.13L C C H 9400000008
7.84L (3 8 E L 9400200138
4.12 D E 7600100340
10.03L BC ABMC 9301100308
2.51L B BEJ D 66OOO0000O
2.72 C C 7600000010
6.92L B BJ I 9500200428
4,64L F EM 9600101000
1.57L BBC AAAF 9 4601000000
11.08L B CG 9400000008
15.77L O DE 9400000108
10.24L D E H 6400101008
2.48 E C 9601O00008
7.00L BC ABKK 2 6400101008
9.97L BC AB G 0 6501000008
3,57L D L C 86OOOOOO10
3.28 C B 9500100008
15.27L BC AB i06402000008
3.13L CC AAD 14 9600201000
5.89L C CGDF 9581120338
8.25L BC AA D 0 9401101008
2.04L BD _AB 0 7600000000
4.13 D EE 9701000200
2.22L CD AB 9 8700101000
12.54L C D 9500200108
5.89 D H D 9502120348
2.83L DC AAE 7 5500000000
20.31L C F L 9401010108
2.94 C H D 7600110130
14.27L BE AK 2 6400000008
7.06L BB AA 9500001008
2.19L C BB 7700110120
4.36 D J B 9700100208
9.96L BC AA 0 5500000108
34,23L DD AB 9 9400410309
4.12 E f O 9700300108
4.07 C K C 9602000140
14.93L C D 9402000108
16.31L CC AAD 9 940000G008
3.20L C CD 8600000000
5.25L B DK G 1500000008
15.50L CD BCFH 0 9400010108
28.03 L C E A F 9400200108
17.02L3.071.53'BEc CCI=BGMDCc 460000000094000100089500000100
27.25L IBB F 7 9580210208
3.19 O Ic/FG B 96001001088.97L C 8503010008
3.05 D L E 4601000220
6.89L CC BA 0 4500234008
8.22LIC D O! 550:110D108
3.77 BD E AEFC 1! 95810012282.68L BC AAFE 1501100000
1.44 D E 66OOOO022O
4.91L CD CD 1 5601200000
1o69Lc o!6 1ooo 9,34L BC 35001340083.00 D ' 6700000220
8,10L BD ABG 11 7500100008
12.62L DD AA 9 8400000008
12.55L BD AE 0 9501001108
2 1388555 K5 13 8£
1 1388556 K2 14 8_
6
1 1 KW VUL 55
1 2 i _1_80 59 101
1 2 DO 18885 41 91
1 2 DO 18887 90 98
3 1388566 K5 3 67
11 I DS VUL 22
4
1 1388571 M1





1 2 DO18904 84 111
2 1388577 4 83
3 13 8868088 12 53
1 11 PK69- 3.1 30
1 2 DO16912 76 103
4
1 2 DO18913 29 108
C
3




3 ! 1 32 X2020 + 236 97 3
1 19644 21 105
1 1388597 K2 4 72




1 39 B2.22020+25 53 408











226L DCD AAA 9 7600000000 43
C 7500100006









2.24L BBD AAE 5600010000
2.19L F CC 9602020120 D 2 1388612K7
10.97L D B 2 0 1
8.5OL BC AB 5400200008 1 1388613 K5
32,35L DF AB 9 9400001008
12.58L B CE 9500000008
, =
2.52 C K F E 5500000000
10.75L BC AB 0 9500000008
3.93 C D FD 9601000020
t.33 C B 6601000000
3.18L F GJ 3600OO00OO
13,02L C B 3400100008
2.67L ED ACK 9 3701001000
1.69L C CC 2600000000
3.56 C DGH 9601000220
3.70 Q I D 9700211308
2.78L E]ff A8 3700000000
1.95L B CH H 9700100000
11.32L C D L E 9402000008
2.20L EE BBH 4 9700311300 4
7.67L BC DAAHK 71 85010000082.92L C i 9600110000
3.02L FD CC 09600000000
21.47L E CHF 9401100228 4 2 2 DO 18941
3.49 D N C 9500000008
3.02L CD BB 0 9600311200 4
1 32 X2021 +250 129 4
4
29 96




Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
8 a _ Coords SMJSMN 80 12 ttm 25 p.m 60 ttm
ham. ., (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
.)0217+2129 42.453 63- 9 6415 712 .74L .91L .50
.>0217+2451 47.156 56- 7 41 9 663 .41 .25L .40L
20217+2857 47.337 69- 6 32 7 663 2.09 1.41 .46L
20218+2944 53.716 70- 4 73 ] 16 642 .25L .25L .43
20219+2432 54.3 1 66- 7 28 21 663 .25L .25L .40L
20219+2058 55.1 1 63- 9 42 13 722 .36 .45L .40L
20219+2634 56.852 67- 6 37 10 69 3 .34 .26L .40L
20219+2639 57.258 67- 6 30 8 68 3 .56 .27L .40L
20220+2258 5.415 64- B 32 20 70 2 .25L .25L .40L
20221+2722 10.056 68- 6 23 6 67 3 1.55 .70 .40L
20221+2147 11.653 63- 9 41 8 69 3 .53 .25L .4OL
20222+2329 14.625 65- 8 83 12 67 2 .31 .25L .4OL
20222+2406 16.750 65- 8 31 9 70 3 .45 .25L .40L
20223+2908 19.443 69- 5 43 10 64 3 .63 .26L .46L
20223+2807 19.5 2 69- 5 60 8 68 3 .47 .29L .40L
20223+2821 21.321 69- 5 52 31 652 .34L .25L .40L
20224+2321 24.748 65- 8 43 10 693 .33 .25L .40L
20224+2305 25.612 64- 8 64 24 672 .56L .52L .54L
20224+2425 26.433 66- 7 75 _ 9 642 .33 .25L .40L
20224+2545 28.510 67- 7 29 110 673 i .41 .25L .40L
20226+2707 37.313 68- 6 6311 683 .35 .25L .40L
20226+2331 38.136 65- 8 34' 7 703 1.19 .90 .42
20226+2542 38.811 67- 7 53 11 66 2 .26 .25L .40L
20226+2225 40.911 64- 9 41 8 68 3 .34 .25L .40L
20227+2751.823=8 3810o6 '21 83 36 4o,20227+2924 46.155 70- 5 18 3 1.57 .82 .40L0227+2447 46.547 66- 7 22 9 67 .64 .16: . 0L
20227+2559 47.6 26 67- 7 36 68 1.22 .46 .40L
20228+2,5552.31756_8 102 29 40,20229+2446 55.233 66- 7 27 .30L .25L .40L
20229+2119 56.038 63- 9 30 11 693; .25L .25L' .75
20230+2220 0.253 64- 9 25 9 673 .93 .58 .52L
20230+2356 2.353 65-8 4218 673 .25L .25L .40L
20230+2639 3.51 67-6 35 9 673 .72 .26: .40L
20230+2101 4.6963-10 792 67; 2 .25L 1.11L .40L20230+2049 4.9 46 63-10 37 67 .80 .27L .40L
20230+2147 5.511 63-9 57 9673; .44 .25L .40L
20231+2350 6.721 65-8 29 6 I563 16.64 10.39 1.53
20231+2046 7.610 63-10 36 4 563 1.27 .74 .40L
20231+2420 7.653 66-8 34 9 563 .89 .46 .40L
20231+2412863 668 21 9 563! 105 46 40,
20231 +2905 10.412 69- 5 36 10 693' .40L .25L .71
20231+2302 12.027 64-8 4410 703 .79 .30 .40L
20232+2652 12.010 56-6 4230 713 .25L .25L .40L20232+2840 12.643 69-5 28 5 67 2.18 1.10 .40L
20232+2431 14.96 56-8 6417 5631 .25L .25L .40L
20232+2048 15.936 63-10 62 10 7221 .56 .33L .40L
20232 + 203_ 16.3462-10 21 4673 1.49 .84 .40L
20232+2252 16.944 64-9 42 8563, .46 .25L I .40L
20233+2831 19.656 69-5 29 8563 _ .82 .39L .40L
20233+2250 19.733 64- 9 4915 693, .25L .25L .40L
20233+2314 22.12 65-8 52 8 703! .67 .25L .40L
;'0233+2438 23.1 24 56-8 50 9 67 3 .33 .25L .40L
20234+2503 24.656 66-7 33 35 6_ 31 1.54 .42 .40L20234+2114 27,7 43 63--9 23 3 1.77 .41 .40L
20234+2621 27.959 67-7 2519 673' .25L .25L .63L
20234+2855 29.6 49 69 5 91 21 63 2 125L ,46L .40L
20235+213o31.554 63-9 32 25 67 _,! .25L .65L .4o,
20235+2914 32.8 8 70- 5 58 8 68 3 .37 .25L .40L
20235+2550 34.434 67- 7 37 3 683 1.16 .37 .40L
20236+2958 40.149 70- 5 40 9 722 .52 .17: .51L
20237+2944 42.8 5 70- 5 30 _ 8 563 .56 .42 .40L
20237+265I 42.958 56--6 L_I 9 _733 "56 .35 .40L20237+2939 45.256 70- 5 , .95 .55 .40L
20237+2434 45.812 66- 8 60 16 56 2 .70L .25L .36
20238+2326 48.712 65- 8 88 13 67 2 .36 .25L .40L
20238+2359 50.320 65- 8 1889 26 69 3 .26L .25L .40L20238+2851 50.449 69- 5 31 8 663 .40 .24: .40L20239+2604 59.023 67- 7 6 563 29.81 17.93 2.69
20240+2017 1.3 7 62--10 20 4 56 3 1.56 .79 .40L
20240+2444 2.922 56- 8 40 8 673 .45 .25L .40L
20240+2759 3.542 69- 6 28 6 563 3.46 2.00 .40L
20241+2303 8.421 65- 9 22 6 673 1.79 1.41 .40L
20241+2228 9.856 64- 9 41 6 683 .53 _25L .40L
20242+2420 16.342 56- 8 27 I 6 663 1.65 .61 .40L
20242+2438 16.860 66- 8 36 8 673 .49 .25L .40L
20243+2242 19.920 64- 9 5716 703 .25L .25L .40L
20243+2127 22.6 6 63-10 59 12 652 .26L .25L .53
20244+2153 29.34 64- 9 28 22 722 .25L .35L .40L
20245+2856 32.124 70- 5 31 8 673 .81 .25L .40L
20245+2603 33.010 67- 7 37 14 723 ,25L .25L .88
20245+2835 33.817 69- 5 24 4 673 3.76 1.56 .40L
20245+2147 34.7113 64- 9 23 6 673 .80 .31 _40L
20246+2611 37.738 67- 7 56 8 673 .43 .25L .40L
20246+2312 38.8 1 65- 9 29 13 413 .25L .25L .47L
20246+2433 40,4 16 66- 8 33 9 66 3 ,64 .34 .40L
20246+2813 41.058 69- 6 18 5 563 13.56 11.59 1.63
20247+2124 45.024 63-10 28 8 673 .48 .25L .40L
20248+2315 48.9,56 65- 9 26 13 56, 3 .57 .26L .40L
20248+2738 52.033 69- 6 28 10 69 3 .60 .25L .40L
20250+2018 0.6!40 62-10 33 8 67 3 1.07 .22: .40L
20250+2540 1.259 67- 7 35 8 69 3 .79 .31 .40L
20250+2058 1.428 63-10 51 8 693 .35 .25L .40L
20252+2317 16.3i 9 65- 9 29 12 723 .33 .25L .36:
20253+2407 18.2'2. 66- 8 27 5 873 17.45 8.46 1.48
20253+2857 19.110 70- 5 43 8 673 .55 ,25L .40L
20253+2520 20.249 67- 7 45 20 703 .25L .25L .40L
20253+2810 20.3115 69- 6 20 12 723 .25L .35 1.18
20253+2905 23.423 70- 6 35 15 642 .25L .25L .51:
20253+2204 23.8' 10 64- 9 26 8 703 5.91 1.55 .40L
Flags







1(30 pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
2.27L C MB 5500000000
2.04L !C C 9601000000
2.28L BB AAGD 13701001000
1.99: CC CC 9600211000
3.58 C DMD 9680000100
1.56L O H 2700000000
12.83L C CK 9401100008
13.01L B BD M 5400100008
2.47 D L B 9601000208
10.15L BC AB L 1 9500101018
1.99L C CJ G 7600010000
7.99L C C 9600001008
10.97L IC C 9501000028
2.55L 'D BDE 5601000000
2.74L C AD 9700000000
2.37 C K D 5700000000
9.80L C DJ J 9500000008
2.24 D MJ B 9601000426
8.00L 'C C 3500000008
10.82L 'C RE 3500100008
13.22L C CK 7500000008
10.52LIBCC AAF 3 9510002008 2
11.63L C G 3400100008
1.80L C DH E 2702100000
2.56L CD BBJ E 09600100000
2.55L CC AA 72600000000
2.45L BD AF E 0 5610100010
9.11L FC AAGD 8 7500120008 1
2.81L'BD BC 1 9600100000 1 2 DO 18964
2.68 D C 9600100000
1.70L B BF 1700000300 4 1 32 :X2022+213
3.32 BC D ABFC 0 2700100110
3.38 F HDB 960O000008
8.82L CD BS G 0 9600010008 1 1 DT'VUL
2.40 C NI C 1700000000
1.65L C BE 1700230000 1 1 2 DO 18970
1.84L'C BG 5600000000 1 2 DO 18969
7.29L BBC AAA 0950000000814 5 1 IKVUL
1.53LICC AA 11700230000 11 32 X2023+207
7.99L IB C ABI 25500000008
9.13L BC AC 09500000008
1.71: BD F BE 3700000000
7.72L BD ACH 0 9500000008
2.61 , D I D 3600001018
2.19: iCC D 7 8AAHD 2700101320
3.42 D HLB 3600000008
1.75L :C BD 1700230000 11 32 X2023 +207
1.23L CAAIB 217000_)0007.16L 'C ' 9500101048 1 1388660M0
2.80L C BC 2601000000
2 1388661 MO
2 1356664 K0
4.46 D GB 9500101048
t3.01L B BB 9401000008
2.01L ;C CE 6600100000
1.95L ICC ABL 07600000000
1.70L CC AC 27700002000
3.94 E G F C 9600000208
3.10 D H D 3600100000
1.94 C F 6700000000
3.55L E B 3600000000
2.35LLBC AB E 15600000006
25.02L FE BH 15400010008
2.27L BC BA 12700102000
11.25L BC AB 23500001008
2,6OL BC AAC 32600102000
1 16 13079
6.21L C J C 2500100008 I
12.52L F 'E 9401000418 1 13 188672 K2
2.65 F H D 9600000028 8
14.65L CD BCE 0 3500100006
1O.01L BBC AAA 1 6500000008 22 4 1 AVVUL
6.t0L BC AA 1 7500001006 1 1 FW DEL
2.30L C CC F 56OO00OOOO
2.01L =BF AAD 9 5701000000
7.51L CC AAF 3 9600100008
9.90L B BF 6500O00OO8
7A7L CC AB 0 9400000008
8.04L B C I 1500010006 1 2 DO 19000
6.60 E C C 9601000236
2.40L D J B O 9600100000
2.56 B C MGC 6681100540 C I 32 X2024+21915,20L B B 5500000008
3.17 BcCD HDD 7600001308 41 32 X2024+2EO13.74L AAB 67400000008 1 1 KYVUL1.33L AC 27701100000
9.87L C B J 75O000OO08
4.98 BBF D EB 9682230426 D 1 32 X2024+2329.31L BD AB 325OOO0OOO82.92L AAAJ 9 4601000000
1.40L B BG G 9700100000 1 2 DO 19005
7.96L D BEKF 9602130438 D 1 32 X2024+232
10,93L B BE 9500000008
6.31L BC AC 0 9500000008 1 13 88693 K0
1.57L 8D BCM 1 1700001000
2.31L C CG H 4700010110 1 2 DO19008
3.50 F FC CGDC 9701000116 8
8,60L SFF AAA 9 9500000008 29
20.77L B BH 6402000008 1 2 DO 19015
2.97 C D 5601000000
4.63: DCE AED 6601002328
3.90 C D DD 9702000208
8.18L BB AAF 2 9512000008 3 13 88700 K5
Associations
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) ==112. 25. 60. 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
























































.'86 + 255C 40.6


























100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags ) S 2 # T
26.08L CC BB G 1 9400010228
3.32 DC GB 9681100208
g.21L BC ABL 0 9501000008
2.69 C I D 5600000110
8.78L BC AA 0 9500100208
21.69L BO AC L 2 9500101218
7.75L E BG D 9600010008
16.71L C L B ' 8400000108
1.70L BC AD 0 8620000100
8.77L BBB AAAJ 0 3500000008
16.86L BC AACC 0 9400000008
2.75L BC ACEE
1.61L B BE
2.85 D J B
1.63L C DJ M
2.11 D FC




























17.64 CCCC BAAA 0 5440000000
1.96L E E M 7600110000
22.82L CC BB 1 9401100108
6.O0L B BJ G 9500000008
1.42 D E 6600000220
4.40 D C E A A 6400000008
2.O0L C B C 9500000000
2.69 C E F C 6700000018
2.80 C H L C 76000000001
7.82 CBEC AAAA g 5590100000 24
9.16L C HHK I 9401000006
13.81L BD AB 0 6503100328
7.16 CD EED 4583100328
9.03L CE AD 0 9500000008
9.09L CC LCBD 9400000108
9.63L CD AFK 0 9400000008
1.70L B A E H 6600000220
1.83L C D 3600100000




A C L 2 9500000008
AC 3510000108






C HJ R 9500001218
B G DB 9500000430
1.92: BD D ADHC 0 9501000238
17.77L FFC AAAF 9 9401100108
11.97L D B 9501200101
6.27L B ABI 9501101218
7.44L CCC AAAB 9 9501200111 29
19.66L BBD AAA 7 6400000008 13
18.50L BC AB L 3 740000200/
1.34 E B
3.69 D K B














Name Type _"_ Mag
2 13 88705 M0 4 85
1 13 88710 K2 14 83
3 4 TMSS +30433 21 27
1 13 88714 M0 3 85
8
8
1 1 El VUL 29 3
4 9 U11570 63 150
1 13 88723 K2 7 80
C
C 2 13 88738 K5 4 85
C
2 DO 19049 51 103
C 1 2 DO 19050 88 91
2 21 DO 19045 37 100
8
1 13 88747 K5 18 78
C








25 p.m 60 p.m
(Jausky)
20254+2914 25.021 70-5 28 10 66 3 .67 .40 .40L
.:'0255+2359 34.0 17 66-8 27 15 713 .25L .25L .42:
-)0255+2633 34.2 52 68-7 23 4 663 2.02 .52 .40L
-)0255+2101 34.3 39 63-10 23 23 124 3 .25L .26L .40L
.)0256+2402 36.9 16 66-8 26 7 65 3 2.17 .O0 .40L
->0257+2947 ,4.48 70-5 30 8 674 1.03 .26 .47L
.)0258+2329 ,8.9 45 65-9 30 9 673 .62 .25L .40L
• 258+2759 ,9.7 46 69- 6 33 20 82 _ 3 .48L .25L .44
• 258+2113 52.4 21 63-10 40 8 67 3 .89 .24: .40L
!0259+2553 54.4 35 67- 7 32 6 66 3 10.37 4.70 .90
!0260+2836 0.2 4 69- 6 26 5 67 3 2.77 1.51 .45L
._260+2420 0.9 27 66- 8 30 9 67, 3 .79 .39 .40L
_0261+2107 7.8 16 63-10 _ 38 8 68 3 .54 .25L .40L
_0262+2402 17.2 20 66- 8 70 22 65 2 .25L 25L .40L i
!0263+2117 18.6!21 63-10 34 10 68 3 .42 .25L .40L
!0263+2139 21.0 12 64-10 69 8 70 3 .25L .25L .40L
!0263+2215 21.6 0 64- 9 37 28 66 3 .25L .25L A0L
_)263+2904 22.6 42 70- 6 38 12 68 4 .25L .25L .67
_263+2830 22.7 21 69- 6 46_ 8 67 3 .29 .25L .40L!0263+2543 23.8 21 67-- 7 [ 1 65 3 .47 .20: .40
'0264+2415 24.4 0 66- 8 27 12 70 3 25L .25L .86L
0264+2533 26.3 53 67- 8 22 6 67 3 .58 1.06 11.16
0264+2114 28.5 16 63-10 35 13 65 2 .33 .25L .40L
0265+2917 300 51 ' 70- 5 18 9 70 4 .80 .29: .40L
0265+2202 32.7 45 64-10 37 10 _ 68 3 .44 .25L .40L
0265+2127 33.6 8 64-10 67 38 67 2 .25L .25L .40L
0265+2235 33.9 53 65- 9 24 7 67 3 .25L .25L 3.59
0266+2143 37.4 0 64-10 76 t5 72 2 .29 .39L .40L
0266+2627 39.6 6 68-- 7 72 19 67 3 .25L .25L .40L
0267+2515 ,22 23 67- 8 81 27 68 3 .28L .25L .40L
0267+2105 43._ 33 63-10 27 6 68 3 61.05 61.18 17.78
0268+2405 52.4 15 66- 9 46 14 68 2 .23 .36L .58L
0269+2741 55.C 3 69- 6 22 3 67 3 1.29 .30 AOL
0269+2737 55.5 47 69- 6 28 9 67 3 .25L .25L .85
_269+2642 56.2 19 68- 7 27 6 70 3 1.02 .27 .40L
3269+2301 56.3 65- 9 34 9 67 3 .25L .40 .74
3269+2519 59.3 24 67-- 8 30 9 67 3 .91 .26: .40L
3270+2129 1.6 50 64-10' 39 10 70 3 .63 .25L .40L
3270+2102 3.5:46 63-10 83 14 73 2 .28 .25L .40L
3271+2908 7.4!39 70- 6 31 13 65 3 .25L .25L .45
)271+2635 8.2 6 68- 7 44 8 68 3 .45 .26L .40L
_271+2607 9.6 23 68- 7 19 8 70 3 .88 .68 .40L
)271+2621 11.0 12 68- 7 47 10 70 3 .60 .28L .40L
)272+2216 12.953 64-t0 401 8 68 3 .53 ,28 .40L
)272+2454 14.227 67-8 41 10 67 3 .93 .34L .40L)273+26O0 19.6 53 67-- 7 42 o 69 oi .67 .16: .40L
)273+2140 20.4 21 64--10 66 30 73 2 .25L .25L .40L
)273+2646 22.0 16 68- 7 36 8 67 3 _36 .25L .40L
)274+2409 29.2 1 66- 9 29 21 72 3 .25L .25L .40L
)275+2759 32.1 2 69- 6 54 8 66 3 .28 .25L .40L
1276+2712 36_2 48 69- 7 73 30 67 2 .25L .25L .41L
1276+2010 36.3 53! 63-11 39 9 71 3 .25L .25L .40L
)276+2147 37_9 14[ 64-10 59 15 69 3 .25L .25L .40L
)276+2319 40.7 48 65- 9 42 9 68 3 .47 .23: .40L
)277+2958 42.3 33 71- 5 27 6 66 4 20.34 17.51 3.23
)279+2634 56.8 10 68- 7 55 10 73 2 .32 .25L .40L
57.7 32 63-11 35 8 67 3 .76 .37L .40L
0.7 25 68-7 21 4 40i3 17.00 19.55 3.122.2 12 70-6 25 , 68! _ 11.88 5.79 .90
4.91 70-6 27 8674 .87 .52 .42L
5.0 10 64-10 82 20 66 2 .29L .25L .40L
6.0 50 71- 5 31 22 64 2 .25L .25L .42L
8.8 5 70- 6 36 4 71 4 .42 .56L .42L
15.2 54 65- 9 21 9 67 3 1.13 .42 .40L
17.7: 5 66-9 65 24 70 3 .25L .25L .40L
20.2 54 64-10 32 8 68 3 .59 .25L .40L
24.4" 6 70- 6 33 15 71 4 .25Li .25L .47L
24.7 3t 69- 7 56 10 71 3 .25L .25L .77
25.3 44 70- 6 27 8 70 4 .63 .25L .41L
31.C 36 66- 9 28 7 67 3 4.17 1.80 .64
31.8 39 64-10 28 5 69 3 1.61 .65 .40L
33,8 33 70- 6 21 9 67 4 1.06 .63 .41L
35.8 i22 69- 7 33 7 71 4 .39 .25L .40L
38.6 2 69- 7 32 8 70 4 .39 .20: .40L40.112, 69- 7 53 8 71 3 .27 .25L .40L
36 68- 8 27 10 71 3 .80 .36 .40L
69- 6 24 8 69 4 1.12 .29 .40L2 68- 7 34 8 38 3 .39 .25L .41L
15 69- 7 17 5 67 4 7.20 5.25 .82
55 70- 6 20 9 65 4 .58 .40 .40L
g 67- 8 56 24 66 2 .25L .39L .40L
44 64-10 37 5 68 3 192 .49 .40L
26 71- 6 21 6 67 4 10.O0 8.80 1.31
4 68- 6 57 i 19 67 3 .25L .25L .70
64-10 70 12 65 2 .24 .25L .40L1 68- 8 27 7 72 2 4.46 2.31 .40L
36 68- 8 51 12 66 2 .37 .25L .40L
40 71- 5 39 8 66 4 .47 .29 ,43L
44 69 7 39 9 67 4 _57 .25L .40L
g 68= 7 51 17 65 2, .25L .40L .56
27 71- 6 21 5 68 4 4.44 1.10 .40L
49 63-tl 36 9 70 3 .49 .25L .40L
70- 6 23 13 69 4 .36L .32L .43:67- 8 45 10 70 3 .49 .25L .40L
_7771 66- 9 57 15 72 2 .22 .25L .40L63-11 24 5 71 3 1.44 .52 .40L65-10 31 23 66 3 .25L .25L .40L
56 65- 9 48 24 70 2 .36L .25L .40L
14 70- 6 44 8 71 4 .42 .25L .40L
















9_38L CC ABG 7 9500000108
12.09L BD 'AB 3 6500110008
17.70L C CKGE 9400100428
13.13L FFD AABE 9 8500000008
19.60L CC BB 3 9400000008
3.07 D E B 9600000018
1_10L BC AB I 1 9700000000
13.78L FFO AAAB 9 9502000008 29
2.58: CD FE 9700100218
1.57L C CD 9501000000
10.72L FF AA 9 9500110328
6.81L C B 9600100208
28,1gL BD BCM 3 95000,00008
14.88L B BE 8400000008
4.20: DD J DED 9682020328
15.22L BB AA 0 9501100008
5.49L E BE 9402100008
7.29 FC GEED 9501000228
11.74L B CG 9400000018
11.48L C E K H 9300000008
4.67L BC AB M 1 9500001008
3.96 C J C 9401100318
1.78 E D C 7501000108
13.99L B BF 9400000108
10.72L B BF 9301100018
4
1 2 DO 19065 85 90
2 13 88775 K7 1 90
4
C
1 1 DU VUL 74 3
1 13 88781 K0 5 82
1 13 88782 M0 5 86
4
2 13 88787 M2 18 87
1 13 88789 A0 19 85
1 39 82 2028+29 75 408
C
3 13 88794 M0 3 82
C
1 13 88796K7 5 86
4 32 X2029+222 94 4
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
132
Right Ascension: 20h29m35"-20h34=33 •
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainty (Net Color Corrected)
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m 25 vm 60 izm 100 _m










































































































































































































.5 .; .4 5.:
.2 .; .4 3.(
.3 .1 .4 12.;
.6 .i .4 12.,=
.9 .; .4 1.E
1.8 .( .5 14.(
.6 ._ .4 11.1
•"_ .4 2.(
.7 .; .4 2.;
.7 .2 .4 11.E
.2 .4 17.5
.6 .2 ,41 1.1
2.1 ; .8 .4_ 9.5
.2, .3 .4_ 9.2
3.0, 1.2 .4_ 24.2
.5_ .2 .4J 12.8
.2_ .2 .4q 2.6
.3: .2 .4( 10.3
.3; .2 .41 8.4
.3' .2 .4{ 1.6
1.5( .61 .4( 10.6
3.4; 2.1; .4! 6.2q
.2,_ .2_ .4( 3._
.5( .2_ .6] 3.5
.9; .11 .4( 17.2t
.6_ .3_ .4( 11.81
.2E .2: .4( 2.1
•2-= .2_ .4( 2.41
.7C .2! .4( 10.4,
.8_ .2,= .4C 10.6_
.3C .2,' .5_ 1.1,j
.25 .2,= .40 2.5;
.36 .2.= .40 13.9, =
.40 .2; .44 21.5,"
.33 .2-= .45 24.1 ;
1.17 .3_ .40 5.7;
.98 .24 .43 18.71
.30 .2E .40 12.7_
.96 .27 .40 1.2-=
.70 .30 .40 9.7;
.24 .56 .40 2.1 fi
36 .25 .45 23.33
.28 .25 .57 2.18
.29 .28 .541 22.71
.47 .25 .401 4.91
.251 .25 .68 2.19
21.92 11.39 2.16 1.00
.251 .25 .401 1.95
-60 .25 .401 1.41
.44 .25 .401 12.13
.37 .16 .401 10.21
.64 .30 .401 1.00
.33 .25i .40[ 6,88
.54 .251 .40[ 2.21
.63 .251 .401 11.76
.25t .251 .94 2.96
.35 .251 .48I 22.39,
.87 .23 .40t 10.251
.61 .19: .40L 1.281
.51L .491 .40L 1.04
.34 .251 .40L 9.071
1.04 .38 .40L 1.181
.25[ .251 .42[ 3.17
6.93 1.99 .67 2.881
.33 .25i .40L 5.511
2.09 .83 .40L 10.321
.25L .28l .52 1.181
2.62 1.58 .40L 1.02l
.25L .25t .34: 2.95
.25L .45L .40L 1.47
1.22 .32 .41L 16.00L
.25L .25t .40L 1.88
23.55 10.95 1.84 2.26L
.25L .25t .40L Z23
.93 .52 .40L 2.64L
.40 .32L .4OL 9.33L
.25L .25L .40L 3.61
1.45 .58 .41L 15.14L
2.62 1.04 .40L 1.05L
1.07 .66 .41L 16.07L
.27L .25L .57 .92:
.27 .25L .41L 7.81L
.24 .25L .40L 2.83L
.25L .25L .40L 2.66
1.71 .74 .40L 1.59L
.25L .25L .40L 3.35
.25L .25L .40L 2.99
.80 .13: ,40L 11.43L
.70 .25L .40L 11.61L
.28 .25L .40L 2.97L
3.37 2.51 .4OL 1.00L
.2t .25L .40L 3.02L
.34 .19 .40L 15.16L
.69L .64L .40L 2.06
.72 .33 .40L 1.00L
2.06 1.20 .40L 1.31L
.25L .25L .61L 3.29
12.35 5.69 1.29 7.25L
.25L .25L .40L 1.44




Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




B B 95010002 88807 K2




B _D 95000000 88813 K0
CF BE 9501010_
BD 3C 94011000_
B 3 K 46000000(
3C S.A 94010010
3 - K 9301 0000(
3C _AP 94021000(
3DL 95010000( DO 19096
E 97000000(
3 ) 7500OO00(





B r D 87001000_




I _E 95011101C 88820 K0
I D 950104000 88823 K0
C B 46000O000
HK 950000000
; I H _50000166
:GG 550122000
',F 750022000
:D B 730000100 88832 M0
;E B )50011000 88833 K5




'B N I r50022000 68836 K5
G )50010000 88837 1(2
H L _3000000G
D I 1501000111
B I B I )700000021
BCI AAI .)6000000_ TMSS +20472
I GI )60010010_
I i70000000( DO 19122














=_B _BC 70000001(] FG VUL
-" 500000008
3 _ 400000008 13157
C 3HI- _00000000
3 _KI 501101000
F r' E C 500000438
C ._ E 5OO1O1OOO
.3 3 _00000008 88867 M0
C B 500000228











D L C _01000228
; _ '00OO0000 EL VUL
E GC _)0000128
C F D _00000218
; i00000008
02120008








C B OOO10OO81 VVUL
C D 01000010
D F F 8000002O


























Right Ascension: 20h34"35'-20h39mf9 "
Position (JP._0) Flux Density
Name
ham. • 6,
_,0345+2325 35.35o 66-10 53 3; 7220346+2228 36.21566-11 29 969
20346+2321 36.9866-10 7912662
20346+2214 37.83965-11 451070 3
20346+2822 40.422 70- 7 362766 220546+263140.458 69-9 37 lO 70 3
20347+2713 42.2 49 69- 8 63 6 67 320349+233654812 67-10 65 12 69 3
20349+2125 59.9 25 65-12 88 23 72 220360+26354.030 69-9 3o 11 89 4
20360+23024.021 66-11 38 6 72 3
20351 +2521 9.5 11 68- 9 24 7 67 320351+20079.7 4 64-12 19 5 70 32035t+2616I0746 89-9 13 4 66 320351+z00o.439 ``-12 30 6 70 3
20362+2711 15.959 70-8 31 569420363+2326166 8 66-10 24 9 66 420363+272919.313670-6 52 27 66 2
20358+2548 21.249 66-9 61 9 66 3
20354+2322 27.2 21 66-11 43 29 67'2
20 5,+21390,28,,-12 69 , 7t3
20358+242730851867_1029 4 6714.+28,o 71-7 4023 6203.+20564173 ,,_1273136620358+2054,,1 5``-12 4411713203,,+2613,,643 70-6 8, 3667220358+2o33.1 52,._1249107132035,+2 59,1166_106412203,0+2616391669_9641065320381+29o4831471-7 56 8 674
20361+2029 9.5;41 ``-12 44 9 70 3
20362+2604 16.3 1 69-- 9 42 17 40 2
20362+2101 17.5130_; 65--12 45 9 71 320363+2744 18.3 70-- 8 62 12 66 3
20363+2356 19.6 67-10 27 11 67 4
20363+2652 22.5 35 69- 9 33 15 65 3
20363+2330 23.1 6 87-11 29 5 67 4
20363+2736 23.1 17 70- 8 71 20 64 2
20364+2507 26.5153 66-10 24 10 69 3
20368+2837 30.449 71-- 8 9722 693
20365+2351 32.013387-10 62, 24 70 3
20365+2648 34.6 55 69- 9 55 3 70 4
20366+2304 41.0 52 66-11 21 6 68 4
20367+2808 43.5 42 70- 6 43 9 68 4
203,+2913 48.716 71-7 28 6 653
20368+2014 SO.2'4264-13 _ 31 72220368+2254 50.91366--11 I 684
20368+2355 51.611 67--10 5613 692
20369+2335 55.714 67-11 81 16 652
20369+2624 56.730 71-- 8 6313 694
20369+2658 57.127 70- 9 20 ! 11 694
20369+2117 59.029 65-12 33 5 684
69! 1
20370+2836 3.518 71- 6 653
20370+2219 4.25 66-11 25 674
20371+2531 6.75 68--19 27 i 8 674
20371+2239 7.339 66-11 37 8 674
20371+2447 11.130 68-10 3410 673
20371+2553 11.526 69- 9 28 5 694
20372+2559 12.936 69- 9 32 8 684
20372+2938 13.8'31 72- 7 43 ! 28 643
I
20372+2020 16.9148 64 13 8529 702
20373+2132 18.530 65-12106 14 742
20373+2129 19.7,21 65-12 49 8 683
20373+2214 22.357 66-12 37 9 694
20373+2754 23.6'41 70- 8 39 9 684
20374+2130 28.7_46 65-12 4610 67 3
20374+2501 28.9 26 68--10 26 8 67 3
20375+2925 33.1:55 72-7 21 965320378+282o34.555 69 9 22 9 68 4
20376+2440 39.6 50 68-10 96 13 71 2
20376+2542 41,61 69-10 39 5 69 4
20377+2622 44.8:55 69-9 58 13 70 3
20378+_1051.12 69-9 42 3 69 4
20379+295954.7!3 7,.-7 45 _ 67 320379+_6 _.2'17 69- 9,45 _ 664
20379+2748 57.9,t2 70- B 13612653203`o+2345o8 4 67-11151 9 . 320382+236012.833 67-11 20 6 69 320382+220215.s32 66-12 44 12 66 4
20_3+296623.765 72- 7145 16 66 2
203_+205025.5 _ 65 13 44 19 71320384+2715_711 70-9 49 6 68 4
20388+2536 30.8 47 69-10 58 8 69 i 4
20385+2455 30.92868-10 6912 68 3
20385+2330 32.849 67-11 25 9 663
20386+2716 36.6 6 70-9:25 5 684
20386+2221 39.857 66-12 53 8 67 3
20386+2341 40.81767-11 51 10 68i3
20386+2029 41.6 13 64-13! 29 8 68 4
20387+2644 ;44.7_ 41 70- 9 34 10 64 3
20388+2236 49A._, 66-12 46 1_ 6913320388+2645 53-_ 70- 9, 21 7053.3 69-10 24 10 6920388 + 2546 4
20388+2503 53.3 17 68-10 21 5 69 4
20389+2716 59.9 14 70- 9 81 9 70 3
20390+2141 4.9 23 66-12' 37 9 67 4
20390+2646 5._ 38 70- 9 41 26 65 3
20391 +2128 1O.C 10 65-12 43 8 68 4
20391+2916 i103 8 72- 8 32 8 67 3
20393+2711 19.5 13 70- 9 43 23 71 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SM/ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
(s) (") l b (") (") (*) N (Jansky)
Flags
(Not Color Corretted) V L C
25 vm 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags' S 2 # T
2.13 D G B 960O100008
1.13L BD AD 0 6500000000!
1.68L C D 6600100000
1.25L C BK 3601000000
2.41 C EOC 8601111200
2.41: B DO SJ F8 ! 9600110208 4
11.93L D B F 9400000008
6.09L D FJ KF [ 9500010118
1.35L F F E j 2600000000
4.97 C L EB i 9500000218 4
I
1.58 C J C! 7600000O00
i
9.23 DCCC CBAA 0 3300001000
1.00L DC AB I 5 5600000000
9.69L BCB AAB ' 8 9400000008 46
1.00L 8C ! AB 0 5600000000
10.51L BD AB O 9400000008
4.66L B B H 9500000008
2.91 D!BL D 9502000138 86.89L C 9500000008
1.09 C I F O 5701000000
4.60L:I'34LBD I AC(_KB 3600000000C 155000O0O083.45 F 4600000008
1.23L ]
1.26L C B H 0500120000 I1500120000 1
2.281.46L1.08LcC EiDFHE 5600000200560010000044600000000
1054L! D IC K 9401000008
5.18 CC I GKEC 7600000228 C
2.88 I CCI DAA 6500100000
2.33 FD! H FB 9601000108
1.0OL C IB H 0600000000
16.67L C ] BI 9300000008
4.58L 8DCciCBBC,131 C 9400101408 4
2.95 L HB 9500100228
1.07L BC JABEG 97000010003.22 95010000081.77 C _ I CB 4600000210
4.46 C I GC 9500000018
1,54 D I DD 9600110008
11.45L BCFB B F 84001002261.0OL AAL 0 460000000012.0OL BD 0 95000OO008
11.64L BC AB O 68501001308
1.20 F D E 7400010000
1,00L t BB 1036000000004.52 D L 940O011208
1.88L C BF 7600000008
4.45 C CB 960O0O0126
8.05L C EBDI 94C1221478 9
1.00L BD AC l 30600000000
12.83L C C FE 9481000028
1.06L BB AAG i 5 2600110000
1.67L 8 O B B H ; O 3600000000
1.0OL BC BB 1 1600000000
1.33L B A G L i 3600000000
7.85L BC AB ;05300101008
11.41L DFJ i 84001000083.07 E C 9702000006
1.49 D I I D 6460000010
1.33L F D F 1500243000 31.0OL HB 0600243000 3
1.18L B BE 2600100000
13.53L B icBE 94001000081.0OL C 1500243000 3
1.04L CD AB 9 3701001000
10.81L BCC iABC 0 9500101208 4
2,63: BDCC BDEA O 9680110308 4
1,8eL iD 2600000000
Li
178, 36o10o0o003.10: CF 9600110308 4
9.31L AN F 6400210008
11.92L AG 9500000008
2,09: D IC ! B 9600000008
11.92L B I 8402000348 C
6.03L !BE 4400000008
1.0OL F A A K 9 4600000000
1.00L CK 2500001000
11.49L E 9500000008
1.0OL !F G H 360000000O
12ALL AB J 9501100108
1.70L C A Cj_: 5601000020 B
1.29L 2600000200 4
1.23L 2600000000
10.72L B_ ; 09500200108
1.05L B I 2600000000
1.0OL 7600010000
6.02L C i 9400200618 4
1A3L _ 1600000(_302.77L C 9600200620 42.81L 6601000000
1.29L BC i 2360000000013.28 I 9400100108
1.00L BF i52600000000
4.01 i D LKKB [ 9500100520 4
1.0OL B BGKE i 1600000000
8.18L IdC AA I 66_0O8





















































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN .08¢1
hm. e , (s) ('3 I b (") ('3 I.-) N (Jansky)
20394+2359 26.3r41 67_11 24 12 893 .25L .25L .78
20394 +2302 26.411267-11 2811 69 ! .25L .25L .9520395+2807 30.624 71- 8! 26 6 65 2.59 .77 .40L67 1.62L .49L .40L20396+2456 36.7i27 68-10 121 31
20396+2929 36.933 72- 8 ! 35 10 65 2 1.00 .71 .37:
20396+2030 38.622 65-1377 11 662 .32 .25L .40L
20396+2802 39.531 71- 8 83 14 652 .30 .25L 1.72L
20397+2742 45.1 7 71- 9 38 7 673 2.17 1.22 .40L
20397+2821 47.3 5 71- 8 55 18 662 .26L .48L .42L
20398 + 2306 48.0 [22 67-11 29 6 683 6.08 3.09 .59:
20398+2745 53.428 71- 9 35 10 663 .31L A6 1.43
20400+2610 5.438 69-10 39 6 684 1.17 .31 1.30L
20401+2333 11.22 67-11 37 14 712 .23 .51L .40L
20401+2550 11.532 89-10! 27 5 684 10.54 6.41 1.64
20402+2801 ;12.734 71- 966 3 673 .33 .25L .40L
20402+2208 '13.7266-1215729692 .25L .25L .42L
20402+2718 146 0 70--9 24 6 67 3 19.58 7.75 1.40
20402+2025 17.55365-13 147 8 684 .39 .29L .40L
20403+2734 20.335 71-9 38 8663 .25L .89 2.73
20403+2054 23.749 65-13 31 9 683 .84 .46 .40L
20404+2958 :24.522 72- 7 62 10 663 .45 .25L .40L
20404+2114 279 0 65-13 33 9 693 .56 .29L A0L
20404+2841 29.632 71- 6 36 7 663 1.24 .38 .40L
20405+2858 36.G 16 72- 8 46 33 662 1.32L .25L .40L
20406+2822 36.3 _52 71- 6 40 7 67 3 1.05 .47 .40L
20406+2231 38.6 22 66-12 42 8 68 3 .60 ,25 .40L
20406+2953 41.5 16 72- 8 36 6 67 3 12.48 68.37 49.77
20407+2152 45.313 66-12 16 5 68 3 9.46 6.08 .69
20408+2746 49.128 71-- 9 28 10 66 3 .99 .53 .40L
20406+2338 49.635 67-11 85 15 72 2 .23 .25L .40L
20408+2733 50.7 5 71- 9 46 11 68 3 .25L .25L .77
20408+2127 51.10 5 66-13 26 8 68 3 .25L .25L 1.13
20410+2949 2.046 72- 8 28 5 67 3 2.25 1.81 .42L
20410+2250 4.744 67-12 24 5 68 3 1.82 1.26 .40L
20410+2352 5.949 68-11 48 8 67 2 1.14L ,55L .40L
20411+2336 7.8 9 67-11 58 8 71 3 .33 .25L .40L
20411+2534 10.541 69-10 24 6 65 3 3.04 1.96 .46L
20412+2704 14.6 i12 70- 9 28 8 66 3 5.50 1.39 .40L
20412+2525 16.217 69-10 31 7 65 3 2.52 .58 A0L
20413+2305 19.259 67-12 40 8 69 4 .48 .25L A0L
20413+2216 21.923 66-12 28 11 68 3 .45: .35 A0L
20414+2019 25.(] I 65-13 37 10 68 3 .66 .25L .40L
20415+2804 33.531 71- 9 45 11 66 3 .53 .25 .40L
20415+2157 34.250 66- 12 63 27 71 2 1.29L .26L AOL
20416+2807 41.558 71- 9 27 7 65 3 10.62 6.62 .98
20417+2349 47.846 68-11 23 3 66 4 2.33 .73 .40L
20418+2726 50.528 71- 9 66 23 67 3 .25L .25L A0L
20419+2000 56.144 65-14 51 8 67 2 .30 .25L .40L
20419+2355 59.8115 68-11 30 6 69 4 .75 .19: .40L20420+2604 0.159 70-10 41 8 66 2 .25L .25L .46L
I
20420+2038 0.2[50 65-13 29 6 68 3 2.29 .93 .40L
20420 + 2601 3.2149 69-10 32 6 66 3 1,92 1.04 .40L
20421+2410 11,4134 68-11 47 6 69 4 A4 ,25L .40L
20422+2642 12.228 70-10 51 11 87 3 .73 .27 .40L
20423+2744 19.el36 719- 70 9 87 3 ,54 ,25L ,40L
20423+2742 22Ai 7 71-9 22 8663 24.38 17.12 2.68
20424+2408 27.9130 68--11 94 36 71 2 25L .25L A0L
20425+2803 30.2[:; 71- 978 21 652 .25L .25L .45:20425+2447 30.E 69-11 43 7 694 .86 .32L .40L
20426+2029 33.7 8 65-14 ! 33 4 68 ' 3 1.22 .41 A0L
20426+2732 37.438 71- 9 44 11 663 .99 .23: .40L
20426+2951 '39.718 73- 829 g 674 .72 .29 .40L
20426+2330 41.C 19 68-12 21 6 694 1.16 .33 .40L
20426+2505 41A 1069-11 139 7 68'3 5.65 1.42 .40L
20427+2252 42.56 67-12 54 85669 i 3 .38L'34 .25L'39L .53"40L20428+2608 _50441 69-11 92 18
204_+235_ Ii_'_ 36 6_-- 12 37 9 _ i _ '45 .25L .40L
20430+2346o.,7  _12 2711694 .38 .29 .40,
204 1+23058.5867_128, 19 .38' .25 .402 31+27 11.5, 71_102810 .92 .26 .40 2o432+2622,5.94170_1055 g87.3 .44 .27 .40 204 +2247,182967-128527702 1.58, .25L .40,20433+20 19.8'5088-1339 , 683 .45 .25L .40,
 433+2958 0.15373-6 8620673 .25 .25 .40 20433+2o53 3.01165-1327 5 693 1.66 .47 .40 ,
 434+2707 9.1571-1069 8 873 .59 .30 .40,2 35+2759,0.924 71-9 701, 662 .3g, .26 .6o204 5+222  5.03287-1327 569 .98 .30 .40,
I
20436+2439 49.35369-11 951769'2 1.38L .29L .59
20438+2821 51.5 1 72-9 39 10 68'3 .25L ,25L ,71
20438+2115 53.84266-13 76 9693 .36 .25L .40L
20439+2343 55.13068-12 42 8 694 .35 .25L .40L
20440+2741 0.233 71-9 71 11 662 .73 .25L .53L
20440+2007 0.35665-14 7026 71,2 .25L .25L .40L
20440+2608 0.34470-10 4419 683 .25L 25L .40L
20441+2922 11.317172-8 49 8 853 .32 .25L .40L
20441+2902 11.719 72-9 3420 653 .25L .25L .45L
20442+2438 13,5 42 69-11 63 13 66 3 .27L .25L .67
20442+2536 14.36169-11 38 7863 1.14 .54 .40L
20444+_1s 288 7' 72-9 29 4 89 4 295 167 52L
20444+2302272 44 67-12 44 S; 69 4 25L 25L .57
20444+2959 27.639 73- 8 16 5' 653 7.18 3.73 .90
20446+2828 36.6551 72- 9 31 9 684 .54 .22: .40L
20446+2311 37.41268-12 40 6 694 .56 .25L .40L
20446+2851 38.011 72-9 27 7 694 .51 .67 .40L
20448+2442 48.424 69-11 93 23 692 .25L .25L .40L
20448+2515 62,6 1 69--11 29 10_ 66 3 .25L .27L 1,31
20449+2452 55357 69-11 37 8 683 1.12 .51 .40L
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Col_- Corrected) V L C
25 tim 60 vm 1O0 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T Name Type
4 1 32 X2039+239
2 1 _TZ VUL
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2.07 CD J DC 3601000200
,75; CE DBF 0600000000
10.51L BC ABL 0 9400100008
.91 E I DD 8600000000
8.01L BCD ABD 06401010O08
1.30L C C H 3501000000
5.24L C B F 85011O0008
9.14L[BC AA 0 9400100008
2.22 D J HD 9601000018
1.08L BBC AAC 1 0600000100
8.28L CC DBA 9402100008
2.67L RD 'ABH 2 3540001000
1.00L [3CBB FG 26000000002.08 AAAG 0 3600000000 14
2.54L D DF F 7600010008
.88 F GF 2600000100
5.88L CBC AAA 1 9500000018 15
f.OOL B CF F 2600000000
4.02: C C D B E C 96000033381.0OLiB v AAJ 2 1600000000
13.42L !C CF K 7401000008
1.00L ID BC 16000000007.22L CC AC 09500000008
2.16 D D 9700000000
8.42L IBC AB 09500000008
1.40L Bb B C L 02500000000
13.00: BBCD AAAA 0 6480100018
1.11L BBB AABL 0 5600000000
7.52L CC BB 2 9500000008
1.62L C E 2600100000
3.90 CE E BO 9600003338
2.98 BBCC CAB 340100000011.56L AABI
26000000001.00L BC D,IAA 0565001010061.20 D 3601000000
1.10L [C C 2600100000
1.85L BB AAFK 2 5601001000
1.27L CC AA 0 9600000000
1.42L BO 'AA 0 5600000000
1,05L B BJ 0600000000
1.29L CF CC E 1 4600011000
1.0OL C BED 1600011000
7.42L DE C£)MG 3 9500100108
1.34 D D 750000_)(_
10.39L BBC AAB 6 8400100106
1.00L BB IAAL 1 3_)00000(_
2.22 C B 9600000008
1.20L F F 1501000000
1.41L BE AE 0 4600110000
2.16 F J C 4500100000
1.00L BC IAA M 1 0600001000
1.23L BC AA 8 1600100000
1.90L C ,CFJJ 3600120100
1,71: BF CiABKD 076810000101026L 9300100006
7.53L BBE AAA 9 9300100008 29
1.44 C D 5600120100
1.67L C E 1500000000
2.21 DD iKDCBA 96000000081.65L B , 3500000000
1.00L BC _ 0560000000010.05L BE AE 0 930100000810.58L BD ' 3 9501100008
1.36L BC lAB K 1 5600000000
1.78L BC IAA E 0 2601100200
1.08L C IE I 3500000000
1.69L C i D 4600100100
1.97L B I; 45010000001.35L N J 4701010000
1.03L B CH 4601000000
1.41 L D G D 2500000000
7.71L C BJ I 9400100008
1.35L F C O 3600000000





2.12: CF ABBBi1.00L BD 6
1.83L D L C I
2.45 CC EAB
1.08L C C E F
1.57L 8 C
6.06L C BFI
























2.37L BB AAD 5 3700000000
.90: B £) C C 2600000000
1.93: BBCD AAADI 09600000218
2.17L BC BE 1 : 7600001000
1.40L B SJ F 4600000000
2.45L BB BA 6 5701113200
1.78 C MB 5600000000
2.39 BB GAB 1600001100






1 2 DO 19277 ' 40 86
1 13 89029 K5 2 90
I
3 4 TMSS +30445 ; 2 22
E 2 13 89034 B 1 85
1 2 DO 19283 , 51 101
2 1389037 K7 10 87
i
1 23 LDN 0846 484
3 4 TMSS +20476 : 20 26
4 1389050 M3 3 77
I 13 69051 K5 ? 70
I 2 DO 19304 80 103
1 2 1:3019316 15 113
1 13 89064 M0 2 85
1 11BF VUL 15 4
1 1 13 89069 M0 5 85
1
1 13 89078 M0 12 81
1 2 I (:3019342 23 85
I
1 I IV571 CYG 30 3
2 13 89084 K2 17 5_
3 13 189086 K7 19 86
1 13189089 M0 10 9_
4 4 2 bO19406
6
1 304ZW 065
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
I 1389099 M1 4 8C
1 12 ZG 2043+28 76 155
1 2 DO 19377 47 8£
i
1 9 Ul1625 67 165
2 1389109 G5 5 ' 85
8 1 32i X2044+201 21
8
1 21 DO 19402 83 8_






Right Ascension: 20h44"59"-20hS0"53 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. 8,
20449+2227 59.5 59 67-13 27 6 69 4
20449+2204 59.8 4 67-13 20 6 69 4
20450+2140 0,1 3 68-13 34 6 70 4
20450+2017 3,9'46 65-14 _ 29 67 2
20451+2044 6.4 36 66-14 _ J 38 72 2
20451+2319 10,7 1 68-12 38 ; 10 67 3
20452+2540 14.8 54 70--11 56 22 69 2 i
20452+2253 16,5 52 67-13 10 71 '
20453+2054 19,2 17 68-14 2_5 6 69 3i
20453+2037 19.3 3 68-14 42 11 69 4 i
]
20453+2442 20,7 41 69--12 69 22 67 3'
20454+2147 27,1 6 67--13 68 31 67 220454+275928641 72-10 24 6 58 420454+295329.25; 73-8 38 13 87 3
20455+2343 31,6 41' 68-12 97 23 70 2
20455+2204 34.5 13 67-13 21
 57+2828.0 72-, 10121i ;
20457+2748 47.2 0 71-10 59 12 68 4
20458+2028 48.8 21 65-14 105 37 70 2
20460+2724 0.2 18 71--10 26 9 68 4
20460+2820 1.8 24 72- 9 68 12 68 3
20460+2612 5.7 31 70-11 30 6 68 3
20461+2158 8.4 17 67-13 38 25 68, 3
20461 +2102 9.051 66--14 30 4 70 i
20461+2603 9.843 72-10 26 7 68 3
20481+2927 11.4 21 73-9 41 39 67320462+2907 15.653 73-9 34 69!
20482+2134 _16,0144 68-14 61 15 671 2
20463+2340 18.0 38 68--12 43 11 66 2
20463+2312 18,1 51 68-13 42 6 68 3
20463+2345 !20.3 9 68-12 39 7 68 3
20464+2314 '29.411 68--13 75 29 7_11i2
20465+2054 30.5 10 68--14 69 12
20465+2300 31,8 58 68--13 42 6 68 320465+292933.911 73-9 31 8 68r2
20468+2248 38.2 27 68-13 33 7 68 3
20468+2422 40,7 8 89-12 102 40 702
20468 -F 2342 49.2 68-t2 66 3
2046_+2219 _0,7 4_ 67-13 I _ 4; 67 2
20.169+2257 54.9 18 68-13 53 8 68 3
20471+2420 8.9 57 69-t2 55 11 87 3
20471+2600 8.950 70-11 65 9 67 2
20473+2356 18,6 28 69-12 56 14 67 2
20474+2936 26,7 6 73- 9 20 5 67 3
20474+2810 27.919 72-10 25 10 66 3
20475+2911 31.6 29 73- 9 45 5 67 3
20475+2925 33.0 7 73- 9 59 7 87 3
20476+2610 39.222 70--11 100 26 66 2
20477+2025 43,7 15 66-15 162 30 67 2
20477+2844 44.1 8 72- 9 40 3 67 3
20478+2102 53.2 15 66-14 31 8 66 3
20481+2659 8.1 48 71-11 34 7 68 3
20481+2624 11,8 45 7t--ll 38 10 66 3
20482+2222 14,3 25 67-13 34 7 68 3
20482+2758 15,5 3 72-10 28 12 68 3
20483+2903 21,3 4 73- 9 35 5 67 3
20484+2424 24,2 2 69-12 96 27 67 2
20484+2017 25,8 16 68-15 48 10 70 4
20486+2056 37,1 31 68-14 29 22 69 3
20486+2438 39.9 25 69-12 97 30 67 2
20487+2343 47.7 4 69-13 106 15 67 2
20468+2318 51.0 44 68-13 43 11 67 3
20489+2244 58.4 19 68-13 !102 2t 70 2
20489+2805 58.8 15 72--10 48 28 68 2
20490+2212 0,8 32 87-14 54i 11 69 3
20490+2857 2.1 16 73-10 63 i 7 67 3
20492+2923 13.9 33 73- 9 43 7 66 4
20492+2226 15.8 24 68-14 55 8 68 3
20492+2643 15.9 22 71-11 118 31 67 2
20492+2059 16.2 58 68-14 35 7 69 3
20493+2803 20.3 39 72-10 28 3 67 3
20494+2349 24.3 30 69-13 33 i 8 67 2
20494+2757 26.7 28 72-10 49 3 87 3
20494+2639 28.4 34 71-11 74 8 67 2
20495+2443 30.1 29 69-12 31 7 69 4
20495+2624 35.8 49 71-11 71 16 69 2
20496+2308 37,1 33 68-13 27 7 67 3
20496+2622 40.7 40 71-11 74 13 69 2
20496+2206 41.0 11 67-14 81 ' 14 70 2
20497+2947 43.5 10 74- 9 93 15 65 2
20497+2856 46.0 30 73-10 30 5 67 4
20499+2654 59.1 30 71-11 24 : 7 68 3
20499+2839 59.2 49 73-10 28 6 67 4
20499+2943 59,5 1 74- 9 44 i 6 67 3
20500+2905 3,3 27 73-10 55 9 65 3
20500+2614 3,5 52 71-11 43 23 69 2
20501+2719 10.3 55 72-11 45 24 67 3
20502+2629 15.8 3 71-11 52 22 68 2
20502+2922 17.1 42 73- 9 76 13 85 2
20503+2658 22.3 58 71-11 25 7 67 3
20503+2346 22.4 31 69-13 37 7 68 3
20503+2022 23.4 51 68-15 108 27 67 2
20505+2620 30,5 57 71-11 62 12 68 3
20505+2533 33,7 4 70-12 34 ] 6 68 3
20506+2712 36,1 18 72-11 34 18 68 3
20506+2915 41.4 56 73-10 48 1 24 64 2
90507+2443 42,3 26 70-12 33 9 68 3
20507+2938 45.7 0 74- 9 45 7 67 3
20507+2310 47.4 53 68- 13 24 6 69 4
20508+2011 53,1 14 68-15 35 7 69 3
H (Not Color Coreected)
Ga]actic Uncert,_inty OC








































































































I00 _m Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.14: BBCD AAAH 0 3500000000 26
1.18L BB AB 7 5600001000
1.90 BC BB 7500001100
1.62 E C 7501000070 8l 1 32 X2045+202 127 B
.78 D D 8602000000 I
1.35L B CD E 3600000010
1.72 O HD 2t_01000100
1.19L C CF 0 2500000000
tOOL 88 ABL 4601000000
1,40: BC CJ BC 9600000000
1.87 C E C 4600O00000
1.97 E MI D 5501001010
1.82L BC AAI C 1 6601001000
1.80: E F K E C 85000003081 4
1.19 C J BC 8500000000
1,37L BB AAC[ 0 4500000000 2 i 13 89131 M0 2 83
I ,e,2 E C 66O0000000
2.05L B B 56000000o0
.90 C E 66OOOOO1OO
7.50L C BFM 14000O0006
2,02L C C 13660_ 11 13 89140 K0 31 781,29L BE AB 0 13 89142 K5 3 80
1,67 C MH D i _ 4501000000
1.t8L B B 3501000000 1 13 89144 K0 3 70
2.03 BBCC AABC 3=4601010120 18 8 3 13 89145M3 10 78
2A8L CE BDDH 0 8640000036 8
7.39L F EH 8500010008
1.43L C K B 6500000000
1.51L O CLK i 9600100100
1,79L BD ACHG 0 2600101040
1.18L CF ACI F 5 6700100000
2.04 C ED Ei 25O01O1040 1 32 X2046+232 55 8
1 2 DO 19456 75 1131.21L C .E vE 66O0OO000O
1,08L BF ABel 3 26001010O04,75L C 9500100258
2.05 BBCB AAAAJ 0 35000010001.86 E 5500000230
1.02L BC AA E 0 97000200001,07 D 4501000000
1,31L D CH 2600100000
1.41L D C F i 4600000320
1.43L F BC I 4600000000
F BG 66O0OOO000
1.67: BcCD5.65L AB 0 6500110208
1.59L BC BB t 1 4600000000
7,30L B A D 7400000008
2.29 CE HAG 6601000008
1,40 C B 4600000000
1.23 D L C 3500000010
1,52L B AH 6601001000
1.00L BC AACB ! 3 3600000020
7.04L BD !BC i 0 84000000081,63L C DH H 6701000000
1.16L BC AB 0 1600001000
1,72: CF FBB 2600000000
5.82L BC ADL 0 4400000008
1.68 C D
1,02L S B F
1.66 C F C
1.65 C F D
1,29L CC !E H
5.01L BF
4.64L F F D
2.09 C D
1,14L C BH
6.87L C B C
9,46L !BE B 1tOOL BFE
1.01 C G
1.00L rBD AD



















Name Type _'_ Mag
4 13 89156 M3 2 80
1 2i DO 19469 79 85
1 13 89191 M0 7 88
1 13 89192M0 2 85
1 13 89199 K5 1 80
I l!UV VUL 27 3
1 13 89206 M0 5 90
1 13 89212 K2 9 85
1 13 89211 M0 19 82
1 13 89213 M0 4 86
3 13 89216F8P 6 53
li 2 13 89222 K5 22 90
2 13 89221 K5 1 76
1i
4 13 89228 G5 4 47
1 13 89229K2 7 80
1 2 DO19558 83 96
8 1 32 X2050+262 136 8
1 2 DO19571 34 98
3 4 TMSS +30459 20 22
81 1 13 89232 M0 11 86
13 89236 K5 3 68
1 RX VUL 2 3
1,OOL BC AAL I 5700001000
1.42L BC AB L 0 2700001000
t,57L C D K 56001OO000
1.31L BD BD 0 4601000000
1,83L C F 7681120100
5.38L CC AAF 0 7400000008
3,30L D BM I 7501120100
1,27L C BB 16O000O000
1.72L D H 5600100000
6,21L BBD AAEN 1 1420000208
5,68L BB AAG 0 9500000008
1.49L B B I 3601011000
1.39L BD ACB 1! 6600101000
1.44L D BD 4600100500
3.09 O K EC 5500001030
2.27 D KC 9500000008
1.79 C B 5600000000
1.36L C D 95O000000O
4.45L BBC AAAB 0 9600000008 14
tOOL BC AC 0 4700001000
1.25 F E 150000O0O0
1,35L B C G 5680000020
1,47L BC AC 0 4700001000
4.74 D F C 9500000008
1.45 C EMFE 9601000210
1.06L BC AA 1 9600000000 i 2
1.43L C BI I 9600030000 I 1
2.12 BBCD AAAB 1' 5410000028 13 8 4
1,00L 'DCC BAB 0 1600010000












a ..8 Coords SMJ SMN O
ham. o8, (s) t_ I b C) ('3 (') N
20510+2927 1.1 33 73-10 25 6 66 3
20510+2755 1.6 15 72-11 70 8 68 3
20511+2218 6.0 42 68-14 77 18 66 2
20511+2640 8.8 9 71-11 43 18 67 3
20511+2044 9.1 23 66-15 31 6 69 3
20511+2845 10.6 24 73-10 63 5 68 3
20511+2523 11.2 33 70-12 30 6 68 3
20511+2238 12.C 31 68-14 80 13 66 2
20512+2940 12.9 74- 9 38 7 67 3
20513+2313 20.2 54 69-14 50 16 68 3
20514+2048 26.2146 67-15 85 13 70 I 2
20514+2606 28.921 71-12 102 15 _i220515+2418 33.635 69-13 75 10
20516+2648 39.1 1 71-11 22 6 68 3
20517+2827 42.0 32 73-10 60 7 68 3
20518+2940A 49.0 45 74-10 38 18 66 2
20519+2516 _54.748 70-12 111 34 66 2
20520+2156 1.2 40 68-14 71 20 70 2
20521+2921 9.1 51 74-10 104 34 66 22o522+291916.34673-10 50 11 69 2
20523+2011_.2 42 _-18 64 14 70 2
20524+2751 25.456 72--11 22 6 66 420525+261830132 73-11 71 9 68 320525+244133639 70-13 43 29 69 320526+271239.74072-11 34 15 67 42o527+2656,21 35 72-11 76 7 = 320527+285645134 73-10 102 35 66 220529+26o286944 73-11 32 9 68 320530+24261.046 70-13 37 23 67 320530+20493.6 9 67-16 24 6 67 3
20530+25034.310 70-13 36 25 88 32o53o+26o95.753 71-12 23 6 66 3
20531+2909 11.1 18 74-10 24 5 67 320532+278,16,04673-11 43 6 87 3
66532+201216628 66-16 46 8 69i320533+2154,3.355 _-15 36 33 65,
20536+2536 36.622 71-12 39 11 691220536+264840847 72-12 42 7 67 4
20537+2744 42.3 29 72-11 93 12 66 2
20537+2629 43.0 16_ 72--12 32 5 68 3
20537+2408 43,2 8 70-13 34 6 68 3
20538+2216 48.1 2 68-15 23 7 68 3
20538+2344 53.6 40 69-14 38 6 68 3
20538+2722 53.6 59 72-11 33 6 66 3
20539+2626 58.6 32 72--12 39 16 67 3
20540+2251 0.9 31 69-14 40 21 66 2
20540+2941 4.6 32 74-10 78 8 I 69 220541+2453 8.6 30 70--13 56 9 i 66
20541+2117 11.1 34 67--15 33 21 66 3
20543+2449 22.6 13 70--13 40 9 68 3
20544+2632 26.3 51 72-12 47 18 68 3
20545+2911 30.6 24 74-10 48 7 67 3
20545+2635 35.9 35 72-12 96 13 68 2=
20546+2915 40.4 15 74-10 42 6 67 3
20548+2036 51.9 57 67-16 29 3 70 4
20549+2706 59.1 55 72--12 50 27 69 2
20566+2241 0.3 9 69--15 63 7 69 3
20550+2908 5.4 25 74-10 19 5 67 3
20551+2813 7.044 73--11 63 20 69 2
20551+2441 7.7!59 70--13 35 9 69 3
20551+2632 11.7 22 72--12 33 14 46 4
20552+2011 17.6 23 67--16 84 14 73 2
20553+2039 21.7 23 67--16 48 9 67 220554+2612 26.5 27 72--12 * 71 lv 66 2
20555+2616 :31.5 58 72-12 70 20 67 2
20555+2736 31.5 57 73-11 39 29 69 2
20556+2959 38.E 7 75--10 23 5 68 3
20557+2454 42.7 7 71-13 49 9 66 3
20559+2536 56.9 21 71-13 69 6 67 4
20559+2152 58.8 7 68-15 27 14 66 2
20559+2050 59.8 24 67--16 58 35 67 2
20560+2342 0.5 1 70--14 28 8 69 3
20560+2207 1.6 66 68--15 29 8 69 3
20560+2251 5.4 8 69--15 47 6 66 3
20561+2952 6.2 59 75--10 25 8 68 4
20561+2318 9.1 60 69-14 49 10 68 3
20562+2135 13.2 15 68-15 66 11 69 3
20562+2711 13.7 55 72-12 52 21 68 3
20562+2347 14.2 55 70--14 73 17 66 2
20563+2607 18.0 7 72-13 86 11 69 2
20563+2554 21.1 52 71-13 31 10 67 3
20563+2643 21.9 21 72--12 36 6 68 3
20565+2046 32.7 26 57--16 69 7 69 3
20566+2124 38.1 54 68--16 46 8 69 3
20567+2816 47.4 13 73--11 48 7 68 3
20568+2209 49.3 20 68-15 27 6 68 3:




20569+2637 59.2 12 72-12 405 68 3 1.79
20570+2714 0.5 55 73-12 30 6 68 3 279.71
20570+2813 1.1 35 73-11 76 16 65 2 .30L
20570+2103 4"C119'8 66-16 33 7 69 3 2.0520570+2616 5.1 72-13 59 7 68 3 .46
20571+2444 11.5 S 71-14 39 7 68 3 .66
20572+2822 12.4 2 73-11 91 20 69 2 .25L
20572+2734 13.1 12 73-12 i 31 6 68 3 .69
20572+2721 :13.2 46 73-12 50 7 68 I 3 .64
20573+2320 18.5 6 70-15 50 13 66 2 .30
20574+2616 26.8 50 72-13 26 5 68 3 6.89
20574+2039 26.9 7 67-16 35 26 71 2 .38L
20575+2151 32.1 14 68-15 65 8 69 3 .40
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type _"_ Mag
2.22 BC C ACGD 1 9600001300 3 13 89241 K2
6.84L C CE 1400000008 1 2 ' DO 19586
1.05L D D 160OOOOOOO
4.28 E GJ C 1580000148
1.03L BB AA I 0 2601001000 3 13 89243M0
1.42L C BI 2500001000 2 13 89244 K7
2.20: 3BCB AAAB 1 6620000000 14 5 1 IN VUL
3.95L C D 3400000008 1 2 DO 19595
1.43L BC AAI H 2 6610020000 1
1.74 D GH D 7500000008
1.35L C ;B 1600000120 8 1 2 [30196051.71L D i r 3600000000 1 2 DO 19607
1.48L B B D 9500000000
5.01L BBC AAB 1 9500000008
1.52L B B 2500010000
1.86 DC K H F 9581000300 4
1.42 C I E 4600000000
1.49L D C 25000000O0
1.15 D D 86OO0OO0OO
1.66L DF CJ 2700103300 6 2 1 BWVUL
2.01L C FI 3500000000
1.08L BBD AAD 2 0600000000 18 5 13 89272K5
1.64L C EF 2700103300 6
2.43 D E E 9501000020
2.60 C G B 9580000030 8
7.54L C D 9400000008
1.22 D D 7700000000
1.30L BC AEL 2 0600000000
1.99 D J E 9500000000
1.00L BB AA 2 3500001000
2.19 C H D 4600000010
5.97L BC AA 0 9501101008
1.17L CCC AAA 8 7700000000
1.29L B ABK i 4600000OOO
1.12L BD AB G 4 1661011100 13 89284K2
1.54 D E 56OOOOOOOO
2.21L C KBB 2600000000
7.92L C BI E 95010000081 2 13 89292K2
1.49L D F 5600000000
4.25L BC AAF 9 9501100028! UYVUL
1.27L BC AB 0 5500001000
1.05L BC AB 0 1600000000 2 13 89296 M1
5.13L BC AC 7 3400000008 1 2 X) 19684
1.17L CC ACI 0 9600000000 1 13 |9297 K0
2.24 D G KB 9600100028
1.80 D D G 1661000030 8
6.21L C A 9500000008
1.43L CD CD 0! 4600110000
2.50 C J D 2661000240 8
1.27L BD BB F 0 5500110010
2.88 F H B 9661100058 8
1.66L B BH M _600100000
6.16L F G D 9661100058 8 1 2 DO 19707
1.33L BE ACJ 1 4600100000
t.32L BE AD 0 5500000000 2 13 89311 K7
1.57 I D I B 9701000000
1.28L C DKF 1600000000 1 13 89314 K0
1.28L CC AADH 5 4500000000 2 1 BVVUL
1.83 D L B 1600000010
1.44: CC HBD 2600000000
3.53 E I F B 9582100048
1.30L C 'CM 5500000000
1.t7L BC AB 0 5500000000
1.28L E D W00100000
4.78L D HJ D 9500100008
1.87 C C F 6602000310
6.14L CD AE 0 9500000008
1.68 CC FAB 1500000000
1.16: B F _,HED 6600000010
5.03L C DK 9402000018
1.50 E L H 5500000O10
5.26L BC AAL 1300011008
1.22L BB AAG 0 7600000000
1.19L B AGJ 2600010000
6.65L DC J E AC 9500000008
1.28: C F B L D 3600000008
1.82 C C B B I 9500000008
2.13 B ME 7600000000
1.88L C J DD 4501011100
1.47L C El 9601000000
1.09L C B 97110OOOOO
1.11L BC BA 0' 9601010000
1.35L B BD F 5600010000
5.35L BE BD 0 9400001018
1.00L C D 6600110010
1.06L BC AAH 1 96000000O0
1.41 D I J C 7600000018
1.07L BC AA 0 8600001000
9.29 BCCC AAAA 9, 6400002100 42
1.54L C B 5600110000
6.10L BC AA 0 4400000008
1.14L B CK 6600000220
1.20L iB BG 1600000000
1.71 C J A 5500000000
1.04L C BE 5600010000
1.18L CD BB E O 5600100000
1.57L C B E 1600010000
1.36: CBBC AABE 1 3600000220
1.56 C B 6601000020
5.85L B BI 9500100008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Smell Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
8
1 13 89320 GO
1 12 ZG 2055+24
13 89331 K513' 89332 5
1 13 89334 G5
2 12 ZG 2056+23
1 2 DO 19779
3 13 89347 K5
1 3 RAFGL 2686
C 1 2 [3019789
1 13 89352K7
1 2 DO19795









































Coords 5MJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
Naz'fle
a 8hm. - , (s) ( I b (') (") (°) N
20575+2718 35.7 29 73-12 22 9 67 3 ,85
20576+2602 38.7 1 72-13 21 6 68 3 1.60
20576+2110 393 33 68-16 39 8 69 3 .36
20577+2457 42.7 16 71-14 67 22 69 3 .25L
20577+2507 ¢3.3 49 71-13 71 19 68 4 .57L
20579+2806 159.9 46 73 12 82 18 69 2 .27L
20580+2326 0.1'26 70-15 59 6 69 3 .40
20580+2935 0.2 19 75--11 24 19 59 3 .25L
20580+2911 3.6 56 74-11 62 8 63 3 .31
20580+2452 4.4 17 71--14 23 6 67 I 4 1.78
20580+2558 5.7 6 72-13; 46 6 68 3 1.11
20581+2355 6.4 27 70-14 48 31 68 2 1.30L
20582+2135 16.3 49 68-16 59 7 69 3 .42
20582+2943 17.3132 75 11 33 9 62 4 .67
20583+2856 19.0 8 74-11 43 8 64 3 .29
20584+2357 25.2 29 70-14 29 7 68 3 1.20
20584+2933 27.9 46 75--11 18 3 62 4 1.2120585+2413 35.3 7 70-14 91 I 2.= 67 2 .39L
20586+2043 37.0 3t 68-16 32 27 68 2 .25L
20586+2430 37.5 35 71-14 62 18 67 2 .38L
20586+2957 41.8 20 75-11 43 8 64 4 .48
20587+2651 45.5 3 73-13 84 15 69 3 .25L
20588+2214 48.8 5 69-15 63 14 69 3 .25L
20589+2559 55.4 27 72-13 56 33 67 2 .25L
20589+2659 56.5 44 73-12 91 11 89 2 .26L
20591+2833 8.3 44 74-11 20 5 67 4 2.02
20593+2451 18.8 55 71-14 41 6 68 3 1.55
20595+2028 35.8 19 68-17 45 10 69 3 .41
20596+2743 37.1 28 73--12 73 6 68 3 .67
20596+2932 39.7 17 75--11 35 21 59 3 .25L
20598+2917 49.5 4 75-11 33 3 60 3 3.57
21000+2545 2.1 41 72-13 39 9 69 3 .71
21000+2659 3.5 38 73-13 38 10 68 3 .37
21001+2740 11.3 53 73-12 32 6 68 4 1.88
21002+2802 15.2 38 74-12 28 10 67 4 .66
21002+2058 15.8 29 68-17 83 12 67 2 .27
21002+2749 16.1 54 74-12 23 6 68 4 2.74
21003+2239 8.1 59 69-15 39 7 69 3 .79
21003+2007 18.5 55 67-17 102 35 68 ! 2 .25L
21003+2133 23.C 6 69 16 34 8 69 3 .73
21005+2618 30.9 35 72-13 26 5 68 3 3.39
21005+2022 32.8 7 68-17 35 23 69 3 .25L
21005+2211 35.6 27 69-16 83 37 70 2 .48L
21006+2640 36.0 55 73-13 38 12 69 2 .28
21006+2714 36'4'49!8 73-13 35 27 64 2 .70L21006+2923 41.8 75-11 26 11 59 3 .38
21007+2822 47.0 74-12 43 9 64 3 .38
21007+28.47 47.4 7 74-12 24 9 64 3 .29
21008+2529 49.7 57 72-14 54 5 68 3 .40
21008+2020 50.0 58 68-17 49 9 70 2 .39
21008+2914 53.0 41 75-11 78 23 60 3 .25L
21009+27,54.85274-125510643 .38
21009+221857.02669-165218702 .27L
21009+2415 57.7 11 71-15 22 6 68 3 5.79
21010+2704 1.0 36 73-13 20 3 68 4 L85
21011+2327 10.3 39 70-15 43 9 68 3 .25L
21011+270710.35873-13205684 7.08
21012+2518 14.6 29 72-14 48 9 68 3 .57
21012+2953 16.2 46 75-11 38 25 61 3 .25L
21012+2347 16.6 50 70-15 26 7 69 3 60.84
21013+2947 18.8 15 75-11 21 6 57 3: 2.10
21013+2853 21.7 35 74-12 39 8 60 3 .65
21014+2943 24.739 75-11 56 959 3 .85
21014+2717 25.5 32 73-13 23 5 68 .87
21014+2941 27.058 75-11 30 7 59 .25L
21014+2734 28.541 73--13 52 8 65 .76
21015+2621 30.2 40 73-13 27 6 68 3 .99
;'1015+2539 34.6 50 72-14 44 7 68 3 .39
21017+2125 42.720 69-17 46 8 69 3 .73
21017+2534 42.951 72-14 29 5 683 .58
21017+2224 43.5 58 69-16 47 6 69 3 .90
21017+2413 45.8 20 71-15 61 12 70 2 .27
21018+2543 49.7 50 72-14 53 8 66 2 .28
;'1019+2620 55.3 15 73-13 25 7 69 2 2.30
21019+2635 58.0 471 73-13 31 6 69 3 4.08
.>1019+2030 59.3 4 68-17 87 10 68 2 .34
.>1019+2218 59.6 45 69-16 22 6 68 4 14.24
.>1020+2423 1.1 29 71-15 75 27 67 2 .61L
.>1020+2253 4.2 60 70-16 66 9 69 2 .29
.>1021+2809 7.3 39 74-12 34 3 62 4 .77
.>1021+2337 8.7 16 70-15 33 6 68 3 6.78
.>1022+2030 13.9 54 68-17 37 8 69 3 1.02
.>1022+2444 15.2 511 71-14 93 o 68 _ .39Z1022+2745 15.9 74-13 53 16 63 3 .25L
.>1023+ 2618 22.2 44 73-13 25 20 66 4 .25L
.>1024+2535 24.534 72-14 54 7 68 3 .32
Z1024+2124 29.1 37 69-17 89 26 70 2 .62L
.>1026+2730 39,841 74-13 57 17 65 3 .25L
,>1027+2625 46.6 59 73-13 45 3 68 4 .46
Z1028+2101 48.021 68-17 85 31 70 2 1,18L
._1028+2711 48.0 53 73-13 26 3 65 3 31.91
._1028+2024 48.5 31 68-17 73 24 69 2 .29L
.)1029+2756 57.0 23 74-13 27 8 5t 3 .67
-}1030+2642 0.6 11 73-13 26 7 66 3 2.86
-}1030+2323 0.8 57 70-15 28 6 68 3 .70
.}1032+2140 14.3 21 69-17 41 6 68 4 .91
.}1033+2007 19.9 9 68-18 35 7 69 3 .57
.}1033+2853 22.0 42 75-12 38 8 60 3 .72
.}1033+2807 22.3 43 74-t2 40 9 61 3 .66
.)1034+2651 25.1 20 73-t3 75 9 63 2 .29
Flux Density
(Not Co_r Corrected)



























































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
ACL 5600102000
AA 0 1700100000
B J I 6500010008
C MFJ A 3601000000






AB K 0 16OO1O0000
D 4400000100
DF 9400010008






1.10L D L B 250OOO0OO0
7.36L B BF L 9400100008
2.58 C G E 468000OO0O
1.74 C I EB 9600000010
1.72 D E 46O0O00120
1.92L C RF 5600000100
1.29L BC AB 0 4600000000
1.00L BC ABF 0 3600000000
1.36L D C J 960200001(
1.34L BD AF 0 7601000000
1.7t C DB 5600000210
1.28L BC AAB 2 5600000000
1.65L C A E N D 2580000000
5.99_ B CE ! 9400000008
4.521L BB AA K 0 9401001108
1.40L BD BC 0 7600011000
1.61L F C M 4500010000
1.05L B B D A A D 3 8600000000
1,08L BC BC 2 7500001000
1.24 C H 9600000010
1.26L C AD 5601000000
1.08L BC AAKH! 0 6600000000 2 13 89400 K5
2.07 C G B 7501100000
1.22 C i F 4500010000
5.56L C E i F F 9400020008 11.97 J C D 9501000038 :
1.56L C C 5600010000
1.60L C B L 1600010000
1.39L C D O 2500000000 t 13 89405 K0 8 77
1.26L C BI 0600000000
1.06L CE BH 0 5600100000 1 2 DO19892 34 91
2.68 C LJ E 6501000030 8 1 32 X2100+292 21 8
1.49L C DD 8600000000
1.25L D D E 2600000000
2 13 89407 M0 1 78
4 13 89413 K5
1 16 13495-
8 2 *321X2101+299
1.16L BBD AAG 0 4500000100
6.16L BB AAHC 3 9400100008
1.51 BB AB 1500000000
4.55L BB AAHE 1 9300100008
1.13L B BC H 1600000000
4.54 E KC )400100258
1.00L BBC AAAF 0 4600002000 18 2 4 13 89414MB
6.70L DD AA 0 9400300008
1.58L B B K 3500000000
6.70L B AF 9400200008
6.19L BE AD L O 9400000008
6.70 CC M AA 9400200008
5.35L B AD 9400000008
1.22L CD BD 0' 4600000000
1.14L E B C 2600100000
1.25L BE AF F 0 7500000000
1.32L B BK 1600100000
1.13L B BF G 2601000000
1.46L D E 350100000(
1.74L C O 4500000000
1.36L DC AA 4 360000010(
1.00L BBD AAB 2 4600000000
1.54L E C D 4600102000
1.04L BBB AAAH 1 2601000000 14
1.11 C J C 2501000000 :
1.02L C C 5600000000
1.10L ED AC 0 6601000000
1.01L CC AAC 9, 2500000000
1.04L ED BB 2 3610102000
1.34L D D 1500000000
2.32 D D I F B 7580000208
2.72 C N I D 3500000120
1.14L C CI 1600000000
1.51 C HM B 7500001000
2.07 C C 9500000008
6.42L B C 8300000008
1.14 D KD 8600000000
2.15 BBCD AAAA 0 9580000008 23
1.75 E C 5600000000
1.30L C ALH 7600000210
4.67L BC AA 0 8300000008
1.00L BF AD 0 1500010000
1.22L B AF 6500010000
1.04: C C B H F 4600000030
1.00L B AF 3600000000
1.13L BD BDFK 1 5600000000
4.58L C C 6300100008
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type ('3 Mag
I 2 DO 19807 56 10C
1 2 !0019825 62 108
1 39 B2.22057+23 102 408
2 I 13 89364K5 3 85
8i 1 12 ZG2058+22 13 156
1 2 DO 19847 7 98
8
4
2 " 1 V378CYG
1 13 89415 K0
3 * 2 DO 19917
1 2 DO 19919
6 " 9 Ul1670
1 2 DO 19918
1 13 89420 K2













16 13502 7 128
2
4 TMSS +20502 41 26
2 i 13 89429 M4E 8 70
2
2 DO 19937 75 i 91
4
4 3 RAFGL 2700 20 11
2 DO19959 32 93
13 89437 K5 3 75
13 89444 K2 3 83
8 32 X2103+201 156 8
j3 "13 89447K2 4 77
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
138
t i I
Right Ascension: 21h03m28"-21h10m16" Declination: +20"-+30"
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 8 12 .urna
ham. o_, (s) C) I b C) C) (').N
Rux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) Y L C
25 ,am 60 pm IO0 sam Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
i i
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L IC B E 6400000000 I
.25L .25L .40L 2.51 ' D DK C 8500000028 8 I
4.01 2.50 .40L 1.00L' BB AAM 0 7500001000 !
.39 .25L .40L 1 58L' C DL 0500000000
.27L .29L .40L 1 41 ' C KND 6600000000
.25L .25L .40L 1 88 I D NKD 8500000000
1.65 .48 .40L 1 17LI BF AB 0 2600000000
15.35 5.98 1.03 3.80L' BBB C AAAH 0 2500000108 16 3 4
.25L .25L .40L 1.24 ' D 7681200010
4.50 2.14 .30: 1.05L' BBD AAB 0 2600000000
1oiii L:o__o.75 .28 .40L BD F AB 0 7500001000.25L : .25L ,40L C 3500000000.25L .25L .40L D 76002000101.13 .42 .40L A B 1 3500000008 1 161.43 .28 .40L CD D AB K 1 9300000008 2 13.25L .25L .40L C 8500000008
.45 .25L .40L B C 1500000000
.72 .25L .40L D B F 25000100(30 1 13
.99 .26 .40L BD AD L 0 7600200010
ifc cC.46L 1.39L .40L H C 3401000000.95 .28 .40L AE 0 3600010000.30 .25L .40L C F 8300110008 1 13
.25L .25L .74 BcCE MBC 85000000081.05 .50 .40L I:091.' ABH 11600000000 1 16
.33 .25L .40L 4.66L' C B 0500110008 1 2
,60 .25L .40L 1.67L C BN 2601110000
.52 .25L .40L 1.45L C BH 2500000000 3 13
.52 .35 .40L 1.15L B D F BO 2 4600000000
.37L .25L .40L 1.73 E 7500000000
.28L .25L .40L 1.55 E E K D 2500000000
.53 .17: .40L 1.02L C BFN 4 0500010000
.28 .25L .40L 1.18L D B 2501000000 1 13
.38L .25L .47 1.23L C C B 3600000000 I
.34 .49L .40L 1.07L AM 6500000000 1 I 2
.35 .25L .40L 1.31L C BC 4500000000 i
.43 .25L .40L 1.14L C B K 2601000000 i
.25L .25L .40L 1.23 C; H 2601100010 8 I
4.69 2.08 .37: 1.17L BBD !AAD 4 8500000000 I
.25L .25L 2.23 4.21 CC: BGAA 2401100030 8 I
48 25L ,0, 115Lc ;BJ 3,01 30 61 2
.38 .25L .40L 1.25L C B G 2600000000
3.10 1.19 .40L 1.00L BB AAE 0 3600001000
.42L .25L .46: 1.34: D DDI EB 2500000010
.89 ,25L .40L 1.36L B C K N 3600110(300
.25L .25L .40L 1.24 C D : C 9500000000
.53 .25L .40L 1.22L CM 2600000000 ' 2 13
1.02 .24: .77L 1.00L BDcc AFH 0 5600000000
.25L .25L .60 t.40: KKCB 1500000100
1.32 .57 .96 2.62 BCCF ABBB 0 3601000100 1 1
.41 .25L .40L 1.00L C B K 3600000000
.65 .25L .40L 1.22L B B D 3400000000 2 13
.25L .25L .40L 1.93 C C C 4500000010
.60 .25L .40L 1.34L A E 2500000000
.25L .60L ,40L 1.09 C K C 5500000000
.26L .58L ,40L 1.05 E B 7600000000
4.00 1.70 .40L 1.00L BB C AAF 2 2600000000
.25L .25L .40L • 1.64 J FD 1600100010
.25L .25L .44L 1.55 BCD C HD 6501000300 4422 1.87 .45: 1.03L AAH 0 9600000000 1 1
.33 .25L .40L 1.22L C C D 770010000025L .55L .40L 1.32 C i 5600000000
5.31 2.67 .63 1.14 CBFC AABE' 1 7500000100
.28 .25L .40L 1.17L C CJ D 0500010000
.26L .64L .40L 1.49 B F O F 34000000001.10 .34 .40 1.06L AC 0 2600000000 1 2
1.34 .76 .40L 1.00L BC AAG 1 4600000000
2.03 1.03 .40L 1.25L CC AAKK 1 6501000000
.34 .25L .40L 1.35L C C 6600020000 1 1 13
.27 .25L .40L 1.18L C D 7600120000
.46 .25L .40L 1.00L B BK 7600120000
1.07 .28 .40L 1.00L BDDc BC 0 5700000000 I
.25L .25L .46 1.93 GCC 5500000030 I
1.71 .83 .40L 1.00L BC AAJG 1 3600000000 _
3.31 1.34 .40L 1.0OL BB C AAH 0 2500000000 1' 1
.25L .25L .40L 2.11 MJ O E 5600000020 8
.39 .25L .40L 1.12L D DL 4700000000
.25L .25L 1.13 1.70: B C F F A B 4600000000
.41 .25L .40L 1.02L BI 1600011100
.25L .25L .40L 1.27 E F 5500000020
.40 .30L .40L 1.35L C DG 1600000000
.24 .25L ,45L 1.38L C E 0500100000 1 2
.64 .28L .40L 4.25L C C BE 9500000008
.25L .25 .40 1.24 H HD 6501000020
.36L .25L ,90 1.05: CC J B B 4600000000 '
22.31 13.61 1.73 1.03L BBC AAA 0 7700000000 28
.35L .25L .55 1.16L A 0500100000
.43L .25L .61L 1,52 B C H I E 4600000000
.55 .25L .40L 1.23L A , 3600000000 1 13
.71 .16: .40L 1.00L BF AE 0 4610000000 i 1 2
.40 .25L .40L 5.93L C C CD K 7500000238 C
1.05 1.22 .40L 1.00L B AAG 9 1700000010
.41 .39L .42L 2.15 C DEGC 8500010008
1.10 .52 .40L 4.24L CC D AB 0 6501000008
.25L .25L .40L 1.44 D 2600000020 8
1.33 52 .40L 1.86L BCcD AA H 0 3400010010 2 13
.25L .25L .76 1.76 NAC 3600000100
,89 .25L .40L 1.00L F B C 2600000000
2,40 .98 ,40L 1.00L BB AA 2 5600000000
.52 .25L .40L 1.60: E C D 6500000116 2 13
i
21034+2226 !28.3 18 70-16 48 9 69:3
21034+2718 29.2 44 74-13 48 20 65 3
21035+2049 33.8 46 68-17 26 69 =
21036+2501 37.3 9 72-15 58 18 69 ! 3
21036+2756 40.3 6 74-13 39 29 62 2
21038+2729 49.8 10 74-13 52 26 62 2
21038+2420 49.8 11 71-15 33 6 68 3
21038+2912 52.10 17 76-12 20 5 58 3
21039+2117 57.8 31 69-17 31 30 158 2
21039+2824 58.7 1 75-12 16 5 59 3
21041+2737 9.3 26 74-13 34 9 61 3
21041+2126 10.1 5 69-17 35 6 68 4
21041+2141 10.6 36 69-17 78 25 67 2
21041+2118 11.0 35 69-17 56 32 69 2
21042+2941 13.5 8 76-12 42 7 59 3
21042+2643 13.6 26 73-14 30 6 64 3
21042+2556 14.5 39 73-14 35 24 66 3
21042+2344 14.6 41 71-15 42 7 69 3
21043+2528 18.0 2 72-14 27 3 68 4
21043+2116 20.3 7 69-17 37 6 68 4
21043+2239 21.7 41 70-18 100 33 68 2
21044+2818 26.6 56 75-13 53 9 60 3
21045+2621 30.5 9 73-14 69 8 63 3
21046+2642 40.1 45 73-14 58 12 64 3
21046+2834 41.5 58 75-12 27 9 58 3
21047+2916 46.2 51 75-12 52 8 59 3
21047+2913 46.4 0 75-12 65 10 59 3
21047+2322 47.7 42 71-16 69 8 69 3
21046+2851 49.6 9 75-12 32 9 58 3
21049+2732 59.8 46 74-13 42 37 67 2
21050+2401 1.6 58 71-15 108 36 70 2
21051+2502 6.6 5 72-15 47 7 69 3
21052+2348 12.4 50 71-16 38 10 70 2
21052+2201 14.8 51 70-17 73 13 69 3
21052+2951 17.1 26 76-12 38 11 59 3
21053+2754 19.1 6 74-13 70 9 59 3
21053+2907 20.7 27 75-12 61 9 58 3
21053+2307 22.0 50 71-16 59 42 65 2
21054+2968 26.2 41 76-12 24 5 60 3
21054+2314 28.9 52 71-16 23 8 68 3
21057+2824 46.4 57 75 13 44 10 60 3
21057+2248 47.1 2 70-16 33 7 69 3
21057+2331 47.3 32 71-16 22 5 69 3
21058+2343 50.0 57 71-16 67 16 70 2
21060+2710 2.1 30 74-14 49 6 63 3
21060+2122 2.5 3 69-17 45 20 69 3
21060+2240 5.7 48 70-16 75 6 69 3
21064+2555 24.5 38 73-14 44 5 63 2
21064+2155 29.4 35 70-17 42 11 69 3
21065+2739 34.3 40 74-13 15 6 61 3
21065+2843 35.3 5 75-13 67 10 60 3
21066+2931 36.1 5 76-12 22 9 59 3
21066+2527 40.7 26 73-15 64 23 65 2
21067+2827 45,4 11 75-13 55 8 59 3
21067+2550 46.0 22 73-15 82 27 63 2
21067+2141 47.2 52 70-17 83 25 701 2
21068+2719 51.8 12 74-14 23 6 60 3
21070+2807 5.5 51 75-13 78 23 61 3
21071+2817 7.5 35 75-13 45 27 62 2
21072+2627 12.7 60 73-14 19 4 63 2
21074+2804 26.1 29 75-13 43 8 58 2
21074+2557 29.4 35_ 73-15 36 31 63 2
21076+2820 36.7 59 75-13 18 6 59 3
21076+2463 41.8 14! 72-15 48 8 67 3
21078+2943 48.5 28 76-12 114 40 59 2
21078+2847 50.4 24 75--13 30 9 60 3
21078+2228 53.3 49 70--17 37 6 69 3
21079+2536 55.939 73--15 29 56633221080+2705 5.3 38 74-14 65
21082+2633 15.1 9 74-14 73 11 62 3
21083+2631 19.8 3 74-14 30 9 61 3
21084+2640 27.2 35 74-14 24 9 60 3
21085+2133 31.0 43 70-18 27 15 69 3
21086+2214 37.4 13 70-17 26 8 89 3
21086+2714 38.7 23 74-14 25 6 59 3
21086+2233 39.8 48 71-17 29 22 71 3
21086+2701 41.8 24 74-14 37 13 61 31
21067+2242 47.6 14 71-17 65 8 69 3
21090+2338 0.1 14 72 16 38 7 64 3
21091+2133 9.8 53 70-18 111 39 68 2
21091+2410 11.6 15 72-16 65 11 64 2
21091+2727 11.9 37 75-14 82 10 59 2
21092+2910 17.7 34 76-13 50 10 61 2
21093+2105 19.6 39 70-18 45 29 68 2
21093+2739 21,6 75-14 60 12 60 3
21094+2808 28,3 41 75-13 24 5 59 3
21095+2726 31,226 75-14 72 15 63 2
21095+2243 31.930 71-17 86 32 68 2
21096+2252 41.1 32 71-17 39 10 66 3
21097+2745 43.8 59 75-14 27 9 61 3
21097+2934 45.1 12 76-13 49 9 61 2
21100+2205 1.5 35 70-18 27 5 69 3
21100+2856 5.1 45 76-13 54 10 61 2
21100+2958 5.2 58 77-12 17 9 60 2
21101+2524 7.1 28 73-15 50 30 63 2
21101+2718 7.4 38 75-14 25 6 59 3
21101+2244 10.7 5 71-17 44 11 67 3
21102+2257 15.1 56 71 17 58 10 66 3
21102+2117 15.7 37 70-18 26 5 69 3
21102+2844 16.9 27 76-13 37 10 62 2
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
S_p
Name Type (') Mag
TMSS +3O471 7 2_
13533 6 14(_
89459 K2 10 61
89460 K5 3 8C
89464 K2 26 5(2
13545 9 131
DO 20008 45 95
89465 K2 8 92
89468 K5 6 85
DO 20020 34 93
DO 20024 70 93
i
89482 K5 13 I 8.:"
CI VUL 12
89486 K0 3 8E
WX VUL 29
DO 20066 15 ; 91
i





DO 20091 44 10"
89519 K2 15 7_
DO 20096 70 10'
I
I
89525 K0 27 8d





o , (s) () I b £3 ('3 N
21103+2639 23.4!17 74-15 91 34 63 2
21103+2656 23.4114 74-14 93 24 63 2
21104+2834 24.230 76-13 32 9 60 2
21107+2952 44.1 3 77-13 60 11 58 2
21107+2746 45.620 75-14 95 22 63 2
21108+2821 48.849 75-14 438 61 3221106+275649.3,075-14 47J1211_+_55 51.337 74_15 69 21 2:211_+260359.519 75_14 99 13 6o 2,
21110+_46 0.335 77-13 19 10 57 2
21110+_1 2.129 74-15 90 38 63 2i
21110+2726 4.6 23 75--14 85 38 62 3!
21111+2030 6.6 36 69--19 52 7 69 321112+2666 12.6 0 76-13 39 6 63 2
21112+_22 17.113 74-15 41 6 59 3
21113+2557 19.9 10 74--15 107 26 61 3
2111z+2008 227 2 69-19 8o 7 69 3
21115+2747 33.3 45 75-14 24 9 61 3
21115+25313726 73_1643 11;_ _21115+2804 35.9 29 75-14 31
21116+2906 37.7 10 76-13 45 9 60 2
21116+2835 41.8 2! 76-14 46 9 62 2
21118+2747 51.0 28 75-14 59 19 58 2
21119+2759 54.6 181 75-14 73 8 62 2
21120+2941 1.9 34 77-13 28 8 59 2
21120+2045 2.8 5 70-19 77 12 70 2
21121+2047 9.9 22 70-19 27 5 69 4
21122+2954 15.0 20 77-13 49 8 60 2
21123+2159 18.8 5 71-18 55 9 66 3
21123+2756 20.7 23 75-14 64 10 62 2
21123+2309 20.9 17 72-17 54 7 64 2
21126+2225 38.3 39 71-18 26 24 64 2
21t27+2716 46.0 6 75-15 100 35 63 2
21129+2349 56.0 30 72-17 31 16 64 2
21129+2312 59.3 55 72-17 33 5 64 : 2
21131+2134 9.0 18 71-18 61 8 66 3
21131+2622 9.2 25 74-15 52 36 62 2
21131+2538 10.0 6 74-16 41 9 60 3
21132+2523 14,5 45 74-16 31 6 61 3
21t33+2041 23.3 33 70-19 49 8 67 3
21134+2747 25.7 59 75-14 39 8 62 2
21134+2056 26.8 33 70-19 42 11 67 3
21135+2739 30.1 59 75-14 55 9 63 2
21135+2354 :]0.4 35 72-17 21 5 64 2
21136+2309 36.7 12 72-17 71 26 64 2
21136+2649 38.6 36 75--15 30 10 61 3
21136+2512 40.9 60 74-16 49 8 61 3
21137+2333 47.4 22 72--17 86 32 64 2
21139+2142 59.2 0 71-19 77 9 64 2
21142+2306 15.4 55 72-18 74 21 64 2
21142+2646 17.1 17 75-15 98 26 63 2
21145+2617 34.9 3 74-16 55 7 60 2
21146+2359 39.2 475 73--17 37 7 61 321148+2502 51.7 74--16 45 8 60 3
21150+2800 5.7 56 76--14 66 12 61 2
21154+2751 26.0 56 76--15 39 7 59 2
21154+2101 27.3 13 70-19 69 t0 65 2
21154+2237 28.2 3 72-18 66 7 64 2
21156+2908 41.3 13 77-14 64 18 66 2
21158+2433 51.3 49 73--17 93 25 64 2
21159+2024 59.2 52 70-20 42 9 65 2
21159+2158 59.8 2 71-19 58 21 64 2
21160+2343 3.5 2 73-18 60 10 62 3
21161+2827 8.7 26 76-14 29 7 60 2
21162+2926 16.8 56 77-14 40 8 62 3
21163+2613 19.4 50 75-16 46 15 62 2
21163+2907 20.0 43 77-14 49 16 65 3
21163+2230 22.0 57 72-18 27 6 64 2
21163+2120 23.4 26 71-19 34 6 65 2
21164+2426 25.6 49 73-17 42 9 61 3
21166+2921 38.8 10 77-14 42 10 65 3
21167+2513 46.1 t3 74-17 50 13 61 = 3211_+230348835 72-18 73 36 62i2
21t_+235052.33673-16 70 1_ 62i_21169+2209 56,7 56 72-19 27 64
21170+2315 0.2 41 73-t8 27 5 62! 3
21173+2145 22.1 32 71-19 48 11 64 2
21174+2512 24.3 42 74-17 69 10 62 3
21174+2007 26.4 24 70-20 30 8 65 2
21175+2155 34.4 17 72-19 48 10 64 2
21178+2754 53.7 40 76-15 26 5 61 3
21179+2952 56.1 13 78-14 40 24 56 2
21180+2814 4.8 60 77-15 28 3 61 3
21182+2331 16.7 56 73-18 74 14 64 2
21184+2602 246 61 75-16 40 7 61 2
21186+2422 38.1 23 i 74-18 43 9 61 3
21186+2700 4t.0 34i 76-16 81 8 62 2
21186+2303 41.5 5i 73-18 57 24 63 3
21187+2311 46.3 19 73-18 23 13 62 3
21188+2338 50.0 39 73-18 29 6 61 3
21168+2406 51.6 47 74-18 21 6 61 3
21188+2252 52.0 14 73-19 33 12 62 3
21189+2703 54.6 46 i 76-16 40 9 60 2
21190+2655 3.5 27i 76-16 61 10 60 2
21191+2323 7.7 403 73-18 31 30 61 221191+2106 10.3 11 71-20 42 7 64 221191+2101 11.9 71-20 62 13_ 65 2
21192+2914 12.5 38 i 77-14 61 15! 62 2
21192+2307 14.0 51: 73-18 44 9' 62 3














































































































Uncs Coef R Rags"
1.12 C O 7600000000
1.11 C B 6600000010
1.26L CE AB 0 1500000000
5.91L F C B A 7401220338
1.39 D B 4500000000
1A5L C AC 2600000000
1.37L CD AD E 0 4400000000
1.94 C K B 7601000010
1.48L F D 4400000000
2.22: D E BDHD 7681110128
v L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
.40L 1.49 C J F 9600000030
.40L 1.56 E GHE 9500000030
.40L 1.02L C B 2400000000
.40L 3.78L BC AAD 0 9301000008
.40L 1.05L C BC 5500010000
.40L 1.38 C KL E 4500000010
.40L 1.0OL B B G 0500010000
.40L 1.22L BC AB 0 3500101000
.40L 1.54L C D 4501000000
.40L 1.19L CC AA 3 3500000000
.40L 3.16L CF BC 0 8500000008'
.40L 2.34L C BF M 6500000000
.63L 1.47 F BD 3500101000
.40L 1.53L F D 3500100000
.40L 4.59L BD AB 0 4500001008
.40L 1.78L C CI H 2400111000
.40L 1.44L BC AAI M 0 2500111000
.40L 1.92L CD AB H 0 9601001000
A0L 1.19L B AC C 2500000000
.40L 1.38L C B 3500100000
.40L 1.60L C BE 4500010010
.40L 1.73 C E G F 2600000030
.40L 1.70 D E 4600000250
.40L 3,44 C I C 3480000220
.40L 1.33L BC ABJ 1 4500010000
.40L 1.00L B B K 2500000000
A0L 1.21 C E 3600000000
.40L 1.00L B AF 3500010000[
A0L 1.00L BD AB 3 2600000000
.40L 1.00L C B DJ 0500020000
I
.40L 1.51L C CH 3600000000!
.57 1.34: C E D B B 0500001100
.40L 1.21L C BB M 5600000000 I
.31: 1.13L BCD AAC 1 3600000000
.40L 2.39 F C 4500000120
.40L 1.29L C BDM 4500000000
.40L tOOL C BMFK 0600000000
.40L 1.55 D D 4500000000
.40L 1.0OL C B 2500000000
.40L 1.67 C B 4501000010
.40L 1.99 D C 84C00000O0
.40L tOOL C C 5601000000
1.80 3.73 CC NCAA 1400010000
.40L 1.04L C B 0500000000
.40L 1.16L D B 5600010000
1.0OL BC AAG O 1600000000
1.05L C B F 0500000000
1.28L E DJI F 0700000000
1.56L D HDD ' 4500000100
1.89 C G C 1500000200
1.0OL C BI :0501000000
2.10 D J GE 4601000120
1.19L B C 1500010000
1.23L DC AAFG 0 2500000000
1.16L C C
1.48 CC HCB





















1.07L BBC AAB 1 4500000100 18
2.44 DC CB 4600000000
1.22L C B H 0500000000
1.00L C BI H 1600000000
1.32L E DI J G 3700000100
1.00L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.29 C C GB 6400000000
1.0OL BB AAD 0 1610000000
1.53L C CC 2500000000
1.16L CD AC O 0600000000
1.23L BD BB 0 1500000000
1.43L C C 2500100000
1.75 C I D 3600000000
2.03 DC HI CD 3500000100
1.0OL BC AA 2' 5601000000
1.06L BBC AAA 0 0500000000 14
3.31 CB J HCA 1400000100
1.33L C BF 3500100000
1.27L C AC 3500001000
2.02 E J J E 7500000030
1.13L C C 1500100000
2.t0 CC HCB 1500100000
1.80: DC EB ' 2400090000
1.0OL B BG 2600000000
1.12L CE BC 0 0600000000
Name Type _"'_ M=g
1 1 CZ CYG
2 13 89533 K5
1 13 89534 K5
1 13 89535 K0
8 1 32 X2111+266
8 1 32 X2111+274
1 13 89544 M0
2:13 89549K0
1 13 89552 M0
1 13 89555 K5
8
C
C 1 32 X2112+238
1 13 89565 K2
1 13 89566 K5
1 2 DO 20185
1 13 89569 K2
8 1 32 X2113+231
t 13 89572 t<:2
1 13 89575 M0
2 12 ZG 2114+24
8
1 13 89599 K5
1 1 BB CYG
1 13 89602 M0
4 9 Ul1748
1 12 ZG 2116+22
1 13 89604 K0
1 13 89607 K0
2 t2 ZG 2116+25
1 13 89614 K2
5 13 89615 M3
3 9 Ul1722
1 2 DO 20284
1 13 89636 K5
1 13 89640 K0
1 1 BH VUL
4 9 U11727
1 2 DO 20317
8 1 32 X2119+233

















































Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m 25 Frn 60 /_m(1
hm. ° , (s) () 1 b ('3 ('_ (') N (Jansky)
21195+2110 31.726 71-20 78 6 642 .62L .25 .40L
21198+2418 48.612 74-18 48 8 633 .87 .22: .40L
21198+2844 51.426 77-15 38 33 652 .26L .55L .40L
21199+2617 57.833 75-16 57 10 60! 2 .42 .25L .40L
21199+2328 59.752 73-18 42 24 633 .25L .25L .39:
21200+2441 '4.556 74-18 447 9 6_55!22 1.00 .30 .40L21201+2040 7.0071-20 59 .96 .31L .40L
21202+2147 12.2 072--20 30 =6 8213 16.81 7.14 1.1721202+2336 15.52973--18 932_ 62_ o .25L .28L .40L
21203+2725 23.054 76-16 52 9 623 .38L .25L 1.15
21204+2738 29.25876-16 49 8 632 .29 .25L .40L
21206+2903 40.63278-15 6739 642 .25L .54L .40L
21207+2923 43.82578-14 3810 612 .77 .49 .40L'
21210+2448 4.33774-18 8937 622 .28L .25L .46L'
21210+2130 4.85972-20 6324 623 .25L .25L .40L
21210+2316 5.8573-19 22 5 613 16.20 7.96 1.24
21211+2302 8.92 73-19 27 6 613 12.37 6.36 1.11
21211+2615 9.026 75--17 73 8 602 .28 .25L .40L
21211+2706 10.71 76-16 5021 643 .25L .25L .40L
21213+2405 16.611 74-18 24 5 64,2 2.87 .72 .40L
21213+2645 122.9,' 276-16 79 8 67 [ 2 .26 .25L .40L
21217+2403 44.2! 30 74-18 39 9 632 .43 .32L .40L
21217+2553 45.744 75-17 36 5 61 I 3 1.64 .39 .40L
21217+261047.0, 276-17'1132462i2 .27L .71L .40L
21218+2447 '48.7 ' 13 74-18 65 55 7512 .30L .25L .41L21218+2131 '51.5 14 72-20 42 29 63 .25L .25 .48L
21219+2330 56.6 48 74-19 50 10 64 2 .29 ,60L .40L
21221+2418 8.9 47 74-18 48 g 62 2 1.10 .29 ,40L
21222+2018 15.8 46 71-21 74 38 65 2 .25L .35L .61L
21223+2557 21.(; 30 75-17 41 8 61 3 .55 .25L .40L
21225+2616 34.2 54 76-17 50 23 66 3 .25L .25L .40L
21226+2249 36.4 36 73--19 64 22 63 2 .25L .25L .40L
21226+2607 40.8 50 76-17 35 26 67 3 .25L .53L .40L
21227+2412 46.2 33 74-18 61 10 61 2 .65 .28L .40L
21228+2037 53.459 71-21 48 8 63 3 .25L .25L .40L
21229+2209 54.6 6 73-20 55 8 61 2 .31 .69L .40L
21231 +2503 7.2112 75-18 53 10 63 3 .36L .25L .91
21231+2212 11.7144 73-20 33 5 63 3 .98 .53 .40L
21232+2017 13.7122 71-21 75 14 65 2 .25L .25L .52
21233+2339 23.4_22 74-19 56 37 632 .25L .59L .40L
21235+2321 31.g151 74-19 79 18 6_ 2 .71L .25L, .49
i
21237+2648 45.556 76-17 4628 622 .25L .25L .40L
21241+2027 9.841 71-21 6535 622 .25L .25L .40L
21243+2404 23.334 74-19 31 9 623 .89 .25L .40L
21245+2156 33.2142 73-20 47 8 633 .42 .25L .40L
21247+2708 43.830 77-17 51 10 632 .52 .34L .40L
21247+2558 45.2j15 76-17 27 10 612 .59 .33 .40L
21247+2140 45.9'9 73-20 49 8 633 .50 .25L .40L
21247+2756 47.035 77-16 39 9 592 2.60 1.21 .40L
21248+2342 48.433 74-19 37 12 643 .25L .25L .94
21249+2630 57.740 76-17 _ 16 642 .40L .27L .39
21249+2100 59.9 8 72--21 t_4 ! 13 652 .29 .48L .40L
21251+2650 6.3i2u 77-17 46 116 632, .37L .30L .47
21251 +2326 8.844 74-19 61 14 663 .36L .25L .83
21252+2219 12.6 5 73-20 93 13 64 2 .30 .25L .40L
21253+2739 18.017 77-16 45 9 60 2 1.27 .30 .40L
21254+2723 27.821 77-17 46 12 60 2 .30 .25L .40L
21255+2130 30.560 73-21 44 ! 8 63 3 .46 .25L .40L
21255+2620 35.5j60 76--17 30 7 652 4.35 2.36 .64L
21256+2257 39347 74-20 43 : 8 632 .50 .34L .40L
21257+2423 44.835 75-19 45 10 643 .78 .25L .40L
21260+2618 0.420 76-17 37 13 622 .39L .25L .68
21260+2622 1.1142 76-17 62, 21 462 .25L .37L .40L
21260+2424 1.850 75-19 20 6 64 3 10.81 2.97 38
21263+2245 21.7159 74-20 99 37 642 .25L .63L .40L
21264+2611 27.832 76-18 25 8 632 .52 .25L .40L
21264+2552 28.1i56 76-18 82 15 642 .42L .25L .47
21264+2542 28.46 76-18 21 5 632 1.57 .43 .35:
21265+2017 30.233 72-22 66 20 652 .80L .25L .58
21267+2157 42.536 7"3-21 20 6 642 61.27 16.79 3.05
21267+2310 46.42574-20 5130672 .25L .59L .42L
21271+215321269+26366254"5144677-17 41 26 61 2 .25L .27L .40L
. 73-21 7611 632 .62 .25 .40
21272+2049 13.05372-21 28 5633 2.05 .58 .40L
21272+2514 15.113976-18 4913 632 .36L .3gL 1.07
21273+2530 16.615276-18 60 6642 .36 .25L .40L
21275+2043 35.514072-2226 3 643 1.54 .38 ,40L
21276+2223 38.2i34o 74-20110 29 65622 .25L .88L .40L21276+2536 38.21 76-18 58 8 2 ,73 .15: ,40L
21276+2325 40.75 74-20 27 6 633 29.18 7.01 1.24
21277+2334 45.6 _ 75-20 111 36 632 1.39(. .54L .40L21278+2629 48.8 77-18 26 9 602 .29L .37 3.37
21281+2317 7.3 2 74-20 52 18 632 .64L .25L .41
21284+2608 26.511 77-18 69 14 612 .25L .34L .59
21266+2433 41.419 75-19 62 34 62, 2 .25L .25L .40L
21287+2423 45.210 75-19 35 22 602 .76L .30L .40L
21288+2456 52.e 5 76-19' 64 8 652 .67 .34L .40L
21289+2550 58.1 1 76-18 ! 33 12 61 2 ,60 .25L .40L
21289+2522 58.254 76-19 25 17 622 .25L .25L .48L
21290+2513 0.4 6 76-19 69 27 64 ' 2 .74L .65L .40L
21290+2630 4.249 77-16 37 5 61 ' 2 4.49 1.61 .65L
21290+2534 5.518 76-18 44 8 60 2 1.40 .41L .40L
21292+2611 14.128 77-16 59 35 62 2 .25L .25L .40L
21294+2534 28.g 33 76-19 101 22 62 2 .37L .25L .40L
21295+2046 30.5 8 73-22 24 7 64 ! 3 1.06 .23 .40L
21295+2337 34.(; 19 75-20 44 10 62 2 .96 .31L .40L
21299+2418 55.5 7 75-19 81 12 64 i 2 38 .25L .40L
21299+2415 58,(_ 3 75-20 39 5 64 2 9.98 4.94 .90
21300+2433 2.314 76-19 62 43 62 2 .26L .61L .40L
21302+2447 12.812 76-19' 80 24 61 2 .25L .25L .40L
Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1,11L E BD 1500000000
1.03L BD 'AD 0 0500002000
1.71 C' D 3500O00000
1.41L C B 0600000000
1.81 DC E D 8500000310
1.00L CD AO 05500000000
1.27L C AD J 15000O00O0
1.00L BBC AA8 3 4600000000 16
2.19 C I LLD 5500000110
1.75 CC EBC 55000O000O
2.90L C E F 3500001010
1.50 ' C F 45O0OOO0OO
1.00L: CD AB [ 0 4500000000
1.35 D F 7400000010
1.77 C EB 2500000000
1.17L BBC AAAD 4 6500000000 14
1.23: BBCC AABB 1 2500000000 14
3.72L IC DJ D 5500000000
1.99 C M C 3480000310
1.00Li BD AB 0 2600001000
1.1DL C C F 2600010000
1.17L! C BE 1600100000
1.20L CC AC 1 5500000000
1.20 D I B .6500000000
1.50 C I E 6401O000OO
1.88 C F I E 2500000330
1.21L C OH 4500000000
1.14L CE AF 0 2600000000
1.60 E DL H 2500000120
1.06L D B F 6600000000
1.51 C I C 6500000000
1.92 C B 94000000OO
1.64 C M D 6500000100
1.00L D CF 0500010000
2.42 C t GHD 2400000020 8
1.46L C D J 3500002000 2
1.99 CC BB 6380000100
1.00L DC ABK 0 3500002000 2
1.43: C C B B 2500000000
1.60 D E 2500000130 8
1.51L D E 4500000000
1.88 C E 3500000010
1.84 D D 5580000320 C
1.08L B ;AF 1500000000
1.22L B IB 1500010000
1.24L C BF 1600010000
1.58L CCF BB E 1 36000000001.13L CE L 1500000000
1.13L BC AA 0 2500000000
2.70 CCK BB 1400000200 4
1.14L C HCD 5600000000
1.00LIC DK 34000100001.62L F HCK 25000000O0
2.05: CD BE 4500000110
1.00LIC D D 050OOOOOOO
1.15LIBD AB 0 1600000000
1.64L Ir D 1601000000
1.00L B 'C 1600000000
1.15L cBC AAE 056001001201.03 i GM 4600000000
I.OOL IB AC 0500100000
1.15L i C B 4600300130
2.25 I C K C 4580200130
1.00L BBC AAC 0 050010000017
1.62 E E 4400000000
1.13L C CM 4600000000
1.12L C B 360000O00O
2.12L BCD ABFI 0 1500000000
1.45L D K DD 440000O000
1.36L BBC AAAE 0 2600000010 17
1.41 D DD 55000O0030
1.85 C FMC 4500001110
1.10L E BD 2600000000
1.00L BC AAI 02500000000
1.63L C EAB 0600000000
1.15L C C 16O000O000
1.08L BC AB 0 2400000000
1.15 E M D 1600000010
1.09L CE BG 0 1600000000
1.09LIBBC AABD 0350000000017
1.25 D H 2800000020 8
8.29 ECC FBAA 7100001000
1.07L C N D 2500000000
137: C C B D D 6500100320 4
1.39 C E 9500000000
1.93 ; C LC C 9500000120
1.15L IC ADE 7700000GO0
4.63L F B I 8400000008
1.96 D DA 95O0000008
1.64 D GM D 9600000018
1.31L DC AAB 0 4600000000
6.22L B ACJ 9400000008
2.63 C E 4500000030 8
1.83 i D G B 9500000008
1.00L !CD AE 6 0500000000
1.03L C B B 3600000000
1.15L C E 9501100000
1.81L BCC AABC 0 8681100010
2.04 C E 9500000030
2.69 O C 84O0000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +20"-+30"
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
1 1389654 K5 17 8?
1 2 DO 20334 78 10E
4 1 SW PEG 4
4 I BM PEG 48
2 4 TMSS + 20508 4 2_
1 13 89666 K2 4 88
3 1369669 M2 4 8E
2 1389678 F0 6 5E
C 1 32 X2121+215 59 12
1 1389681 K2 13 81
3 "I389682K0 8 63
8
21369685 FO 5 5_
3 "1389691 M0 9 85
2 13 89710 K5 2 83
1 13 89711K2 6 81
2 1389714 M0 12 88
I 16 13713 M 61 115
2 1389719 K5 7 80
2 13 89720A0 4 53
1 1389721 G5 4 70
8 1 1 BL VUL 15 3
I 16 13725 gO 133
1 13 89725/(5 13 80
6
8 1 32 )(2125+263 102 6
3 13 89729 M0 13 86
1 13 89734 K2 4 75
1 13 89735K2 2 67
1 10 M+03-54-012 5
5 13 69737 MB I 61
1 1389750K5 4 80
1 13 89751 K2 15 82
5 13 89752K5 3 47
4 9 Ul1756 12 141
2 1389766M0 6 65
1 1389780)(5 4 82
1 1389782K0 6 68
1 39i82.22129+24 102 408
3 4 TMSS +20513 30 24
141




Galactic Uncertainty OC5 a 5 Coords SMJ SMN O 12 p.m(1
h m. • s (s) (") I b (") ('_) (') N
1305+211633.023 173-2217 6 I _(_ 31306+250t 40.3 76-19 36 3 =:
1310+2122 3.1 4; 73-22 31 10 643
1311+2051 9.66 73-22 82 12 682
1314+243t 27.14376-20 6715622
1315+2344 30.81875-20 55 16521316+2136 36.25374-22 511 631
1326+2022 36.43573--23 24 9653
1330+2235 1.32875-21 5610 642
1336+2344 36.021 76-20 6010 632
1336+2103 ,0.01474-22 5621 642
1336+2017 4t.33373-23 6220632
1337+2032 47.65673--23 44 7 632
1345+223t ,5.21575-21 6120 642
1346+2048 36.629 74-23 5310 62r2
1348+2352 5115676-21 22 762213,_+211425024 74-23 26 7 65 213._+2144_7.69 74-22 73 12 6212
1360+213t 3.04474-22 6427 67 2
1364+2135 25.152 74-22 80 10 64 _2
1366+2002 41.317 73-24 52 10 63 2
1367+2137 44.048 75-22 27 9 62 2
1380+2233 5.619 76-22 25 7 62 2
1383+2257 19.932 76-22 52 7 63 2
1387+2157 44.657 75-23 25 7 62 2
1395+2011 30.234 74-24 45 37 692
1403+2128 18.3,19 75-23 27 7 622
1404+2021 29.940 74--24 68 35 632
1412+2001 14.448 74-24 5526 652
1422+2036 16.441 75-24 83 _ 10 632
1432+2021 13.4 7 75-24 6711 83 2
1435+2012 34.935 75-25 6426 84 2
1571+2938 10.339 64-20 34 9 59 2
1574+2925 26.134 64-20 36_29 5821579+2805 58.91983-21 17 59
1579+2821 59.32283-21 9310 592
1585+2748 35.62383-21 7212 612
1591+2907 9.047 84-20 7812 80 2
1599+2831 59.41984-21 38 g 59 2212002+2728 15.55783-22 41 60 .75
2004 + 2815 29.45584-21 77 8 _ 2 .472006+2926 40.24285-20 45 1 i .76
2010+2930 5.62585--20 42 7 592 2.20
2017+2606 43.21984-22 184 59 i 262.032023+2942 21.15985-2020 9 58 .95
2028+2621 52.04083-23127 24 60 .29L
2028+2625 53.64583-23 20 5 ; 602
2028+2600 53.7983-23 39 6 602
2034+2939 29.54485-21 26 I 58222037+2910 48.82285-21 45 159
2043+2443 19.73482-24 18 6612
Z043+2858 20.81666-21 20 6582
2044+2539 27.23983-24 45 9602
_O46+2536 37.93083-24 19 5 602
2048+2453 38.34962-24 63 7 61 2
2047+2506 42.1382-24 36 6812
2051+2611 7.34464-22 7811 : 602
2057+2925 44.32585-2196 1359 2
.>057+2646 45.7 t584-23 68 7 (302
._059+2517 58.151 83-24 56 8 61
2068+2702 49.659 64-23 15 60
2070+2617 4.65584-24 9312 602
2071+2631 11.01964-24 46 588012 i2075+2530 35.450 83-24 26 5
2076+2406 98.3 4 82-25 75 19 61 2
2078+2346 51.856 82-26 69 7 61 21
2080+2548 0.541 83-24 51 8 61 2
2083+2703 20.435 84-23 41 10 602
2088+23162083+285549.023'8562486-22 78 I=12v 59 282-26 47 I 61 2
2096+2331 36.654 82-26 35 i 6 61 2
2098+2442 48.812 83-25 26 5 61 2
2100+2330 5.228 82-26 47, 6 61 2
2108+2541 53.136 84-25 62' 7 61 2
2113+2511 18.6 1 64-25 40 5 61 2
2113+2821 20,428 86-23 39 6 60 2
2114+2907 24.856 86-22 39 6 60 2
2115+2432 30.5119 83-26 30 I 5 61 22116+2318 38.1 82-27 34 6 61 2
2121+2856 10.158 86-22 86 8 60 2
2122+2619 18.0[15 85-24 23 5 61 2
2124+2216 27.7!25 82-28 78 8 62 2
2124+2024 29.147 80-29 9825 62 2
2132+2912 16.527 87-22 36 6 59 2
2132+2529 16.654 84-25 57 7 61 2
2136+2315 38.150 83-27 39 6 82 2
2138+2414 49.331 83-26 72 7 61 2
2139+2447 54.051 84-26 43 10 61 2
2139+2758 54.1 !24 86-23 34 6 80 2
2139+2124 57.043 81-28 86 11 62 2
2141 +2733 11.4113 86-24 41 6 612
2143+2855 23.3120 87-23 31 7 60 2
2144+2240 25.922 82-28 51 13 62 2
2145+2736 51.6149 86-24 32 6 612
2149+2145 58.841 82-28 52 7 62 2
2149+2313 58.8 6 83-27 28 24 152 2
Flags
(Net Color C,errected) V L C
25 _J]a 60 p,m 10(3 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jaxlsky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
51.67 51.10 7.87 2.59 BBCC AAAB 9040000000026
.82L .25L .40L 1.69 D' K E 6500000020 8
1.08 .32 .40L 1.00L B D AC 00500000000 2 1389796K5
.26 .25L .40L 1.31L C C 1500000000
.40L .25L .95 1.0OL F AH 5501000000
.33 .25L .40L 1.11L D C 1600010000
.25L! .25L .64 2.20 CCi GBA 0500001000
,25L .24: 1.60 3.23 DCD'J CAA 2400000000
_3t 1.18L .40L 1.29L C EK C 2500000000
.48 .25L .40L 1.01L C B J 1600000000
.25L .30L .40L 2.13 C FM B 2400000000
.25L .25L .40L 1.59 C B ! 025000000001.18 .66 .40L 1.42L CD BA 3500001000 t 2 DO 20644
.69L .25L .42 1.36Lj C E 1500000000
.62 .27L .40L 1.15L E BE 4500010000 1 2 DO 20660
1.05 .28 .40L 1.00L DD BC 01600000000 11 BU PEG
.25L .27: 1.82 2.78 ECC CAC 1501000100
.29 .25L .76L 1.24L C D J 2500000000 1 1389855K5
.30L .27L .41L 1.90 D E E I 2600000000
.65 .29L .40L 1.43L E AJ E 4500010010 1 2 DO 20701
.38 .43L .40L 1.02L C CH L 5600000000 2 t389871 F0
3.19 1.47 .42 1.64 BCCC AAFE 0 3500010030 - 8 1 16 13822
2.61 1.67 .40L 1.26L BC AAE 0 2000000000
1.27 .31: .40L 1.12L FE BDH 02600000000 1 1389898K5
3.29 .91 .40L 1.00L BC AS 04400000000 2 1389903K5
.33L .25L .40L 1.54 D F E 5600000000
10.04 5.78 .94 1.00L BCC AAB O 0600000000
.39L .25L .46L 1.77 C NC 8500000010
.25L .29L _47L 2.15 C HHE 8580000020
.52 .25L AOL 1.36L iC iC 8500000000
.34 .25L .40L 1.37L D D 6500010000
.36L .25L .40L 1.17 i DM C 6500000000
.89 .32L .40L 1.08L !C 'BC 3501000000
.42 .32 .40L 1.00L CC CC 0 0500010000
.25L .25L .46 2.37 DD MFB 1400000210
.29 .29L .40L 1.00L F CG 1600000000
.41 .25L .40L 1.22L C C 1700000000
.38 .25L .40L 1.00L !C 'C 0700000000
.91 .31 .40L 1.06L BC AD O 0600000000
,27L ! .40L 1.04L ,E CH 0501000000
.25L .40L 1.28L D C 0500000000
.26L .40L 1.13L C AC C 1611000010
.44 .40L 1.00L CD AB 3 1600000000
152.16 21.56 7.90 BBDC AAAA 0 038000110026
.32 .40L 1.00L BD BE 0 1600000000
.25L .41L 1.22 D J C 1500101000
3.29 .82 .40L 1.0OL BC AA O 1600101000
1.16 .53 .40L 1.00L CD AB 1 0900000000
3.95 1.06 .40L 1.00L BC AAJ 02500000000
.55 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 2600000000
t0.08 4.08 .87 1.00L SCC AAB 1 1200000000
2.28 .75 .48L 1.00L BC AAL 00400000000
.29L .30L .69 1.00L C EAG 2000100000
t.34 .41 .40L 1.00L BD AD 02500100000
.52 .25L .40L 1.00L C SG 2201000000
3.70 .82 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 1500001000
.67 .25L .40L 1.04L D D 0501000000
32 .26L .40L 1.20L C Cl 1400000000
.87 .36L .40L 1.17L C BDHD 0500000000
.33 .25L .40L 1.05L C C 1500000C00
.64 .29L .40L 1.00L C BM 1600000000
.69 .37L .4.0L 1.00L C AH L 0500000000
.25L ,32L .41 1.20 E D F DC 2500000000
.39L .25L 35 1.24L D CB 2500000000
.42L .25L .73 1.15L C BC 0400000000
.30 .25L .40L 1.33L D G 0500000000
1,50 .40 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0400000000
2.11 .71 ,40L 1.17L BC ABEE 0500000110
.28L .25L ,48: 1.25: CC K CE 1600000000
1.12 .35L .40L 1.0OL C AC 1600000000
.25L .25L .97 1.64 CC L BC 0500000000
.27L .42L 1.99 2.99 CC GCAB 0301000000
.37 .25L .40L 1.49L C C 0500000000
.86 .26L .40L 1.00L C A I 0114000003204.43 ,.07 .40L t.OOL CC AAE 2600001000
4.29 1.07 .40L 1.OOL BC AAL 04500001220.72 .37L .40L 1.15L C AC 26010000001.18 .33: .40L .94: CF DAD D 2600000000'
5.95 1.48 .41L 1.00L OC AAL 0i 1600000000
2.25 .54 .40L 1.00L BC ABNG 0J 0400000000,
7.28 4.49 .46: 1.00L BCD AAF li 0500000000
1.84 1.07 .40L 1.00L BC AA 3350000(2000!
1.27 .43 .40L 1.20 CD CAB D 2i2500001030
.59 .25L .40L 1.06L D IDH 05000100001.39 .75 .40L 1.00L CO AS 0 0600000000
.69 .25L .40L 1.00L C BI 4500000010
.25L .25L .56L 2.16 C HD 4500000220
1,44 .38 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0500001000
,37 .59L .40L 1.09L C B I 2600000000
.45 .35L .40L 1.26L C BG 8501000020
.56 .25L .40L 1.05L 'C B 2601000020
.25L .25L .68 1.65 CC H BB 3400000000
2.-12 1.25 .40L 1.16L BC AAM 0 0400000000
+32 .25L .40L 1.00L D D N 0500000000
1.02 .24: .40L 1.02L ICE BO 0 0600000000
.82 .34L .40L I"00LIC EC BE 0500000000
.38L .44L .67: 2.23 I CC 9501000230
4.24 2.38 .58 2.15L BCC AACD 00500000000
.73 .27: .40L 1.00L CE AF 00500000000
.49L .25L .41L 1.66 C G J F 9501000330
Flux Density Associations
1 12 ZG 2132+20
1 1389828 K0
4 4 TMSS +20516
8 1 32 X2141+200
1 2 DO 20830





















2 1390162 K5 13 87
2 1390168 K2 1 81
1 1390174 K7 3g 88
2 13 90186 MO 4 83
I 213021112 31 91
2 13 90192 K2 24 87
1 1390194 K5 4 77
2 13 90196 K5 8 78
5 13 90201 M8 2
2 "13 90207K5 5 86
2 12 ZG 2202+26 57 150
3 1390214 K0 4 58
4 "4 TMSS +30483 49 25
2 * 2 0021165 52 t01
4 4 TMSS +20527 24 22
4 "t390231 MO 3 85
2 1390236 M0 2 85
1 1390237 M0 22 55
4 1390238 F5 9 40
2 1390244 M0 5 88
2 13 90255 M0 21 85
2 1390259 F0 5 6O
1 13 90260 G5 11 65
2 1390261 M0 10 90
1 12 ZG 2206+24 69 156
21390275 K7 4 92
2 1390276 M0 4 88
1 1614058 M7 60 120
1 2 DO 21234 69 105
1 t390291 M0 31 87
,C
2 1390315 M3 6 83
4 139O317 K0 9 6O
2 1390321 K2 18 76
2 1390327 G5 12 67
5 I GK PEG 38 3
2 1390337 K2 12 i 60
1 2 DO 21291 30 115
1 2 DO 21296 10 120
2 13 90346 K7 29 90
1 13 90349 K0 t0 66
C
2 1390363 K5 8 67
2 1390362 K0 4 83
8; 2 13 90371 G5 39 83
1 2 DO 21337 90 96
2 13 90373 K7 24 67
2 13 90379 K0 4 63
1 13 90382 G5 4 67
C
1 1 AA PEG 5 3
2 13 90392 K2 12 81








Right Ascension: 22hISmOS'-22h40m52 '







































































































100 ttm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.OOL D DE 6500000000
1.00L BC gAL 0 5600000000
1.28L C BM 0500010000
1.32 E L C 4700100000
1.10L C AK 5700100000
1.37L C B 1500000000
1.OOL CE AB 0 2500000000
1.50 C I C 3600000000
13.54 CCC DCAA 0340000000
1.00L C CL 1600000000
1.00L BD AAF 1 2600001000
1.00L E BD 3501000000
1.04L CD AA 1 3600000000
1.38L C B D 2500000000
1.00L B B L 1500000000
1.00L BCC AAE 0 1400000100
1.OOL BC AC 2 2600000000
1.48: CF L BB 2500000000
1.91 D C 9500000220
1.OOL BCC _AC 0 15OOOOOO00
1.26: C CE BCDF




1.00L C B I
1.OOL C B K





1.40 C M B
1.00L C AC
111,i E1.OOL BD



























Name Type (") Mag
1 131 90395 K0 5 ' 7_
2 13 90396 K5 7 67
1 2 DO 21365 47 i 9E
I
2 13 90401 M0 10 ; 8E
2 13 90402 M0 6 9(:
2 2 DO 21375 55 10C
6 9 Ul1985 42 14_
1 13 90417 K0 2 8C
2 13:90423 K2 3 ! 7,_
1 21 DO 21398 77 11C
I 2 2 DO 21403 73 9,"
6 13 90437 M0 2 6.=
2 13 9O440 88 9 4_
12 ZG 2220+28 22 15(
2 12 ZG 2220+29 35 I 151
1 13 90462 F5 7 i 6(
I 13 90467 K2 4 71
1 AD PEG 13
1 13 90492 K0 23 81
2 2 DO 21475 49 9(
1 13 90498 K0 4 8(
1 13 90512 K0 13 7_
t 13 90527 K0 6 6!
1 13 90528 K0 36 7_
1 13 90533 K5 2 8!
1 13 90543 K0 8 7;
3 13 90544 K2 7 64
1 13 90562 K0 2 9_
1 13 90564 K2 18 71
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 ct 8) Coords Sf'/J SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 p.m 60 pmh m. u , (s) ( I b (") (") (') N (]ansky)
.>2150+2608 5.3 7 85-25 38 7! 61 2 .56 .29L
22154+2641 27.8 4 85 25 41 7 61 2 4.11 .98
->2156+2920 41.0 45 87-22 54 7 60 2 .59 .26L
->2157+2353 47.8 52 84-27 106 28 61 2 .40L .25L
->2158+2350 50.4 6 84-27 79 8 61 2 .81 .38L
.>2158+2723 52.3 45; 86-24 42 91 81 , .33 .25L
22162+2809 17.1 531 87-23 43 61 61 2 1.07 .35:
22164+2533 25.6 6 85-26 31 22 61 2 r25L .31L
22171 +2908 10.5 37 87-23 32 6 60 2 .34L .51
22171+2046 11.9 21 82-29 63 7 62 2 .37 .35L
22175+2528 33.6 17 15-26 39 8 61 2 2.OO .47
22177+2806 46.5 60 87-24 55 8' 61 2 .54 .62L
22179+2602 55.4 57 85-25 48 7 61 2 2.70 .99:
22179+2630 56.1 33 86-25 65 7 61 2 .79 .38L
22179+2125 58.9 35 82-29 60 6 62 2 .64 .OOL
22180+2142 6.0 9 83-29 29 6 62 2 4.97 2.36
22182+2423 12.4 9 84-27 32 6 61 2 1.51 .51
22183+2430 21.3 45 85-27 74 12 62 2 .65L .25L
22185+2331 31.6 31 84-27 25 21 62 2 .25L .66L
22186+2640 40,5 58 86-25 27 6 61 2 14.68 3,91
22190+2804 0.3 34 87-24 37 , 9 61 2 .48 ,29L
22192+2337 12.8 11 84-27 60 28 62 2 ,25L .28L
22202+2812 16.4 53 87-24 74 ! 15 61 2 .26L .25L
22203+2834 22.1 5 88-24 40 6 61 2 1.54 .36
22204+2242 25.2 9 84-28 51 i 9 62 2 .41 .25L
22204+2931 26.4 14 88-23 69 10 60 2 .26L .25L
22207+2303 43.2 24 84-28 54 7 62 2 .60 .28L
22212+2035 15.5 36 82-30 55 7 62 2 .45 .25L
22213+2542 18.4 9 86-26 72 15 61 2 .41L .25L
22214+2151 25.4 8 83-29 52 8 62 2 .27 .25L
22215+2051 33_0 9 83-30 35 7 62 2 .25L .37
22218+2629 49.5 21 87-26 19 6 61 2 2.05 .88
22225+2455 32.4 20 86-27 30 27 62 2 .25L .49L
22228+2830 48.3 60 88-24 49 6 61 2 1.05 .30L
22228+2408 53.1 35 85-28 86 10 62 2 .27 .25L
22228+2724 53.9 19 87-25 71 8 61 2 .46 .25L
22229+2521 56.2 42 86-27 78 26 62 2 .36L .57L
22232+2940 16.5 26 89-23 40 14 61 2 .29 .25L
22233+2719 20.3 27 87-25 45 8 61 2 .38 .25L
22238+2242 48.8 33 84-29 48 13 62 2 .25L .28L
22239+2548 57.8 13 87-26 30 6 62 2 11.67 3.78
22243+2136 22.5 46 84--30 49 8 62 2 .40 .25L
22258+2645 51.0 48 88-26 70 6 62 2 .91 .27L
22258+2437 53.4 5 86-28 65 7 62 2 .70 .25L
22261+2412 7.9 18 86-28 60 8 62 2 .38 .71L
22268+2846 48.9 24 89-24 74 9 61 2 .63 .25L
22268+2630 49.1 19 88-26 47 7 62 : 2 2.97 .68
22284+2816 24.0 6 89-25 45 9 61 _2 5.60 2.37
22288+2343 51.7 13 86-29 48 6 62 i 2 1.00 .28:
22295+2938 32.3 21 90-24 74 8 61 ' 2 .39 .25L
22296+2004 36.6 26 84-32 28 7 63 2 1.81 1.00
22297+2711 46.4 27 89-26 73 9 62 2 .62 .37L
22301+2048 6.7 10 84-31 81 11 63 2 .49 .25L
22301+2301 9.3 9 86-29 41 8 63 2 .37L .26L
22303+2340 18.6 55 86-29 55 31 62 2 .26L .62L
22306+2030 40.9 7 84-32 41 9 63 2 8.29 3.30
22312+2932 15.2 25 90-24 44 31 61 2 .25L .25L
22314+2945 26.5 50 91-24 94 33 61 2 .26L .25L
22314+24tl 28.2 7 87-29 73 11 62 2 .25L .25L
22314+2014 29.7 59 84-32 78 11 63 2 .46 .25L
22315+2418 35.7 21 87-29 34 7 62 2 85.51 28.09
22318+2320 53.9 421 87-29 63 11 63 2 .25L .25L
22319+2324 54.0 42 87-29 55 8 63 2 .53 .30L
22322+2620 15.1 23 89-27 25 8 62 2 1.87 .39:
22324+2941 27.2 48 91-24 72 9 61 2 .87 .29L
22333+2511 21.4 32 88-28 77 8 62 2 .39 .25L
22334+2000 25.0 55 85-32 31 7 63 2 .98 .27:
22335+2003 31.6 47 85-32 31 8 63 2 .25L .22:
22337+2221 43.9 58 86-30 77 16 63 2 .43L .48L
22339+2909 57.1 38 91-25 37 9 62 2 2.98 .81
22340+2121 5.0 49 86-31 71 13 63 2 3.35L .25L
22341+2530 11.0 9 88-28 79 23 62 2 .25L 25L
22342+2731 15.8 17 90-26 67 11 62 2 .47 .25L
22354+2833 24.6 54 91 26 63 10 62 2 .71 .29L'
22354+2609 25.3 46 89-28 74 8 62 2 .49 .25L
22355+2939 35.8i43 91-25 52 12 62 2 .64 .27L
22360+2057 4,2 59 86-32 59 7 63 2 .78 .34L
22366+2052 38.2 24 86-32 27 8 63 2 6.17 2.75
22369+2343 57.7 29 88-30 93 26 63 2 .28L .57L
22380+2306 5.E 39 88-30 46 8 63 2 .61 .34
22382+2521 17.8 56 89-29 74 15 63 2 .25L .25L
22383+2628 18.3 36 90 28 42 8 62 2 3.85 .91
22384+2033 28.7 55 86-33 74 10 63 2 .48 .25L
22388+2953 49.1 58 92-25 57 6 62 2 ,84 ,29L
22388+2308 51.C 44 88-30 53 13 66322i2 .25L .29L22391+2947 8.0 16 92-25 65 8 .47 .25L
22392+2807 '15.1 49 91-26 74 17 62 2 .25L .25L
22392+2858 15.6 41 92-26 24 8 62 2 3.25 1,15
22393+2054 23.6 30 87-32 56 7 63 2 22.56 11.63:
22394+2902 246 42 92-26 57 7 62 2 .49 .25L
22395+2000 31.3 4 86-33 43 9 63 2 .25L .78
22396+2150 38.2 19 87-32 71 8 63 2 .58 .28L
22399+2430 57.0 17 89-29 93 23 63 2 .41L .25L
22400+2954 4.9 49 92-25 58 16 62 2 .27L .25L
22402+2914 17.7 38 92-26 43 8 62 2 .25L .42
22403+2927 18.2 44 92-25 49 7 62 2 .25L .57
22406+2753 36.939 91-27 24 8622 26.58 9.95
22406+2957 39.2 301 92-25 40 9 62 2 19.96 4.56
22407+2945 43.9 7', 92-25 60 14 62 2 .37L .25L
22408+2638 52.4 5 91-28 68 18, 62 2 ,40L .25L
1 13 90580 K5 17 81
1 12 ZG 2230+23 46 15_
1 9 U12072 56 16:
2 2 DO 21564 46 11
8 1 32 X2231+297 115
2 13 90601 4 8
5 1 SS PEG 6
1 12 ZG 2231+23 18 15,
2 DO 21581 77 102 13 90607 K2 = 7
13 90613 K2 9 7
13 90628 K0 4 6
i 4 6 N7316 10
2 DO 21606 80 9
3, 9 U12103 72 14
3_ 9 J12106 16 14
13 90640 K0 20 7
2 13 90660 K2 19 9
13 90659 K0 14 8
2 DO 21628 55 7
1 13 90668 K2 3 7
2 4 TMSS +20533 76 2
1.00L BCC AAB 1 1500000000
1.02L C 'AD 15000000101.OOL ! E 1600000000
1.11L C B L 0400000000
2.30L C DL K 0500000000
1.41L D B 0500000000
1.OOL DC AA ' 3 1500000000
1.OOL BC A A D 0300000000
1.OOL CE AD 0 1300000000
1.26L C C 1400000000
I
1.00L I BC AA 0 0500000000
1.10L C BEIM 0400000000
I.OOL C B 1500OOOO00
3,29 C C E B A 0300000000
•98 D J C 14000001OO
1.69 BCCC _AAB 0 0400000000
1.51 D E 1600000020
1.54 D G 2500000020
1.20 CC B B 0400000000
1.00L F B 0400000000
2.55 BBDC AAAA 0 0300000000 14
1.50 CC ADBB, 13001000001.00L C ' 1400100000
1.OOL BD AC 3 0500001000
1.00L C B F 3500000000
1.20L C B 1400000000
I.OOL BD AC 0 1500100000
4.41 ECC J EAA ' 0300100000
1.19: DC HCD 0200000000
1.44L BC ABJH 0 2500001100
2.37 CC H CB 0400000000
1.49 F MGD 1400000000
1.05L C B 0400000000
1.OOL C AD 0600000000
1.89L D CJ L 0400000000
1.04L D B F 1500000000
1.05L C BC 1400000000
.98: BCDC AACC 0 1400000000
1.21 D K C 1400000000
1.OOL CC BC 1 2500001000
1.06L C I C F 0300000000
1.OOL CC AA E 0 1500000000
1.09L C C 140OO00000
1.OOL C BG 2600000000
2.10 DC EDCC 2400000020
1.01L F D 5600000000
1.25L C F D 0400000000
1.00L CC AA 0 6400100000
1.35L BC AAA 0 1400000000 15
1.00L B 'B 6400100000
2.66 CDF AAA 1300000000
1.OOL C BK 0400000000
1.43 C B 3400000000
1.62 DC CB 4300000000
3.60 F D D D BD 7400000110
1.04: CCC'NBBD 6400011000
1.14: BCDF AAAE 0 1610000000 22
1.00L BCC AAB 2 2400000000
1,14L C CE I 4300000000
1.72 CC DC 1500000110
1 12 ZG 2238 +25 5 15
3 13 10696 M0 4 8
1 13 9OO99 K2 24 8
3 "13 90701 M0 8 8
8 4 9 U12148 61 14
3 *13 90711K5 18
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
5 1 BC PEG 3 4
2 13 90717 A0 6
5 6 A2239+ 9 22
1 13 90721 K0 5
4 " 9 U12162 64 1,=
3 "12 ZG2240+29 22 1,.
6 " 9:U12163 16 , 1_
4 13 90732 M8 3






Galactic Uncertainty OCa 8 a 8 Coords SM, SMN 0




























































































































































Name Type (") Ma 8
90740 K7 9 86
BE PEG 37 3
90749 K2 3 81
90753 M0 3 85
90752 K0 27 72
90754 K5 3 77
90755 M0 25 86
90757 K0 8 75
DO 21741 43 96
90775 K0 1 40
90776 K2 12 77
TMSS +30501 12 20
90781 K5 9 80
90784 K2 13 81
B2+4 2245+23 62 408
90797 M1 25 90
90798 M0 2 86
U12193 64 141
90805 M3 0
X2246 + 225 33 6
EX PEG 31 3
90808 K2 6 73
X2247+245 38 8
90816 K0 4 36
90831 M0 3 83
90834 K7 14 85
90845 K5 5 85
ZG 2250+24 81 153
90852 K0 11 77
U12233 42 153
90859 K2 5 75
22515+2426 20 12
22517+2459 38 8
90865 K5 2 83
1
9O872 M3 5 78
90875 G5 3 ] 72
ZG 2253+29 42 I 148
90884 K7 23 I 9o
14369 M8 37 I 110
90896 GO 3 [ 55
90903 M3 8 ] 76
OY+293 ]
99 1415
90907 K5 12 85
ZG 2256+20 37 I 153
90915 M2 7 t 85
U12290 23 I 156
U12293 87 1 155
90926 K5 42 I 85
X2257+ 240 113 I 6
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW)+
144
! II
Right Ascension: 22h58m13'-23h10m15 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Ce]o¢ Corrected)
a ,% Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 p.m 60 /tmhm,a e6 (s) ( ] b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
,2582+2315 13.9 7 93--33 72 20 64 2 .25L .29L .40L
,2582+2655 16.4 18 95-30 27 21 64 2 .25L .28L .40L
-)2583+2106 20.4 33 91-35 82 8 64 2 32 .25L .40L
,2583+2628 21.0 16 94-30 28 20 64 2 .25L .25L .43:
,2583+2348 21.5 16 93-32 76 14 64 2 .25L .25L .69
,2584+2319 26.9 8 93-33 39 22 64 2 .38L .26L .65:
t2586+2211 36.214 92-34 94 35 642 .66L .54L .40L
,2589+2127 58.429 92-34 78 8 642 .41 .25L .40L
,2590+2503 0.153 94-31 31 261542 .25L .28L .40L
,2590+2203 2.251 92-34 88 24 64 2 .25L .25L .40L
,2592+2456 14.5 2 94-31 57 27 6412 .27L .25L .41L
,2596+2647 37.7 4 95-30 57 9 64 !2 .38L .25L .88
t2596+2005 38.2 11 91-36 54 8 64 2 .51 .25L .40L
.)2596+2529 39.627 94-31 59 9 64 2 .27L .25L 1.18
).2596+2159 41.8 51 92-34 61 19 64_4 22 .34L .25L .40L,3000+2216 5.4 12 92-34 63 10 .25L .25L 1.03
.)3002+2233 15.7 20 93-34 36 17 2 .25L .28L .47
.)3007+2329 42.9 23 93-33 36 7 64 2 .36L .45 3.72
,3007+2347 45.2 24 93-33 82 23 64 2 .43L .34L .40L
,3008+2014 48.3 49 91-36 74 14 64 2 .40L .25L .42
,3011+2434 11.1 12 94-32 78 31 64 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3012+2049 13.2 45 92-35 55 19 64 2 .25L .25L .40L I
!3012+2314 14.6 21 93-33 34 6 64 2 2.53 .82 .64L
,3013+2739 18.3 46 96--29 58 16 64 2 .39L .25L .53
,3013+2748 20.5 41 96-29 33 6 61 3 387.33 97.62 15.57
,3016+2221 36.4 20 93-34 30 10 64 2 .39L .37 1.51
,3017+2048 $6.7 58 92-35 80 20 64 2 .25L .81L .40L
,3021 +2521 6.8 58 95-31 69 26 64 2 .25L .27L .40L
,3021 +2703 8.4 14 96-30 38 14 61 3 .25L .25L .62
,3028+2755 40.3 50 96-29 38 5 59 2 1.89 .48 .40L
,3029+2353 57.E 4 94-33 95 32 .25L 2.16L .40L
,3030+2418 O 1 41 94-32 49 30 64 .25L .25L .40L
!3030+2544 3.E 25 95-31 52 8 64 2 .48 .25L .40L
!3030+2843 4.5 3 97-28 22 7 60 2 3.14 .76 .40L
!3031+2710 6.C 20 96-30 38 32 149 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3031+2125 7.3 55 93-35 82 34 64 i 2 .25L .64L .40L
!3032+2359 17 1 11 94-33 I 81 29 64 2 .33L .25L .40L
!3033+2728 23.3 22 96-30 67 21 60 2 .25L .25L A0L
,3035+2717 31.E 55 96-30 28 13 59 2 .29L .27L .98
,3037+2337 45.1 1 94-33 44 12 64 2 .30 .25L .41L
!3037+2659 47.1 35 97-28 67 33 60 2 .25L .52L .40L
,3038+2046 53.3 22 92-36 56 28 64 2 .25L .25L .40L
!3039+2728 :56.1 24 96-30 66 26 60 2 .25L .25L .47L
!3042+2917 17.e 45 97-28 77 12 58 2 .43 .26L .40L
!3044+2730 24.8 16 96-30 48 23 58 2 .25L .41L .43L
!3045+2621 34.E 9 96-31 43 21 63 3 .25L .25L A0L
!3045+2344 35.7 53 94-33 89 22 64 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3046+2511 40.(_ 50 95-32 28 3 82 3 9.22 2.29 .44L
!3047+2227 43.4 5 94-34 93 25 64 2 .48L .25L .40L
,3048+2634 48.2 28 96-30 82 17 59 2 .35L .25L .40
!3048+2951 48.5 10 98-28 67 33 58 2 .27L .27L .40L
!3049+2800 55,9 9 97--29 56 31 58 2 .25L .55L .40L
!3049+2018 56.3 32 92-36 51 9 65 2 .82 .25L .40L
!3049+2907 58.1 8 97-28 57 16 59 2 .42L .25L .61
,3050+2051 0.E 48 93-36 57 9 65 2 .38 .34L .41:
!3050+2730 3.e 57 96-30 28 12 61 2 .38 .25L .40L
!3050+2243 6,C 44 94-34 55 12 64 2 .25L .25L 1.04
!3051+2330 8.638 94-33 35 6 642 3.81 3.31 .60
!3053+2901 22.7 39 97--28 51 10 59 2 .80 .24: .40L
I
,3053+2255 23._ 54 94--34! 87 10 64 2 .41L .25L 1.05
,3054+2042 29.E 25 93-36 43 18 _j2 .25L .25L .52L
,3055+2127 35.4 14 93-35' 74 15 .38L .25L .73
,3057+2158 ,5.1117 94-351 78 33 64 2 .45L .25L .40L
!3057+2432 ,5.6l 23 95-32 83 23 64 2 .29L .25L .40L
,3057+2518 ,6.3 49 95-32 18 9 613 1.07 .35L .40L
,3058+2245 50.3 27 94-34 _ 7 64 I 2 1.13 .28: .40L!3061+2735 6,2] 12 97-30 2 158 .25L .25L .40L
!3061+2058 9.0111 93-36 32 31 65 ; 2 .26L .34L .40L
!3064+2923 25.3 55 98-28 75 11 59 2 .62 .25L .40L
!3065+2226 33.g_ 12 94-34 68 35 65 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3066+2752 ¢0.8 32 97-30 85 23 59 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3067+2638 42.9 25 96-31 44 9 60 2 .63 .28L .40L
,3067+2721 44.1 41 97-30 29 27 68 2 .45L .25L .40L
>.3071+2923 7.11 51 98-28 24 6 59 2 1.21 .29 .40L
,3072+2227 13.8_ _ 94-34 53 7 65 2 .57 1.01L .40L
,3073+2514 23.1 39 96-32 77 27 60 2 .26L .25L .40L
,3075+2257 30.5 14 95-34 138 25 64 2 .25L .25L .41L
,3076+2706 37.9 31 97-30 53 22 57 2 .25L .25L .40L
.P3076+2957 38.3 7 98-28 60 13 58 2 .25L .25L .62
.)3077+2938 45.2 33 98-28 29 11 58 2 .25L .25L .88
.)3079+2018 58.7 58 93-36 92 25 65 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3081+2054 9.3 36 94-36 58 10 65 2 .39 .25L .40L
,3081+2322 11.0 10 95-34 39 20 83 3 .25L .25L .40L
,3085+2323 35.6 45 95-34 28 19 62 3 .25L .25L .40L
.)3088+250537,84198_32 04914 49 25L,3096+2922 38.8 9 98-28 13 .25L .25L .62
,3087+2118 45.4 5 94--36 59 29 65 2 .72L .58L .42L
.)3087+2946 45.516 98-28 39 9 582 .99 .28: .40L
.)3088+2742 52.021 97-30 55 18 602 .25L .25L .45L
.)3088+2729 52.7 25 97-30 55 35 60 2 .59L .50L .40L
'3090+2614 0.8 56 98-29 91 25 58 2 .27L .25L .40L
.)3090+2755 2.5 46 98-30 37 20 60 2 .25L .25L .52L
,3092+2242 16.6 59 95-34 81 29 55 2 .25L .25L .40L
,3093+2634 22.4 30 97-31 35 7 61 2 1.16 .32L .40L
,3094+2333 27.0 46 95-34 40 8 63 3 .38 .25L A0L
.)3098+2140 53.1 16 94-35 60 17 S5 2 .33L .25L .57
,3099+2800 59.5 47 98-30 26 g 6_1 2 .64 .40 .40L
,3100+2756 0.9 24 98-30 S9 2 .40L .25L .4OL
,3102+2818 15.6 19 98--29 56 12 582 .47 .25L .40L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
Fla_
V
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2.68 C D Bj 4600100210
2.33 C J B 2500000200
4.43L C B M G 960_000OO8
1.73 DD EC 1600000100
1.74L C CN 7600000000
2.16 FC GMHC 3600100210
1.85 C E 7700000000
2.37L C BG 960100000O
5.15 D E F 4400000330
2.99 C C 8600000010
3.24 C C 4500000000
2.55 CC H BB 3500000100
1.23L C BJ 1600000000
2.22L C E AC 4501010000
2.80 DIK C 7601000010
6.01L C I B J 5300000008
2.92 DC! KCB 1400000000
5.33 CCC NCAA 3500000000
2.39 C E G B 260000OOOO1.49L K B 7600000000
2.79 D D 4600000010
3.19 D j C 9400000028
2.92L BC I:ABFC 0 2500000000
1.75L C AI 1600000000
3.74 BBCB AAAA 1 1501012000
2.83L E C C A B 7700(X)0008
2.13 D J B 9700000138
3.63 C E 2500000010
1.96 CC GBC 350O0OOOOO
1.84L BD AA H 0 65Oloo0000
5.37L F DD 6400000108
2.31 C FJ E 4600000000
3.14 C ME 7500000210
1.45L C C F 3600000000
1.12L BC AB 0 4600000000
1.52 C F 2601000020
2.42 D F 6600000000
2.09 C D 6600000000
2.63 D B 850O0OOO2O
1.52: CD EBB 5601000000
1.glL C B 7600000000
2.00 C E 2500000000
2.67 D E 9600000040
2.80 D HGD 9580000230
1.51L D CG 1400000000
2.71 C GGB 9580001320
1.50 D E I D 35O0OOOOOO
1.98 C B 7 SO00000GO
5.45L BE] AAC I 9500000008
2.09 F C 8500000000
1.06L D E 2601000000
1.18 E J G 1600000010
1.90 C FE 96000O0010
5.75L C AG L 9400000008
1.98L C G DB 0400000OOO
2.59L C D DDFE 9600010000
1.47L C C L 9600001010
3.20 CC BB 5500000100
t.54L FBC AAC i 0 7600001000
1.38L FE BD I 0 0500000000
1.77L C H A 5500000100
4.40 E E C 9480000O08
2.09L C B 450000OO00
1.98 C N D 2500000020
1.92 D J C 6500000008
6.47L B A B I I 9500000008
1.76L BF AF I 2 7500000000
1.86 C O 96000O0000
1.87 F H D 7600000000
1.98L F D 0400000000
1.87 D H F 850000O00O
2.48 C B 8600000010
1.16L C BB 5500000000
2.12 C D 9500000320
1.24Li CD AE 1 0500010000
1.69L D A H D 6500000000
1.56 D H C 9600000008
2.19 E D 5501000010
1.82 D B 9800000000
2.15 CC I BB O500000000
2.43 CC NBA 04(_X)00000
1.73 E M D 9500000008
1.51L C B 86000O0000
4.38 C HHMD 5581000270
3.53 C I B 6500000150
2.26L =F B K 8500000000
2.10 DC BB O40O0OOOOO
1.62 C D 7881000010
1.1OL CD BC 0 1500000000
2.67 C HGC 8600000010
1.18 C D 760O00000O
2.111'93 CDiJ H; 96000000008700000020
2.20 D CE E 7500000O20
1.05L C AO 1500001000
1.62 C C K D 3600000000
2.73L J CC 5601000000
1.32L CD CC 0 9700120020
1.63 C C 9600120020
1.SOL C C 7501000OOO







!# A Name Type _e_ Mag
1 120939 °U12303
5 9! U12319
1 13 90961 K2
1 12 ZG 2259+25
I 12 ZG 2300+23
I 13 90979 M0
1 "41 23013+2740
5 13 90981 M0
5 * 8 A2301+22
3 "10 M+04-54-023
1 13 90995 K2
1 13 91000 K0
5 13 91001 K5
1 2 DO 22019
5 13 91019 KO
1 13 91021 K0
2 13 91022 A5
1 2 DO 22031
3 9 U12378
1 2 DO 22042
1 13 91034 M0
I 2 DO 22046
1 13 91043 K0
1 13 91049 K0
2 12 ZG 2307+29
2 12 ZG 2307+29
2 13 91060 K2
1 32 X2308 +233
1 13 91066 K2
3 9 U12404
1 13 91069 K0











































h m. . , (s) ( C) ('3 ( N
23103+2556 21.1 26 97-32 61 12 59 2 .25L
23103+2643 22.3 29 97--31 30 27 156 2 .25L
23104+2811 26.3 56 98-30 53 35 62 2 .27L
23105+2114 34.2 2 94-3( 90 30 65 2 25L
23106+2358 36.9 11 96-33 65 28 60 2 .84L
23106+2910 38.1 8 99-29 37 10 58 2 .97
.'3109+2844 57.3 13 98-29 59 14 59 2 .40L
Z3113+2352 21.3 8 96-34 47 t0 61 2 .54
._3113+2333 22.2 1 96-34 61 14 62:3 .25L
t3114+2o50 25.7 20 94-36 46 27 85 2 .25L
.)3114+2241 28.4 11 95-35 80 24 62 2 .83L
!3117+2336 42.2 2 96-34 79 14 59 2 .25L
t3119+2929 55.3 54 99-29 42 10 59 .47
.=3120+2010 2.8 16 94-37 56 8 65 .75
3121+2803 8.7 24 98-30 : 64 16 60 .36L
!312t+2g21 8.9 38 99-29 32 27 58 2 .25L
!3121+2349 9.4 53 96-34 34 7 82 2 1.37
!3121+2350 10.2 96-34 36 5 61 2 2.06
!3125+2107 33.4 55 95-36 49 19 65 2 .25L
_3125+2227 34.9 5 96-35 23 18 64 3 .25L
I
!3128+2146 38.5 40 95-36 32 I 31 155 2 .25L
 3127+245941897-33562; 22; 25,!3129+2548 54.4 13 97-32 50 .25L
!3131+2440 6.3 4 97-33 40 t0 60 2 1.12
13132+2408 13.3 57 97-34 55 11 60 2 .38
:3133+2758 21.1 41 99-30 68 10 59 2 .79
:3134+2102 25.8 201 95-36 47 24 65 2 .39L
'3135+2516 31.2 48 97-33 25 7 60 2 .31
3135+2756 34.7 58 99-30 55 13 59 2 .31
3137+2046 43.5 56 95-37 43 3 64 3 1.74
3142+2322 14.1 27 96--34 63 34 60 2 .25L
3146+2500 41.3 2 97-33 31 25 61 2 .25L
3146+2625 41.9 8 98-32 35 10 59 2 .753148+2620 51.2 14 99-30 81 10 601 ,: .51
3148+2935 52.4 57 100-29 28 6 59 2 3.07
3149+2641 55.9 47 98-31 73 30 61 2 .25L
3149+2318 56.8 11 97-34 75 31 61 2 .25L
3149+2535 56.81 1 98-32 79 32 61 2 .27L
3150+2422 2.1 47 97-33 42 37 59 2 .25L
3155+2019 34.71 26 95-37 60 21 65 2 .25L
3158+2030 50.3 2 95-37 48 20 63 3 .25L
3159+2930 57.9 51 t00-29' 97 34 59 2 .25L
3160+2719 1.(] 49 99-31 61 10 60 2 .67
3160+2941 2.9 33 100-29 67 30 59 2 .25L
3161+2457 9.3 26 96-33 34 9 62 2 .31L
3162+2236 12.8 i 1 97-35 66 16 61 2 .25L
3163+2516 22.3 17 98-33 72 12 61 2 .42
3165+2957 34.6127 100-29 56 18 59 2 .25L
3166+2753 40.1 29 99-30 75 26 60 2 .25L
3167+2614 47.1 17 99-32 50 25 61 2 .25L
3168+2021 52.1 50 96-37 57 12 63 3 .38L
3170+2029 0.331 96-37 4_ 14 _ 3j .28L3171+2658 7.7 56 99-31 29 .57L
3173+2600 22.7 18 99-32 28 6 60 2 217.68
3175+2556 34.7 28 99-32 55 12 61 2 .28L
3176+2356 36=9 47 98-34 27 8 61 2 .28L
)179+2702 54_3 27 99-31 36 6 59 2 .26
3180+2902 5.2 23 100-30 85 21 59 2 .25L
3181+2653 6.7 27 99-31 68 44 60 2 .26L
)181+2327 8.5 52 98-35 58 6 I 61 2 .96
)181+2054 9.0 55 96-37 50 7 62 2 .85)182+2729 17,1so 99-31 37 11 6o 2 .76
)163+2910 20.039 100--29 46 10 60 2 .83
3183+2332 23,8 6 98-35 58 17 61 2 .25L
3195+25O8 35.3 47 96-32 26 18 59 2 ,39L
,_+2522 394 5 99-336o 12 6o 2 .25,
.86+2757409261oo-31 59 11 80 2 .47
)191+2529 6.4 45 96-33 62 26 81 2 .25L3191+2937 7.948 101-29 67 31 6o 2 .25L
3192+2649 14.3 20 99-32 66 19 SO 2 ,25L
3193+20219.34696-38 37 8 62 2 543
,_,+2354 291so 96-34 52 lO 512 .683197+231844131 96-39 57 9 812 .47
_0÷2536 04 40 99-= 25 8 812 362
3200+2349 1.2 36 98-34 32 7 61i 2 .78
1202+2044 14.2 56 97-37 101 32 62 2 .25L
202+2256 15.8 7 968-35 88 18 62 2 .SOL
203+2017 18.8 3 96-38 73 8 62 2 .49
203+2239 22.2 55 98-36 24 18 62 2 .25L
205+2433 32.2 4 99-34 58 11 61 2 .38
206+2821 38.4 50 100-30 93 27 61 2 .25L
207+2059 43.4 19 97-37 67 13 62 2 .29L
209+2429 54.042 99 34 52 8 63 2 .25L'
211+2854 6.3 28 101-30 58 13 61 2 .25L
211+2009 8.020 97-38 37 17 62 2 .25L
212+2937 t2.1 28 101-29 110 30 SO 2 .42L
218+2329 49.2 0 98-35 33 7 61 2 .72
220+2919 1.2 20 101-30 57 12 SO 2 .26L
220+2912 2.9 22 101-30 56 12 SO 2 .40
222+2101 12.9 57 97-37 36 26 62 2 .25LI
225+2931 30.E 19 1101-29 63 13 61 2 .25L
226+2434 40.9 18 99-34 43 14 62 2 .87L
227+2303 47.4 45 98-35 61 9 62 2 .34
228+2307 51.9 32 99-35 60 7 62 2 2.68
228+2901 53.8 21 101-30 51 16 62 2 .25L
229+2835 54.5 0 101-30 50 10 61 2 .3OL
232+2237 12.7 44 98-36 48 14 62 2 .25L
233+2617 20.7 47 101-31 33 10 61 2 .25L
;'35+2525 32,2 7 100-33 36 13 61 2 .3OL
235+2530 32A 25 100-33 54 14 62 2 .37L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)










































































































1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S







2.18 CC BB 1400000000;
1.15 F J G 4400000000
2.07 C H E 8501000220
2.20 C N H 8600000120
1.44 C Di ' 2600000010
1.22L C A D 8700000000
1.OOL C I B 6501O00OO0
3.60L C C E 9400000000
1.31L C HCG 1600000000
3.3O C E 660O00O030
D KKB 6600010010





1,74: DFDC AEBB 0 8600201000
1.06L BC ABL 0 8600201000
2.69 E t C 9600000028
2.41 DC GCGC 3600000020
2.07 C K L D 9601000000
1.73 C L D 4500000000
1.70 CC AB 3500000000
1.17L CD AC 0 5600000010
1.19L F BG 7600000000
1.00L F BK 1600110000
1.51 D K L B 96OOO00(_8
12.05 CCDD DAAA 0 2300000000
1.92L C EG 2SO011OOOO '
4.57L B D A BJ 0 950000000_
1.42 D D 9400000000
2.23 F C 3500000010
1.55L D CK D 3400000000
1.26L C CEKN 0500000000


















2.13 CC I CA
1.00L C D GI
3.10 C J B























3.51 BBCC AAAA 0 2310110020
I.OOL C B 2400100020
6.14 DDD EDAA 4300000000
8.68 CFCC CDAA 3 5300010000
1.69 DE GBB 2600000010
1.33 D G 5500000000
1.OOL C AC K 3501000000
1.3OL C B 760OOOO000
1.00L F C K 4600010000
1.61L C AD E 2500000010 !
1.59 C E DE 3501000000
1.36L C D C F 4400000000
2.00 CC AB 340000000O
1.22L C C t 2500060000
1.32 C D 45O0OO0O2O
1.51 F D 8600000018
1.91 DC FB ' 1500000100
1.67L BC AAED 0 9600000020
1.01L D BD H 2600010110
1.OOL C 8 F 5500000000
1.12L BC AA M 0 4501001000
1.OOL C AH 2400000000
1.27 C C 7600000010
1.83L C HED 1500000000
1.51L F CFHK 9600010000
1.41L C EB 1400000100
1.50L C D 0500000000
1.73 D C 1580000020
1.58 CF F BB 7600000000
1.45 DC KDBE 0500000000
2.35 CC I BC 34OOOO0O00
2.16 F A 6500000130
1.79 E MLMD 9600000218
1.00L C B 3500000000
1.29L i C BF 860OOO0000
1.OOL=C EF 5600000000
1.19 C C 1700000010
2.40 CE G BC; 8500000008
1.23L C B D 0500000000
1.OOL C B 1400100000
1.00L BD AA 0 1501100000
1.OOL C B 0600000000
3.01 ECC GDAA 0300000000
1,39 DE BC 05000O0000
2.03 ECC EAB 2500001000
1.69L C BB 1500100100
1.42: DC BB 1500100100
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
12 ZG 2310+25 50 156
4
8
3 9 Ut2425 71 150
2 13 91095 K0 3 62
1 13 91105 K2 9 80
2 6 A2311+23 26
2 13 91111[=5 4 63
1 13_91112 K2 17 70
3 9 _U12450 50 141
2 13 91113K0 14 65
2 13 91113K0 26 65
3 9 U12455 51 145
8:2 13 91129M0 5 85
1 13 91129K0 3 76
2 13 91130 G5 25 65
2 12 ZG 2313+25 21 150
13 91135K0 38 83
2 13 91136K5 2 85
2 13 91143 K7 3 90
3 13 91145K2 19 80
4 13 91146K5 3 76
9
I 13 911611(0
8 1 32 X2315+296











7 9 U12515 24 141
3 6 A2317+25 4
4 9 U12520 49 135
5 9 U12527 34 136
3 9 U12530 25 148
2 13 91186A5 15 45
13 91184K2 41 70
2 i 13 91188K7 _ 912 DO22177 lu i 103
2 9 U12533 7 156
12 ZG 2316+26 48 156
2 DO22179 62 93
5 9 U12545 43 153
3 13 91206MA 7 73
1 2 DO22192 38 88
1 13 91212K0 14 75
3 13' 91217K2 3 65
2 13 91218 M0 5 87
3 9 U12565 3O 153
1 13 91222 GO 3 85
2 9 U12564 8O 153
8 1 32 ; X2320+283 56 8
2 12 ZG 2321+28 32 148
8
1 13 91239 K0 11 71
1 2 DO 22217 62 118
3 12 ZG 2322+29 21 156
2 13 91253 GO 21 45
2 12 ZG 2322+28 8 150
1 12 ZG 2323+22 20 150




























Right Ascension: 23h23m39'-23h40=16 °
Position 0950)
Name H
l-- Galactic Uncertainty C
,8 Coords 9MJ SMN 0 O 12 v,mham. ,8, '_,(s, ( I b (") (") (') N
23238+223039.140 98-38 60 19 82 2 .25L
23238+2208 49.1 12 98-35 73 12 82 2 .7423240+25214.350100-33 77 23 81 2 .25L23241+2448,02 18100-34 49 10 61 2 25L23244+2555_5229101-32 56 11 82 2 44
23244+2451 27,3 7'100--34 77 10 62 2 .64
23249+2937 56.3 2 102--30 53 10 60 2 .9723249+232258025 99-35 77 13 82 2 .,uL23250+26485844 102-29 67 14 6o 2 38L23251+26577950 102-30 78 11 00 2 30
23252+2318 12.1 53 99-35 47 7 82 2 .25L23258+2432382 6 100-34 89 32 822 .30L
23256+2315 36.7 22 99-35 26 6 61 2 .28:
23259+2208 56.5 31 99-37 21 7 62 2 .42
23259+2649 57.5 56 101-32 56 10 62 2 .76
23262+2239 14.6 34 99-36 29 6 62 2 1.04
23264+2438 24.8 24 100--34 38 12 61 2 .25L
23264+2515 26.5 45 100-34 54 16 61 2 .32L
23265+2246 35.6 19 99-38 53 7 62 2 1.22
23267+2606 46.8 24 101-33 46 13 62 2 .25L
23268+2923 51.7 34 102-30 34 29 61 2 .25L
23269+2717 58.1 33 101-32 64 17 62 2 .42L
23270+2936 0.3 29 102-30 23 6 59 2 1.25
23272+2859 15.0 6 102-30 54 12= 61 2 .5123274+2429 24.8 45 100-35 37 10 I 82 _ .47
23275+2236 33.2 40 100-38 58 11 62 2 .51L
23276+2515 40.0 19 101-34 43 12! 62 22 .25L23277+2826 45.1 13 102-31 76 14 j 60 .33
23279+2956 57.9 41 103-29 68 13 81 2 .42L
23289+2233 54.447 100-36 39 23 62 2 1.00L
23289+2053 57.2 54 99-38 76 13 : 62 2 .35L
23290+2823 1.1 22 102-31 61 11 81 2 .83
23294+2840 28.5 10 103-31 58 12 612 .44L
23296+2827 37.1 58 103-31 76 31 61 2 .25L
23297+2933 45.5 8 103-30 47 9 81 2 32
23298+2125 50.048 100-38 99 33 62 2 .70L
232,+2808 56.4 5 103-31 46 20 61 2 .25L
23299+2421 56.7 58 101-35 44 6 62 2 .84
23299+2334 59.3 3 101-36 33 7 62 2! 3.35
23307+2825 43.917 103-31 83 31 62 2 .25L
23309+2213 57.1 17 100-37 311 7 62 2 62.71
23313+2011 18.2 46 99-39 88 I 23 63 2 .40L
23313+2948 19.2 55 104-30 391 10 61 2 .25L
23313+2354 21.3 60 101-35 57 12 82 2 .29L
23313+2950 22.9 58 104-30 25 5 60 2 1.32
23314+2033 24.148 100-38 32 6 63 2 19.00
23314+2818 26.1"27 103-31 68 11 62 2 .42
23315+2935 34.9 37 104-30 38 5 61 2 4.02
23316+2827 38.4 44 103-31 35 6 60 2 1.31
23324+2408 29.4 56 102-35 27 6 62 2 .90
23326+2422 "38.(] 47 102-35 i 87 33 62 2 .37L
23327+2913 142.7 25 104-31 40 7 61 2 .25L
23329+2100 59.5 23 100-38 75 19 63 2 .25L
23331+2242 8.3 58 101-37 56 6 62 2 .30
23333+2643 20.3 10 103-33 45 13 62 2 .25L
23333+2320 203 30 101-36 49 12 62 2 .25L
23334+2417 25_3 0 102-35 27 6 62 2 8.22
23338+2724 37.6 34 103-32 48 6 61 2 2.82
23339+2739 55.9 26 103-32 55 18 62 2 .27L
23339+2350 58.4 18 102-36 40 8 62' 2 .89
23343+2455 18.8 3 102-35 60 20 62 2 .25L
23343+2918 20.2 36 104-31 70 13 61 2 .25L
23343+2346 20.8 18 102-36 58 12 62 2 .28L
23343+2846 22.0 60 104-31 26 23 64 2 .25L
23344+2126 24.1 37 101-38 65 10 63 2 .54
23346+2864 40.3 46 104-32 63 9 61 2 1.04
23348+2157 48.0 47 101-37 70 9 63 2 .50
23348+2212 48.8 32! 101-37 49 9 63 2 .40
23356+2800 37.4 47, 104-32 69 35 62 2 .25L
23356+2718 37.6 33 104-33 66 11 63 2 .50
23361+2458 10.3 49 103 35 51 8 62 2 .71
23363+2814 21.6 5 104-32 38 25 62 2 .25L
23365+2333 35.9 49 102-36 68 13 62 2 .26L
23367+2011 42.9 3 101-39 45 8 63 2 .66
23367+2651 43.9 25 104-33 00 34 61 2 .25L
23366+2548 48.9 59 103-34 78 15 62 2 .26L
23370+2008 5.7 58 101-39 81 15 63 2 .38L
23371+2653 9.0 9 104-33 i 146 38 62 2 .73L
23374+2926 28.2 6 105-31 77 23 62 2 .28L
23374+2714 29.9 9 164-33 41 10 61 2 .88
23378+2228 48.2 16 102-37 64 17 63 2 .25L
23380+2607 1.3 47 104-34 59 13 62 2 1.22L
23381+2009 7.6!54 101-39 48 12 63 2 .25L
23391+2420 11.7 19 103-36 80 37 62 2 .37L
23381+2654 11.8 4 104-33 38 8 61 2 .27L
23382+2530 12.2 40 104-34 i 50 8 62 2 .84
23383+2445 18._ 56 103-35 44 9 62 2 3.87
23387+2829 43.5 11 105 32 31 22 61 2 .25L
23387+2516 44.8 27 104-35 36 8 62 2 .28L
23388+2931 51.E 49 105-31 80 32 622 .44L
23391+2209 !10.7 10 102-38 36 8 63 2 3.62
23392+2822 114.8 22 105-32 25 10 61 2 .80
23393+2950 18.9 49 105-30 74 27 62 2 .25L
23396+2804 39.7 4 105-32 81 18 62 2 .27L
23397+2430 43.30104-35 52 8632 .88
23397+2702 47.1 37 105-33 27 12 61 2 .25L
23398+2845 51.0 3 105-31 88 36 63 2 .25L
23398+2547 53.359 104-34 74 39 622 .25L
23400+2009 3.0 19 102-40 51 7 63 2 .71
23402+2701 16.8 27 105-33 60 12 61 _ 2 1.31L
Declination: +20°-+30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T Name TypeUncs Cocf R FlaBs*
1.39: DD DC )400000100
1.00L C BJ O5000OOOOO
1.56 C J B 150O000000
5.25 EDD NEAA 3300000000
1.00L E DF 4600010000
1.07L D AC 3500000000
1.00L B ABH 4001000000
1.00L C B 1500100000
2.36 C D C B 5400000008
1,00L C C ._,00000000
6.98 FDD AAA 1200210000
1.11 D C 3500000020
6.14 DCCC CAAA' 0 1200111000
14.97 CCDD EAAA 0 0280011000
1.29L C B F ._000000000
1.00L EE AC 0 0400000000
2.11 CC M BB 3400000010
1.17L C BE 1500000100
1.00L BD AB 0 0400000000
1.91 CC CA 2500OO0000
1.41 D D 6501000120
1.00L C I OJ 2600O00000
1.49L CC AB L 0 6500000000
1.04L C B I 4600000000
1.01L C C 3400000000
2.30L C L B E 0300000000
1.81 DDC CAB 1400000000
1.00L DE DH 0 4500000000
2.59L C KAB 9501000020
1.77 C ENED ! 1400000200
1.05L C J BC 1500000000
1.38L C AI E 560000OOO0
1.38L C MC BD 3600000(300
1.00 F E 4500000020
1,40L C BC 2600010000
1.19 F D 2400000000
1.50 C D 5600OO0020
1.13L BD AC 0 0600010000
1.00L DC ABA 0 0600000000
1.24 F D 4601000000
1.44L BCD AAAE 4! 0500000000 18
1.47 C B i 1500000000
2.72 CC EBB 1600100000
1.76 CD K BB 1400000000
1.02L BD AC 1 2700100000
1.00L BCC AAB 0 ._00000000
1.24L C C 9600000000
1.39L BCC AAG 0 )501000000
1.09: =BE D AA E 0 8600002030
1.COL B A E 260OOOOOO0
1.46 C H D 250OOOOOOO
2.59 CC BAB 46000OO000
1.44 DC CB 2500000020
1.07L C BF 2400000000
2.23 DC A B 1500000000
2.03 CD EBA 6400000100
1.32L BC AAEG 0 2501000100































1.02L C A K




1.64 D J F'
1.01: CE NDD
1.03: CD NI CC
1.49 D E D 6400000030
1.31 C B 1600000000
1.08L C BL 7501000000
1.14L E E E 0600000000
1.32L C J B B 3400000000
1.92 CC CB 0601000100
1.42 C L E 1500000020
3.90 ECD J GAA 6400010000
1.00L CD AD 0 1500000000

























































































































1.00L C J D F
1.31L C A I
2.01 CC MAB
1.71 ] C E
1 55 D G
1.00L' E B M
3.06 DC G AA
I 12 ZG 2323+22
1 12 ZG 2324+25
3 9 U12598
1 16 14567 M8
2 13 91274 K5



















2 13 91328 M0
3 13 91333 K5
5 13 91340 MB
5 9 U12667
1 13 91347 MO
5 13 91349 M0
1 2 DO 22302
4 4 TMSS +30514
2 1 2 DO 22304
1 13 91358 K0
2 13 91364K7
1 12 ZG 2333+26
3 1_U1k:_944 191367 M0
2 13 91369 M2
1 10 M+05-55-040
I 13 91374 K0
1 30 4ZW157




8 1 32 X2335+2803 "13 91391 M0
1 131 91395 K7
8






1 13 11417 K7
8 ! 1 32 X2338+284
2 12 ZG 2338+25
2 4 TMSS +20553
2 13 91422 M0
8
1 13 91430 M0
1 121ZG 2339+27
8 1 32 X2339+287
1 13 91436
3 9 U12746






































































Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 tim
Name
h a.m _ a 8o , (s) (') I b (") (') (') N
23403+2716 19,6 21 105-33 53 13 _ 2 .25L23408+2249 5t.427 103-37 86 .53
23411+2605 8.723 105-34 41 26 622 .25L
23411+2139 9.3 36 103--38 31 9 63 2 2.60
23411+2809 9.550 105--32 84 14 63 2 .40
23412+2950 13.5 _ 8 106--31 59 38 62 2 .25LI
23412+2836 16.g 18 106-32 39 8 61 2 1.23
23413+2547 23.6 54 105-34 I 43 9 62 2 1.38L
23414+2904 27,7 57 106-31 40 8 61 ' 2 3.41
23414+2901 29,8 9 106-31 35 12 62 2 .36
23415+2850 33_9 39 106-31 62 18 61 2 .61L
23420+2227 0.650 103-38 37 8 63 2 .25L
23425+2106 31.3 36 103-39 52 8 63 2 2,24
23426+2056 36.6 2 103-39 93 17 63 2 .49L
23429+2008 56.7 12 103-40 48 7 63 2 ,98
23430+2003 4,2 49 103-40 85 8 63 2 ,41
23432+2603 15,1 28 105-34 47 i 9 63 2 ,44
23438+2310 50,7 14 104-37 36 i 6 63 2 2,68
23438+2825 53,8 30 106-32 63 7 63 2 2_65
23442+2119 16,3 22 104-39 42 21 63 2 .25L
23442+2309 16.8 5 104-37 48 8 63 2 .25L
23443+2049 19,8 45 103-39 82 22 63 2 .25L
23443+2808 20.8 30 106-32 29 6 63 2 15.14
23444+2640 26.9 45 106-34 57 13 63 2 .35L
23445+2911 30,5 44 =107-31 30 10 J 63 2 ,29L
23446+2034 40,4 52 103-40 95 29 63 2 .89L
23447+2339 44.2 27 105-37 54 11 63 2 .43
23448+2551 50.8 7 105-35 23 7 63 2 15,49
23448+2901 52.9 24 107-32 51 29 63 2 ,25L
23449+2517 56,3 55 105-35 63 8 63 2 1,20
23450+2809 1.1 11 106--32 31 t3 63 2 .25L
23450+2654 5,4 3 106 34 58 10 63 2 .49
23451+2045 11,8 39 104-39 46 18 63 2 .25L
23451+2709 11.8 2 106-33 66 12 63 2 25L
23456+2056 41,7 25 104-39 39 7 63 2 .34L
23460+2805 3,0 35 107-32 29 6 64 2 2.26
23463+2127 21,5 44 104 39 52 17 63 i 2 ,25L
23464+2049 28.1 56 104-39 30 ,18 63 2 .25L
23464+2630 29,6 45 106-34 91 16 62 2 ,29L
23466+2621 39.4 29 106-34 42 7 63 2 2,20
23469+2529 55,g 24 106-35 52 11 63 ' 2 .37
23471+2939 8.t 17 107-31 46 10 62 2 ,38L
23471+2857 8.5 33 107-32 41 10 62 2 ,73
23472+2945 A4.9 33 107-31 69 15 62 2 ,25L
23473+2220 22,g t8 105-38 61 40 63 2 .25L
23473+2823 23.C 20 t07-32 38 t4 62 2 .25L
23479+2145 59,9 1 105-39 73 7 64 2 1.27
23480+2842 0.5 59 107-32 I 86 18 63 2 A6L
23480+2218 3.3 34 105-38 91 22 63 2 .25L
23481+2417 7.0 55 106--36 69 16 63 2 .25L
23481+2116 10.3 28 105--39 61 6 64 2 1.40
23482+2227 17,0 3 105--38 85 28 63 2 .25L
23486+2147 36.3 59 105-39 62 29 64 2 .26L
23486+2652 36.9155 107-34 37 7 63 2 1.15
23488+2300 48,958 105-38 36 6 63 2 1,49
23488+2018 52,920 104-40 41 8 64 2 ,52
23489+2330 55,225 106-37 82 14 63 2 .29
23492+2929 12,7 5 108-31 31 9 63 2 8.49
23494+2112 24.8 53 105-39 76 33 64 2 25L
23496+2817 41,8 50 108-33 37 12 62 2 .48
23498+2123 50,9 34 105-39 37 9 64 2 7.96
23498+2423 52,4 28 106-36 56 11 63 2 .25L
23498+2829 52,442 108-32 53 t2 63 2 .25L
23501+2127 8,257 105-39 58 8 64 2 .69
23504+2208 28,3 9 106-38 75 28 64 2 ,35L
23504+2039 29,4 58 105-40 87 32 64 2 .40L
23505+2543 33,8 9 107-35 60 10 63 2 .36
23508+2241 52_9 53 106-38 69 27 64 2 .25L
23509+2219 55.2 43 106-38 63 30 64 2 ,25L
23510+2356 5,9 13 106-37 67 29 63 2 ,25L
23512+2041 12,9 49 105-40 87 39 64 2 ,25L
23513+2457 18,9 57 107-36 51 35 63 2 .36L
23513+2209 20.3 9 106-39 57 8 64 2 1.02
23513+2247 21.4 20 106-38 57 11 64 2 .38L
23514+2239 25.0 45 106-38 39 17 64 2 .25L
23514+2107 27,618 106-40 55 26 64 2 ,27L
23517+2414 44.8 5 107-37 46 34 63 2 .39L
23520+2218 4,6 28 106-38 53 8 64 2 .75
23522+2359 17,2 24 107-37 40 29 64 2 ,67L
23524+2910 27,9 17 108-32 69 15 64 2 .33
23525+2821 30,6 16 108-33 34 9 63 2 .97
23527+2402 43,3 9 107-37 34 32 154 2 ,38L
23528+2118 48_3 34 106-39 32 9 64 2 ,25L
23528+2540 50,2 36 107-35 52 9 63 2 2.57
23528+2259 52,8 28 107 38 27 20 67 2 .25L
23531+2955 11.0 54 109-31 55 14 64 2 .45L
23532+2513 16,7 23 107-36 50 13 63 2 ,25L
23536+2906 36,3 45 109-32 53 18 69 2 .27L
23539+2322 57,8 10 107-38 74 10 64 2 .25L
23541+2222 8.1 9 107-38 29 7 64 2 7.97
23543+2037 23.8 29 106-40 59 8 64 2 .4B
23545+2304 33.6 29 107-38 52 24 64 2 .25L
23547+2301 45.5 16 t07-38 56 7 64 2 .86
23548+2242 53.4 13 107-38 52 27 64 2 .25L
23548+2350 53.6 46 107-37 31 7 64 2 .74
23549+2634 57,7 18 108-34 45 20 63 2 .45L
23550+2143 2.5 19 107-39 40 32 64 2 .25L
23550+2003 3,5 9 106-41 72 10 64 2 .48
23551+2451 11,4 43 108 36 42 8 64 2 46.80
23557+2321 47,8 36 108-38 91 31 64 2 ,25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Co,coted)








































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Ceef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
1.22 CC CCE 3300000100
1.30L D BJ 1500000000
1,49 C J E 5500000220
1.01L BD ABJ 0 0700000000
1.10L E DH 2500000000
2,01 D KG 9500000010
1.OOL C A B 5500000000
7,29 DD GFBA 5300000200
1.05L BD ABNG 0 7500100010
1.23L C DG 7500100000
t.27: DDIH EB 5500000100
2,19 CD AB 1400GO0000
1.00L ED AC 0 8700000020
1.32L C MB 76000000O0
1,05L CE AD 0 2700100000
3.96L C CD I 4600100000
1.48LI C B L 3500000000
1.OOL :CD AB 2 1400000000
1.00L B AB 2500000000
1,72 C N E 6700000010
1.75 ECF EAB 1500000000
2.13 C I D 7600000010
1.01L BBC AAB 0 1500000000
1.52L C C B 150OOO00_
10.31 EDD HCBA 3300001000
1.26 D C B 56O0000000
t.42L F D 15O0000000
1,OOL BCC AACD 0 3501000000 16
2.24 C E 3500000020
1.00L C AC
2.95 DC GCB









1.18L C EC I
5.63 DCD DCAA




3.72L C AC M
1.46 C_ EB






















2.03L CD ABMF 0 6600100038
3.29 D E 9600000030
1.09 D C 9700000000
1.OOL CD AC 5 1400000000
1.OOL CD AD 0 5700001000
20.98 CCDD BAAA 0 0300001000
1.06L E E G O4O0OOOO0O
1.00L BBC AACF 0 0500000000
1,31 C F 2600000010
1,0OL C C F 1500000000




2,07 CC F1.13 D
1,75L F C L
1.98 F F
2.19 C E
1.73 C F D
,93 C G F
1.29 DJG G
1.28L !C AF
1.43L C B D
1.53 C E F
1.88 C C
2.70 D E
3.14L C AH F
2.55 D D


























1.22L BD AB M 3 0400001000
2,17 C KI B 9581000010
I.OOL DC CBF 0500001000
4.09 DC DA 0400000200
1,65 C I I EB 2401000000
1,07L C F B 0 9600000000
1.OOL CC AAG 3500000000
1.OOL C BG F 1400000000
2.44 D L C 9500100240
1.05L B ACL 9600100000
1.16 C H B 6400000000
1.25L C BE 4500000000
1.19L E G CD 0400000000
1.55 F BKF 1500000030
1.24L C CE 2400000000
1.OOL BCC AAA 0 0600010000 18
1.22 C F 9600000010
2 13 91445 K5 3 9C
4
2 13 91450M0 18 77
1 13 91452K7 42 85
1 13 91454K2 4 85
4 6 * 9 U12754 77 115
4 13 91457 K0 10 5C
1 13 91458 K0 1 85
2 10 M+05-55-052 130
8 2 13 91464K2 13 70
1 13 91467K0 7 66
1 13 91470K5 8 76
2 13 91475 M0 12 80
1 13 91476 K2 2 72
3 13 91482M0 2 75
10 9 U12780 73 131
1 13 91486K2 31 82
8i 5 13 91488M3 9 75
1 13 914OOK0 18 70
1 13 91491 K2 11 85
1 12 ZG 2345+27 2 153
1 13 91503K0 2 73
8 1 32 X2346+214 128 8
3 9 U12792 15 148
2 2 DO22467 58 120
t 13 91520 K7 3 85
3 9 U12798 66 155
1 13 91523M1 I 88
2 12 ZG 2347+29 48 153
1 10' M+05-56-012 24
2 2!DO22481 36 98
4 91 U12803 8 151
1 10 M+04-56-013 86
I 2 DO22482 33 111
8 t 32 X2348+224 87 8
3 1 GR PEG 71 3
2 13 91540 M0 13 85
4 6 A2348+20 11
1 2 DO22496 82 111
4 1 DUPEG 16 3
4 13 91548 M0 4 62
3 9 U12821 27 138
1 13 91552 K0 13 67
1 13 91557 K0 10 75
1 2 DO22527 27 93
4
2 2 DO22533 57 113
1 13 91577 K0 9 85
1 13 91578K0 5 72
3 9 U12842 26 138
2 13 91582 K5 4 66
1 12 ZG 2353+29 13 151
4 4 12 ZG 2353+25 41 150
5 9 U12850 16 156
5 13 91595 M0 2 62
1 2 DO 22569 44 100
4
1 39 4C + 22.65 54 179
8 1 32 X2355+217 27 8
1 13 91608 G5 7 80
6 13 91611 M0 11 47




Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galaclic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
O 12 _m 25 pm 60 pm 1130 /_m Flux Con- A Confusion R Sa
. , (") (") ,, N (Jansky)
23567+2659 44.329109-34 37 7 632 1.30
23568+2323 50.256108-38 50 25 642 .31L
23568+2028 51,817107-40 34 7 642 .32:
23571+2250 7,9 5108-38 85 28 642 .25L
23575+2425 30.821108-37101 27 642 .28L
23575+2536 33,229109-36 34 9 642 53,78
23575+2952 35,126110-31 65 15 642 ,25L
23575+2504 35,619109-36 53 14 642 ,25L
23577+2619 42.742109-35 41 8 642 1,37
23578+2638 48,213109-35 64 12 642 ,42
23579+2602 57.8 43 109-35 61 11 64 2 .42L
23580+2636 5.3 11 109-35 33 15 64 2 ,26L
23586+2416 41.3 22 109-37 39 36 64 2 .68L
23587+2940 45.0 35 110-32 81 11 63 2 .82
23590+2808 1.6 41 110-33 30 8 64 2 1.19
23591+2312 7.8 58 108-38 45 10 64 2 ,38L
23591+2358 9.5 31 109-37 65 11 64 2 1,22
23592+2513 13.5 20 109-36 71 18 64 2 ,85L
23592+2044 17.8 50 108-40 78 9 64 2 ,62
23595+2648 34,3 24 110-35 60 9 64 2 1,25

























Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type Mag
.40L 1,00L BE ABJ 1 0100001000 2 1391635 K2
.40L 2.19 D J F 6580000020
5,06 10,03 FCDD CBAA 0 2200000000 5 9 U12884
,40L 2.17 D E 4480000030 8
,40L 1,53 C D D 3500000010
3,33 1,78 BBDC AAAB 2 050000000015 4 1 ZPEG
.60 1.49L C J B C 0300000200 4
,72 1,10L C CB 0600000000
1 1 AH PEG
2 1391648 F8






.40L 1.00L CC BA 1 1500000000
.40L 1.00L DE 0500100010
1.07 2.14 CC EBB 1480000000
.62: 1.69 DC D BC 45010000001500100010
.40L 1.50
.40L 1.03L CEE ADJ F 1500000000,40 1,12 0 0500000000
5.47 14,29 DD FBAA 2300001000
.40L 1.00L B A E 7600000000
.42 1,00L C N CD 0500000100
.40L 1.00L C A F 0600000000
.40L 1.19L B AE 1500000000





























a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
ham. ,8, (s) () I b (') £3 (') N
00006+1716 38.2 17 107-44 55 8 65 2 1.11 .32: A0L
00009+1906 57.1 18 108-42 51 8 65 2 .61 .29L .40L
00010+1356 4.7 48 106 47 79 24 65 2 .26L .26L .40L
00012+1010 15.0 9 104-51 58 8 66 2 .53 .26L .40L
00013+1249 18.7 35 105-48 43 29 65 2 .25L .51L .40L
00016+1059 37.1 8 105-50 45 9 65 2 .69 .30: .40L
00022+1520 t5.3 31 107-46 72 32 65 2 .25L .43L .40L
00023+1955 20.2 51 108-41 68 12 65 2 .32L .25L .55
00023+1453 23.8 11 t07-46 41 11 85 2 .38 .25L .40L
00026+1521 37.5 54 107-46 55 14 65 2 .25L .25L .54:
00031+1307 8.5 9 106-48 ! 52 7 65 2 1.86 .48: .40L
00034+1235 25.6 50 106-49 48 6 65 2 .91 .38L .40L
00037+1955 45.5 32 109-41 52 i 8 65 2 .32 .47 .45
00037+1709 47.2 21 108-44 42t2 65 2 .25L .25L 1.32
[30049+t701 54.9 27 108-44 25 i 8 65 2 .62 .30L .40L
00055+1817 34.4_46 108-45 89l 10 65 2 .51 .30L .40L
D0057+t734 46.4 42 109-44 83 I 24 65 2 .25L .43L .59L
00059+1622 58.3 10 108-45 93! 30 65 2 .25L .31L .40L
;O062+1610 13.5 58 108-45 85 I 33 65 2 .25L .39L A0L
D0064+1756 28.2 6 109-44 42 6 65 2 2.34 .56 .40L
30065+1411 32.7 7 108--47 77 15 65 2 .81L .62L .70
CX)080+1633 2.9 52 109-45 61 7 65 2 .74 .36L .40L
30081+1434 11.2 7 108-47 52 14 65 2 .27L .27L .52
30090+1837 0.9 53 110-43 66 14 65 2 .37 .25L .40L
3()090+1149 5.4 12 108-50 47 8 66 2 1.06 .44 .40L
30104+1536 25.7 60 110-46 86 18 65 2 .28L .33L .49
30105+1638 35.0 41 110-45 28 7 65 2 .99 .39L .40L
)0106+1454 38.5 t3 109-47 38 7 65 2 1.40 .37 .40L
30108+1712 52.6 35 110-44 35 11 65 2 .25L .43L t.39
)0113+1138 22.1 23 109-50 74 24 66 2 .28L 1.07L .40L
)0119+1029 58.1 49 108-51 71 13 66 2 .89L .36L .69
)0120+1955 1.1 44 111-42 38 9j 65 2 26.84 7.00 1.03:
)0120+1818 4.2 12 111-43 61 11 i 65 2 .25L .27L .99:
)0126+1131 36.0 7109-50 90 27' 66, 2 .25L .64L .40L
)0127+1240 47.9 26 109-49 53 15! 66 2 .25L .30L .49
)0129+1308 56.9 22 110 49 19 61 66 2 .95 .56L A0L
)0132+1548 16.2 40 111-46 46 10 ! 65 2 .25L .43L 2.24
)0133+1539 21.8 51 111-46 46 15 66 2 .78L .38L .48
)0136+1439 36.3 2; 110-47 35 13 66 2 .25L .29L .68:
)0140+1913 0.5 9 112-43 63 10 65 2 .38 .27L .40L
)0140+1139 5.8 42 110-50 63 8 66 2 .54 .37L .40L
)0144+1210 25.8 17 110-50 38 31 66 2 .25L .44L .40L
)0144+1006 28.4 46 109-52 55 8 66 2 1.22 .56L .40L
)0144+1056 28.7 15 110-51 62 9 66 2 .46 .26L .40/
)0145+1013 32.7 45 109-51 80 9 66 2 .36 .25L .40L
)0148+1748 49.0 27 112-44 50 11 65 2 .34L .33L 1.11
)0151+1110 9.0 12 110-51 35 9 66' 2 .25L .59L 2.93
)0152+1956 16.1 58 112-42 39 9 65 2 10.51 2.80 .51:
)0153+1229 21.8 39 110-49 57 6 66 2 .87 .28L ,40L
)0154+10t8 26.3 7 110-51 75 26 661 2 1.37L .42L .40L
)0155+1254 35.5 46 111-49 19 9 66 2 .83L .80L 1.88
)0156+1658 41.6 7 112-45 51 11 66 2 .32L .29L .87
)0156+1906 41.8 52 112-43 59 15 65 2 .34L .25L .73:
110-51 55 8 66 2 1.45 .59L)0156+1055 41.9 401 .40L
)0t61+1225 6.1 2 111-49 35 6 66 2 4.48 1.20 .50L
)0161 +1112 10.9 44 110-51 90 20 66 2 .30L 28L .40L
)0164+1035 29.9 17 110-51 31 26 66 2 .27L .55L .40L
)0t67+1943 46.1 5 113-42 75 8 65 2 .49 .25L .40L
)0t70+1044 4.2 3 110-51 32 23 156 2 .25L .29L .40L
)017t+1155 9.1 23 111-50 56 13 66 2 .84L .30L .54
)0173+1558 20.3 21 112-46 59 7 66 2 .75 .37L ,40L
)0173+1907 21.7 22 113-43 50 14 65 2 .25L .26L .93
)0173+1629 23.0 171112-45 59 37 66 2 .30L .95L .40L
)0177+1512 42.5 21 112-47 46 26 66 2 .25L .31L .40L
)0179+1038 54.3 13 111-51 79 9 66 2 .57 .56L .46L
)0179+1115 54.7 23= 111-51 82 13_ _6_ 2 1.07L .38L .40L)0182+1130 12.1 52' 111--50 64 .54L .37L .62)01,,÷101239559111-52 25L 28L 224)0198+1312 50.2 16 112-49 1 1.94 .57 .40L
)0199+1934 54.8 50 114-42 50 21 66 2 .25L .57L ,40L
)0200+1455 4.1 14 113-47 75 30 66 2 1.39L .29L .40L
)0201+1440 7.7 9 113-47 46 17 67 2 .43L .28L .59:
)0205+1052 31.4 49 112-51 59 7 66 2 .63 .33L .40L
)0207+1029 46.1 42 112-51 43 12 66 2 .34L .40L .68
)0208+1133 51.0 22 112-50 68 10 66 2 .48 ,29L .40L
)0214+1529 24.1 34 113 47 50 11 66 2 .25L .32L .82
)0216+1501 40.0 26 113-47 74 32 66 2 .41L .26L A0L
)0220+1402 1.2 8 113-48 60 10 66 2 1.35 .41: A0L
)0220+1432 5.3 47 113-48 79 19 66 2 .28L .25L .74
)0226+1236 40.8 19 113-49 73 12 66 2 .78L .30L 1.10
)0228+1857 51.442 115-42 51 13 64 3 .25L .25L .64
)0244+1118 27.828 113-51 48 1t 66 2i .25L .33L 1.26
)0244+1316 28.228 114-49 88 44 66 2 .79L .66L .40L
)0246+1947 37.9 46 115-42 61 10 64 3 .38L .27L .70
)0246+1753 37.9 40 115--44 43 21 66 2 .25L .25L .40L
)0246+1005 39.0 9 113-52 91 39 66 2 .25L .64L .43L
:)0248+1408 53.8 43 114-48 40 7 66 2 .58 .27L .40L
30253+1848 20_6 59 115-43 73 22 64 2 .25L .51L .40L
)0253+1914 22.2 15 115-43 49 6 64 3 .95 .26L A0L
30254+1903 24.4 56 115-43 41 41 155 2 .28L .25L .40L
)0254+1736 26.2 57 115-45 36 6 66 2 59.47 17.63 2.45
)0256+1610 36.9 8 115-46 37 6 66 2 5.58 1.43 .40L
)0264+1918 27.8 13 116-43 70 32 64 2 .25L .77L A0L
_)0264+1543 28.0 12 115-47 76 14 66 2 .32 .30L .40L
:)0265+1019 34.2 4 114-52 65 17 66 2 .50L .36L .53
)0269+1006 55.7 31 114-52 59! 9 66 2 .78 .35L .51L
)0269+1030 55.9 19 114-52 33 15 68 2 .25L .27L .40L
)0271+1720 8.2 12 116-45 17 9 66 2 .87 .30L .40L
30274+1030 24.3 6 114-52 92 27 66 2 .28L .41L .40L
30276+1531 41.4 4 115-47 80 7 66 2 .77 .34L .40L
Declination: +10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 ttm 60 _m IOO pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags" S 2 # T
1.OOL EF BD J 0 0500000000
1.00L C BB 0400000000
2.10 C LL E 1600000010
1.31L E BI 0700010000
2.65 D F K F 2300000020
1.37L CD RD 1 0600000000
1.69 D I EMC 7500000140
1.00L C G BJ 1400000000
1.00L C E 7500000000
2.15 FD LBC 7401000130
1.OOL,BD AB 0 1600000000
1.27L IC BB 16000000001.00 _ DC C C 3 0400001000
2.62 DC DAB




1.13 C N E
1.0OL BC AB
1.06L C J EDD
1.001: C AG
1.21 CC DC




































I.OO D G C
2.10: C D AC C
1.15L D E


















1.OOL BCD AAC 3 1600000000 17
1.23L C B 2600010010
2.11 C HH D 3700000220
4.20 DC MHAA 25OOO0OO0O
2.25 CC LCBB 3400000100
1.84 DC J BA 3500000100
1.00L B AD 17OOOOOOO0
1.OOL BC AAD 2 1600000000
1.08 C G J B
2.25 D I J C
4.24L C B
1.27 D E
1.31L C I CF
1.11L C BF G
2.35 CD BB
1,43 C E E
1.49 C C
1.00L C CHD





1.75 D MJ C


































1.33L C GB D
2.12 D G
1.40 D F
2.50L C CJ H
2.02 C I B
1.11L B AH
1.39 C H













1.32L BBD AAAB 0 2610000000
1.32L BC AAHK 0 0300000000
1.26 D J C 4501000000
1.11L D FK E 0600010000
1.OOL C DI 9700000000
2.28 C C B GB 9601000100
3.05 C KB 9681000120
1.OOL D B M 2500000000
3.02 D L D 9681000030
1.OOL C A D 4600000000
I
Sep
Name Type (') Ma 8
1 13 91678 K0 19 6E
1 13 91679 K0 12 82
1 2 DO 8142 35 93
8 1 32 X0001+128 50 6
2 13 91685 4 85
1 2 13022680 62 98
2 13 91701 K0 10 5e
2 13 91710 6 83
4 ° 6 A0003+ 19 7
4 9 U00046 24 145
1 13 91721 K0 1 82
1 13 91726 13 90
2 13 91734 K0 8 56
2 13 91757 10 91
1 12 ZGOOa+ 14 68 156
1 13 91767 K0 5 78
1 1 TUPSC 22 3
1 13 91779 G5 6 65
3 13 91781 82 16 28
3 9 U00123 71 141
1 12 ZG 012+ t0 31 156
6 13 91792 M0 3 48
1 10 M+03-01-030 110
2 13 91800K2 15 83
3 9 UOO148 72 140
2 2 [308292 36 105
1 13 91811 K2 11 83
8 2 13 91815 K2 20 75
1 13 91816 26 87
8 1 13 91817 K2 36 85
4 9 U00164 88 151
4 9 U00167 46 126
4 13 91826 MB 4 72
1 13 91828 G5 6 65
81
1 10 M+02-01-031 47
2 9 U00169 52 148
2 13 918321<0 9 61
3 13 91838 1 86
8 1 32 X0016+106 77 8
1 13 918461(0 28 78
1 13 91850K0 11 67
2 12 ZG 017+19 39 156
1 13 91854K0 21 75
2 6 N0095 8 131
2 13 91866K0 3 63
1 2 [:)083 82 96
1 13 91874 K0 23 81
5 9 U00230 26 140
t 13 91881 K0 25 67
4 9 U00233 17 146
2 6 N0105 10
1 10 M+03-02-010 122
3 9 U00260 43 140
3 9 U00265 74 151
2 13 91904 K2 32 86
I 13 91909 K0 3 65
8 1 32 XOO25+190 22 8
6 13 91910MB 5 52
4 13 91912 K2 4 65
1 13 91916 K0 20 87
1 13 91923 K0 18 80
2 13 91925K2 19 81
1 13 91927 K0 12 80




Position (1950) Flux Density Rags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a .6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /zm 25 vm 60 p.m
ham. ,8, (s) t) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
]0277+1755 45.731116-44 69 29 652 .25L .25L .40L
]O278+1031 53.710115-52108 33 662 .25L AlL .40L
]0282+1010 14.027115-52 65 14 662 .42L .31L .96
]O286+1730 36.76116-45 58 5 653 .45 .25L .40L
:)0287+1606 47.715116-46 32 26 662 .58L .54L ,40L
:)0288+1557 51.030116-46 57 26 662 .39L .30L .40L
:)0288+1706 51.815116-45 44 8 653 .25L .25L .86
:)0289+1544 60.042116-47 44 6 6621 1.12 .36L .40L
:)0290+1731 3.116116-45 82 35 642 .25L .30L .40L
:)0291+1912 6.419117-43 35 12 642 .34 .26L .40L
30292+1816 16.559116-44 83 25 642 .27L .26L .40L
[X)292+1921 17.558117-43 30 8 642 3.69 .88 .40L
00294+1419 25.03111648 27 7 662 14.74 5.73 1.08
00295+1744 31.6;42116-45 77 ; 30 642 .25L .28L .40L
00296+1526 37.95111647 62 7 662 .52 .28L .40L
00298+1808 49.6151117-44 61 16 642 .25L .30L .52
00299+1821 54.9t29117-44 29 23 642 .37L .37L A0L
00299+1831 55.1 9117-44 36 7 642 3.19 .89 .40L
00302+1127 14.227116-51 61 12 662 .25L .28L .82
00304+1650 26.314117-46 46 6 653 1.03 .26: A0L
00305+1615 33.2 7117-46 62 7 663 .36 .26L A0L
00305+1623 35.735117-44 84 31 642 .41L .32L .41L
00309+1807 56.232117-44105 39 642 .25L .32L .40L
00310+1437 1.9 9117-48 52 10 662 .25L .25L .97
00316+1001 39.151116-52 36 8 672 .84 .28L .40L
00323+1305 19.846117-49 68 7 662 1.46 .54L .40L
00331+1112 8.728117-51 57 11 672 .25L .30L .76
00331+1740 9.226118-45 88 38 652 .31L .25L .40L
00333+1256 19.8 0117-49 51 9 672 .47 .27L .40L
00334+1005 25.519117-52 73 14 672 .37L .36L .62
00334+1221 29._, 59117-50 94 20 672 .25L .57L .56L
00336+1206 39316117-50 17 6 672 1,31 .41 .40L
00338+1825 49.734118-44 80 19 642 .41L .27L .38
00346+1821 36.5! 811844 2920 652 .25L .26L .49L
00348+1011 49.9:52117-52 8028 67 i 2 .25L .38L .40L00357+1445 =17.258118-48 46 12 65 .25L .30L .74
00361+1528 9.9:13118-47 53 9 652 1.43 .37: .40L
00361+1820 '10.113119-44 64 38 652 .43L .69L .40L
00369+1457 55.5:10119-48 54 15 652 .41L .30L .70:
00371+1355 9.231 ;11949 28 9 652 14.83 7.60 1.10
00376+1533 39.8 1119-47 76 11 652 .41 .27L .41L
00382+1502 15.1 4119-47 87 24 652 .25L .34L .40L
00383+1736 23.324119-45 36 26 652 .25L .29L .40L
00385+1207 35.223119-50 51 9 672 .34 .35L ,40L
00386+1737 39.235120-45 53 28 652 .25L .25L .40L
00393+1251 20.752119-50 67 11 66, 2 .41 .31L .40L
00394+1144 28.02! 119-51 56 14 663 .25L .25L .58
00395+1425 30.529120-48 60 40 652 .25L .31L .40L
00395+1140 31.911119-51 39 7 663 .43 .27L .40L
00396+1740 37.117:120-45 50 36 652 .38L .31L .40L
00402+1623 14.312120-46 57 9 652 1.14 .28L .40L
00404+1807 28.143:120-44 61 27 652 .25L .27L .40L
00406+1126 40.110120-51 52 7 662 .61 .33L A0L
00409+1613 55,0 28 120-46 91 30i 65 2 .81L ,64L .40L
00409+1404 55.3 10 120-46 39 9 66 2 1.16L .46 3.14
00415+1739 30.3 22 120-45 45 9 65 2 .90 .40L .40L
00424+1453 25.133121-48 69 12 _ 2 .40 .34L .40L
00426+1447 38.221 121-48 75 16 _.J =_ .39L 27L .58
00428+1643 51.950121-46 5327 652 .26L .51L .40L
00438+1644 48.925121-46 51 27 652 .25L .61L .40L
00438+1252 52.139121-50 64 9 662 .73 .33L .40L
00439+1512 55.2 6121-47 35 11 662 42.21 10.43 1.58
00443+1038 23.041121-52 50 12 662 .25L .91L .97
00444+1141 24.0'59121-51 43 9 662 2.09 .52 .40L
00447+1820 43.4 7122-44 40 7 652 2.50 .82 .40L
00446+1121 52.159121-51 74 10 66 2 .61 .79L .40L
00449+1455 55.444122-48 i 82 32 662 .25L .35L .42L
00451+1420 11.714122-48123 32 662 .32L .29L ,40L
00452+1919 14.829122-43 60 13 652 .25L .25L .61
00455+1912 130.846122-43 54 8 652 1.05 .34L .40L
00461+ 1956 8.E 25 122-43 54 7 65 L 2 .71 .25L .40L
00461+1603 10.32122-47 47 12 662 .30L .26L 1.04
00463+1236 20.326122-50 37 7 662 2.14 .56 .40L
00463+1640 20.6 6122-46 36 9 662 1.19 .45L ,40L
00464+1432 28.117122-46 47 9 66i 2 2.12 .52 .40L
00465+1713 35.721122-45 100 35 652 .76L .60L .40L
00471+1738 7.434122-45 71 30 652 .25L .35L .48L
00486+1044 38.041123-52 65 9 662 .46 .26L .40L
00491+1839 9.535123-44 80 33 652 .64L .25L .40L
00491+1626 10.93012346 51 14 662 .35 .26L .40L
00496+1514 37.721123-47 92 35 662 .26L .30L .40L
00499+1131 55.617123-51 29 14 1662 .25L .52L .85
00499+1711 59.338123-45 55 30 662 .25L .79L .44L
00500+1756 2.8 1123-45 38 30 662 .25L .26L .40L
00501+1841 8.030123-44 62 16 662 .45 .25L 1.O6L
00504+1912 24.642123-43 72 14 652 .44L .29L .81
00509+1225 56.710124-50 33 7 662 .52 1.25 2.17
00515+1638 30.748124-46 66_ 11 662 .26L .25L .83
00523+1643 21.145124-46 7016 662 .36L .32L .60
00526+1203 37.0 5124-51 5019 662 .25L .27L .38:
00535+1340 32.557125-49 53 7 662 .96 .39L .40L
00537+1337 45.142125-49 29 9 662 .26L .27L 2.05
00538+1624 49.23512546 36 36 662 .39L .40L .47L
00547+1209 43.832125-50 62 11 672 .40 .27L .40L
00549+1801 54.4124125-45 49 30 662 .25L .60L .45L
00551+1203 10.6 41 125-51 60 20 67 2 .76L .66L .50
00552+1325 17,8 36 125-49 _ 56 7 _ 2 .85 .42L .40L
00554+1650 27.2 48 125-46' 63 15 _ = .26L .25L .5O
00567+1728 42.345126-45 68 16 22 .25L .33L .77L00569+1834 56.416126-44 7520 66 .44L .28L .40L
V L C
100 ,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coer R Flags" S 2 # T
1.70 D C ;
2.04 D K F!
1.35L D B D
1.16L C B
1.83 C C E
















1.18L BCC AAAM 0 0500000000 14
1.78 C E 9600000010
1.11L C CI 0500000000
1.17L C MKCG 4500000000
1.69 D H E 5600000000
1.00L BC AB O, 5700000000
1.88 CF BC ._600000000
1.00L BE AC 00500000000
1.04L C B 5500000O00
1.58 F L E C 5600000000
1.88 O G F 4500000000
1.66: C D B C 0400000000
1.00L iC A 27000000001.00 F O6000000OO
1.69 C C B C 36OO0O0000
1.54 D E 6500000020
1.00L E C 1500000000
2.08L C 1 B D 2600000000
1.33 F E A 3500000000
1.41L BF AB L O 3500000000
1.00L F F 2500000000
2.70 D GC 2480000020
2.14 D E 1600000010
1.54 C F C B 0400000OO0
1.00L DD AF 0 0500000000
1.32 D B I 2500000000
1.81 DC BB 2400000100











1.0gL C B 15OO000000
1.32 DD DD 0400110000
1.12 F G 2581000020 i
1.00L F E F I 0500110000
t.46 D I E 5400000010 _
1.36L C AC K 2500000000
2.39 C G 340000005O
1.00L C B H 0700000000
1.93 C G E 44000O0030
9.22 DDD KBAA 2300000000
1.44L C AF 2600000000
1.01L C DJ 0500010000
1.14L C BG 1500010000
1.63 C F D 5500000010
2.09 D MME 8500000120
1.03L C AE )3OO0000OO
1.00L BCD AAA 0 1601000000
1.19: CE MAD 2600000000
1.02L BD IAC 0 0600000000
1.91L BD AB G 2 0500000000
1.00L F B L
1.47 C I L D








1.61 F ' F D
1.00L D B




1,07 C L D
1.25 C E























2.53 CCDC ABAA O 0300000000
t.06: CE CH 1600000000'
1.24L C CC 1500000000'
1.67 F F E B
1.22L C AG
3.38 DC AB
1.48 ' D K E E
1.52L C C

















"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 y.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Associations
Name Type :_"_ Ma8
1391940 K2 16 85
1391942 K0 2 70
32 X0029 + 175 58 12
4 1391949 K5 6 72
4 1 T PSC 4 4
1 1391950K2 21 65
2 13 91953 K5 1 70
3 g U00323 62 153
1 1391959 K2 2 78
1 2 DO8413 54 101
2 1391980 K0 7 65
2 1391990 F5 11 63
2 12 ZG 033+ 12 89 153
1 2 DO 97 69 103
1 10 M+03-02-016 75
1 393C014.0 96 178
5 g U00366 11 151
1 2 DO 8435 41 106
3 1392012 4 91
1 13 92016 G5 1 76
12 ZG 039+11 29 156
13 92036 K0 g ! 81
1392047 K0 16 65
1 13 92046 K0 2 85
3 9 U00463 22 135
1 13 92057 K0 1 78
1 13 92071 K0 13 82
6 13 92072 M0 8 55
2 1392080 G5 13 56
1 1392083 2 88
2 1392084 G5 18 80
2 1 ! RS PSC 38 3
1 13 92092 K2 15 85
1 1392096K0 15 80
2 13 92098K5 3 85
2 13 92099 F5 4 51
3 1392100K5 15 70
2 "13 92120 9 67
13 92125 G5 33 80
12 ZG 050+ 11 78 156
1392130 K2 4 81
4 " 9 U00545 50 140
3 "10 M+02-03-012 81
1 13 92159 G5 15 67
4 9 U00582 45 165
2 1392177 K2 9 85
2 13 92183 G5 12 63
3 9 U00616 67 155
151
Right Ascension: 00h57m09"--01h21m24' Declination: +10"-+20"
Name
o 5,,,,,,N6hm, • , (s) ( (") (") N
0571+1065 9,1 19 126-52 85 27 67 2
0571+1428 10.7 I 126-41 71 30 66 2
0572+1528 16,7 14 126-47 69 16 66 2
0573+1747 19.5 44 126-45 55 12; _ 220576+1755 37,2 51 126 45 73
0576+1800 38.4 0 126-45 68 17 66 20578+1825 49,2 1=i126-44 60 8 66 2
0585+1921 30.0 4 126 43 72 36 66 2
0597+1433 44,0 23 127-48 30 15 67 2
1004+1728 25.5 48 127-45 65 16 66 2
1006+1345 40.9 54 127-49 39 11 67 2
1007+1652 45,4 40 127-46 60 8 66 2
1013+ 1432 i21.8 32 127-48 54 32 67 2
1013+I712 22,e: 10 127-45 43 14 66 2
1014+1526 27,C 59 127-47 84 24 87 j 2
1021+1435 9,5 11 128-48 50 30 672
1022+1632 14.4 14 128-46 69 13 67 2
1022+1558 15.8 25 128-47 37 7 67 2
1024+1440 26.6 40 128-48 44 10 67 2
1025+1855 32.1,47 127-44 30 9 66 2
1027+t724 42,144 128-45 53 13 67 2
t031+1527 7,4 43 128-47 71 36 67 2
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
















































1039+ 1241 54.7 15 129-50 40 = 11 67 2 1.25 ,54: ,53L
1039+ 1532 56.6 53 128-47 83 21 67 2 .25L .26L ,54L
1039+ 1015 59.6 25 129-52 52 12 67 2 ,26L .29L .82
1044+ 1953 27.1 3 128-4: 85 9 66 2 .52 .26L .40L
1045+1341 32.9 3 129-49 46 9 67 2 i ,25L .56L 1.00
1046+1833 38,5 18 128-44 56 11 67 2 ,49 .29L .40L
1049+ 1446 54.6 36 t29-48 77 36 67 2 ,25L ,30L .4OL
1054+1541 25-9 38 129-47 88 22 67 2 1.27L .75L ! .40L
1058+1449 50.1 26 129-48 43 29 i 67 2 .80L ,26L .40L
1062+1701 13,6 29 129-45 46 23 67 2 .25L .27L ,40L
1062+1523 17,4 29 129-47 94 33 67 2 .87L ,47L ,51L
1063+1456 22,6 45 129-47 87 32 67 2 .50L ,45L ,40L
1065+1304 32.8 25 130-49 51 6 67 2 1,13 .42L .40L
r066+1610 36.6 16 129-46 94 30 671 2 .33L 1,17L AOL
r066+1403 41.4 60 129-48 30 17 67i 2 ,26L .48L .55L
r071+1923 9.1 31 129-43 55 7 67 2 1,14 ,43L .40L
I075+1524 32,3 27 130-47 43 10 67 2 4,80 1.21 .40L
[075+ 1533 33.9 24 130-47 35 26 67 2 ,25L ,35L .40L
1078+ 1523 48,6 55 130-47 55 8 67 2 .51 ,32L A0L
079+1052 57,1 51 130-51 80 13 67 2 .48 ,29L .40L
087+ 1650 43.4 36 t30-46 34 30 67 2 .25L ,99L ,40L
088+ 1001 5t033 131--52 45 9 68 2 ,75 .27L ,40L
095+1158 i32,1 52 131-501 55 10 67_2 .25L ,29L .73
096+1553 !40.9 3 130-461 31 28 67'2 .25L .36L .40L
101 +1600 10,1 33 130-46 i 66 12 67 2 .75L .29L .99
102+1638 12,1 25 130-46 73 14 67 2 .31 ,31L .40L
104+1128 27,2 56 131 51 46 7 67 2 1.15 .57L ,43LI
105+ 1247 33.2 11 131-49 58 15 67 2 .26L .61L .58:
112+1300 12,1!17 131-49 98 16 67 2 .37L ,41 .79L
115+1757 30.4137 130-44 77 10 67 2 ,43 .43L .40L
115+1412 34.1 43 131-48 72 23 67 2 .25L .36L .40L
116+ 1538 36.9 15 131 47 32 10 67 2 .25L .30L 1.16
117+ 1019 46,1 57 132-52 67 12 68 2 ,25L ,35L 1,14
119+1048 57.3 35 132-51 99 34 68 2 ,78L .74L .40L
121+1706 73 44 131-45 57 18 67 2 ,78L .25L ,53
129+ 1552 56.4 41 131-46 36 20 157 2 ,25L ,30L .40L
130+ 1611 5.1 49 131-46 84 28 67 2 ,25L .56L .40L
132+ 1454 12,9 48 132-47 34 28 67 2 ,25L ,45L ,40L
135+ 1722 31,1 9 131-45 741 8 67 2 .51 ,31L ,40L
135+t328 31.4 15 132-49 551 9 67 2 .44 ,27L .40L
135+1601 33.8 50 132-46 40! 20 67 2 .39L ,58L ,52:
135+1633 35.0 58 131-46 33! 8 67 2 1.44 .59L .40L
136+ 1833 38.9 26 131-44 81! 9 67 21 ,86 ,37L .40L
137+1451 46.6 24 132-47 891 30 67 21 .25L 31L ,41L
139+1631 55.8 4 132-46 361 20 67 21 .25L .38L .41L
140+ 1608 4,7 14 132-46 67 i 15 71 2i .26L .61L .55:
147+1339 43.1 5 132-48 25 8 68 2 10.15 2.B9 ,44:
148+1358 52.5 37 132-48 74 9 67 2 1.06 .B6Li ,B7L
152+1708 14.4 5 132-45 44 19 67 2 .32L .49L_ .54
156+1818 41,6 48 132-44 45 10 87 2 ,32 .28L ,40L
161+1443 6,1 44 133-47 52 11 87 2 .25L ,26L .76
161+1507 7.7 56 133-47 38 24 67 2 ,25L ,29L ,40L
161+1002 10.7 6 134-52 52 28 68 2 ,25L .33L .62L
167+ 1211 45,9 7 134 -50 51 15 68 2 .26L .31L ,73L
170+1819 1,2 69 132-44 66 9 87 2 .76 .46L .40L
170+ 1927 5.2 35 132-43 57 9 67 2 .68 .29L ,46L
172+ 1616 13.9 67 133-46 52 12 67 2 .25L .53L 1.15:
173+1900 18.2 19 132-43 107 _ 67 2 ,25L .34L .40L
173+1431 20.3 26! t33-48 48 o J 68 ¢ .28L .38: 2,85
173+1405 22,8 54! 133-48 43 7 68 2 .37L 1.46 11.13
175+1614 32.829i133-46 57 10 68 2 .63 .31L .40L
180+1915 3.934i132-43 54 16 67 2 ,25L ,26L ,47L
188+ 1414 50.1 27 134-48 75 19 68 2 .79L .34L ,68L
189+ 1817 59,7 23 133-44 93 38 67 2 .25L ,69L ,43L
191+ 1719 6.6 52 133-45 34 8 68 2 ,35: ,59 7,97
193+1220 21,2 40 134-50 54 8 68 2 ,50 ,48L ,40L
195+ 1602 34.5 13 134-46 53 13 68 2 ,25L .27L ,75
196+1633 41.7 52 t34-46 58 7 68 2 ,7t ,38L ,56L
t98+1752 52,3 27 133-44 53 9 68 2 2.19 .71 .40L
200+ 1511 0,4 53 134-47 84 33 68 2 .25L ,57L ,50L
202+1616 14,0 36 134 46 89 17 68 2 .25L ,25L ,40L
202+1106 16,1 24 135-51 60 9 68 2 .93 ,49L ,40L
202+1236 t7.6 7 135-49 84 11 68 2 ,37 ,37L ,43L
210+1222 2,9 48 135 49 93 21 68 2 ,25L ,84L .40L
210+ 1706 3.3 13 134-45 97 26 68 2 .29L ,70L ,44L
210+1101 4,3 54 136-51 71 27 68 2 ,25L ,33L .57L
214+ 1554 24,9 18 134-46 75 21 68 2 1.45L .31L ,40L
Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S I A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
1.58 C E DC 2600000010
1.39 C KE 1500000010
1.65: CC E DA 1500000120'
1.54 CD GBC 3300000000
1.20L C B 2300100000
1.35 DC CB 2300100100
1.00L F B I J 2500000000
1.43 D K H 1500000020
3.30: DE J CF i 3500000128
1,00L C M BC' 0500000000
2,81 CC CBC 1500000100
1.00L C C 0600000000
2,40 C I D 5580000010
1.41L C DE L 0400010000
3.02 F E D 9501000018
1.46 C K D E 5600000000
1.18 DC BC 0600000000
1.OOLl BD AB 0 3700000000
1.00L C CDK 9601000000
1.00L BC AAB 0 0600000000
1.00L C B 05OO000000
1,82 I C I H 9500000040
72,08 BBCC AAAA 1 0102012400

































C J N C 6500000010
D J E F 53O00OOO2O
C C 150OO0O0OO
C DFLE 8500000120
E L F E 3500000040
AE 060000000(
E DJ O 5500000000
C I F C 3400000020
A O 240000000(
AA D 0 9601110000
C C C 9600000010
BC D 9600110000
C i 0400000000
C L C D 76O2O00030
A 0600000000









2.92 CC I AB
1,97 CF I BC
t,21 F L HF
1.20L C E K
1.85 D G F
1,62 C K E
































1.25L BCD AADD 0 1300000020





1.49 F E C
1.65 C B B
1,32L C BH
1.03L C B I











1.24 D J G ; 2400000010
3.90 DDD BAA 1400000000
10.29 CCD FAAA 1200000000
1.52L C B 1400100000
1,37 C EC 2400000000
1.24 C EBB 1500000000
1.47 F GF 1500000000
14.64 EDDE CBAA 0 8400001008
1.20L C CI 0400000000
1,77: CC BB 7501000000
3.62L C AFJ 9400000008
1.00L BD AC 1 1600000000
1.36 D CF 2500000000
2.15 C B ' 9580000100
1.00L C AE ] 16O0000000
1.3tL D F 3500000000
1.40 C D B ! 3400000020
2.51 E I CI 9_000008
1.42 C I C i 2601000000
2.45 C J A 6481000020
Association,
Name Type _'_} M ag
9 U(X)619 64 165
11 PK 125-47.1 39
2 13 92194 G6 11 73
t0 M +03-03-012 134
13 92196 G5 15 71
1 12 ZG 100+17 25 155
1 10 M+02-03-026 17
1 13,92222 K5 37 90
1 2 DO 8631 26 91
3 13 92229 MA 6 77
2 13 92230 F2 3 55
4 13 92233 MB 2 76
1 2 DO 8643 48 93
8 1 32 X0103+154 108 8
4 4 " 3 RAFGL157 7t -3
3 "13 92250G5 14 61
1 12 ZG 104+10 35 148
1 13 92256 G5 7 72
4 9 U00681 70 141
1 2 DO 8656 68 103
6
2 13 92278 K2 10 85
6 9 U00717 61 148
2 13 92283G5 6 55
4 13 92288 K5 3 63
13 92293 K5 31 90
13 92295 K2 6 85
8
13 92304 G5 9 65
12: ZG 109+ 12 75 155
2 13 92315 K 5 92
1 13 92317 K 14 85
5 9 U00774 18 150
8 1 32 X0111+142 63 8
4 9 U00765 76 151
1 13 92339 K2 7 83
1 13 92340 K0 8 85
1 13 92341 K2 27 76
2 13 92343 20 67
8
2 12 ZG 114+16 23 146
6 4 13 92348 MB 2 88
1 13 92350 G5 20 73
1 13 92359 G5 5 80
3 9 U00638 76 141
6 9 U00649 68' 151
2 13 92368 7_ 90
10 M+03-04-02O 158!
4 9 U00859 28) 131
3 9 U00861 43 i 140
2 , 12 ZG 117+14 18 ) 148
12 ZG 118+14 45 150
12 ZG 119+18 37 150
3 9 U00903 11 146
13 923951(0 26 70
30 3ZW026 67
13 92400G5 1 77
13 92407 K0 12 68
1 U PSC 35 4
10 M+02-04-033 121
32 X0121 +159 20 8
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
152
=1 !1




a ,_^ Coords SMJ SMN 0. 0 12 Fm8cz
hm. • , (s) (• I b (") (") (') N
01214+1239 25.229135-49 6415 882 .72L
01215+1041 30.542136-51 6512682 .40L
01220+1855 1.826134-43 91 22 682 .26L
01222+1746 18.527134-44 67; 19682 .25L
01223+1435 18.919135-47 42 9 682 18.55
01226+1559 38.248135-46 40 8 682 2.75
01226+1250 40.755136-49 61 I' 13 682 .25L
0t227+1749 47.454134-44 46133 68 2 .25L0,229+170858231134-487842 . 2 39,01230+18940810134-448332 . 28,
01230+10102 25137_527517 . 25,01232+182018532 135-45 88 21 88 ._L
01234+111024.856136-51 _ -1_ _soi .28,
01234+1738 28.7 o 134-44 so .38
01235+18_4 31.0 35 134-43 57 _ so .8101236+1823 36,322134-43 62 J .25L
o1238+1948 40.1 33 134-4; 47 5 so 2 .85
01238+1858 59.148134--43 50 6 682 2.74
0t240+1700 4.7 45 138-45 78 22! _ 22 .25L01240+1124 5.432137-50 69 .40L
01243+1543 22.337 _ 135-46 90 18 682 .25L
01244+1431 29.06138-47 59 14 SO 2 .25L
01248+1858 50.315135-43 48 7 SO 2 .25L
01248+1103 50.350137-51 43 8 682 .46
01250+1914 0.640135-43 89 23 SO 2 .46L
01251+1626 9.344135-45 23 7 SO 2 33.58
01256+1812 41.531136-45 46 10 SOl 2 .60L
01259+1010 55.151138-51 56 26 SO 2 .26L
01262+1708 12.223136-45 37 25 682 .25L
013662+1918 16.334135-42 56 19 SO 2 .72L
01264+1927 27.3 5135-42 54 13 682 .26L'
01264+1010 27.527138-51 50 10 SO 2 1.70
01264+1052 28.727138-51 57 12 SO 2 .25L
01287+1708 47.331136-45 44 24 SO 2 .25L
01279+ 1256 57.0' 48137-49 72 35 SO 2 .25L
01281+1445 6_" 49137-47 28 6 682 4.05
01282+1655 '13.'249136-45 49 8 SO 2 .25L
01285+1816 34.259136-43119 5 682 .69
01290+1037 4.3 6013,-51 60 10 El) .6701291+1522 8.77137-46 24 8 5.91
01291+1546 9.759137-46 8210 682 .31
01292+1326 14.E 43138-48 46 7682 .95
01293+1641 20.C 19137-45 75 8 682 .66
01296+1658 37.439137-45 57 9 SO 2 .30
01297+1744 42.62136-44 5712682 .25L
01298+1137 54.032139-50 31 8 SO 2 1.87
01301+1254 6.620138-4858 8 SO 2 .48
01309+1219 56.359139--49 59 14 682 .28L
01320+1954 4.757137-42 45 5 673 .93
01321+18t2 6.318137-43 18 5 682 8.56
01332+1040 17.714140-50 82 9 692 .57
01340+1532 5.538139-46 13 121602 .25L
01352+181115.635138-4355 6672 1.76
01360+1650 0.223139-44 43 8683 .25L
01384+104928.015141-50521069252 .25L01365+140134.2 140-4749 6692 .99
01366+1622 36.5 35139-45 81 6692 _SO
01388+1609 59.7118138-45 40 5 69 2 2.06
01372+1500 15.6125 140-46 85 8 68 2 .34
01378+1736 49.6:57139-43 64 10 68 2 .45
01384+1331 25.9i27 141-47 69 7 69 2 .42
01385+1604 35,051 140-45 44 18 71 3 .25L
01366+1600 40.8 25 140-45 46 5 68 3 .81
01394+1220 29.4 56 142-48 42 9 69 2 .25L
01397+1531 46.9 38 141-45 59' 9 68 2 .40
01403+1323 21.6 41 142-47 37 5 69 2 2.01
01410+1154 4.9 46 143-49 27 7 69 2 .27L
01411+1551 9.1 16 141-45 44 15 SO 2 .25L
01411+1806 11.7 33 140-43 87 32 SO 2 .25L
01412+1648 13.140140-44 78 13 SO 2 .44L
01415+1614 33.622 141-45 68 21 SO 2 .33L
01416+1713 37.9137 140-44 52 13 68 2 .25L
01418+1651 48.1 '7 141-44 44 10 SO 2 .25L
01418+1039 53.223143-50 49 6 69 2 .73
01420+1615 4.8 22 141-44 93 28 88 2 .25L
01421+1949 10r854140--41 58 7 SO 2 .70
01422+1537 16.2 29 141-45 28 25 158 2 .28L
01432+1543 13.9 21 142-45 88 25 SO 2 .28L
01433+19t6 23.08140-42 8736682 .25L
01437+1008 42.1 9 144--50 25 8 69 2 3.77
I
52.0]9 141-42 45 7 so 2 76.7001438+1850
01439+1913 56.1 40 140--42 97 34 SO 2 .28L
01443+1031 19.556144-50 9429692 .29L
01443+1252 20.4141 143--48 44 14 69 2 .71L
01447+1025 47.6153145-50 8525 892 1.21L
01447+1243 48.0 27 143-48 82 9 69 2 .81
01448+1151 50.222144--48 29 9 693 .31L01450+10t222 8 148-50 76 30 69 2 25L
01454+1011 262 9 145-50J 86 31 69 2 42L
01457+1116 42.824144--49] 28 8693 .29L
01458+1221 52.956144--48 _ 27 7 69 2 .25L
01464+1249 28.0 7 144-47 63 19 69 2 .25L
01465+1954 34.9 15 141-41 79 26 SO 2 .39L
01471+1127 6.5 14 145-49 52 11 69 2 .25L
31475+1153 31.3=25 145-48 23 23 69 2 .25L
01476+1024 40.1 44 146-50 25 23 69 3 .25L
01477+1254 46.9 9 144-47 84 17 69 2 .37L
01478+1146 49.7 2 145-48 34 7 69 2 .44
01480+1041 3.415146-49 71 8 69 2 .56
01482+1047 12.2 45 146-49 55 9 69 2 .38
Flux Density
(Not Co_r _ed)








































































































]00 ;tm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
4.16 FD JI BA 3300000200
1.48L C I BH 26O0000000
1.53L C G 0600000000
2.05 C I B 7700000010
1,94L BCC AAAD 0 0500000010 18
1.00L BE A B 06500000000
1,55 CC HBC 2500000000
1.42 C D H 7600000000
1.36 D H H 9500000000
2.24 C MF 2600000040
2.58 EC CB 7301000010
1,20 F I E C 4400000000
1.82 CC KBB 0500000000
1.00L F B E 6700(300000
1.21L C BJ 4500000000
1.15 C K C 2600000000
1.12L C BI 9400000000
1.08L B AC 3500000000=
1.65 D D C 750OO00000
1,67 CC HNBD 0400000000
1.07L D F J 0300000000
2.10 CC CA 9400000000
1.83 OCO BAB 5500010000
1.17L C C 0602010000
1.20 C E K B 2400000000
1.70L BBD AAAJ : 0 1400000000 28
2.68 CC L BBI 1200000200
2.01 C NFEC 7680000020
2.57 F C HII1.26 ED 65800000302400000000
1.13L C I DJ 2400000100
1.45L D AD G 8700000000
3.05- CC KBA] 0600000100
4,15 D L I E] 5500000140
1.32 F F I E = 1500000000
1.00L BC AAN 1 0400000000
3.63 CD HAB 5400000OO0
1.00L E BGG O4OOOOOOOO
1.14L D 6H 1700000000
1.00L BCC AAC 0 0600000000
1.11L F C 05O0000000
1.00L C A H 0601000000
2.39L C Sl N 2500010000
1.05L C DF 36OO000000
1.24: OD BC 1500000000
1.00LIBE AB 01600001000
1.00L C B 150OO00000
1.68 CC MCB 060000OO00
1.00L D BF 9400000000
1.00L BC AAB 0 1500000000
1.00L E CD 0600O00000
11.97 FF J HD 1482022220
1.48L SF AC H 3 1600000020
3.44 CC HCBE 2480000150
t.29L C H AJ 94OO000000
1.00L C AI 9400010000
1.51L D BJ 4300000000
1.08L BC ABF i 0 3600001000
1.37L D B 0500000000
1.00L C CI
1solc2.94 C J NC
1.08L B AF
5.06 CD AA
1.06L C C F
103.74 ECDC AAAA 0
4.04 DC FEAA
1.56L C DM
1.50 C C E D1.28L B E
1.75 D B
2,02 CD CC
13,84 icCDD AAA1.I71 AE
2.17 C J C
1.00L C B
1.56 DJM D
1,85 C L D





















2.80 IBBDC AAAA 2 4400000(300 23;
1.43 D E
1.77 D D
2.15 DF J CC
2.03 CFF C
1.02L F B M
1.24: CD F BD
1.90 D E







2.37 D E D
1.SOL C D
1.OOL C C
1.13L C BL J




















Name Type (") Ma 8
4 4 9 i U00947 34 128
4 3 RAFGL 41015 21 15
2 1392428 K5 4 71
8 1 32 X0123+180 59 8
3 8 U01005 60 145
3 9 U01008 12 141
3 1392436 F0 22 52
1 1392439 K0 15 85
2 1392444 K0 7 55
3 i 9 U01020 81 150
1 12 ZG 124+15 73 180
4 8 U01027 16 141
6 9 U01032 35 138
4 1 ST PSC 32 I 3
4 3 12 ZG125+16 301 185
8
2 12 ZG 126+19 42 148
2 12 ZG 126+19 80 148
1 13 92457 K5 8 82
3 9 U01063 38 146
1 12 ZG 128+12 84 156
4 1392471 MB 3 75
9 U01082 20 14813) 92480 2 85
t 13192485 G5 6 75
41392487MA 9 81
213192490MA 5 88
1392492 G5 22 67
1 1392495 K2 3 86
2 13 92496 K5 2 82
I 13 92500 K0 9 78
3 9 U01115 68 145
1 13 82519 K0 13 71
5 1392520 M0 3 60
1 2 DO 249 43 96
F 3 9 U01149 89 105
81 2 DO 8854 83 95
8 1 32 )(0136+168 99 8
1 1392556 KO 6 68
3 "13 925581(0 14 60
2 13 92561 K0 17 95
1 1392567 15 90
1 13 92574 K0 32 80
8
4 9 U0t192 57 136
6 8 U01201 67 128
5 9 U01209 21 150
8 1 32 X0141+158 96 8
5 8 A0141+16 12
3 9 U01219 46 136
1 303ZW035 67
2 1392008K5 10 86
3 13 92611 G5 11 61
C
4 2 DO294 39 88
5 1 SV PSC 8 3
C
3 9 U01247 54 143
1 1392631 19 81
3 8 U01253 50 155
8
8 1 32 X0145+101 36 8
4 9 U01258 37 133
1 27 MKN575 6
5 9_U01275 73 143
8 1 32 X0146+199 54 8
4 9 U01288 16 148
8 1 32 X0147+118 90 8
8 1 32 X0147+194 133 8
2 1392656 K5 12 86
3 1392659 F0 3 58
•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /Lm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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o 8 C oords SMJ SMN 08cz
hm. o , (s) (") It) C) (') (°)N
31482+t908 16,1i22 142-41 56 10 68 2 .25L
31487+1051 43.6 55 146-49 84 38 69 2 .71L
31488+1851 50.815 142-42 60 11 68 2 .36L
31488+1608 53.758 143-44 59 8 89 2 ,83)149o+18o2 3.136142-42 59 7 68 2 1.o5
:)1492+1037 15,1 11 146-49 83 26 59 2 .25L
31503+1227 18.7 44 145-47 42 10 69 2 .82L
:)1507+190248.054 143-41 53 7 68 21 .97
:11508+1711 53.0 52 143-43 86 11 69 2 ,40
:)1517+1109 44.423 147-49 68 10 69 2 ,74
:11521+1330 6.1 42 146-46 52 9 69 2] ,36
51521+1053 7.5 35 147--49 42 38 69 2l .30LJlSZ_+195619.839143-40 24 12 68 2 .25L)1525+150534,557145-45 8o tt 89 2 .45
51526+1244 36,353 148-47 46 7 69 2 .25L)1627+165647.3391.-43 26 6 89 2 34.53)1528+121957.43611,_-47 70 9 69 2 .34
)1531+1441 11.446145-45 54 13 69 2 .25L
)1534+1439 29,2 39 145-45 83 12 69 2 .25L
11539+1446 59.815 145-45 65 15 69 2 .52L
11540+1322 5.8 55 146-46 68 22 69 2 ,30L11546+173436.622144-42 31 6 69 2 3.66
11554+1042 25.4 32 148-49 78 28 70 2 .25L)1_0+1949 3.150 144-40 49 6 67 3 .43)1681+ie06 9.352 145-42 43 7 69 2 1,42
)1565+1845 34,652 144--41 28 8 68 3 .29
)1567+1203 46+8 28 148-47 43 12 70 2 .29
11_+1031 275 _ 149-49102 38 70 _ lO3L11585+1150 36.02=: 149-47 31 24 70! = .28L
)1587+1524 42.8 25 147-44 44 9 69 2 .25L
)1687+1742,8.348148_4249 68 5.5911591+1449 6,9 28 147-44 31 _ 1.40
11595+1528 30,6 10 147-44 51 14 69 2 .33L
11596+ 1226 41.8:29 149-47 58 7 70 .89
11597+1601 45.9 52 147-43 28 6 27,18
11598+1314 52,9 11 '148-46 27 7 70 2 14,38
11599+1130 56,2 40 149--47 92 27 70 2 .25L
)2002+1103 15.526 150-48 52 21 70 2 ,28L
)2002+1046 15.8 32 150-48 48 6 70 2 1.91
12009+1800 58.3 50 146-41 37 7 68 3 3,18
12010+1547 0.726 t47-43 60 13 70 2 ,25L
)2011+1925 9.5 39 145-40 46 9 ,25L
12012+1404 16,6 17 148-45 34 12 70 .44L
12013+1250 21.5 22 149-46 85 9 70 i 2 .48
)2013+1207 23.6 52 149-47 72 32 7ol 2 .26L
12018+1523 ¢8.8 28 148-44 53 8 70 [ 2 ,90
12019+1217 56,1 14 149-47 35 7 70 2 2,75
12019+1904 58,0 33 146-40 42 25 68 3 .25L
12020+1103 4.7 25 150-48 76 37 70 2 ,25L
)2022+1910 17,E 58 146-40 37 5 68 3 1,15
)2025+1452 31,1 58 148-44 86 23 70 _ .25L)2025+1200 31.4 34 150-47 105 27 70 .25L
12028+1223 49,5 23 150-46 38 27 70 .25L
12030+1124 1.2 50'150-47 44 27 70 2 .25L)2030+ 1715 4.8 ,, 1147__42 35 6 69 3 1.90
12032+1145 16.5 12 150-47 28 26 160 2 ,25L
12037+1149 46.7 56 150-47 29 23 160 2 .25L
)2037+ 1058 46.9 31 i 151-48 55 7 70 2 1.03
12037+1313 47.4 25 149-46 71 8 70 2 .49
)2040+1959 0.1 5 146-39 84 14 68 3 ,25L
]2040+t952 3.9 26 146--39 76 19 68 3 ,25L
12041+1112 7.4 34 151-47 29 26 70 2 .41L
12048+1657 49.1 55 148-42 37 9 69 3 ,25L
12048+1959 '51.9 43 146-39 82 22 68 3 ,25L12051+155611.559146-43 54 17 70 2 .28L
12052+1141 16.1 19 151-47 28 28 70 2 ,25L
)2053+1534 20,41 3 149 43 34 8 69 3 3.83
12054+1057 24.8' 1 151-47 22 6 70 2 1.59
)2054 + lg07 25.3281147--40 34 8 7_00 3 1,03)2057+1406 42.0 47 150-45 41 9 3 ,27L
12057+1444 42.1 10 149-44 44 10 70 3 .25L
12057+1202 44.856 151-46 76 28 ;gi 2 .29L)2057+1845 46.7 47 147-40 81 11 2 .95L
)2060+1347 4.6 18 150-45 82 16 70 2 .65L
12062+1720 12,3 37 148-42 35 6 69 3 1.81
)2066+1659 37.5 13 148-42 66 8 69 3 .38
)2069+1227 55,5 11 151 46 83 19 70 3 .25L
12070+1745 0.6 51 148-41 34 6 69 3 1.21
12070+1847 1,9 1 147-40 102 33 68! 2 ,26L
12073+1509 20.1 41 149-43 61 13 70 3 .27L
)2075+ 1447 31.67150-44 67 11 70,2 .45
)2077+1454 45,8 57 150-44 24 6 703 1.06
12078+1915 50.450 147-40 25 6683 21.77
12079+1221 57.3 35 15t 46 51 28 70 2 .25L
12079+1105 58.722 152-47 63 14 70 2 .33L
12082+1854 13.3 34 148-40 102 _ 76_0 3 .25L12084+1526 25.0 43 150-43 36 ! , .25L
12084+1518 25.8 32 150 43 65 30 70' 2 .25L
)2088+1340 51.2 60, 151-45 38 9 70 3 .25L
12092+1127 17,3 38] 152-47 71 23 70 2 .25L
25.3 42 149-41 .26L
32094+t755 99 1_ 69 22)2094 + 1834 26,0 58 148-40 68 68 .33L
2212095+1106 30.7 153-47 83 24 71 3 ,26L
12095+1120 33.5 8 152-47 94 24 71 2 .25L
12097+t044 43.3 16 153-47 36 22 71 3 .25L
12099+1851 56.2 21 1148-40 89 20 ] 68 2 .51L
12099+1341 59.5 1 151 44 47 7 70 3 .71
12100+1818 4,2 52:149-40 61 20 69 3 .25L
Declination: +10°-+20"
Flux Density Rags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A $ep
(Jan,sky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.33L .88 2.12 CC MBB 0450000000 1 12 ZG 148+19 87 15e
,62L .40L 1.27 C E 4600000000
.25L .62 2,15 CC G AC 5400000000 3 9 U01324 43 148
.28L .80L 1.00LIC AI I 0400000000 1 13 92663 KO 26 81
.35L .40L 1.10L C AD 0201000000 1 13 92666 G5 4 66
.36L .40L 1.81 C N B 5601000030 8
,72 6.30 12.52 DDD CBAA 1200000000 1 10 M+02-05-054 70
.39L .40L 1,00L C AG 0400000000 3 13 92681 A0P 15 47
.77L: .40L 1,00L E EG 1300000000 1 13 92683 3 86
.51L .40L 1,21L C BH 2500000000 1 13 92689 K0 4 78
.26L: ,45L 1,00L C C 1400000000 1 13 92693 G5 5 75
.32L .40L 1,76 D G 3400000020 8
.33L ,80 1.83 CF FC8 0500000000
,32L .40L 1.28L F C 1501000000 1 13 92695 K0 35 77
.58L 1.46 1.85: CC CAB 0400000000
20.06 2.67 1.01: BBDD AAAD 0 040000000025 3 13 92697MB 5 82
.33L .40L 1.30L C C 1500010000 1 13 92700 G5 19 77
.29L .81 1.74 CF SB 1400100000 1 12 ZG 153+14 80 151
.27L .67 1.51L C M BE 1400100000
.45L .66: 1.49 DC HDB 1450000000 3 9 U01420 15 148
.32L A4L 2.06 C M GB 1500000000
.79 .40L 1.00L 80 AC 0 0500011000 3 13 92721 G5 6 51
,68L ,40L 3.34 D F E 7501000030 8 1 32 X0155+107 60 8
,25L ,40L 1,00L B C 0500000000 1 2 DO 9002 70 98
,41L .40L 1.00L C AC 1400000000 I 13 92735 G5 f I 70
,53 4,95 21.66 CECC BCBA 0100022300 7 7 9 U01466 86 113
,43L .40L 1.10L E CH 4500000000 2 13 92739 A2 32 60
.53L .40L 1,47 C HF E 3400000020
,31L .40L 1.71 C L KC 5600000020
.36L t.08 2.46 CD J AS 0400000000 1 10 M+02-06 012 96
1,44 .40L 1,0OL BC AAEE 0 0500000100 3 13 92755MA 6 77
.41 ,40L 1,11L DO AG 0 0600000000 1 13 92756K0 13 67
.35L .40 1,32L C N CF 0500000000 3 9 U01517 14 146
.33L ,40L 1.71 C B 4600000000 J
.50L ,40L 1,13L C AG 6700000000' 1 13 92761 K0 29 75
14.17 2,44 1.31L BCD AAAF 0 0500000000 24 5 1 RYARI 33 3
3.68 .69 1.00L BCO AAC O 0600000000 4 13 92763MB 7 62
.60L ,40L 2.21 F G 8500000010
.45L ,40L 1,74 C E D 6601000010
.33: .40L I.OSL OF AD 0 4600_30000 I 13 92768K0 26 67
,87 .40L 1,00L BC AA 0 1500000000 3 13 92774 K5 9 63
.33L .88 2.72 CC CA 0300000100, 4 9 U01554 35 135
.37L .40L 3,07 E GE E D 9502000008
.25L 1.57 3,36 CC AA 9300000008 4 9 U01560 53 148
.32L .64 1.53: CC CE 06010000001 1 10 M +02-06-021 47
.27L ,40L 1,15L C B 0600000000
,38L ,40L 1A9 C E 7700000010
,38L ,40L 1,00L C AF 0400000000 1 "41 02018+1523 4 1
.93 ,40L 1.00L CD AA 2 7701000000 2 I 2 DO 374 41
,31L .41L 2.48 C FEE 2481000160 i
.30L .40L 1.78 O F 9700000220 C
.48 .40L 1,00L BC ACB 0 2501000110 1 1 SWARI 34 3
.68L .45L 1.44 C CI C 1400000000
.52L .5gL 1.46 C MEDO 9600000000 I
.33L ,40L 2.28 E N G 7600000040 8 1 32 X0202+123 63l 8
.30L .40L 3.11 D MD 9681000120
.54 .40L 1,0OL SD AS D'j 3 I 2400000000
.37L .40 2.48 D M 9402000020
,40L .42L 1.51 D L E 9500000000
.55: .40L 1.12L CF AC 0 1700000000
.36L .40L 1.60L C CL I 0600000000 1 13 92795 K0 4 78
.27L .40L 3,40 E G B 9600000038
.27L .40L 1,97 D I B 9600000038
,32L .40L 3.00 D L GE 9581000230 8 1 32 X0204+111 63 8
,26L 1,05 2.11 CC AB 0300000000 3 9 U01611 17 138
.30L .40L 1.99 E C 9680000008
.35L .38 1.37L D CCD 0500000000 3 9 U01622 7 150
.35L .40L 1,77 E : 9601000008
.87 .40L 1.02L _C A8 G 0 i 15_ [ 3 13 92803 K0 2 75
•35L .40L 1.23L C AD N 1600000000 2 13 92804 K5 31 81
.26L ,40L t.00L B AG _ 4600010000 1 2 [309066 60 91
.54L 1.93 4,89 CC ECAA] 5400000000 1 10 M+02-06-036 61
.43L 1,57 3.42 CC L J AB 0400000010 3 9 U01630 89 143
.35L .40L 1.66 D C 9600000008
.62L .48 1.31L E DC B 3600000100 1 12: ZG 205+ 18 81 156
.31L .49 1.94L C KCE 0400000600
.58 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0500010000 2 13 92808 8 67
.36L .40L 1.12L C BF 0401000000 1 13 92810 F5 13 63
,33L ,40L 1.96 C B 5500000000
,43 ,40L 1,00L CO AC 0 2500000000
.55L .40L 1.50 F I D 3600000020 8
.31L .65 1.21: CC BD 2500000000
.30L .40L 1.05L F E '1500000000 1 13 92820 K2 14, 85
.22: ,40L 1,00L BD AD 0 1500000000 2 13 92821 K0 4] 855.31 .77 2.91L BBC AAA 0 ; 8600000108 6 13 92822 M0 1 58
.35L ,401. 1.89 D D ' 4501001008
,42L .55 2,03L C J F D D 9500000000 32
.31L .48L 1.75 D J HB 5600000028 8 2 12 ZG 208+18 156
.54L .40L 1.58 F HI D 6500000000
.27L .40L t.35 F D 6500000000 1 39 MC3 0207+153 61 408
.33L 1.08 1.90 CC FBA 0600000000 I 4 6 A0208+13 13
.37L .40L 1.60 C J B 8500000000
.25L .40L 1.31 C C 8500000000
.37L .46 1.00L C J BD 7500000000
.73L .40L 2.08 C K D 9600000210 l 4
.45L .40L 2.09 C K C 9500000000 I
.28L ,40L 2.71 C KC 9601000340 C
.26L .41 1.42L O E 1500000000
.34L .40L 1.00L B A KN 0600000000 _ 2 13 92837 K0 6 78
,26L ,40L 2,46 C AC C 9481000350 8
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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SMJ SMN 0 12 _m
ham. o 5, (s) (') (') (") (') N
02101+1009 9,8 29 153-48 69 .40
02102+1111 13.2 54 153-47 61 .25L
02103+1502 19.443,150-43 25 9.07
02103+1008 23.550 163-48 67 .25L
02105+1820 35.13720149-4052 .25L02106+1233 37,512152-45 81 ,25L02108+1621 53,6 150-42 47 25L
02168+1651 53.8 17 [150--41 52 .25L
02109+1234 5614 2 152--45 76 .25L
0210g+ 1814 58,8 5'149 40 62 .25L
02110+I_8 2.4 18' 148--38 43 199
02110+1922 3.4 42:148-39 44 ._
02110+1036 4.381 153-47 31 .25L
02113+1235 leNS 22 152m45 22 ._5L
02117+1219 45.732163-48 58 ,25L
02116+1017 48.52154-47 76 .25L
02120+1029 0.511 m154-4786 ,25L
02121+1103 8.39i153-47 51 ,39L
02122+1801 16.9391 149-40 77 ,65L
02123+1200 18,528153-46 38 1.86
I
02127+1337 47.3361152-44 61 .25L
02126+1657 50,144151-42 71 .42 ;
02130+1341 0,059152-44 65 .30L
02133+1938 19.5 6149-39 58 .25L
02133+1117 22,226154-46 48 .25L
02134+1744 26.025150-40 61 ,25Li
0214t+1817 8.717150-40 67 25L
02144+1419 27.42 152-43 31 ,25L
02146+1441 32,330152-43 55 .36L
02146+1605 37.059151-42 34 .25L]
02146+1001 ¢0.343155-47 26 .25L I
02148+1838 [52.626_150-39 58 .30LI
02149+1713 58,713151-41 68 .30L I
02152+1418 15,_ 37152-43 32 ,37
02152+1950 !16,712149-38 81 .25L
02156+1433 32.659152-43 67 .38
02156+1258 32,834153-44 54 ,25L
02157+1951 :45.3 35149-38 68 .31L
02158+1136 53.E 41154-46 45 ,25L
02161+1140 i1O,C 25154-46 34 .25Lm
02161+1245 10,147154-4543 1.05 I
02161+1901 10.7 99 150--39 _o 3.36L02164+1147 24.1 3 _ _ -- 45 m m_SL ;
02164+1728 26.1 26 151-40 40 .25L
02166+1904 36,(3 6 150-39 75 .25L :
02166+1018 37.8 22 155-47 43 1.17
02167+1730 43.3 51 151-40 ] 77 .25L
.25L !02167+1653 44.331 150-39 27
02168+1201 52,817154-45 33 ,25L
02172+1038 12.832155-46 I 75 .25L I:
02173+1631 22.553150-39 98 .29L'
02174+1404 30.09153-43 163 .44
02176+1206 36.429 154-45 75 ,25L I02177+1042 47.9 155-46 46 ,37L
02178+1234 53.C 10154-45 36 ,53
02179+1646 55,5 7150-39 63 ,25L
02179+1653 59.8 3150-39 23 .25L !
02181+1607 7,622152-41 63 .25L
02182+1308 14.321154-44 32 .54L I
02182+1048 15.324 156-46 84 .25L I
02186+1620 38.2 23 152-41 i 41 125L i
02187+ 1805 42,1 151-40 144 .25L
02187+1532 46.1 i , 153-42 ] 50 .27L
02187+1605 46.714 153-42 82 .60L02189+ 1831 58,3 151-39 76 .25L
02190+1556 5.13152-41 66 33
02196+1065 36,5 59 156-46 1 30 .26L
02196+1953 38.2 11 150-36 i 54 1.27L02196+1315 38413154--44 .25
02196+1924 40,750151-38 189 .25L,
02197+1244 42A 27155-44 65 ,25L
02200+1435 0,457154-4352 .36
02201+1124 6.743156-45 43 .26L
02203+1628 21.227152-41 71 .32L
02204+1105 25.545156-46 65 .83L
02206+1935 36.816151-38 57 .25L
02208+1844 49,_ 17151-39 27 2,76
02206+1121 53.C 50156-45 43 ,25L
02210+1931 4.018151-38 72 .30L
02212+1958 17._ 15151-38 _ 91 .26L
02213+1618 19.816153-41[ 76 .25L
02213+1919 22,C 41151-38 88 ,25L
02214+1002 28.544157-46 62 .81
02214+1125 29.7 36 156-45 32 .25Lj
02216+1959 37.4 18 151-38 27 .25L
02219+1132 54.4 51 156 45 70 .31L
02219+1106 58437156-45 52 1.27
02221+16579,8! 31153-41 46 ,25L
02221+1651 10,E 59152-39100 27L
02221+1929 110.631151-38 33 ,25L
02222+1956 14,915151-38 62 ,25L
02223+1108 19._ 31 157-45 77 .39L I
02223+1455 23.C 3 154-42 68 .31LI
02224+1450 29.C 3 154-42 45 .41L
02230+1816 m4.4 26 152-39 53 .31L
02232+1820 14.3 19 152-39 89 .25L I
02232+1745 15.5 43 153-39 = 44 1.08 ]
02236+1631 41.9 55 154-41 76 .25Ll









































































































10o _m Flux Corr A Contusion SR _[#Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.46L D DG K 4500110000
2.31 C D ! 9500000220
1.00L BCC AACH O 1500000000 18
1.54 C F GD 4501100000
1.66 C K D 9580000100
2.21 D N DD 7500000150
1.76 CC HEBB 0400000010
1.88 CC DBC 1500000000
2.09 F J F i 7580000240
1.73 C ! C 9500000030
3,76L B AC C 8401100038
4.72L B BD 6500000008
1.31 C' D G g 95000000002.31 C 7580000210
1.89 D I C G 7381000050
1.68 C L C B 6500000000
1.75 F E 7501000020
1.61 D GD 5601000130
1.48L C MEK 9600000140
















1.37 C ! H O
1,25
1.44 D FDB7.55 DC IFBAA
1,73 CCCKBCI
1.94 CF I HBC
1.21 °DI EC
Declination: + 10%+20 °
Associalions
1.21 DC J CC 4300000000D 6400000000
1.38 CDCD FD_ 311C10333(_24.37
2,38 j 9581000000
1500001000
1.17L C CC Cj BA 06010000002.21
1,56 J F F E 5880000030
1.23 C D 9500100000
1.64 C B 9500100010
1.00L B AC 0500020000
2.36 C M E 2281000330
1.86 C KK D 9500000040
2.42 C F F 8 3400000460
2.00 O MC 9502000328
1.001 B AC 5500000000
1,71 C L C 3400000330
2.39 C B 9400000008
2,66 C HI I C 6581000450
1.66 D J C 9501000140
1.48 E C 6500001008
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.35 C D _40
1,77 C CC 6580000350
1.25L C BF 4601000000
2,50 C F FB 9401000008
2.233"17 D_I_ BCB 33010001109480000106
1.57L C D F B C 7700000000
2.49 D KE 8402000140
1.51L E D G 5500010000
3.23 DC IJ L BA 2400000100
1.42 C O i B D 2500000000
1.67L C IF A C 0400000000
1.61L D DG 0400000000
1.76 D L G 7400000130
1.11L C C B 3400000000
2.29 C IMBJ B 9400000010
2.36 E H CD 9600000010
1.84 F t E 5501000000
3.00 C I B 9500000038
1,63 F G 56O0000000
1.14L C F K 1400000000t ,34 C F BC 9600000000
1.71 , D C F 3600000000
332 E MMGE 9481000230
3.22 C G H B 9600000036
1.00L !BC AB 0 7501000000
3.52 C KB 9461000160
2.12 E EB 9600010138
2.56 D K C 9500000150
1.27L C C EC 4600000000
3.01 ,IB F C 96800000081.00L A I 4700000000
1.80 D J F 9581000050
2.57 C L DC 9580000140
1.41 D O 7500000010
1.00L B AC 9600000100
1,28 CO ECB 2500000000
1.91 D B 9400000018
2.23 CD I BD 9600000138
2.74 D F B 9500000008
t.31 C F B 8600000100
1.02L C L C 3401100010
1,99 DC HAC 3301100010
6.79L C C l( OCS 44001002482,94 J MC 5580100258
1,04L B AB 1600000000
1.47 E F 1400000000
2.27 D ij D 5600000038
Name Type (') Mag
1 2 DO 407 81 9_
4
6 1392841 K5 4 6(
8
1 12 ZG 210+16 24 156
2 12 ZG 210+16 17 15.=
8 I 32i X0210+125 127
82 1_ 009117 53 9E92846 K0 26 7C




4 13 92853 NB 4 87
1 12 ZG 212+13 26 15E
2 13 92859 K5 10 8C
1 12 ZG 213+t7 38 14_
6 9 U01759 49 13E
4
1 12 ZG 214+ 10 30 15E
7 6 9 U01768 52 12E
1 2 DO9172 23 I1E
2 9 U61773 53 153
1 1392882G5 7 7C
4
81 32 X0216+117 103 5




1 13 92890K0 3 83
4
1 2 00432 83 100
2 12'ZG 218+ 16 32 156
2 1392896K0 4 85
3 9U01814 52 140
2 12 ZG 218+15 88 150
fl 1 32 X0219+185 39 8
1 13 92901 K0 5 76
1 2009218 50 96
2 12 ZG 220+11 20 151
c
2 2 DO9225 52 91
1 13 92922 K0 16 72
2 13 92929 K5 31 65
1 t0 M+03-07-008 44
8
2 12 ZG 222+14 15 156
5 9 U018_ _ 143
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E)dended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 1130 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
155
Right Ascension: 02h23m54'-O2h42:09 ' Declination: +10°-+20 °
Posidon (t950} P1ux Dcnslty
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
=8 u --8 Coords SMJSMN 8 O 12 _m 25 Fm 60 p.mham, (s) ( I b ('9 (") (°) N (Jansky)
o2239+1155_.655 156-4, 40 8 72 3 .25t .52L .6902239+1910_.819152-38 44 11 703 .26L 43L ,.oo02242+1931131252152-3644 26 70 2 25L 30L 40,022,2+1247f4.26 156-44so 13 712 .26L .65L 510=63+1922._.922152-284f , ,03 .32t .25L 3.02
0=54+1435 27.1 34 155-42 77 23 71 3 .26L .33L ,40L
02254+1956 258 16 162-37 67 12 70 3 ,25L .33L .54
02288+110732.343'158-46 5o 772,313 :_1 36L 40L0z_58+i00941,133158-4646 11 72 L .28, .6502257+191144558152-369723 703 .3OL .36, 4oL
02261+1111 8.1 76158-48 i 74 23 723 .25[ .34L .40L02261+1649 8.83 154-40 51 17 713 .25L .27L .40L
02264+1026 28.219188-45 7238 722 .25L .32L .42L
02265+1901 33.0115153-38 95 32 712 .66L .62L .40L
02266+184728.89153-288329702 .25L .62L .40L
02266+171040.716154-404628713 .25L ,36L .40L
02268+153951.948155--419736712 .41L .37L .40L
02269+130557.00157-4_ 4711722 .39L .31L .63
02270+1549 3.031155-4135' 7 713 4.40 1.35 ,40L
02271+1018 7.750169-4, 4921 723 .25L .28L .40L
02273+1027 21.445159-4! 37 26 722 25L .27L .40L
02274+1626 24.153154-44 65 21 713 .25L .30L .40L
02274+1637 25.116164-44 85 3t 712! .25L .49L .40L02277+1135 46.545158-44 60 14 723 .25L .42L .40L
02278+ 1203 53.511 !158-44 44 6723 .85 .37L .40L
02260+ 1915 0.63 i 163-36 32 24 i 702 .27L .33L .42L
02281+1726 8.13O 154-39 _ ,_7 i 713 t.25 .31: .40L
02264+1722 25.3 53! 154-39 o= ':_'l 71 o .25L .29L .40L
02265+1218 34.61158-44 62 6 723 .50 .34L ,40L
02287+1618 45.8 40 155-4( 37 22 71 3 ,25L ,30L .40L
02287+1816 46.75154-38 82 36 702 1.97L .37L .40L
02288+1642 53.817165-40 33 21 713 .25L ,29L .40L
02294+1927 29.142153-37 35 7 703 1.21 .45L .40L
02299+1423 55.841156-42 55 12 723 .25L .71L .65
02300+ 1602 3.51 t55-40 81 16 722 .25L .31L .60
02300+1902 5622154-38 79 17 703 .28L .30L .46L
02301+1448 9.854 156-41 44 6 723 .65 .28L .40L
52 20 233 .35L I .32L .40L
o23o2+171o _17.2i 155-39 35 71
02305+1131 i35.611; 159-44 33 19 72 25 ,36 .4002311 + 1059 7.2 159- 44 46 73 .25L .33L I. 11
02313+1110 12t.57159-44 8623 732 .37L ,28L .40L
02315+1137 31.847159-44 4314 723 .25L .52L .40L
02315+1940 31.g 21154-37 3631 702 .25L .37L .40L!
02315+1945 35.252154-37 65 8 703 .52 .37L .40L
02316+1057 39.925159-44 42 37 732 .25L .37L .40L
02318+1139 49.338159-44 72 19 723 .25L .29L .40L
02319+ 1639 55.216156-39 74 14 712 .33L .35L .46
02319+1116 57.4 5159-44 70 12 733 .30L .31L .92
02326+1654 39.98156-39 69 31 712 .2OL .37L .41L
02326+1427 51.5114157-41 3329 723 .25L .53L .40L
02328+1058 53.159160-44 57 26 733 .25L .30L .40L
02329+1335 58.056 t58-42 74 7 723 .56 .30L .40L
02332+1146 16.058159-43 30 114 73 3 .25L .55L .46
02333+1733 20.917155-3855 12 713 .25L .26L .56
02336+1333 41.447158-42 59112 723 .25L .52L .79
02339+ t213 54,449159-43 29 7 733 .79 .33L .40L
02339+122457.946159-436723722 .27L .69L .40L
02340+1411 5.352158-41 45 10 723 .34 .30L .40L
02341+1423 11.554158-413757 7231 .69 .30L .40L02342+1106 14.53160-44 13 73 3, .26L .31L .96
02351+1356 7.015158-41 52 11 722' .22 .36L .50L
02354+ 1926 26.050155-37 53 13 7t 3! .25L .30L, .69
02357+1706 45.911156-39 69 14 722 .41L .30L .59
02358+1930 48.342155-36 43 7 713 1.40 .4tL .40L
02362+1703 13.723158-39 69 20 723_ .27L .31L .40L
02362+1438 14.741158-41 34 7 723 .78 _28L .40L
02364+1025 24.733161-44 29 6 733 .91 .2gL .40L
02365+1037 30.159161-44 63 11 733 .25L .30L .61
02370+1210 0.627160-43 80 17 722 .48L .33L .64
02370+1748 3.84215638 35 8 713 .25L .25L 1.35
02374+1740 24.4 3158-28 8t 15712 4.72L .37L .46:
02376+1904 39.455156-37 60 10722 .25L .31L 1.14
02376+1438 40.0 9158-40 57 772 3 .96 .33L .40L
02377-(-1318 42.945,159-41 _ 8! 732 .53 .29L .42L02379+1637 54,02157-39 1 72 .25L .42L .69
02382+1037 16.616'162-44 7622 ! 733 .25L .30L .40L
02382+1645 17.324157396213722 .27L .47L .81
02384+1043 25.659162-44 8021 733 .25L .42L .40L02386+1735 38.2 _1157-38 50 11723 .25L .33L .70
02387+1003 47.918! 162-44 65 21 733 .25L .39L .40L
02389+1443 $8.823' 15940 38 6! 723 1.30 .56 .40L
02392+1732 15.746l 157-38 65 11 722 .43 .34L .40L
02392+1143 16.446i 161-43 53 11 733 .26L .36L .60
02392+1019 17.952162-44 32 7 733 1.69 .34L .40L
02394+1600 26.713! 157-37 49 13 723 .25L .41L .53:
02396+1300 38.434160-41 38 9 733 .25L .38L 1.15
02399+1205 57.25836161-42 25 6 733 ,90 ,34L ,40L
02399+1748 58.825157-37 24 8 722 .95 .58: ,40L
02401+1010 6.032162-44 80 26 742 .27L .26 .40
02405+1912 30.3 156-36 34 9 713 28 .25L .40L
02406+1627 39.1 t6158-38 45 11 72! 3 .25L .37L 1.33
02408+1720 51.613157-38 32 7 722 5.21 1.40 .54L
02410+ 1304 1.339 J16041 61 10 732 .35 .32L .40L
02411+1104 10.1 2162-43 26 14 73' _ .25L .46L .40L
02415+1733 32.013157-37 30 6 7213 1.39 .45 .40L
02415+1442 35.727159-40 60 10 72 i 3 .26L .31L 1.07
02416+1722 37.5 3158-38 41 10 723 .25L .32L .84
02419+1631 56.18115838 50 18 722 .30L .29L ,50:




loo pm Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" 5 2 i# T
Associations
2.53 CC MGBBI 0600011100 5 9! U01OO8
2.70 CC, KBS i 5401000108
1,66 E D, 9600000008
1.10L C L B 16OO000000
10.5_ CO FEDA 9300000308 4 7 9 U01937
1.72 C L D 1400000000
1,42: C D MC B 9700000008
4.94L E BK 8300010008 2 1392965
1.79 CD DBB 8601000000 3 "10 M+02-07-010
1.68 E L D 9500000008
1.71 C E C 9400000008
1.64 E E C 9400000008
1.18 D F 6600000120
1.51 F I E 8500000000
1.21 C I E 5600000100 2 39 , H 0228+ 16
2.33 C J KF E 4600000130 8 1 32 X0226+171
.89 C NO 3500000000
1.03L D S L 0600010000
1,00L BC AAMM 3 4501001000 4 9 U01969


















2.24 E E D
2.21 C GEB
I.OOL B BCE




1.51 F J F
2.23 E I C
1.0OL B ADM
1.3t CC I CB
1.04L C C 4_64_1%_1.17 D BDB I
_ouuvLPJlJ_J.u
1.00L C B 0500000000
1.77 D F J C 7600000008
1,72 E J C : 960t00001_
2.20 CC KAC , 9500000000
1.62 C B=i 8501000000
3.41 C K F C 9381000430
1.01 F I F 3500100050
I.OOL C i DE D 550010002301.30 C ! 5504X)00000
4.89 CI EC 7201000650
3.67L C O 4400000008
1.51 CC L SB 9_
1.65 D E 5601000O30
1.30 C d ED 260100002O
1.48 D C 8500000018
I.OOl D B J G 0601001000
2.36 CE EDB 4301000150





















1.83 B CC FBB1.23L 'B





1.48 CC I DE)
1.63| C DH
1.OOL B AB
1.33 O J BB
1,OOL B A L
1,30: B D A H C






2.16L D C JJ
1.29 CE MBC , 1500000000
2.23 D C 3600100008
1.36 C O H B B 250100(5000
2.34 C L DB 9600100008
2.87 CC EFCA 2300000000
6.01 C HI C 9500000338


















2.32 E I C
1.OOL C B
2.34 CC! EBB
f.OOL BC AAM 00500001000
1.39L C F 030000000O
3.15 B J E B 3682OOO1OO
1.00L CO AOLI 0 0400000000
1.29 CF BB 0400000000
2.04 CC! EBB O400OOO0OO
1.32 BBcDC I CCI215000000O0I.OOL AAA 0501000000
1.14L B AE 5700100000






















1 ! 2 DO 9461
1393041 K0
27 MKN1162
; 3 9 U02170
C I 32 X0238+1OO
21 DO 9479
1 1383O57 G5
1 1393059 K012! ZG 239+18





2 13 i 83061 K0
2 121ZG 241+17
3 9! U02217
1 1= RU AR/
12 i DO 477
Sep









































*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
156 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QI_A.blT_,
Right Ascension: 02h42m14'--02h55m07"
Position (19_O) Flux _nsity Flags
H (Not Color Corrected) VName Galactic Uncertainty C
o ")8 C_X_rbdS SM.I SMN ('O ON [2 p.m 2, _m 60 p.m 100 #.m _ux Corr A(s) ( (") (') ) (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
14.0 6 161-42 45 7 73 3 .61 .31L .40L 1.20L B A M21.1 57 162-43 90 24 73 I .25L .29L .40L 2.26 C O
23.6 15 161-41 53 5 73 3 .79 .27L .40L 1.04L B A' FM
261_37=1_0-4092 15 7332! 28, 34L .56 159: co co38.5 158-37 68 16 72 .25L .31L .39 1.49L C DO
47.0 10 157-36 45 7 71 3 .25L .32L 1.93 4.53 CC BGAA
56.0 40 158-38 29 7 72 3 1.28 .49: .40L 1.00L CF ABH 81
23.6 34 159-39 40 8 72 2 .25L .64 3.07 4.21: DDD CAB i
33.3 10 161-41 29 6 73 3 .43 .61 8.29 15.95 DCCC BBAA 1
43.1 10 157-38 51 10 72 3, .25L .29L .93 1.69 CB HBB
43.2 2 163-43 57 11 74 3 .36L .38L .65 1.04L D B
44.0 34 162-42 73 30 73 3 .25L .38L .40L 1.46 C F F
50_7 29 163-43 90 27 74 2 .25L .50L .41L 1.87 D L C
26.5 28 159-38 42 8 72 3 .25L .41L 1.43 2.17 CB EAB
33.8i53 160-39 28 11 73 3 .25L 31L .85 1.78 DF BBC
37.1 52 164-43 35 25 74 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.29 C J K E
44.1 4 157-36 56 6 72 3 .98 .33L .40L 1.00L C AFJ
44.3 5 158-36 37 7 72 3 .82 .3OL .4OL 1.00L BC BF
52.8 g 160-39 55 11 73 3 .55 .30L .40L 1.04L iCM
60.0 161-40 i 77 27 73 2 .25L .33L .40L 2.17 D C
13.2 58 160-39 32 6 73 4 1.80 .38: .40L 1.00L BD lAD 0
17.4 40 161-40 72 8 73 2 .43 .38L .40L 1.45L F :B K
22.7 43 163-43 40 22 73 2 .42L .41L .49L 2A4 C GKMC
25.e 59 159-38 33 5 73 3 2.22 .96 A0L 1.00L BC AA F 2
;32.8 11 159-37 21 5 72 3 96.34 38.09 6.26 2.99 SBCB AAAA ; 043.2 30 158-36 25 6 72 3 2.97 .71 .40L 1.00L BC ABKK I
54.4 53 164-42 58 25 74 i 3 ,25L .31L .40L 3.49 D D
564145 '159-37 28 27 73 .32L .35L .41L f.7g CD L D
!2.529 162-41 29 23 731_ .31L .50L .40L 1.89 LL D
!15.1 12 160-39 48 18 73 _ .25L .26L .50: 1.52 CC F CC
163 162-41 46 10 73 2 .77L .30L .97 2.74 CD J BB
26161 53 164-42 48 16 74 3 .25L .31L .40L 3.57 KDB
r34.6 2; 159-37 65 19 72 3 .25L .31L .40L 1.50 C FDB
'_*0.3 163-42 34 16 73 2 .62L .71L .68: 8.55 CO NJ ECI
49,1, 47 164-43 61 22 74 3 .25L .34L .40L 2.28 C F D!
50.6 23 158-36 18 12 72 3 .25L' .30L .70 1.61: CO RC[
6.3 41 159-37 40 10 73 3 .25L .93L .79 1.84 CB HBB
14.0 1 160-38 74 12 73 2 .27L I .38L .52 1.28L C CE
31.4 50 160-38 85 14 73 2 .67L .85L .40L 1.39 C GC E
42.6 35 162-40 54 6 74 4 .46 .33L .4OL 7.78L B BK
45.3 1 165-43 79 12 74 23 .70L .31L .67 1.65L C HBE54.5 23 158-35 83 12 721 .40 .28 .40L 5.42 F F
39.5 52 164-41 79 28 731 32 .34L .49L .54L 1.79 C HMC42.3 49 160-38 42 9 73 .25L .33L .97 1.82 BB FAA
47.7 29 163-40 63 16 74' 4 .25L .28L .40L 3.09 D G B
50.5 15! 158-35 46 5 72 3 1.03 .30L .40L 3.50L C AF
5.3 33 160-37 23 4 73 3 2.98 .82 A0L 1.00L CE AB
25.6 61158-35 54 16 72 3 .39L .27L .53 1.23L C COE
8.0 42 156-35 69 19 72 2 .25L .36L .45 2.78L D GDH
11.6 7 164-41 41 20 74 3 .40L .38L .40L 2.59 C JJ C
16.5 28 161--38 90 18 I 73 3 .25L .27L .41L 1.08 C ED26.2 54 161-37 64 73 .41 .31L AOL 1.00L F CI I
31.6 41 158-35 76 19, 72 3 .25L .35L .40L 2.11 D F B
34.3 36 160-37 74 39 73 2 I .25L ,39L AOL 1.36 D F34.9 60 164-41 32 74 3, 2.15 A8 .40L 1.22L BC AC
47.4 40 165-42 49 24 74 4 ! .25L .54L ! .40L 2.50 O C C
49.1 7 160-36 50 41 73 2 1.61L .33L' .40L 1.58 ' E J F
52.7 58 162-39 27 I 6 73 3 4.31 1.13 .40L 1.00LIBc AAG53.1 _19 165-42 49 2 74 3 .26L .37L A0L 1.99 C J C
57.1 42 163-40 20 5 74 3 .51 .89 g.10 17.73 CCCC BBAA
6.6_52 163-40 29 6 74 3 .25L .43 4.30 6.59 DCC SAA
54 162-39 68 8 74 3 .43 .29L .40L 1.13L C 1[3i-CcHM11.2144_ 161-3679 105732 32 66L 40L 167LC15.5 162-38 18 73 3 .25L 1.47 7.70 12.17 CCC HAAA
28.8 _ 183-40 51 16 74 9 .26L .32L .40L 2.60 B C GCI B46,8 159-35 I 85 72 3 .70 ,26L .40L 8.78L BF
i25.3 49 159-35 ' 72 12 72 I 2 .27 .32L .40L 7.18L GE
27A 2 166-42 83 23 75 3 r25L .26L .40L] 2.03 C J F28.1 3 165-42 55 10 75 3 .29L .29L .74 1.53L C I C
50.8 !47 159-34 90 19 73 2 .75L .69L .40L 2.28 D i C
I
58.7 52 1160-35 82 17 73 3 .28L .28L .40L 2.41 C DGA
59.2 48 160-35 27 5 73: 3 147.20 37.50 6.22 2.16 BBCC!AAAB
2.5 20 159-35 46 19 72; 3 .25L .25L .42: 11.95 FDI KGC
4.1 14 166-42 36 10 75 3 .25L 29L .99 3.62 CC EBB
159-34 38 14 75 3 .25L .27L .40L 3.70 D KKI B8.35 411.5 164-40 88 35 74 2 .2SL .30L .45L 1.24 C E'
14.0 28 159-34 23 12 72 3 .25L .42L .40L 6.19 E K B
19.1 56 163-39 79 21 74 3 .29L .25L .40L 1.59 CDAH C:
20.6 11 160-36 66 29 73 2 .26L .47L .40L 1.30 I
20.7 3 162-37 69 21 73 3 .25L .34L .40L 2.27 C CGC
24.7 49 161-36 57 15 73 2 .41L .31L .55 1,69L D AE
38.7 31 160-36 30 9 73 3 .60 .27L .40L 1.72L C BG F
48.1 38 159-34 29 I 6 72 3 .69 .72 .56 7.59L BDC ABCK6.1 30 163-38 7 74 3 17.23 4.66 .79 1.03L BBC AAB
15.1 42 159-34 24 9 72 3 .25L .27L .79 4.76: EEI BB
15.3 45 159-34 32 22 72 3 .25L .29L .40L 3.06 D I C
20.9 54 161-36 55 14 73 2 .29L ,34L .44 1.77: CD J HCC
22.1 35 161-36 58 6 73 3 .44 .25L .40L 5.40L D B M
30.5 20 163-39 66 25 74 3 .25L .35L .40L 3.67 C G D
33.6 30 166-41 82 13 75 2 .88L 1.46L 36 2.32L C HKBE
38.1 8 162-36 I 71 17 73 2 .39L .37L .59 1.34L D HC
11.7 39 162-37 50 6 73 I 33 "gg .33L .40L 1.00L B BHG
14.313 166-41 21 6 75 31.49 28.87 5.97 1.61L BBC IAAAC
t5.2 46 166-42 87 27 751 2 .25L .35L .53L 2.13 D NJ B48.9 27 159-34 76 21 73 .25L .74L .40L 2.70 D F C
56.9 4j164-39 88 19 74 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.20 C C
58.9 46 163-38 64 27 74 2 .31L .33L .40L 2.24 D G C
2.7 37 163-39 68 22 74 3 .25L .31L .40L 3.13 C E
5.6 46 16_-36 45 26 79'3 ,95 38: ,40L 6.91L BF BD G7,2 35 16i-36 42 2 73 ! .30L .39 .40L 5.48L F C











































































































































































































Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25. 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
C
s A2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 93083 A3 3 51
1 13 93086 K2 4 60
1 10 M+02-08-002 31
2 12 ZG 242+17 45 153
1 12 ZG 242+ 16 17 151
1 13 93089 K0 0 75
3 9 U02238 40 151
1 12 ZG 243+10 19 153
2 12 ZG 244+15 56 156
8
1 2 DO 9533 88 95
2 13 93106 K5 7 77
1 13 93108 G5 B 81
1 13 93113 KO 3 67
8
2 I 2 DO9546 53 110
5 13 93115 M6 13 73
4 13 931t8K0 9 ! 80
C 1 32 X0245+107 99 i 12
1 10 M+03-06-014 111 I
3 9 U02289 47 153
3 9 U02293 25 148






13 93140F8 19 65
10 M+03-O8-024 100
8 1 32 X0248+127 60 8
2 13 93146K5 7 86
1 13 93148 K5 2 82














13 93164F2 26 70
1 2 DO 486 35 66
13 193166 MA 3 83
9 U02365 62 131
9J U02368 53 141
13 93169 G5 8 77
13 93170 G5 26 83
9 U02369 51 146
32 X0251+ 127 102 8
2 DO 96O7 74 ' 103
2 DO 9618 27 100
"13!93189MB 5 58
23 LDN 1457 282
I
23 LDN 1457 491l
!
"41 02533+ 1735 46 12
2!'13 93195F5 24 55
23 LDN 1454 418




3 9 U02424 42 146
2 '13 i3199 5 gO
8
1 12 ZG 254+15 32 15£
1 13 93205 K0 7 68
1 3 RAFGL 5087 74
4 4 9 U02433 85 16C
i
8 131 7






a 5 a 6 Coords SM.I SMN 0 0
h m. o , (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N
0255441202 24.3 9 165-40 94 19 75 3
0255441519 26.3 10 163-37 96 25 74
02555+1046 32.4 55 166-41 45 5 75
02556+ 1521 36.3! 163-37 100 30 73 !
02556+1000 '42.018167--42 306 75 3
025584t553 48.119162-37 _ 10 73 I 3
0255941534 '54.159162-37 1107 32 74 ; 2
0255941345 57.(_ 47164-39 76 13 74 ' 2
3255941324 58.0 3164--39 41 7 743
0256141134 6.833166-40 83 41 752
32562+1931 13.5147160--34 48 7 732
0256341922 22.916160--34 80 29 732
0256441143 24.825166-40 61 22 753
0256541156 35.7 9165-40 94 31 752
92569+1809 56.220161-35 28 14 742
02559+1622 59.419167-41 34 8 753
0257041724 0.29161-36 66119 733
3257141623 10.38162-36 35 6 733
3257741723 44+0 9162-35 39! 23 732
32578+1544 51.436163-37 67 14 742_
3257941138 54+650166-40 38 16 752
32579+1444 54.93164-35 34 29 743
32580+i040 0.719167-41 26 87531
3258141002 6,949167-41 52 775 31
32581+1616 9.514162-36 _ _ 74233258241445 13.647164-37 74 !
32583+1053 20.23167-41 51 27753
32586+1902 38.9 20:161-34 33 24:73 2
)258741629 44.811, 162-36 3981 74 3
)2588+1744 50.542162--35 45 5 733
)258941133 59.015] 166-40 8636 752
)259341543 23.7541163-37 50 47 74
3
)259641437 34.559164-37 292 743
)300141033 8.7341167-40 7232 753
)3002+1444 15.642164-37 8024742
)300541152 30.4 60 166-39 6324 742
)3005+1620 30.530162--34 7121 733
)300611043 32.1 40 167--40 63 6 753
)300641039 41.1 53 167--40 _ 24 75 5)3007+1030 45.7 11 168--40 75
+aoo++l=l+4943e165-37 57 6 75j2
)3oo941oo2534 2 1+B-41 42 9 ii :+33)301261058 13,824 167-40 91 14 7533012+1442 15.255 164--37 73 20 74
mo1441744 45,344162-35 27 13 3
)3014+1429 25.733 166--37 54 16 74 3
)3018+1539 53+0 41r164-36 46 5 74 3
)301961429 59,848 166-37 35 26 75 2)3020613366.215166-35 53 6 75 3)30226113113.4'39167-39ee 21 75 3
)302461430 24.0 21 165-37 74 17 74 3
)302461726 24.3 23,163-35 47 7 74 3
)3024+1051 26.1 54 168-40 35 23 75 3
)302541910 32.151161-33 49 9 733
)302541920 34.2:16161-33 25 6 733
)302741154 44.1 8167--39 55 19 753
)302841945 49+459161-33 59 9 732
)302841040 53.839168-40 52 7 763
)3035+1126 33.522'168-39 24 5 753
)3036+1259 39,0 43 166-38 37 6 75 3
)303941430 54.2 12!165-37 62 13 75 3
)304141809 89 10i163-34 19 6 74 3
)304241909 12.6 36 162-33 72 26 74 3
)3043+1855 19.7' 23 162-33 46 36 74 2
)3043 _.1408 21,1 15 166-37 87 29 75 2
)3044+1743 27,9 33 ! 163--34 57 40 74 2
)304441500 29.6' 37 165-36 57 7 75 3
)305041725 0.2 12 163-34 50 5 74 3
)305341405 22.1 15 166-37 158 8 75 3
)3054+1268 28,8 49 167-38 77 9 75 3
)305541636 30.5 12 163-33 28 17• 74)3055+ 1312 32.2i 32167-38 40 75! 3
)3056+1321 38,4 37 167-37
)305941733 56.7; 52 163-34 7 3
)306041855 0_2 36_162-33 105 22 74 3
)306141959 9.3t21:162--32 28 10 76 3)3051+1155 11.344 lSS-36 27 75
)3062+1904 16.4 33 162--33 24 18 74 3
)306241240 16.9 11 167--38 68 9 75 3
)3063+1457 21.0' 44 165--36 66 40 74 2
)306441913 29.6 21 162-33 58 16 74 2
)306541435 33,0 32 1166--36 63 24 75 2
)3066+1106 36.1 51 169-39 59 30 76 3
)306641519 37.2+ 35 165-36 90 14 75 2
)306641907 3745 1 162-33 78 21 74 3
)3067+1601 45.4391165-35 _8 11 7433)3067+ 1818 46.836,163-33 10 74
)306841335 52.4211187-37 12 75
)306g+1154 54,3 59i168-38 102 23 751 33
)306961948 55.4 46162-32 71 6 74! 3
)306941704 55+630164-34 31 10 7413
)307041529 5.215165-36 62 7 753
)307141550 7.022165-35 63 19 74' 2
9.916167-37)3071+1330 5 75 i 32?
)307341146 194535168-38 BO 30 76
}307341315 22.451167-37 20 5 7513
)307341324 23.532167-37
_ 17 75)307441233 29+1 50 168-38 15 75! 3
)307541256 35,9 38 167-37 36 35 1651 2
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
P']ux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm
Oan_y)
.25L .33L .40L
.25L i .30L .40L
1.28 36 .40L
.26L I .40L .40L



















































































.25L i .39L 1.12
.46L' ,31L .64
.25L .29L .40L
.63 .32L .40L _










Declination: + 10"-420 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 pcm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
2.72 CD B 1500000130 J 8260 .E 45o.ooo2oo1 32x02554152. ,
6.08L BF AE 0 5400000008 1 2 DO494 32 86
2,16 D K F 4500100020 6 I
6.191 BC JAABc 0 9400000008 2 13193212K2 3 7"/1.50L C 1600000000
1.58 D C 3600010000
2.05L C S i 6600000000
1.63LIB IAF t 3600000000 1 13 !93216G5 42 71
1,77 I C L F 5500000020
I
5.39L !C C 9500000006 i
1.74 r D M C 5700000010
1.99 C K F D 5500000020
1,81 C J D 5500000000 i
4.18 DD NGGB 9602000208 l
2.83 CC J DAB 9400000008 I
3.35 D N B 8500100108 i
1.97 CD HAC 9601000008
2.66 F B 9501000130 8
1.34L D CC 2500000000 1 39 WK093 97 408
1.91L C MKDG 5600000000 1 10 M+02-08-046 98
1.69 E I D 8500000030 6
1.52L BC AADF 1 ' 4500000106 5 13 93232 KS 10 61
1.13L B AJ 6700000000 1 1393234 K2 0 80
1.45 F B 6600000000 1 39 OD+197 741415
1.79 C E J O 9500000030 8 J
1.97 C MM D 3500000010
1.30 C F C 2500000000
1.49: CD GBE 5600000030 1 12 ZG 258416 42 153
I+00L BD AB 2j 2501000000 i 1 1393241 2 92
i
2.08 C E 2500000020 ! 6 J
1.76 CE GKBB 0600000100 1 39 WK094 73 408
2A0 C i C 9502000020
1.84 C I E 6600000000
1.75 C H B 8600000030 I
1.92 C J M B 2600000000
1.70 C J HE D 2501000100 !
1.51L B BL 6601100000 i 1 1393253 KS 23 ' 86
2412 C C 5600100000
1+53L B BDL 5800000000 ' 2 1393255 K5 3 81
1.41L E C 8600000000 i 1 1393256 K0 30 80
1.94L C K A C 0600000000
1.63L C C D 5600000100
1.91 C F B 7600000030
1.08L C C I 0500000000
2.76 C NCFC 85O0000120
1.14L BD ABlE 2 0701000000 ! 13 93260K0 98i 65
1.97 C 9680000040! 6 32 X0301+ 144 1 8
1.26L C CI 06000000001 13 93261 G5 16 "/5
2,98 D DKKC ! 4600000008
2.60 C D F C 9500000030 8
1.00L D BL i O4000G0000 1 1393266 22 86
2.53 C J D 7600000020 8
2401 CC LBB 7500000000 1 12 ZG 302+ 19 59 155
1.OOL BC ABJ J i O 7600000000 1 1 RT ARt 14 3
2+10 D EGB 9600000008
1.71L C B 2700000000 1 2' DO 9728 23 108
1.62L D AC 5700000000 1 2 DO 504 65 103
41.09L BC AAH 33600000000 1393275K5 1 78
1.09L BC A6 KR 0 5701000000 2 1393276 G5 5 57
I
1.49L C MFC 4501000000
1.00L BC AA H 01500010000
3.84 FiCI JE 7581000220 C 1 32 X03044191 22 12
11+32.70 _E I F L FE 35000000006601000030 61 32 X03044189 72 B
1.56 C I G 1500000440 C 1 32 X0304+177 56 12
1.32L B A G 2500000000 1 13 ! 93283 K5 7 65
1.OOL D BJ 1500000000 1 2 DO 9751 27 103
1.76L B BB 1600000000 2 1393291 K2 3 95
2.34L C C 8600000000 2 1393292 K0 17 82
1.00L SC AADF 16600000000 3 1393293 K5 7 65
1,88L C BD 4700001000
1.82 C D L C 47000000262.17L' BI 1700000000 1 13 93295 K0 29 87
1.OOL B C CCG 1603000000 I "410306041734 58 5
1.75 I B 097010001002.52 BcCF HAe 4601000136 65.13L A 9500100108
3.52 E MGB 9660000168 4
11.65L D C 7400100008 1 1393301 G5 11 70
5.34L2"21 C C E E 96000000082400000240 C 1 32 X6306+149 48 12
1+64 C G C 3500000000
2.66 C KH 16000O0200 4
1.64L D H 450000O000 1 2 DO 9767 81 103
5.31 E C 96000O0368 4
1.30Li C C F 26000O0000
2.76 CC EAA O401000000 2 9 I U02563 29 155
2.73L C CH 06000O0100
2+36 D I I C 86O00OO0O8
6.20L C el E i 6400010108 1 _3 93309 KO 18 76
1.37L BD AB _ 0 0400000000 1 "4103068+1704 37 3
1.37L BCEEC BDJ 5500010000 2 1393310K2 4 821.34 OB 2600000000 I 12 ZG 307+15 75 156
1.51L AB F 04700100000 2 1393312K5 4 851.91 D 3500OOC000
1.39L BBD AAB 037O000O00015 3 4 TMSS +10038 24 21
2.43 C i HDB 5600000100
34L .37 9.13L D O i J 6500000006
.76L .40L 1.69 , MME 5601000000
I..















SMJ SMN 0a 6 a 6 C_)OrbdS OC 12/_mh m. . , (s)('_ ('3 (9 (')N
Flux I_nsity Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 vm 16O pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A


































































































03076+1303 36.5'46 167-37 76 31 7612 .77LI .32L
03077+1709 ¢4,5 37 164--34 64 13 74 3 .42L .31L
03078+1633 52.4!17163-33 35 6 74 3 .44 .25L
O_OTO + 1333 S_I7 J 8167--37 33 _ 7 _S 3 '25L "3_L
o_o+1409 oi17 166-3655 6 75I_ 66 26L03081+1635 I0.5 51 165-35 51 I0 74 ,o .25L .34L
03082+1436 16.2 40 166-36 23 5 75 3 70.51 26.17
03085+1251 )5.8 28 168-37 63 6 75 _ 1.77 A6L03066+1934 i36,6 13 163-32 34 17 74 .25L ,27L
030O7+1932 4613 20 163-32 27 e 74 6.69 1 mS0
0_080 + 1639 seI8 34 '163-32 78 22 74 2 1.30L .53L
03091+I558 6.038 165-35 51 8 75,3 1.59 .59L
03091+1257 8.6 13 168-37 35 28 75 2 .25L .28L
03093+1130 18.2' 15 169-38 ' 57 8 76 3 .65 .27L
03094+1351 29.2 9 167-37 72 6 75 3 ,59 .31L
03097+1132 144._ 15 169-38 45 20 76 3 .25L .30L
03099+1112 55.2 41 169-38 77 24 76 2 .25L .27L
03100+1049 0.8 34 170-39 63 25 76 2 .30L ,26:
03101+1114 '11,0 10 169-38 28 27 76 3 ,31L .65L
03105+1748 32,(] 19 164-33 42 17 74 3 ,25L .37L
03108+1153 51.1 5 169-38 41 23 75 2 .38L .45L
03110+1847 4.1 13 164-32 26 5 74 3 3.06 ,95
03111+1440 8,0[59 167-36 35 21 75 3 .25L ,33L
03112+1014 14.0 33 170-39 63 24 76 3 .25L .34L
03112+1914 17.7145 163-32 31 22 74 2 .25L .25L
03113+1617 21.3 58 166-34 42i 10 75 3 .25L .26L
03117+1558 47,3!17 166-35 69 16 75 2 .27L ,30L
03118+1605 49.4 9 166-34 58 13 75 2 .25L .34L
03118+1916 50.311 163-32 44 10 74 3 ,25L .26L
03118+1119 53.0 47 170-38 31 i 12 76 3 .25L .28L
03119+1624 54.8 33 166-34 73 I 8 75 3 .67 ,35L
03119+1309 55.0 44 168-37 81 24 76 3 ,25L ,26L
03110+1448 58.952 167-35 40, 7 75 3= .25L .33L
03125+1823 31.0 9 164-33 56 8 75 2i .45 .31L
03125+1746 33.2 14 165--33 49 10 75 3l .25L .26L
03126+1146 38.056 169-38 97 21 76 2 ,26L ,39L
03128+1158 51.9 38 169-37 85 18 76 31 .25L .30L
03132+1908 12.5 5 164-32 73 35 75 2 .25L .36L
03132+1220 14,7 43 169-37 93 23 76 3 .26L .35L
03134+1244 29.7 49 169-37 69 15 76 2 .65L ,26L
03136+1339 38.4 59 168-36 61 7 76 3 ,82 ,29L
03137+1441 45.5 53 167-35 45 25 75 2 ,25L AlL
03138+1043 51.6 15 171-38 27 20 76 3 ,25L .37L
03138+1649 53.3 19 166-34 60 10 75 3 .25L .32L
03142+1518 17.7 12 167-35 56 11 75 3 .26L .29L
03143+1723 22.0 20 165-33 45 7 75 2 2,67 .56
03144+1111 28,9 12 170-38 64 21 76 3 ,25L ,31L
03145+1044 32,4 51 171-38 65 22 76 3 25L .26L
03145+1254 34.9 44 169-36 43 28, 76 2 .25L .33L
03152+1135 17.3 33 170-37 36 9 76 3 ,25L .35L
03153+1039 18,7 23 171-38 44 171 77 3 ,25L ,31L
03156+1459 37.6 36 166-35 72 11 76 2 ,34 ,27L
03156+1007 39.9 53 172-38 34 17, 77 3 .25L .26L
03160+1232 0.2 30 170--36 54 I0; 76 3 .54 .32L
03164+1216 29.1 15 170-37 31 6 76 3 2.81 ,67
03165+1233 33.2 35 170-36 82 12 75 2 ,35 .35L
03167+1226 44,1 7 170-36 42 7; 76 3 ,49 .37L
03170+1731 1,0 7 166-33 101 35 75 21 ,29L .39L
03170+13"(1 4.8 42 169-36 61 7 76 33 .66 .29L
03173+1128 19.7 56 171-37 97 25 75 2J .25L .34L
i
03175+1510 30.038 166-34 77 24 76 31 25L .30L
03175+1941 32.3 37 164-31 38 5 75 31 1.21 .47L
03176+1042 38,4 32 171-38 27 12 70 3_ .25L .32L
03176+1017 38.7 31 172-38 67 26 77 2! ,27L 1,22L
03177+1513 47,0 12 168-34 44 27 76 3 .25L ,27L
03179+1203 59.1 15 170-37 42 24 76 _ .26L .32L03180+1045 3.1 1 I72-37 40 14 77 .25L .30L03184+1523 24.4 3 168--34 100 37 76 .41L .47L
03184+1205 26.2 57 170-36 45 19 76 31 ,25L ,42L03186+1220 35.5 15 170-36 42 24 76 3 .25L .28L
03166+1322 46.5 20 170-35 _5_72 ! 76 3',= .26L .31L03195+1921 32.8 40 165-31 2 75 2 .25L ,39L03197+1640 44,3 20 167-33, 76 i .37L .29L
03199+1337 58.5 26 170-35 79 I 28 76 2 .25L .72L
03202+1145 12.3 16 171-36 70 = 26 77 2 .29L .34L!
03202+1623 15.8 47 167-33 56 7 76 3 .55 .30L
03206+1858 49.2 18 166-31 50 ! 7 75 3 .44 .35L
03210+1932 0.5 4 165-30 31 27 75 3, 25L .30L
03211+1043 7.5 16 172-37 61 18 76 2 _ 1.31L .52L
03211+1943 8.5 48 165-30 27 4 75 3 4.27 1.07
03211+1600 11.0 21 168-33 46 7 76 3 ,25L ,30L
03214+1227 24.3 6 171-36 35 7 77 3 2,71 .69
03215+1141 31.3 5 172-36 29 5 77 3 4.66 1.42
03216+1043 53.6 16 172-37 29= 22 77 3 .45L ,27L
03221+1024 7.7 13 173-37 96 _ 77 2 25L 30L03222+1057 13.2 57 172-37 54 I ,, 77 3 .25L .26L
03222+1617 16,2 35 168-33 33 6 76 3 ,25L ,29L
03224+1038 27.9 49 173-37 91 25 77 3 .25L .26L'
03225+1538 34.2 60 169-33 49 6 76 3 .47 .29L
03227+1524 44.6 25 169-33 20 14 76 3 .25L .31L
03228+1631 50.658 166-32 57 14 75 2 .45L .36L
03229+1225A 54.8 45 171-35 85 16 76 2 .37L ,54L
03229+1326 55.1 43 170-35 56 7 77 3 .57 .36L
03229+1947 55.6 45 165-30 49 7 75 3 .34 .28L
03233+1043 21,3 3 173-37 76 24 77 3 ,25L .27L
03237+1050 43.2 30 173-36 86 21 77 3 .25L .25L
03237+1149 47.1=47 172-36 33 23 70 2 .66L 2.01L
03238+1748 52.6 21 167 31 34 7 75 3 .25L .30L
03242+1429 12.7 29 170-34 39 6 76 3 39 .30L
03243+1359 19.3 55 170-34 62 19 77 3 .26L .61L
A0L 4 1.47 C E E E
.76 1.21L EBD
.40L 1.00L B l B
.40L 2.07 C FH B
.40L 1.44L B B
.96 1.65 CC J GBC
4.93 1.66 BBCC AAAC
A0L 1.57L B AD
A0L 3,38 E C
.40L 3,38LiBC AA
.40L 3.87 E ' N F C
.40L 1.20L ACH
.69L 2.67 C K L E
,40L 2.08L IC B F
.40L 1.97L 'E B
.40L 3.74 C G E B
.40L 2,43 E B
.40L 2.68 E D J H L B
.40L 3,09 C I K E
.4,1L 1.66 C CDB
.40L 2.91 D E B
,40L 1.0OL 'BE AA
,40L 2,69 C B B
.40L 2.25 C GE E
A0L 2.10 C B
.65 1.89 CC J EDA
,40 1,32L C C
,58 1.43: ED J CC
.69 2,58: CC KBD
.66 6.35L D O C
.40L 1,76L B AFMI
.40L 4,71 C K F
2.20 2,67 CC DAA
.40L 1.14L F C L
.55 1,45 CD CB
,51L 1,93 D J CB
.40L 4.06 D DC
.40L 1.02 D D
A0L 2,96 B E B
.46 2.15L C ECDD
,40L 2.63L C AF
,64L 2,03 C J D
AOL 2.64 C I F D
,90 1,44 CD J KBB
.71 1.97 CB HDB
,40L 1,0OL B D A B
,41L 3,30 D L BC
.40L 4,13 E L O
AlL 2,42 D D
1,43 4.31 CC HBB
.46L 2.83 O NHFB
,40L 1.84L C C
.40L 3.11 D KB
.40L 9.12L C CFLG
.40L 6.01L BC AB
.41L 9.63L F C
,40L 9.16L B B[
.40L 1.20 C K F
A0L 1.97L B B N
.41L 2.59 D I B
.40L 3.09 C J NE
.40L 1.17L C BD E
.55L 3.25 D J DDA
.40L 1.80 O M B
.40L 2,86 C EDE
.40L 2.11 O KC
A0L 4.75 C L B
,40L 1.49 C CH E
.401 3.62 C J KD
,40L 2,58 O Ft C
1.24 2.54: CE HBB
.40L 1.76 D E D
1,53 1.48: CE AD
.40L 2,03 C E C
,42L 2,01 O GC
,40L 1.0OL C C H
.40L 1.14L C CF G
.40L 1.90 C MI F
.52L 3.60 D FEGC
,40L 1,0OL BC AA
1.72 4,11 CC BAA
.40L 6.06L BD AB
.40L 6.16L BC AA
.59L 5.07 D H GE
.40L 1.74 C D
.40L 2.37 C B
3,75 7,16 CC MCAA
.40L 2.42 C HG
.40L 1.19L C B
39 1,78 CD GCB
34 1.25L C HEN
.421 4.14 D CJ GD
.40L 1.45L C BN
.40L 1.37[ C B I
.40L 2.32 C HND
.40L 2.83 C N KC
.40L 2.96 C L HDC
1,29 1,51 CD DKAB
.40L 1,35L B AJ
.46L 2,48 C E FB
*Confusion Rags: 63-03 Hours Confirmed Smalt Exter,_led Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 103 High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
s_
Name Typc (") Ma8
1 13 93319 K0 3 77
2 13 93321 K2 4 85
t '41 03082+1635 36 12
4 1 U ARi 5 3
2 13 93327 G5 16 83
4 13 93328 K0 0 45
1 13 93331 K5 7 75
2 13 93332 26 87
ci 2 13 93334 K2 2 87
C
C 1 32 X0310+112 42 12
I 10 M+03- 09-007 55
2 13 93345 K5 2 66
8
ei
CI 3 9 U02662 39 150
1 12 ZG 311+16 22 155
C
8, 1 32 X0311+131 20 8
1 13 93361 K2 1 90
1 12 ZG 312+17 48 156
8
C i
1 13 93367 K2 15 85
2 12 ZG 314+15 13 _ 146
1 13 93370 K5 12 76
1 13 93377 G5 31 76
3 13 93360
1 2 DO 545
1 13 93383
1 13 93387 F8
C
1 13 93394 K0
C 1 32 X0317+ 152
8 1 32 X0318+107
4 1 32 X0318+121
3 I 12 ZG 318+13










1 13 93407 K0
8 1 32 X0320+195
3 J 13 93412 K5
1 I 12 ZG321+1613 93416 05
8 4 13 93417
8 1 32 X0321+10O
8 1 32 X0322+103














Right Ascension: 03h24m32"-03 h36m59.
Position (1950)
Name I '8') Galactic Uncertainty
a Coords SMJ SMN 0 12
ham, o_, (s) ( I b C) C) (')
03245+ 1116 -36




03249 + 1215 - 35
03250+1606 -32
03251 +1151 -35




03260 + 1035 - 36
03261 + 1150 - 35
03262 + t445 - 33
03263 + 1430 - 33
03264 + 1740 - 31
03264 + 1339 - 34
03266+ 1234 - 35
03267 + 1003 - 36
03274 + 1433 - 33
03275 + 1230 - 35
03275 + 1535 - 3:,
03276+ 1109 -3E
03277 + 1308 - 34
03277+1017 -3(
03281 + 1229 :-3-=
03281 + 1245 I- 3_
03282+ 1 t02 ,-31
03285 + 1746 _- 3'
03285+1058 _ 3l
03285 + 1738 _- 3'
03287 + 1436 I - 3:
03288 + 1255 !- 3,
03291 + 1437 1-3:
03293 + 1100 I - 3!
03294 + 1441 I - 3:
03297 + 1105 t- 3:
03301 + 1820 3-3,
03303 + 1055 | - 3
03304 + 1927 7-2
03305 + 1336 2- 3
93307+1108 4-3










03319 + 1325 '2 -:
03319+ 1513 '1 -:
03320+ 1938 _7-_
03323 + 1232 '3-'.
03323 + 1903 }8-:
03324 + 1844 _8-;
03326 + 1225 r3-:
03326 + 1430 _'2-
03327 + 1834 38-
03333 + 1235 73 -
03333 + 1403 72-
03334 + 1947 58-
03334 + 1047 75-
03335 + 1108 75-
03337+ 1150 74 -
03337+ 1326 73-
03338 + 1003 76 -
03338 + 1254 73-
03339+ 1931 68-
03339+ 1218 74-
03341 + 1224 74-
03344 + 1003 76-
03345 + 1802 69
03346 + 1315 173-
03347 + 1125 175-
03348 + 1159 174-
03350+ 1816 169-
03352 + 1540 171 -
03352 + 1202 174 -
03353+ 1355 173-
03353+ 1714 170-
03356 + 1459 172-
03358 + 1322 173-
03358 + 1055 175-
03359 + 1523 172-
03359 + 1319 173-
03360+ 1411 173
03361 + 1008 176
03363 + 1952 168
03363 + 1225 174
03364 + 1539 171
03365 + 1343 173
03366 + 1622 171
03367 + 1154 175
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































































































































































03368+1817 169 4 BI AI
03369+ 1931 169 1 2
03389 + 1400 173i I --








































































































Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
X0324 + 105A 8
DO 58O 108
93448 G5 67

























































Right Ascension: 03h37mll'-03h49"39 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainly OCa 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 p,m
h m. . , (s) ('3 I b ('3 C) (') N
(Not Colo_ G_rr_M)





100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
5.34 CC CAA 2400000120
1.46L B B 5700000000
1.13L C FCH 0400000000
2.67L C HJ CF 6500200008
1.50L B B 8701021000
4.13 CC HDAA 0500000000
1.48 C E D D 6501000020
1.29L B B B 7600000000
1.65 D I E 3600000030

















2,60 C I B
3,14 C F C




1.57L C J BF




1.83 F H F
2.03 O I EB
3.18 CD I BB
3.03L C K SC :
1.64L C B D
1.63: BBCC AAAa 04700000008
6.04L BF AE 0 9501000008
2.17L C H 2500020O00
1.61 C C i 5601000000
I
8.20L F C 9400000008
2.35 C DJ C 9501000028
1.12L D BF J 2600000000
1.91 F
1.81 E E G 55010100009400000000
5.14L CD AC 1 5200002008
2.65 D EEB 9481000230
1.45L C BK 9501000000
5.96L BCE AAE 0 8400100328
1.37L E C 1700000000
1.23L C CE 2700000000
1.00L B B 5600010O00
5.87L C K C K 3400000008
1.62 C M D 9500000O00
1.81 C KLC 7500000000
1.91 E I MI B 3500000000
2.11 C CII DCB 75010010101.93L DC 55O000010O
1.51 F I F 3701000000
2.14 C I I D 6600000020
1.42 O IK I O 3500000000
6.27 C CCjCi OB 9401000336
1.47LI D IFLOL 3500000000
9.73L C DC 2500000008
1.28L BC AAF 0 8600001000
1.51 D i K B 9600000008
2.76 C F GC 7500000030
1.3gL C K DJ 1600000000
1.98 C J NC 6500000000
4.39 EC CGJ D 5500013450
2A1 D L D 8601000010
2.17 CC OB 4700000008





























03371+t046 11.951 176-34 32 7 78 3 .25L .45L 2.46
03373+1157 19.841 175-33 421 7 78 3 .66 .25L .40L
03376+1523 39.032172-31 7512 77 3 ,27L .41L .58
03377+1008 44.739176-35 35 14 70 3 .25L 25L .68
03377+1323 46.628174-32 47 6 78 3 .45 .28L .40L
03378+1734 52.948170-29 43 8 77 3i .25L .30L 1.16
03379÷1818 55.128170-29 70 21 77 3 .25L .29L .40L
03381+1335 9.450173-32 68 7 783 .60 .54L .40L
03381+1355 9.5 24 173-32 72 35 78 2 .30L .33L .40L
03382+1914 17.820169--28 68 13 77 i .42L .49 .40L03384+1107 26.67176-34 332178 .25 .30L .40
03393+1152 20.243175-33 74 20' 78 .25L .27L .40L
03393+1438 23.4 1173-31 36 7 783 1.35 .41: .40L
03395+1857 32.013169--28 25 10 773 .25L .30L .64
03397+1340 45.434174-32 61 12:783 .27L .37L .50
03397+1857 47.657170-28 49 22 772 .25L .57L .40L
03398+1529 50.1 3172-30 61 10 783 .28L .31L .66
03398+1451 52.052' 173-31 45 7 783 1.91 .50 .40L
03399+1929 57.217166-27 92 31 772 .25L .39L .43L
03400+1858 2.111 ! 170-28 3920 773 .25L .33L .40L
03402+1422 13.94229173-31 3737 782 .5OL .62L .40L09402+ 1859 15.4 170-28 5240 772 .25L .46L .40L03403+1159 18.6 175-33 4024 782 .25L .34L .43L
03403+1013 18.934j 177-34 37 9 793 .39L .46L 1.05
03404+1523 28.4521172-30 69 11 78; 3 .39L .37L .74
03405+1751 30.052171-29 51 =7 773 .48 .26L .40L03405+1238 32.010176-32 29 _ 781 o 26.97 8.26 2.44
03409+1930 54.027169-27 28 4 77 3 1.35 .31: .40L
08409+1507 54.334173-30 71 14 7812 .32 .44L .43L
03411+1413 11.613174-31 101 27 782 .35L .66L .40L
03412+1140 14.232176-33 65 8 772 .38 .44L .40L
03414+1129 26.3 1176-33 67 15 783 .25Li .30L .40L
03417+1528 45.142173-30 43 6 783 .64 .35L .40L
03421+ 1406 7.2, 23174-31 69 18 772 .25L .38L .40L
03421+1836 7.8 8 ' 170-28 78 13 772 .31L .57L .40L
03424+1722 25.351171-29 64 6 773 1.57 .52: .40L
03425+1819 31.1143 ' 171-28 37 18 773 .30L .31L .40L
03425+1839 33.51170-28 66 8 773 .50 .26L .40L
03426+1211 36.B, ,_ 176-32 24 8 7813 7.26 1.96 .37:03428+1321 50.2 175-31 48 7 783 .55 .26L .40L
i
03429+1618 58.655172-29 51 7 78 ! 3 .42 .35L .40L
03433+1023 21.6135 177-33 ' 34 8 79 _3 .43 .30L .40L _
03434+1106 24.9j 23177-33 86 15 77 : 2 .41L .58L .74
03434+1824 25.150171-28106 36 772 .73L .70L .40L
03440+1632 19127171-27 33 23 773 .25L .35L .40L
03441+1921 7.2137170-27 88 19 77 ! 22 .25L 1.02L .44L03441+1028 11.5_ 59177-33 33 17 79 .25L .51L .40L
03443+1050 118.4 37 177-33 i 71 14 79, 2 .30L .35L .58
03443+ 1609 22.75173-29 6631 772 .29L .39L .47L
03444+1038 25.939177-33 _ 90 20 79 3 .25L .29L .40L
03444+1641 27.918172-2918526 782 1.52L .47L .40L
03446+1221 38.718176-32 34 7 713 .44 .3OL 1.89
03446+1632 41.757172-29 5513 783 .35L .28L .45
03448+1305 51.356175-31 8518 772 .27L .26L .45
03450+1830 3.357171-27 33 6 773 3.07 1.32 .40L
03451+1123 8.834177-32 81 24 772 .74L .74L .40L
03452+1822 13.55 171-27 3519 773 .25L .29L .40L
03454+1541 28.210173-29 5915 782 .25L .50L .43
03454+1922 29.751170-27 7324 772 .25L .41L .40L
03455+1057 32.148177-33 6316 793 .31L .37L 1.56:
03457+1747 47.C 58172-28' 5229 772 .25L .57L .40L
03459+1259 59.813176-31 i 5712 783 .25L .28L .68
03460+1525 2.856 174-29 45 7 78 ! 3 1.69 .49: .40L
03460+1833 4.9 22 171-27 82 27 77 2 .25L .28L .40L
03463+1835 23.84917t-27 3827772 .34L .47L .40L
03464+1628 24._ 53 173-29 30 2_8 176_ _ .25L .29L .40L03464+1739 29.fl 43 172-28 _ 72 .51 .89L .40L
03465+1254 '30.3 26176-31 37 6 793 2.19 .73 .40L
03465+1052 31.755177-32 43 15 79 I 3 .25L .42L .40L
03468+1647 51.211173-28 49 26 783 .25L .32L .40L
03469+1227 57.8 1 176-31 45 10 79'3 .46 .39L ,40L
03469+1117 1587 40177--32 52 6 79i 3 .64 .30L .40L03470+1956 =_i 39170-26 17 10 773 .25L .27L .56
03473+1723 20.935172-28 3330 782 .68L .97L AOL
03475+1238 33.820176-31 6827 79 I 2 .35L .27L .64L
03476+1350 36.250175-30 147 12 783 .31L .48L .67
03476+1220 38.454176-31 85 20 79 I 3 .25L .31L .40L
03477+1836 ,44.2 0 171-27 78 34 78:2 .67L .66L ,50L
03480+1146 0) = 1177-32 9224 77 12 .47L .42L .40L
03480+1600 4.(] 34 173-29 94 29 78 2 .25L .30L .40L
03461+1351 '8.0 44 176--30 45 40 78 2 .30L .34L .40L
03481+1251 11.426176-31 26281673 .57L .30L .40L
03482+1221 17.857177-31 9825 793 .26L .35L .40L
03483+1013 120.838178-33 3026 79! 3 .25L, .32L .40L03483+1600 22.259174-29 5040 77 1.06L I .81L .46L
03484+1744 P8,1 32 172-27 59 18 78 3 .25Li .33: .40L
03488+1 837.824174_282887823 i77,"j  .34,. .40,.03488+ 1928 48.7 3117t-26 97 31 78 2 .27L .40L03488+1468 51.E 49 174-28 51 32 78 .35L .40L
03488+1700 151.E 48 173-28 78 9 78 2 . .29L ,40L
03488+12'01 52.7 48 177-31 77 25 79 3 .25L .26L .40L
03489+1257 58.2 30 176-31 41 8 79 3 .80 .46 .40L
03490+1644 03 21 173-28 58 12 78 2 .41L .50L .56
03490+1708 3.C 0 173-28 29 14 78 3 .36L .40L .40L
03491+1215 I 6.4 13 177-31 35 20 78 3 .25L .33L .40L
03491+1544 !102 42 174-29 34 14 78 4 .25L .26L 40L,
03491 +1717 '10.51 52 173-28 41 22 78 3 .41L! .42L .40L
03493+1245 22.0 23 176-31 47 29 79 3 .25L .43L .40L
03495+1131 35.91 5,178-31 45 26 792 .25L .32L .40L
03496+1805 39.4 58 172-27 32 25 168 2 .26Li 1.16L .40L
I
81 _ 32 X0337+1072 IX) 624
s_
Name Type (') Mag
38 8
72 91




























3.41 C LG C
1.67 C HHD
2.01L C BI ! O5.44 BC AB F
2.39 C KOB
2.22 C J D
6.16L C CC
2.63L B CF AFcF4,56
2.32 jOLE





1.36 D M G
3.68 CG KF
2.08 D L C
1.58 D El G
2.23 E HGCF
1.96 D C CJ B
1.36L B B D J
2.25 D I E
1.67 C B E
1.87L D C
2.32 E B C 8
1.28L C D B D K 7 4600000000
1.73L C E 8 9600000000
3.03 C EF C 9261000050 8
2.11 D I B 6600000108
2.75 B DGC 9500000310 4
1.52 C CEB 9600000000
2.89 C GFC 7500000100
2.15 E CC 9600000138 8
1.88 D E F 7500000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1393624
1 1393626G5
C 1 32 X0347+lgA
8
8 t 32 X0347+ 123
8
8 1 32 X0348+128



































Right Ascension: 03h49m40"-O4h00=37 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name IH
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ C_o_s 5MJ SMN (0) O '2 _RIham.. 8, (s) ( ) (") (') N (Jansky)
33496+1452 40.4 8175-29 61 32 792 .25L .37L .40L
03497-t-1741 44.431 172-27 67 21 78 3 25L .56L .40L
0349711027 44.550178-32 88 13 80 2 .38 .2gL .4OL
0349811951 50.6!13171-26 80 28 78 2 .25L .55L .47L
03501+1414 7.2 3175-29 42 12 79 2 .39 .33L .40L
33502+1740 t7.428173-27 28 22168 2 .29L .66L .40L
0350311832 22.950172 26 42 7 78 3 .45 .29L .40L
3350311027 23.527179-32 35 32 78 3 .25L .26L .40L
03505+1701 33.350173-27 49 11 783 .25L .30L .69
,3506+1920 40.349171-26 8812 782 .25L .40 .58:
)350711115 43.529178-31 36: 5 793! 4633.53 2377.41 332.11
33584+1520 28.9 34 176-27 51 12 73 4 .30L .30L .66
Declination: + 10°-120 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 _m 100 ._m Flux Corr A ConfusiOn R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
t.84 D HG 4600000020 8
2.14 C J J HD 2680001020 8 I
1.74L D B H 6501000040 1 2 DO658 81 110
2.48 E HCD 9500000018 I
1.60L ,F C 5600010000 1 13 93648 G5 I 2 78
2.32 F C 5601001030 I 81 32 X0350+176 126 8
1.43L i E DH K 660000O00O
2.11 C EMF 5500100260 8 1 32 X0350+104 74 8
2.19 EF CB 960000O108
2.35L FF BBG 8501001140 8
102.77 BSBC AAAA O 920404550026714 (_ ,KTAU _ 21 M+03-10-010
1 1393654 K0 _ 19
C
3 1393659 4
3 9 U02894 36
1 12 ZG 351+15 29U02895 52
1 1393661 K5 2
1 1 UY TAU I 7
1 1393662 GO i 3
I i
1 13 93664 G5 i 3
1 13 93668 8
8
1788 ii
C I "32 X0354+110 ] 12
A! "41 0354911855 i
2 "12 ZG355118 32
821 "4103553+1809
5501000000 i
3611001000 _ "1393699 MA 46




5502000000 1 "41 03563+1927 421600001000 1 13 93704
4701000010







5600000000 I 13 g3718 K0 5
8603000000
6600000008 "41 03578+ 1955 10
9600100008 9 U02922 42
9500001308 3 13 93719 B3 143602000000 1393720 G5 1
7600000000 2 1393721 F0 18
5600000008 4 *41 03579+1922
9401010008 1 '41 0358011835 21
9681000428
95OO OOOO8




4700000000 j 1 13 93727 KS 9
4601000000 I
6600010218 C _ *41 0358811922 12
9681000330 32 X0358+ 118 37
4600010000 i
9500010008
360O0000OO 1 13 93730K5 i 209600000148 8 17332 X0359+ 123
5680000000
4500000100 i







































2.27 D KKBC 3500000008
6.03L C G 96O00OO008
2.47 E B 9600000328
1.06L BD AB 84700000000
1.15 D F 5700000000
3.10L C G AB 4600201000
2.22L BBC AAAC 1 6500000000 24
7.12 CCCC BAAB 01 4500211000
2.4O CC DD 960000O108
1.28L BD AC 0 6601000000
1.32 C J C 16O0000000
1.24L BC AAI 0_ 4700201000
1.69: CC I FBB 2600000000
)3509+1949 54.956171-25 3214 782)3509+1647 56.07173-28 67! 78
,3510+1129 3.521178-31 2622 793
)3510+1527 5.151174-28 30 5 793
33512+1539 16.t 55174-28 8738 782
)351211550 18.036174-2844 778
)3513+1801 19.835172-27 25 6 78
)351411546 25.954174-28 30 678 !
,3514+1726 26.831173-27 63 12 783;
3051411628 27.942172-26 38 5783,
)3514+1019 28.026179-32 652878 21
33515+1552 33.817174-28 28 ; 78 ii33515+1513 35.057175-29 571 7933516+1626 36.9 13 174-29 54 78
)3517+1525 44.039175--28 66 8782
)3517+1337 45.629178-30 22 7617933
)3518+1021 53.81345!179-32 773179 792520114 5 5.1 50! 176-2 44171-25 49 78)3521 + 1957 6.1
)3524+1131 29.73 ! 178--31 4734! 782
)3525+1729 30.3 2, 173-27 71 7 763
)3526+1846 36.7451 172-26 5738 782
)3528+1208 38.4 31 ; 178-30 96 126 B0 2
)352911816 55.834_ 174-28 66 26 78 2
)3530+1023 2.819 i 179-32 2322 803
)3531+1650 8.6 51174--27 7927 78 3)3533+134o 19.6 0,178-29 44 19 79 3
)353611808 39.839[173-26 55 14782)354611440 39.154176- 28 87 79
)354811435 49.3 17i 176-28 76 12 79 3
)3548+1100 50.67' 179-31 24 14 80 3
)3549+1855 56.8 40 172-25 85 22 78 3
)3550+1806 1.52 173-26 34 34 78 2
33550+1206 3.8 35 178-30 39 8 79 3)3553+192518.331173-26 89 9 78 5)3553÷180922238 173-26 32 4 78 433555+170730.713 174-27 21 20 1893
)3555+1126 32,8 18 179--30 35 23 79 3)35_+191840,233172-25 73 94 79 2
)3558+1053 52,9 10 179-31 21 4 80 3)3559+1911_.128173-_ 46 75
33559+1353 58.6 29 177--29 101 30 75 2)3 0+11560.421178-308219793)3560+1 61.7591174-275 7579)3 i+1 7 7.8.i178- 91 2 80)3 3+192619.158,172_257o 22 779
)3563+1540 22.322 175-27 159
)3563+1449 22,7 721176-28
2
)356511350 32r6 ,177--29 79 3
)3566+1647 37.8 57 174-27 55 9 79 4
)3568+1525 52.8 35' 176--27 32 8 79 3)357o+1 o83.548178-3o  i8o 1)357111134 6.240179-30 80
)3572+1633 14.741!175-27 33 12 1745)3572+1108 17.131179-30 70 2980
)357811345 48.78177-28 31 6 793
)3578+1811 50.349174-25 81 27 78 2
)3578+1955 51.244172-24 30 6 78 7
)357811726 53.020174-26 33 8 75 4
)3579+1221 54.1 2178-29 31 6 80 3
)3579+1520 54.1 8176-27 72 10 79 2
,3579+1803 54.7 11 174-26 35 5 79 7:
)3579+1922 59.4 26 173-25 41 7 78 7 I
33579+1835 59.8 34 173-25 36 7 79 7'
)3582+1203 13.2 55 179 30 22_ 19 72 3!)358211819 17.247173-25 79
)3584+1053 26.432180-30 73 8 803!
,3586+1624 36.654175-27 4542 782
)3556+1402 38.527177-28 48 I 6 794
I)3587+1606 43.630175-27 5223 794
_)3588+1922 52.052173-24 37! 19 784
3358911149 55.847179-30 96 34 802
3358911523 58.8 7176-27 42! 31 782
3359111756 11.842174-25 7528 793
3359311109 19.553180-30 63 8 803
33593+122O 21.926179-29 102 25 792
03594+1407 26.626177-28 26 15 796
03595+1623 34.140175-26 40 8 797
03596+1252 38.8135178-29 63 7 793
0359711411 45.320177-28 50 6 795
03598+1656 50.653175-26 22 8 797
03598+1401 51.337177-28 44 7 796
3359811416 51.5;44177-28 49 8 71 3
03599+1632 54.919175-26 19 4 797
0400011316 2.3124178-26 90 32 782
04002+1854 14.431173-25 91 20 784
0400211507 18.228176-27 6020 792

















































































































1.93 B H B
1.43 C M D
5.56L C B
1.46 D K E













1,78: C D B J E
1.76L B MB E
1.42L BC
1.86 E I D
1.38 C MJ D
1.10 C E
1.08L BBD AAC 0!
1.71L B HFB
1.25 D N B
2.49 D DKD
1.05L DC BB 3
1.87 E C
1.18 C H B
1.52L B AB
1.37 D D C
1.04L BD AE Oi
1.85L B E B
1.09L C OK
2.13 F D B
1.23L C BGC
1.43 BE J CC
1.53 D K KE




4.46L CF ACH 8 !
]
1.79L C B L
1.15L B BE
1,32: BF NEBB
6.76L B J BF
2.37 E DFC O ]5.03L BC ADI F
1.19L F BE
1.38L B I I CE
1,20 E H
1,32L B C K
1.48 C HK E
1.41 E CGB
2.68 D NK G
1.58 D C
1.89 E K D
1.16: C F C HD
2.37 F B
1.83 B C C
1.06: BC FFBC
6.61L C GL
1.20L B B D
2.01 BB HEBB
1.51L B LHBD
1.26 C G D
1.20L AB AAB 0
1.26 D MI F














04007 + 1245 .4

















04021 + 1613 62
04024 + 1826 kE
04024 + 1800 t.E
04024+1130 3.7
04024 + 1550 ),E
04025+1220 ).1





04026 + 1409 2.(
04026 + 1342 3.-=
04028+1109 1.C
04028 + 1536 1.,"









04037 + 1524 5.(
04038+1328 9.,
04036+1030 1,'
04042 + 1017 3/,
04042+1006 3.!
04046+1011 0.1




04050 + 1753 1J
04051+1712 7.
04053+1517 !0:




04058 + 1836 _8.
04056+1004 _1.
04059 + 1434 _8,
04059 + 1706 i9.
04060+1347 2.
04060 + 1134 6.
04061+1643 7.
04061+1143 10.
04061 + 1522 11,
04062+1928 15,
04063 + 1406 [8.
04063 + 1220
04063 + 1037 .>2
04064+1121 .>7
04065+1846 31
04065 + 1408 32
04065+1959 ]4
04065 + 1940 35
04066 + 1852 36
04066+1140 39
94067 + 1639 44
04070+1128 2
04070+1040 5
04071 + 1707 9
04071 + 1736 10
04072 + 1830 13









04077 + 1638 4...
04077 + 1834 4(
04077 + 1722 47
04078 + 1804 5;
04081 + 1447 (
Galactic Uncertainty
8 Coords 5MJ SMN 8(x
(s) C) t b C) C) (')
)0-30 _6 6 ; i2 .29L .40L
'9-29 )6 4 1.04 .25: .40L
'4-25 !1 2 .40L .31L .40L
'5-25 )5 3 '9L .85L .40L
10-30 !6 5 ._SL .32L .40L
JO- 29 i3 0 .>5L .30L .40L
'9- 29 _8 9 [1L ,45L .76
r4-26 14 4 7.81 3.59 .59
_3- 24 17 4 4.67 1.43 .38:
Y7-27 L8 8 31 .29L .40L
P'7-27 r6 2 ._gL .32L .40L
?9-29 !1 4 6.89 2.11 .51
T3-24 _8 5 .)6L .31L .40L
?5-25 .>2 4 1.20 .46L .40L
?5-26 ].4 6 ->5L .71L .40L
79-29 .>3 6 .>5L .31L .40L
31-30 30 4 .>6 .37L .40L
?3-24 t6 0 .>5L .35L .40L
74-25 ]4 9 .>8L .35L ,45L
;'6-26 32 4 ->5L .30L .33:
74-24 36 !3 31L .32L .40L
75-25 )3 4 28L .34L .40L
8.0- 29 _6 !2 25L .76L .40L
76-26 38 18 25L .98L .40L
79 - 29 39 3 35L .53L .40L
77-26 t5 5 58 .34L .40L
74-24 31 7 41L .48L .39
78-28 25 6 25L .28L .40L
76-26 37 4 1.09 .32 .40L
77- 27 ;'8 !3 27L .69L .41L
76-27 33 5 70 .29L A0L
78-28 59 16 25L .30L .49L
80-29 38 0 25L .28L .66
77-26 39 7 32 .25L .40L
77-27 89 13 26L .39L .40L
78 - 28 36 6 ! .26L .31L .39
79-28 79 4 22 .53L .40L
74- 24 89 !8 25L .32L .40L
75- 25 48 6 68 .46L .42L
81-30 97 12 30L .261. ,40L
78-27 94 [0 27L .321. .40L
81-29 62 18 25L .331. .40L
73-23 71 .>3 27L .52t .40L
77-26 22 12 25L .28[ .33:
79-28 66 30 25L .371 .40L
81-29 76 .>6 25L .321 .40L
81-30 54 12 25L .381 .40L
81-30 63 17 25L 281 .40L
81-30 2_ 13 25L .281 .47
76-25 5(: I1 25L .37[ .92
74-23 71 ]0 83L 1.16[ .40L
77-26 5; 6 46 .26[ .40L
81-29 5( 17 25L .371 .40L
75- 24 9"_ 11 27L .411 .48
76- 26 2z 5 5.59 136 .47
77-26 8," 32 .26L .361 .61L
74-2,d 3; 13 .25L .32: .40[
82- 2 ¢- 2_ 14 .25t .311 .401
161-2 ¢. 2_ 14 .251 .321 .40!,
178-21 2_ 9 .64 .26] .40|
175-2_ 6' 7 .33 .31 .401
182-2, ¢ 5_ 16 .251 .36 .401
178 - 2( 1! 5 1.52 .50 .40[
176--2. = 2_ 23 .26l .43 .401
179-2; 3: 15 .261 .65 .401
181 21 3', 14 .251 .29 .401
176-2! 6_ 13 .251 .28 .401
180-21 21 16 .251 .36 .401
177 -21 2 11 .251 .26 .55:
174 - 2: 3_ -= 2.83 .62 .401
178-2" 3 21 .251 ,30 .431
180--21 3, I; .391 .26 .401
181-2! 3, [ .56 .25 .40l
181-2= 3 c .33 .36 .40
175-2 4 1; .30 .31 .40
178-2 5 4' .25 .38 .40
174-2 4 1; .25 .29 .37
174-2 3 11 .25 .4_ .40
176-2 6 21 .37 .34 .43
181-2 9 1! .27 .3C .40
176-2 1 1: .25 .31 A0
181-2 3 1( .25 .1 ¢. .40
182-2 5 1, .26 .2( .40
176 2 6 1 .33 .2,¢ .40
176-2 5 2: .77 .4_ .40
175-2 3 1 .33 .3; .4C
181-2 2 .5_ .2,, .6C
181-2 3 .85 3; .4C
180-2 ; 11 .25 ,21 .4C
180 2 _ 1 .26 .3, .4C
174_,_ c 2 .26 ,41 ,4C
175-2 _ .6_ .2! .41
176- _' ; 2 .3{ .3! .4E
182-; ; 1 .2,= .2" .4C
181 --,_ ; 1 .2. .31 .4(
177- ; ,= .4( .3, .4(
175--; " 2, = .3_ ,2(
176-; * 2 .2! .4_ .4(
175-; ! 2 .2( .5_ .4(
178-; " 1 .2_ .2: .4(
Declination: + 10 °- + 20"
i
Flux [_nsity ] Fla8 s
(Not Color Corrected) ] V L
12 ttm 25 pm 60 /.tm 300 _tm Mux Corr A Confusion R S








































































































L F D _000OO240
GB _0OO00100




















I J B 58010006_



















_'I G E )700000201
DDC )68110096_
MBE )6020OO15_
• I C .>600001011
_,G _60000000(




E J C 368O00OOO
_OEC )68000017
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Right Ascension: 04hOS:12"-O4h15:36 '
Posidon (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected)
a .8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ttm 25 p.m 60 ,am
ham. o 8, (s) () l b (') (') (') N (Jar=sky)
04082+1631 12.1 1( 177-2 =, 1.61
04082+1141A 12.t 3,¢j181-2E .45L
04082+1103 115.2[5E J181-2E .40L
04082+1647 115.815, = ]177-2E .40L
04082+1351 _t7.9 41 1179-2E .70
04084+1455 ]24.6124 1178-2E .40L
04084+1245 [26.5137 1180-27 .40L
04085+1559 ]32.2111 1177-2E .40L
04086+ 1146 137.4_58 j181-28 .40L
04067+1229 143.6)311180-27 AOLII
04087+ 1707 145.31 8 |176-24 .40Lj
04087+1227 |47.81 2 J180-27 .40L I
04088+1111 /48.31 C/181 28 .40L
04088+1153 ]51.0t44 ]161-28 .47L
04069+1233 ]56.7 / 1 |180 27 1.26
04089+1535 /57.5]5_ 1178-25 .40L
04092+ 1528 /12.4j 3 ]178-25 .40L
34093+1455 [22.6111 1178-26 .40L
04095+1253 |32.5/40|180-27 .40L040,+t7.p91/ 11176_24 40,
34096+1122 J40,4119 1181-28 .49L
34097+1742 146.3t29 |176-24 ,40L
04096+1430 152.1[33 1179-26 ,40L
D4098+ 1904 153.7J 6 |175-23 .57L
34098+1355 153.9132 1179- 26 .33
34099+1846 154.5/39 |175-23 .88
34099+ 1255 156.4/13/180-27 .40L
34099+ 1656 t59.6/6O/175-23 .40L
34100+1136 ] 4.0]221181-28 .33:34100+1618/5,t52/177_28 40,
34102+1925 /12.6128/175-22 .47L
)4102+1703 /12.7l 8|177-24 .52L
34102+1328 /15.1]16 ]180- 26 .40L
34104+1317 125.2132/180-26 1.18
34104+1541 126.1121 ]178 25 .40L
34105+1121 135.4/49 1182-26 .43L
)4106+1005 141.5154/183-28 2.64L
)4107+1621 J42.1/38/177-24 .40L
34t07+1431 146.5{54 1179-26 .39:
34108+1,,61,0.21151175_23 58,
)4108+1020 t50.9]24 ]182-28 .45L
)4108+1005 152.5110 1183-28 E 26.32
)4108+1117 153.2] 5|182-28 .40L
34109+1601 ]55.5 / 41178-25 .40L
)4t10+1329 J 0.6/44/180-26 .40L
)4110+1237 12.7/41/181-27 A0L
)4110+1252 [ 3.2|32/180--27 .42L
)4111 +1601 / 6.2]24/178-25 .54
)4111+1005 /6.3| 21183-28 2.47L}4114.17011.9t4/1,,_24 ,6
)4114+1150 N8.5(39 L181-27 .40L
)4115+1425 130.1]23 1179- 26 .40L




)4117+1607 t42.4/51 /178-24 .40L
)4117+1637 ]480/ 8/177-24 .40L
)4118+1127 152.2/54/182-27 .40L}4116+1121538122/182_27 48.
)4119+1355 155.7143 |180-26 .54
)4120+1014 ] 2.1136 [183-28 .40L
)4120+1035 / 4.3111 /182-28 .42
)4124+ 1234 126.2] 4 _161-27 .40L
)4124+1717 128.8140/177-23 .40L
)4125+1342 130.0J45 |180- 26 .40L
)4125+1519 133.1/37 [178-25 .40L
}4127+1112 143.5111 /182-27 .30
}4128+1258 153.1119/181-26 ,40L
34129+1040 J55.6|16/183 26 .46
/ / /
)4131+1302 110,9139 1181-26 .40L
)4132+1147 [17.5[28/182-27 AOL
)4133+1858 ]213| 9/176--22 .43L
)4133+1316 121.7153/180--26 .40L
)4133+1927 123.8/18 1175-22 .40L
)4134+1333 [27.2]291180-26 .89
)4135+1229 135.7115 |181-26 .42L
)4136+1354 140.6] 81180_25 .40L
)4137+1217 147.1[35/181 26 1.89
)4138+12t2 148.2t54/181-27 .40L
)4139+ 1605 ]56.6]27 ]178-24 .40L
)4139+1949 157.0128/175- 22 .40L
)4139+1250 157.01 61181-26 .40L
)4139+ 1022 157.4/ 5/183 28 .48
)4140+ 1623 | 1.6125/178-24 .40L
)4144+ 1920 1252143/176-22 .40L
34144+1020 128.61 2/183-28 2.62
)4145+1404 ]33.2/33/180-25 .40L
)4146+1550 138.7| 5/178-24 .42L
34146+1926 t41.8t17/175-22 .40L
)4147+1809 144,0150 |177-22 .99
)4146+1036 149.8148/183-27 .40L
)4148+ 1815 151.5118 [176-22 .40L
)4148+1342 153.1/51 [180 25 .40L
}4154+1755 128.3123 |177-23 4.09
34154+1314 J28.8/ 81181-26 .40L
)4155 + 1705 |33.7/24/178- 23 .45L
34155+1915 134.4125/176-22 .40L
)4155+1712 ]35.21241177-23 .47
34156+1426 136.0/ 51180 25 .40L
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 _am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags _ S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
6.17 BDBD_CCEC 1 9581011796 C 3 13!936O588 6 7C
2.47 E F MD 9681000428 C
2.13 C K B 9600000108
2.27 C L F B 9501100008
1.91: BC EHCB 9600100208 4
1.52L C FH 2600000000 1 16 01493- F: 73 13E
6.97L B AB 4500001008
1.83L;B BH L 1501011000 2 2 DO10315 43 9_
3.84 I' C EJ B 9601000108
9.06L IB A O 4400300008
7.68L C CI F 9501100(308 5 13 93807 33 8E
9.14L B E 2400300008 1 2 DO 716 54 88
3.75 C F F B 9501000108
2.68 F HC 96OOO00008
2.76 CC GAB 3500300008
1.60 F J C 1601000000
1.63L B CFKE 1602010000 1 2 DO 10321 26 108
1.27 D E B 2601000000
1.29 C DHC 75000100CO
10.58L BC AB 0 8501000008 2 13 93810G5 1 62
2.43 D GFC 9601000008
2.38L 1 13 93811 K2 15 83






4.29 2 "41 04100+1136 46 8
2.53
1.40L B 1 2 DO 10334 79 96
2.34
1.84
1.72L 1 9 ' U02984 89 170
1.31
3.33 4 3 '41 04105+1121 21 12









BD DrACKC 0 2601000000
D 'BHDB 9600000008
C C 9400000008







C N F B 9500000008
B J AC 9600000000
C C 7600000000
C F B 9500100408
D I D 6400185760
E F C 9600000000
CC I EDB 5600100008
D HMLC 6600000000
C FG 6601000200
BBCD BBDD 0 63E1285980
8 GG8 9600100008
C N B 9601100000
7.42L BD ABE 0 8401000008
1.65L BD AC 3 6600001000
1.35 E F O 6600001000
1.89L C D 9700100000
26.21 E C I D 6481185980
2.60: CF G BC 5601000008
6.26L D FDH 9501000008
1.46L BB AA E 4 4701000000
8.21L B BG
2.56L C BC
1.86 D I I C
2.45 C C





1.89 C I F B
5.11: CC DGFD
1.38 C H E
2,68 E F D
1,54 C J E
2.07 F C B
6.62L C F
1.57 D D
7.41L B LI O
2.24L C GH
2.10 E E D
1.80 D C
2.28L C BC
2.02L B B H
2.41 CC GBB
2.00 C L MC






7.70L B E L B H
7.33L D C
2.10 D B B
6.42 EBB FCAA
1.98 E H E
2.14 D EHB




1.62L 8 A E
5.65 CCC CBAA
2.23 D E C
2.21 D NC
3.31 C MME
6.22L D K G

















































1 2 DO726 11 115
2 13 93823 KO 2 65
F 1 23 VDB.66N 026 167
2 "41 04114+1150 11 3
3 13 93828 K0 5 85
1 13 93827 GO 1
1 16 01520 MA 9 123
8 1 32 X0411+161 99 8
8
8 1 "4t 04118+1128 53 4
C i 1 "41 04118+1121 27 8
*41 04120+1014 24 4
"41 04120+1035 8 8
4
1 2 DO 736 49 108
1 13 93838 G5 12 87
1 13 93837 K2 18 63
1 13 93839 K5 17 90
1 2 DO 10385 84 103
C
1 13 93844 KO 19 77
8!
8i
1 13 93847 G5 22 70
C! 1 32 X0415+192 1 12
1 13 93851 19 88























ham. 8 a ,% Coords SMJSMN O O 12 p.m, (s) ( 1 b C) C) (') N
04157+1344 42.2 44 180-25 115 20 81 2 .28L
04157+1558 42.5 14 178-24, 63 16 80 2 25L
04158+1321 53.1 57 181--25 31 30 171 2 .28L
04161+1944 7.9 10 175-21 56 8 80 3 .3f
04161+1328 9.9 25 181-25 60 13 80 2 .40L
04161+1451 11.4 4 180-24 72 25 80 2 .26L
04162+1802 13.3 21 177-22 50 6 80 3 1.04
04162+1392 14.0 16 181-25 50 10 81 3 .26L
04164+1021 24.6 25 183-27 35 13 81 3 .25L
04165+1420 30.8 3 180-25 23 4 81 3 15.26
04185+1002 33.7 5 184-27 59 9 81 3 .25L
04166+1709 38.0 2 178-23 42 20 80 3 .25L
04167+1309 42.2 31 181-25 60 13 81 3 .25L
04167+1133 46.6 2 182-26 62 22 81 3 .25L
04168+1895 49.2 5 177-2_ 29 I 19 80 3 .30L
04168+1000 52.9 10 184-27 37 7 82 3 3.35
04169+1409 55.3 15 180-25 38 10 81 3 .35
04169+1530 57.1 31 179-24 38 6 81 3 11.24
04169+1257 59.2 58 181-25 38 5 81 3 1.38
04170+1854 2.7 34 176-22 85 20 80 2 .74L
04170+1739 3.4 24 177-22 34 5 81 3 1.27
04170+1150 5.7 27:182-26 63 30 81 3 .25L
04171+1354 9.6 591180-25 50 7 81 3 .43
04171+1838 9.8 60 177-22 43 22 80 3 .25L
04172+1003 14.4 32 184-27 55 8 82 3 .47
04173+1802 22.8 34 177-22 34 5 80 3 .88
04174+1906 27.8 23 176-21 91 24 80 2 .31L
04175+1332 31.5 48 181-25 34 28 81 2 .25L
04175+1324 34.1 12 181--25 48 19 81 3 .25L
04175+1857 35.6 43 176-21 45 25 80 2 .25L
04176+1842 38.E 54 177-22 62 30 81 2 .25L
04177+1458 46.8 40 180-24 51 8 81 3 .52
04178+1856 48.2 26 176-21 39 10 80 2 .42
04178+1522 50.1 31 179-24 59 20 81 3 .25L
04180+1543 2.9 28 179-23 70 15 81 3 .25L
04180+1502 3.5 6 180-24 47 6 81 3 .78
04180+1344 5.0 51 181-25 41 8 81 3 .41
04181+1300 7.4 5 181-25 64 f0 81 2 .36
04183+1514 21.3 4 180-24 26 t5 81 3 .25L
04183+1608 21.741 179-23 51 32 81 3 .25L
04183+1619 22.7 18 179-23 65 _ 8 81 2 .48
04184+1424 29.8 41 180-24 80 7 81 3 .49
04186+1441 36.2 22 180-24 66 22 81 2 .25L
04186+1727 37.7 37 178-22 30 10 81 3 .49
04186+1010 37.8 49 184-27 40 19 81 2 .25L
04186+1351 40_3 20 181-25 41 15 81 3' .25L
04187+1045 42.2 4 183-26 56 7 82 3 .90
04187+1305 47.7 50 181-25 76 19 81 3 .25L
04187+1927 47.8 10 176-21 28 5 80 3 1.53
04188+1659 48.6 33 178-23 44 6 81 3 .90
04189+1623 54.0 47 179-23 55 25 81 3 .25L04190+19242.46o175-21 17 5:80 3 14.93
04191+1540 8.4 5 179--23 47 7j 81 3 .53
04191+1523 8.5 16 180--23 21 5 = 81 3 .25L
04192+1357 15.6 42 181-24 47 6 81 3 .43
04193+1411 20.6 48 181-24 66 28 82 2 .30L
04193+1518 23.8 30 160-23 24 6 81 3 .38
04198+1447 48.1 37 180--24 44 6 81 3 .75
04198+1349 52.0 44! 181-24 57 6 81 3 .69
04198+1954 52.5 40 176-20 77 22 80 2 .26L
04200+1315 2.8 50 182-25 60 7 81 3 .39
04200+1725 3.1 35 178-22 22 5 81 3 10.13
04200+1834 4.2 31 177-21 78 25 81 3 .25L
04201+1955 8.4 34 176-20 65 23 80 3 .25L
04201+1129 9.9 52 183-26 29 28 160 2 .28L
04203+1527 18.5 13 180-23 51 9 81 3 .3804203+1415 18.9 43 181-24 40 , 81 ,J .25L
04203+1216 19.0 30 182-25 30 22 80 2 .25L
04203+1730 19.8 32 178-22 84 19 81 3 .27L
04203+1207 21.5 14 183-25 47 14 81 3 .25L
04203+1631 23.0 51 179-23 101 29 81 2 .25L
04204+1341 27.6 59 181-24 57 25 82 2 .27L
04205+1200 32.9 36 183-25 88 21 80 2 .25L
04205+1852 34.7 10 177-21 53 22 81 3 .25L
04207+1100 42.3 58 184-26 52 7 82 3 .69
04209+1342 55.7 51 181-24 26 12 81 3 .49
04210+1637 0.5 26 179-22 72 24 81 3 .27L
04210+1303 1.3 58 182-25 31 9 81 3 .25L
04212+1719 12.7 47 178-22 34 5 81 3 .72
04212+1509 17.4 3 180-23 26 23 171 3 .25L
04212+1251 17.7 34 182-25 59 10 80 2 .40
04214+1202 27.7 36 183-25 33 5 82 3 2.33
04215+1424 30.7 39 181--24 82 27 80 2 .25L
04215+1747 33.5 4 178-22 20 5 81 3 1.16
04216+1635 38.E 48 179-22 52 30 80 2 .48L
04217+1046 45.C 19 184-26 58 16 82 3 .38L
04217+1847 47.1 22 177-21 80 17 80 2 AlL
04217+1303 47.7 22 182-24 31 7 81 3 .54
04218+1944 52.1 21 176-20 81 25 80 ! 2 .45L
04219+1054 55.(_ 23 184-26 ' 52 6 82 : 3 .84
04219+1443 57.4 1 181-23 43 30 81 3 .25L
134219+1112 58_2 12 184-26 42 19 82 3 .27L
04219+1609 59.0 26 178-22 41 38 80 2 .25L
D4220+1855 2.3 42 177-21 30 7 81 3 .44
04220+1341 2.9 37 181-24 87 23 81 3 .25L
04220+1738 3.1 34 178-22 24 18 81 3 .25L
34221+1718 7.9 52 178-22 28 25 81 3 .28L
34222+1134 17.1 56 183-25 77 21 82 3 .25L
34223+1504 20.0 0 180-23 67 30 81 3 .29L
34224+1322 28.2 54 182-24 63 27 82 3 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































1(30 /_m Flux COrT A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
1.84 D L B 3601000000
2.43 D D B 7600000008
1.33 D I 36OO00O0OO 2
2.34L D D 7600000000
1.93L C CM 3600100000
2.14 D KM C 8600000008
1.73L B A B 8600000000
1.69L C MKBH 3600100000
3.23 ED DA 9701000218
2.15L CBD AABE 6 2500001000 47
3.16L C JBD 8700101008
3.40 C GJ HB 6680000330 8 1
2.45: DD J DB 3600000100
2.38 D DC 96O1OOOOO8
2.25 C O MB 8600000110
7.60L BC ABM 4 8500101008 3
2.18L C CF 5500000000 1
7.82L BBC AABG 0 7401000118 17 5
1.65L CO ACHE 5 3700000000 2
2.41 D DHJ D 5701000000
1.80: BC D BCEH 0 4500000100 ;_
3.47 C I H 9600000130 8
2.05L B B I 5500000000
4.50 C L K D 7681000130 8
6.18L C CH N 8600000008
1.78L B F B E O 6600000000
2.18 D J B 6600000000
1.67 C J C 9500000000
2.76 C F D 9600000000
3.03 E C 5600100010
2.99 D D 5601000030 8
9.29L B A 7500000008 2
2.34L C EE F 5700100010
2.99 C HJ B 7600000108
4.52 C GB 7500000000
9.20L B B F 9500000008 2
2.10L' D CK 6500010000 2
2.00L D DG 6600000000
2.52: CD HEB 8600000100
3.54 C J DF 76O0000000
3.13L C BH 8601000000
1.72L,D CL 4600000000
2.79 ' C J KJ C 3600000000
1.84L B DL 4701000000 1
2.27 E G B 9701000328
2.82 C DC 7500000000
7.99L B B G 6500000008 f
.40L 2.50 C F MC 5700000000
98.07L BCD AAAL 1 9200100008 1
1.88L B D ADEG 56000(0)00 1
3.12 C J GKE 7600000010
98.07 BBDE AAAA 3 9240100108 7
1.93L D CE 7600000000 1
14.39 CCD DAAB 9500110140 9
2.32L D BF G 6600000000 2
2.16 D D D 5700000000
3.87L CCC DAAB 0 9601131140 9
3.68L B AJ I 8600000000 1
2.12L C B H 3600000000
2.34 E G B 9600101038 8
1.75L C C L 3701020000 i
1.76L BC AAG 0 4700000000 01 5
3.21 C E D 4600000000
3.01 E C 9600100038 8 1
299 E B' : 9600000008
1.92L C C ! 9701010000
4.11 CC AA 8600000000
2.32 E L C 9601000008
2.23 C GLC 9680000000
3.48 C DHB 8601000008
1.59 C J I D 470000000O
1.99 C B 2600000100
2.27 C K F C 8600000008
2.65 C J C 45OOOOOOOO
6.61L CE BEEG 0 6600000008
2.24L C CN D 4601000400 4
4.55 C MHKD 2600000000
3.19 CC AB 16OOO0OOOO
1.51L C CM 9700000000 2
2.69 C J K D 8701000230 C
10.63L C B 3500000008
6.66L BC ABFJ 2 6500001008
2.82 D J GC 6601000110
1.87L BD AB 0 8600001000
2.32 DiFE E 9601000010
1.57: C D [L ME C 8700000000
2.34: DDiD EE 4600000200 4
1.88L BCC AAAI 3 1700001000
1.78 D J C 8600000008
7.98L B B F 8500000008
2.56 C K F 8600000200
2.35 D J HB 9600000008
1.61 F F 9600000000
1,90: E D EF D 3600000000
3.05 C E D 6600000200
2.51 C L I C 7682000000
2.08 D H F F 9700000000
3.64 E MC 9580000008
1.96 C O 6600000000
2.74 C F F 8600000400 4
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Sep








































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) t b (") C) (')
79-22 17 ,, _ 81
6.5 78-21 49 o = 81
6.8 82-24 43 _7 I 82
5.1 79-22 66 23 ] 80
80--23 71 -' 81
3.9 80--22 18 8 I 81
1.6 79 22 80 101 8t
7.8 82 24 79 10 I 81
5.2 81-23 24 8 t 81
81-24 i 70 10 i 81
80--231 46 8i 81
8.1 79-22 I 51 8 _ 81
78-21 i 49 27 I 81
77-20 22 181 81
5.8 83-25 71 H I 82
6.9 81-23 25 L . 81
7.2 81 23 35 20l 81
8.4 79-22 29 _ , 81
1.1 82-24 39 26 I 82
2.9 84-25 44 18 [ 82
5.fl 83-24 39 82
2.8 83 - 24 62 82
7.1 76-20 58 _ ¢ 81
9.g 84-25 80 23 [ 80
5.1 82-24 53 10 I 82
5.g 78-20 30 18 I 81
1._ 85-25 45 13 I 82
80-22 28 _ _ 81
84-25 26 25 I 70
I.E 83-24 31 25 I 82
_81-23 67 351 81
6._ 177-20 42 ,_ i 81
180-22 49 _ I 81
182-24 37 15 I 82
I4.,_ !85-26 20 -" 82]
15.1 !80-22 38 _, I 81 !
177-20 86 23 I 81
17.E 184-25 29 _ i 82
18.C 178-20 24 20 ] 81
I1.1[ 178-20 38 _ ' 81
_3.,¢ 180-22 33 '_ , 81
_6.E 185-25 63 _ i 82
_6JE 180-22 32 _ , 82
183-24 57 26 I 82
i1.,= 184-25 55 12 I 81
;9.; 180-22 26 19 I 82
2.1 183 - 24 32 82
177-19 28 _ 81
4.( 177-19 52 30 81
¢4.; 182-23 34 7 81
_5,! 181-22 53 18 82
16._ 183-23 30 17 82
|9: 182- 23 24 24 172
4.' 183-23 85 21 80
9: 179-20 31 6 81
13J 180-22 34 5 82
15.! 178-20 87 16 81
16.; 181-22 41 6 82
179--21 75 12 81
185-25 72 7 82
._4J 180-21 67 19 82
->5.: 184-24 30 18 82
_lJ t80-21 50 6 82
41,; 182--23 77 24 81
15.: 181-22 75 17 82
_6 181-22 60 8 82
t6J 179-21 68 9 82
_,7. 183-23 64 24 82
_8. 182- 23 46 6 82
49.: 179-20 81 18 81
51.; 180-21 49 8 82
181-22 34 6 82
183-23 53 29 81
22. 179-20 47 11 81
23. 184-24 66 26 80
29. 179-20 28 5 82
181-22 55 10 82
41. 179-20 24 21 82
43. 179-20 14 4
44. 183- 23 44 5
179-20 19 5 82
185- 25 64 22
181-21 64 12 81
179-20 35 7 81
25. 185-24 33 6
37. 180-20 15 5
184-24 2E 16
52 178 - 19 .5_ 5
57 181-21 4E 17
2 186-28 5E 17
178--19 6,= 6
23 181-21 8_ 18 81
184 - 23 3; 5
179-1_ 4[ 30 81
35 186- 25 2¢ 22
182- 2,_ 5_ 25
178-1_ 6z 24
38 179 2( 3' 6
181-21 1! 14
179-2C 1! 5
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
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# T Name Type Mag
1 VX TAU 3 4























































































































































































































































































I00 _m t Flags 1
V L
Flux Con" A Confusion R S
























































Declination: + 10"- + 20"
Associations
Sep















































Right Ascension: 04h39=59'-04MT"19 ,
0447
Position (1950)
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
% _ _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _mham. e (s) ( ) ] b ('_ ('3 (') N (Jausky)
22 82 .25L .52L .40L
4.4 180-18 1 82_ .28 .6gL ,40L
4.7 181-18 48 631 3 1.20 .33: .40L
8.8 15 184-20 56 7 82 2 .65 .36L .40L
8.9 =31 182-19 85 22 83 2 .26L .36L .43L
88 52 180-18 83 22 82 2 .25L .75L .47L
18.9 24 183-19 66 16 83 3 .25L .36L .49
20.5 55 186-21 42 10 83 3 .41L .27L .82
22.8 38 185-21 56 17 63_3 .25L .25L .45L
31.9 22 183-20; 38 15 83 2 .35L .51L .62
36,4 187-22 I 76 1_ 83 3 .25L .27L .55
37.4!29 t86-22 42 v 83 3 1.10 37 .40L
44.3i54 184-20 57 7 83 3 .44 .30L .40L
47.034 186-22 75 17 83 3 .25L .25L .62L
51.8 33 180-17 21 16 82 3 .42L .26L .40L
5.1 17 181-18 25; 8 83 3 4.24 1.t7 .40L
6.0 12 187-22 65 _ 37 84 2 .25L .40L .40L
14.3 27 183-20 55l 14 83 3 .51L .30L .61
16.0 54 185-21 65' 30 64 2 125L .34L 140L
23.1 25 184-2( 86 20 83 2! .66L .62L .41L
26.6 _i_3--_9 _ 38'173 2 I =2_L .34L I .40L
27.5 54 181-18 69 29 82 _ .25L .55L .40L34.918:166-22 21 _! 63 o 9Ol 39o .71
36.7 8 187-22 23 10 53 3 .55 .30L .40L
37.6 33 188-21 20 7 83 3 .25L .47: 2,20
38.7 54 180-17 66 15 83 3 .25L .29L .40L
41.3 22 184-18 68 24 , 83 ,25L .26L .40L
57.1 182-18 76 i 8322 _ .71L6.2_ 167-22 38 32174 .72L .40L2 .25L .30L .40L
6O 11 83 3 .28L .29L .777.01 34 181-17
I
J
9.31 8 183-18 55 22 831 3 .27L .27L .40L
9.4j 4 182-18 39 13 83 3 .30: .34L .40L
11.1'26'181-18 82 19 83 3 25L .41L .40L
19.9 15 187-22 57 29 83'_ .25L .30L .40L
2t.7 7 180-17 86 29 82 i _ .25L .48L .40L
29.6 9 187-22; 61 12 84 2 .33 .29L .40L
32.4 43 180-16 83 31 83 ! = .29L .36L .40L
32,9 38 187 -22 40 11 83 3 .26L .27L .64
45.4 14 180-16 45 22 82 2 .25L .29L .40L
59.6 9 183-19 45 8 83 3 .32 .72 1.27
2.720 188-22 79 27 83 2 .31L .46L .40L
4.7 t4 182-18 81 31 83 2 .25L .93L .40L
4.7'23 185-20 29 7 83 3 .85 .37: .49:
10.039 181-17 311 6 83 3 1.39 .38L .40L
14.1 54 187-2t 42 8 83 3 .46 .30L .40L
16.4 57 180-16 78' 32 83 2! .25L .31L .82L
17.5 10 187-22 53 7 83 3i ,49 .29L .40L
21.5 42 181-17 31 6 83 3' 2.27 .49 .40L
28.2 39 182-18 22 _ 83 _ 4.97 2.09 .5134 4 13 1 7 36 i .33: .77 3.60
40.0 16 180-16 33 6 83 3 .80 ,27L _41L
44.626 188-22 68 131 81 2 .25L .35L .44
44.9 23 165-2( 62 9 83 3 .32 .2gL .40L49128 181-17 31 8! 63 2 12o .46 .4OL
49.7 30:192-19 34 19 83 3 ,25L ,33: .40L53.938!167-21 86 3t 84 2 .4SL .3OL ,4OL54.3451182-1882 11 2 .38 .35 .40 65.,40163-1843 7 833 .69 .25L .40 
57.9 62J186-20 59 19 83 3 .25L .29L .40L
59.0 58'181-17 43 6 83 3 1.52 .35: .40L
8.5 20 182-18 30 6 83 3 1.01 1.10 .66:
8.5 12 187-21 55 6 84 3 .76 .40L .40L
10.9 54 181-17 60 9 831 2 .45 .40L .40L
13.3 22 182-18 24 6 83' 3 3.14 4.12 5.42
15.5 14 187-21 49 24 841 2 .54L 1.01L .67L
20.2 57 156-20 33 28 84 2 .25L .28L .47L
20.6 56 181-17 37 14 83; 3 .25L .29L .40L
26.5 45_187-21 93 27 84; 2 .29L .38L .43L
37.3 41 180-16 35 25 82] 2 .28L_ .62L .40L
50.0 48_187--21 49 23 84 3 .25L .25L .40L
50.4j54 180-16 28 6 83 3 .61 .28L .40L3.6'2 1_-18 53 8 83 3 .41 .28L .4OL
11.3 i 10 181-17 30 19 83 3 .25L .30L .40L
25.7 40 184--19 49 7 83 3 .57 .35L .40L
_5.9J35180-18 55 20 8.9 3 1.01Lj .32L .47L
26.9118 184-19 55 12 83 3 .26L 29L .53
31.2l 52 183-18 53 12 83 2 .32 .30L .40L,
37.6 i 55 187-21 48 21 84 3 .25L : .25L .40L
_0.1123 185-19 43 16 83 3 .25L ,30L .49L
46.8 19 180-18 54 17 83 3 .38L .29L .40L
'56.3 36 187-20 61 8 8413 .51 .29L .40L
56.3 26 181-16 58 9 _!_ .47L .32L .9557.3 28 188-21 50 8 ,61 .28L .40L
3.1 44 182-17 27 17 8313 .25L .28L .40L
5.3 14 186-20 24 5 84 4 1.92 .52 .40L
15.8 30 182-17 55 7 83 3 ,56 .40L .40L
18.3147 163-18 67 17 83, 3 .25L .28L .40L
20.2 6 185-19 57 6 84 3 1.11 .26: .40L
25.8! _ 185-19 67 7 84 3 .46 .31L .40L26,44 181-16 68 23 83 3 .25L .39L .40L
27.634 184-18 41 5 83 3 1.14 .62 .40L
31.0 26 186-20 87 33 84 2 .25L .47L .61L
40.651 187-21 47 5 84 4 1.03 .33: .40L
43.2 14 181-16 40 27 83 2 .25L .37L .44L
52.2 6 184-18 33 5 83 3 5.92 1.44 .40L
59.2 23 186-19 40 16 84 3 .25L .33L .49:
5.9 14 186-19 24 5 84 3 4.77 1.20 .40L
9.1 44 184-18 74 29 84 2 .25L .38L .40L
16.7 23 184-18 44 4 83 3 1.42 .33: .40L
19.2 17 180-15 831 11 83 2 39 .36L .42L
Flux Density Flags
V L
10CI p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R FlaBs *
2.37 C: C C I 3500101000
2.32L D OJ 4500020000
8.49L BD AC 0 9101000028
9.48L C EJBF, 4400000008
3.45 I D 9601000008
2.43 C L C 250001CO00
2.85: C D ME E C 7600000008
4.76 CD L OB 9600000428
4.42 C FE 8500000310
2.17L C FGC 9601000100
3.07 C E L C B 9600000108
8.38L BD AC 3 9600000008
2.39L IC 'BI 9601001000
4.81 D FFB 9600000108
3.36 C D B 6480000100
1.71L BC AAHH 0 5600000000
2.96 C J 6601000120
3.19: CD d DES 9601000300
2.16 E J F 9601000100
3.80 D B 9500000008
5.08 E F F 5501000550 i C
3.24 C C 4400000000
2.11L BBC AAC 0 9600000000
1.93L C CK 9700010000
2.67 DCC LBAA 9700000008;
2.95 C E B 3500000000 I
5.36 C E E 9581000660 C
4.07 D C 9501000028 !
2.04 E L D 4600000110
1.75: CO CD i 5601000100
2.67 C K E E ! 8600000000
3.85 C D DF El 9500000108
3.58 C J MC 4600000000
2.67 O D ! 9600000230 C
2,33 O D D ; 5500000000
223L F E F 3600000020
3.84 cFi, GD 95801000001.92L = J CC 9701000000
4.43 CCC O D 94001000003.00L: ! DBAD 3600010008
2.41 O GEC 9601000000
3.28 O I E 9600000000
4.77 DFDD AEHD 0 9582000530
2.39L B AO 4600100000
2.10L _ IS I 96000000103,13 C F D 9500000010
2.01L C 9602000110
2.16L!BD AB G 1 4600100000
8.87L BEE AAD 9 9600000008
8.57 !ECCC'AAAB 0 5500001130
1.91: B D A LC 3500000000
2.20L C EF 8601000120
9.90L C D G 9400100008
2.22L F D AC O' 4601000000
5.05 E C KJ O 9600000310
2.93 C E 9500100110
9,86L E D 9502131008
2.24L B A 9700000000
2.60 C DS 9500O00008
2.52L RF AD F 7 5600000000
9.26L CCD BAD 0 9503331048
1.90L B B C F 9500200320
2.19L C BL I 4601100010 I
5.73 CBCC AAAB 8 i 9601131008
3.69 C HJ F 9500100330
2.83 E HE 8700000120
3.98 C Ci 4580100010
2.08 C I C i 9600000100
2.78 F ; HC I 9501000GO8
3.97 C NI Ej 9500000430 C
9.08L B B 9301000008
2.25L C CK 4701000000
4.84 C i B 8580000020 8
2.19L B ADLJ 8500010000
3.12 E F EGC 9500000028 8
2.47L E CE 9700100000
2.19L; C 8 KC 7601000000
2.24 E J D 7500000008
3.02 C D E C 8500100100
4.26 C F L B 4480000030 8
7.9tL I B CG N 9501000008
1.78L C H BJ 4701000000
1.64L B BC 86O0000000
4.16 C J B 86O0000000
2.14: BD F ,;? E 4 97010001089.96L 8400000008
4.39 C MG8 9600000100
2.41L EE BF 0 6601000000
2.00L i D B J 95O0000O00
2.99 C C MF 3500000000
2.21L BC AB 0 1601010000
2.18 E GCF 9601000420 4
7,92L BE AEK 4 9400000008
2.23 D N J C 5600000O08
2.48L BCDc AAE_ I 16001001104.22 F D B 9600000208 4
7.14L IBC AAH 2 6300000008
3.30 D H F 1600100110
2.39L BF ACGD 0 5501010420
6.12L F C 5500000008
C
A
S 2 # T
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type ('7 Mag
1 13 94080K5 7 82
1 13 94082 G5 6 67
C
4 1 32 X0440+134 41 4
1 3g OF+167.9 98 1415
3 4 TMSS + 20090 30 28
3 3 RAFGL 4368S 35 8
3 13 94095 A3 43 53
32 X0441+ 149 139 12
2i 39 PKS0441+106 26 2700
1 2:DO849 47 98
I
1 91 U03151 49 185
C 1 32!X0442+129 86 12
1 13 94110 K0 2 77
2 13 94111 A0 12 53
2 13 84112 K0 2 80
1 2 [:)010733 67 98
8 4 9 U03157 52 156
1 13 94115 K2 3 85
4 1 32 X0443+167
Ii
40 4
1 1 16 0t7158T _, 145
2 2 DO856 7e i 88
13 94119 K0 19j 77
1 DR TAU 23 3
39 OF+ 173 100 1415
32 X0444+ 110 91 12
13! 94126 K0 2 8632l X0445+182 79 8
1 13 94140 10 87
1 2 !DO10775 70 106
1 2 DO10778 17 100
1 2 1:)O10777 48 111
3 13 94151G5 1 82
3 13 94153K2 3 78
1 2 13010789 33 96
1 13 94154 K0 10 82
















Right Ascension: 04h47m22"-04h55m05" Declination: + 10"-+20"
Position (1950)
Name
, C) C) (. N
_75+1210 36.744187-206317 6643>_77+1542 46.044164-18 34 5 6333'4478+1649 53.6 42 183-17 16 83 3
>448o+1o51 1.7441_-21 94 18 63 2
.481+i_ lO546184-18 8023 63314462+163513.655193-17 6o 10 82 214462+165415.549163-17 93:26822)4482+125017.324186-19 47'7 84 3
14483+1828 22.0 15 193-17 54i17 63 3
I14483+172123658193-17 :_ 30 83 2
D4483+1459 23.939 185-18 40 18 84 3
o,.84+184o24.922 191-16 59 13 83 4
14464+184528424161-16 54 81_ ._14484+1o2o29.749189-21 38 19
.495+140931.732185-19 89 32 82 214465+142732.353 185-19 19 5 84 3
14465+1547 33,547 184-16 50 ; 84 3314486+1034 37.5 24 188-21 64 1 184
14488+1232 48.8 3 197-20 25 20l 84 3
:14488+1326 52.0 55 186-19 75 16 84 3
14489+1029 58.9 13 189-21 26 10 84 3
)4489+1458 59.0 9 185-18 44 27 82 2
14490+1723 1.1 54 183--17 24 24 84 4
)4490+1334 1.0 18 186--19 60 7 84 3144,0+1,085423181_154017833
.491+17276918183_1735 61933
,4495+18323418181_1546 5 633
14497+1410 42.04185-18 25 6 843
14497+1219 42.423 187-19 52 20 842
,497+1016 42.7 2 189-21 90 18 83 2
.498+1711 53.3 30:183-17 65 7 84 3
,499+1305 54.249 186-19 69 16 _ 3
.500+1749 1.1 2 182-16 38
14500+17"04 3.5 0 183-17 53 16 8_2 32)4501+1039 8.0 46 189-20 25
.501+1320 9.0 59 186-19 69 23 82 2
14501+1253 9.3 6 187-19 23 23 79 2
14502+1422 15.949 185-18 54 29 843
14502+1308 17.3 26 186-19 80 16 82 2
)4503+1831 22.525 182-16 71 30 83 3
14506+1016 38.4 34 189-20 89 18 84 3
"506+1859 38.929 182-15 35 5 84 414506+155639938184-17100 35 83 2
.5o8+165541451183-17 49 23 84 3
.5o8+164250.111182-t5 42 21 84 414510+10143.323169-20 _ 15 84 3)4510+161157 19184-17 48 13 83 2
.511+1117 90 54168-2o 65 27 84 3
.511+1957 9.133181-15 54 24 84 3
)_12+1_ 12.61184-1739 5 84 3
14513+1501 21.0 27 185--18 126 16 84 2
14515+1105 33.0 55 188-20 40 6 84 314516+184137821 182-15 38 s 84 3
_4518+1128,9934186-2o 55 9 85 2
_516+1416_.743 186-1652 9 84 2
"516+1941 53.8 25 181-15 61 6 84 314519+112055.938186-20 38 11 85 2
14520+1540 3.7 37 184-17 38 26 84 2
14520+1833 5.9 8 182-15 30 21 84 3
14521+1004 9.1 20 189-20 37 8 84:3
,521+1430 9.5 48 185-18 61 7 84 3
14522+1031 16.0 42, 189-20 53 24 84 3
"522+ 1843 17.4 44' 184-16 25 12 84 4
14524+1900 27.9 25! 182--15 80 30 84 2
14525+1210 32.8 49' 188--19 35 10 83 2
14525+1410 33.4 13 186--18 52 20 84 4
34525+1654 34.0 8 184-16 47 17:84 3
,528+1830 51.4 53 182-15 84 6 84 3
14529+1546 55.5 38 185-17 89 33 84 2
14530+1826 4.3 47 182-15 76 31 84 2
14531+1043 6.3 31 189-20 24 24 123 3
14531+1529 9.3 305 185-17 39 4 84 4
14531+1820 10.0 17 182--15 37 5 84 3
14532+1701 12.1 44 184--16 25 13 84 3
14532+1715 14.7 183-16 59 18 84 3
,532+1502 16.5 10 185--17 52 20 84 3
14535+1326 33.3 13 187--18 21 5 85 4
14536+1401 37.6 36 186-18 71 7 84 3
14536+1057 37.7 35 189-19 23 10 85 4
14537+1633 42.3 42 184-16 39 15 84 2
14537+1424 47.4 55 186-17 57 15, 85 3
14538+1928 48.4 52 182-14 34 6' 84 3
14538+1348 49.2 45 186-18 61 27 83 2
)4538+1112 53.9 27 189--19 23 14_ 83 2
14539+1639 54.3 26 184--16 40 61 84 3
14539+1349 57.1 13 186-18 56 26 85 2
14539+1031 58.7 41 189-20 28 12 85 4
34541+1909 10.6 4 182--15 80 12 84 3
14542+1431 13.1 471 186-17 33 18 85 3
14544+1704 28.5 37 184-16 24 2_ 84 314546+1023 38.3 52 189-20 28 85 3
14546+1349 39.5 44 186-16 73 25 85 2
14546+1304 40.5 17 187-18 93 36 85 2
14546+1907 41.5 10 182-15 63 18 84 3
14847+1002 47.9 5 190--20 34 14 85 4
_4549+1203 55.1 9 188--19 33 14 85 4
)4549+1852 57.3 28 182--15 71 9 84 2
14550+1711 3.4 30 184-16 80 27 84 3













































































































Sep100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
2.33L E F 9600000000
8.13L B AH 6500000008
2.25L BBC AAAE 1 1600000000
2.87 C EJ B 9600000000
2.67 E J E B 6600000008
3.00 C F D 4600010010
2.33L C C H 9700000000
2.18 F KKB 9701000008
2.40 CC AB 9600000000
3.19 CC GFGE 9600000100
2.36 E DNC 96O00000O8
3.87 C LCME 3600000330
2.38 DB I DDB 3600100200
1 23 LDN 1561 350
3 4 TMSS + 20094 20 27
3.79 BBCC AAAD 1 2600010300 18 4 7 13 94176M0
2.05L 13 BE 3800100000 2 13 94164 FO 21 50
2.84 C GFD 9600000120
2.26 D D 3700000310
1.73L 8D AA 9 4700000000
1.87L C DD F 4600010010 1 13 94166G5 14 82
1.83L C C _9702000100
3.17 C MND 860100O000
3.76 C L H EB 9600000308 4
6.76 CC FBD 9482000410 4 1 32 X0448+104 55 4
2.,58 O KC 7701000000
2.10 F KCC 9701101008
7.36L C AI 9500000008 1 13 94171 F5 14 66
2.22 E CC 8600000008
7.36L CC AA 1 9502101008 2 13 94173 M4E 6 85
9.06L BE AB S 9500000008 1 2 DO10820 79 110
2 51
4.65 F HB 5501010440 8
1.55L C DJ 760000000O
2.24L B B F 8600000008 '
3.22 C NFDB 9600000008'
7.85L B BHM 5401000008
T.66L 0 C 8400000008 ]231 oc ode: 96060oo1oo1
2.38 D /C 8600OO0008 ]
3.47 C DC 9601000200
3.14 C L I F 4600000000
7.39L E MD 95O0000008
2.68 C G 8500000020 8
2.14 C J CC _ 4600000020
7.50L BC ABC O 6501000008 1 13 84183 K5 12 75
1.72 D G E 16OOOOOOOO
4.65 C KJ E D 7600000320 C
2.83 C K K E 9500000000
2.97 DD G GB 9501000128
2.01L D J GD 4600000000
2.4O C J D 4600000100
1.84 D L HC 4600000008
= =
7.55L C ADMJ I 9501100016 1 2 DO 10850 29 91
2.31 E FI Dj 5701000000
1.44L CC A B 1 7700000000 1 16 01760 5 1400













2.15L C D ADFC ' 9600000008
2.43L C DF K 8600O000O0
3.50 E F D [ 9580000228
4.37 F DC 9680000418 i
r
HJ F: ;9501000000]2.27
2.56L C ADI E 8600000018]
2.59 C FJ HC 8600000110
2.82 O NFB I 96000000081
2.10L C A HD 9601100100
1.59 D E 67000000OO
2.79 D EDH 6600100100
2.93 D, AJBKC I 95010001081.55L C D 5 9700000000
1.54L 8C AAM 0 56000O0090
2.02 C C 9780000000
2.23 C G D 9700000(}00
2.97 C HL BC 9501000010
1.62L BBC AAC I 8600000000




2.59 C DJ C
2.11L BF AD
133 D KJ E
1.89L C E I
11.66L B BFJ
2.25 D E
2.49 D C DCEC
1,83L C L C N
2.17 O BI
2 13 94201 AO 8 46
1 13 94202 F0 5 76
1 2 DO607 86J 100
1 2 (3010870 71 96
3 4' TMSS +20096 25 28
5 13 94218 K0 2 42
65OOOOOO0O
8600000258 C 1 32 X0453+109 55 12
9601100118
4500OO(30OO
1 4500000000 1 2 DO 10894 58 106
6400100000
7700000000 1 2 DO 914 72 j 93




9600000008 3 13 94227 K0 4 56
C 1 32 X0454+100 89 12
8
1.76L BC AAN O 5 0
2.07 D C 9600000008
2.46 D LNC ; 5400000110
1.94 D E 3600000010
2.45 C J F C i 26000000_
7.24 D GDC 8400000438
3.03 DC KI DB 9601000458
1.86L C B 9600000000
2.89 C M D 8500000210
2.30 C JJ D 9701000110'
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conf'rrmed Smsff Extended Sources ($1) 81 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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h a.m 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 Fmo , (s) () I b C) £3 (') N
04551+1112 10.5 34 189-19 31 7 85 3 39
04551+1901 11.6:46 182-14 99 28 84 2 ,29L
04552+1954 13.7 60 181-14 63 24 84i 2 .35L
04552+1025 15.4 50 189-19 78 33 85 2 .28L
04553+1647 21.7 37 184-16 30 26 85 2 ,77L
04554+1733 28.4 20 183-15 74 28 84 2 .25L
04555+1533 32.3 8 185--16 81 36 84 2 .25L
04555+1839 32,7 22 182-15 30 23 84 2 .25L
04556+1902 38.7 11 182-14 39 24 174 2 .25L
04558+1427 49.3 25 156-17J 85 20 85 3 ,25L
04559+1127 55.0 6 189-19 85 36 85 2 .30L
34559+1649 58.457 184-16 62 7 84 3 .70
34559+1644 59.6 52 184-16 _ i 14 84 2 ,25L
34560+1657 2.6 49 184-16 24:18 84 2 .26L
)4560+1152 4.7 53 188-18 77 9 84 2 .34
34561+1501 7.1 50 186-17 58 7 85 3 .59
34562+1024 13.8 30 190-19 40 27 85 3; .26L
)4562+12t9 14.6 35 188-18 65 11 85 3' .30L
)4563+1341 19.0 47 187-17 42 21 85 3 .25L
)4564+1321 26.3 14 187-18 55 18 85 3 .25L
)4564+1540 27.4 43 185-16 30 5 86 3 4.47
)4564+1545 29.4 49 185-16 41 9 85 3 .37
)4564+1501 29.7 15 186-17 76 26 85 3 .25L
)4565+1228 33.5 20 188-t8 66 15 85 3 .25L
)4565+1455 35.2 4 186-t7 28 7 65 3 1.49
)4566+1241 37.1 10 !188-18 38 18 85 2 .36L
)4566+1652 _41.7 22 !184-15 47 20 85 3 .25L
)4567+1245 42.0 6 188-18 39 7 85 3 2.45
)4567+1844 46.5 13 183-14 53 7 84 3 1.11
)4568+1825 50.7 37 183-15 30 28 174 2 .25L
)4569+1901 58.4 6 182-14 66 28 84 2 .34L
)4570+1155 5.8 36 188-18 62 18 85 3 .25L
)4572+1105 12.6 12 189-19 37 23 85 2 .25L
)4572+1141 13.8 17 189-18 45 22 85 3 .29L
)4572+1305 15.8_16 187-18 51 32 85 2 .25L
N573+1131 21.4!11 189-18 86 32 84 2 .39L
_573+1532 22.0!56 185--16 66 10 85 2 .38
N575+1152 32.218 159-18 73 21 85 3 .27L
14575+1327 34.4 39 187-17 59 ; 13 85 2 .26L
14575+1251 35.4 42 188-18 31 7 85 3 132.88
14576+1010 38.4 34 190-19 30 12 86 3 .25L
14577+1418 42.2 37 186-17 64 9 85 3 .43
=1577+1712 43.935 184-15 78 28 84 2' .30L
=1578+1427 51.553 186-17 59 18 85 3 .25L
_1580+1306 0.9 10 188-17 34 28 85 3 .25L
=1580+1155 1.4 21 189-18 37 19 72 3 .25L
=1580+1547 3.4 42 185-16 74 : _ 23 .424582+1801 13.7 10 183--14 84 2 J .28L
4583+1003 19.333 190-19 95 27 85 2 .30L
4584 + 1206 25.1 20188-18 25 6853 4.93
4584+1540 29.221 185-16 31 6853 2.20
4585+1340 33.049 187-17 33 26 852 .25L
4585+1602 34.6 53 185-16 46 8 85 3 .39
4585+1510 35.2 19 186-16 92 12 85 2 .40
4586+1201 39.5 16 189-18 34 8 85 3 .25L
4588+1216 48.4 10 188-18 45 8 85 3 .38
4591+1105 6.6 4 189-18 64 20 86 3 .25L
4592+1512 13.7 1 186-16 31 27 85 2 .25L
4592+1114 17.5 13 189-18 39 15 86 3 .25L
4593+1816 23.5 8 183-14 53 6 65 3 .96
4594+1839 25.7 19 183-14 44 20 84 3 .25L
4595+1654 33.1 52 185-15 87 24 84 2 .73L
4595+1923 34.0 38 182-13 49 29 84 2 .26L'
4596+1339 38.2 16 187-17 54 14 85 3 .25L
4596+1409 ¢0.4 16 187-16 82 15 85 3 .25L
4597+1924 ¢2.1 39 182-13 66 23 85 2 .27L
4597+1918 43.9 23 183 13' 25 5 84 3 .79
4598+1937 49.4 16 182-13' 26 21 174 2 .25L
4598+1946 49.e 36 182-13! 57 29 84 2 .25L
4598+1118 51.C 35 189-181 23 13 86!3 .25L
4599+1514 56.5 58 186-16 22 6 85 3 10.83
5000+1222 3.7 3 188-17 90 41 86 2 .25L
5001+1052 6.8 47 190-18 49 7 86 3 .68
5001+1800 10.2,42 184-14 58 30 84 2 .25L
5001+1636 10.3!45 185-15 39 27 85 3 .35L
5002+1518 14.3 34 186-16 70 43 84 2 .28L
5003+1104 20.8 16 190-18 24 14 86 3 .25L
9003+1822 20.8 54 183-14 57 13 842 .41L
5[X)5 + 1620 31.12185-15 64 15 842 .29L
5005+1440 33.6 23 187-16 28 17 842 .44L
5006+1031 37.234 190-18 75 18 86 3 .25L
,006+1119 38_3 18 189-18 30 19 86 3 .25L
5006+1941 39.8 18 182-13 54 5 84 3 .76
,007+ 1757 45.9 29 184-14 74 26 85 2 .42L
5010+1044 4.2 11 190-18 37 7 86 3 1.57
,011+ 1523 7.8 16 t86--15 30 27 85 3 .31L
,011+1725 8.0 55 184-14 41 7 85 3 .47
,011+1056 9.0 21 190-18 60 14 85 2 .49L
_011+1624 11.9 16 185-15 381 6 85 3 .80
5012+1445 14.7 58 187-16 60! 19 85 3 .25L
I
5013+1128 18.2 40 189-18 35 ! 6 86 3 9.25
_013+1958 22.1 15 182-13 55 5 85 3 1,18
_013+1956 23.756 182-13 70 30 85 2 .40L
_014+1151 26.4 56 189-17 28 20 85 3 i .25L
,014+1929 29,457 183-13 74 21 84 21 .25L
_017+1520 42.4 11 186-15 35 7 85 31 .60
_017+1108 42.6 17 190-18 29 10 71 3;I .25L
_017+1651 47.3 35 185-14 55 19 85 31 .25L
_018+1508 52.2 43 186-15 21 17 84 2! .67L
_020+1845 52 8 183-13 34 22 85 3i .25L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Concord)







































































































100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.41L C CD 9700000000
2.35 D DC 9600000100
2.10 CL B 2600000000
1.78 D K E 9600000230
3.83 C GC C 9600000430
332 D FD 9681000210
2.12 D D 4700000000
2.35 C C 9600000000
1.99 D G 8601000100
2.80 C H C 9500000308
2.87 D J NE 9600000230
1.87L C BCJ H 9701100230
1.99: DC BB 9701100330
2.30 C J B 9501000000
2.37L C C 8700OOOO00
7.62L C BL 4400000018
3.01 C H E 950000021(
6.91L C BB 6500000008
3.03 D MC 6600000108
2.86 C HEB 9601000008
1.42L BD AAE 8 2600100000
1.63L C C 2601100000
2.55 E K K D 5600000048
2.74 DC HB 7600000100
11.24L BE AC 2 64000010181
2.36L C FHBE 4700101000
3.50 C GGGD 9500000300
1.8OL BC AB 0 4701101000
1.61L 8 AC 9600000000
2.95 D G E 6600000010
1.98 D K B 6600000000
3.61 C HEC 7600000110
2.57 C C 45000000005.18 _ !CNCF 9500000230
2.65 C D 4600000000
2.64 D K D 96O1OOOOOO
2.15L F E J 56OO0O00OO
4.41 D KJ E 8580000430
5,22L C A D 9500000008
6.95 BBCC AAAA 9 5510000000 27
2.41 CC BB 7600000110
8.42L C C 4500010008
2.88 C M E 5500000210
2.69 C MCGC 3600000328
2+28 C F G 4601000100
6.31 F HED 9501000125
t.80L C C 4600000000
3.10 D I F 7680000460
1.82 F C 3700000000
6.31L BC AAC 1 6500100008
1.75L BE AB O 8600000000
2.16 E NC 5600000108
1.61L B C 1500000000
2.15L D E 860000000O
3.13 CC EAA 8600100008
1.44L D CI L 7700000010
2.45 D KC 9700000018
2.16 C DC 8600000010
4.68 DE L DC 9600000538 I
8.87L BD ABJ 1 6402000588
2.54 D GFLCi ' 9600000008
1.67 D GH C 4600000000
3.11 D H E 9651200200
6.36L D CFH 9501001438
5.06 C FHB 9500100108
3.94 D M D 9601100200
1.71L BC AA 9700100100
2.14 E FB 9500000000
2.64 D D 9600000000
5.95 D F H D C 9682000538
1A8L BBC AABE 2 8700000000 17
2.42 D H
6.77L C BC
3.04 C G F
2.91 C IH I G
1.98 D H







2.76 F D E B
6.36L :CE AC
2.54 C HGL D























6.61L BBC AAB 0 9610000008
2.64: B D AI KF 9600220010
2.64 D E 9600220010
3.17 E I ECD 2700000128
2.6O C L C 86000000O0
2.10L D B J F 9700000000
9.42 CE DC 8582100528
2.73 C J C 86O0000100
1.81 D KF G 9702000000
2.78 D E HC 9700000108
Declination: + 100-+20 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
8








8 32 X0456+ 150 56 8
;2 13 94246 MA ;= 852 [3010935 5 J gO
C 1 32 X0457+118 82 12
1 3 RAFGL 5134 33




1 2 DO 10962 10 93
4
1 13 94265 K2 4 77
1 13 94270 K0 15 83
1 13 94272 G5 7 78
C 32 X0459+136 47 12
2 22 $246 594 3900
4 4 TMSS+20098 17 21
2 13 94283 K0 8 87
1 9U03232 45 170
3 9U03234 17 165
1 13 94287 MA 1 90
1 12 ZG 501+10 59 156
1 2 DO 110O8 18 98
3 13 94290 89 4 45












































































































(_) (,% Coordl sb SMJSM( N3 (") 12 #m
Flux Density
(Not Cokr Corrected)
25 /zm 60 ,u.m
(Jansky)
11 10


























































































































100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
SI
Declination: + 10°-+20 o
Associations
ScD














ZG 505 + 17 153
94345 G5 65
94347 K0 76




















8 Coords sMJ SMN 8a

























































































































































































































































Con" A ConfuSion R S A




Nsme Type (') Mag
94391 K2 87





















1 94437 G5 76



















*Confusion Ftags: 1) CIRFIUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m
Name
a 6 ct 8
hm. o , :(s) (') I b C) ('3 (') N
05160+1307 3.3 55 190-14 48 8 87 3 .51
05160+1638 3.3 5 187-12' 47 6 86 3 .72
05160+1324 5.2 33 190-14 34 16 87 3 .25L
05161+1938 7,0 6 185-10 31 7 86 3 .67 i
05162+1045 12.5 18 192-15 57 19 671_ .25L05162+1612 13.9113 187-12 65 _ 86 .33
05163+1137 22.6 '58 191-14 53 13 67 3! .25L
05164+1813 25.0'46l 186-11 65 7 68i_ 43
o5164+13o5 25.3,11 19o-14 70 22 86,z .26L05184+164928.028187-12 71 11 68;3 .25,
05168+1739306'2_168-11 _ 11 8613 .20L05167+1056 47.8 192--15 22 67 2 .46L
05168+1850 52.3 37 185-10 36 20 86 3 .25L
05168+1707 53.5 41 187-11] 38 6 68 3 .69
05169+1837 55.5 24 185-10_ 33 16 68 3 .25L
o517o+1153 3.5 13 191-14 91 19 87 2 .5oL
05170+1640 4.9 49 187-12 29 6 86 3 .61
05170+1346 5.8113 190-13 73 19 86 2 .25L
05172+1925 13.6 50 185-10 27 6 86 3 1.90
05173+1152 18.1 27 191-14 51 14 86 2 .34L
05173+1850 23.3 23 185-10 62 8 86 3 .47
05173+1832 23.6 34 186-10 47 7 86 3 .48
:]5174+1146 25.5 9 191-I4 20 6 87 3 12.25
05174+1020 28.0 24 193-15 51 13 86 2 .44L
05174+1316 29.0 50 190-13 92 13 87 2 .38
05175+1137 31.8 52 192-14 32 10 87 3 .25L
05176+1128 37.2 10 192-14 22 16 86 2 .25L
05178+1900 39.3 11 185-10 54 10 86 3 .27L
05176+1236 41.9 22 191-14 65 16 87 3 .25L
05179+1938 54.2 15 185-10 46 18 86 3 ,25L
i
35179+1945 59.0 52 185--10 21 5 68 3! 2.05
35181+1052 7.9 34 192-14 542! 17 86 25L35181+1939 8.7 13 185-10 12 86 .25L
35181+1104 11,1 17 192-14 57 16 87 2 .28L
P3ux Density
('Not Color Correcled)





































35181+1930 11.2 49 185-10 85 22 68 2
05182+1016 12.7 45 193-15 70 15 87 3
}5182+1648 13.6 54 186-10 32 14l 66 3
)5182+1607 15.0 29 188-12 38 7 86 3
)5182+1927 16.3 33 185-10 48 8 i 86 3
35183+1242 18.547 191-13 23 6 ! 873
}5183+1704 21.6 9 187--11 38 121 86 3}5183+1029 23.537 193-15 25 11 87
)5184+1007 26.0 271193-15 40 15 67 3
35164+1616 26.8 9 188-11 59 15 86 3
}5185+1555 31.3 11 188-12 29 6 87 3
}5185+1039 33.8 42 193-14 52 20 86 2
}5186+1551 36.1 39 188-12 58 6 87 3
}5186+1655 36.9 54 187-11 68 8 87 3
}5186+1245 37.7 40' 191-13 61 20 68 2
)5167+1949 42.1 121 185- g 73 17 66 3
}5187+1519 44.3 59l 189-12 40 7 87 3
}5168+1114 48.3 55 192-14 18 13 87 3
)5188+1906 51.7 38J185-10 64 19 86 3
}5169+1148 55.0 44 192-14 37 10 87 3
}5189+1700 55.1 25 187-11 36 8 88 3
}5189+1112 57.5 39! 192-14 37 5 87 3
}5189+1845 57.5 7 186--10 46 15 86 3
)5190+1551 1.2 28 188-12 76 25 86 2
}5190+1813 1.6 8 168-10 42 6 86 3
)5191+1051 6.1 20!192-14 39 9 87 3
}5191+1946 6.5 13 185- 9 76 22 86 3
)5191+1242 7.9 11!191-13 85 22 86 2
}5192+1745 14.5 58 187-11 53 9 86 3
}5193+1728 23.1 32 187-11 56 10 86 3
}5193+1606 24.0 541188-11 49 7 87 3
}5196+1434 36.9 4' 189-12 85 25 68 2
}5196+ 1114 39.039 192--14 53 16 872
)5197+1054 44.227!193-14 20 13 873
}5197+1059 44.459 192-14 20 11 873
}5197+1015 45.7 13 193--14 22 9 87 3
)5197+1741 46.1 33 187-10 48 8 87 3
38!193-1530}5196+100849.4 87}5198+1857 50.054 186--10 74 66
}5195+1020568I_1193-14 63 16 886)5199+1066582 193-1437 10 87}5199+1514566, 169-1283 8 873
}6200+110061 192-14891 188}5200+1432 1.9 58 189-12 22 87
}5200+1418 5.8 56, 190-12 58 8 I 87 3
I}5202+1059 16.6 47 192-14 68 18 87 3
}8203+102918.626193-14 67 11 g5 3 15620230 2-131 2!}5204+17022 142187_1149 8 67}5205+183334217166_1032 .!88}5205+19323497 185_95619683}5 +114738.219192-1336161}52 +105039428193-14741186}52 +113240.346192-14016862)52 +19114035o168-93710683
}52 +11234039192_148216i682}5207+132443.0271,0_137622662
35207+1716 43.6 41 187-10 59 9 87 3
)5207+1641 45.1 38 188-11 74 19l 87 3
35207+1241 46.7 55 191-13 27 7 87 3
}5207+1138 47.1 47 192-14 43 16; 87 3
)5207+1829 47.7 84 186--10 62 13 87 2
}5208+1020 49.0 47 193-14 19 9 87 3
}5208+1008 53.9 26 193-14 55 9 87 3




































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R FlaBs*
11.701. B C G
1.53L B A H
7.60 ED DC
9.20LI C BL M












8.78L C F B L3.18 MHB
10.381. BC C ABE 0 860000000812.671. MLCB 7500100306
15.56L D C J 9500100338
2.86L B CHL 2,01010000
21.77L CBC AAS 7 6400000208
5.04 DO CC 95010002OC
16.86L C F 9400000008
11.87 CD FDB 9500000308
3.83L C DA 9601000108
10.471. C DB D 9500000008
4.31 C J B 96000OOO08
4,66 E E B 9700100228
8.13 BDCD ABCA 1 9600000338
2.56 DM FB














5.46: O E H O
6.63L D D BEFB


















2.28 D J DD





















































29.22L C K DG 194C0310538
13.70 DD F CB 97C000133C
1.80L C CJ J D 2500OO00O0
28.071. C K B C 960001043C
9.60L C C 9500000008
7.64 E GC ' 970110161C
15.66L C DBB 9540321768
2.791. E BC 16OO000000
13.93L D MDE' 9500310348
3.(_ EBCCC AACC' 0i_2.06L CJ
7.75 CC ED 9681110448
21.05L C FC 950200141C
11.611. C J FDE 8641201008
1.841. BD BC F I g ; 47010000001.62L BC AA 17,0101000
2.72 C I GC 64_6
15.37L O E E 95011,0108
11.92L E B 9600000108
5.05 D F DC 9600100508
2.93 CC DAB 960OO000O8
5.20 D L J B 9601000108
2.49 D K B 9600000008
2.16L C BL 1700000000
3.05 C L KKC 5601010000
6.79L BF AB H 3 9501101348
12.31L C EEL 9500200408
2.121. C BH E 1600201000
12.04: ED EECE 978102141C
10.74L C CJ I I 9,0212130(3 !
















































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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05209+1137 58.9 25 192-13 66 25 88
05210+1251 0.3 42 191-13 59 10 87
05210+1740 3.2 60 187-10 85 43 86
05211+1222 6.2 54 191-1', 61 7 87
0521t+1829 6.5 50 186-10 27 15 _ 87
05211+1432 7.6 5 t90-12 26 8 87
05211+1152 9.0 36 192-13 25 12 87
05211+1012 10.5 59 193-14 27 121 70
" 05212+1037 12.1 18 193-14 41 12 I 87
05212+1022 14.8 58 193-14 50 14 87
05212+1052 16.6 27 193-14 72 9 87
05213+1249 18.6 52 191 13 36 13 87
05213+1137 19.3 =7' 192-13 42 8 8705214+1107 26.3 _1193-14 96 18
05214+1720 29.8 19 187-10 63 8
05214+1533 29.8 21 189-11 41 40
05215+1546 35.7 30 189-tl 51 9
05216+1019 37.3 27 193-14 71 15
05216+1144 37.7 9 192-13 44 15
05216+1037 40.4 25 '193-14 32 20
05217+1213 440 17 192-13 33 12
05217+1620 47.4i23 188-11 75 14
05218+1158 48.51 4 192-t3 34 10
05219+1129 54.2 6 192-13 35 8
05219+ t825 54.7' 34 186-10 60 6
05219+1931 56.g 12185 9 41 19
05219+1312 56.g 48191-1267 t5
05220+1122 2.C 54192-13 43 14
05220+1538 4.350189-11 59 21
05220+1140 4,559192-13 81 18
05221+1205 8.911192-13 27 18
05221+1033 9.621193--14 47 12
05222+1445 14.939 190-12 36 12
05222+1856 18,(_r I 196-9 17 705223+1913 18.24 186-9 9213
05223+1908 19.6 8 186- 9 25 5
05223+1018 19.9158193-14 23 10
05223+1109 22.81 5193-13 36 15
05225 + 1101 32.4 =37 193 - 13 37 7
05226+1339 36.7 _6191--12 75 18
05226+1114 37.2 i 193--13 92 19
05226+1211 39.8 192-13 26 9
05226+1135 40.8 192-13 28 15
05226+1305 41.4 i 191-12 33 18
05226+1427 41.6 190-12 68 9
05227+1113 43.4146193-13 54 18
05227+1635 46.2135188--10 45 508228+150_49.838189-11 40 18
05229+1559 56.9 18 189--11 87J 10
o5231+1o2171.126193-14 39 11
05232+1138 13.053192-13 4615
05232+1639 13.132188-10 54 11
05232+1058 14.04193-13 56 11
05232+1905 15.147186-- 9 43 7
05232+1341 16.034191--12 951405232+1938 17.71 - 185-- 9 68 25
05233+1345 18.6,561191--12 84 18
05233+1504 19.552189-11 63 7
05233+1101 20.7i32193-13 3011
05239+1749 22.539187--10 56 6
05234+1207 29.139192-13 45 11
05235+1534 30.022 t89-11 62 8
05235+1303 32138191-t2 32 10
05235+1129 34.4 1193-13 22 6
05236+1716 38.3149188-10 57 14
05237+1400 47.326! 190-12 38 11
05237+1127 47.624193-13 25 7
05238+1219 48.4,30192--13 6010
05239+1106 56.057193-13 36 11
05239+1957 58.531185- 8 35 22
05240+1406 0.4r34190-12 39 17
05240+1129 1.1!49193-13 32 12
05240+1859 2.218186- 9 56 6
05240+1512 4.916189-11 40 5
05243+1755 18.425187- 9 21 1t
05243+1139 18.649192-13 55 15
05243+1110 19.834193-13 28 11
05243+1540 21.516189-11 32 5
05244+1152 25.230192--13 20 8
05244+1227 27.1 8192--12 33 9
05245+1249 33._ 56191--12 75 20
05246+1213 36.2 4192--12 62 9
05246+1536 37.510189-11 94 38
05246+1840 41.538186- 9 26 23
05246+1124 41,E 21193-13 12 8
05247+1605 42.129189-10 85 23
05248+1954 149.140185- 8 42 10
05248+1123 151.£ 15193-13 44 5
05248+1402 51.g 53190-11 57 8
05248+1053 52.11919313 83 26
05248+1509 52.82190-11 55 6
05249+1245 57.913192-1269 13
05251+1317 7.048191-12 33 14
05251+1711 7.158188-10 35 6
05251+1741 7.714187- 9 6722
05251+1134 8.536193-13 22 5
05252+1456 13.910190-11 50 6
05252+1624 16.012 188--10 68 10
05253+1201 21.0j22192-12 20 10
05253+1006 22.523194-13 70 13
"Confusion Flags: 1} CIRRUS-I; 2)
Galactic Uncertainty
SMJ SMN 0¢z A (")(.r)(.)
Flux Densily
H (Not Color Co,coted)
12 Fm 25 _m 60 Fm
N (Jansky)
2i .25L .35L .40L
2 .37 .25L .44L
2 .26L .44L .40L
3 1.33 .41L .40L
3 .41L .32L .40L
3 3.71 1.27 .40L
.25L .30L 1.83
.25L .27L 1.42L
3 .25L .28Li 1.59
3 .40L .32L 1.52:
2 .42 .31L .48L
3 .25L .29L .70
3 .46 .29L ,47L
87 3 .39L .33L .44L
87 3 1.71 .49: .40L
1762 .25L .31L .40L
87 i 4 .39 .31L .40L
873 .25L .32L 1.50
87 3 .30L .28L 1.01
702 .37L I .39L .83
88:4 .25L .29L 1,04
87 3 .45L .30L .60
88 4 .25L .31L 1.81
68 4 .63 .33L .43L
87 3 .69 .30: .40L
_ .25L .38L .40L
.25L .29L .63L
88 4 .25L .28L 1.02
873 .25L .30L .40L
87 2 .36L .35L .77
88 3 .25L .31L 1.60L
68 4 .25L .28L 1.48
87 I 2 .45 .28L .42L
87!3 .57 .31L .40L _
87 3 .32L ,62 2.04
87 3 1.03 1.83 5.03
69 4 .31L .26L 2.22
88 3 .25L ,26L .41L
88 3 1.20 .37L .44L
86 2 .33L .33L .42L
88 2 .25L .34L .55L
88 3 .25L .28: 2.40:
88 3 .25L .27L .42L
87 3 .25L .29L .71
87 2 .31 .30L .40L
88 2 .32t. .33L .93
87 3 2.11 .54 .40L
87 3 .25L .30L .40L
87 2 .44 .46L .40L
70 3 .25L .25L .83
88 3 .25L .29L .96L
78 3 .26L .87 1.55
88 3 .25L .36L 1.43
86 2 .45 .37L .40L
88 2 .30 .30L .43L
87 2 .25L .36L .40L
86 2 .25L .30L .40L
87 3 .34 .37L .40L
88 3 .40L .25L .79
87 2 .81 .31L .40L
88 3 .29L .25L .82
87 3 .25L .25L 1.15
88 3 .45L .28: 2.38
88 3 5.40 8.58 13.68
87 2 .51L .28L 38
86 2 .27 .66L .40L
88 3 .25L .92 13.88L
88 3 .25L .31L 1.32
88 3 .25L .28L 1.33
87 2 .32L .75L .40L
87 3 .25L .30L .43L
88 3 .25L .30L 13.88L
87 3 .52 .29L .40L
87 3 L44 .34L .40L
87 3 .43L .51: 1.59
88 3 .25L .26L .73:
87 3 .25L .25L 1.22:
87 3 .53 .27L .40L
72 3 .30: .42 2.08:
88 3 .25L .34L 3.26L
88:2 .48L 29L .58L
86 2 .36 .37L 1.81L
882 .25L .33L ,40L
86 ! 2 .25L .28L .40L
71 _3 .25L .25: 2.03
862 .79L .50L ,45L
_I 2 .28L .25L .82;3 1.58 1.40 2.03L
68 3 .34 .40L .41L
86 2 .39L .35L 1.92L
87 3 1.12 .35: .40L
88 3 .25L .36L .70
68 3 9 _5L12 .34L .41:87 o .712.32
:25L
.29L ,40L
_ 6.82 1.77 1.58L
88 3 2.01 .52 .40L
88 2 .36 .27L .40L
88 3 .25L .43L 2.09L
882 .65L .28L .73
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confu_on Proces_ng;
Flags
V L
100 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2
4.68 E L D 9700100508
13.79L C A 9400200218
1.81 D GF F 2500000000
15.65L C AD 9400000008
2.50 C HG B 3600100100
1.54L BC AAH 0 3600000000
18.39L C BGFE 9400212558
14.19 F FFC 970301110C ;
12.02L C ED! 9601021248 =
10.61 DD J F B 9580010638
18.O4L D C 9400000308 4
6.02: DC GF C 9580101528 4
12.07L B CI J 9500000108
3.53 C B 9600000008
1.74L BF AF 0 10700000000
2.12 D GG ' 150O000OOO
8.98L B D 9300000008
10.88: CD L F E 9601010638
4.94 EC EKBB 9601000308
9.85L F GEC 9601031338
7.36 OC KKHB 9600010328 4
7.08L C DB 8500000108
12.27 CC CFB 9500001638
12.99L B AG L 9501100228
2.06L BF BG 13600000000
3.44 Di GO 6400000008
4.30 C I B F B 9500000226
5.84 DC J CFC' 9681000648
2.47 DD M C 950000000815.t4L E 7500100218
7.04 D' C B 960300051C
10.04L C FGB 9680011658 4
2.30L F CI F 0500000000
8188L B BF L 9501000008
11.74LI DC GBCJ 9501100008
15.44L BCC AAAC 6 9481200108
13.64 DF MHC 9682132448 3
5.69 C MI C 9601100308 4
12.48L C IBCI E 9701012008 2
2.58 D i F F C 468O00OOO0
4.47 D B 9800200308 4
15.24 ODD DCC 954002146C
6.90 E B 9602010548
8.54L C EDF 9501000538
2.72L C E 1501000000
10.40L O L D 9700200408 4
7.15L BD AB 0 3500000008
2.40 C H B 6600OOO000
7.02L F CK I 9400100008
4.60 DC OA 8701000428
8.24 E HKB 970100040C 4
2.95L EC BEF 3641003308 6
9.93: CD FFBD 9780100108
1.64L C O 9701000100
2.84L C F 4600100000
2.34 C F D 65OOO0O600
2.19 C KB 5700100000
2.46L C AE 4600010000
12.58L D I CF 97001003OC81 C B 16OOO000O0
10.24L _ ;E CG 950000000C2.64 B i A B 9_000000
17.95L E D GF B 9480014448 2
23.43: BBDD AAAB 1 968121125C
2.47L D B 1600000000
2.42L F Dt 5601100000
10.42L D BAE 970130224C
6.22 EO HFBA 960110143C
11.35L E HDCB 974111383C A
2.40 D G J B 7500000008
3.24 D FC 9600100108
8.97 E KECB 970121223C
1.42L C BF 8700000000
1.58L BFcc,AE I 86000000003.60 CFEE 4600001320 C
4.62 DC KCCC 980100020C
6.66 DD EB 970101133C 8
1.95L B D 96001O001 0
DFDF !FI FB 964113543C
11.78L !BFGEB 1 964215663C
16.49
3.94 E I B 9800000428 9
9.34L C BEE 964424143C 1
3.66 D GH 9500100010
142 Cl g 7"-,'o000o00o14.63: F DD J CD 968223133C 1
2.97 D K C 9501000018 8
2.75L BC C CB 660110000810.98 t AA 0960113133C 1
jC 94010OO11810.41L C DGC4.46 E 970100000C
2.67L BD AD 4 6600000000
3.89 C D C F B 9800000528 8
4.91 DD I GC 9701000008
1.40L BCC AAC 1 2700000000
3.49 C HGD 3600000210 4
7.17: BC D AAFD 0978100042C
1.46L BD AB 5 3600001000
7.90L C D 4500000008
10.69 E ;BEC 950014043C






Name Type _e"_ Mag
GV ORI j 9 3
!
!
! 3 1394526 GO 17 50
t 13 94530 G5 5 72
2 13 94529 MA 9 87
1 [3011249 77 100
I
2 13 94538 MA 2 85
1 23 OCL 0474 227
3 13 94543 B3 15 61
1 16 01976 67 148
1 13 94545 K2 11 87
I 2 DOl1259 53 113
1 1394552 6 67
I 32 X0524+ 179 49 12
1 1 CO ORI 12 3
4 1394573 K5 4 60
1 32 X0525+ 178 28 4
3 1394572MA 30 85
1 2 DO11280 72 103
1 13 94577 GO 6 70



































































































































































































Declination: + 10% + 20 °
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep
















































X0528 + 137 8
94604 MB 83
HK ORI 3















































































































































































































































































05345 + 1230 t 94706 A0
05345+1106 _._ DO 1201105345 + 1551
05345+ 1213 _ _" --


































Right Ascension: 05h34m35'-05h39m21 ' Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Position 0950) Flux Density Flags
Name
h_. 8et
(Not Color Corrected) V
a _ 25 vm 60 /lm 100 pm Flux Con" A Confusion
(s) ( ) (3ansky) Uncs cocr R Flags*
05345+1330 35.0 43 .26L 1.18 8.72 CO EFB 7580000558 !
05347+1230 43,3 10 ,33L 2.73 14.57: DF GEEB 95C0246538
05347+ 1239 44,2 49 ,27L ,79 3.83 DD L CB 9602000508
05347+1512 46,7 60 ,31L .40L 3.80L F B F 7500000000
05348+1743 48,6 47 ,80 ,40L 1.24L BC ABG 0 2600001000
05348+1757 51,1 9 ,80 ,40L 1.26L BC AA 1 4600000000
05348+ 1126 51.3 27 .27L ,40L 3,22 C E i 6500000000
05349+1333A 55.3 5 .26L 1.00 6,34: CE CD I 6581000568
05350+1021 2.11 22 .27L ,50L 7,48L F CI HF 9500000008
05351+1832 7.1 .33L .40L 1,45L C AN 3500000000
05351+1246 10,0 29 .25L ,44L 3.22 C H BB 9701000108
05351+1340 11,8 54 .29L 31 3.21: CF DDB 5700000328
05352+1442 17,4 39 .25L .63 7.70: CD EEC 9460041438
05353+1106 21,7 51 .36L .41L 3,99 CKM F 4500010020
05353+1556 22,6 48 .27L .40L 11,31L C D 9301000008
05354+1329 24._ 0 .25L .71 10.02L F A 5500000008
05354 + 1908 26.3 21 .31L .40L 1.96 C D 6600000000
05354+1714 28.1 24 .31L ,40L 2.21L D 8 2501000000
05355+1024 34.7 39 .27L ,40L 3,30 D I B 9600000008
05356+1341 36.E 23 .30L ,51 5.42L C DH 3600100758
05356+1100 41.6 20 ,27L ,71 10.88L C HB 9500100006
05357+1507 47,9 9 .49 4,22 8,21 DCC BAA 5400000000
05358+1406 50,1 17 ,27L .70 5,48: CE CCC 8602000328
05358+1226 51.4 56 .28L .67 3,59 CC MFCB 9600010208
05358+1338 51.5 32 .29L .80 6,58L C HBG 4680200548
05358+1103 53,4 17 .30L .40L 10,09L D BD 9500100008
05359+1152 55.9 57 .32L .63L 3.04 C I BC 1600000008
05359+1655 56.0 9 1.24 .40L 1.36L BC AA 0 6500001000
05359+ 1246 56.1 29 .28L .91 8.43L D L E 9502200348
05359+1856 56.6 10 .29L .40L 2.59 C K C 5500001030
05361 + 1359 7.3 28 .38L .43L 5.30 E I E DC 7602000008
05361+1944 10.5 30 .25L .40L 1.71L B 'BE G 1501000000
05361+1532 11.1 56 .34L 1.15 3.84 CC I AA 9500000000
05361 + 1130 11.9 2 .26L .55 5.21: C E E B D 9500000458
05362+1246 14.5 13 .54L .51: 3.36 DD FGC 9600100436
05364+1342 25.9 8 .25L = .90 10.86L C HEGF 3580021248
05364+1112 27.3 37 .28L .51 3.33: CE EB 9501000106
05364+1148 28.1 15 .30L .41L 12.83L 'C C 5401000008
05364+1352 29.0 55 .34L .40L 3.88 D HEC 9600000308
05364+1744 29.9 13 .39: .40L 1.46L BE AC 0 2601000000
05365+1558 31.4 30 .26L .39: 2.54 CC GC 6500000128
05365+1627 33.8 19 .34L .40L 3.43 O B C 7500000248
05366+1851 37.6 3 2.07 .47L 1.18L BC AAD 0 3501001000
05366+1128 41,1 36 ,62 A0L 7,82L BD AS J 0 9400100438
05367+1250 42,3 19 ,26L .59L 4,02 C CA 9700000208
05367+1333 44,5 49 .31L .72L 4,44 E DA 3600100406
05368+1125 49,4 43 ,25L .63: 2.61 CD CB 9600100118
05368+1351 52,0 10 .40L .50L 4.57 D FHC 9680000318
05369+1446 56.5 251 ,36L .40L 10.93L C AD 9502100248
05369+1337 57.3 6 ,31L .81 8.78L E DK 3500301408
05370+1318 0,2 36 ,25L 1.73 6,97: CD EB 8581101438
05371+1028 8,6 4 ,27L .41L 3.76 D EJ FC 4602000108
05371 + 1336 9.3 46 .30L .92L 3.95 E F HB 3600101428
05371+1343 10.4 9 ,37L .92 5,21 CC FHEB 3600110528
05373+1448 18.0 44 ,35L .40L 2.25 F C 9601000008
05374 + 1626 27.7 8 ,30L ,41L 2.64 D B 7500110008
05375+1127 34,0 35 ,29L ,58 11,60L E KB 9400000008
05376+1005 38.3 20 ,33L ,40L 11,31L C AG 6500000008
05376+1042 39,6 35 ,26L ,40L 7.10L B BDE 7400000008
05376+1147 40.2 7 ,30L ,56L 3.10 E KEC 3681000218
05377 + 1626 45,7 7 ,28L ,73 3.64L C J B E 5500100008
05377+1343 45.9 12 ,28L 1,53L 8,79 E HJ J D 968122063C
05377+1346 47.4 53 18.25 3,95 8,79L DCD AAA 9 96011105OC
05378+1333 48.4 11 .35L ,85L 6,96 E LDLD 9O8001033C
05379+1755 57,5 58 ,27L ,40L 1,98L C E 1500000000
05360+1108 3.8 33 .25L ,97L 13,67 D DKC 9480023538
05360+1720 5.1 58 1.05L .40L 2,20 C M D 3601000000
05381+1224 6.5 59 .26L .47 7,50L C CF 3601000006
05381+1343 6.8 8 .27L 1.01: 6,t7 CDH EC 978101040C
05381+1012 11,0 56 2.93 1.39 9.44L BBC AAA 7600000008
05381+1408 11,3 0 .34L .58 3.88: CD KFC 9582000328
05381+1634 11,8 3 .44L .40L 6A4L C AD 8500100008
05382+1100 16,4 45 ,39L .53: 5.36 FD GJ C 9401000308
05383+1336 18,1 15 .32L 1,44L 5.84 F KC 970022055C
05383+1544 19,E 23 .35L .40L 1.42L C CH 3700000000
05383+1109 22,E 26 .25L .94 13.67L D EC 9480020418
05383+1216 23,E 29 12,05 2.54 2,62: BBCE AAAC! 4 1700000108
05383+1703 23,S 37 ,29L .92 1.49L C DBF 3500000000
05384+1630 26.3135 .31L ,40L 7.55L F F H 9500100008
05384+1204 26,7112 31: .40L 8.06L CE AD 0 1500000008
05384+1729 28,2 53 2,65 .51: 1.26LIBCC AAC 0 3500101000
i
05384+1910 29,0 30 .31L .40L 2,19 D H GE 2700000010
05384+1335 29,2 12 .46L 1,16L 7.25 E KJ D 960032035C
05385+1506 33,4 40 ,27L .51L 3,21 C HHC 3500000100
05385+1420 34,_; 10 ,30: A0L 5.55L CE BE 1 9500100008
05386+1416 39,E 58 .57 .40L 6,40L BE AB 1 9501100008
05386+1242 40,3 31 .25L .40L 2,22L B BM 7700010100
05386+1101 40,7 52 .27L .60 12.27L E BE 9503101208
05387+1333 47,5 50 ,30L 1,06 7.25L E L CC 960120031C
05387+1726 47.4 26 .30L .40L 1.22L B CC E 3501101000
05388+1056 48,9 43 .25L 1,21 15.00L C EB 9401202338
05389+1229 56.6 18 .44L .40L 3.09L C CD 4701010000
05389+1326 57.3 11 .25L .99 16.77L E CM 958214444C
05389+1828 59.C 8 .36L 2,50 6.06 CC I DAA 2400100000
05390+1212 0.e 54 .28L .40L 3,22 F F 2701000000
05390+1054 2.3 32 ,26L 1,41 15,00L C EC 9401101338
05390+1831 3.6 3 1,67 .40L 1,74L BC AA 3 2500100000
05390+1448 4,9 39 19.22 1,69 5,80L BBC AAA 0 6500100008
05391 + 1454 7.7 52 ,26L ,40L 1,57L D C 3700010000
05393+1511 21.7 33 ,43L 2,42 2,69 CC I AB 3600000000
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 _m
l b (") (") (') N
192-10 21 10 88 3 .25L
193-10 30 12 89 2 .33L
193-10 41 13 88 3 .25L
191-9 107 12 89 2 .52
189- 7 41 5 88 3 2,36
188- 7 34 5 88 3 2,38
194-11 26 21 179 3 ,25L
192-10 45 13 87 2 ,25L
195-11 79 10 87 2 .29
3 188- 7 60 6 88 3 1.09
193-10 51 15 88 3 .25L
192- 9 41 12 88 3 .25L
191- 9 20 14 88 3 .25L
194-11 57 33 87 2 1.56L
190- 8 78 9 88 2 .30
192-10 66 14 88 2 .42L
187- 7 77 24 88 3 .25L
189- 8 59 8 88 2 .72
195-11 38 23 89 3 .25L
192- 9 93 17 89= 2 .43L
195-11 65 11 89 3 ,31L
191-9 29 6 88 3 .25L
192- 9 27 11 88 3 ,25L
193-10 I 44 13 89 3 ,25L
192- 9 41 13 88 3 .28L
194-- 11 49 7 89 3 .90
194-10 73 21 89 3 ,25L
189- 8 33 5 88 3 4.59
193-10 34 16 88 2 .26L
186- 7 41 19 88 3 .25L
192- 9 32 18 88 3 ,25L
187- 6 39 5 88 3 .73
191- 8 36 7 88 3 ,25L
194-10 40 11 89 3 ,25L
193-10 31 13 89 2 ,25L
192- 9 27 16 88 3 _ ,25L
194-10 58 14 89 3 ,25L
194-10 80 10 87 2 .38
192-- 9 34 18 89 3 .29L
189- 7 54 5 88 3 1.56
190- 6 55 14 I 88 3 .25L
190- 8 60 18' 88 3 ,25L
188- 6 21 6 88 3 4.12
194-10 39 6 89 3 2.30
193-10 79 12 89 3 .25L
192- 9 68 16 87 2 ,25L
194-10 24 13 89 3 .25L
192- 9 36 16 69 3 .25L
t91- 9 28 6 88 3 1,24
192- 9 61 17 69 2 ,41L
193- 9 15 9 73 3 ,25L
195-11 38 20 89 3 ,44L
192- 9 33 15 89 3 .25L
192- 9 44 10 89 3 ,26L
191- 8 100 28 87 2 ,25L
190- 8 32 25 89 2 ,25L
194-10 81 12 88 2 ,43L
196-11 58 7 89 3 ,71
195-10 36 7 89 3 ,79
194-10 77 23 89 2 ,33L
190- 7 85 12 88 3 ,27L
192- 9 71 22 89 3 ,27L
192- 9 32 6 89 3 61.35
193- 9 116 28 87 2 ,43L
189- 7 83 10 88 2 .36
195-10 32 15 89 3 ,25L
189- 7 74 27 88 2 .28L
194- 9 69 13 89 2 .38L
192- 9 30 12 89 3 .26L:
196 11 27 6 89 3 ,85
192- 9 45 16 89 2 .25L
190- 7 41 7 88 3 1.01
195-10 85 20 87 2 .25L
193- 9 29 17 89 3 .25L
191- 6 65 10 88 2 .39
195-10 32 16 89 3 .25L
194-10 27 6 89 3 36.54
190- 7 93 11 88 3 .41L
190- 7 62 10 89 2 .56
194-10 33 6 89 3 1.28
189- 7 41 7 88 3 10.78
188- 6 94 23 88 2 .34L
193- 9 31 19 88 2 ,25L
191- 8 83 22 89 3 .25L
192- 6 33 10 87 2 .97
192- 8 27 6 89 3 1.54
193- 9 74 6 89 3 .46
195-10 66 15 88 2 .50L
193- 9 40 13 89 I 33 .35L189- 7 43 7 88 .70
t95-10 36 11 70 3 .25L
194- 9 54 6 89 3 ,51
193- 9 70 13 89 3 ,42L
188- 6 34 7 88 3 .25L
194- 9 71 33 88 2 .25L
195-10 57 13 89 3 ,26L
188- 6 24 7 88 3 5,94
192- 8 40 5 89 3 34,81
192- 8 65 9 89 2 ,32














Name Ty_ ('3 Ma8
13 94713 G5 77
1 DW TAU 3
1 32 X0535+ 111 6
1 13 94719 MA 86
4 4 TMSS +20117 26
8 1 32 X0535+127 8
8 1 32 X0535+169 8
1 13 94723 K0 80
1 9 U03332 165
1 23 LDN 1579
2 13 94728 K7 90
6 1 32 X0536+160 8
C
1 16 02520 133
C 2 13 94731 MA 83
1 23 LDN 1579
8 2 13 94734 K5 65











































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
177





ham. ,_, (s) C) 1 b
05393 + 1046 21.8
05394 + 1017 29.3
05395 + 1656 30.3
05395 + 1857 30.5
05395+t317 32.6
05396+1920 40.8
05398 + 1628 49,5
05398 + 1304 52.2




05401 + 1254 7.7
05401 + 1409 8,2





05405 + 1336 31,3
05405+ 1700 31.4
05405 + 1028 33.2
05405+ 1633 35.4
05406 + 1903 40,6
05407 + 1358 42.6
05407+ 1909 43.8
05407 + 1442 43.g





05409 + 1852 58.C
05409 + t 440 58,7


























05420 + 1434 0.9







05425 + 1529 34.2




05427 + 1542 47.4
05427+1349 48,O
05428 + 1837 48,0'
05428+1215 48,2
05428+1038 48,5















05440 + 1753 1.0
05440 + 1926 1.4
05442+1242 12_(]
05442+1221 14,9





H (Not Color Corrected)
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN 0 0 12 am 25 ,am 60 ,am
(") (') (') N (Jansky)
89 [ 3 .25L .27L .67:
89 3 .25L .32L .58:
88' 3 1,97 .81 ,40L
88 3 ,92 ,37L .40L
87 2 .27L .45L .98
88 3 2.17 .68 .40L
88 2 .44 .34L .40L
89 3 .25L .33L 1.58
88 3 ,25L .25L .82
89 2 .51L .31L .48L
89 3 ,99 .54L .40L
88 2 ,32L .28L .38
89 3 ,73 .34L 1.42L
89 3 .94 .38L .40L
88 3 .78 .30L .40L
99 3 .25L .25L .40L
89 3 1.68 .46 .40L
70 3 .25L .33L ,43:
89 3 .25L .58L .40L
89 3 .43L .25L .66
89 3 1.42 .70 .40L i
89 3 .48 27L .40L
89 3 .42L .37L 1.09
89 3 .84 .23: .40L
89 i 32 .25L .33L .51L8 7 0 ,40
89 2 .32 ,51L ,40L
89 33 .27L .28L .9089 ,25L .26L 1.08
89 3 .25L .25L 1,16
70 3 .25L .26L 1.44
88 3 1.71 .51 .40L
88 3 .77 ,29L .40L
88 2 .25L .66L .40L
90 2 .41L .29L ,43
89 3 .27L .33L 1.59L
89 3 .45 .38L .40L
89 3 ,65 .24: 1,43L
89 3 1.23 .51 .40L
89 3 .25L .49L ,40L
89 3 3.41 1,99 .40L
89 3 .45 ,28L .40L
89 3 .25L ,27L .40L
87 2 .92L ,29L .90
89 3 .27L .49L .48L
89 3 .26L ,29L .40L
89 3 .56 ,28L .40L
69' 3 1.21 ,41 .40L
89 3 ,25L .27L .61L
89 3 .50 .31L .40L
89 3 1.53 .85 .40L
89 3 .49 .27L .40L
88 2 25L .27L .40L
89 3 .25L .30L .55L
89 3 2.60 1.08 .40L
88 3 .65 ,53L ,40L
88 2 .38L ,40L 1,2OL
89 3 .54 ,28L .40L
88_9 .25L .27L .64
. L 34L ,oL
89 2 .73 .35L ,46L
89 3 .87 .34L .40L
89 2 .25 ,29L ,48L
89 3 .55 .25L ,40L
89 3 2,89 ,78 .40L
89 3 1.74 .98 .40L
90 3 ,25L .25L .40L
89 2 .25L ,33L .47L
69 3 6,02 2,27 ,88
89 3 ,38 .29L ,40L
32 .29 88L .40L,
.70 .32L .40L
89 2 ,31L .34L .42L
89 3 .93 .25L ,40L
89 3 .54 .26L .40L
89 3 .55 .25L .43L
89 3 15.40 5.73 1.35
88 2 .26L .25L .60
88 2 .25L .35L ,73L
89 3 .78 .58 .40L
88_ 32 .25L .27L .40L1,20 ,48 ,40
89 3 ,26L ,33L ,40L
89 3 ,25L .25L ,88L
89 3 ,25L ,25L ,50L
89 2 .40L .34L .69L
89 3 2.57 .91 .40L
89 3 .39 .26L .40L
89 3 .25L ,25L .94
89 3 .91 .32L .40L
89 2 .26 .25L .49L
89 3 ,25L ,29L ,40L
89 3 ,25L ,25L ,73
89 3 4.76 1,50 .55
89 2 _48 ,49L .40L
73 3 ,31L .27L .84
89 3 .41L .28L ,79
89 3 .36L 1.64 9.67
89 3 .25L ,28L .49
89 3 1,10 .26L .40L
1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flags Associations
V L C
100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
5.60 DD M GB )601000328
4.47 DD _J I A 9600000208 4
1,49L BF AB 0 3500000000 1 2 DOl1497 82 113
1.51L B AF 2500000000 1 13 94787 K0 23 75
6.47L E HGC 960303044C
L52L BC ABI 0 1600001000 1 1 EETAU 10 3
5.57L F EG 8501000008
8.01 ED HJ DC 960000033C C 1 32 X0539+130 38 12
6.19: DE J BE 968010055C
2.99 D E D 7701100000
1.53L IB BKG 3700000000 2 13 94794 MA 43 86
1.91L i C E 46000O0OOO
10.42L B ACK 750010000C
7.71L B AC 750000(008 8 1 13 94795G5 10 88
1.41L C BH 1500000000 1 2 DO 11507 61 96
9.51 E HKHC 9501001328 4 1 32 X0540+104 27 4
1.91L BD ABM 0 5600000000
4.77 DE I CB 8682010328 C
1.70 D HF C 6700000008
7.38L C CF 960101044C
1.23L BC AB 2700000000
10.29L C BHL 9501001328 4 1 13 94800 K2 3 75
2.11L C FBC 7600100208 4
8.70L BE AE 0 5501010218 8 1 17 386N,C6, 3 138
3.46 D : H B 9600000208
1.79 C DI L B 6500101000
10.44L C DG 7500100008
2.23L C B A 36000OOOO0
3.25: CC MBB 6580100208 4
4,93 CD L BB 7500000238 C 2 13 94908A0 13 90
10,37 CE DHD 9581053348 2
1,51L CC AC 4 8601101000 17 385N: 62
1.57L D B F 3700010000
1,98 D M C 9600100008
6.76L D DO 95OOOOOOO8
3.83 F GEA 978111052C
1,73L C BI G 6700110000 13 94811 K0 10 80
8,64L BE AG t 950011902C 2 )O 1260 57 ! 95
5.51L BC AC 1 4500000008 17 387 76
3,52 E NDI C 9600000018
1.73L BC AA 2 6700110000
2.81L D CK E 4701000000
3.19 C C B 8500000110
11.32L D J CG 9502161538
4.02 C DKDD 7580000320 C
3.03 D J KC 9600000008
1.81L C BF 3610000000 1 V521 ORI 8 3
7,15L CO AC 1 9600000008 1 CL ORI 73 3
2.57 C DB 41500000000
1,79L C CJ J I 6700000000 1 13 94816 GO 4 70
1,13L BC AA 0 1600000000
6.99L B B )601100008
1,55 E H _700101120
5,36 C HC 9680000218 4
1.70L BC AADH 0 4700101120
1.91L B AD 9601000010 1 2 DO 11536 88 113
3.22 E I GBB 6501000350 C 1 32 X0541+127 112 12
1.78L B BC 6600000000 1 13 94819 G5 3 76
1.84 CD M CB 4500000008 1 9 U03352 13 160
1.61 C K F 4700000000
7.89L C ADJ 9500010008 1 13 94824 K2 14 85
1.84L D AD 1600000000
8,74L D ' E _600000008 2 13 94828 GO 2 85
6.46L B 'C 4300000008 1 2 DO 11542 76 116
1.73L BC iAB 6 1600000000 1 13 94830 KS 5 68
1,65L BC 'AA 1 9600000000 1 16 02617 85 145
3,69 D M KC 9781000108
1.93 C F C 56O000000O
2,14 ]CFC AABC 0 2600000200 4 2 1 CPTAU 17 3
1.79L C BH 16000000OO
7.54L C E I 9500000008 1 13 94835 GO 32 80
1.32L B AD 3500000000
2.56 E E EB 9600000000
1.32L B A F 0600000000
6.62L E BJ E 950000OOO8
1.93L C B H 0600000000 2 1 EG TAU 14 3
7,39L DDD AAA 9 9500000008 44 2 1 JQS ORI 4 3
7.16L E FJ 9500000108
3.52 C' AB KEG 9501000020 81.61L BC 1 2500011000
1,85 C B 56O1000000
2,40: BE F AEJB 2 5602000000 1 V662ORI 88 3
2,74 C KLKB' 5700000000
6.38 E DC 9681001338 C
4.88 E CD 96001002O8
2,75 F J J O 9680000010
1.10L BC AAHI 1 i 4500000000
9.59L C D 9501200248 2 DO 1278 16 96
8.51L C L F E 9580100338 _ 8
13.88L B BB 9500000008' 2 13 94849K2 3 73
10,52L E D J 9500000008 1 13 94850G5 11 76
3.70 C C 9601000010
10,33L C B 9400100338 8
1.49L BCC AAD 1 1600000000 2 El TAU 48 3
2.30L C B J 9600000000
6.81 CE HDCB 9601000418
13.19L C B 9500100008
13.01 CCC FAAA 0300000000 1 9 U03356 59 160
4.97 CD J BB 7600000018
14,35L B BH 9500100008 1 13 94856 K0 21 78
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
178




a 8 C.oords SM] SMN .?. O 12 _m
ham. o8. (s) C) ]_ C) ('_ (') N
05444+1343 28.6 14 193- 7 53 9 89 3 .39
05445+1507 30.3 17 192- 7 49 6 89 3 .89
05445+I003 30.4 53 196- 9 20 6 89 3 2.56
05445+1842 30.6 43 189- 5 68 8 89 3 .51
05445+1935 31.9 49 188- 4 92 14 89 2 .57L
05445+1742 34.1 45 190- 5 36 7 89 3 .63
05445+1010 34.2 54 196- 9 33 5 90 3 2.18
35447+1142 44.8 60 195- 8 48 ' 5 89 3 .65
35447+1321 46.6 36 194- 8 42 ! 6 89 3 21.10
05448+1022 50.4 25 196- 9 20 13 89 3 .25L
05448+1352 51.5 53 193- 7 31 11 89 3 .26L
05449÷1301 56.423 194-8 70 23 89 3 .25L
05450+1048 4.1130 196- 9 49 11 88 2 .26L
05451+1115 10.8 52 195- 9 33 21 89 3 .25L
05452+1226 12.2155 194- 8 60 16 90 2 .25L
05452+1518 14.0 32 192- 7 70 ! 21 88 21 .25L
05452+1808 16.1 11 190- 5 43 10 89 3 .55
05452+1340 17.4 6 193- 7 44 27 88 2, .25L
o5453÷1o2819.816198-9 81 13 8921 .7OL)5453÷125819.76 194-8 28 16 8931 .41L
05453+1857 23.7 34 189- 5 69 17 89 3 .25L
05454+1745 26.6 28 190- 5 88 7 89 31 .48)5454÷114427.450 195-8 33 6 88 3i 1.49
05455+1206 35.6 8 195- 8 38 17 89 31 .25L
05455+1402 35.9 30 193- 7 18 13 89 3: .41L
05455+1734 36,0 42 190- 5 44 5 89 3 .99
)5456+1524 39.6 7 192- 6 54 16 89 2 .40L
05456+1433 41.7 9 193-7 26 20 88 2 .25L
35457+1052 45.0 26 196- 9 65 13 89 3 .25L
35459+16.41 55.2 37 191- 6 52 6 89 3 1.09
)5459+1910 58.6 44 189- 4 39 7 _ 89 3 .25L
05460+1910 4.3 7 189-4 32 6 89 3 1.25
)5460+1258 5.5 55 194-8 34 29 90 2 .25L
)5481+1903 7.6 27 189- 4 25 89 3 9.48
35461+1948 8.5 0 188- 4 65 89 2 .67
35463+1453 20.7 39 192-- 7 51 6 : 89 3 .50
35463+1444 21.7 21 193- 7 48 6 89 3 .58
_5463 + 12_6 2215 56 , I 9_ -- 7 _6 14 89 3 425L
_6_ + 1440 24m' _ _3 -- 7 56 5 _9 3 _ "42
_6_ + 1948 24e9 20 188 = 4 20 _ 89 3 2152
)54.÷1749 25235 19o-5 38 8 89 3 25L
)5454+1045 29.1 27 196-9 26 9 90 3 .25L
)54"+1040 29.238 196 9 26 9 90 3 .25L
)5485+1311 32,3 15 194-7 34 5 89 3 18.18
)5466+1738 36.4 4 190- 5 20 .16_ 89 3 .25L)5466+1804 38.1 33 190-- 5 48 b J 89 o .58
)5467+1340 46.0 53 194- 7 82 10: 88 2 .33
)5487+1438 47.3 25 193- 7 19 5 89 3 1.93
)5468+1307 50.4 56 194- 7 82 14 89 3 .32L
35469+1240 55.1 30 194-8 59 6 89 3 .45
)5469+1157 55,2 5 195-8 52 8 89 3 .35
)5469+1955 55.4 55 188-4 24 9 89 3 .34L
)5469+1041 56.5 18 i 196-9 63 11 90 3 .25L
35470+1639 3.8 7 191- 5 76 11 89 3 .26L
35470+1527 5.0 13 192- 6 75 371 88 2 .30L
)5471+1706 10.4 29 191- 5 41 51 89 3 .65
)5471+1203 11.2 31 195- 8 81 19i 88 2 .43L
35472+1336 14.8 45 194--7 50 8 I 89 3 .33L
)5472+1611 15.6 40 191-- 6 89 39 89 2 .25L
)5472+1135 17.2 40 195- 8 46 11 88 2 .27
35473+1855 18.6 50 189- 4 87 7 88 2 .32
)5473+1037 20.8 53 196- 8 44 5 ' 90 3 1.24
)5473+1568 22.1 39 192-6 52 i 89 _ .82)5473+1633 23.6 32 191- 5 60 89 3 .87)5476+1855 36.6 6 189- 4 35 89 3 2.07
)5476+1417 37.7 33 183- 7 23 5 89 3 2.09
35476+1140 41.1 40 195-8 38 11 90 3 .45L
)5477+1901 42.5 19 189- 4 60 7 89 3 .35
)5477+1352 43.5 11 194- 7 57 6 89 3 .54
)5478+1055 50.1 13 196- 8 30 10 90 3 .25L
35479+1115 59.4 58 196- 8 66 16 90 2 .64L
35480+1402 0.5 6 193- 7 44 5 89 3 1.22
35480+1743 1.2 59 190-5 47 7' 89 2 .47
35480+1005 2.6 5 197-9 32 16 90 3 .25L
)5481+1923 6.9 34 189- 4 47 6 89 3 .50
)5481+1832 8.3 19 190-4 19 5 89 3 1.64
)5481+1721 10.4 32 191- 5 43 6' 89 3 .60
)5482+1008 14.4 50 197- 9 90 14 89 2 .32L
35482+1129 14.6 13 196- 8 64 7 90 32 .43)5484+1608 29.5 1 192- 5 46 5 89 1.80
05485+1825 31.2 54 190 4 37 7 89 3 .44
)5488+ 1028 50.9 58 197- 8 301 4 89_9 3il .25L05489+1905 54.0 52 189- 4 34 ! .52
35489+1653 54.6 44 191- 5 21 5 89 3 2.82
35489+1105 57.8 11 196- 8 59 I 8 90 3 .38
35489+1018 58.0 6 197- 8 57 I 11 89 21 .36
35489+1806 59.0 41 190- 4 36 1 8 89 3 .25L
05490+1448 3.3 27 193 6 47 5 89 3 1.12
05490+1444 4.5 37 193- 6 53 7 89 3 .45
35492+1840 13.9 25 190 4 41 18 82 3 .25L
05492+1611 14.3 13 192- 5 59 8 89 3 .25L
)5492+1043 16.7 27 196- 8 71 20 88 2 .25L
35492+1033 16.8 6 187-8 26 10 90 3 .25L
]5494+1951 25,2 26 189- 3 50 6 89 3 1.79
35494+1009 28.6 32 197-8 70 14 88 2 .77L
35495+1234 32.4 0 195- 7 59 6 90 3 .60
35495+1547 32.5 5 192- 5 27 5 89 3 10.88
)5495+1944 32.7 36 189- 3 56 I _(_ 89 2 .3505496+1109 37.5 32 196- 8 68 88 2 .32L
Rux Density Flags
V L C
100 /_m Rux Corr A Confusion R S ' A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































14.14L C AJI J 9401000008
1.94L BD BCL O 7601010000
9.00L BC AA 0 7700000008
1.72L D AF B J 060000000010.46L C 9400000008 !
1.81L C O BHDD 0500000O00
9.78L BCD AADG 0 9600000208:
1124,s B.D 9723 ,,, 43
11.18L C I EFB 9601012658
3.96: FDE FDEC 9600001318 i
2.88 _ C L GO 9600000008 )
10.58: OF GCA 9501101308
3.55 D K D 76000001081
3.96: DE E A 9601000208 J
1.61 D i; 7500OO010Ol1.23L C CD 0600000000 i
3.00 E 9601000008
13.49L1 C I BD 9500100218 I
2.75L_ C CC 9704000318 I
!
4.14 | E C GB 95000000181.72L l C 0500000000 ]
9.88LJB D AC 0 4600000008]
6.05 I DC EDHB 8600000208
13.38LI C AGBF 34000000081.47LIB
2.76L I 6500000000D )DFB 10500000000
1.77 ) D 6700000008
5.82 i E E )8680OOO40C
1.23LIE AFFDB ' 2500000O0O
6.39 I ECE GBAA 9501101008
6.13: ICD F AC I ; 5 95011010084.68 ] D 9600100530
2.87 ICBCC AABC 5 86010000081
8.51L_C A 95111000081
9.09LIE BC 7400000008
10,81L|B ACLK 15400100_J5.21 I C 9680160530]
10.18L[BF AD 0 8400100008(
4.65LIBD AA E 0 960010(0)08
¢
4.96= cc EGAA I'04_0OOOO01_
7189L l C J Bl
3.59L) C BG
2.37: JBBCD AABE 15
7.04 I CC FBAA 0401OO00OOj
1.44L IB A F F C 2600000000 ]
1.86LIF EK J 5701000000
8.87LIB C ABG 1 7500000008 _
4.19 I D EDI C ,9600100130
C 9502000008
9.69LIB I
12.26L_D DH I 9501010438
7.17LJ D EDFB 9580100328
8.52 / D EI C 954000030(3
1.40L| C ) CF 3400000000
1.36 i E BcMF 36000000001.46L/DE 7 0600000000
2.97 / D F B 9702000008 I1.97 | CO G$ BB 8600000000
1.68 / c !3400000010 I
11"07L/C G H G )5400010008
9.74L|C !BC 350110000812.43L|B E M 0 )950O00010C
1.48L | F 3500000000
1.50LJC AAB M 34000000005.49L[B C 1 2400100008
2.52: iBC F AC C 2 5681000018
5.88L/ C _ GC _540013132810.82L/C 3300000008
1.63L|B ' 1700000000
17.28L / C CKD 9400136568
21.41Ll D LMD 9300101428
5.67LJB AG F 3500000008
1._4_lc _<_r o5_o_oo5.47 | D C 960110032C9_LIC .00o00oo8
1.77L|B F AF I 0
I IBOL | C
10.56L[ D B BI 95021oo32C31.46L]C 19300000008
1.29L/B E AB 31 2600000000$
1.82L/C AD I 6700000000
3.3,1: |F E EHHC ! 9501010008
12.16 [ E H 950001253C
8.66L|B BI E D 8300011008
1.09LJDD D AAD 9 0700001000
25.10L|D D BD !9401100208
20.96L|C C M ,0010O00C
2.30L| C F BC 3600000000
1.37LI B AC I 2600100000
1.35L|C B F 3600100000
/ I
3.32 I C I GC 356100O1101
2.84 I CC D AB 1500000000
3.22 | E LKCB 860010020C
9.44 i D GDGB 9500o,1344C
8.91L/CD AB C 0 7500000008
4.53 / D GCB 660010O20C '
13.52L|C BG H 8300000228
1.29L|CC E AAD 8 0600000000
9104L|C D 7500010008
=2.76/ E B L970o0°°228
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Name Type _"_P Mag
1 V524 ORIi 1 94857 K0
2 13 94858 F0
1 2 DO 1287
A








3 " 1 SU TAU
] 2 DO 116034 , 3 X0546+129
1 1 EK TAU
I 9 U03360
13 .,F  4450sU03362
! _ 32 X0546+19932 X0546+ 107
1 10 M+02-15-002
1 2 DO 1302
_ '412 05473+1855DO 1303
1 1 EM TAU
I; g 0011825
1 94904 KO
1 13 94909 K2
7
1 13 94916 G5
13 94920 K017 413
1 13 94924 G5
1 13 94927 G5
1
1 2 DO 11646
1 2 DO 1308
1 13 94937 MA
1 1 32 X0549+105
2 13 94942 89
11 113 94947 MAZ TAU





































Right Ascension: 05h49=38"-05_55"40 = Decffnation: + 10'-+20 °
Position (1950)
Name





:)5497 + 1008 43.2






)5500 + 1039 0.9
)5501 + 1717 6.6
)5502 + 1856 12.0
)5502+ 1306 14.8
)5502+ 1347 16.2
)5503 + 1657 19,3
)5503+1618 23.3
)5504+ 1332 25.1
)5507 + 1908 42.9
)5507+ 1356 43.3
)550B+ 1411 50,6
)5508 + 1957 51.3
)5509 + 1849 56.7
)5509 + 1525 57.6
)5509 + 1744 59,6,


















)5528+1002" 50.1])5528+1441 50.6)5528+1759 50.9,
)5528 + 1953 53.0
)5530+1952 3.1)5531 + 1032 10.7
)5532 + 1726 13.31
)5532+1238 14.5 I
)5532 + 1759 14.6 I
)5532 + 1355 14.8]
;5532 + 1948 15.8 I
)5533 + 1910 21.3 I
)5533+1622 21.6 /)5535+1000 31.0
)5535+ 1432 33.61
)5536+1737 36.9 I
)5536+ 1449 39.7 I
















)5545 + 1950 32.3





)5549 + 1224 58.4






)5554 + 1955 28.2
)5554+1231 28.9
)5555+1259 32.0
)5556 + 1342 37.2
)5556 + 1754 ¢0.2
Flux Density
'H (Not Color Corrected)
Oalactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 t_m 25 ttm 60 vm
) b ('3 C) (') N (/ansky)
7 -14 882 .25L .34L .56
5 89 3 1.10 .29; .46L
6 893 1.13 .37L .40L
l 7893 .42 .28L .40L
l 8 8821 .40 .26L 1.53L
J 6893[ 1.81 .83 .40L
/ 188931 .25L .30L .43L
[ 990 3 .25L .27L .98
[ 1790 2 .41L .26L .56
5893 1,94 .88 .4OL
[ 25] 8g 2 .25L .33L .40L
[ 12 ] 903 .42L .27L .71
i 5 1893 2.24 .66 .40L
| 589 3 4.25 .99 .40L
| 5 903 1.25 .58 .40L
[ 6 90 3 .77 .31: .40L
] 16 892 .28L .29L .98
] 6 903 1.69 ,41: .40L
| 25 902 .25L .37L .40L
6 893 1.10 .29L ,40L
| 6 90 3' 1,10 .51 .40L
| 14 90, 2 .37L .33L .63
| 15 892 .76L .32L .50
l 16 893 .25L .27L A0L
l 11 902 .27 .25L .40L
I 12 892 .28 .52L .40L
J 18 8912 .49L .27L .41
l 6 90 ] 3 .72 .42: .45:
/ g 9oI 2 39 .31L .4o,
| 5 90 3 3.76 .94 .40L
I
J 18 903 .25L .28L .40L
[ 11 902 .57 .26L .40L
| 6 89 3 .50 .27L ,40L
[ 14 893 .25L .28L .59L
[ 7 903 .58 .30L .40L
| 8 892 .35 .30L .40L
| 6 90 3 .25L .26: 2.03| 10 89 3 .2eL .28L .60
| 7 89 2 .53 .28L .40L
| 6 90 3 .38 .25L ,40L
-| 5 90!3 1.70 .51 .40L
l 5 903 1.04 .37L .40L
/ 5 893 2.14 1.36 ,39:
/ 15 903 .25L .31L .45L| 10 90 3 .3.8 .25L .43L
l 9 903 .25L .27L .89
/ 12 902 .33 .28L .51L
l 8 903 .38 .28L .40L
| 7 90 3 .25L .29L 1.15
5 89 3 .49 3.28 11.55
| 5 89 3 1.77 .44 ,46:
J 18 903 .37t .26L .44L
| 6 90 3 1.65 .40: .40L
| 5 90 3 3.81 1.48 .40L
J 6 903 .53 .29L .40L
10 90 i 2 .30 28L .40L1 893 25L .29L 85
| 5 90 i 3 2.51 .95 .48L'
| 19 90 i 2 .42L .31L .40L
29 90 l 2 .28L, .61L .40L
| 5 90 4 .69 .37L A0L
J 17 90 3 .25L .37L .40L
[ 8 90 4 ,32L .30L .94| 5 904 .92 .46L .40L
| 9 91 4 .25L .30L .84
/ 5 91 4 4.88 1.20 .40L
J 5 91 4 3.20 .90 .40L
| 5 90 I 4 .61 .25L .40L i| 30 882 .25L .26L .40L

































1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3.60: DE KNDC 6580000238
1.74L BF ADK 59600000000
1.31L B ACKL 0600110000
1.31L B BG 0600110000
10.17L C D H 650010020C
1.26L BC AB 0 0501000000
2.31 E HB 9500000018
2.88: CO AB 4500000008
18.26L C E 9400000308
1.53L BC AA 1 5600001000
2.36 O HD 6600000008
3.37 CE FNCD 9600000338
6.99L BD AA 89401001018
11.90L BC AB C 26400100308
1.13L BC AB 036000000001
1.33L BE BE N 0 2500000000
10.02L D DG 5400100308
1.61L BD AD 3 0601000000
1.76 D D C 3501000000
10.81L B AC 4400000008
1.68: CE D ACME 00400010000
1.97L C F B 0400000000 _
12.60L C D 8401000008[
4.56 C FB 3580000110
2.02L C H 0600000000
11.18L C DH 9400000008
11.44L D M E 64o10oooo81
1.14L BEC AEF 04501020000 I
1.73L C CC 36000000001
11.83L BC AA 3 9401000008
2.15 C C
1.50L C A
8.10L F DF D
4.06 0 KMCC
5.88L E B D K
1.40L C C
4.56 FCC BAA













5.54L BE ACE 3 9500000138
1.02L D AC 0500001000
1.94L BCE AADH 2 9600000000
3.14 C GDGC 9600000018
10.81L C C F 9401000108
5.06 CO EDB 9500000108
11.45L C C FE' 9401000118
1.39L D CLH 0601000000
1.62L C GBBK i 9701000000
15.48 DBCD CAAA 0 9400110118
15.48L BDD ACCD 0 9400210218
4.55 E DCEC 9500000218
7.16L CD AB O 9401100008
1.19L BC AAEJ 0 4500000000
2.02L D C 9602000000
2.01L C DH 0601010000
6.05 BC ECII CB 950110031811.37L ABDD 1 4300000008
2.54 C B 16000O0O00
2.40 O F C 9601000548
1.32L B BE 1600000000
3.60 D! J B 9501000218
1.85: B D G A B 1600000000
8.71L B , BAE 9500000008
2.07 CB! GBB 0601000000
1.40L BB AA G 75500000000
1.17L BC AALE 79700100000
1.48L B BM 1600000000
1.60 D H H 8600100000
2.26L B BJ G 1600000000
1.15L, BC AAE 3 5500100000
1.36L B AC 1600000000
1.66L BC AB 1 3500000000
1.41L BD AB 0 4500200000
2,64 C HJ B 9600000000
2.64 BC] FAA 1800000000
2.41 CCIFNB81 2580000000
11.14L C DM 9600000008
2.79L D C 96O000000O
1.55 C MF C 4500100000
3.29 C C BBDC 9800100108
11.68L D BC 9700100008
2.11L BD BBG 0 9600000000
3.86 CC B B 1800000200
1.21L BC i AAE 3 4602000000
1.29 E i E N D 3500000000
4.18 C MEEB 8700000108
1.62L B CJ 1500000000
1.11L B DD 4500000000
3.59 C F 7600010010
2.62L BCD AAB 9 9721000300
1.11L B AEHI 4600000000
1.61L B D AI DF 4400000000
t.42 D DGE 5600100000
CBC! EAAA 9201040628527.47
3.12 E HHC 9800000118
1.88L BF BI HD 0 4401100000
1.51L E BG 1600000000
1.21L B AJ G 5601100000
2.30L C DL A D 9500000100
2 2 DO 11663 86 116
1 2 DO 11665 49 101
2 2 DO 11669 83 110
I 2 DO 11668 31 110
C
43 1394956 K7 2 86
I V527 ORI 15 _ 3
41 1394957 B9 21 85
1 1394959 K7 8 90
1 2 DO 11692 33 101
1 QX ORI 46 3
1 "4105508+1957 32 4
1
1 2 DO 11702 12 103
3 1394977 K0 15 65
8
1 2 DO1324 65 85
I 2 DOl1707 41 1039 U03376 16 155
1 2 [:)011709 86 108
8 1 13 94989 K5 2 80
1 13 94990 K0 4 67
1 1394994A2 7 82
1 2 DO1332 83 113
1 1 QZORI 17 3
1 13 95005 K0 12 85
2 1395004 G5 30 65
C
2 1395011 MA





1 2 DO 1339 85 106
1 13 95024 K0 3 80
2 13 95027 G5 2 60
1 13, 95036 K7 10 90
4 1 2 [:)011762 35 115
2 13 95045 K2 5 70
1 13 95054 GO 1 81
4
1 2 [:)01341 71 88
1 17 430 8
5 2 31RAFGL 5173 57
1 13 95063 K0 18 85
1 2 [:)011776 55 111
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2} CIRRUS-2; 3) Confus/on Processing; 4) Neighbo,'ing Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
180
ii! | I_




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm5a
hm.. , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N
05557+1236 43.2 52 196-- 6 41 6 91 3 3.19
05558+1126 51.2 2 197-- 6 56 18 90 2 68L
05559+1020 58.5 46 198- 7 61 13 91 2 1.28L
05560+1955 1.326 189- 2 28 12 90 3 .26:
05560+1639 1.9147 192-4 _ 37 7 90 3 1.45
05560+1607 2.931 193- 4 72 15 90 2 .29
05560+1849 4.1 1 190- 3 28 11 90 3 1.13
05560+1248 5.7 19 195- 6 23 7 91 3 2,57
05561+1804 8.3 17 191- 3 24 7 90 3 ,25L
05561+1258 9.3 52 195- 5 76 41 90 2 .29L
05561+1653 10.8 52 192- 3 63 8 90 3 ,57
05562+1023 16,6 19 198- 7 51 8 91 3 .53
05564+1846 24.1 36 190-2 63 9 90 2 .63
05564+1947 25.3 6 189-2 21 11 90 3 .27L
05564+1105 27.1 51 197- 6 58 9 91 3 .49
05565+1022 33.2 30 198- 7 46 11 91 3 .25L
05565+1205 34.1 17 196- 6 28 11 91 3 ,62
05565+1610 35.5 50 193- 4 25 J 8 91 3 .25L
05566+1228 40.0 4 196- 6 55 8 91 3 .73
05568+1028 50.3 35 198- 7 29 7 91 3 5.08
05568+1519 51,1 47 193- 4 47 9 91 3 .41
05569+1353 57.5 39 195- 5 47 9 91 3 ,46
05570+1740 1.7 54 191- 3 66 26 90 3 .25L
05571+1201 6.3 30 196- 6 28 9 91 3 ,25L
05571+1126 6,3 49 197- 6 76 35 91 2 .25L
05571+1533 8,3 45 193- 4 60 11 I 91 3 .41L
05571+1612 9.6 38 193- 4 37 17 91 3 .25L
05572+1009 12,1 40 198- 7 39 12 91 3 .25L
05572+1955 14.4 16 189-2 51 15 90 3 .25L
05573+1813 20.2 48 191- 3 75 31 91 2 ,47L
05573+1507 23.1 48 194- 4 44 8 91 3 1,56
05573+1409 24.0 1 194- 5 29 18 77 3 ,25L
05574+1712 28.8 33 192- 3 33 8 91 3 1,04
05575+1617 31.0 52 193- 3 29 6 91 3 2.56
05575+ 1630 31,2 41 192- 3 44 13 91 3 .26L
05575+ 1255 32.0 29 196- 5 39 24 91 3 .25L
05576+1635 37.7 28 192- 3 44 16 90 2 .26L
05576+1808 40.1 4 191- 3 62 20 90 3 .25L
05578+1554 48.5 23 193- 4 32 19 91 3 ,25L
05578+1638 48.8 28 192- 3 29 10 91 3 .25L
05576+1906 49.6 46 190- 2 36 15 90 3 .25L
05579+1e4355343192-3 25 9 91 3 .25,
05579+1649 57.1 33 192- 3 73 14 90! 2 ,66L
05580+1753 0.E 18 191- 3 68 11 90 3 ,31
05580+1841 0,7 32 191- 2 58 13 90 3 .39L
05581+1439 6.1 60 194- 4 70 21 91 3 ,25L
05582+1641 13.'/ 1 192- 3 61 10 91 3 ,45L
05583+1645 20.1 42 192-3 38 14 90 2 .49L
05583+1633 20.(3 23 192- 3 22 6 91 3 8.96
05583+1551 23.g 43 193- 4 45 19 91 3 ,25L
05584+1242 25.2 47 196- 5 50 6 91 3 ,62
05584+1302 29.3 17 196-5 75 13 92 2 .30L
05584+1018 29.5 5 198- 6 73 13 91 3 ,37L
05585+1530 33.C 9 193- 4 50 6 91 3 .86
05585+1058 35.9 2 197- 6 84 19 91 3 .25L
05556+1247 37.8 35 196- 5 26 13 91 3 .25L
05586+1454 40.2 6 194-- 4 38 6 91 3 .60
05587+1040 45.2 29 198- 6 36 6 91 3 22.61
05587+1656 46.7 4 192-- 3 53 6 91 3 ,78
05588+1416 52.2 20 195- 4 40 18 91 3 .30L
05588+1054 53.2 41 197- 6 20 5 91 3 39.96
05589+1919 59.2 32 190- 2 67 13 90 3 .28L
05589+1638 59.4 37 192-- 3 40 6 91 3 .71
05590+1746 4,0 9 192- 2 46 16 90 3 .25L
05590+1328 5.7 26 195- 5 24 6 91 3 3.88
05591+1630 6.0 58 193- 3 18 6 91 3 4.53
05591+1141 11.7 10 197- 5 33 12 91 3 .46
05592+1640 13.5 14 193- 3 61 10 91 3 .34L
05593+1711 21.8 23 192- 3 28 7 91 3 .44
05594+1756 26.9 11 191- 2 24 8 91 3 .26L
05595+1137 31.026 197--5 51 8 91 3 .56
05595+1257 32,3 17 196--5 23 7 91 3 1,21
05596+1451 36,3 5 194- 4 31 9 91 2 .25L
05596+1923 39,2 9 190- 1 46 25 90 2 .25L
05597+1133 42.6 5 197- 5 64 33 91 2 .25L
05597+1833 42.9 19 191-- 2 48 7 90 3 .53
05597+1301 44,6 36 196- 5 22 7 91 3 3.43
05597+1546 47,0 55 193- 3 58 i 12 91 3 .30L
05598+1936 52,3 30 190- 1 46 i 12 90 2 .28L
05599+1928 56.1 44 190- 1 38 10 90 2 .38
05599+1922 57.634 190- 1 33 18 90 3 ,25L
05599+1234 57.6 6 196- 5 68 12 91 2 ,34
06000+1644 1,9'42 193- 3 38 11 91 3 ,39L
06000+1413 2,2 4 195- 4 39 24 91 3 ,27L
06000+1213 3.4 45 196- 5 26 i 8 91 3 1.22
06000+1023 5,6 4 198- 6 49 8 92 3 1.21
06001+1622 9,0 47 193- 3 24 7 91 3 12.36
06001+1804 10,1 12 191- 2 54 10 91 3 .50
06003+1501 19,1 11 194- 4 37 18 91 3 .25L
06003+1512 19.5 12 194- 3 58 9 91 3 .48
96004+1728 29,0 38 192- 2 50 8 91 3 .65
_005+1925 30.9 27 190- 1 38 20 g0 2 1.09L
:)6005+1500 33,4 48 191- 2 71 10 90 2 .35
36005+1126 33,7 23 197- 5 52 8 92 3 .95
36O05+1509 34,7 57 191- 2 38 8 91 3 ,29:
36005+1344 36.0 7 195- 4 21 7 91 3 18.91
_o007+1326 45.1 23 196- 4 28 7 91 3 3.43
_6007+1249 47,5 42 196- 5 67 34 91 2 .25L
36008+1956 48,4 15 190- 1 47 8 90 3 .87
36008+1915 51,3 52 191- 2 84 15 91 3 ,25L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 Fm 60 _m
(Jansky)
V L C
100 Fm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R FlaBs" S 2 # T
1.00L DC AS 4500100000 1;
1,15 C D FMHD 25000000001,88L NBA 4500100000
4,33: C DD EHDC 8880010008
5,52L BDC AAAJ 0 7703000208
6.25L D EKL 9600000018
4.16 CE C ADHG 0 6602000110
1.07L BC AB 4 2600000000 1_
8.48 CCC CBAA 5300000000
1.59 D G 1500000000
10.38L C CD 2600000008 ._
1.36L IC BG F 2600200000
2.92L C B N 5601000110
9.93: CD J HDD 5581011338 C 32
1.26L C CNJ 2600000000
1.55 CC BC 1600100000
1,36L BE BB J 0 3500000000
8,90 DCE BBC 9501000338 C 32
1,45L B B 350000000( 13
1,54L BBC AAD 0 1600000000
1.66L B CI 1700000000 13
1.55L C BD 3602000000
5.27 C DK F 7601000110
2.42 CC C AB 2500000000
1.98 F 4500000000
3.78L DC E CBD 6600000000
3.42 CCC N GB 97000102181 41.30: ECE 1600000000 I
4.98 FC FHCB 3600000200 4 7
3,58 C J D 2600000000
1.88L BD " AS 0 0700000000 13
5.69 DC D HD 6481001330 C 32
2,30L B AFM 4701000000 2
137.97L BC AB 1
7.84L C / DG
1,91 C C L D11,53L L DB
4,88 _ HKD2.84 G B
11.53 CD FBDA i


















11.53L C I CAB 6501203758 2
11.35L C BE 3501103438 2
11.50L BCC AABE 4 6400000108
3.99 D B 8500000210
t.67L B B 1600100000
1.68L D C 46OOOOO000
1.64L C BC 3601000000
2.09L B AD 7600000000
1.94 C E B 3500100000
2.31 CC I BB 1600100000
2,62L B BBF 7600000000
1,32L BBC AAAE 0 2600000000 15
14.20L D BD 2400000008
5,91 DC KGFD 7581010430 C
2.02: 6BCC AAAB 1 1500100000 15
3,33L C BK 5600000000
3,41L BE BH 1 7600100000
6,04L C F G F 7500000238 C
2.18L BCD AAE 0 6600001000
10.64 BBCC AAAA 5 5400000000
2.18L C C 350OOO0000
3.54L C G BB 6600100000
13.15 FDCE BBAA 2 6501011208 4
5.92 CC FJ CB 4500000308 4
1.57L B CE 3501100000
1.85L BD AD 0 3601100000
6.66 CC FEBB 7401000300 4
8.04 D E 6680200340
2.30 C F 3502100010
3.38L B B K B 3600000000
2.13L BC AA G 1 4600100000
3.64L C H 6C 4600000220
3.62L C B B 6600000000
3.37L C E M 66OO10OO00
6,61 C DHFD 5600100360 C1.69L C 3600010000
3.96L FC GDCB 8601000100
4.83 C HFKC 7500000100
1.57L B AFEJ 3600000000
1.20L BD AB 6 96(X)000000
2.62L DBC AAB 0 7600000000
3.40L D B 2501000OO0
3.66 D H D B 7500000008
12.09L C DF 9501000008
11.26L D B 8501000008
5.48 D D D 5600000240 C
3.30L C DD 250100OOO0
1.65L C AC 5500000000
36,54 C CC CEEA 22C0133350 F
2.22: CCCD AAAC 8 6700000100 14
2.12L CC AA 7 5700001000
2.38 D F F 5500000110
2.51L B BC 1701000000
3.22L C KJ C 1602100020


















32 X0600 + 193
23 OCL 0487
2 DO11855




Name Type ('_ Ma 8
431 28
95075 + + + 21 57
DOt1787 75 96
DO1346 10 100
X0556+ 197 90 12
[:)01349 38 95
X0556+161 70 12
95092 K0 11 77
95096K5 3 88
AS 114 26
95103 K0 1 77

























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8) Coords SM,I SMN 0 NO(s) ( I b ('3 ('9 (')
06009+1707 54.3 45 192--2 913
1_010*1201 49 197- 5 _ ; 91 3
06011+1255 7:1 _ 196-4 35_ lg 91 3D6013+1032 20.0 29 198- 8 : 91 2
[)6013+1440 23.521 195- 3 60 10 91 3
06013+1200 23,920 197-5 84 27 92 2
06014+1654 25.3:22 193- 2 44 25 91 3
06014+1456 25,7 2 194- 3 48 7 91 3
06014+1936 28=5 4 190-- 1 102 25 91 2
_6015+1452 31,1 5 194- 3 60 9 91 3
06015+1943 31.3 12 190- 1 42 6 91 3
06017+1855 43.1160 191- _ 52 6 91 3
_6017+1011 45,7 i 9 198- 30 5 92 3
06016+1021 48.6i39 196-5 87 26 92 2
06019+1029 59.8; ,: 196- ,., 82 32 91 2
06020+1705 3.526 192- 2 40 7 91 2
06020+1227 5,636 t97- 4 43 6 91 3
06021+1606 6_7 30 193- 3 53 8 91 3
06021+1431 7.2 48 195- 3 33 8 91 3
36021+1614 8.9 48 193- 3 77 16 91 3
_)6022+1339 12.9 45 195- 4 46 7 91 3
06022+1235 14.0 30 196- 4 53 6 91 3
06022+1737 16.7 33 192- 2 28 8 91 3
06023+1956 19.1 19 190- 1 57 14 91 3
06023+1848 20.6 45 t91- 1 60 7 90 2
06023+1425 22.5 44 195- 3 24 7 91 3
06024+1453 24.8 59 194- 3 35 6 91 3
06024+1831 27.8 40 191- 1 40 6 91 3
06024+1927 28.0 50 190- 1 65 11 90 2
06025+1708 31.0 53 192- 2 80 25 91 2
06025+1717 32.1 29 192- 2 39 20 91 3
06025+1239 33.5 24 196- 4 40 8 91 2
06025+1755 36.0 60 192- 2 66 27 91 2
_6026+1920 40.5 36 191- 1 43 8 91 2
06027+1359 46,8 12 195- 4 28 10 91 3
06029+1036 55.4 14 198-5 59 8 92 3
06029+1304 56.4 7 196- 4 69 8 91 2
06031+1642 7,6 37 193- 2 79 31 91 2
06031+1138 8,037 197-5 22 10 92 3
06032+1952 12,7 24 190- 1 46 10 91 3
06032+1755 17.2129 192- 1 49 6 91 3
06032+1157 17.6 56 197-4 25 6 92 3
06032+1628 17,9 41 193- 2 45 6 91 3
06033+1825 20,8 11 191- 1 83 12 91 2
06034+1354 24,4 39 195- 3 31 5 91 3
06035+1842 30,4 0 191- 1 31 6 91 3
06035+1527 30,9 42 194- 3 29 t4 91 3
06036+1859 39,2 17 191- 1 33 14 91 2
06037+1009 42.2 39 199-5 29 6 92 3
06037+1815 47.5 8 192-1 29 6 91 3
06038+1820 48,3 18 192- 1 26 6 91 3
06038+1532 49.1 54 194- 3 52 8 91 3
06039+1734 54.7 2 192- 2 25 6 91 3
06039+1851 57,5 32 191- 1 42 7 91 3
06039+1950 57.g 31 190- 0 55 tl 91 2
06039+1902 58.2 19 191- 1 23 8 91 3
06039+1155 58.8 5 197-4 35 6 92 3
06040+1534 0.5 14 194- 2 28 15 91 , 3
06040+1201 0.7 7 197- 4 44 7 92 3306040+1336 2,9 14 196- 3 2t 7 92 i
06040+1157 3.3] 29 197- 4 57 9 92 3
06040+ 1622 3A 24 193- 2 56 6 91 3
06041+1759 7.1 10 192- 1 68 6 91 2
06041+1005 7,946 199-5 68 23 92 3
06041+1429 11,6 4 195- 3 32 13 91 3
06043+1427 18.4 22 195- 3 47 6 91 3
06043+1034 183 45 198- 5 61 11 921 3
06045+1639 31,1 50 t93- 2 70 11 9t 3
06045+1149 31.5 29 197- 4 37 7 92 3
06045+1659 34,0 58 193- 2 117 28 91 2
06045+1330 34.4 50 196-3 58 16 92 3
06047+1923 42,0 10 191-- 0 51 8 91 3
06047+1446 43.6 29 195-- 3 59 11 91 2
06048+1100 48.6 54 198-5 36 8 92 3
06048+1002 49.2 58 199-5 27 7 92 3
06048t-1027 49.6 49 199- 5 46 7 92 3
06046+1934 49,9 46 191- 0 41 11 91 3
06048+1449 50.1 7 195- 3 28 17 91 3
060481-1757 50.2 30 192- 1 54 8 91 306048+1606 50.5 27! 194- 60 13 [ 91 3
06048+1839 53,6 54 191- 1 22 6 91 3
06049+1644 55,2 29 193- 2 87 20 91 2
06049+1155 55,6 52 197- 4 83 26 92 2
06049+1434 59,1 20 195- 3 30 10 91 3
06049+1605 59.7 13 194-2 49 14 91 3,
63110  ÷1824 2.82, 192_1
 51+1730 5.42o192_155 91
 052+153813.34194-2 73i 2o 912
06053+1837 19.3 52 192-- 1 37 8 91 3
06053+1547 18,9 48 194-- 2 90 i 14 92 2
06053+1410 23,9 9 195- 3 35 22 91 2
060541-1521 28,0 50 194- 2 88 9 91 3
06054+1400 28.9 39 196-3 23 6 92 3
06055+1805 30.0 3 192- 1 46 18 91 2
06055+1800 31,7 30 192- 1 43 9 91 2
06055+1535 33.1 53 194- 2 62 11 91 2
06056+1653 36.4 32 193- 1 29 11 91 3
06056+1559 38.0 11 194-2 32 7 91 3
06056+1642 38.7 55 193-2, 38 10 91 306056+1546 39.0 194-2 76 91
Flux Density
(Not Co_r Co_ected)





































































































.29L I .39: 3.50
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associations
V
1(]0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
12.74L B ADL 7400010008
2.02L E BCKE 3500000000
2.56L C CB 6700000000
1.89 E I E C 7501000000
12.14L1.85C iCLND 3500000000)501000008
5.35 E AL FE )581000210
3.69L B FH 9601200108
5.47 D ! I C 9582100238
11.93L C C 9500200008
I
11.82L BD !AAH 1 9601000008
2,87L B ADG 4701000000
1.57L BBC AABI O 9600000000
2A5 D M D 8601000000
1.49 BCC C LK E 66000000009.70L AA C 0 }400000008
2.28L BD ABHG 0 7601001000
4.21L C CG _601000000
11.43 FCE KBCA 9500100208
4.31 B GGFC 9601000300
14.72L F C 9400000008
2.34L C BG 5601000000
3.37 BC D AB G 1 9500000000
5.70 EC J DC 5600000208
3.t2L D C 4700010000
11.43L CC BBC 9500101018
13,02L B CCF 9501000008
2,43L BD ABC 0 1700000000
10.15L C FC 9500000006
3,59 C ' D 7500000000
4.2t E K C 7500000110
2.62L D CGL 5500000000
3,40 D D E 368OOOOO00
4,23L C CJ 1600000000
10,40L B BI G 9500110008
1,52L C CC 7600000000
10.44L E C 8501CO0008
4,26 C DK E 9680000010
3,46: B D BECB 1501000100
5,97 CC I FDB 6801000338
3,17L DE AA F 9 3600010000
1.60L B AC 6600000000
11.06L B BF 960100021C
3,46L C F J E 2600000000
11.46L CCC AAAH 9 9500100218
3,15L B B 5700000000
5,52: F F J DD 8600200128
27,27L C J F FC 5402123338
1.15L BCF !AAF 0 5600000000
2.86L B D AB 0 3700100000
6.22 DCCC AAA 360010300020.11 L D 9600200228
3.10L BD BB F 3 5700000000
3.72L C JCG H 5700010000
12.97L C i D G 4700100218
27,27 CCE CDEB 54E1233368
1.85L BC ABE 1 0700100000
5,27 DI EB 9800100118
2.43L C i CHC 7700100000
12.91: B DIAHDE 9501001438
2.24L B i B 6700200000
6,99L C ABKH 968011045C
3.96L C C F E 2600000000
1.96 C C 26OOOOOOO0
5,87: CD GBD 8700100118
18.23L BC AB 0 8500200118
1.49L C DH G 1600000000
17,91L D C 950100010C
2.17L CC AB E 8 6700000000
3,71 D L GD 3601000000
4,97 F D E C 9602000208
12.64L DC CD 6901000008
12,91L C CG I 4600100438
1.46L C B L H 0600000000
L26L BC AB 0 2601001000
1AlL B AD 1601001000
18.95L C J EDG 5801000408
22,67L C E F 4500100438
3.63L F C C 1600000000 [
1727L D B 470010100C
19.78 BBCC AADC 0 3500000330'
4.64 D CGB 980210021C
2.67 E J D 8602000010
13.28L C C H 5700000008
25.24L D FEB 36001010(0
5.11L E BF 2601000000
4.62L C EFG 1600000000
7.97 E B L C 970200020C
3.98L FCC EBA 0 2700000330
16.43L EE GHC 970011020C
4.01 D LDLD 9701000016
13.91L B C KB 57000000OC9.86L ACBJ 9600103318
4,36 D D E 2501100000
5.59L F C 2502100000
12.19L C CK 870412121C
9.11 EE; CB 674313340C
15.10 CEDD;ECAA 2 374125054C
9.31 DF FE CCA 774110021C12.45L, DD 870010020C
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 13195178 K2 11 72









1 211:)Ol1907 71 93
1 li DY ORI 78 3
1 21 DOl1910 75 106
8 1 321 X0603+ 154 130 8
7
2 4 TMSS + 10107 54 25
8 2 13 95235 K0 12 75
1 "41 06039+1851 15 1
7 3 " 7 251726 21 93
1 13 95242 K 5 85
C 1 13 95244K0 13 65
1 13 95248 K2 5 75
1 "41 06046+1923 21 7
C 2 13 9525952 101 43
1 13 95261 K0 20i 82
1 13 95260K0 6 68
4 3 '32 X0604+ 195 71 4
C 1 32 X0604+147 90 12
1 23 LDN 1587 1527
C 3 °16 028345E 10 127
4
1 23 LDN 1587 315
1 13 95263 G5 16 76
6 2 13 95273 10 90
2 23 LDN 1578 304
1 23 LDN 1578 39
7
1 23 LDN 1587 549






















a (8),, C_OrbdS SM.I SMN 0 O 12 Is.m(s) C) (") (') Nham, 8
06057+1954 42.0 51 190- 0 43 6 91 3 1.53 .56L .42L
06057+1358 42.1 28 196- 3 36 11 92 3 .25L .78: 5.10
06057+1840 42,3 51 192- 1 28 7 91 3 ,25L .32L 2,24
06057+1947 45,5 22 191- 0 39 9 91 3 ,31L .28L 1,82
06057+1305 47,4 23 196- 3 22 10 92 3 .70 .29: ,50L
06058+1606 49.6 43 194- 2 90 14 91 2 .60L .36L .98
06059+1407 57.8 58 196- 3 42 6 92 i 3 2.66 ,74 .50L
06059+1309 158.4 13 196- 3 21 7 92 I 3 .59 2.78 6.8406059+1840 '59.61 45 192- 1 21 6 91 1,31 ,42 ,52L
06060+1655 0,9 9 193 1 25 7 91 3 1,02 1,58 34,53
06060+1542 1.5 41 194- 2 56 10 91 2 ,75L 5,02 16.82L
06060+1538 2.0 32 194- 2 37 9 91 2 ,25L ,93 25,22L
06060+1957 3.3 46 190+ 0 38 15 91 3 ,39L .39L 1,10
06061+1431 6,5 53 195- 3 56 6 92 3 ,99 .42L ,53L
06062+1357 12.7 14 196-3 42 17 92 3 .25L .25L .95
06062+1014 14.4 45 199- 5 63 26 93 2 ,25L .28L .40L'
06062+1642 16.6 22 193- 1 29 7 91 3 ,25L 1,54 5,79
06063+1647 19.8 19193- 1 45 10 92 2 .25L .49L 3.48
06063+1932 19.8 4 191- 0 79 8 91 3 ,51 .45L .47L
06063+1543 21,4 35 194- 2 26 8 91 3 .45: .57 5,57:
06064+1643 27.5 34 193- 1 45 6 91 3 .84 .42L 5.79L
06064+1248 27,7 28 197- 3 51 12 92 3 .28L .32L 1.01
06064+1314 28,4 58 196- 3 28 13 92 3 .25L .33L 1.79L
06064+1651 28.8 28 193- 1 53 9 91 3 .28L .31L .99
06064+1658 29,5 58 191- 0 41 9 91 3 .35L ,38L 1.99
06065+1925 33.3 38 191- 0 30 6 91 3 .96 .97 8.55
06065+1244 34,1 17 197- 3 80 12 91 2 .27 .35L .52L
06065+1411 35,7 18 196-3 53 6 92 3 .58 .45L .48L
06066+1342 37.3 4 196- 3 30 11 91 2 .65L .58L 1.84
06067+1257 42.0 41 197- 3 33 11 92 3 ,25L .33L 1.97L
06067+1359 42,7 4 196- 3 60 15 92 2 .91L .32L .63
06067+1127 43,9 23 198- 4 30 5 92 3 3.25 1.36 .58
06067+1511 46,4 41 195- 2 65 9 91 2 .30 .41L 2.12L
06067+1909 46,7 60 191- 0 18 5 91 3 1.72 .57 ,47L
06067+1640 47,0 57 193- 1 59 11 91 3 .29L AlL 1.08
06067+1953 47.6 46 191+ 0 34 11 91 3 .34L .37L 1,02
06066+1523 49,5 30 195- 2 29 5 91 I 3 2.32 .99 1.94L
06068+1118 50,7 43 198- 4 65 11 91 I 2 ,28 .30L .48L
06068+1840 53,7 10 192- 0 41 9 91 j 3 .25L .30L 2.29
O6069+1246 54.9 15 197 3 32 10 92 i 3 .25L .31L 1.71
06069+1729 55.3 12 193- 1 22 8 82 2 ,35L .57L 22.16
06069+1820 58.8 55 192- 1 76 8 91 3 ,32 .34L .51L
06069+1536 59.4 5 194- 2 20 8 91 3 .25L ,28L 2.42
06070+1733 1.9 12 193- 1 23 5 91 3 5.57 2,38 .47L
06070+1932 2.2 31 191+ 0 51 10 91 2 .32 .49L .50L
06070+1120 4.9 53 198- 4 52 7 92 3 .53 .28L ,41L
06071+1355 6.9 23 196- 3 62 11 92 2 .37L .56L 1.96
06071+1344 7,1 8 196- 3 22 7 92 3 ,55 .58 7.08L
06071+1241 10.6 55 197- 3 35 14 92 3 .26L .30L 1.29
06071+1407 11.8 2 196- 3 29 11 92 3 ,25L .25L 2.67
06073+1750 19.0 581 192- 1 51 6 91 3 ,80 ,38L .54L
06073+1956 22.0 2 191+ 0 25 12 91 3 ,28L ,53L 1.28
06073+1201 22,3 26 198- 3 19 7 92 3 1.63 ,56 .40L
06073+1555 22,5 2 194- 2 43 5 91 3 .48 ,28L 1,99L
06073+1249 23.5 24 197- 3 29 6 92 3 10,35 131,26 542,56
06074+1206 26.9 55 197- 3 50 10 92 3 .26L .29: ,87
06074+1619 27,9 45 194 1 38 5 92 3 .45 .28L .47L
06074+1323 28,8 23 196- 3 30 10 92 3 .25L .32L 2.05:
06074+1347 29,1 11 196- 3 46 13 91 2 .52L .30L 1.42
06075+1010 30,2 55 199- 4 33 6 92 3 .54 .25L .40L
06075+1731 31.5 18 193- 1 39 9 91 3 .28L .30L 1,16
06075+1643 33.6 58 193- 1 21 4 91 3 1.27 3.80 43.24
06075+1802 33.7 34 192-- 1 24 17 91 3 ,25L .30L' .73
06075+1846 33.7 6 192- 0 51 5 91 3 .72 .30L .49L
06075+1742 35.7 19 193- 1 32 _ 5 91 3 .65 .27L .62L
06076+1232 36.1 12 197 3 40 _ 7 92 3 ,63 ,30L ,42L
06076+1919 38.7 40 191+ 0 38 6 91 3 ,38 ,29L ,49L
06076+1251 39.2 56 197-3 46 8 92 3 ,50 ,44: 7.92
06077+1520 42.7 21 195- 2 27 6 92 3 .81 .36L 1,92L
06077+1855 44.3 35 192- 0 44 4 91 3 1.42 .34: .49L
06077+1644 45.0 37 193- 1 26 9 92 2 ,40L .47 5.96L
06077+1002 47,7 22 199- 4 32 7 92 3 1,02 .61 ,44L
06078+1406 49,4!22 196- 2 28 15 91 2 .75L .38L 1.05
06078+1305 49,5 23 197- 3 57 7 91 2 ,90 .32L 1.83L
06079+1340 56,8 28 196 3 39 7 92 3 .25L 2.29 7.87:
06079+1641 57,3 49 194- 1 50 11 91, 3 .25L .36L 1.82
06079+1953 57.8 28 191+ 0 33 16 91 _2 .77L .34L .66
06079+1730 588 1 193- 1 43 18 91 2 .25L .70L 15.61L
06080+1233 0.8 24 197- 3 39 6 92 3 ,67 4,09 20.90
06080+1304 1.5 18 197- 3 41 6 92 3 1,23 ,93 1.83L
06080+1728 3.4 37 193- 1 58 8 91 2 ,27L .58 12,54L
06080+1938 3,8 3 191+ 0 55 11 91 3 ,26L ,39L 1,59
06060+1410 4.3 20 196- 2 23 6 92 3 .38: ,83 5,76
06081+1808 6.4 31 192- 0 35 5 91 3 1.99 55 ,72L
06081+1353 7,6 29 196- 2 79 14 92 3 ,28L ,32L 2.06L
06061+1241 7,7 8 197-3 50 7 92 3 ,85 ,40L .46L
06081+1314 8,3 11 197- 3 63 10 92 3 .28L ,44L 1.05
06081+1803 10,9 5 192- 0 35 12 91 3 .26L .44L ,81L
06082+1616 15,5 14 194- 1 54 5 92 3 .70 .30L .49L
06083+1534 18,2 25 195- 2 75 9 92 2 .42 ,33L 1.91L
06063+1059 19,4 2 199- 4 26 7 92 3 1.15 .46L .40L
06083+1936 21.6 3 191+ 0 34 7 91 3 ,78 ,71 5,55
06083+1643 22.9 33 194- 1 85 13 91 3 ,38L ,30L 1,30
06083+1325 23.1 15 196- 3 63 11 92 3 ,25L ,30L 1,56:
06084+1240 25,3 35 197- 3 42 11 91 2 ,39L ,34L 1,09
06084+1339 27.0 18 196 2 71 16 91 2 ,30L ,34L 1,07:
06084+1301 27.0 12 197-3 31 6 92 3 2,72 .79 1.44L
06084+1333 27,5 1 196- 3 55 17 91 2 .27L ,30L 1.46L
06084+1405 27.6 7 196 2 48 13 91 2 1.13L .38L 1.10
06084+1921 27.7 55 191+ 0 46 13 91 31 .46L .36L _ .99
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
15.73L B AB 6901000528
8.1t DDC HDHB 9640103318
9.40 CC GBA 2600100300
7,73: CD DE 6900000208
28,78L BD CBE 0 9601110108
19,17L D H C 460000021C
25,86L SC AB 0 9501000008
15,94: BBCD BAAD 1 9702120228
4.17L BE ACD 0 2600100300
70,11 CCDF CCAA 0 440103330C
20,34L C J EE 860223444C
71.45: D F CKE 750325444C
7,39 DE HCB 990100042C
22.75L C BC 9600100218
7.59: C F E C 9601000328
2,57 C D i501000000
8.71: CEE GAAC 670121102C
8.42L E C B I 570132000C
26,22L C C 5800000008
19,46L CDD BCDB 0 764414421C
19.99L B ADNH 560022102C
6.86L C HCA 3801110210
10.64 C E I FFC 984310041C20.81L i FB 460011000C
22.40L C I L DA 2200000108
29.42 BCCD CBBA 0 4700032208
7.91L C C 3800110210
18.66L B BG 9700000008
31.87L E F KA L 940114353C
12.26 C LD B 970100150C
21,45L C D 9500010118
3.43L BCC AAE 0 6700001000
26.55L C E 260000000C
17,50L SC AB 0 3300000008
5.92: ED CHDB 480210033C
6.66: CD HECB 5900000308
22.13L BD ABE 7 46000000OC
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
5.29L C C 1700110000
10.37 DC CBC 6600000308
11.90L F H E C C 2700233420
68,13 DE GECA ; 54C3122330
24.46L C CG 9500000008
11,46L D BC 674110142C
5,16L BC AA 2 5702111210
27,87L C C 4700000208
4,02L B BF 1700110000
9.30L F NCB 960023221C
66.68L FD FDHG 3 938303321C
5.86L C DC 2840110100
16.29 F D F B 9580000328
7,34L C AKI I 5500000310
10,13L C EGB 3981121628
12.36L BC AA 2 5600100008
17.61L B BGM 760130152C
510.09 BBBC BAAA 1 9200144548
19.51L EC DCB 6600100008
21.29L B BK 6600000008
11.23 DD J D B 970100042C
13.04L E D 950110000C
1,51L B BD 5700000000
7.38L C M BC 6841000100
125,00: BBCF AABB 0 3441233338
24.21L C HGC )400000206
30.63L 'B B 4200000008
3,94L B B B 6903000610
21.68L B BC )600000106
22.65L 'C CLJ 4702100208
510.09LICFF EDBA 2 9201131238
16.51L!_ AF 2e010000_315.78L i F B F 0 3300000008
33.01L D DDD 3600333448
1.70L BF BBI 3 4600000000
21.43L D C D 9501123008
18.72L C A 960010000C
8.62 CEC EDFC 974010330C
15.31: CD DCE 4780123648
20,68L D D 5801131418
76.28 D E F D 7581113330
26,03 BBCE AAAA 9601000008
17.51L DF AA F 9 860010000C
80,92L i D DGD 7501114330
31 05L D KI C 5700133338
26,20L'FCC DAAB 2 9440203008
18,02L' BC ACB 2 9800110008
5,52 O DFB 960104021C
16.98L B BFD 9601111318
17.53L O F A 170010020(3
8.71 E GBFB 9981131128
20,41L B BL 7600000008
27,69L C D 450000021C
2.29L B A B G 6500000000
31.05 CDCD CBBC' 0 5780133338
29.00L C HDG ! 4600000318
6,12 EC MLDB 980100030C
23.27L C EDD 9600201318
4.25 F E E B 980000020(3
15,56L CC AA 0 460000000C
5.17 D EC 980100010C
3.56L C AGCD 9700130438
28.47L C J CF 4700000538
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
_"_ Mag
8 1 "41 06056+1954 3
6 2 23 OCL0481
4 1 32 X0605+186 4
4
4 1 2 DO 11954 121
7 1 32 X0605+169 3
B 3 23 MRSL 194-01/1
B 3 39 DCC194,2-02.0 2700
8
3 1 23 MRSL 194-01/1
1 "41 06064+1314 2
7 1 32 X0606 + 194 7
1 "41 i 06066+1411 1
B 3 23) LDN 1591
1 "41 ! 06066+1258 8
2 !'41 06067+1359 4
39 BGE 0606+16 408
4 32 X0606 + 186 4
2
F 2 39 OH+112 1415
9
1 EE ORI 3
A "41 06071+1355 3
3 3 23 LDN1591
4 2 "32 X0607+14I 4
9
4 1 13 95321 G5 75
74 3 3 22 $270 60
3 *22 $265 4200
B 2 °32 X0607+167 11
1 13 95328 K0 83
1 1 EF ORI 3
1 2 DO 11983 103
B
31 "41 06078+1406 4
1 *41' 06077+1305 1




2 2 °32 X0608+141 2




13 95347 G5 80
F 32 X0608+ 195 15






a 6,) Coords SMJ SMN (.0) N° 12 p,m5ahm. o , (s) ( I b ('_) (")
36084+1429 28.7 15 196- 2 52 ' 7 92 3 .73
36084+1653 28.7 15 193- 1 27 8 91 3 .29L
:)6084+1727 29.8 10 193- 1 26 4 82 3 3.22
:)6085+t633 30.3 40 194- 1 22 5 91 3 .43
35085+1037 30.6 38 199 4 43 6 92 3 .49
)6085+1942 31.1 21 191+ 0 57 6 91 3 .97
)6085+1622 31.7 56 194- 1 44 6 91 3 .71
36085+1221 33.9 39 197- 3 99 t9 92 2 .25L
36086+1113 40.5 37 198- 4 35 5 _ 92 3 19.95
)6086+1400 41.6 42 196- 2 39 9 92 3 .26L
)6086+1758 41.7 13 192-0 20 13 9t 2 .36L
)6087+1928 44.9 57 191+ 0 25 4 91 3 11.03
)6087+1429 44.9 17 196- 2 19 6 92 3 .66:
)6087+1108 46A 29 198- 4 67 8 92 3 .40
)6087+1206 46.3 30 198- 3 57 10 92! 3 .41L
)6088+1540 50.1 4 195-1 96 15 92 2 .41L
)6088+1916 50.2 51 191+ 0 42 7 91 3 .25L
)6088+1909 50.9 4 191+ 0 18 5 91 3 60.20
)6088+t800 51.2 57 192- 0 21 5 83 3 .51
)6088+t933 51.7 29 191+ 0 53 23 91 2 .31L
)6088+1814 52.4 16 192- 0 61 12 81 3 .48Li
)6089+1144 55.1 22 198- 3 46 14 93 2 .30
)6089+1302 55.g 24 197- 3 49 7 92 3 .41
)6089+1727 57.8 30 193- 1 52 13 91 3 .30L
}6069+1911 58.9;29 191+ 0 46 5 91 3 1.25
)6090+1809 9.826 192- 0 29 13 91 2 .82L
)6090+1229 2.3 197- 3 40 8 92 3 3.08
)6090+1309 3.5 40 197- 3 84 10 91 2 .36
)6090+1413 4,6 17 196- 2 50 9 91 2 +46
16091+1427 9.4 23 196- 2 18 6 92 3 3.17
b6091+1755 10.4 49 193-- 0 24 ' 10 92 2 .53L
_6091+1510 12+0 6 195- 2 16 6 92 3 1.88
_6092+1400 16.3 41 196 2 34 10 92 3 .94
_6092+1131 16.4 31 198- 3 43 6 92 3 1.10
_8092+12O7 17.0 50 198- 3 26 8 92 3 1.80
_6093+1526 20.7 39 195 1 29 17 92 2 .31L
_o093+1446 22.0 11 195- 2 24 5 92 3 8.47
_o093+1221 22.4 18 197-3 28 15 92 3 .25L
_094+t801 26.0 47 193- 0 49 6 91 3 .28L
_o094+1334 26.5 52 196- 2 44 14 92 3 .25L
_o094+1020 26.7 27 199- 4 28 10 93 4 .25L
_094+1728 27.2 39 193- 0 31 15 91 2 .25L
_094+1808 29.1 10 192- 0 16 6 91 3 .61
,6095+1800 30.3 14 193- 0 36 5 83 3 2.09
_095+1516 35.2 4 195- I 44 7 92 3 .25L
_o096+1831 38.0 26 192+ 0 73 17 91 2 1.17L
6096+1213 38.4 26 198- 3 39 6 92 3 3.61
6096+1757 38.5 36 193- 0 27 6 91 3 5.48
6096+1031 39.2 50 199-4 48 6 93 4 .52
6096+1352 41.0 13 196-2 33 6 92 3 .90
6097+1029 42.5 14 199-4 33 6 93 4 .57
6087+t729 44.9 43 193- 0 60 17 92 2 .31L
6098+1943 48.0 11 191+ 1 27 9 91 3 .66
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)























































Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Fla_ Associations
V L C
lOO pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sev
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
2 "13 95349G5 27 81
1 '41 06084+1653 44 15
7 3 "39 DCC192.9-00.6 16 2700
1
21.66L C BG 9710100008
22.16L C H BC 4601000018
263.21 BBDE BAAA 0 74A2033330
15.84 BCCC BBAA 1 5641000118
1.89L B B 6400020000
26.19L D BK 5800000008
18.49L B BFK 6600000008
4.56 E EC 9600000218
2.33L BBC AAA 0 6600100000 _15
8.99: C E B B 96C022O438
24.35: DF I FF 9702254538
17.46L BBF AAB 0 5600100008 14
9.43 FDDD CBAA 1 7800100008
2.54L C CC ' 8500100000
11A8L C DDCD 9500000018
4.94: DD DFC 8701000520
7.39 CD EBB 4740100428
18.30L BDC AAAG 9 4700100308 43
26.68L CDD BDCG 2 9701345658
7.24 E DC 5700100008
26.66L C CEDB 9800100108
2.73L D F 3700000000
13.34L C CE 370001000(3
28.79 CD EGDF 7680042350
23.48L IB A F 3600200308
8.45: DD GEDB 8900130408
13.17L BC ABJ = 6 9501002008
17.65L D D 660000000C
14.32L E DIG 9600020248
12.22L BCC AADE 4 7600000008
17.33L F EFB 8801113338
77.13 BCCC BAAA 2 4481033200
11.62L CE BEDG 3 9500011008
1.80: C F AB B 3600000000
4.49L DFE AACF 9 9601000128
4.68L D DD 5700000000
12.42L BBC AAAF 1 7600000008
5.02 DD DHI B 9601000218
.54L 1027.17L B B 7301232238
.92L 6.52 D HA 980000002C
1.18 2.95 CC I DED 3400000410
1.21: 12.40: DD I CD 7701111660
8.22 16.70L CEC DEBF 3 7800031108
28.17L 1027A7L BD BAF 0 7311233238
1.22 4.12L CC BB 4701000000
.63L 6.06 E GB 6900000108
.54L 9.2OL BC AAC 0 9501000008
356.45 5285.05L BDC FCCC 2 8182264338
.40L 2.05L B BF 3400110000
8.95 25.18 DCDF DBBA 0 940002320C
.40L 2.46L C CE M 3400110000
.81 6.48L F C 6801111540
1.90L 26.70L C BC 951030133C






1 2 DO 12002
2 2 13 95358 MA
2 13 95362 B3
3 1 32 X0609+151









4 1 32 X0609+103
3 "22 $254
8 3 °22 S254
2 El ORI
F 5 "22 $256








6099+1800 57.9 12 193-- 0 27 5 91 3 107.17 371.64 3145.48 5285.05 BBCC AABB 0 4171064348
6100+1946 2.2 9 191+ 1 20 6 91 3 .25L .99 12.93
6100+1943 3.0 9 191+ 1 27 5 91 3 2.47 .94 12.93L
6101+1106 7.5 56 199- 3 47 8 93 4 .82 .43L .40L
6102+1537 12.2 22 195- 1 31 8 92 3 .25L .36 2.09
6102+1853 15.8 3 192+ 0 25 12 91 3 .25L .33L 1.666102+1748le742 193 o 45 7 92 3 53 92 49L
8102+1246 16.9 12 197- 3 75 18 93j 2 .83L .34L .3361o2+155317.259 194-1 52 16 92i3 .40L .33L .70
6103+1015 22.4 28 199- 4 28 6 93 i 4 .74 .34L .40L
6103+1523 23.0 28 195- t 33 5 92 3 4.67 38.31 207.75:
6104+1038 25.7 34 199- 4 42 7 93 4 .47 .26L .40L
6104+1218 27.1 53 198- 3 23 5 93 4 14.51 7.13 1.56
6104+1345 27.2 57 196- 2 12 5 93 4 8.11 2.77 1.23
6104+1833 27.8 37 192+ 0 18 6 91 3 26.01 11.34 2.28
6104+1524A 29.249 195-1 20 6 92 4 3.55 34.09 252.t2
6105+1347 32.9 21 196- 2 42 11 93 4 .25L .32L .65L
6105+1756 33.0! 22 193+ 0 28 5 92 3 8.66 52.23 421.97
6106+1827 36A 49 192+0 33 10 91 3 25L .26L 1.79
6106+1047 36.E 6 199-3 66 36 92 2 .28L .31L .40L
6106+1624 37A 51 194- 1 53 10 92 3 .30L .38L .93
6106+1839 38.4 19 192+0 49 17 92 2 .27L .37L 2.21L
6106+1801 38.E 25 193+ 0 24 9 92 3 .25L .37L 4.69
6106+1608 41.7 3 194-1 78 19 91 2 .32L .43L .84
6107+1558 43£ 50 194-1 50 10 92 4 .40L .41L .90
6107+1404 45,._ 43 196- 2 81 7 92 3 .37 .34L .40L
6107+1920 47.7 55 192+ 1 50 7 91 3 .46 .28L 1.92L
6108+1248 53.5 60 197-2 44 5 93 4 1.03 .31: .40L
6109+1132 56.7 38 198 3 86 11 91 2 .46 .29L A3L
6109+1408 56._ 16 196- 2 72 12 93 2 .40 .34L .40L8109+1301 57.2 31 197- 2 41 10 93 .48 .61L .40L
8109+1402 58.5 20 196 2 84 16 93 3 .43L .34L .40L
8109+1937 59.2 2 191+ 1 60 11 91 2 .27L .68L 1.02
6110+1941 0.8 29 19t+ 1 25 6 91 3 .67 1.56 4.53
6110+1808 1.7 12 193+ 0 63 17 91 2 .25L .57L 1.16L
6110+1536 1.9 5 195-1 41 6 92 4 .77 .41 .52L
6110+1632 2._] 11 194- 1 19 7 92' 4 .25L .77 5.01
5110+1818 3.2 58 192+ 0 26 10 9213 .25L .78 6.07L
5110+1847 3.6 45 192+ 1 25 6 92 3 1.35 1.02 16.06
5110+1744 3.8 11 193+ 0 29 6 83 3 .25L 1.44 4.21
5111+1142 7.5 1 198 3 29 6 93 4 2.27 .80 .40L
5112+1058 15.2 37 199-3 93 20 93 4 .25L .33L .40L
5112+1414 16.6 49 196-2 32 12 93 4 .26L .38L 1.18
5112+1610 16.7 24 194- 1 34 15 92 4 .25L .36L .68
5112+1353 17.2 33 196-2 22 9 93 4 .25L .42: 5.48
5113+1859 20.9 8 192+ 1 37 12 92 3 .34L .47L 3.29:
5113+1906 22.2 3 192+ 1 22 8 92 [ 4 .35: .37: 2.39:
25.92 C E E A A B 958020143C
25,92L DD AB 7 951030143C
2.27L C BC 9501000000
7.54 DCC CBA 4701000200
t0.69 CE ECC 2801000408
5.78L ED CB 8 2900001000
10.09L C L D 9700000008
4.99L C G 3600000100
1.83L B AF 4601010000
443.14: BCFD BAAB 3 4201232420
2.26L B B K M 8600000000
11.47L CCC AAA 9 9500000008
14.53L CDC AAB 9 9700200708
27.05L BCC AABE 4 3602300328
F 3 3 RAFGL 896




2 13 95394 G5
4
443.62: BBDD BAAB 1 4201232420 80 7
5.54 CM EB 9980100508 4
















9.57: EF ; CB
2.36 D G
32.09L C F C B
9.64 DiF FB
64283L E ME C




12.47L CC AE C
2.28L C CDK
11.38L C B
8.92L B B I G
2.65 D J B
17.28L D J B
7.63L BCD BAAC 0 96002O000C
9.73 D K H C 980200020C
4.39L BD ACEG 0 4700000000
5.45 CCD NCDA 4701003408
11.20: D D CFB 970000340(3
68.84 BDEF DCCA 0 968004330C
33.87: CDF CAAE 9781143648
2.25L BC AA K 1800000000
2.32 C H D 9701100100
3.75: CC I BD 5941100408
7.74: DC NFD 3780100438
36.48 EDD J DBC 9680220528
17.59 DD CI DC 980200440C
12.79 EFCD FCDA 0 98C104252C
4 1 GI ORI








t 22 $258 49 60
1 13 95402 G5 10 76
1 23 OCL 0485 95
1 13 95405 K0 4 88
1 1 CX ORI 55 3
6 2 7 253659 34
2
3 1 32 X0611+187 34
3
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
184
_1 ! ]




06113+1347 22.4 38 196- 2 49 14 93 3
06113+1740 22.9 6 193+ 0 62 8 91 2
06114+1221 26.8 26 196- 2 38 8 93 4
06114+1745 28.6 33 193+ 0 25 5 92 4
06114+1912 29A 43 192+ 1 60 8 92 4
06114+1812 29.7 29 193+ 0 62 12 92 3
06115+1059 31.9 4 199-3 41 9 93 2
06115+1755 34.0 20 193+0 87 11 92 2
06115+1221 34.6 18 198--2 36 16 93 206115+1208 35.9 45 I 198-- 70 9 93 3
06116+1834 36.8 18 192+ 1 84 11 92 4
O6116+1753 39.4 40 193+ 0 64 8 92 2
06117+1148 42.6 45 198-- 3 64 10 93 2
06117+1324 44.7 28 197- 2 61 7 93 3
06117+1350 46.4 33 196- 2 34 7 93 3
06117+1705 46.9 43 194- 0 38 12 92 3
06117+1603 47.3 13 195- 1 71 7 93 3
06117+1901 47.7 22 192+ 1 22 5 85 3
06118+1126 53.4 10 199- 3 62 10 93 ! 206119+1910 54.0i27 192+ 57 6 92
06119+1220 57.7 39 198-2 63 8 92 3
06119+1821 39.3 47 193+ 27 10 92 3
06119+1948 59.7 56 191+ 79 14 92 2
06120+1903 2.9 43 192+ 18 6 92 3
06120+1749 3.6 43 193+ 0 52 16 92 2
O6120+1222 4.6 10 198- 2 30 9 92 3
06120+1919 4.6 24 192+ 33 15 92 2
06120+1653 5.0 22 194-0 66 10 93 2
06120+1645 5.1 31 194- 0 53 10 92 3
06120+1453 5.155 196-1 61 24 93 2
06121+1116 7.7 23 199-3 83 9 93 3
06121+1005 7.8 32 200-3 50 8 93 3
06121+1221 11.1 15 198-2 31 12 92 3
06122+1445 13.1 0 196-1 75 13 92 2
06123+1108 19.9 59 199- 3 62 8 93 3
06124+1345 26.3 20 197- 2 68 13 92 3
06124+1655 26.8 3 194-0 67 10 93 2
06124+1626 28.1 53 194-0 30 6 92 406125+1746 32.6 3 193+0 20 _i 92 q
0612_ + 1213 38_1 48 1_8-- 2 54 6 92 3
06126+1219 37.2 52 198--2 31 12 933
06126+1624 40.6 18 194-- 0 24 7 92 4
06126+1340 41.544 197--2 27 11 923
06127+1305 43.1 51 197--2 90 19 922
06127+1954.4 lg1+ 60 18 9206127+1418 44.8 196- 25 8 92 3
06127+1818 45.7 54 193+1 31 6 92 4
06127+1513 47.2 21 195-1 34 12 92 2
06128+1629 48.5 16 194-0 35 7 93 4
06128+1901 51.149 192+1 22 6924
06128+1641 51.331 194-0 67 7924
06129+1635 54.147 192+1 53 6924
06129+1704 57.7 42 194+0 85 12 92 3
06129+1234 57.9 6 198--2 89 13 92 2
06130+1418 3.8 60 196-1 38 7 92 3
06130+1417 5.9 31 196-1 27 7 92 3
06131+1223 6.9 18 198-2 41 24 93 3
06131+1714 7.3 29 194+0 96 12 92 2
06131+1017 10.7 57 200-3 48 6 93 3
06132+1346 12.7 35 197-1 58 11 92 3
06132+1904 12.926192+1 39 11 923
06132+1048 14.5 25 199-3 78 8 93 13
06132+1742 14.9 22 193+0 63 15 92 2
06132+1356 16.2 2 197- t 26 8 92 'i 3
06132+1117 16.453' 199- 3 53 41 932
06133+1057 193 48 199- 3 42 5 93[3
06133+1734 !22._ 48 193+ 0 31 7 92 13
06133+1537 23£ 7 195- 0 69 13 92 2
06134+1745 24.2 18 193+ 1 40 17 923
06134+1431 24._ 19 196- 1 44 19 92 2
06134+1113 24.7 58 199-3 55 6 93 3
06134+1354 26.1 22 197-I 30 20 92 2
06134+1044 28._ 40 199-3 80 10 93 2
06134+1405 28.7 21 196- 1 100 28 92 2
06134+1711 29.4 59 194+ 0 24 7 92 3
06135+1031 30.C 54 200-3 70 9 93 3
06135+1015 30.3 2 200-3 46 7 93 3
06135+1642 33.1 6 194+ 0 31 6 92 3
06135+1126 34.E 48 199-2 21 6 93 3
06135+1354 35.7 4 197- 1 33 14 92 2
06135+1630 35.8 32 194-0 29 6 92 3
06136+1217 38.7 23 198-2 26 5 93 3
06136+1806 39.C 30 193+ 1 28 7 92 3
06136+1155 39.6 58 198-2 53 6 93 3
06137+1353 45.0 59 197- 1 29 9 93 2
06137+1451 45.7 59 196- 1 53 9 92 3
06137+1246 47.7 2 198-2 63 11 92 3
06136+1859 46.3 33 192+ I 26 13 92 3
06138+1955 48.6 33 191+2 37 17 92 3
06138+1622 49.2 36 194-0 47 8 92 3
06138+1833 50.7 13 193+ 1 19 7 92 3
06136+1418 52.6 51 196- 1 72 14 92 2
06138+1139 52.8 46 199- 2 84 20 93 3
06139+1617 55.1 13 195- 0 40 12 92 3
06139+1857 55.6 57 192+ 1 38 i 9 92 3
06139+1253 57.2,10 198- 2 55 7 92 2
7 197- 1 57' 11 92 2
06139+ 1400 58.8 i 106140+1625 0.0 3 194+ 0 56 12 92 3
06140+1511 1.1 41 196- 1 50 8 92 3
06141+1513 6348 196-1 59 12 92 2
H
Ga]actic Uncertainty







































































































25 _m 60 _m
(Jansky)
v L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.34L 2.79 36.48L C









F D 9600123418 F
KB 9401100248
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Sop
Name Type ('_ Ma 8
8.32 F DC FBAA 97(30111410
704.56 BBB( CAAA 0 93Cl144748 80 7 2 3 RAFGL5188 47
1 2 DO1454 69 9E
2 13 95419 A5 11 5E
1 13 95425 K0 12 76
1 2 DO1458 51 80
F 4 22 $269 71 240
19.59L D MFA 970610606C
5.71 ED FA 980102031C
2.14L C BDKE 9700100100
19.03L C E 870120100C
11.93: DD MCDC 9700111410
2.69L E B 9801000000
.38L .85 8.20 DC HI DB 980011002C
.36L 1.05 19.51L C D B 9701201008
.27L .40L 2.68L C B N 1800000000
.34L .40L 11.72L B AJ 9801000008
152.16 1464.06 1965.28 BBBB DAAA 0 9201145868
1.10 4.66 CD EAB 2700000108
.40L 14.89L C A G 660OOCO008
60.32 256.41L BBD CBAD 1 958314445(3
.40L 2.00L C BE 2800000000
1.87L 21.O8L B BD 970106000C
.45L 2.04L CB BAG 0 9900243640
1.68L 19.13L C CE I 970202021C
1.77L 20.59L C D 95OO00000C
60.32L 256.41LEC BABC 8 958114356C
.79L 6.99 D F B 9703001538
.40L 428.46 C D CCHB 8210243540
.75 19.86L D D 970100000(3
.46L 20.31L C D 4600000008
1.04 18.41L C DB 4600000008
.40L 2.85 E L J B 4800000001
.40L 2.34L C BI G 570000000(
.40L 1.71L FE BD 0 1600000000
2.80L B E CBDC
E 2 22 BFS52 36 60




F; 3 22 $271 54 120
1 2 DO12037 71 116








































12.30L D GG 4601000008
2.14L B CG 9700000000 1 2 £)0 1463
9.03L C CCB 9601121008 1
16.2OL C B F 0601000008
19.12L BD AC H 1 9500101008
16.58L BB AAF 0 9600000008 15
6.56 DFCC CCBB 2 6700000300
4.27L DF FCI H 8 6800010000
18.87L B BDH 9500201008
18.76: CD HCCE 8580131328 D
9.68L D F C 4700000206 4
5.33 C I J D 970000060C
138.80 BBDF AAAA 7 4580043448 F
17.31L SO AA 2 960001010C 2 13 95456K0
12.51L D B 5601000008
15.78L BD ACD 0 9600101008
19.51L CCC CBBB 964439310C
17.93L B AE 7601000008 1 2 £)0 12044
22.14L B BJ 960011014C
22.06L F CE 0600000008
3.35L D F M 3800000000
BBEB 3 4480143448
128.29: CCFF CBHC 2 3380143448
87 2700
66 116
1 13 95445 K5 6 72






.40L 3.11 C L C
.56L 24.21L C D
.40L 2.01L BD B B
.95 11.98L E F DC
3.41L 20.87L C CKH
.40L 2.18L C :E
.57L 20.52L C C I
.83 11.69L D D CGEC
.40L 2.13 D G
.40L 1.69L BC AC
.41L 12.54L BC
.48L 15.11L F D
,76: 8,02 EE CI D
.79L 4.41 D I B
.40L 1.82L E S
.40L 5.06 E A
.40L 2.34L C D
.40L 4.14 D K D
.40L 11.04L B C A B
.40L 1.85L C E
.40L 1.56L B A H
.48L 13.17L BB AAF 0! 650OOO1008
.40L 1.90L BC ABK 8J 5600001000
.95 10.59L F DCBB ' 6600200128
.42L 13.06L B C A B F 1 9500000008
.40L 2.20L B AC 2900000000
1.63L 11.38L DC AAJI 7 960101110C
.40L 2.26L BC AB 4 2700011000
1.19L 10.59L BD ABEN 0 6600100128
.40L 13.84L F A
.72 2.71L C CC
1.43 12.88: CE FEE
.75 7.28: CE BEC
2.80 7.63L CC EBAB
1.40L 14.61L B ADGD
.79L 5.21 E DJ D
.4OL 2.40 C C
1.05 5.70L C EB G
.43L 12,42: D F B ME
AOL 3.23L C C I
.40L t3.05L C E
1.47 7.63 DC EF B
.40L 13.60L B B
.66 3.76 CD L CB
2 13 95457 B9 22 53
F 1 32 X0613+142 119 15
F 2 39 DCC196.2-01.2 95 2700
3800000110
O6OOOO0O08
4600000000 1 13 95460K0 2 67
7603110338 8










7601100010 1 13 95470 K5 2 82
6700200428 41
3600100000 1 2 £)01470 33 101
9700000118
0 0700001008 3 13 95473 K0 1 65
260O00O00O
2600000000 I 2 DO1472 50 106
3 4 TMSS +20143 29 25
3 13 95474 MA 1 86
13 95476 F5 5 50
39 DCC198.3-02.2 71 2700
2 £)01474 12 105
C 32 X0613+189 177 12




















































































2 13 95479 K5 S 87
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
185
Right Ascension: 06h14_12"-'O6h17m55 °
Position (]950)
Name
a sM,sMNoham. °8, (s) ( C) C) (') N
06142+195612.02 192+I 59 8 923
06142+143913.40 ,96-1116 5 923
06142+1655 13.5 59 194+ 0' 45 7 92 3
06142+150715.546 196-1 25 5 923
06143+1344 18.6 4 197-I 47 6 92 3
06143+11159.647 199-2 65 23 933
06143+165721.89 194+0 37 8 92 3
06143+1422 22.2 25 196- 1 55 16 92 2
06143+131823.44 197-I 47 15 923
06144+1750 26.344 193+ 1 56 17 92 2
06145+1136 30.7 23 199-- 2 49 6 93 3
06146+1549 31,3 36 195-- 0 44 6 92 3
06145+1455 32.7 52 196-- 1 t7 6 92 3
06145+1837 34,2 11 193+ 1 29 i 10 92 3
06146+1021 38,5 25 200-- 3 30 10 93 3
06147+1759 45.4 34 193+ 1 36 11 92 3
06147+1131 45,7 5 199-- 2 28 8 93 3
06147+1330 46.7 5 197--1 46 7 92 3
06146+1430 50.9 4 196-- 1 36 i 5 92 3
06148+1935 52,0 19 192+2 26 8 92 3
06148+1839 53.6 45 193+ 1 61 10 92 3
06148+1756 54.0 50 193+ 1 18 6 92 3
06150+1814 1.4 16 193+ 1 40 6 92 3
06150+1604 1.7 6 195+0 64 6 92 3
06151+1047 7.0 28 200-- 2 27 6 93 3
06151+1953 8,6 31 192+ 2 45 6 92 3
06151+1457 11.2 36 196-- 0 67 15 92 2
06152+1223 17,0 36 198-- 2 26 6 93 3
06153+1032 18.9 24 200-- 3 64 11 93 2
06153+1501 19.1 20 196--0 75 13 92 3
06153+1722 23.0 20 194+ 1 28 6 92 31
06153+1527 23,2 60 195- 0 82 20 92 2!
06154+1515 28.0 24 196--0 91 18 92 2
06154+1524 29.4 4 196--0 44 9 92 3
06154+1519 29,8 29 196--0 67 10 92 31
06155+1621 31.6 3 195+0 26 8 92 3
06155+1601 33.6 38 193+ 1 50 7 92 3
06155+1919 34.3 42 192+2 52 tl 92 3
06155+1047 35.0 8 200--2 37 8 93 3
06156+1501 38.7 34 196--0 53 8 92 2
06156+1439 40.1 12 196-0 52 12 92 3
06156+1015 41.1 2 200-3 70 12 93 3
06157+1718 43.9 57 194+ 1 55 12 92 3
06157+1826 47,2 57 193+ 1 60 9 92 2
06158+1420 48,5 34 196- 1 41 6 93 3
06158+1213 49.1 15 198- 2 93 25 92 2
06158+1732 49.4 24 194+ 1 36 7 92 3
06158+1506 49.8 16 196- 0 32 7 92 3
06156+1517 52,9 59 196-0 23 6 92 3
06158+1304 53.0 9 198-1 32 6 93 3
06159+1514 54.456 196-0 39 6 92 3
06159+1026 56,31 1 300- 2 112 32 93 2
06159+1606 56.9i31 193+ 1 35 19 92 306159+1350 59,C=42 197- 1 51 93 3
96160+1157 1,1 44 199- 2 45 11 93 3
96160+1422 2,6 13 196- 1 38 11 93 3
96161+1519 8,3 3 196 0 28 6 92 3
06161+1513 8,4 35 196-0! 43 t5 92 2
96162+1020 13.3 50 200- 2 ! 52 8 93 3
06162+1837 17.9 49 193+ 2 81 19 92 3
06163+1011 20.2 32 200- 2 39 42300 93 3
06163+1659 22.0111 194+ 1 57 92 3
06163+1530 23,5 34 196+ 0 38 1; 92 3
96165+1544 130,2 21 195+ 0 23 8 92 3
06165+1826 '30.4 30 193+ 2 35 9 92 396165+151530616 196+0 26 9 92 366166+110238356 199-2 55 9 93 3
66166+172435o 1194+i 18 6 623
96166+180839.046193+i 86 12 922
96166+1602 39.1 59 195+ 0 27 8 92 3
06166+1328 40,7 13 197--1 62 11 92 2
06167+1527 42,0 53 196+ 0 93 16 92 208167+152243.543196+0 22 9 92306187+142646.133197-0 6015 933
06167+1449 47.9 19 196-0 44 12 93 3
96168+1816 46,1 38_ 193+ 2 23 7 92 3
96168+1738 46.7 50 194+ 1 71 27 92 2
96166+1705 52,4 9 194+ 1 30 7 92 3
96170+1530 0,6 10 196+ 0 78 12 93 2
06170+1337 1.1 38 197- 1 46 8 I 93 3
06171+1522 8,447 196+0 20 10' 79 3
06172+1953 12.3 44 192+ 2 63 11 92 2
06172+1440 13.2 25 196- 0 27 7 93 3
06172+1738 14.9 23 194+ 1 39 7 92 3
06172+1542 16,1 4 195+0 44 24 93 2
06174+1442 24.4 41 196- 0 61 8 93 3 I
06174+1056 24.8 t9 200-2 25 6 93 3
06175+1122 31.9 30 199- 2 31 6 93 3
06175+1150 32,6 2 199-1 31 8 93 3
06175+1821 34,5 23 193+ 2 35 7 92 3
06175+1108 34.8 24 200- 2 22 7 93 3
06176+1237 36.859 198- 1 1131 26 92 2
06175+1557 39,1 26 195+ 1 31 30 92 2
06176+1325 39.2 5 198-1 661 11 92 2
06178+1539 48,1 42 196+ 0 37 I 8 93 3
06176+1710 483112 194+1 50 13 92 2
06176+1804 487i23 193+ 2 20 : 8 92 2
06176+1133 53,51 1 199- 1 36 11 93 3
06179+1817 54.3 22 193+2 72 22 92 3
06179+1315 55.4 13 198- 1 45 6 93 3
Flux Density
H ('Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C




















































Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flags Associations
V L C
I00 _m Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Meg
14.48L E BK H 9601110308 9 72
50,29 BBCF BAAA 0 4401022008 9 1
3_i 14685
13,46L BC AA 1 0500101108
8.99L BD AC 0 6701200008
12.03L B AELC 6500000008
2,59 C H D 5600000000
4,10L C LBB 0600101108
4,91L C EDI 9701010458
13,80L C LCB 4400000108
22,BOL C K D D 4401000008
2,43L C A G 5600000000
11.78L B BF 4500000008
74.15 BDDF CAAA 0 7500002408
13.51L B A 950110020C
1.67L C BHGD 4601000000
12.14L C BB 8500101338
17,72 FCC ECCA 5301003330
4,79 CC FCAA 9501000008
13.18L BC AA 1 5600000008
16.87L B C BGD 6601000008
5.51 CC HBB 9500100208
12.14L BCD BAAC 0 8580101338
10.72L CCD ABHB 2 9583000318
13.83L B BB 4500000008
1.67L BD AE 0 _600GO0000
6.71 CC EBA 3621000118
8.36L O DG 7700100208
2.10L BF AF 0 1600000000
2,96L C DGF 4500000000
11,93L C C C 6701100008



























11.49L BC ABC 0 6600101448
3.85 DM I F 3500000100
10.89L BE AC 0 6501000008
23,01 CCCD BDAA 3 6600102308
337.13 BBCC DCBA 0 62A0333328
9,10L BC ABJ G 0 9500010108
.40L 337.13L BC BAI 5 6200334528
.44L 2.65 C L J G 6500100000
.46L 5.10 C D F C 9680000228
,40L 8.07L C BEF 9600010008
,40L 1.97L C BK 2600000000
1.18 7,15: CC J FD 3700101448
18,41 337.13L CDF AAAA 9 5241344628
1.07 337.13L E C 6200333428
,40L 1.53L BD ABGB 6 5600100000
.51: 4.92 DC KEB 9600000518
.40L 3.34 C GML E 5580000026
,50 9.98L C HD 5400000008
1 16 6.33: DC KDB 3781000408
.40LI 9.61L;CD ABFE 1 1501010008
1.12 4.02 CD DAA 9700000106
2.47 10,52L CFD CEA 8 4601000208
.40L 8.34L B B L F 0400010008
18,26 50,23: CCCD BABA 1 81C2134438
,44L 14.02L C E 9500000008
2.85 2,77 DDC KBAA 6701000000
.40L 7.37L C D 9400020018
.71 38.24L C D 7500200328
8.57 38.24 DCCD BBCB 0 8580144728
1.09 9.92L C CF 0600000208
1,46 4.04: CC i : K A D 0700000008
,40L 7.06L BC AB 1 9600001008
.46L 2,65 D C 7600000008
.40L 9.76L BC AA 1 7400000008
.42L 8.07L C D H 8600100008
.40L 7.99L B C 9400000008
2,22 11,94 CD EEBB 8640133768
,47L 10,40L D BJ B 5600000008
.45L 8,17L BC AAGF 0,9600100008 101
,40L 10,29L BD AB 1 6400000008
.67L 3.17 E FC i 8600000108
,40L 9,98L C CI I 0600100008
,40L 7,09L BC AAG 3 2401001008
,47L 6,80L BC AAE 0 4501000008
.40L 8.09L CE CC 0 5401000108
.40L 9.82L C B 8600000008
10,63 33.25: CEDe DCBA 4 23C0022308
.40L 1.83 D I D 9600000000
.40L 2,40 C D 6601000000
.40L 2.19L D E G 8501000008
20.60 63.17 CDCF EECA 0! 9281033308
.40L 11.93L C E 7400000008
.40L 10.33L C CF 9402030008
1,82 4.10 CC I CA 5602110408
.46L 2.87 D DD 9601000008
,40L 5.82L BD ABDC 2 7400000008
4 1 13 95485 K01 32 X0614 + 146
1 16 02894
2 13 95489 K0
1 2 DO 12077 53 113
6 11 32 X0614+149 50 617 477 N 30 167
C
E 1 32 X0614+115 39 14
1 17 479 N 58 145
4




1 2 DO 1493
4
4 1 7 254878
1 13 95512 K5
C
6
F 4 2 DO 12103
F
C 1 32 ; X0615+181
1 2 DO 1499
C 1 32 X0616+143
F Ig
2 13 95522 MA
8 1 32 X9616+101
1 16 02911
1 2 DO 1505
F 1 32 X0616+174
1 2 DO 12116
2 13 95536 G5
4
























































































































E 1 39 CC 195+00.0 8 408
1 13 95544 G5 28 78
5 13 95543 K5 2 60
1 t V382 ORI 43 3
1 13 95549 K2 14 86
4 4 TMSS +10115 12 28
7 1 32 X0617+111 15 7
7 1 32 X0617+156 10 7
1 1 32 X9617+180 115 1
4 1 32 X0617+115 76 4






h a.m 6 a ")8 Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 _m
. , (s) ( ] b (") (") (') N
0e179+1642]8.515 195+1 76 88 92i_ 7o06180+1037 2.4 32 200- 2 70 93 .40
06180+1444 3.6 39 196+ 0 46 22 93 3 .25L'
Declination: + 10"-+20"
Flux Density Flags Associations
t'N;_ Color Corrected) L
/_m 60 p.m 100 _m i Flux Corr V Confusion R S




06180+1136 4.1 48 199- 1 79 10 93 2 .79 .29L .40L
06181 +1057 7.3 58 200- 2 30 7 93 3 .77 .94 10.29
06181+1456 9.6 20 196+ 0 23 6 93 3 1.58 .99 .40L
06181+1205 11.1 31 199- 1 35 20 93 3 ,26L .27L .49
06181+1617 11.4'22 195+ 1 52 7 93 3 .45 .29L .40L
06181+1643 11.5 48 195+ 1 58 8 92 3 ,58 .30L .40L
06182+1355 14.1 64 197-- 0 29 6 93 3 24.92 18,64 3.08
06183+1135 19.3 42 199- 1 30 6 99_ 3 64.37 22.55 4.97
06183+1620 29.4 14 195+ 1 44 7 93 9 .61 .40: .40L
06184+1747 27.6 18 194+ 2 35 10 93 2 1.03 .52L .40L
06164+1307 28.2 24 198- 1 67 10 93 2 .34 .37L .40L
06185+1053 31.4 28 200-2 26 7 93 3 .35: .94L 2.15
06185+1823 35.6 12 193+ 2 48 21 92 2 .25L .39L .43L
06186+1955 37.7 1 192+ 3 65 9 92 3 .54 .30L .40L i
06186+1125 ]8.0 13 199- 1 31 6 93 3 .91 .41 .40L
06186+1724 40.1 50 194+ 1 77 22 93 3 .25L .37L .52L
06187+1912 43.18 36 193+ 2 41 10 92 3 .33 .31L .40L
06187+1248 45.C 2 198-1 85 20 93 3 .25L .28L .40L
06187+1405 46.3 9 197-0 48 8 93 3 .52 .30L .40L
06188+1333 49.5 11 198- 0 35 20 93 3 .25L .26L .40L
06188+1651 51.0 4 195+ 1 62 19 92 2 .28L .67L 1.25L
06188+1253 51.2 15 198-1 32 6 93 3 .75 .26L .40L
06188+1026 53.8 29 200-2 50 8 93 3 .25L .33L 1.68
06169+1315 54.3_28 198-0 29 5 93 3 10.69 4.34 .93
06189+1513 54.5_30 196+ 0 48 9 93 3 .43 .34LI .40L
06189+1117 54.7 57 200- 1 45 7 93 3 .44 .38L I .40L
06189+1909 59.1 20 193+ 2 36 9 92 3 .25L .31L 1.50
06190+1116 1.1 51 200- 1 58 9 99 3 .25L ,30L 1.07
06190+1040 1.3 51 200- 2 39 6 93 3 1.15 20.01 61.15
06190+1590 3.2 52 196+ 1 42 7 93 3 .48 .33L .40L
06190+1052 4.4 42 200- 2 65 ' 7 93 3 .68 .36L .40L
06191+1220 11.0 9 199- 1 50 ! 19 93 4" 1.62L .42L .44L
06191+1244 11.1 43 198- 1 80 I 25 93 3' .25L .27L .40L
06192+1129 12.3 35 199- 1 43 7 93 3 .49 .27L .40L
06192+1048 12.7 50 200-2 61 21 94 2 .42L .29L .59
06192+1611 13.0 20 195+ 1 32 6 93 3 .97 .26L .40L
06192+1519 13.3 33 196+ 1 56 9 93 3 .25L .33L .79
06192+1211 14.0 55 199- 1 22 6 93 3 1.02 .44: .59L
36192+1318 16.5 8 198-- 0 59 14 93 3 .25L .64L .45
36192+1716 16.7 11 194+ 2 53 8 93 3 .73 .30L .40L
36193+1126 18.1 59 199- 1 25 8 93 3 17.59 6.74 1.91
36193+1742 18.9 50 194+ 2 75 19 92 3 .25L .31L .40L
06193+1426 20.2 50 197+ 0 26 6 93 3 .78 .26L i .40L
36194+1041 26.9 45 200-- 2 54 14 93 3 ,29L .26L ] .40L
36194+1949 27.6 24 192+ 3 51 8 92 3 .80 .53: I .40L
E)6194+1635 27.6 56 195+ 1 36 6 93 3 8.58 3.71 = .g6
36194+1821 28.1 4 193+ 2 46 25 92 2 .25L .36L .42L
06195+1152 31.6 17 199-1 27 15 93 3 .25L .57: .69
06195+1710 31.8 46 194+ 2 41 6 93 3 1.54 .63 .40L
36196+1546 36.9 44 196+ 1 89 7 93 3 .85 .36L .40L
36196+1059 38.0 33 200- 1 43 9 93 3 .50 .25L .40L
36196+1622 41.2 29 195+ 1 28 6 93 3 1.70 1.30 I .40L
06197+1520 42.2 36 196+ 1 82 7 93 3 .83 .31L .40L
36197+1416 46.9 3 197+ 0 51 6 93 3 62 .28L .40L
36197+1235 47.3 46 198- 1 61 10 93 3 .35 .26L .40L
06198+1144 49.7 56 199- 1 38 16 94 2 .25L ,41L .64
36198+1939 50.4 11 192+ 3 74 11 92 2 .26L 52 .54L
36199+1743 57.8 56 194+ 2 34 25 93 9 .25L .34L .41L
36199+1813 59.0 55 194+ 2 34 15 92 3 .25L .34L .62:
36202+1109 14.7 53 200- 1 16 7 73 3 1.41 .77: 2.59
36203+1826 19.9 11 193+ 2 66 16 92 3 .38L .29L .51
36204+1210 27.1 59 199- 1 61 8 93 3 .79 .29L .40L
36205+1114 34.8 35 200- 1 40 8 93 3 .56 .28L .40L
36206+1754 37.7 22 194+ 2 33 6 93 3 .94 .33L .40L
06206+1541 40.6 11 196+ 1 41 10 93 3 .25L .30L 1.13
06207+1404 43.1 10 197+ 0 47 7 93 3 .52 .30L .40L
36207+1525 45.7 31 196+ 1 76 23 93 2 .25L .78L .40L
06207+1324 46.2 27 198+ 0 45 8 93 2 .35 .29L .60L
36207+1852 47.9 6 193+ 9 25 12 92 3 25L .38L .44:
36208+1238 48.6 17 199- 0 51 20 93 3 .25L .26L .40L
06208+1218 51.3 24 199- 0 40 9 93 2 5,59 2.54 .55L
06206+1531 53.3 54 196+ 1 48 g 93 3 i .43 .29L .40L06209+1608 54.5 46 195+ 1 27 1 93 3 .57 .32L .40L
36209+1513 59.2 47 196+ 1 24 6 93 3! 1.50 .65 .40L
06209+1344 59.8 1 198+ 0 60 8 93 31 .48 .30L ,40L
06210+1222 1.4 11 199- 0 56 9 93 3 .59 .32L .40L
06210+1704 1.9 1 195+ 2 62 9 93 3 .44 .31L .40L
36210+1956 4.2 20 192+3 52 12 92 3 .45L .33L 1.19
36210+1432 5.1 5 197+ 1 27 7 93 3 2.27 3.07 19.85
36212+1645 14.2 50 195+ 2 40 7 99 3 .25: .30: 3.29
36214+1414 24.0 54 197+ 1 30 8 93 3 12,91 6.22 1.33
36214+1259 24.6 8 198--0 82 9 93 3 .59 .29L .40L
06214+1029 28.3 46 201- 1 40' 8 93 3 .28: .54 .98
36215+1840 30,5 42 193+ 3 36 i 6 93 3 7.09 3.14 ,43L
36215+1217 31.1 37 199- 0 61 10 93 2 .34 .37L .40L
36215+1751 34.0 15 194+ 2 80 13 93 3 .29L .29L .62
36216+1357 36,3 6 197+ 0 61 11 93 3 .34 .28L .40L
06216+1302 36.9 37 198+ 0 33 8 93 3 .70 .31L 1.19
06216+1844 40.1 16 193+ 3 32 17 92 2 .29L .46L .58
06217+1608 45.2 47 194+ 2 66 24 93 3 .30L .32L .40L
06217+1246 46.2 29 199- 0 31 8 93 3 .54 .33L .40L
06217+1837 47.4 57 193+3 43 13 93 3 .27L .33L .61
06217+1117 47.6 2 200-1 62 8 93 3 .78 .29L .40L
36217+1253 47.7 20 198+0 28 7 93 3 .60 .48L .40L
06218+1459 52.3 2 197+ 1 25 8 93 3 .85 .32L .40L
06218+1559 52.5 45 196+ 1 51 11 93 3 .25L .41L 1.21
06219+1420 55.3 47 197+ 1 31 10 93 3 .25L .27L .70




2.15L C KMDHBJK2.26,2.12g1.93L BBC 0
7.85L CCC AAAI 9
2.04L BF BCGM 0
3.01: C E AI E
11.56L C CD BEGBA12.70:
2.16 D I DC
9.77L E C
8.14L CD BB 1








1.76L BBC AAB 0
9,21L C Cl8.44L CG K
2.78: C C H A B
8.48L C K A :
74.11: BBDE AAAB 0 I
9.03L B B G
6.55L B BEHD
2.12 C GDMD
3.07 C MM D
10.15L C BJ
9.17L D F
1.79L B A E I
8.72L C D B D
1.77L BFcc ACC 02.29 E F B
8.90L FB BC7.85L EF AAA 9
3,57 D MJI C
2.02L F AE I
7.03 F E B
2.17L CE AB 0
1.78L BDD AAA 9
3.37 D MJ B
2.51 FCD CAB
7.95L DD AB 0
9.89L B B I
8.33L B C
1.86L BC AA 1
8.17L _ BH1.67L BJ
11.42L C B
2.59: EE GBB
3.09L D B D
2.97 D L EC
3.30 DC D EB
5.75: CECD ABAA 0
10.16L C D




3.11 D F B
2.31L D CDJ
3.56 CC EFA
3.70 C F B
6.33L EC AAF 7
2.26L C B F
2.35L B BB
1.91L BD ABH 1
2.14L _ BKK10.74 CE L
9.42L C E
15,29L C MKDF
32.63 BBCD AAAA 0
12.10 DDCC GEAA 0
1.86L CBC AABE 0
2,00L B B L
2.63 CECD BBDB 3
9.11L BB AAD 0
993L D B
7.94L C H E F
2.10L C DJ
2.16: B CF ACAC





1.55L B B I

































































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
187




Coords SMJ SMN 8 0 12 pm
Name
a 8
ham..8, (s) C) I b C) C) (') N
6220+1605 0.78196+ 2 32 8 1933 1.22
6220+1914 4.937193+ 3 47 7 933 .68
6221+1203 7.651 ! 199- 0 28 7 933 1.84
6222+1421 15.444197+ 1 49 12 932 .37
6223+1703 20.136195+ 2 34 6 93 : 3 1.27
6223+1131 22.98200-1 37 6 933 3.39
6223+1740 23.023194+ 2 30 6 933 3.21
6224+1523 24.317196+ 1 52 10 933 .39
6224+1518 26.411 196+ 1 23 6 933 8.88
6224+1701 28.134195+2 23 6 933 57.86
6225+1445 35.76197+ 1 24 6 933 44.51
6226+1113 40.131200- 1 79 10 933 .44
6226+1607 41.910196+2 30 6 933 2.22
6227+1333 42.226198+ 1 43 6 933 1.10
6227+1316 42.258198+0 89 23 932 .25L
6228+t407 51.023197+ 1 41 6 933 .63
6228+1115 53.90200-1 40 7 933 1.08
6229+1025 54.148201--1 39 8 933 .41L
6230+1749 2.014194+3 24 5 933 2.25
6230+1224 3.945199+ 0 84 21 933 .25L
6231+1609 9.618196+2 30 12 933 .25L
6231+1510 9.645197+ 1 47 7 933 .69
6232+1847 12.516193+3 39 6 933 .92
6232+1451 13.060197+ 1 88 18 933 .26L
6232+1339 15.811 198+ 1 39 7 933 3.68
6232+1217 16.359199+ 0 66 18 933 .25L
6232+1906 17.214193+3 19 5 933 15.32
6234+1318 24.937198+ 1 86 34 932 .26L
6234+1737 25.230194+3 48 29 933 .25L
6234+1600 28.447196+2 30 6 933 .98
6235+1843 33.614194+ 3 39 5 933 6.83
6235+1225 33.857199+0118 15 932 .20
6235+1133 34.757200--0 68 8 933 .61
6235+1129 35.117200--0116 11 932 .35
6236+1744 36.918194+3 52 8 933 .41
6236+1251 40.212199+0 70 14 932 .32L
6237+1450 42.143197+ 1 95 27 932 .25L
6237+1918 47.34193+ 3 35 14 933 .29L
6238+1307 49.557198+ 1 90 11 942 .36
6238+1224 50010199+0 98 25 932 .25L
6238+1007 51.925 201- 1 83 30 93 2 .38L
6240+1407 2.211 198+ 1 78 10 94 2 .36
6240+1709 4.012 195+ 2 98 32 93 2 .25L
6241+1025 6.741 201- 1 38 7 94 3 37.12
6241 +1555 11.834 196+ 2 35 8 93 3 2.28
6243+1850 20.024 193+ 3 78 13 93 2 .46L
6243+1806 20.918 194+ 3 80 6 93 3 .73
6243+1104 21.659 200-0 51 15 93 2 .43
6244+1548 25.736 196+2 56 8 93 3 .41
6244+1125 26.232200-0 8325 932 1.01L
6244+1405 28.637 t98+ 1 62 4893 i 3 .426245+1543 33.025196+ 2 39 3 3 .53L
6245+1335 34.230198+ 1 82 27 942 .25L
6245+1609 34,948196+ 2 55 7 933 1.49
6245+1518 34.943 1197+ 2 27 11 933 .59
6245+1303 35.157199+ 1 57 7 933 1.17
6246+1804 41.547' 194+ 3 57 9 933 .46
6247+1210 43.82199+ 0 43 18 933 .25L
6247+1911 44.842193+ 4 43 7 933 .49
6247+1859 46.831 193+ 4 34 6 933 2.57
6247+1813 47.846194+ 3 87 18933 .25L
6248+1831 51.736194+ 3 37 12933 .61
6248+1929 51.747193+ 4 17 6933 12.30
6248+1021 52.510 201-1 40 2893 2 .70L
6245+1433 53.018 197+ 1 39 6 93 3 1.10
6249+1412 59.023198+ 1 35 7 933 1.11
6250+1505 3A 2197+2 33 t9 933_ .25L
6250+1043 4.946201-0 74 11 932 .42
=6251+1030 10.919201-0 32 9 943 .32
16252+1520 12.051 197+ 2 25 8 93 3 1.12
_252+1246 15.518199+ 1 31 7 933 .25L
_253+1647 21.09195+ 3 3218 932 .43L
_253+1830 22.24194+ 3 68 8 933 .47
_253+1735 22.610195+ 3 51 7 933 .51
_254+1721 25.059195+ 3 54 21 933 .25L
)6255+1052 31.811201- 0 89 19 943 .25L
)6255+1020 32.613201-0 44 7 943 1.64
16255+1604 34.645196+ 2 59 10 932 .44
)6255+1616 35.415196+2 14 3 813 1.02
16256+1355 38.751198+ 1 38 6 933 .61I
16256+1248 39.2144' 199+ 1 31 8 933 1.97
)6256+1932 39.32193+4 48 13 933 .34L
)6257+1813 43.4 194+3' 43 7 933 .83
)6257+1533 45.736197+2 68 24 933 .25L
)6258+1657 48.514195+3 66 11 933 .31L
)6259+1904 54.631193+ 4 44 21 932 .25L
)6259+1216 55.610199+ 1 44 20 932 .26L
)6259+1140 57.t 17200+ 0 67 16 942 .25L
)6259+1943 59.C 36193+ 4 41 16 933 .25L
)6261+1438 6136197+ 2 39 7 933 2.68
)626i+1233 6.112199+ 1 58 11 932 .40
)6261+1637 6.655196+ 3 32 6 933 42.64
)6262+1731 15.049195+3 41 6 933 1.05
)6263+1308 19.09199+ 1 55 ; 93 i 3 .69)6264+1623 25.558196+3 561 93 26L
)6264+1419 26.71198+ 2 41 8 933 .67
)6264+1611 29.21196+3 8127 932 .25L
)6265+1818 33.520194+ 4 61 13 932 .43L
)6265+1907 35.555193+ 4 66 18 933 .25L
)6266+1024 36.014201-0 54 24 932 .25L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Co,coted)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Cocf R Fla_"
2.36L B AD 3600100010
2.24L B F B B 0 2700000000
7.23L BD AB I 0 9600000218
2.26L D E 1601000010
7.95L BO AB 4 0400100008
1.59L BD AA C 9 9700000000
9.05L BC AAD 0 6401000018
1.92L C DL G 6600110000
1.44L :)BD AAC 48600100000
1.93: BEDD AAAB 9 050010000844
2.92 BBDC b,AAD 2461000000016
2.38L C E D 5600101000
1.63L CD AB I 0 3601000100
3.161"87LBE C IABJ / 256000100007600000000
1.72L B ,B D H 0600000000
1.97L B AE 4600101000
2.49L DC HEAC 9500000000
3.47 FBCC AAAA 2 5500000008
3.36 C L GC 9600000008
2.93 BC M BC 3580000210
1.61L B BE 6601000000
7.79L C A 1400010008
2.73 C B G B 4600000000
1.74L BC AB 1 5600001000
3.16 E E B 9600000128 8
1.76L BBC AAAK 2 4700001200 45 4 6
2.78 D K G 6600000010
2.30 C HI F 7600000000
1.82L B E B C l, 0 2600000000 1
1.73L BBC AAB 2 2600000100 1
7.12L D H F 9500120008
2.06L C BJ 7602100000
2.73L C B 6601100000
1.88L C CDM 7600O00000
1.96 C D O 9600000O0O
2.26 D KI D 4600000000
3.64 DC J EB ' 6780000400
1.98L C CDG ' 7600000000
2.74 E MB ' 9600120018
3.01 C KG 6601000000
2.24L C DFHF 1600000000
3.23 D D E 4501000230
2.21: BBEC AAAC 9958000000029
1.65L B D A B 02600OOOOOO
2.23L E HKBB 3600000000
2.20L B A E 2500000000
2.55L F F 2"o01000000
1.92L C CH 2601100000
1.87 D L C 4600000000
2.15L C CK F 1600000000
2.56 D M LG 2600100010
2.56 D M D 5502000000
1.90L BC AC E 0 3600000000
1.83L F CL 5500O00000
1.98L BE "K'E D 2 0600000000
1.91L C C 3501000000
2.41 C K B 9600000008
2.04L B BC 5600000000
1.69L BC AA 1 46C0000600
2.33 C D C 4520000000,
1.77L C FH 3500021000
1.65L BBC AAB 6 960100010001
2.22 C C 96O0000000
1.76L DF AEL 03600000000
1.70L BD AAG 01660000000
3.08 C MI I D 9500000010
2.43L C C 6700000000
1.98: C C CGGB 9600000000
3.92 CF F AEEC 0 7402000120
7.04L CC BB 8500000108
1.96 F HD C 4600000130
2.38L B BH C 3500010000
1.96L CD AD 1 7500010000
4.13 C L L D 6480000350
3.09 C L E B 77O0000O08
1.75L BF AC 09600000000
1.86L C CEMF 2600000000
1.50L C AMKI 2601000000
1.78L B AE 1600010000
1.63L CF AA 99701000100
1.97L C I FCC 7600000000
1.55L BD BB 04600000000
2.94 C BDKE 7600000010
1.80L C K AE 4602100000
1.77 D F C 3600000000
4.40 D J L B 9502000318
2.22 E NGC 3700000008
2.38 C D F B 7580000000
1.48L B C A B 0 4600000000
7.63L C C 9500000008
3.78 BBCC AAAB 0 350101000015
1.56L B AE 5600000000
1.90L C CF H 6501011100
1.49L C D B G 3600000000
2.0tL C CF C 5601000000
1.74 C B C 3601000000
230L D CH 4500000000
2.57 C F C 6600001000
2.89 El EEC 970100100(3
J
C
AS 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 95641 G5 10 63
2 2 DO 12178 88 90
1 1395647 MA 5 88
1 1 GN ORI 69 3
1 3 RAFGL 5192 66
7 1395659 NB 17 46
1 1395666 +++ 8 73
1 1395669 K0 3 75
1 11 PK 194+ 2.1 31 123
1 1395674 K0 5 70
2 1395677 K0 22 68
3 13195678 MA 2 85
I
1 AB GEM 7 3
1 I AP GEM 20 3
1 GS GEM 6 3
1
1 2 DO 1566 87 95
1 2 DO 12204 55 93
4 1 32 X0623+192 20 4
1 1395686 F8 8 65
1
C
3 3 RAFGL 4496S 47 21
2 2 DO 12214 49 96
1 9 U03468 46 170
"", 2 1 CF GEM 66 3
1 2 DO1576 37 95
1
1 2 DO 12226 61 O6
8 2 1395712 MA 30 90
8
1 1395715 G5 4 _ 77
C 1 32 X0625+173 18 t2
2 13 95718 K0 5 61
1 13 95721 K0 23 83
2 1395719 G5 5 62
2 13 95722 +++ 8 85
4
1 23 LDN 1604 46
1 "41 06260+ 1943 22 12
1 2 DO1590 4 93
6 1 AO GEM 12 3
1 13;95733 K0 3 80
1 2 DO1591 85 108






8 a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 _tma
h m. . , (s) (") I b (") (") (') N
06267+1720 43.8r12195+3 i 43 7933
06267+1805 46.4116194+4 _ 24 9313206268+1707 50.549195+ 3 24 93
06269+1307 54.656199+ 1 19 6 943
06270+1222 1.31 _37200+ 1 _ 7 943
06270+1637 4.4J4t_ 196+ 3 "_1 7 933
_271+133976 I 198+2] 7 93 3
06272+1541 13.3 1 197+ 2 ] 52 6 933
06272+1524 13.833197+ 252 7 933
06272+1500 15.5'57197+ 2 29 6 933
06273+1316 18.058199+ 1 82 22 932
06275+1759 30.96195+ 4 42 7 933
06275+1121 30.9 1200+ 1 42 9 943
06275+1702 34.416195+ 3 53 10 933
06276+1605 38.425196+ 3 66 8 933
06276+1216 39.551200+ 134 8 943
06277+1348 43.548198+ 2325 5 94308277+1820 45.250194+ 4 8 933
06277+1016 47.147201+ 0 83 11 943
06277+1341 47.327198+ 2 20 5 943
06278+1933 50.2[22193+ 4 55 7 933
06278+1002 52.8158202-0 31 6 943
06278+120352.829200+ 1318753







06282+1756 14.558195+4 8934 932
06282+1658 1541_ 196+3 41 593306283+1003 18.0 202+ 29 8 943
06283+1022 19.918201+0 25 8 723
06283+1028 21.0'15201+ 0 24j 5 943
06283+1816 22.4!30194+4 22 6 933
06283+1117 23.314201+1 45 7 943
06284+1237 24.916199+ 1 _ 15 94306284+ 1619 27.531196+3 i 13 932
06284+ 1138 28.033200+1 7323 943;
06284+1607 28.439196+3 82 I o 9306264+172729.5.1695+4,0 8 93306260+11193767 201+,8, 2293206286+10,239728201+08913943
06286+1004 39.612 202+0 44 14 94 2
06286+1651 40.554196+ 3 61 6 933
06287+1940 42.126193+ 5 6620 9331
06287+1434 44.156196+ 2 43 8 943
06287+160946.93160+3 38 8933
06289+110854.221201+1 36 ; 99_43 i
06289+1127 55.1154201+ I 3106289+1051 55.32 201+ 47 7 943
06289+1722 56.9'12195+4 53 8 933
06299+1211 57.330200+ 153 8 943
06289+1957 58.8!21193+ 5 34 7 933
06289+1134 59.2'56200+ 1 29 7 943
06290+1745 0.5'36195+ 4 55 7 933
06290+1531 4.(_!14197+3 96 40 942
06291+1207 7.010200+ 1 27 13 943
06291+1651 7.941196+ 3 33 16 933
06291+1742 11.1 4195+ 4 42 20 942
06292+1029 12.859201+0 35 8 943
06292+1442 14.513198+ 2 58 19 943
06292+1433 15.528198+ 2 43 8 943
06293+1221 19.919200+ 1 56 9 943
06293+1749 23.613195+ 4 44 6 933
06294+10,1 25.1 5 201+ 1 68 14 94 3
06294+1652 26.e 26 196+ 4 64 10 94 2
06294+1909 26.8 33 194+ 5 73 11 93 2
06294+1204 26.9 47 200+ 1 22 8 94 3
06294+1924 29.8 39 194+ 4 73 11 93 2
06295+1314 32.7 5 199+ 2 32 6 94 3
06295+1448 32.8 2198+ 3 63 11 942
06295+1403 33.220198+2 41 10 943
06295+1142 35.842200+ I 43 7 943
06296+1305 36.757199+ 278 9 943
06296+1752 38.527195+ 4 39 6 933
06297+1021 42._ 19202+ 1 25 6 723
06297+1613 43.4 24 195+4 52 7 93 3
06297+1647 45.2 23 196+ 4 45 18 93 3
08298+1101 148.48 201+ 1 7716 932
08298+150348,832197+3 55 7 943
06298+1037 48.2 46 201+ 1 21 7 94 3
08298+1659 49,6 56 196+ 4 83 14 93 3
06298+1027 52.8 41 202+ 1 50 6 94 3
27 306298+1428 52.821196+ 2 72 94
06299+1536 54.319197+3 4610 943
06299+1011 55.750202+ 1 206 _,_ 306299+1137 56.76201+ 1 59 7 3
06300+1029 0.625202+1 34 906300+1203 3.352200+1 28 7
06301+1655 11.737198+ 4 43 11 93' 3
06302+1953 13.51193+ 5 25 15 873
06302+1138 16.519201+ 1 27 10 943
06303+1551 18.350197+ 3 23 7 943
06303+1021 18.639202+ 1 41 6 723
06303+1819 18.74195+ 4 20 6 933









































































































Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associations
V L C
19O p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




1 1 TY GEM
3 1395749 KS
2 1395753 K7
2 4 TMSS +20148
C 2 1395759 G5
1 2 DO 12265
1 17520
1 2 DO 12287
223 DG 103
2 1 DH GEM
21 32 X0626+106
1
1 2 DO 12276




214.73 BBFE AACC 8 924333344C 50 D I 7 1 V540MON
1.52L!BC AAF 0 7700000000 2 2 13012281
13.87L E BC 3500220008 1 3 13 95766 B0
18.33L C G DE 7300000108
8.16L D OF 8500010008 1 13 95768 G5
4.71 D D 3600000118
9.02L C C MH 6500100008 1 1395770 K0
5.0`L B BG 8500000008 I 1395771 K0
3.36 D B 9700120008 1
5.98 C CGB 970000000C
13.14L, B E NBB 974211020(3 2 23 CEC0787.92L AH 9500000008 1 13 95773 K2
3.30 C FKC 3500000320 8 t 32 X0628+160
2.54L C D 4501000000
8.31L BC AAEF 1 6500100008 3 2 [3012289
14.75L BD AB 08510000008 1 1395785K5
3.56: C E O E 9700000008
14.43L O AD 9600000008
7.82L B F A B L 0 8500000008
6.79 CC L DAB 9500100318 4
1.46L18 B 1600000000
6.72: B D BEGC 9501000018 2 1395788A2
7.54L D B F 3502100128
2.35 D F G 1700000000
13.13L C C D 9400100328 C
2.97 DD KHC 6000110318
3.64LIDcD, FH H 550110002814.33L GAA 972211224C 8
3.17 C DI B 2500000000
1.85L1_BC AAD 1 460g00000015.45L C 9400000008
1.53L B AD 6600100000 1 1995795 F8
5.98 D EB 970100020C 41 23 LDN 1605
8.93LLC CKB 9500110`18 1 1395799 MA
1.83L 'F D 2601010000
7.132.06LrJFCE BjFAB 9560000238760001000081 32 X0628+1203.41 ! CD AGBA 8500000108 2 1395802 K5
2.09L C EH 16O000000O
2.62L C B A B 45000O0000
17.75L BE DAFK 0 9400000008 2 1395803K015.92L D 7400000008
1.60L BC AA 0 8600100000
25.95: DBDE BAAA 2 60B222330C 3 1 32 X0629+103
1.95L B BI 8600000000 1 1395808 K7
4.14 DD[K GC 9681000118
4.56L D ', CI 9700000008
2.51L C BL 3600000000 1 13 95811 G5
5.77: CEC FAAB 970020000C 1 23 I LDN 1605
4.40 C M J B 9600000328 8 i
14.44L D BK H 970120101C 1 13195813 K5
3.57 C J HE) 4500000010 i
2.40.c 27o00o00o0930003333C 80c0080 ; 1;!314.74 19812.95L A G 9501100128
7.69 FDD LDBB 970020100C
10.88 CFCE BBAA 1 6482020308 4 1 32 X0630+120A
8.56L C I DH 9502000336 8 1 32 X0630+169
1.94L D EDC 1601000210 4 1 32 X0630+198
17.61L C DC 9400000008
7.88L BCD AAG 2 2500000008 3 13 95821 MD
159.42: BBDE AAAA 0 948100220C 80 2 4 I 13 95023 B3
2.32L BC D AB 0 6600000000 i2.18 D 650(_00008 I
3.21 C FGF 3500000100
I
1.46L B A B 460O000000
1.85 C E E 3600010OO0
2.72 C C 3600000100
3.23 CD E ABI D 8 9501010208
11.21L F BE 9400000108
1.80L BCF AAHE 9 46000000009.96L B E D 9500000008
1.51L B AG 5600000000
1.54L C :AHGJ 4600000000
t.44L BCC 'AAB 4 2600001000
2.56 i D GFC 96010000083.45 B D C CC 6681010240
4.06 CD L BC 4601000008
8.82L C B HG 8400000008
1.67L C BDK 1700000000
10.43L BD AC 09500001008
2.0,L BC AB 15700001000
3.05 !BEECCE FBA 6601000100
14.15L J BBH 950020030C
9.27L' AADG 0 i 9581002009
1.75L C BC H 7601000000
12.89L BDD CDB 4950128310C
10.21 CD D BB 9501000008
2.60 O B 9600000008
13.51L F FMK 9601000008
3.85 D E C 9600100008
12.01L BC AAH 29400100308
8.12 D DE SAD 970000300C
7.31L CDD BBGG 04600220008
1.69L C CG 3600000000
9.98L !C EJ 9500000009
i
2.26 C DE 6601000010
6.77L BE ACFI 0 9500000008
13.09L CCE BCCC 0 970226220C



















































































































h_. o , (s) ('9 1 b ('9 £9 (') N
i
_6305+1039 34.1 13 201+ 1 93 29 94 2 I
36305+1424 34.2 32 198+ 3 53 8 94 3
_6305+1656 34.2 40 196+ 4 49 8 94 3
_6305+1631 35.1 59 196+ 4 72 7 94 3
_306+1631 37.2 55 194+ 5 57 7 93 3
)6306+1205 38.8 52 200+ 2 20 6 94 3
)6307+1437 42.3 46 198+ 3 57 8 94 3
)_07+141145.741 I_+3 22 oe 94 3
_o7+13o4 45.2_ 199+2 41 1 94 3
_o7+1o36 46.6¢ 201+1 48 8 94 3
)6307+1344 47,7 39 199+2 71 33 93 2
)6308+1421 52.5 44 198+ 3 42 6 94 3
)6308+1045 52,8 36 2001+ 1 37 16 94' 3
)6309+1058 56,9 29 201+ 1 50 17 94 3
)6310+ 1956 0.2 2 193+ 5 36 7 93 3
)6310+1557 2.1 30 197+ 3 47 6 94 3
)6310+1041 3.6 59 201+ 1 27 8 94 3
)6310+1848 4.0 15 194+ 5 76 20 93 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 0 12 _m
)6310+1525 4.9 44 197+ 13 44 29 99_ 22)6310+1024 4.9 52 202+ 44 15
)6311+1856 7:53 194+ 35 75 11 93 ! 3)6311+1519 7.'/ 24 197+ 42 94 3
)6311+1621 8.C 10 196+ 4 75 24 93 2
)6311+1221 9.4 138j200+ 74 27 93 2)6311+1831 ,10.1 195+ 5 24 21 93 3
)6311+1449 10.2 51 198+3 46 168 93 2)6311+1457 i112 198+ 3 39 94 3
)6311+1210 12.6 52 200+ 2 L_ 12 94 3)6312+1135 ,13.1 47 201+ 1 10 94 3
)6312+1100 118.C 26 201+ 1 69 16 94 3
)6313+1318 19.1 49 199+2 32 7 94 3
)6313+1418 21.4 59 198+ 3 29 6 94 3
)6314+1427 28.(_ 40 198+ 3 36 6 94 3
)6314+ 1656 28.7 56 196+ 4 I 38 12 94 ' 3
)6315+1606 30.9 55 197+ 41 23 8 94 3
)6315+1320 397 26 199+2 I 25 26 93 2)6316+1913 36.1 = 194+ 6 ; 54 15 93 3
)6316+1246 36.6 33 200+ 2 ] 53 15 93 2
)6316+1158 137.6 36 200+ 2 73 20 93 2
)6316+1106 j37.3 46 201+ 1 97 21 94 2
)6316+1507 37.642 _ 198+3 I 56 7 94 3)6317+1026 46.6 202+ 1 ] 25 7 94 3)6318+1749 50.6 195+ 4 55 7 94 3
)6318+1959 51.3 40 193+ 5 74 23 93 2
}6319+1728 57.1 52 196+ 4 34 6 94 3
)6319+1301 57.9 3 199+ 2 51 6 94 3
)6319+1614 59.4 49 197+ 4 48 5 94 3
)6320+1703 1.1 38 196+ 4 57 7 94 3
)6320+1102 4.1 42 201+ 1 31 16 94 3
)6320+1522 5.9 17 197+ 3 51 6 94 3
)6321+1032 10.5 24 202+ 1 79 14 94 2
)6321+1055 11.2 48 201+ 1 28 14 94 3
)6322+1046 13.3 28 202+ 1 33 12 94 3
)6323+1948 20.5 14 194+ 5 79 16 94 2
)6323+1959 21.2 6 193+6 79 27 93 2
)6324+t036 24.4 30 202+ 1 40 10 94 3
)6324+1735 26.4 51 195+ 4 79 23 94 2
)6324+1501 29.4 13 198+ 3 47 8 94 3
)6325+1001 31.8 47 202+ 1 38 7 94 3
)6325+1416 33.1 45 198+3 I 43 7 94 3
I
)6325+1130 34.7 48 201+2 I 77 9 93 2
)6325+1052 35.7 42 201+ t 33 13 95 2
)6325+1845 35.7 38 194+ 5 43 6 94 3
)6326+1902 40.2 39 194+ 5 54 7 94 3
)6326+1139 40.8 47 201+2 31 10 94 3
)6327+1429 42.4 5 198+ 3 48 6 94 3
)6327+1047 45.2 12 202+ 1 93 13 95 2
)6327+1041 46.6 3 202+ 1 I 25 t4 94 3
)6327+1426 47.4 8 198+3 88 11 93 2
)6328+1949 50.043 194+6 84 19 93 2
)6329+1020 58.9 41 202+1 _ 13 94 3)6329+1744 59.2 195+5 ._ 94 3
44 2o2+1 40 15 93 2
)6329+102959.9187197+4 38 9 94i33)6330 + 1629 1.E
,6330+131346 199+3,_ 1_ 94
_30+1957 49 t5 193+6 93 3
)6330+1708 5.8 8 196+ 4 56 8 94 3)6331+10,954 2 232+1 37 12 9, 3
)6331+14t5 7.7 17 199+ 3 23 6 94 3
)6331+1134 7.9 38 201+2 37 18 94 3
I
)6331+1102 ' 9.4 201+ 2:26 7 9413
,)6331 + t242 10 3 200+ 2 34 7 94 _3)6331+1020 10.4 202+1 27 14 95,2
)6331+165611.323196+446594 13
)6333+1153 19.7 17 201+2 33 16 94 2
)6333+1322 20£ 55 199+ 3 37 18 94 ; 3
)6333+1157 21.817 201+2 40 18 9412
)6333+1034 23,7 34' 202+ 1 28 12 94 _3
)6333+1726 23.8 9 196+ 5 41 24 94 2
)6334+1201 24.2 3 201+2 72 17 93 2
)6334+1608 26.8 28 197+4 42 8 94 3
)6334+1542 28.021 197+4 52 31 942
)6334+1038 28.5 43 202+1 78 14 932
)6335+1430 30,828 198+3 32 22 93132)6335+1048 34.1 202+2 43 10 94
)6335+1057 35.3 28 202+ 2 29 6 73 3
)6336+11,7 39.7 _ 201+ 2 79 147 _ 3)6337+1051431 202+2 38 3
)6337+1829 45,8 41 195+5 27 5 94 3
)6337+1607 46.830 197+4 67 21 94 3
Flux Density
I_N_ Color Co.coted)








































































































10(3 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
5.86 E HF D 970210010C
1.94L C C 3601010000
7.53L C D H 9501000338
8.59L B BH E 9500000008
1,99L CD AC I 01 3600000000
90.13: SBDE 8AAA 0 9380030108
2.42L C BH 26O0000000
2.14L BD AB 3 6600000000
9.48L C AE 2500000008
12.22L B ADC 960120010C
4.04 D GI GF 9580000010
1.88L B AF E 4600010000
4.74 C K I A 9800111348
7.04 E MCNC 9700000328
1.50L BC ACL 0 9602000000
9.50L B F A B 0 5500000008
14.72L F E L DCM 970021134C
2.58 D GGC 9500000018
2.88 D D LIDcC 2_11.11L 970210013C
8.51L D ABA c 74_8
2.30L CE F 0 26000000003.36 96000001181.97 K L C 8700000008
2.83 C GMD 3581000100
2.94 O EFG 2600000010
2,20L' BC AD 3 3600000000
2.69 CO AC 97(_000008
18.24L C CI 9500000008
6.43: DC I D 9780000318
2.69: C D BF C 9600100120
2.19L BBC AAAB 4 2600000000
2.28L BC AA 2 3600000000
2.69 C {3 B B 9700000008
8.87L BBC AAAE 2 9401000018 42
2.66 C GDC 8681100120
2.40 C HJ EA 5500000008
2.10L C C 1600000000
3.22 D L B 9700000008
4.76 E B 9900000008
2.41L C B 3600000000
6.78 CEED CDED 3 980102175C
9.58L B AE 9400100008
2.78 C KB 9400000100
5.51L BD AD 0 9500000008
2.43L B BCM 5600010000
7.31L S B C 9500000008
6.92L B D A D 0 8500000008
4.33 D GN L B 9980000008
1.B8L B BF 1600000000
3.24L E E C B 990111243C
9.40L C LJ CM 9701013328
7.02: CD DB 9882001318
2.98L D F D 9500000220
1.91 D D 9400000120
11.25L C EB 970010010C
2.49 D G C 9500000008
4.09 CC GAA 3500000000
8.86L BC iAAF 2 980000000(3
2.67L C BF L 3500000000
10.77L C DK 6500000008
21.83 C E BFCC 960014332C
6.79L B B 9400000008
6.58L B B H F 9300000008
.69 5.42:[ CC MDDB 46(30000308
A0L 1.81L B BE K 3700110000
3.85 21.83L D E E B G 964215052C1.68L 9.45 D EKGB 978113120C
.40L 1.73L E 3500110000
.40L 2.21 C J C 9500000010
.88 8.16L I D NCB 980010000(3
i
.40L 8.60L :B ACEK 9401000018
1.74L 7.63 D F GB 980000240C
.40L 8.93L D B I C 9500110008
.40L 2.30L B B 9600000000
.62 1.58L C GB 9500100000
,40L 8.89L C C 9500000008
6.87 11.36L DE CCC 974413333C
2.59 2.74 BBCC AAAC 2 2500000000 42!
1.11L 4.34 C KB 960000000C
52.80 131.77: CBEE BABB 0 958203343(3
.40L 2.32L BC ABD 0 3600000000
1.32L 5.58 E EB 9g0010000C
.40L 10.35L B IB 9501000008
.94 3.26L C BE 9601200328
.44L 2.47 C I E D 9500000000
.57 11.58L C FDH 9501300428
1.36 16.71L C SKB 970010350C
.40L 3.01 D G C 9602000248
.55 6.79L C L E 9700100108
.40L 8.17LIC CF 9500000008
.40L 2.63 D E 6500000000
1.09 t2.29L E G D 980010130C
.53L 3.05 C M FD 2681000230
2.02L 382.96L C B C 940338635C
21.79 29.25 BCFF BABC 0 962404340C
1.35: 780 ED J CB 960201042C
33.28: 382.96L' B B F CDC 1 940256651C
.47L 5.37L BC AAE 2 9500000008
.40L 3.11 D M D 9601000008
Associations
C
AS 2 !# T Name Type Mag
1 23 LDN 1605 504
8 1 2 DO 12318 29 98
I 2 DO 12317 64 9E
1 ' 2 9 U03490 66 15_
1 13 95829 K2 19 81
2 13 95630 K0 1 5E
1 13_ 95831 K5 8 8E
4
1 17 530 N: 7 118
1 17 532 N: 4 104
1 32 X0631+ 110 26 4
2 2 DO 12333 59 111
6 1 CR GEM 1 3
1 13 95849 MA 10 87
2 13 95850K5 5
1 17 535 N: 4
1 1 LW GEM 88 3
1 13 95860 G5 20 66
1 2 DO 12339 73 93
2 13 95862 G5 4 66
1 9 U03498 73 170
3 13 95870 K5 6 60
1 13 95872 K5 5 85
1 13 95873 K0 7 76
1 13 958831<0 4 78
1 13 95882 K0 45 73
1 13 95887 KO 19 80
5 1 DY GEM 78 3





3 20 G201.684 251
4
3 2O G201.684 263
I 1 CT GEM 68
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5] Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources F_N).
190
;111
Right Ascension: 06h33m50"-06h38m00 ` Declination: + 10"-+20"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /tm5cz
hm. o , (s) () 1 b ('3 (') (') N
06336+1046 50.9 59 202+ 2i 22 7 94 3 1.45 2,78
06338+1951 52.3 27 194+ 6 59 5 94 3 .93 ,30L
06338+1621 53,4 52 197+ 4 68 7 94 3 .45 ,28L
06339+1456 55.2 36 198+ 4 31 8 94 3 6.81 4.35
06339+1049 56.2 3 202+ 2 58 10 94 3 ,40L ,64
06339+1055 59.8 35 202+ 2 35 11 94 3 ,33L ,60:
06339+1921 60.0 56 194+ 6 50 8 94 3 .25L .35L
06341+1912 6,1 12 194+ 6 59 6 94 3 .68 .35L
06341+1606 7.1 13 197+ 4 58 8 94 3 ,46 .32L
06341+1412 7.2 31 199+ 3 66 9 94 3 ,72 .31L
06341+1834 8.8 16 195+5 32 11 94 2 .42 .82L
06341+1053 9.8 17 202+2 76 10 94 2 .52L .57
06341+1905 11.5 16 194+ 6 69 11 94 3 .42L .30L
06342+1623 14.0 18 197+ 4 140 8 82 3 .25L .27L
06342+1130 15.5 8 201+2 46 7 94 3 1.03 .29L
06342+1108 16.028 201+ 2 39 13 94 2 .25L .29L
06342+1736 17.248 196+ 5 51 22 94 2 .22 .52L
06343+1559 18.223 197+ 4 43 8 94 3 1.38 .40
06343+1134 21.6'17 201+ 2 100 29 94 2 .25L .66L
06344+1815 24.9 24 195+ 5 50 7 94 3 .45 .28L
06344+1349 30.0 46 199+ 3 51 7 94 3 .55 _28L
06345+1202 31.2 16 201+2 63 12 94 2 .38L .38L
06346+1901 36.5 4 194+ 6 95 11 94 2 .34 .35L
06346+1045 37.7 9 202+ 2 27 11 94 3 .25L .40L
06346+1444 38.5 51 198+ 4 39 5 94 3 16.10 10.39
06346+1636 39.0 21 197+ 4 29 8 94 3 1.36 .44L
D6347+1921 43.1 5 202+2 24 8 94 3 .47 .34L
D6347+1212 45.7 55 201+2 27 6 94 3 1.37 .64
_6348+1626 50.4 36 197+ 4 36 8 94 3 7.71 1.89
[)6348+1053 50.4 52 202+ 2 36 6 94 3 2.36 .61
_6348+1337 52.4 39 199+ 3 98 27 94 2 .68L .34L
36349+1252 54.3 55 200+ 3 38 26 94 2 .30L ,38L
36349+1928 56,5 44 194+ 6 61 11 94 2 .32 1.07L
36349+1552 57.3 32 197+ 4 49 18 94 3 ,25L ,30L
:)6349+1103 57.4 36 202+2 49 12 94 3 ,25L .30L
)6350+1548 2.2 58 197+ 4 45 7 94 3 .60 .27L
)6350+1920 2.6 38 194+ 6 53 10 94 3 .49 .31L
:)6350+1734 3.5 9 196+ 5 _76 28v 94 3 1.16 .48L)6351+1540 6.8 27 197+ 4 941 o .43L .39L
:)6351+1949 7.6 7 194+ 6 75 11 94 3 .41 .35L
)6351+1730 7.7 56 196+ 5 39 19 94 3 .25L .32L
)6351+1031 10.7 54 202+ 2 24 9 94 3 .25L .34L
)6352+1049 14.0 20 202+ 2 21 8 94 3 .25L .29L
)6352+1124 14.0 36 201+ 2 20 10 74 3 .25L .27L
)6356+1047 38.2 29 202+ 2 21 10 94 3 .25L .45L
}6356+1929 40.7 33 194+ 6 72 9 94 3 .99 .34L
3,6357+1729 46.8 43 ! 196+ 5 41 17 94 3 .25L .45L
}6360+1917 0.9 34 194+ 6 30 7 94 3 6.25 1.51
}6360+1049 2.2 0 202+2 31 11 74 3 .25L .25L
}6360+1607 5.5 25 197+ 5 46 7 94 3 .44 .25L
)6361+1625 6.1 33 197+ 5 42 5 94 3 .80 .27:
)6361+1203 8.3 31 201+ 3 32 6 94 3 2.23 1.20
}6361+1710 9.9 9 196+ 5 49 9 94 3 .41L .29:
}6361+1620 10.7 40 197+ 5 43 5 94 3 1.14 .58L
)6362+1754 13.6 30 196+ 5 24 22 94 3 .41L .33L
}6362+1107 14.4 40 202+ 2 28 10 94 3 .25L .36
)6362+1127 14.5 15 201+2 63 10 95 2 .38 .30L
)6362+1231 15.3 58 200+ 3 54 10 94 3 .37 .30L
}6363+1013 19.3 46 202+ 2 23 7 72 3 .25L .43L
}6363+1726 20.8 23 196+ 5 81 27 94 2 1.24L .37L
)6364+1733 27.2 44 196+ 5 23 5 94 3 1.32 .68
}6364+1523 27.5 21 196+ 4 18 5 94 3 1.25 .33L
)6365+1326 30.5 17 200+ 3 38 6 94 3 2.50 .77
)6365+1316 30.7 40 200+ 3 51 7 94 3 .68 .26L
}6365+1637 32.1 10 197+ 5 26 11 94 3 .25L .29L
)6365+1800 33.7 57 196+ 6 66 15 94 2 .30L .37L
}6366+1510 37.5 13 198+ 4 61 9 94 3 .25L .28L
}6366+1127 40.6 20 201+ 3 21 6 94 3 8.67 3.96
}6367+1043 43.1 34 202+ 2 47 9 94 3 .25L .32L
)6369+1055 55.2 49 202+ 2 38 11 94 3 .25L .26L
)6369+1038 56.9 27 202+ 2 33 24 95 2 .25L .67L
)6369+1729 56.4 7196+5 58 18 94 2 .53L .42L
)6370+1015 4.3 43 203+2 27 6 94 2 2.05 1.07)6370+1942 4.4 19 194+6 25 o 94! o .67 .35L
}6370+1310 4.8 49 200+3 53 13 9412 .23 .37L
)6371+1050 7.6 321 202+2 61 9 95 3 .39L .36L
)6371+1144 8.1 3 201+3 54 17 94 2 .39L .27L
)6371+1826 8.7 1 195+6 62 22 94 3 .25L .41L
)6371+1046 9.2 21 202+ 2 55 7 95 3 .46 .25L
)6371+1109 9.5 21 202+ 3 22 6 94 3 .29: 1.15
}6373+1041 18.4 3( 202+ 2 42 12 95 3 .40L .33L
)6373+1053 19.3 5( 202+ 2 52 8 95 3 .34L .37:
)6373+1036 21.4 2; 202+ 2 27 13 94 2 .27L .56L
)6373+1305 21.4 4,' 200+ 3 45 7 94 3 .69 .28L
)6373+1110 21.5 2! 202+ 3 68 18 94:2 .76L .64L
)6374+1356 24.6 52 199+ 4 56 9 94 2 .30 .44L
)6374+1718 25.6 37 196+ 5 40 23 94 2 .40L .34L
)6374+1205 28.2 57 201+ 3 33 6 94 3 2.85 .75
)6375+1059 30.0 361 202+ 3 48 10 95 3 .25L .30L
)6376+1255 36.6 23 200+ 3 85 32 94 2 .25L ,31L
}6376+1055 41,6 53 202+ 3 51 10 95 3 .27L ,28L
36377+1030 42.7 52 202+2 53 11 94 2 ,38L ,64L
)6377+1020 43,9 13 203+ 2 63 6 94 3 .47 ,33L
)6377+1535 44.5 21 198+ 5 49 6 94 3 25L ,25L
)6377+1849 47.3 111 195+ 6 40 5 94 3 2.02 .54
)6378+1041 49.8 19 202+ 2 19 6 95 3 .89 .30L
)6378+1846 52.8 18 195+ 6 45 6 94 3 1.11 .54
)6378+1054 52.9 3 202+ 3 65 16 95 3 .25L .27L
)6379+1600 55.5 101 198+ 5 33 5 94 3 1.11 .35
)6380+1605 0.6 4; 197+ 5 90 19 94 3 .25L .29L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
Flags
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
FCEE EDEC 0 949135333C
B A F 9500000000
B CH H 9500110008;
BBD AAC 0 1700000000
F HF G 940136433C !
D F FEHB 960229530C
C D A C 4500000008
C BJ 4400000008
B CM 7401000008
C C M L 3600000000
E B L 9500100328
D BB 960226862C
C J B I 4300000008
E J C 6601010008
B AH 960010000C
E D C H ' 980000030C
D H G : 9561000138
B D A B ' O 7400000008




C G E B 974123432C
BDED AAAC 9 0600000000
E A D E 44OOOOOOO8
D F B I F D 958302244C
B C B B 0 9600030006
BC AAG 0 5400000008
BF AB 2 980021133C
C N D 3500000120
C M D 9501000000
C D D 2400000008
D LN D 5500100018
D KNFD 988011130C
C BI 4400100018
C D J 6600000000
C A E 9400100008
C FDGC 550OO00010





D F G B 980212245C
CDI ECE 968000044C
C C B 55OOO00OO0
C i H MB 9600000000
BCDEiAAB 0 6600000000H H G B 960200052C
C I C F H 2300000008
I
BE IAB 0 1400100006
BC I AA 0 9401000008
DC j DB 9602000000
B i AC 2300100008
E K EE 960O000010
DFD EED 944205533C
F F 95000000(3(3
E C HF 4400000108
D I ECA 95O032132C
F D 9600000000
BD ABL 1 9700000000
B A G 2601000000
B F A B 1 96OOOO0OOO
B A I 9600000000
C F B B 0400000008
C D 9601000000
CC FBD 1600000010
BCC AAC 0 850100002C
CD DCBB 960211039C
e GC ! 940120040C
!
° HGB ' 970110030C
C KD E 9501090200
BC AAFB 1 980110141C
B A H 4600000010E M 9600100000
D F C 950042150C
D D D D 9700000208
C HKFD 7601000210
C SFI D 860031041C
DCD CBA 0 940120181C
E ECD 770032041C
ECC DDCB 950023251C
D J B 980121000C
E BD 9601100000
E F B 960010031C
C CJ I 4500000100
C F EB 9500011000
BC AB 0 9400100008
C I BB 950031053C
D E 9500000430
D I B F 930023244C
E GCA 980201120C
B B F E 970212054C
CC F AB 0580000020
CD ABF i 0 2700121000
B AJ J 970121000C
BC ABLDI 1 2700121000
F N DB 958122155C
B° AC i 0 5500100000
C GB 7400100000
I
























































PK 201 + 2.1
95979 K5 66
95982 K0 85
)(O637 + 156 8
553 N 130





Name Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 C oords SMJ SMN O 0 12 p.m
ham. e 8, (s) (') to (") (") (') N (Jansky)
)6380+1123 1.._ 94 3 .93 .48L 2.42L
)6380+1012 5,C 94 3 .25L .46L 2.07
)6381 + 1237 6.5 94 i 3 4.02 1.31 .48
)6381+ 1059 10.2 95 3 .43 .75 1.28
)6381+1300 10.7 94 2 1.38L .29L .43L
)6381+1039 11,9 95 3 .25L 2.76 53.66
)6382+1737 12,9 94 3 .25L .26L .40L
)6382+1806 16.9 94 2 ,44L .35L .69
)6382+1017 17.6 95 3 1.28 7.91 43.45
)6383+ 1029 20.9 i 95 3 .45: 1.00L 5.84
I
)6384+1340 28.1 i 94 3 1.23 .44L .40L)6385+1103 30.8 95 3 9.41 2.38 1.73L
)6386+1036 36.5 94 2 .80L .31L 1.09
)6386+1023 37.3 95 3 .30L .31L 2.23
)6386+1032 37.3 ! 94 3 .25L .31L 2.19
)6387+1047 42.4 95 3 .48 .32L 2.17L
)6387+1054 44.4 [ 95 3 .27L .31L 1.26
)6388+1301 53.7 94 2 .25L .30L .33:
)6389+1938 55.0 94 2 .25L .32L .40L
)6391+ 1006 9.1 95 3 .25L .28L 1.28L
)6392+1317 13.3 94 2 .35 .87L .40L
)6392+1631 14.0 94 2 .25L .39L .40L
)6392+1329 16.3 95 2 .31L .42L .37
)6393+1620 18.3 94 3 3.02 1.55 .43L
)6393+1850 20.1 94 3 .40L .34L .60
)6395+1741 30.3 94 3 .43 .28L .40L
)6395+1359 30.7 94 3 .39 .27L .40L
)6396+1221 38.9 94 2 A6L .26L .58L
)6397+1553 42.7 94 2 ,26L .55L .40L
)6397+1306 44.4 94 2 A5L .30L .40L
16397+1103 45.4 95 3 .25L .28L 1.38L
)6398+1454 52.7 94 2 .31L .38L .61
)6399+1509 54.5 94 2 .35 .30L .40L
)6399+1932 58.3 94 2 .38 .36L .40L
)6399+1708 58.4 94 3 .41L .31L .63
)6399+1611 59.3 94 3 .87 .32L .40L
)6400+1659 2.9 94 2 25L .31L .40L
)6402+1506 12.7 94 3 1.35 .35L .40L
)6403+1724 18.6 94 2 .30L .38L .46
)6403+1711 22.3 94 2 .25L .36L .40L
)6404 + 1700 26.5 94 2 .39 .25L .40L
)6404+1147 28.7 95 3 .49 .46: .40L
)6405+1126 32.7 94 2 .26L .57L 1.45L
)6406+1710 38.1 94 2 .29L .66L .40L
)6407+ 1423 44.(] 94 2 .25L .32L .40L
)6407+1437 45.2 94 3 .25L .63L .40L
)6407+1940 46.7 94 3 .25L .42L .40L
)6409+1253 54.8 95 2 1.15L .34L .40L
)6411 + 1617 7.8 94 2 .32L .40L .40L [
)6411+1236 8.2 95 3 2.53 .73 .40L=
)6411+1316 9.9 95 3 8.48 1.99 .5OL
)6411+1019 11.9 95 3 .47 .26L 1.41L
)6412+1227 12.1 95 3 .27L .28L 1.15
)6412+1119 12.9 94 2 .25L .74L .40L
)6413+1229 20.4 95 3 .53 .30L .40L
)6413+1736 122.5 94 3 .45 .40L .40L
)6413+1011 123.7 95 3 .25L .25L 1.61L
)6415+1812 33.5 94 3 .60 .28L .40L
)6415+1215 34.3 95 2 1.27L .30L .40L
)6422+1743 13.5 94 2 .31L .72L .46L
)6422+ 1229 15.E 95 3 .86 .27L .40L
)6423+1152 19.1 951 3 1.29 .52 .40L
)6423+1133 20.6 95 3 .46 .30L .40L
36423+1432 21.6 95 3 .26L .25L .70
)6423+1004 23.5 95 3 .49 .30L 1.86L
)6424+1257 27.6 95 3 5.54 1.37 .40L
)6424+1517 28.0 95_ 3 .98 .39L .40L
)6424 + 1832 28.2 94 _ 3 1.34 .50: .40L
)6424+1709 29.6 94 3 .26L .31L .63
)6425+1951 30.9 94 3 1.01 .46 .40L
)6425+1423 31.1 95 3 .26L .32L .84
)6425+1255 34.3 95 3 7.64 4.35 .59
)6426 + 1654 39.2 95 3 19.24 5.80 1.07
)6426+1008 4t.7 95 3 _81 .42 1.43L
)6426+1441 50.5 95 3 .59L .31L .40L
:)6429 + 1628 57.9 94 2 1.39L .37L .40L
)6430+1101 0,9 95 2 .25L .30L .49L
)6430+1113 3.6 95 3 .25L .42L .42L
36430+1244 5.5 95 2 .31 .33L .40L
)6431+1301 6_8 95 3 1.49 .56 .43L
36431+1543 7.8 95 3 36.61 14.58 2.05
:)6431+1458 6.4 94 2 ,31 .28L ,40L
36432+ 1748 14.5 94 2 1A6L ,30L .40L
36436+1840 38.7 95 3 L59 .52: ,40L
36438+1419 48.3 95 3 .97 ,42 .40L
_6438 + 1143 52.0 95 2 ,25L ,58L .6OL
36439+1739 57.7 95 2 .42L .44L .40L
36439+1334 59.2 94 2 25L ,35L .40L
36440+1235 0.5 95 3 ,25L ,27L ,4OL
36440+1618 1,3 95 3! ,71 .25L .40L
D6440+ 1159 4,0 95 3 .46 29L .40L
[}6441 + 1621 t0.2 95 3 1,51 ,98 .40L
06442+1813 17,3 95 3 .70 .38 ,40L
06443+1956 21.7 94 2 .28L .31L .40L
06444+1229 25.4 95 2 .62L .69L .40L
06444+ 1509 27.6 95 3 .57 .30L .40L
06444+ 1701 299 95 3 .86 .30: .40L
06445+1152 34.2 95 2 .27 .34L .40L
06446+1149 38.6 94 2 .44 .29L .40L
06446+1449 39.3 95 3 .38 .29L .40L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 p.m 60 _m I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
16.35L D IASl 950010021C
86.66L E I DC 964210051C
17.50L BCC AAEC 0 _400000008
19.76L EDD _BC 8 950010000C
3.41 D E EC 9500000440
144.93 BFF AAA 954120000(3
2.25 C !J B 9500000100
1.89L C ! A D 8500000000
86.66 DDFF !BAAA 7 868313232C
25.19L D D _CBCD 978034561C
1.30L B A F
31.60L BC AA
25.19L E C
35.35L E B F
25.19L E FBB
41.02L C BL E
8.19L C CB
2.83 DD KEE
2.11 D L D
8.51 D DC
12.25L C BN
1.61 C Ol D
12.61L O F
1.00L BC AAB
1.05L D E DC
1.59L B A I
1.94L C D













































1.61L BD BE C 2 9700000000
3.04 D DB 650000000C
1.57 D MJ C 3601100000
1.99 D E 6680000020
2.11 C F B 6680000010
2.63 C DDC 66OOO00100
2.26 E K B 9600000008
1.92 D L DHF 8600001000
7.41L BD AB 1 9400000008
5.88L BC AAF 1 9500100028
9.99L C B E I 75000000(0
1.96L C BC 3500100220
2.87 D L E 9500000100
1,96L B tBL F 3500100330
1,19L C _ CCJ 5700000000
9,05 MG B 750000030C
1.30L B A 5501000000
1.92 F 4500000010
1.48 C ! J HE 6600000000
1.67L B A 2660000000
C
A
S 2 # T
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Name Type Mag
1 17 556 C5,5 8 160
3 2 16 03114EA 10 178
7 2 1 SS MON 8 3
2 13 95995 MA 2 87
4 13 95997 M0 3 63
1 1 KP GEM 85 3
4 1 13 96011 68 24 85
8 2 13 96015A0 10 50
2 13 96029 K8 5 91
2 13 96030 MA 8 80
1 2 DO 12479 79 9_
1 2 DO 1729 36 113
8 4 13 96051 K0 4 45
C 3 9 U03524 45 16C
C 2 10 M+02 18-001 151
1 13 96054 K0 0 81
1 2 DO 12499 75 103
3 "13 96070MA 7 8E
1 2 DO 1741 42 115
5 °13' 96074 F5 16 33
2 1 i AT GEM 25
;18
8 1 32 X0642 + 146 77
1.67L DC ACM 4 7601000000
2.13L C _CG H 9660000000
1.64: CC i KCB 9600000000
9.30L B BI E 650110000C
6.20L BD AA 5 9500100008
1.31L B AF 4602000000
1.29L CF ACKN 0 0600000000
1.30L C CCE 2700000000
1.26L CC AB 0 9600001000
1.41: CC' EGBC 7600000000
6.22L CBD AABC 0 8500100008
1.00L CBC AAB 0 1700000000
11.93L BD AB I 0 350010000C
2.69 C E E F I 7580000020
1.69 F I E 4602000010
2.27 E I D 9600000100
3.70 C E D 9581000220
2.91L C C 9502000220
7.40L BD ABJ C 0 6401000008







4 4 "13 96084F0
2 ° 1 UY GEM
8 1 32 X0643+178
2 1 RT GEM
8
8
1 1 DF GEM 11
2 13 96106 MA 10 91
8 1 39 OH+174 22 141.=
1 13 96112 K2 8 71E
1 2 DO 1762 37 11:
1 2 DO 1764 39 9'
3.22L F C I 6500000010
2.02 D G 5601000140
1.00L DC AD 3 2600000000
1.24L BD AD I 4 5600000000
2.86 C E ED 5600000020
1.36 C F F 5700000010
1.59 E I G 3600000020
2,01 C GBB 9601000200
1.12L C BD J [ 3600101000
1.54L B BE 6500000000
1.00L BC AA 0 3700101000
1.00L CD BFKG 0 2601000000
1.42 C J I E 6600000000
1.94 C F 2500000220
1.11 L B A 5600000000
1.00L CD BD 0 3600000000
2.15L C FD 9500110000
1.50L F B 9500110000
1.51L C D 4601020000
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5] Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
192
'1 I1
Right Ascension: 06h44m40"-O6h53m55 ' Declination: +10°-+20 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. oB,
36446+1103 40.3 33 203+ 4 67 16 95 3
36448+1519 51.2 9 199+ 6 54 7 95 3
36448+1057 53.3 5 203+ 4 47 19 95 3
:)6448+1639 53.7 55 198+ 7 30 6 95 3
:)6449+1926 55.1 6 195+ 8 43 116 94 236449+1709 55.9 52 197+ 7 33 95 3
36449+1024 56.8 4 203+ 4 31 11 95 3
36450+1129 2.8 23 202+ 4 70 18 95 3
36450+1921 3.1 58 195+ 8 26 6 95 3
36451+1520 11.6 54 199+ 6 64 8 95 3
36452+1048 17.6 14 203+ 4 55 18 95 3
36453+1319 18.3 1 201+ 5 58 10 95 2
:)6454+1910 26.3 11 195+ 8 49 30 94 2
:)6457+1012 46.2 53 204+ 4 49 8 95 3
:)6458+1945 51.6 2 195+ 6 63 10 95 2
:)6459+1754 54.0 50 197+ 7 36 6 95 3
36459+1007 54.6 55 204+ 4 44 18 95 3
36459+1702 55.2 13 197+ 7 35 11 95 3
:)6459+1427 55.6 43 200+ 6 63 12 95 3
:)6460+1053 3.9 1 203+ 4 92 23 _ 94 2
:)6462+1253 14.3 29 201+ 5 36 14 95 3
:)6462+1815 14.3 21 196+ 8 45 7 95 3
36462+1613 16.3 12 198+ 7 38 7 95 3
36464+1134 27.1 23 202+ 5 73 36 95 2
36465+1214 32.3 2 202+ 5 32 7 95 3
36465+1115 33.4 2 203+ 5 46 8 95 3
36465+1432 35.4 29 200+ 6 50 8 95 3
_467+1503 43.3 48' 199+ 6 41 7 95 3
36467+1848 44.8 24 ! 196+ 8 52 7 95 3
)6467+1206 45.0 7i 202+ 5 59 7 95 3
I
)6467+1314 47.1 55 201+6 29 6 95 3
)6472+1645 12.8 41 198+ 7 19 7 95 3
)6472+1207 15.1 0 202+ 5 20 7 95 3
)6474+1024 25.9 18 204+4 80 29 95 2
)6474+1536 29.6 29 199+ 7 49 8 95 3
)6475+1148 32.6 46 202+ 5 113 29 95 2
)6475+1335 33.9 53 201+ 6 24 7 95 3
)6476+1328 36.2 21 201+ 6 31 7 95 3
)6478+1209 50.8 25 202+ 5 56 24 95 3
)6479+1100 57.6 31 203+ 5 29 25 5 3
)6480+1433 3.3 13 200+ 6 31 7 95 3
)6481+1132 6.4 17 203+ 5 70 20 95 3
)6481+1355 6.8 40 200+ 6 52 9 95 2
)6481+1639 7.2 54 198+ 7 86 13 95 2
)6481+1143 8.2 22 202+ 5 44 10 95 3
)6481+1608 9.0 56 198+ 7 48 7 95 3
)6482+1448 16.0 18 200+ 7 60 10 95 2
)6482+1258 16.9 56 201+ 6 38 8 95 3
)6483+1359 21.8 51 200+ 6 28 7 95 3
)6483+1911 22.0 38 196+ 9 74 12 95 3
)6483+1508 29.6 13 199+ 7 29 7 95 3
)6485+1246 30.3 56 202+ 6 41 6 95 3
)6488+1350 49.5 20 201+ 6 44 28 95 2
]6488+1744 49.7 6 197+ 8 38 7 95 3
)6488+t139 49.9 1 203+ 5 94 12 95 2
)6489+1108 55.0 33 203+ 5 28 6 95 3
)6494+1518 27.9 38 199+ 7 49 13 82 3
)6497+1158 43.2 4 202+ 6 35 11 95 3
)6497+1842 45.0 9 196+ 9 20 5 95 3
)6501+1412 11.3 49 200+ 7 37 5 95 3
)6503+1044 23.7 31 204+ 5 28 7 95 3
)6504+1136 24.7 39 203+ 6 59 11 95 3
)6504+1815 28.2 3 197+ 9 42 6 95 3
)6506+1103 36.8 36 203+ 5 38 7 95 3
)6506+1404 41.1 32 201+ 7 78 38 95 2
)6507+1354 45.9 54 201+7 38 23 95 2
)6508+1133 49.7 12 203+ 6 73 7 96 3
)6509+1355 56.0 20 201+ 7 28 22 5 2
)6509+1921 56.4 49 196+ 9 65 14 95 3
)6510+1200 5.9 16 203+ 6 23 6 95 3
)6511+1303 8.1 27 202+6 39 7 95 3
)6511+1338 11.0 2 201+ 7 78 27 95i 2
)6512+1637 13.5 29 198+ 8 55 17 95 2
)6513+1907 18.1 27 196+ 9 55 7 95 3
)6513+1035 20.3 18 204+ 5 33 7 96 3
)6515+1141 30.9 48 203+ 6 53 9 96 3
)6517+1744 45.3 55 197+ 9 40 6 95 3
)6517+1554 46.7 8 199+ 8 51 8 95 3
)6518+1314 49.2 33 202+ 7 31 6 95 3
)6518+1030 49.5 27 204+5 63 14 95 2
)6518+1238 50.4 33 202+6 29 6 95 3
)6521+1054 7.1 32 204+6 21 5 96 3
)6522+1955 13.5 18 195+10 44 10 95 3
)6523+1906 18.5 25 196+ 9 59 10 95 3
)6523+1417 19.4 36 201+ 7 46 8 95 3
)6523+1308 20.4 7 202+ 7 55 7 96 3
)6525+1352 33.1 56 201+7 83 9 95 3
)6527+1538 45.2 60 199+ 8 26 7 95 3
)6530+1028 3.6 20 204+ 6 34 19 96 2
)6532+1610 12.5 3 199+ 8 40 6 95 3
)6532+1539 13.6 10_ 199+ 8 47 8 95 3
)6533+1519 19.5 56 200+8 48 6 95 3
)6533+1748 21.1 11 198+ 9 50 6 95 3
)6533+1238 23.0 49 202+ 7 52 8 96 3
)6535+1804 30.9 30 197+ 9 55 21 95 3
)6535+1542 31.4 3 199+ 8 22 6 96 3
)6536+1101 36.9 241 204+ 6 19 6 96 4
)6537+1422 43.0 5310!201+ 8 32 6 96 3)6538+1150 51.8 203+6 50 13 964
)6539+1852 55.223 197+10 30 7 95 3
H ("Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty OCa B Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 Fm







































































































loo /.xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.90 C F S 8501OO0000
1.00L B AE 1600000000
2.82 DC F CC 9500000100
1.31: BFFD AABC 9 6500000100
2.38L C CC 2500110000
1.10L BC AB 2 2600001000
10.03L C G AG 8400000008
2.47 E FB 9500000110
1.05L BD AE J 0, 1600110000
1.35L D CK ! 16OOOOOOOO
7.54 DC J DD 9480000330
1.87L C BG 34000O0000
1.28 E DKD 1500000010
5.92L D CC M 8501100228
1.00L D BG 5600000030
1.00L BC AAF 0 1500000000
4.37 DE MCDC 9601100228
1.47: CE EAG 5500000010
1.35L E BF H 16OOO0OOO0
2.70 C J B 9580000020
3.70 DD GFC 5481000220
1.00L D AG 0600001000
1.36L BD BC G 0 2600000000
2.08 D F 9501000000
1.86L BBC AABk J 4 5500000000 14
1.75L B CO 9500000000
1.23L C B I L 0600000000
1.08L BE AE F 1 1600000000
1.01L C CM 1501000000 1 13 96155 MA
1.45L D B E 5600000000
1.18L BF AC 1 2401000000 2 13 96157 F8
2.21L BCC AABD 0 5582000110
2.28: BCDD AADI 0 5500000430 01 C 4 13 96170MA
2.12 o _ D; g5oooooooo1.24L C A ; 1500010000
2.59 D H I J H 7500000230
1.02L CBC AAE 1 2500000000 01
Associations
Name Type
3 2 [30 12542
21 2 [3012545
1 j 2 [30 12547




1 1 FH GEM
1 12 ZG 645+17
1 13 96136 K5
8
C
1 13 96141 MA
1 1 FI GEM
4 4 TMSS +10140
1 2 DO 12578
C 1 32 X0647+118
1.04L BF ABJ 2 2500000000 4 13 96179K0
3.02 CGHJD 4580000330 C
1.98 D G 6500000110
1.10L B AE k_ 1500000010
t.76 C F B 6500000000
1.44L C BF 2601100000 1 13 96189 K0
1.45L C C 5500000000 1 2 {30 12592
1.79: C F D FF 7500000000 1 13 96190G5
1.00L C AH F 1600000000 2 1 ITGEM
1.19L F B F 2600000000
5.81 CC HHAA 4401001000 1 , 9 U03570
1.01L BD BB O 3600100000
1.26L C K C 2500000100
1.12L BC AB F 1 1600000000 3 13 96193 K5
2 13 96203 K2
2 13 96201 K8
3 9 U03578
I 13 96221 K2
4 2 DO 12613
2 13 96230 MA




1 13 96252 K5
2 13 96261 K2
1 13 96262G5
3 13 96265 F0
1 2 [301821
2 1 V564 MON
1.16L B BJ 4601000000
1.32 D K C 36O00OOOOO
1.00L BD AB 0 0400001000
1.44L D E 4500000000
1.03L BC BA 1 2500001000
1.80: CF MKBB 0501000000
1.00L B B F 2600000000
1.00L BBC AAA 0 1400000100
1.00L BC AB I 0 4500000000
1.00L BC AAFM 0 0600001000
1.00L C BD 0600010000
1.00L DD BBI 0 1500010000
1.14L B AHDJ D 0600001000
159  ooooo 96011003001,411.37L C ' 0600010000
2.33 E C 9600100420
1.55 CC DC 3400000000
1.00L BBC AAC 0 0600000000 13
1.00L CC BC E 0 O60OOO0O0O
1.83 C L I D 7600000140
.93: EC L CE 0501000000
1.10L B B D 2500010000
1.00L BD AD D I 0600000000
2.13 CC FBB 0500000000
1.00L BC ABB 0 0401000000
1.00L B A 0500000000
1.00L B AC 460O0OOOOO
1.31L C D 0600000000
1.00L CCD AAG 8 0600000000
1.00L BED AAAE 9 0600000000 46
1.66 BC I BB 0401000100
.94: CC GB D 3500000000
1.00L B AD 7600000000
1.09L B BJ I 5600000000
1.25L C BBJG 9500000010
1.00L CD AD O 0501000000
1.41L E F 1500000000
1.00L BC AAGL 0 0500000000
2.01 CC J FAB 0400100000
1.00L BD ABH 0 1600000000
3.39L B B F L 9400000008
1.10L C DJ 0600000000
3.30 E E H D 9482000438
I.OOL B A 0500100000
1.03L BCF AAE 0 1501010000
1.00L BC AABB 1 1600000100
1.49 BC CC 2601000010
1.00L B BE 3500100000




2 13 i 96287 K5
1 13 96288 K0
1 131 96289 G5
4 1 32 X0653+180
1 2 [30 12661
3 2; DO 1839
1 16 03288
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region,
193





Galactic Uncertainty Ca 6 Coords SM.I SMN O 12 am
(s) £3 1 b C) £3 (3 N
36540+1857 3.9 38 197+10 46 7 95 3
)6540+1119 5.6 33 203+6 21 6 96 4
36543+1040 18.1 58 204+ 6 54 12 96 4
)6543+1933 20.4 57 196+10 61 10 95 3
)6545+1352 32.1 9 201+ 8 46 8 96 3
)6546+1158 36.3 32 203+ 7 53 10 96 4
)6547+1010 44.6 2 205+6 77 11 96 3
)6547+1107 46.2 19 204+ 6 41 10 96 4
)6548+1748 52.2 29 198+ 9 60 7 96 3
)6549+1109 55.9 6 204+ 6 44 7 I 96 4
)6549+1021 57.9 17 204+ 6 36 8 97 3
)6550+1118 5.4 12 204+ 7 76 8 96 4
)6550+1858 53 18 197+10 75 11 95 2
)6552+1244 13.2 5 202+ 7 26 7 96 4
)6552+1756 14.9 29 198+ 9 83 17 95 2
)6553+1025 18.5 6 204+ 6 77 15 96 2
)6553+1718 19.9 53 196+ 9 28 7 96 3
)6554+1130 24J 3 203+ 7 47 8 97 3
)6555+1917 360 26 196+t0 75 7 96 3
)6556+1623 37.6 32 199+ 9 23 6 96 3
)6557+1200 42.5 52 203+ 7 48 15 96 2
)6557+1732 45.2 10 198+ 9 44 6 96 3
)6558+1754 48.2 52 198+10 94 13 95 2
)6558+1244 49.2 9 202+ 7 42 11 96' 3
)6559+1914 54.5 47 196+10 62 16 96 2
)6560+1021 2.2 53 205+6 39 9 97 3
)6560+1326 2.6 52 202+8 49 9 96 3
)6561+1311 7.2 19 202+8 81 29 96 3
)6561+1902 10.5 26 197+10 45 10 96 3
)6562+1606 13.5 36 199+ 9 42 7 96 4
)6564+1310 27.0 24 202+ 8 35 33 6 2
)6.566+1223 39.9 3 203+ 7 77 9 97 3
)6567+1644 44.0 49 199+ 9 53 8 96 3
)6569+1057 54.9 53 204+ 7 66 10 97 3
)6569+1218 55.1 52 203+ 7 41 12 97 2
)6569+1600 57.4 40 200+ 9 48 12 96 3
)6570+1152 4.6 19 203+ 7 80 8 97 3
)6571+1659 6.8 54 199+ 9 32 28 96 3
)6571+1209 10.1 49 203+7 79 10 97 2
)6573+1608 23.4 59 199+ 9 30 8 96 3
)6574+1552 29.9 15 200+ 9 59 12 97 2
)6575+1521 32.4 32 200+9 24 7 96 3
)6577+1154 44.1 53 203+7 109 33 96 2
)6577+1441 46.5 7 201+9 69 8 96 3
)6578+1039 53.2 9 205+7 16 5 97 3
)6579+1831 55.1 3; 197+10 70 10 _ 32)6581+1857 6.4 197+11 44 6
)6581+1228 8.6 17 203+8 48 6 97 3
)6581+1941 11 5 7 196+11 61 8 96 3
)6582+1041 12.4 48 205+ 7 15 5 97 i 3
)6582+1048 16.7 34 204+ 7 18 4
)6582+1507 17.358 201+9 30 6 _ 33
)6583+1610 20.335 200+ 9 64 8 96 3
)6583+1929 20.715 197+11 49 7 96 3
)6584+1752 29.9 6'198+10 32 10 96 3
)6587+1030 42.6 57 205+ 7 20 5 97 3
)6587+1459 44.9 31 201+ 9 27 11 96 3
)6587+1838 ,6.359 197+11 58 11 96 3
)6589+1455 55.910 201+9 64 11 97 2
)6589+1527 58.5 0 200+9 52 8 97 3
)6590+1926 1.0 13 197+tl 41 7 96 3
)6592+1047 13.8 18 205+7 35 5 97 3
)6593+1050 22.8 5 205+7 33 5 97 3
)6594+1524 24.9 34 200+ 9 33 5 97 3
)6595+1749 31.1 42 198+10 32 6 96 3
)6595+1520 34.9 41 2C0+9 33 7 97 3
)6596+1644 ,1.250 199+10 36 7 96 3
)6597+1734 463 2 198+10 35 7 96 3
)6598+1230 52.6 53 203+8 47 6 97 3
)7000+1756 2.5 52 198+11 51 7 96 3
)7002+1114 12.3 59 204+8 97 12 97 2
)7004+1412 26.8 40 202+ 9 92 12 96, 2
)7005+1901 34.052 197+11 70 18 96 2
)7006+1322 40.9 30 202+ 9 27 6 97 3
)7008+1101 52.0 36 205+ 8 36 8 97 3
)7008+1050 52.9 43 205+ 8 31 7 97 3
)7010+1320 1.5 16 202+ 9 67 18 97 2
)7010+1240 3.8 8 203+ 8 30 6 97 3
)7011+1302 8.4 50 203+9 49 7 97 3
)7012+1558 14.4 59 200+10 43 9 97 2
)7014+1539 26.4 57 200+10 57 7 97 2
)7014+1457 28.9 6 201+10 55 7 97 3
)7017+1106 44.2 24 205+ 8 49 9 97 3
)7019+1000 56.0 44 206+ 7 35 7 97 3
)7019+1623 57.3 10 200+10 45 8 I 97 23
:)7019+1540 58.0 7 200+10 62 15 97
:)702t+1033 7.6 42 205+ 8 50 11 97 3
:)7022+1055 14.0 38 205+ 8 32 6 97 3
:)7026+1037 36.3 38 205+ 8 39 7 97 3
:)7027+1314 43.7 26 203+ 9 51 31 97 3
)7027+1323 45.2 44 203+ 9 44 7 97 3
:)7027+1347 45.3 14 202+ 9 30 6 97 3
37026+1745 48.9 46 199+11 68 11 97 3
37028+1717 50.2 12 199+11 31 6 97 3 i
:)7030+1515 4.8 29 201+10 41 7 97 3
:)7032+1403 15.3 49 202+10 37 7 97 3
37033+1323 19.9 17 203+9 24 22 97 2
:)7034+1241 24.9 33 203+ 9 34 ! 7 97 3
37034+1134 28.5 59 204+ 8 32 7 97 3
37036+1911 38.6 17 197+12 59 10 96 2
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing:
Flux Density Flags
('Not Color Corrected) V L
25 ,am 60 p.m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.87 .38: .40L 1.01L BD BC 4 2500100000 I
5.31 1.78 .32: 1.00L BBC AAF 1 0700001000
.25L ,54L ,67 1.36 CD EBE 1500000000
.49 .28L .40L 1.07L E A 0600000000
.51 .33L .40L 1.00L E DFF 2500000000
.41 .30L .40L t.00L B CB G 2600000000
.32 .28L .40L 1.00L C C D 2400000000
.25L .28L .86 2.31 BC BB 1300100000
.86 ,39L ,40L 5.37L B BD 9400000008
1.10 .34: ,40L 1.10L DD AC I 0 1400100000
171 52 40, 100,Bc ,CH 0'1,00000000000000000
.48 .27L ,40L 1.08L B B I '
,30 .36L .40L 1,79L C DF ' 0400000000
.30: .36 3.41 7.64 CDCC CDAA ' 2300000000
.45L .27L .54 4.01L C DD ' 9400100328 4
.32 .32L .40L 1.03L C D =1400000000
1.04 .47: .40L 3.94L B D B B 0 =0400000008
1.00 .25L .40L 1.00L B AI 0400000000
.85 .29L .40L 1.14L B B K 050000(3000
1.40 7.14 4.35 1.79 BBCD AAAE 0 0400000000
.25 .56L .40L 1.03L F EG 1600000000
2.04 .48 .40L 4.27L BC AC 1 2400000008
.31 .32L .40L 5.50L F F 8400000008
.25L .34: 2.03 3.60 ECC DAA 2400000010
.31L .35L .54 .99: CD CC 0500000000
.25L .25L 1.09 1.68 CC KAB 0501000000
.80 .41: .40L 1.00L DD DD 0 3600000000
.36L .31L .40L 1.53 C FFJ H 3500000020
.29L .28L 1.01 1.32: CC HEAC 1500000000
.85 .64L .40L 1.07L C B I H 0500020000 1
.26L .29L .42L 1.35 D E 2500000020
.58 .37L .40L 1.33L D BF 1500100000
.37 .30L .40L 1.00L C CB 3500000000
.39 ,29L .40L 1.00L C B H 0600020000
.30 .33L .4OL 1.03L C C 1600100000
.46 .27L .40L 1.00L B C 0500000000
,77 .33L .40L 1.00L B BF 1500000000
.25L .36L .40L 1.41 D G HD 3402000130 8
.29 .56L .40L 1.05L C CO 1500000000
8.12 2.03 .45L 1.00L BC AAE 1 0500000000
.38 .29L .40L 1.0OL C C 0500010000
1.42 .49L .40L 1.00L B ADM 0500001000
.29L .54L .40L 1.40 D H D 1500000010
.90 .41L .40L 1.04L B BFHH 1500000000
1.75 .76 .40L 1.00L ED AA 8 2600100000
.28 .32L .46L 1.31L C C 0400000000
1.06 .32L .4OL 1.00L B AH 1401000000
.7t .54L .40L _ 1.00L B BC 0400010000
.53 .33L ,40L ! 1.00L B BJ J 1500000000
3.31 .86 .40L 1.00L BC AB I 1 2600100000
I
33.85 15.59 2.75 1.27 DCEC AAAC I 9 2600000000 28
38.67 55.53 17.29 4.50 BBCC AAAA 9 1320000000 22
.82 .32L .40L 1.00L D CC 0500000000
.67 .33L .40L i 1.00L B B C 1500000000
.81 .34L ,40L 1.00L B B F 0501000000
.62 .43 .40L 1.00L BF BF 7 1500000000
.76 .44L .40L 1.00L C BG K 1500200000
.29 ,44L .40L 1.0OL C C L 0400000000
.37 .89L .40L 1.12L D ,C 1500100000
.78 ,32L .40L 1.00L B ;BE 0500000000
4.43 1.26 .50L 1.0OL BC i AAF 2 0500001000
i
4.13 2.50 .41: 1.08L BBC 1AAFG 1500103000 2
4.92 2.23 .41L 1.00L BC AACG 2 1500103000 2
2.21 36 .40L: 1.00L BC ABG 0 0500130000 1
24.27 6.22 1.13 1.00L BBC IAAA 0 0500000000 19
38 ,29L .40L 1.00L C ICC 0500130000 1
11.74 3.19 .45 1.00L BBC IAAE 2 0400000000 01
16.50 9.23 1.59 1.02: BBCE AAAC 0 1500000000 14
.51 .29L .40L 1.94L B CF K 1301000020 8
1.08 .43L .40L 1.00L B AC G 0500000000
.33 .70L .40L 1.00L C CE 1600001000
.39L .35L .62 1.28: CD FBB 0400000000
.25L .68L .49L 1.95 Di KDB 2501000000
1.01 .41L .40L 1.00L B iABGH 1600000000
7.07 1.70 .40L 1.00L BC AAEI 0 0400000000
433 2.22 .95 .87: CBCE AABH 1 0510000000
.61L .34L .38 1.00L C NCF 1600000000
5.52 1.45 .40L 1.00L BC AAE 1 1600000000
.49 .28L .40L 1.00L B C 1600000000
.42 .93L .40L 1.13L C CK 0500000000
.37 .40L .40L 1.08L E CD J 0500000000
.53 .29L .40L 1.00L C A 0400000000
.52 .33L .40L 1.05L D BF 0400000000
,69 .33: ,40L 1.00L DD BD H 0 2600000000
.25L .32L 1.11 2.14 C C G A B 3400000000
.52L .30L .46 1.12L C KDC 2500000000
.25L .25L .67 1.88 C C J B B ! 0500000100
3.83 1.90 .40L 1.00L BC AACL 0 0400000000
6.81 2.14 .39: 1.00L BCC AAC 0 1501000000
.25L .35L .40L 2.94 C MB G 4580000230
.53 .31L .40L 1.00L B BD D 1600000010
2.02 .56 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 2600000000
.25L .32L ,79 1.68: CC KBAB ' 0400000000
4.06 1.50 .40L 1.00L BC AAK 5' 0600000000
37 .26L .40L 1.00L B B I ' 0500000000
1.24 .28L .40L 1.00L B A ' 1601010000
.25L .47L .40L 3.16 D M F ' 4501000040
1.26 .40L .40L 1.00L B AD I 0500000000
1.03 .48 .40L 1.00L BE AC 0 I 0400000000
.45 .39L .40L 1,01L C C F i 1500000000
4) Neighboring Hours




# T Name Type (") Mag
2 2 DO 1841
1 13 96308 K2
1 2 DO 1846
2 13 96314 FO
1 1 FU GEM
1 13 96322 K
1 10 M+02-16-003
1 13 96335 K2
1 7 51585
1 13 96338 MA
2 13 96339 K5
1 10 M+02-16-004
1 13 96341 K2
1 1 EH GEM
1 16 03322
1 13 96357K2
1 13 96359 GO
1 13 96360K2
4 13 96363K2
2 13 96387 K2
1 13 96368K5
1 1 IY MON
1 13 96378 K5
1 13 96379 K0
4 13 96380K2
3 13 96381 K5
2 1 BI MON
1 13 96384K0DO12728
2 13 96388 MA
1 1 FYGEM
1 2 DO12732
1 13 96395 K0
1 2 DO12735
4 4 TMSS +20164
1 32 X0659+ 108
2 1 EV MON
2 13 96403 K0
5 13 96407 M0
5 13 96409 K5
3 4 TMSS +20168
2 13 96415 MA
1 13 96418 K0
2 12 ZG 700+19 59
5 "13 96429 K2 3
2 "13 96430 A0 11
4 13 96432 K5 5
2 13 96436 K5 3
1 13 96446 K0 11
1 "41 07016+1106 45
1 1 BC GEM 8
1 12 ZG 701+16 48
1 "41 07021+1033 25
2 " 2 DO1925 33
5 13 96471 MA 9
1 13 96474 K0 7
2 13 96475 MA 8
1 1 NN GEM 42
1 13 96483K0 1
1 13 96485 K5 2
1 10 M+02-18-008 149
1 13 96488 K2 7



























































Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
194
_I I !i
Right Ascension: OPO3"47"-O7h13"55 •
Position (1950)
r"Name Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pm
ham.._, _(s) () 1 b £3 £3 (')N
07037+1117 47.7 55 205+ 6 103 15 97 2
07039+1605 56.3 41 200+11 31 21 97 ,2
07041+1317 9.1 11 203+ _ 48 7 97;' 307042+1023 13.2 205+ 79 20 9707042+1224 14.3 12 204+ 54 9 97 3
07043+1014 22.4115 206+8 64 e 97 3
07044+1126 27.9!25 205+9 41 7 97 3
07044+1812 28.222200+11 38 6 97 3
07046+1604 38.2 17 200+11 46 7 97 3
07046+1706 40.5'33 199+11 42 6 97 3
07048+1600 48.7 31 200+11 42 9 97 3
07051+1239 6.7 8 203+9 56 8 97 3
07051+1615 10.935201+10 41 7 97 3
07062+1314 14.5 9 203+10 60 12 97 3
07052+1859 17.8 11 198+12 37 7 97 3
07054+1851 24.9 36 198+12 24 6 97 3
07054+1612 29.3 55 200+11 60 7 97 3
07055+1600 30.1 42 200+11 27 6 97 3
07055+1418 30.9 36 202+10 54 7 97 3
07057+1822 42.8 54 198+12 37 6 97 3
07059+1659 54.5123 200+11 70 7 97 3
07059+1006 57.3!18 206+6 20 6 97 3
07061+1719 10.9 7 199+12 88 22 97 3
07062+1937 12.4 41 197+13 32:6 97 3:
07064+131826.9133203+108826982
07064+1516 28.623201+11 38i20 973
07065+1013 31.8'20 206+9 _l 8 98307067+153642.515201+11 10973
07067+134442.75203+106910972
07068+1152 53.0 53 204+ 9 40 6 97 3 i
q
97069+1809 54.2 35 199+12 73 29 97 2
07070+1313 5.0 48 203+10 49 6 97
97071+1054 62 19 205+ 9 40 28 97
07071+1043 9.5 36 205+ 9 43 7 97 3
07072+1009 14.4 20 206+ 9 58 290 9807072+1902 17.9 10 198+13 25 97
07074+1320 26.7 41 203+10 36 13 97
07077+1623 44.1 37 200+12 37 14 97 3
07077+1536 47.7 15 201+11 34 5 97 3
97080+1227 2.1 17 204+10 52 8, 97 3
97081+1658 8.7 44 200+12 40 22 97 3
07083+1050 19.8 16 205+ 9 98 26 98 2
07067+1007 45.2 46 206+ 9 59 14 97 2
07088+1703 53.6 39 200+12 32 6 97 3
07089+1646 56.2 9 200+12 39 18 97 3
07090+1209 1.3 24 204+10 46 6 96 3
07090+1146 3.7 25 205+10 87 18 98 3
07090+1426 5.2 43 202+11 48 19 97 3
07092+1129 13.5 32 205+10 94 28 96 3
07093+1810 22.2 40 199+13 88 37 97 2
97093+1122 22.9 35 205+10 25 6 _198 3
07094+1417 25.1 6 202+11 39 351 7 2
07094+1601 28.0 42 201+12 52 39 97 2
07096+1235 39.0 31 204+10 41 6 98 3
07097+1953 43.2 22 197+13 46 7 97 3
97097+1004 47.6 25 206+ 9 32 15 98 2
07098+1654 52.1 5 200+12 26 24 7 2
07098+1430 52.7 50 202+11 49 13 97 3
07098+1441 58.8 11 202+11 36 6 97 3
97099+1744 59.9 24 199+13 14 5 97 3
37100+1200 4.6 20 205+10 64 11 98 2
07104+1221 24.5 7 204+10 36 6 98 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)


































































100 pm Flex Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L ' D E 0500000000
1.45 C d G D 2502000000 i
1.00L C BL 5500000000
1.33 D ME C 15000000001
1.00L F C 0500000000 I
1.01L B B 1600010000
1.00L BC ABG 4 0500001000
1.16L CD BB 0 2501000000
1.19L C BD 2500110000 _
1.00L BD AB I 0 0600000010
I
2.49 CD JCB 24001100001
1.00L B BH 15OO0000OO
3.79 CC AA 0500000300 4
1.50 CC CBC 5400000200 4
1.01L C B L 1500000000
32.24 CCCD BAAA 0 11C0011000
7.00L B A K 5400100008
1.37L BC AB 0 2600000000
1.21L BD AD 0 1600000000
1.00L C C 460O00000O
6.32L B BE 9400001008
2.54: BDFE AADC 9 5301000136 01 8
2,13 E J D 9500000018
1.00L B AC 0501001000
1.24 C I B 3600000020
1.80 C HL D 3600000010
2.93L B C G 5301000008
1.46L C CH 4600000000
1.00L C C H 26O00000OO
1.00L B A D 0500000000
1.23 D D 65O000OOO0
1.00L B AG L 3500000000
2.00 F D 4580000048 8
3.39L BC AB 0 5400010008
1.95 C NJ C 5300000318 4
1.00L D CL 0500000000
1.73 CF GBD 3581000030 8
2.47 C GL B 9600000118 8
1.00L BD AAE 9 5600000000
1.00L BF BC 7 1500000000
1.84 D J HD 9600000008
1,66 D C 3500000008
4.85L C J B 3300000006
2.82L BC ABLF 0 4600100026 8
2.52L D DCE 8680000148 8
1.15L C AD 4500000000
1.65 C E B 7601000010
1.76 C L C 3500000000
2.04 D E 7500000010
1.61 F F 560OO00030 8
1.17L BC AB 1 8601000000
1.38 D F 2500000010
2.79 D C H 9600000160 6
1.36L BC ABJ F 0 3600000000
1.00L D BC 0500010000
1.61L E B M 5400000000
2.03 F E D 6700000000
1.55L C CD 3500000000
1.05L BCC AAB 9 4600000000 01
1.07L BBC AAAG 1 2601901000
1.33L C E 7600000000
8.26 CCC LAAA 3400001100
C
A
S 2 # T
97104+1614 30.0 45 201+12 31 8 97 31 62.96
37105+135034.458203+1129597 31 1.4607106+1536 403 24 201+12 50, 27 97 .25L
D7106+1126 40.9 25 205+10 50: 11 97 2
o,1o.1, , "ii07107+1559 46.9 24 198+13 2 97
D7109+1527 57.5 8 202+12 97
07110+1046 3.6 38 206+10 50 8 98 3I
07113+1225 20.750 204+11 46 I 20 98 2 I
07114+1926 27,5 56 198+14 56' 8 97 3
97116+1409 40.8 41 203+11 39 9 98 2
07117+1817 44.2 58 199+13 51 i 9 97 3
07117+1542 44.734 201+12 97 39 97 2
07117+1212 45.412 205+11 43 7 98 3
07118+1713 49.063 200+13 41 26 97 3
07119+1417 54.6 23 203+12 37 32 6 2
07119+1844 56.4 6 199+13 34 27 97 3
07119+1704 57.4 6 200+13 47 9 97 3
07119+1918 59.4 _156198+14 55 9 97 307120+1428 2,0 203+12 33 8 98 3
97122+1823 16.2 199+13 36 30 97 2
07123+1720 22.1 ;33 200+13 , 74 32 98 2
07127+1123 46.0115 205+10 I 33 32 7 2
07128+1050 52.5 i 2i 206+10 35 19 98 3
07129+1121 57.5 206+10 63 16 98 2
07129+1550 56.1 201+12 57 6 98 3
30 81 1 4 199+13 7 34 2
07130+1453 2.3 202+12 48 7 98 3
07130+1252 4.5 33 204+11 30 7 98 3
07132+1305 13.6 31 204+tl 42 15 98 3
07132+1203 14.4 41 205+11 36 6 98 3
07132+1657 17.(_ 16 199+14 41 20 97 3
07134+1005 25.4 8 207+10 19 6 98 3
97135+1745 33.9 1 200+13 103 22 98 3
07135+1256 35.2 18 204+11 49 27 98 3
07136+1038 36.5 4 206+10 45 30 98 2
07137+1221 46,4 38 205+11 77 31 98 3







































1.36L BBC AAA O 9600000000 17
1.01L BD AB
2.06 C K I G
1.15L CF 8D
1.45L B B K
1.93 C L I C
1.46L C B G
1.03L 8 BI L
2.93 D C E C
1.12L C BI
1.16 E DBGC





















1.99 D MF C
2.60 O F E
1.79 C J EG
1,46 D B





1.76: CC J DC
1,00L BE AC
3.33 C G B



















18.72 BBFC AAAA 0 2341000000
2.55 C HD 3501000000
1.80 D D 4500000008
2.07 D E 6501000010
1.63 C K L G 2500000020
1.79 F L DC 6500000140




Na,ne T)"_ c') Mas
96501 K5 I 4 87
96504 K 6 87




96525 K2 29 81
U03691 79 133
ZG 705+13 38 153
N2339 7 126
96534 G5 3 73
96535 K0 2 55
0012610 75 101
96538 K0 7 78
96547 K2 15 75
96548S4 4 71
96558 K5 3 75
001969 20 96
96570 K2 5 83
DO1972 35 90
96577 K0 4 77
X0707+ 101 50 4
X0707+ 133 75 8
DO12634 68 111
96611 K5 1 66
X0709+181 110 6
07094+ 1122 34 3
96627 K5 34 85
VX GEM 8 3
UZ GEM 3 3
96633 K0 18 85
U03747 11 141
96638 M3 3 52
96639 K0 3 66
96642 21 87
96650 K5 9 87
96654 K0 6 70
X0711 + 124 84 8
DO12875 6O 98
96672 K0 2 57






96701 K5 8 85
!
X0713+189 I 3_ 896709 G5 83
OCL 0496 164I__
195
Right Ascension: 07 h 13"58'-07h24=05 • Declination: + 10 =- + 20 °
PosJlJon(1950)
Name
Flux I)ens_ty ] Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p,m 60 pm I(X) _,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.64 D I G F 9601000030
J.00L B IHA 1500000020
1.04L O B I 2600000000
2.24 CC CBB 46O0000OO0
1.00L BBC AAB 1 9601010000 29
1.35L C AC 1501000000
1.60 D I C 9600000010
1.15L CCEC D SDI G 3506O(XX3301.54: F B B 36000000081.08L A B L 0 6600000000
1.59 C J F 9600000010
1.03L BD AB 1 2500000000
1.00L CC AAM 4 2500000000
2.47 D F E 3500000030
1.00L :B D ADG 1 34OOOOOO00
H
Galactic UncerlaJnty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /,tin
ham. ,5, (s) () I b ('9 (") (')N
07139+ 1821 58.e 199+14 69 29 98 2 .26L !
07140+1512 47 202+12 31 9 98 33 .5907141+1623 11.8 201+13 39 10 98 .59
07142+1732 15.4 '200+13 41 8 98 3 .25L
07144+ 1759 29.I 200+ 14 I 30 g 98 _3 10.4507145+1501 33.0 202+12 51 98 3 .38L
07147+1807 44.4 199+14 60 22 98 3 .25L
07148+1551 49.2 202+13 62 7 98 3 .48
07148+1246 52.3 204+11 61 10 98 3 .25L
07149+t0t8 56.5 207+10 65 8 98 2 .90
07151+1816 7.5 199+14 58 30 98 2 .26L
07152+1637 13.0 201+13 19 6 98 3 2.04
07152+1228 16.2 205+11 41 6 98 3 3.46
07153+1128 20.8 206+11 87 29 98 2 .36L
07154+1017 26.7 207+11 35 7 98 3 1.20
07155+1752 31.2 200+14 90 31 97 2 .25L
07157+1640 44.2 201+13 48 7 98 3 .43
37157+1540 45.1 202+13 45 6 98 3 2.20
07158+1107 53.1 206+11 41 10 98 3 .25L
07160+1337 0.0 204+12 58 10 98 2 .37
37162+1119 12.1 206+11 40 7 98 3 2.02
07163+1659 19.6 201+14 49 6 98 3: 1.12
37166+1508 36.9 202+13 29 7 98 3 .68
37166+124538.5 205+125512982 .42
371.+1734 40.4 200+14 28 7 98 3i .52
37167+1532 43.3 202+13 38 36 98 2] .41L37168+1312 48.1 204+12 45 11 98 .32
37168+1029 50.2 207+11 40 7 I 98 33 2.2537169+1234 57.4 205+12 95 27 98 .78L
37171+1936 6.3 198+15 47 6 98 3 .96
I
37171+1447 6.3 203+13 74 261 98 2 .25L
37171+1802 6.3 200+14 84 11 98 3 .42L
37171+1823 6.8 199+14 38 6 98 3 .41L
37172+1614 17.4 202+14 34 7 95 3 .75
37174+1058 24.4 206+11 55 12 98 3 .25L
37174+1931 29.0 198+15 50 6 98 3 .48
37175+1929 33.8 198+15 59 13 98 2 .36
37176+1757 38.2 200+t4 58 11 98 2 .32
37177+1056 47.3 206+11 54 31 98 2 1.84L
37178+1952 49.1 198+15 49 11 98 3 .25L
37178+1801 50.0 200+14 49 6 98 3 .51
37178+1924 52.3 199+15 82 25 98 3 .25L
37184+1256 29.9 205+12 71 13 99 2 .27
37187+1106 42.1 206+12 48 7 98 2 .28
)7187+1906 47.2 199+15 55 15 98 3 .25L
)7189+1821 54.8 200+15 41 10 9813 .46
)7189+1130 57.4 206+12265 981 3 1.19
)7190+1121 0.5 206+12 77 20 99 2 .25L
)719I+1354 9.0 204+13 31 25 98 3 .26L
)7191+1155 9.8 206+12 29 5 98, 3 .90
)7192+1232 13.8 205+12 31 92 g9_8 3 1.1037192+1859 15.9 199+15 38 1 .25L
)7193+1105 23.6 206+12 58 12 99 2 27
37194+1723 26.1 201+14 43 9 98 3 .25L'
)7194+1215 29.3 205+12 58 6 98 3 .56
)7198+1030 50.5 207+12 41 7 98 3 .45
37200+1218 29 205+12 42 5 98 3 .86
)7201+11013 207+12892;1296 97L3 352 9  04+132 833 108
).03+1311210 205+1327 5983 924
37 03+1711237 20t+154 ; 75)72 ,+19114 3 ,99 1 57),208+1 ,098 199+1549 8 983 55)7 08+1231514 205+138930 952 .4,,37209+1,,8,50 201+1527 5 9813 169)7211+132973  +13 4124 982 25L)7213+1532214  03+1438 698.3 .,0
)7213+1427 22.8 204+14 3381399 .75)7213+1551 23.4 202+14 69 16 98, 2 .29L
)7214+1900 29.4 199+16 35 8 98! 3 1.33
)7216+1440 37.9 203+14 32 5983 1.13
)7216+1020 38.5 207+12 73 3_8 _i2 .4637217+1346 47,0 204+13 70 .25L
)7218+121249.2 206+13248983 1.13
)7218+1411 53.3 204+14 H25 981_ .25L)7219+1234 543 205+13 24 98 .25L)7219+1143 56.6 206+13 12 99 3 .27L
)7219+1043 57.1 207+12 66 18 98! 2 .59L
)7220+1214 4.0 206+13 34 5 98 3 .97
37221+1146 9.4 206+13 78 7 98 3 .37
37222+1906 14.9 199+16 40 6 98 3 .44
37223+1232 23.0 205+13 28 14 g61 3 .25L
)7223+1255 23.3 205+13 24 v 98 _ 2.72
)7224+1703 25.8 201+15 79 9 983 .35
37226+1443 39.1 203+14 55 16 99 2 1.54L
)7226+1327 41.9 205+14 48 7 98 3 .64
37227+1232 42.0 206+13 20 19 8 2 .70L
)7227+1304 42.4 205+13 48 11 982 .25
)7227+1310 48.6 205+13 40 5 98 3 .54
)7229+1956 58.4 199+16 100 37 98!2 .31L
)7230+1814 0.5 200+16 47 6 98 3 .50)723o+18o417 2oo+,663 32 982 .27L)7230+134825 204+146317983
37230+1509 5.3 203+14 25 29 _<_ 3 1.0037235+1132 =4.2 207+13 66 3 .25L
)7239+1152 ,6.1 206+13 _(_ _ 99 3 .31)7239+1417 58.7 204+14 98 .25L














































































































.6O: B D C G
1.63 E F D
1.28L C G
1.00L SD AC H
1.50 C M AC
1,09L D B
1.40 C G C
1.49 CD N BC
1.00L CC CACJ
1.14L B S




1.78 F D D
1.62: CD CE
1.00L C S I KH
2.23 C I K E
1.00L C F


































1.OOL BC AB K 0 2500001000
1.03 C G D 45000000O0
1.51 C C 9500000010
1.00L B B C N 1500000000
1.00L BC AB 1 2600000000
1.88 CC EB [ 2500000010
1.49L D 4501000000
3.20 CC BB 2301000100
1.31L B BCHE 1500000000
1.00L B B E 2501000000
1.00L CF ABFF 0 2500010000
1,OOL C BG F 1600000000
1.17 D C 3601000110
1.00L BD AA G 0 9601000000
1.00L BBC AAB 5 7700010000
1.00L B A E 2500000000
1.00L B S D K 160OO000O0
1.10L C BI 0400000000
1.19 C D C 4602000010
I.OOL B E A B 3 0500000000
1.58 C F D 7600000000
1,00L BF AF I 0 0602000000
1.00L B AI 16000000O0
1.42L D J C 2500000000
1.00L B ACH 0500000000
1.OOL BC AB 0 16OOO00O0O
1.00L C CL 0400000000
1.03 C L I 9600000010
1.OOL CC AC 6 4500102000
1.47 D K C 2600000010
1.76 C H H D 3580000020
1.00L C CB: 1500100100
1.00L C L B F 2400000000
1.OOL BC AC 0 4500112000
1.02L C S I 1500100100
1.06L C B 1500000000
2.65 C E E B 3580000360
1.21L BBD AADC 0 4600000000
1.12L C DJ NG
1.30L C E
1.00L B B l
1.93 D H GC
1.31L C D H
1.00L B AJ
1.35 F_ J G
1.OOL C BJ
1.38 F ! H E
2.27 CGH B
1.00L BD ACM 1






Name Type (') Ma6
8 1 32 X0713+183 35 5
8 1 2 DO 12912 83 93
8 1 13 96737 31 88
1 2 002075 77 115
3 13 96746A2 1 35
8
1 2 £)02084 86 101
1 13 96753 10 86
1 13 96758K2 29 80
1 2 1:3012940 78 88
1 13 96770 2 87
2 13 96771 8 85
8 1 32 X0716+155 34 5
3 13 96775K2 11 81
1 13 96781KO 4 77
3 9 U03805 24 t48
1 13 96786 K0 3 72
1 13 96789 121 90
8 1 13 96790 17 I 88
1 13 96791KO 18 78
I
8 1 32 X0717+194 55] 8
1 13 96807 K5 15 85
1 13 96811 K0 10 80
C
1 12 ZG 719+ 18 86 156
1 2 DO2131 52 108
3 9 U03820 82 151
2 13 96827 9 90
1 13 96838 G5 32 66
1 2 DO12982 64 113
1 1 V GEM 8 4
1 2 1:)O12981 77 91
1 21 (3012987 86 96
1 2'13012989 22 95
1 13196848 K0 10 77
1 2;1:)O12997 5 96
1 13 96864K5 2 78
1 2 1:)O13003 14 113
I 13 96868G5 16 68
1 12 ZG 721+14 15 156
I
2 13 1 96871 A2 32 52
1 13 ! 96872 K0 6 76
C 1 32 )(0722+125 116 12





3601120000 1 13 96886 K2 8 77
14O0O0OO30 8
3501000000 1 13 96888 G5 8 68
3503000020 8
9580000340 C 1 32 ! X0723+137 108 123602000000 1:)O13015 51 111
1400000040 8 1 32!)(0723+ 115 45 8
2600000000
2500000000 1 "41 07239+1417 10 8
36OOOOOOOO
5601000000 1 23 OCL 0502 487
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
196
I l li
Right Ascension: 07h24m20"-07h40m32 ` Declination: + 10=-+ 20"
Position (1950) P3ux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
, o . coo,d,5M,5 ,o ,2 m 2, m ,00.mFiG,co. A 5 .
ham. = _ (s) (') 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
I
07243+1215 20.6 9 206+13 56 11 99 I 03 .25L07243+1203 21.2 26 206+13 49 6 99 o .86
07244+1944 26.2 20 199+17 29 7 98 3 .25L
07244+1323 29.157205+14 2521 992 .25L
07245+1535 32.549203+15 28 6 983 .95
07245+1512 33.918203+15 3732 982 .25L
07245+1410 35.93204+14 51 6 993 .62
07248+1446 49.1:45204+15 i 24 5 853 1.49
07248+1820 51.352200+16 47 7 983 .42
07249+1303 56.912205+14 34 13 823 .25L
07252+1216 12.721206+14 31 9 993 .33
07256+1437 37.214204+15 47 7 993 .43
07261+1318 6.842205+14 33 10 993 .25L
07264+1141 26.29207+14 49 7 993 .69
07265+1107 31.4:46207+13 47 7 99 3 1.76
07265+1944 35.3 14 199+17, 40 5 99 3 1.59
07266+1217 37.0 48 206+141 48 7 99 3 .55
07267+1644 45.3 16 202+161 54 11 99 2 .26
07269+1308 58.1 37 205+141 74 27 99 2 .25L
07270+1206 1.9 40 206+14 31 6 99 3 9.53
07273+1009 20.g 14208+13 38 6 993 3.51
07273+1814 22.314201+17 43 11 993 .42L
07280+1756 2.810201+17 62 31 992 .41L
07282+1643 13.120202+16 57 8 992 .54
07283+1118 22.734207+14 22 6 993 1.76
07285+1744 33.0 0201+17 28 26 93 .25L
07287+1525 46.910203+16 49 6 993 1.37
07289+1711 55.937202+16 35 5 993 3.06
07291+1246 11.510206+15 45 6 993 1.01
07292+1718 17.316202+17 43 18 992 .26L
07294+1413 28.3 1205+15 41 6 993 1.59
07297+1306 47.210206+15 56 17 992 .74L
07298+1215 52.851207+15 42 8 993 .25L
07299+1627 58.911203+16 22 6 993 1.63
07304+1108 27.5j51208+14117 9 992 .79
07305+1544 32.357203+16 37 i 7 993 .91
07306+1107 41.815208+14 28 6 993 9.35
07307+1556 45.3 9203+16 44 i ; 993 .5007307+1134 46.06207+14 69j 1 992 .36
07308+1334 51.025205+15 30 26 992 .25L
07309+1826 55.032201+17 31 5 993 3.31
07312+1150 14.042207+15 38 6 993 3.17
07315+1412 36.041205+16 42 6 993 1.75
07316+1359 40.951205+16 6025 993 .25L
07318+1545 49.154203+16 31 7 993 .45
07318+1112 51.7 0 208+15 48 !
07319+1319 59.113206+15 87! 391_03 1.1342L
07321+1107 10.337208+15 45' 7 993 1.22
07322+1104 12.222208+15 86 8 993 .49
07322+1004 14.438209+14 71 16 992 .34
07323+1909 22.5 31 200+18 70 12 99 3 .26L
07323+1619 23.830203+17 51 ' 6 993 .85
07324+1423 27.2 8205+16 36 ! 9 993 .90L
07324+1232 27.451207+15 56 9 993 .27L
07325+1808 30.147201+18 92 23 992 .64L
07326+1149 40.649207+15 78 10 993 .25L
07327+1708 44.028202+17 38 6 993 1.73
07329+1947 54.946200+18 34 25 92 .25L
07329+1143 55.531207+15 82 11 993 .40L
07329+1149 56.216207+15 28 8 993 .35L
0732g+1813 57.848201+18 26 5 993 2.16
07330+1101 0.210208+15 55 7 993 .68
07330+1107 2.356208+15 20 6 993 2.29
07330+1351 4.456205+16 68 331002 .25L
07333+1559 23.C 11203+17 40 7 993 .46
07338+1053 49.944208+15 51 121002 .29
07338+1138 5O.(_ 51208+15 47 8 993 .25L
07339+1436 59.C 10205+16 45 26 993 .25L
07339+1258 59.339206+16 45 7 993 1.71
07340+1005 0.8 9209+15 28 81003 .42
07342+1111 14.2 6208+15 53 11 993 .25L
07342+1342 14.751206+16 43 11 993 .25L
07346+1157 38.320207+15 44 61003 .70
07349+1627 60.C 38203+17 57 8 993 .71
07350+1042 2.C 15209+15 36 15 992 .25
07353+1847 21.C 8201+18 70 21 993 .25L
07360+1625 1.9 30 201+18 47 33 992 1.51L
07360+1612 2.fi 44203+18 80 8 993 .64
07363+1159 19.57208+16 46 610013 1.73
07366+1747 36.3! 22 202+18 24 7 993 16.21
07368+1209 52.137207+16 21 51003 2.44
07369+1844 54.222201+19 78 161002 .56L
07372+1112 15.526208+16 45 121002 .30
07373+1059 22.025209+16 94 141003 .43L
07377+1358 42.114206+17 81 351002 .36L
07378+1339 49.452206+17 50 71002 .39
07379+1353 58.717206+17 32 51003 2.77
07382+1659 14.026203+18 23 61003 2.02
07383+1306 19.938207+17 52 111003 .25L07383+1325 20.030206+17 53 151100 .25L
07385+1820 30.544202+19 84 9 !1002 .51
07389+1542 57.7 1204+18 45 61003 .85
07390+1335 3.656206+17 25 711003 13.69
07392+1527 13.740205+18 34 61003 1.50
07392+1419 14.037206+18 21 51003 25.17
07393+1826 20.215202+19 41 71003 .54
07398+1826 50.043202+19 47141003 .27L
07404+1006 27.750210+16 44 61003 1.02
07404+1918 29.742201+20 501_ 1001 _ .25L

























































































































.94: CD EBC 0600000000
1.00L BE AD 20600000000
3.43 C C B A 1300000300
1.91 C J D 5500000000
1.00L B AC 1701000000
2.21 E HE E 3600000030
1.11L B B F 2600000000
1.15L,BEt AC 02602020000
1.00L !B B F 2400000000
2.21 CC MBB 4500100230
1.22L C BF 0600000000
1.00L C CF C 1500000000
2.48 CD CB 4501000440
1.06L E BG K 05O0000O00
1.00L BF ACG 0 0500000000
1.00L B A E I K 0500000000
1.01L D BF O6OOOOOO0O
1.41L C EF 3500O00000
2.07 D MB 3581000250
1.00L BBD AAD O_ 0600000000
1.00L BC AA 00500000000
1.08: CD CG 4500000000
1.50 D E E 4501000020
1.00L C CC 3501000000
1.00L B E A B O 0500000000
1.74 C G E 4501000000
1.00L CE AD 2 0400000000
1.00L B C A B 02400000000
1.00L C AB 1600000000
1.44 F M C 2400000020
1.00L BD AC 0; 1600001000
1.04L C D 6700000000
1.44: CC BBC 0500000000
1.00L BD AC 0 2400000010
1.00L C BC 0400100100
1.00L B AJ 1101000000
1.0OL BCD AADH O 0400100100 01
1.13L F BN 1100000000
1.25L C D 0400000000
1.22 D C 9700000040
1.00L BC AB I 2 0501000000
1.00L B C A A K 7 0400000000
1.00L B D A D 0 6700000000
1 1396908 K0 13 66
4 4 10 M+03-19-013 23 •
1 2 [:)013032 46 95
82 *32 X0724+152 65 8
1 "41 07245+1409 10 1
1 2 *13 96917 K2 14 91
1 13 96919 K5 ! 1 65
2 ° 2 DO13047 ' 47 96
4
1 13 96939 K0 4 70
2 1396942 K5 13 81
t 1396945 K0 7 67
6 1396952 K0 15 48
2 1396958MA 8 76
1 1396971 K0 17 83
1 13 96973 K0 2 65
2 1396983 9 96
3 1396985 K0 4 55
1 1396990G5 3 65

























2.05 C I L D 7680000070 81 32 X0731+139
1.00L E CHM 1500000000 i 1 1397037 K0
1.00L BE AB 10501000000 1 2 DO2256
1.57 D E 6500000010
1.00L BF AE 0 0500100000 2 13 97042K0
1.18L B B 0501100000 1 2 DO2261
1.0OL F CE 0400000000 1 1397044 G5
1.60 FC CC 1600000000 3 9 U03920
1.00L B AGL 2400000000 1 2 DO 13156
1.66 CD KGAC 568OOOOOOO
1.78 CC DMAC 0500000000
1.41 C C 3400000000
2.93 FF EAA 1380101000 1 12 ZG 732+11
1.00L BC AA J 0 3500000000
1.06 E M I 3301000020 8
1.00L C I BL 1500100000 3 9 U03925 39 143
11.69 CCD CBAA 12C0201000 2 12 ZG 732+11 36 150
I
1.00L BE ABG 1 0502000000 2 13 97062 6 90
1.00L C AD 0400000000 2 13 97063 10 85
1.00L BC AAGH 4 0400000000
1.65 E F E 7601000050 8
1.00L C BC 0400000000 i
1.06L C F 0400000000 1 13 97076 G5 18 85
2.58 CC FEAB 1201000000 i
1.08 C H F 1500000020 8
1.00L BE AC 7 0500000000 2 1397078MA _ 16 81
1.00L CF BF 0 0400000000 !
1.05 CF HBD 0400000000 I
1.77 CC I BB 4600000010 3 9 U03936 50 141
1.00L B BD 1300000000 1 2 DO2275 77 105
1.00L!I"00LB cjBG H 04000000001500000000 1 2 DO 13194 182 90
1.41 C C 6500000020 8
1.41 D G G 5400000020 8 2 "41 07360+1825 32 12
1.00L B BF 0400000000 2 1397112 15 87
1.00L B ABJ 0400000000 2 1397115K5 25 76
1.00L BBC AAB 0 162000000019 5 1397120K5 12 51
1.00L BCD AABB 1 0400001000
1.65L C H CB 5400000100
1.87L C D L 0400010000 1 1397129 K0 16 78
1.00L C C F 0400000000
1.11 C M F 1500001000 3 9 U03962 46 146
1.00L C i B J 26OOOOOOOO
1.17L BE AA F 02500011000 2 1397136K0 3 65
1.00L BD AB N 1 2400000000 2 1397137 K5 4 85
1.00L C KBD 0600000100
.92: ED F DC 0600000000
1.00L C A 2500000000 2 1397144 7 83
1.00L C AD 0300000000 1 1397150 K0 17 8C
1.00L BBD AABI 0160000000017 5 13 !97154 M0 1 6(:
1.00L BC ABM 2 0400000000 1 2 DO13246 38 123
1.00L BBB AAB 0 150001000018 5 1397157MB 1 57
1.00L C CD 0500000000 1 2 DO 13248 53 101e
1.46: CC J DC 0500000000 2 9 U03980 33 ' 151
1.00L CD AC 00500000000 1 "4107404+1006 10 ;
C I B 1400000220 C I
D N 0500000000
"Confusion 'Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smell Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
197
Right Ascension: 07h40m35'-O7h57=17 ' Declination: + 10"-+20"





































































































H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 #m 25 /tm 60 p.m 100 p.m
($) (") l b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
3531 _09+1762 11loo_i 67 25,i 40L loo,20.638_+16 33 1_ 5._ 1.46 ._ 1._2s.652207+17 32 101_ 3 2.37 .56 .40_ 1.oo_45.916_+16 27 8 1_ 3 19.01 4._ .71 1._46., 4 205+18 39 11 loo 3 .3= .29_ .77 1.61:46.049208+19 36 7 loo 3 1.74 .80: .4= 1.00_
,2 142_+16 78 8 1_ 3 .99 .33L .4= 1._
,,.5 2 202+_ 37 9 1_ 2 .44 .78_ .52_ 1._
24,2 36 208+17 34 9 100 3 .25L .27L 1.76 3,22
27.9 57 209+17 57 14 too 3 ,25L .26L .41: 1,44
46,7 52 208+18 80 10 100 2 .33 .26L .40L 2.36L
2.8 2 210+17 60 10 101 2 .45 .71L .40L 1.06L
4.2 46209+17 25 6 100 3 7.68 29.93 10.67 2.53
13.6 60202+20 24 6 100 3 13.62 3,29 .57 1.00L
17.8 40204+19 51 9 100 3 1,14 .45L ,40L 1.00L
23.6 2' 209+17 50 11 100 3 .25L .28L I .87 1,55
33.1 20 209+17 84 13 1001 2 ,38 ,28L .42L 1,13L
28.1 34 207+18 96 15 100 2 .29 .29L ,40L 1,00L
31.9 48 203+20 36 8 100 3 .60 ,30L ,40L 1,0OL
44.1 16 203+20 53 9 100 3 .50 .31L ,40L 1.OOL
46,2_ 2oo+19 58 1_100_ 46 30L 4ou 121L50.6 13 210+17 49 , 1100 ,,, .8_ .43L .40L 1.OOL
59.7 53 210+17 87 11 '100 2 .35 .30L .40L 1.27L
10.7 50 208+18 60 8 100 3 .56 .28L .40L 1.22L
180 41 209+18 80 7 100 3 .54 .25L .40L 1.00L
23.059 205+19 67 13 100 3 .25LI .32L .58 1.20:
28.3 44 202+21 55 9 100 3 .79 I .35L .40L 1.OOL
41.336 206+19 64 14 100 2 .36 .68L .40L 1.00L
48.3 3 1209+ 18 83 13 100 3 29L J .35L .60 .69:
59.7 0'202+21 44 9 100 3 .76 .54L .40L 1.00L
0.140 208+18 46 7 100 3 39 .20: .40L 1.OOL
1.2i55 203+20 84 15 100 3 .38L .35L .53 1.32L
12.756 207+19 38 7 100 3 3,71 ,89 40LI 1.00L
15,653 203+2t 76 14 100 2 .42 ,31L .40L 1.12L
t6.426 202+21 63 12 100 3 ,25L ,31L ,88 1.0OL
19.{; 36 202+21 87 22 100 3 .25L .34L .39: _ 1.46
21.9 1 210+18 54 9 100 3 .42 .29L .40L! 1.0OL
27,{; 52 210+17 59 9 100'3 .59 .26L ,40L = 1.00L
37.1 41 210+18 43 9 100 3 .38 .28L .40L 1.00L
45.1 29 208+19 36 7 100 3 1.08 .30: .40L 1.00L
51,4 1 202+21 123 30 100 2 1.22L ,36L ,44L .95
52,7 6 207+19 59 9 100 3 ,31 .26L .40L 1.00L
53, ,c 32 208+18 52 7 100 3 ,87 ,26L .40L 1.00L
54.{; 6 206+20 82 9 101 2 .36 ,28L .40L 1.00L
21,{; 11 203+21 27 27 100 3 ,28Lj .35L .40L 1,26
24,E 28 206+20 40 7 100 3 5.20 1,46 ,40L 1.00L
26.3 49 207+19 23 6 100 3 1,09 ,26L .40L 1.00L
45.5 24 208+19 29 8 100 3 .82 .34L .40L 1.00L
36,1 0 207+20 56 10 100 3 .43L ,32L .73 2.t8
36.8 52 204+21 46 6 100 3 ,58 ,40L .40/ 1.00L
36.8 54 207+20 28 8 101 3 ,85 ,49L .40L 1.04L
1.7 18 202+22 48 8 101 3 1.84 ,49 .40L 1.OOL
3.3 52 206+20 31 8 101 3 1,28 ,38: ,40L 1.OOL
15.5 11 202+22 55 7 101 3 .61 _ .28L .40L 1.00L
20.4 21 210+18 23 6 101 3 1.15 .26L .40L 1.01L'
27.1 43 210+18 37 10 100 2 .68 .25: .40L 1.00L
29.4 28 210+18 55 9 101 3 ,63 .25L .40L 1.0OL
53.:' 37 203+21 22 6 101 3 2.83 1.38 .40L 1,OOL
2.2 50 208+20 17 7 101 3 1.08 .56 .40L 1.00L
34.3135 204+21 93 13 101 2 .43 .96L .40L 1.10L
34,7 2 207+20 48 6 101 3 1.40 .55 ,40L 1.00L
35.4 _27 206+20 40 6 101 3 .32 ,28L ,40L 1,00L
35445 203+21 33 6 101 3 2.17 .60: .40L 1.00L
39,2129 207+20 66 14 101 2 .46L .43L .60 1,00L
51.1 16 202+22 57 6 101 3 .68 ,30L .40L 1.02L
,56.E 7 208+20 55 8 101 3 .25L .28L .82 1.6823.515_+20 32 8 lol 3 .54 .26L ,40L 1.OOL
26.; 45 207+20 20 7 101 3 ,42 .33L .40L 1.00L
39.{; 21 204+21 36 9 101 3 .29L .32L 1.77 3.65
46.C 19 208+20 35 7 101 3 1.69 .41 .40L 1.00L
;55.5 0 203+22 56 7 101 3 1.43 .34L .40L 1.00L
8.7;14 207+20 40 11 101 3 .25L ,31L .80 1.96
!14.7 7209+20 63 8 101 3 .64 .42L .40L 1.00L
44.2 55 211+19 62 15 101 3 .25L .30L .55 1.16
58.8 50 203+22 40 16 101 2 .30L .57L .461 1.48
59.5 55 205+21 84 8 101 3 .51 .32L .40Li 1.OOL
59.9 59 206+21 67 16 101 2 .51L .32L .47 = 1.93L
13.5 14 207+21 54 11 101 2 .32 i .37L .40L 1.00L
23.4 22 208+20 91 12 101 2 39! .57L .40L 1.10L
29.4 59 203+22 93 13 101 2 .30L .26L .69 1.04L
i
46.0 49 210+19 29 6 101 3 3.23 .89 .40L 1.00L48.931203+2246 8:1013 .25L .34L 1.43 2.72
49.5 11 204+22 48 7 101 3 .25L .30L 1.42 2.16
8.9 32 206+21 48 6 101 3 3.17 .83 .40L 1.05L
9.3 1 203+23 28 14 101 3 ,25L ,85L .77 1,28
20,9 26 207+21 60 28 101 2 .26L ,34L .73L 1,19
27.7 8 203+23 46 5 101 3 1.02 .49L .40L 1.00L
296 20 206+20 57 6 101, 3 .47 .29L .40L 1.00L
38.5 58 202+23 44 6 101 4 .68 .31L .40L 1.14L
40.8 59 209+20 58 14 101:3 .26L .26L .50 .88:
5,3 30 205+22 16 8 101 3 1,37 .32: ,40L 1,00L
7,0 34 204+22 52 7 101 3 ,46 ,35L ,40L 1,00L
22.5 60 208+21 44 7 101 3 .42 ,32L ,40L 1.OOL
40.8 17 205+22 23 6 101 3 3.77 ,91 .40L I.OOL
41.5 48 207+21 61 14 101 2 1,07L .63L ,42 1.29L
47.9 45 208+21 34 6 102 4 3.10 ,66 ,40L 1,00L
51.0 25 206+22 34 7 101 3 .29: ,82 3.59 5.97
57.4 57 203+23 19 6,101 3 2.83 1.54 .40L 1.OOL
17,2 53 211+20 48 7 1102 3 ,59 .28L .40L 1.00L
17.4 45 209+21 40 6 102 3 .90 .40L .40L 1,00L
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flags
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R
Uncs Coef R Flags" S
I
B N I 1500000000
CC AAGM 2 0600001000
BC
AAA 9 0600100000DDCc AS N l[04OO00OO00EDBC I 0400O00OO0
AC 0 _03000010O0
AM K ! 060010OOOO
DBC ' 0300010000
D CC CAA ' 0200000000
FC D DC i 1400000000
i
cD C E 0301000000D ' 0500000000
BBCC AAAB 0 1400000000 I
AAD ; 0 1400000000117
_ac A O , 0400000000 i
F CC FAB 1400000000 !D 1500000000 i
B 030OOO0OO0 i
B MG 0302000000 i
CB BGI i 0400000000
O C 03OOO10OOO
C AB 05OO1O00OO
E D M 05OO1OOOOOB 1401000000
BF K 05O1O0OOOODC NI BC 0400000100BB _ 1400000000 '
DG M 0300000000 !CF BCC 1400000000 'BC 1400010000
B O B C 0 1300000000
I CA 0600000000




B B 0401000000C 05OO1OOOO0
B F A E 0 0400O00000
C F F B 2400000000E E 03OOO200OO
g BN J 1400000000C J 0400000000
BC C K C 1400000110A A D 0 0400000000A G F I 040000O000
B E 0400000000C C H B A 0400000000B G 050001OOOO
0500000000AF N 0 1500000000AC 1 0400010000
BB B H M 0500000000AEJ I 04OOOOOOOO
cCE BC I 0 0501000000CJ L 0500000000
BC AA 0 0500000000
A B K 4 040000OOOOco CG D 0400000000
BDD AB 0 0500001000C 0400010000
BD C AB G 0 0500000000F DK 0500000100
BCJ 0400000000CD I BB 0301000000BCM 0401000000
A I M 0500000000DCC MDAA 0300000000AD G 2 0510000000
A K 0500000000C C K B A 0300000000B C 03000100OO
DC CC 03000001OO
C DD DGDB 0601000000H 1400000000
C C CC 0300000000C 0400000000
C D E D 0500000000CE 0500000100
BCcc AA 1 0300001000A B 04O00000O0
BcCD AA 0400000000
CC AAKGj 0 0400000000KBB i 0601000100HC I 3401000000
g A B I 0500O00000CF i 0501000000
B A H H _ 0500000000
C F K D D 0400000000
A E 0 0500000000
_F B J 0400010000
C H 0400000000
ABE 1 0500000000CCc KBC 2400O00100
BE ABE 0 1400001000
DCCC CBAA 2 1101000000
A A 3 040000OOOO
BC B J 0400000000 1




S # T Name Type (") Mag
321397164 6,13 97196 MB 8(
2 13 97199K0 53 6E
1 BE GEM t
1 13 97206 4 9C
1 13 97209 K2 4 8.-.
3 9 U04006 31 14_
2 °13 97219 G5 19 7E
13 97221 K2 1 5C13 97222 0 1 77
12 ZG 743+10 6 15113 97224 A0 32 5-¢
13 97239 K 36 8E13 97241 5
1 2 DO 13287 44 10_
1 i 13 97249 K0 20 8Ei
1 13 97257 8 8E
1 13 97LPo0 G5 10 7E
1 13 97268K0 10 75
1 12 ZG 746+17 18 153
4 13 97273 K0 20 6,¢
1 2 13 97274 2 9C
1' 13 97276G5 7 812 i DO 2325 79 9£
I
1 13 I 97280 KO 3 6E
13 97283 G5 7 8C13 97284 K0 5 72
2 13 97286 G5 27 81
2 13 97293 9 88
* 2 DO 2332 62 1089 U04OO0 86 148
1 2 DO 13306 47 g£
2 13 97313 K0 18 8113 97318 0 8 6(]
13 97319 13 8213 97322 K5 4 85
1 13 97338 K0 1 75
I
13 I 97340 11 90
2 13 97339 MA 10 83
12 1397343 8 9(]12 ZG750+13 41 153
13 97352 G5 10 7712 ZG 751+ 14 35 153
3 9 U04090 60 148
13 97357 K2 11 7312 ZG 752+ 14 41 151
1 13 97364 K0 5 76
2 13 97376 11 87
1 13 97380 12 88
4 13 197390 MA 2 8212 ZG 753+18 79 145
12 _ZG 753+ 17 65 15(]13 97399 K0 4 6(]
°27 MKN1206 1313 97409 4 91
I 13 97410 KO 21 782 DO 13342 63 10(]
13 97419 K2 11 8513 97423 G5 16 8(]
4 13 97429 K0 6 61
13 i 97445 K5 4 619 U04145 51 14C
/ /
3 [ 13 97453 K5 7 / 8E
L L
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
198
ii1 i I:
Right Ascension: 07h57m30"-08h18m42 '
Position (1950)
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flux Density AssociationsFlags
H
100 pm Flux Corr V Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L E [MC 040000000(
1.21L a IBF : 140000000(
.96: CCl MADI 030000o00(
1.00L C IBF HI 040001000(:
I.OOL C IAF j 040OO0000(:
1.00L B IAA I 050010100(:
1.00L BD IAA ] 040100000£
1.00L BC IAA I 040000000(:
2.58 CCI KABi 040010000£
100LC IC I 16ooo00_
.78 ElL El 140000000C
1.00L B ,B D D F ] 0400OOOO0(
2_08 C C I BA ] 030000000£
1.16L D [D I 130000000£
1.00L B [B E J 14001000(_
1.88 CC[ BBi 13OOlooooC
1.04L C /C I 0400OOO00G
1.23L C /B F I o2ooooooo_
1.15L C /BEI MI 14OOOOOO0C
t.OOLBC /ABC I 04OO00OOO(;
1.00L B [A L I 050000010(;
1.08L C /DK I 040000000(;
1.00L C [B I 140000000(;
1.00L CF [AF I 040100000(;
1.03L C [D I 05OO00OO0(;
1.OOL B [AF I 050000000(;
1.00: DC / DDCI 030000100(;
1.00L C /CG I 040100000(;
1.00L D |CG 040000000(;
1.19L C ic i I o3ooooooo(;
1.OOL D AH J. 350000000C
1.66 F 'J GL D I 550000002(;
1.OOL B AE l 0500000006
1.69 D K C I 150000033(]
1.66 C GGB I 450000001 (;
1.38 D I B 1 130000000(}
1.35L C DF I 4500000000
1.61 F C [ 4580000016
1.00L B B I 040ooooooo
2.35 c E S B I 7500000018
i
1.00L c c I c_ooooooo_
1.00LID D [ 240000000(}
1.35 D LFMD[ 140000000_
1.24 ' E F D I 750000000_
1.00L i C A B l 040000000(]
2.73 DC HAA I 020000010_
1.24L C C I 040000000(]
1.65 CC J E BB I 7300000008
I.OOL C CD I 040000000(}
1.00L C A D I 8600000000
I
37 7 103 3 1.OOL B AB I 1500000000
1.01L D B G[ 0400000000
1.00L BBC AAB J 1400000000
1.56 D G D l 9500000130
1.00L C BN I 1500010000
1.00L CC AAI HI 5500000000
I.OOL C D [ 0400000000
1.00L C DG [ 0400000000
3.08 CCC HBAAI 0300000000
1.11: CO C CE[ 0500000000
I
1.14 C DGDJ 1580000020
1.40 C GE [ 8580000140
1.00L C C H I 0401000000
2.71 C F MC / 3400000330
1.68: BBEF AAAB I 1403000000
1.00L B B I 7501000000
1.00L F AAADI 0500000000
1.07L F CI I 0400000000
2.85 C C L L BA I 1300000000
1.00L BC ABM I 1500000000
I
1.00L B CHA I 0400020000
1.00L B A F I 0400000000
1.00L E B I 1400020000
1.11L BD AC I 1500000000
1.00L C B MI 0400010000
1.00L BC AB I 0500000000
t.00L C B F F I 2500000000
1.08L DC AADN I 0500000000
1.00L B B GI 0400000000
t.79 DD GeE I 1301000000
I
1.00L B F B D L I 0500000000
1.34 CC HAC I 0400000000
1.00L C El I 1500000000
t.59 CC J B B I 0300000000
t.14L CD AE I 05oooooooo
I.OOL BCD AABF I 0500000000
5.37 BBCD AAAAI 0300011000
1.00L B BC I 0400000000
1.00L S B E I 0400000000
1.00L C C I 0400000000
i
1.99 C C H BC I 0400000000
1.00L B AK GI 04000OOO00
1.00L C BCH I 1500000000
1.00L BD AB I 0400000000
2.17 CC HKAB I 1401000100
1.14L E D I 0401010000
1.00L BEC AABF I 0400100000
1.OOL C DF I 0400000000
1.46 DC M FBI 2401000000
1.05L C JE BI osoo oo_
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O
C) £3 (') N
36 9 101 2l
59 6 102 3
40 10 102 3
50 7 101 3
54 6 102 3
47 5 101 3
48 6 101 3
27 5 101 3
50 76 10171 _101
92 41 102 2
57 7 102 3
45 8 101 3
53 12 102 2
47 7 102 3
56 11 102 3
51 6 102 3
29 10 102 2
46 6 102_ 4
41 6 102 3
51 7 102 3
62 9 102 2
54 9!102 3
42 6 102 3
39 11 102 3
43 6 102 4
33 12 102 3
53 8 102 3
44 10 102 3
54 13 102 2
58 7 102 3
36 17 102 3
43 7 102 3
64 21 102 2
93 23 102 2
87 27 102 2
76 12 102 2
48 27 102 2
58 9 103 3
58 10 102 3
76 16 103 2
58 8 102 3
76 31 102 2
61 32 102 2
62 8 102 3
39 10 103 3
65 10 103 3
82 15 102 3
69 12 102 2
38 6 102 3
63 10 103 3
27 6 102 3
77 34 102 2
26 7 103 3
38 5 102 3
51 10 103 3
97 15 102 2
27 6 102 3
93 17 103 2
79 24 103 3
39 26 102 2
37 8 103 3
36 21 103 3
26 5 102 3
50 8 102 3
36 12 103 2
105 14 102 2
49 8 102 3
36 6 102 3
49 8 103 3
35 8 103 3
92 12 103 2
53 9 103 3
50 10 103 3
30 8 103 3
50 8 103 3
42 8 103 2
60 8 103 3
25 11 103 2
52 8 103 3
55 10 103 3
75 13 103 2
46 9 103 3
68 8 103 2
32 5 103 3
40 5 103 2
44 6 103 3
44 8 103 3
35 9 103 3
31 10 103 3
48 6 103 3
27 8 103 3
32 6 103 3
43 11 103 3
86 13 103 2
24 5 103 3
39 11 103 3
88 21 103 3
61 16 104 2
Galactic (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords 12 p.m 25 ttm 60 Fm
(s) (") I b (Jansky)
07575+1756 30.2 36 204+23 .42L .43 .40L
07575+1330 33.1 57 208+21 .67 .30L .40L
07577+1021 42.9 27 211+20 .25L .28L .69
07578+1823 48.6 4 204+23 .49 .35L .40L
07578+1246 49.9 46 209+21 .92 .31L .40L
07578+1643 52.8 37 205+23 1.14 .49L .40L
07578+1957 52_8 18202+24 1.31 .41: ,40L
07579+1726 56.1 48 205+23 3.84 1.01 .40L
07581 + 1648 8.8 33 _205+23 .25L .30L 1.55
07586+1614 39.4 42 206+23 .47 .32L .40L
07587+1550 48.9 51 206+22 .25L .52L .40L
07590+1000 0.0 30 212+20 .62 .31L .49L
07590+1815 0.9 19 204+23 .25L .30L 1.20
07597+1519 43_9 9 207+22 .36 .32L .40L
07597+1603 47.5 16 206+23 .51 .29L .40L
08000+1556 0.0 52 206+23 .37L .34L .61
08000+1908 0.9 6 203+24 .60 .36L .40L
08001+1305 8.1 9 209+22 .39 .46L 40L
06004+1800 24.1 45 204+24 .54 .33L .40L
08005+ 1005 30.3 3 212+20 2.02 .54 .40L'
08006+1659 366 18 205+23 .54 .31L .40L
08007+1413 45.5 57 208+22 .32 .81L .40L
08007+1752 47.6 3 204+24 .38 .33L .40L
08013+1349 20.7 39 208+22 .89 .42: .40L
08014+1529 24.9 28 207+23 .34 .35L .40L
08020+1908 1.3 47 203+24 1.07 .32L .40L
08020 + 1055 1.3 7 211 +21 25L .27L .57
08021+ 1219 8.0 19 210+22 .46 .37L .40L
08022+ 1250 14.6 35 210+22 .37 .39L .40L
08022+1315 17.3 41 209+22 .35 .32L .40L
08024+1745 29.4 55 205+24 .86 .33L .40L
08026+1821 36.5 53 204+24 .25L .37L .40L
08027+1338 46.0 50 209+22 1.21 .38L .40L
08030+1729 3.3 48 !205+24 .29L .62L .40L
08035+1810 33.6 50 204+24 .42L .36L .40L
06039+1421 54.9 14 '208+23 .28L .38L .40L I
08040+1723 2.9 16 205+24 .31 .68L .40L
08041+1703 '10.3 36 206+24 .41L .37L .40L
08043+1007 22.2 34 212+21 .58 .25L .40L
08050+1757 2.1 50 205+25 .25L .34L 30
08050+1102 5.8144 212+22 .26L .28L .50
08052+1429 14.1; 53 208+23 .41 .31L .40L
08052+1458 16.._ 50 208+24 .49L .75L .40L
08055+1643 35.1 20 206+24 .25L .41L .43L
08055+1318 35.3 4 209+23 1.13 .46L .40L
08056+1228 40.(; 46 210+23 .25L .74L 1.88
08057+1205 45.5 1 211+22 .50 .31L .40L
08058+1820 52.3 23 204+25 .27L .48L .55:
08059+1347 54.3 12 209+23 .38 .75L .40L
08059+1653 58.(; 42 206+24 1.69 .50L .40L
08064+1120 26.(; 59 211+22 .84 .51L .40L
08065+1300 30.5 52 210+23 .68 .31L .40L
08066+1448 39.0 44 208+24 17.11 7.57 1.07
08069+1635 55.5 57 206+25 .26L .56L .40L
08070+1058 3.4 33 212+22 .74 .25L .40L
08071+1709 9.7 54 206+25 5.12 1.23 .40L
08071+1309 10.3 9 210+23 35 .39L .40L
08072+1259 13.4 28 210+23 .28 .46L .40L
08072+1847 14.1 10 204+25 .31L .73 2.79
08074+1459 29.8 1 208+24 _35L .33L .64
08075+1106 33.8 33 212+22 .25L .54L .40L
08076+1619 37.(_ 49 207+25 .25L .40L .40L
08081+1307 11.5 55 210+23 .59 ,30L .40L
08083+1555 22.5 32 207+25 .25L .52L .40L
08083+1917 23.3 51 204+26 16.71 5.50 1.17
08087+1622 46.5 5 207+25 .68 .30L .40L
08090+1239 0.8 22 210+23 2.01L 3.83L .85
08090+1335 3.4 39 210+24 .45 .55L .40L
08091+1930 8.8 51 204+28 ,25L .38L 1.12
08093+1747 21.1 56 205+26 1.86 .46 .40L
08097+1138 44.1 15 212+23 .56 .32L .40L
08096+1120 54.6 30 212+23 1.14 .32L .40L
06100+1428 2.4 47 209+24 .41 .34L .40L
08101+1639 9.2 57 207+25 1.37 .33: .40L
08103+1346 20,5 47 209+24 .41 .31L .40L
08104+1048 27.9 16 212+23 2.34 1.21 .40L
06107+1648 45.6 0 206+25 .46 .40L .40L
08108+1021 54.(_ 1 213+23 7.72 2.98 .49L
08110+1353 3.3 52 209+24 .58 .28L .40L
08112+1835 17.2 41 205+26 .25L .59L .74:
08115+1312 35.1 1 210+24 1.16 .42 .40L
08119+1244 58.9 26 211+24 .25L .31L 1.30
08130+1851 5.8 2 205+27 .36 .46L .40L
08132+1629 12.3 2 207+26 .25L .27L .86
08132+1056 17.6 39 213+24 .65 .35 .40L
08135+1048 31.9 1 213+24 4.56 1.92 .28:
08138+1152 48.2 52 212+24 292.47 108.71 18.25
08138+1111 449._ 51 212+24 _ .83 .38L .40L08140+ 1814 . 205+27 ' .80 .42L .40L
08146+1733 39.6 53 206+27 .46 .36L .40L
08153+1541 22.9 48 208+26 .25L .28L .81
08154+1550 24.9 6 208+26 .96 .33L .40L i
08171+ 1936 8.2 42 204+28 .70 .33L .40L
08171+1622 11.1 58 208+27 1.30 .59: .40L
08178+1931 52.1 13 204+28 .25L .35L 1.25
08180+1954 5.1 57 204+281 .30 .47L .40L
08186+1409 36.6 49 210+26 13.54 5.16 .89
08186+1258 39.9 30 211+26 .40 .30L .40L
08186+1909 41.8 37 205+28 .25L .34L .44:
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"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
199
RightAscension:08h18=42"-08h39=00" Declination:+10°-+20 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
H (7%1 Color Corrected)Name Galactic Uncertainty C
,) Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m 25 ttm 60 _mham. e 6, (_) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
D8187+ 1412 42.8 210+26 103 3 1.46 .61:
08188+1726 52.0 207+27 103 2 8.41 2.02
38190+1428 0.3 210+26 ' 103 3 .31 .33L
D8191+ 1455 9.2 209+27 103 3 .82 .36L
38192+1346 14.5 210+26 103 3 3.30 1.78
:)8196+1509 37.1 209+27 103 3 44.23 22.03
:)8196+1619 41.7 208+27 103 3 1.10 .41L
38200+1931 1.9 205+29 1 103 2 .45L .44L
:)8201+1749 10.8 206+28 103 2 .39 .40L
:)8204+1430 24.8 210+27 103 3 .53 .31L
:)8204+1958 29.0 204+29 103 2 .50 .52L
:)8205+1841 33.1 205+28 1 103 3 .25L .32L
:)8205+1830 34.5 206+28 1 103 2 .43L ,34L
38205+1817 35.0 206+28 103 3 .96 .46L
:)8209+1755 57.3 206+28 103 3 .25L .32L
38209+1139 58.8 2t3+26 104 3 .25L .28L
382t1+1047 11.5 214+25 104 3 7.13 1.70
38212+1721 17.6 207+28 103 3 .75 .37L
:)8213+1014 21.3 214+25 104 3 .34 .33L
38214+1729 25.4 207+28 103 3 .25L .49:
38215+1416 34.9 210+27 1 104 2 .42 .55L
:)8216+1845 38.2 206+29 1 103 2 .27L .93L
:)8217+1855 42.0 205+29 ," 103 2 .26L .45L
:)8218+1145 52.3 213+26 104 3 .36 .30L
38222+1341 15.6 211+27 1 104 3 .25L .30L
:)8223+1502 22.4 209+27 1 104 2 3.gOL .55L
38224+1329 27.1 211+27 1 104 3 .25L .29L
:)8227+1154 43.2 213+26 104 3 .66 .25L
38228+1136 48.8 213+26 104 3 .25L .48L
:)8228+1936 51.2 205+29 1 103 2 .47L .35L
:)8229+1712 59.5 207+28 104 3 .48 .28L
:)8233+1343 20.0 211+27 104 3 .88 .36L
:)8233+1900 21.1 205+29 104 3 .84 .36L
:)8233+1708 21.6 207+28 1 104 3 .37L .36L
:)8233+1310 22.2 212+27 ; 104 3 .25L .34L
38234+1054 24.0 214+26 104 3 .25L .32L
:)8234+1531 25.3 209+28 104 3i 2.82 1.43 .40L
:)8234+1722 28.5 207+28 1 104 31 .26L .34Li .53
D8235+1334 31.9 211+27 1 104 2] .28L .39L I .91
08239+1249 58.t 212+27 104 3 i 29.20 7.09 1.31
08245+1113 34.4 2t4+26 1 104 21 .79L .39L, .40L
08245+1726 35.0 207+29 104 3j .26L .31L .82
08246+1932 36.6 205+30 1 104 3 .41L .34L .64
08246+1159 41.0 213+27 1 104 21 .32 .34L .40L
08248+1208 48.8 213+27 1 104 21 .27 .32L .40L
08249+1605 57.7 209+28 1 104 21 .26L .25L .56
08252+1152 17.4 213+27 104 31 2.21 .51 .40L
08255+1945 34.3 205+30 105 31 2.12 .87 .40L
08256+1738 41.3 207+29 1 104 31 .25L .42L .50:
08260+1053 4.4 214+26 ; 104 2 _ .25L .46L .40L
08263+1243 23.8 212+27 104 3 1.14 .29L .40L
08265+1027 34.7 215+26 : 104 3 .25L 33L .48
08269+1514 56.7 210+28 1 104 3 .25L .32L .80
08273+1207 23.3 213+27 ,' 104 2 .44L .31L .40L
08274+1608 24.9 209+29 104 3 2.63 1.10 .40L
08275+1930 30.8 205+30 _ 104 3 .25L .27L .60
08276+1558 41.6 209+29 104 3 .25L .34L .94
08278+1416 53.2 211+28 : 14 2 .35L .43L .40L
08279+1328 58.4 212+28 104 3 L06 .47L .40L
08280+1435 1.g 211+28 104 3 3.29 .87 .40L
08280+1037 5.9 215+27 ' 104 2 .27L .47L .75L
08281 +1829 10.5 206+30 104 3 .92 .44L .40L
08284+1131 25.7 214+27 104 3 .67 .30L .40L
08285+1148 31.5 214+27 104 3 .77 .31L .40L i
08286+1730 40.5 208+30 104 3 1.11 .41L .40L =
08287+1815 44.7 207+30 104 3 13.23 3.07 .51
08288+1909 48.(] 206+30 104 3 2.81 .75 .40L
08290+1922 5.7 206+30 104 3 .29L .39L 30
08294+1258 25.C 212+28 104 3 .53 .46L .40L
08298+1103 51.2 214+27 104 2 .27L .27L .48
08299+1526 54.(_ 210+29 104 3 1.33 .42L .40L
08299+1343 57.C 212+28 104 i 3 1.33 .68 AOL
08301+1330 8.1 212+28 1 : 104 2 .25L .66L .40L
08309+1325 59._ 212+29 104 _3 1.67 .49: .40L
08311+1542 7.3 210+30 104 2 .43L .42L .44
08315+1834 131.8 '207+31 104 3 .77 .39L ,40L
08317+1731 143.7 208+30 104 2 .67L .36L .66
08319+1100 57.8 215+28 104 2 .30 .56L .40L
08322+1135 t4.2 214+28 104 3 1.26 .45: .40L
08326+1519 39.5 210+30 104 2 .53 .48L ,40L
08329+1904 56.3 206+31 104 3 2.07 .66 A0L
08333+ 1529 18.9 210+30 105 2 .27 .70L .40L
08333+1322 20.5 212+29 104 3 11.04 4.31 .68
08336+1026 40.4 216+28 104, 2 .43 A9L .40L
08339+1215 56.1 214+29 104 2 .28L .25L .48
08340+1550 5.4 210+30 104 3 .25L .31L 2.08
08348+1611 532 210+31 105 3 .84 .32L A0L
08350+1438 1.6 211+30 105 3 1.01 .41L .40L
08351+1257 8.5 213+29 105 3 .25L .28L .97
08355+1945 32.2 206+32 104 3 .25L .29L ; .74
08360+1808 2.9 208+32 105 3 .97 .42L .40L
08368 f 1619 50.2 210+31 105 3 .51 .31L .40L
08369+1943 58.8 206+32 105 3 .74 .34L .40L
08374+1950 29.3 206+32 105 3 .94 .32L .40L
08378+1106 49.0 215+29 105 3 1.51 .33: .40L
08379+1349 56.0 212+30 105 2 .29L .33L .51L
08382+I322 13.7 213+30 105 3] _55L .28L A0L
08384+1554 26.1 210+31 105 3 11 .42: .40L
08388+1630 49.1 210+32 105 3 6.77 2.22 A9
08390+1716 0.5 1209+32 105 3 1.62 30 .40L
Flags
V
1(30 p.m Flux Corr A
Uncs Coef R
L C
Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
.40L tOOL BD ABJ 1 0400100000
.41L 1.00L CC AAF 0 0400000000
.40L 1.00L C D 0400000000
.40L 1.00L C BJ 1400000000
.40L 1.00L BC AAFN 0 0400000000
2.96 1.34 BBCC AAAB 0 1300000000 24
.40L 1.00L B A F 0400000000
.83 1.84L D B I 3500000100
.40L 1.18L C BL 0400000000
.40L 1.00L O B I K 0400000000
.40L 1.23L C DC 1500000000
.59 1.09: C D B C 2500000000
.56 L12L C DF 1600100000
A0L 1.02L B B H J 0600000000
1.34 2.08 C C A B 0300000000
1.36 1.80 CC DLAA 0500000000
A0L tOOL BC AAB 0 0620000000
.40L t.00L B BF 1400000000
.40L 1.02L D C 0500000000
.70 1.07 FCC DDD 1400000000
.40L 1.00L F GM 0500010000
.53 1.37L C GI BG 2200000000
.40L tOO E J I B 2200000010
.40L 1.00L C B 0500000000
.68 1.58 DC KDBB 0500000200
.39 1.23L C GI F F 0300000000
.68 1.13L C CE 0400000100
.40L 1.00L B BC 4500010000
1.50 1.81 CC I FAB 1500000000
.46 1.36L D I DE 1500000000
.40L 1.00L B B 1400010000
.40L 1.30L B AD F 0501000000
.40L 1.00L B BG 0300000000
.85 .90: C D B D 1400000000
.40L 1.08 C F D 1600000000
1.82 3.19 DC HAA 5501000010
1.00L BC AAH 0 0300000000
1.00L C DC 1400000000
1.05: CF GLBH 1500000100
1.00L BBC AAA 5 1520000000 18
136 C L G E 9502000260
2.27 CC L AA 1300000100
1.35L C MCD 0401000000
1.00L C DM 2600000000
1.01L E F 2600000010
1.45L F B D 0400000000
1.00L BF AB M 4 2600000000
1.00L BC AA 2 0301002000
1.66 DC CC 3300000000
1.12 F D C 5682000060
1.12L B A 0500000000
1.81 CC DDD 3400000220
2.30 CC MDB 0300000200
1.10 D E 1600000010
1.00L BC AAG 0 0400000000
1.12L D CC 0300000000
1.77 CC L J AB 0400000100
1.53 D I D F 3401000020
1.00L B AC 1400000000
1.00L B C A A 1 3400000000
1.36 D I CBD 4500000000
1.00L C A E 0300000000
1.00L B B C 0500000000
1.00L !C BF 1600000000
1.00LIB AG 1300000000
1.00L_BBC AAC 2 0300000000 18
1.00L BC' ABH 6 0400000000
1,40 DC I EC








1.15L D KI CG
1,64L C CD K
1.00L! BD AD














1.00L B D A B L 0 0500000000
1.11L D B 1300000000




1.00L C BF K
1.00L 8 BD
1.61 CC BB
1.59 CC L BB
tOOL B BC
1.08L C B













1.00L BD ABM 0 0r_O000000
1.15 D I F ' 5600000020
2.29 C K E ' 4580000340
1.00L CD AD K 1 2400000010
t.00L BCC AAB 2 1400000000
1.00L B D A B 3 0300000000
Associations
Name Type _'_P Mag
5 13 97753 SE 1 70
1 13 97762 K0 5 73
4 13 97768 MC 4 87
1 13 97773 K0 9 66
1 13 97775 K0 28 80
21 13 97779K5 2 90
I 13 97780 K7 28 88
1 12 ZG 820+ 18 48 156
1 13 97783 K2 13 ! 80
5 13 97788 K5 4 62
1 13 97789 1 85
2 12 ZG 821+17 45 151
3 9 U04388 59 143
4 1 12 ZG822+13 80 151
3 6 12363 24
1 13 97806F2 3 61
2 13 97810 33 88
2 13 i7809 K5 16 83
1 2 1:)O13539 16 116
1 12 ZG 823+17 43 151
5 13 97819 M0 2 57
8 1 32 X0824+112 121 8
3 9 U04419 14 141
1 13 97838 K2 5 75
1 2 13013557 86 111
4 9 U04433 11 143
8 1 32 )(0825+ 108 87 8
2 13 97848 K0 6 80
C
4
1 2 [3013564 85 113
8
1 13 97866M0 18 87
2 13 97867 9 85
1 13 97875 K0 2 76
1 13 978781<2 5 76
5 13 97881 M0 1 55
1 13 97884 K0 19 66
5 9 U04457 14 148
1 13 97890K0 7 75
1 13 97901 K2 9 75
2 13 97913 K0 15 63
1 13 97918 K2 5 75
1 13 97922 K0 34 80
1 39 OJ+153.6 108 1415
2 13 97942 M2E 24 83
2 13 97950A5 10 62
3 4 TMSS+10192 45 29
1 13 97959 K2 32 83
1 12 ZG 833+12 82 15_
1 13 97978 K0 14 8C
1 12 ZG 835+12 40 153
2 "12 ZG835+19 32 161
1 13 97996MA 11 8_
1 13 98007K2 10 77
"13 98010 K0 3 6E13 98021 G5 9
I 13 98028 K0 1 6_
8
C 1 32 X0838+133 103 1_
1 2 [3013652 27 92
2 13 98046 9(
1 2 1:)O13656 57 I 10(
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHi; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PAr/,
2OO
I 11
Right Ascension: 08h39m09"-ogho1m46 *
Position (1950)
N_me
a 6 a 5
h m. o , (s) C) I b C) ('3 (') N
08391+1332 9.9 50 213+30 90 25 105 3
08399+1427 57.9 9 212+31 49 12 105 3'
08402+1820 15.8 t 208+33 30 11 105 2
08403+1824 18.3 2 208+33 49 13 105 3
08404+1251 27.5 39 214+30 54 6 105 3
08405+1315 30.1 56i213+31 44 9;105 3
08409+1454 57.8 32212+31 83 13 105 2
08412+1215 16.6 215+30 1050_13+182418.3 208+33 `56 1052
08415+115135122]215+3037 34 152
08416+1828 41.0 4' 208+33 80 14 105 308417+160543.041210+32 75 8 105208418+182050316208+3334 8 1053
o_19+1o3958.128216+3o43 16 lO53
08422+1036 15.7 4 216+30 53 7 105 3
08427+1616 44.5 49;210+32 65 12 105 3
08428+1954 51.1 1912,566+34 51 9 105 3
08430+1034 4.7 2 217+30 60 18 105 208432+125712.858214+31 . 12 1053
08432+1248 14.2 6i214+31 48 8 1051 330_33+100820.0 217+5o _ _ 1051
08439+17`5654.318209+33 _4 1_ 1051_08440+1803 3.4 47 209+33 27 105 308443+132519.152214+32 41 5 1053
08443+1138 23.8 14 216+31 41 6 105 308452+17._148132o9+33 44 7 1053
08452+1734 16.4 49 209+33 31 7 105 3
08455+1830 33,7 51 208+34 52 11 105 308488+103753.89 217+31 30 7 1063
08459+1243.. 58215+323 81053
_59+1655,,.833210+33_ 11105i_08483+11_21. 1 8 31
08474+1232 26.9 26 215+32 47 11 105 3
08474+1813 28.3i14 209+34 45 9 105 3
0_78+181151225209+34 69 5 10513
08481+1813 7.2 17 209+34 42 6 105 3
08481+1042 7.7 4 217+31 28 10 106 3
08482+1532 i12.6 21 212+33 58 9 106 3
08483+1611 '22.7 12 211+34 84 9 106 2
08485+1441 33.._ 33_5213+33' 4_ 32 106488+1758!40_ _09+3 06.0,91+14071131213+3334 810630,,92+1119,3..23215+326, 9105208492+14481,027213+33 71`56308497+1128148.7_ 216+32_ 81052
_499+1031:59319217+3256 81052
,503+123022._21215+3353 131_ 2
08_4+163724.5_211+3488 1_10.335_ 9 0. _8+353 8
_5o8+1105:5o._29217+329 10106308514+194524._59207+3828 8 106308517+1426,42._1213+_32 7 10,308518+17524, 51210+351 9 1063
_525+172534._22210+3532 8 10.3
o5527+1oo,42128218+32 53 7 1063
08531+1149112 _ 216+33 1`5633538+1 474 2 7+ 3_ 10'0
08538+1113 _52.3 6 217+33 22 11 1`56 3
08542+1102 15.8 45 217+33 38 5 106 3
06542+1323 fl6.5 29 215+34 33 7 106 3
08543+1720 18.8 16 210+35j 53 6 106 3
08543+1224 19.8 57 216+33 47 7 106 3
08544+1530 29.4 51 213+35 79 8 106 2
08,5+1728 34.4 48 210+35 42 13 106 3
08,6+1732 37.C 24 210+35 61 11 1062
08547+1724 45.8 _ 210+35 56 1_ 106 308549+1722 58.7 210+35 _ 48 106
08555+1102 !331 22 218+33 44 g 106 3308557+1203 '45.5 217+34 43 106
08558+1834 48.8 1 209+36 82 24 106 2
08559+1053 58.8 2 218+33 49 8 106 3
08560+1720 O.C 0 211+36 53 15 1`56 2
08563+1819 21.1 48 210+36 23 5 106 3
08584+1410 29.2 42 214+35 64 33 106 2
`56565+1607 307 35 212+35 90 28 106 2
08567+1316 42.3 8 215+34 25 5 106 3
08`568+1523 50.8 3 213+35 60 11 106 3
08`569+1018 59.8 27 219+33 64 11 106 3
08571+1800 I 8.2 52 210+36 46 11 106 'i2
08571+1541 9.4 56 213+35 i _6_ 181 106308579+1308 58.2 42 216+34 106
08580+1828 0.8 19 210+37 68 8 106 2
08584+1356 28.8 40 215+35 44 10 106 3
08590+1456 4._ 58 214+35 27 24 16 2
08591+10o78.3_212+38 59 1_ 1`563308594+170228.2211+3645 106
,596+1443 36.7 214+35 43 11 10613
08598+14,51.423214+363527106 13208599+1754 56.8 25 210+37 35 12 106
08599+1318 15;_ 19J216+35 78 12 107r408599+1102 i 23 218+34 47 11 10713
09002+1922 14.50,003+1281!224_2o0+37216+3551383_'1_:_
09004+1453 i25.5 55 214+36 `56 24 106 3090o4+152727.933210+37 43 8 1`56309005+142233.353215+36 50 11 1082
09007+1434 46.5 47 214+36 56 6 108 3
09011+1020 10.932 219+34 76 21 107 _309017+132148340216+35 39 10 1073
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SM] SMN e O 12 p.m
Flux Dcnsit y Flags
(Net Color Corrected)






































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.33 C ME C ' 4501000000
1.27 CC KCD 0400000000
1.28L C CKHH 0400100000
1.63 CC HBB 0300100000
1.13L B ACL 5500000000
2.06 CC LBB 74O0000000
I.O0L D EME 130OOOO000
1.24L B BE I 0400000000
1.45 C F B 550OO00120
1.02L F DF 0400100100
1.25 cEiEEB J 34020000501.64: 0300100100
1.05L C BL 1401000000
1.O0L B C
1.18: EC _ I DS








50.46 BBDC AAAA 4











1.O0L BD ADM 0 2500000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0500000000
4.55 CC GFAA 0200000000
1.00L C AC 1400000000
1.41 CC CCS 0300000100
1.00L B C A A 0 0500000000
1.OOL:BCE AAG 4 0501000000 01
1.O0LI C J BE 2401000100
.67: CD DBC 1500000000
1.87 CC N AB 0300000000
1.65 CC .HAB 0300010010
1.00L C BD 0300110000
1.O0L D BJ I 0300110000
1.67 CE DAB 0400000000
1.O0L C iB K 0500000O00
1.O0L C [C 030101000O
.91 C E C 74000000101.14L C B 02000000001.O0L C 6500010000
1.00L C iB 1500000000
1,02L B _,B F H 7400000000
I.O0L C !AB 1500000000
1.01L B ;AF 0500000000
.95: CD G DG 1200000000
.93: DC ECB 0301000000
1.O0L BF AB I 3 0400000000
1.00L C B E 0400000000
I.O0L B 'C 0300000000
1.O0L C C FM 1600010000
t.11: ECC BBB 0400000000
3.29 BBCC AAAB 5 0200000000
1.46L i D DL 1500OO0000
1.00L BC AAF 2 0500000000
1.05L C F A E 0500000000
1.16: CO GCC 0400000000
1.00L BC AAD 0 0400000000
2.96 !B CC FAA 0300000000
1.O0L !C A M 0400000000I.O0L CE 04000OO000
1.15L C C G 25000000O0
.99: CD ECE 0400200010
1.00L C C 0400100010
1.19L C ECB 0500200010
I.O0L 'B B K 0501100000
1.40: BBCC AAAB 0 2400010000 41
1.O0L B AJ O4O00OOOO0
1.28: DE M DB 0300000000
1.94 CC DAB 2400000000
1.65L C DDF 0400000100
1.O0L BBD AAB 0 0400000100 18
1.11 D G D 3500010030
1.47 , F E 2300000010
1.411"00L;CDcc ABEBB
1.O0L C HI BD
2.15 DD J HBB
1.O0L C C
1.06L D E
1.O0L C B G
1.57 CC KI AC
1.51 C G D
1.07L C CD




1.04 CC HJ CC
1.20 CF H BD
1,O0L C D E






























Declination: + 10'-+20 °
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; I0) High Source Density Region.
L C
I
18 , oo4.1 77 13,
1 13 98066 K0 30 7_
5 9 U04548 5 151
2 13 98069 + + + 6 5EI U0455o 4 14e
2 13 : 98073 9 87
2 13 98077 K0 4 83
1 2 DO 13670 57 10E
8 1 32 X0841+118 69 8
2 12 ZG 841+18 15 14E
1 13 98086 17 91
3 13 98`567 KO 7 41
3 9 U04568 42 14_
1 2 DO 2597 52 111
2 12 ZG 842+16 70 15_
42i
Name Type _"'_ Ma8
2 10 M+02-23-O05 98
391uo45o43, 63 13aI ' 98106 K5 4 82
2 12 ZG 843+17 19 148
2 7 ABELL30 50 143
1 2 DO 13683 60 96
2 13 98118 K2 1 B0
3 9 UO4S06 65 143
1 13 98133 K2 8 75
4 ' 9 U04608 33 143
3 13 98142 M0 4 70
3 13 98143 M0 3 67
1 12 :ZG 847+12 50 153
1 13 ! 98161 G5 10 66
1 13 98165 K5 6 83
2 13 98168 GO 23 52
4 "13 98169G5 4 71
1 13 98173 G5 3 82
1 13 98181 KO 12 76
1 2 DO 13707 83 106
2 13 98191 2 86
1 "41 08503+1637 55 12
1 13 98198 K5 4 78
1 2 DO 2643 47 101
3 "13 98212M0 5 83
2 13 98219 G5 19 80
2 29 *MARK 1220 $1 2 165
8 "13 98230 NB 2 58
I 2 DO 2656 13 106
4 13 06235 K0 9 56
1 10 M+02-23-013 126
I 12 ZG 853+11 64 153
4 2 DO 2661 42 111
3 9 U04685 38 141
4 °13 98245 K0 10 52
1 13 98244 K0 7 $5
2 13 98247 A3 24 51
5 * 9 U04688 64 148
2 "41 08546+1732 3 3
2 "41 08547+1724 9 12
3 "13 98258 17 88
5 13 982`56 MA 1 81
3 13 98267 A3 2 42
5 13 98276MB 4 65
1 13 98278 K2 3 87
1 12 ZG 857+18 33 155
1 13 98283 K5 14 90
1 13 98288 K5 5 88
1 12 ZG 858+ 13 74 156
3 9 UO4743 29 136
8 1 32 X0859+148 107 8
1 12 ZG 859+17 53 155
2 12 ZG 859+13 49 148
2 12 ZG 859+11 68 146
2 13 98314 3 86
1 27 MKN1221 11
2 13 98318 K0 5 77
1 13 98323 4 93
8
1 12 ZG901+13 32 153
201
Right Ascension: 09"01"48"-09h27m42 '
Position(1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty Ca 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 #m8_f
h-re.. , (s)C) I b C) C) (')N
09018+1447 ,8.8 38 214+36 34 6 107, 4 .25L
09018+1839 ¢9.8 52 _210+37 23 7 107 : 3 .25L
09018+1103 52.4, 2 218+34 47 6 t07 3 A6
o9o23+1523 184 11,214+38 .o_ l_v lO7 _ 5309923+1332 18.9 12 218+36 107 ,, .49
09925+1253 33.1 46 218+35 54 16 107 2 1.58L
09025+1908 35.5 47 209+39 65 9 107 2 .34
09023+1858 38.2 48 209+38 48 6 107 3 .59
09028+1832 53.6 23 210+38 49 8 107 3 .23L
09031+1858 10.2 8 210+38 103 15 107 3 ,31L
0_033+19,7 t8.48 209+38 74 lO 107 2 .29
09034+1718 27.1 52 211+37 33 8 107 2 .39
09035+1528 35.8'30 214+37 47 7 107 3 2.34
09047+1838 42.1 11 210+38 28' 6 107 3 .25L
39047+1648 42.8;45 212+37 37 6 107 3 1.41
[)9049+1130 58.6 39 218+35 27 I 13 107 3 .42L
39081+1046 10.6 36 219+35 71 ,1 107 3 .28L
39953+1414 20.7 43 215+37 34 6 107 3, 2.5709053+1454 22.6 50 214+37 341 107 3 .54
09054+1337 25.2 60 216+36 60' 25 107 3 .25L
39055+1208 30.3 59 218+36 41 6 107 3! .50
09057+1325 42.1 23 216+38 21 4 107 3' 89.72
39057+1654 45.0 24 212+38 69 15 107 2 .37
39062+1740 t4.9 18 211+38 57 8'107 3 .72
39067+1849 43.4 29 210+39 94 33 107 2 .42L
)9068+1523 48.0 16 214+37 39 6 107 3 1.60
39071+1000 12.0 26 220+35 51 7 107 3 .64
39074+1751 28.1 41 211+38 27 6 107 3 6.05
)9080 + 1905 3.238210+39 56 81107 3 ,64:)9081+1503 8.0 46 215+37 58 t 107 .71L
)9083+1337 18.0 51216+37 48 11 1073 .25L
39095+1512 31.7 7 215+38 47 6 107 3 .58
39097+1922 43.3 51 210+39 66 14 107 2 .41
,9097+ 1241 43.4 41 ! 218+37 37 20 107 3 .25L
39098+1302 54.0 58 217+37 68 12 107 3 AOL
}9099+1004 55.0 36221+38 43 7 107 3 .56
}9101+1533 7.5 37 214+38 66 20 107 3 .25L
)9106+1030 41.7 46 220+38 77 11 ,07 2 A3
)9108+1238 51.6 52 218+37 45 10 107 3 .25L
,9111+1424 6.1 59 216+38 22 6 107 3 2.21
,9115+1856 33.143 210+40 30 1_i107 2 .2739117+1851 44.7 211+40 53 107 .83
)9119+1142 57.1 19 219+37 46 6 107 3 .54
)9121+,554 8.0 1 214+39 50 11 107 3 .25L
,9122+1954 12.0 27 209+40 62 12 107 3 .25L27.9 215+38 5.49
)9124+15oo 34 _ 'IO7j 23)9125+1205 33.3 46 219+37 80 2 107] .50L)9127+1153 44.4 40 219+37 43 107 ! 3 .79
)9129+1525 56.1 46 215+39 58 12 107 3 .38L_
)9130+1012 4.3 20 221+37 27 ,1 ,07 3 .25L
)9131+1020 7.6 36 221+37 35 19 108 3 .25L'
)9132+1801 12.5 50 212+40 65 14 107 3 .25L
)9135+1756 33.6 16 212+40 47 9 107 3 .25L
)9137+1814 45.8 37 210+40 4110 107 3 .26L
)9153+1341 22.6 3 217+39 52 13 108 3 .26L
)9156+1631 38.7 3 214+40 46 10 '107 3 .37:
)9159+1641 55.0 41 214+40 34 ,1 107 3 .25L
)9161+1958 7.7 46 210+41 31 5 i107 3 .96
]9164+1014 28.0 23 221+37 85 9 108 3 .35
)9t68+1000 48.2 14 222+37 57 8 108 3 .48
i 23)9,78+t91849.2122,1+413, I .48)9182+10541 .236221+385011o8 .25 )9185+1227 35.3 17 219+39 26 108 3 4.27
)9186+1659 36.2 15 214+41 61 16 i1081 2 1.16L
)9186+1234 41.7 7 219+39 57 10 1108 2 .42
)9193+1334 21.138 218+39 55 11!i08:3 .2SL
)9194+1737 29.1 51 213+41 58 12 108 2 A4L
)9199+1820 59.7 49 212+41 45 6 108 3 .67
)9206+1723 40.1 58 213+41 45 9 108 3 .25L
)9208+1836 52.1 22 212+42 26 14 108 3 .29L
)9215+1045 30.7 30 221+39 29 10 1081 3 .69
,9217+1626 42.8 21 215+41 26 6 108 3 .70
,9217+1813 45.7 17 212+42 41 9 108 3 .25L
)9219+1755 54.3 36 213+42 47 5 108 3 1.78
)9222+1633 16.4 55 215+4t 32 9 108 3 .25L
)9223+1239 23.9 19 219+40 74 19 108 3 .41L
)9224+1748 28.6 43 213+42 87 21 108 2 .73L
)9225+1424 32.0 47 217+40 37 10 108 3 .85
)9227+1648 46.7 5 214+41 57 6 I08, 3 .97
)9230+1138 3.3 35 221+39 24 9 108 3 .29L
)9232+1935 13.1 571211+43 40 8 108 3 .25L
)9233+1256 19.9 57 219+40 66 13 108 3 .25L
)9235+1853 30.539 212+42 59 14 108 2 .61L
53!)9238+18 212+422 108 1.14)9238+165451.755214+4225 108 1.,8
,9242+143112.416i217+412 71083 1.61)9244+12 ,5.833299+4025259 .25,, 9 37524122 0+408 1 49)92,0+1230061822o+4o38 9I083 25,
,9251+142310.55219+411.2,0821 33.
)9253+172419753214+4244 81083 25,)92 +123851511220+40577 1083 76)9261+11265834221+4036211083 25L)9231+1248781,220+4159 71083 68
,9255+134835152219+412o10,3 25,)9267+175246.117213+4332710 3 147
)9270+1919 1.2 13 212+43 39 6 331108 2.51)9275+t941 34.9 19 211+44 45 8 108 .25L
)9275+1410 35.4 5,218+41 41 28 108 3 .25L
,9277+1634 42.7 53 215+42 53 10 108 3 .25L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 izm 60 pm I_X) Vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S





































































































7.63 ECC HCAA 3300000000
2.29 CC EAB 1300000000
1.OOL C B K 0500000000
1.00L B B HE 1500000000
1.00L IC B I 1400000000
1,OOL C I ED 1500010000
1.18L C E 14O0000O00
1.OOL B BDL 1400000000
2.91 CC I DBA 1200000100
1.12 C C MD 1401000000
IA2L C F 1400000000
1.06L C C 0501010000
tOOLeD AB¢ 2 i 15000000O0
7.70 FCC HDAA ! 1200001000
1.OOL B AC M 0300000000
1.57: DC EDD 2400000000
1.00t C E C F 1600000000
tOOL BC AB 1501000000
1.00L C CD 0400010000
1.38 C MH D 2500000130
1.COL C C 0600010000
4.06 BBCC AAAA 0 2410002010 15
1.15L C B 0500000000
1.00L C AH N 0400010000
.99 D L D 1500000000 :
1.00L B A B K , 0400000000
1.00L C CGI 3600000000;









1.37 C F GB









1.02 D KI KC
1,00L C B D
.99: CC AB
1.27L C HCE 2400000100
1.75 C DDI 1500000100
t.31: CD CC 0500000(300
2,18 CD DAB; 0400000000
1.01L C I BF 0600000000
1.47 CC CF 0301000000
t.00L FC DCE ; 0 0400000000






















1.OOL B ACNH 1400000000
1.99L C OH 0500000000
1.OOL C BC 5400010000
1.OOL C B H 0500000000
.93: C D H C B 0300000000
1.OOL BC AA 4 0400000000
1.13L D L B 0401010000
1.10L D E 0400000000
1.OOL C J A E 0500000000
1.85L C E B I 0200000100
1,00L B BC 1500000O00
1.88 CCi BB 0300000100
1.35 E F MJ A E 1401000OOO
1.OOL D B H 0400000000
1.OOL B BD 0500010000
1.99 CC EBB 1400000000
1.OOL BF IAC M 1 0500000000
2.21 CC I GAB 0401000000
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Associations
1.05L CcH FJ1.22 NFFB
1,OOL C BFFEI.OOL B A E












1.17L D B L
1.59 C C F E
t.17L C BF M








S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3 10 M+03- 23-030 101
4 9 U04757 I 58 136
1 13 98338 K2 11 75
1 13 98345 K2 18 90
1 13 98349 40 85
1 13 98351 19 88
4 9 U04772 24 148
3 9 U04773 60 148
1 13 98362 G5 9 75
2 13 98363 MO 9 8O
2 12 ZG 904+ 18 11 148
2 13 98373 MA 2 90
2 13 98380 KS 7 80
2' 13 98381 K0 1 75
8 !
1 139 82 0 i 763 13 98383 MC 87
I 13 98384 K0 25 , 77
1 13 98389 K0 12 ! 73
2 12 ZG906+18 72' 148
2 I 13 98396 MA 2i 85
1 2 DO 13820 ! 50 115
1 13 98416 _2 11 _1
i
3 9 U04827 55 150
3 13 98427 G5 9 63
1 2 DO 13830 55 101
2 I 13 98431
I
1 13 98440 K0
4319 uo4_,13 98443 R5
1 I 2 DO 13841
2 13 98450 KI1 13 98451 K2
i 12 ZG 912+1512 ZG 912+19
, 13 98458 KO




2 12 ZG 915+13
4 12 ZG 915+16
2 12 ZG 915+16
1 2 DO 1386O
1 131 98495 K0
i
13 98510 G512 ZG 918+10
13 98519 MB12 ZG 918+16
1 13 98522 K2
1 12 ZG 919+17


























1 2 DO13887 74 91
1 12'ZG 921+18 55 155
1 13 98554 K2 4 71
21 75
12 86
1 10 M+03-24 062 80
2 10 M+03-24-063 111 i
I
0400000000
1500000000 3 9 U05012 67 146
0401000000
0500000000 2 13 98561 K0 8 62
2200000000 9 9 U05021 46 135
1301000000 5 9 U05023 16 143
0400000000 6 9 U05025 28 138
0501000000
0 15OOOOOOOO
1 0400000000 2 13 98568M0 2 78
0 0301000000 2 13j 98574 K2 3 70
2400000020 8 I
0500100000 1 13 98580 K0 15 78
2301100230 C 8 9 U05044 22; 146
03OOO000O0 I
020ooooooo _ 9iuoso46 25 1450400000000 13:98594 G5 1168
1401010130 8 1 32 X0926+114 55 8
1500000000 2 13 _98595 G5 25 80
8401000010
AC 0300000000 1 13 98600 K0
A B I 1 0500000000 2 13 98603
H AA ! 0380000000
F i 4400000210 4
J AA i 0300000000
*Conlusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
202




o o ,coor s
h m. . , (s) ( )" lb
09279+1343 58.1 4 219+41
09282+1615 16.4 33 216+42
09286+1304 37.8 42 220+41
09289+1559 54.1 25 216+42
09292+1131 15.2 16 222+41
09296+1159 41.0 21 '221+41
09297+ 1508 43.4 15 ! 217+42
09311+1330 7.6 52 219+42
09312+1258 16.6 2 220+42
09313+1113 20.3 52 222+41
09316+1837 37.6 53 213+44
09321+1030 7.1 21 223+41
09326+1917 39.0 7 212+44
09327+1154 44.9 7 222+42
09334+1226 24.3 58221+42
09341+1158 7.8 32 222+42
09342+1639 18.0 44 216+44
09343+1712 23.9 10 215+44
09345+1709 30.2 9 215+44
09346+1401 37.8 30 219+43
09348+1251 53.5 28 221 +43
09349+1620 57.6 31 216+44
09353+1734 18.E" 52 215+44
09355+1833 32.E 29 214+45,
09355+1257 34.4 39 221+43
09362+1715 14.4 14 215+45
09362+1329 16.3 31 220+43
09367+1418 42.6 6 219+44
09368+1144 50.8 14 222+42
09368+1223 52.9131 222+43
09371+1212 11.6 31 222+43
09372+1412 13.5 36 219+44
09376+1406 40.8 14 220+44
09377+1346 47.3 11 220+44
09378+1948 50.9 26 212+46
09379+1206 58.9 55 222+43
09381+1146 8.0 52 223+43
09382+1449 17.3 51 219+44
09384+1007 28.7 13 225+42
09388+1138 50.6 34 223+43
09388+1401 51.0 52 220+44
09389+1307 55.6 38 221+44
09391+1343 7,8 12 220+44
09400+1131 0.8 4223+43
09406+1018 40.7 50i 225+4309408+1655 51.7 33 216+45
09408+1340 53.5 19 221 +44
09409+1415 50.0 8 220+44
09410+1223 4.3 8 222+44
09416+1013 38.5 3 225+43
09416+1051 38.8 18 224+43
09417+1905 43.1 41 214+46
09419+1457 56.0 43 219+45
09423+1102 19.1 1 224+43
09425+1751 34.0 49 215+46
09426+1929 41.5 38 213+47'
09427+1027 ¢7.8 12 225+43
09431+ 1854 7.0 45 214+47
09432+ 1910 17.7 32 214+47
09436+1834 40.4 4 215+47
09436+1202 41.1 33 223+44
09438+1141 493 20 224+44
09440+1616 4.g 36 218+46
09445+t359 34.5 22 221+45
09448+1104 48.6 34 224+44
09448+1139 52.1 41 224+44
09451+1018 7.9 20 225+44
09451+1342 8.4i37 221+45
09452+1330 14.240 221+45
09463+1817 20.2 25 215+47
09465+1804 30.9 57 216+47
09466+1453 39.6 47 220+46
09471+1704 6.9 27 217+47
09471+1255 8.6 42 222+45
09471+1039 10.6 60 225+44
09474+1302 27.4 35 222+45
09477+1259 45.5 59 222+45
09482+1318 18.0 12 222+46
09484+1557 24.1 56 219+47
09484+1633 29.7 15 218+47
09499+1910 58.8 29 214+48
09502+1952 12.2 4 214+49
39503+1035 18.2 2 226+45
09503+1654 21.6 54 218+48
39513+1029 18.3 42 226+45
39513+1958 23.5 14 214+49
39516+1458 41.6 47 220+47
39517+1616 42.8 26 219+48
39524+1432 27.3 2 221+47
39524+1340 28.9 1 222+47
)9525+1602 34.3 9 219+48
)9528+1640 49.5 12 218+48
)9531+1430 8.3 22 221+47
)9533+1322 19.2 21 223+47
)9535+1704 34.4 11 218+48
)9535+1043 34.7 29 226+46
)9538+1457 53.7 58 221+48
)9539+1552 59.4 28 220+48
)9548+1713 48.4 1 218+49
)9548+1642 48.6 0 219+48
Flux Density Flags
H
Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
SMJ SMN 80 12 ,am. 25 _m 60 /zm lo0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
(') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
74 10 108 3 .39 .33L .40L 1.00L C DL 7500010000
28 8 108 3 2.19 .67 .40L I.O0L BD AB N 5 1400000000
38 6 108 3 .74 .42L .40L 1.O0L B BC 2600000000
60 8 108 2 .47 .49L .40L 1.00L C BF 1500000000
30 4 108 3 4.04 1.03 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0500002000
27 4 108 3 2.02 3.00 1.52 1.O0L CBC AAAI 2 0400000000
38 8 ;108 3 .25L .30L 1.30 1.88 CD AA 1300000100
80 25 109 2 .25L .37L .40L 1.26 F HJ E 2400000020
43 6 109 3 .49 .36L .40L 1.00L D B 0600010000
53 10 109 3 .26L .34L .70 1.17: CD NGBC 0400000000
29 9 109 3 1.63 .43: .40L ! 1.00L BD AD 0 0501000000
43 10 109 3 .25L .33L .94 2.99 CC BA 0300000010
79 20 1109 2 .97L .35L .40 1.03L' C D 0500000000
85 17 109 2 .67L .45L .48 1.00L C CG 0400000000
30 7 '109 3 .96 : .36: .40L 1.O0L BF AC 0 0500000000
38 8 109 3 .25L .48 2.64 2.85 DCC EAA 0300000000
16 5 109 3 2.97 .75 .40L 1.00L BC ABI L 1 1400000000
51 18 109 2 .75L .50L .50 1.47L E CHFF 1500100000
62 11 109 2 .29 .35L .40L 1.00L;C C 1500100000
84 10 109 3 .33L .44L .57 1.06L C CGCE 2600000000
86 18 109 2 .31L .42L .42 1.21L F DD 0401000000
86 27 109 2 .41Li .43L .40L 1.09 C C 1500000010
44 9 109 2 .57 .46L .40L 1.31L C BI 1300000000
47 11 109 2 .25L .50L .72 1.90L C K B E 0300000000
59 8 109 3 .67 .32L .40L 1.00L B BE 0400000000
24 6 109 3 .25L .47L 1.78 3.60 CC CAA 1200000000
49 9 109 3 .25L .33L 1.63 2.96 CC EAA 0500000000
32 18 109 2 .25L .49L .52L 2.11 C I I C 4401000300
54112 109 3 .25L .41L .60 1.37 CC GBB 0500000000
63 i 6 109 3 .67 .27L' .40L 1.00L C BL 0501000000
34 6 109 3 .27L 4.59 70.70 28.21 BDD EAAA 0280000100
25 19 109 2' .25L .73L .40L 1.52 D GKC 4501000030
78 25 109 2 .25L .43L .64L 2.07 D J KE 8400000230
50 10 109 3 .25L .35L .78 1.49 CC DCC 8500000100
52 14 109 2 .42L .45L .45 1.12L C B 0401000000
52 11 109 2 .25L .57L 1.29 3.33 CD EBB 0400000000
52 16 109 2 .30L .33L .56 1.38: DF E CB 0500000000
49 11 '109 _ .28L .31L .66 1.21L C I CC 0500000000
28 5 109 3 4.64 1.14 .40L 1.O0L BC AAN 2 0400000000
34 10 109 2 .31L .34L .84 2.63 EC G BA 0301000000
36 19 109 3 .25L .30L .40L 2.50 C C 7280000250
69 10 109 2 .32 .32L .40L 1.05L F C 0500000000
48_ 26 1092 1.08L .36L .43L 1.12 E EB 5500000000109 _ .25L .31L 1.31 2.27 CCIM BA 0400000000
36 6 109 3 25L .28L 2.49 3.64 CC' I AA 0300000000
33 10 109 3 .62 ! .41L .40L 1.00L C BJI 1300000000
78 7 109 2 .89 I .36L .4OL 1.O0L C AF 3300000000
41 8 109 2 16.28 4.09 .61 1.00L BCC AAC 0 3500000000
18 4 109 3 1.52 .46L .4OL 1.O0L B AEJ 0500000000
57 12 109 2 .25L .29L .53 .97 CD BH 0301000100
46 13 109 3 .40L .29L .52 1.06L ! C CC 0300001000
30 6 109 3 1.23 .36L .40L 1.O0L B AG 0400000000
61 12 109 2 .25L .49L .83 1.02: CF KCB 0200000000
50 5 109 3 1.11 .32L .40L 1.07L B AD 0400000000
59 10 109 3 .25L .89L .85 1.20L C ABD 0300000000
61 16 109 2 .65L .47L .47 .73: CD I EC 0300000000
29 6 109 3 3.24 .78 .40L 1.00L BC IAB 5 0500000000
48 7 109 3 1.71 .66L .40L 1.00L B ADN 0400000000
28 8 109 3 .25L .36L 3.71 4.51 CC I AA 0200000000
47 6 109 3 1.68 .60 .40L 1.00L BD ABN 0 0401000000
28 4 109 3 6.03 1.57 .40L 1.01L BCcc AAI F 0 260000000033 8 109 3 .25L .32L 1.16 2.89 AS 2502000000
57 17 109 2 .25L I .33L .53 1.78 CC EB 0400000000
58 15 109 2 .45L .33L .39 1.32L F CC 0500000000
32 6 109 3 1.38 .36: .40L 1.00L BE AB 1 0600000000
36 5 109 3 2160.92 654.01 114.83 39.33 DBCC AAAA 9 22B0152200
79 10 109 2 .37 .57L .40L 1.04L F CFG 0400000000
56 8 109 2 .33 .35L .40L 1.03L C B 0500000000
23 4 109 4 47525.23 23069.12 5652.09 922.01 CCBB AAAA 9 0203096840
57 8 110 3 .55 .44L .40L 1.00L E CG 0400000000
61 14 109 2 .26L .49L .66 1.47: DO KBB 0401000100
49 17 109 2 .30L .58L .57L 1.09 F LEE 1400000000
49 5 110 3 1.36 .35: .40L 1.00L BF AB 0 0400000000
58 8 109 3 .25L .38L 1.03 3.11 CC GGBB 0301000100
42 9 109 3 .28L .28L 1.59 2.16 CC lAB 030000000(
29 9 109 2 .25L .42L 1.53 3.62 CD AB 0301000010
59 8 110 3 .25L .33L 1.22 2.48 CC M AA 0480000010
21 6 110 3 4.81 1 12 .40L 1.O0L BC AB 2 0300000000
25 8 110 3 .25L .33L I 1.17 3.05 CC N BA 0300000000
57 6 110 3' .64 .41L .40L I.O0L C CF 0400000000
58 11 110 3! .28L .33L .70 1.00L C L BC 050001000049 10 110 2 .25, .31, 1.38 1.77 cc KAB 13oooooo0o
84 10 110 3 .43L .35L .68 1.o0L C CI 0400000000
19 , 110 _! .25L .36L 1.65 6.19 CC FBA 0100000000
34 5 110 3 15.88 4.97 1.00 1,00L BBC AAB !O 0400000000
82 15 110 2 1.28L .29L .63 1.28L D J CCi 1200000000
58 12 110 3 .42L .31L .62 1.O0L C BE' 0300000000
28 9 110 3 .36 .37L .40L 1.O0L C AJ 1400000000
29 8 110 3 .25L .25L 1.55 3.90 CC GAA 0201000200
50 9 110 3 .25L .39 .80 1.41L DC FBC 0200000100
65 18 110 2 .50L .34L .61 1.14L D B 0400000000
44 8 110 3 .25L .25L 1.07 2.33 CC BB 1300000000
77 12 110 3 26L .33L .79 1.04L C LCB 0300000000
54 13 110 3 .25L .40L .56 1m37 C C ' S C c 0400000000
28 7 110 3 .25L ,38L 1.02 2.74 CD'J GAA 1300(200000
27 v J110 _ .25L .32L 1.88 3.13 CC A8 04CO0O0O00
64 8 110 3 .55 .31L .40L 1.06L C BN 0300000000
39 11 110 3 .25L .37L .86 1.62 CC EHBC 0300000000
25 13 110 3 .25L .48L .63 1.15L C CBC 1401000000
50 7 110 3 .69 .35L .40L 1.O0L B BG I 1401000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10'-+20 °
Associations
L C
R $ A Sel>
S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
1 13 98617 K0 6 7"_
1 13 98624 K0 11 7C
1 13 98625 K0 6 7.=




2 6 A0931+ 11 55
2 13 98646 K2 29 83
5 " 9 U05102 27 136
1 12 ZG 934+11 41 155
3 13 98673K0 12 58
2 12 ZG934+17 88 151
1 12 ZG 934+ 14 40 156
1 12 ZG 934+ 12 29 151
1 13 98684 K0 1 76
2 13 98687G5 14 67
3 9 U05143 54 148
1; 32 X0936+143 45 4
3 I 9 U05148 44 150
13 98700 K2 5 80
32 X0937+ 141 129 12
2 12 ZG 937+13 16 151
12 ZG 937+ 19 48 156
3 9 U05160 16 138
4 9 U05164 59 148
4 13 98709 + + + 0 37
3 9 i U05173 52 151
1 13 98715 G5 9 80
1 12 ZG 938+13 29 153
2 12 ZG 940+10 22 156
1 13 98730 K0 I 71
8 13 98733 M0 10 55
1 2 DO 2809 64 76
2 13 987421(0 4 65
2 13 98745 MA 6 88
3 13 98747 K5 5 72
1 13 98750 K0 23 68
3 13 98755 K5 10 58
3 9 U05234 29 148
2 "13 98768K0 3 80
7 "13 98769 M7E 2 50
1 13 98772 G5 36 77
2 "13 987731,(0 4 77
4 " 3 RAFGL1381 56 -35
13 987831<0 7i 80
12 ZG 946+ 18 13 156
3 9 U05228 37 153
2 13 98792 K2 18 77
4,'9 U05266 42 136
U05271 56 131
4 9 U05275 37 136
6 °13 98809 K5 29 66
i3 9 U05285 4 148
13 98810 K0 5 81
4 91 U05303 35 131
4 13 98835 MB 4 81
1 121ZG 951+19 16 156
1 131 98838 19 85
1 12 ZG 952+ 14 49 151
1 27 MKN 711 5
3 9 U05329 25 136
3 9 U05338 54 138
4 9 U05337 35 146
4 9 U05342 34 143
1 13 98862 K0 20 73
203




u 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
ham.. 5, (s) (") I b (') (') (') N
=
09548+1949 214+50 44 61103 1.45
09549+1424 222+48 52 111103 .26L
09550+1238 224+47 51 71103 .33
09554+1527 220+48 98 111103 .34
09555+1618 219+48 57 121103 .31L
09556+1640 219+49 8739 1102 .25L
09560+1041 227+46 43 95 110 _ 1.5209562+1439 222+48 48 1t0 .25L
09563+1803 217+49 34 7 110 3 .25L
09563+1317 223+47 4612 110 3 .25L
09563+1100 226+48 78141102 ,27L
09564+1031 227+46 61 191102 .83L
09564+1306 224+47 20 5 110 3 1.57
09509+1113 226+47 110 3 ,33
09571+1657 '219+49 6__ ; 110 3 .39
110 .33L09581+1717 218+49 13 '309583+1142 226+47 ¢o 1103 .25L
09586+ 1554 220+4962 110' .60
09588+1600 220+49' 28 ; 11013 .95
09590+1755 217+50 64101103 .26L
09592+1229 225+48 67 91102 .32
09595+1155 226+47 36 71103 .28L
09598+1925 215+51 35 9 111 3 ,26L
09599+t251 225+48 65141102 .5OL
10010+t221 225+48 40 51103 1.63
10012+1428 223+49 82211103 .25L
10015+1413 223+49 1751103 1.26
10016+1351 224+49 52 71103 .25L
t0017+1350 224+49 49 51103 1.03
10019+1039 228+47 34 91103 .25L
10023+1522 222+50 54 51103 .77
10026+1931 2t6+51 52101113 .25L
10026+1257 225+49 37121102 .27L
10027+1156 226+48 37 91104 .25L
10029+1108 227+48 45 51103 1.18
10031+1312 225+4914_ 71103 .25L10032+1820 217+51 41113 20.53
10039+1610 221+50 38 91113l .25L
10040+1125 227+48 44 61103' .86
10043+1424 223+50 50 51113! .69
10046+1700 220+51 30 61113! 1.93
228+48 .25L
1oo46+1o26 54 1_8 11oi
10047+1231 226+49 47 110 .25L
10048+1451 223+50 5511111 .25L
10051+1845 217+52 65 111 .47
10052+1014 229+46 21 _ 11033_ 17.87
10054+1857 217+52 38 111 .25L
10055+1736 219+51 20 6111 12.13
10056+t212 226+49 42 5, 110 9.54
10058+1828 218+52 49 111113 .25L
10059+1702 220+51 33 17 !1243 .25L
10063+1846 217+52 43 61113 .76
10073+1756 219+52 35 181113 .27L
10077+1427 224+50 92 151113 .27L
10079+1016 229+48 55 251112 .BOL
10079+1655 220+51 65 101112 .27L
10080+1614 221+51 56 131113 .25LI
10084+1036 229+49 52 13 111 21 .48L
10087+1800 219+52 35 16 111 2' .41L
10088+1217 227+502651113 1.34lOO89+,336 225+5o 56111102 .27
10O91+ 1641 221+52 4635 _ 331111 .29L10097+1645 221+52 111 .25L10101+1254226+ 5491113,.25L1010,+1,162 +521761113i1010 +112528+,31'331111.8810113+1726 +525711111, .25,10116+18412 8+5325711t3.28 10118+182 22+5247811131. 910120+t653221+526110t113.25L10121+12 227+5122221112.49L10,2,+1155226+,4271113.,5510125+1457224+5256523!111.789 5403 728 .410139+1249227+5165121113.26'
10140+13568 225+52 27 5 111 3 14.55
10146+1544 223+52 449 1113 .25L




57 8 3 .25L10151 +1611 222+53 111
5 111 3 .83ioI52+1726 220+53
10155+1612 222+53 57:12 1113 .27L
10156+1551 223+534251110 11111133! .25L'25L10158+ 1427 225+52
10168+1010 231+50 58 81112 .71
10169+1943 217+54 52 61113 1.41
10175+1720 221+54 66 241112 .34L
10175+1035 231+51 29 161113 .36L
10177+1126 229+51 55 81113 .48
10185+1459 225+53 65_ 121112 25L
10190+t322 227+52 45 91113 .25L
10190+1553 223+53 38 61113 .25L
10194+1444 225+53 79 211112 .38L
10199+1341 227+53 42 12 111 3 .25L
10202+1923 218+55 53 61123 .57
10204+1106 231+52 90 191112 .73L
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Rags Associations
(Not Color Co,coted)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
1.13L C ADF 1301000000 1 1398863 K7 1 88
1.67: CC F BC 1300000000
1.00L C BH 0400000000 1 13 98870 13 85
1.00L C CI 0400000000 1 1398874G5 3 75
1.00L C DKBHiF 14000000001.14 F 1300000000
1.00L BE AD 0 2501000000
1.50 CO GBB 13O00000O0
4.59 CO I BA 0200000000
2.23 F J DB 2300000310
1.0OL E MF G O4OOOO0O00
1.00L C KE L 2500000000
1.00L BC ABI 2400000000
1.00L C DH 1500000000
1.08L]C D D D JF 14000000001.00LI 2400000000
1.15: ] CC CHBC 0300000000
1.11L C CDL 0400000000
1.30L C HCE 1400000000
2=45 CC J BA 0301000000
1.00L E B F 0400000000
14.27 CBCC AAAA 3 0100000000
1.32: CC GAC
1.08L C ;OH2.25 CC AA
4.26 FCC i_ EA.a







1.00L C B L






















1.00L BBC AABD 0 0300000000 15
1.58 CF Be 05000O0000
1.0OL B BG 0400000000
1.0OL B BH 0400000000
1.00L :BD AC 0 2400010000
1.04 CC EDS
2.09 CC AA 0301000100
1.23: CC CC 0500000000
1.00L B B 0800000000
1.00L BBC AABE 0 1500000000 18
1.63 CC I BB 0400000000
1.0OL BBD AAAL 3 3400001000
1.00L BC AAD 00401000000
2.74 EC DBA 0400000010
1.27 DC F A 2501000000
1.02L B AB 0500000000
1.48 C CO 1501000100
I.IDOL C C E A 0400000000
1.20 D KDE 1300000000
1.45L C CG 1400000000
1.26 C D F C B 0400000000
.94: DF L MAC 1300000000
1.09L C H EG 1500000000
1.00L B AD 0300000OO0
t.34L C DM K 0401000000
1.40 CC K EB 0400000000
1.37 CC BCB 0400000000'
1.96 CC F BC 0400000000
9.75 COCD BCAA 0 010_)00000
1.0OL C A F 0400000O00
.77: CD HCD 0400000000
2.93 CC EAA 0_00
1,IDOL B A C G 04000000001
1.88 CC KBB 1300000100
2.85L D F C 0301000000 '
1.00L B B I 0400000000
1.00L B BE 0400000000 I
1.38L D B F 0400000000 l
1.86 DC F BB 1200000000
1.00L BCF AAE 0 0300000000 19
1.60 C D BB 030O00O000
.99 DD J CD 1301000000
1.36 CC HCC 04000C0000
1.0OL C C 040000000014001000001,09: CD BC
1.00L B BG 040OOOOOO0
1.00L C KDD 1400100000
1.48 OC CB 0400000100 1
1.61 CC MB B 0500000000
1.0OL C CJ 0402000000
1.0OL BD ADLJ 0 0300001000
1.15 C H B 1300000000
.79: CF M FC 0300000100
1.00L E CE 04000000O0
1.56: CC M BS 0400_00000 i
5.39 DC BAA 1300000000
4.80 CC DAA 1300000000
1.13L C J CB 0500000000
1,0OL D DCE 1600000000
1.00L D B F 05000000001
1.16L F DE 040O000000
b
1 13r98881 K0 3 78
3 9 U05360 40 145
5 9 U05262 36 148
4 3 10 M+02-26--012 109
1 21:)O2862 65 115
1 2 DO2863 57 108
1 1398886 7 90
1 13 98892 K0 11 75
1 12 ZG 956+ 17 36 156
2 12 ZG 956+11 25 148
1 1398897 K0 3 77
3 9 ' UO53gO 17 135
1 13 98906 KO 18 81
1 12 ZG 959+11 51 156
3 9 'U05.403 59 146
2 13 98928 K5 2 81
2 6 A1001 +14 89
2 2 [3014071 38 98
4 9 U05425 19 136
2 13 98932 K2 26 80
2 12 ZG 1001+10 18 156
1 13 98936K0 10 81
4 9 U05436 41 143
1 12 ZG 1002+11 69 153
2 13 98941 K0 9 85
1 12 ZG 1003+13 19 153
4 1398945 1 90
1 12 ZG 1003+16 28 183
2 13 98951 K5 6 83
1 1398953 26 87
3 13 98985 A0P 11 35
4 9 U05458 43 135
3 9 U05455 35 140
1 1398962 K0 31 80
4 1398964K2 3 45
3 9 U05467 30 143
3 2 DO140O3 44 90
6 °13 98967 B8 13 12
3 9 U05471 42 140
1 12 ZG 1005+17 20 150
1 1398969 G5 4 70
2 12 ZG 1007+10 31 150
3 12 ZG 1007+16 14 148
2 12 ZG 1008+16 60 156
1 2 DO 2900 13 78
2 1398991 F5 6 I 633 9 U05495 44 146
4 9 U05505 38 t36
3 , 9 U05507 40 143
I
1 1399019 K0 8 72
1 12 ZG 1012+12 40 153
1399025 G5 13 802 DO 14132 46 113
1 2 DO 14135 27 113
2 9 U05548 61 151
5 13 99034 M0 6 56
2 6 A1014+ 15 61
1 1399040 K5 87
21399042 K2 82
2 1399061 K2 9 80
3 13 99065 F5 15 50
1 1399074 K0 81 81
1 1399092 G5 2 ! 75




Position (1950) Rux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)Name Ga]actic Uncertainty C V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p,m 25 Fm 60 Fm 100 p,m Flux Corr A
ham.. 8, (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
10204+1812 29.0 51 220+55 50 10 112 3 .26L .32L .81 1.78: CO MCB
10208+1112 52.3 48 231+52 48 12 111 3 .25L .42L .62 1.50 DC GBB
10213+1437 18.2 9 226+53 54 12 11 3 .26L .30L .53 1.18 CF DC
10214+1743 27.1 2 221+55 29 6 12 3 1.23 .52L .40L 1.00L B AD
10216+1050 40.9 27 231+52 37 5 111 3 .90 .35L .40L 1.00L B AE J
10218+1511 51.9 36 225+54 56 9 111 3 .32L .32L .69 1.14L C LBBD
10222+1532 16.9 54 225+54 65 12 111 3 .27L .35L .66 .99 CC J CB
10223+1014 2t.7 23 232+52 49 6 111 3 1.52 .52L .40L 1.00L C ADF
10224+1724 24.9 36 222+55 26 6 112 3 .25L .32L 3.51 6.32 CC EAA
10231+1358 6.9 21 227+54 59 14 111 3 .25L .36L .74L 1.51 C MBB
10232+1257 15,9 421229+53 20 13 ,111 33 .30L .35L .86 1.83 CC L BB=10233+1414 21.1 14 227+54 30 15 1111 .25L .32L .60 1,06: CF EE
10237+1045 47.7 30 232+52 60 6 111 3 .76 .43L .40L 1,00L B BH
10239+1631 59.3 45 223+55 45 5 112 3 2.68 .84 .40L L00L BD ABG 0
10240+1352 4.8 53 227+54 47 7 111 3 1.85 .51L .40L 1.00L B AC
10242+1804 16.2 28 221+55 63 13 112 3 .25L .33L .70 1.63 CC BB
10242+1937 17.5 9 218+56 42 6 112 3 1.62 .63L .40L 1.00L B AD J
10244+1042 26.9 6 232+52 64 6 111 3 .60 .31L .40L 1.00L B BI
10245+1134 33.5 19 231+53 51 6 111 3 .71 .41L .40L 1.00L B A
10246+1241 37.6 59 229+53 41 5 111 3 1.06 .34L .40L 1.00L B AG J
10247+1602 45.5 2 224+55 49 8 112 3 .66 .36L .40L 1.00L B A
10248+1642 51.3 55 223+55 71 16 111 2 .73L .53L .42 1.00L E D
10250+1748 2.5 25 221+56 65 12 112 2 .56L .37L .61: 1.20 FD LEBB
10253+1101 18.7 58 232+53 24 11 111 31 .31L .38L .63 1.26L F KCCB
10253+1743 24.0 17 222+56 55 11 112 3 i .31L .34L .79 .91: CD FAD
10257+1257 47.2 27 229+54 38 12 111 3 .25L .45L .51: 1.63 CC J KEB
10259+1723 58.3 31 222+56 29 9 112 3 .49 .41L .40L 1.00L C DNMH
10261+1435 8.1 59 227+54 24 6 112 3 .81 .35L .40L 1.00L B BH
10262+1253 13.7 12 229+54 48 12 112 3 .27L .29L .66 1.00L C FCE
10265+1949 32.2 22 216+57 31 7 112 3 .49 .28L .40L 1.00L C BK
10267+1952 46.7 37 218+57 50 12 112 3 .25L .27L .73 1.45 CC BB
10269+1714 58.8 32 223+56 38 11 112 3 .47 37L .40L 1.00L C CD
10276+1119 36.0 38 232+53 32 11 111 2 1.00L .51L .79 3.02L E KBBC
10278+1219 52.5 23 230+54 58 12 112 3 .25L .41L .58 1.25 CC CC
10295+1423 31.4 42 228+55 20 6 112 3 18.22 4.55 .76 1.00L BBD AABM 1
10301+1606 6.349 225+56 62 22 112 2 .25L .85L .43L 1.05 D MHE
10306+1406 37.534 228+55 44 7 112 3 .56 .28L .40L 1.00L B BD 1
10306+1639 38.2!37 224+56 28 8 112 3 .25L .47L 2.72 4.01 DD EAB
10307+1638 47.6;17 224+56 27 12 129 2 .25L .60L 1.07 2.09: DE GBB
10308+1207 53.8'47 231+54 41 10 112 2 1.00L .38L 2.18 3.57 CD FHAA
10316+1400 40.4 36 229+55 56 8 112 2 .32L .40L 2.52 5.10 CD KGAA
10317+1226 43.9 18 231+55 58 11 112 2 .39 .36: .40L 1.00L CF CDAA 010320+1127 4.1 18 233+54 25 7 112 3 .25L .28L 2.00 5.66 CC!
10326+1210 36.9 51 232+55 76 20 112 2 .25L .32L .42: 1.16 DC CB
10334+1152 27.7 27 232+55 30 7 112 3 .74 .30L .40L 1.00L B A
10336+1600 40.6 52 226+57 76 12 112 22 .48L .36L .64 1.15L D B10337+1503 42.2 227+58[ 42 112 1.86 .81L .40L 1.00L a AB
10337+1358 142.7 16 229+56 50 10 112 2 .25L .28L ,97 2,80 DC LBA
10339+1546 _58.1 11 226+57 62 10 112 3 .25L .33L .99 1.47 CC CAC
10341+1313 8.5 5 230+56 32 18 112 2 .37L .60L .50 1.09L C JBF
10345+1254 30._ 43 231+55 28 7 112 3 .25L .41: 2.89 5.26 ECC JDAA
10347+1819 42.4 46 222+58 71 16 113 2 .31L .33L .41 1.19L D CM
10349+1236 55.2'44 232+55 65 9 112 2 .33 .32L .40L 1.00L C D
10363+1853 23.6 45 221+58 77 34 113, 2 .58L .73L .40L 1.12 D J D10366+1506 39.1 30 228+57 65 14 112 .25L .35L .55: 1.54 DB BB
10369+1239 59.2 0 232+56 34 5 112 3 2.74 2.51 .40L IDOL BC AAH O
10378+1109 49.1 8 234+55 24 8 112 2 .25L .34L 2.21 1.84 CC. HAB
10378+1233 52.0 23 232+56 44 16 112 3 .25L .45L .39: 1.07 CC DDC
10380+1133 1.4 18 234+55 49 7 112 2 1.91 .51: .40L L00L BD AC 0
10382+1907 17.3 22 221+59 85 12 112 i 2 .35 .45L .41L 1.00L F D
10385+1526 30.1 39 228+57 76 16 112 2 1.47L .38 .57L 1.00L F J F
10389+1414 57.2 28 230+57 34 6 112 3 2.55 39 .40L 1.00L BD ABH 1
10390+1306 2.4 50 232+57 67 9 112 2 .47 .28L .40L 1.03L C B
10390+1554 5.5 17 227+58 44 25 113 3 .25L .35L .47L 1.17 D CC
10394+1400 27.7 31 230+57 32 7 112 3 .26L .32L 2.80 10.11 CC KBA
10396+1037 38.9 4 236+55 30 7 112 2 2.63 .63L .40L 1.00L B AC
10396+1823 40.3 52 223+59 46 9,112 2 .44L .53L .90 1.18: CD EBB
10398+1828 50.7 54 223+59 21 7 _112 2 .78 .46L .40L 1.00L D DI
10399+1455 54.7 31 229+58 64 12 112 2 .38L .51L .57 IAOL C KB
10401+1343 10.5 10 231+57 75 14 112 3 .25L .34L .52 1.13: DD ECC
10402+1458 13.0 42 229+58 38 8 112 3 .25L .32L 1.19 2.02 CD I BA
10410+1507 0.5 57 229+58 31 8 112 3 .25L .36L 1.34 5.52 CC GCA
10411+1834 7.1 37 223+59 60 7 112 2 1.91 .75L .40L 1.00L B AE
10411+1609 7.3 32 227+58 52 10 112 3 .41L .31L .O4 1.66 CC GBB
10413+1158 18.9 2 234+56 35 8 112 2 .57: 1.91: 17.37: 35.30 CDDE CAAA
10417+1943 44.6 5 221+60 39 22 112 2 .31L .55L .40L 1.92 D EB E
10418+1038 48.7 20 236+56 67 8 112 2 .66 .68L .40L 1.00L C BD
10419+1941 59.2 (_ 221+60 41 5 112 2 6.53 2.16 .40L 1.00L BC AAB10420+ 1956 3.8 i 1 221 +60 25 17 23 2 .27L .71L .40L 1.54 D J E
10426+1957 38.5 33 221+60 39 26 112 2 .25L .43L .40L 1.84 C D C
10429+1805 56.1 1 224+60, 55 11 113 3 .28L .3OL .52 1.O4L C KLBC
10432+171I 12.3 37 226+59 53 10 113 3 .25L .30L .95 2.51 CC BB
10437+1909 ¢3.8 14 222+60 47 8 112 2 2.88 .65 .40L 1.00L BC AB
10437+1625 ;46.2 25 227+59 56 12 113 3 .25L .32L .52 1.62 CC J DB
10437+1427 ¢6.7 29 231+58 51 7 112 2 2.09 .70: .40L 1.88L BF AENH
10439+1400 54.7 58 231+58 39 6 112 2 .44 1.07 5.90 13.01 CCDD CAAA
10439+1350 57.4 50 232+58 63 7 112 2 .55 .36L .40L 1.03L C !C
10440+1646 0.5 31 227+59 64 7 113 3 .63 .30L .40L 1.00L C A
10440+1938 2.8 21 221+60 41 26 112 2 .28L .68L .40L 1.48 D K C10441+1205 7.8 '234+57 51 11 112 2 .37 .56L 9.16 27.44 E DE BCAA
10444+1732 25.0 9 225+60 23 ; 113i 23 .39L .36: 3.61 9.73 ECC CCAA10461+1641 9.2 0 227+60 35 !112 1.28 .46L .40L 1.00L'C AB
10462+1429 16.8 4,231+59 32 15 112 2 .25L .33L .74 1.43 CE CC
10466+1329 403 48;233+58 54 12 112 2 .25L .31L .93 1.53 DC SD
10467+1724 45.3 47226+60 71 7 113 3 .49 .30L .40L 1.00L B CF
10477+1553 47.3 59 229+60 54 10 112 2 .25L .29L 1.02 1.34L C AE
10482+1909 15.4 17 223+61 67 13 113 3 .25L .46L .76: 1.38 DC I BC
10501+1715 10.5 8 227+61 38 8 112 2 .25L .46L 1.88 1.72 DC CAB
10501+1722 11.7 19 227+61 _ 9 112 2 .26L .35L .75 1.42 CF CCE10507+1702 42.254 226+61 1 112 .25L .45L .73L 1.48 F HFB:
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: + 10"- + 20 °
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep
Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
0300000000 4 6 A1020+ 18 53
0300000000 4 12 ZG 1020+11 65 151
0400000100
0300000000 1 2 DO 14176 70 96
0401010000 1 13 99098 K0 4 67
040O000100
050OOOOOOO
0400000000 2 13 99106 K0 27 83
0100001000 6 9 U05637 28 135
1401000100 7 9 U05644 25 146
0400000000 I 12 ZG 1023+12 60 153
1400000000
0400000000 1 13 99120 K0 1 75
1400000000 1 2 DO 14186 62 96
1400000000 1 13 99123 K0 2 78
230000OO00
0400000000 2 13 99128 K0 2 62
0400000000 1 13 99131 1 85
0500000000 13 99132 G5 6, 65
0500000000 2 13 99133 K0 7i 80
0400000000 13 99135 K2 29 75
1400000000
2300000000 2 ! 12 ZG 1025 + 17 55 153
0400001100!
2400000100 12 ZG 1025+17 17 153
1401000000 4 9 U05674 29 143
140OOO0000
0500000000 13 99150 K0 1 70
14OOOOOOO0
0400100000 2 13 99154 M0 21 90




1400000000 18 6 13 99172 M0 3 56
1400000000 3 9 U05730 12 146
)400000000 2 13 99179 K5 5 86
0281100000
0241100000 1 12 ZG 1030+16 18 156
1300000000 1 12 ZG 1030+12 13 151
0200000000 3 9 U05739 43 135
1500000000 1 13 99186 M0 7 88
1300000000 3 9 ' U05741 63 141
1400000100 1 12 ZG 1032+12 15 155
1500010000 1 13 199198 K2 4 75
O4O0OOO00O
0500001000 2 13 99203 MA 9 81
0201000000 3 9 U05760 19 141
0400000100
O500OOO000
0200000000 4 9 U05774 45 136
O4OOO00OOO
0400000000 1 13 99217 K2 4 86
1400000000
1200000000 2 9 U05793 54 151
1500001000
03OOOOO0O0
1500000000 3 9 U05808 64 146
0100000000
2300000000 1 131 99247 K2 20 80
2400000000
0500000000 2 13 99249 M0 7 78
0400000000 2 13 99250 7 86
2301000000 10 M+03-27-069 110
0280010300 4 : 7 9 U05826 45 121
0300000000 2 13 99257 K5 2 75
0400100100
0500100000 13 99258 K0 3 71
0400100000
0400000100 5 _ 9 U05832 24 ! 138
0301100000
0200000200 4 4 9 U05842 8 128
0500000000 t 13 99266 K0 13 66
2400000000 2 12 ZG 1041+16 37 153
2180021000 1 4 9 U05850 75 111
5581100130 8
0400000000 1 13 99272 K2 9 76
6500100110 8_ 2 4 TMSS +20221 4 28
6501000230 C I
65O1000350 C
0300000000 1 12 ZG 1043+18 55 156
0200000000 2 12 ZG 1043+17 37 148
1600000000 3 13 99281 K0 9 55
0200000100
0300000000 2 13 99282 K0 8 55
1100001000 4 9 U05880 63 120
1400000000 2 13 99284 M0 19 88
0301000000 1 13 ' 99286 K0 18 78
6500000210
0100020100 6 * 9 U05862 26 10_
0100001000 4 9 U05887 18 123
03OO00OOOO
0500000000 3 9 U05920 18 131
1300000000 1 30 8ZW 105 53
0400000000 1 13 99308 K0 20 71
0400000000 1 12 ZG 1047+15 9 15(
4400000000
1300000000 1 12 ZG 1050+17 23, 15(
1400000100 I
1400000100 7 9 U06006 54 14."






a 5 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m
h m o , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
10517+1801 47.723226+61 144 151132
.25L 1.05L .57L
10518+1733 51.26 227+61 154 101132 .3eL .39L 1.02
10522+1758 15.320226+62 51 11 1132 .46L .32L .47:
10532+1825 17.66 225+62 57 81132 .47 .37L A0L
10535+1923 34.220224+6271 221132 .25L .64L .45L
10545+1837 30.121225+62 51 101132 .25L .30L .82
10559+1953 56.828223+63 37 61132 1.49 .45 .40L
10563+1920 22.859224+63 67 61132 1.93 .61 .40L
11087+1036 42.538244+61 53 111132 .26L .30L .74
11106+1043 41.314244+62 32 9 t132 .63 .34L .40L
11113+1234 20.424241+63 60 111132 .25L .34L .84
1t119+1305 59.727240+63 20 61132 1.28 2.06 19.27
11132+1334 15.350240+64 30 61132 4.60 1.15 .36:
11150+1338 2.450240+6484 2121131 .41L .42L .49L
11150+1240 3.433242+64 39101132 .63 .38L .40L
11155+1t52 33.159244+63 35321132 .41L .34L .40L
11163+1322 19.3 7241+64 33 111132 .25L .34L 2.07
11176+1315 39.737242+64 44 11 1132 .71: 1.21: 34.0t:
11176+1351 41.640241+65 t4 61132 2.60 4.64: 48.40
11180+1623 4.7'20236+66 52 111132 .40L .29L 1.20
i
11185+1590 30.816238+66 67 61132 .52 .32L .40L
11188+1138 53.351245+64 30 101132 .27L .49L .98
1119t+1200 9.7_50245+64 54 171132 .30L A8L .52
11200+1010 2.80248+63 43 61132 .92 .38L A0L
11202+1651 17.650236+67 29 61132 .53 .78 7.53
11210+1707 3.533235+67 i 31 61132 17.73 6.95 .85
11211+1805 8.332233+68 34 91132 .32L .50L 1.65
11213+1048 19.617248+64 20i 71132 2.89 .62 .40L
11215+1244 34.510244+65 45 91132 .40 .48L .46L
11216+1655 36.052236+67 51 91132 .40L .29L 1.37
11218+1737 49.92234+68 69 9,1132 A4 .34L A0L
11218+1137 50.1 0246+64 40 7j1132 .27L A0L 2.92
11223+1329 20.050243+65 90 26 113 2 .37L AlL .50L
11223+1142 23.619246+64 42 6 113 2 4.05 1.13 .50L
11230+1643 0.149237+67 56 8 113 2 .59 .35L A0L
11231+1456 9.853241+66 42 8 113 2 .40L .58L 6.42
11236+1930 41.9 5230+69 57 11 113 2 .25L .30L .93
11238+1708 53.9 9236+68 54 12 113 2 .25L .33L .70
11243+1655 20.151237+68 70 13 113 2 .28L .36L .71
11243+1423 20.644242+66 55 14 1132 .28L .33L .65
11245+1719 35.012236+68 20 7113 2 .34L .37L 2.12
11251+1729 7.352236+68 32 81132 .31L .40L 3.45
11252+1525 16.422_240+67 39 61132 47,68 30.65 3.88
11254+1126 24.031248+65 45 71132 .25L .47L 4.46
11254+12t4 26.950247+65 52 121132 3.88 1.10 .40L
11255+1711 31.646237+68 47 131t32 .25L .45L .73:
11263+1730 21.9i35236+69 28 201142 .25L .38L .52L
11267+1558 47.E 23240+68 52 11 1142 .35L .36L .76
11271+1541 6.716240+6840 61142 3.90 .97 .40L
11275+1719 34.g 56 237+69 59 71142 .82 .38L .40L
i
11278+1841 52810234+69:57 71142 2.96 .74 .40L
11291+1438 8.040243+6786 13 1132 .57 .34L .40L
11291+1541 9.85 241+68 _ 69 121142 .46L .62L .81:
11294+1825 28.(_ 47235+70 49 71142 4.24 .94 .40L
11299+1825 58.017235+70 59 141142 .27L .28L .50
11308+1957 52.325231+71 61 71142 .93 .38L .40L
1313+1349 21.5142246+67 60 101132 .31 .31L A0L
1313+1620 22.810241+69 90 361142 .25L .77L .40L
1316+1523 38.15 243+68 63 131132 A5L .26L .75
1317+1556 45.014242+69 58 141132 .26L .36L 1.07
11322+1206 15.3 4250+66 49 10 113 2 A7 .44L .40L
11327+1250 43.139 248+67 89 10 113 2 .57 .39L ,40L
11329+1127 56,8 56 251+66 40 9 113 2 .87 .28L ,40L11330+1808 5858237+70 68 7 1142 62 s2t 40L
11340+1755 411 10 238+70 30 8 114 2 .25L .60 3.98
11341+1049 9.0342 253+66j 30 18 113 22 ,25L .48L .55L11343+1207 21,0 250+67i 59 14 114 ,42L .30L .57
11344+1550 28.136243+6983171142 .27L .29L .51
11346+1708 37.5 50 240+70 65 31 114 2 .27L .36L .40L
11349+1011 55.755 254+66 89 15 113 2 .71L 129L: ,66
I
11354+1313 27"I 55 24_+_ _ _ 8 114 2 m98 131L .40L
11355+1128 32.8 28 252+67 65 15 113 2 126L ,62L 176L
11355+1449 35.5 11 246+69 60 8 114 21 .97 144L 140L
11356+1223 38.417251+67 47111132 .25L .31L 1.51
11361+1541 1112 40 244+69 63 I0 114 2 m31 143L .40L
11368+1047 53.016254+66 46 81132 .25L .28L 1.62
11370 + 1810 311 51 236+71 57 8 114 2 .00 .54L .40L
11376+1735 36.620240+71 59111142 .37L .29L .60
11376+1537 37.6 8 245+70 37 I0 114 2 .34L .45 4.01
11377+1802 42.129239+71 39161142 .25L .26L .49
11376+1126 _.6 23 253+87 32 6113 2 3125 1.03 .46L
11382+1321 13.718250+68 28 71132 5.22 1.46 .47L
11383+1144 23.9 53 253+67 32 6113 2 .52 .64: 10.57
11390+1614 5.133244+70 54101142 .25L .67L 1.65
11393+1448 20.045247+69 73 8 i1133 .46 .28L .40L
11395+1033 35.824' 256+67 32 10 _1132 .36L .46L 3.19
11397+1617 45.620244+71 61 12 ]1142 .26L .54L .71
11398+1836 52.048238+72 44 1241142 .25L .33L .81
11400+t907 1.118237+72 38 91142 .58L .30L 1.59
11405+1204 34.24253+68 80 251142 .28L 1.05L .40L
11410+1031 5.6271256+67 56 141142 .38L .37L .51
11413+1103 19.050i255+67 38 8 114 2 .28L .44 4.17
11414+1057 25.448256+67 61 8 114 2 1.41 .42L .40L
11423+1943 18.342236+73 54 10 114 2 .25L .57L 1.00
i1423+i232 23.516253+68 57 10 114 2 .39 .41L .40L
11424+1536 29.646247+71 56 8 114 2 .47 .30L .40L
11426+1432 36.330249+70 18 6 14 2 1.28 .42L .40L
11427+1335 43.937251+69 79 9 142 .45 .38L .40L
11429+1016 59.758258+67 78 21 114 2 .25L .62L .40L
11431+1045 8.440257+67 38 22 114 2 .25L .3tL .62L
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associalions
V L C
I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S ; A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.42 C BAD 2300010000 1 12 ZG 1051+18 23 153
2.32L C BC 2400100210 4 4 9 U06028 41 131
1.49 DF I CBE 2300010000
1.eeL C CK 0400000000 13 99358 G5 20 72
1.45 C NDC 1300000100
1.79 F C B B 0200000000
lmooL BD AB 1 0300000000 I
1.00L BD AC 1 0510001000
1.37 CC B BB 0300000000
1.eel D B 030O0OOO0O
2.75: CD BA 0500000100
35.79 DCDD BAAA 0 0180000000
1.221"05LBDDcIABELKDB
1.eeL C AG





















19.10 CDDD CCAA 0 0201011000
1.OOL;BCC AAB 10400000000
3.95 CD GHAA 0100000000
1.eel BC AC 0 1500001000
1.05L C ED 0300000000
2.6t CC AB 0300000000
1.eeL D G 030O000000
6.59 DO HI AA 0100000000
1.70 E HCC 1300000000
1.66L BC ABEN 0 0300001000
1.31L C BH 04OOOOO000
10.28 DD GDAA 0200001000
1.60 CE AB 0400000000
2.40 CC NCB 1300000200
1.66[ C DDD 1300000000
1.30 CC CC 030000OO00
7.78 DC GCAA 1200000000
11.72 CE FEBA 1200000000













1.eel C B C K
1.eel C C
2.05 D J MH
1.14L D BA








1.28 CC G DB















































1399384 K0 7 68
1399366 MA 11 87
1399505 K2 7 78
3 9 UOO262 50 136
4 91 UOO272 28 118
4 13 99525 K0 4 55
1 12 ZG 1115+13 37 153
1 1399540 K2 41 80
45 9 U06328 21 96
7 7 9 U06346 58 86
5 9 U06350 20 115
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 ,am 60 _m
1.94 CC FC ) 1300000100
1.eel BD ABJ 0 2500001000
1.eel BC AAI 0 0200000000
31.40 CDDE DEBA 4 1180021200
1 2 DO 14397 80 101
2 29 *MARK 734 $1 18 149
1 2 DO 3O66 51 98
4 9 U06396 12 116
2 3 RAFGL 48115 22 16
4 9 U06405 46 126
6 13 99587 F5 3 40
1 1399588 I<2 12 85
1 1399592 G5 15 80
5 9 U06420 31 125
2 12 ZG 1122+13 58 148
3 1399598 K0 7 6O
2 1399601 F2 8 55
4 9 U06436 55 153
4 4 9 U06445 85 121
4 9 U06453 19 121
4 9 U064OO 20 116
I 3 1 AF LEO 38 3
2 12 ZG 1125+I1 3 148
2 13 99616 K2 10 66
9 U06464 27 1319 U06483 39 153
3 1399629 K0 16 60
2 1399635 29 90
4 1399637 K0 4 56
2 1399647 12 81
2 13 99650 MA 14 80
4 12= ZG 1130+18 33 155
1 1399662 K2 9 71
1 13996661<2 5 80
8 1 32 Xl131+163 133 8
2 12 ZG 1131+15 45 146
1 1399674 K5 12 85
I 1399679 20 86
1 1399681 K0 3 66
1 13 99682 K0 18 75
2 12 ZG 1134+17 29 151
1 t2 ZG 1134+12 50 156
3 9 U06586 37 145
3 9 UOO590 65 145
13 99705 K5 31 75
12 ZG 1135+11 54 153
2 I 13 99706 MA 14 88
5 9 U06OO5 56 13t
1399710 K2 18 83
1399720 K5 3 60
! 3 9 U06631 22 143
10 9 U06634 63 131
5 9 U06636 31 146
3 1399725 MB 3 88
3 1399730 MB 7 86
5 5 9 U06644 86 113
4 9 U06653 78 146
3 9 U06661 24 136
3 9 U06666 65 143
4 9 U06670 74 143
3 9 U06673 24 136
2 12 ZG 1141+10 34 148
39 U067OO 18 136
2 13 99760 MA 5 85
2 9 U06721 18 148
2 13 99766 K2 9 85
1 1399772 K2 5 83
1 1399774 K0 4 67
2 1399776 K5 35 85
1 10 M +02- 30-034 146
2.54 CC I AA 0400000100
1.eeL F BD 0400OOOO0O
6.97 CD DDAA 2300000000
1.48 DC I CB 0400000000
1.45 C C F B D 0400000000
3.4t CD L JAB 0300000000
.80 C K B 2400010000
1.OOL C H K C 3600000000
7.68 DDD EDAA 3400100000
I.OOL B AF 5600100000
2.27 CC HDBB 0400001010
1.00L E CC 1500010000
1.08L C CG 0501000000
1.00L B AC 0400000000
1.21L F DO G 0400010000
1.70 C M B 2500000000
1.44 E BC 370000000O









a 8) Coords(s) ( I b
11442+1444 15.6 27 250+70
11445+1359 30.8 5 252+70
11459+1300 54.9 5 254+69
11464+1624 27.5 35 247+72
11464+1451 28.9 7 251+71
11466+1619 40.0 22 247+72
11468+1830 53.3 451242+73
11470+1912 4.4 45 240+74
t1474+1518 26.9 10 250+71
11481+1047 9.0 51 259+68
11465+1710 34.1 1 246+73
11485+1054 35.0 54 259+68
11488+1452 40.7 46 252+71
11488+1812 51.3 14 243+73
11491+1528 6.9 2 251+72
11496+1707 38.8 39 247+73




11509+1109 56,3 39 260+69
11512+1040 12,2 53 261+68
11524+1058 29.6 22 261+69
11527+1140 42.5 40 260+69
11529+1214 54,3 51 259+70
11536+1600 38.5 26 252+73
11538+1445 51.5 13 255+72
11538+1427 53.1 51 255+72
11540+1237 2.1 14 259+70




11560+1627 1.0 24 252+74
11562+1559 129 43 253+73
11563+1532 20.9 45 254+73
11575+1941 30,8 53 243+76
11575+1428 30.9 57 258+72
11579+1813 54.5 22 254+74
11579+1016 56,0 59 265+69
11579+1216 56.4 13 262+71
11580+1836 3.8 53 247+75
11585+1423 35.8 1 258+72
11588+1340 50.5 52 260+72
11595+1144 32,5 54 264+71
11598+1507 50.3 18:258+73
12001+1056 11.7 42!266+70
12002+1817 15.7 42 250+76
12008+1646 52.8 6 254+75
12009+1725 59.3 29 253+75
f2010+1620 1.2 f4 255+74
12015+1338 33,0 16 262+72
12016+1843 37,1 22 249+76
12016+1107 38.5 52 266+70
12016+1903 41.6 40 248+76
12018+1941 51.8 46 1246+77
12025+1459 34.8 49 260+74
12026+1345 36.7 4 262+73
12026+1238 40.2 30 264+72
12028+1810 49.7 12 252+76
12030+ 1358 0,0 50 262+73
12032+1707 14,9 48 255+75
12041+1759 7,3 51 253+76
12041+1158 8,8 32267+71
12045+ 1716 35.7 30 255+76
12047+1252 47.0 34 265+72
12048+1709 52.6 56 256+76
12051+ 1734 10.0 27 255+76
1039 35.2 37 1270+7012O55+
12066+1727 39.2 59 256+76
12069+1118 54.7 55 269+71
f2075+ f642 34.0 26 259+76
12076+1236 38,1 16 268+72
12077+1947 47,9 24 250+78
12080+1618 4.8 38 260+75
12061+1809 11.2 8 255+77
12086+ 1931 38.8 48 1251 +78
12086+1441 41.5 261 265+74
12086+1809 42.0 56 256+77
12092+1644 13,5 11 260+76
12099+1224 57.3 25 270+72
12102+1108 12,6 21 272+71
12102+1123 13,5 23 272+72
12106+1634 36.9 24 262+76
12106+I147 40.5 45 271+72
12109+1727 57.9 31 260+77
12110+1624 4.9 5 262+76
12112+1342 14.7 10 268+74
12112+1510 16.1 35 265+75
t2113+1326 23.3 46 269+74
12115+1225 30,1 39 271+73
12118+1445 51,2 43 267+75
12119+1831 59.8 50 257+78
12126+1711 40.9 10 262+77
12127+1318 44.1 1 270+74
12128+1934 52.8 19 254+79
12130+1411 2.7 11 269+74
12133+1325 22.0 44 270+74
12138+1334 50.7 59 271+74
12138+1110 53,5 27 274+72
H
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm
£3 ('3 (') N
8_ 10 114 2 .25L
21 114 ,25L32 114 2 .29L
30 6114 2 ,68
27 8 114 2 6,97
61 12 114 2 .25L
26 9 114 2 1.45
65 9 113 3 .56
68 15 114 2 ,25L
62 12i114 2 .33L
I
37 35 24 2 1,25L
46 15 114 2 .26L
71 25 114 2 .29L
59 12 114 2 .42L
83 25 114 2 .25L
44 8 114 2 .25L
53 6 114 2 32
38 9 1141 .27L
81 7 .39114 22
42 7 114 2 .25L
81 17 114 2 ,30L
54 17 14 2 ,25L
53 12 114 2 ,38L
67 10 14 2 ,45
46 11 114 2 .25L
27 8 114 2 7.28
55 9 114 2 .25L
36 7 114 2 2.14
88 11 114 2 .44
37 10 14 2 .25L
46 11 114 2 .25L
40 24 114 2 .25L
57 8 114 2 .25L
42 7 114 2 .37L
53 11 114 2 _25L
47 9 114 2 ,40
23 8 114 2 14,57
61 10 114 2 ,26L
32 30 114 2 .37L
51 11 114 2 ,25L
50 10 114 2 ,25L
51 9 114 2 ,43
50 12 114 2 .25L
58 17 114 2 2.17L
68 11 114 2 ,42L
40 11422 25,59 1 114 .25L28 1141 .41LI241;1142, 49,62 2114 ,25L
f4 .25L I28 114 2
51 11 114 22 ,25L I42 115 ,29L]
64 13 114 2 .25L
28 6 115 2 21.20
46 8 1152 ,25L
61 14 114 2 ,25L
57 7 114 2 1.00
66 8 114 2 1,18
43 16 115 2 .25L
57 10 114 2 .25L
35 11 115 2 .25L
25 16 1115 2 .29L
31 31 114 2 .67L
50 8 '115 2 .26L
45 18 14 2 .38L
78 16 115 2 ,62L
90 21 115 2 .26L
59 15 146 2 .25L
28 6 115 2 3,85
43 16 114 2 .25L
57 31 "t151 2 1.4463 114 2 .28L48 '115 599
41 9 15 2 .28:
83 21 115 2 .81L
80 15 115 2 .27L
52 10 115 2 ,25L
55 11 115 2 .25L
58 18 115 2 .25L
68 17 115 2 .25L
40 11 114 2 .25L
32 8 115 2 2.18
52 13 115 2 .25L
45 7 115 2 1,45
55 6 115 2 .81
88 17 115 21 ,40L
25 8 115 2 ,25L
51  ]115 33L31 1 115 ,25L
81 10 115 2 ,35
55 9 115 2 ,25L
102 26 115 2 .25L
48 8 ' 115 2 .92
69 14 115 2 .25L
57 16 115 2 .48L
23 11 115 2 ,40L
57_ 17 115 2 ,34L
47 9 115 2 ,25L
62 11 113 2 .86L
*Confusion Flags: 6}-9)
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
CNot Coler Corrected) V
25 vm 60 _m 100 btm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R FlaBs"
.34L .85 1.51 CO I AC 0400000000
.61L .43: 1.66 F E F B 1300000000
.67 3.49 3.81 DDD L BAA 0300000000
.40L .40L 1.00L C B L 1600000000
2.11 1.18 1.00L BCC AAAF 0 2500001000
.34L .77 1,52: CD CB 0500000000
,46 .40L 1,00L CD AB 0 0400000000
,27L .40L 1,00L C C F 2400000000
,89L ,46 1,01 L C J F D 3600000000
,31L ,61 1.96: CF DB 0400000000
.56L ,40L 1,56 E L G 3400000220
.2gL .50 1,12L C L CC 0400000000
.72L .40L 1,53 C MM D 2500000100
,46L .47 .84: DE CCC 0600000000
.87L .44L 1.81 C GHIB 2500000220
.29L 2.25 3.60 CD G AB 1301000130
.31L .40L 1.00L D S 0400100000
.25L .70 1.58 CC CB 0300100000
.80L .40L 1.18L C CJ 0400000000
.56L 2.46 3.14 D C B A A 0300000000
.32L .46 1,23L C N CH 0300000100
,51L .61 1,54 CD MCB 0301000100
,29L .73 1,17: CC BC 0400000000
.40L ,40L 1,00L D CH 0400000000
.40L .81: 3.26 DC DBA 2300000100
1.74 .40L 1,00L BC AA 0 0600000000
,34L ,96 1.09: BDEC J BC 0500000000
.63 .40L 1.38L AS M 0 4 00000
.41L .40L 1.00L C DE G 2500000000
.29L 1.01 1.56L C B B 0400000000
.28L .71 2.26 CC IMI AB 0401000100
.41L .4OL 1.43 C C 4500000010
.30L 2.42 3.27 D D A B 1300000000
.35L 2.46 622 CC DCAA 2400000000
.58L .77 1.58L C L B D 3500000000
.35L .40L 1,00L C BH 0700000000
3.55 .71 1,00L SCC AAB 0 0400000000
.25L .96 1.58: CD BC 0400000000
.41L .40L 1,36 C C 1500000130
.30L .75 1,38 CC BB 0300000000
,26L 1,03 1.87 CC MAB 0400000000
.27L .40L 1.39L C B 0400000000
.55L .91 1.36 CC F B B 0500000000
.31L .49: 1.63 DE L ED 2300000000
,32L .95 1.32: C D B D 0400000000
.43L 1.46 3,46 C C H B A 1300000000
.28L .53 1.36: CC I CB 0400000000
.51L 1.77 3,09 DC BAA 0100000000
.36L 1,53 2,73 CC DL BB 1300000010
.29L .94 1.77 CC GAB 0400000000
.31L .67 1.84 EC ec 1400000000
.39L .79 1,50 CD L L BC 0300000000
.36L 3.57 7.02 CD EEAA 1200000000
.30L ,74 2.12 CC CB 0400000100
11.18 2.32 1.02L BCD AAAM 0 0501000000
.27: 1.64 1.86 F C D E B A 1300000000
.31L ,70L 1.53 C CC 1300000000
.36: ,40L 1,13L CE AB L 0 0300000000
,54 .40L _ 1.00L C F A B 1 0400000000
,30L .45L 2,34 C K GB 1400000110
.37L ,90 1.51 CC GAB 0300000010
.49L 1,43 1,47 DC GBB 0400000000
,25L ,42 1,16 CC J DB 1400000000
.58L .40L 1.07 F KD 1500000120
.58 3.41 7.31 DDD NCAA 1100001200
.47L .55 1.76 CD BCD 0300000100
.27L ,66 1.30L D K CF 1400000100
.28L 38 .87: DE: DE 030C0_00
.28L .46L 1.53 F! HB 1301000000
.94 .40L 1.00L CD AB 0 0300002000
.37L .48 1.07L C BE 0401000000
.44L .40L t.OOL 8 AE 0500000000
,65L ,50L ' 1,22 F D D 1500000100
2,02 ,46: 1,00L BCD AAD 0 1500000000
.53 4.20 9.53 CDDD FDAA 0 0100000000
.99L ,52L 1.59 C I F B 1400000200
.57L .40L 1.31 D D G 4600000000
.47L 1.26 1.78 CC HBB 0301000000
.34L ,85 1,67 DD HCB 1400000010
,38L .45 1.21: CD DCB 0300000100
,37L .40L 1,33 C F B 1500000000
,34L 1,54 8.39 DC N KB 0300000210
.56: ,40L 1,00L CD AC 4 0400000000
.31L .64 1.87: F D C B 0300000000
.31: .40L 1.00L BF AF i 0 1400010000
.61L .40L 1,00L F BG ] 2400000000
.27L .52 1.13L C B H : 0300000000
36: 3.29 8.70 F DD KCAA 0200000000
.45L 5.11 18.94 DD FEBA 1102010200
,27L 1.32: 3.71 DD! AA 3300000000
.93L .40L 1,13L E CM 0400000000
,28L .84 1,49: CE BC 0200000000
1.16L .67L 1.21 E GGD 2400000000
.39 .40L 1.05L CE AD K 0 0400000000
.40L .53 2.58 CC NDA 3300000200
.29L .51: 1.23 DC FC( 1400000100
.65: 6.70: 16.63 EDE FCAA 1100032000
.30L .94L 7.70 D E K BF 3300000220
.25L .94 3.14 CC SA 5400000000
.30L .66 1.0gL C AD 0500000100
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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ZG 1144+14 62 155
U06758 12 143
ZG 1145+13 14 153
99806 K0 8 7C
99809 A2 9 21
99813 MA 16 8_
99816 K0 9 8C
ZG 1147+15 43 153
ZG 1148+10 45 151




99843 K0 21 78
I U06864 67 153
U06871 8 14E
U06895 9 133
99874 MB 4 85
99876 K0 6 6_
U06941 28 143
U06961 28 135
ZG 1156+16 22 150
99891 9 87
99901 MB 2 7C
ZG 1157+12 59 151






ZG 1201+17 31 148




R COM 2 4
i 99933 K5 6 80





ZG 1205+17 67 155
U07117 38 12E
99962 K5 12 73
99969 K2 15 71
iM+02-31-039 95
TMSS +20239 15 26
U07169 42 125
ZG 1208+18 75 151
ZG 1208+18 4 14(_
U07209 47 I41
U07215 83 12(
99986 MA 2 8E
ZG 1210+16 27 14E
99996 K5 8 7(





100002 K(. 16 8E











Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coord$ SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _.m 25 /_m 60 _m¢1
hm. * , (s) () I b (") ('3 (') N (Jansky)
12144+1012 127._ 8 276+71 52 16 147 I 2 .70L .40L .50
12146+1536 38.7 3 267+76 29 7 115 2 .28: .71L 2.81
12147+1638 45+4 53 265+77 54 14 115 2 .37L .30L .36:
12149+1254 58.2 47 273+73 60 13 115 2 .29L .40L .52
12150+1700 5.0 25 264+77 44 14 115 2 .87L .39L .41;
12151+1525 11.4,24 268+76 31 7 115 2 2.59 .57L .40L
12157+1653 47.2138 265+77 65 15 115 2 .37L .32L .50
12161+1200 8.225 275+73 55 15 114 2 .26L .30L .63:
12161+1828 8.529 261+78 66 14 115 2 .41L .29L .66
t2162+1047 13.9 58 277+72 74 11 113 2 .40L .40L .70
12162+1441 17.2 38 270+75 44 8 115 2 1.00 1.35 23.11
12165+1649 34.2 48 266+77 60 9 115 2 .27 .25L .73
12167+1449 47.5 14 271+75 55 8 115 2 1.42 .43L .40L
12173+1152 19.5 34 276+73 39 8113 2 4.69 1.21 .40L
12174+1305 29.3 12 274+74 28 231113 2 .25L .33L .40L
12175+1733 31.1 47 265+78 68 6' 115 2 1.21 .39L .40L
12175+1407 33.5 531273+75 47 7 113 3 .71 .27L .40L
12176+1010 36.9 6 278+7t 73 6 113 2 .82 .30L .40L
12177+1737 42.6 24 265+78 67 10 115 2 .25L .30L .91
12180+1737 1.6 46 265+78 64 13 115 2 .84L .32L .59
12181+1804 11.1 14 264+76 24 5 115 2 5.25 1.21 .40L
12182+1717 14.8 41,266+78 19 7 115 2 .25L .43L 2.78
12182+1549 ,16.5 9 !270+76 43 8 115 2 1.06 1.16L .40L
12185+1154 '32._ 30 '277+73 41 11 113 2 .25L .38L 2.96:
12186+1839 41.(; 37 263+79 44 8 115 2 .25L .54: 4.62
12187+1147 45.2 17 277+73 56 =9 113 2 .25L .31L 2.7512190+1452 3.8 44 272+76 14 _ 161 I o .41: .52: 4.21
12191+1146 10.7 23 277+73 21 7 113 2 .25L .40L 2.56
12199+1548 58.8 57 271+77 32 7 113 3 .25L .32L 2.14
12200+1204 5.9_39 278+73 54 8 113 2 .67L .26L 1.17
12202+1646 14.7 21 269+77 54 12 115 2 .48L .26L .88
12204+1605 24.7 44 271+77 36 6 165 3 .79 1.31 18.23
12204+1049 25.8 31 280+72 39 10 113 2 .25L .32L .77
12206+1439 39.8 59 274+76 47 ' 10 114 3 .36L .25L .59
12207+1138 44.5 46 279+73 51 11 113 2 .25L .36L .64
12208+1956 49.8 11 261+80 47 10 116 2 .36 .30L .40L
12210+1748 5.9 57 268+78 56 17 115 2 .34L .25L ,43:
12211+1245 11.2 25 278+74 54 16 113 2 .42L .34L .49
12214+1229 29.3 2 278+74 53 12 113 2 .26L .30L, .73
12220+1856 3.2 54 265+80 50 8 116 2 .68 .28L .40L
12224+1309 29.8 60 278+74 60 14 ' t13 2 .43L .49L .50
12228+1017 48.0 45 282+72 49 11 113 2 .57L .31L .63
12228+1644 53.0 51272+78 17 8 114 3 .37L t.04 8.69
12229+1001 59.1 39_282+72 53 8 113 2 1.12 .38L .40L
12232+1256 14.4 23 279+74 30 6 113 2 1.00 3.55 10.90
12233+1044 18.0 4 282+72 64 14 113 2 .25L .33L .81:
12234+1829 25.1 23',268+79 50 11 116 _ 2 .30L .25L 1.01
12234+1556 27.348 274+77 22 8 113 2 .81L .48L 1.27
12234+1315 29.4 58 279+75 79 16 113 2 .46L .29L .54
12235+1608 32.1 25 274+77 47 6 114 3 .94 .25L .40L
12235+1627 34.531 273+78 33 7 114 3 .31L .25L 1.52
12235+1323 35.424 279+75 30 6 113 2 .50: .61 5.80
12239+1001 55.1:36 283+72 63 16 113 2 .41L .46L .52
12239+1253 59.9 18 280+74 54 10 t13 2 .25L .29L 1.02
12240+1707 4.(3 2 272+78 27 11 114 _3 .25L .29L ,50
12244+1519 24.6 27 276+77 22 6 113 2 .54 1.45 7.83
12249+1123 54.4 1 282+73 38 10 113 2 .32L .32L 1.54
12251+1321 7.6 25 280+75 = 65 11 1131 2 .25L .75L 2.07
12252+13t7 13.fl 5 280+75 36 8 113 2 .25L .26L 4.08
12254+1904 26.6 46 269+80 36 5 114 3 7.54 4.01 .45:
12257+1206 42.(3 16 282+74 62 9 113 2 .58 .38L .40L
12259+1841 55.8 28 270+80 71 12 114 3 .25L .26L .51
12259+1721 58.3 41 274+79 42 9 114 3 .25L .25L 1.19
12260+1223 3.2 36 282+74 68 11 113 2 .30 A2L .40L
12260+1702 5.5 39 275+78 68 7 113 2 1.28 .39L .40L
12262+1518 12.6 30 278+77 49 12 113 2 .25L .29L .92
12264+1415 28.0 19 280+76 54 10 113 2 .27L .30L 1.75
12265+1413 34.3 33 280+76 50 7 113 2 .68 .30L .40L
12266+1447 38.5 59 279+76 47 8 113 2 .25L .26L 1.05
12268+1641 53.6 1 276+78 54 11 113 2 .25L .26L .59
12269+1129 59.2 37 284+73 821 13 113 2 .26L .38L .76
12272+1455 14.6 43 280+77 521 8 113 2; .77 .49L .40L
12274+1237 26.0 36 283+74 58 13 113 2 .25L .28L .59
12275+1354 33.1 28 282+76 83 15 113 2 .35L .55L ,59
12276+1810 36.4 20 274+80 23 5 114 3 8.55 2.31 .52
12282+1240 15.6 20 284+74 92 15 113 2 .48L .34L .43
12284+1145 25.0 29 285+74 51 9 113 2 .25L .39 2.64
12286+1653 36.4 21 278+78 54 9 113 2 .57 .29L .40L
12289+1129 58.8 2 286+73 75 33 113 2 .40L .32L .40L
12291+1707 8.2 48 278+79 49 9113 2 .25L .29L 1.20
12293+1148 19.1 42 286+74 52 391113 2 1.21L .32L .40L
12293+1524 22.8 2 281+77 61 14 1113 ._ .35L .58L .97L
12294+1441 28.2 28 282+77 22 9 113 2 .70 .93 14.17
12301+1419 1t.4 21'284+76 51 10 113 2 .25L .31L 1.30
12305+1034 30.7 18 288+73 51 7 113 2 .91 .77L .40L
12307+1231 42,7 21 286+75 60 13 113 2 .39L .29L .86
12307+1621 45.0 34 281+78 56 12 113 2 .25L .25L 1.16
12307+1648 47.6 26 280+79 62 8 113 2 .93 1.08L .40L
12313+1526 19.0 42 283+77 61 19 113 2 .25L .57L .34:
12316+1614 37.5 47 282+78 89 17 113 2 .25L .30L .51
12317+1321 45.3 2 286+75 33 18 113 2 1.72L .51L .40L
12322+1331 16.760 286+76 73 18 113 2 .49L .25L .47
12323+1549 21.1 41 284+78 52 11 113 2 .29L .46L 1.35:37.112326+1839 279+80 51 6 113 2 4.64 1.37 .82L
12328+1446 53.6 13 286+77 46 10 113 2 1.82L .25L 1.23
12330+1554 2.7 37284+78 67 10 113 2 .57 ,25L .40L
12332+1156 12.4 27 289+74 63 17 t13 2 .25L .31L .61
12336+1935 37.6 55278+81 53 8 113 2 .25L .37L 1.22
12340+1130 2.3 55 290+74 24 8 113 2 .58 .96 15.53:
12341+1332 11.2 6 288+76 67 14 1113 2 .43L .35L .61
Declination: + 10°-+20 *
Flux Density Flags Associations
100 _,m
Unos Coef R
.94: CC J DD





1.22L F J E E D
1.07: DD ECE
1.57 CD N BD
1.OOL C GBF
V L C
Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
2501000000 1 30 8ZW 176
0300000000 4 9 U07315
1400000100 2 12 ZG 1214+16
1400000000
1400000000 3 9 U07327
0500000000 3 13 100023 K0
1400000000
0400000000 3 12 ZG 1216+12
0400000000 1 12 ZG 1216+18
3501000000 "41 12162+1048
7 5 9 U07345
2 13 100039 K0
4 *13 100045MB
2 13 100047
2 13 100048 K0
2 13 100050 K0
2 12 ZG 1217+17
72.47 CDDC CBCA 1 1141022200
1.6OL C C E C D
1.OOL B A D
1.OOL BC AB
1.39 E J F B
3.01L D BG M
1.OOL B BF
1.OOL C BJ M
2.64 CF BA




4.17 DD I AA

















19.71 FDFE ECAA 4 02C01013OO
4.93 DD J AA 1300000000
&29 CC EEAA 0400000000
4.46 CDII BA 1400000010
1.37L C BC 0300000100
57.63 CCCC CABA 2 01C1023300
1.60 CC BA
1.37 EC H BB
2.90 CC L AA
1.00L C E I
1.88 DC E BB



















17.79 CBCD AAAA 1 0200010000
2.05 DC LBC 1300000000
4.34 CD L BA 0100000000
3.84 CC LEAA 03000000001
I .OOL C D 0300000000
1.OOL B A 0500000000
4.71 CC MFAA 0300000000
17.47 CDDD BCAA 0 0200000000
1.03L C KDE 0400000000
3.31 CD BA 0200000000
1.17 CCICKCB 0400000000
17.86 BCCC BAAA 0 1200010000
4.62 DD E AB 0400000000
4.15: DD MEAB 0400100100
10.81 CD AA 0300100100




1.18L C D L
1.22L iC AG K
3.43 i CC BA






















I.OOL BBC AAC 1 0300000000
t.20L D EDF 0500010100
3.31 DCC CAA 3300000010
1.OOL C C 0400000000
1.24 C E 1500000120
3.86 C D B A 0300000000
1.05 C L G 4400000000
2=14 C FBA 3400000000
55A4 CDDD GFBA 0 0180032200
3.15 C C AA 0400000300
1.OOL C AEG 25OOOOOOOO
1.83 CC B B _ 1400000000
1.36 CD BA 0401000000
1.03L C AF 0300000000
1.37 DF GDC 4400000000
1.33: CD DD 1400000000
1.62 C J MF B 2400000000
1.15L C G FD 0500000000
5.74 DD HFBA 1200000200
1.OOL BC AAI 0 0500000000
8.04 DC J CA 1300000220
1.OOL E C 35OOOOOO0O
1.14: CD CD 2501000000
2.68 CC HBA 0200000010
47.59 CDDD BCBA 0 2180022200

















3 13 100053 K0 4 48
2 12' ZG 1218+17 49 151
1 13 100054 K0 4 65
1 "41 12185+1154 7 12
4 9 U07405 27 116
4 9 U07407 44 126
4 6 9 U07412 55 121
4 9 U07414 78 128
5 9 U07442 18 128
4 9 U07445 21 131
7 5 9 U07450 19 106
4 9 U07452 69 153
5 "6 13244 31
3 9 U07456 39 140
1 13 100072 1<2 8 80
4 9 U07468 3 136
4 9 U07470 27 143
4 9 U07476 11 135
1 13 100085 K2 25 80
9 9 U07494 2 108
4 9 U075O3 45 133
7 9 U076O7 18 123
2 13 100092 K5 8 82
5 9 U07520 57 121
4 9 U07519 4 136
4 9 U07523 40 118
4 9 U07526 41 136
13 100095 K0 8 68
4 9 U07529 36 128
4 9 U07528 26 136
4 9 U07538 18 136
2 12 ZG 1224+17 57 155
4 9 U07551 28 116
4 9 U07568 6 113
4 9 U07575 69 118
7 9 U07574 27 120
3 13 100109 4 91
2 13 100114 K0 11 81
3 9 U07595 37 138
4 4 9 U07594 74 111
1 13 100118 K0 13 80
2 13 100119 13 86
4 9 U07602 31 133
4 9 U07614 35 116
3 13 100121 K5 6 B0
3 9 U07623 5 138
1 13 100127 K0 13 71
4 9 U07637 69 133
4 9 U07638 55 118
3 13 100132 MS 2 75
15 9 U07654 41 103
4 9 U07657 34 136
13 100135 K2 18 77
8
4 9 U07669 34 128
3 9 U07676 17 1387 9 U07675 69 106
4,5 9 U07695 40 135
!2 13 loo146K0 3 65
:2 12 ZG 1230+12 23 1,1
;  0014603 22 101U07713 44 151
2 12 ZG 1231+18 52 153
4 9 ; U07729 40 t33
4 6 9 U07742 49 125
6 13 100160 K0 6 51
4 5 9 U07753 14 115
1 13 100163 K5 7 80
I
4 9/i U07768 23 126
7 10 =/ U07776 34 125
4 9_ U07784 13 150
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbo_ng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
208
:1 1 ]_
Right Ascension: 12h34m18'-13h10=48 ' Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Position (|950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name
a 8 a 5
h m. o , (s) ('3






































































































Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected) V L C
iC_OrbdS SMJ SMN O O 12 /_m 25 tJ.m 60 p.m 100 v,m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A(') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T Name Type
288+76 27 7 113 2 .34L .88 7.21 23.36 CDD EBCA 12001112001 4 6 9 U07786
288+77 39 9 113 2! .25L .25L .95 6.53 CC DA 1400010200 4 4 9 U07788
284+79 32 8 113 2' 5.01 1.18 .40L 1.20L BC AB L 0 0300000000 3 13 100176K2
282+80 44 10 113 2 .36L .33L .94 1.36 CC Dec 0300000000
290+74 60 13 113 2 .27L .38L .59 1.00L C DI 2500010000
291+73 61 9 113 2 .76 .29L .40L 1.00L C A E 0500000000 2 13 100181 K2
290+74 36 10 ;113 2 .37L .33L 4.54: 17.91 DD J GCA 3280011200 4 6 9 U07796
285+80 63 14 !113 = .36L .36L .70 1.24L C L BCi 0301000010
290+76 72 9 113 2 .57 .37L .40L 1.03LC CI K 1500100000. 1 13 100187K0
290+76 26 7 113 2 10.72 4.98 .68 1.00L BCC AAB 0 160010000014 3 13 100189MB
288+79 71 18 13 2 .25L .63L .67: 1.35 DD BC 1300000000 3 12 _ZG 1237+16
290+78 46 9 113 2 .25L .42L .93 3.00 CC EBA 0400000000 4 9 U07826
293+75 42 7 113 2 .99 .26L .40L 1.00L C AM 1400000000 1 13 100203K2
293+75 81 12 113 2 .39L .53L .80 2.34 CC DBA 0380100100 4 9 U07839
291+78 65 9 113 2 .43 .53L .40L 1.00L C BI 0500000000 2 13 100205K2
293+75 32 7 113 2 .37L .43L 2.75 7.84 DDIGLAA 0200100100 5 9 U07843
295+73 33 10 113' 2 .61 .56L .40L 1.00L D BHE 0400000000
293+77 34 7 113 2 1.45 .44 .40L 1.14L BD AC K 2500000000 2 13 100212
293+77 50 9 113 2 .43L .41L 4.07 10.94 DD CDAA 2301010000 4 9 U07875
294+76 44 18 113 2 .32L .27L .32 1.31L D DD 0500100000
296+73 52 9 113 2 .25L .32L 1.44 2.17 CC MAB 0300000000 2 9 U07879
294+76 48 9 113 2 .25L .31L 1.42 4.54 CD HBA 0300100000 4 9 U07884
_296+73 51 6 113 2 3.56 1.06: .40L 1.46L BD AC J 1 1300000000 4 13 100222M0
!296+74 57 12 113 2 .39L .31L .70 1.33: CF LCG 1501000100 2 12 ZG1240+11
296+74 31 8 113 2 .41 .56: 5.02 15.77 CDDD EBAA 0 1101012000 7 9 U07896
293+79 38 , 113 _ .37 .41 5.24 15.56 CDDD_DCAA 0 0280011000 5 9 U07901
296+74 45 9 113 2 .25L .30L 1.21 2.91 CC HBB 0300000000 3 9 U07699
295+76 30 6 113 2 .86 1.31 13.16 35.26 CCDD CBAA 1 01C0022000 3 5 9 U07902
292+8I 25 8 114 2 .25L .36L 2.02 4.14: DD CAA 0300000000 3 9 U07923
298+73 54 10 113 2 ,38L .49L 1.18 1.82: CD EBB 1301001100
294+80 ! 75 7 113 2 .52 .43L .40L 1.00L C BH 0300010000 1 2 DO 14636
296+78 52 15 113 2 .34L .27L .55: 1.19 CC DC 1400000100
298+76 60 6 113 2 .80 .38L .40L 1.00L C AD 1400000000 2 13 100251 K5
297+79 36 7 114 2 6.71 1.67 .45L 1.00L BC AAG 0 0300000000 3 13 100252K2
298+78 25 7 114 2 .71 .49L .40L 1.00L F BH 1200000000 1 13 100259K0
299+77 44 7 113 2 .47L .44L 2.69 10.02 CC BEBA 0100000000 4 9 U07965
298+80 61 10 114 2 .32 .30L .40L 1.00L E D 0300010000
297+82 45 6 114 2 .56 .25L .40L 1.0OL C C H 0300000000 2 13 100268K0
300+74 31 9 113 2 .25L .45L t.21 2.86 CC LAB 2300000000 5 9 U07969
297+82 40 7 114 2 3.08 .96 .40L 1.00L BF AB 01 0400000000 3 13 100270M0
300+76 41 6 113 2 .63 .48L .40L 1.42L C BC J 0400000000 1 13 100276K2
301+73 64 18 113 2 .25L .30L .40 .89: CF AE 0400000000 1 12 ZG1246+10
301+77 37 10 114 2 .25L .39L .74 1.36L C FAE 0500000000
301+78 54 8 114 2 .31L .50L 6.00 13.31 DD GBAA 1300001010 4 9 U07980
301+78 65 13 114 2 .32L .28L .79 1.13L C K CM 1600000010
302+76 22 6 114 2 4.52 1.55 .43L 1.03L DC AAI N 11 0500000000
303+80 70 7 114 2 .40 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 0400000000 1 13 100299
303+76 55 16 114 2 .29L .32L .48 1.01L D CG 0500000000
303+75 34 7 114 2 .38: .52 4.71 12.04 CCCD CBAA 0 0200001000 4 9 U08007
304+79 76 14 114 2 .25L .25L .50 1.80 DF DC 1300000010 3 9 U08008
304+80 29 6 114 2 5.23 1.38 .40L 1.00L BC AAL 1 0301000000 4 13 100309K5305+79 37 u i 114 = .25L .25L .92 2.69 CC AA 1400000100 4 9 U08014
305+75 42 9 114 2 .59L .27L 1.40 2.28 CD FGAC 0400000020
307+82 81 8 114 2 .58 .25L .40L 1.01L C BF 0400000000 13 100321 G5
305+77 58 15 114 2 .25L .31L .46 .79: ED DD 2400000000
307+82 49 7 114 2 .66 .29L .40L 1.00L C AE 0400000000 _ 13 100323K0
305+73 70 11 114 2 .29L .47L .74 .78: CD FAD 05000000GO
29 306+73 86 19 114 2 .27L .3OL .40 1.33L D H FD 0400100100
10 309+82 59 8 114 2 1.11 .54L .40L 1.00L C AF 0500000000 13 100332K0
20 306+73 56 13 114 2 .35L .37L .61 1.05L C DCB 0400100100
54 307+76 91 27 114 2 .27L 1.33L .47L 1.06 E HHC :1400000000
5 307+74 40 8 114 2 9.25 2.39 .44L 1.00L BC AAE 0'0400000000 4 13 100337MB
16 307+76 62 9 114 2 .3O .27L .40L 1.00L C B 1400000000 13 100336K0
54 310+82 48 10 114 2 .25L .25L 1.04 1.28 CC BA 0300000000
1 308+76 69 19 114 2 .26L .25L .91: 1.54 DF AB 1401000000
10 311+79 72 11 114 2 .37L .27L .73 1.00L C AF 1300000000
23 313+81 64 6 114 2 1.59 .32: .40L 1.00L CD AC 3 1500000000 2 13; 100351 K5
23i313+80 110 25 114 2 .85L .60L .47L 1.03 D H E 1500000000
21,312+79 58 7 114 2 .77 .36L .40L 1.01L C BC 0600000000
44 313+80 20 6 114 2 20.41 5.10 .82 1.16L BBC AAAH 0 1500000000 6 13 100357M0
31 317+81 48 11 114 2 .37 .26L .40L 1.00L C BD 0400000000 2 13 100366F5
31 316+80 62 8 114 2 1.64 .37: .53L 1.00L CE ACJ 0 1400000000 2 13 100374G5
60 311+72 54 14 114 2 .26L .30L .59 1.15: CC I CB 0300000000
23 321+82 62 14 !114 2 .43L .27L .48 1.16L C DCG 1500000000
35 312+74 52 9 !114 2 21.44 5.43 .57 1.31L BCC AAGE 0 0400000100 18 5 13 100384K0
50 320+81 49 10 114 2 .25L .25L .88 1.33: CD BA 0400000000
44 316+78 53 11 114 2 .25L .25L .85 1.96 CC BB 0300000000 2 12 ZG 1300+15
8 319+80 93 39 114 2 .30L .28L .40L .95 D E 2500000000
54 314+74 30 7 168 2 9.85 2.71: 1.12 1.05 BCCC AABE 0 0501000000 3 13 100398MB
25 325+82 27 7 114 2 5.93 2.71 .47 1.00L BCC AAD 0 1500000000 2 4 TMSS +20253
59 317+76 67 11 114 2 .38 .25L .40L 1.26L F A 0200000000
57 317+75 64 13 114 2 .82L .31L .58 1.46L C I BB 1300000000
7 322+79 59 14 114 2 .44L .30L .47 1.38 CC KCC 0400000000
25 318+75 83 12 114 2 .25L .27L .3O 1.44 CE NI BB 0200000000 2 12 ZG 1304+13
34 329+81 38 7 114 2 2.09 .42: .40L 1.00L BD ACJ 0400000000 1 13 100435K2
318+72 37 8 114 2 1.84 .58: .40L 1.00L CD AC 0500000000 2 13 100436K0
327+79 73 7 114 2 .73 .25L .40L 1.00L C A 0400000000 3 *13 100438K2
326+79 30 9 114 2 4.95 1.25 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0300000000 3 13 100439K0
328+79 44 10 114 2 2.19 .57 .40L 5.15L BD ABI G 0 0200000000 8 °13 100443F5
46 8 114 2 .25L .43L 2.10 5.16 DD DAA 0200000GO0 3 " 9 U08248
331 +80
328+79 85 15 114 2 .42L .25L .53 1.49L C KBB 0400000100
322+75 42 11 114 2 .76 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 0300000000 1 13 ! 100446 K0
322+74 46 7 114 2 8.13 2.14 .44L 1.00L BC AAD 1 0401000000 4 13 100460K5
334+80 77 10 115 2 .66 .31L .40L 1.00L C BC 0400000000 3 "13100461 G5
323+75 35 8 114 2 .33L .51 5.17 10.11 DDD FCAA 1200001000 3 9 U08289
322+73 67 14 114 2 .28L .25L .57 1.00: CD CE 0400000000
327+77 48 10 114 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 0400000000 1 13 100465K0
333+80 49 8 114 2 1.37 .43L .40L 1.00L C AC 0500000000 2 13 100466K0
335+80 51 9 115 2 2.27 .64 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 0400002000 1 t3 100467K0
324+75 56 7 114 2 .66 .47L .40L 1.00L C AE 0300000000 1 13 100469K0











































































a fi_ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
ham. ,6, (s) (_ I b ('3 ('3 (') N
13111+1615 7,914!329+78 71 18 52 .47L
13113+1720 23,024331+79100231142 ,38L
13118+1726 50,411332+79 54 131142 ,25L
13120+1135 1.7471323+73 22 71142 7,32
13t25+1016 32.022322+721 67 171142 .25L
13125+1230 34,719324+74 74 191142 .32L
13127+1910 44.258338+80 40 81152 2.94
13128+1627 52.819331+78 62 101142 1.43
13t37+t918 47.756339+80 41 91152 ,98
13138+1724 5t.02334+78 60 17 92 .72L
13141+1909 11,157339+80 71 91152 ,78
13142+1441 16.530329+76 69251142 ,25L
13143+1716 22,6591334+78 66 101152 1.01
13147+1356 47.420328+75 42 81142 5,35
13150+1733 5,925336+76 90 121152 .51
13151+1928 8.144341+80 80 81152 ,83
13160+1530 0.68i332+77 82 251142 ,25L
13161+1534 8.433332+77 39 71142 1,40
t3161+1310 8,624328+74 25 81142 4,31
t3162+1205 16.359327+73 71 61142 1.11
13167+1336 45.613330+75 41 101142 .25L
13173+1518 19.033333+76 59 141152 ,28L
13174+1337 26.9341330+75 65 91142 ,45
13176+1549 39.851334+77110 91152 .55
t3170+1542 56,652334+77 37 71152 ,76
13184+1742 25.0521340+78 3936 252 .73L
13169+1424 54.637333+75 39 81t42 1.36
13192+1620 13,536337+77 33 61152 1,10
13205+1530 34,229336+76 70 91152 .65
13209+1733 59.726342+78 58 91152 .57
13213+1828 20.740345+78 58 81152 .67
13215+1217 30,353331 +73 61 121112 .25L
13219+1421 59,817335+75 51 111152 .25L
13220+1241 1,633332+73 41 71112 1.17
13223+1624 21.715340+77 45 91152 ,25L
13223+1359 23,653335+75 86221142 .25L
13227+1217 45,859332+73 82 171112 ,74L
13229+1100 54.851331+72 56 141112 .29
13232+1549 t3.625339+76 33 71152 1.11
13232+1731 17.728343+77 60 111152 ,25L
13234+1356 28,62336+74 20 51123 1.30
13238+1800 52.655345+78 56 81152 .46L
13240+1440 3.342337+75 57 11411121 .38L
t3248+1624 49.818342+76 561221152 .25L
13251+1623 7.223342+76 55 1241152 ,25L
13253+1802 21.55347+77 74! 221152 .27L
13259+1402 59.122338+74 34! 71112 2.29
13261+1258 11.511336+73 701161112 .25L
13267+1104 43.540333+71 40 71112 2.39
13268+1718 53.533346+77 53 91152 ,25L
13269+1115 57,449334+72 44 111122 ,25L
13275+1038 31.4_16333+71 83 81122 ,49
13275+1948 33,013354+78 70 121152 ,28L
13276+1919 36,e 8353+78 38 71152 .53
13282+1823 13.626350+77 66 181152 .56L
13283+1955 22.125355+78 38 81152 7.94
13284+1028 29355334+71 143 71122 .62
13293+1913 t8.4 i 19354+78 90 91152 .44
13296+1024 41,917334+70 ' 61 9112 _ 2 1,04
13299+1121 55,146336+71 32 91122 .28L
13315+1833 30.542353+77 66 161112 ,25L
13315+1758 31.1 5351+76 37 81112 .25LI
13319+1421 55.6 52 343+74 61 81122 ,70
13325+1246 33.412340+72 59 91122 1,12
13327+1056 45.837337+71 52 141122 ,65L
13330+1355 4,248343+73 50 91122 .25L
13330+1027 4,441337+70 29 8 =1122 1.13
13331+1334 11,757342+73 66 161122 .25L
13354+1342 25,641344+73 28 81122 14,90
13354+t508 25,7 3i347+74 67 171122 .46L
13366+1831 37.410356+76 26 71122 1.52
13367+t045 45.548339+70 53 9 ; 1122 2.38
13370+1t00 5,84340+70 73 9 _1122 .54
13373+1703 21,636353+75 53 101122 ,25L
13374+1154 29.68342+71 64 281122 .25L
13378+1140 51,442341+71 44 121t22 ,49L
13387+1301 43,118344+72 70 231122 ,25L
13401+1523 7,652350+73 56 81122 .96
13401+1127 8.926342+70 35 111122 ,47
13404+1512 27.956350+73 72 11 112 2 .25L
13411+1425 11.827349+72 52141122 ,30
13419+1434 54.946350+72 50111122 .25L
13424+1307 25.6!46347+71 78 171122 .25L
13427+1034 46.028343+69 54 91122 1.31
13432+1230 13.532346+70 87 91122 .48
1.32+1640155 ;355+73 10112 7013432+1508 15,8 352+72 112 .92
13441+1822 8,E 26 0+74 72191122 ,31L
13443+1439 23,9 4 351+72 34 281122 ,25L13444+1756:27.5158359+74 531 112 .36L
13445+1807 34.032360+74 64171122 .25L
13445+1624 35.612355+73 70 tl 1122 .37L
13446+1121 36.5 15 345+69 30 10 112 2 .25L
13446+1152 37.9 56'346+70 74 10 112 2 .52
13446+1603 36.648355+73 48101122 .25L
13448+1742 53.016359+74 56 101122 1.95
13449+1110 57.847345+69 32 12112_ 2 ,41
t3451+1232 6,521347+70 64 131122 ,25L
13454+1130 24,411346+69 84 27 122 .25L
13454+1957 29.628 6+75 64 15111 2 .25L
Declination: + 10'-+20"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































I(X) pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef g Flags*
1.39 FC NI DC 1301000000
1.24 C DC 1400000000
1.49 BcCF L CC 14000001101,00L kAG 0 0400000000
1,40 D L DF 1300000100
1,OOL C G G 1401000000
1,OOL BD AA 0 0500001000
1.OOL C AD 1300000000
1.OOL C A D F 0500000000
1.31L C LGCD 0501000000
1.00L C B E K i 0500000000
1.15 DC HCD 1400000000
1.00L C AI 0300000000
1.00L BC AAG 0 0300001000
1.03L E B 0400010000
1.00L F AFK 0300000000
.g9 C N C 2500100000
1,00L CC AA 0 2400100000
1.OOL BC AAG 0 0310000000









1.00L C CJ H
1.32L C B E
I.OOL C B H
1.23: CD DCE






































1.25 i' C HJ EA 1300000000
I'00LIBDDI F ABM 0 14000000001.48 DC 1400000000
1.00L BC AB 2 16C00OOO00
3.98 C D H BA 0200000000
3.72 C C F CA 1400000000
1.OOL C C 06O0000000
2.28L D FJ BG )100000000
1.OOL C A I 04O0OOO000
1,21 DC KFDE 1400000000
1.OOL CCE AAC 0 0100000000
1.32: B D A I E
1.OOL C D




I.OOL D B E

















1.08L BCC AAA 0 0400000000 17
1.08L C D O400000000
1.OOL BD AB 01300000000
1.27L CO AC 00500000000
1.19L D BJ ! 0500000000
2,66 CE DAB _0300000000
1,64 O F K B 2380000040
1,33 CC EBC 2400000000
1.15 C GBB 13OO000000
1.OOL C A D L 0500000000
1,14L C CF 1500010000
1.17: CD BD 0400000000
1.27L F F 0200000000
1.42 D C E B B 0200000000




2.44L C BB L











,97 8 NED1.05: D ! BF


















S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 9 U08306 31 148
2 9 U08310 28 146
4 13 100473 K5 0 57
1 12 ZG 1312+10 48 153
2 131 100476 K0 6 65
2 13' 100476 K2 28 76
2 13 100484 G5 6 65
13 100489 K0 11 67
4 12 =ZG 1314+14 37 155
3 131 100491 K0 11 65
3 131 loo497 K2 3 55
13 100498 G5 8 76
13 100499 K2 7 80
3 13 100506 MA 8 83
13100508 34 82
2 DO 14729 44 123
13 100516 G5 36 72
13100518 6 90
13 100527 K2 3 75
13 100531 K0 3 75
13100541 K0 26 i 75
8 1 13100544 K0 2 75
1 13 100550 K2 2 85
1 12 ZG 1321+12 67 156
3 9 U08428 17 143
2 13 100553 K0 7 65
3 10 M+03-34-026 92
2 12 ZG 1322+14 9 146
1 13100559 K0 10 85
1 13100661 K0 8 70
1 12 ZG t323+18 21 155
1 12 ZG 1324+14 43 153
C 1 32 X1324+164 39 12
C
3 9 U0845g 51 136
2 13 100582 GO 10 51
2 12 ZG 1326+12 13 146
2 13 1005921(0 11 57
4 9 U08477 26 126
3 9 U08475 51 136
2 2 DO 3360 59 88
1 13100600 K0 5 72
3 9 U085O0 42 136
1 4 TMSS + 20259 20 24
3 13100603 13 87
1 13 _100606 K0 17 76
2 13 100609 K2 2 82
2 29 "MARK 789 H2 6 149
1 12 ZG 1331+18 20 156
3 9 U08544 16 153
1 13 100625 K0 28 75
1 13 100627 K0 8 65
7 9 U08563 61 148
5 9 U08573 29 133
2 13 100630 K0 5 65
2 9 U08576 6 160
2 13100641 MB 4 81
2 13; 100650 K0 6 65
2 13100651 K5 2 66
3 13 100654 F2 10 55
12 ZG 1337+17 58 156
12 ZG 1338+13 23 155
2 13 100672 tC?, 12 75
2 DO 3387 76 83
2' 13 100677 4 88
12 ZG 1341+14 19 155
13 100689 K2 14 65
2 13 100696 K5 18 85
1 2 DO 14804 88 96
4 13100695 K2 85
3 12 ZG 1344+14 56 155
2 12 ZG 1344+17 35 146
2 12 ZG 1344+11 17 155
2 13100704 39 85
4 13 ; 100706 F5 15 45
8 281345+12GAL 5 170
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
210
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a 5 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _am(s) (
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.01L[BC AA J 1 0400001000
1.00L iiC C GG 0400000000
4.15 DC J BAA 0300000000
1.36 F EDE 3300001000
1.OOL BCC AAA 0 0300000000 18
1.00L F B F 0400000000
1.08 C C B D 1400000200
1.47 ED DE 1300000000
2.50 CD I BB 1200000000
1.00L CC AB H 4 0500001000
1.52: DD I KDD 1400000000
1.32L BC AA H 0 1400000000
1.28 D C B D 040O0OOO00
2.8O C D B A 0400000000
1.98 DC BC 1500000000
1.00L B ADG 0500000000
.87: DD CD 0400000000
1.27L C E F L 0500000000
1.00L BBD AAD 0 0500001000
5.82 C D D B A A 0300000000
1 b ('3 (") (') N
13455+1911 33.243 4+75 28 7 111 2 2.54
13456+1395 37.(] 8 350+71 81 12 112 2 .42
13458+1540 52.6 21 354+72 24 10 112 2 .27L
13464+1828 26.3 41 2+74 90 22 110 2 .25L
r3470+1602 3.6 46 356+72 23 7 112 2 33.50
13474+1935 27.8 43 6+75 37 13 112 2 .59
13483+1731 22.1 22 0+73 57 13 112 2 .25L
!3484+1717 28.1 58 360+73 64 19 112 2 .25L
!3490+1420 5.4 28 353+71 70 16 112 2 .25L
13493+1022 23.9 57 346+88 33 7 112 2 3.33
13498+1349 51.5 30 352+70 56 176 112i2 .35L
2 2.79
13501+1658 6.43 360+72 36 112
13503+1217 22.4 350+69 6_2 11 112i2 .25L13507+1454 143.5 12 355+71 10 112 .25L
13507+1734 46.1:37 2+73 47 12 112 2 .25L
13508+1810 49.C 48 3+73 43 6 112:2 1.31
13512+1406 13.C 42 354+70 64 17 1122 .25L
13514+1118 26.5 46 348+68 77 9 112 2 .48
,3515+1731 31.1 37 2+73 27 8 113 2 5.78
13520+1517 5._ 22 357+71 47 7 112 2 .25L
13521+1946 8.4 38 9+74 101 28 113 2 .47L
13521+1231 10.4 0 351+69 40 7 112 2 3.60
13522+1836 17.8 42 5+73 25 7 112 2 13.24
13525+1848 33.8 22 6+73 36 35 119 2 .25L
13528+1856 53.4 8 6+73 58 9 112 2 .96
13529+1937 58.8 60 8+73 36 10 111 2 .74
13532+1732 14.7 13 3+72 69 14 112 2 .29
13533+1439 21.4 48 356+70 70 25 112 2 .25L
13534+1418 24.1 7 355+70 61 10 112 2 .63
13535+1359 33.3 36 355+70 76 7 112 2 .69
13536+1836 39.7 58 6+73 31 7 112 2 .57
13542+1606 12.3 4 360+71 63 8 112 2 .67
13543+1040 18.1 50 349+67! _ 13 112 2 .41L
13547+1215 46.5 26 352+68 = o.: 13 112 .25L2
13553+1006 21.(_ 58 348+67 32 10 112 2 .25L
13556+1533 40.3 38 359+71 97 24 112 2 .64L
!3559+1442 57.3 1 357+70 62 10 112 2 .25L
13562+1453 15.6 28 358+70 41 7 112 2 3.64
_3566+1548 38.8 27 360+71 41 9 112 2 .25L
;3568+1022 52,0 47 349+67 73 17 112 2 .88L
13573+1055 21.7 32 351+67 59 15 112 2 .25L
_3579+1312 54.7 9 355+69 60 15 112 2 .42L
13583+1536 20.2 59 0+70 67 9 112 2 .44
_3508+1321 38.6 16 356+69 60 12 112 2 .34
3587+1218 45.1 32 354+68 46 11 112 2 .53L
13589+1358 54.4 24 357+69 59 10 112 2 .52
3592+1754 13.5 38 6+71 58 9 112 2 2.39
13595+1010 35.9 12 350+66 36 10 112 2 .25L
13599+1952 56.3 2 12+72 97 13 113 2 .47
13599+1033 57,1 59 351+66 86 10 112 2 .72
!4004+1813 27.1 47 8+71 45 12 112 2 .75
;4007+1352 43.2 44 358+69 62 9 112 2 .72
4007+1937 44.5 29 12+72 41 25 113 2 .25L
;4010+1101 5.2 39 352+66 66 9 112 2 .79
4014+1506 24.1 16 1+69 61 12 112 2 .25L
4014+1257 29.4 55 356+68 33 9 112 2 .77
!4014+1131 29.8 27 354+67 89 10 112 2 1.15
14020+1036 5.5 49 352+66 70 19 112 2 .37L
14021+1153 11.1 2 354+67 83 21 112 2 .53L
14024+1102 25.8 29 353+66 57 13 112 2 .25L
14024+1257 25.9 13 357+68 52 20 112 2 .40L
r4027+1944 46.2 19 13+71 43 21 111 2 .26L
i4027+1923 47.4 12 12+71 59 36 112 2 .25L
14030+1241 2.4 9 356+67 72 16 112 2 .41L
14035+1301 34.3 24 357+67 69 18 112 2 .25L
14037+1103 44.8 53 354+66 56 12 112 2 1.54
14040+1343 4.C 26 359+68 47 13 112 2 4.92:
14041+1712 6.5 30 6+70 43 8 113 2 14.79
14041+1809 11.1 1 9+70 51 11 113 2 .36
14048+1524 50.8 23 3+69 32 9 112 2 .25L
14052+1615 12.E 28 5+69 77 18 113 2 .85L
14055+1706 30.E 7 7+70 45 12 112 2 .92
14061+1203 668 356+66 41 11 112 2 .25L
14063+1752 20.5136 9+70 61 13 113 2 .36
14074+1958 _77.2 24 15+71 62 12 113 2 .53
14074+1030 27.6 33 354+65 130 19 112 2 .25L
14077+1757 42.81 58 10+70 98 23 113 i 2 .25L
14077+1835 ,6.759 11+70 77 21 112 2 1.15L
14082+1950 13.2 55 15+70 50 14 113j2 .25L
14082+1347 16.6 33 1+67 32 7 112 '2 26L
14083+1531 19.6 34 4+68 30 10 113 2 1.51:
14084+1526 25.6 36 4+68 55 19 113 2 .25L
14098+1604 51.1 49 6+68 27 13 112 2 .25L
14101+1332 6.9 16 1+67 53 11 112 2 25L
14105+1OO9 30.3 21 355+64 30 16 112 2 .61L
14106+1907 37.7 26 14+70 74 16 113 2 .36L
14111+1819 10.3 36 12+69 65 14 112 2 .40L
14111+1225 10.5 59 359+66 68 10 1112 2 .30L
14112+1244 16.8 5 360+66 47 15 112 2 .25L:
14113+1213 22.6 57 359+65 62 6 112 2 .99
14116+194837.643 16+7o 50 10112_2 .6714116+13114o.138 1+08 76 7 112 2 .76
14121+1412 11.425 3+67 40 7 112 2 2.0214123+102023.9 1 356+r_ 24 8 1122 2.89
14124+1522 25.8 45 5+67 39 10 111' 2 .25L
14124+1421 27.6 20 3+57 57 17 112:2 .25L
14125+1821 31.2 45 12+69 71 14 111 2 .3114126+19534o.121 16+69 40 6 112:2 2.05





































































































Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
1.15 C KL C 1500000020
1.OOL BC AAD 1; 1500000000
1.29L BC AABH 0 1500000000 01
1.05 C E 1601000000
1.18L C ACKN 1601000000
1.03L C BI 1500000000
1.12L C BE 0400010000
1.08 D CED 1300000000
1.OOL F C 0400000000
1.12L C B N 0400000000





1.30 E J GB







1.OOL C F E
1.91 CC J HAC
1.00L F C I
1.OOL B A B
4.23 CC HDAA
1.13L C C

























1.OOL C A H
1.03L E B D
1.47L C L CC
1.13: OD FKFD
1.56 CC I AB
1.78L O I GFH
1,20 C KAD
1.21 C L F
1.OOL D B H
1.54 CO LBC
1.00L CD AB
















1.00L BC AAD 3 0400000000





2.57 CO L CAA
1.12L C CC







1.97 DE L EA
3.40 CO EAB
1.99 CC BB
1.00L C DL CD
1.04L C FBD
1.29L C AB
































A D J 0 2300000000
A D H 2 2400000000
B K 0400000000
AB 0 0100000000





7.90 BBDD AAAA 0 1320000000 18
1.00L C B F 0400000000
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 100713 K5 13 77
1 13 100714 KO 9 78
3 12 ZG 1345+15 70 150
6 13 100725 K5 2 42
1 13 100730 K0 3 76
4
1 9 U08708 27 160
4 9 U08708 29 146
1 13 100741 K5 3 66
2 12 ZG 1349+13 47 148
2 13 100747 K5 3 67
1 30 8ZW 343 59
2 12 ZG 1350+14 25 150
3 12 ZG 1350+17 63 148
2 13 100751 K0 8 56
2 13 100757 28 86
3 13 100761 6 90
5 9 U08827 25 141
8
2 13 100765 6 87
4 13 100766 GO 3 27
1 13 100771 K2 2 78
1 13 100772 K0 9 77
1 12 ZG 1353+14 61 156
2 13 100776 F5 10 60
2 13 100778 K5 7 82
5 9 U08850 53 148
1 13 100780 K0 4 68
4 5 9 U08868 74 140
3 9 U00878 77 145
1 10 M+03-36-012 45
2 12 ZG 1355+14 77 146
3 13 100801 K0 12 60
5 9 U08902 48 145
1 12 ZG 1356+10 60 153
6 9 U08920 14 155
1 13 100812 K0 5 80
I 13 100813 G5 7 80
1 13 100815 G5 3 70
I 13 100819 G5 7 65
4 9 U08942 48 138
1 13 100823 K0 12 80
1 13 100828 K0 11 80
1 13 100831 K 8 86
2 13 100832 G5 3 63
3 12 ZG 1401+15 16 151
1 13 100833 K0 5 70
1 13 100834 K0 12 67
2 12 ZG 1402+11 13 146
4 9 U09000 39 151
7 9 U09002 55 153
1 12 ZG 1403+12 36 156
3 12 ZG 1403+13 67 146
2 13 100849 K5 14 77
1 1 ZBOO 6 4
4 13 100852 M0 2 67
1 13 100853 K0 3 76
2 12 ZG 1404+15 51 150
1 12 ZG 1405+16 29 153
1 13 100860 K2 15 77
3 9 U09041 12 146
1 13 100870 G5 14 75
1 13 100885 K0 24 70
4 4 9 U09061 12 143
2 9 U09062 66 145
4 9 U09065 17 136
1 12 ZG 1408+13 39 151
4 1 13 100894 1<2 2 70
4 1 10 M+03-36-076 75
6 9 U09085 65 138
3 9 U09092 21 141
2 12 ZG 1410+10 21 150
3 9 U09104 70 143
1 13 100922 K0 16 65
1 13 100924 K5 13 80
4 '13 100925F8 5 55
1 13 100929 K2 4 66
2 13 100934 G5 2 53
3 9 U09116 30 141
4 9 U09117 37 143
1 2 DO 14898 43 98
6 "13 100944K0 8
3 "13 1009431<0 6 87
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) 31 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
211




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ptm
ham o8, (s) ('3 I b (") (") (') N
Flux Density
14150+1529 4.8 39 7+67 28 96 1131214151+1133 11.4 53 359+64 71 112
14152+1224 17.4 55 1+65 88 10 112 2
14154+1408 24.3 12 4+66 60 7 112 2
14156+1323 39.6 55 3+85 30 6 112 2
14167+1917 42.1 50 16+68 49 10 113 2
14168+1314 48.8 18 3+65 92 t0 1t2 2
14170+1509 1.9 56 7+66 54 12 111 2
14172+1947 13.6 31 17+68 51 9 113 2
14173+1632 22,3 13 10+67 33 5 113 2
14182+1507 17.615 7+66 61 10 112 2
14186+1403 37,6'44 5+65 69 t6 112 2214188+1924 49.031 17+68 32 111
14196+1119 36.0 41 0+63 82 26 109 214200+1518 38 53 6+e_ se_ 14 112 2
14201+1356 9.3 37 5+65 47 9 112 2
14210+1430 4.8 38 7+65 50 13 113 2
14214+1451 25.8 53 7+65 23 7 114 2
14217+1228 44.9 58 3+64 74 17 109 2
14217+163045.72411+6688121142
14225+1044 35.02 0+62 66171092





14249+171056.92513+6641131132214249+1100 56.9 40j 2+62 70 19 103|4251+1458 6.0 46_ 9+64 48 10 110 3
14253+1146 23.6 55 3+63 52 15 105 3
|4255+1154 35.3 49 3+63 41 14 106 3
14259+1400 55.7 0 7+64 63 20 106 4
14259+1538 56.1 20 10+65 39 12 110 3
14260+1033 2.8 7 I+62 53 11 107 3
14266+1115 37.8 52 3+62 44 10 106 3
14273+1913 18.6 31 18+66 28 3 110 3
14274+1032 25.031 2+61 32 11107 3
14275+1625 31.7 51 t2+65 27 38 109414275+1948 34,3 28 20+66 31 109 _
14281+1414 8,7 40 8+63 53 14 103 3
14283+1005 19.5 45 1+61 51 14 106 2
14284+1411 26,6 26 8+63 55 14 105 3
14284+1443 27,9 46 9+64 106 33 99 2
14286+1413 36.3 37 8+63 56 18 104 2
14290+1449 1,5 7 10+64 66 14 107 3
14298+1443 48,7 58 10+63 38 26 99 2
14298+1712 52.1 5 15+65 39 8 107 4
14302+1006 16.9 33 2+61 45 10 106 3
14304+1148 29,9 46 5+62 79 34 108 2
14305+1403 33.3 57 9+63 44 8 107 3
14307+1043 ¢3.3 45 3+61 30 10 106 3
14311+1749 8.0 55 16+65 42 8 109 4
14322+1140 16,8 7 5+61 43 11 105 3
14324+1348 28.3 47 9+62 64 20 103 2
14328+1620 53.4 47 14+64 74 20 98 2
14329+1237 59.5 35 7+62 53 12 106 3
14331+1612 8.1 20 13+63 50 18 106 2
14331+1307 10.3 29 8+62 97 32 101 2
14335+1547 30.1 25 13+63 45 16 101 2
14335+1613 30.2 56 14+63 100 33 108 2
14340+1702 1.2 40 15+64 58 18 104 3
14343+1134 22.8 55 6+61 57 11 108 2
14346+1125 37.5 32 5+61 44 10 105 3
14348+1452 51,1 52 11+62 38 14 106 3
14348+1012 51,5 51 4+60 47 11 106 3
14350+1002 4.1 28 3+60 31 11 105 3
14359+1830 54.5 50 19+64 27 7 100 3
14360+1819 3,3 30 18+64 57 15 100 3
14369+1954 57.7 17 22+64 30 13 100 3
14383+1344 19.3 54 10+61 50 1t 108 2
14383+1637 22.2 57 16+63 36 11 106 3
14387+1356 45.2 33 11+61 43 6 106 3
14392+1457 13.4 43 13+62 38 12 106 3
14392+1218 15.8 28 8+60 40 3 107 3
14393+1152 19.0 25 7+60 25 3 107 3
14395+1842 32.6 29 20+63 41 10 106 3
14401+1342 6.4 3 11+61 80 19 101 3
144O4+1711 24.2 6 17+62 65 19 102i 214408+1942 50.732 22+53 50 1061
14409+1047 58.2 35 6+59 68 14 1032
14414+1825 26.7 2 20+63 61 17 109
14415+1641 31,5 3 16+62 42 9 105 3
144t6+1048 38,5 50 6+59 61 10 105 3144t7+1813 47,1 22 20+63 49 15 97!
14419+1220 55,6 33 9+60 45 12 106 3
14422+1644 14,9 9 17+62 43 58 103 3314428+1710 54.0 28 18+62 23 !104
14429+1048 56,2 33 7+59 35 11 _1O4 3
14430+1905 2,3 40 22+63 36 8 98 3
14431+1940 7.0 33 23+63 74 17 109 2
14432+1329 14.0 7 11+60 76 18 100 2
14434+1742 25,1 56 19+62 44 8 102 3
14434+1318 27,8 42 t1+60 33 6 106 3
14435+1700 34,3 25 18+62 37 8 102 3
14436+1022 41,0 36 6+58 35 10 106 3
14437+1520 44,3 26 15+61 20 6 107 3 106.46
14439+1618 54,2 19 16+61 30 8 106 3 .25L
14439+1443 56,4 10 13+60 31 5 106 3 2.44
14441+1503 7.3 52 14+61 39 10 105 3 .41
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 v,m E0 v.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





































































































1.00L BCC AAB 2 0400000100 01
1.31L C BJ L D 0400010000
1.00L C BH 0300010000
1.00L C AS 0300000000
1.00L BBC AAB 0 03000001001.00L !,., AI 0400000000
1.00L C e E 0300000000
1.00L C B J 0400000000
1.00L B D A B 0 0500000000
1.00L RC AA 0 0400000000
1.01l C BI 040O0OOO0O
1.00l D MEG 0401000000
1.00L B D A B 1 040O0OOO0O
.98 C H E 1300000000
1.00L C BC 0501000000
3.44 DC EAA 12000OOO0O
1.40 DC DCB 1400000000
11,53 CCCD CBAA 0 0200001000
1.00 DD B DB 12010000001.35L C i 0300000000
1.17L C LE 0400000000
1,00L O CH 0300000000
4.50 DCC EAA 0200000000
1.40L C N E C 0300000000
2.34 DDC DCAB 0300000000
1.16L C B 0300000000
1.00L B A E 0400000000
1.74 DC I BB 1400000200
1.24L C B 0400000100
1.00L B B E 050OOOOO00
1.46 CC ECBB 0400000000
1,71 CC KBB 0400001000
1.59 DC L CB 1400000000
1.60 CB J Ae 0500000000
1.00L C CE 15OOOOOOOO
1,00L B CG 1400000000
1.00L BC Ae 0 0400001000
2.28 CC M AS 1400000100
1.00L BC ABHF 0 O4000000OO
1.00L BC AC 4 0400001000
1.29: CD L SC 3401000000
1.00L C C 0500000000 I
2.49 CF HMBB 1301100120
.88 F C 1400000000
1.00L D HKC 2202100120
1.17 CF FCC 1500000100
1.00L E DD 150000O0O0
1.64 BD FAB 0200000000
5.54 CD BA 0140000300
1.04 D F E 24000O00OO
1.00L D S 0401000000
3.41 CC EAA 0201000000
1.00L CC AE I I 0400010000
1.00L B B D 2300000000
1.00L C E E i 04OOOOOOOO
1,11L D DC 1300000000
1.45 CC GBC 1300000000
1.00L C BC 1400000000
.90 D D D 1400000000
1.53L C CD 0400000200
.86 C C 1300000000
1.32L C NCE 0500000000
.81: CD AB 0501000010
1.00L C B L 0400000000
2,17 CC EAB 0200000000
2.54 C C F B A 0200000200
1.00L C CH 0300000000
1.00L BC AB L 1 0620000000
1.30 C C F B B 0600000000
1,69 C C A B 1400000000
1.00L C DJ 0400000000
1.00L B BEJN 0501001000
1.00L B D A B H 0 0400000000




























1.00L CCF AAE 0 1500001000
1.00L B B 1400010000
1.00L BD AE 0 0500000000
1.00L C CM 0500000110
1,00L E BF 2401000010
1.00L C O 0600000000
1.6OL B C A B 1 2300000000
1.00L C BM 1500000000
1.00L BF AF 0 1400000000
1.84 BBCC AAAC 0 0510010000 17
2.61 CB EBA 2101000000
1.00L BC AAM 0 0400000100
1.00L B C 0500000000
As,sociations
Name Type _"_P Mag
5 13 100956 M0
1 13 100958 K0
2 13 100960 K
2 13 100962 K2
3 13 100966 M5
1 13 100973 K0
2 13 100975 F0
1 13 100976 K0
1 13 100978 K
4 13 100980 K0
1 13 100983





1 12 ZG 1421+t2
2 13 101017 K2
2 9 U09239
2 13 101025 A5
1 13 101028 K0
1 13 101032 K0
3 9 U09267
1 12 ZG 1425+11
3 9 U09275
4 12 ZG 1425+t5
1 13 101045 K0
3 2 DO 14977
11 13 101053K5




2 12 ZG 1428+14
4 6 9 U09353
3 9 U09356





1 13 101107 K2
1 12 ZG 1434+14
4 3 9 U09411
1 2 DO 3531
2 13 101121 K0
1 12 ZG 1436+18
2 13 101137 A5
6 13 101138 A0
4 13 101145A2
1 2 DO3547
1 13 101152 G5
1 13 101156K0
2 12 ZG 1440+19
8 2 12 ZG1441+16
2 12 ZG 1441+18
3 9 U09496
3 13 101184 K0
2 "13 101185G5
2 13 101187 K0
3 9 U095O3
2 13 101195
1 13 101197 K0
1 13 1011991(2
2 2 _DO 3565
6 13 101200 MB
1 27 MKN 822
1 13 101201MA





































































'Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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25 prn 60 pm 1,00 Fm
(Jansky)
25L 63 I _.5
25L 69 t 45
25L' 61: I 55
25L , 53
28L 40L I 001
34L 40L I 26
27L ,40L I 63








































































Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
15052 + 1946 i
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.

















































































































































































(s) ('3 I b
Flux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 23 _¢m 60 Fm V
Flux Corr A Confusion






Declination: + 10°-+20 •
Associations



















1 101450 K5 87
DO 3673 116
1
1 ZG 1512+12 153
1
1 DO 3680 103
8 101464 G5 75
•: 1 U09794 143
1 M+03-39-017
•', 1
• ' I ZG 1514+19 151
• ; 1. X1514+ 187 12
"; 1.
"; 1. ZG 1514+13 151
• '_ 1. 101475 80
• :' 1. 101477 K 87
"?' 1., U09807 151
,2 1: ZG 1515+13 148
















.25 1.4= 101515 KO
.4(_ ZG 1520+15
.25
.25 2.1_ 101517 K2
.31 M +02-39-026
.25












.251. .95 WX SER
.25L .42
.29L ,93:





.30: .00[ 101577 G5
.27L .COL 101578 K0
.33L .20t 101580 K0




25L COL 101582 K0
25L COL 101585 K0
25L 29L 101594 G5
37 COL 101595 G5
25L 75 101610 K2
25L 98
25L 00L U09895
25L 33 101617 K5








































































































































































































61-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




























































1(30 Flux Corr A Confusion































































































































































Right Ascension: 1P52m56'-16h07=28 '
Position (1950)
L
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8, Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 F,m 25 /zm 60 Fm
ham. o8, (s) ( ) | b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
15529+1039 56.647] 21+44 45 22 _ ) ,25L ,26L 38:15533+1932 16.3 41 33+47 94 34 I .65L .71L ,40L'
15533+1447 19.7 41! 26+45 38 12 100! 3 .25L .25L .74
15537+1147 463 10 23+44 46 8 100'3 ,65 ,30L ,40L15538+1026 49,5 29 2t+43 50 lu 101 I _ .75 ,25L .40L
15541+1015 8.757 21+43 63 12 100 3 .45 .25L .40L15541+1546 10.1 38 28+46 19 uo1105 3,85 .55 .41
15542+1251 13.7 44 24+44 37 8 99 3 .57 .35L ,40L
15546+1016 37.1 11 21+43 27 26 84 3 .25L .53L .40L
[5549+1433 55.9 25 26+45 26 8 102 3 2.87 .71 .40L
15551+1600 11.7 59 26+46 37 12 103 3 .25L .43L .69
15557+1339 43.1 21 25+44 52 12 100 3 ,25L ,25L .89
15557+1212 46.7 43 23+44 48 8 100 3 .25L .25L .67
15556+1151 $0.930 23+44 50 8101 3 .96 .20: .40L !
15559+1846 57.355 32+46 30 121003 .25L' .25L .68
15561+ 1408 9.332 26+45 39 15 983 .25L .25L .51
15562+t734 16.658 30+46 30 81023 .25L .25L .99
15563+1233 20.516 24+44 49 8 993 .32L! .25L .6815565+1506 31.036 27+45 43 16101 .25L .25L .76
15565+1621 32.C 1029+45 38 81053 33 .29L .40L
15569+1345 57.01325+44 3013 99 [ 3 .25L I .25L .61
t5569+1946 58.32533+47 28 61003 10.62 3.91 .67:15571+1955 7.814 34+47 23 6 99 2.28 1.17 .40L
15575+1856 31.4!
I5576+1543 40.9152_ 26+4532+46373512129997' i15579+1719 589 30+45 52 101
I5581+164510.05_ 1) 98
10230+4542 15 )15582+1549 _17.537 28+45 5215582+1634 i17.6 t0 32+46 38 103i 3
15584+1324 27.339 25+44 71 31102 i 2
i5585+1009 !34.416 21 +42 65 23 92 J2
15586+1354 I39.4! 3 26+44 88 32105 _2
15567+1609 45.5! 23 29+45 46 13 97 3
15589+1553 !55043 28+45 81 26 9g 2
15589+1757 59324 31 +45 253 100 i 3
15589+1142 59345 23+43 28 7100 3
15590+1748 1.160 31+45 41 121013
15591+1621 6.236 29+45 44 15 97, 3
15591+1809 10.9 49 31+45' 36 100
27+44 702) 103 ' )15591+15o2 11.7,34
15593+1634 L20.91229+45 4612 993
15594+1130 26.139 23+43 _ 60 28 93' 2
_5595+195o_o837 34+4e; lO1=15595+1338 32.4'41 26+4444_ 4) 153
15595+1832 33.7 10 32+46 39 8 100 3
f5598+Io0237.14221+42,74 131972o0329+45135
,5597+ 1634 ,53295 1315598+1857 49.0! 33+4649 102' 2
16000+145t 2.96 27+44 54 17 932
16002+1945 14.459 34+46 59 8104 : 2
16002+1018 16.51822+42 6922102'2
18004+1937 26.9;27 34+46 37 12 101 3
16005+1528 36.052_5 28+44 42 ,_ 10116010+1517 1.5 28+44 52 99
16011+ 1627 6.9= 29+44 35 3101
16012+1404 13.246 26+43 68 8 7 t 3
16012+1542 13.719 29+44 48 I
16012+1328 16.042 26+43 23 101
16012+1134 17.813 23+42 34 8102'3
16015+1756 35.022 31+45 36 10100
16015+1046 35.349 23+42 33 7101
16016+1007 38.652 22+42 28 8100
18021+ 1045 10.66 23+42 24 61013
16021+1753 11.37 3t+45 54 17 943
16022+1457 13.418 28+44 46 121013
I6025+I049 34.615 23+42 29 :
16025+1700 35.0 51 30+44 58 2; 19_7! 3
16026+1416 37.52627+43 651410412
16026+1753 52.931 32+45 37 11 9gi 3
16030+1207 5.83224+42 49 61013
16031+1828 12.034 32+45 75 24 95_ 2
18032+1754 15.99 32+44 53 6 97316032+1010 17.1 ,=! 22+41 77 151032
16033+1842 18.13ol 33+45 45 81013
16035+1728 30.940_ 31+44 38 16 933
16037+1327 43.22126+43 29 t01013
16037+1031 47.847 23+41 90 28 972
16039+1830 57.614! 33+45 24 6899_93316040+1616 1.2 52 32+44 38
16041+1954 10.33234+45 2912993Ie042+16341 .13 32+. 52 97
16045+1455 32,054 26+43 4713 993
16046+1342 53,0 4 27+42 72 22 103 2
16049+1003 54.35322+41 289 1013
16050+1136 0.8324+42 6233 952
16052+1001 14.130 22+41 39 8 _t033
16052+1739 17.230 32+44 46 8 983
16053+1836 23.942 33+44 28 6 99 3!16054+1230 28.42225+42 5511O0
16054+1550 28.73329+43 _91) 10095216055+1054 35.741 23+41
16058+1710 48.651 31 +44 23 I 6 973
16059+1420 59.42027+42 63 1 26 942
16060+1842 2.1833+44 _ 8 983
16062+1227 15.54525+42 _= ' 13 973
16065+1555 34.14030+43 34_ 101003
16067+1957 45.41235+44 44 13 983
16074+1834 26.5333+44 32141022
16074+1602 26.32530+43 47 91032
Flux Density
Declination: + 10°-+20 '















































































lo0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
1.04 DC EC 3500000100
.76 D C 1500000000
1.19 CO 88 0500O00000
1.00L i B BK 1501000000
1.00L D BGMN 2501000000
1.10: O O DJ O 2501010000
1,0eL BCC ABDH 00500000100




I.OOLI C 882.18 _ C CA





1.69 CC B R








1.17 ! 0 C
1.11 D D D
1.51 D D
1.O0L_ C ML BE





1.86 CC J BB
1.35 F C
1.27 CC BB
1.15 C I B
1.24 CC FCD1.12 FE
tOOL B BGM
1.21L IC G




















































1 12 ZG 1553+19 ] 20 156
2 13101822 K5 9 87
1 13 101823 K0 11 76
1 13 ' 101828 K5 I 16 88
4 13 101626 F5 , 14 36
!
3 13 101634 K0 2 55
4 9 U10101 59 146
i
4 4 9 , U10108 , 25 141
1 13 101843 2 90
3 9, U10113 68 133
3 12 ZG 1558+15 61 156
1 13 101846 K2 4 80
2 2 DO 15376 73
3 9 UI0121 35 146
8 1 12 I ZG 1557+15 71 158
1 13 101866 G5 3 81
1 12 ZG 1558+16 29 156
3 6 i J1155 24
4 13 101879 G5 1 52
2 13101880 MA 1 87
2 12 ZG 1559+17 t5 151
1 12 , ZG 1559+16 36 153
1 10 M +03-41-042 18
1 12 ZG 1559+16 43 156
C 1 32 X1559+136 78 12
2 12 ZG 1559+16 59 156
36 A1559+ 18 7
1 13 101987 G5 8 80
1.28L! JAG 150000000000 _C D FM 0 04
.93: CD]I LBD 2400000000
1,42 C C IG E B 0500000300
1.52 ccCC GBB 04000000001,03L ABME 5 2500001000
tOOL e BHH 1500000000 1 13 101898 K2 2 72
1.00L ec AA 1400000000 1 DO 3932 53 111
1.O0L ec AA 1500000000 3 I 101901 MA 1 85
I.OOL BBD AABI 1400001000 1 TMS$ +10301 21 26
1.34 CC CB 1500000000 6 9 U10165 77 146
1.O0L139ccCB AAJBe 1 14000010001300000000 6 9 U1016g 28 15I
3 "10 M+03-41-081 31
1 12 ZG 1602+14 89 153
C 99 U10177 76 148
1.06L C K CJ 1500O000O0
1.OOL C C 140O0000O0
3.65 CC DAA 14C0000220
tOOL B BC G 3600000000
1.17 Cj KBO 1500000100
1,00L F D B F 1600000220
120: CDI CB 5400000330
I.OOL C el M 2500010000
138 C D j 1400000220
1.00L B BD ] 1500000000
1,55 C AABD 5401000010J.OOL e B B 0 25OO0O0OOO
1.33: DE EBA 2501100000
2.40 BC : e B 2500000200
.90: CE NAC 2500100100
1.57 EE I CD 1400000100
t.29L C E D 1400000000
1.OOL CeD AAHD 14600010000
1.34 F L D I 4400000010
1.07L C eK 2600010000
1.OOL C KB 3501000000
3.32 DCC LGAA 2400000000
lmooL C CGJ K' 1500000000
1.00L C AM 0401000000
2.63 ECC CAA 9400000120
1.00L BC BeJ 01401022000
1.18 C L I C 13401000000
.93 CC M BA i 1500000100
1.02: DDC CCD 1400001000
t.00L B B 14000(0000 i
1.43 C C e A 0500OO0O00
1.19L D E 15000O0000!
1.00L C ec 14o_
3 10 M+03-41-061 117
4 5 6 A1601+19 24
I "41 16032+ 1828 42 12
C 5 12 i ZG 1603+17 76 156
C 2 12 ZG 1603+10 13 150
2 13 101915 1 87
C 4 6 11186 74
1 13 101922 K0 5 66
3 "13 101927M6EE 1 80
5 611189 18
4 4 9 U10202 67 143
2 12 ZG 1604+14 30 153
2 2 DO 3952 62
2 13 101939 A5 4 55
I 13 1 101942 G5 4 8C
12 13 101941 K2 9 7E
4 9 U10219 19 14E
6 13' 101951 G5 8 i 5;
!
' 4 12 ZG 1606+12 40 ! 14(
1 13 101963 1<5 9 76
1 27 MKN 872 7
1 13 101977 K2 4 ! 8(
2 1 13 101978 7 ; 9(
L
•Confusion Rags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing: 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
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;1 1 I'























































































































































































































*Confu_on Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Reg_n.
Declination: + 10°-+ 20°
Associations
Sev























































































































16371 + 1022 ,6




16377 + t 633
16378 + 1558 .2_
16378+1846 .2_
16378 + 1651 [.6.j









16393 + 1522 .25
16393+ 1900 57
16393 + 1634 ,32













16421 + 1851 !2:














"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)



















































ml Flags lV CI00 p Flux Corr A Confusion L A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S S # T
218
Declination: + 10o-+20 °
Associations


















X1631 + 115 t2
102247 85
DO15543 93




































Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
E¢=




,6,) 6MJ SMN 6o gl,2,mahm. (s) (") (") (') N
16444+1700 26.8 54 35+36 30 2 1 .25L
16444+1056 28.6 54 29+33 34 13 .25L
16445+1548 33.8 46, 34+35 43 i 97 .41
16447+1757 45.1 12 36+35 39 8 101 3 .64
16448+1307 51.2 10 31+33 36 8 98 3 .75
16449+1941 55.4 46 _ 38+36 34 8 96 3 .39
16449+1513 58.2 35 33+34 61 34 103 2 .82L
16450+1912 2.2 7 36+36 44 30 98 2 .25L
16453+1424 21.1 20 32+34 57 18 i 95 2 .30
i
16454+1442 29.7 11 33+34 92 30 90 2 .60L
16456+1435 38.8 41 33+34 42 81 99 3 .62
16456+1532 41.1 0 34+34 48 15' 99 3 .25L
16457+1113 46.8 4 29+32 38 11 98 3 .38
16458+1340 50.2 37 32+33 48 8 96:3 .69
16458+1012 53.4 36 28+32 16 5 98 3 1.2116465+180635.353137+3527 19 94, 3 ,25L
1 _ + 1_58 40m_ 4 31+33 30 6 99 3 1"96
16468+1259 50.8 40_ 31+33 50 8 98 3 .77
16471+1158 7.1 2 30+32 39 6 1100 3 1.23
16472+1214 13.7 55 30+32 66 41 102 2 ,25L
16473+1222 18.5 48 30+33 26 5 99 3 136
16473+1556 20.6 53 34+34 29 10 97 3 .73
16474+1704 24.1 51 36+34 50 17 94 2 .26L
16474+1608 29.9 15 35+34 40 27 102 2 .30L
16477+1407 44.5 8 32+33 50 11 99 3 .37
16478+11o948.736 29+32 19 6 9g 3 1.16
_ _7_ + _5 S311 50 38+35 26 88 100 i 33 ,7216480+1721 3.3 29 36+34 49 93 125L
16481+1707 6.946 36+34 65 27 103 2 .40L
I
16481+1436 79 56 33+33 35 27 1_!3 .25L
16462+1525 14.9 11 34+34 53 31 ,2 .28L
16483+1206'20.5i2130+32411297 .25L
16467+1025 43.253 29+31 23 973 10.47
1=89+1809 54.4140 37+34 34 8 94 o .5716492+1554 13.4 32 35+34 25 95 i 3 1.73
16496+1930 )l.g 43 39+35 76 24 102 2 .27L
16496+1501 372i28 34+33i 16 3 97 3 3432
16497+1006 t46.C 57 28+31 32 22 94 3 .25L
16499+1669 58.E 41 36+34 48 34 90 2 .25L
16499+1119 158.826 30+31 23 25 1_ 3 2.3216506+1656 )9.5 53 36+34 I 57 , .25L
1630_ + I_53 31B_ 31 33+32 21 6 96 3 2.44
16508 + ' 057 5_m_ 19 29+31 31 3 973 2102
1651o+15132=r ;34+33 _ 2_ 963 .25L16513+181019.1 35+33, 100 .31
16513+1930 22.2 16 39+34 48 36 102 2 .30L
16513+1512 23.0 59 34+33 39 8 98343 .44
16516+10'4 3611 29+31399973 .73
16516+152838155734+335616933 .26L
16517+1039 43.0 38 29+31 51 11 98 3 .25L
16519+1"455.23136+332423933 .25L
16519+174455.42637+34259963 37
16520+1923 3.5 28 39+34 39 20 95 3 ,25L
16523+125519111432+323812953 .25L
16527+1720 43.5 24 37+33 32 10 97 3 .25L
16529+134157.15533+324761003 130
16531+1830 10.1 41 38+34 17 4 95 3 7.05
16531+1307 10.9 21 32+32 98 26 101 2 .42L
16532+144313.82934+323810943 .75





16543+1413 21.e 3 33+32 25 9 94 3 .74
16546+160941.65435+3241271022 .25L
18547+130242.82332+31299953 'm'2
16547+1613 4615 37 38+33 55 28 103 2 .25L
16546+181846.538,+333291003 m42
16546+144549.1234+32;255953 2.07
16646+1036 51.8 12 30+30 37 9 100 3 .61
16551+1307 11.7 15 32+31 50 8 56 3 .46




16557+1444 47.g 43 34+32 36 11 92 3 .30
16559+151354.21635+3237171022 .30
16560+1836 6.0 56 38+33 70 30 101 2 .25L
16561+1535 7,C 44 35+32 103 38 103 2 .25L
18561+1258 10., 39 32+31 44 6 96i 3 .25L
16563+122823132032+31329973 .69
16565+1533 30.1 17 35+32 57 25 95 3 .25L
16566+1036 40., 53 30+30 48 8 56 3 .39
16567+1544 44.7 17 35+32 67 31 89 2 .79L
16667+1135 ¢4.8 15 31+30 24 6 96 3 3.01
16567+1722 465 6 37+32 28 10 98 ) .5616568+1254 49 412 32+31 40 27 102 ,27L
16571+1713 6.E 52 37+32 27 8 97 3 .60
16571+1224 8.1 _11 32+30 33 8 97! 3 2.82
_6572+ 1219 13=1132 32 + _0 74 15 102 2 m35
16572+1837 17.44636+33 29 7 9813 1.13
16574+105926.3_1930+30 30 7 9913 _02
R _575 + R_2_ 3119 23 34+31 37 _ 9e L 3 "53
16576+1155 39.729 31+30 45 15 93 [ 2 .24
16579+1348 55.3 = 3 33+31 81 26 92 2 .25L
16581+1003 8.534 29+29 32 11 98 3 .36
16581+ 1759 10.61 21 38+32 33 8 95 3 1.0516582+1101 13.0 38 30+30 34 3 100 2.06
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color CoRecled)







































































































I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
!131.10L CC ACKGI 1 3600001000
1.24 O O C! 9500000010
1.64 CO HEBC'





1.36 E $ D
1.19L C FI




1.00L e AG I















133 C J I B ! 0 6580000010100L SC AB E 0500101000
1.13Li B ACKK 0500101000
1,00L BD AD K 0 1400000000
.75 D G 1500000010
1.00L BC ABM 2 1500001000100L BE BG 0 46OO010000
1.12: CF FDF 8601000100
1.O3 C C F 36O0000000
1.OOL B tAB/ 15000100001.00L _ F 0 0500000000
1.00L C B L 0500000000
1.19 C N D 7500000000
1.13 C NFC 3680000030
I. 12 C D 2500000020
.96 D O 1500000010
1.37 BC GBB 1400000100
5.00 BBCC AAAA 2 1300000000
1.00L B B 3500000000
1.03LI'00LBC C I 3600000000IABDH 15OOOOO OO
BBDF AAAC 2 5400010000.78:
I. 10 D B 3500000020
1.13 D I E 9500000030
1.00L BC 'ABG 0 0500000000
t.69 D $ O
1.00L BC AA
1.00L BC A B
1.76 C F C
1.13L D B98 I O)H E
1.00L IB C
1.00LiC BD
1,28 CC J ECC
1.40 CC BC
1.10 C I G
1.01L IB BI M
1,61 ; C G B
1,54 CCD BC
2.69 CC I AA
1.001C C
3.03L BS AA
1.02 D F C
1.00L!BD SC























1.00L BO AB L 0 2500100020
1.56 C KI C 3500100130
1.00L B D A B 2 4500000000
1.00L IB B D 0500000000
1.44 C KL B 4501000020
I.OOL BD AB O 4500001000
1.41 E C 7600100018
5.13L O O 9400100008
1.00L B D A B 0 0400002000
1.00L iC E A E 0 0600000000
1.11L 'C BJ 3501000000
1.00L B BJ 1500000000
1.00L B AF 1500000000
4.53L C BK 1500000008
.92 D E 2500000000
1.16L iC D I 0300010000
1.21L D CC 2600010020
139 E K DB 9500000050
1.25 F M E 7501000000
1.26 O GC 250OO00300
1,00L CE AD H 3 2500001000
1.36 IB C EO 35010000001.24L B J J 3600000000
1.37 F C 6500000000
1.00L !BC AS 0 0500000000
1.00L !B BCM 0600000000
1.02 ,IB D KF D 35000000001.09L BFKG 0600010000
1.00L C AA 7 2500100000
1.06L C K 1500100000
1.00L A C 9500000000
1.00L C AEI ' 3 0501000000
1.00L B K 1400000000
1.28L HJ 0500010000
1.52 O C 4600000010
1.03L O C 3601100000
1.00L O A B 0 3500000000




























































Name Type (') Mag



























































a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 p,m
h%. o8, (s) ( i b C) ('3 (') N
6583+1021 22.9: .28LI
8584+1008 24.440 29+2930+293671 3515 1521012 .25L
668,+14 .3j 34+3162 .32
  6+14,037.049 29
 587+141542.718 34+31 17 983 .26 
 593+103419. 44 30+ 76 16 91 .40 
 ,5+194933. 5 40+33 12=2 .43
 5 +12,337.°3332+3035 130 .26 g597+10o2 47.4 30+29 I 37 1.21
_697+1526 48.0 39 35+31 39 30 101 3 .25L
7000+1850 2.1 39+32 1888 .82L
7002+1036 15.43030+29 _ 8 42102 .29
7003+1837 19.814 39+32, 64 17 902 .26L
7003+1012 21.815 30+29 183 271012 .32L
7004+1533 29.815 35+31 156 331002 .29L
7005+1916 30.9127 39+32 162 391032 .25L700o+144337.4!5435+3131 3 95 3 1.66
7008+1010 49.1j45 30+29 88 32 104 2 .81L7008+162149.215436+31 40 10 97 3 .26L
7o0o+14o95o.042 34+90 26 4 _ 3 30.657oo6+143453.253 34+30 36 10 9s 3 .51
7o11+isoi10.435 36+31 37 6 98 3 .2SL
7016+16_33.1 3 39+3222 9 98 3 .547o15+123735.o3o 32+29 25 4 99 4 1.46lo18+133639.512 33+30 29 6 99 3 1.69
7016+100(}7 41.9 27 30+28 50 29 101 2 .25L7Q17+194542.43o 40+32 24 4 99 3 4.187of8+16_ 49.666 36+31 48, 27 97 3 .25L
7019+1253 56.32933+29 39191034 .25L
t019+110_56.656 31+29 26 3 1024 1307020+13221.623 _+30 26 s 99 3 1.54
7025+1658 33.9 33 37+31 29 7 98 3 1.78
7030+1248 3.1;31 33+29 33, 61034 .69
7030+1456 4.920 35+30 28131033 .41
7030+1652 5.941 37+31 27 = 8 95 3 .52
7031+1222 6.432 32+29 60 8 972 .21
7031+1417 10.455 34+30 22 61003 1.49
7035+1826 30.755 39+31 79 271002 .86L
7036+1441 36.3 7 35+30 30 26 663 .25L
7037+1355 44.235 34+30 45 ' 3=3 892 .25L
7037+1233 47.04733+29 291 ,v 983 .25L
7038+1031 50.6 12 31+28 251 8 98 6 .86
7039+1026 57.02830+2820! 3 007 .25L
7o39+1517 59.8 46 36+30 _ =8 _ _ .59
7041+1431 7.13035+30 _88 u _ .35 .407042+ 1330 12.520 34+29 8 ! .95
7042+1756 14.431 38+31 , 8101 .40
7043+ 1722 19.746 38+31 46 121 973 .26L
1046+1521 40A 18 36+30 4221 923 .25L
7050+1449 2.2 5 35+30 16 4 984 1.67
?050+f714 3.814 38+31 18 5 983, 7.58
7051+t326 8.744 34+29 58 201023 .25L
7051+1407 9.141 34+29 5824 91 3 .25L
;'051+1356 9.838 34+29 100 31 104 2 .25L
7052+1311 14.641 33+29 30 115 101 4 .25L
7056+1146 36.7 4 32+28 31 28 91 3 .25L
7056+1249 41.5 5 33+29 2718 go 4 .25L
7057+1042 44.213 31+28 50 18 98 3 .25L
7059+1109 56.146 31+28 22 81018 .47
7062+1231 13.035 33+28 72391062 .27L
7062+1245 13.111 33+28 83 331062 .26L
7062+1510 13.142 36+29 128 16 995 .25L
7064+1324 29.148 34+29165 251023 .25L
7066+1243 36.7!301 33+28116 3976 1.24
7067+1131 44.5L29 32+28] 8 e 17 7 .47
70eT+14f345.4,1-_ 35+29 36 16 103 9 .26L7067+iso1 45.42 36+29 19 3 too 5 1.377068+11t3 50.2 32+28 29 26 173 .25L
7069+1111 59.3'42 32+28 42 351294 .25L
I
7071+1206 7.8 9 33+28! 96 291062 .57L
7071+1423 8.311 35+2951 22 955 .25L
7072+1328 12.83634+2956 81796 .25L
7072+1644 17.13340+31 I 21 51(_'4 16.947076+1759 36.4 39+30 22 4 .98
7076+1453 '41.354 35+2931 26 98 '6 .25L
7076+1401 j41,8 58 35+29 26 9 97+5 .26L
7077+1344 44.7 48 34+29 55 8 92 ;3 .27L
7079+1029 58.7 28 31+27 50 8 6 7 .5270_+1_7 0.2!4834+29 24 8 1006 .25L
7o6o+14141.5!3_35+29 50 6 101_ 25_70_1+160281 39+30 20 9 91 697o81+1459117_ 36+2, 55 8 1o24 25_70.+1430 _021 36+29 22 3 1006 1437064+t810270_ 39+30 93 31 872 4117067+10,9,4825 31+27 95 35 93 2 _L7_+1834 1.o,26 40+301oo24 91 2 26_!70oo+12591.225 3,+28 33 18 lO26 .25,70o5+141330832 36+28 59 16 1o64 .27L
7097+1432 42.247 35+28 17 3 987 192
7099+1226 55.527 33+28 39 16 942 28L
7099+1858 59.147 40+30 22 8 9814 .37
59.537 35+28 4 .25L7099+1358 71 81100
7100+1131 5.32032+27 482 10314 .25L:
7101+1038 6.437 31+27 15 _, 1009 18.05
7101+1637 9.2 12 38+29 44 33 119 6 .36L
7102+1139 16.1 15 32+27 22 3 101 8 1.00
7103+1142 18.7 55 32+27 18 3 102 8 1.29
7104+1716 29.1 2 38+29 22 8 102 5 .63
7105+1646 30.3 3 38+29 60 26 100 2 .30L
F/ux Dulsity Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 Fm 60 p.m 100 )_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R
1.22L D J DB
1.30 C G F
1.47 C F C
1.30L C iELB1.0OL B1.63 C
1.20L O B
t.0OL C B M
2.97 CC CAB
1.12L BC AB
1.28 C L E
1.0OL C C
1.0OL [C BG1.1 E E
1.07 O C




























































































































S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Ma 8
1 12iZG1658+10 ; 72 153
C 1 32 X1656+101 1109 12
1 13 102529K2 I 9 87
1 2 I)O15741 75 95
8 1 32 X1659+154 = 66 8
1 13 102547 K2 12 66
1 39 MC3 1700+155 119 408
1.08 E D 15000O0110
1.00L BD AC C 0 1600000000
1.34 F EGE 6600000140
1.98 CC BB 150000OO00
1.00LIBBC AAA O 2700000000 18
I"0OLiBEccI AD O 2600000(3001,86 NKAC 3500000100
1.00L D B F M 14000000(.30
1.12L IBC AB 04400001000
1.9_7L iBC AB 61600000000
. D C 6600000000
1.0OL IB C AAI 4 0600000000
1.40 I D E 3500000010
1.70 C I C 4480000210
1.12L!BCI AC H 4 1500001000
3.32L[BD AB L 09400001008
t.0OLIBC AB K 12600001000
1.0OL IC BE 4500000O00
1.0OL B C 360O00000O
1.00L B B 0500000000
1.4SLiC G 25000000001.05L D ABK 5 9500000000
.88 D MD 150000000O
1.46 C N D 5500000000
1.37 D H E 9400100010
.73: IBD CD FED 46000000001.0OL ACM 0 1500100000
4.40 IJCDBB DCAA 34001000001.0,L :BI J 1300000000
1.13L_E DH 6500000000
3.45L!BE ADI F 09401001008
1.05L D B G 3500000000
2,12 i[ C M HE 4500000130
1.94 C I C 2500000010
!
1 13102552 K5 4 80
81 32 X170O+101 : 50 8
1 12 ZG 1700+16 19 156
5 13102553 M0 4 50
2 13102554K0 ! 4 65
2 13102566K2 i 4 78
1 1608154 33 1300
2 13102569K2 5 6O
5 13 102571 K5 ! 6 66
4
1 2 DO4216 6t 90
2 13102574 MA 3 85
1 1 BF HER ! 2 3
2 13102584A3 i _ 481 2 DO15775 8 88
1 13 102586 K5 5 82
2 2 DO15773 79 101
2 12 ZG 1703+18 I 12 155
i
1.09L CCC ABBJ 24600002000 21 2 DO 15795
1.06: BDCFE AABC 92500000210141 VYHER2.11 K D 7500000068 841 "4_ 17051+1327
2 13 102592 K0 8 65i
1 10 M+02-43-0O7103
2 13102595 KO 3 72
1 "41 17041+1330 35 3











2.22 C K L D 93010O00(O
1.26 E E K 9600010010
1.23 CD =KHCB 7801000008 12
1.28 C I CGD 6401000680
1.82 O C 5502800160 145 6
1.24 = C KD 6581001140
1.0`L B BB
.74 C J F 550000(000
1.13 F K D 4500000010
2.75 E D! KC 9481000276 8
1.28 E K N C 9600000008
1.04L BC ABME 4 _10 2 13102614K5 I 02 851.42 BE K 8501000000 1 10 M+02-44-0Ol 13
2.22 C ! C 9682000008 I
AB 3 9400001008 1 13 102615K0 2 805.55L B E
1.39 E B G 8580100130 8
1.61 C H D 5500100130 8
.66 C K HE 660O000O00 !
2.38 D L C 9681000468 i 55 8
2,31 J Ol C 9581000348
l.O0i BC D
AAAK 7 1300o00000 431 11 26
1,071 AFGcB 1600000000 11 80
2.52 C 9500000058 50
1.76 N FFCC 9680001108 8
1.44 B O _ 960010o108 51 81.Q6L B N I I 4500000000 27 98
7.03L F8 BAC 9400101148 26 15
1.83 C 'K B 9601000008 47 8
1.0OL BC AB F 0 1600000000 56 3
1.97 D O O 9500000008
526L BB AB H 1 9500101018 45 3
.87 C D 250000000O
99 D i L E 4500000000
1.32 D J F E 5400000240 8
1,46 O GLcB N 96010000085.01L i C 9500000008
1.10L BB AB 4 9600002000 2 1 13 102643K5 3 73
1.22L! E DI C 6600000010
1.0OL B C H 5500010000 1 2 DO 15833 29 98 :
1.10 C H D 9600000000
1.43 D J D 7600000008
1.00LABB AABL_2060001000019 5 13[102646K5 4 55 __
1.56 CB FDB 2500000000 1 12 ZG 1710+16 49 155
4.98L BC ACGJ 3 7500150008 1 2 13 102648K5 1 82 -
1.07L BB AAH 60 9700150000 11OOL BD AD L 1600000000 1 13 102653K5 12 81 -
1.05 D ] J J B 3500000000
C 1 32 X1707+143
8





1 2 DO 4233
I '41 17080+ 1348
I "41 17080+1415
1 1 V430 HER
1 "41 17083+1430








a (,8) Coords SM.; SMN (,_)har_. oS is) 1 b ('3 C) N
17105+1531 32.7 32 38+29 37 28 97 3 .25L
17105+1203 34.2 10 33+27 30 9 99 8 .31
17105+1107 34.9 12 32+27 22: 3 101 9 1.04
17106+1012 36.9 26 31+26 59 = 8 95 4 .27
17106+1253 40.7 42 34+28 50 20 91 4 .26L
17109+I414 57.9 44 35+28 72 37 98 2 .54L
17109+1229 59.3 33 33+27 42 8 1 8 .45
17110+1756 2.6 30 39+29 53 ' 17 99 4 .25L
17110+1527 5.3 27 36+29 39 38 33 2 .26L
17111+1405 9.3 24 35+28 37 23 87 2 .27L
17112+1205 15.0 15 33+27 43' 21 88 3 .25L
17113+1651 18.2 15 38+28 33 31 96 2 .25L
17113+1606 20.1 17 37+29 25 8 97 6 .25L
17114+1255 27.2 47 34+27 34 23 106 8 .25L
17115+1437 31.1 54 36+28 19 8 99 9 .74
17115+1803 33.3 50 39+29 12 3 95 5 16.25
17115+1613 33.9 58 37+29 27 8 97 4 .30
17117+1304 43.8 13 34+27 ] 112 24 88 2 .33L
17118+1253 49.6 15 34+27! 20 8 102 8 .25L
17118+1205 50.0 48 33+27 I 19 8 101 9 .59
17119+1421 57.8 24 35+28 i 21 8 101 9 .67
17121+1006 t07 52 31+26 i 30 8 102 3 .54
17123+1205 18.5!20 33+271 52 21 106 6 .25L
17123+1107 18.9 29 32+26 16 4 100 7 81.56
17123+1426 21.6 46 36+28 14 3 98 8 1515.09
17124+1008 24.6 11 31+26 26 8 10316 .67
17124+1125 275i10 32+27; 32 11 102,4 .25L
17127+1527 46.1i 4 ' 37+28 15 3 98 9 .94
17127+1921 46.6 i 43 ' 41+30 39 22 91 r 3 ,25L
17127+1944 47.1 20 41+30 40 8 914 ,37
17129+1751 54.3 27 I 39+29 16 3 101 ! 6 4.76
17129+1004 58.9 13 31+26 34 8 103 r 4 .25L
17130+ 1833 4.9 43 40+29 33 8 31 8 .53
17131+1645 6.9 291 38+29 16 3 101 7 1.77
17131+1511 7.2 38 i 36+28 88 39 90 i 2 .36L
17132+1342 14.7 34, 35+27 64 18 95, 3 .25LI
17132+1822 14.9 35 40+29 50 20 97 [ 2 .27LI
17132+1510 15.6 45 I 36+28 44 29 115r5 .25LI
17133+1220 19.0 10 I 33+27 26 e 97 [ 8 ",_ i
17133+1753 21.2 11 I 39+29 24 6 99 7 . ]
17135+17463 .745 39+29 21 8 1017 .51]
17136+1233 38.7 37 34+27 62 8 103 5 25L
17136+1010 39.7 20 31+26 101 6 175 5 25L!
17137+1027 42.2 54 32+26 99 34 ,103 2 .65L!
17137+1512 46.0 41 36+28 33 8 105 4 .27 i
17139+1102 58.6 39 32+28 48 8 !103j 5 .27L
17140+1251 0.0 46 34+27 77 41 _108 2 .43L
17141+1027 11.3 56 32+26 62 11 1102, 2 .27
17144+1038 26.5 28 32+26 57 8 1107' 4 .25L
17146+1019 40.1 531 32+26 103 36 [ 88 2 .74L
17147+1552 43.5 25 37+28 23 8 99' 8 .56
17147+t604 45.4 56' 37+28 61 19 99 2 .71L
17148+1311 51.5 14 35+27 20 3 98 7 1.44
17148+1129 524 22 33+26 21 8 i 41 6 .81
17149+1626 56.6 13 38+28 83 8 i 99 3 .25L
17149+t425 59.1 57 36+27 77 37 107 2 .25L
17t51+1626 11.0 48 38+26 35 26' 91 2 I;5L17152+1940 14.7 21 41+29 16 3 99 7
17153+1638 19.9 35 38+28 19 3 100 8
17153+1539 23.3 1 37+2855 8 98 3 125L
17153+1141 23.9 35 33+26 I 20 4 102 5 .25L
17154+1205 25.1 55 33+261 93 8 106 3 .25L
17154+16t3 28.11 8 38+28 I 46 26 100 3 .25L17154+1030 29.5 24 32+25 37 23 99 3 .25L
17t55+1422 30.31 1 36+27' 49 11 105 3 ._(_17155+1307 32.e 34 35+27 23 8 103 7
17156+1238 36.9118 34+26 13 8 12 6 137L
17t56+1057 41.8 26 32+26 26 9 98 4 .98
17157+1614 42JI 4 38+28 63 26 98 2 .25L
17157+17t0 43.5 38 39+28 16 4 102 6 1.24
17157+1128 '46.7 23 33+26 28 8 100' 5 .59
17158+1447 48.0i 35 36+27 65 24 97 _3 .25L
17158+1323 48.3 35 35+27 14 3 103 7 1.09
17158+1257 53.4 22 34+26 32 18 104 5 .25L
17159+1614 54.2 26 38+28 53 8 88 3 .25L
17159+1411 570 13 36+27 19 8 102 8 .57
17161+1106 9.1 47 33+26 28 25 1081 3 .25L
17162+1054 15.3 57 32+25 19 5 97] 4 13.14
17164+1309 24.9 18 35+26 13 8 5' 6 .67
17164+1620 25.1 4j 38+28 8 7 144 8 .69
17165+1255 318 44 i 34+26 35 8 105 5 .44
17167+1517 44.3 32 37+27 15 3 101' 8 1.51
17167+1735 44.6 36' 39+28 40 9 103 3 .25
17167+1351 45.4 45 35+27 23 8 1104 6 .25L
17167+1447 47.1 40 36+27 16 4 i 101 8 1.12
17168+1402 49.7 37 36+27 61 24 89 3 .27L
17168+1001 50.0 44 32+25 72 B' 91 31 .54
17168+1343 52.2 49 35+27 8 8 17 6! ,54
17168+1351 52.7 15 35+27 38 12 95 4 .38L
17170+1626 1.9 57 38+28 24 8 7 71 1.10
I
17171+1211 9,1 52 34+26 12 I 8 14 4 .42
17172+1314 13,0 11 35+26 55 12 90 2 .27
17173+1810 22.41 5 40+28 12 3 101 8 2.6417173+1924 23445 41+29 22 8 102 6 .97
17174+1919 24.0 29 41+29 30 8 102 5 .39
17174+1229 27.2 28 34+26 27 17 97 5 .25L
17176+1353 37.C 30 36+26 38 23 95 3 .25L
17176+1409 39.2 34 36+27 32 8 96 3 .31
'39.8 2 33+26 30 18 94 4 .25L17176+1147









































































































Declination: + 10 °- + 20"
Associations
V L C
100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A















1.39 C J D
1.30L R B M
4.08L BD AB
1.29L D BI
2.24 E J B
1.23 C MF H




1.24 C K E
1.08 E J E
1.85 BB CAA
2.07 C M C
_"_ Mag
8
I 13 I02656K2 4 92
1 2 DO4242 55 105
2 12 ZG 1711+18
1.21L'BE AFM 3 2500010000 I 13 102664K5
1.0OL ABB AAAJ 3 ! 1600000000 16 2 4 TMSS+20315
1.0OL CD CE 0 36O0000000
1.75 B D L C 96000000084.66L FCR 9481100998 8 1 32 Xt711+128
1.18L [B BEF 5600000000 1 13 102669 K0
1.25L BD ,SC 3 7602000000 1 13 102672K7
1.17L D ICHGc 2600100000 1 1 V9O40PH1.56 B 66OOOO0OOO
3.72: BABC'AAAE 4 9691000498 15' C7 85 13 102678M813 102680 MB4264084900 1924.99 AABB AAAA
1.04L CO AS 8 361010(X)00 1 1 VOSOPH
1.45 C GMB 96O1OO00O8
1.0OL BD ACK 3 7500000000 2 13 102687K5
1 1 13 102688 G5
2 13 1102689 K5
I "41 17129+1004
2 39 H 1713+16




1.17 i BC KBB
BE "
1.0OL 8 AI_I1.00L I BB14 ci
1.43L F MEG E1.54
5.34L B S
1.0OL C B
1.0OL B A E
1.77 D GHI C
1.29 CEFDD
1.03 C H E
1.62L B B L
1.60 C FJ B



































1.00L C E D
3.17 DBC FCAB
1,55 D NG D
1.48 C G
1.37 C H D
1.63L C B NF
1.22L C B G

















6 1 32 X1713+151A
I 13 J 102694 K2














1 13 102722 K5
2 "13 102723
4









t 13 i 102736K2
C 1 32 X1717+138
!2 13 102739
13 102747 K5
2 13 102749 K5
13 102750K
8
4.61L BD AD M 2 9500000008
1.41 D G D 7600200290
1.0OL BC AC C 2 0600001000
6.62L BF BDM O 9400001008
1.34 D F GD 2500000000
1.50 BCCC iABGB 6 _,01001200
2.13 B E HC 9600000020
1.54 D D 7600100290
1.37L BC BD 2 6700000000
2.06 E J C 9581000018
5.26L BBC AAC : 3 9400000008 16
1.16L: BE AC F 6600000000
1.18L B ACK 7600000020
1.64L C BK J 9600000000
1.11L BCD ACG 0600000000
1.0OL C DJ 04O0000000
3.36 CB i DB 5680100960
1.15L BB AA 6 2600001000
1.23 C H D 67O0000000
1,25L C BE 350000O000
1.33L B BG 56O00000O0
3.57 C LHD 5680100980
1.04L BF ACE, 7 7600O00010
6.66L B DKD I_1.50L F E L
1.00L AB AA G 3 1400000000
1.00L BE AC 0 0500100000
1.14L B C 0500100000
2.00 C GHB 9580000128
1,45 C E 4600000480
1.30L C DC 4600000000
2.03 D I HB 7680000338
1.51L D BD 9500100310













































Right Ascension: 17h17m41"-17h26 =44'
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty 12 Fm









17181 + t806 .30











17193 + 1646 .25L
17193+ 1024
.44L







17201 + 1151 ,51
17202 + 1941 1.05
17203+1710
331
17203 + 1438 .92
17204 + 1949 ,33
17205+ 1754 .34
17205 + 1138 .431
17206 + 1743 .46
17206+ 1403 .25
17207 + 1244 ,25
















17220 + 1650 .2!
17220+1114 .2,'
17220 + 1424 .3_
17221 +1306 ,7'
17222 + 1853 .3
17223+1906 1,4





17230 + 1957 ,,_
17231 + 1714 1,7
17231 + 1535 I..=




































(Not Color Corrected) V







.25L .64 _.04 B I
.31L .40L .16L
.25L .40L .26L D IL98L .40L .50
.25L ,40L ;,16L
.25L .40L !.23 C







.25L .40L 1.54 D
.25L .40L
t .74 ,42 _'
.25L .40L 3.95 D
.30 .40L 1.06
1.98 .36:
,25L ,72 1.72 _C


































.4 .4; I ._
.5 .4'




















• Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed
Flags*
Declination: + 10°-+2 0°
Associations
Sep









































Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
222
:1!1









17271+1144 6._ 32 34+23
17272+1556 13.51 39+25
17272+1112 13.833 34+23
17273+1024 19.¢ 6 33+23
17273+1612 20.349 39+25
17274+1946 27.256 43+27



















17296+1325 39.9 44 36+24
t7297+1747 42.5 27 41+25
17297+1052 43.6 51 34+22
17298+ 1020 49.3 40 33+22
17299+1157 56.9 55 35+23
17301+1825 6.1 18 41+25
17301+1425 7.3 6 37+24
17302+1250 16.1 7 36+23
17303+1546 20,3 ! 2 39+24
17303+1905 23.0= 22 42+26
17304+1626 26.07 39+25
17304+1933 29.332 43+26
17305+1817 30.6122 41 +25
17305+ 1756 31.8; 50 41 +25
17306+1120 36.0 37 34+22
17306+ 1907 ]8.9 13 42+26
17308+1926 53.7 59 43+26
17309+1648 55.8[ 10 40+25
17311+1007 10.5, 43 33+22
17311+1917 11.524 42+26
17312+1430 16.045 38+24





17314+1452 26.6' 30 38+24















17332+ 1248 16.556 36+23
17334+1050 24.635 34+22
17334+1537 25.02 39+24
17335+1204 31.5 38 35+22
17335+1117 32.228 35+22
17336+1952 37.326! 43+25
































































C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
O 12 p,m 25 /tin 60 p.m I00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
5 2.05 1.17 .40L 1.00L BB C AAH 7 5500001000 2 2 DO 16006
.25L_ .25L .51 3.34L EC 9580000450 6 4 9 U10873
.30 .59L .40L 1,43 C CH 6601000000
2 .25LI .25L .40L 1.22 D G 9600000010
3
.52 .25L A0L 1.34L C (3 CHCtF 6601010000 1 13102852 K588!3 .25, 28l 40L 140 c _00_00092'2 .3gL .25L .40_ 1.55 5._000010
91 2 .35 1.83L .40L 1.25L D DC 1600000000 1 13 102856 K0
89 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.68 C J HHE 9580000550 8
97 2 .20 .25L A0L 1.00L E LC 2500000000 1 13 102857G5
90 3 .25L .26L .40L 1.33 C E D 3680000000
92 2 .25L .27L .40L 1.59 C ....FHD 560000001089 3 2.50 1.24 .40L 1.06L BC !A 0 6600000000 I 2 DO 16012
90 3 .65 .25L .40L 1.19L B IB J 4700000000 1 13 102868K0
89 i 3 .39L I .25L ._1 1._g CC j_ L B_ 4_89 2 .32 .25L .40L 1._LC _ _I000320 1 13I0.870
3 t.EF 6_000520 5 1 32x1729+131
90 .25L .25L .40L 2.03 C,A105 12.27 556 93 96:B.o 40 00010011 2 2DO1601792 .25L .35L .40L 1.03 4500000000
873 .25L .25L .67 1.98 CB FHBB 6600000000 4 9 U10886
90 3 .25L .29L .40L 1.71 C GFC 4500000200
862 .25L .32L .40L 1.71 C M E 560000020090 .25L .25L .45: 2.21 DC IF CB 7600000000
90 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.42 C I;i EC 160000000089 ! 3 .25L .25L .44: 2.21 DC DB 4501000410
87L3 2.10 .54 .40L 1.33L BD AAEK 05600010000 2 13102881
107, 5 3.03 .81 .40L 1.00L AB IAA H 05500001000 3 13102883K5
91 J 3 1.16 .33 .40L 1.44L CF ABM 15600000000 1 1609101
903 .54 .25L .40L 1.30L B C B 3600000000 1 2 DO 430091 3 .25L .33 .40 1.89 IGKHS 3680000110
90_3 558.57 408.35 73.68 22.83 BBFD AAAA 9139202420014165 * 3 RAFGL1977
92 i 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.421 F C E 270000000091 3 .25L .57L .40/ 1.57 C 2600000000
91 2 .25L .27L .70 1.28: DE IGj DH 3500000100 2 13102897 69
1034 .44 .25L .40L 1.08L B B K 260C000000 2 "13102898K2
90 ' 3 1.89 .50 A0L 1.56L BC AAKK 1 4500001000 1 13 102899 K5
93 ; 2 .29L .26L .40L 1.04 E MOB 4500000000
90 3 .25L ,25L .48 1.26 DC CC 7500000210
14 4 .25L .62L .40L 1.99 S EE 8501100040 8 1 32 X1730+190
90 3 .25L .25L 1.49 4.87 CC I AA 4500000000 4 9 U10893
83 30 86 = 2 .25L .27L A5L 1.28 C j CED 6600000000 1 12 ZG 1730+19
51 10 91 3 1.01 .27L .40L 1.00L C lAG 0500000000 2 "13 102903
4714 903 .33L .25L .58 1.19: CC II KCD 2601000000
29 9 91 3 .39 ,25L .40L 1.32L C C H 2600000000 1 1 V776 OPH
19 3 98 4 1.22 .33 .40L 1.02L BF AE L 2 7601100040 8 2 13 1029O6K5
38 28 863 .25L .25L .40L 1.31 C F 5500000000
24 5 91 3 1.60 .46 .40L 1.00L BF ABL 1 1700001000 1 13102908 K5
74 27 882 .27L .34L .46L 1.45 C L J D 6500000000
46 9 883 .77 .26L AOL 1.12L B iBD 7601000000 2 13102912F5
41 32 91 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.41 F E 4500000000
34 6 913 1.59 .55 .40L 1.00L BC IIABBB i 51700000000 3 1 GO HER35 8 984 .27L .25L .63 1.55 CC , 4500000000
5519 _ i 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.99 C J BKB 2600000230 81 32 X1731+1765827 i3 .25L .27L .40L 2.07 C F 2500000010
36 5 91 13 1.99 ,44 .40L 1.00L BC AA _1 2600000000 2 13 102917 K0
22 6 91 3 22.93 5.86 .87 1.07L BBC AABM 06600000000 4 13102918MS
32 30 78 ' 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.64 C C 4500000000
301441i .25L .25L .40L 1,34 C C LMD 6500000130 8132 X1731+19489 .81 .25L .40L 1.27L BDMF 6500000000 2 "13 102921 K011 91 .89 .26L A0L 1.02L A E 4500000000
85 28 90 ! 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.67 C D 5500000000
59 29 922 .25L .32L .40L 1,23 D I F 3500000000 1 °4117318+1318
40 3 903 1.01 .33: .40L 1.08L CE C AC 19600001000 3 "13102925G574 18 903 .25L .25L .40L 1.61 C 2500000000
56 12 903 .37 .25L .40L 1.80LC CF 9500000000 2 "4117323+1255
50 9 893 .70 .30L .40L 1.50L C BG 3600000000
32 7 903 9.19 2.12 .28: 1.27L BBC AAC 06601010000 6 "13102932A5
8732922 .47Lj .25L .40L 1.77 O G E 9600000100
3029 922 .25L .74L .40L' 2.23 D L E 3500000000
24 8 89J 3 1.12 ' .59 AOL _ 1.00L_BC AAI 22400001000 1 1609195
37 7 9113 2.55 31 .40L 1.59LIBC AA 31600000000 2 13102944K5
3525 9313 .25L .25L .42L 2.42 C KB 7681000560 C 3 "32 X1733+128
64 20 903 .25L .25L .45L' 2.72 C I B 3500000010
28 86 89! 33 153.47 101.05 19,02 6.17 CCCC AAAAj 19440000100029 5 * I I_MWHER31 91 4.53 1.11 .40L 1.53L B 3701000100 ._ ° la 102948 K5
5329 2 .25L .25L D E 3600100000881 A0L 1.70
24 9 go 3 .92 .18: .40L L00L! 8D AG I 5600000000 1 13 ' 102952 G5
47 8 91 3 1.23 AlL .40L 2.19L C AC F 4600100000 1 13 102953 K2
86 11 88 2 .30 .25L .40L 1.63L C GG DF 970000000045 27 90 3 .25L .25L AOL, 1.86 C 7500000010
43 9 89 3 .93 .23: .40L 1.08L BD AO 1 6701000000
26 10 90 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.13L B BH 2700010000 1 "41 J17339+1217
28 12 92 2 .51 .31L .40L 1.56L E CK 2701110000 I
35 10 89 3 .86 .25L .40L 1,4,4L C BH 9701110000 1 13 1102957 K0
31 10903 .25L .99 1.50 1.00L CC J AAM 2500O00000
35 8 903 .98 .39 .40L 1.OOL BC AB 01601001000
26 7 90 3 37.64 16.36 2,90 1.33L BEC AAAE 9 9601000000 25 1 1 V790OPH
37 7 89 3 4.20 1,08 .40L 1.23L BC AA 1 3600000000 4 "13 102961 M5
58 40 923 .33L .25L .4OL 1.52 D F E 5.500000010
73 16 92 2 .70L .26L .46 2.23L C HDH 4700000000
6010 893 .32 .25L .40L 1.55L C DG 8600000000 1 13102967K2
49 19 _ 883 .61L .25L .40L 1.67 C GI ME 7500000010
42 11 903 .42 .25L .40L 1.00L C BHHGID 3600010000 1 13102969K054 30 922 .27L .25L .45L 1.57 C 6701000000
46 27 89 2 .46L .49L .43L 1.39 C O C I 9600000000
65 27, 91 2 .25L .49L .46L 1.30 C HHD 1500000110 3 9! U1091977 2221 2 .28L .25L .48L .92 D CE' 1501000000
81 12 8532 .32 .25L ,40L 1.08L C E 0500000000 1 186860 M165 28 88 .68L .56L .40L 1.93 C I GD 9600001200 4
38 9 90 31 4.09 1.03 .40L 1.00L BC AAJ 2 ' 2500000000 =2 13102983




































































































































































]2 pm V L C
100 _m Flux Con- A Confusion R S A

































































Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations






















































































94 TMSS + 20332
,00 X1743+129
10
09 X1743 + 165
33L 103091
11L ZG 1744+18



















































Right Ascension: t?h44"tO'-lP52=09 • Declination: + 10°-+20"
Position (]9_0) PTux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (No! Color Corrected)
ham. 6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 Fm 25 vm 60 vm
° , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (]ansky)
f7_I+1842 I0.702 43+22 59 1o 9oi 23 .88 .2gL .40L17442+1336 12.42 35+20 53 14 56i .27 .25L .40L
17442+1906 12.4 47 44+23 38 35 47 2 1.48L ,66L ,40L
17444+1132 25._ 44 35+20 38 5 9ol 3 .42 .25L ,40L
17445+1634 30.9 16 41+22 49 8 88! 2 .35 .25L .40L
17446+ 1258 '41,4 42 38+20 29 21 87 3 .25L .25L .40L
17447+1312 42.2 20 38+20 30 18 90 3 .25L .25L .32:
17447+ 1754 42.7 19 42+22 82 8 91 3 .32 .25L .40L
17448+1246 48.7 52 37+20 21 10 90 3 1.06 .41 ,40L
17448+1445 49.7 13 39+21 55 9 89 3 .53 .26L .40L
17448+1758 50.G 26 43+22 53 14 55 2 .50L ,25L ,54
17450+1034 1.1 7 35+19 84 28 88 2 25L .36L .40L
17453+1256 20._ 49 38+20 35 24 89 2 ,25L .30L A0L
17454+1058 26.8 47 36+19 51 10 89 3 .43 .20: .401
17455+1501 )0.9 34 40+21 52 8 91 3 .46 .27L .40L
17455+1303 35.8 28 38+20 38 9 91 3 .49 .25L .50L
17456+1446 38.7, 7 39+21 52 12 86 2 .36 .25L .40L
17458+1455 48.3! 34 40+21 56 8 91 3 .40 .25L .40L
17458+1445 49._ 23 39+21 43 12 89 I 23 .30L .25L .98t7458+1217 50.8 1 37+20 87 20 92 ,25L .25L .40L
17458+1151 50.9 i ; 37+19 I 53 10 90 I 3 .91 .25L .40L
17458+1351 '53,213 39+20 39 26 90;3 .25L .25L .40L
17459+1310 56.2 _38 38+20 41 31 92 12 25L .41L .45L
17460+1128 0.5 51 36+19 83 21 89 3 .32L .25L .40L
17460+1312 0.9 41 38+20' 71 8 91 3 .35 .25L .40L
17465+1637 '32.8 51 41+21 31 9 90 2 .77 .31L ,40L
17465+1253 35.C 39 38+20 46 11 90 2 .38 .28L .40L
17466+1903 41.3 25 44+22 58 13 89 2 ,32 .33L .40L
17466+1215 41.3 36 37+19 46 37 86 2 .73L .62L ,40L
17457+1527 42.2 43 40+21 28 9 90 2 .25L ,30 1.88
17468+1320 48.7 47 38+20 33 8 91 2 1.29L .39L 6.75
17470+ 1511 5.5 51 40+20 46 9 91 3 .54 ,25L .40L
17471+1947 9.7 3 45+22 19 5 903 2.86 1.79 .41L
17473+1635 21.860 41+21 36 12 903 .25L .25L .79
17474+1307 24.427 38+20 35 9 903 .55 .25L .40L
17474+1042 27.253 36+18 73 16 892 .28L 25L .50
17475+1422 31.710 39+20 27 11 902 .56 .19: .40L
17477+1623 44.527 41 +21 5634 862 .25L .29L .40L
17479+1306 56.4;30 38+19 4527 842 .25L .30L .40L
17479+1415 57.43 39+20 45 113 893 .25L .25L .67
I
17480+1352 0.5141 39+20 33 _ 5 903 4.07 1.63 .46L
17480+1754 4.322 43+21 72 18 922' .26L .25L .33:
17481 +1623 9.0 4 41 +21 71 19 902i .25L 35L .62L
17482+1424 12.628 39+20 27 7 903 .25L .23 2.04
17483+1333 20.3:41 39+19 38 9 90 3 .68 .25L .40L
17483+1310 22.1'1338+19 35 j 85 909033 2.321"10 .60"22: .40L.40L17483+1157 23.833 37+19
17484+1100 25.315736+18 =4626 922 .25L .25L .40L
17484+1449 25.55840+20 _, 142 92 _! .29L .25L .41L
17484+1713 26.421 42+21 3511 903 .25L .25L 1.02
J ]
17456+1546 41.556 41+20 40 110 903' .25L .25L! 1.10
17489+1045 56.637 36+18 57 _ 37 862 .25L .25L .40L
17489+1330 57.650 39+19 39123 883 .25L .25L .40L
17490+1016 3.046 35+18 93 ! 43 922 1.52L .39L .40L
17490+1715 3.227 42+21 92 125 892! .73L .60L .40L
17491 +1120 6.434 37+18 3823 922 1.42L .28L .40L
17491+1531 11.1 12 41+20 27 i 15 893 .31L .25L .60
17491+1845 11.552 44+21 53 12 922 .59L .25L: .58
17492+1510 13.815 40+20 44 13 903 .34L .25L .76
17492+1101 14.411 36+18 49 35 902 .46L .25L .43L
17493+1903 19.2134 44+21 19 i 5 903 6.67 1.76 .29:
17493+1005 19.736 35+18 74 18 92 2 .54L .25L .43
17494+1251 25.346 38+19 56 10 91 3 .71 25L .40L
17494+1722 25.459 42+21 38 15 893 .27L .25L .55
17494+1156 26.6i20 37+19 35 28 922 .42L .25L .40L
17495+1201 32.69 37+19 54 114 882 .31 .25L .40L
17496+1806 37.644 43+21 64 9 882 .43 .25L .40L
17496+1123 40.7118 37+18 66 27 892 .27L .39L .40L
17496+1714 41.051 42+21 42 8 893 .27L .25L .84
17497+1520 43.814 40+20 39 9 903 .89 .22: .40L
17498+1014 53.121 36+15 48 10 913 .46 .27: .40L
17500+1529 3.1117 41+20 48 20 883 .25L .25L .40L
17502+1715 12.611 42+21 51 17 832 .23 .25L .40L
17502+1654 13.7138 42+20107 15 912 26 .30L .43L
17502+1232 16.942 38+19 73 18 872 .49L .25L .45
17503+1249 18.839 38+19 49 27 922 .25L .25L .42L
17503+1327 21.2'33 39+19 56 17 873 .25L .25L .40L
17503+1459 23.810 40+20 26 11 903 1.07 .38 .40L
17504+1532 26.140 41+20 56 12 852 .40 .25L .40L
17505+1624 35.947 42+20 58 27 903 .25L .25L A0L
17506+1350 39.239 39+19 74 15 893 .25L .25L .40L
17507+1030 42.519 36+18 61 11 913 .70 .25L .40L
17508+1706 50.3 52 42+20 53 16 90 3 .42L .25L .60
17508+1045 53.556 36+18 26 6 913 6.85 2.70 .60
17510+1014 4.(_ 39 36+17 60 10 913 .36 .25L .40L
17510+1213 5.330 38+18, 39 10 903 .95 .3OL .40L
17511 +1012 7.C 52 36+17 ' 60 10 91 3 .59 .25L .40L
17511+1818 7.E 32 42+20 37 29 99 3 .25L ,25L .40:
17511+1037 10.858 36+18 29 7 903 .25L .68 2.09
17513+1344 21.324 39+1954 10 913 .60 .25L .40L
17514+1805 24.216 43+21 79 23 862 .25L .25L .29:
17514+1640 24.444 42+20 37 6 903 2.13 35 .40L
17514+1922 26.C 44 45+21 57 14 922 .32 .29L .4OL
17514+1535 27.235 41 +20 29 10 903 .95 .58 .40L
17515+1619 31.E 2 42+20 53 31 902 .25L .25L .40L
17518+1538 51.4 5 41 +20 88 37 88 j 22 .25L .68L .40L17519+1108 56.222 37+18 i 75 9 92 .38 .98L .40L
17520+1537 4.7 35 41+20 39 23 88 3 .25L .25L .40L
17521+1857 7.8 25 44+21 48 12 90 3 .25L .16: .76
17521+1641 9.8 55 42+20 26 6 91 3 3.35 1,80 .40L
Flags Associations
v L C
1(30 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocr R Fla$s" S 2 # T
1.OOL B BD
1.52L C E K
.99 E D
1.38L B B L






.95: CC M CD
1.85 C D C
1,58 C J B
1.36L BD BB
1.22L C CGNF
1.34L B B HF
1.22L F B
1.11L D C FI
2.14 CC BKBB
1.74 C NEC












































1.00L BB C AAF 2 26000000001.41L I BC 7600000100
1.36L B A MN 7601000020
1.92L C ED 7600000100
1.48L !CE BC! O 1600000000
1.70 D H H E 5600000200
1.68 C M B 9601000210
1.77 CC DBB 0601000000
1.27L !SC AAD 2 3600000000
1.31: DE DF 0600000210
1.85 F J CC 6601000530
4.72 DCC ECAA 1501000000
1.13LIC AJ 66010000001.32L E S E 19600000000
1.28L BC AS F 0 7600001000
1.b8 C L C 9701000000
1.59 F K DD 160000O0O0
1.70 CC HHAC 2500000000
1.65: CC LFBB 1600000000
2.38 D G F 7600000150
1.84 C DD 8500000010
1.48 D E I 3500000100
1.83 C E C 3500000000
2.12 D GB 4701000200
1.81 CC H DC 2600000030
1.37L E I B 1500000000
1.97 C C A C 360000O000
1.55 E L H K D 9700000000
1.6OL BCD AAJ N 0 1600000000
1.14L C F
1.54L C B L




























Name Type _"_ Mag
1 13103092 G5
8
4 1 32 X1744+131




1 2 DO 16235
39 U10985
2 13103121 K5
1 2 DO 4426
1 13 ' 103130
1 2 DO 4430
1 12 ZG 1746+13
1 2 DO 16251





2 12 ZG 1748+14
I 2 DO 4445
2 13103145 K2
3 9 U1 loo3




2 12 ZG 1749+18
3 13 103155 MB
I 13103157 K0
2 13103161 K0
2 ° 1 V6O70PH
411 32 X1750+15413 103166
1.55 B C E 0 ' 6500000(X)01.04L C AD I 17 2000 2
1.48L iC C D 2600000330
1.76 C FMFE 9600000130
1.76 C ! C 5600000000
1.62L B B KD 8700000000 1 2 [:)04471
2.07 C C B B 6601000020
1.40: BBCD AACD 4 8700000000 3 3 RAFGL2021S
1.35L iC CI 9700120000 1
1.23L 'C BD 8600021000 1 i
1.66L B B 9600120000 1
2.97 DC NGD 8580000440 4
2.30 CCB DBA 8600003100 23 7 ABELL43
1.05L iC A B 8600000000
I.O4 IIBC EC EGC 26000100001.11L AAM 09600000000 1 1809827
1.18L D EF 0600000000 I 2 DO 16296
1.02L BC AAL I 1 9600000000
1.95 C K F 8680000420 4
1.60 F _DE F 9600100010
6.56L C C 9602000008 _ 13103194 F51.64 EC 968010O010
1.t7: ECD J BE 1600000000
I.OOL BB AAI 0 8700000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
225
Right Ascension: 17h52mll"-17"58m03" Declination: +10"-+20 °




17521+1259 11.7 36 38+16 43 89 3
17526+1056 36.4 52 37+17 91 89
17526+ 1525 40.3 57 41+ 19 46 91
17527+1701 43.5 54 42+20 43 8 93 3
17528+1309 48.8 51 39+18 86 32 85 2
17528+1144 53.5 12; 37+18 21 7; 90 3
17529+1714 59.1 10 43+20 95 28 89 2
17529+1633 59.2 30 42+20 62 12 92 3
17530+1024 0.3 361 35+17 42 24 92 2
17530+1514 0.9 17 41+19 31 10 90 3
17530+1540 4.0 33 44+21 44 10 90 3
17531+1139 7,0 31 37+19 42 8 89 3
17531+1927 10.5 51! 45+21 45 6 88! 3
17, 2+11357.43337+195517533+1040 18.3 12 36+17 34
17533+1600 22,8 60 41+19 29 9 91 3
17534+1447 29.0 42 40+19 57 11 69i 4
17535+1141 33.0 41 37+16 51 16 87!
17535+1442 35.0 2 40+19 46 9 85 ! 3
17536+1020 40.1 42 36+17 89 26 92 2
17537+1539 43.046 41+19 33 17 87 4
17537+1820 46.1J 39 44+20 41 11 88 3
17536+1544!50.7i362+20358921 17539+1244 54,937 38+16 24 23 22
I_539+1136i 5.55 37+1723 5 9o317539+110257e 7 37+17 68 lO 89 3
17539+1037 56.1 30 36+17 28 4 91 417540+112205 7 37+17 16 4 0014
17541+1849 6.6 21 44+20 45 6 90 3
17541+1110 11.9 31 37+17 16 3 91 4
17542+1819 12,6 55 44+20 39 8 58 4
17542+1921 14.(_ 47 45+21 35 8883
17542+1147 14.6 4g 37+17 _ 21 88 417542+ 1006 16.8 36+17 90 4
17544+1637 26.C 3 44+20 33 8 924
17544+1215 27.3 48 38+18 28 22 874
17546+1611 40.226 42+19 43 8 922
17546+1356 '40.9 30 40+18 54 13 893
17546+1049 41,2 49 37+17 28 27 953
175446+144241.45240+1910016842
17547+ 1214 42.5,44 38+ 18 28 11 894
17547+192441!_; 45+20 57 9 91 317547+1625475 44+20 _ _ 67 417547+1703 49.0i45 43+20 i 90 3
17549+1442 54.027 40+19 18 5 89 4
17549+1958 54.824 45+21 83 35 93 2
17549+1730 56.3 56 43+20 97 25 92 2
17549+1211 57.2 1 38+17 28 7 90 4
17550+1421 1.6132 40+18 31 ! 19 92 3
17550+1554 5.755 42+19 18 4 90 3
17551+1421 9.8'60 40+18 27 I 19 85 3
17552+1042 12.4 48 37+17 29 7 86 3
17552+1132 13.3 11 37+17 51 9 90 3
17553+1042 20.5 44 37+17 18 9 92 2
17553+1333 23.1 22 39+16 34 I 10 89 4
17554+1039 26.4115 37+17 35 5 90 4
17555+1957 30.2119 46+20 102, 27 87 2
17555+1042 33.3 37 37+17 35 8 90 3
17556+1947 41.5r10 45+20 29 8 89 3
17556+1957 41.5,7 46+20 48 35 90 2
17556+1501 42.0 11 41+18 20 3 90 4
17557+1535 44,4 14 41+19 33 26 90 2
t7557+1524 46.3_38 41+19 22 4 89 4
17558+1512 50.918 41+19 27 9 90 4
17558+1535 52,2,16 41+19 42 ! 17 83 2
17559+1220 58,2!31 38+17 54 17 88 4
17559+1458 58,945 41+18 90 16 67 2
17561+1437 6.9 0 40+18 44 11 69 2
17561+1515 10.9 25 41+18 40 33 87 2
17562+1207 14.5125 38+17 33 9 88 4
I
17562+1352 15.211 40+18 29 24 814
17562+1616 15.8129i 1 42+19 57 36 872
17563+1018 21,6 36+16 82 16 87 2
17563+1724 22.3 3 43+19 49 25 542
17564+1515 26.3[50 41+18 45 22 883
17565+1455 32.144 41+18 19 9 89 4
17566+1208 36.9 10 38+17 61 6 90 3
17566+1032 37.9 36 37+16 57 14 87 2
17567+1352 42,1 27 40+18 79 9 85 3
17567+1548 47.4 13 42+19 87 31 86 2
,32 25 85 317568+1333 53.9 39+18 I 69
17569+1526 58.5126 41+18: _ lg 86 317570+1147 1.3 11 38+17 85 3
17570+1652 1.E 45 45+20 47 6 64 3
t7571+1237 6.5 59 39+17 87 27 86 2
17573+1202 19.0 42 38+17 80 23 85 3
17574+1733 24.5 1 43+19 62 13 85 3
17575+1223 30.2 51 38+17 30 6 85 3
17575+1345 31.2 8 40+18 ! 35 8 65 I 3
17575+1600 32.8 1 42+18 40 12 86 I 3
17575+1248 34,9 60 39+ 17 _ 29 6 85 I 3
17575+1929 35£ 0 45+20 30 5 84'3
17576+1432 40.4 _ 40+18 _ 21 65 3
17577+1959 !44.4 46+20 16 84 3
17577+1258 46.1 30 39+17 63 15 85 3
17578+1645 ,9._ 5 43+19 25 6 64 3
17579+1810 57,4 58 44+19 72 34 86 217579+160957757 43+19 34 _ 57217,_o+1321o_ 44 39+17 65 15 54 2
17580+1347 3,2 24 40+17 75 20 85 3
HI
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O Oi 12 .m 25 /.tin 60 .m






































































































100 ;zm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
2.35 CC DS 46OOO0O2O0
2.31 F K E 1700000030
1.18L C BBI / I 9600000000
BC i
1.00L BD 0 3602000010
1.22 C 2600000000
2.86L CCE AABDI 9 9601100316
2.02 C F 8500000000
1.18L C JE CDE 96O000OOO01.54 C 4701000100
1.23L B BE 9701000020
1.04L C CD 1501010000
6.55L B BF 9500210118
1.00L C BK| 1600000000
5.61L B CG 9501110008
1.20L B C A B 1 47C0000000
1.13L BC BA 2 3600001000
o 100o001.54, 80 6 , 082.25
1.46L D B 0500110000
1.52 MHHC 5600000000
2.60 B F E 7501000330
2.65 CC F BA 1400000000
1.23L BD BDK 0 3600000000
1.81 C E C 8600000100
526L=BB AADD 4 9500000008
1.54L B DBJ 6700000100
1.60: IRBCD AAAD 5 7700000000
5.32L BBC AAA I 0 9500000008 16
1.50 CC BB 1500000000
2.30: ABCC AAAB 2 5700001006 22
1.34L B B 1700000000
1.23L C BE 0600010000
2.31 C FC 9681000138
1.36L CO AAD 9 5701000000
1.32L B AGE 1700000000
2.17 C C 5701100110
1.44L F B 2600010000
1.31L C K B E 26000010001.79 C 8600000010
1.54L C C 050011:000
2.92L B F A B 5600201130
1.19L C EH 0600010000
1.82 B G E 3600000000
1.54L C BKKD 9601010000
1.50L CDC AABK : 9 6500111000
.95 D NKF 4600010000
1.44 C J J D 9600O00000
4.84 CCC ECAB 9501101128
2.03 C L DD 2501100020
1.00L BBB AAA t 9600000000
2.03 1 CICDI C 25021100201.73L CF 0 5600220000
7.32L IC :CE F 9400000008
1.04L [C CH 560032000O
1.83L B F B H 5500001000
.97: iBD D ACME 8 5600320000
1.06 _ D M C 4601100310
1.15L BE B BC 2 66002200001.00L FGCF 5600000000
1.26 D E F 5601100310
1.38L !CC AB 7 6500101000
1.43 D C 9602100200
1.04L BB AA H 0 9600000000
1A8L B B F
1.91 C KKEC
3.19 D LI C
1.46L C C
2.04L : C D
1.48 D G
5.17L B BF D














1.91 ' D GED































5.26LjBC AA M 0 7400000008
1.00LiCCI AAK 7 1600000000
2.81 C J D 5580000250
2.37 D C L E B 3400000120
5.52L C MGD 4400000008
1AOL BB AAE 0 6601100000
1.20 D K E 2600000000
1.71 D C 6501100000
1.36L D 'C 3600000000
1.94 C KI HB 5500000220
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
7





1 2i 16013 65!
I
!'41117530+1540 10
13 103216 K5 7 85
1 13 103218K0 B l 7E
2 13] 103219 MA 7 86
7 ' 9 U11048 33 134
3 13 103224 9 57
3 3 RAFGL 2033 6 5
3 4 TMSS +10341 9 26
4 " 9 Ul1052 43 151
4 1 RT OPH 9 4
3 "13 103226A2 4 73
1 16 09887 4 1400
2 "13 103234 K0 6 67
I
i
8 3 9 ; Ul1055 15 144
1 21DO15330 23 104
i
8 3 9 Ul1057 48 135
6
2 4 TMSS +20338 18 27
8
1
1 13 103246 3 69
1




3 13 103252MA I 7 74
1 39 OT+ 193 i 83 1415
C 1 32 X1756+123 I 61 122 12 ZG 1756+14 48 155
2 13 103259 M0 7 84
C 1 10 M+03-46-006 i163
8 1 32 X1756+174 155 8
2 13 103266 12 90
C=
3 9 Ul1073 38 146
8 i 1 13 103267 26 87
3 13 103274 I _ 852 2 0018358 : 7 93
2 12 ZG 1757+17 7 154
1 1 V397 OPH 10 3
3 13 103280 6 85
4
1 1 RYHER ] 51132C 1 32 X1757+145 12
8
4 13 103285 KO 7 47
C 1 32 X1758+138 71 12










a __ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /_ma 5
hm. , , (s) (_ ] b C) (") (') N
17583+1706 18.2 13 43+19 25 6 84 3 5.12
17583+1430 18.8 39 41+18 76 32 88 2 .25L
17584+1408 .:'9.6 g 40+17 25 g 87 3 1.28
17587+1505 42.1 39 41+18 46 6 85 3 .60
17586+1407 50.4 10 40+17 28 6 85 3 2.80
17588+1935 53.(] 14 45+20 45 10 83 3 .27L
17590+1526 0.5 55 41+18 59 g 85 3 .42L
17590+1547 4.8 4 42+18 37 26 84 2 .41L
17591+1618 10.9 10 42+18 47 9 83 2 .29
17593+1843 20.4 17 45+19 36 8 86 3 .65
i i
17593+1023 23A 38 37+16 39 8 85 3 .89
17594+1407 29.6 35 40+17 25 11 86 3 .25L
17595+1501 30.2 6 41+18 25 6 85 3 .51
17595+1450 33.6 18 41+18 39 36 86 2 .25L
17595+1943 35.3 40 46+20 51 16 86 3 .39L
17596+1421 37.1 8 41+17 47 19 84 3 .25L
17596+1207 37.2 56 38+16 88 25 85 3 .25L
17597+1559 46.6 43 42+18 50 9 83 2 .25L
17598+1251 50.2] 56 39+17 73 10 85 3 .25L
18001+1549 9,715 42+18 38 13 84 3 .25
I
18001+1011 10.3 12 37+15 30 9 85 3 .78
18002+1533 14.7 45 42+18 34 6 84 3 .T/'
18003+1339 20.6 57 40+17 75 22 84 3 .25L
18003+1623 23.4 14 43+18 53 9 87 3 .68
18005+1832 31.2 16 45+19 37 12 86 3 .42
18006+1029 41.6 49 37+15 34 8 85 3 1.08
18007+1459 44.5 60 41+17 25 7 84 3 5.84
18007+1112 47.6 20 38+16 71 17 85 3 .25L
18008+1154 52.6 25 38+16 29 6 85 3 4.57
f8006+1950 52.9 42 48+19 40 11 86 3 .52
18009+1940 57.0 57 46+19 58 13 86 3 .41
18011+1044 8.9 28 37+15 51 7 85 3 .62
10.2 8 48+ 1918011+1933 29i 8 84 3 13.3618013+1250 18.7 23 39+16 30 I o 84 3 1.64
18013+1137 20.0 20 38+16 36 ' 7 85 3 2.22
18013+1332 20.2 14 40+17 52' 11 85 3 .38L
18013+1520 21.4 13 42+17 63 14 65 3 .25L
18013+1445 22.8 12 41+17 47 7 84 31 .65
18016+1018 37.3 30 37+15 64 19 85 31 .25L
18017+1829 47.5 30 45+19 58 17 84 3 .25L
18018+121450.94339+163114872 .37
18018+1428 51.6 5 41+17 59 30 88 2 .41L
18019+1734 57.4 52 44+18 30i 08 88 3 .4418020+1323 1.3940+16621 853 .37
18023+171820.4544+185010853 .58
18024+153726.31942+179430852 .25L
18025+1700 32.5 22 43+18 29 7 84 31 5.97
16025+1536 34.3 35 42+17 86 30 83 2 .57L
18026+1945 37.5 32 46+19 60 6 83 3 .39
18027+1003 44.2 39 37+15 22 7 85 33 1.6718027+1830 44.6 41 45+18 69 41 90 .25L
18027+1655 47.1 17 43+18 24 6:86 3 6.06
18029+1148 54.6 26 38+16 20 8 85 3 3.17
18029+1705 55.0 11 43+18 54 13 86 3 .25L
18029+1107 58.3 35 38+15 40 7 85 3 6.53
18029+1422 59.5 39 41+17 35 8 88 2 .42L
18030+1538 3.0 29 42+17 25 6 86 3 1.95
18030+1237 4.3 44 39+16 57 17 _ 2= .26L18030+1928 4.8 48 46+19 44 10 3 .25L
18031+1212 6.947 39+16 90 23 65 3 .25L
18031+1026 8.2 27 37+15 37 7 85 3 .45
18032+1403 12.8 9 41+16 40 5 85 3 .85
18032+1230 15,1 28 39+16 51 9883 .89
18032+1631 17.1 35 43+17 57 84 i .6418033+1441 18.0 52 41+17 93 28 84 .25L
18033+1344 22.252 40+16 44 11 87 .25L
18034+1041 24.1 57 37+15 55 ! 2;35 87 .99L
18035+1228 .6239+1°186 .25L18036+115437.12139+15653' 1.96
18036+183138.55,45+162386,569 .25L7,4 .0504 875 843 .1 37+110942.91238+1518853 .25L
18036+1557 48.332 42+17 40 9 86 3 .64
18040+1718 1.3 29 44+18 65 j 2<3 86 3_ .25L
18040+1537 5.7 22 42+17 76 35 85 2 .33L
18041+1108 80 46 38+15 48 22 87 2 1.31L
18041+1645 8.4 35 43+17 49 34 85 2 .25L
18041+1220 9.8 28 39+15 83 I 11 87 2 .38
18042+1420 13.1 2 41+16 40 i 232 84 .25L
18042+1735 13.9 31 44+18 29 6 84 3 1.00
18044+1442 24.9 38 41+16 32 6 84 3 2.18
18045+1714 31.7 17 44+17 79 18 86 3 .25L
18045+1339 34.8 9 40+16 25 10 86 2 .67
18046+1804 37.4 52 45+18 52 22 83 2 .56L
t8046+1912 383130 46+18 95 8 82 2 32
18046+1339 41.5 15 40+16 86 10 84 2 1.01
18047+1239 44.5 20 39+15 30 19 86 3 .25L
18047+1949 47.3 4 46+18 70 15 83 3 .37
18047+1233 47.9127 39+15 23 5 85 3 3.16
18048+1733 50.7'38 44+18 98 28 832 127L
18046+1543 53.656 42+17 50 11 843 .64
18049+1752 55.7139 44+18 62 8 833 .52
18049+1023 57.4 47 37+14 38 31 872 .25L
18050+1513 5,337 42+16 37 7 84 3 5.65
18051+1554 6.7 34 43+17 31 7 83 3 1.04
18051+1658 8.4 _(8 44+17 81 25 84 3 .25L18051+1510 10.6 42+16 68 8 83 2 .62
18051+1556 11.5 60 43+17 83 11 84 2 .32
18052+1733 14.3 14 44+17 24 7 83 3 .96
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /zm 60 .u,m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.09L BC jAA J 2 4600000000
2.02 D' DIAcF B 55000001101.95L BD 0 5501011000
1.50L BD AD 0 1500000000
1.05L BC AB 0 5602011000
1.04: CD J I BD 1500000000
1.54L O AC g600OO0008
1.85 C FED 660100OO1(
1.97L D C 8501000000
5.53L C F B D 3 2500000008
6.09L BE ACL 3[ 4400001008
3,86 B CD BB 94800003101.86L B E D 650202000(
1.45 D F 8501000000
1.81 C C EA 2500000100
3.72 C K F C 9500000120
2.32 D DC 9500000008
1.44L C D B 5500000000
1.94: CC I BB 1580000008









































































































S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
2 13 103292 MA 3 75
1 2 DO 16376 41 108
2 13 103299 G5 8 63
2 13 103300 K5 3 80
1 1 WZ HER 9 3
2 13 103310 33 89
3 9 Ul1094 22 149
8 1 32 X1759+143 56 8
1 12 ZG 1759+12 65 155
4
3.84L CD AD G 0 6501000008
1.23L BE BH 0 8600000000
2.23 C KC 45000002101
1.45L CF BE 3 6600000000' 2 13 103322K0
4.21L BD BCH 0 7500001008
5.32L BF ACJ 3 8400000008 1 2 DO4551
1.47L BC AA 1 6600000000 4 i 13 103329 M0
2.68 C GHKB 2400000018
5.90L BC AA I 0 9500100438 8 3 4 TMSS+10347
1.01L C C 160OOIOOOO I
i
1.00L C CI 3500000000 1 13 103331
7.05L C BD I 7400000018
1,00L 8BC AADE 0 3500000000 18 4 I 13 103336M0
6.95L BC AB 0 4600000008 1 I < DO4560
1.69L BC ABFE 0 7600000008 1 2 DO4558
1.83 CC AB 4600000108
1.95 C KL GB 7701000000
1.24L B BF 8600000000
2.63 D H C 6500000208
2.17 ED FEC 8600000008
1.95: C E E D 96010002381
1.52 C G C 4600000000
1.00L CD CE 0; 3600000000
1.47L B AGL 3600000000
1.13L B BC 4600000000
2.79 D HI C 5600100450
1.06L BBC AAC 2 1500100010
2.33 E H D 5600100460
1.06L C B 1500010000
1.73L BD ABLE 2 3601001220
1.79 E ML E B 6600000208
1.30L BB AA J 2 1500100000
1.37L BC AA 0 5800010000
2.64 C C D B 3580000240
1.23L BBC AAC 1 8700000000
1.54 O CMKD 3701000000
1.79L BC ABKG 0 5701000110
6.17L C D 6501000118
1.76 C C B B 15000000001
2.15 O D D 970000(X)1_
1.32L C BM 960101000(
1.27L BC AB 1 8600000000




















1.74 CC L BB
1,80 E K D
2.70L C D








2.18 F LI FC
1.44 E HGD
5.6,4L C C N
1.36 E I D
1.31L CD ABL 0 9600000000
1.20L BC AA 4 9700001000
2.27 C B 9600O00030
1.39L CE BC 0 3600100000
1.11 C J E E 5600000010
1.46L D C K 3501010000
t.45L F BB 3600100000
2.09 C FHC ! 9680100008
1.30L O CG M 2500000000
5.90L BC AAD 8 9500100008
1.22 D MDE 7600000000
1.42L B AEMJ 2600010000
1.18L C BM 4500000000
1.33 D I E 5781000000
1.19L BB AA 2 3800100000
1.19L CD BC 0 1600110000
2.06 C E O 3600000320
1.62L O BH j 2700J000OO
2.00L C BG I 1500110000
1.35L BD ACI I 2 7600000000
C 2' 13 103348
1 2 DO16423
C 1 32 X1802+156
2 2 DO16426
C 1 32 X1802+156
C 1 32 X1802+100
4
3 I 13 103362 M0
I
4





1 13 103376 K0
2 2 DO 4583
I
I 3 9 UIl114
8
C 1 32 X1803+ 111
I 2 DO 16454
8
1 1 V874 OPH
1 2 DO 16462
3 13 103397 MA
2 13 103398 K0
C 1 32 X1605+169
1 2 DO 16473
2 13 103400 K2
2 2 DO 16477



































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tim
(s) ('3 I b ('3 ('3 (') N
16.4 12 37+14 93 16 84 2 .40
22.6 16 41+16 35 9 841 3 .42
31.9 52 41+t6 82 22 84 3 .25L
34.5 29 41+16 41 25 85 3 .25L
36.2 45 44+17 22 8 85 3 .25L
39.8 6 40+15 100 39 84 2 .25L
49.725 43+17 56 16 26 2 .25L
51.6 _55 40+ 16 57 8 87 2 32
55.4 53 39+15 33 15 85 3 .25L
57.C 57 38+15 30 6 85 3 .53
2.9 53 39+15 31 16 84 3 .25L
4.4 5 41+16 74 10 84 3 .38
6.1111 40+15 74 7 84 3 .53
9.1 58 42+16 32 16 84 3 .25L
28.854 39+15 50 22 34 3 .25L
30.7 45 38+14 40 7 85 3 .73
33.0 33 42+16 22 _ 6 85 3 2.29
37.0 2 42+16 28 28 91 2 .25L
40.0 57 41+16 69 12 88 2 .31
40.3 49 39+15 36 7 84 3 .80
55.8 2 42+16 25 13 86 3 .48
2.2 53 40+15 38 6 85 3 .85
3.8 2 38+14 46 34i 84 2 .26L
5.6 1 39+I5 59 7 85 3 .60
11.0 47 46+18 31 5 86 3 .99
15.9 26 45+17 45 8 86 3 .53
17.955 40+15 79 21 84 2 ,25L
21.6 ::,J ! 37+14 43 26 853 .25L22.5 15 44+17 95 18 87 _ .27L
23.8 47 40+15 56 8 85 3 .34
28.9 10 46+18 46 9 84 3 .45
29.4 22 38+14 49 27 87 2 .25L
30.2 9 43+16 33 8 87 3 .25L
55.4155 43+16 52 7 84 3 1.01
58.4 17 38+14 75 B 85 3 .39
6.7 38 38+14 46 15 37 3 .25L
16.8 53 40+15 ! 42 6 85' 3 .96
17.2 41 40+15 38 15 87 2 .27
21.9 18 39+14 102 32 84 2 .76L,
22.746 38+14 81 20 87 2 .46L
30.0 0 46+17 41 19 84 3 .25L
30.6 43 43+16 55 6 84 3 .42
33.3 19 40+15 37 i 28 87 2 .27L
40.4 33 30+14 49 i 275 85 3 .25L43.3 30 39+14 25 85 3 7.92
45.1 32 46+17 47 6 83 3 ; .76
48.0 47 41+15 28 8 84 3 .25L
48.9 5 38+14 54 8 85 3 .44
57.7 11 44+16 36 29 89 3 .25L
57.9 28 40+14 33 22 86 3 .25L
8.4 1 38+14 63 1t 36 2 .58
12.0 17, 45+17 33 6 84 3 1.26
23.5 17 45+17 42 14 83 3 .25L
24.4 57 38+13 23 8 85 3 .91
29.7 29 39+14 58 20 87 2 .29L
31.3 46 42+16 27 25 91 2 .25L
35.1 5 42+15 30 7 84 3 .92
40.5 41 43+16 42 21 84 3 .25L
50.7 12 40+15 45 10 87 2 .32
53.4 32 41+15 47 20 84 2 .27L
58.0 22 38+13 49 9 85 3 .74
58.6 15 43+t6 91 23 84 3 .25L
&9 43 45+17 66 7 84 3 .43
14.2 31 41+15 55 20 85 3 .25L
14.5 55 _ 40+14 38 7 84 3 .76
20.1 14 i 46+17 78 28 86 2 25L
24.4 51 45+16 75 9 83 2 .37
25.4 2 46+17 36 19 83 2 .36L
27.9 11 38+13 48 8 85 3 .76
30.120 43+15 29 23 28 2 .35L
I
35._ 16 42+15 63 10 86 3 .44
37.E 3 47+17 41 8 87 3 ,6339.E 42 38+13 54 19 85 I _ ,25L
39.E 35 41+14 46 9 84 i 3 ,34
41.3 47 46+17 76 11 83 2 .31
468 11 40+t4 37 20 87 2 1.52L
50.1 45 47+17 43 32 90 2 .26L
51.7 59 40+14 55 9 84 3 .39
55,4 18 38+13 86 29 87 2 .25L
55.4 47 42+15 39 9 84 3 .37
59827 42+15144 86853 46165544+1632 1 672 27L
4.0i41 42+15 98 21 86 2 .74L
4.2143 44+16 41 16 83 3 .29:
6.0 7 41+14 23 8 85 3 .40
6.557 43+15 44 42 134 2 .25L
13.6 7 40+14 26 5 85 3 36.72
15.1 16 43+15 82 28 83 2 .25L
16.8136 41+14 64 10 86 2 .38
17.136 38+13 37 6 85 3 2.30
19.5 17 39+13 66 9 85 3 .41L
21.1 23 39+14 50 7 85 3 .47
30.5 56 41+15 22 13 85 3 .25L
31.3 53 45+16 87 29 86 2 .25L
41.0 53 41+14 33 6 84 3 1.33
41.7 55 44+16 100 8 88 2 24
41.8 36 41+14 36 7 84 3 .25L
46.5 57 39+13 29 24 85 3 .26L
53.0 18 42+15 50 9 85 3 .33
0.0 36 42+15 25 6 84 3 14.65
Flux Density
(N_ Color Corrected)















































































































1,59 C F F
t.67L C DE
1.65L D C
2.95 B GI C
1.47L BC BB
4.43 FE FC
1.16LIE AGN1.52L B K
2.51 C MHB
3.94 C LD


















1.26L BC AAND 5 7700000010
1.25 D C 1700000000
1.00L F CM 4700000000
4.97L CC ABF 7: 6501110128
1.32L C BF E 1700000110
5.47L DE ACI D 7 3501010108
1.56 D D 860000000(
6.87L D BD G 4500010008
1.00L BE AAG 9 2600002000
1.07L E CF 0600000O00
1.28 D E 9600100000 ;
2.69 C HMFE 9681000000
7.06L D EJ 240000OO08
1.35L B C 9701110000
1.00L C CM L 2500000000
2.35 D D 9701000100
2.59 CC EA8 3500000008
6.77L BD AC 1 4400000008
1.95L B D 9702200000
5.42 C GJ B 9681200220
1.BOL CD BC 9600110000
2.07L C E 9600110000
2.01 C HD 7601000000
2.16L C FF 8700000000
1.61 C MC 4500000110
1.t6L C BL 6600000000
2.35 D I D 9601000240
3.14 cccC LG E 96000001101.61L !AAA 8 7600000000
1.00L BD BB 1 4600000000
6.94 DCC GFAA 0500000008
1.68L B BG 870000000O
1.95 D KDD 8600000008
2.40 C C 9500001000
1.67L D BC 9701100000
1.43L CC AB M 0 5600000000
2.92 CC CEB 9581000300
1.64L BD AB 0 9700100010
1.55L D E L 96OOOO032O
2.80 D C 9601000008
27.82 BBCD BAAA 1 9300100108
2.11 E LLB
2ASL C BH
1.96 C E B
1.23L EE AC
2.58 C FHE
1.22L B BNI G
3.53 C J DB
1.86L B A D
1.71: DD' I El
1.33L C BJ
2.06 D CC
1.42L BE B D
2.08 E GB
825L C D
1.40L C B H
1.88 _ C HC
1.68LI C CN
1.84L D D
2.03 C J G C
1,26 F GF
1.64L C B_1.96 D GG
5.71L B BEFI
5.35L B B E
6ASL C CD
8.94L C GGG
2.19 C D D CC































1.93 'BBCF AAAB 1 6700000000 25
1.90 C CGD 6600100010
1.52L C C 4701010010
1.69L CC AB E 0 9701001000
1.63: CC I BD 9e00000010
1.55L C BG F 9600000000
5.04 DC FC 9481000340
1.84 C I O 8601000010
1.39L BC ABI L 1 4600000000
1.92L D CE J 8500000100
4.84 CC J AA 4400000000
3.48 C GGD 9581000140
1.94L C DG 9500000000
2.97 BBCC AAAB 0 5520000000 14
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 2! DO 16479 86 106
8 1 32 X1805+147 87 8
4 9 Ul1121 45 127
8
1 2 I)O4612 37 g9
2 13 103424 4 84
1 2 DOt6504 34 94
I V834OPH 17 3
I 2 DO16507 71 109
13 103431 K2 6 77
2
2 I)O4622 25 106
1 V340 HER 61 3
3 13 i 103443 + + + 12 61
8 1 32 Xt808+103 74 8
1 13 103455 K2 28 78
C
1 1 V512 OPH 29 3
4 9 Ul1137 13 132
1 2 DO4634 87 99
41
!C 3 9 Ul1141 29 154




2 13 103476 M0 20 8B
C
4 4 9_ Ul1152 33 150
I
4 2 10 I M+03-46-018 106
2 13 103485 K2 2 85
4 1 32 X1810+149 114 4
5 1 V454OPH 13 3
1 13 103499K2 4 81
2 13 103500K5 3 80
C 1 32 X1811+139 56 12
13 103507 K2 9 80
3 9 Ul1168 36 142
8 32 X1811+109 70' 8
13 103510 151 87







a 8 a 8 12 _m





































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)

























































at 12. 25, 60,
m__ Flags
V
100 p. Flux Corr A Confusion































































100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
sS#
Associations









































































































































25 p,m 60 vm I00 vm
(Jansky)
5L 0L ] gL
7 0L I 5L'
4 ,OL[ 8L
3 _OLI 8L
6 _OL I 6L
5L 13: I 6
:5L |OL [ _5:
_5L lgL [ 9
_5L |0L I '4L
13L |0L I '1L






































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 _ T
Declination: + 10°-+ 20°
Associations





































18229 + 1748 _
• Contusion Flags: I] CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) NeighbOring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH]; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
230
%
Right Ascension: 18_22m58"-18h27m25 '
Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.m8<z
hm. = , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
18229+1827 '58.1 24 47+14 50 .47 .25L
18229+1413 59.6 4 43+12 27 .60 .25L
18230+1344 4.7 0 42+12 29 .94 .27:
18230+1423 5.8 17 43+12 26 .25L .25L
18231+1447 7.7 i54 43+12 82 .25L .40L
16231+1258 11.055 42+12 58 .51 .25L
18232+1013 12.8 6t 39+10 26 1.65 1.05
18232+1443 16.2 14 43+12 34 38 .25L
18232+1603 16.540 46+14 69 .36 .25L
18232+1337 17.3 27 42+12 32 .62 .30L
18233+1953 18.2 47 48+14 61 .25L .64L
18233+1929 189 29 48+14 113 .26L .25L
18233+1817 123.7 41 47+14 28 1.84 .93
18234+1500 27.7 19 44+12 48 .25L .25L
18234+1607 27.9 46 46+13 31 .39 .17:
18234+1110 29.8 42 40+11 68 .31 .25L
18235+1235 132.6 55 41+11 26 .25L .25L
18235+1210 33.0 59 41+11 32 2.08 .80
18235+1424 34.9 51 43+12 39 1.09 .22:
18237+1817 43.2 7 47+14 35 1.31 .72
18237+1845 44.8 42 47+14 27 1.19 .55
18240+1822 0.3 40 47+14 39 .25L .25L
18240+1412 1.2 13 43+12 28 1.39 .34
18240+1903 4.3 28 47+14 18 1.06 .49
18241+1234 7.6 47 41+11 21 2.53 .76
18241+1013 10.0 58 39+10 58 .25L .25L
18241+1138 10.1 12 41+11 62 .28 .25L
18241+1909 10.5 1 48+14 26 1.33 .35 j
18241+1520 11.821 44+12 63 .25L .25Li
18242+1048 13.659 40+10 69 .29L .25L!
18242+1245 16.333 42+11 61 .25L .25L
18242+1004 17.8 4 39+10 33 .56 .25L
18244+1443 24.5'22 43+12 71 .25 .25L
16244+1940 25.4 2 48+14 31 .25L .25L
18245+1536 30.5 43 44+12 45 .34L .25L
18245+1542 31.8 25 44+12 53 .31 .25L
18245+ 1055 33.5 50 40+ 10 33 .25L .25L
18246+1010 36.3 35 39+10 40 .85 .40
18246+1844 38.8 52 47+14 46 ,25L .25L
16247+1051 43.0 1 40+10 66 .26 .27L
18248+1925 52.4 12 48+14 79 .25L .25L
18248+1030 53.3 40 40+10 57 .58 .31L
18250+1019 0.2 39 40+10 75 .53 .25L
18250+1343 0.5 25 43+11 76 .32 .25L
18250+1547 2.8 40 45+12 70 .25L .25L
18250+1943 5.2 59 48+14 20 .41 .25L
18251+1436 6.2 0 43+12 91 .31L .25L
18251+1252 7.7 34 42+11 65 .25L .48L
18251+1114 9.7 49 40+10 70 25L ,25L
18251+1124 11.1 28 41+10 85 .25L .25L
18252+1842 13.4 32 47+14 19 2.08 .51
18252+1539 14.4 33 44+12 23 6.15 3.09
18252+1535 16.9 13 44+12 35 .42 .31
18253+1542 22.2 8 44+12 27 .95 .56
18253+1005 22.9 32 39+10 31 .89 .39
18254+1031 29.2 25 40+10 71 .29L .25L
18255+1427 30.9 7 43+12 25 .25L 1.86
18255+1911 35.9 36 48+14 58 .25L .25L
18256+1440 37.0 22 44+12 41 .41 .25L
18256+1218 37.7 16 41+11 44 36 .66L
18257k1140 47.3 24 41+10 40 .53 .25L
18258_-1603 52.3 29 45+12 34 .55 .22:
18258'+1156 52.4 29 41+11 78 .26 .27L
18259+1354 58.1 19 43+11 102 .31 26L
18259+1739 58.1 35 46+13 50 .25L .25L
18260+1332 0.2 16 43+11 50 .35L .25L
18260+1700 0.6 4 46+13 87 .38L .25L,
18260+1900 1.0 27 48+14 24 .60 .19: i
18260+1712 2.3 55 46+13 77 .25L .25L
18260+1512 4.7 26 44+12 26 .25L .25L I
i
18261+1905 11.0 52 48+14 13 .96 .44
16261+ 1536 11.3 22 44+ 12 81 .25 .25L
18261+1521 11.6 27 44+12 31 .25L .25L
18262+1717 13.1 44 46+13 60 .71 .32:
18263+1651 20.4 43 46+13 40 .25L .29L
18263+1049 22.7 57 40+10 61 36 .28L
18264+1215 24.1 42 41+11 30 1.17 .68
18264+1145 29.1 6 41+10 37 .63 .38
16265+1946 30.8 7 48+14 17 1.96 .95
18265+1908 31.1 1 48+13 97 .76L .57L
18265+1003 31.5 17 39+10 33 .71 .23:
18265+1959 32.3 11 49+14 27 .25L .25L
18265+1054 34.5 43 40+10 18 2.66 t.40
18266+1457 36.8 21 44+12 40 .87 .25L
18267+1611 42.427 45+12 52 32 .53L
18267+1945 45.2110 48+ 14 50 .30L .29L
18268+1218 51.413 42+10 39 6.87 2.89
18266+1314 53.7 27 42+11 46 .59 .35L
18269+1514 54.8 38 44+12 38 1.63 .93
18269+1530 59.4 16 44+12 39 .33L .60L
16270+1832 1.8 23 47+13 86 .20 .25L
18271+1126 6.3 58 41+10 43 .99 .44
18271+1757 7.9 8 47+13 70 1.29L .26L
18271+1429 10.3 17 44+11 62 .25L .25L
16272+1605 14.8 47 45+12 36 .47 .26
18272+1856 15.2 36 48+13 15 .77 .34
18272+1602 16.3 22 45+12 51 .40L .62L
18273+1444 19.9 25 44+11 24 522 2.26
18273 + 1258 20.0 48 42 + 11 55 25L .25L
18274+1951 25.0 20 49+14 54 .25L .25L
6.51L E H J 3500000008
1.74L BD ABI C 1 5600001000
7.08L C F B 9502100108
2.32 C GE B 2600000000
1.49L BD BD 0 0700100000
8.20L BC AB 3 9501001008
1.81L C KDE _ 0600100000
1.27L BBC AAE 01 2600000000
4.07 E CGC i, 7580000108
2.08 D GB 9600000108
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 ,u.m Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.40L 9.49L C BHJ 6400000208 1 2 DO 16768 75 90
.40L 8.63L B A K 3400010008 1 2 DO 16766 34 86
.40L 7.17L CC AB D 0 9502000008
.61 3.73 DE CB 4580000308 4
.40L 2.41 D J DB 7600100028 8
.40L 6.30L B BG 9600000008 1 2 DO 4808 45 110
.40L 1.73LBC AA J 3 9600100100
.40L 8.08L B CC 7500100008 1 13 103700 K0 4 81
.40L 9.23L C DE 9500010008
.40L 7.69L B A H 9502000008
.40L 1.47 C C 6500000000
.40L 1.93 F D 9500000000
.40L 5.01L BC AA F 0 4600001008
.40L 2.20 C E C 7600000008
.40L 1.49L BF AF O 1600000000
.40L 1.52L C DK 5600000000 1 13 103704 6 86
.47 3.06 CC J F B 9680000318 4
.40L 1.51L BB AA F 0 9600000000 2 2 DO4815 35 118
.40L 5.79L BE AE O 3500000008 2 13 103707 4 87
.40L 6.12L BC AB G 2 4600102008
.40L 5.26L BC ABNN 0 8500000008
.40L 2.27 D CL KB 3700001008
.40L 2.03 BD D AB E 3 9601011000
.40L 5.18L BC AA 6 7600100008
.40L 4.10L BC ABLF 0 9602000008 1 2 DO4820 15 118
.48L 2.37 B GI A 9500000000
.40L 1.57L C B 4500000000' 1 13 103717 14 88
.40L 5.79L BD AB 0 7600110008 2 13 103718K5 5 80
.40L 3.18 C K B 9600001230 8
.40L 1.90 C E D 7600000000
.40L 2.08 C B 9700000008
.40L 6.08L C BH 7401100108 1 2 DO 4823 72 87
.40L 2.04L C D 9600000000
.40L 1.69 C FC 6501000120 8
.48L 2.78 C G LD 9601100110
.40L 2.72L C G 9601100000
.40L 1.48 D HF 5700100000
.40L 7.00L DC AB 9 6400001008' 1 1 V584OPH 35 3
.40L 2.34 E GI L B 9600000008'
.42L 2.33L C C 5600100000
.40L 1,51 D L D 9701000008
.40L 1.91L B BG 8601000000 1 2 DO 4831 61 94
.40L 1.92L C AJ 8601000000 1 2 DO 4832 73 92
.40L 2.05L F D 8600000000
.40L 3.51 C E B 9600000030 8 1 32 X1825+157 55 8
.40L 5,85L B CM E 9402000008 1 2 DO 16795 23 105
.43L 2.21 D I GF 9600000000
.49 5.96L C H C 9500000008
.48L 2.58 C HGC 2500000020 8
.40L 2.07 C J MJ C 2500000000
.49L 4.58L BC ABJK O 9500000008' 2 13 103733 2 79
.42 1.36L BDC AAC 9 9700200000
.40L 1.42L BD CO 0 9700100000
.40L 1.37L BC AA 0 9700100000
.4OL 1.63L BC AB D 6 9600001000 1 1 V591 OPH 1 3
.50 1.83L C D 7502010000
.98 1.38L BC FAB 7700000000 1 11 PK 43+ 11.1 15
.40L 2.00 D C 9602000318 C
.40L 1.27L C CE 7700000000 1 13 103741 K2 15 86
.40L 6.08L D BK 7500001008 2 13 103742 M0 4 89
.40L 1,55L B BE 2500000000
.40L 1.29L BD BC D 0 4700000000 1 10 M+03-47-003 110
.40L 2.16L C E 0501000000
.40L 1.46L C D H 3600000000
.52 7.77L C MBG 9500000008
1,02 1.68: CC I AC 3600000000
.40L 2.41 D J B 9600000008
.40L 7.66L BF BD 5 9502201008
.40L 2_19 E DC 9600200008
,40L 3_00 C I B 2580000000
.40L 6,29L BC ABHF 0 9504101008
.40L 1.54L C D 6600000000
.40L 2.54 C HC 8600000000
.40L 6.75L BF ADH 0 9500100008
.40L 2.25 C GI B 9600000008
.40L 2.20L E BCE 2500100000
.40L 6.50L BC AB 2 6501000008 1 1 KVHER 28 3
.40L 1.73L BC AC 2 2500000000 1 1 V599OPH 111 3
.40L 6.89L DC AA I 9 9400200238 2 1 DR HER 4 I 3
.40L 2.01 D A 9602001008
.40L 2.02L CD BB 5 6602000000
.52L 2.67 C F B 9500000208
.40L 1.71L BB AAL 0 4500100000
.40L 1.69L C BD 4601000000 1 13 103761 K2 82
.40L 1.69L B C C 2700000000
.48 7.43L C ECB 9400200238 1 10 M +03-47-004
.59 7.05L BBC AAC 0 5400000008 01 3 4 TMSS +10359 28
.40L 7.35L B BE 6500010008
.40L 1.84L C C AA I 3 2600000000
.40L 1.46 D E 6600000000
.40L









"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
231
Right Ascension: 18h27=27"-18h32m10'
Position (19'30) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 tim 25 v-m 60 _tm 100 vm
ham. o 8, (s) (") I b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
18274+1323 43+11 30 6 82 3 1.72 .70 .40L
18274+1405 43+11 43 6 83 3 1.73 .67 .40L
18276+1242 42+10 59 17 82 2 .67L .61L .67L
18276+1247 42+11 23 6 82 3 3.18 1.27 .40L
16276+1439 44+11 72 18 _,_i3 .35 .25L .40L18276+1657 46+12 78 2 .28L .25L .40L
18276+1118 41+10 40 8 83 3 .57 .31: .40L
18277+1204 41+10 53 11 83 3 .62 .25L .40L
I8277+1006 40+ 9 37 8 83 3 .47 .31L .40L
18277+1122 41+10 56 17 84 3 .25L .25L .39:
18277+1554 45+12 41 10 84 3 .53 .25L .40L
18277+1748 47+13 93 23 84 2 .25L .38L .40L
18278+1833 47+13 19 9 16 3 .33 .25L .40L
18279+1628 45+12 49 5 83 3 .32 .25L .40L
18279+1843 48+13 46 t9 66 2 .25L ] .57L .40L
18279+1636 46+12 23 6 83 3 4.34 1.18 .40L
18280+1002 40+ 9 61 8 83 3 .91 .27L .41L
18280+1051 40+10 41 27 84 3 1.17L .25L .'C0L!
18280+1314 43+11 62 13 83 3 .41L .25L .44
18282+1207 42+10 61 9 82 2 .27 .89L .40L=
! I18282+1019 40+g,3 7 . 3 54 25, 40,i18283+1458 44+1141 7 833 1g7 70 40,
18285+1605 45+12 73 18 85 ! 2 .28L .25L .43L
18285+1926 48+13 54 8 83 4 .47 .13: .40L
18285+I043 40+ 9 33 7 83 3 1.65 .67 .40L
18286+1148 41+10 37 6 83 3 1.46 .36 .40L
18286+1153 41+10 71 7 83 3 .34 .25L .40L
18287+1014 40+ 9 32 15 38 3 ,25L .36L .61:
18288+1334 43+11 57 6 84 3 .49 .25L .40L
18288+1516 44+11 45 26 82 2 .25L .31L .43L
18289+1352 43+11 29 27 80 2 .25L .25L .65L
18289+1223 42+10 36 30 83 3 .25L .25L .40L
18290+1910 48+13 34 7 81 4 .25L J .28L 1.62
18291+1415 44+11 23 7 84 3 1.18 .30 .40L
18293+1610 45+12 33 15 87 3 .25L .25L .40L
18293+1224 42+10 43 25 84 2 .26L .32L .60L
18294+1130 41+10 43 6 83 3 .79 .37 .40L
18294+1636 46+12 60 10 85 3 .26L .25L 1.05
18294+1109 41+ 9 47 5 84 3 1.59 .30 .40L
18295+1430 44+tl 90 14 82 2 .30 .25L .40L
18296+1735 47+12 60 14 80 4 .25L .25L .40L
18297+1216 42+10 21 8 83 3 .49 .25L .40L
18297+1422 44+11 102 31 82 2 .29L .54L .40L
t8299+1100 41+ 9 35 5 84 3 .96 .40 .40L
18299+1800 47+12 39 8 18 4 .45L .25L .40L
18299+1930 49+13 39 8 82 4 .72 .29 .40L
18300+1218 42+10 35 3 87 3 1.32 .54 .40L
18301 +1402 43+11 26 12 85 2 .28L .46 .50L ,
18301 +1214 42+10 45 6 86 3 1.10 .27: .40L
18301+1555 45+11 32 11 86 2 .35 .25L .40L
18302+1516 45+11 38 ! g 86 3 .52 .28L .40L
18302+1158 42+10 53 8 85 3 .25L .25L .40L
18302+1218 42+10 85 22 83 3 .33L .45L .40L
18303+1008 40+ 9 60 9 84 3 .33 .25L .40L 16.03L
18303+1022 40+ 9 20 17 83 3 .25L .25L .49: 3.51
18303+1244 42+10 62 20 83 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.40
t8303+1415 44+tl 21 6 86 3 1.46 .39 .40L ] 1.23L
18304+1514 45+11 21 9 86 3 1.02 .49 .40L ] 1.85L
18304+1141 41+ 9 23 5 84 3 2.83 1.17 .42L 1.72L
18304+ 1205 42+ 10 68 7 84 3 .26L .26L .95 1.96L
16304+1754 47+12 23 8 86 3 .33 .25L .41L 8.65L
18304+ 1620 47+ 12 43 27 81 2 .25L ' .25L .40L 2.27
18306+1345 43+10 61 9 86 3 .40 .25L .40L 1.10L
18306+1049 41+ g 36 6 84 3 .51 .25L .4OL 2.12L
18306+1045 41+9 36 9 84 3 .34 : .26L .40L 2.13L
18307+1739 47+12 13 4 23 5 1,14 = .46 .40L 6,33L
18307+1140 41+9 65 8 84 3 .39 i .25L .40L 1.72L
18307+1118 41+ 9 41 9 85 3 .82 .29 .40L 1,69L
18307+1837 48+12 26 3 85 4 3.84 1.54 .42L 5.39L
18309+1207 42+10 17 13 84 3 25L .25L .54
18309+1148 42+ 9 40 24 83 3 .25L ,39L ,40L
18309+1744 47+12 36 14 77 5 .25L .26L .40L
18310+1852 48+12 27 8 85 4 .74 .18: ,40L
18310+1154 42+ 9 62 6 85 3 .60 .25L .40L
18311+1413 44+10 49 10 86 3 .53 .25L .40L
18312+1300 43+10 45 9 84 3 .62 .25L .40L
18313+1024 40+ 9 i 34 6 84 3 1.24 .33 .40L
1B313+1603 45+11 i 18 5 85 3 7.64 4.10 .60
18313+t941 49+13 i 46 25 86 3 .25L .25L .40L
18313+1046 41+ 9 i 23 6 84i 3 2.48 1.07 .46L
18313+1518 45+11 I 73 8 87!2 .29 .25L .40L
18313+1308 43+10 ' 24 8 86 3 .58 .30 .40L
18313+t759 47+12 91 22 83 3 .25L .25L .40L
18314+1943 49+13 26 6 80 4 .97 .59 .40L
18314+1717 47+12 25 9 20 5 .36 .25L .40L
18315+1743 47+12 86 10 80 3 .38 .25L A0L
18316+1033 40+ 9 32 6 B4 3 1.63 .43 .40L
18316+1730 47+12 81 8 81 4 4_ i 25L .40L18317+1044 41+ 9 31 14 85 3 i=_ jL .25L .51:
18318+1711 47+12 23 15 27 5 .25L I .25L .40L
]
18319+1201 42+ 9 51 8 36 2 .25L .47L
18319+1116 41+9 78 16 84 3 .25L .40L
18319+1016 40+ 8 35 15 83 23 .25L .25L .40L !18319+1418 44+10 37 23 82! .25L .25L .31: I
18320+191t 48+12 28 5 81 4 .67 .22 .40L
18320+1024 40+ 9 54 9 84 3 .50 .27L .40L
18320+1800 47+12 97 19 83 2 .31L .19 .40L
18320+1933 49+t2 28 3 84 4 2.06 .65 .40L
18321+ 1311 43+ 10 38 8 83 3 1.21 .53 .40L
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associations
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
2.28L BC ABGG 0 2600001000
1.67L BC AB O 2601000000
2.43 D J HB 6600100008
1.77L CB AA 2 9600100000
1.87L C B H 2600000000
1.83 D J E D 96OOOOOOO8
1.89L BC BD 1 4500100100
1.72L C BN 0600000000
2.43L B BD 6500100000
2.73 DC DB 3500100100
i
1.62L B BC 1600000000
2.52 E H B 9601000108
8.29L C BJ I i 4502000008
8.66L C DG 9500000008
2.20 C MB 6600000108
7.49L BB AAFB 0 9400001008
2.21L B BCK 5501100000
2.35 C F 4502000110
1.83L C C H 7700000000
1.95L C CE 1600000000
2.07L B B E M 6602000000
1.77L BC AB = 1 8601000000
1.55 D C ; 8600000000
9.53L BE BG 0 7300000008
1.88L BC AA 0 7600000000
1.68L BC AB 4 3500100000
1.98L D A 3500100000
3.63 CC J EGB 6582000200
1.53L BF 6600000000
1.98 C HHC 6680000000
1.78 C E L C 56OOOOO0O0
2.32 D L F F 8500000110
3.43 FCC DAB 8500000008
1.63L ADcE B 4 3601000000
2.33 p 96000000001.87 GGB 9501000100
1.85L O B BB 0 5600000000A D 94000000085.34
2,04L D AC 3 3600001000
2.19L C 4501000000
3.06 C NC 9600O00008
2.01L C ICBMM 1500021000 1
1.63 C i C 1501000000
2.08L BC IABH 2 3600000000
2,24 E EFFB 9681000208
1.70L BE BD 2 5501001000
1.76L BD AALE 1 8600241000 1
1.63L D E C F 5600O00000
1.64L CD AD 0 1600241000 1
1.80L C C H 6501000000
1.69L D BE 5500111000
3.40 CK JF 2600000010
2.54 C HI C 7500241000 1
C IE 9400000008
CC KDB 2501000100
C' K C 9600000210
BC AB 0 3500001O00
BC AB 5500111000
3700000000CC C AAF _I HBJ 2600000O10
D CEI B 9500110408 i
E C 6500000138 ' 8
B CC 56OOOOOOOOB 9 00100000
CEJ E 9600100000B AB F 7 9503001008 !CJ 76O1000000
CD BD 0 36O0O01000
BB AAI 1 7500000008
3.87 CC HDD 6581000030 !
1.94 C G E 6600000000
3.04 B KLC 9602101028 i 8
6.53L BD ADD 0 5501010008
1.64L D A 7700000000 i
1.64L B BI 1501000000
1.64L B CG 5600000000
1.63L CC AB H 0 9601000000
1.42: BECD AAEE g 7500000000
1.80 C LJC 5600102110 2
4.16 EC DAAHF 4 9582000340 8
2,OgL C :E 2500000000 i1.26L D B D 0 4600000000
2.26 F D C 9601000108
1.55L BC ABEE 3 7600102110 2
9.77L B BGI D 9401100008
7.49L C DH 9401000008
1.79L BC ABH O 96000000007.12L CF M 9400000008
3.61 DC EB 9682000330 8
4.67 D I I B 9582020458 C
i
1,70L CO !BBM 0 3600001000
3.24 D KJ D 86O1000010
2.23 B GJ B 36OO000110
2.68 C C 9500000008
2.11 DC LEE 3500000000
7.21L BD BB C 0 4400010008
1.87L B BE 9600000000
6.34L F C 9500100348
1.48L BC AB 1 6501000000
7.25L BC ABBN 1 8401000018 8
C
A
# T Name Type
AB HERI;oo16829
1 2 DO4_1
1 13 103784 K0
1 13, 103785 K0
3 13 i 103787





1 1 V606 OPH
2 12 ZG 1829+19
1 13 103806 M0
1 16 ; 10977
2 13 103823
1 2 DO4889
1 1 V894 OPH
1 1 V615 OPH
1 13 103839 K0
1 13 103846 B8
1 1 DS HER
2 1 V619 OPH
1 13 103849
1 2 DO 16873
1 32 X1831+172
1 2 DO 16876


























"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
232
t !1
Right Ascension: 18"32m15'-18h36m06 '
Position (1950)
OaIactic
18322+1625 15.4 38 46+11
18322+1136 16.9 35 41+ 9
18323+1511 19.3 19 45+11
18323+1043 19.5 14 41+ 9
18323+1355 19.7 46 44+10
18323+1856 23.615 48+12
18323+1104 23.8 51 41+ 9
18325+1751 39.9 9 47+12
18325+1025 35.3 56 40+ 8
18326+1735 37.9 54 47+12
18326+1911 38.3 51 48+12
18326+1439 40.3 37 44+10
18326+1942 40.4 7 49+12
18327+1745 46.1 14 47+12
18327+1617 46.5 51 46+11
18328+1412 48.6 48 44+10
18328+1938 49.6 27 49+12
18328+1046 49.9 20 41+ 8
18328+1306 50.3 35 43+10
18328+1355 53.7 10 44+10
18329+1211 55.4 48 42+ 9
18329+1653 55.6 59 46+11
18329+1305 55.7 22 43+ 9
t8329+1515 56.0 5 45+10
18329+1921 59.7 28 49+12
18329+1428 59.9 49 44+10
18330+1930 4.3 20 49+12
18330+1700 4.8 7 47+11
18330+1954 4.8 34 49+12
18330+1725 5.4 38 47+11
18332+1436 14.7 25 44+10
18333+1236 20.7 37 43+ 9
18334+1244 24.5 43 43+ 9
18334+1430 27.0 27 44+I0
18334+1034 28.5 29 41+ 8
18334+1900 28.8 34 48+12
18335+1017 32.1 9 40+ 8
18335+1139 32.9 55 42+ 9
18336+1835 37.5 49 48+12
18336+1655 39.5 58 46+11
18337+1707 43.7 53 47+11
18337+1451 47.1 5 45+10
t8338+1204 49.3 16 42+ 9
18339+1136 54.6 38 42+ 9
18339+1535 55.5 17 45+10
18339+1238 56.7 39 43+ 9
18340+1713 0.5 10 47+11
18340+1016 1.8 11 40+ 8
18340+1248 5.5 11 43+ 9
18343+1023 20.3 46 41+ 8
_8343+1644 20.7 2f 46+11
18343+1339 21.5 32 44+ 9
18344+1524 25.5 14 45+10
18344+1146 25,7 47 42+ 9
19344+1421 26.3 59 44+10
I8344+1852 29,6 40 49+12
18345+1418 31.2 50 44+10
18345+1457 31,7 33 45+10
18346+1864 37,0 8 48+12
18346+1220 40.8 2 42+ 9
18346+1802 40.8 37 48+11
18347+1455 43.5 49 i 45+10
18347+1310 45.8 36 43+ 9
18347+1113 48.0 38 41+ 8
18348+1829 53.6 24 48+11
18349+1609 54.0 13 46+10
18349+1023 57.8 4 41+ 8
18349+1840 58.2 42 48+11
18349+1808 58.4 26 48+11
18349+1909 59.6 19 49+12
18350+1248 0.9 3710 43+ 918350+1816 3.D 46+11
18350+1956 4.8 3 49+12
18351+1748 6.1 21 47+11
18351+1210 10.4 44 42+ 9
18351+1420 11.9 5 44+10
18352+1310 12.1 7 43+ g
18352+1339 12.7 16 44+ 9
18352+1931 14.4 17 49+12
18352+1937 14.9 53 49+12
18352+1541 17.5 11 46+10
18353+1307 18.3 15 43+ 9
18354+1531 26.1 28 45+10
18354+1922 26.3 55 49+12
18354+1124 29.1 9 42+ 8
18355+1058 31.8 23 41+ 8
18355+1352 34.5 3 44+ 9
18355+1651 35.6 39 47+11
18356+1823 36.3 46 48+11
18356+1904 36.3 17 49+12
18356+1012 36.4 1 41+ 8
18356+1729 41.6 16 47+11
P8357+1050 42.5 52 41+ 8
18357+1349 45.1 L_ 44+ 918358+1504 50.1 45+10
18358+1258 52,9 45 43+ 9
18359+1807 54.8 48 48+11
18360+1309 0,2 43 43+ 9
18360+1321 0,8 35 43+ 9
18361+1526 6.0 28 45+10
H
Uncertainty C
SM.T SMN O 0
('3 ('3 (') N
70 8 83 4
29 7 84 3
24 6 81 4
66 27 84 3
37 7 84 3
36 12 80 3
51 10 82 2
47 7 81 4
36 3 84 3
19 _ 5 81 4
44' 14 83 4
54 32 87 2
56 36 85 3
51 8 80 3
39 14 25 4
93 26 85 2
43 9 85 3
69 8 84 3
32 20 82 2
29 7 84 3
45 7 84 3
37 9 75 3
28 6 84 3
93 12 80 2
31 9 86 3
33 6 81 4
44 11 86 3
76 1o53 10
36 8 85 4
26 4 86 4
32 10 83 3
44 7 84 3
21 3 85 4
48 7 8_ 3
71 12 3
53 19 3
73 2046 24 . 3
28 9 83 4
41 8 65 4
48 10 81 4
48 5 84 3
39 6 84 3
46 21 84 4
125 13 87 2
74 12 85 2
45 9 84 3
81 10 81 2
64 9 84 3
49 38 ,901 2
41 8 86 4
15 8 25 5
53 8 86 3
35 8 86 4
45 10 83 3
38 8 84 3
46 8 78 4
34 8 86 3
33 27 93 3
42 8 86 3
27 15 83i 5
36 16 81 4
37 6 84_ 3
58 8 87 3
21 8 86 4
31 6 84 3
62 20 82 2
27 1433
22 5 84 4
49 83 2
41 82 _96 13
46 8 86' 3
22 8643 2, 82
24 14 83 3
50 18 87 2
19 8 84 4
23 4 86 4
36 8 77 3
25 15 85 3
34 9 86
21 68
30 g5 _64 1 83
2575 18
24 5 84 3
28 10 86 3
70 2_ 83 351 86 ! 4
36 21' 25 3
28 8 85 4
47 21 82 2
57 12 84 4
49 16 81 2
19 5 84 4




(P,_t Cdet Ca_-ect_) v
12 pm 25 p,m 60 p,m 1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
(lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags"
.31L .25L .40L 1.89 C L L HC 5602000008 '
1.47 1.05 .40L 1.92L CE AABE 9 9600000000
9.03 2.33 .38 1.58L ABC AAB 4 7600(X)0000
.25L .25L .41L 3.21 C ECE 9600000010
.70 .25L .40L 1.74L B BHF 6600000000
.25L .25L .76 2.39: CD CB 7600000118
.36 .41L .42L 2.18L C F I 8600000000
.47 .25L .40L 9.89L B BGMF 9400000108
.50 .25L .40L 2.03L C BG 8600010000
1.29 .57 .40L 7.38L BB ABM 1 9500010018
.25L .25L .45L 2.46 C G CB 5500000008
.25L 1.02L .42L 1.71 C FDD 9601000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.67 C CED 5600100230
.30 .25L .40L 10.02L C D F j 9500010008
.25L .25L .40L 2.24 C I B 9601000008
.74L .63L .40L 2.39 C H B 8500000000
.64 .25L .40L 1.55L D BN L 6600100230
.44 .25L .40L 2.47L E CK 9600000000
.42L .25L .40L 2.50 D D C 8500101028
2.52 1.13 .40L 1.82L CC AA 2 5600000000
.62 .25L .40L 2.40L E BI G 6600010000
26 .25L .40L 1.91L C BLJ 7501100000
1.44 .51 .40L 6.64L CD ABI D 1 9410101008
25 .25L .40L 2.07L C A G 6600000000
.49 .25L .40L 1.45L B B H F I 7500010000
.48 25: .40L 1.18L BD BB 1 9600000000
.25L .25L .83 1.76L D HA 6500000000
.24 .34L .40L 1.97L C CI F i 6500010000
.50 .25L .40L 1.33L B B 7700000000
.35 .25L .40L 7.07L B BDJ 6401010008
1.11 .54 .40L 1.39L FE AB 9 9601001000
.57 .36 .40L 8.81L BD BC 0 9400000008
.38 .25L .40L 7.55L B B N 9400020008
1.12 .65 .40L 1.61L BC AB 1 ' 9600000000
.71 .26: .40L 1.76L CO I BCL 1 ' 5601"100000
.25L .25L .40L 2.18 DI NEC 9600000008
.25L .25L .45L 3.57 F : DI C 5500000138
.25L .25L .48L 3.14 C E D 5500010000
.25L .25L .35 2.95: D D F C 6501000008
.48 .25L .40L 1.98L B B 6600020000
.69 .30L .40L 2.28L B B F GD 5500000000
.40 .25L .40L 1.98L B CD 9600000000
.60 .32L .4OL 1.94L D B E 9600000000
.93 .24: .40L 2.16L CD AEFL O 6600010000
,25L ,32L .40L 2.14 D F C 5600000008
.33 .25L .40L 7,95L C D 9500000008
25 .25L .40L 1,91L F E L G 4601100000
.25L .26L 1.24 5.10: CD' J BE 6500000468
.29 .25L .40L 10.31L C C 9400001008
.31L : .31L .96 2.34L C HGA 8600000000
.25L .2£_. .40L 1.84 D I G G 46000000,00
.30 .26L .40L 1.96L B I C ,_ 6600010000
.73 .16: .40L 7.57L CD ACI J 2 4401010018
.55 .25L .40L 2.10L B BF 9600000000
.64 .25L .40L 2.03L D BE 9500110000
.27L .25L .79 2,58 I CC LDBB _o00000000
.57 .25L .40L 2.09L I D C 8500110000
.27L .25L .46 2.10L C H BH 9602100010
.74 .25L .40L 6.85L B B D 9501000008
.25L .25L .41 2.22 CC I BB 9600000100
.58 .30L .40L 7.28L C BM H 9501110008
.25L .31L .40L 3.84 C EEC 9501100010
.25L .25L .40L 2.95 C C 4580000028
2.39 1.54 .40L 7.82L CC AA F 8 9502000008
.28 .25L .40L 8.50L C BE 3400100008
.93 .31L .40L 6.71L B ACMJ 8500200238
719.70 318.46 65.87 22.70 BCDF AAAA 9 3302000008
.25L .62L .41L 2.69 D L B 5601000208
.25L .25L .33: 2.11 BcDC LFC 9600100008
.95 .28 .40L 8.38L ACFK 2 9300000008
1.32 1.10 .34: 8.25L CBC AAE 7 6500001008
.37 .21 .40L &40L CD GH 0 6501020008
.36L .25L .75 2.15L C I BE 9600000000
.36 .25L ,4OL 1.90: C E DC D 7600020008
.31 .25L .40L 1.83L C C F 9600000000
.29 .25L .40L 2.28L C C 5500000000
1.69 .73 .40L 283LCB AA H 1 3500100018
25L' .25L .40L 4.76 ! C GMBD 6581000040
.25L .25L .52: 3.43 CB MHEB 9500000200
.38L .25L .49 2.03L F F 9600000100
23 .27: .40L 8.96L BD AB 0 8400010008
8.75 3.63 .60 8.90L ECB AAB 9 3420100018
.26 .25L .4OL 7.43L C C F 6400000008
.25L .25L .34: 2.76 DC L E B 9500000108
.57 .25L .40L 2.41L B BL 3600000000
.81 .25L .40L 9.79L B BG 9500100118
3.62 1.50 .43L 2.53L CC AAJ 9 6600100000
.25L .25L .40L 2.64 D B 4600000000
1.26 .33 .40L 8.87L BC AD 0 5500002008
.32 .25L .40L 6.56L F H L G 9501"000018
1.84 .90 .40L 6.92L BC _.AD 1 4600001008
.25L .25L 1.30 2.84 CC CKAB 3600000008
.25L .25L .40L 3.34 C J J I C 9600000118
.47 .25L .40L 2.64L' C BD 6600100000
.25L .25L .40L 2.40 C M F 7602000020
1.10 .53 .40L 8.51L BB AA D 2 9500002008
.25L .25L .40L 2.43 F B 7600000108
.25L 25L .38 2.78: C D DC 6500000008
.25 .25L .40L 8.83L C H 9400000008
7.27 3.02 .59 6.71L BBC AAC 1 2400000108
Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /Lm; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep




1 1 V412 OPH 3 3
2 = 13 103866 2 85
1 12 ZG 1832+18 80 151
i
1 32 X1832+ 196 50 12
1 2 DO 16882 86 91
I
i
1 16 11064 12 148
1 13 103882 K5 21 88
1 1 V633 OPH 21 3
3 13 103886 GO 4 61
1 2 DO 16891 32 93
I I
C 1 32 I X1833+102 73 12
2 9 Ul1293 59 150
i
i
1 13 103901 28 88
3 9 U1`1`294 21 150
1 13 103905 K5 t2 80
I
I
1 I I V640 OPH 10 3
1 1 DV HER 3 3
8 2 13 103913)(0 4 63
4 1 Vl1110PH 37 3
4 1 39 OU+158 84 1415
1 i
22 g Ul1297 16 156
1 103920 12 gO
1 32 X1835+136 27 8i
1 1 V579 HER 48 3
I
1 13 103927 K5 2 I 85
1 2 DO 4954 15 93
1 i 13 103929 K2 5= 73
3 g Ul1301 16 155
I
233






a 8) Coords(s) ( l b
18361+1216 8.4 52 43+ 6
18361+1935 6.4 25; 49+12
18361+1108 8.6 52 41+ 8
18362+1746 12,6 8 48+11
18362+1655 13.8 54 49+11 31
18362+1955 14,9 10 50+12 56
I8363+1327 18.9 13 44+ 9 27
16363+1611 19.7 52 46+10 41
18363+1128 19.929 42+ 8106
18363+1022 21.545 41 + 8 19
18363+1100 22.311 41+ 826
8364+1757 24.650 48+11 29
8364+1119 27.153 42+ 8 29
8364+1212 28.026 42+ 8 34
8364+1750 28.7 8 48+11 19
8364+1041 29,9 3 41+ 8 59
8365+1621 31.8 49 46+t0 37 ;
8365+1822 31.8 31 48+11 31 1
8366+1650 38.7 39 47+10 45 I
8366+1556 39.8 46 46+10 57
8368+1123 53.2 19 42+ 8 75
8368+1739 54.0 10 47+11 67
8369+1839 54,1 12 48+11 36
8369+1330 54,5 29 44+ 9 51
8369+1118 55,9 16 42+ 8 31
8369+1336 58.6 45 44+ 9 23
8369+1522 59.3 15 45+10 33
8370+1801 0.6 35 48+11 51
8370+t027 0.9 25 41+ 7 29
8370+1450 1.5 15 45+ 9 43
8370+1038 3.8 30 41+ 7 26
8370+ 1446 4.6 46 45+ 9 25
8371+ 1335 8,6 41 44+ 9 39
8371+1320 10.7 22 44+ 9 42
8371+1220 10,8 33 43+ 8 107
9372+1147 13C 49 42+ 8 20
8372+1402 13.2 0 44+ 9 65
6372 + 1824 17.4 46 48+11 45
6373+1116 18,5 30 42+ 8
B373+1722 23,7 53 47+10
8374+1757 25.1 30 48+11
6374+1557 28.351 46+10
5375+1203 31.8 21 42+ 8
6376+1100 36.6 34 42+ 8
_376+1733 41,3 17 47+10
6377+1451 42,1 12 45+ 9
3377+1240 43.4 57 43+ 8
_377+1403 43.4 51 44+ 9
9377+1905 46,9 5 49+11
_377+1232 47.1 5 43+ 8
]376+1030 49.5 20 41+ 7
]378+1408 49.552 44+ 9
]378+1123 50.512 42+ 8




_.381+1817 7.815 ! 48+11
_383+I5O0 21.646 45+ 9
|383+1000 23_049 41+ 7
)385+1214 34.258 43+ 8
_385+1350 34.6 I 44+ 9
|386+1300 39.447 43+ 8|386+1953 41.424 50+11
|387+1950 42.544 50+11
.=387+1209 43.843 43+ 8
1387+1141 44.934 42+ 8
1387+1051 4.6.66 42+ 7
1387+1601 47.551 46+10
1388+1816 52.649 48+10
1390+1442 2.210 45+ 9
1390+11tl 5.948 42+ 7
1391+1601 7.713 46+ 9
t391+1345 9.4! 8 44+ 8
1391+1211 9.516 43+ 8
1392+1044 13.935 41+ 7
1392+1151 16.1 0 42+ 8
_392+1326 16.t 57 44+ 8
1393+1737 21.559 48+10
_393+1254 23.5 35 43+ 8
;394+1212 28,1 51 43+ 8
_394+1444 282 46 45+ 9
_394+1137 284 17 42+ 7
;395+1323 30.2 5 44+ 8
L395+1259 35,9 7 44+ 8 '
_3O8+1052 37.3 44 42+ 7
_396+1304 40.8 55 44+ 8
1397+1738 42,0 t0 48+10
L397+1119 44.3 25 42+ 7
_397+1609 44,5 11 46+ 9
;397+1029 44,9121 41+ 7
,398+1035 48.556 41+ 7
,398+1317 51,3 1 44+ 8
399+1000 54,6 51 41+ 7
399+1527 55.3 32 46+ 9
399+1739 57.1 52 48+10
399+1735 58.9 1 48+10
400+1005 0A 29 41+ 7
400+1641 1,8 48 47+10
400+1953 1.9 33 50+11
Flux Density
H
Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
SMJ SMN 80 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 p.m 100 _tm Flux
(') (') (') N' (Jansky) Uncs
40 4 82 4 .57 .25L .40L 2.59L B
30 44 i 863 2.27 .88 .40L t.40L BC19 85 4 13.93 7.46 1.13 3.26L FFD
31 16 83 3 .25L .25L ,58 2.11: DE
8 86 3 .43 .25L .40L 8.37L B
33 81 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.82 D
6 82 4 .66 .25L .40L 2.47L B
8 843 .64 .32L .40L ; 7.71L C
34 81 , 2 .44L i .25L .40L 1.53 C
4 864 2.35 .80 .49L 10,19L BB
5 854 1.40 .56 .40L 14.25L CC
5 853 3.71 2.39 .87 2.76: BBCE
14 814 .28L .25L .6t 3.68 CD
6 824 .73 .26L .40L 2.48L C
5 853 2.12 .62 .40L 6.62L BC
8 853 .28 .25L .40L 12.88L C
87 3 .94 .51 .40L 6.83L DC86 3 8.66 2.40 .45: 8,44L BBC
20 84 3 .25L ,25L .47L 3.29 C
13 83 3 .30 .25L ; .40L 7.68L C
11 85 2 .31 _26L .41L 12.46L C
1285 3 .65 .25L .40L 9.04L E
8 853 1.19 .35: .40L 6.20L BF
8 843 .25L .25L .44: 3.61 FC
18 854 .25L .25L .34: 2.77 DC
8 81 4 .60 .40 .40L 2.88L BD
9 87 2 1.01 .39L .40L 6.66L D
8 84 3 .43 ,25L ,40L 6.41L D
1416282j 3 .25L4 .25L .O8 4.26: CD
.37 .25L ,40L 9,35L C
5 82 4 17,33 6.33 1,30 12,07L FDCDB10 74 4 .40L ,25L ,70 3.56:
8 165 4 .42 ,25L .40L 2.63L B
14 862 .33L .26L .53 12.60L C
34 81 2 .28L .25L .42L 2.351BBB D5 82 4 23,44 10.57 1.67 2.82L
21 20 2 .25L .34L .40L 1.74 C
20 82 3 .73L .25L .40L 2.63 D
42 9 85 4 .44 .27: .40L 12.77L BD
42 8 84 3 .35 .25L .40L 2.O8L C
46 8 86 3 .67 .25L .40L 7.73L B
48 9 83 3 .50 .25L .40L 10.12L B
82 _ 8 85 2 .30 .26L .45L 3.52L:C
27' 18 88 2 .25L .25L _51 5.13L F57 I = 84 3 .54 .25L .40L 8.04L C
9515802 I, .76L .25L .65 10.76L C
35108431 .52 .25L .40L 12.60L C
308 763' .28 .29L .40L 2.26L C
33 7 84 3 1.38 .38 .40L 2.11L BC
75 886 2 .26 .25L ..SOL 12.O0L C
31 tli 82 4 .25L .25L .66 4.44: CC
15 _ i 25 2.95 1.41 .40L 1.43: CC C33 1_ ] 85 3 .25L .35L .55 4.04 CD
58 15 87 2 .25L .79L .47L 2.80 D
37 8 84 3 .69 .32 .40L 1.35: BE D
28 20 85 3 .25L .25L .40L 4.71 C
36 30 83 2 .25L .25L .42L 3.15 D
30 7 85 3 1.60 .90 .40L 7.84L BC
51 11 833 .35 .25L .40L 12.74L F
89 14 812 .29 .25L .40L 3.55L C
44 11 853 .57 .21: .40L 2.23L BF13 _ _I. .49 3.34 3.51 3.83 sssc
24 8 28 3 .51 .25L .40L 11.37L B
33 5 82 3 1.62 .41 .40L 1.22L BC
37 20 82 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.62 C
37 18 86 3 .35 _25L .40L 2.92: C C
57 18 843 25L .25L .50 3.55 DE
36 13 853 .25L .25L .62 3.39L C
41 11 843 .58 .31 .40L 7.71L ED
30 10 83 3 .91 .40 .40L_ 7.34L EC
29 18 80 2 .25L .25L .49 4.82:i DD
67 10 82 I 3 .53 .25L .43L 3.39LIB
63 18 81 i3 .25L .25L .40L 3.08 E
27 884!4 .33 .25L .40L 2.75L B
54 9 883 33 ,68 ,25L ,40L 11.991 B36 15 ,25L .25L .53 4,96: CC
57 17 62 2 ,43L ,25L .58 10.47L C
12 4 26; 4 8.97 7.54 1.14 2.04L_BCC
65 10 802 .71 .75L .70L 20.51L _E
20 9 784 .47 .29L .42L 4.17 B D
73 9 82 3 .46 .29L .40L 16.74L C
70 17 80 2 .26L .25L .40L 3.33 E
36 10 83 3 .53 .25L .40L 15.00L B
4616264 .25L .25L .40L 3.89 C
20 8 274 1.06 .21 .40L 11.10L BD
72 12 81 2 .37 .26L .42L 4A5L C
20 8 28 4 .66 .25 .40L 11.00L BC
22 7 83 3 533.83 238.87 60.12 20.51 BBDE
59 12 85 2 .35 .30L .59L 3.33L C
24 9 84 3 4.13 1.81 .40L 7.40L DC
42 8 85 3 .43 .25L .40L 3.21L B
25 7 85 3 11.68 6.93 1.48 2.22L BBC
17 4 25 4 5.63 3.29 .65 B.16L CDD
52 12 86 3 .46 .28L .40L 3.34L C
24 8 85 3 3.72 1.56 .40L 7.31L BC
62 14 80 2 .30L .35 .50L 20.51L E
33 13 83 3 .30L .25L .67 20.51L C
34 12 84 3 .44 .25L .40L 3.01L C
42 7 83 3 1.44 .39 ,40L 1.86L BE
20 9 82 4 1.07 .68 .40L 1.62L BC




Corr A Confusion R S A Sen





C H G 8401020008
DF 7502000010
BGL 9500000000 I 13 i 103943 8 88BD 8401000008 "41 18362+1611 31 3
D 2701000000
AAFK 0 5500100246 8 3 2 DO4971 12 100
AA 5 9400001008 1 V653 OPH 62 3
AACB 4 7600000338 C
I L E C 9680000308
ABH 7600000000
AB 1 650010010t 8 2 13 103947 3 87
O 8500000008
AC 7 9401000008 1 "41 18365+1621 9 1
AAD 0 i 4500000008 4 13 103949 3 90FC 6601000110
D NG 940012O248 81 32 X1836+159 62 8
C D 9401100208
BGM 9501010008 2 DO 16920 27 98
AE 0; 450100000_ 2 ; 13103952 14 81
N DC 9500100200 4
E EB 9601100108
BC K 0 9500110000
BI 7401000008 2 "41 18369+1522 6 1
CI G 9500000008 13 103953 K2 8 75
N CEI 5680000108
BK GI 9501210238 4 23 LDNO865 414
AAA 9 9500000008 45




AAA 0 6501000000 15 5 1 V515OPH 6 3
C C 8701000000
L ML C 96OOOOO1O6
BC 59400000108
BM 4601000000
,_BG 9501000108 2 13' 103965 21 83
B 9400110218
EF 6500000000 1 "41 18375+1203 18 1
CG 9501100558 C 1 32 X1837+110 140 12
BJ J 9400000008 1 13 103969 K0 4 73
FDBI 9501100138 2 16 11188 70 1400
CG I 9400000008
B G 770211100O
AS 1 9600001000 1 2 DO 16931 25 100
C 64OOOO00O8
DC 56(30000208
AAFG 9 6701011000 11 PK44+ 8.1 24!
G C B 9502000308
FFB 7500000008 "4118380+1534 41 8
AIAjBB 0750000101095000001581 8
L HC 7501000020
A A J 1940OO00008
CG G 9400100018 2 "23 LDN0666 127
F ' 5600022000 3
BD J I 5600100000 1 "41 18385+1214 14 3
BAAD 0 9602001020 8
BJ 9402110OO8
AB 0 4500101000 2 131 103985 4 82
D 4480101000
CLJ B 5500110000




, F C 9580000218 4
IAF 7500000000
GC 8500010008
B L L 8700010000
AL 5510020008 1 13 103989 G5 14 70
N E C 8500000300
B 7500000008
AABF 8 7603100000






A F 09501002008 1 23 LDN 0653 355
C I 8600000000
BB 0 9501002008 2 1 V356HER 71 3
AAAA 9 8391221248 43 8 4 3 RAFGL2232 37 -16
DHFE 65OO110O0O
A A E 9 i 6400000008
I
BF 4600000100
AAAB 6 6700000000 29 1 1 V665OPH 13 3
AABG 9 9501000008
CJ 5601200000 1 13 104000 K2 8 82




A B 05600O00000 2 DO 16958
AAGJ 0 5500000000 2 DO 16961
61 100
33 96







LRight Ascension: 18h40m02"-18h43m16 '
Position (1950)







18401 +1017 10.0 43
18401+1517 10.0 30
18401+1115 11.7 33
18401+ 1358 11.7 16
18402+1803 15.9 60











18407 + 1632 43.3 1
18407+1353 44.2 38
18407+ 1053 44.9 24
18407+ 1708 45.9 58!
18408+1004 53.3
18408+ 1757 53.6 4;!
18408+1809 53.9 40 It6409+1157 54.3
18409+1220 54.6 48
16409+ 1235 55.4 2
18409+1919 59.4 42
18410+ 1240 3.2 16
18410+1853 5.1 12
18411+1145 7.9 58






18412+ 1310 17.6 26
18413+1735 18.2 60
18413+1354 18.9 18
i8414+ 1414 27.6 30
18415 + 1050 30.2 58
18415+ 1717 31.3 8




18417+ 1524 45.0 27
18417+1056 47.3 59
18418+1709 46.4 16
18418+ 1149 a.9.3 12
18418+ 1836 52.3 29
18418+1746 53.5 25
18419+1052 55.7 26






18421 + 1333 8.6 49
t8421+ 1147 10.8 _18421+1218 11.3 3
18421+ 1630 11.4 29
18422+1517 12.2 49
18422+1052 12.8 52
t8422 + 1847 14.4 39
18423+1616 19.1 40
18423+1050 20.4 39
18423 + 1645 21.6 19
i8423+ 1210 21.7 36
18424+1226 27.8 23
18424 + 1422 28.8 235618424+1455 28.9
t8424+ 1050 29.5
t8425+ 1727 30.8 12
18425+ 1957 34.7 6
18426+ 1835 40_4 21
18426+ 1337 40.5 21
18427+ 1527 42.4 44
18427+1512 43.4 39
18427+1034 47.9 3!
18428 + 1613 48.2 50
t8428+ 1028 48.3 6!
18428+1726 46.3 23i
18428+ 1408 48.8 59
(8428 + 1105 50.5 231













iC_orbds SM] SMN o.,C) (") _j N
45+ g 86 j 19 60 21 .43L
48+10 35 9 84 3 .68
43+8 17 8 5850+11 30 5 1.18
41+7 65 11 85 3 .79
46+9 39 22 80 2 .25L
42+7 44 11 823 .46
44+8 23 7 84 3 12.73
48+10 34 5 84 3 1.82
48+10 35 9 I 84 3 .76
I
so+,, 37 81 62
47+9 45 1_!65 ; .,643+8 81 1 29 .25,42+7 35 82 37149+10 86 35 99 3 25L44+8 19 8 77 4 .8444+8 91 15 81 2 .82,46+9 21 6 833 g.14
43+ 7 78 6 164 2 .37L
48+10 54 g 85 2 .34
47+ 9 34 10 84 3 .43
44+ 8 79 11 85 2 .37
42+ 7 40 8 85 3 .48
47+10 32 4 64 3 1.32
41 + 6 37 8 851 3 .58
48+10 30 8 841 3 .46
48+10 32 9 84! 3 .61
43+ 7 41 A8 75 _ .3143+ 7 13 s 26! 4 85.95
43+ 6 16 8 27 4 .86
49+10 25 8 84 4 1.08
43+ 8 21 13 32 4 .25L
49+10 34 18 87 3 .26L'
43+ 7 36 6 165 4 .41
43+ 7 16 8 37 4 .50
47+ 9 93 17 60 2 .47L
43+ 7 3O 9 23 3 .42
44+ 8 71 13 85 3 .25L
47+ 9 20 8 81 4 .70
50+10 25 5 63 4 1.O8
44+ 8 30 6 86 3 7.45
48+10 35 5 83 3 1.25
45+ 8 23 6 86 3 225.14
45+ 8 42 8 86 3 1.46
42+ 7 26 5 83! 3 6,02
48+ 9 52 21 82i4 .25L
46+ 9 28 8 84 '3 .85
43+ 7 18 8 29 4 .58
45+ 8 31 10 86 '3 .92
49+10 75 27 81i2 1.28L
46+ 9 48 11 84 12 .31
42+7 22 9 403 5948+g 65 9 772 26
43+7 31 9 32
.6249+10 24 8
48+10 39 18 81 3 .28L I42+ 7 25 11 83 3 .25L
42+ 7 17 8 29 4 .77
42+ 6 32 6 63 3 2.14
48+10 43 ti 62 3 .32
42+ 7 66 8 84 3 .28
43+ 7 25 8 78 3 .61
43+ 7 15 3 28 4 290
44+ 8 30 3 86 3 1,18
43+ 7 15 4 26 4 52.50
43+ 7 60 8 85 3 .41L,
47+ 9 46 27 84 2 .44L
46+ 8 64 19 63 3 ,26L I
42+ 6 36 9 72 3 .38
49+10 75 12 28 2 .24
47+ 9 27 4 8014 8.25
42+6 47 14 _(_!34 .29L47+ 9 43 18 .25
43+ 7 17 5 7gl 4 1.12
43+ 7 40 .62
45+8 28 9 86431 I 1.36
46+ 8 48 10 83! 3 .3142+ 6 42 _ 71 z .26
48 + 9 20 3 80 4 24.97
50+10 89 12 77 2 .26
49+10 37 6 _i 4 .40
44 + 8 54 8 86 2 .44
46+ 8 95 9 60 2 .23
46+ 8 51 10 79 4 .30L
42+ 6 21 9 76 4 .98
47+ 9 27 20 61 3 .25L
42+ 6 26 7 85 3 1.68
48+ 9 27 6 84 4 1.05
45+8 90 13i 86 2 .25
42+ 6 18 3l 31 4 1.38
I
44+ 7 23 3i 84 4 5.31
43+ 7 20 31 4 .56
46 + 9 53 86 3 .30
42+ 6 16 27 4 3.2247+9 59 83 3 .27
43+7 26 10172 _ :34
47+ 9 40 36 i 83 .26L42+ 6 52 77 4 .25L
48+ 9 23 1;i 3_3 _. 1.17'4649+ 9 25
Declination: + 10'-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /am 60 /am 160 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(3ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
.25L .40L 2.74 (3 ( S i 9600000008
.41 .40L 7.24L BC BC I 2 5402100128 8
.34 .40L 14.40L CC BBE 7 7402011008
.37 .40L 1.61L BC AB K 0 4500000000
.34L .41L 4.10L F BDK 2501010000 2 1 V668 OPH 85
,25L .40L 2.74 E GC 9600000008
.25L ,40L 5,40L C BM 5400100000
6.16 1.23 3.56: BBCC AABD 0 6601000200 15 4 2 4 TMSS+10371 29 24
.87 A0L 6.12L CC AB 6 7500000008
.54 .40L 1.55L DF AS 9 1700000000
.32 .40L 1.76L FC BB 0 2600000000
.28L .40L 8.66L C E IBGHc!C 5401000006
.25 .40 4.28 9680100328
1.33 .45L 4.31L BC ,!AAL D 0 6501000000 1 I V669OPH 12 3
.25L .40L 2.64 C i 5500000020
.47 .40L 9.29L BC AS 1 9500010008 1 23 LDN 0653 476
.41L .48 3.03L C FC 6600000100
3.88 .73 6.78L CCD AAB 9 3400000008
.16 .40L 11.15L E J 8501000008
.28L .40L 6.26L C BG 5400100008 1 13 104014 14 81
.25L .40L 2.07L C BJ 5600000000
.30L .40L 3.48L C F K L 9600000000
.25L .40L 3.85L B BJ 5600000000
.48 .40L 7.03L BC ABE I 3 9501000008
.29L .46L I 3.58L B B O 4600000000 1 1 IV670 OPH 10 3
.25L .40L 5.93L C BF 6500000008
.25: .40L 6.03L!CD BO K 5 5500100108
.25L .40L 14.21L C DEDF I 9400000008
50.76 7.39 7.58L! DED AAAH '19 7592200228 28 4 1 KX HER 16 3
.55 .40L 8.8 IL C D A B 9 9503200228
.30 .40L 1.78L I B E AS 1 3600000000 2 13 104020 M0 2 88
.25L .54L 5.63 E DKDC 9502000228
.25L .40L 2.59 ! C C 4500000000
.25L .41L 11.27L B BEI 4501001008
.29L .40L 13.31L B BD 8501100008
.26L .40L 2.47 E ME C 9600000008
.25L ,40L 11.09L D BE 9502110008 1 13 104027 K0 2 88
.25L .56 12.50L C L C 9500000228
.26L .40L 1.83L B BE D 9600110000 1 2 I DO 16972 82 100
.34 ,40L 1,39L ! BC AC 5 4600011000
4.09 t.ll 9.14L BDC AABF i 7 9500000108
.57 .40L 5.87L BC AA 0 9402010008 2 2 DO 16973 11 101
152.29 21.65 6.94 CBDE AAAA 19 7600010000 29 4 3 RAFGL2241 32 -1
.66 .40L 2.24L _CD AA I 1 2700100000
1.52 .40L 2.76L BB AA i0 6700010100 3 13 104033K5 4 67
.25L .40L 4.59 D F F GC i 4 9500000008
.30 .40L 1.53L ED BS 8700000000
.27L .40L 10.87L B AO I 0 8502000008 1 13 104035 K2 2 72
.35 .40L 1.73L ED BCK 3700100000
.25L .40L 2.35 E O 6601001008
.25L .41L 2.73L D E 5500000000
.32 .40L 2.75L! BC BF j0 3700220100 1 1 1 V674OPH 21 3
c 'DO.25L .40L 8.21L i D 9400000008 I 2 16978 77 96
.25L .40L 10.92L C 7503100008
.16: .40L 2.27L BE BD B 0 6600000000 1 13 104042K5 3 82
,56L .40L 1.67 E EGJ B 9600010008
.25L .65: 5.64 CC D FB 4681310320 8
.35 .40L 3.34L CC 8S =7 4601011000 1 1 IV1118OPH 13 3
.90 .46L 14.30L CD ABC 9 3500000108 1 1 V675OPH 4 3
.25L .40L 8.04L C DG 9500000008 I 13 104044 K2 4 78
.25L .42L 17.74L! C C 3401100008
.25L .40L 13.07L I D B H 8500000008 1 1 V678 OPH 30 3
2,48 .51 9.42L EDB AAB 9 4511001008
.79 .40L 2.13L_ 8C AACH 3601002000 2
16.56 3.44 12.46LIFDcD AAA ,_ 7502100008 44
.25L .77 11.85L E 7400000008
.28L .41L 2.11 C LIID 9500000000
.25L .40L 2.55 C F J B 5600000000
.25L .43L 2.78L D C FE 3701420320 8
.25L .40L 2.50L! C B 5502000000
5.62 .84 1.69L ! BDC AABJ 9 9501000000
.25L .56 I 5.00 CC J KES 3601220220 8
.25L .40L 2.83 D N GC 9500000218
.49 .40L! 5.62L BB ABGE 5 7620001008 1 1 QXHER 13 3
.25L ,40L 8,22L I B B E 7500000008
.34 .40L 1.83L CF AS i 8 2600000000 1 13 104053 K5 3 87
_30L .40L 1.82L; C BC _ 6701000000
.19: .62L 2.21L CE EDM 0 3701220220 8 1 1 V677OPH 24 3
16.01 3.03 5.98L SBC AAA 1 9500101008 25 4 2 DO 16991 49 108
.29L .40L 5.91L C DM 9400000008
.25L ,40L i 2.14L 8 CH 5501020000
.28L .40L 2.22L D DG E 5600010000
.25L .40L 2.84L F C 3600000000
.32L .34: 3.07 DB EBCC 3600000000
.46 .42L 3.84L BC A8 1 2600100000 1 1 V903 OPH 13 3
.25L .40L 3.16 C EED 9482000110
1.01 .42L 16.63L BC AA F 0 4400100208
.45 .40L 7.35L 8C AS 1 9501101008
.38L .40L 3.01L E EL 1600010000
.3g .42L 1.50: BF F ACLF 2 7702101100 4 f 2 005072 89 12G
2.56 .70 8.34L BBB AAC 1 8600000008 2 4'TMSS +10376 18 29
,24: .40L 11,23L BD BC 4 1401100008
.25L .40L 2.14: C E I C HD 9601000008
1.35 .43L 3.10L 88 AAH 1 9601001000
.25L .40L 11.95L C D 9300010008
.25L .41L 11.66L D CK 1401000008 1 13 104064 K5 24 8C
.25L .42L 3.01 E L F 9401000110
.25L .41L 2.69 C _ Ci C 7701001200 4
.22 .54L 2.43 CD E EDG8 0 9600010108
.30 .40L 7.80L BC AC 1 9501000008 1 2=DO 17004 46 8E







18432+1343 17.3 8 45+8 28 5 84 3
1643351954 21.3 58 50+10 24 3 86 4
18433+1555 22.459 47+8 26 5 _0 4
16433+1935 22.626 50+10 29 9844
18434+180324848347+g _ I_ 35184_,+100025.6 41+ 61.
184344t558 28.6 41 47+ 8 22 3 80 4184_+175938659 4949 2t 4 34,18437+192343.94 J50+1046 6 83=418437+135745.53848+8 30 5 814
184_+120251241j43+7 26 9 86318436+19531+3'
18438+1234 51.4 32 44+ 7 81
1843651048 52.6 30 42+ 8 23 74 2
1843951025 54.1 43 42+ 6
16439+1929 54.3 29 50410 25_8 28 7_77J3
18439+1157 57.1 43 43+ 7 32 13 86 2
18440+1524 1.8 51 46+ 8 27 4 81 4
1844051551 3.0; 19 47+ 8 44 4 81 4
18440+1239 3.51 57 44+ 7 16 5 81 4
18440+1t50 3.625 43+ 6 34 9 85 4
1844051028 5.2! 47 42+ 6 18 8 28 4
1844151436 9.5 26 455 8 48 3 79 3
184415 1617 !10.4 21 47+ 8 47 8 84! 4
1844251238 12.4 29 44+ 7 40 9 61 4
1844251748 '14.6 53 48+ 8 77 10 79 ! 3
1844251203 15.6 43 43+ 7 46 9 85 3
18442+1126 17.1 8 43+ 5 32 9 84 4
16443+1406 20.6 52 45+ 7 19 4 8(3 4
18444+1312 25.(] 25 44+ 7 21 4 80 4
1844451231 26.624 44+ 7 24 5 81 4
1844451925 28.2 24 50510 17 4 84 4
]8444+1317 28.8 ii45 44+ 7 23 6 81 4
1844451839 29.1 485 9 19 3 85 4
18444+1022 29.2 42+ 6 13 3 34 5
18445+1400 32.6 45+ 7 27 18 82 4
1844651442 38.9 46+ 8 20 8 84 4
18446+1425 39.4 45+ 6 33 5 81 4
1844651631 41.1 47+ 6 29 13 34 4
1844651041 41.6, 42+ 6 37 8 71 3
18447+1620 45.9 13 47+ 6 24 9 35 4,
1844751411 46.2' 9 45+7 46 i 22 81 4
18448+1607 49.4131 49+ 9 ,_, u 83 4
1844851628 50.9 11 47+ 8 20 3 36 418446+102951.053 42+6 I013 9o 5
18448+1258 52.230 44+7 34 11 82 :1844851224 62.9 2 44+7 22 81 J
18448+1552 53.3 39 47+ 8 30 6 36 4
1844951033 55.0 27 42+ 6 16 8 30 5
1844951559 56.3 6 47+ 8 81 12 78 2 i
18449+1042 56.8 7 42+ 6 28 22 81 21
i
1844951707 59.4 46 48+ 9 35 9 83 4
18450-_ 1206 4.1 58 43+ 6 28 8 84 3!
18450+1916 6.0 39 50+10 31 11 80 4;18451+15158.125 46+6 47 16 31 3!
18451+1234 10.0 38 44+ 7 53 20 81 4l1845141858lO.435 50+9 36 8 84 4
18451+173710.8 48+9 29 13 304_
18452+1832 18.345 47+8 46 19 79 3
1845341108 23.8 57 48+ 6 23 5 81 4j
18453+1949 23.9 30 50+10 18 5 77 41
18455+1833 32.7 5 49+ 9 68 15 28 3
1845851223 38.6 33 44+ 6 69 10 78 2
18456+1450 39.0 55 485 7 23 5 37 4j1845651139 39.1 3 43+ 6 18 81 4
18450+135139.625 46+7 19 5 61 41
1845651725 40.9 36 48+ 9 41 11 78 3
1845651019 41.0 43 42+ 5 36 8 80 5J
164565159o 41.3 6 4656 44 10 31 3
1845751124 42,612 43+6 40 3 81 4i
16467+1602 _,619 47+8 47 I0 ;,9 3_
1845751043 46.7 23 42+ 6 76 24 84 2
18466417o4 46.o58 48+6 26 10 79 3
1845841752 48.843 49+9 31 18 29 3
18458+1955 49.0 30 51+10 42 I 15 78 4'
1845851712 49.7 34 48+ 9 85 ] 23 77 21
1845851915 52.0 51 50+ 9 27 15 78 4
1845851035 53.1 6 42+ 6 92 I 13 81 2
1645951233 55.8 48 44+ 6 66 8 80 3
1845951216 56.1 16 44+ 6 17 ; 4 80 4
18459+1912 56.1 48 50+ 9 20 t 5 76 4:
18460+t552 2.15 47+8 _i 1_ 76 31846051210 4.0 36 44+ 6 80 4
18460+1051 4.7 13 42+6 21 5 81 4
18480+19o35.52250+9 27 5 784
18461+14026.2 3= 45+7 65:8 7931846151520 7.711_ 46+ u 88 15 33 2
18461+1041 8.7,26 42+ 6 74 12 84 3
1846151755 8.914 485 9 22 5 78 3
1846151351 10.5 53 45+ 7 92 26 76 2
1846151448 10.730 46+ 7 28 7 33 3
18461+1032 11.1 23 42+ 5 29j 3 81 4
1848151957 11.9 3t 51+10 35 17 78 3
1846251134 15.7 10 43+ 6 25 4 81 4
1846251208 17.3 40 44+ 6 16 4 80 4
18463+t546 23.4,12 47+ 6 16 7 79 3
18464+1437 25.633 46+ 7 29 10 33 3
1848451256 29.242 44+ 6 26 _ 6 60 4
1846551131 30.920 43+ 6 75 11 79 2
18465+1325 32.3 33 45+ 7 45 4 81 4
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Galactic Uncertainty CH (Not Color Corrected)
(1 _ C_ords SMJ 5MN O O 12 /zm 25 Fm 60 _m(s) ( £3 C) (') (Jansky)
15.23 11.23 1.77




































































































I(30 vm F]ux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
1.70L BDC AAAH 9 3800000000[28 I
6.80L BC ABE 1 9400000006 1 131 104071 K0 5 66
1.83L BD BB 9 6500102000 2 1 1 V444HER 83 3
7.08L S BC 9401100008
2.76 CC J HCB 9500100000
13.38L C C EHD 8400000008
1.85L BB AADG 6500102000 2
6.88L BB AA 6 9501002108
2.02L B DF 9600100_)0
2.33L FC BB H 9 3600000000
14.06L C ICF 3500110108
2.13 OI jd B 9581000116 8
13-82L C EB 5401100308 4 1 1 QYHER 11 3
t.77 C AHNB 960000000016.22L C 9403110008
2.01 C K KB 96001000O0
3.11 DC D DDB 3700100108
1.86L B E B F 0 2600000000
2.27L C BHG 6600010000 1 13 104082 M0 13 90
9.75L AB AAF 2 4400200308 4 1 13 104083K7 32 90
14.42L 8C AA 3501000008
15.79L BE AC 840311000_
2.12L C ,C 1600011000
2.13L _ 9601000000 121:)O17015 5596
4,90: D DC KHB 4580100308 48.49L 9500000008
8 70 BD 2 45 0 1 8 13 04085K5 9 85
2.75L CC 0 4700000000 1 1 V473AQL 12 3
2.77L BS ,ABF 3 7600000000
9.74L BD IAC 0 9500110008
2,98: BBDD!AABC 1 4500000108
k
1.43L BB iAA 7 9600000000 1 1 DXHER 15 3
10.89L B MHBB 9500100008
1.58L ABB IAAB 0 3600000000 4 13 ' 104087 K5 8 62
16.99L BC c!AAccH I 9402001008
3.44 BC AB 78010000002.02L 0 46O0OO1O0O
2.50L B AC 9700000000
3.52 i DC F GC 9503200228
2.77L IC CG C 9601110200
7.50L !BC ABF 1 9402000008
3.95 FCC GDC 9600000110 8
8.43L BD AC 1 9402000008 2 13 104093A3 9 43
9.83LIBC 'ABF 3 8402100328 1 13 104095K5 4 77
19.30L BBC AABO 8 8403112008 1 1 V474AQL 22 3
5.14L C I GB 9680100318
10.84L BB AAJ I 5400001008 1 1 KZ HER 6 3
3.76 CC FFAA 4501000008
20,50L BB AAL 2 8402112008 I I V876AQL 30 3
8.09L C BC 8401000008
6.11L C GE 9501110200
1.79: B F BKJ D 9500000100
11.97L BC ABI 3 6501001008
2.34 C E B 66O10OO0O0
3.21 C J HC 660100O00O
3.42 E GDFD 6501100108
1.90L C BF 4700000000
2,59 DC I EB 8602000008
2.45 D E B 7502000108
3.74L CO BF l j 4601001000
3,26L 8CC ABEB 32 9600101438
2.59 C J DGB 7601000100
12.80L F C 5401000008
2.30L BC AAI E 1l 8604000000
11.53L BS AA 4' 0500000008
3.07L BED AAAC 9 i 9600000110
1.91L B DE 2600000100 '
3.72L F CDKJ 9601010000
2.44L CD BI L 0 3601000000
3.23L BD BDF 1 1600000000i
10.29L B BD 84OOOOOOO81
3.34 C C 96O00O0000
1.77L B AJ 96000000001
2.36 D GGD 950100000O
3.05 DC CB 9600101248
2,70 C H O 7500000200 i
2.97 C B 9501100008
5.60L C D 9600100000
12.68L C C 5401000008
9,06L BO AAH 9 5601100008
I
7.51L BB AAJ 2 840110000el
3.05 C DB 7601000108
12.39L BC ABKC 0 5501200008
3.87L BC AB 2, 4700000100
2.33 BBCC AAAB 0 9600000008 22
2.37L D C D 9700010000
2.78L C C 6601000000
5.75L C C H 6600100000
1.82L BB AAI L 5r9801oooooo
2.12 D G E , 9700000210
I
2.49L CC AAF 0 8701002000 I
4.17L 8C AB 9600100000
3.24 D NI GB 8680000008
2.63L CF AB 7 0600102000
10.53L BBE AAC I' 5501100008 29
7,28L BB AA 1 9500010008i
2.55L BD BDDG 0 8701000000
13.76L C BKEE 9402000218
4.20L C C 0600102000
12.62L B BCI 9400100108'
1 2 1:)017034 37 106
3 "13 104107 4 : 80
1 16 11356 17 _ 165
i





1 13 104115 G5
I
5 I MZ HER
1 7 174105










1 11 PK 42+ 5.1 26 i
2 l
1 1 LL HER 4 34 131o4121M5 8, 85
2 1 13 104124 K5 2 86













































lo0 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
9.58L C L D H 9401000208
4.63L IC D 1600000000
12.31L BD AFGF 3! 5400000108
7.07L IEC C 95001000006.01L BD 9500100000
2.05L B J B 46000000OO
2.68L C BFH 9502110100
9.17L C D C ; 9500121008
9.27L BE BC 01 9400000008
11.54L BD BC 1 5500310008
3.83 D L HC 9500100008
2.35L C BB 9500000100
BC 1 6701001000
C 9400200008
B B 3 9500000008
AD 6600000000
C I F 9501000000
BB E 5 8601010000





















E C 5502200000 I
C L 76021000001
4.5g CB FEEB 35001001101
2.37L B F A D 0 4602000000
5.49L F DG 8500000000
2.39L BC AB 3 8701001000
7.91L BD ABJJ 2 7501110108
6.80: ED EDC i 9680110428
1.88L DF BD 8 6601102000
5.68L C C 9501010000
2.06L C CM 1600O00OO0
6.84L BD ABM 0 9601000008
2.31L BC BS 0 4602010100
11.88L FD DC 9401000008
2.44L D BDG 4600110000






















5.54L BBC AAB 7
5.45 DC CB
2.38L CC BB I 0
4.01 C C I
9.52L E H A
9.33L D H E
8.14L C BKDKi2.46 CC A 1
1.45 C B'
4.02 CC M DD
3.66L BC AA
5.68L D A E




4.94L F A K
1.96L BD AC
8.80L C N EC
4.61L CF AA
4.56L CO CF
3.12 C FJ LC
i29
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 6(3 Fm
(Jansky)
18465+1945 50+ 9 I 83 16 78 3 .29L .25L .69
18465+1056 42+ 6 ! 62 9 79 2 .33 .25L .41L
18465+1225 44+ 6 ] 42 9 80 4 .66 .17: .45L
18465+1009 42+ 5 I 85 11 81 2 .26 .63L .67L
18466+1006 42+ 5 I 57 6 82 4 .41 .2gL .50L
18466+1829 49+ 9 50 8 78 4 .25L .25L .82
18456+1352 45+ 7 37 10 34 3 .51 .25L .41L
18466+1551 47+ 8 58 10 79 3 :36 .25L .40L
18466+1626 47+ 8 64 8 78 3 .40 .15: .40L
18467+1236 44+ 6 33 5 80 4 .48 .20 .40L
18467+1244 44+ 6 31 21 78 2 1.14L .25L .68L
18467+1705 48+ 8 59 12 79 3 .32L .25L .45
18468+1114 43+ 6 21 5 81 4 .74 .4t .43L
18468+1241 44+ 6 66 9 79 3 .34 .25L .40L
18468+1309 44+ 6 37 7 79 3 37 .46 .40L
18468+1750 49+ 9 45 5 79 3 .53 .25L .40L
18468+1407 45+ 7 39 29 33 2 .25L .25L .40L
18468+1356 45+ 7 27 10 34 3 .80 .36 .40L
18468+1636 48+ 8 24 9 31 3 .82 .33 .40L
18469+ 1454 46+ 7 76 8 79 3 .37 .25L .40L
18469+1550 47+ 8 31 7 79 3 1.28 .41 .40L
18469+1131 43+ 6 27 5 80 3 1.80 .91 .40L
18470+1012 42+ 5 40 5 81 4 .44 .28L .54L
18470+1516 46+ 7 30 11 32 i .35 .25L .40L
18472+1614 47+ B 33 18 31 .33L .25L .40L
18472+1135 43+ 6 62 6 80 .75 .25 .40
18472+1148 43+ 8 21 5 80 , 4.03 1.22 .46L
18472+1900 50+ 9 31 14 80 2 .22 .25L .40L
18473+1125 43+ 6 30 5 80 3 1.46 .64 .43L
18473+1027 42+ 5 53 6 80 3 1.30 .25L .56L
18474+1431 46+ 7 20 6 I 79 3 2.66 1.1t .49L
18474+1145 43+ 8 55 7 : 80 3 .42 .25L .40L
18475+_412 48+7 36 8 783 3.38 1.58 .40L
18478+1124 43+ 6 38 8 80 3 1.05 .44 .40L
18476+1037 42+ 5 21 5 80 3 1.46 .75 .41L
18476+1750 49+ 8 35 9 78 3 .45 .25L .40L
18477+1437 46+ 7 77 8 79 3 .43 .22: .40L
18478+1536 47+ 7 31 14 33 2 .25L .25L .28:
18478+1014 42+ 5 48 6 80 3 .46 .33 .42L
18478+1745 49+ 8 35 5 78 4 .46 .25 .40L
18478+1523 47+ 7 84 16 32 3 .25L .25L .31:
18478+1443 46+ 7 51 8 79 3 .45 .25L .40L
18478+1346 45+ 7 31 13 79 3 .25L .25L .61
18478+1415 48+ 7 47 7 78 3 .54 .20: .40L
18479+1127 43+ 5 60 13 81 2 .39 .43L .43L
18479+1210 44+ 6 24 6 36' 3 2.07 1.13 .40L
18479+1322 45+ 6 23 6 79 3 1.12 .36 .40L
18479+1922 50+9 24 12 77 3 .25L .25L .56
18479+1517 47+7 22 09 _(_13 .78 .26 .40L18480+1119 43+5 74 1 .36 .25L .51L
,8480+1820 49+9 58 10 7813 .33 .28L .40L
18480+1908 50+9 35 9 28 3 .94 .33 .40L
18480+ 1453 46+ 7 24 9 791 3 .59 .38 .40L
18480+1332 45+ 6 53 10 79 3 .60 .21: .40L
t8481+1352 45+ 7 26 10 79 3 .97 .25L .40L
18481+ 1704 48+8 18 65 _(8! 4 1.08 .59 .40L18481+1029 42+ 5 32 2.74 1.78 .53
18481+1053 43+ 5 36 12 80 3 .25L .25L .67
18481+1521 47+ 7 36 7 80! 3 .89 .31 .40L
18481+1224 44+ 6 64 20 36' 2 .41L .25L .58L
18482+1617 47+8 32 10 79 3 .25L .25L .74
18482+1004 42+ 5 73 11 80 2 .27 .34L .67L
f8482+1934 50+ 9 35 14 781 3 .25L .25L .61
18483+1537 47+ 7 39 6 791 3 1.10 .55 .40L
18483+1711 48+ 8 89 21 77 2 .26L .25L .40L
18483+1248 44+ 6 41 17 79 3 .25L .25L .39:
18484+1054 43+ 5 51 8 80 3 3.03 .80 .43L
18484+1020 42+ 5 49 6 80 3 .56 .28L .48L
18484+1059 43+ 5 99 23 78 2 .25L .25L .54L
t8484+1549 47+ 7 51 10 32 3 .25L .24: .93
18484+1419 46+ 7 31 6 80 3 .93 .33 .40L
18484+1034 42+ 5 41 6 80 3 .74 .37 .40L
18485+1040 42+ 5 92 13 79 2 .,tO .25L .58L
18485+1825 49+ 8 22 9 29 3 .78 .31 .40L
18485+1314 45+ 6 93 19 80 2 1.85L .25L .46
f8485+I024 42+ 5 45 7 80 3 .66 .53 .41L
18485+1049 43+ 6 53 9 80 3 .93 .30: .40L
18487+1914 50+ g 62 19 78 3 .25L .25L .40L
18487+1334 45+ 6 25 6 79 3 1.41 .61 .40L
18487+1003 42+ 5 21 6 80 3 1.84 1.03 .52L
18488+1059 43+ 5 61 181 80 3 .25L .25L .65
18488+1238 44+ 6 99 34 ! 80 2 .81L .85L .47L
18488+1657 48+ 8 34 5 78 3 .BO .58 .40L
18489+1926 50+ 9 58 18 78 3 .26L .25L .40L
18490+1101 43+5 51 15 37 3 .41L .25L .861
184oo+12o3 44+ 8 70 7 79 3 .55 .2SL .40L
18490+1836 50+ e 73 8 79 3 .30 .25L .40L
18490+1158 44+ 5 25 7 79 3 9.06 8.58 1.59184,0+1544 47+ 22 5 784 233 138 45:184,0+1015 42+5 12!603 3o 25, 49L
18491+1443 46+ 7 32 9 80 3 .40 .27L .40L
18491+1230 44+ 6 110 11 79 .28 .25L .40L
8 8 .40L.25L
18491+1723 49+ 76 13 77 3 .4018492+1205 44+ 65 27 _ 3 .3g .26L .40L4.28 2.69 .41L18492+1341 45+ 22
18492+1308 45+ 6 48 71;093 .46 .25L .40L
18492+1254 45+ 6 60 7 2 .31L .41 .57L
18492+1843 47+ 7 52 78 4 .34 .25L .40L
18492+1501 46+ 7 20 5 79 3 1.74 .84 .40L
13.05L BC AAD 1 9400010108
5.05L CD AADE 9 3500001000
6.61: ODI FE 9581120420
3.55 C DE 6600000110
2.26L C C A B 8 3600000000
5.5O E _F K B 9681000328
4.96 C GB 95011203O0
3.09L B CO 9500210000
2.01L C AEAAM g 060O0000002.77L BCC 96OO100000
4.15: BBCD AAAE 2 9582200400
6.52L C D L 35OO000O00
11.14L C ED 9501010008
3.65L C DG 5600000000
2.65L C CL 9602000000
2.79L C EF 8601221000
2.67L BB AAD 2 2500000000
5.51L CE BBN 1 96020OO_O0
17.26L B BDKD 9402000108
9.81L D CCMK 9501000008
2.89L C D K 9600200300
9.68L CC AA G 1 9400000008
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Ga]actic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ C<)ords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 _.m8c{
hm. • , (s) ( ) | b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
r8493+ 1754 19.3 7.52 3.33 .72
,5493+ 1237 23.7 5126[3 1.63 .70 .40L
18494+1243 25.9 ] 42 12. 79'2 .27 .38L .45L'
18494+1209 26.9 21 7 36' 3 35.15 19.14 3.40
18485+1034 30.4 J _)_ 5 38 3 2.01 .76 .44L[8495 + 1800 35.5 10 78 2 .41 .25L .40
18496+1604 i36.7 / 26 5 783 1.24 35 .40L
18496+1151138.0 i 23_83357 793 1.32 .76 .58L
18496+1021 38.8 26 6 353 2.81 1.57 .40L
;8496+1148 38.8 49 10 79 =3 .27L .30L 1.39
18496+1926 41._ 53 15 773 .25L .25L .40L
18497+1701 43.4 11 782 .24 .25L .44L
8497+1105 43.8 19 792 .30L .25L .60L
8497+1019 47.5 10 383 .66 .25L .47L
8498+1014 51.7 6 39 3 4.45 2.81 .47L
8498+1403 52.5 / 18 6 79 3 5.64 2.56 .37:
8498+1827 53.0 I _37 5 79 3 1.29 .49 .40L
8499+1901 54.4 9 783 6.12 2.39 .40L
_8499+1151 55.8 18 812 .44L .25L .64L
8499+1502 58.8 I !i2_348 8 783 .38 .25L .40L
8499+1224 59.1 22 ; 6 793 2.30 1.72 A0L
8800+1919 1.8 6117 783 .25L .25L .46L
8500+1428 1.9 647 793 1.OO .27: .43
8500 + 1723 2.6 783 .93 .25L .40L
8501 + 1358 6.2 ; 75 2 .28L .25L .40L
11 77 2 .31 .42L8501+1623 7.1 .25L
8501+1602 7.2 12 772i .34 .25 .40
8501+1857 7.4 9 7831 1.81 .94 .40L
8501+1141 7.4 | 216 793 1.89 .94 .40L
8501+1730 7.5 / 25_86731] 772 .34 .25L .40L
8501+1027 8.6 42 11803 .37 .25L .50L8501+1902 9.0 39 1628 .25L .25L .40L
8501+1019 10.8 31 7 383 11.23 12.81 3.41
8501+1500 11.0 11 793 32 .25L .40L
8502+1749 13.8 301792 .27L .25L .40L
8502+1244 14A 7] 793 .42 .27L A7L
5502+1006 14.5 8 393 .62 ,25L .50L
8504+1729 25.1 34 7 783 3.18 1.72 .40L
8504 + 1242 26.6 33 7 803 .37 .25L .40L
8504+ 1457 27.0 37 25 802 .31L .25L .60L
8504+1529 27.5 22 783 3.32 1.81 .40L
8504 + 1036 29.9 41 .47 .28L .57L
8505+1055 31.2 33 .95 .34 .55L
8505 + 1955 32.4 59 13 79 .38 25L A0L
8505+1225 33.8 55 793 .69 .40 .44L
8505+1137 34.7 23 6 79l 5,61 5,12 ,83
8505+1513 35.3 67 1 78 3 .63 .25L ,40L
8506+1750 36.1 7 78' 3 .52 .25L ,40L
8506+1116 36.9 1_ 801 .26 .28L .44L
8506+122738.0 1749! .64623 .31L .40L
8506+152338.7 61980 .23 .25L .41L
8507+110542,4 28 80 .84 .41 .40L
8507+173242.7 38177 .25L .27L .51L
8507+1939443 40 783 1.01 .27 .4OL
8507+163746.2 43678 1.02 .42 .40
8508+t450 50.3 107 1 78 2 .23 .25L .42L
5508+1223533 40 79 81 3,L 45L8508+1307550 38 79= 46 20L 40L
8508+1734585 _ 79_ 25L .25L .40L8510+1230 5.0 78i ,25L ,25L ,53L
5510+182050 15989755783 3223 52
8510+19o352 35 2_ 78 32 88 53 4OL
8511+1338 6.9 43 14 78 3 .26L .25L .618511+105974 19 80 7.71 3.11 .34L
8511+1241 7.4 58 6 80 3 .65 .25L .40L
5511+1318 9.6 59 79 .55 .25L .53L
8511+1138 11.7 24 79 .58 .29 ,48L
8511+1141 11.7 19 78 4.29 3.52 .57L
8512+1912 12.9 28 7 793 3.56 1.67 .40L
5512+1345 16.2 37 170 35L .25L .57L
8512+1635 16.2 74 10 502 .38 .25L .42L
8512+1200 18.0 32 21 BO ,68L .25L .48
8513+1246 18.6 79 3 .89 .33 .43L
8513+1257 18.9 9 36 1.03 .25: .53L
8513+1315 20.3 I "_ 5 79 ,_ 1.31 .65 .40L
8513+ 1808 22.3 10 79 1.14 32: .,SOL
8514+11348515+t3108514+19422832 8 1 973 , i78 2328 49
16 793 1.29L .50L 2.16L
8514+1458 28.4 44 793 .71 .37: .40L30.8 26 936 32 37 ASL
8515+1712 32.1 65 78 .58 .26L .43L
8515+1543 33.9 87 1 79 .38 .25L A0L
515+ 551 34.0 76 11 17 2 .31 .25L .4OL
8515+1258 34.2 24 10 35 .65: ,29 ,40L
8516+1437 37.4 11213 782 .31 .27L .40L
8516+108041.5 122 7 80 3 .53 .25L .52L
8517+1948 43.0 |20 6 783 2.91 1.33 .40L
8517+1800 44.6 ]1033_ 772 38L .25L .4OL
8517+1043 45.0 / 2691980223 2.(>4.45 1.39.25L .61L'61L
5518+1539 49.3 27 9i 323
8518+1234 52.7 33 363 .81 .65 .42L
8519+1335 54.2 69 , 80 .39 .19: .51L
8519+ 1259 34.6 83 1 80 .36 .56L .40L
8519+1001 58.0 39 7 180 .42 .30L .51L
8519+1343 58.2 29 5 793 1.84 .73 .40L
8519+1815 58.4 28 6 79 2.28 .59 .40L
V L C
100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.91 C i CI 9700200300 4
2.04L CDC AAB,_ 90501000000
3.02L DE AA 9 6601100000
3.02L C BF G I 9601000008
3.35L DBC AAA _9 850202100026
5.42L BC AA 9601000000
1.70L C C 5601000000
2.05L DC AA 9 9701000000
3.95L CD AAGI 9 9600201210
5.82L BC AA I 02502101000
5.95: CC HAB 9601101210
2.54 D HK C 970000O000
3.54L C C F 9500000100
3.19 C ED 9601000100
7.77L B n BE 45043110005.98L !AA 1 7502100000
3.03L _O 'AAE 13600100000
2.47L EC AB 7 7700100000
1.79L BE AAI 9 9701200000
5.49 C D CE 9600201210
1.88L CC AA 7 9701000000
10.05L B CK 9501210008
3.95L BE AAC g 7501001000
4.20 C F C 9500000100
3.03L CEC BFEE 0 9701021200
1.86L 8 AH 9602110100
2.20 D C 4601100100
3.18L C C J F 9600100000
3.67L C DG 9601000000
1.90L BC AAD oi 8601200000
4.15L BC AA 4 9600000000
2.07L C D J 9501300110
4.64L B C 26000OO000
2.45 C EFGB 9601200000
4.84L BCE AAA 9 6603110000 63
13.39L C D 9400310208
2.48 C H F 8501010010
13.26L E CCHF 9402130118
6.04L C CEDC 7501000100
2.OOL CO BD 09501100000
3.09L BF AAEE 99502100110
5.50 B D CD E 2501120110
4.03 D J I C ! 9600100108
11.82L BB AAI 1 9501100008,
5.54L B BE 4 260000000014.61L BC ABC 8601011000
2.33L C C 6601000000





















































B E H ! 5500222000
B H 9401000008
C L E 55801000OO
C O 9601O00000
4.47L D D 9600000000
1.57L BC AB M 0 g7100000OO
2.57: CO J BC 9601000108






















AA 0 : 6600001000
D D E 9500000000
AA 9 3502101100
6.26 C E BLHD 8601200218
3.44L DC AA 0 7602000000
25.11L FD BE 58400000008
28.26L C DM D 9301110108
10.73L B CH _03110100
15.28L BC AA 0 7400002008
1.88L BC AB K 0 6600100000
Name Type _"_P Mag
LO HER2 1
1 !V482 AOL1
2 13 ' 104192 K5
2 1 V483 AQL
1 13 104195 G5
1 1 V486 AQL
3 4 TMSS +10382
1 1 BW HER





1 1 BX HER
1 2 DO17129
1 1 1 V581 HER










































Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cort_rted)
a 8, a ")_ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ;tin 25 p.m 60 ttmh m. * (s) ( I b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
18519+1044 58.9 35 43+ 4 16 3 38 3 1.85 .57 .82L
16519+1148 59.0 29 44+ 5 57 8 79 3 .47 .26L .42L
18519+1822 59.054 50+ 8 85 11 792 .26 .25L .40L
16520+1754 0.133 49+ 7 53 12 79 _ 3 .36 .25L .40L
18520+1007 3.26 42+ 4 60 =6803 .56 .25L .76L18520+1112 3.5_ 37 43+ 4 26 ._ 80 t o .94 .34L .40L
18520+1014 3.6 9 42+ 4 20 5 38 3 973 9.55 1.42
18520+1544 4.250 47+ 7 48 20 802 .25L! .25L .55
18520+1446 5.2 30 47+ 6 23 6 78 3 4.59 2.40 .60
18521+1034 7.33 43+ 4 20 5 803 23,67 6.45 1.28
18521+1641 9.126 48+ 7 30 7 793 2.39 .91 .40L
18521+1159 10.0 26 44+ 5 89 7 79 3 .45 .26L .54L
18521+1329 10.416 45+ 5 26 7 782 .54 .18: .40L
18521+1302 11.049 45+ 5 36 15 793 ,25L .27L .60L
18521+1124 11.717 44+ 5 65 8 80l 33 .40 .25L .54L18522+1853 15.4 37 50+ 8 57 7 79 .69 .31L .40L
18522+1814 15.6 32 50+ 8 41 7 7913 .53 .32 ..40L
18522+1619 17.1 57 48+ 7 32 20 79 13 .25L .25L .47L
18522+1832 17.557 50+ 8 60 8 78 J 33 .43 .25L .40L18523+1003 19.011 42+ 4 33 6 80 .93 .26: .76L
18523+ 1057 20.7 i 22 43+ 4 39 8 802 .42 .44L .71L
18523+ 1736 21.925 49+ 7 40 13 80! 2 .53 .34: .42L
18524+1941 24.612 51+ 8 i 44 8 783 .78 .52 .40L
18524+1518 24.717 47+ 6 38 9 793 1.21 .81: .40L
18524+1000 27.132 42+423 5 803 1.53 .62 .93L
18524+1052 27.411 43+ 4 54 20 782 2.08L .26L .62
18525+1921 31.a 40 51+ 8 i 63 11 783 .48 .34L .40L
18525+1323 32.319 45+ 5 28 9 793 .67 .34L .47L
18525+1155 33.03 44+ 5 J 37 8 794 .30 .19: .82
18525+1622 33.422 48+ 7 42 8 7g 3 .66 .41 .43L
16526+1847 36.¢ 5 50+ 6 = 31 6 793 1.94 1.05 .40L
18526+1221 36.e 57 44+ 5 15527 782 1.12L .69L .48L
18526+1312 39.454 45+ 5 30 5 793 1.30 .56 .40L
18526+1315 39.724 45+ 5 16 5 793 1.41 .60 .40L
18526+1718 41.11 7 49+ 7' 30 6 79 3 2.58 .75 .40L
18526+1606 41.52' 5 48+ 7 7510 802 .39 .32L .40L
18527+1114 43.656 43+ 4 58 6 803 .40 .25L .49L
18527+1903 45.543 50+ 8 81 12 792 .37 .95L .32:18527+1027 45.9 43+ 4 43 11 402 .31 .25L .65L
18528+1543 48.1120 47+ 6 20 i 6 793; 13.26 10.77 1.95
18528+1623 49.247 48+ 7 50 J 27 783 .25L .25L .41L
18528+1037 51.049 43+ 4 20 6 803 20.15 9.42 1.78
18528+1304 51.819 45+5 7312782i .27 .37L .40L
18529+1905 56.410 50+ 8 8322762; .33L .28L .40L
18529+1739 58.0 8 49+ 7 86; 7 79 31 37 .25L .40L
18529+1436 59.424 46+ 6 3111783 .44 .25L .42L
18530+112g 1.912 44+ 4 40 J 6 793, .98 .42 .40L
18530+1414 2.553 46+ 6 27 8783 1.49 .66 .40L
18530+1026 5.9 14 43+ 4 17 i 9 80 31 1.07 .39 .58L
18530+1040 5.9 56 43+ 4 48 5 80 3, 1.27 .40 .53L
18531+1829 7.725 50+ 83022 7 783 3.66 2.60 .3518531+1349 8.111 46+ 5 6 7931 1.12 .53 .40L
18531+1017 8.411 43+4 7211 812' .29 .25L .96L
18531+1909 9.430 51+8 56 g 78 _ .56 ,25L ,40L18531+ 1528 10.338 47+6 6212 79 .31 .25L .41L79
V L
1(30 /tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
7.56L CD ;: 025011010004.99L A D 9601000000
2.17L, D , 5600000000
2.72L ! D IC 95000O0000
7.73L D IAJ 950120OOOO
7.97L B IBE 9500000000
7.21L BEF _AAA 94501000000
13.78L D CC 4500100218
20.58L BBC AACM 19500000008
8.59L BBB AAA 0350202010018
3.32L EC AA 44600000000
4.09L C B F G 9602000200
6.12L BD BCLF 0 9501111228
6.07 D FJ DC 9602110108
6.81L B C N 9501010110
1.71L B AFF 5700000000
1.93L BC BB H 15600100000
6.05 C MGD 7500110110
1.87L IB B H K 3600000000
10.85L DE AC H 07401201000
11.87L E CE 7502110000
2.46L CE CD 0 7500000000
1.58L BC AB 0 4600001000
16.03L BF AA 2 9400000008
11.55L SC ABK 06401201000
7.50L C FGCE 7501100210
1.91L E BC F 6701000000
14.44L E BCL D 9400100108
5.10 CECB CEEA 0, 9600000200
5.29L CC BBKD 1 5600210230
1.75L BB AA 1 0500000000
3.29 D MC J 8701000000
14.33L BC ABHH 0 9400142238
14.36L BC AAK 0i 9400142338
2,49L BC AAFK 08600001000
4.11L C CD G J 9600000110
4.15L C CK 9601000000
3.36L F D EHFD 4600100010
7.57L C DM 3502110000
13.64L BBD AAA 9i 9500000008
4.73 C N EE 5600100120
5.75L BCC AAAB 6j 360010010024
14.93L C DG I 9401000008
2.81 C GFJ D 4600200010
3.10L C CJ 3500000000
17.60L B BH i 9400010008
4.89L BC AB 0J 9600000000
18.73L SC ABH l j ,01001008
6.06L BC AB 11 4501120000
4.57L BD AD 013600100100
J
2.15L BBC AAA 3600000000
19.70L BC ASl 9500001108
11.23L D F 4401000000
1.91L S SG 57001000101
18531+1613 10.422 48+ 6 21 8 4.11 2.14 .53:
18531+1710 10.714 49+ 7 7010 772i .63 .29L .40L 2.87L B
16532+1200 14.9 31 44+ 5 23 5 37 31 .99 .69 .44L 4.52L EE
18532+1006 16.340 43+ 4 47 i _ 812 i .43 .16: 1.07L 8.81L CE18533+1626 20.2 48 48+ 7 391 - 79 _ .57 .18: .41L 2.40L DE
18533+1404 22.17 46+ 5 41 10 343J .70 .34 .41L 23.82L SO
16533+1006 22.638 42+ 4 83 12 812 .24 .25L 1.10L 12.61L C
18634+152o 24.351 47+6 55 16 79 3_ .25, .28L .55 4.67 cc
18534+ 1359 25.799 46+5 ,_ ; 783 .70 .31L .61L 22.87L I:1, 5o4+13126.919 ,, 5 1 8 i .25, .44, 14.81,c16534+171126.755 49+7 22 6 79 3, 3.30 .84 .40, 2.41,16534+10238.839 43+4 57 7 8o 3, .37 .39L .72, s
18535+1936 31.44 46+ 5 9224 772 .25L .46L .40L 5.17
18535+1109 33.130 43+ 4 28 6 793 1.77 .87 .41L 5.43L BC
18535+1005 33.922 42+ 4 32 5 803 2.55 1.58 .58L 669L BB
18535+1231 34.330 45+ 5 62il 08 793j .45 .25L .45L 4.83L C BI 1560100000018535+1244 34.6 1 45+ 5 53 1 36 3 .61 .25L .45L 5.15L S Sl 3601000000
18595+1159 34.644 44+ 4 35j 9 793 .33 .35L .50L 5.25L D EFG 6602000000
18536+1117 38.316 44+ 4 19 t 9 383 .63 .25L .53L 5.06L C 8d J H 5612000100
18536+1551 38.317 48+ 6 73 25 783 .25L .25L .44L 6.47 D KDEH 9500000110
18536+1000 38.656 42+ 4 30 ; 15 392 .27 .30L .60L 13.48L O DOE 4502100000
18536+1354 38.812 46+ 5 6810 793 .39 .25L .41L 22.47L B Cl H 9402200218
18536+1450 3 47+ 6 73 i g 793 .46 .25L .40L 17.2OL C C 740000000839"21 8 69 8 7 0 6 .40 1 43 SK 37 018536+1939 39.4 51+
18536+1016 39.6 59 43+ 4 37 I 8 79 4 .35 .25L! .68L 7.37L C El HB 3501000000
18536+1848 41.53 50+ 48 40 ! 8 793 2.14 1.08 .40L 2.33L BC AA 0 1150000000018537+1028 43.716 43+ 48 10 803 .32 .27L .64L 8.46L C CD 3501122000
18537+1417 45.551 46+ 5 60' 8 79 3 .59 .21: .42L 19.11L SD BE 0 9400000008
18537+1315 45.830 45+ 5 56 9 783 .48 .26L .40L 27.11L E BE 9500000008
16537+1308 47.732 45+ 5 2110 793 .91 .32 .49L 19.80L FC CANF 1 i 9510100118
18538+1820 48.159 50+ 7 35 9 783 .46 .29 .40L 1.90L BC BB G 0 5600000000
18536+1705 50.114 49+ 7 42 8 793 .33 .25L' .40L 2.64L C CN 9601100210
18538+1802 52.919 50+ 7 33 8 783 2.23 .57 .40L 2.36L SD AB 17500000000
i8538+1007 53.7_40 43+ 4 38 7 803 .39 .31L .62L 11,77L D DF 3400100000
18539+1559 55.845 48+ 6 61 10 802 .38 .25L .40L 3.20L F CF 9601000000
18539+1254 57.3!39 45+ 5 34 7 793 5.12 2.64 .41L 20.78L RB AAF 0 ! 7401000008
i i
18539+1333 57.9;39 46+ 5 42 7 78 3 .50 .34 .40L 16.14L SD CCI 0 9500000008
18539+ 1701 58.218 49+ 7 81 18 772 .29: .25L .40L 3.19 C C DNJ E 9681100210
16539+1630 59.2138 48+ 6 34 19 78 3 .25L .25L .40L 4.13 C J C 9701000000
18539+1949 59.847 51+8 34 8 792 .48 .48 .40L 1.48L FF BB 94600001000
18540+1044 0.932 43+ 4 25 5 803 1.05 .47 .51L 6.77L BC ABJ 55601100000
18540+1526 2.31 47+ 6 64 19 772 .71L .25L .51L 3.61 D K KC 9600000008
18540+1442 3.333 47+ 6 99 12 802 .29 .25L .55L 18.95L C CNH 7400000008
18540+1119 4.041 44+ 4 72 18 372 .35L 25L .80L 3.90 F E DC 5602100100
18540+1728 4.5!59 49+ 7 50 7 783 93 .30 .40L 3.09L BD BE L 09600000000
20.57L C DK 9400000008
















S 2 # T Name Type Mag
5 13 104242 MB 4 81
1 13 104245 K2 19 82
1 13 104243 K2 23 86
2 13 104246 K5 6 85
1 16 11519 54 165
_ 1 32 X1852+132 56 3I 32 X1852+132 94, 3
1 2 13017164 65 111
= ,
1 2 DO17173 88 106
1 16 11537 11 155
2 13 104258 K5 5 86
1 213017175 69 106
1 213017180 51 93
1 t V489 AQL 27 3
t 2 13017183 52 105
1 1 V884 AQL 20 3
1 20052O4 88 103
1 13 104272 K2 10 56
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small EMended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60. 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
239




Ga]ac tic Uncertainty _Coords SMJ SMN O 12 Fma 88
hm.. , (s) C) ] b C) C) (9 N
18540+1027 5.5 44 43+ 4 36 6 80 3 1.09
18540+1219 5.6 7 45+ 5 34 8 79 3 .51
16540+1026 5.8 12 43+ 4 37 9 80 3 ,60:
18541+1326 7,1 6 46+ 5 53 10 78 3 .30L
18541+11, 8.12744+4325793 3.87
18541+1449 8.32147+6, _ ! 793 .55
18541+1552 9.9 48 48+61 1 78 3 .40L
18541+1002 11.3 34 43+ 3 I 80 3 .44
16541+1048 12.0 7 43+ 4 19 6 803 .26L
18542+1032 13.147 43+ 4 33 5 803 1.52
16542+1022 14.1 _42 43+ 4 45 6 803 .59
18542+1113 15.8132 44+ 4 24 5 793 5.28
18543+1712 19.556 49+ 7 35 10 772 .43
18543+1844 21.818 50+ 7 34 8 773_ 1.42
18544+1345 27.333 46+ 5 71 12 802 .35
18545+1040 30.624 43+4 34 6 79 3! 48.20
18545+1426 32.625 46+5 38 8 793i .82
18545+1441 35.3 36 47+ 5 41 6 79 3' .93
18545+1225 36.042' 45+ 4 28 8' 783 1.92
18546+1338 36.75246+ 5 2910803 .64
18546+1058 37.913! 43+ 4 36 6' 793 .61
16546+1320 38A28 46+5 80 9 793 .56
18546+1258 38.55 45+5 47 7 793 .72
18547+1237 42.322 45+ 5 28 7 793 .62
18547+ 1325 42.713 46+ 5 36 8 793 1.00
18547+1210 42.839 44+ 4 40 8 793 1.00
18547+t254 46.5 27 45+ 5 32 8 79 3 7.99
18547+1632 46,9 24 48+ 6 64 12 781 3 .32
18548+1002 48.313 43+ 3 25 o 80_ 3 1.55
18548+1445 54.354 47+ 5 41 4 793 .62
18549+ 1640 56.01 21 49+ 6 79 19 78 3 .21:
18549+1630 57.8; 2 48+ 6 62 8 79 3 .39
18549+1030 582 15 43+ 4 53 7 78 3 .45
18549+1328 158.8, 25 46+ 5 63 9 793 .41
18550+1311 0.91]51 45+ 5 49 8 79 t 33 .4518550+1144 1.027 44+ 4 44 8 79 1.39
16550+t113 1.4! 57 44+ 4, 36 9 79i 3 .68
18550+1126 1.8119 44+ 439 8 793 .69
18550+1552 5.444 48+ 6 35 7 793 2.12
18550+1809 5.844 50+ 7 38 7 773 .75
18551+1846 7.840 50+ 7 6612 772 .28
18551+1345 8.815 46+ 5 29 7 793 57.84
18551+1849 9.4[43 50+7 47 6 77 3 .80
le551+1506 9.8' 21 47+ 6 503793 .48
18551+1461 10.0_42 47+5 70 7 8o 2 .48
18551+1148 11.7 35 44+ 4 23 6 79 3 2.50
18552+1011 13.8 5 43+ 3 50 ; 7 79 3 .43
18552+1004 14.5 59 43+ 3 24 7 80 3 .54
18552+1944 16,0 40 51+ 8 17 4 78 3 2.46
18552+1706 17.1 5 49+ 6 75 11 78 31 .41
18553+1641 18.0 10 49+ 6 42 ! 8 78 3 1.15
18653+144819035 47+5 23 93_ .84
18553+1324 20.250 46+5 82 1 80 .42L
18550+10220.220 43+3 37 79 31 17116553+11o8_.649 44+4 7 79 3, 1.16
18554+1333 26.011 46+ 5 287 793! 4.67
18554+1809 26.34 50+ 7 43 6773 1.81
18554+1337 28.5 11 46+ 5 519 793 .5518554+1117 26.938 44+4 49 7 79 , .55
47+s 29 18, 81 21 .2418554+I500 27.6 7
18554+1016 28.4 20 43+ 3 42 67 80 ,a_ ,72
18554+1211 28.522 45+ 4 27 8' 79 2.8616558+1e18 31.1 52 so+7 19 1 8o .33L
18555+1415 31.13 46+ 5 28 79 , 1.29
18555+1007 31.642 43+ 3 63 9! 792 .40
18555+18t0 36.8 45 48+ 6 99 31 80 2 .39L
18555+1855 35.91851+ 7 42 9 773 .71
18556+1806 36,357 50+7 98 12' 783 .27
18556+1700 36.423 49+ 6 30 11 793 .67
18556+1051 37.039' 43+ 4 32 8 _ 793 .74
16556+1307 38.4 27 48+ 5 34 8 78 3 3.15
18556+1001 38.6 17 43+ 3 59 9 79 2 .37
18556+1334 40,4 41! 46+ 5 35 17 79 3 .25L
18556+1925 41.33951+ 7 258 78 3 .25L
18556+10,54 41.g 41 43+ 4 69 8 79 3 .4g
t8556+ 1489 41,9 13 46+5 _ 6 793 5.7216557+14_ 43.5 271 47+ 5 7 79 1.o2
18557+1538 45.82248+ 6 618 793 .32
18557+1200 45.9 59! 44+ 4 49 8 79 3 .82
18557+1329 46.2 45 46+ =5 67 9 80 2 .29
18568+1728 50.2 34! 49+ u 54 7 77 3 .96
18659+1345 55.323 i 46+ 5 73 8 793 .41
18559+1320 55.72346+ 5 25 12 793 .25L
18559+1614 $5.941 ! 48+ 6 28 8 793 2.02
18559+1505 56.3 48147+ 45 32 7 793 .9618559+1230 56.5 1 ; 45+ 31 7 79 3 2.13
18559+1800 58.6 23 50+ 7 61 9 78 3 .34
18559+1502 58,4 17] 47+ 5 58 9 78 3 .35
18559+1700 59.4 3 49+ 6 25 8 79 3 .90
18559+1922 59.8 37 51+ 7 88 11 79 = 2 ,31
18560+1118 0.522 44+ 4 39 7 793 1,82
18560+1717 0.7 29 49+ 6 48 6 77 3 1.89
18560+1203 1,2 38 45+ 4 36 7 79 3 ,83
18560+1553 3.0 31 48+ 6 31 8 79 3 1.07
18560+1837 3.7 30 50+ 7 54 4 78 3 .76
18560+1735 5.449 49+ 6 81 18 772 .26L
18560+1107 5.934 44+ 4 58 8 793 .73
18561+1255 6.814 45+ 4 27 8 793 8.59
[8561+1642 9.143 49+ 6 29 8 79 _ 3 16.78
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 pm 60 Fm [00 pm Flux Co_ A Confusion R S A Seo
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type ('J M=g
.44 .52L 5.83L] BO ,AB 4 5500322000
4
.38 .40L 6.06L CD CB K 0 5601001000
.51 .50/. 8.82L DO DA 4 5500213000
.25L .82 21.11L B C 9500000008
1.86 .59L 5.56L BC AAB 95600100000
.33: .48L 18.84L!EF AC 9 4400000008 1 1 V583HER 89 3
.25L ,49L 5.38 i C GEHB 960CO00100
.29L .72L 11.37L ;E DE J 9500100000
3.51 2.55 6.O5L _ BB GAA 5600100000 I 11 PK43+ 3.1 8
.76 .50L 7.42L 8F AA 9:5500111OO0
.30L .55L 6.72L C BB 195500212000
2.25 .43L 5.12L BB AA 1 5600100000
.28 .42L 2.78L FF CD F 9600000000
.60 .40L 2.12L BC ABI 2600001000
.29L .43L 18A4L F BB 8601100108
30.63 4.47 6.19L CBC AAA 8 660000000028
.34 .40L 16.44L EC BB 7 8500000006 16 11576 8 148
65 .40L 16.60L CF AB F 9 7400010008
1.15 .43L 4.15L DC AA 5 4600000000 23 LDN0662 491
.37 .42L 15.92L BD ABFG 29402100108
.36 .53L 7.95L BE BD 1 14602000000
.25L .46L 21.41L C 8 9500100008
.25L .45L 22.31L B BKK 4400120008 1
.56 .40L 3,82L BC AA t 2700001000
.54 .43L 15.66L 8C AB 3 ' 9600300208
.51 .43L 4.65L 8C AB 0 3601000010
8.45 1.31 18.63L BEC AAA 9 3400120008 1
.25L .41L 3.61L C 8F 9701100000
1.13 .74L 10.22L BC AAH 59600001000
.25L .42L 15.11L B 8D88 350001100E 1 131104283G5 9 80
i
.25L .43L 4.17 O O,C HC I 9600000110
.31L .40L 3.20L C CE 9701110000
.27: .60L 8.35L 8F 8C 77502010000
.25L .48L 18.04L C CG 7500200108
.25L .44L 16.20L 8 B 6500110008 2 13 104284 K2 18 86
.51 .46L 5.74L CE AA 0 5710100000
.27 .59L 8.71L DD 8C 0 8503t00000
.42 .57L 4.51L DC BB 8 5600000000
.63 .48L 4.27L BC AAF 09601000100 1 2 DO 17214 35 103
,34 .40L 2.61L BE AC 45700000000
.61L .40L 2.48L C E 4501100000
31.68 7.86 4.56L }8C AAA8 I 3865200010814
.32 .40L 2.24L BF ADN ; 03601100000
.25L .44L lg.25L C BD 9400010008
_25L .40L 10.34L C B N 8501112008
1.52 .53L 4.73L BC ,AAE 36700100000
.22 .66L 6.88L ICF BB 09601110000
.54 .67L 9.03LtCC 88 09601001000
1.29 .40L 1.89L,B B AAC 74700000000
.25L .40L 3.46L C CM N 9600001000
.38 .40L 3.14L BC AC 19600000000
,25L .45 2.26L F I DB 4600000000
.49 .42L 10.87L BC BC O 02501112008 1 2 DO 17219 88 93
.25L .56 23.76L E C 7500100008
.75 .76L 8.98L BE AA 918602000100
,56 .60L 5.06L FO AB g 6601100000
3.95 .78 18.76L CBF AAC r! 7500300108
.62 .40L 2.33L CC AA 1! 5701100000
.25: .40L 24.92L BE AO 07401200108
.51 .81L 7.17L CF BD 06602000100
.25L .57L 17.87L C CL 8401110008
.51 .58L 8.58L CC BB 0 9700100000
133 .56L 4.81L BF AAJE 9 8700002010
.25L .47 2.24L C M O 5700000000
.63 .40L 13.40L BC AA 7 6501001008
.25L .86L 11.93L D B J 9601111000
.25L .42L 4.36 F O 9700000120
.25L .40L 2.52L C BG [ 3501000000 2 DO 17229 83 110
.25L .40L 2.83L C DH 4501100000 2 DO 17226 2 108
,39: .40L 3.53L BE BB 19601001000
.39: .65L 6.54L CD CB 08600100000
1.76 .40L 17.14L 8D AA I 0 4501000008
.25L .89L 12.96L E B EBi 9601001000
.25L .69L 7.89 C , 6601300108
.25L 1.51 2.73L C (AB 4600100000
.32L .62L 6.73L B B D 9600100000
4,65 1.17 13.81L DBD AAA 96500000008
.40 .40L 17.60L 8C AC O 7400200008
.25L .40L 24.51L D B i 9201000008
.47 .56L 4.17: BC D 8C D_ 07601101000
.22: .49L 22.19L DE BB 0 6501200106
.30: .40L 2.53L BF AG 09700000000 1 2 DO17232 27 123
.25L .54: 14.66L C D CGEC 5401001018
.26L 1.01 8.90 CD, EEA 6600000218
.61 .40L 3.92L BC AAI C 0 9700100110
.40 A0L 14.85L 8C AB 06500100008
1.52 .51L 4.65L 8F AAE 99700000000
.25L .40L 2.80L D CF 9501000000
.25L .40L 23.09L C EEL 6400201008
21 .40L 3.32L CD AD 0 9700000000 1 2 DO17237 84 93
.28L .40L _ 2.93L C AK 6600100000
1.04 .65L 7.11L ED AA 96601000000
.50 .40L 3.46L' BC AA 1 8700000000 3 13 104296 F5 6 53
.63 .51L 4.45L BC AA 06701101000
.54 .40L 17.79L SC AA E 0 830000000826L 4oL 2.32__c 8G J 55oooooooo
57L 4OL 31o c _j 8g _oOOlOOOlO.34 .67L 7.84LED B 7_oi_
4.89 1.09 20.20L BBC AA8 2500100008 4 1 V490 AOL 18 3
7.36 1.30 4.35L BBC AAAC 7 6640(300210 15 3 4 TMSS +20381 18 25






Right Ascension: 18h56m09"-18hr_gm00" Declination: +10"-+20"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 vmham..4), is) ( I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
18581+1853 9.3: 10' 51+ 7 30 26 79 2 .25L .64L .46L
18561+1531 9.8 14 48+ 6 44 10 79 3 1.74 .47 .40L
18562+1331 13.6 27 46+ 5 60 8 79 3 .69 25L .45L
18562+1417 14.g 36 47+5 26 7 79 3 25.77 7.49 2.86
18552+1448 15.5 48 47+ 5 39 6 79 3 1.37 .30 AOL
18562+1133 15.7 28 44+ 4 48 10 79[ 3 .28: .27L 1.07
18562+1733 17.9 6 49+ 6 41 5 78 i 3 1.28 .31 .40L
18563+1610 18.1 17 48+ 6 28 8 79 ,:3 1.868 .78 .40L
18563+1450 18E 53 47+5 49 9 7913 .33 .29L .40L
18563+1400 18.e 10 46+ 51 25 7 79 13 .93 .50 .44L
18563+1208 18.9 36 45+ 4 84 31 79 I 2 .64L .50L .53L
18563+1351 1182 54 46+ 5 85 11 80 2 .38 .34L .52L
18563+1525 20.3 7 48+ 5 45 8 79 3 .89 .75 .66L
18564+1252 125._ 3 45+ 4 54 9 79 3 .40 .25L .44L
18564+1346 27.6 40 46+ 5 50 16 77 2 .25L 25L .86L
18565+1123 30.4 2 44+ 4 27 7 79 3 2.11 1.65 .57L
18565+1905 32.2 57 51+ 7 32 8 80 2 .34 .25L .42L
18865+1144 32.9 10 44+ 4 75 10 80 2 .28 .41L .54L
18565+1114 33.6 31 44+ 3 27 7 79 3 3.09 1.31 .50L
18565+1630 33.5 27 49+ 6 62 9 79 3 .41 .25L .40L
18565+1949 33.6 32 52+ 7 41 6 78 3 .48 .18: .40L
18565+1701 35.5 4 49+ 6 21 5 78 3 .58 .25 .40L
18566+1305 37.7 43 46+ 4 21 7 79 3 .90 .33 .50L
18586+1906 41.4 20 51+ 7 26 13 76 2 .39 .25L .40L
18567+1708 42.2 58 49+ 6 81 9 79 2 .31 .80L .40L
18567+1038 42.4 12 43+ 3 80 9 79 3 .43 .31L .58L
18567+1642 43.5 0 49+ 6 25 5 78 3 .97 .57 .40L
18567+1746 43.6118 50+ 6 37 8 78 3 .33 .26L .41L
18567+1436 44.717 47+ 5 27 6 79 3 4.16 2.17 .40:
18567+1101 45.2 19 44+ 3 28 8 79 3 .99 .72 .59L
18567+1755 45.2155 50+ 6 29 4 78 3 1.57 21 .40L
18567+1323 45.81 9 46+ 4 57 8 79 3 .52 .25L .50L
18567+1046 46.1146 43+ 3 31 7 79 3 18.67 14.93 2.68
18567+1019 47.0 25 43+ 3 26 I 7 79 3 9.72 3.98 .96
18567+1333 47.2 10 46+ 5 45 7 79 3 1.20 .24: .48L
18586+1602 48.9 35 48+ 6 26 14 77 2 .89 .21: .40L
18586+ 1814 52.0 36 50+ 7 20] 4 78 3 7.58 4.85 .89
18568+1520 52.6 12 48+ 5 50' 10 79 3 .35 .19: .45L
18569+1116 58.7 17 44+ 3 32 7 79 3 1.25 .58 .51L
18569+1722 57.4 50 49+ 6 27 3 78 3 2.77 1.57 .40L
18569+1057 58.2 5 44+ 3 40 8 79 3, .79 .53 .70L
18569+1349 58.4 5 46+ 5 54 10 79 31 .43 .25L .45L18569+ 1312 58.8 24 46+ 4 37 79 3 .25L .44 3.92
18570+1004 1.2 37 43+ 3 _ 12 79 3 .27L .28: 1.9018570+1316 5.2 22 46+ 4 =o u 36 3! .70 .51 .40L
18570+1915 5.5 44 51+ 7 33 7 78 3 .25L .25L .96
18570+1638 5.7 58 49+6 81 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
18571+1158 8.442 45+4 40 14 79 2l .33 1.20L .68L
18571+1040 9.5 52 43+ 3 27 8 79 3' 1.02 .40 .74L
18571+1126 10.1 54 44+3 70 9 79 3 .43 .30L .61L
18572+1839 13.1 33 51+ 7 36 6 79 3 .55 .42 .40L
18572+1748 13.423 50+6 o.18572+1422 16.3 56 47+ 5 79 .48 .30L .42L18572+1319 17.028 46+4 45 8 79 .57 .42 .44L
18572+1335 17.1 50 46+4 36 =7 793 1.52 .88 147L
18573+18_ 18.5 3 51+ 7 53 1U 78 _ ) ,25L ,251. .40L
18573+1.0718.3140+8 _578733 46 31L 40_18573+1o4519.7_8 44+3 6 7931 .86 .37 .73L18573+1321 20.1 46 46+ 4 7 79 31 .73 .32 .44L
18573+1536 20.2 31 48+ 5 61 8 79 3 .85 .15: .41L
18573+1459 20.8 52 47+ 5 22 ] 8 79 3 10.77 2.13 .43:
18574+1921 25.3 23 51+ 7 44 5 78 3 .42L .25L 1.19
18574+1054 26.018 44+ 3 51 7 79 3 .68 .40 .55L18574+1458 26.027 47+5 4211u 78 3 3.12: 1.67 .41L
18574+1245 26.5:60 45+4 36 7 793 .97 .60 .46L
18574+1004 26.718 43+ 3 65, 8 79 3 .59 .60 .87L
18574+1652 28.2 25 49+6 334 78 3 2.69 1.64 .42L
18574+1954 28.447 52+7 19 6 77 3 2.35 1.14 .40L
18574+1324 28.5 28 46+4 38 8 79 3 1.20 .60 .43L
18574+1925 29.158 51+ 7 36 6 78 3 1.11 .47 .41L
18575+1805 30.21265o+ 8 39; 5 78 3 .96 .48 .40L
18575+1236 31.1 33 45+ 4 47 7 79 3 .58 .28 .48L
18575+1738 33.2115 50+ 6 39 35 77 2 .25L .25L .40L
18575+1214 33.9'26 45+ 4 36 8 79 3 1.29 .40 .63L
18575+1401 34.1 36 46+ 5 92 20 79 3 .25L .25L .51L
18575+1845 35.3 38 51+7 60 14 76 2 .26L .25L .52
18575+120435.6 50 45+4268793 1.51 .gO .43L
18575+1037 35.7 35 43+3 29 7 79 3 1.92 .96 .44L
18576+1507 37.3 40 47+5 25 8 79 3 1.47 .86 .43L
18578+1249 39.7 8 45+4] 45 8 79 3 2.09 33 .51L
18577+1031 46.3 30 43+ 3 i 29 7 79 3 1.39 1.86 .60L
18577+1047 47.3 59 44+ 3 28 7 79 3 2.36 2.20 .67:
15577+1807 47.E 54 50+ 6 87 27 79 2 .25L .25L .46L
13578+1221 48.5 33 45+ 4 44 13 79 2 .39 .25L .58L
18578+1112 488 38 44+ 3 53 9 79 3 .47 .26: .65L
18578+1108 '49.6 46 44+ 3 I 83 12 79 3 .41L .25L .96
44+ 3 107 12 78 2 .33 1.04L .53L
18578+1144 4gE _18578+1739 152.1 50+ 6 37 23 79 2 1.82L .25L .39
18578+1045 52.6 54 44+ 3 40 8 79 3 .72 .44 .69L
18579+1006 55.7 59 43+ 3 52 8 79 3 .69 .33: .93L
18579+1136 57.5t 7 44+ 3 45 3 38 3 .25L .29L .75
18579+1423 57.8 47 47+ 5 ! 53 12 79' 3 .40 .25L .41L
18580+1600 0.7 37 48+ 5 31 5 78 3 .60 .36: .40L
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 Fm 100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # TUncs Co_f R Flags"
3.05 c I EGO 3602000000
15.54L CC AB 0 7401000008
24.42L oCBC BK 55100000089.04L IAAAC 0 3500100208
17.70L BF IAB 1 2400100008
5.61L C C EFBC 4600000000
2.30L SF 'AAJ 0 9600100010
3.07L BC AA 0 7700100000
18.86L B AE B 1400200008
24.34L BF BBEE 2 5401000008
6.17 D'EG E 8700000210
21.24L C DJ 9401110008
13.26L BC ABGH 0 7500001238
5.12L C iCC 6700100(300
8.99 0 K H6 8502100128
5.05L ,CB AAB 4 4600000000
3,41L1_ E 35(301000006.36L CF 2700000O00
5.60L BC AA 0 5601001000
4.61L C B F 670000CO00
2.45L CE CC 0 5601010000
3.12L lED AS 3 6600010000
20.48L B C B B 1 5500000008
3._L F A 3600100000
3.70L C EH 8601010000
7.52L C CB 76010000(30
3.78L EC AB 7 5600000010
4.39L C DELF 5600000000
3.45L BBD AAC O) 8700000000
7.01L BC AA 0 7600100000
2.34L BC AA O) 9700000000
27.17L C BDE 8500010008
7.31L BBD AAA 9 6602010000 27
10.57L BBC AAB 2 9600000000
22.16L CF BB 0 7500000108
6.09L EE BD K 0 5401020000
3.17L BBC AAA 0 5600000000
17.70L CE DBH 1 5400000086
8.42L BC AS 2 3600001000
3.58L BE AAC 9 5701000000
7.63L CC BB 8 9600100000
20.50L B BH 6501000008
6.27: DCD LBAA 4700200108
11.71L ED FDDK 8601103100
18.83L BC BA 8! 8500300108
3.81 BC FBA 4600000210
5.01 C ED 8600000110
9.79L D DD 6600000000
11.14 CO C ACLD 2 6500121110
7.82L C BG 2601000000
2.61L BC BB E 0 4700001000
3.39L C BC 5601O00000
4.45L C CF 6600000000
21.38L BC AB 0 6500400008
19.18L BC AA 21 5500000108
3.29 B HA 3500000010
4.04L D BB 3400000000
8.92L BC BB 2 560012111027.80L S D B D v ! 7500300008
4.21L BE AI L 0 9600000000
5.01: BBDD AADD 0 66011031103.20 CC KFAC 3600102100
7.67L SD BB 1 8600000000
4.12L BC AA, _! _11_1004.75L CE ABED 8701100100
10.10LCO AB 0, 77OOOOO0OO
3.97L BB AAE 4] 9600000000'
1.64L DC A A 9 5600000000
19.18L BC AB lm 7500300008
1.66L DD ABI 81 4700102000
2.39L BC ABL O, 8700001000
5.32L DD BC 11
4.13 D F 9601000210
4.75L BC ABKF Oj 96010(0)100
5.06 C MD ] 3700100100
2.67L C CB 4700001000
5.31L CE AA 9 7700000000
8.05L BC AA F 0 6700011000
4.55L BC AAFE I 76000001004.86L CD ABH 7701100100
2.57 D D 4600010000
16.20L BD AA 9i 6500000008
8.37L BC BC 1 2600200000
4.74L C B D 3700200000
6.76L BE AA 9, 1601100110
7.32L CD AA 91 2601100000
21.38L DE AA 8 9500100008
8.31LIcc AAC 0 5700000000
7.59L BEF AABE 9 3600101100
2.64 D D 5600001000
6.11L D DNI 9602000000
8.62L CF' CC 0 36002011008.62L J BF 3001101100
6.29L C CK 1700100000
4.25LIFDD G 96000001007.64L sc 2 4_i01100
7.58L BE BC 0 6701001000
7172 }C DC GFFB 16022001104._L 7 O1 0 000
3.72L CO SON 1 5601000000
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region,
Name Type
2 13 104297 MA
22 4 7 I UV AQL
1 2 DO 17247
4 3 RAFGL 5328B
3 13 104308 F5
1 39 MC3 1856+173
2, 2 2 DO 5241
4
1 39 MC3 1856+ 155
214 13 104318 K09 U11385
2 1 32 X1857+149
I 13 104330 K2
1 13 104332 K5















Right Ascension: 18h58=01"-18h59=46' Declination: + 10"-+20"
Position (1950) Flux Densily
Name H (No¢ Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a ,8) Coords SMJ $MN _ O 12 _tm 25 _m 60 pmham, e 8, (s) (_ ] b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
8580+1056 [ 80 i .37 ,32L .92L
8580+1146 79 3 .37 ,25L .66L
8581 +1210 , 78 ,35 .25L ,64L
8581 + 1539 77 ,25L ,25L ,45L
8581+1058 79 3 .49 ,26L ,78L
8581 +1228 79 3 .66 .48 .40L
8581+1350 79 3 .69 .44 .40L
8581 + 1405 79 3 5.18 4.04 .90
8581+1204 79 2 ,57 ,29L .67L
8581+1016 79 3 ,37 .25L .78L
i
8581 + 1131 79 2.51 1,08 ,63L !
1.198582+1408 79 3 2"36(88 .40L
8582+1641 78 3 , ,25L .40L
8582+1155 73_i i .44 .34 .61:8582+1231 .29L ,80L .82
B582+ 1655 78 4.34 1.51 3.47
B582+ 1822 78 3 ,41 ,25L ,40L
8583 + 1656 79 r 3 .25L ,25L ,40L
8583+ 1212 79 3 .54 .34 ,51L
B583 + 1244 79 3 .57 1.05: .64L
8583+ 1524 79 3 .59 .15: .41L
9583+ 1204 78 2 .44 ,25L ,52L
_,,584 + 1428 79 3 ,61 ,25L ,41L
8585 + 1833 76 2 ,29L ,25L ,43L
8585+ 1001 80 2 ,32 .28L 1,07L
3585+1437 79 3 .31L .25L ,54:
_585+ 1513 80 2 .34 .25L .45L
3585+1153 79 3 .54 .25: .53L
3585+1648 78 3 .49 .26: ,41L
3588+1240 79 3 3,28 ,93 .48L
3585+1049 79 3 .50 .25L .69L
3585+1237 79 31 .38 ,25L ,48L
3586+1226 79 2' .38 .25L .55L
3586+1210 78 2 .26 ,25L ,68L
3586+1518 78 3 2,33 1.28 .41:
]586+1353 79 3 1 .62 .37 ,47L
3587+1358 80 21 ,43 ,27L .46L
3587+1514 79 2 ,54 .34L : .43L
3587+1023 78 2 .30L .25L .88
8587 + 1546 79 3 .48 .26: .43L
]587+1320 79 3 ,45 _25L ,49L
3588+1540 78 3 2.13 ,88 ,46L
3588+ 1400 79 3 18.38 19.34 2.87
3588+1033 79 3 ,32 .29L ,74L
]588+1128 38 3 .50 .25L ,51L
]588+1038 79 3 3.46 1.52 .76L
3588+1224 79 3 .71 ,33 ,45L
]588+1421 80 2 .32 .25L .48L
]588+1026 80 2 .31 .90L .88L
]588+1534 78 3 8.74 3.71 ,64
]588+1914 77 3 1,31 .24: ,401
3589+ 1015 79 3 ,63 .34 ,72L
]590+1043 79 3 1,10 ,49 ,73L
]590 + 1544 78 3 .58 .25L ,41L
]590 + 1144 80 2 .30 .26L .72L
]590+1432 78 3 .45 .25L .43L
]590+1758 78 3 1.26 .50 .40L
]590+1400 80 2 1.04 .47: .59L
]590+1111 79 3 .83 .20: -52L
3591+1257 79 3 1.05 .30L .56L
359_ +1116 B0 2 ,32 .64L .68L
]591+1125 79 3 ,53 .25L ,56L
3591+ 1037 79 3 ,46 25L ,74L
3591+1559 77 2 ,28L .25L ,38:
3591+ 1302 79 3 .42 ,26: ,41L
]592+ 1352 79 3 ,52 ,30 .54L
]592+1618 78 3 1.11 .33 .40L
3592+1455 78 3 37.65 25.15 4.35
]592+1451 78 3 1,52 ,62 ,53L
]593+1511 78 3 .40 .22: .44L
]593+1009 79 3 2,71 3.62 ,71L
]593+1232 79 3 ,75 .25L ,65L
]593+1621 78 3 ,42 .31L .40L
]593+1538 78 3 ,67 ,59 ,40L
]594+1749 77 2 .34 .35L .40L
3594+1044 79 3 2,79 1.86 ,67L
]594 + 1122 80 2 .45 .28L .66L
]594+1916 79 2 ,33 .25L .40L
3594+1858 77 3 1.67 ,75 .40L
]594+1255 79 3 ,97 ,49 ,51L
3595+1314 79 3 .79 ,39 .59L
3595+1928 77 3 ,42 .45L ,40L
3595+1612 77 31 .96 ,33 .40L
3595+ 1134 79 3 1.23 ,73 ,59L
3595+ 1201 79 3 1.63 ,82 ,73L
3595+1205 79 3 i .53 .33L .71L
3595+1714 78 3j .55 .25L ,40L
3595+ 1138 79 3 .81 ,51 .59L
3695+1415 76 3 I .44 ,25L .52LB595+_r_9 77 2, .41 .26L .46t.
3596+1055 79 3 1.96 1.31 ,57L
3596+1428 78 3 4,12 2.41 i .76
]597+1041 79 3 ,59 ,25L ,89L
]597+1852 78 3 ,49L ,25L ,96
]597+1908 77 3 ,62 ,35L ,40L
_597 + 162'3 77 3' .76 .60 .40L
3597+ 1125 79 3 ,53 ,27 .62L
_597+ 1358 79 3 ,86 .45 .47L
3597+1903 77 3 .99 .34Ll .40L
3597 + 1300 78 2 .25L .29L .64L
Flags Associations
V L
100 /_m F'[ux Corr A Contusion R S
Uncs Coot" R Flags"
11.50L O EM! 4500121000
6.33L C CLM 17001OOO00
5.80L C D CB_ I 86001000003.71 860O000000
8.99L F 3500121000
4,34L BF BB 3 9701101300
19.85L BC CB ' 0 5500000118
3.64: BEBC AABA 9 3700100000
5.63L C CK 6700100000
8.73L C B 8601O00O0O
6.05L BB AAG 0 1701100110
4,36L BC AA 2 5700100000
3.96L = ICG 8600000000
5.32L BDF iCEGA 1 0701100100
8.10 DC t DHC 9600201300
11.70 BBCF AABA 1 85Cl100310
2.08L D D E 5602010100
12,40 C !lAB J A 85801003105.07L EC 4 8601200000




2.54 C I C
12.14L CK
8,23 DC EJ EC





















3.04: BBCD AAHE 0 6501210210
20.22L BE ADG t 3500100008
20.73L 'E CH 3500200008
4.21L F CK 5501210210
9.13L C EE 5600100210
4.68L CE CD E 0 _ 9501200000
22.05L B C 6400000008
3,76L BC AAJ 0 9602300110
4,21L BBD AAA 9 3700200000 29 _
9.08L E DC G 3600100100
5.77L C BB 1700221000
7,43L BC AA J 8 3700300100
7.85L BC BC 0 9602100000
6.08L C EG 6600100000
11,03L O FO 3600100110
3.74L BEF AACF 9 9601100110
2,56L CO ACN 6 i 8600000000
11.85L CD BB E 0 56OO0001OO'
7.99L CF A8 2 2600200000
4.83L B BCE 9500200000
7.28L C O 4601000000
4.66L C BF 7601000000
2,35L BC AB 1 8600001000
7.25L CD BB 01 36001000005.88L CD BD 1602110000 '
5,48L S AE 9702100000
10.71L C O 7601100000 I
8.22L C CE 7600331000
8,66L C BMJ D 3600200100
4.58 EC ED 5600O0O1OO
34.15L CF CD 0 6400100008
20.92L B D A B 0 4400000008
3.75L BD BB 0 8501100000
4.12L DOC AAA 9 4600200000
4.10L DC AAN 1 5600100000
4.04L BD BE F 0 3600000000
9.42L BE AAD 9 5600000100
5,41L C AG 9602040000
4,36L C BG 8500100010
3.53L CF AA E 8 7610000010
2.78L E DD 7600000000
7.56L BC AA 9 1630100000
7.59L C B 86001100GO
2.79L C D I 7600000000
3.13: BC D AA H 1 1601000020
5.59L BD AB 4 : 9601000000
28,93L CC BC 2 6400000118
2.54L C BB E 8600000000
2.37L BF AC 1 4600000000
g.58L EC AA E 8 5601200100
5.76L DF AA 9 6600101000
6.01L C AE 8602100100
3.12L C C 66010O0000
7.63L BC BB 0 4601101000
4.80L B CE 460000O000
2.64L C C 66000O0000
7.98L BC AA 2 2601000000
4.62L BDB AABN 9 5600000000
9.25L C A 4700100000
2,74L C DB 1600000000
2.44L C BDF 6700110000
2.71L DE AAL 9 3600(X)0OOO
8.40L DD BEF 3 8600100000
25.51L DC AB 7 3400000008
2.46L B BF L 5700110010
6.95 D GDB 6500000008
C
AS 2 # T Name Type Mag
4 2 2 DO 17282 69 100
4 1 32 X1858+169 53 4
1 13 104352 G5 7 65
2 4 TMSS +10394 55 28
1 2 DO 5257 24 95
1 16 11653 79 1700
I 23 OCL 0101 319
2 13 104362 K0 10 65
1 13 104366 K2 8 87
1 ' 2 DO 5264 60 111
1 13 104369 M0 11 85
t 23 OCL 0101 ! 393
1 13 104373 K5 21 86
1 16 11664 56 1600
1 2 DO 5268 44 86
1 13 104378 K0
8
28 75
1 23 OCL 0101 415
1 2 DO17303 68 103
1 13 104381 K5 21 85
8 1 13 104384 G5 4 68














Right Ascension: 18h59m47'--19h01m33 '
Name
h_ o6. (s) ( 1 b C) C) (0) N
18598+1029 48.4 51 I 44+ 2 1 79
79 318598+1130 50.0 261 44+3
18598+1009 52.7 56 43+2 29 8:79 3
16599+1739 54.5 341 50+6 47 1. ' 7819599+165555.529 49+6 65 12 79 218599+1o13563 8 43+2 26 7 79 3
16599+1543 56.5 26' 48+ 5 91 17' 80 2
19000+1502 2.5 4 48+4 37 5 78 3
19001+1525 7.7 3 48+ 5 20 9 79 3
1 1+1652 8.91451+6 491 7719 1+102210,13g 49+2 29 79
1 1+145610.75846+4 77321 221 2.09 5 3 9
I'002+175513.02650+6 97 12 77_
19002+1952 13.1 31 52+ 7 33 I 12 77 _!
19002+1859 13.4 9 51+ 6 68 7 77 31"0o2+133213.82o46+4 3016 793
19002+1806 14.0 7 50+6 38 6 77 3
1"0o2+11161422 44+3 66 6 79 3
19002+1537 14.8 38 48+5 32 6 78 3
19002+1003 15.1 9 43+2 28 9 79 319003+154616.753 48+5 40 8 76 3
1"0o3+172oi19529 50+5 28 7 77 31"003+131419740 46+4 51 17 79 2
19003+1133 20.3 3 45+3 29 9 79 3
19003+1245 20.E 28 48+3 46 16 78 219oo3+172422._ 6 50+5142 11 79 2
19003+1336 _'2.1 1 46+4 56 5 79 3
19003+124123._34 46+3 39 5 79 31"003+12002380 45+3 27 6 79 3
19004+1103 75.C 8 44+3 22 9 79 3
19004+1212 27.0 29 45+ 3 38 7 793
19004+1707 27.826 50+5 59 7 77131"004+1 08 9.24049+5'6119763,I'005+19270.0532+624 8 7713
19005+1747 30.4 10 50+ 6 24 9 77 ' 3
19005+1051 30.5 21 44+ 2 51 11 79 _ 3
t9005+1617 30.8 53 51+ 6 48 9 77 3
19005+1557 31.5 50 49+ 5 47 8 79 3
19005+140731.529,47+4 60 6 793
19005+1101 32.8 26! 44+ 3 88 13 80 2
19005+1349 34.2 48 47+ 4 36 4 79 3
lg006+1735 37.6 7l 50+6 55 18 781 3
1"006+1940 37.6 13' 52+ 6 74 9 77 3
,'0o8+IO22379 5 44+2 29 8 79 3
1"006+1648 37,9 57 49+5 37 1 77 3
19006+1848 38.439 51+6 45 14 78 3
10006+1935 41.610 52+6 31 7i 77 3
i
19_+1527 42.040 46+5 49 12 79 2
19007+1605 44.855 49+5 29 7! 78 3
19007+1045 45.640 44+2 25 8 79 3
I_7+1652 469 2 49+6 27 6i 77 31"0o7+145o47.639 49+4 27 5 78 3
19008+1933 49.5 16 52+6 43 19 77 31"006+12_049839 45+3 221 5 79 319008+1154so.o3145+3 33 6 79 31_6+1o44 _913 44+2 57 6 79 3
19009+1337 54.2 0 46+4 15 4 79 3
19009+1230 55,3139 45+3 53 7 80 2
19009+1411 57.2 18 47+ 4 31 11 79 3
19009+1027 :58.E 28 44+ 2 I 31 17 79 319009+194758936 52+6 77 1 76 3
19009+1591 59.6 57 48+ 5 61 8 _ 21 10+1740125050+535131 10+1022155 44+2 77931 10+1307243048+3254 79I_31"010+17463.62950+6641277
19010+1201 3.9 13 45+3 25 6 79 3
19010+1134 4.6 31 45+3 39 76 79!319011+1636 8.6 44 49+ 5 42 77
19011+1016 8.7 47! 44+ 2 72 10 80 2
19011+1049 9.3 24 44+ 2 50 6 79 3
19011+1647 9.4 20 51+ 6 53 8 77 3
19011+1834 1.4 49 51+ 6 64 11 77 3
19012+1340 12.1 38 47+4 27 11 77 2
19012+1405 12.5 47 47+ 4 54 8 I 79 3=
19012+1128 15.832 45+3 23 6 79 3
19013+1626 18,2 48 49+ 5 26 6 77 3,
19013+1452 19_1 14 48+ 4 27 I 10 79 3
19013+1712 20.2:19 50+ 5 34 6 77 3,
19013+1241 21.9 29 46+ 3 31 5 79 3
19013+1021 21.9=54 44+ 2 66 8 79 3
19013+1426 23.020 47+ 4 38 6 78 3
19013+1346 23.9 42 47+ 4 40 10 78 3
19014+1155 25.1 4 45+ 3 48 20 78 2
19014+1435 25.8 36 47+ 4 49 3 79 3
19014+1916 26.d 48 52+ 6 52 11 78 3
19014+1336 27,7 21 47+ 4 ! 66 5 79 I 3
19014+1514 27.6 55 48+ 4 44 7 781 319014+1653 28.2128 49+ 5 55 10 77
19014+ 1052 28.7 59 44+ 2 38 7 79 3
19014+1145 29,4 6 45+ 3 27 5 79 3
19015+1927 30.9 26 52+ 6 35 9 78 3
19015+1503 31.9 59 48+ 4 50 12 78 2
19015+1625 31.9 23 49+ 5 39 7 771 _3I,015+135732.4214,+422 6 793
1,015+12 33.7 i46. 23 53539015+1513.9 + 12 782
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 6 12 gm
F]ux Density
(Not Color Corrected)












100 H,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
6.33L C DE 3600030100
9.94L C B H 3702010100
8.31L BC AB 0 9601200110
8.87L BBD AAAF 0 4600100210 17
5.65 C I D 65OOOOOOOO
2.76L C DF 6600000O00
8.85L BC LAAB 4701100210
1 32 X1859 + 147
























6.48L F D 75OO00O1OO
3.48L BE AF 0 1600100000
3.95L BD 88 0 4600000000
5.77L C CI G 3601000000
2.69L C BD 1600000000
13.84L BC BB 0 6701000000
7.79L C O J !3500100000
8.62L DC AB 1 9601011000
2.95L C CCJ F 4601000000
2.38L D BF L 7661010000
2.41L B BE 1600000000
29.01L DD ACF 3 3400101118
2.68L CD ABKH 0 3661000010
13.07L O B ME 8602000000
3.96L BC BB 0 6501000000
14.80L BC AB O: 5500000000
4.16L C BG E 5600000000'
2.46L CF BB 5601100000
41.17L E HEG 5301000216
8.04L B CH L 9700000110
8.85L C DM 9600100000
3.52L C CG 5601100100




1 2 DO 17315 26 105







































































5.47L CC AA 0 9600100000
9.14LICFcc, AAI 9 860000000014.08 N CA 8602100200
8.90L E D BC 0 9601000000
3.05L CE ;BG 0 3601000000
4.31 C CD 4600100110
2.01L BC AAI 0 7700101000
2.38L 8 D A C 0 4600000000
13.07L S B 2602010110
2.82L C CF 2_)000000
3.64L B AE 56O00O0000
7,69L C CG 1501000000
15.34L D D 9601100200
4.68L CC AAL 2 8600000000
3.99 C F F C 5600000000
2_66L C BL G 7600100000
12.85L BBC BAA 2 6700100000
3.13L BD CBL 0 5600101000
5.46 CC FB 0500000120
2.43L BC AA F 1 8600201000
5.70L C CL 2500010000
4.30L B ACGE 4600100110
15.35L F D AC F 4 ' 4661100220
2.29L CDC AAB 9 5600101000
4.39L BED AAB 9 3610000000
2.90 C B 8600101000
6,97L SBC AAB 8 9602001000
8,48L BC ABD 0 7600000000
15.66L EE BCJC 4 4701100220
5.83L BC AAED 1 _ 9601000110
12.93L C CF _500010100
7.93L D D I 5502000000
15.47L lED AA 9 U00200000
1.71L 'O BI 6600011000
5.77L C DE 1500010000
2.34L IF FJ _600101000
17.08L _BC AB 0 _:_00200000
6.45L BEC AAA 9 9600000000
2.90L C DF 4600100000
8.50L BC AA 8601100100
11.31L! BE AA 9 9601000100
2.72L BD AC 0 5600000000
20.66L CD CSL I _ 3600200000
9.26L' BCC AAA 7 4662000210
2.21L CD BBM 0 0601000000
2.45L C DHL 1600010000
11.55L F ELM 9501100100
8.36L C Ol J 8501000000
11.45L BC AAE 9 9600000010
2.44L CCE AAEH 3 5600101000
6.14L BDC BCD 0 4500003100
2.59L BD ABL 5 2600100000
8.21L EBD AAB 3 9601000000
21.66L D BH 5601100110
6.34L B BS 7601100000
8.77L F AD 9500210100!
12.56 C HE 7501000110
9.13L C AF 7600100000
2.01L CC 8BD 4601002100
7.80L B AG B 9500100000
4.35L DC ABC 9 4601100100
3.03L BE SD 0 6601000000
12.68L CF AB 9 2602000110
9.01L BC jAB 2 9601000000
1.91L CC AAGE 9 5700211000
6.05L CO BFM 0 3503001100
3.76LIBE AS ' 2 86002110(}0
8.30L BE 89 0 9600100000
7.60L FEC AAS 8 9611100000
6.96L F OG 3500100100
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Den.s_ Region.
3 13 104392 K5
13 104390M0
23 LDN 0711
1 23 LDN 0697
1 13 104398 K2
1 23 ' LDN 0697
2 13 ! 104400K5
8 1 32 X1900+188




I 23 LDN 0719





2 1 11 PK51+ 6.1
1 13 104421 K2
1 13 104422 KO
1 2 I)O5307




























= 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
h-re. o , (s) ('9 I b ('3 C) (') N
19015+1319 34.4' 9 46+ 3 47 5 79 3
19015+1351 )4.5 54 47+ 4 48 7 78
19015+1325 34.7' 32 46+ 3 45 6 79
19015+1203 35.4 21 45+ 3 91 11 79
19015+1431 35.7 2 47+ 4 _ 21 6 79 3
19015+1138 35.9 30 45+ 3 45 6 79 3
19016+1346 37.3 24 47+ 4 22 6 78 3
19018+1247 37.e 28 46+ 3 34 4 79 3
19016+1407 37.647 47+ 4 42 7 76 3
19016+1722 37.8 8 50+ 5 34 7 77 3
190t6+1924 38.0'46 52+ 6 28 i 12 78 3
19016+1727 39.0 41 50+ 5 41 7 77 3
19016+1609 39,6 29 49+ 5 68 14 78 2
19016+1108 39.8 0 44+2 70 8 79 3 =
19016+1709 40.845 50+5 42 7 77 3',
19017+1042 42.352 44+2 31 6 793 I
,,017+11234 44, 45+2 33 13 3931,017+103945,320.+2 37 6 7931,017+1 4 758 ,6+3 12 7921,017+1911463 o 52+8 26 9 783
1,017+1623,6914 4g+5 26 8 773
19017+1128 47.1 15 45+ 2 17 5 79 3
i90i7+1548 48.0 54 49+ 4 34 22 79 3
19018+1006 48.6 13 43+ 2 21 6 79 3
190t8+1927 49.3._ 52+8 _ 2_ 76 3219018+1026 49.6 44+ 2 79
19018+1241 !49.6 24 46+ 3 49 7 79 2
19018+1808 51.2 3 51+ 8 42 8 77 3
190t8+1751 53.3119 50+ 5 107 27 79 2
54.6ig019+1350 I 47+4 30 s 78i3I
II_019+194755050 52+8i46 12 783I_01g+132459422 48+3 23 5 7g13
19019+1633 59.4 12 49+5 29 6 77 3lg019+111459.53:' 44+2 67 18 :'8 2
19020+1820.241 51+8= 54 9 773
19020+1535 0.6!10 48+4 33 6 78 3
19020+1402 O,e r32 47+4 46 8 78 3
19020+125109 2 46+3 47 8 7g319o26+150,o.948 48+4 26 ,0 79 219020+102,1.938 44+2 54 8 79 3
19020+1514 4.110 48+4 45 10 78 3
1_021+13117.337 46+3 2o 78 78 3i
,902,+,319 9.453 46+3 _ 79!i,.02,+,43911142.+41.022+I0581210 44+241i0 791,0 +103..,15.31 ,+2 37 8 793
,,022+i005178 43.,+2 80t9023+1035 18.1 47 44+ 2 43 79
19023+1503 19.0 42 48+ 4 51 9 79 319023+1219 19.0 21 45+ 3 41 6 ! 79
19023+1752 19.2 311 50+ 25 41 8 I 78 319023+1122 19.5 45+ 25 79
19023+1445 20.6 19 48+ 4 23 7 78 3
19023+1206 22.9 231 45+ 3 58 7 79 3
19023+1956 23.3 12 52+ 6 37 7 77 3
19024+1037 24.4 491 44+ 2 19 5 79 3
19024+1923 25.1 51; 52+6 22 7 77 3
19024+1829 28.2 501 51+ 6 56 12 78 3
19025+t147 30.4 47 I 45+ 2 21 4 :'9 3
19025+1352 31.2 0 47+ 3 37 6 79 3
19o25+12,231.438 45+3 38 i, 79 3
I_25+13313174:, 47+3 32 IO 79
,9o25+,41431.918 47+4 32 o 76' o
19025+1542 32.1 48 49+4 17 11 77 2
19025+1027 32.3 28 44+ 2 39 6 79 3
19025+t822 32.4 3 51+5 41 10 783
19025+1316 33.4 12 46+ 3 43 23 801 2
19025+'013 35.853 44+2 39 6 791 3
,9026+130036.93148+9 _ 5 :'9,3
190_+I02237655 44+2 66 8 78,2
Igo26+Ig3337737 52+8 _ 17 :'7 3
19026+1416 38.9 12 47+ 4 37 8 78 3
I_o26+Io4539oIo 44+2 38 8679_19026+1842 3957 51+6 51 77
19026+1250 41.1 56 46+3 48 12 :'9 319026+,426414 3 47+4 57 7 :'83
19026+i_7,752 52+8 68 7 :'73
19026+1722 41 9 38 50+ 5 27 8 78 319027+,_ ,.21 3 52+6 37 9 77 3
19027+1657 42.4 2 50+ 5 45 15 79 2
19027+1601 i43,0116 49+ 4 75 11 77 3
19027+1911 44.2; 28 52+ 6 43 7 77 3
19027+1733 (,5.1 i 34 50+ 5 62 13 78 2
19027+1341 46.0 8 47+ 3 25 6 78 3
19027+1337 46.1 55 47+ 3 28 6 78; 3
19027+1727 47.2 52 50+ 5 106 13 79 2
19027+1128 476 8 45+ 2 52 6 79
19028+1613 $8.91 33 49+ 4 24 7 77
19028+1057 52.0114 44+ 2 31 5 79
19028+1149 53.8] 58 45+ 2 82 9 79 2
I 319029+1108 55.31 2 44+2 43 6 79
19029+1450 57250 48+4 53 7 7713
19029+1222 57.4 19 46+8 34 6 79 13
1902_+,05359_43 44+2 43 5 79_19030+1521 O.fi 51 48+4 33 6 77!
19030+1741 1.1 0 50+5 30 10 783
19030+1744 1.718 50+5 35 10 7831 030+,0212 3 44+235. 7931,030..52449+558 :'83i 030+17304,34 +5719 7713




































































































(Not Color Corretted) V
25 Fm 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) U'ncs Cocf R Rags*
.24: .76L 8.47Li g F lAB !0 9501010000
.20L .69L 8.92L BC 9500410000
.36 .74L 8.24L BD IBC 0 9501000000
.32L L03L 13.17L D 'CE 7500000100
7.84 1.03 7.OlL,BBD AAB 9 7501200000
.38 .69L 9.22L IDD BC 5 9601031000
.40 .71L 9.t0L!DO BB 8 9500210100
.65 .82L 10.27LIBC ABOG O 9500000000
.25L .72L 8.02L !B CD 8601000000
.42 .40L 2.56L EC BBF 0 4600110000
.31: .40L 1.84L DO AD 8j 5701211000
.29 .40L 2.45L CE BA 8, 4600110000
.27L .40L 3.99L C G I 6600000000
.28: 1.09L 14.t3L CF BE 8! 9601000000
.53 .40L 2.63L CF BF I 2600100000
4.60 1.38L 13.18L SB AAA 0 3702100000i
.25L 1.39 14.27L C ES 9602101100
.38 1.13L 14.11L CO AS 1 3701100000
.25L .96L 13.47L F B 9502200110
.87 .40L 1.60L SC AA 1 3600601000
.22: .40L 3.41L BF AD 3 8600111000
.96 .99L 9.56L ED AA 9 9603101200
.25L .40L 4.29 C K C 2500000010
AAGs'1.08 1.51L 12.50L BC I 0 3601010200
.25L .4OL 2.68 O 5700211000
.26L 1.31L 19.63L B R 4601101110
.20L .91L 15.84L C D 9500000000
.35 .40L 2.27L CD BB 3 2600000000
.62L .41L 3.03 C MC 4600000100
.58 .72L 7.53L SC AA C 0 9600100100
i49, 372i cl ,.s .00000000258 102:' cs 14 .000020 40, 276 s0 .. g   0,000
•33L 1.72L 14.30 C KGDD, 9600000110
.21: .40L 2.35L CE CE I O 0600000000
36 .40L 3.12L BC ABJ 0 3501001000
.31 .53L 6.81L EE CBJ 0 9601011110
.25L .87L 9.48L S CJ HH 9501000100
.25L .50L 5.63L E iB 2602010100
.31 1.40L 18.13L BD rBC 2 5601101110
.28L .49L 5.38L IB !S O 36000001C0
.25L .80L 10.74L IC CJ GK 9502000210
.33 .94L 1O.00L iED CB 4 9601110000
.20L .67L 7.83L D BII O 6600100000
.23 1.36 t3.82 ECC NFBB 5601001110
1.23 .84L 16.28L BC AA 1 7600300000
.36L 1.64L 27.80L C BB 4601010100
1.32 .73L 17.61L EF AA 9 7600203100
.23: .51L 5.51L BD BE 0 2601010000
.31 1.03L 10.16L DD BBME 5 7501000100
.89 1.38 2.23L CC GAA 3600001100
1.89 .66L 10.13L BD AA 61 7601000000
.43 .52L 5.13L FC AB I 5701101000
.38L 1.08L 11.57L C CO 5512100000
.33 .40L 8.95L BD AB 0 7500011008
3.98 1.83 11.96L BEC AABB 9 7710203200
18.16 2.95 8.31L DCD AAA 9 7600000008
.25L .40L 2.60L B BD 3600000000
1.19 .7OL 12.09L SD AA K 9 7601000100
2.40 .74L 6.72L BE AAC 9 9601000000 =
.25L 1.14L 16.62L C D i 6401100100
.19: .64L 9.53L DD BC 0 9601010100
.36 .56L 8.53L BF BC 5 7600100100
.25 .49L 5.59L D D 4500000000
.49 .58L 19.74L CC AS 0 8601201110
1.15 .40L 2.24L DC AA 8 5600000000
.25L .77L 12.57 C ABGF I 9501000210
.70 L22L 16.17L BC 3 7600000000
4.49 1.33 9.06L DCB AAA 9 9611000100
.32 .84L 21.48L FO CO 3 7600100110
.20L .40L 3.06 D L DB 7601000008
.19: .60L 6.58L CD BD O 8500100100
2.56 1.24L 13.57L CE AAF ,9 6700000100
.28 .40L; 2.25L; BD ACGBi2 2_oooooo
.25L 2.26 10 90: C C 9500000300
.3OL .57L 6.73L S BCC 7601001000
.17: .40L 10.63L BE BC I 2 7500000008
.52 .40L 2.86L DD AB] ! 8 6600100000
.72 .40L 2.51L BC AB F i 0 2700000000
1.18L .42L 2.82L i D CL 6600000000
I
.52 .40L 3.43L CO AC 2601000000
.50 .40L 9.37L BC AAI 0 6500000008
.24 .40L 325L ED AC _ 2 7600200000
2.07 .65L 7.33L BC AAB 9 9601110000
1.26 .74L 7.59L BC AAI 9601110000
.29L ,42L 3.22L C IC I 7600200000
.29: 1.37L 13.03L BE !BDK 0 560,000100
2.29 A0L 3.62L DD iAAB 9 4601000000
A1 1.11L 12.08L BD 'BAI 7 5601100000
.O4L 1.33L 21.07L C AF 6601000100I
.33 1.36L 13.83L BD ISDGF 3 6601020110
.53 .58L 3,62L BC lAB J 5 5700000100
.32 1.05L 10.21L ED !AE G 4 7602000310
.45 1.12L 1239L BC IBA 0 6601100100
.83 .43L 3.25Li B F AAG 0 4600001000
.96 AOL 2.45LI BC AAF 2 5600121000
.93 .40L 2.44Li BC !AIA 3 5600121000
.31L 1.79L 26.17L I H 7601100000
.73 .40L 2.82L EE AG O 7601100000




R 6 A Scp
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1 1 32 X1901+116 28 1
2 4 TMSS +1O403 28
13 104431 K2 3 70
11 PK43+ 1.1 16
1 1 Vl105 AQL 67 3
1 2 DO 17358 57 106
1 39 4C + 15.63 61 1:'9
32 X1902+ 106 113 2
11 PK 50+ 5.1 34 165
Vl107 AQL 74 3
32 X1902+ 106 41 2
2 DO 17366 37 91
2 DO 5324 49 100
11 PK48+ 4.2 57




2 13 104454 K0 17 85
I 13 104456 K0 5 75
1 1 32 X1902+177 119 1
6 t V338 AQL 6 3
1 39 OV+105 70 t415










a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /,Lm
h m.CZ 6, (s) (J I b (") (") (') N
19030+1651 5.757! 51+6 30 7 77 3 .65
19031+1347 6.614! 47+3 29 7 79 3 2ge
19031+10048.516 44+2 51 6 79 3 .49
19031+1247 9.955 46+3 19 6 79 3 6.32
19032+1553 12231 49+4 42 8 77 3 .67
19032+131513.1 5 46+3 69 14 7712 .43
19032+1715=14.e34 50+5 27 _ 77 3 17.1919o32+135315._43 47+3 25 , 761_ 1.90
19032+1153 17.3 35 45+2 35 6 79 3 ,64
19032+1015 17,5 56 44+ 2 39 7 79 3 .79
19033+1048 '19.7 12 44+ 2 23 5 79 3 1.22
19033+1900 20.2 20 51+ 5 70 16 76 2 .27
19033+1055 22.7 40 44+ 2 61 7 79 3 ,33L
19033+1629 23.7 47 49+ 4 91 12 79 2 .33
19034+1106 26.3_ 23 46+ 2 27 7 79 3 .76
19034+1432 26.5 12 48+ 4 21 6 78 3 1.29
19034+1000 27.5118 44+ 37 6 79 3 2,16
4619034+12o727.7 45+ 2 29 8 79;3 4.7819034+1707 29.5 31 50+ 5 49 18 78 3 .35L
19034+1626 '29.6 49 49+4 52 8 76' 3 .79
19035+1622 32.5 23 51+ 5! 56 9 77 3 .40
19035+1107 32.8 17 45+2 55 11 79 2 1.26L
19035+1010 33,C 0 44+I 20 5 79 3 7.58
19035+1050 34,3139 44+2 46 7 79 3 .61
19036+1801 36.2:7 51+ 5 961 26 79 2 .42L
36.6'34 46+ 3 31 119038+131,8 7 79 3 1.88
19036+1604 36.9 17 49+ 4 38 8 78 3 1.08
19036+1215 39.9 33 46+ 2 42 I 10 79 3 .65
19036+1222 40.3 10 46+ 2 25 7 79 3 1.10
19036+1516 40.4 22 48+ 4 32 7 77 3 1.47
19038+1041 40.7 50 44+ 2 39 6 79 3 1.20
19036+1910 40.9 49 52+ 6 20 6 77 3 4.68
19036+1403 41.7 9 47+ 3 40 8 78 3 .49
19037+1201 43.5 10 45+ 2 63 17_ 79 3 1.16L
19037+1336 43.9 43 47+ 3 35 7l 79 3 7.39
19037+1117 44.6 26 45+ 2 32 5 79 3 1.11
19037+1702 46.2 36 50+ 5 57 14 80 2 .44
19037+1729 47.2 56 50+ 5 39 12 78 3 .46
19038+1511 49.2 24 51+ 5 46 13 78 3 .25L
19038+1029 50.7 27 44+ 2 46 6 79 3 .87
19038+1303 53.5 10' 46+ 3 37 7 79 3 1.99
19039+1142 54.1 511 45+ 2 25 6 79= 3 2.38
19039+1221 54.6 56! 46+ _ 83 33 80 .75L
19039+1219 54.8 2 36 10 2
19039+1733 55.1 15i 50+5 45 6 77 3 3.92
19039+1232 55.3 46+ 37 8 79 1.89
19039+1057 55.720 44+2 32 5 79 1.22
19039+1516 57.4 56 48+ 4 43 8 3 .29L
19039+1020 57.9 20 44+ 1 34 6 79 3 1.25
19039+1634 58.4 53 49+ 4 22 8 78 3 5.18
19039+1201 58.9 41 45+ 2 29 7 79 3 .86
19039+1251 59.1 38 46+ 3 33 8 79 3 .83
19040+1109 1.3 15 45+ 2 29 6 79 3 5.29
19040+1618 1.6 35 49+ 4 56 10 76 3 .69
19040+1547 2.1 15 49+ 4 88 24 77 2 .32L
19040+1050 3.0 58 44+ 2 28 10 79 3 .38
19040+1847 3.0 19 51+ 5 36 6 78 3 .99
19040+1502 3.3 49 48+ 4 41 6 78 3 1.92
19040+1333 5.3 36 47+ 3 51 6 78 3 .66
19041+1808 6.0 2 51+ 6 32 7 7713 .97
60 52+ 6 25 7 78 ! 319041 + 1954 7.4 1.62
19041 +1141 9.7 17 45+ 2 95 8 79 I 3 .54
19041+1129 9.7 _ i 45+ 2 37 6 79 3 1.59
19041+1150,0.33045+22413802 1._,?.L
19041+1038 10.7 41 44+2 48 6 79'3 .30L
19041+1734 10.647 50+5 33 9 78,3 6.3019042+1959 12.5, 41 53+6 60 15 78 .40L
19042+1337 13.7; 27 47-4- 3 39 9 78 3 .61
19042+1451 14.2 29 48+ 3 18 6 36 3 3,62
19042+1911 14.5; 35 52+ 5 ' 33 6 78 3 1.13
19043+1017 86! 31 44+ 1 34 5 79 3 1.67
19043+1013 19.6i 16 44+ 1 29 5 79 3 2.32
19043+ 1451 20.2; 46 48+ 3, 20 7 77, 2 3.05L
19043+1135 20.4' 39 45+ 2 ' 40 7 79 i 3 1.18
19043+1009 21.¢ 51 44+ 1 27 5 79 3 54.77
19043+1302 22.4 46 46+ 3 70 9 78 3 .46
19043+1034 ,23._ 54 44+ 1 45 7 79 3 .56
19043+1414 _4.C 42 47+ 3 16 9 79.2 .38
19044+ 1407 24.2_ 30 47+ 3 58 7 77 3 .73
19044+1214 26.51 33 46+ 2 30 7 79 3 6.17
19044_1031 27.C 44+1l 33_ i 78'2 .42
19044+1607 27.1 '_{_ 49+4 1 78 3 .37
19044+1038 28.C 15 44+1' 79 3 2.61
19044+1146i28.43445+2i7612782 .46
19044+1058 28.6 _ 45+2 35 6 79 3 3.3219044+1316 28.g 47+ 3 I 37 7 78 3 .83
19044+1309 '291 46 46+3 I _ 6 78 3 .84
19045+1130 30.3 39 45+ 2 , 79 3 .95
19045+1155 30.5 29 45+ 2 53 10 79 3 .62
19045+1248 30.9 49 46+ 2 I 25 8 79 3 4.07
19045+1552 32.1 35 49+ 4 27 8 78 3 1.58
19045+1257 32.2 31 46+ 3 2(] 8 78 3 .83
19045+1627 33.C 10 49+ 4 67 14 79 2 .46
19045+1339 33.2 16 47+ 3 41 7 78 3 .95
19045+1134 33.3 35 45+ 2 38 8 79 3 1.91
19045+1913 33.7 49 52+ 5 57 7 77 3 .40
19045+1545 34.C 51 49+ 4 37 8 78 3 1.03
19045+1333 34.4 1 47+ 3 53 8 79 2 .73
19045+1513 35.2 12 48+ 4 26 9 78 3 .93
19045+1110 35.6 26 45+ 2 42 8 79 3 .55
Flux ]_nsity F/ags I Associations
('Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 vm 100 Fm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
(.lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.37 .40L 2.29L SD BB 6 2600000000 1 23 LDND715
.74 .56L 6.91L BC AAL v 9600101200 4 131 104461 A0
.34L 1.97L 23.41L S BC 9500200000
2.64 1.27: 9.32L BBC AABK 0 9602000310
.29 .40L' 3.79L BD BC D 0 2601000100 1 1 V1108AQL
.30L 1.13L 9.42L _E C i 9501000000
12.27 2.11 2.B7LiBBE AAAI 9 7601031000 27 3 4 TMSS+20366
.93 .68L 6.44L CD AA , 9 6600100000
.24: 1.26L 13.13L!CD BD H 0 9601000101 1 23 LDN0667
.34L 1.64L 19.65L C BE 8703100000
.72 1.45L 14.50L BC AB 1 6711100100
.25L .41L 3.39L C F L 5701100100
.56 1.82L 24.39L C B C 6601190000
.71L .43L 4.71L C E D 6500100000
.32: 6.41: 27.72L GEE !BEES 0 9501112301 4 1 32 X1903+111
.71 .50L 4.71L FF .AA 9 6612000000
1.44 .98L 19.90L FF AA 9' 9700200001
1.21 .91L 11.BOLIBC AAG 1 5502000000 3 13 I04467K0
.26L .48L 3.69 C KGFC 6600100100
.40 .40L 3.36L CD ADK 1 ! 6601100000
.25L .40L 2.83L C C 5600000000
.38 6.55: 24.09L DD BE 9502112301 2 13 104469 B8
7.81 2.18L 18.43L BB AAC 91 8702000100
.38L 1.63L 20.40L E BC 5600200100
.25L .44L 2.60 C I J C ! 5700100000
1.08 .83L I0.65L 13C AA 8500000000,
6 0 3 97L B D A B 25 0 1
.28 1.22L 17.08L BF BC 7400220100
.48 .95: 14.45L CCD BBDF 4 9600321220
1.01 .47L 4.12L BC AA 0 4520100000
.60 1,68L 22.19L 8C AAF 0 7601021210
2.65 .53 9.21L BBC AAB 3 6500000008
.38 .62L 5.29L CC CO 2 5600000000
.25L 1.49L 17.71 O I C 7600101211 4 1 32 X1903+120
3.79 .72L 6.69L BD AAF 9 ! 8611100000 J
.90 1.46L 16.26L CC AAF 3 [ 7601000201 I
.20: .40L 3.77L DD BB 2 6500100000
.25L .40L 2.76L D BG 8600101000 1 1 SU SGE
.25L .58 2.79L C CCH' 4600100000
.32: 1.76L 24.75L BD ABO 0 8601000010
1.95 .86L 10.90L BB AAB 2 9500000000
2.59 1.06L 12.65L BB AAC 0 ' 9603101101
.27L 1.21L 13.82 D H KE 9600321110
.19: .84L 9.56L BE BF G 1 9500321110
2.68 .70L 2.44L BF AAS 9 9600201000 27.99 2.26 9.95L BBC AAC 1 9604010200 1 DO 5335
.61 1.76L 20.91L BC AB 2 3600000000
.39L 2.44 4.60L C BAA 3500100000
.63 1.76L 25.65L CC ABM 1 8601100110
4.07 .75 2.86L BCF AAB 9 6600000000
.66 1.35L 10.71L CD ABJE 8 6600101311 4
1.19 4.44 11.20L DCF CAAC 2 9601111000
3.05 1.78L 18.77LI BB AAC 0 8701000101
.22: .43L 3.90L SD BD 0 4601000000
.94L .47L 4.06 ! C FBED 2500011010
.26L 1.92L 25.15L C C 3601000000
.58 .40L 2.361. DD AB J9 2600010000
1.79 .52L 5.56L BD AA 1 4501021000
.39 .70L 6.81L BE BB 6= 7601210000
.55 .40L 3.01L DC BBF i _ 4700100000
.49 .40L 11.54L BC ABJ O 6400201008
.27L 1.47L 9.89L E IBE 9701101101
1.40 1.t3L 10.13L CF IAA 9 9700141001 1
.27L 1,72 11.01L C H FC 8700100001 1 39 DA472
1.42 3.17 25.81L CC AA 5701201210
4.11 .78 2.96L DFC AAD 9 7600101000
.25L .56 4.93: CDF DD 6640201348 C 1 32 X1904+200
.25L .69L 7.34L C iB J 6602220010
1.73: .40L 5.86L DO AA 0 4630200000
1.36 .40L 11.75L BB AA 0 5500000006
.81 1.37L 20.31L IBC AA D 1 9700201110
1.09 1.08L 20.58L CC AA 6 8710200000
1.33 .6.4L 4.52L; F AA 4600200000
.44: 1.08L 9.97L iE_ B B 0 9702220001 I
53.64 10.39 20.80L BBC AAA 8 7720200000 25
.30L .87L 7.86L I_ B E F D 9620100100
.30L 1.58L 27.15L C BBE 5701301210
.31L .76L 7.36L C CH 4600100000
.25L .56L 7.76L _D BD E 3600000001
4.69 .75L 14.73L ,BB AAE 1 ; 7600000000
.44L 2.14L 34.27L F BJ 6601200010
.21: .40L 4.49L CE CG O 1500000000
1.08 1.86L 21.16L BD AA 8l 4700301000
.25L 1.78L 23.06L D C 9604200001
1.46 1.71L 28.30L BC AA O: 2601000100
.46 .76L 7.47L BC BB 0 4600000000
.24: .68L 8.10L BD AOHD 01 4601000100
.45 1.10L 10.10L DD AB 0:6700331001 1
.36L 1.58L 16.02L C BC I 6601200111
1.82 .77: 7.33L BOE AAE 91 9700100100
.43 .40L 3.15L BC AB H 3 2500001000 2 13 104496MA7L 74 8 23 E 96 1
.25L .40L 5.73L F B 4;!
.42 .70L 8.88 DD AB 7500020121
.98 1.44L 16.79L CC AA 4 9700231001 1 I
.25L .40L 12.16L C C O 5501000008 1 13 104497 K2
.53 .40 4.36L BC AB 2500001010
.26 .88L 9.98L DO BC 1 7500101121
.51 .54L 5.09L FE AB 19 1501100000
.31: 1.66L 11.71L CD BB 6703000101


















Right Ascension: 19h04=37"-19h06"01 '
Position (1950)
19046+1713 37.0 57 50+5 49 8' 78 3
19046+1846 37.719 51+5 36 ;I 78)19046+1456 38.6 23 48+ 3 109 1 79
19046+1415 40.144 47+3 48 10j 79 2
19048+1121 40.5 25 45+ 2 19 7 79 3
19046+1354 41.0 22j 47+ 3 58 9 77 3
19047+1159 42.1 35 45+ 2 28 ; 79 319047+1539 42.9 14l 49+4 23 78 3
19047+1034 43.0 35 44+ 1 68 10 80 2
19047+1246 43.4 11 46+ 2 27 9 79 3
19047+1103 44.1 26 45+ 2 40 7 79l 3
19047+1026 46.9 3 44+ t 31 66 79 319048+1258 50.7 40 46+ 2 41 79 I
19048+1527 50.7 42 49+ 4 67 19 78 3
19048+1509 50.7 8 48+ 4 33 7 78 3
19048+1116 51,7 31 45+ 2 43 9 79 3
19048+1826 52.3 36 51+ 5 37 10 78 3
19049+1003 54.9 58 44+ I 42 20 80 2
19049+I746 55.t 45 51+ 5 64 12 79 2
19049+1519 55.3 5 48+ 4 58 13 79 2
19049+1151 56.E 12 45+ 2 30 7 79 3
19049+1854 56.8 30 52+5 28 6 77_3
19049+1948 156.9 56 52+ 6, 35 10 31 r 3
19049+131857.0904347+ 17 8 79!2219049+1024 '57.g 44+ I 58 18 781904_+170259.545 s0+4 30 7 77 3
19049+1438 59.g 18 48+3 29 6 77'3
19050+1016 0.4 0 44+ 1 39 15 80 2
19050+1129 0.6 29 45+ 2 27 7 79 3
19050+1415 1.7 3 47+ 3 33 6 78 3
19050+1101 1.9,60 45+ 2 84 9 79 3
19050+1104 2.51455 45+ 2 26 9 79 3
19050+1336 3.1L 47+3 27 5 78 3
19050+1813 3.5r 0 51+ 5 27 6 78 3
19050+1033 4.245 44+ 1 49 8 80 2
19050+1038 5.2142 44+ t 50 8 79 3
19050+1347 5.7 16 47+ 3 31 9 78 3
19051+1226 8.0!10 46+ z 69 16 80 2
19051+1559 8.11 2 49+4 271 10 78 3
19051+1216 8.4 57 46+ 2 27 6 79 3
19051+182910.31151+)5777833i19061+123,112 48+5 ,11.73749+4 11 8319062+1 1322151+ 10773,19052+1,71331446+357 , 783,19082+175113.7415,+5 54 . 753
19052+135714.614,7+3 70 ; 7833]190,2+14,1 .618 47 7819052+1 16.859 48+3 2o 7 783I
19052+1233 17.6 25 46+ 2 28 8 79 3!
t9053+1054 16.8 40 45+ 1 25 9 79 3
19053+ 1437 19.6 5 48+ 3 74 8 78 3319053+1812 19.7 47 51+ 5 74 12 79
19053+1729 22.3 42 50+ 4
19053+1124 22.7 4 45+ 2 30 7
19054+1221 24.1 27 46+ 2 51 7 79 3
19054+192'3 24.1 10 52+ 5 27 8 77 33
19054+1605 25.6 50 49+ 4 49 12 76
19054+1859 26.3 21 52+ 5 38 12 78 3 I
19054+1354 26.631 47+3 _ 12 78 3!
19054+15_o27.144 49+4 79
19054+195o27138 53+5 I_ 79 _i19054+1020 27.9 8 44+1 77 76190_+131729.749 47+3 62 8 78 3
19065+I_ 30,411 48+2 38 5 79 3
19055+1945 30.428 52+5 40' 12 78 2'19055+1308 32.1 13 47+ 2 62! _ 76 3 i
19055+1437 33.4 7 48+3 33 89 78 3319055+1410 34,310 47+3 41 79 i
19065+15o9 35.o_ 49+4 49 9 79 3
19056+1004 39.3 58 44+ 1 40 7 79 3
19056+1607 41.4 5 49+4 4012 79 2=
190_+112242.442 45+2 g _ 76 219057+1047 42.5 50 44+ I 79 3'
19057+1648 42.525 50+4 42 10 78319057+,3, 42.812 47+3 36 9 78 3
19057+1725 44.644 50+4 34 7 78 319057+100244.953 ,_+1 21 7 79 3
19057+1406 45.427 47+3 30 8 79 3
19057+1706471_ _+4 _ 7 78 3
19058+1511 48.246 48+3 45' 9 78 319058+182048.446 51+5 _ 7 79 3
10058+1011 48.5 t4 44+1 31 9 79 3
19058+1423 49.4 51 48+ 3 57 14 77 2
19058+1504 51.0! 2 48+ 3 29 9 78 3
19058+1135 51.6!27 45+ 2 23 8 79 3
190_+ 1205 _117140 _ + 2 25 6 7g 3
19058+12009 52.1 59 46+ 2 59 7 79 3
19058+1325 62.2 17 47+ 2 29 6 78 3
19058+1322 52.9l 5 47+ 2 35 6 78 3
19058+1231 53.7134 46+ 2 33 6 79 3
19058+1044 53.9149 44+ I 84 14 80 2
19059+1657 55.7 14 50+ 4 72 10 77 2
19059+1732 58.4'50 51+ 4 30 7 78 3
19059+1118 58.9 12 45+ 1 17 10 40 3































.59L 6.75L BF AA 9 6600100000
2.48L 38.03L F E O 7601900000
1.10L 17.t6L ED )AAG 9 7790010001
,73L 7.37L CD BA 9 3600000000
2.14L 23.56L D CB 2600200000
1.65L 23.33L BC AAC 1 2600100000
.47L 8.62L BC AAL 0 4601001111
.45L 3.54L IDC _AAF 9 4600100000
1.36L 19.28L'FE AB 7 6712110000
1.76L 16.96L [C BF 470110(0)00
.86L 11.08L ICF AD 0 5501001101
1.15L 17.78L 'C EJ 9500190000
.40L 4.46L eC AA 1 8601000000
.62L 11.82L IBE AA 9 7600100000
.40L 2.57L SD BB E 2 4600112000
1,04L 9,57L FF AA 9 9600100000
.46: 5.68L B D ADDC 2500000200
.43L 3.74L B B I I 4600000000
.53L 8.02L BD BC 3 9601900000
.42L 3.33L O BK 5600010000
.77L 8.59L E B D 3600200001
.47L 6,34L SO AB 2 9400000000
.60L 5.85L BE AAG 9 7600100000
.g4L 12.15L DE AA 9 8600100000
1.70L 23.29L BC AAB 9 1703000000
.59L 4.65L FD AA 0 8601300000
.45L 4.66L O BM 4600100000
1.65L 15,21L E CH 7790110101
.40L 3,44L BC AB 0 i 2601190000
.89L 21.73L BB AAC 5i 3700101901
1.20L 10.21L BD AA 01 660020000o
.40L I0.46L BC AB E 0 3400000006
,54L 8.49L C CF 6500200000
.40L 4.43L C BD 1609010000
1.08 7.41L C NBC i 4601201111
.44L 3.99L BC AA 11 9500000000
.40L 11.20L F E 7500100008
2.95L 29.86L C SD J 9605010310
1.21L 14.76L CcD BFH 1 4901000001
1.23L 13.29L C AB 5701000011
.40 1 37 CC 75801 8
1.17L 14.76L B 5601000110
5.33L BC AAC 9021100000
.69L 0 ]
.74L 6.93L CO BB 1, 2600100001
.48L 4,40L CD ABHE 0 9601200000
9.79L 149.44L DD AB 1 840320020F
.59L 7.36L OF B B 8500200000
1.55L 14.76L OF AAG 9 3700301101
1._t 21.60L DC AAG 9! 2790111110
.40L 4.18L CD AE 0 8¢iI0(0)00
.82L 7.72L BC AA i 4600201011.42L 3.84L CC AA 2501101000
6.62 129.78L CCC AAA 870220000F
.67L 9.00L BC AADH 0 i 2601100001
.40L 3.98L BC AA 9 i 7601000000
.54L 4.95L CE AA 0 9402000000
.41L 2.83L BF AB 3700000000
91.22 149.19 BBCC AAAB 0' 5402141430
Declination:+ 10°-+20"
Flags Associations
Gala¢t:,c U.certainty U i (Not Color Corrected)

































































































49+ 4 22 3.48 2.03
1.352 50+41 36 6 78 3 1.15 .48
116123r46+28539 I; 79r3L_ I);L m5850+ 4 _ .43L1.9141 79
V L C
I00 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Ty_ ("_ Mag
3.32L BF BE Hi 0 4601000000
3.24L CC AB 4 2601000000
8.83L C E 440OO00O00
8.03L C BF 4600100000
19.43L CBE AAA 5 6702190201
8.65L C BC 4802000001
12.03: CD F ABCD 1 6601100111
4,30L CCC AAA 8 2500000000
35.29L C CG 5603210000
9.39L i CD CE 0 9600100100
12.90L BC AAD 1 2700100000
28,28L 8C AA 11 6703102220
9.27L0Cc ^A '9 _119019005.25 F E 25O0000190
5.61LICE AAED 9 8501100000
19.09L EF AA C _ 9 5702100201
3.49L j C B f 4600112000
38.96L F I E 8601202311
3.98L C C L D 5600010000
4.82L C S K 1500000000
18.74L BC rAA 0 6790100101
2.70L BB AAD 3 1600000000
13.22L CO IAAJ L 2 740200000811.83L DE CE 5500000001
25.97L C FB 6702102110
3.81L BDC ABFD 6 4500100000
.92L 9.23L C DJ 0! 7600000000
.52L 5.24L C AAB 9402101000
1.56L 15.43L CC AB 0 5790110001
.99L 15.59L EF AA) 9 4700110001
1.19L 12.38L D CF 4710212011
CE AAB 9' 5500112001.93L 11.15L
.98L 11.38L FD ABHE 9 3500111001
.72L 12.38L'B0 AB 6 6604010310
2.18L 31.96L C D G 2701311210
.40L 6.23L C DH 8500001000
.45L 3.87L BB AAB 5 6600000000
1.61L 15.15L DC AB 4 3701200111
.46: 5.48L BBC AACC 0 9510000000
.41L 3.88L BC ABM 0 7600000000
1.41L 15.02L BC IBBGG 0 6500000000
.54L 4.t2 C EF n 8601100000
1 13 )104494 K5 9 90
1 2 0017425 16 106
1 13 104508 K5 7 75
i
i
2 13 104511 G5 5 60
1 2 DO17435 58 115
9 2 39 DWC044.0+01.0 51 2700
1 13 104515 + ++ 35 78
2 1 SV SGE 2 3










ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
ham. ,8, (s) () I b £3 (") (') N
19060+1546 3.41 40 49+ 4 59 9 79 t 2
19060+1129 4,5 22 45+ 2 40 7 79 3
19060+1503 5,0] 18 48+ 3 37 9 79 3
19061+1139 6.3148 45+ 2 40 6 79 3
19061+1247 6.6 33 46+ 2 56 8 79 2
19061+1013 7,7 15 44+ 1 66 13 79 3
8,2 49 1 52 7 79' 319061+1019 8.6 44+
19061 +1041 53 44+ 1 16 7 79 ! 3319061 +1032 9,9; 13 44+ 1 30 8 79
19061+1454 10.51 1 48+3 45 14 79 2
1,061+1213 11.316 46+2 45 7 7912
19061+1421 11.6 34 48+ 3 34 15 78, 13
19061+1{)46 11,7 52 53+ 5 38 10 77 3
19061+1547 12.0 32 49+ 4 29 12 7912
19062+1853 13.9 32 52+ 5 67 9 78 : 3
19062+1009 14.0 56 44+ 1 31 11 80 2
19062+1054 16.5 6 45+ 1 64 9 79, 3
19063+1135 19.0 48 45+ 2 28 6 79 3
19063+1626 20.4 54 50+ 4 29 10 78 3
19063+1111 21.2 10 45+ 1 29 6 79 3
I
19063+1133 21.9 46 45+ 2 42 10 79 ! 2
19063+1924 23.0 9 52+ 5 57 16 76 2
19063+1154 Z3.7 6 46+2 45 6 79,3
19064+1015 24.8 30 44+ 1 44 8 79 3
19064+1009 25,1 45 44+ 1 49 9 79 3
19064+1148 25.5 17 45+ 2 33 6 79 3
19064+1451 25.5! _ 48+ 3 51 10 78 3
19064+1405 25.6i50 48+ 3 32 8 78 3
19064+1337 26.5 455 47+ 2 36 9 78 319064+1646 29.1 50+ 4 43 12 76, 3
19064+1059 29,4 47 45+ 1 38 6 79 3
19064+1837 '29,9 24 52+ 5 i 45 9 78 3
19064+1433 129.9 12 48+ 3 32 10 78 3
19065+1518 30,_ 53 49+ 3 25 7 78 3
19065+1736 30,E 29 51+ 4 88 13 79 2
19065+1653 31.C 7 50+ 4 30 6 76 3
19065+1122 31.4 36 45+ 1 42 8 79 3
t9065+1858 31,8 9 52+ 5 59 9 78 3
19065+1207 32.5 23 46+ 2, 37 7 79 3
19065+1007 32.831 44+1 28 8 79 3
19065+1306 33.0i 3 47+ 2 37 7 38 3
1_065+1622 33.611 6 51+5 39 6 76 3
19065+1444 '35.3 15 48+ 3 39 8 78 3
19066+1045 36,4 1 45+ 1 31 8 79 3
19066+1112 36,7 43 45+ 1 33 6 79 3
19066+1537 37.11 27 49+ 3 34 6 78 3
19066+1359 373i28 47+ 3 30 8 78 3
19066+1130 37.6 26 45+ 1 58 6 79 3
19066+1439 38.1 35 48+ 3 63 11 76 31,086+141936857 46+3 63 14 78 3
1,0_+1530 40.08 49+3 36 7 78 3
19066+1303 40.232 47+2 30 8 79J3
19066+1409 40.9 16 46+ 3 43 12 78 3
19066+1608 41.1,46 49+4 82 12 79 2
19066+1452 41.3 38 48+ 3 36 6 78 3
19066+1251 41.5 23 46+ 2 27 14 77 2
19066+1919 41.550 52+5 33 9 76 3
19066.1049 41,7 33 45+ 1 17 5 79 319067+144143.655 46+3 5o 9 78 31,067+123343924 46+2 32 6 79 3
1,087+116844.042 46+2 48 7 79 3
19067+1413 44.4 17 48+3 41 11 78 3
19067+1545 47.3 2 49+3 64 8 78 3
19067+1427 47.639 48+3 36 10 78 3190_+104148.213 45+1 28 10 40 3
19068+1726 49,252 51+4 90 18 79 21,0_+1621 50o49 50+4 55 6 76 3
19068+1127 50.2 52 45+ 1 34 6 79 31,066+122551.025 46+2 76 8 79;2
19088+1201 53.4 54 46+ 2 59 7 79 3
19069+1633 54.6 5' 52+ 5 36 8 78 3
19069+1106 54.7 4) 45+ 1 41 7 79 3
19069+1706 55.1 50+4 30 10 761319069+1216 56.3 32 46+ 2 46 79
19069+1514 57.5 46 49+ 3 33 6 78 3
19069+1335 57,9 311 47+ 2 27 7 78 3
19069+1132 58.0 391 45+ 1 36 6 79 3
19069+1009 59.8 33 44+ 1 26 8 79 3
19070+1839 0.925 52+5 4110 78 3
19070+1103 1.6 12 45+1 29 7 79 3
1,070+13042429 47+276107931,070+163335 6 5o+435 7i7631,070+16246° 0 4g+3 29 6 76319070+1320503947+2541079319070+12275125 46+2391176219070+11556946 46+242 617931,071+13136952 47+235 6 7831,071+1213,716 46+237 8 7931,071+16,77,,, .,0+442 8 7631,071+14077730 46+33210783
19071+1708.94750+471 6 7831,071+1413613646+333 77831,071+11478,20 46+149158021,071+1030681044+134 6 7931,071+1,02960 49+349 6 7631,071+1112001145+135 6 7g31,071+1153140 46+176 8 79219072+1126341245+131 6 7931,072+1636141352+537 6 7631,072+1_0715.43146+238 8793
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
Fm 25 ttm 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux Con A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.66 .37L .62L 5.51L [C BJ
.44 ,33L ,77L 16.14L 'u BC
2,22 .98 .62L 7,57L BD AA H 0
2.09 1,80 .87L 14.92L FC AAC 6
.54 .31: 1.80L 20.07L !CD F, CB 1
.42L .36L 5.43 26.20L I B E
.62 ,44 2,01L 22,33L CE ABE 5
9.48 10.53 2.48 107.21L FFF AABG 9'
,74 .46: 8.82L 140.87L CF BBC 2
,42 .25L .70L 10.80L IC BG
.44 .27L 1,58L 24.18L IE B
.26L .25L 1.05 7,31: DD I CB
.50 ,26 .41L 12.34L CE BB 7
.57 .25L .52L 8.79L ID C
.48 .27L .40L 2.93L B C E L O
1,19L ,40 2.12L 27.60L F B B
1.12 .53L 8.45L 91.61L EFDO AB 0;5,77 2.60 1.05L 14.65L AA 9
,71 ,37 .41L 5,58L B DH 01
.81 .32L .93L 24,84L S AC
L53 3SL 177, 2701LrEOG
,27 .25L .41L 14,01L 'C D
.95 ,79 1.55L 20.73L DO BBO 1
1.32 ,47: 9.57L 109,56L !CE AB 0
1,16 ,63: 8.19L 93.94L ED ACEB 5
2.33 2.50 1.52L 17.87L BC AAB 1
1,90 1.00 .63L 6.71L CC AA 0
1.92 1.29 .56L 7.03L BC AAF 2
3.78 1.86 .69L 9,95L BB AA 2
.28 .25L .69L 5.58L C CGE
2.33 1.37 7.24L 104.49L BC AA 0
1.20 .51 .40L 3.70LBD AA 6
4.46 1.84 .60L 6.98L rOB AA 5
.92 ,46 .51L 5.67L C AB3[CC
.33 .25L .49 5.58 D G
.97 .44 ,44L 4.71L'EC ,AC 5
,71 ,34L 1.82L 19.25L C BC
.58 .16: .40L 2.88L BE BD 0
.56 ,44 1.81L 22.04L OC CB 1
2,69 1.27 8.91L 91,78L BC !AA 6
3,33 1,52 1,23L 12.11L BC AA O 2
1.90 1.10 .40L 3.48L DF IAA 9
4,07 331 ,44L 6,82L BC AAE 9
.94 21: 7,67L 98.32L CF ABE 1
1,22 ,28L 1.49L 19.42L C AF
.77 .25L .49L 6.30L C IB H
3.12 1.74 .59L 6,65L BC IAAF 1
1,38 .43: 1.65L 26,25L CD AC 2
.56 .25L .75L 9,57L C BcHC
.25L .25 2.04 9.93 C C C
.58 .35 .40L 498L CC BC
E AAD
4.14 2.17 1.40L 13.68L C
¢43 m25L d_eL 9"21L C _B_
.42 ,39L ,45L 6.12L O
1.92 1.03 .57L 7.02L C
,31L ,67L 1,90 14.70L C MFB
.25L .46 3,10 4,15 DDC EBAA
5.09 2,95 5.02L 103,14L ED AAD
.93 .31L ,58L 9,26L O BC B
1.42 .83 1,22L 14,08L i BC BB
I
1.02 .81 2.00L 23.44L' F F AB
.43 .40 .85L 9.17L CF BC 9
.44 .31 .46L 5.75L CF BB 0
.97 ,47 .68L 7.08L BC AB 0
1.18L .38L 570L 45.58 F FEC
.30L .27L .70L 5.18 C J FC
.75 ,34L .47L 5.13L B BC
18.15 19.24 3.35 22,97L _F EC AAA 9
.80 .39L 1,63L 16,06L C A K
1,03 ,61 1,86L 18,20L DO BB I 0
1,31 ,69 .40L 3,14L DO AAC 9
,92 ,52: 8.93L 113,58L CD BC
,86 ,74 .45L 3.00L OC ABJ
,49 33: 1,70L 16.73L CF BD 0
,78 .25L .50L 7.14L S AE
6,85 15.73 6.53 8.55L EDD AAA 9
.46 .34L 2.42L 24.91L C BGH
2.86 .72 8,54L 96.5OL CE AB 0
.46 ,30 .40L 3.15L BD CD 0
1.21 .53: 11,78L 134.41L FE ABC 0
.81 .31L 1.40L 14.10L C AEJ
.86 .49 ,49L 4.22L BC AB D 0
2.53 1.63 .58L 4.88L BB AADE 0
33 .33L .82L 11.50L C A B
.47 .32L 1.44L 19.73L C C
1,05 .87 1.95L 21.57L OC BBB 0
1.13 ,54 ,84L 11.55L DE AS 9
1,93 ,81 .79L 17.03L OF AB 9
2,25 1,15 .47L 3.01L OC AAG 7
2.60L 1.07 .93L 9.76L C B A 1
,62 .25L .42L 4.39L B B I
6.11 5.40 1.03 8.23L ECB AAA 9
.63 .38L 2.34L 31.37L F CC
4.55 2.32 8.66L 85.21L FF AA H 9
59 .25L .52L 6.66L B BI
1.32 ,71 10.51L 102,58L EF AB 6
.76 .38L 2,26L 25.75L D BG
1.21 .72 1,34L 27,41L CC AA 1
.44 ,29: ,40L 3.53L CF BC 7
1,71 ,80 .83L 17,32L EO AA 9















































































































Name Type _'_ Mag
13 104526 K0 j 3 66




1 13 i 104529 K0 14 67
1 32 I X1,06+ 106 45 5
i
i
1 13 104534 G5 7 7E
2 13 104535 K5 6 7E
1 2 DO 5390 69
1 11 PK45+ 1.1 12
I















































































































a 8 Coords SMJSMN O O
(s) £3 ! b C) C) (') N
62 8 78 3
17.01511 23 6 78 3
19.21321 ! 42 10 79 3
:19.5115l I 38 8 78 3
19.7115l 36 6 79 3
:'6_124[ ! 43 8 79 3
20.91 54 ] ! 54 8 79 3
21.4121 ] 70 11 80 2
21.51151 = 113 11 80 2
21_118 I I 22 6 793
21.9157 I : I 39 7 78 3
24.0J17J I] 27 7 76 3
25.ol91 33 7 76 3
25.01251 I 36 s 76 3
25.2J491 J 87 11 79 2
26"3J261 J 26 14 78 3
28.9157 [ J 58 7 79 3
29.1J51l I 56 10 78 3
31.8146[ I 74 9 79 3
33'4}491 I 34 6 79 3
35.4]57[ I 37 1178 2
35.61531 I 26 6 41 3
35.7160j I 23 6 78 3
36.2t 31 I 62 26 i 79 2
3621141 I 22 9 i 79 3
37.3157] I 41 8 79 3
42 71 78 3
41 6 ! 79 3
39131i21 t 84 10 79 3
4(_5t421 t 32 15 77 3
4 : 14;I i 36297' 787833
43.91 71 t 32 7 78 3
44-71261 ] 49 9 79 3
45.6J 11 J J 40 7 79 2
47.61 41 | 26 7 78l 3
40 9 791 3
49.7]44[ t 42 5 7813
50_ I 4 I [ 28 6 79 3













5141431 / 42 10 77 I 2
73 11 79_ 3
39 11 tu o
711 30 8 78 3
36 9 79 3
45 9 77 3
719 29 10 79 3
9.7 62 7 79_ 3
10.5118] | 50 10 79 3
11 I'81 /" 10793
11.51 91 I 76 18 79 2
12.2!49[ [ 80 13 79 2
12.314°1 t 26 7 78 3
12.4J42J J 44 9 78 3
13.61211 ] 36 8 79 3
146129 [ ! 55 26 78 3
15.11 10] | 79 11 80 2
15.4!50[ / 28 7 78 3
16"0143_l / 25 8 76 3
16,1[ 21 / 36 S 79 3
16.2] 9] ! 30 7 78; 3
16.4J491 _ 57 21 791 2
16.61 1l ! 34 7 78 I 3
17.4114 I _ 74 9 791 2
16.7[23[ | 27 7 79! 3
18.8|261 | 41 8 79i 3
21.21541 [ 55 10 79] 3
21.3123 I | 43 9 79 2
21.7125] / 40 5 78 3
_1.7131 [ [1oo 12 77 2
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
/.tin 25 /,tin 60 t_m lO0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(/ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
.36 .25L .40L 3.49L B AE 9600000000
4.60 4.87 2.40: 28.60L IC B D AAC 7 7722000101
.48 .32 .88L 8.48L DDcc DB 1 3600010001.91 1.53 .51L 4.01L DD AAE 8 76010000001.24L 1.37 11.60 100.69L J AAA 560020100F
1.74 .69 8.35[_ 243.10L CD ABDF 2 860304557F 8
.73 .29L 1.59L 20.51L B B 3701100000
.81 2.11L 8.14L 94.15L F BE 970221030F
.40 .27L .62L 7.07L C CF E 0;! 8602000100,2.14 1.29 10.28L 99.28L BC AAG 660031011F 1 11
.93 .56 .551 7.06L BC ABDE 2 960100000(
2.60 .90 .83L 6.34L EF AA 7 2710300001
.99 .65 .82[- 6.29L FE ABF 9 2700200001
1.12 .63 .40[- 5.79L BC AB 0 76001000001
.35 .25L .47L 5.35L C B 6600100000
.25L .25L .88 4.67 CC H BD 5601100020
.66 .31: 1.84L 18.44L CO RB 0 4712010001 i
.46 .25L .57L 7.27L B BD 8501000000
.60 .31L 1.46L 14.12L D BE 9700101101
2.48 4.49 .86L 20.55L CB AAE 4 6700200001
.88 3.08L 6.97[- 125.35L D CC 950130010F
1.41 .77: 10.43[- 119.03L CF AB 3 970233353F 2
1.35 .77 .42L 3.45L BC AA 7 5600001000
.25L .29L .65[_ 5.23 D HE E 8800111100
2.55 1.38 4.67 11.16L CCC AAAD 1 2720101001
2.43 3.25 1.16L 13.02L FB AAEG 9 9700111101
1.18 .61 .40L 3.12L CC AB 7 7700100000
1,02 .55: 6.64L 126,30L BF AA 0 960110000F
.63 t.69L 4.24: 88.30L E D DDBC 970121020F
.25L .25L .60: 9.86 DC M CE 9400000320
.82 .44 .48L 4.49L CD AA g 8_00000000
1.04 .61 .47L 5.34L ED AB F 9 9702000110
4.64 1.81 .45L 4.20L BB AAH 3 6601100020
1.60L 1.63L 5.28 48.17L C El BF 970236333F 3 1 32
1.73 1.13 12.79 113.53L DEE BBB 2 970108545F 8
.71 .36: .70L 9.29L DF AC 8 4601000000 1 23
1.57 .85 .71[_ 7.43L BE AAFD 9 8601011000
.69 .33L 1.48L 14.03L D BF 9702001211
.66 .46 .40L 3.36L BC BB 1 3600001000
14.33 7.62 3,68L 134.26L SC AAC 0 850130041F 4 3 4
4,23 4.20 1.71L 19.14L EC AABF! 8 7702101001
10.41L .82 3.11: 23.55L CC ABDBI 8 7701210261
.85 .53 ,43L 4.49L BC ABGH 3 7500201000
11.33 5.42 85 4.68L CDC AAA 9 9701121110 1
.42 .25L .40L 3.94L C AE 3610010000
1.43L 1.01 9.46: 131.13L CC AB 974233333F 2
.43 .18: .51L 4.92L CD DDMGI 1 5600101000
.91 .75 9.57L 140.68L CD AB I 0 970243340F 3
,40 .25L .42L 4.97L D DG K _ 460CO10000
12.03L 2.41 8.66 85.33L ED AA 670231010F
1.32 .68 1.48L 26.11L CD AF 0 4701310201
2.33 1.06 1.31L 13.58L CD AA 8 9701212101
10.41 9.53 1.18L 23.06L BB AAE 6 7702210211
.73 .53: 2.10L 23.51L EF BC 0 8700000001
2.03L 1.54 9.68L 124,99L' C AI 860120041F 4
2.02 .99 1.50L 14.57L FF AA 9 6702101101 1 39
.38 .27L .53L 7.02L C DD 9500100000
.78 1.37 9.39L 126.19L DC BA 2 970124340F 3
.57 .25L .56L 5.57L B B D 8500000000
1,73 1.12 7.51L 132.02L DD AB 0 980120012F
,59 29L 1.02L 11.01L D ADGB 9700000001
.46 .26L 1.29L i 20.56L C S 96012100014.35 1.79 .71L _ 5.40L B AAE 4 7600100000
1.57 1.08 1.90L 18.44L CC AA ,34801310101
1.78 .51 .40L 4.19LB0 AB i0 46020000003.04 1.03 .58L 11.45LBB AAO 3600001001 1 17
.52 .25L .57: 10.01 C EB BDEC 9682101110
3.73 2.83 7.46L 131.29L BC AA 6 950210001F
.97: .34 .59L 7.20L FD AB O 8501110000
4.68 2.18: 1.66L 15.45LICC AA ' 4 6701101101
I
5.32 2.22 8.84L 114.64L BC AA I 1 950114031F 1
.48 .25L .52L 4.76L C ICK 7600101000
.88 .41 .51[- 5.42L BC IAC ! 1 9500100110
2.10 .88 1.53L 24.65L DC ABCO 7 5702200201
.31L .25L .85 3.48L C G BA 5600000000
.99: 1.06: 13.63 80.07 DFDF EDBA 3 971337713F
.84 1.17L 16"97L 123.40L C BE 460121010F
.57 .32L 1.28L 25.55L D AI H 7701300001
.68 .32 1.56L 15.35L CD BCC 0 6700101101
1.32 .28: 2.58L 21.47L DE AC 0 8702210201
,25L .44L .40L 3.95 ] C H D 8600000100
,26 .30L .59L 6.30L1C ;CC 3601111000
.57 .44 .84L 12.03L' CC !BA 4 3701111111
.70 .25L ,41L 4,59L D !ABAK 46000000002.68 1.55 1.12L 12.90L BB 0 9700411001
.36L .25L .53L 7.98 CG E 7500200120
.52 .34L 1.51L 15.BOL C BF 9700300101
7.83 4.03 1.19L, 11.41L CB AAB 6 1700000001
1.32 .58 .54L 7.53L CC AB 4 8500200210
2.30 1.38 6.77L 87.13L CD AB E 0 770344312F
6.01 4.29 1.67 7.94L BDC AAA i 9 8600200000
1.24L .25L 2.17 20.57: i DE H HD 9601102411 4
1.30 .78 .57L 5 73LI CC AA 7 7500011000
_72 .64L 23.07L 157.97L D B B 860200010F
1.81 19.38 161.88 319.23 CCED CABB 1 968022331F 3 2 21
1.27 .73 .95L 16.26LIDC AB 4 5701111111
.36 .25L .56L 5.42L C IM 5600000000
.49 .29L .72L 9.47L C B 2601110000
.91L .40 .75L 11.13L D AB 0 3700211001 1 39
.32 ,25L ,63L 10,12 8501100000
Declination: + 10°-+20 -
Associations

















5 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 60 12 pm
ham. o , (s) ('3 I b C) C) (') N
19083+172523.53751+436 ;!783 .51
19084+145924.41849+330 78 .80
19084+1413 24.8 27 48+2 58 12 80 2 .89
19084+1340 26.2 38 47+ 2 34 6 78 3 .75
19084+1017 26.3 46 44+ 0 22 6' 79 3 3.65
19084+1108 26.4 56 45+ 1 44 9 79 3 .98
19084+1015 28,1 58 44+ 0 24 7 79 3 1.49
19084+1234 28.3 57 46+ 2 46 18 80 2 .84L
19064+1241 29.6 52 46+ 2 63 20 80 2 ,98L
19084+1520 29.8 30 49+ 3 31 15 77 2 ,34
19085+1302 30.5 41 47+ 2 40 19 78 2! ,93L
19085+1851 30.8 46 52+ 4 37 11 78 2 ,69
19085+1152 32.4 27 45+ 1 56 13 79 3 1,76L
19085+1327 32.9 59 47+ 2 33 6 78 3 2.42
19085+1220 33.8 11 46+ 1 36 8 79 3 .81
19085+1000 33.9 58 44+ 0 29 8 79 3 1,25
19085+1046 35.2 5 45+ 1 22 6 79 3 .62
19085+1038 35.4 38 45+ 1 75 14 78 2 1.83L
19085+1952 35,8 7 53+ 5 35 6 77 3 1.76
19066+1112 36,0 28 45+ 1 41 10 79 3 1,36
19086+1246 36,3 23 47+ 2 25 7 79 3 3.85
19086+1433 37,6 15 48+ 2 48 7 78 3 .69
19086+1650 38,525 50+ 3 31 8 78 3 4.51
19086+1355 38.6 24 48+ 2 44 8 78 3 .91L
19086+1614 39.4 5 50+ 3 28 7 76 3 2.09
19086+1139 40.8J21 46+ 1 41 ' 8 79 3 .77
19087+1532 42.9 54 49+ 3 50' 18 79 2 ,30
19087+1240 43.3 32 47+ 2 35 7 79 3 1.73
19087+1524 43.9 44 49+ 3 60 12 79 2 ,45
19087+1737 44,2 2 51+ 4 37 7 78 3 .53
19087+1034 44.5 3 45+ 1 33 6 79 3 2.49
19087+1006 45.6 29 44+ 0 46 6 79 3 2,99:
19087+1731 46.5 40 51+ 4 23 6 79 3 2.89
19087+1027 47.3 24 45+ 0 37 7 79 3 ,82
19087+1516 47.3 39 49+ 3 52 19 79 2 ,86L
19087+1713 47.7 6 51+ 4 56 8 78 3 1.38
19087+1413 47.8 19 48+ 2 32 7 78 3 9,51
19088+1148 48.2 4 46+ 1 38 8 79 3 1,42
19088+1509 48.2 30 49+ 3 73 14 79 2 ,36
19088+1030 50£ 9 45+ 0 22 6 79 3 4,46:
19088+1151 50C 57 46+ 1 25 9 79 3 1,72
19088+1129 !50,3!35 45+ 1 32 7 79 3 15.65
19086+1217 50,4' 18 46+ 1 46 9 79 3 1.01:
19088+1251 50.9110 47+ 2 74 9 79 3 .50
19088+1107 52.1 11 45+ 1 46 10 79i3 2.21
19089+1623 54.6 55 50+ 3 46 12 78 3 ,43
19089+1631 55.0 53 50+ 3 29 8 78 3 .72
19089+1542 55.3 11 49+ 3 27 7 78 3 23.44
19089+1351 55.4 14 46+ 2 43 8 78 3 .89
19089+1032 55.5 30 45+ 0 69 10 79 3 2.13L
19089+1248 58.6 40 47+ 2 25 7 79 3 3.34
19089+1155 58.9 8 46+ 1 27 12 79 3 ,92
19089+1426 58.9 47 49+ 2 24 6 78 3 ,81
19089+1843 59.4 7 52+ 4 40 6 78= 3 ,88
19090+1714 0.4 57, 51+ 4 39 12 80 2 .59
19090+1301 1.0 37 47+ 2 40 9 79 3 .67
19090+1023 2.5 41 45+ 0 34 7 79 3 1.26
19090+1527 3.1 29 49+ 3 31 7 78 3 2.74
19090+1002 3.2 14 44+ 0 52 8 ! 79 2 ,96
19090+1746 3.6 48 51+ 4 28 7' 78 3 20.45
19090+1109 3.8 15 45+ 1 27 7 79 3 2.21L
19090+1019 5.045 44+0 39 10 79 3 i 2.22
19090+1147 5.6 44 46+ 1 27 9 79 3 2,68
19091+1138 7.0 53 46+ 1 31 9 79 3 1,18
19091+1930 7,6 54 53+ 5 46 8 76 2 ,34
19091+1458 7.9 56 49+ 3 49 10 78 3 ,59
19091+1318 8,431 47+ 2 29 7 78 3 13.79
19091+1021 9.039 45+ 0 26 10 79 3 1,22
19091+1105 9.4_13 45+ 1 45 8 79 3 ,66
19091+1202 10.5153 46+ 33 8 79 3 4.18
19091+1008 11.1 30 44+ 0 22 6 79 3 3.47
19092+1013 12,4 42 44+ 0 25 10 79 3 1.12
19092+1134 14,2 14 46+ 37 9 79 3 4,57
19092+1551 114.4 33 49+ 3 58 9 78 3 ,42
19092+1646 15.2 28 50+ 3 19 6 78 3 1.13
19092+1000 15.18 57 44+ 0 49 7 79 I 3 1.31
19092+1851 16,3 29 52+ 4 50 7 78 3 .52
19092+1004 16,7 11 44+ 0 83 8 79 3 ,87
t9092+1249 17,5 26 47+ 1 32 12 79 3 ,81
19092+1326 17.6 6 47+ 2 30 7 79 3 1r46
19093+1640 20.1 23 50+ 3 78 10 78 3 .33
19093+1831 20.7 6 52+ 4 89 7 78 3 .40
19093+1122 21.0 5 45+ 1 52 9 79 3 .96
19093+1054 21.8 39 45+ 1 49 7 79 3 .60
19093+1329 22.3 12 47+ 2 31 7 78 3 1.63
19093+1447 22.6 33 48+ 2 24 6 76 3 1.26
19093+1026 23.1 7 45+ 0 31 10 79 3 13.11
19094+1149 25.2 59 46+ 1 86 12 ' 80 2 .65
19094+1029 25.8 58 45+ 0 25 9 79 3 1.43L
19094+1826 26.1 53 52+ 4 37 6 78 3 .50
19094+1237 29.1 27 47+ 1 18 7 79 3, 2.53
19094+1116 29.2 57 45+ 1 26 9 79 3; 4.06
19094+1627 29.7 50 50+ 3 25 = 7 78 3 .80
19094+1957 29.8 56 53+ 5 45 7 78 3 .58
19095+1233 30.1 14 46+ 1 42 7 79 3 .74
19095+1219 32.2 42 46+ 1 40 8 79 3 1.15
19095+1542 33.3 59 49+ 3 35 7 78 3 .94
19095+1111 35.7 6 45+ 1 44 9 79 3 .80
19096+1019 36.7 29 45+ 0 29 8 79 3 5.04
19096+1113 36.7 50 45+ 30 8 79 3 8.14
Flux Density
(Not Color Correded)









































































































='lux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
,56L 4.94L BD BC O 6601000000
A8L 7.27L BC BCM 4 6600100000
1.12L 10.86L D BC 8601100001
.85L 12.07L CC ABF 6 3700010001
1g.84L 319.23L CC AAL 3 960031140F
8.02L 106.85L CD BB 1 560121000F
28.85: 63.57L F E ABEC 0 981121130F
1,96L 14,59 C CLI B 9700200101
1.50L 14.63 C FKED 9700500111
.57L 8.87L C CE 2601310000
2.37L 22,77 D DI D ! 8601102411
,41L 5,84L CD SB 0 3600000000
2.27 21,68L C F F B 7700211211
,54L 13.06L BC AA 0 1700300001
1,33L 13.09L CD BS 5 6800201001
6,75L 237.38: E F BCEF 0 760426463F
99.13L CBD BAAB 2 870113110F
135.41L E H C 860222142F
3.72L DD AAF 9 66OOOO0000
98.83L CD AB 0 460121210F 2
11,78L ED AA 9 9701301111
9,73L BD BB 4 4601000000
6r33L SC AA 0 5600010000
9.91L C BB 0; 9700211001
5.64L BB AA 1 7501100000
18,09L D BDED 8700000001
9.92L D EF 4600010000
15,03L BC AB 0 9701200111
8.04L D CD 1600100000
4.57L DD SC 1 4600100000
94.94L;BCE AACH 0 970230031F
91.26L FCE AABD 7 570323330F
4.67L BB AAB 1 5601100000
36,13L DE BBDD 0 8801300OOF
10AOL C L GB 5601110200
6,4tL BF AB 0 2601201000
11.18L FFC AAB 9 7602000001
19.37L FF AAB 9 9700311101
8.04L E CEK 5600000200
93.64L FF AA G 9 971230000F
18,59L ED AA 9 7700411201
17.54L FE AAC 9 6801000411 29
14.15L CD BB 3 6810301201
25.74L D BD 9600210001
94.74L C AB 360131330F
6,80L DD BE 0 3501000100
6,66L BC BB 0 4500000100
17.35 BBCC AAAA 0 4401000010!62
12.85L EE AB 0 9701110001
9.64L 143.57L C AI 960130000F
17.06L CB AA B 2 9731111421 4
15.79L CC Z.BH 0 7700100001
12.24L FD BC D 9 2600010000
396L BE AE 0 4600000000
9,88L C BH i 2501101000
21.75L F BHL 9601032501
97.70L CCF AAAE 0 870232533F
6.60L BBC AAB 0 2700000000
86.71L DF BBL 0 570373302F
6,54L BBD AAA 9 36000(30000 29
77,78 CDD EBCA 37C021330F
7.17L 101,91L C AH 970122333F
1.77L 17.21L CC AA 0 8701200001
1.69L 18,70L CC AA 0 8902100201
.41L 4,14L F CL 4600000000
.74L 8.19L EF BD 8 4600000000
.gOL 12.07L BB AAB 7 4730110101 25
98.16: 298.17: C FE BDBD 0 960232333F
6.46L 77.78L DE BE 0 370231320F
1.40L 16.95L CC AAI 8 5800000001
4,07L 114.10L'FF AALG 9 ;70141430F 2
2.60: 98.13L CEF BCB 0 570020100F
1.72L 19.54L BB AAE 0 7902100311
.67L 8.83L C [B 6401000100
42.78 33.05 CBCD BDBA 0 4440023310
29,47L 241,52L D AFFC 568184431F
,53L 5,12L B BCGC 4600010000
7,02Li 155.22L D BC 0 i70184761F 2
2,88 14.92 DDCF AAEA[9 9700111311 4
7.16 14,80L CBC AAA 0 4700100111
.68L 7.76L E B 4700000100
.43L 6.18L C CC 6600100000
1.69L 20.83L CE BE 2 7801100101
6.34L 113.83L CD BB 0 560320010F
1.43L 20,09L ED AA H 9 4602100111
,82L 8,57L CD AB 9 6601000000
10,27L 158,96L CD AAC 9 871332645F ' 14 B
1,46L 36,62L D B 8601000001
46.05 158.96 CDE KAAB 770110322F 8
.43L 5.06L CD BCL 5600100000
1,37L 18,63L CC BB 0 i 9700132001 3
1.68L 20.75L DD AADI 9 7800200001
2,68 5.85L BBC _.AA 0 3500000110
.40L 3.g,4L BD B D I 5600200000
1.58L 16.65L C AJ 7700232001 3
1,64L 20,50L CC AAH 0 6700000101
.77L 8.69L BC AA 4 5600100000
7,00L 102.45L CD CA 1 370212041F
4.89L 71.57L DD AAD 9 670320300F
2.71: 114.43L ECC AABJ 9 373132041F
Associations
Sep
Name Type ('3 Mag
1 39 [)WC044.4+00.5 84 2700
32 X1908+ 130 55 4
32 X1908+ 100 89 8
2
2 13 104567 B9 4 72
2 DO 17488 65 111
1
B 32 X1909+103 163 j 11
7 7131 54
8
2 2 21 45.203 28
3 39 DWC044.5+00.4 76 2700
B 3 21 44.507 21
2
7 4 7 2+164
2
1 23 LDN 0718 564
23 LDN 0718 517
32 X1909+ 126 33'
1 23 LDN 0724 440
15 111
*Confusion Flags: 5)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 19h09_36'-19h10m42 '
Position 0950) ICH
Name Galactic Uncertainty ,
a 8 C oords SMJ SMN .0_O 12 p,m8c[









9097+1124 80 2 .79
9097+1053 782 1,29L
9097+1229 793 .84
9097+1637 78 3, ,65
9097+1415 78 _i 1,009097 + 1725 78 .26
9098 + 1852 78 .25L
9098+1540 78 3 ,47
9098+1504 78 3' .46L
9098+1002 79 3 19,79L
9098+1049 78 3 3,359098 + 1026 79 = 4.04
9098+1853 78 3 1.07
9098+1128 79 3 1.371.
9098+1412 78 3 1.63
9098+1935 79 2 .25L
9098+1550 78 3 2,58
9098+1639 78 3 ,55
9098+1026 78 2 2.89L
9099+1722 78 3 .60
9099+1145 79 3 6.90
9099+1107 79 3 3.17
9099+1044 79 3 2.48
9099+1136 79 3 ,74
9099 ÷ 1926 791 2 ,34
9099 + 1613 3 .66
9100+ 1152 ;8 i _ 5.73
9100+1424 79 3 ,51
9100+1606 79 3 ,51
9100+1528 78 3 ,32
9100+1316 78 3 .58
9100+1101 79 3 1.30
9100+1216 78 2 .80
9100+1434 78 3 1,01
9101+1141 78 2 1.03L
9101+1044 79 3 2.48L
9101+1024 78 2 1,23
9101+1118 79 3 .88
9101+1150 79 3 .71
9102+1815 78 3 .33
9102+1356 78 3 5.78
8102+1454 78 3 .39
9102+1100 79 3 7,44
g 102 + 1020 79 3 .80
9102+1104 79 3 1,28
9102+1023 79 3 1,91L
9102+1912 77 3 .74
9102+1345 78 3 1.45
9102+1837 78 3 ,56
9102+1611 78 3 1.06
9103+1033 79 3 2,58
9103+1523 79 3 .57
9103+1055 79 3 .82
0103+ 1051 41 3 1.74
9103+ 1015 79 3 .82
9103+1229 79 3 2.10
8103 + 1107 79 3 2.44L
9103+1327 781 3 2.78
9104+1419 77 2 ,59
9104+1141 79 3 1.03
9104+1719 78 3 ,80
9104+1158 79 3 2.17
9104+1338 78 3 .58
0104+ 1430 78 3 ,66
9104+1040 79 3 1.70L
8104+1128 79 3 1.02L
8104+1207 79 3 .60
9104+1438 78 3 3.89
9104+1617 783 .539104 + 1504 76 ,44
8105+I548 77 2 .27
9105+1024 79 3 1.14
9105+1228 79 3 1.21
9105+1048 79 3 .64
9105+1321 78 3 1,05
9105+1155 791 2 ,83
9105+ 1427 78 3 ,71
9106+1133 76_ 2 1,2tL
9106+1915 77 3 1.56
9106+1120 79 3 1,81
9106+1554 79 3 2.35
9106+1448 78 3 1.50
9106+1214 79 3 1.09
9106+1634 78 3 3.52
9106+ 1023A 79 3 .62:
9106+ 1023B 78 2 1,51L
9106+1019 79 3 2,08
9106+1727 78 3 .38
9106+1031 79 3 .66L
9t06+1110 79 3 1.44L
9106+1708 78 3 4.08
9106+1314 78 3 t.41
•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flux Density
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
7.5 _m 60 _.m 100 .u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Scp
(JaJasky) Uncs Coef R F]ags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
27.56L 385.26L 932.71L!B AFEB 946063332F 2 4 21 44.264 36
,52 .69L 10.41L iBC AB 1 4600000000
4.82 1,71L 19.77L DE AAD 9 8701000001
1.60 .94L 11.43L BB AA 2 8700213101 2 1 32 X1909+142 99 2
.81: 3,43L 77.22L DE BeG 0 670342121F A
.63L 1.48L 18.51L D AB 7801301101
2,99 .56L 4.13L BB AAC 3 3620000000
,56: 2.32L 74.04L FF ADC 8 980111111F
.49L 1.46L 29.38L F CG F 7802411411 4 2 13 104587K0 3 83
,52 3.48: 62.20L E E D B S L 570221120F
.21: 1.84L 19,48L CE ACF 0 6702100001
,23: ,55L 8,62L DD BC 0 9600100000
.43 1.30L 12.85L CF ABFD 0; 9600213101 2 1 32 X1909+142 60 2
.25L i .64L 6,75L E CHHE 2600100010
.25L .45L 5,40 C J E 4601000110'
.26L .77L 10,49[ C BM 5500100000
.37 1.57 9.83L CC J BA 3601000110 1 11 PK 48+ 2,1 22
24,18 321.23: 932,71L BF DAAA 950144342F 2
1,20 2,32: 93.91L CEE AAC 1 570041110F 1 1 19 593 6
1.99 5.47L 71.48L BC AAM 1 470334232F
.58 .40L - 3.33L BC _.AF 0 5700100000 1 23 LDN0724 394
.59 1.16L 22,17L C AB 8 7802411611 4
,83 .79L 11,30L ec AB 1 9700212101 2
.25L .39 4.31L E F 4700000000
1,44 .59L 659L BC AA 0 7600000000
.25L .64L 7.65L C BI 9701100000
3.52L 2,54 86.62L D EC 570232220F
.44 ,65L 6,84L BC BC 0 1600100000
5.40 1.66L 24.45L BB AAA 0 7902101401
2.45 6.57L 89,26L BC AA 3 780022241F 2
.96: 4.01L 99.67L OF AAG 0 570031110F]
.53L 1.58L 25.47L C BGE 7701110301
.25L .44L 5.35L C B 4700000000
,41L ,72L 7.93L C BEI C 9600100100
2.64 1.43L 2223L BC AAC 5 6902100121
.38 1,19L 11.97L CD BCHB 9711000000
.39 .60L 8.13L CD CDF 0 9501020100
.48 5.78 14,12 CCCB DBAB 0 3600101110
.29: 1.69L 18,68L CE CB 0 9600110111
.62: 6.44L 104.37L EF AB 9 770032200F 2
,45L 1.75L 2302L C BB E 4812131521
.71 1.0eL 13.25L EE AA 9 86001001001
.37 1.58L 29.61L D BB 6801331301 ]
1,12 6,05L 176.29L E ABF 0 960053310F,I 2
.62L 13,37L 76.31L F AB B 470145332F
.43L 1.52L 25.13L D BD 7802010201
.34L 1.42L 21,75L D CE H 5901200111
.25L ,53L 4.70L C DF 4700000100
5,71 1,07L 16,93L FC AAD 9 9702000001
.25L 1.01L 12,94L B C LJ 4600000000
4,98 5,26L 81.20L BB AAB 0 8702302OOF 2
.92 4,85L 84.70L E D BeG 8 470143523F
.92 6.29L 88A3L FF BB 9 I 881142200F 3
,64L 13,37 99.96L D G B B B 970046643F
,46 ,40L 3.31L EE AAC 9 4800021000 3
.80 .86L 16.62L CC AAG 1 9701032001 3 1 32; X1910+137 107 3
.26: .49L 5.29L CE CDGC 3 4600000000 1 23 _ LDN0718 508
.53 .68L 8.28L BC ABJ 2 9600210000
1.67 5,81L 63,60L CC AADE 1 980101230F
.25L .96L 9.08L C B Ol 2600111100
.73 14.86 79.70L BCC CAAF 1 870323200F 3
.85 2.88: 78.20L CCD AACB 0 971332300F 3
.68: 6.32L 92.39L F F B C 0 970020322F
3,04 1.68L 24.31L CB AAE 0 6803100001
1.29L 3.85 101.78L C CEAE 770223321F 3
.73 .87L 14,87L CC AA 0 5700100101 1 2 DO 5449 79 101
.43L 1.37L 15.55L F DE 9602100011
,41: 1.40L 17.23L BD BB 0 5901131301
,49 .58L 8.51L ED AB F 7 2600000000
1,62 1,50L 16,99L BC AAE 1 5902100111
.27L 1,63L 21,79L F B 7602010101
.31L 1.20L 11.57L D A E 8703201000
.82 5.18: 45.27: CCF DBBC 0 984213241F 3
,76 1.37L 16,62L D BB 2 5813222011 2
.32L 1,35L 23,34L C AI 4803010101
1.44 1,16L 16.23L BC AAE 1 7600110100 1 17 2710 19
.25L .77L 9.84L B B F 9601100000
.25L 1.12L 16,55L C BH 4600000000
.29L .92L 11.79L C E 7500100000
.66: 13.38L 69.01L CE BCKC 2 980055444F
.54 1.69L 26.17L BC AB 0 6801100101
1.24L 5.96L 93.37L O B 971413110F 1
,44; .94L 15.29L CD BC E 0 5700200101
,60 1.65L 22.93L DD BB O 5902100211
,35L 1.25L 11,69L B BF F 8702201110
,34L 2,41 23.80L O OJ GB 5904222711 2
,71 .43L 4,89L DD AA 8 4700023000 3 1 32 X1910+192 30 3
.95 4.34 30.25 BCFF ABCB 0 5901102501 2 1 39 DCC045.5+00.5 28 2700
1,02 .50L 8.69L BC AAE 0 6600110000
.96 1.24L 13.93L BC AA 0 6600012000
.32: 1.72L 27.01L CF BB 8 5803156331 B
1,59 1.04: 8,60L CCC AABG 2 9600102110
,68: 13,38 58.28L GEE BCDB 3 980045543F
1.70L 13,38L 5808 F HGA 980035543F
1.60 5,47L 67.82L BC AAI 1 980042533F
,23: .66L 7.70L DD BE) 0 8600110010
.63: 7.11 42.72 CDE) CCA 0 984212142F
2,09 16,31 64.94: DEF DAAF 588113410F 3
2.82 .70L 7,14L BE AAG! 9 6602100100
.84 1.40L 15.64L CC BAF 1 5700100001
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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19107+1144 42.143 46+ 1 25 i 6 793
19107+1248 42.534 47+ 1 37 ' 8 783
19107+1342 43.2 5 48+ 2 38 8 783
19107+1216 43.714 46+ 1 25 7 793
19107+1441 44.252 49+ 2 52 9 783
19107+1345 44.5 3 48+ 2 32 8 783
19107+1730 44.850 51+ 3 41 6 783
19107+1223 46.2 0 46+ 1 39 7793
19108+1237 48.046 47+ 1 31 7 ' 783
19108+1527 48.5 1 49+ 2 41 9 792
19108+1541 49.531 49+ 2 26 7 793
19108+1403 49.612 48+ 2 30 7 783
19108+t321 50.336 47+ 1 36 11 772
19108+1310 51.018 47+ 1 24 8 772
19108+1851 51.6 352+ 4 53 8 77
19108+1631 51.729 = 50+ 3 46 7 781 _
19108+1304 52.450 47+ 1 29 7 783
19108+1155 53.1 2 46+ 1 25 7 793
19109+1041 54.052 45+ 0 38 9 793
19109+1607 54.417 50+ 3 52 10 783
19109+1411 54.63 48+2 36 7 783
19109+1123 54.845 46+ 0 52 8 793
19109+1326 55.524 47+ 1 34 8 783
19109+1501 55.745 49+ 2 29 7 78, 3
19109+1956 56.717 53+ 4 32 11 79
19109+1546 57.116 49+ 2 66 8 78
19109+1456 58.555 49+ 2 29 7 78 3
19109+1756 '58.g 17 51+ 3 58 7 78 3
19109+1903 58.820 52+ 4 25 6 77 3
19109+1226 59.5 47+ 1 35 7 78 3
19110+1045 0.342 45+ 0 32 8 79 3
19110+1451 0.4'18 49+ 2 37 8 78 3
19110+1706 0.639 51+ 3 28 6 78 3
19110+1333 1.232 48+ 1 67 9 78 3
19110+1007 1.843 45-- 0 29 8 793
19110+1534 2.927 49+ 2 28 7 793
19110+1021 3.334 45- 0 34 ! 8 793
19110+1539 3.510 49+ 2 48 7 783
19110+1702 3.641 51+ 3 33 6 783
19110+1548 3.740 50+ 2 65 7 783 .71
19110+1926 3.931 53+ 4 31 6 773 1.00
19110+1907 4.318 52+ 4 63 8 773 .42
19110+1431 4.752 48+ 2 27 8 783 2.69
19111+1048 6.223 45+ 0 23 6793 250.00
19111+1213 6.226 46+ 1 33 8 = 79 3 .44:
19111+1404 6.324 48+ 2 27 8 79 3 26.21
H
Galactic Uncertainty Ca 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 /_m








































19111+1011 6.440 45- 0 30 8 79 3
19111+1039 7.343 45+ 0 43 8 79 3
19111+1236 7.737 47+ 1 39 8 78 3
19111+1855 7.845 52+ 4 27 9 33 3
19111+1558 7.937 50+ 3 59 21 77 2
19111+1519 7.9 9 49+ 2 37 7 79 3
19111+1636 8.0 3i 50+ 3 66 36 79 2
19111+1254 8.8 46 47+ 1 39 8 78 3
19111+1532 9.8 16 49+ 2 77 12 79 2
19111+1140 10.5 26 46+ 1 40 7 79 3
19111+1226 10,7 57 47+ 1 31 8 78 3
19111+1110 11.3 58 45+ 0 28 9 78 2
19112+1821 12.8 36 52+ 4 35 7 77 3
19112+1018 13.0 1 45- 0 38 8 79 3
19112+1338 13.4 19 48+ 1 25 7 78_ 3
19112+1439 13.6 50 49+ 2 26 8 78i 3
19112+1352 13.955 48+ 2 42 8 7813
19112+1129 14.919 46+ 0 29 7 79! 3
19112+1201 15.018 46+ 1 38 7 79' 3
19112+1522 15.730 49+ 2 78 16 792
19112+1220 16.518 46+ 1 28 7403
19112+1007 17.51 45-- 0 29 7423
19113+1000 20,6 1 44- 0 57 160 791
2
19113+1454 21.5 6 49+ 2 30 78 _ 3
19113+1023 21.924 45- 0 38 7 793
19113+1243 22.154 47+ 1 49 7 783
19113+1447 22.621 49+ 2 48 9 783
19113+1122 23.353 46+ 0 31 9 793
19114+1318 24.640 47+ 1 43 11 793
19114+1259 25.122 47+ 1 36 8 783
19114+1139 25.456 46+ 0 29 9 793
19114+1133 25.550 46+ 0 43 8 793
19114+1344 26.024 48+ 1 35 11 783
19114+1003 27.248 45- 0 26 8 793
19114+1245 27.348 47+ 1 41 9 783
19114+1540 27.516 49+ 2 40 12 783
19114+1421 28.354 48+ 2 23 7 783
19114+1204 28.958 46+ 1 45 11 783
19114+1249 28.938 47+ 1 65 9 783
19114+1611 29.741 50+ 3 35 6 783
19115+1718 30.549 51+ 3 38 18 772
19115+1846 32.152 52+ 4 46 8 773
19115+1038 33.149 45- 0 25 6 793
19115+1236 33.244 47+ 1 64 9 783
19115+1352 33.334 48+ 1 51 9 783
19115+1933 33.5 2 53+ 4 46 8 773
19115+1253 34.027 47+ 1 37 8 783
19115+1645 34.513 50+ 3 34 6 783
19115+1649 35.659 51+ 3 30 9 783
19115+1349 35.833 48+ 1 38 9 783
19116+1328 36.217 48+ 1 43 8 78
19116+1016 38.E 12 45- 0 28 14 79
19116+1726 38.E 21 51+ 3 35 6 78
19116+1258 38.715 47+ 1 32 7 783
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































I00 tzm Flux Corr A Confusion S
Unes Coef R Flags* S 2
18.35L BBC AAAJ 1 5902031411
32.36L DD ABKM 2 8704011531 4
18.44L DC AA 3'8702232001 3
66.69 BCC FAAB ' 3701246431 B
14.28L C DC i 7600110200
23.13L DF AC 1 9702132001 3
7.37L DF AA 9 8611110000
25.30L BC AA 1 5801200001
25.50L CD AA G 75703111501
9.35L D i BDCD 2602010200
9.02L CC BAD 6601200000
16.48L B AA 09712200001
20.35L CC AA 3600300101
26.06L FF AAD 9 5701200111
4.55L BF BCK ! 0 5700101000
11.48L CC BAH 1 9601101110
16.31L FD AB M 0 5701200001
24.95L CCD AAB 8590301111144
7496.91L CE AAEC 9820031332F 2
9.56L C B E 9600000000
21.93L DD ADF 4 9602000011
1679L D CN 5901122401 2
19.94L CC AB 65600300001
10.57L DC AAD 94601100000
4.36L C BGG 9602100000
10.05L ID CE 6501200000
10.70L BD ABE 04600200000
6.38L i B A J 7700000000
6.09L BC AA 0 6600101000
26.00L F AAB 9 4821200101
7496.91L BB AAAA 1 62C035453F F
10.87L BD AB 2 5610211000
8.34L DB AAE 3 7701300100
20.22L C B K L 6600200001
209.08 EF EABC 0 964255786F
9.42L BBC BAA 0 5601200000
70.15L CC AA 8980012552F
9.30L EE AB L 7 5611200010
8.46L CC AC 019701100000
10.96L BE BC 1' 6601100000
5.52L BE AC 0 9700010000
6.60L D CF 5600101000
18.26L CC AA 0 8600110000 =
7496.91 BBBE AAAA 0 72B036433F 91 F
83.40L CCC CBBB 0964012664F A
20.24L CBC AAA 89601100001 _25
209.08L CE AA 960143265F
72.96L CF BC 0670020100F
23.95L CD AA 9 4703121321
6.25L BD AB J 3 5600101000
12.61 C I CH 6600020110
10.43L BC AA 2 3701100110
10.69 D K G 9600000110
27.71L C CF 5703041211
9.48L F El 5602100000
25.99L CD BC C 1 4903112511
23.14L F AA 9 4801200101
55.59L CD AAGD 4680110400F 2
5.87L CC BD C 4 5703000100
68.98L CD CAB I 0980030010F
18.48L BC ABJ 0 5701301111 4
10.43L BBE AAB 9 5600000100
22A8L DD BB 8 8611100001
27.58L CC AA 4 5903210201
100.22L DDE CCBE 3 97031214!F
15.08L C D 360010011_
116.88L CDC AABD 9960133351F 9
209.08L D HAEG 964252463F
130.81L D B D 970234440F
10.11L CBC BAA 0 4600001110
32.93: DCCC DABD 2984110442F
21.31L FD AAD 4 4701220111
11.81L D CD 5600110000
30.13L D BEKJ 4902220361 8
149.91L E B L M 450302120F
21.50L CC BD H 0 4702121101
132.66L C FDBC 970321241F
129.38L C BBF 970121030F
33.31: FCC DBD 6600301311 4
130.81L CC AA 2 971344260F
21.38L DE BB 0 4703310001
11.41L C DF 5600000010
11.83L DE AAEI 9 7700101111
142.69L E GAC 960212000F
33.68L C B M 4701410001
8.79L BC AA 5 8701000110
10.90L D iD E 6600000100
7.83L D IS 6501101110
59.76L BCD IAAB 0 780000200F
20.93L C i BB 4802122401
I
19.51L O CD 7702210001
4.30L C 'B 6700000000
120.72L CC AB H 1 950131010F
10.16L BC BB 0 9600100000
10.63L B 'E BC 9600100210
19.33L DC 'AA 1 7702410001
23.45L EE AA 9 3611200101
42.00: D FD BCBC 98C121153F
8.07L CF AAHE 9 8610100010
138.54L CD AA 0950223100F






Name Type (") Ma 8
LDN 0679 47C
LDN 0679 218
PK 49+ 2. 37
104617 K0 3 66
45.066 22
104618 K2 6 80
104620 K5 4 83
45.125 18 5
LDN 0679 232
PSR 1911+ 87 400
44.532 21
44.417 75
PK 48+ 1.1 35
LDN 0679 402









a 8 Ceerds SMJ 5MN e
(s) ('3 I b C) C) (')
3.( !0 46+ 0 22
9.( ;6 46+ 0 35 Ii
!],( i0 46+ 1 40
3.( 8 46+ 1 22
1,1 9 52+ 4 73 1
1.,_ 4 50+ 3 32
1,( ,3 46+ 1 33
1,( 2 49+ 2 33
2..= ,3 49+ 2 36 1:
2.4 ;6 45+ 0 30
3.1 0 46+ 1 51
4J 6 52+ 4 49
4.( 6 47+ 1 29
4.( =4 46+ 0 27
5.; _2 50+ 2 34
B.( ,2 51 + 3 39
7._ 15 53+ 4 23
7.," 3 45+ 0 24
7.," _4 51+3 32 1
8.( :5 48+ 1 40
B.( !9 48+ 2 40
B,_ 4 45-- 0 31
B.| 8 46+ 0 25
9._ 5 51+ 3 35
D,( ,7 52+ 4 29
2.1 5 45-- 0 36
2._ ,2 52+ 4 52
3.1 12 49+ 2 25 2
3,( _4 45- 0 16
4._ _4 50+ 2 38
5.' I1 45- 0 28 1
7.: 11 46+ 0 34
B_! !4 46+ O 30
9.' 8 45- 0 54
9., _7 47+ t 6t 1
0., i9 45+ 0 28
1.l !5 46+ 0 17
3J _0 47+ 1 48
4., 17 45- 0 28 1
4._ !8 45- 0 29
6.', 19 47+ 1 28
6.', 13 49+ 2 38
83 9 46+ 0 24
8A 10 49+ 2 52
8.1 !8 45-- 0 33
2J !6 52+ 3 33
2A 15 48+ 1 32
3.( ;9 52+ 3 65
3_: _ 5t+ 3 41
3,1 ;6 52+ 3 71
4., !3 45- (] 53
4.! _0 53+ 4 29
5. 13 48+ 1 61
5,; .>4 49+ 2 33 1
8.1 ._2 46+ C 25
9.; 13 45- C 78 1
i0.: il 45- C 18
O,! .>5 46+ C 23
!1, ->5 45- ( 22
_1. _ 47+ 1 33
'2,' 30 47+ 1 27
_2. ]8 46+ ( 29
!2. _,0 47+ 1 56
_3. 31 45- ( 83
!4. 42 46- ( 32
!4, 13 49+ ; 93 1
_6. 47 46+ ( 29
_7. 58 45- ( 79 1
!7, 23 53+ _ 102 1
!7, 50 50+ ; 37
_8, 42 46+ 0 32
!8, 31 50+ 2 34
!8. 58 45- 0 44
!8. 42 51+ 3 34
!8, 54 48+ 1 51
`=9, 17 53 + 4 7(]
!9, 46 53+ 4 31
._9, 14 51 + 3 25
!0, 53 46+ 0 28
]0 35 52+ 3 2E
]0 16 45- (] 21
]0 45 49+ 2 44
]0 55 48+ 1 8_
30 E 53+ 4 2.=
]1 C 50+ 2 51
31 5,_ 45- (_ 21
32 4E 52 + 3 3;
32 4_¢ 45- C 8(
32 1_= 47+ 1 4(
34 1E 48+ 1 2."
34 5." 45- ( 3(
34 1E 50+ 2 2(
35 3z 47+ 1 3!
35 4¢. 49+ -" 4;
36 51 45- ( 3,c
37 z ; 50+ ; 5,=
37 4.= 46- ( 2!
37 21 [ 47+ 1 3,'
38 ! [ 52+ z 4!








































































































































1(]0 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
10.18: 133.01L EE ABCCce 67011330OF7.56 63,48: C E 388141146F6.66L 370A4L F 9 860154331F
43.47: 370,44 CCFF BABC 0 960154341F
.58L 11,11L C DC 4500200110
,98L 8.93L DF BB 9 i 9701010100
78,99L 370A4L C CBFD 0 660245341F
11,18L BC AAB 9 3700010000
16.67L C EECB 5601120110
88.66L BC AA 1 770100000F
75,52L F AD 860100011F
7.47L ED BC 4 5601000000
41,65 EDE CEB 974110340F
81,34L BC AA 9 Co80322146F
9.38L BD AA 9 5600000000
9.54L FD ABG 9 9602000000
8 1 32 X1911+113
7
7 1 32 X1911+119
7 32! X1911+119
6 32 X1911 +124
8
2.31 ,53L 5.01L BE AAC 9 7700000000




AACI 1 980232263F 15 1
ABE 1 960251320F
6.44L DBD BAA 0 4700100000
.25L .29 .73L 7,32L F
1.43 .91 1.35L 18,02L CC
1.07 ,53 1,68L 10.78L DE
9,38 3.70 5.37L 63,08L BC
1,86 1,32 6.59L 370.44L CE
,47: 8,64 6,04
1,83 1.16 .47L 7,11L BC AA
2.87 1.58 4.96L 77.42L CC AA
,49 .25L .53L 7.46L B B M
.27L .66L 2.01L 18,00 C F F D
3,23 1,62 6.54L 80.63L CC AA
.78 ,32: .73L 11.05L CF AD
1.31L 1.35L 4.92L 58.71 E ECD
7.55L 1.34L 10.42L 57.69 E AB DA
5.18 5,13 7.77L 71.98L F D AA
1.35L 1.62L 6.54 91,12L D GB B
,62 1.25L
78,78
132,76: 299.93: CBDD ABAA 5 96C021310F
7.36L 102.85L DF AAC 3 960330010F
10.13: 63.08 E DE CBEB 980022363F











1 11 PK 51+ 3,1
1
I 2 DO 17542
6'
2 3 13 104631 K2
8.46L 146A7L D BC 960020340F 6































































6.75L 105.05L EE AAB 9 950010000F
1.04L 12.96L ;C E AAF 9 3600020000
7.71L 67,22L CC AA I 8 972042433F
1.15L 11,84L FC CAA 1 4620001000
5,11L 69,55L BB AABH 1 780252283F
.85L 7,18L BC AAB 1 3600000000
1.69L 18.44L CE AA 8 7702112101
.63L 8,36L C BG 7701000010
,75L 9.40L BD AC 0 9700010000
.78L 13.47L C DJ 9600100000
5.41L 86.95L CE BC 00 970330013F
.40L 528L BB AA 4700001000
1.70L 18,53L CE AB I 0 _701212101
1.34L 19.80L D BBE 3602010110
84.90L 236.26L D AAAA 0 961134553F
4.51 88.99L O B 770241283F
10.73: 87.79L CCE _ADG 9 871141173F
13.77L i 64.26L CD AA 9 280422410F
30,96L; 7889,58L DE BDH 4 620338411F
9A4L! 103.84L FE BBB 850010000F
6.62L 134,90L CD AB 96043O120F
13,77 63,45L CE AB 280232310F
9,40L 126,53L C AC 960223323F
4.68L 138,20L D B HC 970133220F
260,57 581.47 CCED CBBB 0 553145541F
1,64L 21,44L C B 3601110100
88,06 112.88L CBD AAAA 2 770123132F
5.64 29.58L EE CBC 990031432F
,47L 4.17L F GH 8600100000
1.10L 12.64L CC CB O 8600100000
728, 581.47,cc AB 51550140210F
.84L 1265LBc ^. !36Ol00Oo004.t8 87.67, OD oBG 9700_23OF
.61L 7.45L BD BC 0 7700010000
1.98L 23.14L CO BAC 0 2700011001
.49L 7.09L C BF 4600100010!
,50L 6.52L DC CC 0 4600100000'
,70L 10,36L EE AA H 9 9600001000




1 11 PK 45- 0.1
2 1 32 X1912+140
8













1 13 104643 K2














84.90 247.91L D CAAC 0 960133533F B 2 21 46,073 44
.83 8.47L DBB AACE 5 9700200100
59,98 186,37L CD BAAH 0 560224200F 2
1.3OL 15.63L C CEGJ 3700020000
1.42L 17.79L C BE 7701112211 21
.40L 6.48L DD AA 8 4600100000
1.18L 13.13L B BJ 4600110200
5.25L 64.64L E D AA 9 980030230F
,56L 8.71L BC AB 4 8600100000
11.42L 174.15L D C J 960154531F
7,23L 185.56L C CH E 950222321F
1.05: 65.40L CCE IAAA 8 750120011FI
40.43L 138.20 C IGCF B 974153431F
,86L, 14 13L B _DJ E 7600200000 44 78
6.65L' 42.49L C CO F 970123433F 56 93
1,19L 14.17L CF BB 4 3601210200
54,26L 174.15L C AG 960156831F 77
.96L 13.30L BC AB 0 8600100000
63.52: 581.47L CCC BCBB 7 55C244442F
1L19L 137,61L F AADD 3 950222210F 3
.48L 7.10L C CD 2600000000
4.19L 103,32L CC AAD 5 970032420F












a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O I
ham..8, (s) (_ I b C) ('3 (') N
,9128+111339.04745-0 58 8 793!
19125+145839.012 49+2 65 13 79 2
19126+12293 .858 47+I 52 9 783
19126+ 1434 39,7 51 49+2 57 8 79
19126+1341 39.8 6 48+1 34 7 78
19126+1139 40.1 34! 46+0 42 9J 79 3
19126+1237 40.3 30 47+ 1 45 8 78 3
19126+11421.32246+I032 9, 7919126+142041.442 48+ 44 8 78
19127+125842.756 47+I 38 8 763
19127+131342.9o 47+I 23 7!783
19127+120243.59 46+0 _ 1_ 77_19127+16_43g 4 50+2 78
_9_27+_9434.08 53+4 _ 79_19127+1017 4.81 45--0 17 79
19127+1717 45.5 25 51+ 3 21 6 77 3
,9127+13o64 814 47+I 35 7 783
,9127+123847.336 47+1 42 8 78 319128+I_46513 52+3 eo 9 773
,9128+,15046.84046+0 8, g 793
19128+131046.939 47+I 23 7 783
19128+1104 49.250 46--0 21 6 41 3
19128+14_,49659 49+2 21 7 7613
,9128+1965_0.041 53+4 31 8 76 3
,9128+125250.237 47+1 52 14 77 2
,9128+150950, 53 49+2 31 6 7613
,9126+1538508245o+25, 9792
,9128+123251. 4047+130 7783
,9128+11245193346+03, ,!37g19128+1010 53.0 56 45- 1 33 8 79 3
19128+1315 53.8 4 47+ 1 28 7 78 3
19128+1522 53.9 51 49+ 2 30 7 78 3
I9129+1244 54.0 21 47+ 1 36 8 76 3
19129+1006 54.1 28 45- 1 17 6 42 3
19129+1347 54.3 42 48+ 1 36 7 78 3
19129+1927 55.1 4 53+ 4 45 10 78 3
,9129+1037 56.1 28 45-0 39 8 79[3
19129+1556 56.2 28 50+ 2 28 12 79 r3
19129+1158 56.343 46+0 74 13 772
19129+1335 56.6 43 48+1 49 8 78 3
19129+111957.1 8 48-0 76 9 79=319120+145457453 49+2 so 8 7912
r9129+1652s77,eo 51+3 49 10 78I 3
19129+1319 57.8 9 48+ I 41 8 78 3
19129+1225 57.9 16 47+0 47 12 80 2[9129+1_0158.0!4250+2 30 7 78 3
19129+1054 ,584 38 45- 0 43 7 79 3
19129+1055 58.5 53 45- 0 34 10 79 3
19129+1640 58.7 25 51+ 2 36 6 78 3
19129+1401 59.0 41 48+ 1 39 8 78 3
19129+1137 59.7 17 46+ 0 37 9 79 3
19129+1546 59.7 49 50+ 2 26 7 78 3
P9129+1830 59.7 52 52+ 3 26 8 77 3
19129+1049 59.g 14 45- 0 59 7 79 3
19129+1645 59.9 43 51+ 3 20 6 77 3
r9130+1757 0.1:46 52+ 3 i 24 6 77
19130+1441 0.2!43 49+ 2 18 8 78i 33
,913o+123o0.342 47+i 29 7 78
19130+1128 1.0137 46+0 26 11 77 3
19130+1530 1.51 53 50+ 2 6` 8 78 3
'9130+1147 i_,19 46+0 36 8 78 _19130+1459 i 40 49+ 2 38 8 7819130+1805 . 31 52+ 3 65 10 78 i
19130+1845 3.4 2 52+ 3 68 8 78 3
19130+1044 4.0 37 45- 0 17 7 43 3
r9130+ 1514 4.6i 35 49+ 2 49 7 78 I 3
19130+1222 4.9 56 47+ 0 39 7 78' 3
19131+1642 6.2 51 51+ 2 21 6 78 3
19131+1634 6.3! 2 50+ 2 37 6 77 3
19131+1439 6.7 16 49+ 2 45 7 78 3
19131+1520 6.9 44 49+ 2 32 7 78 3
19131+1330 7.6 22 48+ 1 49 13 79 2
_9131+1157 8.9 18 46+ 0 28 8 79 3
19131+1354 8.9127 48+ 1 40 10 78 3
19131+1551 9.1 10 50+ 2 27 7 78 3
19131+1536 9.5; 38 50+ 2 37 7 78 3
19131+1542 10.3 28 50+ 2 43 8 78 3
19131+1649 11.0 45 51+ 3 36 9 77 3
19132+1248 12.2 6 47+ 1 6` 9 78 3
19132+1356 12.6 29 48+ I 32 7 78 3
19132+1032 14.2 51 45- 0 76 10 791 2
19132+1153 14+5 18 46+0 23 7 79 ] 3
19132+1719 14.542 51+3 26 6 773
19132+1852 14.724 52+3 37 6 781
19132+1321 15.9 2 48+1 94 8 781 3
[9132+1212 15.5 53 47+ 0 26 8 78, 3
19132+1121 16.5 59 46-0 32 8 79! 3
19132+1842 16.625 52+3 49 6 78 3
19132+1810 16.7 21 52+3 30 6 77,3
19132+1126 16.833 46-0 51 16 77 2
19132+1437 17.1 32 49+I 59 ; 781_
,9132+ 1029 17.27 45-0 27 79
,9132+1919 17.2 52 53+4 66 8 78 3
19132+1035 17.5551 45-0 19 6 791 3
19133+1241 18.6 29 47+1 30 7 783
,9133+1712 20.239 51+3 70 11 77 2
35 3 20 7 78 3,9133+1825 20.6 52+
19133+1237 21.6 10 47+0 85 10 78 3
,9133+1623 22.3 55 i 50+ 2 25 7 77i 3
19133+1040 23.1 0j 45- 0 40 9 79 3
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
I2 vm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.72L .76 7.61L 581.47L O F B 550240100F I
.34 .30L 1.74L 17.53L C GG D 4600100000
.76 .63: 8.91L 80.74L CE SBFH 1 960131012F
5.48 1.03L 1.8gL 16.40L D AAF 5612101110 5 13
1.61 1.08 1.58L 19.74L CC AA F 4 4701000101
3.17 2.55 6.13L 236.28L CE AA 0 960143233F B
3.28 1.62L 7.61L 82.97L D AB 960420231F 2
7.39 9.94L 6`.90L 247.91L E AAED 9 968132233F B
.61 .41: 5.34L 90.88L CE BBHI 1 740324122F 1
.95 .63: 8.48L 129.95L CE AB H 2 950210010F
10.48 9.41 5.33L 126.07L BC AACH 1 760132100F 1 t 32
.48: 1.07L 2.61 81.38L E D B B i 770110010F
1.21 .72 .82L 11.97L EF AA G! 9 8602111100
.39 .30L .54L 7.62L C BB 7701100000
3.14 2.62 16.72: 138.20L EEF AAD 9 874233440F
12.15 18.79 8.50 7.37L BBC AAAB 0 4601010000
1.00 .58 8.58L 150.79L CE AB 1 8500100OOF
3.26L .98 4.61: 57.51L DC eB 970320230F 2
.38 .25L .51L 7.44L C B E 2601000000
.84 1.82L 6.64L 164.89L C AJ E 960231240F 2
11.28 17.08 5.33 97.41L FFE AAAI 9 860142100F 1 1 32 !
1,37: 2.39L 38.82 138.01: F ED BBAB 1 578336332F 1 39
6.31: 3.79 1.68L 14.16L FIB AAG 3 5810101000
1.27 .55 .40L 4.44L CE AA 9 7700000000
1.87L 1.51L 4.67 137.38L E CFC 950332210F 3
1.65 .80 1.19L 17.19L EE AA 9 3601210100
.36 .29L 1.41L 19.75L E CE 3600100000
3.98 1.90 7.77L 56.65L BC AA 1 9701403OOF
3.19 1.44 5.83L 64.80L FE AA G 9 680131332F 2
1.69L 2.41 54.26 303.03L DC HDCB 86` 146630F
8.55 9.41L 8.76L' 124.87L C AAB 9 660132100F 1
1.40 .83 1.08L 13.47L CC AA 0 7702100201
1.70 .96: 5.89L I06.71L EE AAEH I 950300t41F
5.09: 6.73 116.03: 303.03L CDE ACCA 7 867136840F
2.79 1.76 4.14L' 96.55L BC AA 0 550101020F
.56 .27 .45L 5.15L ED CC 0 4702010020
1.85L .77 9.22 488.76L ED BA 850013120F
.33L .27L 1.61 16.57L C NFDK 4500201010
1.80L 1.11L 4.72 87.20L E M B 670240011F
.70 .46 7.64L 133.52L CE BB 0 450010000F
1.03 1.13 6.17L 81.52L DF AA C 9 580110332F 2
.44 .34L 1.87L 21.95L C B, 3501200000
.42 .29L .6`L 8.09L B BGM 7601110000 1 13
1.02 .61: 8.55L 132.72L DD BB 0 550110000F
.85 .46: 9.73L 86.15L FE AB 1 960131533F
2.97 1.77 1.07L 13.25L Be /*AM 0 4601101010
.87 .78 10.24L 112.59L CE BC B 0 570043353F
1.77L .89L 10.24 65.03: EF FDA 584024343F
.62 .26: .58L 10.92L BD BC E 0 8601310100
.75 .56 5.68L 67.72L CD BC 0 750010000F
2.96 2.01 6.10L 69.46L! DD AA 9 980242060F
4.07 2.21 1.18L 13.30L BB AAI 0 4700210100
.26L .22: 5.33 12.84 FCB DCB 2600100100
.89 .66L 5.78L 88.84L C BCC 670244122F
5.75 3.17 .65L 8.04L BB AA I 4 8601300220
1.07 .,.'SO .68L 8.85L ED AB 9 0701000000
6.33 4.33 1.28L 17.45L BB AAD j8 3601200000
1.62 1.29 7.71L 25.18L CD AABG[2 980032312F
2.17 1.77 11.02L 63.44L CE AAB 1 780261131F
.49 .37L 1.22L 13.30L C CC 1701100100
1.28 .71 6.57L 77.97L I DC AB 7 970040010F
2.19 .58 1.22L 12.59L BD AB G 0 8601100001 2 13
.36 .34L .58L 13.54L C DC 9600100100
.31 .32L .58L 8.2OL C BD 2600100000
1.05 .58 2.68 51.71: CDDD AACE 0 580225072F
.54 .27 f.39L 13.77L DO CD _0 7701200201
1.26 .81 7.45L 115.20L DE ABM 7 960131233F
.98 .75 .66L 10.10L CD AADE i 9 8600200420 4
1.16 .43 .67L 8.29L SC ABHG 1 8701011100
.98 .55 1.28L 18.10L BC AB I 4601301000
•75 .77 1.28L 13.24L CC BAK 0 7701200101
.50 1.11L 10.95L 126.88L D BD i 550010OOOF
16.40 18.94 6.41L 73.79L BC AAC I 3 870231162F 12
.78 .50: 8.13L 69.63L CD BB 0 850110000F
25.82 29.83 9.07 13.64L BBC AAA 12 4610200200 12
208 .65 .58L 14.50L BC AA '1 3700300000
.93 .41 1.18L 13.94L CC ACJ 2 3700200000
.39L .25L 2.78 14.75 CC CEBB 6600210330 C
.68 1.85L 9.95L 192.80L O C 950410121F
2.53 15.40 9.34 64.34L CCD AAA 1 752120000F 1 11
.61 1.95L 277.42L 488.76L! D BCE 850065580F
1.77 1.17 7.07L 36.97: CD D ABI C I 6 980140272F 2
5.53 1.56 .62: 8.36L, BBC AABE I 1 3700100100 1 171.57 .83 .59L 6.70 E H 2600100000
.77 1.48L 8.96L 109.07L D BE 58000100OF
1.06 2.75 20.83: 37.42L DCD BAAE I 0 774131232F
1.21 2.10L 41.80L 105.23L D BGHF 0 174110332F 2 2 2
.25L .73 .76 6.92L CC MBB 2701200000
1.38 .63 .41L 8.22L BC AA 0 8701100000
1.62L 1.02L 4.21: 39.41 FE KI CB 890131234F 8
.77 .30L 1.83L 17.27L C BC 9602310001
1.37L 1.61 39.92: 102.08 CDD BBAA 1 87C053330F
.57 .25L .50L 6.09L C BC 4601000210 1 13
6.85 34.03 277.42 488.76 BBEF BABA 0 850143240F 1 21
5.27 4.26 6.56L 178.52L DO AAI 7 950310120F
.35 .27L .91L 12.30L F C 4600100100
8.59 2.22 .48: 8.19L CBC AADE 0 8701100100 17 3 13
2.23L 1.79L 5.40 183.03L C CB 9500200OOF
.53 .25L .58L 8.47L B BE 0702100000
1.50 .99: 6.01L 488.76L CE AB 2 758235230F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Sop





























































































































































































































25 /_m 60 _m
(Jansky)
Declination: + 10 °- + 20"
Flags Associations
,i i I c100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C'_ Mag
I
AAJ O 1 I 951142333F 1 39 DWC046.7+00.3 31 2700
B I 2600200000
CCC 9601222001 2
ABE _ 5700000120A A 860200020F '





2.83 13.98L 119.96L BC
.29L .53L 6.80L R
.33L .97L 19.42L D
.43 .66L 10,43L CC
3.27 6,52L 90.14L EC
1.01 4.37L 86.36L F E
2.83L 18.60L 115.20
1.41 .93L 10.46L DO
1.47L 27.83L 90.22L O
.27L .57L 9.05L F
7.14L 116.47L F BC

























AAcB ! 9 4610400100580323214F
30.13: 235.67: _DEFF BABCI 1 36C125631F
.73L 9.25L AAD _, 6600101000
8.44L 81.3OL DD AB 4 461101000F
105.23 121.43 BCDD AAAA 0 960100000F
7.85L 85.34L DE AB 0 753010000F
5.71 I03.95L DFD BAAB 1 550021111F
2.86L 57.90L CD AADI¢ 0 970043260F
5.47L 270.52L BC AA H 5 450042440F
.69L 11.33L C CD 5603100320
7.99L 235.89L CC AAH 9 940233343F
27.83 99.69L DD AC 970032240F
98.87: 305.18L DCD DCCC 1 956235343F
7.52L 92.50L D BC 3 650010010F
.71L 11.23L BD CC 0 5611100000
9.16L 21.76L EE BAFE 0 572111110F
7,5OL 103.49L CD AAN 9 770151113F 16 8
26.65: 170.50L;F E ]ABH 3 474247754F
2.36 17.80LIEDB CCBA 7 8600100001
42.83 159.88: CCDE CECC 1 950234732C
5.89L 65.26L CF ABN 9 480221220F
5.17L 47.76L EF BC 2 582221220F
38.61: 106.55 BCCE AAAB 0 474124444F
143.91L 98.19L FE AAD 9 970033220F
1.52L 19.82L C AB B 9703123001 2
1.04L 22.34L C CB 9601200110
.51L 6,17L _BC AB 1 3600000000
8.91L 20.14: DE D AAGE 0 480000141F
1.57L 13.66L CC AAD [ 0 9601101211
9.79 18.90L CC DBAB 9722223001
9.39L 112r04L CD AAFE 4 650131233F
5.75L I03.34L FD BA E 9 960225201F
6.24L 114.62L _C A B B 950132353F
9.51L 125.31L BC AA 0 750110011F
9.08L 93.47L FE AB 3 950210010F
7.73: 106.55L CE GBA 470124354F
4.20L 85.13L CE BCGF 4 968222100C
632.44 1286.03 OBFD CBBA 1 931235425F
7.68L 118.36L C BEFD 960111000F
61.48: 270.52 BCCC DBDA 1 56C033331F
143.91 197.73: CCDE BAAA 1 976023210F
9.14L 109.83L C !ACJ H 550221001F
4.74L 82.25L F ABBE 670021111F
6.50L 48.59 E HB 974112450C
4.48L 55.45 F DeC 970026230F
20.99: 300.t8L DFE ECCC 0 940426666F
.83L 12.08L FD AB C 3 4700000000
.77L 12.25L CF AAH 9 9601100110
8.23L 73.17L CE ABD 0 960230030F
3.29: 6.4.94L FED AAD 9 _o0120040F
7.49L 107.56L iD CE 350211120F
6.91L 270.52L DrC AAF 0 46t027331F
36.33L 363"78L_CFEl ACJ, 1 940233330F3.39 106.30 BD 470111101
5.56L 78.93L FF !AA 9 970132120F
2.28 11.92L DCC FAA 0 9621000100
7A6L 97.91L FF AA 9 450211011F
96.92 120.49: BCED AAAA 1 558004100F
1.38L 14.31L FE _AA 9 8700230001
169.15L 93.21L BC AAD 0 954534433F
90.55; 1288.03L CCE AAAB 0 940224324F
6.75L 64.06L BC AABC 0 660140060F
.70L 11,81L BC AA 1 8700100000
1.36L 14,39L CC ABF 0 8701130111
5.65L 57.73L D B F E B 970039230F
1.05L 14.74L BC AA 0 7701346101
32.02 270.52L CD AA 460031133F
.74L 12.72L D EC E 9501100210
7.34L 86.75L FE BAE 0 860233200F
25.99 133.31L CCD BAAE 0 960024643F
1.26L 12.21L EC AA 9 9632110000
25.99L 79.34L DD AAF 7 970024643F
1.05L 13.33L BC AA 0 8701202001
.58L 7.16L BC AA I 1700100000
5.76 99.36L FF ECCH 970129443F
1.44L 15.71L E BE 7733201001
4.76: 67.15L FFE AAEH 9 480110313F 13
t 39 OV+122 70 1415
2 21 46.735 19
2 39 ADG045.0-00.6 101 1414
1 21 45.686 58
1 21 46.217 60
1 21 46.946 7
8




8 1 39 _DCC046.7+00.2 104 2700
2 39 ADG046.9+00.3 73 1414
8 3 21 45.824 10





3 1 32 X1914+144
1 23 LDN 0717
1
2 1 32 X1914+119
2






i!1 :! l i
Right Ascension: 19h14m17'-19h15m10"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
O 12 Fm 25 ttm 60 ttm 1(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
a 8 a 8) 1C_orbds SMJ SMN (0h rn. o , (s) ( C) £3 ) N
1914241020 17.6 39 45--1 32 7 79
19143+1024 18.2 20 45--1 30 879
1914341527 18.959 50+2 23 6 77
19143+1427 20.4 37 49+1 21 6 78
1914341645 20.638 51+2 60 8 77
19143+1817 20.724 52+3 27 7 78
19143+1410 20,9 44 4841 19 7 78
1914341850 21.42 53+3 72 7 77
1914341242 22.449 47+0 30 9 78
1914341804 22,733 52+ 3 28 17 76
19143+1921 22,7 18 53+ 3 35 6 77
19144+1625 24,2 18 50+ 2 68 9 77
19144+1002 24.8 29 45- 1 40 8 79
1914441126 26,1 6 46 0 35 9 79
19144+1916 26.7 53 53+ 3 38 6 77
19144+1131 27,0 12 46- 0 39 7 79
1914441248 27.2 28 47+ 0 36 7 78
19144+1550 28.6 41 50+ 2 70 12 77
19144+1719 29.3 39 51+ 2 41 11 76
1914441102 29,8 21 46-- 0 44 8 79
19145+1733 30.9 4 51+ 3 52 17 78
19145+1200 33,8 44 47-- 0 26 i 11 78
1914541523 34,2 29 50+ 2 30 7 78
19145+1246 34,3 25 47+ 0 19 7 78
19145+1202 34.4 32 47-- 0 24 7 78
19145+1514 34.4 8 49+ 1 52 i 7 78
19145+1116 34.5 20 46-- 0 23 : 7 79
19145+1146 34.5 49 46-- 0 32 12 78
19145+1216 35.0=13 47+ 0 22 6 78
19145+1028 35,1 43 45- 1 37 i 9 79
1914541446 35.347 49+ 1 58 9 78
19145+1225 35,7'30 47+ 0 28 7 78
1914641148 36.5 35 46- 0 28 9 79
1914641303 37,4 38 48+ 0 26 6 78
1914641034 38.0 9 45-- 1 67 9 79
19146+1408 40,232 48+ I 24 6 78
19146+1641 40.2 15 51+ 2 58 12 79
19146+1345 40,3'34 46+ 1 31 7 78
19146+1324 40.6128 48+ 1 23 7 78
1914641422 40,8 17 49+ 1 36 10 39
19146+1946 41,0 4 53+ 4 33 6 77
1914641141 41.1 17 46- 0 26 8 78
1914741243 42,1 41 47+ 0 21 9 79
1914741040 42,2 54 45- 1 73 9 79
1914741329 42,7 53 46+ 1 26 7 78
19147+1313 43,2 10 46+ 0 34 7 78
1914741349 43,2 56 48+ 1 24 6 78
1914741450 43,7 41 49+ 1 22 6 78
19147+1803 43,9 42 52+ 3 72 9 78
1914741210 44,2 43 47- 0 58 9 78
19147+1122 44.6 31 46- 0 30 8 79
1914741442 44.9 4 4941 55 8 78
1914741846 45.1:41 53+ 3 70, 7 77
19147+ 1748 47.1_ 18 52+3 77 11 78
1914741458 47.7 3 4941 33 6 78
1914741532 47.8:30 50+2 85 8 79
19148+1052 48.827 46-1 38 7 79
1914941318 49.4 ;4_ 48+ I 35 8 781914641519 50.6 50+ 29' 6 78
19148+1702 51,3 9 5142 32 7 78
1914941901 51.5'54 53+3 41 6 77
19148+ 1100 51.8 33 46-1 29 9 80
19148+1727 52.1 29 51+2 37 7 78
19148+1621 52.251 50+2 23 6 78
19148+1138 52.342 46-0 39 7 76
19148+1725 52.4 17 51+2 34 7 78
1914841342 53.3 38 48+1 31 7 76
1914841230 53.7 22 47+0 21 9 79
1914941044 54,1 44 48 1 30 8 79
t914941705 54.1 43 5142 97 13 78
19149+ 1147 54.8 22 46-0 28 8 78
1914941454 54.9 17 49+1 45 7 78
1914941321 55.4 25 4841 50 9 78
1914941638 56.424 51+2 27 5 78
1914941144 58.1 41 46-0 40 7 78
1914941018 58,4 1 45-1 52 14 79
1914941946 56.£ 23 53+4 47 6 77
1914941201 59._ 24 47-0 28 7 78
1915041222 06! 8 47+ 0 33 6 78
19150+1359 1,11 4 48+ I 69 9 78
19150+ 1329 2,2 36 46+ 1 22 7 78
1915041028 2.21 21 45- 1 64 15 80
19150+1714 2,3 4 514 2 40 6 78
1915041116 2,9 13 46- 1 18 8 41
1915041410 2.9 55 49+ 1 24 8 78
1915041423 3.1 20 49+ 1 25 8 78
1915041430 3.8 7 49+ 1 54 10 79
1915041212 3.9 41 47- 0 39 9 78
1915041308 4.7 8 48+ 0 31 8 78
19150+1927 4.7 17 53+ 3 34 6 77
1915041238 5.3 2 47+ 0 30 9 78
1915141207 6.2 55 47- 0 26 7 78
19151+1037 7.4 58 45- 1 26 7 79
19151+1923 7.8 40 53+ 3 33 6 77
19151+1233 8,2 60 47+ 0 43 7 78
19151+1456 8.7 28 49+ 1 16 6 78
1915141537 9.3 57 50+ 2 29 6 78
1915141152 9.3 21 47- 0 27 8 79
1915141646 9.7 28 51+ 2 46 9 78
19151+1422 10.5 9 49+ 1 39 7 78
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
(Jansky)
.97 ! ,53 4.40L 54.80L BC ADFJ 0 960335443C
.35: ' .66 13.74L 102.73L DD CCAF 0 95C235543C
.85 ,19: 1.04L 14.57L DE BEE 1 7700201001 1 2 DO 17584
3.03 6.94 84.48 141.97 CCEC CAAA 0 344123310F 1 32 X1914+144
.62 .40 .96L 13.43L CF CB 0 9602210100 i
23.68 14,09 2.51 7,51L BBF AAAD 9 9600000000 27
6.82 3.35 3.60: 74.54L DDE AAD 9 650111110Fi
,81 .49: ,57L 6,72L BD BBI E 0 1600011000
1.79L 1.94L 81.35: 363.78 DE DA E B 934245430F i
.25L .26L .82L 11.38 C J B 95011001001
2.84 .75 .41L 5.19L BC AA 0 4720100000 1 i 2 DO 17587
.51 .36L 1.46L 27,90L D BCK 9600100100! !
.70 .59 7.84L 105.98L (3E BB F 9 950310230C
,95: ,74 2.92L 58,69L DF BCCL 6 970235101F
.60 .26 .49L 5,22L CD BC 0 4600100000
1.25 1.36L 5,18L 74.89L CFD AAG 0 860233202F
,82L .93 13.64 363.78L ECA 0 840152210F
.35 .28L 2.06L 34.23L F G 5603000200 ,I
.38L .29 1.35L 14.11L F DD 9600000000 I
.69 .58: 5.81L 126.63L DE CB 1 960235371F
,25L .25L .72: 13.52 EC DG 9600000210
1.68L 1.28L 7,58 72.67L D CCC 470237273F 1 21 46.580
.77 .38: 1,56L 17.99L DE AF 0 7600301001;
3.95 1.71: 13.64L 363.78L CF AACG 0 842045530F I
1.21 1,59L 7.58L 30.68: D F AEJ D 280225252F I
.57 .32 1.35L 16,93L CD BCE 1 9601000201 ii
7.12 34,18 444,08 869.69 BBEE BAAA 1 930123121F 2 21 45.935
1.51L ,71 7.34L 165.63L E C F 960128300F
3.09 1.56 7.11L 63.55L CD AAFK 1 551011011F i
.96 1.21L 4,48L 81.29L D ACC 350242253F
.60 .40L 1.45L 21.63L D BC 9800200101
4.13 1,63 5,86L 65,34L BC AA 1 750203400F
1.40 1,45: 35,15L 144.77L CD AAJ D 0 96AI35010F
1,22 ,74 2,57L 97,59L CD ABD 1 760211030F
2.18L 1,24 7,0OL 80.24L C A 350131321F
3.03 2.33 2.27 69.47L FED AABG 9 550322343F
.34 ,25L 1,46L 19.94L D D 9602200000
,92 ,48: 3,01L 69.58L CE ADI C 0 450122132F
5.17 3.06 7.35L 102.21L CC AADH 0 561220120F
,56 1.10 7,09L 97.63L FE BAM 551143131F
1,09 ,80 .44L 5.27L BC AA 2 2700111000
1,40L 2.44 34,76 165,63 DDF KBBB i 850124333F
2.32L ,75 6.60: 363.78L EF CBE 730245530F :
1.17 1,19L 5,93L 114.37L D BBF 370324455F i 2 39 DCC045.4-00.7
1,99 1,09 7,46L 103,82L CC AAC 3 260310110F
2,45 1.11 7,11L 108.77L DD AAH 7 560140241F
23.07 26,29 3.44 71.38L CCC AAA 1 450130000F 22
494 2,17 1.38: 19.16L CCD AAGB 9 8600200201
.32 .25L ,77L 12,55L CFD CI 95020001001.91L ,74: 5.75 57.67L BBI 474220134F
I
3,33 2,47 8,36: 869,69L CDE AAA 2 930140100F
,70 .32L 1.23L 20.13L C CC 9700100001
.86 ,34L .89L 8.93L B BB 6600010000
.30L .25L 1.10 11.96L B I C 9600000000
1.23 .65 _ .98L 16.05L BE AC 0 9701121101
.54 .28L 1.99L 37.92L F A 3603032200
,86 .52 1.82 88.88L CED BCB 21 760210130F
,87 ,52: 7,41L 100.23L CO AB 0 460120120F
2.45 1.61 1.53L 18.47L ED AAJ C 9:8700201301
7.61 8.61 1.63 14.95L DEC AAB 9 9602200000
.50 .66 .47L 5.32L CF AB 9 6600000000
1.56L 1.68 23.22: 83.71L EF CD 964234350F
.64 .43 .78L 9.62L EF BB 9 9600200100
2,58 1.78 1.02L 14.52L BB AA 1 9702000000
11.21 12.10 2.26: 165,63L BCF AAB 6 850020132F
,51 .25L .94L 13.23L C BCGD 9600100000
1.12 1.12L 3.88L 65,00L B BC G 460123132F 2 2 [3017596
1.47L 1.04: 4.21: 41.13 FDD DDCC 0 660212300F
.63 .54: 3.59: 52.70: EEDF BBED 9 670335492F
,37 .36L 1.49L 19,79L C CD 9503100000
1,12: 1,74L 35,15 165,63L O E CFB 0 950195333F 1 32 X1915+118
6,19L ,71 1,57L 20,51L C AA 1 9603321101
1.32L .42: 4.39 64.97L ED DDD 460030010F
14,48 I 14,83 3.10 13.21L BBF AAA 9 9723100000
,97 ' 1,18L 35,15L 165.63L C AE 0 850172000F
.43L ,72L 1,95 38,34L D FGBN 960022233C
,54 ,53 .47L 5.79L DD BB 1 0620111000
1.32 .90 4,18L i 81.59L DE ABN 9 570332231F
.82 1.01 5.22L 117,53L FF BA 9 450310000F
.75 A7L 5.24L 23,91L C BDJ F 460220120F 1 21 48.365
1,28 1.26 6.95L 26,75L CC F AAEE 0 270110132F ;
.34L .42L 2,87 128,01L LBD 950131151C
,64 .53 .88L 12.56L CF AB 9 9601000000
.80 1,48 23.54 95.43: DDDD CABA 5 960113660F 1
1.37 .84 4.90L 32.30L ED ABDH 9 560412554F 9 1 32 X1914+141
,81 ,48: 5.48L 103.24L DE BB 0 462022131F
,65 ,95L 6.19L 100.56L D B HC 250111131F
,91: 15.01 73.25L F E J ACH 370221243F 1 39 WKB1915/+ 12.21.90L i
1.54 I .80 5,28L 63.10L DE AB 5 460Ol1011F
4.78 ! 2.36 .53L 6,03L BB AAGH 0 3600100110 1 23 OCL0110
1.25L .56 2.80: 101.04L FE DBDB 550310243F 8 1 39 AMWW 57
6,97 5.50 15.20L 76.86L BC AAF 0 370041231F 1 39 MM46
6.12 3.46 5.77L 69.57L CC AAE 5 250131130F 2
1.43 .73 .53L _ 8.55L BC AA 1 4600100000
1.26 .50: 6.47L 87.94L DE AB 0 551232320F
6.19 6,02 1,94 20.56L FCF AABB 9 9602242321 D
1.14 .63 1,52L' 18.31L BC AA 0 4602121000 /
7,94 5,96: 93,15L 1087,03L BC AANI 1 840254343F 6 2 3 [RAFGL2359,44 .25L 1.10L 16.79L C BAB 96030000001 49L 2,09 3,24 102. 6L CC { 360123140FL
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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A Sep




































a 6 C_rbdS SMJ SMN (.0)h_..8, (s) C) C) C) N
t9151+1751 11.2 51 52+ 3 29 7 77 3
19152+1749 12.0145 52+ 3l 48 10 77 3
19152+1742 12,8 42 52+ 2 _ 39 10 76 2
19152+1142 12,9 11 46- 0 37 7 79 3
19152+1050 13,2 2 46- 1 27 7 79 3
19152+1724 13,314 51+ 2 59 10 79 2
19152+1403 14.6 45 48+ 1 65 9 78 3
19152+1517 15,4 1 50+ 1 41 13 79 2
19152+1533 15,4 49 50+ 1 56 7 78 3
19152+1506 15,5 24 49+ 1 26 6 77 3
19152+1230 15,5 t9 47+ 0 51 9 77 2
19152+1209 15.6 57 47- 0 33 8 78 3
19152+1545 15.6 50 50+ 2 39 7 77 3
19152+1557 15.9 2 50+ 2 28 6 78 3
19152+1021 160 50 45- 1 34 I 7 79 3
29 ]19152+132816413 48+0 7 78 3
19152+1344 16.5 28 48+ 1 37 11 77 2
19152+1411 16,7 45 49+ 1 78 15 79 2!
19152+1514 17,2 58 50+ 1 41 6 78 3
19153+1044 18,2 17 46--1 27 8 79 3
19153+1056 19.2 35 46- 1 70 9 79 3
19153+1639 20,3 19 51+2 37 7 78 3;19153+I_ _0.517 49+I 39 13 78 3j
19153+1335 21.3 20 48+ 1 42 8 78 3]
19153+1432 21,9 24 49+1 84 9 79 2'
19153+1203 22,4 51 47- 0 29 8 78 3
19153+1244 22.522 47+0 42 10 403
10154+1316 24.1 54 48+ 0 80 14 78 3
19154+1118 24.8 53 46- 1 25 7 79 3
19154+1138 26,3 48 46- 0 26 7 79 3
19154+1037 26.7 571 45-1 40 8 79 3
10154+1326 27.2 54 48+ 0 35 8 78 3
19154+1249 28.739 47+0 34 7 783
10154+1951 29.5 45 54+3 24 6 77 3
t9155+1241 30.1 3 47+0 51 81 78 3
19155+1124 30.4 49 46- 1 26 91 79 3
19155+1159 32.3 42 47- 0 44 7' 79 319155+135132819 48+1 42 1_i78 319155+171932.938 51+2 34 7 79 3
19155+1944 33.536 54+3 42 6 77 3
19155+1726 34.4 37 51+ 2 48 12 78 2
19155+1640 35,0 56 51+ 2 44 7 78 3
19155+1155 35,4 45 47- 0 29 9 78 3
19155+1509 35.7 37 49+ 1 71 11 79 2
19155+1851 35,9 32 53+ 3 30 6 77 3
19155+1918 35,9 10 53+ 3 21 5 77 3
19156+1645 37.0 49 51+ 2 30 6 78 3
_9156+1921 37.1 53 53+ 3 32 5 77 3
19156+1845 37,4 24 53+ 3 24 6 77 3
19156+1438 37.6 23 49+ 1 39 6 78 3
19156+1959 38.1 40 54+ 3 56 10 79 2
19156+1254 38.5 56 48+ 0 48 7 78 3
19156+1441 38.7 41 49+ t 31 6 78 3
19156+1712 39.4 49 51+ 2 28 8 78 3
19156+1828 40.3 46 52+ 3 23 6 77 3
19156+1541 40.7 45 50+ 1 32 5 78 3
19156+1043 41,3 7 46- 1 27 8 79 3
19156+1906 41.3 47' 53+ 3 24 6 77 319157+1858 44.0 221 53+ _ 28 6 77 3
19157+1052 44,3 26 46- 1 42 7 79 3
19157+1344 44,8 47 ! 48+ 1 56 9 79 2
19157+1319 44,9 14 48+ 0 31 8 78 3
19157+1348 44,9 2 48+ 1 25 6 78 3
19157+1642 45,0 54 51+ 2 43 11 78 3
19157+1350 45,2 55 48+ 1 22 6 78 3
19157+1220 45.6 1 47- 0 29 7 78 3
19157+1003 45.7 441 45- 1 78 9 79 3319157+I144 46,0 25 46 31 78
19157+1454 46,8 49 49+ 1 20 6 78 3
19157+1222 47.2 81 47- 0 41 7 78 3
19157+1419 47,5 15 49+ 1 31 6 78 3
19158+1205 48,1 23 47- 0 20 8 79 3
19158+1436 48.8 0 49+ 1 33 5 78 3
19158+1747 48,8 32 52+ 2 29 7 78 3
19158+1217 48,8 5 47- 0 35 10 42 3
19158+1125 48,9 52 46- 1 29 8 79 3
19158+1955 48,9 54 54+ 3 t7 5 77 3
19158+1717 49.4 40 51+ 2 100 14 77 2
19158+1534 49.5 52 50+ 1 44 8 78 3
19158+1256 50.0 28 48+ 0 32 7 78 3
19158+1014 50.2 8 45-1 30 9 79 3
19158+1736 50.3 19 52+2 58 11 77 2j
19158+1819 50.716 52+3 73 11 77 2
19158+1136 51.3 23 46- 1 50 9 77 2:
19158+1202 51,7 9 47-0 76 O 79 319158+139952.347 48+0 18 6 76 3
19158+1842 52.7 49 53+ 3 38 6 77 3
19158+1131 52.9 19 46- 1 26 7 41 3
19159+1416 54.2 16 49+ 1 64 7 78 3
19159+1744 54,6 41 52+ 2 24 6 78 3
19159+1522 54.7 25 50+ 1 49 15 77 2
19159+1546 55.7 48 50+ 1 45:8 78 3
t9t59+1540 56,4 17 50+ 1 48 14 79 2
19159+1006 56.5 12 45- 1 24 8 79 3
19159+1556 57.2 49 50+ 2 52 8 79 3
19159+1056 57.4 49 46- 1 38 8 79 3
19159+1215 57.7 2 47- 0 51 7 78 3
19159+1342 58.9 21 48+ 0 46 8 78 3
19159+1359 58.9 16 48+ 1 50 9 78 3





(Not Color Corrected) V L





































































































































Uncs Cocf R Flags" S 2 # T
.79L 11.46L CC ABH O 9600101000
.92L 15.55L BE BC 0 9600101000
.90L 13.39L C BB 9600000000
4.96L 66.90L CE AB 2 760040000F
6.96L 56.99L CD AAK 1 670110132F
1.10L 10.92L C C GJ 9600200110
7,90L 104.79L D AC 550310030F
2,71 32.33L C EECI 8601111301 4 1 32 X1915+152
1.25L 18.75L CE ACD 0 3602122100 1
1.69L 21.64L DD BBC 8 9602011101
6.19L 68.30L E C 250111210F
1520 59.85: CDDF CBAD 0 570023233F
1.73L 23,61L D CC 5601000000
1.34L 16.62L DB AAFD 7 6700010310
1.63: 133,68L CEE BCDF 0 950322121C
6,95 56.93L CC CAAG 260020132F
5.27L 79.17L DF BD 2 460113132F 5
2.53 107.17L D B 450310464F 8
1,77L 34.46L CC ABEJ 0 8622111301 4
7,15L 53,60L FD AA D 91 460141262F
5,67L 72,12L F AC 9 860110020F
1,46L 17,64L DE AAD 9 9602100200 01
2.79 31.25 CC K DC 9601122321 D 1 32 X1915+149A
4,98L 76,70L CE AB 5 460010210F
2.30L 24,50L D B B 6602001101
7.98L 81.62L BC AAB 1 770021210F 01 2 4 2 DO 5563
4,35 34,03 F E D E DB 660023433F 8
2,10: 26,16 EF DGEC 470012142F
5,33L 55.48L BC AAB 7 96OO53330F 1 39 BG 1914+11
4.67L 81.31L BC AA 0 960110020F
7.35L 56.65L EE BBI 0 260021000F
6.95L 72,15L FD AA I 7 961010142F
5.04L 60,02L ED BBD 9j 670143100F
.66L 4.98L DC BBD 0i 1700000000 1 "41 19154+1951
4,93L 96,02L E F B D 1 ! 450030333F 8
4.69: 42,87 EE ECDB 978231170F
6.17L 121.16L D BF 970120200F
5.72L 40,28 C D GC 380020332F 2
t,08L 14,41L CD BB 2 9600200000
.46L 5.04L B BD 0700000000 1 "41 19156+1944
1.08L 17.52L CE CD 0 9501000110
1.34L 17.52L CE CC 0 9603300200
4.17 77,33L C ECBC 970210130F
3,07 18,74L D C CEB 8602011001
.58L 7.79L BD AAD 9 7600000000 1 "41 19155+1851
.50L 5,94L BC BB 1 4601120000
1,31L 15,14L BC AA 1 9703200200 1 2 DO 17612
.58L 6,09L BF AD 1 3600120000 1 °41 19156+1921
.56L 8,17L CC ABG 0 6600101000 2 °13 104692K0
,89L 20,08L CE AB J 8 6700232321 1 32 X1915+146
,54L 7.45L F BE G 3600100100
636L 73.77L D AA 570146523F B
7.81 33,79: DCCC BBAC 1 7600132321 F 1 32 X1915+146
1,11L 14.76L CC AALB 0 9600100100
.71L 10.07L DD AA 8 9621010100 1 "41 19156+1828
1,41L 17,93L BB AAG 0 66001000C0
5,20L 63,02L BC AA 0 560201230F
6.92 20.72 DCC BAA 7500000000 1 "41 19157+1906
.61L 7,29L BC ACI G O 7600010000 1 "41 19157+1858
3.90L 60,16L C BJ 760132143F D
5.03L 110,29L D B G 360230030F 4
76.56 CCDD AAAA 0 868125556F 3 1 32 X1915+132
69,07L CE AA 9 480330321F 2
15,57L C BE 9702200300
59.16L CC EAAC 386140331F 2
69,13L DE AAE 2 670263100F
99,94L F CF 950232332C
21,62: CE D BBHB 0 980110120F
18,05L DE AA 9 8601023211 2
56,99L DD BB 4 670150000F:
89.86L EE AAA 9 460422230F
73,95 DDDD BCEB 1 97C011330F 2 7 39 DKM046,8-00,3
19,63L DC AAD 8 6800131111 3
9.69L CF BFJ I 0 9600101110
6992L EE BBF 5 670265110F
70.48L DF BCEC 0 960332350F
6.14L CBB AAB 8 3600100100 15
23,21L E H 9500200100
17,67L DEB CDBB 0 5600111210
80.66L C AB 960125201F 1
90.19L B ADF 950010000C 1 2 DO5579
21.11L F D I 9600000000
17.22L C C 9501000000 1 *41 19159+1819
68.55L E FB 960430013F
76.62L C AJ 960031430F 2 2 39 HR 54
89.60L BCD AAB 1 360320030F 4
7.41L CC AAC 0 6600101000 1 *41 19159+1842
27.14L 115.22: CO D AAHB 0 95C424443F 1 1 32 X1915+115
7.26L 107.69L C AAC 0 470221210F
.87L 9.93L BB AAD 3 9600101210
1.93 25,91L C K GC 7700131101 1
1,51L 14.01L CD AB 4 6701001000
1,73L 24,32L F CI 5600210310 4,
6.00L 64.85L CC ABDB 0 960121332C
1.28L 19.00L BC AAAC 9 6704001210 64
5.40L 7596L CE AA 1 850042133F D
4.63L 62.11L C BJ F 760078210F
5.64L 156,34L F BB 350120030F 4
6,02L 52.68L FF AADI 9! 381224104F
1.14L 11,82L BC AA 6 9601210100






















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ 5MN # O 12 vtm 25 ktm 60 Fm
(s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
0.2 3 46- 1 38 8 79 3 1.46 1.45L 3.55L
1.7 46 47- 0 41 7 79 3 .80 1.30L 6.17L
1.9 59 48+ 0 48 7 78 3 .93 1.08L 4.69L
2.3 38 50+ 1 15 5 78 3 1.62 .74 1.41L
2.5 28 54+ 3 31 5 77 3 1.39 .51 .53L
2.8 10 51+ 2 39 6 78 3 .55 .39 1.09L
3.5 8 48+ 0 17 6 40 3 1.56 1.52 6.07:
3.7 52 51+ 2 33 7 78 3 1.85 1.20 .90L
5.1 18 46- 1 32 7 79 3 2.21 1.90 4.18L
6.3 22 51+ 2 45 17 79 2 .35L .25L 1.67
6.7 4 48+ 0 32 7 78 3 1.37 1.02 4.30L
7.1 18 48+ 0 39 6 78 3 6.53 6.58 5.73L
7.6 28 51+ 2 33 6 78 3 1.40 .72 1.00L
8.4 44 48+ 0 37 8 77 2 .55 .40L 4.12L
9.6 15 49+ 1 20 5 39 3 2.23 1.60 19.17
9.7 56 48+ 0 23 7 78 3 1.18 3.31 52.48L
19161+1202 10.2 11 47- 0 40 8 79 3 1.52L 1.47L 4.69
19161+1027 11.3 38 45- 1 59 8 79 3 .70 .26:
19161+1331 11.4 7 48+ 0 36 6 78 3 3.98 3.16
19161+1025 11.9 22 45- 1 29 8 43 3 .58 .27L
19162+1618 12.1 26 51+ 2 76 10 77 2 .62 .31L
19162+1111 12.5 58 46- 1 22 8 79 3 2.11 2.17
19162+1443 13.2 10 49+ 1 45 6 78 3 1.86 1.10
19162+1010 14.2 14 45- 1 102 28 79 2 .37L .26L
19162+1526 14.4 56 50+ 1 31 5 78 3 7.77 1.94
19162+1406 14.5 16 49+ 1 26 5 78 3 2.55 1.29
19162+1211 14.8 47 47- 0 34 7 78 3 1.03 1.20L
19162+1730 15.2 14 52+ 2 62 11 78 2 .44 .31L
19162+1802 16.2 11 52+ 2 30 6 77 3 .64 .45
19162+1912 16.3 16 53+ 3 27 6 77i 3 1.11 .70
19162+1431 16.6 31 49+ 1 37 6 78 3 1.64 1.12
19162+1237 17.1 47 47- 0 27 10 78 3 .88 .51:
19162+1310 17.3 39 48+ 0 56 7 78 3 .93 .55L
19162+1454 17.5 17 49+ 1 30 =6 78 _ 3 1.19 .4319163+1434 18.9 16 49+ 1 29 u 781 _ 7.39 4.10
19163+1047 19.0 45 46- 1 66 15 79 2 1.70L .96L
19163+1012 19.4 53 45- 1 31 7 79 3 2.32 1.31
19163+1509 20.0 3t 50+ 1 36 6 78 3 .67 .31
19163+1355 20.8 37 48+ 0 29 8 78 3 1.73L .60L
19163+1851 21.1 48 53+ 3 73 7 77 3 .47 .34:
19163+1626 22.0 49 51+2 40 10 78 3 .59 .27L
19163+1322 22.7 10 48+0 92 9 77, 2 1.53L .67
19163+1520 23.1 13 50+1 28 7 7813 1.44 .91
19164+1339 24.3 48 48+0 65 10 78i 3 1.73L .47L191r_+19oo243 6 53+3 63 9 7813 36 .38L
19164+1426 25.0 51 49+ 1 54 6 78; 3 1.60 .5819164+174725.647 52+2 26 6 77 3 132 61
19164+1400 25.8 16 49+0 27 10 793 .78L 3.86
19164+1234 26.0 45 47- 0 47 16 78 3 1.02L 1.11L
19164+1258 26.7 33 48- 0 58 8 78 3 1.43 1.34L
19164+1037 26.7 2 46- 1 46 14 79 2 .91 .41L
19164+1210 26.8 18 47- 0 38 7 78 3 .86 1.12L
19164+1402 27.7 16 49+ 0 20 6 78 3 1.09 1.61
19164+1551 28.1 57 50+ 1 39 7 78 3 .70 .43L
19164+1122 28.4 19 46- 1 31 9 80 3 .92L .91:
19164+1928 28.5 59 53+ 3 48 6 77 3 .33L .25L
19164+1347 28.7 34 48+ 0 28 7 78 3 .66L .79:
19164+1145 28.8 53 47- 1 35 8 79 3 .62: .53:
19164+1039 29.0 35 46-- 1 25 8 79 3 2.73 1.16
19164+1704 29.8 33 51+ 2 47 7 78 3 .67 .28L
19164+1229 29.9 18 47- 0 41 7 78 3 1.13 .61
19165+1343 30.1 32 46+ 0 51 9 78 3 1.72L 14.07L
19165+1422 32.2 18 49+ 1 35 6 78 3 1.11 .69L
19165+1221 32.5 40 47- 0 90 11 80 2 .50 1.00L
19165+1205 32.6 42 47- 0 77 11 79 2 .61 1.00L
19165+1640 33.2 7 51+ 2 25 6 78 3 .65 2.79
19165+1252 33.8 36 48- 0 23 7 78 3 1.66L 2.43
19165+1927 33.9 54 53+ 3 52 5 77 3 .47 .29L
19165+1116 34.2 13 46- 1 73 8 79 3 .57 1.43L19165+1204 34.5 41 47- 0 36 11 78 1.96L 1.00L
19166+1338 36.2 16 48+ 0 62 7 78 3 .58 1.26L
19166+1023 36.6 33 45- 1 26 8 79 3 2.76 1.72
19166+1532 36.8 35 50+ 1 62 7 78 3 .93 .38
19166+1405 38.1 30 49+ 0 50 6 78 3 1.19 .73L
19166+1904 38.1 12 53+ 3 44 : 5 77 3 .89 .45
19166+1604 38.8 2 50+ 1 36 13 78 3 .37L .31L
19166+1050 38.9 5 46- 1 31 7 79 3 4.58 2.59
19166+1559 40.1 50 50+ 1 38 7 78 3 1.40 .47
19166+1525 41.1 47 50+ 1 26 11 78 3 4.95L .27L
19166+1227 41.9 38 47- 0 24 13 79 3 1.20L 1.24L
19167+1256 42.0 48- 0 33 6 78 3 3.61 1.59
19167+1313 42.8 44 48+ 0 20 6 78 3 4.t8 8.12
19167+1135 43.8 51 46- 1 27 7 79 3 1.70 2.82
19167+1014 43.8 24 45- 1 83 11 79 2 .77 .39
19167+1212 44.3 12 47- 0 35 7 78 3 2.11 1.24L
19167+1652 44.3 55 51+ 2 55 8 77 2 .72 .25
19167+1846 45.8 15 53+ 3 41 6 77 3 .99 .54
19167+1733 46.2 16 52+ 2 25 5 78 3 12.46 10.60
19167+1810 47.C 36 52+ 2 71 9 76 2 .40 .25L
19167+1426 47.4 38 49+ 1 64 6 78 3 .65 1.44L
19167+1334 47.8 21 48+ 0 35 6 78' 3 .74 .61L
19168+1208 48.E 2 47- 0 34 8 79 3 .96 .55
19168+1326 49._. 23 48+0 41 6 783 .77 .59
19168+1202 49.6!46 47-1 97 18 77.99132 .88L .96L19168+1856 ;50 6 47 53+ 3 24 4 .79 4.80
19168+1345 50.8' 55 48+ 0 54 7 78 3 .63 .59L
19168+1837 51.8' 2 53+ 3 45 7 77 3 .43 .25:
19168+1415 52.3 25 49+ 1 35 13 79 2 2.14L 1.65L
19168+1102 52.4 20 46- 1 36 7 79 3 1.91 1.59
19168+1048 53.1 46 46- 1 57 10 79 2 .41 1.15L
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
I(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T
74.28L C ACGB 2 560100130F
73.40L D AD 0 960100110F
67.15L B AD 960134334F
16.81L CC AA 0 7801132201
6.63L BC ABK 0 2600001000
11.39L CC CB 2 9601100100
76.56L CDE AAEF 0 )60034464F
12.33L BC AAJ 0 9600100100
68.03L FD _AM 9 960240011F
15.66L D E 9600210100
98.51L FF AA 9 )60343141F 1
74.99L FF AA 9 372332210F 2
11.70L DC AA 2 9501000000
27.59L C CC C 970343151F 1
91.51L BCD ABA 0 450234420F
77.74: CCcD BAAA 0 96C121211F73.95L 960t21630 2
Name Type _ Ma 8
2
1 1 32 X1916+153
1 "41 19160+1941






5.15L 114.62L BE BCHH 2 950232000(3
4.99L 106.64L BC AAM 1 760422181F
1.50: 17.54 B DD B CB 980232000C
1.35L 19.04L E B K 8701 600000
5.02L 72.41L DC AA 4 960220210F
1.56L 15.43L DC AA 1 5800101001
1.13L 14.83 F FC 980110353C
.86L 13.86L BC AA 1 5702000201
19.17L 74.86L BC AA 0 450233300F
3.65L 53.70L C BBGD 1 860035443F
1.30L 19.00L C BF 9502000100
.95L 12.77L BD BB 2 9600000000
.66L 8.22L CE AAK 9 6600000100
5.90L 79.28L ED AAB 9 170120000F
4.12L 79,14L CE BC 0 970210032F
4.62L 84.59L C AB 960021141F
1.60L 15.84L CD AB 1 6802030301
5.96L 95.28L DC AA 9 160010000F
1.68 15,20: DE GKCB 570000020F
9.83L 54.94L BC AAF 6 961010041C
1.75L 24.63L CF AC 3 6801000001
5.52 70.87L C C B H 350244333F
.80L 7.26L CF BB 8 8600000000
1.43L 14.42L C AEGF' 9701012220
2.36L 55.30L F C B 970111070F
1.61L 13.86L CC BA 1 6703032401
3.00 85.54L C DBB 360120110F
.76L 10.68L D DDMD 9601101100]
3.62L 37.61L DE ABFD 0 270125556Fi
1.00L 14.56L BC AB H 1 9600010110
29.07L 253.63: C E BCJD 0 368246334F
3.84L 29.07 E K E C 980022037F i
52,48L 126.65L C A C H H 960030221F I
2.02L 29.87L D CCI E 47C211254F
3.64L 97.42L C AB G 1 960156333F
40.68L 253.16: DE E CBFE 2 363154334F
1,67L 23.91L F B E 6600000000 l
13.03 53.21L FF GAAA 960231641F
1.32 7.00L B A 4600100100
14.76 45.21 EDC EBB 0 370025411F
8.08 55.92L DEC BBAD 0 970133360F
5.76L 76.64L BC AA 5 460021244F
1.31L 18.27L D BF D 9602010000
3.92L 58.88L EC ABI 0 770025536F
3.41 65.98L C 1 EBE 36603551 IF
6.34L 29.47: C D ABJ B 980126756F
4.12L 80.18L E CD 870130000F
3.55L 66.45L C BJ I 960251260F
.96L 14.98L CB BAC 4 7700100000
71.30 171.53: CDD DCBA 3 96C013332F
.59L 6.98L D BF 4600100100
5.43L 90.94L D CFL 960101100F
2.88 70.10L D HC 960141260F
6.05L 91.37L C CE 360032110F
6.07L 113.21L ED AAED 9 950102020C
1.06L 24.31L CF BD 6 4701000101
6.27L 66.54L D AB 380147422F
.57L 9.14L BD AB 0 9600101000
2.83 24.16L D HBDB 7641103410
5.36L 98.82L BC AA 1 752010000F
1.46L 16.59L BD AB 0 6702102410
2.67 22.72L C HJ CB 5703000101
3.70L 38.43 C MF F C 884125333F
71.30L 65.94L CC AAB 1 971033331F
15.35 69.69L BCD AAAE 2 970122254F
6.59L 56.96L DF AAC 9 960223010F
1.64L 36.41L DD BBFE 0 960010120C
10.78L 56.58L B AAJ 2 960155454F
1.59L 24.71L ED BD 2 9601021100
.60L 11.39L BC ABI 1 8601000010
1.34 16.37LiBBF AAA 9 9500000100 29
1.13L 16.25L D D 7600000110
6.92L 108.63L C BK 970126575F
4,96L 33.77: C E BA D 0 878034150F
3.38L 57.76L CF ACI 9 960161330F
4.54L 59.79L CC BB E 7 960210030F
2.88L 20.50 D J KB 980131260F
3.22 9.32L BBC AAA 1 9600000000
17.85L 78.62L D CCC 0 360128643F
1.01L 12.40L CE SB 0 3602000000
3.58 118.42L D J C 970020130F
6.85L 93.07L CC AAE 750122244F
4.00L 48.34L D D 560030010F
1 2 DO 5590
1
1 2 DO 5590
3 4 TMSS +20394
1 "41 19162+1912




1 13 104705 K5





2 1 "41 18165+1146
A 1 32 X1916+106
3 1 32 X1916+128
2 "11 PK53+ 3.1





8 1 32 X1916+122
1 "41 19167+1846
2 "11 PK 52+ 2.1
8 1 32 X1916+137
1 °41 19168+1837

























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 19"16m54'-19h17m44 ' Declination: + 10"-+20"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m6cl
hm. o , (s) (• I b (") (") (') N (]ansky)
19169+1722 54.(_ 6 52+ 2 37 6 78 3 1.10 .46
19169+1637 54.1 35 51+ 2 26 6 78 _ 2.46 1.5919169+1042 54.7 54 46- 40 13 79 1.10L .85L19169+1350 55.4 36 48+ 0 43 7 78 2.12 1.19:
19169+1622 55.7 56 51+ 2 32 7 78 3 .28L .65
19169+1251 56.2 54 48- 0 21 6 78 3 2.31 2.00
19169+1434 59.0 24 49+ 1 i 30 5 76 3 1.50 1.16
19169+1404 59.1 49 49+ 0, 45 6 78 3 .93 .81
19169+1344 59.1 13 48+ 0 22 9 78 3 .59: .94:
19169+1518 59.2118 50+ 1 26 6 78 3 .76 2.71
19170+1419 0.9 6 49+ 49 10 78 3 1.86L 1.40L
19170+1946 1.326 54+ 3 90 13 76 2 .28L .25L
19170+1546 1.6 47 50+ 1 30 7 78 3 .83 .54
19170+1238 2.8 40 47-- 0 50 6 78 3 .87 .53L
19170+1122 2.9 32 46- 1 29 7 78 3 1.31 .93
19170+1409 3.3 16 49+ 0 32 14 78 3 1.61L 1.63L
19170+1148 3.7 15 47- 1 51 7 79 3 1.29 .92
19170+1339 4.3 2 48+ 0 34 6 78 3 3.38 4.68
19170+1240 4.5 34 47- 0 24 9 79 3 .89 .70
19170+1506 4.7 46 50+ 1 67 11 79 2 2.88L .63
19t70+1826 4.9 36 53+ 2 55 8 78 3 .45 .25L
19170+1706 4.9 12 51+ 2 24 6 78 3 .38L 5.82:
19170+1242 5.1 48 47- 0 22 6 78 3 1.78 t.16
19171+1508 6.4 38 50+ 1 28 6 78 3 3.94 3.29
19171+1757 7.1 13 52+ 2 39 6 77 3 .52 .28L
19171+1045 7.4 6 46- 1 41 8 79 3 1.81 .45
19171+1550 8.5 58 50+ 1 35 8 781 3 .53 .38:
19171+1156 8.6 40 47- 1 25 8 42 3 1.18L .75
19171 +1315 8.8 25 48- 0 57 6 78 3 .82 .45:
10171+1002 9.1 17 45- 2 61 7 79 3 1.02 .40L
19171+1536 9.8 10 50+ 1 31 8 78 3 1.49L .91
19171+1716 10.4 31 52+ 2 48 7 78 3 .46 .25L
19171+1742 10.9 51 52+ 2 26 6 77 3 .91 .54
19171+1119 11.1 12 46- 1 21 6 79 3 14.19 23.66
19171+1645 11.3 32 51+ 2 25 7 78 3 3.79 1.11
19171+1247 12.0 14 48- 0 71 10 79 2 .48 1.18L
19172+1517 12.1 9 50+ 1 47 9 79 _2 .90 .42L
19172+1258 15.4 19 48- 0 33 11 78 3 .60 1.22L
19172+1558 16.1 48 50+ 1 20 7 78 3 .57 .99
19172+1706 16.5 37 51+ 2 24 6 78 3 16.57 7.49
19172+1444 16.6 41 49+ 1 80 8 78 3 .72 .37L
19172+1511 17.4 6 50+ 1 25 7 78 3 1.66 24.46
19172+1956 17.4 2 54+ 3 41 6 77 3 4.87 7.03
19172+1448 17.5 16 49+ 1 42 7 78 3 3.54 1.55
]9173+1506 19.558 50+ 1 25 8 78 3 2.88 1.52
t9173+1123 19.9!29 46- 1 26 11 79 3 .85 .99L
19173+1400 20.0 t6 49+ 0 23 5 78 3 5.48 2.64
19173+1427 20.4 45 49+ 1 38 7 78 3 3.98 6.30
19173+1711 20.7 53 51+ 2 42 10 78 3 .64 .42
19173+1953 21.0 20 54+ 3 71 9 76 2 .44 .27L
19173+1613 21.4 57 51+ 1 58 ! 7 78 3 .83 .38:
19173+1227 21.9 7 47- 0 71 8 79 2 .49 1.40L
19173+1351 22.6 26 49+ 0 46 7 78 3 5.53L 1.52
19173+ 1001 23.8 5 45- 2 93 18 79 2 .39L .29L
19173+1526 24.0 12 50+ 1 29 7 78 3; 7.05 2.76
19174+1317 24.2 34 48- 0 68 6 78 3 1.17 1.54L
19174+1830 25.0 45 53+ 2 25 7 35 3 .35 .22
19174+1514 25.2 20 50+ 1 48 8 78 3 .94: .56
19174+1615 26.3 48 51+ 1 59 8 78 3 1.54L .75
19174+1843 27.2 40 53+ 3 75 8 77 2 .36 .27L
19174+1905 27.4 2 53+ 3 23 i 6 77 3 .63 .33
19174+1050 27.8 25 46- 1 29 t0 79 3 .61 .48L
19174+1214 27.8 46 47- 1 23 _ 6 78 3 3.46 1.32
19174+1408 29.5 13 49+ 0 43 7 78 3 1.43L 1.17
19175+t919 30.2 9 53+ 3 63 6 77 3 .47 .25L
19175+1342 30.3 20 48+ 0 19 6 78 3 1.60: 4.08L
19175+1140 30.5 26 47- 1 76 19 79 3 1.27L 1.28L
19175+1357 31.0 9 49+ 0 15 6 78 3 4.11 20.60
19175+1201 31.2 59 47- 1 37 6 78 3 .92 .39:
19175+1315 31.3 9 48 0 25 6 78 3 10.34 8.45
19175+1421 31.3 14 49+ 0 32 8 39 3 1.63 1.10
19175+1720 31.5 45 52+ 2 30 11 77 3 .30L .25L
19175+1540 32.1 44 50+ 1 30 6 78 3 1.88 1.03
19175+1321 32.2 33 48- 0 22 6 78 3 18.83 15.34
19175+1344 32.5 31 48+ 0 39 6 39 3 1.17L 4.08
19175+1005 32.6 5 45 2 31 9 79 3 .51 .29L
19175+1632 33.1 27 51+ 1 34 12 78 23' .41 1.24L
19175+1031 33.2 16 46- 1 90 9 79 3 .50 .42L
19175+1255 33.6 35 48- 0 22 6 78 6.58 3,65
19175+1326 33.7 56 48- 0 23 6 78 4.55 3.52
19175+1437 34.0 14 49+1 28 6 78 31 2.68 .72
19175+1035 34.1 19 46- 1 39 13 79 2' .87L .85L
19175+1307 34.2 26 48-0 37 6 78 3 3.79 2.42
19175+1453 34.5 55 49+1 27 7 78 3 1.40 1,31
19175+1042 34.9 27 46-1 25 6 79 3 7.52 14.43
19175+1549 35,7 58 50+1 22 7 78 3 1.26 .69
19176+1248 36.2 53 48--0 30 6 783 6.00 2.47
19176+125t 36.5 57 48-0 27 6 78 3 .85 10.70
19176+1939 36.8 58 54+ 3 29 6 77 3 8.60 7.91
19176+1359 38.1 20 49+ 0 51 7 79 2 1.71 14.96:
19176+1404 38.4 59 49+ 0 23 8 78 3 .74: 2.35L
19176+1936 38.5 13 54+3 68 7 77 3 1.05 ,41
19176+1225 39.031 47-1 44 7 78 31 .55 .41:
19176+1122 39.4 1 46- 1 30 8 79 3! 3.10 .8119176+1103 39.6 43 46 1 28 8 79 .82 3.01L
19176+1728 39.9 5 52+ 2 27 9 78 3 .59 .36L
19176+1328 40.0 59 48 0 29 ! 78 3 2.69 .6519176+1234 41_0 11 47-0 48 1 78 3 1.19L 1.11L19176+1953 41.6 18 54+3 69 77 3 .40 .25L
19177+1257 44.2 50 48-0 78 13 79 2 1.40L 1.11L
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p_m 60 ttm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sup
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
17.76L FE ABMG 9 9604001210
20.14L DF AA 9 8601100010
38.71L E J C 470040032F
64.07L CF AC 5 78031210OF
22.55L CC BA 8601001000
67.56L CC AA 5 970324374F
61.65L BC AA 0 970101020F
gO.56L DE BB 2 973023210F
155.66: DDEF CABE 0 65D225953F





































76.03L D EFBN 974120351F
11.44L C B 3600000000
18.96L CC ABFC 5 5700100000
60.61L C AD I 0 970232265F
70.71L EC AA 5 9620412IOF
55.21 E J GC 98C023430F
62.41L CC AA 1 960102100F
63.52L BC AAJ 3 560143220F
71.67L DE ASH 1 970142232F
15.49L E BF 4800300001 ;
12.29L C B 5600000100
19.76L EC BAAD 9600100000
70.9OL CD AA 2 970141220F
83.05L EC AAB 8 860030000F
17.93L D BFL J8502000100
98.26L CE AC 0 ' 460130032F
18.66L CD CBC 0 6700101000
29.06: D D E A BC 97C202042F
69.84L DD BDJ 0 970033223F
75.60L B ADMD 960110011C
86.09L C A A H 650011020F
16.78L C BGGF 9602111210
16.01L EE AB 9 9502000100
73.29L CBC AAA 8 952021100F 12
19.26L BC AADB 0 8601010210
66.16L D DG I 970222232F
12.89L i 42.64LI D BB C 770022211F
5.22L ! 123.01L C BC 971130022F
17.47 36.88 BCCC BBAA 6601011100
1.38L 17.95L DC AAA 0 960120C000 22
2.42L 12.46L D A E 2900111001
79,98 63.09 CBED AAAA 3 670040100F
2.51 6.80L DCD AAAG 9 3600100000
1.23L 12.37L BC BAC 0 3900111101
6.60L 66.85L CC AA i 2 670030000F
4.48L 83.11L C BD 950130100F
6.38L 1081.92L BD ABB 0 950154552F
6.22L 84.88L FF AAB 9 980124366F
1.37L 18.05L ED BC 3 9601200100
.52L 6.91L C BL 3600100000
1.33L 21.44L BE BBK 0 5601101010
4.56L 54.99L D D B 870130140F10.16L 1081.92L AE 930251300F
2.74L 10.32 D BGL B 880030011C
7.47L ¢06.65L CC AA 7 760202110F
5.41L 81.21L D A 960151262F
.91L 11.53L ED CDFG 0 5602010110
79.98L 87.54L DE BCB 0 760120200F
3.16: 99.68L DC CA 820122100F 8
.86L 16.07L C DL D 9600010100
.79L 8.41L CD BC 0 9600000000
5.98L 57.51L D BC 0 250031041F
4.75L 51.83L BC AA H 0 960015573F
14.54 73.97L DD DBA 980132350F
.71L 9.76L B BF 5600000000
58.80L 250.08 B F DBED 1 850323340F
4.37L 36.52 D I C 978000033F
339.60: 1152.21L CCF BCFC 0 950174352F
4.60L 80.41L CE AC B 3; 960001101F
3.58: 62,51L BCD AAD 2 I 970010010F
6.41L 81.52L FF ABB 9 972311032F
1.81 24.97 CC GF 8581123440 ' C
.96L 22.99L BC AA 7 4701000000;










6.79L 72.93L F F
1 39 4C+ 13.72 90 179
B 1 "41 19169+1251 17 3
4
8 t 32 X1916+137 60 8
9
"41 19170+1238 26 1
"41 19170+1148 23 3
"41 19170+1240 15 3
"41 19170+1826 17 3
2 "41 19170+1242 8 I 3
"41 19171+1045 34 3
8 2 "41 19171+1156 37 8
13 104718 K5 4 87
1 "41 19171+1119 13 7
3 4 j TMSS +20395 34 29
4 4 TMSS +20396 35 29
1 "41 19172+1956 36 7
1 "41 19173+ I227
1
30 t
1 "41 19174+1050 52 3
1 "41 19174+1214 20 3
8i _ 21 48.430 66
"32 X1917+ 116 18 8
4 2 21 48.642 29
2 "41 19175+1202 10 2
FBKG 0 950443330F 21 48.430 79i
B I 750110021C
D 950001011F
CEM 9503110548 9 1
AAG 1 970040030F 47 3
AAI 1 880241152F
AAG 0 980201020F 4 2 DO17638 85 100
D EFCB 180111044F 8
AAI 0 970010152F
AA E 9 470131031F
8 '41 19175+1031
"41 19176+ 1255
6.29 57.51L BBC AAA 5 260113110F *41 19175+1042 23 7
1.39L 21.46L CC BB 6 6703011210
5.50L 72.90L DC AA 8 971033360F 3 "41 19176+1249 15 3
4.11 71.30L DCC BAA 0 970042330F 3 "41 19176+1252 26 2
2.03 7.24L CBC AAA 3_2600100000
91.31L 1152.21L ED BADC 0 !951064352F 4
31.48 92.95L D D BCA 980142330F
.53L 7.57L BD BC 0 2600100000
5.26L 116.95L EE BC F 1 860130230F *41 19176+1225 38 1
4.46L 65.73L BD AA 0 950110100F "41 19176+1122 30 1
6.52 75.21L C D CAB 0 452313230F 2 °41 19177+1104 49 7
1.44L 21.21L C ADE 9601010000
4.00L 27.62: BE F ACCD 0 890121130F
2.27 26.03: DD FBE 68Cl10053F
.60L 7.93L D CD 3601000000
2.20 53.98L D C 980021030F








ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O























19179+1703 77 I 3319179+1860
























19181+1139 78 ! 3
19181+1647 78 3
19181+ 1112 79 3
19181+1729 77 3
19181+ 1349 78 3
19181+ 1524 78 3
19181+1708 78 3
19181 +1302 78 3






19181+ 1346 78 3





19183+ 1526 78, 3
19183+1353 78 3
19183+1727 78 _19183+1427 78
19183+1922 78 3
19183+ 1933 78 3
19183+1556 78 3
















19184+1432 78 3 I19184+1037 79
19184+1519 78 3
19185+1243 78 3 I19185+ 1737 78
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
F']ux Density Flags
(No_ Color Corrected) V
12 /_m 25 Fm 60 vm t00 Fm Flux Corr A
(.lansky) Uncs Coet" R
.96 .44: 7.35L 82.15L CE AB 8
4.81 9.49 3.41L 64.90L BC AAF 0
1.15 .72: 4.20L 43.87 DD E BBFD 1
.84 1.07L 7.01L 109,47L C SI G
1.O4 .57 7.07L 85.80L CD BBFD 1
.86 .65 7.14L 162.25L DE BB 0
.75: .97 23.30L 1152.21L DE ECF 2
1.49L 2.35 31.48L 59.86: C F A C
1.09 .35 .87L 19.57L BO A6 5
.30L .25: 1.17 8.90L FD J GBE
.54 3.99 28.10 93.28L CCD BBA 1
3.63 2.88 5.10L 89.21L CE AAEC 9
1.08 .63: 7.04L 82.87L CD ABHG 5
6.60L 2,47L 3.73 103.50L E _-t 12.93 .50 1.10L 11.73L BC BB1.79 .73 723L_ 121.68L CE ABHD
.51 1.33L 6.86L' 102.22L D CD
4.28 1.85 .40L 7.94L BC AA J2
10.34 5.92 5.19L 75.39L BC AA F 4
1.23 .68 .94L 12.09L DD AA 9
3.66 8.57 4.85 68.21L BCC AAA O
.27L 1.06 3.93 18.48: CCE KABB
.29: .65 1.50L 19.60L CC EB 0
.69 .27: 1.05L 15.33L CE BB 0
1.30 .97: 4.56L 98.98L, DD AAM I 6
.54 .25L .71L 93.95L B BG i
1.50L 1.15 20.45 63.51: DEE FBAB i
8.57 8.22 6.01L 65.45L FF AAH : g
1.11L .62 4.21L 69.14L F AAFE I 911.67 12.78 31.49L 48.73L FF AA
1.13 1.45L 7.07L 76.86L C BBHG
1.83 t.22 5.66L 99.05LI CF AA ! 4
.45 .36L 3.93L 72.58L IC CE
1.09 2.22 3.51L 87.21L BD BAGG 0
.82: .68 5.88L 86.94L! DD BB F 0
.61 1.43L 6.11L 83.56L C BH
3.94 5.04 2.37 47.25L EDD AACH 9
.59: 1.02 8.24 73.22L EDE CBAC 0
.68 .42: 4.13L 70.25L EE BBD 8
.68 A6: 10.87L 54.24L CE BC G 5
1.19L 1.61L 5.92L 5998 D K DB
1.54 .93 5.86L 86.39L ! CC AAJ 0
.41L 1.59 2.55L 105.74L B CAJ E
1.39 .88 4.85L 88.60L CO AA 0
1,03 1.00 1.60L 20.56L BC AA 0
.61: .79 8.23 105.73L DCC CAAH 0
.74 .60: 4.45L 67.88LI CD BB M 0
.97 2.43L 5.50L 107.89L' C BAB
.45 .25L .75L 9.07Li C DH
1.71 2.81 3.69 87.16L ECC AAAC 5
.67 1.15L 5.37L 107.55L C BHJ
.48 .26L 1.77L 24.72L C BD
.38L .43 5.60L 106.69L C CB
.79 1.60L 6.81L 101.40L F BB
24.93L 175.30: 3195,31 5227.17 BCC FEBA 0
.98 .50: 75.12L 149.60L CE BC 0
1.38 .90 5.96L 97.13L' CE ABH 1
1.60L 2.63 10.87 58.96L CF GAB
A5L .33L 2.10 86.17L C FGD
3.02L 1.29L 5.54 180.11L O ECBB
7.60 2.45 5.05L 77.95L BC _,AC i 0
.73 .49 1.17L 17.72L DC ABN 8
3.74 3.55 5.18L 91.15L BE AAC 9
.78L .35L .95 3694L D GD
3.14 23.76 4.58L 5227.17L BC BB O
.87 ,63 6.80L 95.03L CD ABJ 0
.47: 4.14 7.38 14.09L CBC CAA 2
.78 .84: 7.47 71.29L CDE CCS 4
1.77L .41L 5.19 76.06L' E EFCM
1.67L 2.10 8.70L 74.47L D A B
.76 2.12L 7.35L 159.79L C AC
1.30L 15.35 75 12 73.22 BDC AAAA 2
6.62L ' 5227.17L1.26L 1.41 E BF i
1.22L 1.02 5.94L 81.39L C ABB [
.83: 1.91 5.56 115.57L DCD CAC I 0
.28 .29L .92L 7.95L D CE
.43 .25L .65L 9.63L B CF
6.58L 10.16 198.86 483.90: CDD GCBA 2
3.29 7.28 3.83 93.69L CCC AAA 7
.55 1.12L 7.81L 112.98L D S
1.53L 3.12 5.17L 57.32L D AAJ 4
.96 .50 5.54L 82.50L EC BC 0
1.06L .26L 1.21L 12.42 E =L NJ D
1.53 .60L 7.19L 111.40L C ADBG
3.34 2.05 198.86L 115.86L CO AA 0
2.29 1.55 7.48L 83.61L EE AAE 9
3.74 5.46 3.69L 9.69: BB E AABD 9
3.27L 2.00L 2.72 14.56: CD FCA
2.95 1.07 5.45L 71.62L DC AA 6
1.76 1.13 5.15L 87.68L EC AA 8
.94 2.63L 10.87L 58.42L D SADG
.56 .99L 9.76L 95.98L E B B K D
2.48 1.57 7.50L 112.35L DF AA 5
.96 2.18L 11.78L 99.58L D A D
1.45 .67 10.87L 58.86L DC AB 3
1.83L 1.67 32.72: 174.03: EDD EABC
2.57 1.65 5.24L 89.78L BC AAF 9
1.90 1,14 5.78L 67.64L DD AAK 4
1.92L 1.45L 5.58 60.29L E C
.76 .63L 5.50L 102.47L C AG


























































































































































Galactic Uncertainty oCCoords SM] SMN e 12 p,ma




19165+1141 23 7 79 3,
19165+1225 80 10 79,2
19185+1328 37 7 78 13
19165+1208 48 6 76j3
19186+1323 37 7 78 _3
19186+1657 26 5 78 3
19186+1497 60 10 77'2
19186+1707 20 6 76,3
19186+1153 41 9 79 2
19186+1740 23 6 78 3
19186+1440 18 6 76 3
19186+1540 49 8 79 2
19186+1397 35 7 78 3
19186+1251 42 7 76 3
19166+1835 55 10 77 3
19186+1316 35 7 78 3
19186+1909 25 7 77 3
19187+1000 33 8 79 3
19187+1556 24 5 78 3
19187+1409 33 10 79 2
19167+1654 30 t 6 78 3
19187+1243 53 7 78 3
19187+1297 _j! 126 78 3I9167+1424 77 2
19187+1348 34 8 78 3
331 6 78 ,
19167+1127 319187+ 1714 53 5 77
19187+1509 7 78 31
19187+1841 52 _ 7 77 3
19187+1442 79
19187+1059 160 78 319186+1515 55 7819188+1057 17 6 78
19186+ 1309 43 9 78 3
19188+1543 72 6j 78 3
19188+1050 80 91 79 2
19188+1904 40 7 77 3
19166+1_2 39 ! 7819186+1603 26 783191.+13_5 _ _8 376 319188+ 1413
19188+1400 29 9 78 3
19188+1956 37 7 77 3
19188+1226 35 6 78 3
19168+1021 41 10 79 3
19189+1927 57 9 77 3
19189+1220 42 6 78 3
19189+1520 49 8 77 2
19189+1758 25 6 77 3
19189+1029 34 25 79 2
19189+1446 38 7 78 3
19189+1512 21 5 78 3
19189+1620 21 5 37 3
19189+1614 35 _ 79 z
19189+1255 30 7 78 3
19169+1519 46 7 76 3
19189+1109 40 81 78 3
19189+1138 39 7' 78 3
19190+1813 51 9' 77 3
19190+1046 30 7 78 3
191,o+17o9 1i 77
191,0+1323 78
191,0+1713 23 78 2
9190+ 16C0 34 7 3
19190+1156 53 78 3
19190+11,0 35 6 i 78 3
19190+1102 28 5 i 76 3319190+1949 91 1 78
191,0+ 1700 22 77
19190+ 1128 26 78
19190+1105 37 6 78 3
19191-_ t733 18 6 77 3
19191+1623 40 6 78 3
19191+t832 29 7 77 3
19191+1811 18 6 76 3
19191+1405 49 10 78 3
19191+1456 25 7 78 3
19191+1246 25 7 78 3 i
19191+1319 48 9 78 31
19191+1528 31 7 79 219191+1711 30 6 .,i19191+1352 18 8 o
19191+12 19 7619191+19 33 7 77
19191+1401 19 6 39319191+1 17 6 78
19192+1447 231 5 78 3
19192+1359 84 I 8 78 3
19192+1254 40 7 78 3
19193+1804 27 J 6 76 3
19193+1242 21 ] 7 78 3
19193+1040 4_00 8 78 319193+1612 1 79 2
19193+1432 33 10 76 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
F]ux Density Flags
t'Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /.tin 60 _m 1{30 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jat_ky) Uncs Coef R l_ags* S 2 # T
1.67 5.201 26.61 95_58L DFEED AA,B,0CC ! 0 361156341F 2.71: .61 5.58L 34.38: BBEB 470211250F
1.06 .55 .58L 65.57L i ABD 9500101018
2.70 1.21: 6.35L 95.96L_ EO AA 9 952631100F
.78 1.10L 6.26L i 69.60L mE CC 770142363F 8 1 "41
.70 1.18L 5.77L 63.71L C AHMF 7,0123132F 1 2 "13
.87 1.46L 4.95L 67.60L C B 960121053F 1 "41
2.03 .81 6A2L 49.97Lj BD AACI 0 880033455F I "41
36.28 29.70 8.59 96.03L EDE AAAG 9 960020031F 29 4 1 32
1.57L .68 6.04: 171.04L F F A C H 970244543F
.80 .43 8.18L 92.65L CC BB 7 940112433F F
.53 .39: 2.03L 25.21: DD D DDDE 9 976302120F 1 23
1.60L 1.36 2.10 70.40L DF EAA 650020000F
1.81 6.11 105.03 171.04 CCFO BAAB 0 470222410F
.84 .57L 3.29L 136.61L D BCGC 850011051F
3.36 2.53 4.03L 75.76L FF AAH 9 6800110t0F 1 "41
.73: .59 4.04L 26.80: FD E BBHB 9 360202432F 1 1 "41
.51 .30: .99L 59.46L FE _CD 0 9402001008
1.11 .78 5.t5L 48.91L CD AB F 2 980033665F 1 "41
1.06 .51 .88L 8.30L DC AB 2 7600122000 3
.65 .62L .57L 62.80L 'E BA 9502100328 C
1.06 2.78 13.13 109.54L!CCD BAAF 1 874123344F F
1.25 .61: 7.53L 64.86: DF F BCEC 0 980217420F
1.30L 1.03 10.93 100A2L CC OAAA 950010031F 4
.81 .66L 5.58L 64.70Llc 'BCJ G 970010162F S 1 '41
1.44 .84 4.69L 59.82L'CC AB 0 470002000F 1 2 "41
1.67L 5.2OL 26.61L 95.58 _' E FAGS 982327361F 2
3.36 2.47 7.80: 95.71L_EFE AAD 9 780122530F 1 "41
.76 .87 6.61L 96.70L 'CF AA 9 750120011C
.75 ASL 6.06L 114.67L C BD G 940195344F F
4.00 2.60 37.86L 64.37L EE AA 9 680232300F
.50 .25L .96L 72.87L =B BD 9401000008
.84 .49 6.64L 95.98L BC AC I 850220001C
1.97 6.11L i 105.03L 171.04L D AC E 470344430F
.46 .26L 5,2OL 66.13L C B FH 950010012C
1.39 1.99L 37.86L 100.65L C AC N 770052310F
4.02 6.34 5.20 65.07L BCD AAAG 9 950120011C 2 "41
.42L .65L 5.32 92.83L D DDB 970130231F 1 "41
1.00 2.02L 9.01L 136.73L C AF 550121030F
.48 .25L 2.60L 41.20L C C 970120310C 2 '41
1.06 .72 .68L 11.17L DE BAJE 9 i 9601122000 3 i
4.72 3.69 7.47L 106.64L FE AA 9 950201210F
.81 1.35L 8.02L 191.78L D B 9412"34200F
6.75 4.15 5.77L 90.65L DD AA 9 680121140F 1 "41
1.67: 1.61 36.67L 80.71L CC BAG 4 981427420F
1.52 6.20 71.65: 443.40: DCEF BCEF 0: 963336766F 5 "215.25 234 .42L 8,15L DO AAE =J 3600000000
.80 .55 4.87L 62.76L CE BB 21 570224576F 8 2 "32
.33L .31 .90 125.65L FD DCFF I 9500O10008
.73 .34 .77L 12.62L FD AB 9_ 6601000110
.83 .32: 4.87L 101.47L CE AD 750231000F 3 "23
3.14L 4.68 206.44L 313.31: D F AABC 968155443F' 7
6.26 3.97 1.31L 72.01L BB AACF 2 9501000008
.45L .65L .66L 9.05 F G C 9701000108 2 "41
3.05 2.20 5.42L 171.04L CC AA F 0 470233662F
1.05 2.20 37.86 99.68L CCC BAAH 0 770031300F!
.96 1.64 24.59 45.94 DCOC CBAA 0 8E0312320FJ 4
1.03L .59 8.49L 76.02L E CI 960010130F i 4
1.13 1.28 1.43: 46.00L DEE AAD 9 980134431F 1 1 "41
3.14 4.68L 88.19L 120.20L C AE E 970165434F 7
.62 .28: 6.88L 97.10L CD BE 3 950110011C 2 "23
.85 .50 5.48L 84.71L DE AC 0 950431220C ! 2!'41
.57 .33L 1.48L 70.41L F BB 9501201308 24 3'11.13 3.41 7.76 61.43L BBD BAAC 4 950110310C "32
1.70L 1.44L 1.76 74.02L D CH 970145334F F 32
.60: 1.21 4.58L 84.87L ED CAB 0 770033453F 1 '41
.88 .46: 6.96L 35.26L DF ACGL 0 950245364F F
.70 .54 7.94L 75.02L CD ABDE 0 860323343F
.68 .42 3.94L 76.09L CF BC 2 960412240F 2 "23
1.21 .81 6.65L 84.32L DO BA 0 750211210F i 4 "23
I
1.59 13.67 24.52 20.41 BBED AAAB 0 360110f23C
.26 .25L .69L 9.06L C D 3600000000
1.20L 1.39L 2.41 73.24L D DB 860233264F I 23
2.16 2.63 7.34L 77.14L FE AAB 9 970000000F
27.13 36.60 10.22 92.15L BCD AAAG 7 850110022C, 32 1 "41
1.32 1.01 24.52L 86.05L DD AA 9 950120123C 2 "23
1.47 2.63 43.05 t10.23 CCEE BBBB 4 654004031F 5
.57 .26: 1.17L 110.00L BD ADM 0 9403000008
.82 .51L 1.12L 51.47L B AC 9403011208
1.23 .61 2.35: 55.78L DCD ABGC 2 9601201306 4
F
.48: 1.2OL 14.63 73.28L E F CFB 0 [980558867F
2.77L 1.40L 7.76 107.3OL C GSA 670011000F ;
1.39 1.04 3.12L 59.47L CE ABCD 6 670233392Fj 9 2 "32
.61 .68: 11.68L 70.24: DE D CEFC 1 778039765F
1.36L .86: 4.34 58.59L EE CB 980210100F
1.70 .87: 7.64L 31.67L DE AA H 0 970124354F F I
1.57L 1.13: 31.31 675.18L FE EECC 0 968524531F I
6.85 66.10 529.30 583.47 BBFF BABA O 93C203333F 8 2 21
3.96: 3.63 4.73L 63.52L CC AAFK 9 361333244F 2 "41
1.35 1.37 2.27 9.13L BCC AAA O 7601000110 i
1.66: 1.34 46.74L 503.96L CF CBFI 2 962486466F
1.44L 1.54 6.98L 67.01L C CAD 360133310F I
2.28 1.37 5.92L 123.33L BC AA 1 570045763F 2 i 7
.94L 1.48 43.43L 412.07L D CBJ J 0 961555454F 1 I2.13 1.12 6.13L 99.36L CD AA H 8 672220113F "41
.64 9.11 15.84 58.62L CBC BAA 1 950100010!
3.73 3.29 4.22: 60.55L BCF AAD 4 776340352F 8 1 "41
.51 .30 3.35L 59.58L BD CCHC 1 950101141C 4 2 *32
.S4L .28L 2.05L 19.16 E J J C 9601201308 4 1 32
2.96L 1.74L 4_72 82.58L E BD 984100240F
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed




104749 K0 3 70








19186+1243 _ 319186+ 1236
19187+1348 16 1
19167+1056 57 6























Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
260
I 11 ]
Right Ascension: 19h19_20"-19h20m10 • Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Position (1950)
Name












































































































































































































Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
SMJ SMN O 12 .urn 25 /.tin 60 _m
(") (") (') (Jansky)
' = .4 .2-= 1.21
E 2.5 2.2( 3.1;
4 1.51 .4_ 1,0i
1 1.2 1.4,= 34.9!
3 1.7: _8; 5.2,
2 ;',8! 27.6z 336.8!
3 1 .5! ,4_ 5,9(
3 1.4J 21.7_ 84.6_
1 .L0! .7_ 7.4'
2 3.11 1.41 6.5,
2 1 3: 3+0_ 147.0(
4 .9! .5_ 4+3;
4 .7( .4(_ 3.2 ¢,
2 140,1,= 65,67 11,8(
2 1,3( ,39 5.14
2 1,5( 1.44 4.5(
3 3; .33 .7[
8, 1,2JE 1.89 3.7.'
2: 24.2,4 18.05 2.7,t
71 1,7E 1.77 14.6E
11 .g_ 3,29 42,5C
2! 1.6_ .87 5.35
3: 2,3E .83 .64
4( 1_ .5_ .27 3.09
4; 1.20 1.14 9.34
4', .76 ,23 3,64
2! II ,46 .74 8,61
3_ 11 .51 .38 .58
21 2,42 2.06 6.15
5( 1,33 1.27 1.64
4_ 1_ .30 .251 1.12
21 1 1.66 11,88 23.76
4( 1.10 1.72 38.07
4i 1! ,37 ,691 2.78
3.= ( 14.61 25.92 9.70
4_ ( 1.47 21,751 84,63
2( 1.95 1.45 .97
41 ( 74 .58 8,32
2E 1.45: 2.72 5.24i
64 _ 48 .44L 2.131
105 _ 54 .34L 7.611
37 E 3.48 3.33 6.141
29 7.95 7,63 220,741
50 7 2.161 .56L 4.41
19 E 1.30 .54 .90:
23 6 1.47[ 1.85 6.98
20 7 2.07 1.01 3.67:
44 7 70 .40 3.541
32 5 1.79 2.63L 6.24[
27 7 1.56 1.22 .681
41 6 ;'8 1.99L 7,601
27 10 .81 ,51 6,751
34 6 581 1,57 5.70
69 6 ,83 ,56: 10.03(
32 7 1,88 .91 4,72t
22 5 2.43 2,98 7,561,
23 6 ,80 1,86L 8,121,
22 5 7.33 4.89 6.821.
25 6 1.31 .49: 10,031,
24 5 3,87 31.03 220,74
31 7 3,25 2.24 4,90L
40 6 .81 .41 .96L
26 8 1,21 .85 5.88L
30 9 ,88 .37 2.37:
46 8 46 .25L ,65L
58 8 _9 .31 1.14L
66 9 2.00L 2.62L 8.32
26 9 1,81L 3.45L 67,97
54 6 1.80 2,70L 7,74L
29 7 r0: 1,23 7,99
49 6 1.78 .99 8.09L
61 12 ->gL .34L 3.04
32 9 5.88 3,97 1.42:
72 15 .)7 ,33L 7.07L
60 9 ,44: 1.28L 4.65
43 7 3,95 3.12: 67,97L
83 l0 .46 .95L 4,51L
36 7 1.96: 2.09L 33.90:
27 5 1,18 1.40 6.80L
47 7 .38: 6.02L
49 7 2.55L ,66 7,91L
73 9 ,36 ,25L 1,47L
25 6 8,87: 55,29 769,12
21 5 6,06 10.75 5.15
25 6 1.33 1.09L 7,12L
19 6 3.41 5.98: 3.46
24 5 1.14 1J2 5.80L
27 7 .85 .54 6.62L
21 7 1.62: 6,27 55.66
53 9 .74 ,29 1,10L
_2 2 ,61 .25L 6,47L
._9 6 6.71 9.82 2,90
39 7 ,84 1,81 3,16L
14 9 .53 .37L 1,35:
16 5 38,93 318.25 316,71L
15 5 9,50 4.15 25.83:
)6 6 1.64L 10.23 377.17L
34 8 .45: .72L 2.62:
_3 8 .71 .47 5.84L


























































































































































































































































































































Name Type (") Mag
49,831
LDN 0684 32_




T SGE I 3
104767 K2 34 72
19195+1324 2-= 3

















LDN 0684 03 1
19198+1121 511 3
19'199+ 1347 29 J 1
X1919+145 74 I 1
X1920+ 158 64 I 9







LDN 0692 )8 [





h . . , (s) (






































19205 + 1447 32,8
19205+1204 32.9
19205 + 1835 33,5
19205+ 1549 33.6





























19207 + 1839 44.8
19207 + 1507 45,0
19207+1019 45,8
19207+1923 46.0









19208 + 1222 50_8
19208+1140 51,t
19208+1839 51,2















Coords $MJ SMN 0 O







































| i 77 3
| ! 78 3
i 78 3
1 i 76 s
J 77 3'
| : 78 3| 75 3
/ 77 2
/ 77 3| ! 763
i 77 3
1 78 3
| 76 3 I
/ 78 3
/ 78 3/ 76 3
/ 78 3
















/ 79 2| 78 3




















| 78 I 3
1 7813
12 /_m
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flux Density Flags
CNot Color Correetd) V L
25 /_m 60 Fm I00 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
{]ansky) Uncs Cod R Rags' s 2
1.12 1.06 5.89L 86.53L CD ABF 0 580255576F
.36L .25L 1.74 30.35L E B 970212332C A
1.66 1.05 7,17L 102.94L CC AADD 0 970024132F 1
4.01 3.21 ,58L 10,44L DF AAJ 9 5600100000
1.70 2.69L 6.89L 77.96L C ADKG 680024333F 2
.26L .33L 3.28: 30.37 C E E DD 984022264C 2
5.20: 16.91 377,17 719.67: CCFF FCBD 1 963276400F
•35 .42L 1.47L 90.97L C E F F 9502132218 4
97 .46 6.55L 76.97L CC AB 0 9502000OOC
2,36L ,55 14.28 90,78L ED EBA 7 980123112F
2.33L 1,13 13.18 95.14L DD DAB 680311660F
1.54 2.71L 6.75L 89AOL D BD 580140001F
11.65 191.19 48t6.71L 6974.97: CF F!BBFE 9 532266753F
,89 1.90L 15.20L 81.71L F CABE 970036335F
.40 .34 1.20L 9.62L CC CCFC 0 8601000220
1.45 2.41L 6.75L 257.89L D ABEG 970014121F 1
2,00 .85 .95L 85.83L BD AA 4 3502000108
2.95L 1.60 5.88L 119.94L D AA 9 972141132F
.67 .55L 5.83L 127.02L C BB 970130001F
29 1.50L 6.69L 74,38L D BD 860231121F
3.31 2.04 5.96L I 88.07L! BC AAI I 8 770010431F
.48 ,25L ,97L 11,73L' C D 5601300110
.32L ' .27L 2.45L 14.71 i E F C 870043163C
,33L ,25L 2,59 22.35: I CD HLFB 00 9640011418 4,73 .19: ,g4L 13.97L B D AD 26012011101.34 30 1.14L 10.84L BB AB 8700000000
.41L .39 2.16L 28.31L F AG 960020002C
.86 .87L 6.62L 73.46L C BG l0 860231131F
3.29L 2.52L 73.96 236.22 DE CBBA I0 770347945F
.46 1.54L 7.35L 105.85L O CE 660100010F
.52: 2.90L 3.03 30.85L D D DDAF 880100134F B
1.12 1.00 .71L 7.28L BC AA 1 4710401000
1.78L 1,90 35.23L 57.95: E F AABF 980159645F
.30L 33 1.19 48.23L CD AB 950100000C
.85 .52L 6.04L 72.25L B AD 950301011C
1.74L ,89 3,10 338.99L C ED CBCF 960222121F
.70 .47L 7.67L 105.79L ACCE 970013132F 1
.83 ,48 5.48L 55.85L DD :AB 2 960121020C
5,76 12.51 216.29 523,35 BCFE BAAA 0 360514443F
.69 .34L 5.82L 96.06L C BC 960011001C
1.71 .85 1.34L 60.06L EC AAC 9 9502232318 4
.83 2,52L 7.88L 63.98L D AF! 580423241F 1
22.84 105.45 1941,28L 1661,48L BB DBAB 0 754344430F
,73 ,45L 6,27L 137.78L F ACD 96t020050C
2.95 26.21: 131.87: 68.52L DDF fCCD 0 58015363OF
12A8L 5.73L 24.67 49,40 DC BAAA 0 873111201F
1.67 .75 6.42L 134.26L BC [ABGB 1 960111233C 2
.50 .27L 1.40L 16.72L B !BK 9602100110
.90 1.27L 4.69L 75.30L D iAD 980211140F
.52 .35L ,89L 9.37L B CO 4600201000
1.45 2,18 7.65L 105.79L :BF AAD 9 850010010C
2.06 .68 1.26L 11.42LLBC AA 59601100000
.70 .32L 6.32L 139.06L rB B H 960021050C
1,53 1.82 44.03L 58.86L CD CBE 3 280742010F
.51 .37L 5.50L 94,64L CB BJ F 960011021C
,55 .25L .8OL 85.73L BHG 9400100006
4.51 4.38 1.88 84.43L BDD AAA 9 850111031C
1.57L ,50 7.95L 134.08L D E B 0 960040020F
.25 .32L 1.07L 15.55L O 'DL 5603100110
,87 ,46 1.63!. 73,67L BC ACG 0 7600100008
12,90 19,51 9,50: 61,gSL=BCD AACC 1 58C134445F 2
7,35 12,79 214,89 789.62: 'BCFE BBBD 1 55C253633F
1.47 2.09 35.23 127,74: ;CDF BABB 0 974638846F
3.85L 2.34 25.20 47,94 CCC CAAA 0 580231320F
.28L .26L 2,18L 26,41 E I J ED 980022030C
5,64 23.09 1941.28L 809.12L }E BBDM 0 762174330F
4.17 10,72: 214.89L 132,50L BC AAEG 1 582254733F
5,76 2.18L 7,3OL 7450,11L C C 731267320F
.50 .23: 1.46L 66.72L CC BB 0 9501101008
93.09 522.65 4931.53 7450.11 'CBCC CCBB 0 430354330F 72
.55L 26.27L IC E DH 9501200108.29L
.69 .30L 1.51L 76.23L BDCE AE 95033113081.87 1.09 6.42L 97.68L BCGJ 0 581231201F
.67 36: ,55L 44.95L AB C 1 9501200206
.43 .28L 1,27L 2i.94L E CI 6502000220
1.01L .86 4.14: 102.41L E C K B A 764220230F
45.14L 178.78 5262.84L B BBBD 0 523383341F
14307'78LtBc AA 0 770221211F 0112.48 5.73 24.67L 80.85
,37L ,39 4.96 25,57 DCE DDBB 9600101316 4
1.36L 1.94 15.18 72.39L CC EBC 580134450F 1
.53 .31 1.58L 98.28L IB D BD 0 9600000008
4.82 1.87 .67L 59.42LLBC AAI G 1 9500200308
1,02 ,33: 6,55L 145,05L BF AF J 0 960113022C
,77 1,57 3,37 92.78L CCC BAB 4 870020220F
.38L 1.21 6.63L 145.59L cC AD 960133051C
.70 ,27L 5.67 91.04 BJ 850241031
.93 .52: 1.53L 55.61L CE AB 2 9503220408
1,63 .78 4.45L 96.35L CC AA 0 760111201F
.53 ,25L 1.57L 73.81L C B F 9502111108
1.01 .88 1.17: 77,91L DOE iBAB 6 980010011F
i
3,55L 2.39L 7.21 95,07L D BHC 380221230F
1.37L 2.66 5.43L 100.91L C JABH 960010110F
45,87 455.10 5262,84L 14307.78 CD E BBCB 3 523363331F
3.85 2,34L 25.20L 101.34L C AA 9 570323330F
2.44 2.06 24.43L 60.96L CC [BBA 2 980224530F
1.87 i ,86 5.76L 94.67L BC AA 0 960220050C
2 67L I 106,91 4,84L 14307.78L B AABB 620384631F,75 .36: 6.53L 95.07L BF BE 1 940220000C1.26 36 5.45L 84.27L EE I 9 8500200(X)C
1.13 .62: 2.52L 76.00L] C E BBE 0 670221220F




SepI# _ N.m_ Ty_ (") m.g
l
1 "41 19201+ 1201 7
1 13 _ 104773 K2
1 "41 _ 19202+1231




1 21 50.232 34
1 *41 19202+1258 29 [







1 "41 19203+1140 45
2 "41 19204+1122
t "41 19205+1114
1 2 DO 17696
2 "41 19205+t226






4 21 49,076 11 2
1 "41 19205+ 1242 60 g
1 22iS79 519 2406
2 "41 119206+1233 20 3
3 "41 19206+1132 8 3
2 "41 19205+ 1239 47
3 "41 19206+1142 9 3
2 "41 19206+1246 26 2
1 22 $79 324 2400
I "41 19207+ 1546 I 20 15
i
3 2 0017698 i 74 101
I 22 $79 1414 2400
4 39 W51 ' 55 1390







"41 19208+1512 59 7
I
"41 19208+ 1041 !14 3
•41192o7+12 !55 3
"41 1_208+1_ ' 145 3
"41 19208+1222 i t5 2
!
23 .ON 0716 143
i
°41 19208+1305 15 3
*23 LDN 0716 397
21 49,384 40 13
"41 19209+ 1548 24 3
*41 19209+1243 t2 2
"41 ! 19209+1105 25 3
'41 i 19209+1145 17 3
Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources FrW}.
262
!l !1





a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN 0
(s) (") l b (") (") (')
19209+1841 59.5 25 53+ 2 i 35 15 76
19209+1035 59.735 46- 2 57 11 79
19209+1458 59.8 14 50- 0 50 9 78
19210+1020 0.7 56 46- 2 31 15 79
19210+1715 1.2 5 52+ 1 38 9
19210+1118 1.6 11 47- 2 38 8
19210+1053 1.7 26 46- 2 21 6
19210+1259 2.2 30 48 1 38 ' 13
19210+1350 2.7 58 49-- 1 18 7
19210+1448 2_8 58 50- 0 24 5
19210+1334 2.6 13 49- 1 86 9
19210+1443 2.8 55 50- 0 77 7
19210+1635 3.2 25 51+ 1 28 7
19210+1038 3.3 50 46- 2 61 16
19210+1659 3.8 11 53+ 2 42 7
19210+1510 4.2 10 50+ 0 32 6
19210+1739 4.9 14 52+ 1 25 7
19210+1528 5.2 54 50+ 0 36 6
19210+1151 5.6 38 47- 2 43 16
19210+1331 5.9 281 49- 1 15 6
19211+1743 6.1 57 52+ 1 37 7
19211+1010 6.3 37 46- 2 27 16
t9211+1442 7.1 20 50-- 0 30 6
19211+1100 7.6 19 46- 2 69 16
19211+1254 8.1 1 48-- 1 41
19211+1703 8.2 19 52+ 1 53
19211+1539 8.3 29 51+ 0 54
19211+1606 8.5 42 51+ 0 31
19211+1135 9.336 47- 2 90
19211+1434 10.0 29 50- 0 58
19211+1700 :10.2130 52+ 1 32
19211+1432 10.4 19 50- 0 31
19211+1812 11.2 15 53+ 1 36
19211+1201 11.5 9 47- 1 45
19211+1104 11.'/ 22 47- 2 _ 26
19212+1729 12.4 38 52+ 1 51
19212+1204 12.6 57 47- 1 63
19212+1521 13.3 9 50+ 0 57
19212+1246 13.5 53 48- 1 27
19212+ 1545 14.5 3 51+ 0 23
19212+1207 14.6 29 47- 1 54
19212+1049 15.1 46-- 2 41
19212+1412 15.3 41 49- 0 54 !
19212+1631 15.4 34 51+ 1 31
19212+1359 16.1 20 49- 1 86
19212+1416 16.2 28 49- 0 29
19212+1355 16.6 5 49- 1 20
19212+1839 16.6 11 53+ 2 40
19212+1643 17.9 44 53+ 2 21
19213+1940 18.5 7 54+ 2 32
19213+1258 19.1 3 48- 1 29
19213+1501 20.2 45 50- 0 18 6
19213+1404 20.7 8 49 1 20 5
19213+1239 22.2 37 48- 1 27 6
19213+1424 22.3 58 49- 0 20 6
19213+1832 22.7 57 53+ 2 35 7
19213+1723 22.9 6 52+ 1 25 7
19213+1620 23.4 4 51+ 1 62 8
19213+1301 23.6 43 48-- 1 32 9
19213+1614 23.9 9 51+ 0 43 8
19214+1452 25.1 31 50-- 0 9 5
19214+1527 25.1 43 50+ 0 41 7
19214+1032 27,4 58 46- 2 56 7
19214+1159 28.6 3 47-- 2 89 16
19214+1535 28.8 52 51+ 0 33 7
19214+1556 28.9 44 51+ 0 27 7
19214+1456 29.1 57 50- 0 42 7
19215+1510 31.3 45 50- 0 86 14
19215+1410 31.5 26: 49-I 28 5
19215+1640 31.6 4 51+1 46 9
19215+1624A 31.7 2 51+1 28 7
19215+1836 31.81 53+2 70 16
19215+1036 32.3 45 46-2 44 7
19215+1011 32.5 28 46-2 97 12
19215+1435 33.1 45 50-0 35 7
19215+1606 33.3 38 51+0 33 8
19215+1605 33.618 51+0 24 6
19215+1725 34.0 55 52+ 1 44 9
19215+1534 34.25 51+0 57 8
19215+1029 34.3 40 46-2 51 9
19215+1315 35.519 48-1 22 5
19215+1541 ,6.653 51+0 75 8
19215+1602 35.7 7 51+0 42 8
19216+1707 '6.1152+1 57 7
19215+1419 36.440 49-0 47 5
19216+1516 36.7 27 50-0 40 7
19216+1416 37.1 58 490 22 5
19216+ 1429 37.2 52 50-0 22 5
19216+1230 37.548 48-1 89 20
19216+1719 37.7 37 52+1 37 7
19216+1658 37.7 7 52+1 20 8
19216+1209 38.1 52 482 31 6
19216+1734 38.1 20 52+1 32 8
19216+1504 !38.3 60 50--0 45 7
19216+1929 !38,64 54+2 47 5
19216+1346 39,3 5 49-1 40 15
19216+1238 39.E 24 48 1 31 5
19216+1555 39.8 3 51+ 0' 26 10
19216+1816 40.G 6 53+ I 40 819216+1749 41.11 53+ 54 9
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
IH
!C (Not Color Corrected) V L
12 p.m 25 _m 60 _m 1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S ACo Sen(Jansky) Unos Coef g Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
2 .31L .32L 2.10 69.57L C KDB 9502410408
2 .38 .29L 1.35L 62.56L E IBJ 9501100208 1 "41 19210+1035 3
3 3.66L 2.06L 8.55 68.31L D I GB[3 384130332F'
2 .25L .25L 82 6.98 DDI DB 96001002081
78 3 .59 1.21 5.51 78.59L EEC IAAAD ) 770100010F
78 3 1.65 1.25 5.54L 81.45L FD [AA ) 950100000C 1 "41 19210+1118 3
78 3 4.26 2.09 .89 32.42L BFD tAADF ) 950010000C 2 "41 19210+1053 3
78 3 1.60L 1.83L 4.43L 16.22 El MFD 980130041F
40 3 2.40L 3.94L 24.23 107.44L E ]EF D 586556762F 1 22 $79 2400
78 3 68.66 96.06 210.94L 56.71L FC ]AAA I 382132430F 32
79 2 1.36L .86 5.33L 60.31L F IIFC 980226653F
77 2 1.30 1.69L 16.30L 55.61L D IB E 280533431F 2 1 32 X1921+147A 2
78 3 1.82L .67 6.24 87.76L DE / BAF 770120121F 2 "41 19210+1635 6
79 2 .77L .27L 1.10L 7.01 DlLLFB 9700200208 1 ,°41 19210+1039 8
77 3 1.16 .65 : 1.24L t5.04L BC ]AA 7601000110
78 3 2.29 3.24 4.79L 54.27L CC |AA i 590012420F
78 3 4.05 2.03 5.46L 97.18L BC /AA _ 450010000F
78 3 .88 1.53L 5.28L 339.85L C /BD E = 960322137F 1 1 "41 19211+1529 8
79 2 .25L .35L 1.24L 7.88 E/ DFC 880010020C
78 3 1.84 1.85: 32.43: 195.56: DDED/CCCB _ 96A436653F
/
78 3 1.66 .52 5.84L 89.11L BC [AA _ 350010010F
79 2 .25L .27L .80L 10.88 D/ DEB 9600100208 4
78 3 1.00 24.92: 225.78L 29250L DC [CEFH ! 262233331F 2 2 21 49.704
79 2 1.74L' 25L 1 01L 6.12 F / BC 870020001C 2 "41 19210+ 1100 4
7 78 3 .83 1.23L 5.23L 77.91L D |BCJC p 960323212F
13 78 3 .43L 1.19L 2.87 80.89L E |EDC 860221202F 1 23 LDN0716
8 77 2 .96 72L 6.56L 101.34L F [BB 960140241F 2 °41 19211+1539 2
7 78 3 27.18 21,14 539 8792LIBCD /EGHO|AAB672200130F 25 8 3 "41 19211+1606 312 79 32 .47 .31L 2,59L 16.34L' F 870210032C6 78 ' 2.22L 9.73 6.58L 62.73L B , A 282263000F
9 78 3 3.68 2.38 2.87L 81.51L CC AAE 760211513F 8 2 23 LDN0716
5 78 3 4.41 I 11.46 116.38L 62.30L BB BAF i 280044300F
6 77 3 .86 ! .39 1 70L _ 65.42L CD AC 9601011108
11 77 2 .70 .41: 7.01L 131.52L_CD BB 960020020C 1 "41 19211+1201 1
7 78 3 2.06 1.06 5.08L 7357L!BC AA 850120002C 1 *41 19212+1104 3
8 78 3 .73 1.54L 7.00L 111.36LC ADN 660021000F
7 78 3 .57 .28L 6.97L 133.73L D AEBC 960021100C 2 1 "41 19211+1205 114 78 3 2.14L 3.58L 5.17L 29.38 C EFB 890010421F
7 78 3 1.47L .45 3.05: 83.79L ED CB 964201030F 1 °41 19211+1246 6
7 77 3 1.11 1.11 15.17 101.34 CCDE BBCB 978134442F 2 741 19212+1545 15
13 79 2 .53L .25L 1 22 24.69L D E CF 980011100C
16 79 2 .27L .33L i .71: 5.54 DD I EB 970010000C
6 78 3 2.92 15.12 i 52.35L 86.67L DC DBG 880330310F
7 78 3 1.82 1.27 5.22L 65.67L FF AA 480110000F 2 °41 19212+1631 3
9 79 2 1.99L 2.11 4.46L 66.84L E DB 980185980F 1 22 $79 2400
6 77 2 3.17 28.80 250.87L 14307.78L FD CBB 521533610F
5 78 3: 1.84 2.20: 5.26L 46.87L CF AB J 990364760F 2 22 $79 2400
7 77 3 2.98 2.22 1.01L 97.95L DD AAF i 5402310518
7 78 3 9.55 6.12 1.32L 8604L BB AAM 5411110306
8 77 3 .28L .25L 1.77 10.62L C BEBB 5600000110
6 78 3 3.99 4.36 i 7.55L 70.52L FF AA 970040040F 1 39 4C+12.68 179
39 3 1.22L 17.63 170.21: 407.49L FF BDFD 562444544F 2 3 21 50.024
78 3 6.62 5.19 16.15L 92.39L BC AAF 880231330F
78 3 .87 .44 5.52L 82.05L DD BAI F 961311240C 2
78 3 424.24 4344.36 4.80L 26763.58L CC CCJC 321275444F E 9 21 49486 58
77 3 1.14 .85 1.39L 87.96L FE AA 5601121318
78 3 17.26 93.76 509.08 645.34 BBCE AAAA 640122320F 81 4
78 3 .59 1.19L 5,06L 92.57L C AH 770261311F 2 1 "41 19213+1620 1
78 3 .72 2.04L 7.64L 42.49L O BCI F 980030041F
78 3 2.23L 1.47L 3.92 90.84L C KBD 770120030F 3 *41 19214+1614 4
40 3 1.70 1.56 32.38L 60.56L EE BAD 360134230F
77 3 1.74 1.43L 5.25L 319.22L C AC D 960140405F 2 4 "131 104785K5 85
78 3 .65 .25L .52L 82.48L B BE 9401220228 9 1 *41 19214+1032 3
79 2 .27L .25L 2.05L 13.36 E D i 970010020C 1 "41 i 19214+1159 8
78 3 1.01 .69 4.55L 92.63L CE BA I I 960242021F 2 "41 ' 19215+ 1536 3
78 3 1.21: 2.44 65.90 242.47: DCFE CBBC I 166C035313F 2 1"41 19214+1556 15
77 3 2.27L 14.48 159.25 380.35: DEF EBCBI J560343543F 2 1 32 X1921+150 2
78 3 3.70L 1.73L 3.39 84.10L E EHDCI ]970121140F
78 3 1.25 8.47 68.85 61.04L DCE BAA I ] 792330010F
781 3 .67 1.83L 6.51L 90.80L D BC I ]370010180F 2 "41 19215+1639 1
77 3 6.90 4.12: 5.12L 91.53: CC DAC BII ]j870251334F E 4 °32 X1921+164 14
78 3 .35L .36L 2.34: 22.80 ECI FJ I CI I 3600222526
78 3 .64 .43 .54L 5.16L BD BC I I 9700100000 1 "41 19215+1036 3
78 2 .29 .55L 1.23L 64.38L C DJ MDJ I 9400000008
77 2 4.71: 17.75L 236.48 247.93L C F CDDD] 1260344320F
78 3 4.21 2.43 4.91L 60.29L BC AA ] 1680020010F 2 "41 19215+1608 1
78 3 5.50 3.87 4.33L' 59.54L FF AA | 1580020030F 4 2 "41 19215+1605 377 3 1.37 1.01L 509.08L 645.34L D AD I 1 440020211F
78 3 1.11 1.45L 4.52L 92.63LIC BK I |960132021F 1 "41 19215+1534 1
78 2 .63L .35 1.18L 14.97L F CC I |9601120220 9 1 *41 19215+1029 3
78 3 2.41 1.47 7.08L' 58.83L Be AACH]I |i 980234476F
78 3 .71 62 559L 101.34L DF ABC ] |960130462F 2 "41 19216+1541 3
78 3 .59 .56 12.60 53.0OL DEE CBBF] I586032021F
76 3 1.03 1.60L 6.36L 91.64L B AG I |670200000F
78 3 1.34L 35.12 357.78L 55.38L B KA l |680365410F 2 21 49.437 1
77 3 1.52L .67 8.45 61.58L CD J AA ] |980120020F 2 °41 19215+1516 4
78 3 5.75L 52.38 403.73L 46.01L B FAA I |695235410F 1 39 BG 1920+14 408
76 3 28.54 257.69 1510.66L 1585.56L BB BBBFI |344276632F E 1 21 49.582
79 2 .43L: .38L 3.76L 12.43 E KDBI [980100031C
78 3 .77 i .64 6.25L 645.34L CE AB I |540011210F 4
78 3 11.g0: i 11.40 178.1_41L 499_6.043LLCC ACDDFEII /|641224653F A 5"21 51_767
78 3 ]960101200C 4 1 "41 19216+1210 178 3 7106 6103" 7132L 68155L EE AAD I ]460010121F
78 3 1.22L .70 6.31L 7677L E BB I |971262333F 2
77 3 .81 .25L 1.21L 11.41L E A I FI ]6602000100
79 3 2,311 470L 3967L 169.56 F KBMCl |968315564F 8 1 32 X1921+137 6
78 3 235 141 346L 7361L DD AAH [ |960130250C 2 1 "41 19216+1236 3
77 2 167L .60 65.90L 51.48L F CC I 1480036413F
7713 .55L .45 3.00 97.69L EC DBA |6602211338 8
77 i3 .49 1.47L 8.76L 156.46L D CD H /950100021F
B
Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
263




0 12 p.ma 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. o , (s) (") 1 b (') (') (') N
19217+1120 43.2 33 47-- 2 75 8 78 3 .40
19217+1847 43.5 42 53+ 2 61 7 77 3 .33L
19217+1257 43.9 30 48- 1 64 12 79 2 1.65L
19217+1651 44.0 42 52+ 1 21 7 78 3 1.36
19217+1103 44.2 52 47 2 30 7 78 3 .87
19217+1920 44.9 41 54+ 2 26 5 77 3 1.42
19217+1635 46.5 43 51+ 1 33 8 78 3 1.46L
19217+1400 47.9 33 49- 1 53 i 8 79 2 .77
19218+1248 48.3 14 48- 1 30 12 79 2 .46:
19218+1644 48.3 16 52+ 1 34 8 78 3 1.67L
19218+1336 48.9 2 49- 1 73 7 78 3 .65
19216+1200 49.0 56 47- 2 47 7 77 2 .77
19218+1814 49.3 5 53+ 1 64 11 77 3 .46
19218+1641 49.7 30 52+ 1 49 8 78 3 .67
19216+1451 50.6 34 50- 0 65 9 78 3 .59:
19218+t406 50.9 45 49- 1 74 9 40 3 .79
19218+1258 52,0 52 48- 1 76 9 79 2 .57
19218+1246 52.6 17 48- 1 45 9 78 3 .47
19218+1144 53.0 50 47- 2 60 8 78 3 .51
19219+1359 54.2 47 49- 1 51 8 78 3 1.75L
19219+1425 54.6 32 50-- 0 45 7 78 3 2.35
19219+1502 55.1 14 50- 0 31 7 78 3 3.48
19219+1443 55.5 58 50- 0 20 6 39 3 .9OL
19219+1734 55.7 18 52+ 1 56 9 77 3 7.06L
19219+1833 56.3 40 53+ 1 65 9 77 3 .35L
19219+1657 56.4 10 52+ 1 29 8 38 3 2.63
19219+1558 58.1 2 51+0 26 8 77 3 1.11:
192t9+1533 58.2 15 51+ 0 31 6 78 3 1.14
19219+1142 59.2 34 47- 2 25 7 78 3 .70
19220+1728 0.1 58 52+ t 31 8 77 3 2.60L
19220+1329 0.8 34 49- 1 20 5 78 3 2.83
19220+1139 1.7;17 47- 2 81 12 77 2 .32
19220+1717 1.8 51 52+ 1 42 8 77 3 1.23
19220+1432 2.2 7 50- 0 22 6 78 3 3.79
19220+1341 2.7 35 49- 1 33 5 78 3 1.39
19220+1554 2.7 44 51+ 0 54 11 77 2 1.01L
19220+1548 2.8 12 51+ 0 24 8 78 3 1.97L
19220+1551 3.1 8 51+ 0 34 8 78 3 1.49
19220+1818 3.2 56 53+ 1 39 7 77 3 .47
19220+1158 4.3 58 47- 2 i 40 20 42 2 .29L
19220+1226 4.3 53 48- 1 66 21 79 2 .44L
19220+1934 4.641 54+2 18 5 773 2.35
19220+1949 4.8 2 54+ 2 37 9 77 !3 .76
19220+1628 5.2 34 51+ 0 21 7 78 3 1.78:
19220+t616 5.3 4 5t+ 0 25 10 78 3 .47L
19220+1346 5.9 28 49-- 1 18 5 78 3 1.43
19221 +1210 6.6 59 48- 2 39 6 78 3 1.49
19221+1704 7.1 41 52+ 1 67 8 78 3 1.31
19221+1732 7.6 38 52+ 1 58 6 77 3 .91
19221+1722 7.7 4 52+ 1 47 10 77 3 1.67L
19221+1456 7.8 26 50- 0 22 7 78 3 3.30:
19221+1743 S.0 55 52+ 1 17 6 77_ 3 2.0519221+1237 8.4 49 48- 1 33 , 78! _ .78
19221+1954 9.4 28 54+ 2 20 5 77 3 1.26
19221+1350 10.1 18 49- 1 41 13 79 2 1.50L
19222+1407 12.4 57 49- 1 34 6 78 3 4.8219222+1134 12.7 251 47- , 33 9 78 3 .35
19222+1813 13.0 38 53+ 1 52 5 77 3 .92
19222+1515 13.7 4 50- 0 26 7 78 3 2.36
19222+1718 14.3 0 52+ 1 28 8 77 2 .96
19222+1253 14.7 41 48- 1 18 5 78 3 2.94
19222+1513 14.9 8 50-0 28 9 78 3 .82
19222+1640 15.6 43 52+ 1 35 S 77 3 1.43
19222+1355 16.5 33 49- 1 52 8 78 3 .87
19222+1037 17.8 51 46- 2 37 7 78 3 .73
19223+1517 18.2 46 50- 0 33 7 78 3 1.71
19223+1235 18.5 51 48- 1 37 5 78 3 .87
19223+1330 18.6 27 49- 1 25 19 79 2 2.83L
19223+1251 18.8 41 48- 1 40, 5 78 3 1.09
t9223+1221 19.2 36 48- 2 69 ! 6 78 3 .60
19223+1447 20.0 30 50- O 54 9 78 3 .68
19223+1646 20.4 2 52+ 1 37 10 77 2 2.64
19223+1933 20.7 15 54+ 2 22 5 77 3 3.90
19223+1826 22.2 19 53+ 23 5 77 3 .30:
19223+1228 22.4:39 48- 2 50 5 77 2 .88
19223+1833 22.4 56 53+ 26 5 77 3 2.01
19223+1359 22.5 47 49- , 34 9 78 3 6.40L
19223+1544 22.7 41 51+ 0 40 9 78 3 2.10L
19223+1323 22.fl 22 49- 45 17 79 2 .85L
19224+1059 24.E 29 47- 2 33 7 78 3 3.21
19224+1201 25.._ 54 48- 2 44 8 79 2 .52
19224+1535 25.S 11 51- 0 82 t5 79 2 2.13L
19224+1739 26.917 52+ 1 19 6 77 3 3.69
19224+1343 27.0 26 49- 1 52 15 78 3 2.10L
19224+1415 27.2 49 49- 1 31 7 78 3 4.15
19224+1151 27.3 6 47- 2 78 9 79 2 .65
19224+1353 27.5 32 49- 1 77 16 78, 3 1.98L
19224+1435 27.5 41 50- 1 22 8 78 3 1.17:
19224+1809 28.5 10 53+ 1 25 6 77 3 2.35
19224+1035 29.6 18 46-2 36 6 79 3 2.92
19224+1031 29.9 24 46- 2 28 7 78 3 1.09
19224+1t08 29,9 6 47- 2 73 9 79 2 .40
t9224+1454 29.9 16 50- 0 37 7 78 3 24.97
19225+1558 30.5 321 51+ t0 31 7 78 3 3.3419225+1729 30.7 30 52+ 74 10 79 2 .75
19225+1916 32.3 23 54+ 2 48 7 78 3i ,54
19225+1105 34.5 25 47- 2 47 6 78 3 .55
19225+1612 35.0 43 51+ 0 34 9 38 3 1.56L
19226+1401 36.0 33 49- 1 27 7 78 3 6.40
19226+1150 36.3 27 47- 2 32 5 78 3 1.54
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
5.92L 107.80L B B 940100000C
2.39 63.98L FC CAC 3502011208
1.35 32.52L D B 970030010F
339.78 655A8L BBD AAAB 0 C040221010F
4.35L 49.09L CD AB 9_ 75011t002C
.66L 11.94L BC AB 6 6602100000
15.43 23.95 C D D A A A 380032030F
4.40L 38.91: D E BFHD 990433993F
1.58: 23.32L DEE CACK 0 980231142F
14.18: 35.71 ECC FDCA 384021340F
8.21L 182.49L F BI G 960110010F
3.96L 89.77L C BF 960210141C
1.57L 108.88L D B 4600310008
6.09L 69.04L C BE 370031350F
5.59 70.96L D D CDC 680001110F
6.47L 84.14L D BC 980231112F
3.78L 47.92L E BG 970030021F
9.60L 135.03L C BDH 960131162(3
.66L 97.50L C CC F400300208
10.71: 39.12: EDF ACB 994233663F
I
69.37L iC F BBH 9 583356332F
56.91L BC AA 0 880230120F
178.07: CDF DAEB 0 278115433F
167.09L C EJ BC 960030121F
107,40L C EBB 3601022618
496,03L CEE DDEC 2 54C214440F
204.74: EFFF CBFE 5 950267322F
19.75: CCDE BAAD 9 190003000F
11.87: ED F BCMB 0 9700200208
171.08L C EB 960122121F
3921L FD AAGC 9 )80222572F
1.47L 111.94L C C 9400300208
820L 110.05L C AB 460132110F
235.19: 1749.21L DBE BAAC 0 359547333F
4.02: 169.56L CCD ABB I 3 961141212F
3.11L 45.68L F C C 970374400F
85.11: 419.31 CDF AFB 940166843F
5.48L 419.31L C B B K 940275520F
6.22 31.09 BDCE DCBB 3 4800323458
2.15L 14.24 F DID 978410362C
2.81L 9.35 E MC 990020031C
1.22L 12.98L CF AAK 9 3601101110
1.25L 10.42L CF BC 0 3601110000
4.59L 58.47L CC AA 2 881201000F
4.22 31.26 ED CHDA 99401116OF
18.57L 54.65L E ABDD 7 980351375F
7.53L 73.61L BD ADG 3 960210330C
7.71L 259.16L C ADJ I 450215311F
7.40L 92.32L B BG 970122221F 4
4.01 88.50L F CB 964210010F
109.87 376.51: CDEE BCCB 1 868113431F
6.98L 77A6L BC AA 2 970111142F
7.15L 60.50L D BF 970121230C 2
.91L 13.68L CE AA 9 4500101000
8.55L 27.39 E L F B 980331443F
5.22L 74.62L BC AA 0 981202210F
,67L 105.95L F BI E 9400100008
1.41L 78.06L B C A B 1 4500200208
4.07L 63.10L BC AAD 4 980050010F
15.52: 223.42L CED DDBH 0 85C423130F
6.49L 143.18L BC AACH 2 960020020F
5.96L 67.26L D AD M 981150021F
2.80L 49.88L CD AAJ 5 370220020F
6.70L 103.55L C AD 970241353F
,61L 3.99 DD D ABDD 91 9800102000
4,45L 51.50L CC AA 0 980040020F
7.11L 92,46L CF AA 9 960211001C
4.71L 39.21 E D 980222553F
6.52L 144.10L CD AB 2 960020040F
6.66L 59.79L BF BKK 0 960030000C
5ASL 93,31L D CC 280113423F
18,31L 136,37L FF AAEE 9 360247353F
1,31L 10.90L BB AAG 0 3701101100
5.67 23.75L CFC EABB 2 2842113418 2
6.89L 131.19L CD BC 2 960110031C
5.94L 66.36L BD AA I 2 470100120F
8.31 56.53L E L E O 980021053F
9.78L 419.31L C EBB )40046434F
28.82 E DNHB 984212044F
65.15L BC AAL 6 9500110008
74.76L C DB K G 850202383C
78.62L E D 970001000F
79.22L BD AA 3 960020100F
36.91 D GI B 980221452F
52.76L FF AAB 9 )81436485F
90.93L C IB 54011110043
28.11 E K I C 980020073F
109.45: DDEF DBBD 5 374326543F
72.19L DC BB 7 3600202118
5.11L BE AADG 9 9700202000
3.48L BD AB 9800101000
66.1BL C CK 9401121008
67.09L CC AAE 7 680253430F 27
48.92L E D AA 9 i 980363521F
57A4L D BDM 970002000F
18rg0L B CH 1602011200
64.75L BD BC 1 9500221008
55.59L E H CG 784146140F
56.35L BC AAEE 1 984041143F




13 104790 KO 11 80
2 "41 19217+1651 17 11
8 "41 19217+ 1103 14 3
2 "41 19217+1635 26 14
8
2 "41 19218+1644 50 6
1 "41 19217+1200 18 3
2 "41 19218+1641 10 1
8
8 1 32 X1921+147B 96 8
4
2 1 "41 19219+1657 31 5
2 "41 19219+ 1557 9 1
3 "21 50.551 20
1 "41 19219+1142 52 3
4
2 "41 19219+1554 51 1
8 1 "41 19221+1548 48 6
2 "41 19220+ 1551 3 3
B 2 23 LDN0722 80
8 1 "41 19220+ 1159 4 8
2 °41 19220+ 1628 10 3
39 BG 1922+16 77 408
8
4 2 "13 104796K2 8 70
*41 19222+ 1515 18 3
"41 19222+ 1640 5 3
2 1 "41 19222+1037 31 3
8
I "41 19223+1646 35 2
8 2 *41 19224+ 1544 24 2
8 1 32 X1922+120 117 8
3 "21 50.624 51
3 3 RAFGL 5373S 47 16
2
2 1 _'41 19224+1035 16
2 1 "41 19224+1031 19
2 "41 t9225+1558 11
3 13 104807 G5 6 51














a _ Coords 5MJ 5MN 0 ]2 _ma 5
hm. ° • (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N
19226+ 1611 36.317 51+0 51 8 773 1.56
19226+ 1452 36.47 50-0 26 7 783 3.01
19226+1253 36.949 48-162 5763 1.26
19226+1742 37.454 53+1 3314 79,2 1.43L
19226+1135 37.656 47--2 33 6 7813 .6519226+1824 37.610 53+ 1 29 6773 .50
19226+1306 38.314 48- 1 37 7 78'3 .54





19226+1716 ,0.427 52+15313 792 2.09L
19226+1855 ,0.914 54+2 29 6 773 1.00
19226+ 1010 41.320 46- 3 43 22 792 .25L j
19226+1807 41.7 7 53+ 1 41 6 773 .72 ]
19227+1354 42.922 49- 1 30 7 763 .86 1
19227+1602 43.248 51+ 0 50 12 782 .78
19227+1717 43.413 52+ 1 50 3 773 2.09
19227+1851 45.037 54+ 1 62 6 77 ,i3 .77
19227+1700 45.655 52+ 1 34 6 77l 3 52.02
19227+ 1721 45.835 52+ I 22 6 77 ' 3 10.21
19227+1928 46,434 54+ 2 26 5 773 .65
19227+1638 46.E 40 52+ 0 42 7 763 .69
19227+1719 46.g 30 52+ 1 39 7 773 4.70
19227+1404 47.359 49- 1 24 6 763 3.33
19226+1041 48.820 46- 2, 35 7 78 3 1,54
19228+1528 49.254 51- 0 25 9 783 11.99
19228+1948 149.455 54+ 2 70 8 783 .46
19228+1247 49.721 48- 1 34 5 783 .78
19228+1415 50.260 50-- 1 25 10 793 1.42L
19228+1116 50.317 47- 2 2916 792 .25L
19228+1828 50.759 53+ 1 42 6 783 1.20L
19228+1630 51.116 51+ 0 23 6 77 3 11.88
19228+1814 52.436 53+ 1 64 7 773 .57
19228+1403 52.7[14 49- 1 84 12 792 6.40L
19229+t606 54.149 51+0 26 8 39 3 1.37L19229+161455,41. 51+0 26 8 79 3 2.6219229+,575,.4946-2 36147,2 25L
19229+144267.512260-1 23 8 783 11319229+1518678145o-0 61 978 3 97192,+170856649 52+124 6 773 46.0619229+160359.24451+024 6 793 162L
19230+1457 0.0 39 50-- 0 43 11 79 2: .62
19230+1506 0.928 500 29 9 783 24.41L
19230+1444 1.0_15 _-u- " 2028! 6 783 3.0419230+1644 1.644 52+ 0 6 773 1.42L
19230+1309 2.1135 49- 1 31 9 763 ,46
19230+1121 2.234 47-2 44 ! 5 7831 .94
19230+1839 2.2 47 53+1 26= 7 78 3 .65
19230+1621 2.311 51+044 10 783; 1.71L
19230+1716 2.4 49 52+1 103 13 79 2 2.09L
19230+1849 3.223 54+1 38 I 5 763 1.00
19230+1341 3.6,20 49-1 23' 6783 3.32
19230+1651 4.3;10 54+ 1 20 i 5 783 1.01
19230+1006 4.6 2 46- 3 71 9 782: .37
19230+1610 5.449 51+ 0 40 9 792 2.09
19230+1943 5.951 54+ 2 85 8 782 .39
19231+1212 6.614 48- 2 23 5 783 4.82
19231+1632 7.4_46 52+ 0 51 6 773 1.26
19231+1901 9.114 54+ 1 18 5 773 .9619231+1109 10.328 47- 2 56 11 792 .46
19231+1617 10.332 51+ 0 43 12 783 1.92L
19231+1009 11.234 46- 3 33 8 78 3 .97
19232+1810 12.040 53+ 1 16 5 773 2.64
19232+1135 12.459 47- 2 73 21 792 .27L
19232+1837 12.443 53+ 1 32 4 763 .49
19232+1224 12.818 48- 2 18 6 783 7.31
19232+1504 13.124 50- 0 27 8 783 1.41
19232+1935 13.415 54+ 2 71 7 773 .40
19232+1453 13.7 9 50- 1 27 9 783 1.96
19232+1734 14.510 52+ 1 28 5 773 .92
19232+1718 14.646 52+ 1 43 5 773 .76
19232+1336 14,9 14 49-- 1 57 8 783 .49
19232+1030 16.543 46-- 3 20 6 783 1.43
19232+1941 16.(] 51 54+ 2 24 7 783 3.12
19232+1650 16.86 52+ 0 30 9 783 .93L
19232+1414 17.647 50- 1 31 7 783 6.35
19232+1017 17.525 46- 3 30 6 783 1.01
19233+1424 18.5 2 50-- 1 35 8 783 .69
19233+1225 18.559 48-- 2 175 9 792 1.59
19233+1551 18.813 51- 0 17 6 403 1.97
19233+1358 19.3 1 49- 1 50 19 792 1.00L
19233+1413 19.711 50- 1 21 7 413 2.10:
18233+1428 20.C 30 50- 1 34 8 783 .86
19233+1542 21.C 45 51-- 0 32 9 783 .90
19233+1639 21.239 52+ 0 79 10 772 .89
19233+1800 121.449 53+ 1 28 5 773 3.53
19233+1707 21.554 52+ 1 23 5 773 2.75
19233+1702 21.715 52+ 0 32 7 773 1.08L
19233+1434 21.99 50- 1 66 8 783 .57
19233+1223 22.1 0 48- 2 51 5 78 ; 3 .93
19233+1210 22.7 26 48-- 2 40 6 78 3 1.72
19233+1630 22.g 57 52+0 49 12 78 3 2,60L
19233+1925 123.154 54+ 2 42 6 783 .82
19233+1323 23.353 49- 1 66 8 783 .54
19233+1212 23.E 41 48- 2 28 5 783 1.20
19234+1605 24.115 51- 0 130 18 772 1.12L
19234+1141 24.736 47- 2 ' 30 5 783 6.62
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Flux Density P]ags Associalions
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60,
V L C
_._ co_ A co.r_o. _ s A Sep
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T Name Type (') Ma R
CE BE 0 980273150F
BC AA 9 560140200F
B AF 960010020F 1 2 DO 5712 60 9£




F I BJ 990123420F




F LC 860345563F A 2 39 ADG052.2+00.7 112 1414
FF BB 9 1600200OOO I
D FLE 9680100420 C 1 321X1922+101 26 12
CE ACE 3850010200F 2
C ADJ F 980220164F
D BF 960198343F 8 1 39 OCC051.1+00.1 16 2700
CFF BED 2 861254645F A 2 39 ADG052.2+O0.7 53 1414
C BFD 460142331F 3
BBC AAAD 1 471032350F 22
CBF CCCE 2 930165656F A 3 21 52.233 17
BBCC CAAA 0 1500023100 3 1 32 X1922+194 14 3
CF BBC 3470110000F
=CD E AB F 6 838165756F A 2 39 DCC052.2+00.7 42 2700
BC AA 2 960031110F
BC ABLE 1 6700001000
FDD AABC 9 970100010F
C CBH 64O220O1O8
CC BBH 0 960214120C 1 1 32 X1922+127 56
EC IEBDA 990225233F 2
E GB 9700100O18
D EB B 570110141F
BCDD AAAB 5784110020F 324
DE E CDEI 0980211242FEBE 980031112F
FFD FDEC 960057251F 1 39 MMSO 98 610
FE F AA E 9980233120F
o i K E C 770_0020C
_D D AACC 0460334360F 2
880333321F 25 I:BBE AAA 0660211000F
I CF CEBH 860054341F
DF BCM 5580020210F
I BDC BAAA 3641235654F B 2 2150.287 16
Cu AA E u 380343441F 2
D F BBJC 6 460246433F
iD CJ KG 960020042F
CC AB 1 9500100018
IFF ABEB 9 570210010F
C J C 980110000F
B 860266653F A
BB 460222341F 31 32 X1923+188A 82 3
CBFF AAAA 0940133543F B 1 32 X1923+136 40 3




BE E AABC 9882021020C
BF AAG 0770130020F 4
BCDC ABEB 1 1603010300
F EK 9601000008
D E D B 984232220F
EC BFG 08601121200
DCE AACG 9! 770220010F
D H 9601100418 1 "4119232+1136 29 4
iDD CD 1570010010F
CC E AAI B 9980121242C 6! 1 32 X1923+124 94 6
CC BAA 0640243443F 9
D BJ 740100O008
BC F AAGB 1 260232401F 2
CDDC BAAB 2! 978120010F
C BCB O' 761283544F 2
C BC 940110010F
CD AB 6 76O0101O00
BC ABNC 1 6401101108 3 13 1048181<0 7 52
F EBGG 0 168359945F
FC AB 9 950314420F 2 1 32 X1923+142 74 2
CF AB 9, 96O0001O00
CD D CEI E 198E134452F 31 32 X1923+144 46 3
AAEB 9801212438 611 32 X1923+124 95 6
DFEE BDEB 0968025430F
D D L C 990200002F
DDDE DABA 0 957323330F 2 1 32 X1923+142 58 2
FF AA 9860164320F 3
_DFE CFCB 696C057532F 8
iFD AFF 27003O800FE A 99702 000F
BC AA 1 570120000F
C JCB 470240520F
DDD BG 5680130030FABK 09601312328 6 1 32 X1923+124 94 5ABD 1760021020C
D C 570041100F
DC ,AB D 7 6602001208
C B J 980213031F 1 1 32 X1923+134 20 1
BC AA 39600210208
O K F F C 970020340F
DDC AABF 9 9401200428 8






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 00
ham. • 8 (s) ('3 I b (") (") (°) N
19234+1510 25.5 17 50- 0 31 8 78 3
19234+1026 25.5 38 46- 3 52 6 78 3
19234+1627 25.6 3 52+ 0 32 6 77 3
19234+1722 26.2 34 52+ 1 25 10 77 2
19234+1514 26.8 21 50- O 46 17 78 i 219234+1750 27.1 60 53+ 1 55 9 77 3
19234+1149 28.0 48 47- 2 51 6 78 ' 3
19234+1743 28.4J 33 53+1 18 6 77 3
19234+1003 29.1 19 46 3 40 6 7913
19234+1714 29.1 5 52+ 1 36 6 77 3
19235+ 1654 r30.0 46 52+ 0 20 6 76 3
19235+1258 30.2 25 48- 2 52 15 79 2
19235+1635 30.8 43 52+ 0 42 6 77 3
19235+1506A '31.9 4 50- 1 61 14 79 2
19235+1658 32.3 9 52+ 0 36 5 77 3
19235+1816 32.3 15 53+ 1 33 5 78 3
19235+1545 32.7_17 51- 0 36 8 78 3
19235+1830 32.8 2 53+ 1 30 5 78 3
19235+1034 33.5 16 46 3 18 6 78 3
19235+1731 34.1 6 52+ 1 50 6 77 3
19235+1604 34.2 6 51- 0 46 i 11 79 2
19235+1054 35.2 51 47- 3 31 6 78 3
19235+1406 35.8 39 49- 1 30 12 78 3
19235+1503 35.6 44 50- 1 48 ! 13 79 2
19236+1718 36.1 42 52+1 _ 5 77 319236+1132 36.2 41 47-2 1 79 2
19236+1725 36.6 3 52+I 18 5 36 2'
19236+1750 36,6 t2 53+ 1 46 6 77 3
19236+t219 37.7 46 48- 2 ._ 16 799208_1_,72552+° 3, o
19_+1,0637.947.+1 24 _ 7833i206+1_.8.712 _-2 _2 6
19236+11223,.06947_2 66 ; 77i19236 1_139.351 5,-0 49 78
192_,+1635 39.7 40 51- 0 80 11 _ 77
t9236+1359 39.8 9 49- 1 26 8 78 3,
19236+1456 40.7 55 50- 1 32 8 78 3
19236+1500 41.3 33 50- 1 37 7 78 3
19236+1017 41.9 3 46- 3 53 6 78 3
19237+t614 44.5 38 51+ 0 18 7 39 3
19237+1924 44.8 9 54+ 2 56 10 78 3
19237+1722 45.2 6, 52+ 1 35 5 77 3
19237+1430 45.3 40 50- 1 29 10 76 3
19237+1526 45.8 47 51- 0 68 13 79 2
19237+1602 46.5 38 5t- 0 31 9 78 3
19237+1936 46.6 16 54+ 2 44 7 77 3
19237+1840 47.2 15 54+ 1 88 9 76 2
19237+1948 47.4 35:1 55+ 2 55 8 77 3
19238+1448 48.0 60 50-, 39 9 78 3
19238+1934 480 28 54+ 2 43 8 77 3
19238+1626 48.2 6 t 52+ 0 18 77 3
19238+1229 48.7 35 48- 2 65 79 2
19238+1549 49.1 14 51- 0 16 78 3
19238+1232 49.2 26 48- 2 43 76 3
19238+1643 49.2 2 52+ 0 46 11 76 2
19238+1533 49.6 31 51- 0 33 8 78 3
19238+1243 50.6 25' 46- 2 78 6 78 3
19238+1411 51.7 181 50- 1 43 180 78
3
19238+1516 52.9 9j 51-0 66 76 3
19238+1'59 536 3' 48-2 20 5 78 3
i19239+1036.3 1846_347 6178319209+1334.7 34 49_1,2 ,2 76319239+125357,049._2 23 6 78319209+173557942 ,_+1 35 3 76319209+t45858439 ,0_1 47 8 78319239+18105841153+125 5 76319239+123059137 48_2 35 5i 78319239+122259,41748_242 8 78319209÷173259456 53.1 47 5 78319209+134159.7249-1 7617792
19209+141959831 5o_1 ,3 78319240+12250556 46-2 . 783
19240+1148 0.6 6 47-2 35 783
19240+1907 2.5 53 54+1 24 7 77 3
19240+1754 3.3 14 53+1 26 5 I 78 3
19240+16293.4452+017 55 77319240+1634 3.826 52+0 30 77 3'
19240+1806 3.8 11 53+ 1 25 5 37
19240+1902 4.9 43 54+ 1 36 7 78
19240+1324 5.1 59 49 1 27 7 78 3j
19240+1741 5.2 52 53+ 1 21 5 78 3
19240+1914 5.6 24 54+ 1 70 8 78
19240+1123 5.9 57 47- 2 68 7 78
19241+1218 6.3 54 48- 2 30 6 78 3
19241+1608 6.5 26 51- 0 22 6 77 3
19241+1455 6.6 7 50- 1 34 9 78 _I
19241+1249 6.9 14 48- 2 31 7 78 3
19241+1521 7.1 18 51- 1 35 9 77 2 i
19241+1438 7.3 31 50- 1 81 11 79 21
19241+1535 7.5 47 51- 0 32 7 79 2 i
19241+1242 7.8 58 48- 2 26 8 78 3l
19241+1847 8.6 47 54+ 1 30 6 78 3
19241+1344 8.8 19 49- 1 61 12 79 2
19241+1058 9.8 47 47- 3 112 12 79 2
19241+1338 10.8 13 49- 1 59 12 78 3
19241+1950 11.1 3 55+ 2 37 6 77 3
19241+1634 11.4 26 53+ 1 26 9 76 3
19242+1952 12.1 43 55+ 2 28 9 77 3
19242+1321 12,1 9 49- 1 88 16 79 2
19242+1543 12.2 20 51-- 0 32 6 78 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: + 10 °- + 20"
Flux Density Flags A.ssoc_at:tons
(Not Color _¢d)
12 Fm 25 p,m 60 p,m 100 _m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
2.63 2.15: 11.88: 72.31L CEE
.60 .26L .56L 5.33L B
1.65L 7.51 15.48 75.13L BD
1.67L 1.t7L 10.69L 64.85 E
1.34L .82L 2.08: 33.63 DE
.94 .97L 6.26L 92.67L C
.65 .26L 7.01L OO.71L 6
.73 .46 2.35: 32.00L CDF
1.04 .42L .41L 5.42L B
2.tlL 1.98 6.09L 59.65L C
1.08: 1.I5 14.51 91.35L CCC
.86L 1.15L 1.43L 16.14 D
1.51 .87 4.74L 59.74L CE
.61 1.59L 3.27L 61.19L D
.57 1.34L 3.66: 58.40L C E
.66 .38: 6.79L 77.77L CF
.86 1.88L 16.96: 104.23L E D
.80 .50 7.02L 57.22L DD
3.05 2.63 1.01 4.88L DFC
.80 .58: 5.59L 82.82L E C
1.33L .66 4.81: 87.20L OF
.60 .29 .46: 46.57L Dec
.87L 1.09L 2.52 1939: DE
1.58L ,68L 2.69 36.44L D
1.01 .86 5.94 104.07L EDD
,80L .26L 1.33 22.68L D
1.56 .74L 4.98L 64.65L O
1.30L .97 1.95: 59.53L CE
.32L .33L .93 58.24L E
,92 6.OO 8.07L 52.03L CB
8.05 3.74 2.81: 8920L BED
.87 .85 7.66L 73,46L CO
.33 .28L 1.49L 99.44L C
.75 .81 5,01L 132.05L CO
.60 1.14L 4.67L 84.56L e
19.91 21.58 6.20 64.69L FFD
8.56 49.66 234.03 270.57 BBDD
2.64 1.10: 4.07L 270.57L BE
.67 .43L .50L 5.73L C
7.38L 28.18: 856.49L 1812.44 F D
.48 .25L 1.23L 101.12L C
1.67 1.12 5.94L 80.21L BC
18.49 22.59 4.11 53.63L FFE
1.20L 1.07L 2.23 32.96L D
.85 .63 5.64: 66.79L CED
2.40 1.20 1.24L 78.89L CC
.62 .91L 5.14L 1OO.83L F
1.26 ,54: 1.22L 89.63L DD
1.54 1.78L 163.80L 412.17: C F
2.31 1.06 1.24L 79.57L BC
1.13 .98 4.54L 37.41 CC E
.47 .41L .89L 39.16L C
3.93: 6.05: 67.75 104.23L CDE
.72 .29L .66L 64.63L C
1.01L 1.14L 3.13 20.97 EE
1.39 .69 4.76L 84.85L E D
.58 .27L .82L 93.06L C
1.11 .52 4.66L 52.83L CE
.72 .34: 5.13L 133.51L DE
53.03 59.27 16.68 76.91L BBC
.90 .43: .47L 3.91L CE
.47L .26L 1.30 107.47L C
1.26 .62 1.71: 11.63: DCCD
1.34L 1.11L 3.61L 26.14 D
1.07 49.66L 234.03L 270.57L C
5.23 3.70 6.35L 61.40L F D
6.30 4.46 .80: 64.72L BBD
.84 .44 .61L 64.34L ED
2.39 1.42 4.62L 56.31L BF
.32L .38L 1.49 20.20L F
.87 1.30L 5.20L 60.79L C
.70 .36: .65L 64.51L BF
.56 .41L .56L 115.24L C
2.17 3.81 65.25 193.74: BBCD
2.76 1.31 6.01L 57.04L CE
1.96 2.91L 4.39L 46.60L C
23.32 12.03 4.53L 61.52L BC
15.72 5.93 6.27L 61.631. BC
1.42 .94 .76L 104.971. BC
4.53 2.54 .94: 10.44: BDDE
1.59 1.78 5.57L 68.74L DC
.58 .38L 1.19L 78.85L C
.43 .27L .54L 62.81L B
1.67 .67 .64L 63.311- DF
12.41 12.95 6.40: 40.83L CCF
.71 .46 2.28: 68.10L FFF
.89 .42 .66L 86.7tL DC
.79 .57: 14.52L 75.73L DF
.46 2.59L 4.22L 39.841. F
.78 1.38L 438L 38.04L D
.73 37L I .69L 7.41: C D
2.50 1.59 4.94L 93.17L BC
.35L .38 .88L 8.DO: E D
.27 .251- .48L 18.041- C
.61 .34L .77L 320.08L B
1.50 .85 1.23L 117.77L BC
.83 .37: 5.27L 78.48L CE
.25L .69 1.08L 57.74L C
.37L .25L .77 23.78L C
1.98 .63 4,78L 59.66L C O
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
A A B G [ 0 680434453F 9
CH 7600101000
BAA 0 971022210F 1 21 51.505 21




BBCF 0 980201362F 8
ACJ 5600010000 1 2 DO 5731 28 10E
IAA 4 670053010F
!CCAF 0 370167967F
FC 980t20132F C 1 32 X1923+129A 55 t2
IABF 2 470030000F680443422F
B B D 1 370064632F
,BC 0 950300001F




CBD 960061571F 1 21 51.196 56
ABGF 1 5500000118 2 "41 19236+1055 31 3
E ED B 998310032F
FA 590320511F 2
BAB 0 660153222F
L CD 9600000208 1 *41 19236+1132 9 12
ABF 0 961451241F
A B 970244464F 1
KID 9701100228
AAB 0 370132002F 1 21 51.838 26
AAEC 19 5541044308 28j_A A ! 860122220F
C J 9401110028
CBC 0 960146432F 8
B B 96OO33040F
A A A 9 97430(X)00F 13
AAAC 1 462311300F 2
BD 0 _4602414OOF 2 I 32 X1923+150 45 2
AC 960OOO10OO




I NBE 670126575F 2
CBB 0 970167653F 8 !
AA 0 7501130016 11 1 32 X1923+195 49 1
B D 450200020F
A B 01 7402000208
Bet O t 340116333F 21 2 39 DCCO50.1-00.7 107 2700
AB 1 7501130008 1 1 32 X1923+195 63 1








ABC 0 97OO loo42F
CBLC 0 560012140F
AAAB 0 8400001008 12
AB 0 7700000010
BLCC 9701010108
ABAE 0 660122220F 1
GHB 97020OO12F i
BB 4521213OOF 2
AAB _) 2[ 970522210F
A A B 4 9500400008
AB G 7 9500210006
AAJ 0 972420010F
FFD 9601210408 1 23 LDN 0704 444
B J 88OO12111F 1
B B 0 _9500310008 j
B E E 9300100008
ECCB 0 54CO143328 F 1 32 X1924+191 11 15
AA D 6 971223464F
AA 9 670043751F 2
AA 6 37OO2OO00F_22 4 3 RAFGL5377S 28 16
AA 9 970522210FJ 15 2
AA 1 5501100008
AAED 9 9902101428
AAFC 1 974132036F 8
BB [ 65010O0008
BG ! 9500200008 1 "41 19241+1124 2OI 1
AA 9 9500310008
AAF 4 7701104OOF 33
BCB 161115302F
BBE 0 7300100008





FD D 9800100208 1 23 LDN0704 401
E 8600200008 1 "41 19241+1058 53 1
BEHG 9300110508 1 23 LDN 0704 299
AA 4 8601422408 3
BB 0 460210000F I
A 6600200108
F D j 9801100428
AB 01 9701OO120F









a 6 ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm
h m. . , (s) () 1 b ('3 ('3 (') N
19242+1522 19 51- 1 29 9 78 3 .79L 1.14L
19242+1240 31 48- 2 40 6 78 3 .87 .85
19242+1234 49 48- 2 44 8 78 3 .63 .33:
19242+1944 39 54+ 2 33 7 77 3 1.03 2.60
19242+1601 4 51-- 0 33 8 77 3 1.59 1.71
19242+1533 60 51- 0 30 6 78 3 3.91 2.33
19242+1422 20 50-- 1 29 8 78 3 1.53 .84
19242+1947 22 55+ 2 34 5 77 3 6.26 1.44:
19243+1440 52 50- 1 41 14 79 2 .38L .80L
19243+1146 35 48- 2 46 11 79 2 .35 .33L
19243+1652 10 52+ 0 48 6 77 3 .77 1.37L
19243+1113 41 47- 3 49 9 79 i 2 1.12L 2.38
19243+1140 15 47- 2 23 9 78 3 .87 .39
19243+1824 9 53+ 1 36 9 78 3 .57L .89L
19243+1946 43 55+ 2 29 6 77 i 3 1.01L 1.61:
19243+1056 30 47- 3 74 6 78 3 .48 .26:
19244+1854 19 54+ 1 37 8 77 3 1.11: .52
19244+ 1658 15 52+ 0 22 5 77 3 1.25 1.04
19244+1809 54 53+ 1 24 6 78 3 25.89 19.76
19244+1738 4 53+ 1 29 5 78 3 9.80 6.34
I
19244+1216 43 48- 2 I 46 7 78 3 .63 .45
19244+1115 9 47- 3 = 27 5 78 3 1345.95 2314.03
19244+1917 22 54+ 1 I 90 11 78 3 .37 .33L
19244+1230 53 48- 2 I 32 6 78 3 1.07 .38
19244+1455 21 50- 1 41 8 78 3 .80 .80
19244+1755 36 53+ 1 ] 42 7 77 3 .85 .52L
19244+1525 18 51- 1 ] 31 10 79 2 .59: .84
19244+1646 48 52+ 0 56 5 77 3 1.22 .80L
19244+1709 41 52+ 0 30 5 78 3 3.14 2.26
19245+1650 56 52+ 0 49 8 78 3 1.26L .87L
19246+1307 5 49- 2 72 20 79 2 .44L .25L
19245+1342 32 49- 1 56 9 78 3 .53 .39
19245+1122 17 47- 3 44 8 77 2 .35 .25L
19245+1548 20 51- 0 35 8 78 3 1.12L 1.20L
19245+1606 12 51- 0 36 8 77 3 1.94L .78L
19245+1023 8 46- 3 20 6 78 3 .90 .44
19245+1212 20 48- 2 77 8 78 3 .47 .31L
19245+1219 29 48- 2 63 19 79 2 .67L .26L
19245+1339 1 49- 1 47 20 79 2 .57L .31L
19245+1715 29 52+ 0 26 6 78 3 1.91L .64
19245+1151 17 48- 2 77' 23 79 2 .43L .34L
19245+1609 17 51- 0 26 7 79 2 12.08: 5.44
19246+1012 40 46-- 3 55 I 13 79 2 .34 .25L
19246+1724 56 52+ 0 56 6 76 3 1.01 .4819246+1354 15 49-1 77 14 79 2 30 ._L
19246+1005 38 46- 3 56 ' 7 79 3 .45 .28:
19246+1637 57 52+ 0 23 5 77 3 12.75 6.67
19246+1937 46 54+ 1 39 6 76 3 .56 .35
19246+1603 51- 0 27! 6 77 3 .93 .87
19246+1736 53+ 0 19 5 77 3 16.84 18.54
19246+1711 9 52+ 0 48' 11 77 3 9.14L 2.26L
19246+1500 j21 50- 1 29 7 78 3 2.04 .84
19246+1919 46 54+ 1 65 6 78 3 .66 .30L;
19246+1556 30 51- 0 57 6 77 2 .81L .47
19246+1909 [49 54+ 1 43 8 77 3 .88 .40
19246+1104 19 47- 3 20! 6 78 3 1.27 .66
19246+1407 150 50-- 1 49 9 79 2 .50 .31:
19247+1707 I 0 52+0 64 12 76 2 1.39L .77L
19247+1635 23 52- 0 38 7 78 3 2.96L .36L'
19247+1829 27 53+ 1 31 8 77 3 1.33 1.36
19247+1453 29 50- 1 25 g 78 3 1.37L .39:
19247+1945 44 55+ 1 33 5 77 3 2.51 1.87
19247+1131 0 47- 2 45 23 79 2 .38L .27L
19247+1733 1 53+ 0 56 5 77 3 .98 .39:
19247+1305 18 49- 2 43 8 78 3 .76 .4I
19248+1530 49 51- 1 26 6 77 3 .79 .44:
19248+1047 34 47- 3 24 8 79 3 2.87 1.14
19248+1710 19 52+ 0 37 6 78 3 123 1.27
19248+1206 36 48- 2 27 7 78 3 .53 .27:
19248+1335 28 49= 1 68 19 79 2 .47L .25L
19248+1543 33 51- 0 ! 37 7 78 3 .98 1.06L
19248+1159 40 48-2 55 18 79 2 29L 25L19248+1348 3 49-1 68 17 792 26L 40L19248+1538 19 61-1 20 7 76 3 123, 86
19248+1441 16 50- 1 36 6 78 i 3 6.81 4.18
19248+1730 33 53+ 0 29 5 77 3 1.24: 1.38
19248+1258 46 49- 2 28 8 78 3 .74 .67
19248+1122 55 47- 3 26 5 78 3 28.39 17.0719248+1045 56 47- 3 69 22 79 ! = .27L .27L
19248+1611 4 53+ 1 32 8 78 3 14.67 8.65
19248+1619 11 52- 0 32 s 77:,3 3.57 1.32
19249+1735 54 53+ 0 49 6 791 2 3.97 2.57L19249+1913 26 54+1 94 s 77,3 1.89 ._
19249+1838 8 54+ 1 48 9 78 3 1.17: .61
19249+1632 35 52- 0 26 6 77t3 .58". 1.25L
19249+1428 49 50-- 1 27 6 78 '3 2.44 1.32
19249+1557 15 51-- O 19 9 39 3 .94 .46L
19249+1339 32 49- 1 29 11 78 3 .61 .25:
19249+1650 50 52+ 0 17 7 78 3 .76 .56:
19249+1125 34 47 3 38 6 78 3 .93 .53
19249+1356 28 49- 1 47 8 78 3 1.94 .80
19249+1109 37 47- 3 31 6 78 3 1.50 .87
19249+1947 39 55+ 1 48 7 77 3 141L, .34L
19249+1218 11 48- 2 48 8 78 3 .49 .27L
19249+1706 4 52+ 0 30 11 79 2 .62 .97L
19249+1317 30 49- 2 45 12 79 2 .33 .32L
19249+1156 43 48- 2 43 7 78 3 .72 .29L
19249+1133 15 47- 3 33 7 78 3 4.64 1.84
19250+1438 42 50- 1 24 7 78 3 1.08 .92L
19250+1621 15 52- 0 29 6 77 2 1.65: 1.83
Declination: + 10"-+20"
AssociationsFlux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 Fm 60 Fm I00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uses Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
14.52 43.61L E E F B B 570035440F 2
.51L 83.58L BC AA H 0 9301221128
.63L 62.52L BE BF 3 9500300008
29.76 117.77L BBD BAAA 0 96C1323418 3
15.01: 47.65L CDF AACD 4 87C235332F
5.92L 61.69L CD AA H 6 970143250F
4.73L 76.23L CC AB 9 860113342F 3
.75L 117.77L BC 'AA 0 8310423408 3 6 13 104839K5 6 60
2.20L 18.63 D DDAC 488134452F
1.15L 74.07L C CI 9400200008
5.92L 63.48LIDF[ BF H 270155673F1.45 16.20 BG 9603125408 6
.50L 70.34L BC D AB 2 9400000008 1 *41 19243+1140 39 14.23 34.26 DCBD 870212330F
37.33 117.77L EC BBAA 8600323418 3 3 2 DO17749 84 58
.53L 62.72L DF SC L 7 ! 5400100008 1 °41 19243+1056 32 I5.16, _.osLEE Ac 3 230300000F
441L 4615:.c E AsaF 1 678222_00_2.94117.42L^,^ 9 781412211F,15.46L 61.94L ED AAD 9 g60151035F 8
.59L 48.44L :B E BC 4 9500300118
717.73 165.82: BBBD AAAA 0 9393125408 28 6 5 " 3 RAFGL2390 12 1
1.40L 80.08L C BC 6501101008
.56L 90.49L BCI AC H 3 9500100008
4.85L 75.32L IF D AAG 9 160233333F
4.50L 83.58L D CBH 970301363F I
14.52L 43.61L DE CBBB 0 570136651F 2
4.97L 61.25L =C AB 3 270052950F
5.17L 53.87L CD AAF 9 871030110F
3.08 32.13: CC BNCD 278135770F
1.02 6.38L C G FB 9900100008
.57L C=4.54LIBD BB 3 9500110308 1 23 LDN0704 153
.49L 53.86L D B 9502000008
3.02 22.14 CC ECB 980010140F
6.87 31.07 DF L BAC 680020230F
.45L 3.94L DD BC E 7 9701020100 1
.63L 48.27L C AB 9500100108
.62 27.83L C ED 9600100128
.98 9.78L D BDDC 9800210358 1 23 LDN 0704 84
7.45 28.85 EDC BAA 988231113F
.64L 5.29 D FI C 9701100008
5.87L 44.23L CC AA 6 670120230F 14
.59: 4.69L F D HEEF 8701000200
5.45L 108.59L CF ABE 0 960304220F 3
.76L 29.49L IC C 6601000008
.72L 5.13L CF BCFE 09 9700000000 I6.44L 45.29L E E AA 370030000F 13
1.49L 61.53LlcD ABGS 4 9601010008
6.87L 35.36L DF AAEE 9 781030130F
4.63 57.70L DCF AAB 9 974151020F
2.62 88.18L D C 870051110F 2
6.80L 81.10L BC ADH 2 461111310F 2 13 104843M0 19 88
1.43L 80.14L B AC I 7603201718
6.14L 50.02L E CDJ B 979327440F 2
1.44L 105.51L iB D B C 1 5501100218
.49L 37.21L BC AA 0 8500000008 1 "41 19246+1104 21 3
2.58L 28.51L DE CE 0 560020132F
2.37 52.96L E KC 670040010F
6.44 60.EOL D I DB 384030112F
17.09 50.99 CCDC BBAB 2 470101320F
3.33 43.00L: FD BBM 970236466F
1.41L 117.77L BIC AAD 0 9601132518 3
.57L 7.31 E CC 9700200318 1"4119247+1131 27 8
4.23L 108.59L CF ACL 0 960143340F 3
.65L 61.47L iDF BB 8 9400100008
2.00: 51.68L CEC BCD 3 570323364F
.6gL 4.57L'BC AAC 1 6711203000 2 1 "41 19247+1047 34 3
5.12L 67.53L DD AA 9 770041110F
,55L 60.54L BE BCLE 3 9400011008
1.26 7.22L C HE 9801210328 1 23 LDN0704 388
6.12L 56.17L C AL 9701101OOF
.54L 7.21 D E FC 9702100008
2.67 13.27: CO EI O 6740001326 1 23 LDN 0704 566
3.12: 79.50L CF LACF 864210043F
1.36: 84.81L CCE AAAH 9 960314342F
31.48: 108.59 CCCC CBCA 3 965123330F 3 1 32 X1924+175 21 3
.64L 59.95L DD BA 9 9400101008
3.88 47.70L BCF AAA 9 9410100008 3 " 4 TMSS +10421 56 29
.56L 4.22 D B 7601203000 2
4.77L 81.33L ED AAH g 760001011F 15
5.23L 52.69L BC AA 1 670240020F
4.72L 108.59L C AA 960152120F 2
1.38L 67.58L BC AA 2 .5600100008
5.24L 73.58L DE iCC H 0 360112120F 1 1 2 DO17760
3.52 52.13L BDcC OCBF 570025212F5.09L 69.15L AAFB 3 960111120F
Name Type _'_ Mag
51 93
2
2 1 23 LDN 0704 392
4.13L 63.79L D RBHD 772426550C
.64L 94.24L CD _CA I 0 8511212008
3.04 I 42.22L DFD BBCG 0 27C015940F
.53L I! 48.73L EC AC 7 9400300008
5.31L ! 68.41L DD IAAI 8 650000020F
.50L 50.87L BC lAB 1 9402000006
3.77 87.95L i C IDES 7601411318
.55L 81.20L E CEDL 9500100228
5.02L 65.98L D B I 670040020F
1.10L 46.53L C OF O 9600010228
.52L' 54.81L F BF 9402100008
.60L 37.09L BB AAE 1 9500100316
7.44L 87.14L C BLH 960114332F
5.13L 65.52L ED AA 2 570443350F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 "41 19249+1109 5 3
4 I 13 104853 A3 37 91
1 1 V973 AQL 58















u 6 Coorcls SMJ SMN 8 O 12 vm
(s) C) I b C) (') (') N
1.749 51- 0 18 5 7813 1.30
3.052_514 53+ 0 23 7 78 3 1.003.1 51- 1 19 6 78 3 1,53
5.2 49- 2 45 18 79! 2 -32L
5.2 53 55+ 1 17 5 77 = 3 1.16
5.7 25 50- 1 28 6 78 3 2.91
7.6 49 51- 0 65 6 77 3 .60
9.7 2 50- 1 40 7 78 3 2.30
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Cotor Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A









19251+1302 11.9 15 49-2 28 7 42 3 3.63 1.65
19252+1550 12.03 51-1 28 5 78 3 34.70 32.32
19252+1820 12.3l 26 53+I 41 8 78 3 2.84 1.58
19252+1811 13.2 35 53+ 1 35 8 78l 3 2.82 .79
"19262+1842 13.2 2 ,_1+1 29 11 79 ' 2 .64 .71L
19252+112313.7!26 47- 3 43 7 7611 _ 25L19252+ 1339 13.8 30 49- 2 28 8 78 1: .59
19252+1007 14.521 46- 3 _ 33 55 783 2.06 1.17t9252+15t0 _15.(345 51- 1 22 783 1.87 1.30
19252+1713 16.119 52+ 0 ! 98 13 762 1.25L .86L
19252+1943 16.8!42 55+ 1 33 9 792 .53 .29
19252+1737 17.3l 16 53+ 0 23 7 783 4.52: 31.64
19252+1428 17.620 50- 1 38 6 783 1.93 1.23
19253+1732 18.3119 53+ 0 36 6 783 3.68 3.34
19253+1639 18.744 52- 0 31 10 783 1.67L 1.25L
19253+1707 18.614 52+ 0 26 5 773 1.13 1.t4L
19253+1655 19.337 52- 0 29 10 783 1.01L .51L
19253+1432 19.640 50- 1 24 7 783 1.02 .66
19253+1922 19.7 5 54+ 1 30 5 773 25.88 14.81
19253+1533 19.959 51- 1 38 5 783 1.31 1.29
19253+1114 20.015 47- 3 21 7 783 3.94 3.99
19253+1315 20.157 49- 2 32' 8 783 4.01 2.25
19253+1748 20.9,27 53+ 0 28 i 8 783 3.33 11.30
19253+1523 21.014 51- 1 26 5 783 7.88 5.13
19253+1624 21.2 7 52- 0 19 6 783 2.38: 11.53
19253+1239 21.65 48- 2 37 I 9 783 3.33 3.51
19253+125821.64349-2 32 8783 3.29 1.88
19253+101821.710463 _ 67833i .25L 2.1119253+191622.03954+1 77 22.06 17.13
19253+1223 22.66 48-2 47 9 783 1.34 .32
19253+1331 23,412 49-2 4611783 .34 .25L
19254+1022 24.929 46- 3 37 8 763! 1.15 .45
19254+1855 25.227 54+ 1 50 9783 .67 1.29L
19254+1710 25.811 52+ 0 32 10 78 _ .72 .68:19254+1959 26.06 55+ 1 37 877 .55 .35L19254+1631 26.412 52- 0 26 5 J 78 t6.57 44.67:
19254+1309 26,8 27 49- 2 34 8 78 3 .66 .69
19254+1724 26.9 25 53+ 0 30 6 78 3 2.57 8.05
19254+1544 27.2 15 51- 1 40 5 77 33 ,77 .4519254+1805 29_515 53+ 1 39 5 78 17.68 14.54
:792 36 .26L19255+1104 30.151 47- 3 52 i19255+1147 30.259 46- 3 24 783 1.04 .48
19255+1531 31.56 51- 1 :_ 51393 3.04 2.7519255+1300 31.613 49- 2 1 78 .78 .25L
19255+1829 31.753 54+ I 33 7 783 1.00 .56
19255+1915 32.134 54+ 1 75 7 783 .48 .36L
19255+1550 32.546 51- 1 2711 772 .25L .43L
19255+1401 32.555 50- 1 25 6783 6.05 4.49
19255+1355 33.318 50- 1 47 7i 783 .30L 1.05
19255+1320 33.718 49- 2 25 8783 .89 .29
19255+1634 34.242 52- 0 24 5j 783 .76 .59
19255+1846 34.6 23 54+ 1 81 10' 78 2 .61 .80L
19255+1617A 34.7 6 52- 0 18 6 783 1.08L 1.91
19255+1816 35.117 53+ 1 35 9 783 1.26L .52:
19255+1255 35.346 49- 2 85 16 792 .46L .25L
19255+1034 35.331 47- 3 38 6 783 1.32 .71
19255+1714 35.5 8 52+ 0 42 7 783 1.31 .56
19256+t002 36.117 46- 3 24 6 783 1.81 1.50
19256+1730 36.345 53+ 0 40 8783 1.24 1.20L
19256+1209 38.742 48- 2 73 9 792 .44 .36L
19256+1611 39.551 52- 0 31 10 792j .76 .44:
19256+1705 40.047 52+ 0 27 7 763! 1.19: 1.92
19256+1645 40.626 52- 0 50 10 77 2J 1.26L .96L
19255+1436 41.1 57 50- 1 61 12 78 2 .50 1.07L
19257+1509 42.711 51- 1 40 6 783, .97 .46
19257+141642.92850- 16813792, 1.01L .87L19257+142943.9350- 1591379 1.30L .37L
19257+I541439 5151-16712 79 2 .49L .33L
19257+1307 44.624 49- 2 54 11 79 2 ..50 .25L
19257+1140 44.847 48- 3 30 =9 783 7.08 1.87
19257+ 1023 45.324 46- 3 19 I v 783 7.64 5.15
19257+t759 45.87 53+ 0 36 ! 6 763 = .76 1_51
19258+1710 48230 52+0 28 8 783j 2.92 4.88
19258+1919 48.3 4 54+ I 24 10 77 3' ,30L ,31:
19256+1219 49.116 46-2 3611 423 .42 .33:
19258+1008 50.620 46-3 61 15 792 .25L .26L
19258+1111 51.717 47-3 41 8 783 5.97 3.11
19258+1525 51.8 38 51- 1 27 5 78 3 1.65 2.27
19258-_1717 52.917 53+0 2918 783 1.33L .80
19258+1650 53.015 52- 0 7211 783 1.42L 1.05L
19258+1730 53.457 53+ 0 38i 6 783 1.24L 1.20L
19258+1529 53.6 12 51- 1 30! 5 77 3 1.05 ,73
19258+1213 53.821 48- 2 33 I 8 783 .56 5.73
19258+1231 53.839 48 2 49 9 783 .66 .36L
19258+1241 54.026 48- 2 35 8 783 1.06 .59
19259+ 1630 54.332 52- 0 17J 5 773 6.15 3.84
19259+1441 55.149 50- 1 25 5 783 1.52 .75
19259+1926 55.851 54+ 1 15 5 783 .9t 1.41
19259+1349 56.514 49- 2 58 ! 7 783 .80 .58
19259+1358 57.829 50 2 50 7 783 .69 .48
19259+1409 58.419 50- 1 44 8 783 .52 1.07L
19259+1551 58.641 51- 1 41 : 11 79 2 .54L .56
3.81: 44.21 BCOD!ABDC 0874325461C 2
52.49L 136.06L CE ABFB 0968214241F A
2.33: 12.75: FFDE AADB 9480111150F 4
1.22 10.91L C HFC 8601011208
1.43L 57.58L BD AC 05601100318
5.02L 53.01L EC AA 9360030000F
6.09L 28.60L' C AE C 76O210161F
1.77: 54.24L DEE AAEF 7161210000F
.52L 39.33L DC AA _ 0 9410322008 3













79.05Li BC AA !0650022t21F
C E I0 770001100F83.44L A A
69.61L E BD 36O122120F
46.79L B IBHJ 9400100008
65.09L BF lAB 7 8500212108 2
2.58L DC !AA 9 7700001000
63.46L BC AAC ,4 460031140F 4
46.92L E B 870131010F 2
69.68L CD BB 04500321318
401.56 CCDF BAAA 942013230F 7432 21'52.753
75.00L BC AA D : 960032140F4.44L 401.56L FF 940021000F
2.56 50.911 E KD 170110050F
28.36L 88.05L D CC AC F 66O113220F 1 1727345.20: 46.65 I DED t74213500F
1.50: 76.38L CDD AADB 2960021240F
1.42: 66.00L BCF AAE 96601133418
13.96: 156.59L CBD BAA 0950112345C
.62L 35.33L CD AAC 8 7500100218
.6OL 60.721- BD AAC 9 9401110018
52.49 136.06 BCEE AAAA 2 968115453F
1.78 54.54L BBE AAC 4 970030000C
91.79: t54.34: DDDE EBCB 0564313340F
1.56 47.21L BBC AAA 9 9501200008
.52L 56.52L BF AA 9 9400422008
3.83 4.42L CC GAA 8700100000
5.82 65.25L i B BC AAA 3 6641233316
.50L 64.22L BE AB 0 9500000108
.65L 85.83L C CG C 8500000018
.48L 3.67L DF AC 1 8701100000
6.48L 94.21L C BG 36O011020F
5.07L 88.05L E F AB 976O243423F
1.84L 109.98L B BDD 6601000318 I
36.27: 34.54: BBDD AAAC 8387222013F 39 I
.61L 59,18L CF BB 9 9400100008
5.46 64.54L EDC AAAG 9 970120033F
5.95L 82.84L BD AB 4950111010C
4.83L 36.84L BC AAF 776O123213F 1
.52L 27.31L C CM 6400000008
.46L 39.12L ED AA 99400000008
63.34 156.59 BCEO CCBB 1 950122333C 15 9
.59L 72.18L C BF 9410322008
5.71L 48.09L CE AAEK 5570122555F
1.40L 8022L C CG 4503200318
3.68: 34.95 E F DB 964123421C
6.41L 69.80L CC AAD 6750110020F
.69: 91.45L C E E AG 4400001008
.89L 65.31L BD COl C 39502110118
3.33L 42.16L CC ABI I 0370231023F
6.96L 74.01L D BE 36O102001F 1
53.06L 242.99: C D BBGD 0] 458233437F C 2 2151.612
6.41 24.29 FED KBBB 9684t13130F 1.81 5.86L F CD 6700201008
.51L 3.46L FD AB B 7700000000
4.28L 62.19L CC AB 4870120020F
.40L 313L BF AA 9j 6601000000
13.19L 69.86L C AB 1] 962053333F 2
.49L 5.68L C CD E 9700100016
4.54L 47.11L DF CC 0470030002F
28.36 88.05 DCDE CBAB 1661234453F
2.63 46.92L E KMB 96O120050F
3,31L 33.58L D BFD 970023310F
4.74L 59.24L BC AA 0960010110C
1.37 27.73L E C 970000020F :
1.20L 8.75 D KHDC 980000040F '
5.14L 15,07 E BFFA 96O232130C
.62L 20.52L C C 9500100008,
.61L 45.26L BB AAEF 1 9401000008
1,07 3.77L BDC AAB 9 7712000100
6.45L 42.32L CC BBEM 2884122622F
8.76 88.05L BCD AAAB 0568125453F 2
5.30 36.00 E D D F F GC 47020134181 2
.57L 43.78L FE CE K 4 9511100008
.72: 7.57 DC GB 6500100110
.42L 28.94L BF AA 96502000018
6.34L 89.15L BB AA 4960010000C
4.33 61.06L CC BA 870204200F
2.76L 28.02 C DI CC 980140030F
13.19 53.39: DF BAAD 01970246353F
2.73L 156.59L C C A BF E 4.1 950022112C I
3,06 34,6OL BBC BAAD 0 9600201018
.62L 8.14: B F BGEC 9700000208
.52: 51.05L CCC AACG 9 9501001008
2.62: 51,25L CBD AADG 8 960322013F
6.67L 64.01L CC ABDC 5960321020F
5.92: 20.86: DDFF BADC i!4802332538.97L 77.54L E E B BB 85000000084.79L 60.64L EF ABG 850111000F
567L 54.50L D BE E 750012122F
3.23L 90.29L F CDJ 954024400C
1
2 13 104860 B
1
31 32 X1925+193
9 1 32 X1925+155
4
A 1 32 X1925+178
61 2151.680
3
2 23 LDN 0674
3 1 32 X1925+193
2 13104863 K0
1 23 LDN 0674
t 23 LDN 0740
3'




























1 11 PK 48- 2.1 21












a 8 Coo.rds SMJ SMN 9 O [2 I-_m
ham. • 8, (s) C) ]D C) £3 (') iN
1g26g+16566g p520 3g 7 79! 
19259+1956 59.9 10 55+ 1 i 29 12 76
19260+1625 0.8 18 52- 0 I 47 13 78 3 1.37L
19260+1540 0.9143 51- 1 56 8 79 2 ,81L
19260+1609 2,2!39 52- 1 74 10 77 3 1.74L
19260+1401 2.6 23 50- 2 35 11 78 3 .82
19260+1047 4.8i 9 47- 3 25 9 79 2 .52
19260+1621 4.9116 53+ 1 35 5 77 3 1.07
19260+1642 5.3; 7 52- 0 47 13 79 2 .glL
19260+1842 5.7i26 54+ 1 15 6 36 3 .74:
19261+1548 6.2 27 51- 1 41 10 78 3 .61
19261+1454 6.3 24 50- 1 38 5 79 3 1.93
19261+1331 6.3!52 49- 2 29 7 78 3 1.40
19261+1157 6.5 58 48- 3 85, 11 79 2 .4119261+1651673, 1 421o 793 9819261+1600 7.1 24 6 78 3 1.30
19261+1645,428 763 6619261+1420 6.2 12 50- 1 76 31 .55
19261+1700 6.3 58 52- 0 6 78 3 .92
9.3 2 2819261+1803 53+ 0 5 77 31 2.96
I
19261+1423 10.0 8 50-1 41 6 78 3 .43
19261+1931 10.3 21 55+ 1 62 6 75 3 .59
19261+1003 10.4 56 46- 3 24 7 78 3 3.61
19261+1649 10.7 2 54+ 1 20 4' 38 3 8.78
19261+1435 11.0 38 50-- 1 33 5 76 3 6.21
19261+1704 11.5 22 52- 0 33 6 78 3 .92
19261+1306 11.616 49-2 5o 8 76 3 .83
19261+1541 11.7 5 51-1 42 10 76 3 .38
19261+1013 11.g31 46-3 38 , ,6 3 1.16
Ig262+1321 12.1 16 4g-2 42 9 78 3 .61
19262+1311 12.1 18 49- 2 34 9 78 3 .60
19262+1433 12.6 34 50-- 1 43 5 78= 3 1.38
19262+1226 12.8 _>_ 46- 2 39 8 76 33 1.39
19262+19221 .9 49-2 43 , ,8;i33 .78g 7583.215 53+0 24 7 ,, .,4:
19262+1715 13.8 25 53-- 0 20 78 1.33
19262+1727 13.8 41 53+ 0 87 10 76 2 .64L
19262+1925 14.1 56 54+ 1 23 3 77 4 2.37
19262+1145 14.3 54 48- 3 90 11 79 2 .38
19262+1122 15.8 30 47- 3 112 14 77 2 .32
19262+1918 16.3 5 54+ 1 50 6 76 2 .55L
19262+1924 17.0 15 54+ 1 19 5 77 4 3.86
19262+1557 17.5 21 51- 1 21 9 77 .44L
19263+1253 18._ 15 49- 2 21 8 79 .60
19253+1810 19.E 34 53+ 0 21 5 78 17.41
19263+1447 19._ 48 50- t 51 14 79 2 1.68L
19263+1409 20.7 16 50- 2 37 6 78 3 .56
19263+1621 20.7 53 52-0 53 11 7813 1.75L
19263+1657 21.2 14 52-- 0 55 3 76 !3 .60
19263+1214 21.4 17 48- 2 i 26 6 78 3 1.01
19263+1543 21.4 27 51- 1 24 6 78 3 .97
19263+1722 21.4 56 53- 0 23 6 78 3 2.94
19263+1439 22.8 27 50- 1 31 5 78 3 1.70
19263+1546 123.8 6 51- 1 34 6 77 3 .76
19264+1712 _24.9 7 53- 0 i 37 7 78 3 5.61
19264+ 1132 t25.4 15 48-- 3 ! 32 9 79 3 19.04
19264+1744 25._ 45 53+ 0 26 6 78 3 2.65
19264+1149 26.4 29 48- 3 35 9 78 3 .72
19264+1241 26.4 46 49- 2 31 11 78 3 .43
19264+1424 26.E 44 50- 1 22 8 78 3 5.87L
19264+1609 26.5 43 52- 1 41 7 78 3 .84L
19264+1856 _26.8 20 54+ 1 18 5 78 3 9.40
19264+1009 '26.9 1; 46- 3 i 52 8 78 3 1.0019264+1053 27.7 47- 3 ] 48 16 78 3 .25L
19264+1746 28.2 56 53+ 0 27 6 77 3 1.16
19264+1106 28.3 58 47- 3 i 76 15 78 3 .31
19264+1155 29.1 52 48- 3 60 10 78 3 .74
19264+1441 29.E 43 50- 1 24 5 78 3 .97
19264+1505 2g.E 52 51- 1 41 6 78 3 .81
19265+1332 30.5 47 49- 2 I 57 8 78 3 .55
19265+1255 !30.5 58 49- 2 62 8 79 2 .65
19265+1124 31.4 59 47-- 3 37 10 78 3 15.39
19265+1640 31.5 31 52- 0 I 57 11 78 3 .48
19265+1946 34.2 47 55+ 1 85 7 78 3 .59
19265+1247 35.6 50 49- 2 36 9 78 3 1.35
19265+1426 35.9 11 50- 1 30 5 78 3 5.87
19265+1130 35.9 7 46- 3 71 12 77 2 .56
19266+1553 36.C 1 51- 1 53 8 78 2 .47
19266+1434 36.2 319 5_55+_ 62 6 78 3 .5119266+1942 37.4 43 7 78 3 .95
19266+1624 37.4 55 52-- 1 49 11 77 3 .47
19266+1531 38.0 51 51- 1 45 7 79 =3 .74
19266+1517 36.3 22 51- 1 i 38 7 78 3 2.19
19266+1928 38.4 12 55+ 1 69 6 79 2 .71
19266+1307 38.E 17 49- 2 30 6 78 3 5.82
19266+1919 38.7 44 54+ 1 32 6 78 3 .75
19266+1756 38.9 30 53+ 0 18 5 79 3 3.99
19266+1815 393 5 53+ 0 = 26 5 78 3 4.82
19266+1907 39.7 42 54+ 1 35 17 74 3 .43L












19266+1012 39.0 31 46- 4 29 8 78!3
19266+1745 40.1 41 53+ 0 i 16 5 78 3
19266+1725 40.1 23 53- 0 I 50 7 78 3
t9266+1636 40.3 55 52- 0 31 8 78 3
19266+1644 41.159 52-0 73 11 77 3
19266+1926 41.7 58 55+ 1 t4 6 76 3
19267+1031 42.7 34 47-- 3 30 7 78 3
19267+1354 43.4 25 50-- 2 28 5 76 3
19267+1236 43.5 22 49-- 2 45 9 78 3
19267+1153 44,4 19 46-- 3 45 8 79 3
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density AssociationsFlags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /.tin 60 p,m [00 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S
1.16 9.97 55.76L DCD BAAE 0 978133310F
.32L 1.35L 68.60L C D E 4602100108
1.45L 2.19L 21.98 F HA 970321230F
.56 9.0gL 79.61L D HAF 960344351C
1.34L 2.35 141.50L C GS 760120010F
.41: 4.28L 48.13L FF BD 0 751111000F
.20: .51L 13.09LICE BBDG 0 9502000218
1.52 17.71 54.17 ICCDE BAAC 0i 460021330F
.45L 2.27 53.82L D GBCD I 960110050F
1.26 25.13L 124.81: CF D CCFC 0_37C213343F
.43: 8.29L 29.99: CD E ADGC 0j380256802C
.86 5.04L 68.49L BC AA E 21 960110110F
.60 .61L 48.93L DC ACG 2 8600002008
.25L .56L 17.42L C E 9500000108
.36: 6.04L 100.86L CF AB 1 260025000F
2.69 17.00 48.75 BBDD AAAB 2 650120223C
.4g: 4.77L 78.30L CF BBC 0 260133343F
.35: 6.77L 72.29L CD BD 1 850010030FI
1.72 31.86 33.72: CDDF BAAC 1 982044430F





7.95 1.61 55101L CDE AAB g 951031200F
.76 6.29 47.58L CCD AAAC 5 580025511F
.37 .47L 51.05L CE BB 5,9400100208
.33: 46.56L 98.74: DF E CEFD 960344353C
.60 .42L 29.64L BD AB 6 9401241318
.35 .52L 50.05L FD BD 5 I 9600100008
.48 .81: 48.38L EFE ABEE g 9400100208
.71 5.22L 54.74L' DF AA 3 951031200F
.61 .48L 50.63L DD AA 9 9401600108
.52 .54L 64.87L DF BB 8 9500100008
1.25 15.60 68.68L CEE DCA 1 680457501F
.79 4.84L 39.39L CD AA 0 7700344647
1.07 4.03 41.98L E E B B A 970250000F
5.67 1.68L 369.97: BB F BADD 2 3492364748
.29L .90L 16.35L C DHF 9500100008
.27L .77L 57.17L C DI 9400100008
.46 3.09: 93.34L DF BB 2602100006
12.39 70.63: 468.50: BBFF BABE 0 34E3474858
.31L 3.95 78.78L E EDC 950331311C
.31: 2.50 14.50L BDC BEBG 3 7500143338
13.20 3.47L 53.35L EE AAB g 370005000F !34
.96L 1.49 22.96L D DE 970200062F
.38 6.30L I 84.51L CE BB 4 650312131F
.46L 2.41 ' g0.19L C FB 960010120F
.97L 4.24L 53.50L, E CHHD 970233420F
.,50 .68: 39.16LiBCC ABED 3 9500202208
3.21 46.56 152.11L BCE BABD 1 960234344C
1.62L 4.20L 43.35L C AB 6 971141500F
1.22 .86: 50.26L DCD AAC 7 950040000F
.40 46.56L 12330L EF BEGJ 7 940235534C
3.35 4.41 45.31L] BCD AACK I 1 570144453F
13.52 1.98 30.72LI EED AAA 9 9500200226
12.18L 141.20L 569.64LI B AAF D ! 5 95C1333307
.34 .44L 23.72L DD AC 6 9500100008
.30: .46L 53.61LI CE CC 0 9400110008
3.35L 2.65 9.56 CD DBB 670030030F
i
3.51 2.37 74.25LI CD CAB 750100031F
7.04 6.68L 63.13L FE IAA 9 860110000F
.37: .55L 36.43L BD IACL 0 9401332318
.28L .83 11.40: CD EFE 6581110338
1.06 4.86L 569.64L CE iBB 6 950333390F
.25L .70L 53.67L C i D F H B 9400000228
.25L .46L 41.77L B AM 8400100008
.50 5.48L 63.56L CE IBB 2 950110000F
.51 5.73L 117.38L BC !BB 3 950113246C
.27L .60L 36.78L C BC 7506002008
.33 .47L 19.72L ED IBB F 0 6502133438
7.01 1.84 2997L BDD AAA 9 9501300118 15
1.45L 4.77L 58.08L D ADFE 9601239127 I
.34L 1.41L 62.09L C !C 4601210108
.76 .48L 40.75L BC AAEH 2 7401111008
3.35 5.43L 62.28L DD AA g 950020030F
.25L .60L 8.25L [D B E 9600300228
.26L 2.25L 49.65L D B D 950244321C
.92L 5.26L 80.42L D BE 950030010F
.68: 1.39L 62.86L ICD EC 1 4600121108
I
1.22L 6.30L 63.91L D BLDF 960020150F
.33: 6.05L 126.98L ED AB 0 960020012C
1.92 6.02L 54.85L ICC AA 9 970102310C
.55L 2.07L 279.45L C B D 3501256748
3.68 .99 37.54L IB BC AAA 0 8410000208
.38: 1.16L 78.71L IBC BB 0 1702100008
16.62 715.06L 1376.02LBC AACC 1 940226441F
5.28 4.09 65.16L ECD AAB 9 174000000F
.35L 2.43 56.26L I C F K 2700100318
1.99 3.21L 30.89LICD AAFF 0 981104151F
i
.80 .41L 27.38L rB D A B 4 9402232308
12.18 127.85: 569.64Lit CE BAEB 0 941344630F
1.18L 4.67L 86.14L C AGM 970224233F
r
.92 3.90L 56.66L !DD AAE 0 960024344F
.50: 12.35 65.61L EE BA 960150010F
2.90 75.12 230.t2: BBEF BADD 4 25D1245448
.84 .41L 25.81L BC AA 0 9400001008
2.07 .59L 62.77L IC F AA g 5500001008
.34: .47L 39.34L ED BC 0 9501000008
.32 .46L 34.11L CD BE E 2 740(}100008












DCC054.4 + 01.0 2700
DO 5793 105
DCC054.4 + 01.0 2700
X1926+ 128 12
X1926+ 157 8













hm. ° , i(s) C)
9267+1607 44,7 15 53+ 0
9267+1627 46,4 52 52- 1
9267+1551 47.1 51 51- 1
9268+1826 49.1 53 54+ 0
9266+1754 49,554 53+ 0
9268+1635 51.353 54+ 0
9268+1546 51,4 20 51- 1
9268+1904 53,044 54+ 1
9268+t538 53.1 24 51-- 1
9268+1436 53.4 14 50- 1
9268+1539 53.9 32 51- 1
9269+1624 54,0 18 52- 1
9269+1958 54.1 52 55+ 1
9269+1653 54,3 48 52- 0
9269+ 1648 54.9 49 52- 0
9269+1521 56,7 52 51- t
9269+1641 56.7 11 52- 0
9269+1912 56.7 20 54+ 1
9269+1739 57.1 46 53+ 0
9269+1848 58.5 15 54+ I
9269+1742 59.0 21 53+ 0
9269+1011 59.4 8 46- 4
9270+1000 1.3 24 46- 4
9270+1940 2,1 28 55+ 1
9270+1550 3,3 49 51- 1
9270+1750 3.9 4 53+ 0
9270+1122 4.6 24 47- 3
9270+1618 4.7 18 52- 1
9270+1409 5,2 42 50- 2
9270+1705 5.3 35 52-- 0
9270+1322 5.6 10 49-- 2
9270+1856 5.7 43 54+ 1
9270+1810 5.9 25 53+ 0
9271+1236 6,2 4 49-- 2
9271+1333 6,3 4 49- 2
9271+1451 6,7 2 51- 1
9271+1611 7.4 58 52- 1
9271+1337 7,6 33 49- 29271 +1707 8,3 53-- 0
9271+1834 8.8 21 54+ 0
9271+1301 9.0 49- 2
9271+1504 9.0! _ 51 - 1
9271+1057 9,6 58 47- 3
9271+1600 ,10£ 35 52- 1
9271+1712 11,7 24 53- 0
9271+1748 11.6, 40 53+ 0
9271 + 1354 11.9l 30 50- 2 '
9272+1438 12,6 48 50- 2
9272+1943 13.5 6 55+ 1
9272+1802 14.5 51 53+ 0
9272+1658 15.3 56 52- 0
9272+1644 15.8 60 52- 0
9272+1326 16.0 46 49- 2
9272+1655A 17.5 52 52- 0
9273+1433 18.0 6 50- 2
9273+1753 18,2 33 53+ 0
9273+1406 18,8 38 50- 2
9273+1557 20,9 27 52- 1
9273+1830 21,0 6 54+ 0
9273+1310 21,3 33 49- 2
9273+1637 21.4 28 52- 1
9273+1041 22,6 54 47- 3
9273+1751 22,7 37 53+ 0
9273+1939 23,3 14 55+ 1
9273+1254 23.8 26 49- 2
9274+1721A 27.1 9 53- 0
9274 + 1905 27A 2 54 + 1
9274+1448 27.8 51 51- 1
9274+1835 27,6 47 54+ 0
9274+1445 28,0 55 51- 1
9274+1800 28.2 23 53+ 0
9274+1735 28.6 3 53- 0
9274+1641 28,9 33 52- 1
9274+1742 29,2 26 53- 0
9274+1852 29.2 24 54+ 0
9275+1712 30.2 55 53- 0
9275+t503 30.8 26 51-- 1
9275+1844 30.9 8 54+ 0
9275+1515 31.5 23 51- 1
9275+1702 31,6 40 53- 0
9275+1857 31.8 56 54+ 1
9275+ 1730 31,9 39 53- 0
9275+1625 332 7 52- 1
9275+1200 332 2 48- 3
9275+1203 33,2 8 48- 3
9275+1632 34.1 19 52- 1
9275+1817 35,3 30 54+ 0
9275+1130 35,8 11 48- 3
281 51-
9276+1500 36.3 !9276+1615 37.6 55 52-
9276+1212 38,7 55 48- 3
9276+1603 39.3 52-
9276+1105 40.1 4_ l 47- 1
9276+1012 41.13 47-4
9276+1519 41.8 11 51-
9277+1447 42.3 43! 51-
9277+1337 42.5 ! _ 5o-
9277+1724 43.8 54 53- v
92"+1200 46.1 34 48- 39277+1e0047.131_52 1
!H
Uncerlaitffy 'OCSMJ SMN O 12 vm
C) C) (') N
53 5 78 3 .86
36 8 78 3 1.02
85 9 80 2 .65L
29 6 38 3 1.47L
16 5 38 3 13.60:
20 4 79 3 3.31:
33 10 79 2 ,30L
30 4 77 4 13.84
66 t6 79 2 .28L
38 6 78 3 .56
25 7 78 3 3.19
70 19 78 2 1,04L
20 5 77 4 2,85
44 8 78 3 ,86
75 12 77 3 2.01L
54 8 78 3 .48
,g 76 110,77 2,31
47 5 78 3 1,11
27 5 78 3 AI:
30 3 78 3 .79:
88 25 79 2 1,45L
22 7 78 3 3,24
17 5 78; 3 .53
28 5 78 3 6.05
31 4 76i 3 t2.15
34 16 79 2 .25L
28 7 78 3 2.37
90 9 77 2 .47
29 6 79 3 .76
50 14 79 2 .28L22 77 1.70
14 _ 78 33 6.1467 1 76 .31L
85 7 78 3 A4
22 7 78 3 .57
51 12 78 2 ,84
40 6 78 3 1.42
28 5 78 3 1.09
38 8 79 3 1.46L
25 8 78 3 1.21
22 6 78 3 4.03
39 12 77 [2 .46
64 6 78 '3 .82
37 5 78 I 3 2.57
2_44 3 79 I 3 .74
5 78ii 29.6234 6 78 1.52
42 5 78 ,87
40 7 78 3 ,57:
43 6 78 3 .66
15 5 39 [ 3 3.35
32:76i} 6730 77 .54:
28 6 78 1.71
26 578i 40 6 78
78 22 78' 2 ,44L
20 4 78 3 .94
52 13 79 2 ,28L
18 6 76 3 1.47
29 9 78 3 2,78
36 5 78 3 1.99
13 4 78 4 1.91:
24 6 78 3 2.21
43 12 76 2 1.17L
13 5 78 4 1.66
22 78! 21318 77 34.45
51 6 78 3 1.08
27 78 14.9573 78 89
39 ; 7833 ,94 17 78 .57L
47 77' 2.55L27 ; 58!I 82,
33 76,321 781 .75:
52 7 78 ! 3 ,69
24 5 78 3 12,24
26 11 77; 3 1.64L
23 9 77 3 1.61L
31 5 78 3 2.48
35 29 791 2 1,37L
65 12 78 3 .34
20 6 78, 3 .66
13 5 79 3 4,24
26 8 78 3 1,29
30 6 78 3 8.73
51 11 79 2 .36L
58 9 78 3 .74
23 8 79 3 48L
64 9 78 3 .43
53 10 78 3 ,95
34 _i783 16041 78 3 1.08L
84 8j 76 3 .48
32 10 77 3 1,17L
46 11 78 3 .64
46 7 78 3 .55
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
RUX De.sily
('Not Color Cerlrected)
25 _m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
1.62L 4.61L 62.30L C
.54L 5.01L 59,34L D
.56 146,42L 321,26L D
1.06: t2.35L 190,43 E F
78.04: 715.06 1376.02 CBED
1.76 8.25: 50.40 CDFD
.47 2.16: 82.87L DF
10.33 3.10L 67.83L BB
.26L 2A2L 15.19 D
.36 5.56L 102,70L CD
4,40 2,33: 85,56L BEF
.86L 4.05L 16,57 D
1.55 2A3L 23.35 DD E
.62 3,63L 31.62: DD E
1.43L 4.10 64.69L D
.26L 1,13: 162.53L E E
.71: 10.28 114.79: EFF
1.75 1.12L 63.58L CC
1.77L 5.01L 72,94L C
2.13 6.50 70.59L DCE
2,10 18,63: 569,64L CCD
.33L .45L 4.36 E
2.05 .42L 23A8L BB
.go 20.19L 85.27L DC
13.26 146.42 321.26L BBD
42.92 237.78 1376.02L BCE
.25L .67 9.80: D E
1.08 4.41L 37.69L CD
1.08L 6.88L 129.62L D
.51: 3.56L 38,10L CD
.25L ,73L 7,33 D
2.13L 4.75 59.56L D
2.13 4,75L 51,85L CE
.25L 1,12 35.39L C
.25L .88L 77.44L C
1.05L 6.03L 10.t9: D E
.56L 3.67L 37.07L D
.76 .62L 46.87L BC
,86 4,69L 62.06L BC
1.06 5.64L 78.19L E
.55 ASL 25.56L CD
,94 5.75L 58,22L BC
.23: .51L 27.14L CD
.33L 4.95L ; 158.43L B
1.68 2.87L 58.97L DD
2.65 237.78L 1376,02L DD
19,55 3,23 53,31L 3BC
.82 4.90L 59,65L CC
.50: 11.12L 85.27L CF
.89: 20.25L 75.03 EF D
.60: 4.92L 75.88L DE
3.26 72,77: 358.24L CFE
.47 ,59L 44.22L B D
1.42L 4,60 23,45 D CD
1.13 4.69L 60,28L CC
3.90 237.78L 1376,02L CD
.56L 4.60L 82.69L C
.27L .g6L ! 13.49 D !
2.16L 22.58L ; 62.21L C
.25L .63 24.06L C
1.79: 23.95: 59.66: CFFE
1.22 .40L 18AOL CC
1,51L 8.90L 1376.02L C
1,62 20.19L 85.27 BC E
.99 .69: 33,75L CCC
1.10L 6.17: 60.53 BcFF
.70 2,11L 75.72L
1.34 .84 55.29L CCD
26.87 4,50L 56,03L BB
.52L 4.87L 72.20L C
8.65 5,11L 1376,02L BC
1,63L 5,38L 65.28L C
1,28 9.62L 358,24L F
.52: 3.97 61.79L FC
1.84L 4.82 7t,97L C
,62L 6.59 63,78L E
2.16 5.81L 90,63L DC
2,30 28,94 74.51: CEDE!
,28L 2,93L 25,79L F
12.06 5.87L 63.20L FE I
I
1.50L 5.88L 17.37 F
1.25L 4.34 58,40L E I
1.47 2,39L 103.60L BC
.25L .49L 5,20 E i
.25L ,57L 49.95L C
,48L 13.31L 52.88L D
4,51 4.50L 56.32L DD
.53 A6L 12.26L BC
8,41 1.58 89.92L F F E
.65L 2.02 21,62: E E
.29 .53L 34.29L CD
.51 6,89 51.92L CD
.25L .48L 36.51L C
.33 A0L 22.31L BD
,59 5.21L 78,76L BC
.40: 5.57L 9.58 F E
.58L ,54L 52.16L D
1.62L 2,68 70.64L E
.25L .56L 33.27L D
.38 6.89L 83.87L BD




Corr A Confusion R S
Cocf R Fiats" S 2
AD 180120150F
A C E 960032040F
CABC 930035421C 2
DDED 01 778723832FCBBA1!943335441F2
AABB 0 i 781513550FCD 9_23421c 2
AAD 1 660110040F 15
BBCL B 11 _°°2002°Cj950010010F !
AAF 99 960120020C !
GB 980020040F 4
A A C O 870112252F i F
AB L F 980012130F
Kt A 970143241F














BBI D 0 980022051F
N DB 8601100108
C 470311060F








AB 9 ; 7500010008
AAD 0 _o0100101C
BDH 0 940100OOO8
A H F 740020000(:;
AAC 2 971040220F
BAEB 0 942155133F
AAA 9 4500001008 29
AA 3 950010010F




















AAG 0 780320320F 28
AD 0 950022122F










AAG 0 960000130F 4
D 7600210218
D 7400210218
B H C C 964047543F
AA 6 580245242F
ABHF 3 9600101228 8
AAA 9 940011130F

























7 2 DO 17798 48 I 9_
X1927+ 158 17
1 23 LDN 0699 253
104897 K5P 8 81
WY053.2+00.1 93 61C
8






DO 17808 23 91
ADG052.2- 00.6 54 1414
53.983 13
1 1 KT AQL 44
2
Confirmed Sources 0°H); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
'1 II
_L
RightAscension: 19h27m47"-19h28m33' Declination: +10°-+20 °
Position (19501 Flux Density
(Not Coler Corrected)




100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
4.37L 67.78L [DD AB ._ 680131850F
.65L 40.70L CC AAD .00000008
,83L 6.13[ FD HC 570000010F9.44 62.42: COD ABBD 0 985414311
21.43L 50.10L ,CC AAM 9 380356544F
23.54L 56.32 I F ED CBHC 68C111471F3.57L 22.98 GDHC 989014251F
6.57L 84A9L CE ABE 0 970223444F
2.92 34.47L i F D B = 860036532F
5.71L 75.91L BB AAI G 1 970211200F
9.44L 58.98L iCD BC 0, 9804223001:
2.78 67.02L': D C I 974054000F
5.75 39.71L i D ODI 980156376F
4.32L 40,39L D BB ' 980126333F
A8L 4.63 D GD 9700100116
27.26: 241.94L FE CBCH 91 663157511F
5,43: 34.69L C F ACBG 570422453F
56.52: 283.99: CCDE BDCD 0 954123333F
.71L 29.46L DC AAFD 81 9400100106
.52L 30.08L C C 9401100106
I
.46L 63.34L C CF I 9401100008
5.19L 64.01L DF ABH 01 970144542F
6,14L 83,17L CD AB E 2 970132322F
,82L 5,73 D FHFB 9701100308
2,46L 53.24L 'CO AADM 61 650002132F
.70L 15.09L BC BBEL 1 ! 9500130436
5.32L 96.92L DE BAD 4, 970220051F
2.52L 85.90L C FAHB 0i 950010021F
4.08L 59,96L CD AA 9' 762024600F
1.92 71.48L E D ' 950010021F
4.95L 45.43 D OC , 980120051F
4.33L 55.32L BC AB 0! 880121310F
4.83L 65.37L CC AAJ 81 960012000C
5.72L 83.50L BD AB 1' 960100010C
.41L 28.56L CE CD 0 9401000008
5.23L 72.48L BC AA 1 970021100F
.51L 52.74L C CF 6301000008
.41L 25,68L CF BB 7 9500100118
.45L 25.34L C BJ I 9401000008
2,95L 27,87L D E E 960000000C
I
6,03L 84.86L DCE BC 960111010C3.36: 117,46L DBBE 460211255C
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a .6 Coords SMISMN 0 0 12 #m
ham..8, (_) ("_ I b C) (") (') N
19277+1827 47.230 54+0 24 4 2.95 1.22
19277+1315 '47.2 30 49- 2 24 3 1.54 .72
19277+1417 47.3'30 50--2 83 32 _L .98L19277+1750A 47.6 1 53- 0 18 2'
3 21_65' 2.1419277+1812 '47.8152 64+ 0 23 17.76
19278+1824 =48,61 9 54+ 0 62 i 4 1,73L .87:19278+1921 48.6 32 55+ 1 34 3.87L 1.66L
19278+1938 49.6 35 65+ 1 23 3 1.38 .54:
19276+1610 50.1 46 52- 1 55 I 2 1,35L ,37L
19278+1944 50.1 34 55+ 1 25 4 3,54 2,03i
19278+ 1747 51.,¢ 11 53- 0 28 I 3 1,49 .80:
19278+1700 61.8 36 53- 0 58 3 1.67L 1.21L
19278+1705 52£ 27 53- 0 22 3 1.50L .87L
19278+1649 52.4 48 52- 1 46 3 1,77L 1.39
19278+1061 53.8 44 47- 3 93 2 .66L 35L
19279+ 1804 55,3j 41 53+ 0 37 4 2,21L 1,46
19279+1856 65.3144 54+ 0 23 4 .69 1.30L
19279+1652 156.6' 20 52- 1 27 ,3 1.52: 2.67
19279+1117 56,7 13 48- 3 35 3 2.70 1.06
19279+1122 56.8 10 48- 3 92 2 A0 .25L
19279+1255 57,C 23 49- 2 71 3 ,36 .25L
19279+1720 57.2 45 53- 0 21 3 .83, .60:
19279+1722 57,4 41 53- 0 32 3 .98 ,72:
19279+1250 584 16 49- 3 41 2 .41L .60L
19279+1452 '58.9 30 51- 2 36 3 1.16 ,68
19279+1229 59.(_ 57 49- 3 37 3 ,71 .36
19279+1732 59.2 39 53- 0 45 3 .66 1.23
19279+1441 59.4 1 50- 2 68 3 .37L 3.84
19279+1832 59.4 11 54+ 0 24 4 2,47 1.56
19280+1442 0,1 1 51- 2 95 2 1,66L 3.84LI
19280+ 1730 0.8154 53- 0 43 3 1.43L 1.54L
19260+1840 0.915 54+ 0 16 4 1.37 ,58
19280+1514 0.9'47 51- 1 31 3 1.51 1.58
19280+1546 0.9i27 51-1 3320_ 3 .81 .5919280+1109 1.1 52 47- 3 3 .41 .25:19280+ 1930 1.1 36 55+ I 4 3.58 2.83
19280+1322 1.1 60 49- 2 57 3 35 .31L
19280+1049 1,7 =56 47- 4 55 3 ,55 A7
19280+1019 1.6 3 47- 4 103 3 .37 ,25L
19280+1532 1.9i30 51-1 41 2 .47 .42L
19280+1539 2.41_ 51-1 13067 2 .38 .40L
19280+1602 2.5 52-1 2 .43L .9619280+1835 2.657 54+0 53 . ! .57 1.64L
19280+1922 2.8 40 55+1 24 4 1.61 .83
19280+1914 3.4 31 54+t 22 4 1.71 1.42
19260+1639 3.8 40 52-1 46 3 .62 ,.10L
19280+1704 4.4 27 53-1 30 3 10.08 5.30
19280+1811 4.456 54+0 26 4 3.12 4.23:
19280+1554 5.057 52-1 35 3 1.60 .59
19280+1909 5.4 49 54+ 0 38 41 1.87L 1.69L
19280+1854 5.9 42 54+ 0 23 4, 3.80 2.51
19281+1341 7.0 52 50- 2 33 3 1,26 A0
19261+1716 7,236 53- 0 30 3 2,76L 2.59L
19281+1502 7.7 49 61- 2 34 3! 3.32 1.09
19281+1645 9.1 27 52- 1 37 3 1.74L 1.32L
19281+1809 9.4 13 54- 0 40 4! 3.87L 21.38
19281 +1753 9.9 48 53- 0 26 3 3.86 2,76
19281+1700 10.2 11 53- 1 37 2 .81 1A9L
19282+1355 13.4 5 50- 2 18 3 2.43 1.55
19282+1234 13,7 58 49- 3 57 2 .47 ,28L
19282+1242 14.6 49 49- 3 65 3 .63 .26L
19282+1814 14,7,32 54+ 0 15 4, 7.65L 40.44
19282+1845 14.9 41 54+ 0 20 4 1,39L 9,48:
19282+1926 15,1 11 55+ I 23 4 .85 1,20
19282+1702 16,0 36 53- 1 62 2 2.26L 1.66L
19262+1742 16.5 9 53- 0 21 3 3.76 2637
19282+1549 16.6 45 52- 1 37 3 1.05L .53
19282+1309 17,1 3 49- 2 27 3 2,27 1.32
19282+1538 17.1i60 51- 1 64 2 .73 .39
19282+1313 17.9 25 49- 2 48 3 .58 .31:
19283+ 1944 18.1 19 55+ 1 26 3 88.50 178.79
19283+1625 18.943 52- 1 32 3 2.30L 1.00
19283+1421 19.9133 50- 2 33 3 15.20 15.31
19283+1615 21.6114 52- 1 19 3 1.95 1.03
19283+1657 21.7121 53- 1 32 3 1.38 1.68
1g283+1833 21,9 44 54+ 0 37 4 1.58 .62
19283+1629 22.6 13 54+ 0 29 4 1.02 .56:
19283+1716 23,7 34 53- 0 32 2 1,72 1.12:
19283+1805 23.8 6 54- 0 25 4 1.35 1.40
19284+1554 24.0 41 52-- 1 44 3 .59 .42L
19284+1522 24.0 43 51- 1 39 3 1,11 .56
19284+1053 25.5 16 47- 4 30 3 3.26 1.51
19284+1843 26.842 54+ 0 27 4 7.38 3.79
19284+1739 26,8 5 53- 0 18 3 3.92 2,41
19284+1725 27.3 8 53- 0 J 23 3 1.76 1,22
19284+1035 27.7 12 47- 4 30 3 2.02
19284+1254 27.8 39 49- 3 i 91 2 .43L
19284+1411 28,3 52 50- 2 70 2 2,10L
19284+1756 28.4 16 53- 0 14 4 1.77
19284+184828.64 64+01 67 3 ._
19265+134o3o8125_0-2 28 13 305
19285+141931160 50-2 4o 3 173
19285+1007 31.3 57 47-4 56 3 .58
19285+1620 31.5 53 52- 1 25 3 2,51
19285+1147 32.2 34 48- 3 34 13 1.45
19285+1131 32.2 5 48- 3 26 '3 1.53
19285+1655 :32.5 15 63- 1 36 3 1.57
19285+1448 ]32.8 25 51-- 2 ; 45 2 .43:
19285+1552 33.2 12 52-- 1 26 3 1.42
19266+1813 133.0 16 54- 0 38 4 1.34
4,12L 65.64L D BD 880137300F
17,83L 82.45L BF AAI C 9 960023375F
5.20L 64.14L BC AA 3! 960020020F
9,62L 42,93L D BDM 970140011F
6.41L 61.48L CB AA 8 960164343F 45
717.99L 2274,62L CD BB I 1 340358966F
6,11L 115,10L BC ABG 0 9600100COC
4.82L 25.42 D DBHB 980020150F
8.70L 65.79L CO AAI G 9, 880424676F














.86 6.18L 83.85L iCE1.22L 717.99L 2274.62L
11.44 41.02: CC EFE DHDD 61 980322440F1.30L 9.46 AAGC 970000321
5,81 38.68L D I DB 970130000F
4.31L 2274.62L C I D ! 340189755F
4,55L 45,19L FC AA J 4 980131420F
3.74L 41.68L_ B, 1970072100F.54L 42.33L C AAM 6 9600010008
.95L 11.26L b C ED _ 9501240356
i
.52L 29.44L CI 19400000008
717.99 2274.62 CBCD I BDB i342357856F
61.09 65.86L CC ECA ! 960040360F
17,83 47,73L BCC 0
AAAA 970132255FE
I 970132000F3,48 46.74L BCEF BAAA 0 968235455F158.70 309,02
6.95L 56.86L E DBED ' 960123344F
.64L 49,30L BB AABE OI 5400201218
5.99L 103.48L CD AB 4' 950112000C
.48L 47.85L DF AC 81 5401201016
i
88,20 31,31L DCE AAA8 9 _101132F 39
4,31L 46,39L E AA 0 I 970142010F2.54 62.27L F D AAA 9 460010_r
5.83 39.20: CDFD ABDC 71e_C21_65F
20.57 32.91: CDDE BBAB 01 980042220F
4.41L 49.37L CF AB 9, 980138210F
4.42: 48.47L 8FD BBE 0! 860128740F
11.44L 37.91L OF ABD 0 970444652F
4.08L 42.80L CDE CC 21 560156200F6.11L 156.66L AK ,76002000OC
I298, ,807,so ,Bc 4,6,0010110 40L2647LsF ,, 995001000066109L66 ,,0c ,,GJ,967133694 
4.87L 309.02L ED AA 9 950115313F6,80L S0,39LFF ^A 9, 98012525OF
A0L 24.44L BC AA 11 9401000018
.63 12.74L C L E 1960101O228
2.12L 7.35 D HB 370000001F
5.21L 36.39L BD AAC 4 880222320F
6L09L 70,66L C AF 980164340F
.62L 38.81L BC AAD 1 9400001008
2.54L 49.38L DC AA 1 450010000F
A0L 19.81L IBF BE 3 5401420008
6,67L 37,86L 8C AA F 1 860432251F
.41L 32,46L BC AA 1 9501000008
.40L 26,98L !B C AC 0 9500000008
20.57L 109.90L C E ABJ 1 960034231F
t.13 21.15L IDE D BOB 0 550111010F
A B 9 760020000C
B B B I 540246434F
























a 8 Coords SMJ SM1q 8
(s) ('3 Ib (') (") (')
19285 + 1327 34.4 !44 49- 2 30 8 78
19285+1310 34.530 49- 3 28 6 78
19285+1013 34.9134 47-4 45 978
19285+1808 35.748 54--0 3_7 ._ 7719285+1656 35.958 54+0 J 77
19285+1852 36.052 54+0 22 3 77
19286+1011 36.753 47-4 55 9 78
19286+1953 36.7 8 55+ 1 18 5 78
I9286+1836 37.1 34 54+0 26 4 78
19286+1541 38.0 20 51--1 30 9 78
19286+1900 38.542 54+0 20 4 77
19286+1950 38.9 37 55+1 38 5 78
,9286 + 1722 39.623 53-0 29 5 78
19288+1823 41.329 54+0 22 3 77
19287+1326 42.6 11 49-2 31 6 78
19287+1234 42.8 59 49-3 21 7 78
19267+1623 43.4 18 52--1 16 6 i 39
19287+1903 43.5 55 54+0 17 11i 79
19287+1244 43.6 261 49- 3 40 61 78
19287+1242 43.7 24 49- 3 20 678
19287+1021 44.0 491 47--4 42 84!78
19287+181645.2 54- 18 38
19287+1319 46.1 9 49- 2 48 8 79
19287+1,548.25354+022 377
19287+ 1712 46.3 49 53--1 51 8 76
19287+184447.9754+036577
19288+1919 48.3 37 55+0 46 6 78
,9288+1219 49.2 51 49-3 30 6 78
i9288+1005 49.2 13 47- 4 27 97 7919288+163.3 49.2 59 52- 1 43 77,
19288+1942 50.0 44 55+ 1 34 8 37 _
19288+1831 51.7 49 54+ 0 20 4 77
19288+1636 51.8 18 52-- 1 31 6 78
19288+1704 51.8 1 53- 1 18 6 78
19288+1912 52.3 1 55+ 0 40 1=1 7719288+1807 52.6 53 54-0 24 o 78!
19288+1545 53.09 52--I 31 19 79 I19288+1548 53.1 45 52-- 1 20 76
19289+1822 54.5 3 54-- 0 20 3 78
19289+1721 55.8 32 53- 1 25 4 78
19289+1931 56.5 49 55+ 1 19 5 78
19289+1034 56.6 55 47- 4 39 14 78
19289+1605 57.5 4 52- 1 44 6 78
19289+1557 57.9 30 52- 1 20 8 77
[9290+1131 3.3 11 48- 3 63 6 78
19290+1321 3.3 41 49- 3 29 6 78
19290+ 1241 3.6 56 49- 3 63 13 79
19290+1728 3.81 60 53- 1 22 5 77
19290+1600 4.5 52 52-- 1 34 5 78
19290+1251 4.6= 27 49-- 3 47 9 79
19290+1103 5.3l 23 47- 4 28 14 78
i9291+1904 6.4 14 54+ 0 50 3 77
19291+1805 6.9 9 54-- 0 15 6 78
19291+1447 8.31 57 51- 2 54 8 78
19291+1713 8.8 17 53- 1 25 6 78
19291 + 1644 9.8 24 52- 1 33 5 78
19291+ 1826 11.2 42 54- 0 34 3 78
1929!+1812 113 40 54-- 0 26 3 77
19292+1806 12.4 47 54- 0 23 5 77
19292+1434 12.7 0 51- 2 47 7 78
I
19292+1326 14.4 41 50- 3 47 7 78]
19292+1405 14.8 58 50- 2 68 8 78
19292+1103 15.2 34 47- 4 80 19 79
19292+1742 16.5 58 53- 0 29 3 76
19292+1235 17.4 7 49- 3 66 8 78
19292+1446 17.5 39 51-- 2 51 8 78
19293+1600 18.1 1 52- 1 23 7 77
19293+1921 18.8 28 55+ 0 35 3 77
19293+1316 19.7 32 49- 3 50 7 761
19293+16t3 20.7 8 52- 1 25 5 78
19293+1900 212 17 54+ 0 50 3 75'
19293+1947 21.8 34 55+ 1 69 3 77
19293+1955 21.9 16 55+ 1 47 3 76i
19293+1301 22.2 44 49- 3 53 12 77
19294+1358 24.3 48 50- 2 60 11 77
19294+1330 24.6 44 50-- 3 37 6 78
19294+1345 24.7 30 50- 2 24 6 78
19294+1620 24.8 15 52- t 53 12 79
19294+1858 26.5 5 54+ 0 32 3 77
19294+1506 26.8 4 51- 2 22 4 78
19294+1124 27,5 24 48- 4 67 7 78 3
19294+1753 28.4 36 53-- 0 64 10 79 2
19294+1703 28.7 51 53-- 1 26 6 78 3
19294+1944 29.1 57 55+ 0 54 19 75
3
19294+1649 29.7 32 53- 1 20 40 3
19294+1836 29.8 7 54- 0 21 6 : 77 4
19295+1711 32.030 53-1 25 ;136
,9295+1020 33.5 43! 47- 51 , 78 3
19295+1417 35.4 5 50-2 22 6 i 78319295+1637 35.6 31 52-- 1 25 78
19296+1716 37.0 10 53-- 1 27 5 77
19296+1518 37.1 2 51-2 41-I 78
19296+1526 37.450 51-2 77 778
19296+185237.52154+0231
Flux Density
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected) V
C 12 p.m 25 /.tm 60 p.m 1130 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
hl (Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags*
3 .58 .30: .43L 51.54L CD BC 01 8301100008
3: 3.02 1.27 .63 35.18L CCC AACG 81 5580201218
3 1.08 .44 A0L 22.72L BC AB 0 6401210008
41.83 29.70 7.60: 35.02L BBE AAB 1' 594044500FI .98 .59: 767L 62.51 OF DJ 6! 980124797
4 1.47 1.95 27.39 53.33 RCCC AAAA 6' 980025334F
3 1.35 .30 A8L 22.60L BD ABM 0 6401210008
4 .95 .78 4.73L 18.70: CC E ABJD 35 980321363F4 4.57 1.18 4.82L 282.73L SC AA 960228411F
31 .52 .37L 5.91L 78.93L F BA 850212010C i
41 4.59 2.35 5.54: 35.68L SBF AACF 5 980233573F
3' .79 1.06L 4.70L 68.34L C ADC 970331341F
3 i 1.88 9.78 79.15 254.91: CCDE BACC 1 950145460F1.55L 3.25 191.16L 44.61L B F 880134644
3 1.22 .90 .45L 34.19L RC AAF 4 9401200008
3 .72 .39 .73: 6.44: CDDF BCDB 1 9680011128
3 2.51L .84: 3.46 19AOL DE BECE 6 982223240F
.84 1.37L 4.97L 63.33L B B I 981012452F i
.99 .62 .43L 40.64L RE AB 1 9300201008 I
3 1.42 .60 .59L 37.66L EC AAI 8 9400101108
.85 28 .40L 22.50L DO BC H 0 5400000008i1.21: 3.80 21.22 99.11: CCFF CAAB 2 471235443Fi
3 .55 ,25L .42L 50A4L C BD 6401102008
4 .72 5.14 24.42 61.29L BRD AAC 0i 980146454F
2 .82 1.20L 31.05L 197.88: D F BRHE r,958345433F
4 .75 1.24: 24.42L 62,77L CE AD K 0 980156454F
3 125 1.09L 4.83L 52.82L C AN B 971135332F
3 10.42 3.85 ,55: 20.88L 3CD AAC 8 8400000008i
2 .65 .48L .42L 22.03L C BC 3410210008,
I
1.35 2.55 7.61L 106A3 DD AA 0 960435642F
4 .59 .45 4.70L 53.85L CE 8BCG 0 970211270F
4 4.28 48.28 204.40 282.73 CCDD BAAA 1 965149410F
3 .54 .87L 3.76L 45.88L D CBMI 0 870335542F
3 .72L .86L 8.36 40.53 ED EGBB 0 974212330F
1.44L 1.07L 5.58: 23.63 CE EC 980110281F i7.21 3.97 3.49L 318.72L BB AAE 8 660144540F
.26L .29L 1.24L 6.76 D DR 780t21000C1.34 1.01 4.65L 42.92L CC AA 9 660020000C
4 4.19L 18.48 191.16 405.09L BD HCRA g 196R145964F3 11.77 4.76L 79.15L 216.31L B AAFD 950164690F
3 46.57 21.06 2.20 39.41L ECF AABG 9 980132352F_
3 .25L .25L .68 26.22L C D/ ! 94000002281
3 36 .41 7.89L 112.52L CD BB 0 260120001C
3 5.21 4.25 1.58L 3826L FF AABC 9 470111153C
3 .87 .31L .44L 39.83L E AF K 9400000008
3 2.26 .99 .49L 45.97L BD AAI 0 8401302008
2 .34L .25L .74L 4.90 D DA 9600101108
4 1.03 .96 4.12L 33.13L FE AA 9 980122550F
3 6.34 5.53 1.58L 114.81L RB AAC 5 460231253C
2 .32 .50L .87L 4282L C C 9400000008
3 .25L .15: .68 4.45: ECE EJ GB 9700100218
4 1.13 .46: 4.50L 72.88L CE ACC 1 =970211020F
4 5.02L 47.99L 85.23L 318.72 F BBCA 6 569134340F
3 .64 .28 .57L 65.96L BE AC 0 9403200008
3 2.71: 15.13 125.52 267.05 CCEF BAAC 1 959648530F
3 3,93L 2,75 6,54L 61.28L D AA 0 973041100F
4 .g4L 1.87 50.80 405,09L CC AARB I 0 960149720F
4 .68L .66: 6.44 99.87L ED DBBD 770131540F
4 5.02L 47.99 28.83: 318.72L BF AAB 2 760134340F
3 .97 .44: .58L 52.86L DD AC 1 9402011008
3 .58 .25 .76L 34.50L CD BCFF 0 8400202008
3 .52 .25L .40L 40.31L C B F ' 9500000008
2 .25L .25L .63L 4.62 F AA FBII 6700100218
1.42 37: 4.56L 43.38L BC 1 970200000F
.52: .31 .40L 34.42L FE BD G 0 9400000008
.57 .31L .59L 111.78L C B E j 93021000082.73 1.41 1.10 13.41 BD E AAHC 0 7782132428
.75 .49: 4.39L 64.16L CD BB I ? 960139766F
.75 .43 .66 8.59:80 E ADED,. 7601102238
3 1.99 .98 5.67L 71.08L CE AA 5 460300010F
3 .70 t.23L 5.05L 70.18L D B 870220040F
4 .50 1.27L 5.91L 79.15L D C J C 970311161F
4 .47: 1.30L 2.35 80.38L D D CEA 960200020F
2 .35 ,40 .49L 37.61L FF EG 8 9500000008
2 .61 .27L .87L 38.38L C BC 9500100008
3 1.64 .46 .45L 24.34L BC AC 0 9400100008
3 4.82 2.87 .92 33.16L 3BC AABD 3 9400000008
2 .40L .48L 2.16 24.94L E J FC 480315433F
4 1.28 .58 4.12L 53.03L CD ABI 4 880210030F
3 2.27 1.49 .75: 44.84L RCC AAE 0 5500100008
.63 .25L .44L 19.24L B BC 9400000008
1.49L .52 5.93L 41.29L D BAL 580218778F
.70 1.58L 5.68L 54,68L E BRF 970020100F
1.36L 1.10L 4.97L 22.26 E E I C 980111162F
6.69: 11.62: 113.15 156.33 DCFF BRBB 0 96R304450F
11.79L 50.03: 765.25: 2135.69 BCC GEEB 8 843027644F
.78 .89: 7.17L 53,66L CF BBCG 8 970565430F
.43 .25L .41L 26.37L C BO C 4400010008
5.30 3.13 .80 49.06L 3CF AAB 9 9500200018
5.05 10.50 122.93 255.46 CCFF CBAA 0 744233320F
.92 .61 2.64: 7024L 8DD BBDK 1 970634770F
.60 .26L 6.67L 38,26L C DD 250021010C
.69 .37: .59L 116.86L RF BC 0 7500000008
,63 1.44L 4.39: 86,79L C F BGD 784114442F
1.09 58 .50L 23.31L CE ARH 8 4501002008
.48L .26L 1.18 25.58L D G R 8841142338
.83 .45 .44L 18.14L CC RB 9 9500001018
.27L .25L 1.08 4.36: CD C BE 9800200108
.29 .25L .57L 16.51L C E H 9501120228
1.26 ,66 ,46L 30.70L BC AB 0 9401210008
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
L C
R S A
S 2 # T Name Type
1 2 DO 5842
9
1 1 32 X1928+188
8
3, 4 TMSS +20411
8
4 1 21 52.925
A
1
1 13 104925 K5
1 KU AQL
2 DO 5846
1 23 LDN 0721
1 21 53.966
1 23 LDN 0721
1 21 54.538
1 23 LDN 0727
A 1 21 53.819
42 2
8 1 32 X1928+106
1 13 104927 K2
2
4
1 23 LDN 0721
2 t 21 53.930
1 23 LDN 0727




1 13 104935 K0
2 13 ! 104938 K2
3
E 5 21 54.092
1 23 LDN 0721
1



























Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
272




a 6 Coords SMISMN (_)8hm,a . , (s) () I b (') (")
19296+1146 41.0155 48-3] 29 5 7819296+1709 41.0 53-1 29 3 77
19296+1508 41.550 51-2 91 11 77
192g7+1137 42.2 3 4e-3 2;t 5
19297+1433 42.224 51- 2 49 22 79
19297+1250 42.348 49- 3 28 7 78
19297+1924 43.5;42, 55+ 0 38 17 77
19297+1641 44.1149 52- 1 42 6 78
19297+1823 44.3 30 54- 0 18 3 77
19297+1520 44.8 29 51- 2 65 7 78
19297+ 1815 45.4 14 54-0 20 5 77
19297+1954 45.6 9 55+1 _! 3 7719297+1420 46.4 7 50-2 1 79
19298+1755 49.1 11 54-0 13 i 3 38
19298+1645 49.2 19 53-1 26 5 78
19298+1450 49.34 51-2 _i 68 7819298+1908 49.6 43 55+ 0 77
19298+1227 50.0 8 49-3 41 7 75
19298+1000 50.932 47-4 56 7 78
19298+1837 51.4 10 54-0 18 4 39
19298+1557 52.2 59 52-1 47 5 78
19298+1545 52.6 51 52-2 41 5 78
19298+1751 52.7 17 53-1 40 5 77
19298+1707 53.77 53-1 24 4 77
19298+1951 53.8 38 55+ 0 41 5 76
19299+1651 54.3 13 53- I 14 7, 38
19299+1855 54.9 12 54+0 42 !i 7719299+194355.13955+09717319299+1633 55,2 12 52- 1 54 79
19299+1518 55.9 7 51- 2 33 6 78
19299+1841 56.9 4 54- 0 19 6 77
19299+1409 57.4 6 50- 2 84 9 78
19299+1236 57.6 4 49- 3 32 6 78
19299+1230 58.9 30 49- 3 70 12 77
19299+1702 59.1 48 53- 1 43 3 77
19299+1250 59.5 57 49- 3 39 6 78
19300+1852 0.2 18 54- 0 15 6 77
19300+1709 2.0 40 53- 1 28 6 77
19300+1331 2.4 43 50- 3 83 7 78
19300+1711 2.5 22 53- 1 34 4 77
19300+1642 2.5 18 52- 1 31 5 78
19300+1152 2.7 36 48- 3 32 6 761
19300+1653 4.1 0 53- 1 20 5 78
19300+1827 5.3 23 54- 0 15 6 78]
19300+1922 5.7 40 55+ 0 40 7 77
19301+1756 7.3 58 54- 1 22 7 76
19301+1404 7.7 58 50- 2 41 g 79
19301+1215 8.2 39 49- 3 54 19 79
19301+1224 9.4 34 49- 3 37 6 78
19301-/-1744 10.1 59 53- 1 25 5 77
}9301+1927 10.3 41 55+ 0 31 3 75
19301 + 1024 10.6 58 47- 4 29 9 79
19301+1056 11.2 1 47-- 4 27 5 78
19302+1941 13.1 39 55+ 0 53 g 76
19302+1753 13.4 6 54-- 1 58 3 77
19302+1931 14.4 51 55+ 0 25 6 76
19302+1706 15.1 25 53-- 1 17 4 77
18302+1907 15.8 15 55+ 0 35 4 77
18302+1302 15.9 55 49- 3 38 6 78
19302+1943 16.3 27 55+ 0 18 9 77
19302+1956 16.8 50 54- 0 49 8 77
19302+1732 17.0 21 53- 1 27 6 77
19302+1724 17.6 25 53-- 1 33 10 75
19303+1421 15.1 24 50-- 2 58 8 78
19303+1550 18.2 17 52-- 2 29 5 78
19303+1553 19.6 9 52- 2 26 5 78]
19303+1651 20.2 5 53- 1 16 5 78
19303+1934 21.4 49 55+ 0 19 6 751
19303+1115 22.4 40 48-- 4 63 21 79
f8303+1636 22.7 58 52-- 1 101 19 74l
i
19303+1954 23.4 38 55+ 0 41 6 7519303+1805 23.7 53 54- 0 75 1, 77!
19303+1711 23.9 43 53- 1 63 9 77
19304+1833 25.1 53 54-- 0 24 3 77 !
19304+1841 25.5 7 54-- 0 16 5 39
19304+1339 26.1 28 50- 3 69 7 78I
19304+1741 26.7 44 53- 1 20 5 77
19304+1859 29.4 19 55- 0 17 6 76!
19305+1704 30.2 10 53- 1 20 5 78
19305+1929 31.3 5 55+ 0 32 3 76
19305+ 1600 31.5 _ 52- 2 70 6 7519305 + 1701 32.3 53- 1 28 77 I
19305+1602 34.1 31 54- 1 52 18 73,
271 0 14 6 76'19305+1928 35.4 55+
19306+1952 36.3 32! 55+ 0 25 4 77
19306+1258 36.7 46 49- 3 84 11 77
19306+1728 36.9 12 53- 1 14 5 77
19306+1407 36.9 5 50- 2 28 6 78!
19306+1341 37.4 58 50- 3 67 7 79
19306+1044 37.T 29 47-, 73 11 77:
19306+1837 40.0 55 54- 0 36 3 76
19306+1117 40.3 42 48-- 4 26 7 78'
19306+1455 40.3 13 51-- 2 32 6 7819306+1537 41.0 45 52- 2 41 _ 78!
}9306+1916 41.3 4 55+ 0 19 6 76
19306+1418 41.6 50 50- 2 16 5 78
19306+1349 41.8 36 50- 3 83 9 79
19307+1348 42.7 3 50-- 3 25 6 78
19307+1338 42.9 9 50- 3 27 5 78






























































































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours
Flux Density




(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m 60 /_m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.39 .46L 22.54L BC AB 0 7400000008 1 2 DO 5865 40 88
.75 6.19L 127.t4L BF ADM 21 960356744F
.35L .70L 48.41L D DE 5600100008
.77 .42L 22.18L ED AA 9 9401000008 1 I KVAQL 21 3
.25L .46: 8.09 DF GD 9601120228 8
.38 .42L 42.74L BC AD 1 9300200008
1.13L 2.18 80,92L D H C 960218546F
1.71L 19.88L 255.46L F AA 9 650134350F
.73 6.10 115.25L BDC BBBG 8 670329994F 8
.29L .58L 113.71L B BD 9400210008
13.94 7.49L 115.25L CB AAB 9 570260180F 14
17.21 57.18 55.21: BBDC AAAA 0 978131151F 4
.25L .57L 6.96 E DFD 9700100018
.48: 8.07L 85.01L BD ABHF 0 578259965F
1.33 4.42L 48.14L DC AAD 0 960542251F
.59 .50L 32.53L BC AA 1 9500100008
1.22L 5.06L 65.16L D CD 980211060F
.45 .50L 26.54L 8C ABE 2 9401311008
.25L .40L 25.36L C CC 9400000008 1 2 DO 5867 62 103
5.47 3.54L 101.97L FB AAD 9 783069974F E 1 39 BG1929+18 104 408I
.36 .58L 74.46L BD BB E 0 8501131308'
.44 .57L 56.81L BC BC 0 9612010008]
1.14L 3.39L 85.01L B A F E 370225664F '
5.32 58.24 166.75L CBC BABA 3 94A166654F 1
.54: 57.18L 51.06L BE RBG 0 970232151F 4 1 2 DO17834 20 116
2.90L 16.00 123.83L F FCCB 95E329891F 3
1.09 4.72L 293.39L C B I 650025552F! 1 1 21 54.400 69 '
.85L 3.06 42.6OL E A 970239676F 8
.74: 4.42L 255.46L DE AB 0 640126632F
.44 .49L 89.29L CC SB H 0 9410210208 i
5.47L 14.28 120.13L D FCBC 3 660234530F
.26L .55L 69.21L D BI 9300210108
.62 .42L 34.70L F F A B 9 [ 9400100008!
.25L .58L 33.86L E D i 9400310008
.80L 10.86L 127.14L C BC 950224460F 1
.48 .42L 23,54L CC BB 0 9400100008
5.45 84.55 293.39 BBDF OCCB 0 768115542F 1 1 32 X1929+188 23 1
1.30: 58.24L 166.75L RE BFCB , 940154654F I
.25L .47L 26.15L E BJ 9400000008
2.88 5.60L 166.75L B CB I 940144554F
1.71L 19.88 48.14 CC DCCA 962243440F
.53 .58L 2.43L BD AAFH 2 98000000(30
2.90L 77.47L 123.83L B AA 2 950425551F 1
.81 13.17 83.34L FE DCCB 1 680137440F
.70 8.72L 65.93L E BCG 98Cl16756F
.62 7.84L 50.28 D D BBGC 97E219953F
.33L .60L 13.07L D DL 9501110018
.25L .59 15.95L C F 7500010428 C 1 32 X1930+122 121 12
.95 .40L 34.70L BC AA 2 8400111008
.53 3.83L 62.67L CC AB 4 5602310101= 1
1.02L 3.65L 41.22L C BD C 988039543F
.45 .42L 15.03LCD FB 0 8501011008 1 1 SSAQL 11 3
1.01 .40L 17.53L BC AA 0 8500000008
1.29L 13.34L 174.14: E F CEDF 959449855F 8 1 32' X1930+186 71 8
.87L 2.55 65.52L D CDCD 974329953F
1.69 3.98L 55.93L FE AB 9 ' 970158390F
.73 15.23L 166.75L CE SCA 4 945159698F 1
1.12 4.00L 42.30L SO AA i3 880111030F
1.28 .41L 14.16L BB AADF 2 9600100008
.95 13.39L 170.gOL ED ABGG 6 95E437754F 8
1.06L 4.18L 293.39L C AE 680029076 '= 1
.61 4.01L 63.23L BC BAI 3 560244637F
1.15L 3.46L 63.11L D C J 570233555F
.25L 1.67 38.64L B A F 9502000118
.52 .6tL 72.30L ED AC 1 9502110008
9.78 1.46 61.34L BBC AAA 1 9502100008 I
5.70 77.47 123.83 CBDD'AAAA 2 968125441F 1 21 DO17842 76 88
.73 5.13L 71.17L 8C I AAE 4 960242040F
,25L .50L 3,63 D I G KC 9700000008
1.14L 2.77L 11.80 F i B 980141300F
1.06L 5.22L 59.91L S A L H 970142361F 4
1.46L 1.65 74.60L D E B 960020020F
1.20L 1.92 99.02L D EB 950140221F J
1.83 6.85L 53.23L BC AACB 3 570142200F 4 21 DO 17846 88 118
.66 6.12 120.13L DDC DCAC 1 56C346260F I
.31: .50L 55.39L BD AB 1 9300200008
1.01L 3.75L 14.57: B E AB E 0 980212000F 1
3.92 32.24: 68.89: CBCD BABB 5 78C125754F 1
2.13 15.23L 99.02L BC AA E 0 950257765F 1
1.16L 4.68L 55.93 O i B B 988029660F I 23 LDN 0742 409
.85 .66L 45.83L OC DA I 0 8602031628 5
1.32L 3.05 99.02L C OL B 950234123F
1.28L 4.53L 56.71L F CDG 960020120F
.96 8.88L 67.72L' ED ABEC 9 984027660F 1 23l LDN 0742 360
.49: 3.93 161.51L E C F BG 950251140F I
.48L .43L 29.87L F ]AC 9500213008 2
2.99 6.09L 53.75: BB E AAFF 3 976148788F
58.65 31.83 10.03: BBCD AAAA 1 9620100018
.76L .46L 14.67L F BB 9501300008
.25L .52L 20.24L D G 9400100008
.54 3.50L 120.13L CE AA 0 560256550F
.43 .44L 2.15L CD BCG 0 7700000000
.74 .51L 7D.72L BC ABMG 1 9400020208 4
.29L .57L 63.26L B BD 9501100008
1.91 3.86L 44.05L FD AA 9 982021223F
1.72 .62: 67.14L CCD AAHE 6 9304000208
.63L .77L 21.67L F AG 9401100008
.49L .64L 32.10L B BCE 9401200008 3 I65.33 8.83 25.85L BBC AAA 0 9410200008 129 2 RAFGL 2413 6 23
.56 3.21L 43.64L CE 8CD 1 590232460F
12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 19h30_43'-19_31m36' Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Position (19_)
Name
,,%. 8 _,_,,_ c_o_, 5,,,s,,,N
. C) £3 ,, N
19307+1758 43.7 50 54--I 21 5 I 77 4
19307+1430 44.1 32 = 51- 2 37 =6_ 76 319307+1625 44.6 8 52--1 17 ._ I 77 4
19307+1319 44.7 17 50- 3 53 7 78 3
19307+1305 44.8 46 49-3 45 10 783
19307+1641 45.5 33 53-1 31 4 76 3
19307+1820 46.2 9 54--0 19 4 771
19307+1631 46.2 56 52-1 27 5 77 4
19307+1441 46.8 54 51-2 29 76 78 319307+1358 46.916 50-3 23 78l
19307+1300 ,6.917 49-3 3O 5 78 3
19307+1721 46.926 53-1 20 4774
19308+1830 ,6.958 54-0 42 3 76 4
19308+1031 50.7 24 47-4 53 9 77,2
19308+1041 51.C 36 47-4 88 10 783
19308+1955 51.1 47 55+0 84 25 76 2
19308+1910 51.2 9 55- 0 30 8 77 4
19308+1718 !51.3 38 53- 1 _ 9 78 4
19308+1637 52.33 53-1 ,_ 5 774
19308+ 1822 52_3 47 54-0 19 6 764
19308+1519 52.44 51--2 26 4 783
19308+1644 52.9 1 53-41 245 77419308+1101 53.5 48- 35 7 78 3
19308+1054 53.8 51 48- 4 34 6 78 3
19309+1617 54.7 19 52- 1 16 5 78 4
19309+1521 54.8 47 51-- 2 39 11 79 2
19309+1123 55.3 23 48-- 4 40 i 6 78 3
19309+1947 55.4 31 55+0 18 i 6 76 4
19309+1931 55.7 6 55+0 26j 5 774
193O9+ 1749 56.436 54-1 2411 0 773
19309+1404 57,09 50-3 677j 792
19309+1500 57.0 51 51-2 45! 7 78 3
19309+1547 58.2 10 52-2 25' 5 78 3
19309+ 1533 58.7 47 52-2 27 05 78 3 i19309+1327 59.221 50-3 412 79
18310+1239 0.0 46 49- 3 45 9 78 3
1931o+I_ 0,022 52-2 42 7 78 3119310+135108 17 so-_ 19 5 78:3
19310+1051 0.8 45 47- 4 35 6 78 3
19310+1814 2.3 17 54-1 28 8 I 764
19310+1745 2.831 54-1 16 5 I 77419310+1647 3.338 53-1 26176
19310+1959 3.914 55+0 66 11 743
19310+1701A 4.5 19 53-1 69 69 76 319310+143o5.251 51-2 54 76
,9310+1_ 5243 55-0 17 5 77 4
19311+t941 6.1 35 55+ 0 25 8 77 3
19311+1143 6.6 55 48- 4 79 6 78 3
19311+1643 6.7 41 53- 1 44 11 74
2
t9311+1156 7.4 301 48-4 67 79 2
19311+1506 8.524 51-2 _66 15 79 219311+1916 8.6 55 55-- 0 77 ._
18311+1852 9.8 t 55- 0 16 5 77 4
19311+1251 10.3 40 49- 3 24 7 76 3
19311+1754 10.3 25 54- 1 38 7 75 3
19311+1356 10.460 50-3 38 6 76 3
19311+1350 11.5 4 50-3 25 5 78 3
19311+1633 11.7 31 _ 53-1 40 3 77 3
19311+1806 11.8 55 54-1 32 7 76 4
19311+1623 11.8 47 52--1 70 8 77 4
19312+ 1950 12.822 55+0 25 5] 784
19312+1433 13.2 19 51-2 73 14 792
19312+1130 13.3 29 48- 4 30 i 78 3
19312+1602 13.951 52-2 32 793
19312+1914 13.9 23:55-0 34 77 3
19312+ 1550 14.1 54 52-2 67 78 318312+16o315152 54-1 38 6 78419312+19316.41 65+0 29 7 76
19312+1706 17.1 12 53-I 24 5 774
19313_1923184 8 55-0 2o 6 76 4
19313+1937 18.5 18 55+ 0 37 3 76 4
19313+1904 19.0 7j 55- 0 17 5 77 4
19313+1010 19.2 38 47- 5 22 6 78 3
,9313+1935 20.339 55+0 20 4 i 76419313+ 1027 20,840 47-4 43 78
19313+1958 20,9 10 55+0 38 3 76 4
19313+1811 21.3 2 54-1 21 10 76 3
19313t1745 23.2 13 54-I 22 6 ] 76 4
19313+152423.53652-2 37 _ 78_19313+1346 23.9 32 50- 3 32 78
19314+175225.227 54-1 2o 9 76 4
,9314+184625.440 54-0 24 _, 77_18314+1801 26.1 54 54-1 59 78
19314+161927.3,3 52-2 23 5 78 4
19314+1757 26.11 54-I 26 11 76 319314+181438.427__1 2o 8 76418315+18523o.67 55-0 16 8178319315+1_31.14454_I29 9,77319315+184331.12954-o35 4 77419315+170431.95453-I6520753
19315+1807 32.5 21 54- 1 21 6:78 4
19315÷1739_.5_ 5,-1 16 7i774
,9315+1352336 5 _-3 38 8. 763_094.045 55-0 15 _19315+1821 34.2 44 54- 1 47 i 77
,9315+1,,534.53 53_1 21 5 774














































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
! i
4.60L 57.74L BC AA 9 9701445t0F
.57L 62.65L FF BB| 9 9400001328 8
.97: 59.40L DCC AAB 9 9601003OLF
A2L 40.62L BC 8C 8401120228
.48L 33.42L C CCE 9500200008
2.32L 11.98 C = GB 980130253F
2.37L 46.37L CC IAACJ 9 560158464F
4.43L 58.15L BC AAEL 2 960110001F
1.01 61.30L BDC AAB 9 9401000308
.47L 35.61Li C CC 9400100008
.47L 33.86L CC AA : 2 9500213006
3.77L 60.97L BC AA 0 960120250F
3.40L 44.04L BE AD 0 580042010F
.70L 19.73L E BDI 9401000108
.41L 22.83L C CC 5400100008
3.93L 28.15 E HBDC 98023O150F
6.66 118.26L EF FDBB 0 965318745F
2.90 13.71 DC FGCB 970110250F
5.84L 66.25L BE ABF 4 960140320F
8.07L 51.16L B ADEC 580168484F
.45L 61.84L BC AB 3 9500120228
5.31L 64.86L,EE ,AA g 960t3t153F
A0L 11.73L IBC BB 0 9501001008
.40L 15.161 IBC AB 3 9502113248
4.21L 61.02L iDC C AAJ 9 9_442F
.95 10.78L [BC HB 8700120228
.40L 3.66L AA 1 8700000000
366.12L 423.15L CC BAAB 1 94C337340F
65.72L BB AAJF 2 988128663F
9t.48L E GDCD 984151010F
Associalions
Name Type _'_P Mag
8
4 1 32 X1930+146 144 4
2 1 32 X1930+129 4t 2
1 39 DCC054.7-00.1 118 2700
6
1
2 1 32 X1930+108 118 2
F
5
1 2 DO 17856 31 106
1 23 LDN 0742 89
55.35L C C 9400400108
65.97L CD D8 2 9401230308 4
57.37L CF AAL 9 9501000008
49.36L BC AB 4 7600100008
4.37 D M DB 8600000008
27.64L C CJ 7400060008
65.33L DD 8G 1 9500100108
38.81L BC AB 1 8401201108
6.32L BC ABKD 0 9683113446 2 2
47.03L BC ABD 0 960122475F A
98.54L BB AAAA 6 958120000F 39
1 V622 AQL 22 3
24.77L F FEDI 974221153F
45.52L D D BC 870221070F I
31.38L E D B 960220000F I37.14L CC AB 6 _9400101118 8
118.26 BBCC CSAA 0 984229776F
65.04L C FEBD J970312351F
3.79L CF 8C 0 ' 9600000000
28.43L E C 970131153F
3.69L C CC 7701000000,
7.62L C HBE 7800100206
58.11L C DB 960241111F
19.09: BC D AAHC 1 988121454F
7.79: BCDD BBDE 1 9580000258 C 1 32 X1931+126
53.99L C AB 960032220F
52.01L BE AA 9 9300400008
5.32: BC E AAGC 0 9601202108
26.07L C J CC 970030230F 1 13 104962 88
48.19L BF 8B 1 960140142F
67.38L C C FC 950010200F 1 17 2747 R
423.15 BBDF AAAA 7 948213230F
5.45 DD GDB 9700101008
2.68L DBC AAB 6 r 8700000000 29
6.81: CD G DB 8700100208
58.23L CE 8D 0 960039524F
.61L 100.83L C CFJ I 9502000216 4
3.62L 48.67L BC AA 0 960120120F
7.93 62.36L DCC BBB 0 980234663F 1 23 LDN0742I4.85L 60.79L 88 AA 1 960153320F
4.57 21.43: FECE CCBC 5 890310550F
4.77: 29.68 DE 81 EB 974134434F
4.78L 118.26L BC AA 9 960324510F
t6.28L BBB AAC 6 9500000008
84.72L CF ABKC 0 960124434F
16.51L BD AD 0 9502120108
48.04L CD A8 2 ' 970111040F
46.21L D CEH 0 960161595F A
98.54L BC AAAA 2 95EO2100OF
41.91L DD AAJG 6 6600101208 4
48.39L BC AB g 9301201108
27.27 CE I CC 87C023320F
46.00L DE AA 9 973146651F 3
60.25L C F B 960040000F
61.56L CBC AAB 9 962021142F 38 E
27.27L E J FCF 973O23120F
45A9L BC AACC 2 960230184F A
43.05L CD ASHJ 0 970145757F 3
18.27 CO FCB ,970341295F 8
56.84L B CDCC 978029733F B
10.69 E CD 970011110F
45.72L CC AA 9 960340250F
38.54L D D BBCG 3 950142000F 1
37.64L FE ABH 1 8401201008
53.73L BDD AADG 0 970139888F
51.31L D BG 860130040F
55.78L BC AAI B 2 I 960010000F
57.00L BC AC F 1 4 ' 95C0001208
53.91L BCO AABJ 1 940021120F
2.98L C BE H _6700100000





3 13 104970 MA 3 85
2 4 TMSS +10429 19 28 --
L_
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 6 Coords 5MJ SMN O
















































































]2 vm 25 Fm rio ,u.m 100 Fm
(Jansky)
.29L .25L ,51: 3.12
.41 L .30L .58 5.96L
1.78L 1.03L 1,07 35.37L
.63 .26: .40L 3.06L
.60L .61 5.66L 42.11L
1.40 .92 .52L 44.55L
.25L .25L .55L 5.11
.56 .42: 2.79 32.88L
.51 .59 3.94L 93.25[
1.04 .54 5.16L 54.621
.25L _25L .71L 5.22
1.19L .91L 4.63 51.681
1.47 .89 .76: 60.32!.
2.48 1.48 2.37: 27,271
.88 .43 .40L 4.00L
1.77 .89 3,51L 37.50(
.92 .63L 4.52L 46,61 t
.70 .25L ,70L 44.75[
.68 .40: 3.65 60.56[
.75 1.20L 17.22L 64.20[
1.39L 1.03L 1.33 49.32i
.54 .25L .42L 36.2OI
3.94 1.56 .44L 20.361
.46 .76L 5.02L 72.551
.33 .32L .59L 8.821
.25L .25L .71L 8.34
.66 .95L 3.96L 97.551
1.73: 1.58 24.37 132.601
.50 .43 .58: 56.441
.26 .25L .84L 47.231
1.00 .57 .40L 32.571
.93 36 3.97L 24.681
3.16 1.37 .46L 27.57]
.70 .45 4.09L 10.57
.25L .25L .51L 4.52
1.19 1.48 18.22 65.51
3.30 2.41 4.21L 65.96
1.39 38 .44L 30.25
27.39: 14.86 5.60: 46.42
1.87 1.15 AlL 2.82
1.08L 1.01L 2.63 38.97
.61 .39L 3A6L 33.12
.42 .33L .58L 54.46
.48 1.14L 4.22L 78.60
1.09L 1.20L 17.22 49.32
1.09 1.11 15.61 49,32
2.25 1.77 3.49L 53.04
.31L .25[ 1.01 3.38
.50 .28[ .74L 41.46
.44 1.15[ 4.35L 86.21
1.68L 1.01[ 1.27L 11.08
.51 .34[ .40L 2.68
.71 .36 3.54L 45.72
.74 .76[ 3.40L 35.04
.76 .80 3.32L 54.85
.26 .251 .771. 37.0_c
.34 .331 .59L 31.17
1.00 .62 .79L 48.76
.56 .281 .43[ 26.0(
.59 .251 37[ 16.9 ¢
.50 .27: .42[ 2.91
.76 .55 .401 30.3(
.99l .46 4.89 419(
.53 .49 4.621 77.8_
.441 .91 1.891 7.2,"
1.46 ,59 3.401 132.6(
1.28 .66 .401 2.41
2.15 1.37 7.75: 54.3:
.43 .27 1.021 60.2;
1.10 .70 .441 46.4[
.59 .32 .471 33.51
.75 .48 .491 37.8',
3.26 4.76 3.08 38.4'.
.48 1.08 4.24 74.1
4.04 1.87 .58 35.0
.68 .61 .51 3,0!
.25 .26 .88 4.6:
.53 .2£ .98 35.6
1.12 .66 4.08 40.4:
4.16 2.56 4.41 62.0;
1.24 .SIE 64 66.1
.44 .2_ ,43 3.5
.60 .9.= 4.53 72.8
13.75 17.4( 4.50 40.7
.9(; .8.= 1.26 6.6
,7,_ ,4" 4.65 61.4
,46 .21 ,5(] 22.8
2.8,4 6; 1.01 8.5
.64 .5( 5,2,4 60.7
591 358( 250.27 358.3
.9 ¢, 1.2; 3.96 12.3
6.5 £ 3.7! .8£ 67.1
1.0:= .4'. .4_ 24.9
.5_ .9! 4.5z 48.E
.3 ¢. .2! .5_ 71 .C
5.31 3.8' 4,0( 155,E
28( 1.0 1,96 14.£
.6," .3: 4.3' 44,_
.4, .9' 5.2_ 62.z
2.1, 1.4q 3.3,= 44.E
Flags
V
Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
DCI I BC '00100100
D I FB ;01000008
D I C '0140040F
E , B _0100000
C i B E E '0224995F
C A ;00000108
C L D _80000320
ED CCG '4123542F
F BCG ;0110101F
C B ;003011 OF





















D B C E 78024540F
E A 4001000OE
C D AD( 70110240F












; C _A _80220000(
B . A 170010010(
: [ C 1401200001
) ) NI 1401200401
C CG D I _600100301
3 1C I 170102000<
E _,B _80020010i
) _C 1604211521
.3F ] B D 1700464651
) )300030001
}G )40011000
) C kA H }51023000_
3 3 F L )30010000
.3 }l l, ;'40011042
_D -3D _70100000
3E _B _0002100
E D "; B B )74422344
3 .3B )50020003
[ --" E )70230040
.3C ] B F }60345200
C _ A _70000000
3 EF l _,A E 370256574
D 3 E E 740020000

















3 C C 95OOOOOO(
3 C AAE 75002115:
_E BC 95021014;
3BD BAh 74201100(
F C F 97010003(
BBC AAC 55003201(
BC ACL 9400000(7
C C £ 94003202(
B BI E 94002301






mall Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
t Associations
L C
R S # T Name Type
_1 3
104975 A !3 80
X193t+173 15 3




104978 B3 13 67










O 12 p.m(I L
. , (") (") ,, N
9326+1529 41.3!58 52- 2 24 5 78 4 10.74 6,12
9326+1941 41.8 10 55-0 61 11 73 2 .69 1.13L
9327+t921 42.5 29 55- 0 28 6 74 3 2.43 1.90
9327+1700 43.4 32 53- 2 35 8 76 3; .49 .29
9327+1440 44.5 49 51- 3 38 6 78 3, .85 .32
9327+1625 44.5 51 54- 1 30 i 7 76 4 1.13L .44:
9327+1308 45.1 1 50-3 52 6 78 3 .94 .23:
9327+1907 45.1 50 55-0 23 6 74 3 5.31L 3.87L9327+161645.111 52-2 33 4 76 4 .94 .5o
9327+1026 46.1 15 47-5 45 9 78 3 .56 .25L
9327+t231 46.8 27 49- 4 26 5J 78 3 1.23 .81
9327+1044 47.2 0 48-5 79 9 79 2 .37 .27L
9327+1118 47.5 39 48- 4 36 6 78 3 .77 .31
9327+1950 47.9 59 56- 0 31 5 73 3 1.17 1.60
9328+1631 49.4 19] 53- 2 62 3 77 4 .39 .91L
9328+1131 51.8 39_ 46- 4 41 7 78 3 .45 .26L
9328+1023 52.0 33 47-- 5 40 tl 77 2 .98 .48
9328+1610 52.4 53 52- 2 21 19 85 3 .35L .25L
9328+1904 52.6 30 55- 1 28 6 74 3 2.68: .99
9326+1138 53.5 34 46-4 51 11 77 2 .31 .29L
9329+1741 54.627 54-1 17 5 774 2.80L .75
9329+1853 54.6 39 55- 1 24 5 7413 4.11 1.029329+1933 56.050 55-0 17 6 74 3 .62 .73
9329+1213 57.8 56 49-4 92 33 79 2 .25L .27L
9329+1949 58.1 _12 56- 0 28 6 74 3 1.03 .46:
9329+1937 58.5 25 55- 0 23 5 74 3 4.83 2.93
6330+1956 0.0 38 56- 0 24 6 74,3 3.06 4.65
9330+1245 0,1 32 49 4 30 5 78,3 6.08 5.07
9330+1149 2.C 37 49-4 33 6 78,3 1.94 .55
9330+1611 2.4 47 52- 2 44 11 76 2 .33 .26L
9330+1930 3.1 17 55- 0 50 5 74 3 1.18 .70:
9330+1706 3.3 IJ19 53- 2 22 6 77 4 .89L 2.599330+1830 3.3] 22 54- 1 58 8 75 .68 .84L
9330+1432 4.0156 51- 3 ; 27 5 78 3 7.49 3.23
9330+1717 4.7 59 53- 1 18 4 77 I 4 1.92 .90
9330+1638 4.G 14 53- 2 63 7 763 .52 .29:
9331+1626 7.8 43 54- 1 29 6 75 3 6.91 2.58
9331+1619 8.0 8 54- 1 34 7 75 3 1.05 .55
9331+1224 9.1 27 49- 4 28 5 78 3 1.57 .70
9331+1307 9.1 43 50-- 3 I 22 7 78 3 .54 .25L
)331+1529 10.053 52- 2 35 6 76 4 1.14 .20:
_331+1832 10.3[ =6 54 1 74 13 73 2 1.05L .87L
9332+1712 12.62u 53- 2 21 9 77 4 1.11 .61
9332+1600 13.4 t7 52- 2 33 6 77 4 .65 .33
9332+1431 13.5 43 61- 3 39 S 77 3 .79 .50
9332+1841 13.5156 55-1 19' 5 74 3 6.39 2.67
9332+1745 13.7J2 54- 1 29 7 75 3 4,25 1.97
)332+1911 13.953 55-1 81 10 73 2 .47 .41L
)332+1051 14.2'16 48-5 32 15 78 3 .25L .25L
)332+1140 14.3i33 48- 4 37 5 76 3 .78 .37
i
)332+1810 14.321 54- 1 34 7 75 3 .82: 1.09
)332+1928 15.8 13 55- 0 47 6 72 2 .50 .43:
)332+1503 16.8 12 51- 3 2t 6 77 4 1.06 .38
)332+1602 16.8 49 54- 1 30 7 74 3 .87 .61
)332+1233 17.3 38 49- 4 43 6 78 3 .73 .34
)333+1630 18.0 57 53- 2 24 5 77 4 1.58 .90
)333+1918 18.7 24 55-- 1 20 5 74 3 24.59 21.04
)333+1753 20.026 54- 1 32 8 75 3 .62: .36
)333+1451 20.3 7 51- 3 39 6 77 4 .79 .41
)333+1014 21.4 34 47--6 29 6 78 3 1.26 .35
9333+1157 21.5j46 49-4 691 6 76 3 .63 .41
9333+1845 21.6 15 55-1 48 7 72 2 .46 .37L
)333+1351 22.9 11 50- 3 44 12 79 2 .29 25L
9334+1653 24.553 53- 2 42 17 76 3 1.89L .86L
9334+1411 24.6i7 51- 3 36 3 78 4 1.17 .67
9334+1806 24.9'56 54- t 27 6 75 3 961 4.58
_334+1004 26.3 1 47- 5 42 7 78 3 .94 .43
)334+1102 27.0 49 46- 5 36 19 77 2 .25L .25L
)334+1609 27.943 52- 2 26 6 77 4 .39 .26L
)334+1643 28.0'41 53- 2 16 6 76 4 8.64 6.49
)334+1646 28.0 2 53- 2 24 9 77 3 1.03L .83L
)335+1114 30.2 10 48- 4 55 : 7 78 3 .41 .25L
9335+1515 30.9 30 52- 3 29 5 77 4 .90 .48
)335+1659 31.539 53- 2 19 5 77 4 1.61 .85
)335+1653 32.1 51 55- 1 44 9 75 3 .64 .34:
)335+1633 32.6 53 53- 2 28 9 77 4 .78 .54
)335+1229 32.9 2 49- 4 60 11 79 2 .34 ,29L
)335+1045 33,5 36 48- 5 34 6 76 3 2.77 1.35
)335+1611 34.0 55 54- 1 36 7 73 2 1.46: .66
)335+1135 34,043 46-4 34 5 78 3 .81 .26
)335+1602 34.1 37 52--2 54 17 76 2 159L .25L
)335+1944 34.1 16 56-- 0 27 7 75 3 .98 .75:
)335+1731 34.424 54- 1 20 7 75 3 2.22 1.40
)335+1427 34.5111 51- 3 58 10 77 2 ,30 .25L
9335+1715 34.636 53- 2 51 7 75 3 t.73 .92L
)335+1913 35.732 55- 1 41 8 72 2 .48L .47
)335+1827 35.635 54- 1 36 6 74 3 2.97 1.46
9336+1300 36.5!55 50- 4 40 11 45 2 .34 .37
9336+1849 36.640 55- 1 89 14 73 2 1,22L .87L
)336+1005 36.9 36 47- 5 44 8 78 3 .39 .25L
9336 + 1BO0 37.0 23 7 75 3 1.04
)336+1733 38.4 38 9 75 3 .42
9336+1420 38.5 26 5 77 4 1.4t
)336+1450 40.0 38 9 78 3 .25L
9336+1632 40.7 32 6 75 3 1.07
9337+1025 42.7 44 6 78 3
9337+1541 43.4 29 9 77 4
9337+1423 44.6 34 5 77 4
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color CorrectS) V L C
25 /zrn 60 /.tin 100 htm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
($ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Associations
Name Ty_ Mug
.68 37.26L BBC AAB 1 i 5511100008
4.57L 40.98L E C 0 960442112F3.23L 358.30L CC AAI 940134452F A5.69L 74.731._ DE BCB 940031000F 1
.43L 36,98[ DC AA 5 6400000108
2.04 29.20 F F C J CCC 874023310F 3
.43L 3.80L BF AC 6 5701010000
57.89: 155.53 DE GCAA 0 94C237430F 3 1 32 X1932+191 16 I
.50L 59.02L BC ABN 1 4501301008
.40L 16.48L E BC 9500110008 1 2 DO5932 75 11(
.40L 2.83L BC AB 0 9700000000
.40L 14.38L C B C 8502000008
.54L 2.63L BC BDI 2 27(30021000 1
18.49 t04.23L CCD AAAC 0 i 950427592F 2
4.50L 62.35L C BCM 950000001F
.45L 3.49L C CFH 4601000000
.45L 16.44L CD AB 1 9500110008
.50L 5.96 D C J D 5802342408 2 2 39 PSR1933+16 111 40C
2.94L 155.53L DD AA 9 831147530F 3
.42L 3.64L D CJ i 4600000000 1 16 12182 74 150£
4.51l 65.10L C AAFB 71950111340F 6
1.41L 38.92L BC AAED 1 951020000F 3 13 105005K2 5 6_
8.52: 42.27 DDDD BCOB 1 870234344F 2 1 32 _ X1932+195 117
.40L 3.98 D E ' 6700000020 8
18.49L 36.98L CF BBDD 0 960314232F
2.50 60.45L BCD AABE 5 960134333F 2
53.17 104.23 BCOD AACA 0 950323541F 2 1 32 X1932+199 17
1.14 3.07L BCF AAB 9 9711000000
.40L 2.53L BC AA 1 5600000000 2 13 105009 K5 1 8E
.56L 20.24L E CD 5602232618 A 2 39 PSR 1933+16 86 40C
4.38L 69.19L CF AAK 0 760231110F
5.48 43.34L BC DAA 950020022F 4 1 11 PK 53- 1.1 43
3.83L 62.56L C BC 960132143F 8
.40: 34.19L DDD AAC 9 4401100108
3.99L 87.28L BC AAH 0 940120130F
4.97L 49.16L CE BE 0 940300000F
3.81L 48.29L BC AAC 1 860022200F 2 324.08L 48.54L CE BBDE 0 960000010F
.50L 3.27LBD BBDC 3 7700022000 3 1 X1933+124 23
.40L 2.84L B CJ 5701010000 I 13 105013 K0 5 85
.44L 43.67L BD ADJ 3 4500021008 1 1 13 105014K0 7 85
1.43 24.29L D MBJ 870130043F 6 1 32 XllY33+185 116 E
4.05L i 88.93L BC ABE 1 940120100F
.52L 60.16L DC AC 0 5401000008
.40L 29.17L FF AA 9 8301200008
2.70L 38.41L BC AA 9 9500232301: 1
3.43L 52.28L BC AAE 1 950002421F 2
1.58L 28.51L D DDB 960111100F
.94L 5.30 C H I B 6601000208
.40L 2.46L BD BC 1 2600100000 1 1 V451 AQL 30 3I I
7.74 30.41: CDED BBAE!3 96C122787F S 1 321X1933+181 96 11
3.62L 44.72L DE BB I 0 750320143F A
.41L 31.49L CC AB , 5 9400000008
4.11L 51.01L CC BB 0 950031150F
.45L 3.92L BD BCCM 0 8601100000
4.25L 49.25L CC =AAC 9 950110100F
4.85 67.74L BBC AAA 1 950233402F 26 8
.82: 23.50L DEF [BBBG 3 960024055F 9 1 13 10501768 21 91
.52L 29.80L CC BBFE I 9481230008 1
.40L 13.59L CF AA 0 4502010006 1 1 LL AQL 38 3
.45L 2.95L CF BDE 5 4701000100
2.76L 9,80 D D A E J B 970026253F 9
.41L 15.08L C CD 9501000008
2.39L 11.36 E GIGB 968011071F
.40L 28.31L BB AA 0 95000_O106
3.73L 51.62L BC AAD 0 950133686F B
.40L 13.44L JD D BC 0 9500100008
.64L 4.65 i D J DA 6781120108 1
1.34 45.61LIC B BKAE 9502032538 A 1 13 10502089 7 85
4.08L 16.94L:EF' AAFF 9 958210063F 8
1,06 16.94L E DC 950110063F 81 39 ADG052.9-01.8 63 1414
.',COL 18.18L ICcBBB BE 9501000008.59L 40.49L BAJF 0 9581024538 F4.18L 57.28L AAG 2 940030120F
4.19L 88.58L CD AE 0 940210000F
2.48L 39.81LICD ABLJ 1 950210100F
.42L 3.05L )C E F 6700200000
.40L 13,71L BC AA O 7500100008
3.51L 30.06L DF ABMG 3 960242767F 3 1 32 X1933+181 201
.62L 6.82 BD C BCHC t 1601210220 C
.51 5.01L C F B 9701000008
8.43 47.18 DECF CDBB 7 960113423F B 1 32 X1933+197 32
3.19L 54.55L ED AAFC g 650113543F E
.54L 37.68L C CE 6302200018
5.70L 66.64L C ABKD 950212200F 1 1 2 DO 17913 54
2.84 26.71L EE DDBK 4 960212202F 8
2.57L 68.62L BC AA 1 650120030F
,61L 2.71L FD D GBKF 1 77010000001,07 27.68L MFB 950315173F 9
.42L 20.29L C CLJ 9500200008
3.69L 52.O5L ' COI AAG 0 950011110F
3.94L 54.17L ,CE AS 2 750113533F
.40L 21.19L FBB A A 7 6402310118
.65L 14.28L F CMCF 9500320328




43 54 1 1.64
55 54- 1 I 92 E
49 51- 3 I 2.70 1 I V992 AQL 45 351- 3 ] .38 5
5 55 1 _ 2.564 47- 5 I 1.47 .69 .40L 17.17L CC AA 3 650'0000008
53 52- 2 I .80 .35 .48L 40.67L BC BA G 2 9410010108
40 51- 3 1.11 .31 .53L 25.89L BD ABF 0 6301210018 1 13 105031 K2 7 80
_337+1102 44.9 48- 5 83 10 77 2 34 .25L .42L 17.09L C ,C E 9501220108 1 2 13 105032A2 19 659337+1710 45.4 58 53- 2 I 38 7 75 .55 .31L .79L 78.92L B BFG 9502210108








a (_) Coords SMJ SMN e O ]2 p.mham. °8 (4) I b ('3 ('3 (') N
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cot1'ectcd)
25 p,m 60 /_m
(.Tansky)
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.98 40.92L D L B 950132434F 3
.42L 22,77L CC BB 4 8400000008
.55 5.33: DDCE AAED 9 6701110308
5.38[ 18.01 E J HB 95C121041F
.63 4.71 CO ! DA 9700000008
4.12L 50.23L CE AO 0 950210t20F 4
.40L 10.86L D GE 9500100008
.40L 2.76L BC ABD 0 5701000000
.40L 16.33L CF AA _9 950020000841L 6,04 E I C 9681220118
3.26L I 56.48L D BCN 960120000F
1,49L 9.34 O HF B 670230030F
3.77L 2965L CC ABDI 0 960122222F C
.47L 37.32LI BB AAK 2 9401100008
.71 32.10L BDC AABC 9 9511010419 4
.41L 36,63L B iB 9401300006
.40L 4,30 E 'J I MC 5700000010
.40L 16.87L BD BCJ 1 6500100008
.65L 104.24L BO AB C 1 6401310308
1.57 28.64L DDD AAB 9 960120010F
2.52 81.30L C I GC 9400102408
























































19337+191046.650!64-_ 60 1_i73 2 188L .91L19337 + 1329 46.9 50 - o 59 76 .47 .42
19337+1620 47.1 7 53- 2 22 6 77 4 1.12 .88
19337+1655 47.2 7 53- 2 61 14 75 3 1.00L .90L
19337+1553 47.3 12 52-2 37 8 76, 3 .25L .25L
19338+1902 48.3 51 55- 1 29 5 74 3 .86 .37:
19338+1042 49.6 18 46- 6 54 13 79 i 2 .32 .43L
19338+1202 50.0 55 49- 4 37 5 78 i 3 1.90 .44
19338+1003 50.1 0 47-- 5 31 7 79 I 3 1.14 1.08
19338+1103 50.152 48- 5 45 19 781 3 .25L; .25L
19336+1957 50.6 _ 6 56-0 31 6 72 4 .52 1.06L
19338+1830 51.0 27 55- 1 64 13 74 2 1.03L .8gL
19338+1917 51.1 14 55- 1 27 6 75 3 2.26 1.02
19338+1500 52.3 19 51- 3 22 5 77 4 1.26 .70
19338+1522 52.4 0 52-3 20 5 77 4 8.72 5.88
19338+1456 52.6:24 51- 3 53 5 77, 3 .38 .25L
19338+1223 52.6 54 49- 4 36 19 78 I 3 .25L .25L
19339+1014 154.1 30 47- 5 43 6 78! 3 .66 .43
19339+1518 55.4 16 53- 2 21 10 77 I 4 .58 .22
19339+1925 155.e 40 55-1 21 5 753 9.45 4.89
19339+1701 156.8 17 53-2 63 15 74 2 .31L .25L
19339+1803 57.C 19 54- 1 31 10 74 3 .80 .29L
19339+1416 ,57.5 45 51- 3 _ 25 6 77 4 1.12 .24:
19339+1936 59.1 45 55- 0 34 6 74 3 .63 .36L
19340+1131 0.1 40 48- 4 39 6 78 3 .91 .21:
19340+1840 1.9 28 55- 1 39 6 75 3 .76 .48:
19340+1745 3.4 3 54- 1 42 7 73 2 4.18 238
19340+1930 3.5 7 55- 1 26 6 74 3 1.03 .73L
19341+1051 6.6 25 48- 5 32 7 78 3 .68 .27L
19341+1105 6.7 2 46- 5 38 16 77 2 .44L .25L
19341+1914 7.0113 55- 1 42 8 75 3 1.59L .39:
19341+1726 7.6 44 54- 2 50 I 7 75 3 .70 .55L
19341+1946 9.6 34 56- 0 18 4 71 4 3.05 1.5319341+1405 9.7 17 51- 3 19 ! o 77 41 1.40 .91
19341+1543 9.9 51 52- 2 43J 8 75 3j .33 .25L
19341+1613 10.9 7 53- 2 31 I 7 77 4 .61 .25L
19341+1924 11.1 29 55- 1 32 I 5 74 31 2.14 1.09
51 7 3 .38 .25L19341+1010 11.3 41 47- 5 I 78
19342+1430 13.1 23 51- 3 56 12 78 2 .26 .25L
19342+1315 13.724 50-4 90 36, 77 2 .28L .27L
19342+161514.536 53-2 25 6 77 4 4.98 1.61
19342+1935 t4.5 35 56-- 1 28 4 71 4 4.25 32.90
19342+1758 14.6 48 54- 1 45 6 74 3 .72 1.OOL
19342+1724 15.0 32 54- 2 81 18 73 2 .25L .26L19342+1738 15.7 50 54- 2 33 75 3 .87 .62L
19342+1213 17.3 13 49- 4 66 16 79 2 1.24L .25L
19343+1113 16.0 29 48- 5 26 5 78 3 1.57 .69
19343+1741 21.2 41 54- 2 54 12 75 3 1.88L 1.04L
19343+1105 21.9 42, 48- 5 20 9 45 3 .25L .29L
19343+1816 23.1 38 54- 1 56 7 75 3 .51 .25L
19343+1958 23.8 21 56- 0 14 4 71 4 1.37 .83
19344+1807 24,3 53 54- 1 21 6 75 3 1.60 .54
19344+1609 24.3 57; 53- 2 31 6 77 4 .99 .40
19344+1921 25.5 31 55-- 1 22 5 74 3 10.35 7.01
19344+1341 25.7 24 50-- 3 32 6 77 4 .49 .20
19344+1838 25.9 39 55-- 1 24 9 75 3 .64 .39
19344+1520 28.2 51' 52- 3 53 10 75' 3 .32 .25L
19344+1706 27.0 191 53- 2 22 8 74 2 1.43 .77
19344+1832 27.9 47 55- 1 88 14 72 2 1.10L .95L
19344+1539 26.7 25' 52- 3 19 7 76 4 1.20 .65
19345+1910 30.0 23 55- 1 49 6 74' 3 1.88L .69
19345+1731 31.1 28 54- 2 59 7 75 3 .76 .29L
19345+1757 31.1 40 54-- I 26 5 75 3 2.44 1.50
19345+1109 31.3 38 48- 6 55 6 76 3 1.14 .23:
19345+1826 31.3 36 55- 1 35 13 72 2 .28L .25L19345+1447 33.3 21 51- 3 14 _ 77' _ 1.00 1.06
19345+1347 35.7 18 50- 3 39 3 77 4 .55 .22:
19346+1500 36.0 33 52- 3 33 5 77 4 1.02 .39
19346+1938 36.4 551 56- I 28 6 74:4 1.16L .56
19346+1915 37.4 9 i 55- 1 75 12 73 2 1.01L .99L
19346+1048 37.9 41 48-5 36 5 78 3 1.63 .79
19346+1115 38.0 39 49- 5 86 6 78 3 .41 .32L193,_+1_73872o, 55- 1 33 12 74 2 .85L .7SL
19346+1209 39.1 52' 49-4 20 3 77i4 26.76 16.88
19346+1339 40.7 49 50- 4 30 3 77'4 .62 ,37
19346+1943 41.3 32 56-- 1 33 8 72 4 ,72 .42
19346+1314 41,5 21 50- 4 62 14 76 2 1,13L .60L19 ,,+19 0420_i 55_. 7911762 34 31,
19347+17154212054_246 ; 97 4619347+1819 43.4 54- 1 29 75' 2.11 1.84
f9347+1645 443 27 53- 2 53 1 76, .25L .25L
19347+1334 45.2 21 50- 4 45 77 = .36 .25L
19347+1656 45.6 53- 2 46 16 74 2 1.23L .25L
19347+1949 45.9 35 56- 1 15 7 71 4 1.22L .35:
19347+1402 47.3 11! 51- 3 28 13 75 3 .25L .25L
19347+1641 47.7 58 i 53- 22 31 7 75 3 2.06 1.1919347+1728 47.7 55; 54- 32 7 75' 3 1.14 .65
19348+1636 48.5 1l 53-- 2 32 8 75 3 2.15 95
19348+1613 46.6 33! 53- 2 46 12 74 2 .38 ,29L
19349+1.021 51.1 16 48- 5 43 6 78, 43 .44 .34L,9346+141852.9 51-3 35 77 .88 25L
19349+1033 54.1 8 48-- 5 63 7 78 3 .47 .25L
19349+1813 58.4 2 54- 1 20 73' 1.94 .63
19349+ 1657 58.5 48 53- 2 27 75 i 10.57 9.2919349+1859 59.4 56 55- 1 53 11 73 2 .36 .30L19350+1624 0.7 53- 2 49 10 75 3 .68 .37L
19350+1340 0.8 34 50- 4 49 8 78 3 .82 .49
5.52L BE ABlE 0 9681200208
54,73L DCD ACEK 750030000F2.88L BE 4' 070101022075.41L AC 0 850100000F
41.72L EF AA 9 840210010F
38.65L B ABF 0 850040010F16.04L I, B D 9501000008
10.74L C BC 9601220118
28.71L FD CB 884032121F
54.21t C BE 01 350010020F
57.27L BC AA E I i 960122123F20.34L DC AA 9501101008
37.68L C CM 9400110008
59.08L E BGCK 8401300008
56.61L SC AA 950041040F
15.23L B C ,00100008
12.38L C D C 4400010008
5.22 D I I 3601000210
46.76L BC AA 5 850120000(
58.06L BBC AAA 3 750141100F 95
82.25L C AF 840033020F
8.47 D EC 96OO1002O8
40.60L C ABCE 450110031F
3.87 C L HA 6700000(00
11.60L EF AB 9 9500100008,
72.43L E C 250020031F '
9.11 CF MDEB 9642300118
55.88L B B D 9400000009
42.35L BC AAG 1 960020000F
60.65L BC BB I 7 i 9400030318
47.60L BD AAM 1 8502100009
62,97L FFE AABH 9 950030050F 15 4
4.01: CO E SEFD I 9700311008
32.47L DE BB 1 760110000F
33.55L D B 9500000008
17.65L BD AAI G 0 9580201538
40.05L D FKB ' 6601100t2F
39.92L DE BB 9 9400132008
59.19L F AB 9 750242010F
62.13L C BH 188010020F
58.80L CE AAJ 9 9402210338
14.03L BD AD 1 9501400008
8.58: CE G EC 5801000728
9.51L BCC AACG 9 7600111048
24.18L BD BC 0 7400101008
33.97L BC AB 5 94010000088_ cco GBBB 770111100F31O7L _ M B _o131O_F 4
11.28L BD AB O 9501000138
16.67L C DiCCFAID 9500100008860000042F 49.04
2.52L BBD AAA 9 6701100100 43
18.42L CF BCHH 0 8500211008
43.33L CD BB 4 950021100F
2.09 Dj FMC 3700000110
4.58L 66.24L D I O 950120040C
.53L 36.54L FC AB 8 9401000008
.76 33.66L BCD AAC 9 8501000108
,40L 20.09L B CI 9500100008
•67 13.34L= O E 9603110318
1.13 7.27 CD EDB 9641100408
.45L' 23.32L C SL 7500100008
1.25 14.33L E D 9500100308
2.18 19.03: FDE I CCC 970147699F
.47 4.71 OC I MOB 9600000108
.69L 37.31L BC AAM 0 9401200408
3.87L' 53.70L CD AA O 140020000F
.61 36.34L BCC AAC 0 9502200108
.67L 76.56L E B! L 9401000008
.40L 15.85L C BC 9500000008
.40L' 27.62L B B 9501100008
.40L 11.82L CFC 9601110008
.44: 5.73 BC ED 3 9681100428
.61L 26.58L = AA 9503000008
1.17 36.89L BCD AABJ 9 9400200306
2.21L' 19.71L C BM F 950110000C
.49L 34.62L D CE D 7500220318
.42L 16.03L DF AB 7 6401000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
2 13 105034 K2 10 67
1 13 105035 K5 23 88
2 13 105036 K0 1 65
1 LO AQL 11 3
2 21 55.504 5
1 23 LDN 0705 445
1 2 I:)O17924 26 103
1 23 LDN 0720 489
8 1 32 X1934+170 47 8
3
1
2 13' 105045 G5 9 61
9
4 1 32 X1934+164 82 4
2 1 V998 AQL 56 3
B 1 32 X1934+198 124 11
37 981 2 DO 17928
C















































































































Flux Density ] Flags
(Not Color Corrected) ] V
25 Fm 60 Fm lO0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) . Uncs Coef R Flags*
.46 I 96L,

















































































Declination: + 10°-+2 0-
Associations
sop










































a .6 ° (_) C°°rbd$ SMJ SMN ? )h m. , (s) ('3 ('3 ( N
19362+1337 17.1 42 51- 4 541 20 74 2
19362+1800 17.6 56 54- 2 29 9 75 3
19362+1709 17.7 3 54- 2 26 4 6 78
19363+1341 18.6 6 51- 4 36 I _ 76
19363+1244 19.0 41 50-- 4 39 I 6 77
19363+1948 19.1 31 56- I 27 I 5 74 3:
19363+1034 22.9 25 48- 5 19 I 5 78 3
,9363+1716 23.6;26 54-2 38' 6 75 3
19364+1909 24.3 17 55- I 205744
19364+1836 24.6,48 55- 1 21 9 74 4
19364+152425.12552-36210772 I649 25.5 8 53-- 2 58 15 73 2
19364+1021 26,7 57 48-6 28 27 77 2,
19364+1604 27.8 31 53-- 3 39 7 75 1
19364+1813 27.9 16 55- 2 40 7 75
,9364+164227.92055-,33474
4 7 8 4 53 1 4 6
19364+1217 28.9 25 49-5 56 20 78
19365+1043 31.6 54 48- 5 29 5 77 4
19365+1500 31.6 35 52-3 33 7 75 3
19385+111532.35049-5245763
19365+1014 32,7 8 48- 6 27 6 78 3
19365+162634.04955--2657743
19365+1023 35.0 21 48-6 18 5 78 3
19365+1621 35.1 26 53-3 16 5 75 3
19365+1537 35.2 14 52-3 23 !1 75 g19366+142336.24651-4832 74
19366+1956 36.2 47 56-1 37 71 3
19366+1739 38.6 59 ,-2 23 9 74 3
19366+1904 39.5 54 55-1 18 12 74 4
19366+1454 39.743 52-3 23 6 ! 763t9366+1230 40.358 50-5 451 77
19366+1149 40_8 50 49- 5 18 5 78 4
19366+1519 41.256 55-2 52 11 72 3
19388+175241.365 54-2 39 59 753319368+1928414 6 68-1 43 72
19367+1349 42.1 26 51-4 42 8 763
19387+1893429 6 54-2 41 7 75 319367+1915448 58 56- 1 27 6 74 3
19367+1505 45,812 54--2 59 9 75 3
19367+1622 46.5 33 53- 3 42 7 75 3
19367+1528 46.5 25 52- 3 35 8 75 3
19367+1914 47.536 50-4 66 11 77 3
19367+1614 47.922 53-3 62 21 73 2
19368+172346.333 54-2 26 9 75 3
193688+1728 48.7 59 54- 2 76 13 76 2
19368+1444 50,029 52-3 22 6 76 3
19368+1935 50,1 58 56-- 1 22 7 72 3
19368+1840 51.1 2= 55- 2 78 7 75 3
19368 + 1204 51.735 49--5 34 6 77 4
19368+1849 53.352 53--3 33 56 752319369+142254347 51-4 123 1 77
19389+1715 5"4.322 54-- 2 76 13 74 2
,9389+134554.73151-4 57 1_ 74,219369 + 1050 54.8 8 46-5 26 77
19389+1031 54.9 25 48-- 6 44 8 78 3
19369+1930 55.1 17 86- 1 40 6 74 3
19369+1719 55.3 3 54-2 41 59 75319369+172755.938 .-2 26 75
19369+1326 57,3 23 50-4 30 8 76 3
i9369+1537 57.833 52-_ 37 6i 74 2
19369+1016 58.1 19 48-6 32 5 78 319369+175762_0 _,-2 88 12 732
19389+183588.24958-2 24 ,! 72;19369+110758,833 46-5 322 7519369+123259.549 _-5 20 5 77419389+160259.552 54-2 23 6 7441_370+16130.255 53-3 34 10 7531937o+11830.345 49-5 81 8 774_1937o+1.3o.41o52_34o6,53]
19370+1417 1.0 3 51-4 35 27 74 2l
19370+1950 2.9 52 56- 1 42 9 721937o+1338332551_47597°1937o+1814343o55_244 7447o+17373.5754_228,17431937o+151o.4153_3 6759
45 1 75 319370+1644 5.3 26 53- 3 I 1
19370+1642 5.7 7 53- 3 48 _ 6 75 3
19371+1727 6.2 59 54- 2 27 8 73 2
19371+1706 7.0 53 54--2 25 ! 6 75 3
19371+1421 7.3 50 51- 4 45 10 78 3
19371+1830 8.7 28 55- 2 24 13 76 2
19371+1850 8.935 55-- 2 43 6 74 3
19371+1627 9.2116 53- 3 29! 5 75 3
19371+1701 9.7 45 54-- 2 23 6 75 3
19371+1450 9.7i21 52- 4 48 9 76 3
19371+1006 11.4 35 46- 6 30 16 77 4
19372+1855 13.2 27 55- 1 32 4 74 3
19372+1806 14.8 12 55-2 45 8 157 3
19372+1149 15.6 11 49- 5 42 7 77 4I
19373+1515 18.6113 52-- 3 83 38 74 2
19373+1903 20.0 11 55- 1 28 10 72 3
19373+1936 20.2 3 56-- 1 19 5 71 3
19373+1347 20.7 9 51- 4 35 10 76 3
19373+1905 21.5 3 55- 1 29 10 72 3
19373+1748 21.7 6 54- 2 22 4 74 4
19373+1640 22.3 27 53- 3 36 7 75 3
19373+1715 22.6 10 54 2 25 11 72 2
19373+1930 22.7 48 56-- 1 ' 80 13 70 2














































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R P'lags*
2.97 C KB 8701100000
38.66L C BDN I 9400100008
24.78L DB AA 8 19500100208
3.07L B CBJ 9601100000
4.19L C CJ 4600010000
22.94L CF AAC 9 961234363F
11.77L 8C AA 1 9501001008
33.64L B BC 9401000218
33.08L BDD AAC 9 940020000C
4.24: CDCD BCAB 6 971010200C
21.84L C O B 7500100008
8.34L C E E 9680000538
4.21 C L D 9601200010
39.49L D BDL 9401010008
47.19L BC ACK 1 9401000008
37.59L BB AB 1 950010000C
2.48L BE BD 0 9700000000
2.59 C N H C 4600000000
14.46L BD BO E 1 9400000008
19.91L BC AAHM 3 4501001008
11.69L BC ABKB 0 9500000008
2.29L C BM 9700000000
39.68L C BGL 1 9400000008
6.60 BBCD AAAB 3 8501200018
30.75L CBC AABG 7 5511100108
31.64L BB AAH 1 8400000008
2.75 C D B 9800100000
48.63L CC AAH 8 950222320F
25.76L CE ABN 2 9511000008
8,92 DD E EB 968120030C
19.70L CC AAD 9 3500000008
3.43L BD BD L 0 3600010000
3.10L SEC AAB 9 4600000000
18.30L CE BEHE' 0 9502100008
39.65L C CJ J F j 94001002089.50: B D CJHC 970101130C
2.59L CC BC 1 9700101000
45.47L D AD F 9400222008
33.74L BE AAE 9 950010000C I
36.65L C DO 9400222008
41.39L C B I 5401100108 I
3.83L B CH 5701000000
2.04L C D L 9700000000
3,78 D CF B _ 6600213228
24.93L BC AC 0 9500300008
30.57L C E C 9400300008
17.14L BBC AABH 6 2500000008
42.37L EDD AAA 9 650244143F
45.69L C CK 950020041C
3.00L BC AAI 0 5610001000
30.57L BCC BAA O 9401001108
4.95L F DI 9700300000
28.09L C BL 7500120208
4.34 C C FB 6800100100!
11.31L BB AA 1 9500000008
14.53L E CI 9401000008
8.79 CD E BDI B 4 970210120C
30.14L B BD 9400200108
28.47L CC AB C 2 9410300008
2.71L BC BB 4 9600013000
7.74L BC AA 1 6600100008
2.79L BC AA 0 9700000000
17.49L C BD 9500100008
30.73L BC AA 0 940120000C
3.22 E C B 9600000008
3.06L BDC AAAJ 9 3600000000
31.45L C B E 9400422008
28.84L CC ABC 6400213328
3.36L B BCJ 4800100000
32.11L CF AAD 9 7400101008
3.08 C J D 9000200000
12.31 D LMI A 970010020F
2.91L C BK J 7601000000
27.59L C BE 9500000008
36.43L B C A B 0 9402000008
38.061. CD AB E 7400213226
4,73: CD D FA 8700210108
20.76L BD BB 0 7500210208
12.44L F AD 9500200008,
24.34L BB AADB 0 8501102108:
2.91L BC BB F 0 9800200000
38.76L C CC G _ 9402200008
33.04L SD BB 950011000C
22.80L BBD AABF 5501100108 17
24.15L CB AA 8500102008
27.11L C CNI , 2301100028
5.32 C HFD 9 ]!968100032024.73L CC A B 950111020C
4,46 D DJ C 9768100008
344L BD AB 21 3800100000
2.45 E H F 9601000100
51.03L E BD 940013100C
5.85: BBDD AACB 0'970022120C
2.15L BC BB 4 7600000000
50.65L F CE B 940023110C
24.12L IB B AA 4 9500100008
26.96L BC BAK 0 6500210008
8.71LI C BCEC 9601120518
30.25L IC EM 950010110C
2.94L BC AAC 0 3600000000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
4 2 39 ADG053.8-02.2 105 1414
1 1 V645 AQL 28 3
9 I 32 X1936+1988 31 l
4
1 23 LDN 0688 41
2 I V536 AQL 8 3
! 4 4 TMSS +20421 25 26
1 1 SV AQL 2
4 9, 23 LDN 0752¢
3
3 I
1 1 LX AQL 3
1 1 LW AQL 2 I 3
i
1 11 PK 52- 2.2 12 i 126
I
1 39 DCC053.8-02.3 105 2700
I
1 1 V1004 AQL 54 3
I
2! 13105o97M, 5i ,5
I
2 DO 17964 56 i 100
I 11 PK 52- 2.1 7
2 1 24 20423 C 5 -2
5 13 105104 K5 6 65
2 1 24 20423 C 2 1
!c
I 13 105109 KO 6 78
1 16 12268- K0 69 100
5 1 32 X1937+172A 23 5





h a.-m 8 a 8
. , (s) ('_ I b ('_ C) (') N
9374+1116 24.3 55 49- 5 33
9374+1626 24.6 46 53 3 21
9374+1310 24.7 58'1 50- 4= 63
9374+1201 25.0 54 _ 49- ,_ 27
9374+ 1232 25.6 41, 50-5 31
g374+1109 27.8 4 49-5 1_(_9374+1446 28.6 32 52-
9374+1042 28,8 43 48- 6 16
9374+1549 28.9 12 53- 3 22
9374+1821 29.9 13 55- 2 21
9375+1716 31.2 7 54- 2 34
9375+1253 31.6 40 50- 5 35
9375+1211 32.1 _27 49- 5 44
9375+1332 33,0 6 51-- 4 36
9375+1907 338 55 55-- 1 40
9375+1657 35.2! 21 54- 3 28
9375+1759 35.3 36 55-- 2 35
9375+1441 35.e 31 52- 4 78
B375+1414 i35.9 57 51-- 4 ; 42
9376+1853 36.6 22 55-- 2 ; 100
9376+ 1920 38.0,13 56- 1 25
9376+1654 39.4 5t 54- 3 50
9376+1054 39.7 41 48- 6 91
9376+1752 40,5 14 54- 2 75
9376+1644 40,9 2 55-- 2 50
9377+1240 44.1 36 50- 5 69
_377+ 1155 44.4'38 49-- 5 47
9377+1651 45.1 33 55- 2 16
9377+1456 45.220 52- 4 57
T377+ 1259 45.323 50- 5 33
)377+1648 453 44 53-- 3 62
)377+t957 46,2 13 56-- 1 28
_377+1321 47,1 15 50-- 4 53 ;
_378+1438 50,9 14 52- 4 23
)378+ 1841 51.0 50 55-2 49i
)378+t753 51,6 49 54- 2 201
9378+1612 51,7:47 53- 3 33
)378+1444 52_5 20 52-4 71
)378+1255 53.48 50-5 31j
)378+1510 53.8 6 52-3 56
)379+1636. 23 50-3 .8)379+171755023,,-2 28
 78+14595515152_4
 79+114956641 49-5)379+19265673756_139
)379+1746 57.2 59 54-- 2 37
)379+1840 57.8 23 55-- 2 57
)379+1629 58,4 23 53- 3 32
)379+1802 59,0 28 55-- 2 14
)379+1218 59,6 51 50- 5 71
)380+1029 48- 6 24)38O + 1940 56 - 99
)380+1116 49- 5)380 + 1745 54 -
)380 ÷ 1045 46-- 26 49
)380 + 1730 54-- _j
)380+1817 55-- 62
)380+1013 48- 284_)380+1950 56- 1)380 + 1235 50 -
)380+1614 53- 3 21)381 + 1752 54 - 25
)381 +1608 53-- 43 40)381+1315 50-- 38
)381+1137 49- 5 24)381+1154 49- 26
)381+1808 55- 22 33_0)351 + 1908 56-
)381+1659 54- 43 18)381 + 1423 51 - 76
)381 +1806 55- 2)382 + 1842 55 -
)382+ 1855 55- 2 52)362 + 1756 55 -- 17
52
)382+ 1215 50- 35 5540)382 + 1644 54-
)382+1328 51- _ 23)383 + 1649 54 -
)383+1548 53- 3 65)363 + 1632 53- 33
_383 + 1956 56- 21 30)383 + 1724 54- 75
)384+1005 48- 6 72)384+ 1744 54- 21
)384+1843 55- 2 105)384+1808 55- 39
)384+ 1812 55- 32 _(_)365+1532 52-
)385+1148 49- 5 24)385+ 1625 55- 67
)365+1908 56- 52 58)385+1208 50- 40
)386+1924 56-2 30)386+1401 51- 46
)386+1802 55- 2 63)386+ 1557 53- 31 1
)386+1203 49- 5 28 I)386 + 1206 50- 35
)386+1513 52- _ 20)386+ 1712 54- 42
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 v.m
Declination: + 10"-+20"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Net Color Correded)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("J Mag
,735 54ooooooo61 2! 0 022 71 1154.55: BCCE 6701100108
2.78L C C 770O0000O0
3.00L C BL 1600000000 1 2 006021 24 95
2.76L BE AAI I 9 3600000000 1 1 LYAQL 26 $
3.88 E i MD 8600000108
3,01L C ICF 96O12O0000
10.78L BBB AAAF 7 8501100048 1 1 V827 AQL 12
26.15L CE AAJ 9 5400000008 1 1 LZAQL 11 3
37,34L BD AB 0 9401010208




3.50L ; 43.32L E D
.501- 24,71L BB
.73L 5.7O CD D
.68L 6,24L C
,40L 2.76LI ¢ E
3.21L 53.98L C










CB H 0 940113112C
BDGC 96O10O0108
BGG 8700200220 4 1 32 X1937+ 146 68 4
iOI K 0 _10000006
DN 94001122O(3 2
AAG 0 940212130C 5
AE G 94OO1O0OO8
C 9401000008
D B 9700105108 2
D KJ B 960021030C
DG E 4600000000 1 16 12274 89 155
'BD 2 2600010000
2
1 16 _12272 74 1469.77 gC D ABFC I 0 960010220C3.44L 9601100010
5.90 C 'BHFE 4680101100
17.68L C iF 9501000008
46.57L C AFGH 0 950012024F
2.30L i_ CF 76000000002.07L DC AACF g 980020022014.95L F D 950021230C
27.57L!BC ABGF 0 9401206108
11.80L _cFC IAFE D 95013112283,31 97001002202.73L 'AAA 9 4620101200
2.33L BF iCC C 0 8700000000
15,61L C DI 4500000008
7.36 iEBC C ACHC 0 97820114102,83L 9600100000
2.45L C CG 1501000000
5.50: ,C E CEHC 970202030(3
27.03L IB B F 9401200008
6
4 1 1 MM AQL 40 3
2
2 3 13 105120 GO 2 43
1 2 DO17991 64 93
4
1 1 V455 AQL 7 3
4 1 32 X1937+1729 44 4
5
1 13 105121 K0 10 75
56.30L C BC 940031220C 2
8.60 DC GB 96C1000318
38,00L CD AB 1 9430100008 I 23 LDN0737 452
13,56L C BJ 3400110008
9.64L BD AAF 9 5500001008
5.15 D B 88000000OF
15.46L B B I 9500000008
26.67L BB AA 2 9501100008
12.911 BD BCNE 1 9482110178 1 23 LDN0694 351
3.37 E E 9700000000
32.92L BD AB 0 9401010238 8 1 23 LDN0737 464
2,66L BE AF 0 9700000000 2 23 LDN0600 188
30,30L BC AA 4 960011100F
2.85 D C 3600000000
20.33L CE AA 9 950O211228 I
27.63L CBC AABD 2i 94O0306008 2 I
20.71L BC CB K 0 9501100108
2.07L BC AB 0 5700000000
2.37L BCE AAD OI 1601000000 1 1MNAQL 19 3
2.47L BeD AABL 0 25O111OO00
4.44 E C 96OO310008 1 23 LDN 0737 152
34.50L BC AAF 01 950110132C,
3.51L CE AAD 9i 9700000000
2.20L C C H 76O00OOOO0
31.47L BC A A 2 94O0410006 I 23 LDN 0737 253
37,03L CD FBCE 940020220C 2 1 11 PK 55- 1.1 20
37.18L C CE B g40100000C
20.69L BB AA C 2 9500103008 2
13.20L C AE 4400110008
1646L C CM 4500100008
2.54L B BJ 5600000000
3.16L CC BB I 0 9701100000
21.61L C CD E 9500000008
17.62L BE AA E 9J 9500000108
45,12L DD BC 950211100F
3.65L C D 96O10000OO i
3.96 B L MC 9700000000' 1 23 LDN 0689 450
19.94L BE AA 9502000008
5.95 D GC 960010220C 2
29,69L CD AA 9400440008 1 1 23 LDN 0737 419
30.37L BD ABG 9401240008 1 2 23 LDN 0737 447
3.65L C CE 7500100000
10.92L BC AA 4300000006 2 13 105126MA 7 78
44,59L C BD 9302320228 1
t5,29L C B 950010142C
10.46L BC AA 0 6300210008
23,17L BC AALE 1 650011100C
2.15L BE AE 5 5600000000
4.30 D MFC 9601100238 8
15.41L BC BB 2i 9500110008
9.95L B CDKF I 6301210008
12.41L B BK 6300210008 1 2 DO 6050 89 91
2.97L BBD AAA 9 9600000000 29
3,65L BC ADEK 2i 9701001430 8





Right Ascension: 19h38m40"-19 h40m19'
Position (1950) Flux Density
t (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 vm 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 Fm
ham.. 8, (s) (") 1 b (-) (,,) (.) (Jansky)
19386+1226 - 5 .46 .25L .40L 0.56L
19386+1837 - 2 .).47 1.25 .54: 9.81L ) =
19386+1814 - 2 1.52 .62 .57L 0.68L
19387+1320 - 5 .65 .37 .40L 2.09L
19387+1727 - 3 ,57 .36 .40L 3.55L
19387+1247 - 5 .41 ,46L .40L 2.48t
19387+1551 - 3 2.52 1.23 ,40L 5.23L
19387+1825 - 2 1.44 .66 .40L 8,481.
19387 + 1527 - 4 8.48 7.74 1.42 2,721.
19387+1649 - 3 2.15 .97 .40L 4.27i
19387+1141 - 5 .92 .30L .40L 9.731
19387+1926 - 2 1.26 .72 3.07L ,0.521
19388+1721 - 3 5.09 .25L .40L 2.571
19388+1352 - 4 .75 .25L .40L 2.341
19388+1839 - 2 .25L .25L .66L 5.32 D
19388+1449 - 4 .46 9.31 1.35 5.56 3B
19388+1901 - 2 ,25L .33: .98 5.57: 3E
19388+1749 - 2 .98 .44 ,40L ._4.89
19388+1240 - 5 .31 ,25L .40L 2.99
19389 + 1753 - 2 .65 .44L .50L
19389+1934 ;- 2 6.90 3.49 1.37 4.96 CI_
19380+1356 - 4 .35 .251. .40L 2,15
19389+1048 I- 6 ,25L .25t .40L 7.91 E
19389+1142 )- 5 .49 .25[ .40L
19390+1716 _- 3 .25L .30i .41L 4.03 C
19390+ 1229 )- 5 ,72 .52 .40L
19390+1834 i- 2 .36 .251 .86t 43.41
19390+1649 l- 3 .28 .251 .431. 3.11
!- 4 t.65 .70 .401.
19390+1508 )- E .82 ,38 .481.19390+1306
19390 + 1820 5- ; .401. .251 .61 i [
19390+1848 5- ; .93 .54 ,98i 10.1_ |
19390+1312 I- ! .38 ,61: ,401
19390+1446 2- ' ,54 .28 .401
19390+1318 I- ! 1.56 .66 .401
19391 + 1723 4- : .86 .27 .571
5- ; 2.49 1.61 2,581 18.5"19391 + 1854
19391 + 1702 4- : ,99 .34 .401
19391 + 1607 3- ', ,74 ,25 .431
19392 + 1534 3- , 5.35 3.48 .63 ;C
19392 + 1803 5- ; .49 .26 .51
19392 + 1550 3- : .54 .31 .40 )
19393 + 1515 2- .29 .26 .46
19393+1738 4- 1,10 12.5£ 4.95 2.1 IC
19393 + 1143 9- .87 ,46 .40
19393 + 1925 ,6 - .29 ,26 .52
19393 + 1000 8- .25 ,61 ,40
19393 + 1137 9- ,51 ,3( ,4C
19393 + 1625 ;3- 1.00 .6z .44
19394 + 1308 _0- .2¢J .2,= .6C
19394+1906 i6- 1.11 .5: .4C 32.1
19394 + 1356 il - .7._ .8' ,4(
19394 + 1417 _2- .26 ,5! ,4z
19395+1827 _5- 8.3,= 6.7', 1.5,' 21.( BE
19395 + 1949 56- 9.8; 8.31 1.7_ 33.( 3 C
19395 + 1711 54- .3_ .2: .4( 3.; D
19395+ 1921 56- .8' .5 .4, C
19395 + 1727 54- .3,' .2 .4;
19395+1258 50- 1.4" .6 .4( 11.( C
19396 + 1926 56 - ,4 ,2 .7! D
19396 + 1854 56- 1,8: .7 ,4_ 26/ C
19396+1857 56- ,5 ,3 .4: 37,= D
19396 + 1034 48- 4,6 2.6 .5 C(
19396+1545 53- .5 .3 .4 10.' E
19396+1637 54- 119.1 82.E 9.4 15. B(
19397 + 1725 54- .3 .'_ .6 4.
19397+1343 51 - .2 1,E 1.9 2. B(
19397 + 1810 55- .2 .; .5
19397 + 1702 54- .6 ._ .4
19397+1337 51- .7 J .4 2. C
19398 + 1001 48 - .= ; ._l.,d
19398+ 1116 49- '; "', .z
19398 + 1533 53- .z .,
19398+ 1734 54- .; .; .,= 3
..= 46
19398+1901 56- 111 '; ._ 9 IC
19398 + 1313 51 - "' IJ
19398+ 1657 54- '" J 4
19398+ 1554 53- J "
19399+1849 55- 1,: ,, 9 :C
19399+1130 49- 1/, ., 9 ]C
19399+ 1829 55- • J
19399 + 1525 53- ._ ,_3
19400+1015 48 61 31 -B
19400 + 1502 52.
19400 + 1422 52 2', 1 - ,3D
19400+1538 53 BC
19400+1642 54 1, -
19400+1558 53 1. . 1," c_C
19401+1902 56
19401 + 1605 53
C
19401 + 1437 52 1l B [
19401 + 1230 50 DE
19401 +1514 52 B
19402+1240 50 C i"
19402 + 1932 56 B
19402+1133 49 B(
19402 + 1947 56 1 B [
19402+1611 53 BE
19403+1141 49 8 ( 2 e
19403 + 1837 5E
Flags
V
Flux Corr A Confusion















































































Declination: + 10°-+ 20°
Assocb.tions
Sep








PK 51 - 3,1
XY SGE 3








































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
ham Q5 (s) (") I b (') (") (') N
19403+1100 49- 6 30 8 76 3
19403+1700 54- 3 37 10 721 3
19403+1538 53- 4 41 6 761 3
19403+1125 49- 6 32 7 76 3
19403+1326 51- 6 70 7 76 3
19404+1428 52- 4 46 3 74 4
194.+1340 51- 5 78 10 72, 3
19404 + 1505 52- 4 53 28 74 I 2
19404+ 1301 51- 5 44 t4 75; 2
19404+1114 49- 6 61 8 763
19404+1657 54- 328 7 713
19405+1722 54-3 26 7 723
19405+1313 51- 6 62 6 76 3
19405+1742 55- 3 52 8 713
1.05+1152 50- 610222 763
19405+1557 53- 4 35, 8 724
19405+1913 5561_-52 28 8 75319406+1359 7216 763
19406+1921 5_22 42 41 9 75 31.06+1425 : 4710 723
19407+ 18O9 55-3 20 5 723
19407+ 1711 ,-3 61 6 74 3
19407+1733 55-3 28 6 71 3
19407+1313 51-5 6748763
19407+1309 51-5 61 12 783,
19407+1437 52--4 70 6 75 3'
19408+1633 .-3 30 7 723
1.06+1120 49-6 36 7 76 3 !
19408+1429 52-4 3826 752
1.08_-1943 56--2 24 8753
19408+1003 48-7 3918' 763
194409+1948 56-2 49 9 753
1.09+1041 49-6 37 9752
19409+1639 54-3 2910723
19409+ 115.4 50-6 95 9i 752
19409+1238 50-5 93263 i 76319409+1151 50-6 56 76
1.09+1415 52--5 70 9 742
,9410+ 1601 55--3 28 6 723
19410+1200 50-6 27 6763
19410+ 1212 50-6 22 5 76'3
194t0+1008 48-7 347763
,9410+1810 55--3 53 10 76 2
19411 +1612 53-4 45 8 723
,9411+1034 48 6 22 6 783
]"11+1435 52- 4 59 11 74' 32,94 2+1_o 6-2 88 3I
,9412+1707 .-3 57 10 72 31.12+1744 56-3 32 6 73 3
19412+1042 49- 6 23 6 763
19412+1533 53- 4 49 5 74
,9412+1847 566- 2 44 o 7514
19412+1504 52-- 4 65 26 742
[9412+1448 52- 4 41 9 75_ 3
,,13+1331 51-5 59 75
19413+1356 51-5 23 4775! 43
,9413+1206 50-6 2712 76'I 3
19413+1902 56- 2 30 _ 7413
19413+1910 56- 2 38 3 75 3
19414+1750 55- 3 30 8 71= 2
19414+1510 53- 4 50 7 75i 3
19414+1918 56- 2 93 13 74 2
,9414+1113 49- 6 45 6 76 3
,9415+1053 49- 6 40 18 76 3
19415+1643 54- 3 64 10 72 3
19415+1926 56-- 2 37 5 71 3
19415+1950 57- 2 25 5 71 3
t9416+1310 51- 5 37 12 74 4
,9416+ 1726 55-3 49 75,
19416+1418 52-5 23 3_ 75 2
19417+1744 55- 3 35 10 72 3
19417+1701 .3378723













19420+1358 52-537 76 3
19420+1927 56-220 723
19420+1010 48- 7 36 76 3
19420+1608 55-3 36 9 i 75319421+1224 50-8 66 76
,9421 + 1818 55-3 38 9 753
19421+1626 54-4 60 68 73 319421+1426 52-5 21 75
1.21+1220 50-- 6 66 24 77 2
19422+1156 506 10122! 7532
,9422+ 1438 52- 5 . 75
19422+1520 53- 4 26 66i 71 319422+1733 55-3 33 74
733,9422+13 51_5 23 i
,9422+1 56 53_4 52 73
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
F]ux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 btm 25 /_m 60 pm 100 /=m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.47 .65 .40L 9.96L BC AB 59500001106 12.75 .25L ,40L 2.80L B BF 7700100000 1
1.47 .74 .40L 1.74L; BD AAL 5600101000 1
1.03 .44: .40L 10.24L DF A B 9 .00000008 1 1
.63 .25L .41L I 13.57L! C D 8401000008 1 1
.54 .32L .41L 3,O9Li B BEH 3600110130 8
.39 .25L ,40L 3.16L IC C 2501000000 1 13
.55L ,50L .44L 3.50 I D MI I E 8600000000
.30 .32L .40L 10.28LI C !ED 7500100008
.40 .25/ .4OL 11.77L i B[B 9400000008
i
2.00 1.67 .46L 3.02L CE AAD 9 6700100000
1.73 .72 .40L 2.71L ED IAA 1 3701011000
.65 .25L .40L 9.79L B rB 8500200008
.49 .25L .40L 3.22L B BI 3601000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.72 I E HGB 9600010008
.64 .33 .40L 14.10L Bcr BCG 5 9400001008
.71 £3 .42L 19.95L CCED AA 9 9400001008
.25L .25L .42 3.03 FCD 3601000000
3.26 1.68 .39: 24.35L BCE AAG 3 9403033008 3 1 32
.28 .25L .41L 3,56L C DHGF 3600210100
3.82 1.56 .42L 17,87L BB AAG 19500000008 1 1
.70 .25L .40L 2.93L IB A DE G 5700010000
1,86 .91 .4OL 2.17L FE AA 93700001000
.33 .25L .41L 10.83L :C BJ 7500200008 1 13
.33L -26L .40L 3.16 D C D 7600200008
.72 .25L .43L 2.44L C BDC 2600000000
9.81 5.81 .78 12.32L BCE AABB 9 7400100008 1 39
.99 .51 .40L 9.72L BO AB 4 .01001018
,25L .25L .40L 2.88 C E C 3600110000
1.84 ,95 .47L 34..58L BC AAL 3' .02001006
.25L .25L I ,40L 3.12 C H B 8560100008
.63 .31 .4OL 19.72L BD BC 3 9400100008
.29 .39LI .53L 9,79L D BCD 9501000008
.80 ,37 .40L 14.21L BC AC 0 7400100008 1 17
.35 .25L AOL 8.72L D C i 9400210008 1 13
.25L ,25L ,40L 3.32 D C DD 6500000108
.77 .32 .40L 9.57L CD AE 2:9500110008
.30 .25L ,40L 2.62L F D KD 3700000000
6.90 4,37 .85 23.87L BBC AAB 9j 9401000008
.92 .49 .4OL 6.76L DC AB 7 i 9400100008
I
4.80 1.95 .40L 10.08L DB AAF 1 9301000008 1 1
1.62 .88 ,40L 9.97L BC AA 1 d 9400100008
.84 .31L .48L 8.02L D BG F 9600100208
.25L .46 .51: 13.62L OD CC 08500000008
1.30 .69 ,40L 9.62L BC AB E 9501010008
.31 .25L ,48L 3.12L E F HB 2600000000
,30 .25: .57L 42.40L CO CF H 8300200018
.36 .25L .40L 3.05L C D 4700000000
.43 ,25L .40L 2.28L D CD 2600110000
3.89 3.63 .81 10.15L BEC AAB 9 9500000008
.92 .43: .40L 2,75L BO BD 08600000000
.70 .42 .40L 18.14L CC BCM 2 9400100008 i
.26L .25L .64L 2.10 D ME 96001001001
.36 .34L .40L 2.35L C EG 6600010000 I
.38 .25L .4OL 14.55L C C 9401000008 1 2
3.69 2.13 .51L 2.26L CB AAO 22601000000! 1 1
.25L .25L .48 5.17 CD J EA 9581000428
.75 .47 .43 19.24L DDD ABDC 7 9401002008 2
1.40 .35 .45L 32,53L BD AD O 9400000008 1 17
.64 .35L .40L 22.36L C BG 9400000008
I
1.52 .42 .40L 2.53L BC AC 2 18600100000
.34 .25L .48L 12.97L D C GH I 9601000008
,48 ,34L .40L 9.71L E ADH 9501000008
.25L ,25L .40L 5.19 D M C 9600000018
,54 ,30L ,40L 14.95L D BC 9300020008 1
8,46 2,35 .68 23.80L BBC AABD 4! 9400200206 ! 2 1
1.47 .74 .40L 29.16L BC M'ABEc[ 3.00001008
.25L ,25L .49: 3.56 CC 8600000528 C
.25L .25L .4OL 4.23 C D 2700100110
1.51 ,67 .4OL 2,70L BC AB 0 3700000000
.45 ,33 .40L 2.36L CE AC 2600100000
.25L .72 .40: 2.33L CD EBF ' 35001000(X) t 23
.27 .25L .51L 12.46L C F M 9500000008
4.03 1.16 .40L 2.69L BC AA 0 4700000000 2 4
4.77 2,88 .62 3,12L BBC AACG 44501100000 1 23
.61L ,60L .39 10.39L C BH 6400000008
.32 .33L .54L 10.11L C EGG I 9400031008 1 1 32 i
1.27 .64 .40L 2.28L BC AB I'22600100000
.53L .25L .48L 7,11 F C KBI 9500200206
6.56 3.21 ,64 27,.L BCC AAC 9 .02000008
1.71 ,77 ,40L 2.14L BC AAE 42600100000
2.41 98 .41L 1.89L BC AAH 24600000000
.25L ,25L .40L 3.76 D GOD 7681000118
10.69 5.88 .76 2.30L BBE AABK 0 1.020000014 4 li
.25L ,25L ,40L 2.77 D K E 7600000000
1.24 .. .40L 1.99L DC AAF I 3700001000
.48 ,36 .40L 36.78L CC BC B 1 9401100108
2.41 1,45 .40L 11.04L BF AA J 9 9400021008 2 11
.27L ,56 3.94 7.09 CCC EBAA 6600000008
.37 .26L ,40L 2,56L C DE 9601100000
.79 .35 .40L 17.66L CC AC 7 8501100008
.37 ,25L .40L 18.58L C C 94000000OB
2.22 1,83 .47 2.60: BFFE AAEE 91700000000
.28L .26L .58L 3.77 C GD: 9501100210 4
.30L ,25L .40L 2.76 D AA B , 9601000008
.25L 1,71 1.67 1.83L CD 1600106000
4.29 1.94 .50L 2.27L BB AAD 1 9600000000 1 16
.70 .37 .40L 14.31L BC BCLE 0, 8502010008 2
3.48 .94 .40L 9.16L BC AA K 07400100008 13
.48 .30L .40 10.10L IN 4400000008
Name Type _'_ Mag
DO 18043 67 101
V658 AQL 65 3
MV AQL 11 3
MW AQL 23 3
105178 15 85
X1940+ 193 34 3
CV SGE 36 4
105183 26 85
OV+ 168 1091415
2778 N 6 140
105185 KO 21 65
V1021 AQL 17 3
DO 6109 23 105
MX AQL 53 3
2780 R 17
CO VUL 11 3
LDN 0733 247
TMSS +10435 46 28
LDN O733 3O5
X1941+167 49 1
V462 AQL 40 3
V1027 AQL 73 3
12362 37 155
105200 K6 13 70









cx _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m
ham.. 8, (s) { ) ] b ('_ (") (') N
19422+1308 16.3 16 51- 5 78 10 74_ 2
19422+1314 17.3 52 51- 5 55 7 75 4
19422+1827 17.8 59 55- 3 23 8 75_ 3
19423+1255 20.7 49 51- 6 23 4 75 4
19423+1853 21.3 51 54- 4 33 6 72 3
19424+1230 24.4 13 50- 6 53 8 72 3
19424+1048 24.8;30 49-- 7 52 6 76 3
19424+1539 24.7 7 53- 4 38 8 74 3
19424+1848 260 42 56-- 3 84 11 76 2
19424+1543 26.7 21 53- 4 41 11 73 3
19424+1813 26.9 54 55-- 3 24 8 75 3
19425+1202 30.5 0 50-- 6 30 6 76 3
19426+1514 39.1 9 53- 4 23 5 71 3
19426+1726 40.0 48 55- 3 42 12 72 3
19426+1733 41.0 9 55- 3 28 7 72 319427+152043336 54-4 38 9 72i3
1"27+1920 43.5 14 56- 2 84 11 76=219427+_138,5249 50-8 6, 11 77[219427+1946,55 2 57-2 45 9 353
19427+I_ ,6.45 56-3 56 6 7513
19427+1201,781 50-8 37 7 76 3
19428+1209 48.3 41 50- 6 41 14 72 3
19428+1609 49.f 39 54- 4 55 13 /'4 3
19428+1700 53.1 20 54- 4 58 10 76 2
19428+1336 153.4 16 51- 5 51 26 74 2
19429+1326 55.1 45 51-- 5 35 16 42 3
19429+1023 1553 25 49-- 7 42 14 76 3
19429+ 1025 156.5 53 49- 7 23 12 76 319429+105256.8 7 49-7 48 8 78 3
19429+i_57_57 48-7 35 5 78 3
19429+1OLO57256 48-7 68 8 75 2
19429+191356.2,8 56-3 79 7 749
19429+193756411 57-2 . 8 7191943o+112oo1 35 49-8 32 6 76 31943o+i_523 2 51-5 so 6 76 3
19430+19182.94156-2 24 5 723
19430+16404.028 54-4 45 10 7331_90+1516 5.010 53-5 69 14 78 21943o+19225,321 56-2 99 8 71 3
1943o+1752s.,31 55-3 39 5 75 3
19431+15439.11o _-9 39 8 74 919431+1210112 2 50-8 42 10 72 319431+164711.423 53-4 40 3 75 9
19432+1512191i96 _-5 38 23 78 219432+1oo913.7 8 48-7 42 6 78 3
19432+105713.9;4_ 49-7 37 7 76 319433+1g_o18o 57- 31 5 73 319434+153527.2 1 59-4 85 16 73 219434+172g27.554 55-3 36 g 75 3
19434+1736 27.7i53 55- 3 39 9 75 3
19435+1116 32.1116 49-- 7 50 7 76 3
19435+1948 32.8 35 57-2 48 7 74 3
19435+1918 33.2 37 _ 3 69 12 71 219435+1153 35.9r19 _u- u 38 19 72 3
19436+t2o,38.3_35_ =6 40 9 72 319436+1519 se.9195 _2_ 41 6 74 3
19436+1820 37.1j51 56-3 47 10 72 2
19436+1o49 37.7,8o 49-7 s7 5 76 3
19437+1351 43,1 27 52--5 50 8 72 4
19437+1954 45.2 9 57-2 36 5 74 3
19437+1956 45.2140 57-2 25 5 74 3
19438+1636 48.6' Oj 54-4 55 10 73 3
19438+1231 48.8,4, 50-6 37 5 76 3
19438+1142 49,0 0 50--6 27 5 75 4
19438+1324 50.4 6 51- 6 46 9 78 3
19438+1024 53.2m53 49- 7 97 22 77 2
19438+1029 53.2 26 49- 7 23 5 76 3
19439+1751 54.4 30 55- 3 64 10 75 3
19439+1813 54.7 20 55- 3 39 8 72 3
19439+1809 56.C 8 55- 3 31 12 72 3
19439+1705 57.1 1 54- 4 33 9 75 3
19439+1258 ,57.1 14 51- 6 43 7 76 3
19440+1534 2.4 45 53- 5 I 27 5 72 3
19440+1434 2.8 44 52- 5 28 6 73 3
19440+1641 5.9 23 54-- 4 I 41 13 71 2
19441+1102 8.5 44 49- 7 ; 74 , 76 3
19441+1336 9.5 36 51-- 8 i 103 27 73 2
19441+1943 9.7 50 52--6' 35 6 72 4
19441+1347 10.6 55 52--5 36 10 73 3
19441+1702 10.8 4 54-- 4 86 10 76 3
19441+1929 11.5 43 57-- 3! 58 21 73 2
19442+ 1020 12.E 15 49-- 7 ; 64 6 76 I 3
19442+1646 12.8 55 54- 4 48 10 75 3
19442+1152,13._56 50-5 34 17 75!4
19442+1255 15.E 14 51--6 31 17 43;3
19442+110681 ; 49_745 5 751 419.2+1 3 ,6,81 56-3 26 37219443+163 56-3 73 8 71
194 _019443+1808 20.41 55- 3 44 9 74, 3
19443+1833 20.4 6 56- 3 30 6 72 3
19444+1904 125.71 150 56- 3 17 6 73 319444+1419 _5.9 52-5' 44 10 75 3
19444+1554 28,0 47 54- 4 32 6 72 3
19444+1427 28.1123 52- 5 27 6 74 3
19444+1449 28.4 3 53- 5 62 28 72 2
19444+1502 29.5 25 53- 5 22 6 73 3
19445+1541 L30.2 36 53- 5 26 6 72 3
19445+1841 30.6 37 56- 3 42 3 74 3
19445+1849 31.3 43 56- 3 23 4 73 3
19445+1754 32.0 31 55- 4 20 6 74 3
Declination: + 10°-+20"









































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R F'hgs*
11.59LI F D G 7400100008
10.91L B C 7400000108
20.24L B B AA8 0 7400100108
8.15L DD AA 9 7400000008
2.07L BFC AAA ' 9 2602110100
2.80L D BEF 8601000000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 4 TMSS +10437 25
3 13 105201 M0 70
1 23 LON 0733
1.93L DD AC 0 4700010000
2.03L CO BCKI 2 7700130000
28.73L D EC H 5400000008
2.61L C DG 5600120000
21.28LI BD BB 64021100082.34L BC IBCFD 00 9601100030
1.87L BBC AAA 6600000000 28!
16.14L CO IBD 7 9500100008
17.44L DF AALI 9 7501100008
14.59L CD CC 0 9400000008
34.67L C GD 6401100006
2.61L C D 66O00OO00O
41.51L CE BC 3402030008
37.54L CO CEL 8400011008
2.37L BC BC 0 9600100000
9.29 C'I DFB 9600000000
C E 540000010816.73L
13.22L FE CF 1 9401020008
2.69 D C 66000000O8
4.61: CC MI FC 5560201418 4
3.36 D EC 9502111238 C
9.32L D B 9402110236 C
2.00L =CE BB 0 9710000000
9.97Li80 AC 0 9400010008 1 2 DO6142
6.89L FO CB 0 9400102008
23.66L D D I 9400100018






BC 8510100008 1 1 CP VUL






26.96L CC AB 2 7402011018
1.85L IC CD I 9600000000
2.03L BD BC 1 5700000000
2.06 C MHB 7600100000
10.60L B BD 9400102008
2.03L CO AA 0 9700001000
5.93L 'DE AD 0 6600100000
3.70L D G N 7600000000
15.04L B B O 9300010008
18.04L BC AC 0 9300010008
2.21L BF AB 4 8701000000
4.02L B A 6700100000
4.21L ;C DI D 9600000000
3.11 I C GI E 9560000330215LIC0 ACG 2 9,_OOOlOO00
1.89L IC B K 7601000000
11,67L CE BF 1 9500100008
2.O6L B AF 9710000000
2.38L B B G 3600000000
5.97LIBS AADF O 5601100100
3.74L ICD AAI 6 5701100200
11.63L BD BF 0 9400000008
2.18L IBD ADJ 0 86000000O6
2.19L BC AAKD 1 3601001000
1.82L CO AB 9 8600000000
3.23 D C 9600200118
7.11L BBC AAA 0 9510100118 17
25.33L C CE 6300000218
17.64L BD AC 0 9500110018
17.49L !D DEJ 9400110108
11.20L _i AAG 9 94001110081.75L BC 5 7701100000
1.64L AA 0 6600000000
1.87L BF AAI D 9 3700000000
7.87L _C EE G 9500000008
2.14L IC DHK 9800101000
2.13 _ D D 7600000000
1.98L IBC AAH 2 6600100000
2.03L ID BH 86011000OO
14.47L iD C M 9400111008
[
7.29 j D HE 9600010530
7.21L IB 8CL 9500200218
8.74L IF B E L 9401000008
2.47 I B FHFC 8681000100
3.01 OC FB 4601200000
2.30L E BB 9800101000
3.19L BC AAJ 9701112000
29.47L D C 9400200008













3.37L DF iAAE 9 9731112000
2.05L B B 1 4700000000
10.04L BC AAL 0 9401001008
1.821 CC AAM 9 3700000000
2.79 F C 7600000000
1.70L BC A8 1 4600000000
1.52L BBC AAB 5 5600100000
21.84L C BL 9400100008
15.60L BC AB 0 7401000008
11.89L BC AEI NI4 5400100308
106
1 1 V457 AQL 3
1 1 V1029 AQL 3
1 2 DO18119 98
1 16 12385 150
1 2 DO18122 108
C 1 32 X1943+ 116 12
1 "41 19436+ 1820 I
1 2 [X_6153 106
1 1 V675 AOL 3
1 2 DO6157 93
1 16 12388 1400
4 13 105223 K2 27
1 "41 19439+1751 3
1 "41 19438+1813 3
1 *41 19439+1809 3
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1 NV AQL 3
1 2 DO18136 111
8
1 13 105233 K2 81
2
t I AA SGE 3
1 "41 19443+1809 12
4 1 "41 19443+1833 2
2
1 16 12395 148
1 1 V830 AQL
1 2 I DO 18142 106
1 13 105242 K0 77
1 23 LDN 0758






a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m
hm, ° , (s) C) i b C) C) (') N
19445+1725 46 55-- 4 47 8 75i 3 1.03
19445+1251 28 51- 6 46 9 763 .64
19445+1124 39 50- 7 6t 11 772 .33
19448+1147 39 50- 7 78 12 733 .32
19446+1517 56 53-- 5 36 6 753 1.11
19446+1713 18 55-- 4 40 8 753 .98
19447+1639 42 54- 4 42 9 753 .61
19447+1537 22 53- 5 45 8 7313 41
19447+1950 20 57- 3 20 3 733 11
19447+ 1128 33 50- 7 45 5 76 ! ,4 .89
19447+1140 19 50-- 7 ! ;12881193 7512 .2319448+1120 51 50- 7 1 75 2 .22
19449+1808 42 56- 3 72 3 .68
19449+1928 151 57-- 3 21 5 74 3 .96
19449+1511 115 53--5 4310 723 .71
19449+1022 i12 49--7 73 '2 752 .36L
19449+1113 36 50-7 28 5 754 1.40
19449+1133 56 50-7 64 5 75 4 .59
19450+1338 52- 6 20 6 723 4.97
19450+1517 37 53--5 3219 753 .25L
19450+t058 62 49-7 71 19 742 .29L
19450+1847 42 56- 3 5819 743 .25L
19450+1921 48 57- 3 118' 5743 2.11
19450+1430 27 62- 5103 35 772 .25L
19450-k1558 28 54- 5 23 I 7 743 21.19
19450+1756 12 55-- 4102 ' 24 732 .25L
19451+1056 56 4g- 7 31 4 754 1.27
19451+1951 9 57- 3 24 8 74 3 i .61
19451+1824 32 56- 3 19 4 73 3 101.92
19451+1046 19 49- 7 24 12 75 4, .25L
19451+1626 5 54-- 4 25 6 75 3 2.89
19452+1409 7 52- 6 40 4 _ 723 .86
19452+1838 55 56-3 35 5 743 2.28
19452+1611 13 66-4 _ 19; 762 .3119452+1525 45 53-5 71 o .46
19462+1845 35 56- 3 36 g 743 1.08
19452+t201 54 50-- 7 32 7, 763 3.05
19453+1700 58 55-4 37 7; 753 1.27
19453+1908 44 56- 3 52 13 = 743 .25L
19453+1012 12 49- 8 38 15 76 3 .25L
19453+1917 20157-- 3 26 4 743 5.79
19453+1330 5 52- 6 3518 732 .25L
19454+1905 47, 56- 3 73 5 743 .46
19455+1108 58l 50- 7 38 5 754 .6119455+ 1420 17 52- 6 60 1 77 .29
1_56+1131 _ s0-7 47 67 76;_ 52g455+ ol g 61 8 2 3' 1.72
19455+1743 39 55- 4 25 4 74 3 5.52
19458+1927 50 57- 3 24 3 73; 3 2.24
19466+1947 16 57-3 30 8 723 .33
19456+1222 45 51-7 _622 76;23 .27L19456+1059 3 49- 7 26 75 .25L
19457+1217 59 51--7 60 19 76i3 .4319457+1309 59 51-6 531 73 .23
19457+1443 5 53-5 28 6 733 16.32
19457+1427 20 52- 5 5329 74l 2 1.01L
19457+1736 30 55-4 58 12 75 3 .25L
19458+1705 13 55--4 62 ; 75'3 .4019458+ 1923 25 57-3 26 73! .47
19458+1616 28 53-5 24 18 753 .25L
19459+1645 24 54-4 6622 742 .25L
19459+1716 33 55- 4 30 5 723 5.76
19459+1916 2 57- 3 41 28 76 i 2 .25L
19459+t354 12 52- 6 38 6 75 3 .67
19459+1750 50 55- 4 26 8 73 3 .73
19460+1506 36 53- 5 98 13 72 2 .37
19460+1123 55 50- 7 27 8 763 5.27
19460+t957 17 57- 3 55 13 732 .36
19460+1623 50 54- 5 32 7 753 .77
19460+1003 56 49- 8 30 23 722 .38L
19481+1539 13 53- 5 88 17 752 .27L
19461+1509 6 53- 5 90 12 72:2 .32
19461+1034 4 49- 8 19 9 754 .93
19461+1111 28 50- 7 80 16 752 .26L
19461+1621 35 54- 5 28 10 75 i 3 .35
19461+1824 12 56-- 4 27 8 74 3 .47
19461+1055 12 49-7 66 8 772 27
19462+1313 88i 51-6711019 732 .2919462+1101 1 49- 24 7 754 2.01
19462+ 1449 2t _ 53-- 5 34 6 723 1.35
19462+1212 33 51- 7 60 8 753 .51
19462+ 1924 33 57-- 3 28 14 71' 2 .25L
19462+1743 48 55- 4 49 11 74 2 .33
19462+1006 59 49- 8 39 5 75 4 1.08
19462+1959 21 ; 57-- 3 91 25 72 2 .37L
19463+1751 401 55- 4 21 4 73 3 2.38
19463+1236 551 51- 7 82 13 77 2 .27
19463+1141 23 50- 7 41 8 76 3 1.13
19483+1935 58: 57- 3 29 8 71 3 .48
lg483+1311 5t- 6 39 27 743 .25L
16460+1o31 4g-8 45 6 76 4 55
19463+1440 30, 53- 6 46 6 i 72 3 .62
19464+1131 50- 7 40 14 75 2 .27
19464+1842 56- 3 27 4 73 3 2.08
19464+ 1619 54- 5 25 6 76 3 .83
19464+1525 53- 5 50 24 75 3 .25L
19464+1215 51- 7 25 8 73 3 2.12
19465+1222 51- 7 44 21 74 3 .25L
19465+1133 31 i 50- 7 30 11 763 .71
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Flux Density Rags Jkssociatiolns
(N¢ Color Co_ected)







































































































]00 t_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
17r34L CD BCKG 4 9400000008
2.27L BD CF 0 4600100000
1.80L C BJ 6700211000
1.89L E DMH i 2602000000
1.87LjEC ABHG!0 5600100100
I6.78LI DE BBK g 9400000008
9.88L EF IBD 3 7402010008
! BH
1.51L C 56001000003.73L B BB = 6 6601032000
2.02L BO AB 0 3800211000
2+90L C D 2801000000
2.63L C E 6700101000
26.53L BC ABFD 1 9301001228
3.71LIBC BB D 4 9701010000
2.02L _C B F 4600100000
Name Type _"{_ Mag
1 2 [X_)18144 32 81
1 13 i 105246 K2 41 85
1 1 V678 AOL 88 3
1 1 UV SGE 22 3
33 1 CR VUL 30 3
1 13 105252 K0 13 83
8 1 "41 19448+1806 19 3
1 1 V679 AQL 69 3
C
I 2 DO6175 78 101
1 2 DO6174 24 98
2 2 DO8178 44 110
4
7.89L C C 9501100548
1.64L!_ lAB C 198010000001.94L BF 1700100000
1.65L BBB AAC 3 6600000000
2.86 C F B 4600200200
3.46 C I B 9700101000
9.98 DC CB 7601100208
3.55LIBB AAF 19701100000 t 1 RZVUL 3 3
2.01 E F 3601000000
8.51L BBC AAAC O 340000000629 2 1 V464AQL 24 3
2.92 D C 46OOO00208
1.78L CO AB 0 9700101000
414Lc Bc 70_003_00 31
21.20L ABC AAA 1 9401000208 18 i 6 13 105259 +++ 8 37
5.43 C J HB 9780000528 C I 1 23 LDN 0703 202
10.47L DEC AAAH 96400000006
1.79L F E AB 613700000000
15.87L BB AA 1 9501000008
21.05L F O C 9400100108
1.60L B BD 96O10000O0
18.68L BC AB 27401100208
2.03L BC AA E 1l 5800OO0000 1 1 NYAQL 9 3
10.20L 8C AB 9501000006
4.56 CC DB 9600100100
4.75 C FOB 9600000226
4.21L COD AAED 91 9601100000
2.17 C KB 6600000000
3.73L B BF I 9700100100
1.87L DO BFF 01 9700000000
2.25L F GC 0 3601000000 11 , 2 DO 18162 10 1001.68L DD BB 1800001000 1 1 V684 AOL 12 3
1.71L DC AB 6700000000 1 NZ AQL 11 3
12.90L BC AAG 8 7400000008 2 "23 LDN0745 414
2.98L DDD AAC 9 97001000001
4.24L C RH 5601100000
4.23 D E GE 4500100110
2.41 C GC 9801000300
2.32L D CM _ 4600100110
2.27L D E 14600000000 1 13105273 12 88
1.73L BBC AAA 2360100000015 2i 4 TMSS +10440 12 23
2.42 O J J O 3600010000 I
5.71 DC EC 17500000548' C 2 *23 LDN0745 286
17.99L B CH 6400000008
3.25L DD BD 1 _ 9700100100
3.10 EE DB ! 8501000200
2.45 D I DB 8500000008
t5.34L CBE AAAE 9 7400100108
2.72 D J B : 9601000100
1.82L CC BC 3 3601010010
25.37L BD ABLJ i 0 9300000006
1.80L C C B 7600100000
7.25L DDD AAE 9 9501000108 1 1 RYAQL 6 3
6.96L D BH 3600100010
8.67L CC BB 7 9402210008
1.68 D I GC 9700100108 2 394C+10.59 63 179
1.75 C E DC 9600000000
2.28L C OGGK 8600100000
4.11L BEE ABGB O 9681230728 1 2 13105278GOP B 63
6.95L C DE 9500200138
9.66L C CF 9401211008
20.89L CE CD F 0 8300000118
12.47L D B I 9601110208
1.84L F J H 3600110000
6.88L BC AA B 1 9600100006 1 1 V687AOL 7 3
1.52L BF AB 2 4600000000 2 2 DO 18180 81 103
2.70L C c;BM! 26001000005.46 E E B 9680000200
12.36L C BD 9400200328 8 1 23 LDN0745 316
9.12L BD AB G 1 9501200416 1 2 DO6201 26 I15
4.30 C CK [:) 3600100010
15A4L CC AAEF 7 9400000016 8
2,42L D D 8600000000
10.60L BF BB 0 4400000008 3 13 105282+++ 3 56
2.74L B BF 8700000000 I 39 VRO19.19.03 87 610
2.45 C G F 3600110000
4.11L BE BB F 0 9602120518
206L CC AC N 3 3601100000 1 l iV1037AQL 75 3
1,70L CD CC 0 3701100000 I
10.23L C D 9500310008
23.18L BCD AACF 0 7411111008
15.69L CF AA 9 9400211008
3.28 C LHD 8500000100
1.80L BC AA 0 7700100000
2.65 C HGB 8601101130
3.62 B D BHEC 7700310008 5 65I 13 i 105290 K0











a • 8 a ,6 Coords SMJ 5MN Oh m. , (s) ( ) | b (") C') (') N
19465+1738 32.0 56 55- 4 59 18 71 2
19465+1949 32.9 25 57--3 42 10 73 2
19465+1126 33.0 9 50--7 72 24 77 219465+1130 34.2 1 50-7 63 12 75
,9466+ 1556 37.03 54-5 42 7 753
19466+1228 37.5 29 51- 7 36 6 74 3
fg466+1314 38.1 11 51- 6 36 g 73 3
19466+1726 39.3 7 55- 4 27 4 73 3
19466+1236 40.8581 51-47 66 15 76 319466+1845 41,639: 56- 56 10 69 2
19466+1136 41.7 23] 50- 7 32 12 76 3
J
m468+i012 42.028i 49 _ 30 13 73 319487+1859 42.438 57- 47 9 73 3
19467+1944 42.554 57-3 29 6 72 3
19467+1351 43.8 17 52- 6 33 9 73 3
19467+1900 44.352 56-3 67 29 71219467+1629 44.946 54-5 77 1 76!
_9467+1837 46.040 56-4 22 _ 713319467+1517 46.2 49 53- 5 32 76!
19467+1416 46,3 30 52- 6 29 6 74 3
19467+1828 46.8 37 56- 4 28 13 76 3
19468+1441 48.9 1 53- 6 80 10 76 2
19468+1210 49.6 5 51- 7 31 11 75 3
19468+1815 53.6 30 56- 4 27 9 74 3
19466+1833 53.7 25 56- 4 20 9 71 3
19468+1651 53.8 58 55- 5 46 4 75 3
19469+1515 54.5 9 53- 5 47 9 75 3
19469+1523 54.8 9 53- 5 65 9 75 3
19469+1919 55.6 22 57-- 3 50 8 78 2
19469+1003 57.8 18 49- 8 89 25 74 2
[9469+1829 57.9 17 56- 4 40 19 70 2
19470+1736 0.6 36 55- 4 51 5 75 3
19470+1807 0.9 38 56- 4 34 18 73 2
19470+1447 1.5 30 53- 6 25 7 75 3
19470+1529 2.347 53- 5 48 19 72 3
19470+1554 4.2 23 54- 5 30 7 75 3
19470+1000 4._. 39 49-- 8 19 5 75 4
19471+1354 9.C 25 52- 6 40 5 74 3
19471+1021 11.6 17 49-- 8 32 9 76 3
19472+1213 13.2 33 51- 7 68 36 74 2
,9472+1843 _3 31A50n 56--4 48 8 723t9472+1518 i : 53-- 5 ; 41 8 75; 3
19472+1135 16.8 _' 50-7 46 5 75 3
19473+1439 118.C 41 53-6, 45 10 73 2
19473+1548 22.4 33 54- 5 65 6 75 3
19474+1106 24.3 12 50- 8 40 7 76 i 3
19474+1300 26.4! 47 51- 7! 90 25 73 2
19474+1359 26.T 19 52- 6 34 6 74,3
[9474+1215 291 57 51-7 43 7 75 3
19475+1824 130.2 30 56- 4 73 11 76 2
19475+1639 34.e 5 55-5 27 5 74 3
19475+1643 35.41 45_0 55- 5 I 32 5 75'
3
19478+1805 38.8 56- 4 17 4 72 3
19478+1832 ]9.232 56- 41 20 6 72' 3
19476+1908 10.7 44 57- 4 38 9 72 3
I9477+1938 12.1 52 57- 3 34 6 72 3
19477+1139 44 9 13 50- 7 44 6 74 3
r9477+1714 46.2 58 55- 5 _ 80 10 73 i 4:
19478+1322 t8.0'31 52-6 72 26 77i2
19478+ 1841 48.91 4 57- 3 30 5 72 I 3
i
t9475+1213 51,0i 47 51--7 56 11 772
19478+1646 i52.1 3 55- 5 43 8 73 3
19479+ 1830 157.6 55 57- 3 24 6 72 3
19479+1157 57.7 57 51- 7 30 6 75 3
19479+1854 58.1, 3 57-3 22 14 76 2
19478+1434 59.1 18 53- 6 37 7 76 3
19480+1837 0 1 20 56- 4 51 9 73 3
19480+1734 0.5 57 55- 4 39 9 72 3
19480+1634 0.5 39 55-- 5 53 18 71 2
19480+1107 1.4 45 50- 8 55 7 75 3
19481+1407 10.5 21 52- 6 34 7 75 3
19482+1855 13.7 25 57- 3 77 11 76 2
19482+1815 16.5 7 56-4 27 6 72 3
19482+1012 17.5 17 49--8 21 6 76 3
19483+1312 18.6 60 52- 7 42 12 73 219483+143320.046 53-6 89 11 76 2
19483+1832 20.8 41 56- 4 45 10 73 3
19483+1241 21.0 34 51- 7 36 6 74 3
,9463+1324zi.2 3 52-7 35 10 753
19483-1-1757 22.450 56-4 22 5 71 3
19,_3+153723.534 .-6 37 6 73 2
19484+Io5824.138 60-6 34 19 75ig19484+1923 24,527 57-4 24 71
19484+174325.06 56-4 51 9 713_19484 + 1021 25.758 49-8 72 2 76!
t9484+1_1928741 52-7 29 8 75 3
,9485+163730.828 _-4 48 6 753
19485+1305 34,2 26 52--7 32 6 75 3
,9486+182734645 57-4 23 6 723
,94_+I_758.830 57-4 32 lO 71 3
,.66+1o17 39.316 49-B 57 9 77 2
,9488+181839.340157-. 48 7 743
,9486+I,1140.35:,57_ 30 6703
,9468+1,5,40.4o 5,
19486+1938 41,4 56, 57- 18 72
19486+1350 41.8 32 52- 63 29 76 753
19487+1206 42.2 46 51- 7 61 75
19487+1731 43.2 14 55- 5 31 4/ 74 3
19487+1614 43.9 45 56- 4 26 8 i 74 319487+1657 45.6 101 55- 5 38 74 3
RUX Density
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 pm 25 Fm 60 /.tin 100 p.m Rux Corr A
(Jamky) Uncs Coef R
.78L ,25L .59 16.11L D H FC
.26 .25L .40L 2.91L F D I
.25L .51L .40L 3.80 D DMK D
.28L .32 .43L 9.91L D
1.73 .84 .40L 1.70L BF AA 9
1.39 .84 .40L 1.64L CC AA 3
.51 .25L .40L 2.18L B CE E
3.93 2.57 .40L 14.00L BB AA 0
.25L .47L .40L 2.15 C FJ D
.41 .25L .40L 12.74L F B
.46 .41: .40L 10.31L DE CC 0
.25L .25L .58 5.29: CF I L DD
.94 .46 .41L 2.86L BC AB 2
.90 .29 .40L 3.71L BD ADHE 0
.76 .33 .40L 1.33L BD BC L 0
.52 .33L .40L 10.91L C BG
.27 .25L A4L' 13.22L C D I
.82 .29: .40L 16.12L BD AS 2
2.79 1.23 .35: 1.59L CCD AADG 3
8.94 4.98 .72 1.54L BBC AAB 0
.25L .26L .98 11.20L C HGD
.33 .25L .40L 2.03L C DJ E
.32 .25L .40L 1.85L C BH
.25L' .25L 2.52 14.57: ' BcOC HB
.77 .46 .40L' t8.09L AB 1
.25L .25L .69 3.05 BC B C
.79 .39 .40L 1.48L BD BB 1
.48 .25L .40L 2.31L B CMGB
.43 .25L .40L 3.81L C CH
1.49L .25L .40L 2.98 E C
.25L .25L .89L 7.84 E CJ C
.65 .24: .40L 18.32L BC BD 2
.25L .25L .74 5.51: DO DB
1.39 .89 .40L 1.34L BC AA 0
.25L .25L ,53 3.60 I CC CC
3.69 1.54 .38: 2.12L BCD AABH 2
1.73 .75 .40L 8.36L I CC AA 4
.77 .25L .40L 8.14L B BD
.90 .46 .40L 8.77L BC BB 3
.26L .63L .40L 1.54 C D
.47 .25L .42L 18.21L I D CCI CF
.36 .25L .40L 1.79L I C
B
o ABL 1
1.01 .30 .40L 9.10L
.59 .25: .40L 1.76L, CE BF
.87 .26L .40L 1.89L C A F
.78 .30L .40L 5.74L B ACKI
.28L .65L .40L 1.93 I D C
.60 .25L .40L 7.37L C BH
.43 .21: .40L 1.56L I BD DC 0
.36 .32L .40L 19.30L E EE
2.75 1.45 .48L 11.30L BC AAFE 3
1.00 .57 .44L 10.00L BC ABD 1
.71 .40L 11.31L DC AAL 4
1.25L 1.00 3.98 3.42 BCD AAB
.83 .25: .40L 10.49L CD BD H 1
2.66 1.58 .42: 16.31L_ ]CO AAD 1
1.14 .33 .40L 8.98L ED AC 1
.27 .74L .45L 14.77L C SL
.25L .28L .40L 2.09 D C D
2.07 1.31 .40L 18.30L FD AAE 9
.30 .25L .40L 1 88L C CF
.42 .27L .40L 13.44L C DD
1.39 .56 .40L 17.45L i SC AS 2
.85 .37 .40L 6.86L! BC BDE 0
.28 .25L .44L 14 81L E C
1.36 .61 .40L 1 35L! BC ABI
^c
.67 .33 .40L 15.15L, DF
.92 .25L .40L 13.60L B AF
.47L .25L .61L 3.82 D J FC
.59 25L .40L 8.39L B BE C
1.29 .70 .40L 1 55L! CC AA 2
.29 .25L .48L 24.62L C E
.39 .24: 2.18 5.20 DDCD CBAA 0
3.39 1.53 .40L 7.23L CC AAI F 9
.34 .25L .40L 4.87L IC E
.43 .25L .43L' 2.10L F CFM
.46 .21: .40L _ 9.89L! CD CDD 0
1.79 .74 .40L 1.67L EC AAH 2
.41 .25L .40L 7.13L C CB
2.13 1.17 .40L 15.56L BC AA 1
3.76 1.82 .46L 2.89L BC AAF 2
.25L .25L .40L 4.49 D J B
7.06 4.96 .61 15.81L' BBF AAB 9
.33 .25L 40L, 16.21L F CD
.25L .25L .40L 3.17 D J D
.90 .23: .40L 6.46L BD AD 2
.46 .21: .40L 15.22L BE BE 1
1.63 .59 .40L 5.78L BC AB 0
1.17 .83 .53L 16.74L FF ABF 9
.55 .40 .40L 17.39L CF BB 1
1,34 .35 .40L 6.70L BD AC 0
.45 .25L .40L 18.92L B AL
.37 .24: .44L 18.53L CF BDEC
,55 .23 .40L 13,75L CO BH 1
2.97 1.06 .57: 5.20: BCDE AABD 1
.27L 5.23 11.25 3.48 BCC LAAA
.55 .25L .40L 2.10L F BJ J
.63 .30L .40L 10.41L B ABM
.25L .36 2.18 6.78 DCE CAC
.54 .23 .40L 11.93L E D B B 0
Flags







































































































at 12, 25. 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
A_sociations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 23 LDN 0745 463
I 1 OR AQL 7 38 16 12433 36 145
C 1 32 X1946+102 84 12
1 11l PK 57- 2.1 23
2 13 105298 A2 16 50
4
1 I AE SGE 23 3
1 1 OS AQL 7 3
8 1 32 X1946+184 57 8
2 22 $84 85 900
8
1 2 DO 18201 74 105
1 1 V1008 AOL 57 3
1 13 105309 12 87
1
2 13 105311 6 87
1 2 1:)O6213 77 113
1 2 13 105316 K2 8 76
1
1 I 16 12447 17 1500
I
1 1 AG SGE 9 3
C
2 13 105323 K5 13 78
1
1
1 1 V1043 AQL 35 3
2 1 1 V696 AQL 20 3
1 13 105329 K0 7 67
1 13 105330 KS 22 85
1 1 V698 AQL 8 3
2
t 1 RU SGE 17 3
1 1 SW AQL 11 3
1 1 VT00 AOL 46 3
1 1 SX .AOL 11 3
3 13 105338 GO 15 51
1 16' 12473 10 155
6
1 1 TW AQL 74 4
1 1 V702 AQL 23 3
8 1 1 AISGE 121 3
285




h m. o , (s) (") ('3 ('3
Flux Density Flags
(Ne4 Color Corrected) V L
25 /=m 60 p.m 100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Oansky) Uncs Coef R _Rags*
19487+1135 !46.3! 47 50- 8 24 6 74 3 .43 .25L .40L
19488+1213 48.3 9 51- 7 33 6 75 _3 3.08 1.36 .40L
19488+1346 150.2 52 52 6 24 7 76 3 5.38 3.77 .43:
19488+1719 51.7 10 55- 5 23 4 72 3 4.20 4.74 .95
19488+1707 ;52.4 43 55 5 89 24 73 2 .26L 25L .40L
19489+ 1754 58.9 59 56- 4 39 9 71 3 .88 .28 .40L19490+1545 09 47 54- 6 i 28 13 70 2 .25L .27L .40L
19490+1049 2.3 38 50- 8 28 5 74 3 2.65 4.20 .98
19490+1452 3.6 26 53- 6 28 5 74 3 3.17 .96 .40L 1.90L DC
19491+1459 7.4 53- 6 59 3 75 3 .94 .35 .40L 1.83LICC
19491+1858 9.1 6 57- 4 62 7 74 3 .49 .26L .40L 12.23LC
19491+1359 9.7 45 52- 6 48 7 76 3 1.12 .35L .40L 8.11L B
19491+1731 11.7156 55- 5 81 17 74 3 .29L .25L .51L 3.42
19492+1408 12.5 11 53- 6 25 6 75 3 1.38 .57 .40L 2.11L BC
19492+1535 13.0 41 54- 6 50 6 74 3 .86 .25L .40L 1.76L B
19492+1355 15.5 45 52- 6 67 9 76 3 .56 .25L .40L 8.96L E
19492_1001 16.3 56 49- 8 44 ! 6 75 3 .80 .38 .40L 5.44L CO
19493+1902 18.5 58 57- 4 48 9 74 3 .92 .34: .40L 15.59L BD19493+1043 20.6 28 50- 8 37 I ¢. 73 3 .72 .31: .40L 6.47L BD
19493+1844 20.9 53 57- 4 30 6 72 3 1.79 .84 A0L 10.22L BC
19494-I-1227 25.4 28 51- 7 24 6 75 3 ! .95 .56 .40L 1.70L DF
19494+1704 26.0 18 55- 5 54 10 74 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.98L C1_494+161726.113 54-5 17 s 73 3 10.68 419 .67
19494+1318 26.8 22 52- 7 60 7 74 3 .37 .25L .40L 6.25L C19494+1803 29.9 , J 56- ._ 50 6' 74 3 .75 .33: .40L 11.73L BF
19495+1246 30.1 5 51-- 7 43 15 75 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.14
19495+1622 34.0 17, 55- 5 32 9 _ 73 3 .89 .55 .40L 7.30L BC
19495+1745 34.3 56 56- 5 59 17 72 2 .25L .25L .61L 3.74
19495+1215 35.3 14 51- 7 48 9 75 3 .41 .25L .40L 2.10L C
19495+1815 35.5 10 56- 4 78 13 76 2 .32 .26L .40L 13.00L C
19496+1940 36.7 29 57- 4 51 5 74 3 1.06 .33L .40L 14.79L B
19496+1526 37.1 53 54- 6 26 5 73 3 2.11 1.13 .40L 1.64L BC
19496+1649 37.4 47 55- 5 40 8 72 3 .58 .38 .40L 9.86L BD
19496+1550 37.6 26 54- 6 25 6 75 3 1.65 .67 .40L 1.49L BC
19496+1015 40.4 56 49- 8 27 8 74 I 3 1.06 .58 .40L 6.05L BC
19496+1130 41.5 1 50- 8 37 10 75 3 .76 .25L .40L 7.39L B
19497+1806 44.1 36 56- 4 37 8 72 3 .68 .55 .40L 11.64L FC
19497+1912 44.6 45] 57- 4 21 5 71 3 3.28 1.79 .49L 16.12L BB
19498+1343 50=1 271 52- 7 64 13 74 2 .32 .31L .40L 7ASL D
19498+1126 50.4 10 50 8 74 12 72 2 .36 .25L .42L 6.42L C
19498+1616 52.7 47 54- 5 60 8 74 3 .29L .26L 1.28 9.27L C
19499+1449 54.3 27 53- 6 51 8 74 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.71L R
19499+1853 54.4 30 57-- 4 43 7 74 3 .83 .25L .40L 10.97L B
19499+1147 54.7 42 51-8 28 8 75 3 .78 .25L .40L 1.65: B D
19499+1432 55.9 30 53- 8 21 4 75 3 1.72 .71 .40L 1.68L BC
I9499+1422 56.3 51 53- 6 35 5 75 3 1.74 .76 .40L 1.55L BC
19499+1243 59.1 34 51- 7 53 8 75 3 .50 .25L .40L 1.82L B
19499+1420 59.3 55 53- 6 25 5 75 3 1.87 .53 .40L 1.53L BC
19500÷ 1048 1.3 i 39 50- 8 40 5 75 3 .68 .25L .40L 7.91L B
19500+1410 1.7 2 53- 7 77 9 77 2 .25 .26L .40L 2.12L C
I9500+1933 3.4 27 57- 4 42 8 71 3 .69 .24: .40L 13.21L lid
19500+t830 3.5 29 56- 4 51 7 74 3 .47 .37 .40L 14.69L EF
19500+1709 5.5 8 55- 5 56 7 74 3 .33 .25L .40L 2.45L B
19500+1939 5.6 1 57- 4 18 9 74 3 .66 .26: .40L 13.37L CD
19501+1323 10.1' 47 52- 7 44 6 76 3 .67 .29 .40L 6.17L DD
19502+1630 12.9 26 55- 5 t9 4 72 3 1.15 .23: .40L 1.51L BD
19502+1743 15.5 27 56- 5 27 9 71 3 1.00 .53 .4OL _ 10.65L CC
19503+1858 20.0 33 57- 4 26 5 74 3 3.24 1.55 .40L 1283L CC
19503+1853 20.7 23 57- 4 30 5 74, 3 .54 .29L .40L 13.93L B
19503+1003 21.0 13 49- 9 38 6 75 3 .72 .29L .40L 7.50L B
19503+1959 22.7 8 58- 4 32 8 71 3 .38 .25L .41L 14.39L C
19504+1009 24.3 7 49- 9 25 6 72 3 1.72 1.18 .40L 7.56LCE
19504+1844 24.3 27 57- 4 19 9 74 3 .67 .25L .40L 12.55L C
I9504+1645 29.4 16 55- 5 34 6 74 3 .58 .21: ,40L 2.14L BD
19505+1049 32.3 28 50-- 8 49 10 77 2 .72 .33 .40L 5.81L CD
19506+1310 36.2 13 52- 7 21 9 75 3 .48 .25L .40L 851L C
19506÷1513 36.6' 24 54- 6 29 12 74 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.76L' C
19506+1426 36.9 39 53- 7 33 26 69 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.3619506+1256 37] 25 52-- 7 18 76 3 .25L .25L .40L ; 2.51
19506+1405 37.9 3 53- 7 39 8 74 2 .30 .64L .40L 6.B5L C
19506+1606 30.1 52 54- 6 34 9 72, 3 .61 .25L A0L 1.84L B
19506+1714 39.5 8 55- 5 50 9 74J 3 .30 .30: .40L 1.84L DD
19506+1030 40.3 13 50- 9 27 11 75; 3 .47 .36 .40L 7.48L CD
19507+1934 43.2 10 57- 4 37 22 72j 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.02
19507+1817 44.81 56-5 90 23 71i2 1.14L .60L .42L 1.77
19507+1016 ,5.4 _ 49-9 43 13 781 3 .25L, .25L .6119507+1617 ,8.6 55- 6 22 6 72 3 13.04 8.83 1.49
19508+1423 51.4 6 53- 7 59 6 75 3 .53 .25L .40L19508+1710 52.0 55- 5 65 8 74! o .50 .30L .40L
,9509+ 1852 $4.6 ,._ 57-4 16 47t3 1.55 .87 .40L
19509+ 1148 548 37 51-8 99 18 7412 .26 .25L .40L
[9509-1-1849 55.5 7 57-4 30 8 72,3 A5 .24 .40L
19510+1146 2,1 41 51- 8 107 21 77 2 .25L .25L .41L
19510+1431 2.2 32 53- 7 57 10 78 i 2 .60 .42L .40L
19510+1917 3.7 29 57- 4 18 5 72 3 3.85 3.94 1.11
19511÷1731 9.6 48 56- 5 20 6 74:3 1.93 .96 .40L
19512+ 1539 15.6 43 54-6 40 9 733 .57 .32 .40L
,9512+1806 16,4 36 56-5 19 9 74 3 .64 .35 .40L
19512+1038 16.8 17, 50-9 68 20 75:3 .29L 25L .40L
,9513+1710 18.9 61 55- 5 29 14 713 .34 .25L .40L
,9513+1128 19.1 33 51- 8 48 6 76 3 .60 .25L .40L
I9513+1642 19.g 28! 55 6 30 21 72 2 .25L .25L AOL
19513+1239 21.8 57 _ 52- 8 29 5 76 3 1.96 1.12 .40L
19513-t-1704 22.5 471 55- 5 82 11 72 3 .37 .30L .40L
19513+1411 23.0 43l 53- 7 51 9 73 3 .49 .31L .40L
19513+1743 23.3 571 56- 5 35 3 74 3 .65 .36 .40L
19513-.F1433 23.8 13 53- 7 16 5 73 3 4.59 2.60 .77
19513+1834 23.9 591 57- o 60 1_ 71 _ .38 .25L .40L19514+1917 25.0 14 57- 4 51 72 3 .49 .25L .40L
19514+1209 25.9 23 51- 8 33 6 76 3 2.78 1.52 .40L
8.07L C _C 3400000008
1.39L BC AA 0 7700100000
6.74L BCC AAC 9 6500100008
9.88L BBC AAA 9 9401000008
2.75 D K B 4500000008
8.97L CD AC D 7 9500001008
2.18 C BL E 5600000000
5.53L BEC AABM 9 9500000008
AAC 4 360100000O
AB D 1 3600000000
BH 950O100008
ACL 6500100008
D J B 960OOOO128
AB 2 i 8600001000BH H 3600000000





9.44L CCC AACD 9 94001000081
B D 4400O00008
AC 6 9400101006
C E B 3600O00O00




A B I 94oo2oo2o8
BB 4
AA K 02600000000
A B O i 95O0002008
B 64001 I(X)08
A A 7 9400101008,
















BB E 2 9400100008
BB D 0 55O0100OO8
AC E 0 8600000000
B B K 0 7400000008
AAI G 7 6500101308
B B 6500100008
AF L 4500210418













D K I C 9600000008
C NB 6600000000
5.70 CF CB 9501000438
1.69L BBC AAAK 1 6700000000 15
1.65L B AL 7700100000
1.61L C BE 9700100000
11.90L BC AA 0 9500110008
2.54L D D 4600100100
12.06L FF BDKF 0 9500110008
2.49 E D C 9 4700100100
1.68L B B L 5501000000
11.89L BBC AAA 0 5400000008
lg6L BE AAE 9700010000
1.75L'BF BCM i3 26010100001.82 DF iA J 9601000000
3.39 E !HI LC 9700000028
2.67L C FEFC 9600100000
1.79L B jB M 6700000000
2.67 C I C 9600100300
1.88L BC AA 8 7601000000
2.08L C CD 8600110000
1.57L C A D 670O000000
1.61L FF AA J 9 9701100000
1.39L BBC AABE 0 4601000000
15.59L C BE 9300010008
13.83L B BM 7400000OO8




S 2 # T Name Type ('") Mag
2 OWAQL 18 3
1 OX AQL 9 3
1 2 DO 18237 69 93
V704 AQL 12 313 105344 4 97
1 1 V1050 AQL 88 3
1 V705 AQL 10 3
2 2 DO 18241 gO 120
2: 13 105346 12 83
1 V1053 AQL 80 31 RV SGE 9 3
2
3 i 13 105348 GO g 61
1
1 16 12491 M7 7 146
1 16 12497 53 135
2 2 DO 6258 49 103
1 2 16 12500 79 155
1!2 2 DO 18251 47 98
, 2 13 105358 K2 6 85
2 1 GX VUL 6 3
1 13 105361 K2 0 B0
4 1 • 1]4 "41jRWSGE 13 319503+1853 23 3
41 2 DO 6266 41 I08
2" 2 DO18265 50 10t
I 13 105374 K0 4 78
t
1 "41 18508+1817 45 12
C
3 4 TMSS+20440 33 23
1 13 105379 4 85
2 1 AL SGE t2 3
IDO6274 78 113
"4_'19509+1648 25 3
1 1 Y SGE 2 3
8
1 13 105387 K0 16 81
1 1 PS AQL 8 3
1 13 105389 K5 3 82
1 1 SW SGE 46 3
1 1 PT AQL 18 3
3 "23 GCL 115 256
1 1 V425 AQL 37 3











a ..8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m
hm.a • 6, (s) (f_ I b (") (") (') N
19514+1523 26.0 34 54 6 95 13 722 .29
19514+1014 28.8 11 49-9 24 10 75 3 .25L
19515+1638 31.351 55-6 53 8753 .42
,9515+190e 32.658 57-4 36 8 723 .74
19515+ 1814 34.78 56--5 23 5 743 5.37
19516+1007 36.6 41 49-9 36 11 75 3 .25L
19516+1024 ,0.7 50 50-9 48 11 73 2 .30
19516+1639 40.815 57-5 50 6 74 3 .73
19516+1152 41.1 49 51--8 23 6 763 5.73
19516+1200 41.7 181 51- 8 26 6 76 3 2.15
19517+1740 43.9 16 56-- 5 34 5 74 3 3.43
19517+1031 46.8 24 50-- 9 30 9 75 3 .58
19517+1448 47.9 20 53-- 7 47 10 72 3 .63
19518+1515 48.2 28 54- 6 104 29 74 2 .27L
19519+1707 54.7 23 55- 5 41 7 74 3 .57
19519+1351 57.4 1 53- 7 25 9 74 3 .64
19519+1736 57.5 11 56- 5 68 8 74 3 .36
19519+1653 58.2 24 55- 6 68 8 75 3 .41
19520+1950 1.6 58 58- 4 47 3 75 3 .38
19520+1647 2.9 42 55- 6 54 34 76 2 .25L
19520+1910 3.3 43 57- 4 76 18 74 3 .25L
19520+1740 3.8 24 56- 5 22 6 74 i 3 2.43
19520+1827 4.7 55 57- 5 21 5 72 1 3 1.87
19520+1557 5.3 51 54- 6 47 12 72:2 .30
19521+1102 9.2 55 50- 9 83 10 77 2 .40
19521+1124 9.6 50 51- 8 55 11 74 2 .33
19521+1758 10.4 41 56- 5 45 11 73 2 .39
19521+1650 11.8 13 55- 6 36 23 71 2 1.25L
19522+ 1935 15.4 45 58- 4 23 6 74 3 29.30
19523+1816 23.2 32 57- 5 32 4 72 3 1.69
19523+1806 23.6:18 56- 5 57 13 73 2 .32L
19524+1402 25.7 0 53-7 23 6 75 3 1.95
19524+1333 26.4i 37 52- 7 52 9 73 3 .30
19524+1719 29.4 6 56- 5 36 7 75 3 .68
19525+1422 30.1 19 53-- 7 45 17 73 3 .25L
19525+1128 34.8 35 51 8 24 5 76 3 21.65
19525+1636 35.8 4 55- 6 51 9 75 3 .66
19526+1717 i36.8 54 56- 5 47 8 71 2 .27
19526+1706 37.4 60 56- 6 34 6 73 3 1.19
19526+1929 38.(] 7 58- 4 24 16 72 3 .42L
i
F9526+1524 !39.4 22 54-- 6 22 6 74 3 2.08
[9527+1901 45.8 23 57- 5 30 9 72 3 .68
F9527+1158 46.8 3 51- 8 37 9 76 3 .25L
19527+1303 47.2 46 52- 8 26 5 73 3 2.07
19528+1531 49.2 26 54- 6 i 47 8 75 3 .47
19528+1518 49.5 47 54- 7 43 10 72 3 .68
19529+1845 55.1 58 57- 5 53 13 71 3 .31L
19529+1127 58.8 58 51- 9 47 17 75 3 .25L
19530+1936 3.2 24 58- 4 85 14 72 2 .31
[9530+1929 3.9 33 58- 4 39 34 86 2 .25L
19530+1306 4.5 53 52- 8 59 7 75 3 .41
19530+1635 5.5 54 55- 6 32 12 74 3 .25L
19531+1001 7.(_ 21 49- 9 29 16 75 3 .25L
19531 +1052 8.8 1 50- 9 76 7 76 3 .45
[9532+1438 14.4 7 53- 7 28 6 72 3 1.92
19532+1137 15.4 10 51-9 65 22 75 2 .30L
19532+1924 16.2 24 58- 5 90 11 75 3 .30
9533+1419 19.7 34 53- 7 36 6 74 3 .72
_9533+1741 19.g 24 56- 5 35 9 72 3 .36
9533+1913 20.7 10 57- 5 29 5 74 3 1.73
9534+1614 24,8 14 55- 6 40 23 75 3 .25L
19534+1850 24.6 39 57- 5 i 28 7 74 3 .61
19534+1757 !25.8 35 56- 5 21 4 71 3 5.29
19534+1533 25.8 35 54-- 7 : 49 8 75 3 .44
19534+1345 28.1 55 53- 7 39 11 73 3 .46
19535+1136 303 44 51- 9 23 7 76 3 .60
19535+1810 32.1 51 57- 5 46 18 72 2 .25L
19535+1004 32.fi 20 50- 9 62 6 76 3 .66
19535+1959 35.4 28 58- 4 81 3 74 3 .33
19535+1422 35.6! 13 53- 7 35 6 74 3 1.46
19536+1612 36.2 57 55- 6 47 7 74 3 .44
19536+ 1410 37.9 21 53- 7 98 28 76 2 .25L
19536+ 1628 38.5' 29 57- 5 32 3 74 3 .46
19536+1529 41.8 53 54- 7 25 5 74 3 15.45
19536+1454 42.01 47 54- 7 26 6 74 1.70
_9537+1731 42.2 51 56- 6 92 15 76 .44L
19537+ 1147 42.3 54 51 - 9 28 6 75 1.34
19537+1630 44.E 3 55- 6 28 6 75 1.46
_9537+1159 46.C 50 51- 8 42 4 75 3 .52
:9537+1043 146.5 22 50 9 21 14 76 3 .25L
19537+1501 46.7 29 54- 7 39 7 74 3 34
19536+ 1139 48.6! 28 51- 9 79 26 77 2 .25L!
19538+ 1815 51.7 39 57- 5 42 3 74 3 .58
19539+1117 56.9 47 51- 9 37 10 76 3 .47
19539+ 1827 57.3 52 57- 5 43 16 75 3 .31L
19540+1237 4.8 16 52- 8 101 42 73 2 1.58L
19541+1544 6.7 8 55- 7 75 10 76 2 .37
19541+1203 7.1 16 51- 8 53 20 74 3 .25L
19542+1110 13.3 59 51- 9 24 7 76 3 .25L
19542+1131 14.3 26 51 9 103 21 77 2 .43L
19542+1320 14.6 6 52-8 61 7 743 .87
,9542+ 1958 14.631 584 54 3733 .39
19543+1323 19.5 29 53- 8 36 Q o74 ! .86
19543 + 1530 21.0 38 54-7 61 6 7413 .49
19543 + 1450 21.542 54 7 36 6 753 .80
19543+ 1157 22.916 51-9 25 . 74; _ 3.60
19543+1701 23.1 3 56- 6 36 23 74 i 3 .25L
19544+1021 26.8 1 50- 9 99 22 74t 2 .38L
50- 9 48 7 75 i 3 .5619545+1033 32.5 22
19545+1618 33.0 50 55- 6 14 5 74; 3 1.08
Declination: + 10"- + 20'
Flux Density Flags Associations
(N_ColorCo_ected)






































































































10O pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
2.49L C E C 2600000000 1 1
7.63 CE DB 7500000308 4
1.88L C CF 8500100200 1 13
13.42L BD ABE 0 9400000118
1.91L BBC AAC 0 6600000000 2 * 1
5.48: CO MCB 9541000208 4
1.99L E C ND 9700100008
12.63L BE BBC 0 9500010008 4 " 1
1.91L BBC AAC 5 5700000000
1.91L BC AA 0 6700000000
1.78L BC AA 0 9600200000
5.99L B BG 9600100008
1.76L B AE 4600000000
2.00 C M D 2600000000
1.94L BD AD 0 7600000000
1.65L C BBK 6601000000
2.62L C BG 8600200000
2.40L B C 6500200100
15.80L B D 9501000008
4.26 F J J 6400210540 C
i
4.20 C H D 9581000218 I
1.76L BC AAC 3 8600100000 l




2.17L E CJ H
sop
Name Type ('3 Mag
V713 AQL 3





1 1 AN SGE
1 32 X1951+ 167
1 t AO SGE
1 "41 19520+1827
06ooooooo0ii9501000238 4
66OOO0OO00 i 1 2 1306287
9601010000 i,
.66L i 3.14 I C
4.69 11.53L BBC AAAC 9 9401000008 i
.50L 2.04L BC
.40L 2.89 C J F 9601000000 i
.40L i 1.53L BC AA 0 3602000000 I
A0L 2.19L O CFJ H 7600000000
12.00L FD BB D 5 6600121000
3.73 C H F DC 6580000020
2.07L BBC AAAD 1 6601000100 28
A F 5700000000 i
D F 76OO121000 t
AD 0 4600000000 !
C D 7400000108 I
i
!AAM 0 2600010000





C J NGC 668OOOO1OO
B G 6400001008
D C 4500100208 l
BHccM 260001OO0O IDC 4680000oo0iDO CFO 9680110418
AC 9601030008 I I
1.44L BC AGC 0 4500000000 ;3.19 D 6600100010
21.86L C D 9400100008 1
1.80L FD BL 0 4600101000 I
2.70L CE DF L 0 6600O00000
3.44: BC C AAEC 0 9602001218 i
i
2_50 C IK D 3500100000
B B L 0 9500000008
'AAA 9 7600000000
CJ 1600100000
ICC M 0 4601O0O000
IBEK G 570010OO10I O 6600000000
BFH 9501100218 !
B K 84O0000008 '




'AAAI 0 1600100000 17
1.63L BE AB 0 3600001000
2.25L E iMJ C F 2600000000
1.46L BC ACG t 4700001000



















D E NE 6400200430
AADI 0 8601002000 i 2 1 "41 19523+1816
1 1 V718 AQL
2 4 TMSS +10443
2 13 105411
1 1 V1064 AQL
2 13 105415 MA
I 16 12555
1 13 105418 K2
1 2 DO 18327
1 1 W SGE
1 13 105431 G5
2 1 V498 AQL
3 4 TMSS +20441
1 13 105434 K5
2 13 105435 MA













2600130000 1 2 13 105445
8500111008
AD J 0 2600130000 1 1 32'X1954+133
AFE 3501000000 I
BB G 1 0601001000 1 16 12584
AAEM 0 7701000000 3 13 105447MB
B J I O 4601000100
D F B 9600000008














2.04L D CG4.36 DD DB
1.87 C C CEGC
2.50 C J C
2.02L BC A C
2.58L E iCE
3.61 _iJ FB
1.53 IB F H3.02L C
2.23 C M GC
6.66 CCC BAA
1.54 E A



































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
287
Right Ascension: 19h54"35'-19h57"15 '








































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 o(s) C) I b C) £3 _.(') _
35.4 29 55- 6 43 3
37.0 30 53- 8 , 75 3
40.0 57 58- 5 73 3
41.7 26 51- 9 , 74 3
42.6 0 57- 5 : 74 3
43.1 43 53-- 8 , 73 2
43.1 60 58- 5 : 73 3
43_5 35 52- 8 _ 76 2
45.5 53 55- 6 , 76
46.9 9 55-7 i 72 2
48.0 30 56- 6 74 3
50.4 13 52- 8 : 74 3
52.3 47 50-10 , 76 3
52.7 35 56- 6 : 71 3
53.8 38 ! 58- 5 ; 72 3
54,7 32 53-- 8 ! 76 2
56,3 58 56-- 6 ; 74 3
3.9 19 56-- 6 ; 72 3
4.5 30 50- 9 : 75 3
5.2 49 57-- 5 I 72 2
59 46 54-- 7 . 72 2
9.7 39 57- 5 ! 71 2
11.1 57 58-- 5 J 72 3
14.8 16 51--9: 74 3
16123 58-5 _ 7316.3 5 56- 6 , ,_
16.4 27 53- 8 . 74 3
16.8 47 51- 9 ' 76 2
17.7 43 55-- 7 I ,="tq 2
18,3 27 56- 6 . 74 3
18.9 8 54-- 7 ; 74 3
19.3 37 58- 5 _ 72 3
19,5 18 53-8 ; ;3 321.6 39 52-- 8 ;
22.2 51 56- 6 : 74 3
23.0 48 58- 5 I 70 2
25.8 51 55-- 7 ! 72 2
263 38 54- 8 , 75 3
27.955 52- 9 " _328.8 10 53- 8 I /o
30.3 48 51- 9 4 73 2
32A 35 54-- 7 _ 76 2
32.6 24 56-- 6 l 75 3
37,3 8 57-- 6 ; 75 3
38.8 10 55- 7 _ 73 3
41.1 22 54- 7 i 74 3
4L9 47 57- 6 _ 73 2
47.9 59 50-10 _ 75 3
50.4 33 56- 6 ; 74 3
54.1 20 50-10 ! 75 3
54.3 6 55- 7 ! 74 3
54.3 4 56- 6 ', 74 3
54.5 13 54- 8 ', 75 3
56.3 1 58- 5 l 72 3
58.5 25 52- 8 : 74 3
2,8 29 57- 6 : 74 3
4.3 461 56- 6 I 74 3
4.5 26 50-t0 : 75 3
6.1 12 52- 9 ; 74 3
6,2 35 51- 9 74 3
11.1 43 ! 56- 7 : 74 311.3 57 52- 8 75
13.7 7 55- 7 72 3
15.2 22 52- 8 74 3
t6.9 46 54- 8 i 74 3
18.3 57 56- 6 74 3
18,7 53 58- 5 71 3
21.2 12 55- 7 43 3
23.1 43 53- 8 75 3
26.4 27 51- 9 74 3
28.7 35 55- 7 71 3
30.2 3 55- 7 75 3
30.8 12 53- 8 75 3
32.3 17 58- 5 74 3
41.1 33 53-- 8 75 3
43.8 11 54-7 "_ 345.2 34 54- 8 75
464 15 57- 6 74
46.8 52 51- 9 73 3247.7 58 51-10 /._
48.2 51 53- 8 75
4641o 59- 5 .72,
49.2 50 56- 6 r_ 3
49,2 19 59- 5 39 3
49.5 6 51- 9 73 3
50.4 43 57- 6 74 3
50.6 15 54- 8 75 2351.0 12 51- 9 ,o
52.0_30 58 5 1 74 3
53.(_ 3 56- 6 74 3
53.3 12 57- 5 72 3
53.4 40 50-10 73 254.0 51 52- 9 --
57.4 37 53- 9 75 3
58.1 46 56- 7 76 2
58.252 52-9 756,3 37 58- 5 -_
13,5 47 52-- 9 75 3
13.6 49 58- 5 42 2
15.4 11 56- 6 73 3
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 pm 25 p,m 60 /zm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Unc_ Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
.25L .25Li 2.03 4.98 DD KAB 5582101200
.25L .25L' ,40L 2.11 C AB DCN 2600020000 i1.04 .44 ,40 13.73L BC 3 94010010081
1.12 .35 .40L 1.50L CC AB 0 5700000000
17.36 9.59 2.01 12.36L BBE AAA 9 9400000208 27
.31 .25L .40L 1.88L D I 3600100000
,40L .25L .99 14,53L C I B 6500201108
.25L .25L .40L 2.29 D F 9500000000
,53 .41L .40L 1.81L C CB 6802101000
.25L .25L .40L 2.34 C H C 9600000010
1.37 .47 .40L 2.68L BC AB F O 4600001100
.25L 25L .40L 2.07 C N C 9500000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.91 C HGB 9600000008
4.13 1.11 .40L 1.93L BB AAI 0 4600000000
2.70 1.80 .43L 12.89L CB AAFJ 6 6500100008
.30 .29L .40L 1.83L E FJ H 2600100000
1.64 .94 .40L 7.54L EF AAE 9 4500101008
2.19 1.17 .40L 1.70L BB AA 0 6700000000
.25L .25L .43: 3.12 ED BB 9681000208 4
.25L .25L A0L 3.17 E C 9600000208
.40 .25L .40L 2.46L F E I G 6500000000
.79L .25L .43L 2.28 D MJ HC 9600000008
.67 _25: .40L 12.63L CD BE O 4401000008
.80 .25L A0L 1.45L B B 3701100000
1.00 .73 .53L 11.79L EC BAHI 1 9400000018
.57 .23: .4OL 9.24L BE BD 0 3500201008
.43 .25L .40L 2.02L C B 3600000000
.27 .35L .44L 1.52L C D L F G 5700000000
.42 .36: ,40L 1.72L FD BC 2 9600000000
.84 .24: .40L 9.32L BD AH 0 4500101008
.53 .25L .40L 1.70L B BG 0501000000
.72 .37 .40L 11.19L BC AE K 4 9500000128
1.47 .91 A0L 2.06 BC D AAKF 0 2601100000
.69 .52L , .40L L64L B AD G 9600010000
1.14 .30: I .46L 2.18L BD ACH 0 7600001000
.35 .34L .40L 18.26L C DJ 4500000008
26 .25L .40L 2.09L C E 9500101000
.38 .25L .40L 6.86L B B 6400000008
.46L .25L .42 1.84L C I E 6700000000
.38 .28L .41L t.62L C CF L 2600100000
.34 .25L .40L 2.27L F B 3600100000
.27 .25L I .43L 2.05L F D i 0500000000
.31 .25L [ .40L 2.11L F FF ; 1600000000
.34 .29L ;' .40L 4.20: C E E I F C j 9600000028
.64 .32: i .40L 1.78L CF BD G 5 7500101000
39 .25L ! .40L 2.25L C BC F 1501020010
.34 .25L I .40L 8.10L C D 8500000008
.39 .25L I .40L 7.57L D D E J 9500000008
1.40 .62 'i .40L 1.64L CC AB 7700100000
.98 .26 i .40L 6.98L CD AC 9500100008
I
I .88 2.26L C B 6600101100 4
,27L ,25L
.25L .25L 'i .71 3.90 CC F BC 5580000110
.53 .25L .40L 1.77L C CL 1500010000
.45L .25L .40 12.85L C GH 3400000328
1.62 .67 .40L 1.38L B C AA K 8701100000
.85 .40 .40L 10.44L BC BBNI 9500000008
.25L ,25L .40L 3.34 C B 7600200000
.25L .40L 5.52L B BCK 950000000811 .97 .40L 1.35 C AA 5701000000
.34L .43 .40L 1.87L C GB 2600000000
1.13 .69 .40L 1.99L DC AA D 1600000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.42 C J HC 8600000000
23.58 14.19 2.80 1.42: BBCC AAAD 9600000100 15
71 .30L .40L 1.98L B AE 8700100000
139 .25L A0L 1.77L C C FC 1500011000
6.42 4.52 .89 1.80L BED AAB 7701100000
2.60 t.54 .48L 2,95: BF E AAI D 9 8600001108
.25L .25L ! .40L 5_77 C D F 9500101230
.25L .25L .40L 3.34 C MDHD i 4580000130
.46 .23: : ,40L 1.85L CF BI F 0j 1600000000
4.91 2.70 : .42: 1.53L CBC AAC 0 9600000000
8.79 5.40 ,78 1.83L FDF AAB 9 6600101220
58 25L94 .52L .40L 2.58 C GKC 950000002814.03 2.09 10.69L BBC AAA 4 9510010008 18
193 .25 .40L 1.56L BE BF 0 6601110000
.25L .25L .40L 3,65 C DL HD 3500000000
58 .33L .40L 1.44L B BD 8600001000
151 .32 .40L 11.98L BC BC 0 5400000008
.27 .26L .40L 2.13L D CM 1600000000
.41L .33 .97 1.59L CC KBA 6601001000
.43 .34: .40L 8.17L CF BH 5 9501000008
.53 .25L .42L 12.63L C BCH 8400000008
2.45 1.47 .40L 2.45L BC AAI H 2 3601000000
.25L .25L .50: 4.11 FC 1 LEB 9681100408
.99 .21: .40L 1.99L BD AC 0 2600000000
.25L .25L .44L 4.49 O I B 9580000138
.25L ,26L ,40L 2.34 C G C 9600000008
.55 .33 .4OL 1.58L CD CC K 0 1600000000
.25L .25L .40L 4.30 C FHB 8600110008
8.48 4.08 .75 2.10L IBC AAB 4 8700000000
.41 .25L ,40L 9.59L B BK 9401000008
.33 1.34L .40L 5.04L C CI 9500000008
1.20 .38: .40L 1.50L BD AB 0 5600100000
.57 .25L .40L 1.35L B CGM 5700110000
,47 .26L .40L 3.11L C ICG 0600000000
88 .50 .40L 1.68L B O B B 0 5700000000
129 .25L .40L 14.82L C E 7401110008
.86 .27L .40L j 1.69L B AB 3600000000
.41L .85L .53 12.12L C FEG 9402111348
.43 .21: .40L 2.32L CF EG G 3601000000
i
Declination: + 10 °- + 20 °
Associations
Name Type _'_ Ma 8
4 1 32 X1954+164
1
1 1 RR SGE
1 2 DO 6319
1 1 RX SGE
1 16 12597
1 1 AT SGE
4 13 105455
1 1 RS SGE
1 13 105459 K2
2 13 105465 K5
1 16 12606
1 1 "IV SGE
1 1 VY SGE
1 13 105467
1 1 V735 AQL
1 13 105468 K2
2 2 DO 6333
8
1 1 V736 AQL
I 16 12624
C
1 1 V428 AQL
1 16 12628




C 1 32 X1956+162
4!81
5 13 105500K5
1 1 V747 AQL
4
1 13 105505 K0
1 16 12648
1 16 12647
3 13 105511 K2


















































ham. 5 a 8 Coords SMJSM'N 00 12 /tin
. , (s) () 1 b £3 C) (') N
19572+1738 !16.948 57- 6 56 15 762 .25L
19573+1852 18.,c 10 58-- 6 70 8 74 3 ,49
19573+1400 20.4 48 53- 8 56 8 74 3 .42
19573+1736 22.344 57- 6 35 10 723 .82
19574+1437 25.843 54- 8 53 7 753 .25L
19574+1531 25.814 55- 7 5223 753 .29L
19574+1022 25.fl 6050-10 21 5 743 8.38
19574+1733 27.145 57- 6 50 7 723 1.08
19575+1322 30.954 53- 9 31 13 743 .25L
19575+1953 34.._ 35 59- 5 30 5 743 2.26
19575+1143 34.5' 28 52- 9 24 6 7513 10.18
19575+1817 ,349" 54 57- 6 58 17 73 ! 2 .25L
19575+1100 35.7 11 51-10 30 7 75 I 3 .99
19576+1030 37.430 50-1012628 772 1A7L
19576+1012 42.043 50-10 24 6 743 5.11
19577+1733 44.91 57- 6 24 7 713 1.33
19577+1722 47.339 56- 6 24 7 713 50.18
19578+1938 51.416 58- 5 26 9 743 .66L
19578+i728 51.(313 57- 6 32 7 713 2.31
19578+1253 52.349 53 9 45 4 753 .47
19579+1346 55.341 53- 8 41 7 753 .89
19579+1012 55.733 50-10 66 17 753 .25L
19579+1053 57.753 51-10 28 7 753 4.43
19579+1931 59.8 3 58- 5 23 6 743 .52
19580+1143 0.6 7 52- 9 33 27 712 .25L
19580+1934 3.824 58- 5 55 8 743 .43
19580+1039 5.5 0 51-10 56 11 772 .29
19580+1607 5.944 55- 7 41 6 743 .82
19580+1758 5.933 57- 6 37 18 723 .25L
19581+1710 6.9 2 56- 7 74 28 753 .25L
19581+1433 7.655 54- 8 36 19 733 .25L
19581+1532 10.715 55- 8 72 8 743 .41
19583+1302 18.1 0 53- 9 31 i 7 743 1.06
19583+1323 19.317 53- 9 27 6 753 14.2019583+1313 19.841 53- 9 53 ! 2v 753 .25L
19583+1825 23.353 57- 6 40 7 753 .47
19583+1720 23.443 56- 7 51 25 722 .25L
19584+1538 26.731 55- 8 73 12 732 .27
19584+1131 28.533 51-10 33 6 753 .90
19585+1500 30.450 54- 8 44 7 743 .52
19585+1535 33.217 55- 8 58 11 732 .56
19586+1138 36.6 2 52-10 27 6 732 1.49
19586+1318 36.82 53-9 6515 753 .25L
19586+1951 38.755 59-5 30 5 743! 2.27
19586+1051 39.3 23 51-10 22 5 75 i3' 2.02
19587+1954 42.018 59-510415 762 .34
19587+1814 43.750 57--6 23 6 41 5.10
19587+1925 44.545 58-6 34 9 72 .56
19587+1212 44.641 52--9 41 8 73 .27
19588+15O0 48.918 55-810123 7221 .25L
19588+1439 50.042 54-8 44 5 743: .56
19588+1139 50.937 52-10 47 20 75 3, .25L
19588+1520 50.923 55-8 54 6 743 .62
19588+1949 53.755 59-5 5410 7231 .64
19589+1509 57.213 55-8 28 5 7432i 9.37
19589+1117 57.238 51-10 71 20 73 3l .25L
19589+1742 57.840 57-7 31 8 743i .41
19589+1921 59.816 58-6 20 5 7421 7.4919590+1143 1.61752-10 7927 76 .25L
19591+ 1926 7.89 58-6 28 5 7431 .81
I
19591+1817 6.337 57- 6 21 6 743 40.26
19591+1901 9.814 58-8 3214 743' .25L
19591+1738 10.130 57-7 31 6 753 .84
19591+1056 10.95351-10 6326 732 .29L
19591+1919 11.029 58-8 28 8743 .63
1959'+1157 11.04752-10 64 8 753 .38
19592+1322 13.534 53-9 46 7 743 1.10
19592 + 1_08 15,5 55 58-8 34 9 743 .87
19593+1338 20.035 53-9 5928743 .261
19593+1858 20.646 588-8 76 6 732 .37
19593 _ 1838 21.02_ 58-6 7614 702 .29
19593+1402 21.122 5_-9 51 7 743 .43
19594+1031 28.63451-10 24 8 753 _85
19594+1718 28.654 57-7 3410 733 .85
19594+1833 29.912 58-6 83 8 743 .47
19595+1420 30.141 54-8 30 4 743 1.07
19595+1448 33.352 84-6 36:10 753 .31
19596+15_6' 38.636 55-6 46 9 722 .79
19598+1254 38.042 53-9 4317 743 .54
19596+1117 41.049 51-10 45 10 77 2 .33
19596+1631 41.1145 56-7 5619712 .25L
19597+1440 44.625 54-8 7221 722 .25L
19597+1920 44.826 58-6 3913 743 .25L
19597+1042 47.21851-10 5323 753 .25L
19598+1823 48.3 51 58-6 95 17 74 3 .25L
19599+1857 59.4 43 58-6 52 23 71 2 .25L
20000+1346 0.519 54--9 22 5 743 1.46
20000+1714 2.8,4' 0 57--7 447753 .57
20000+1652 3.6;20 56--7 44 7 743 .52
20001+1512 6.9J33 55--8 57 8 743 .86
20O01+1956 8.748 59-6 24 6743 2.41
20001+1815 8.930 57-7 3211 733 .36
20001+1721 10.91 57-7 36 5753 .91
20002+1210 14.43252-101O031 742 .25L
20002+1859 15.13 58-6 25 7 733 1.29
20003+1030 19.0 5 51-11 21 15 75 3 .25L
20003+1213 19.9452-10 28 7743 2.30
20003+1728 20.317 57-7 4211 712 .28L
20003+1009 20.8650-11 81 18 753 .25L
20003+1847 20.810 58- 6 31 7 74 3 .64
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Declination:+ 10"-+20"

























,25L .40L = 1.82L
l











































































.25L .49 i 2.47:
.64 .40L ! 1.95L
.51 .40: 2.45L
.25L .40L 2.72
.25L .40L [i 13.44L
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocr R Flags* S 2 #
C DDE 7500200230 C 1
B BEM 4400000008
1
BI I E 9500100008
BDcE AB 3 7700300220 CLFAC 9600000000 1
C JI J E 3600000240 CBBCE AABE 185000O023815
C C BG 7700310100 1C D 374OO00OOO
BCC _AAB 89500000008
BBC AAB 1 2600000000
D L E C 9501000036
D D B D C 96000000007600000000 2
BBC AAB 0 9400100008
BC AA 0 9600310100 1
BBC AAA 0 860010000018 5
CD CHBC 9401130228 8
BBC AB 1960O2001O0 2CJ G 4700000000 1
DC AB F 2 9400011018
D HKC 8600100008
BB AAE 3 8600000000 1
_BC BCF 08400110008
C C 16OO000O00
C BI 8301210008 1
F B 7501000000 1
E C B B 69400000008
D I KJ A 8580000348
C EGE 9501000230
D JI C 8600000008
E E H 4600000020 8F AB 8 2600010000 1
BCD AAAL 9 9701010000
C I B 9500000000
DD BB 0 9400000128
C FE 8600000110
C D D F 2601101020 8
BE AC G 0 5601101010
E B MI 6600100000
ic BH., 2o01101020!8
BD AB 0 9601201320 I c
B GGB 9600000000
BC ABK 2 6400201208 1
BF AAI F 9 9600000000 1
C C 7400201008 ,iC AADE 0 9400101308 2
BD BD 0 7500100208 I 4
D DK 66O1O01000
C NHB 7600100000
B BM F 9601000000 1
D GI C :9400211330 C 3
CB B 5600000000 1BB 95401201008C AAA 4 5600000000 4
C F B 8500000100
C BK F 9701000000BB AAB 1 7500400208
F GKC 9500110330 2
B BE 9600100200
BBEC AAAB 9960000100827
BcDC DHEC 4601100228AB 0 9701000000
B AG ,960010020OlC G 96OO000120
D F A C 0196OOO02O00 1
BF ADH 1 5501000118 1
C J E 8600000220 1
E B 3501100008
C D E 9500100008BN 940O0OO0O8 1
CC AC 0 65OO0O1OO8
B BDI 970000011094001O0O08
CD
A C N 4 9600000000 1C D D 7 O00OOOOB F 9500001008
B BH i 3600O000O0 1DL 8601010000
E DC ! 96OOO00108
C FC i 76OO0OO020
C BB 9500000000
C FME 7681000330 I
C FDFB 9500000008
C J C 9700101100
BC AA G 1 9702001110 1
C C 9700110000 1D BB O 8600000000
DE ABFK 03500000010 1
BB AACD 0 : 1500100008
B C D EBFF 95001002180 9701200010
D L F 6601101000
CE AADG 9 9700101100
CD DC 4600100008
BC AA G 0 6600101000 2
CC BC 9700000000 1
C El C 6400000108
B B E 9500010008 1
Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
AT Name Type Mag
32 X1957+ 176 118
16112660 12
12 ZG 1957+14 63
32 X1957+ 155 50,
1 !PV AQL 55
13105512 11
13 105514 K5 6
1 AZ SGE 8
13105522 MB 5
13 105523 K0 18
1 V758 AQL 85
1 V758 AQL 5
2 DO 18428 58




13105545 KO ! 8





4 TMSS +20448 37
22 $81 280
1 V465 AQL 34
2 DO 18449 84
32 X1959 + 136 79
2 DO 18452 62
1 V1079 AQL 35
2 DO 6387 87
32 X1959+ lo0 30
13 105575 K2 5
2 DO 18470 ! 38
!
1 V768 AQL ! 20
J
i
13 105583 K5 1
11 PK 56- 6.1 38






























.% _ _,__ c_, sM,sMN
. , ('3 C) ,, N
20003+1932 21.736 59- 6 30 18 74 3
20004+1426 26.427 54- 9 39 8 73 32ooo4÷132o28.624 r_-g 32 6 74 3
2ooo4+140027.036 54-9 86 22 73 220004+i0267.4365_-1163 3 763
20005+155730.534so-6 51 17 z4320005+_71832018 57-7 25 6 74 320oo5+163534.635 56-7 22 8 74 3200o8+10538.056 51-10 33 18 75 3
_0007+130543.423 53-9 46 6 72 2
20007+1519 44.6 10 55--8 25 7 72 3
20007+1948 47.948 59-6 36 5 74 31
_0o8+125246810 53-9 39 8 74 3
20008+1659 50.833 56-7 31 18 75 3
20008+1907 52.639 58-6 75 7 75 3
20006+1725 54,054 57-7 56 14 71 2
_0009+110754.157 51-10 48 7 75 3
Z0009+1201 57,5 18 62--10 35 5 74 3120009+184059.535 ,_-8 51 18 75 3J
z0010+17431.121 57-7 3, 8 72 3
Z0010+1821 1,5 33; 58- 7 26 6 74 3
20010+1759 3,0 46 57- 7 45 8 72 3
Z0010+1139 3.2 49 52-10 33 7 75 3
20010+1406 4.5 31 54- 9 36 18 72 2
20010+1834 6.7 55 58-- 7 46 6 73 3
20011+1022 6,1 17 51--tl 51 11 75 3
20011+1433 7.9 33 54- 9 68 t3 ; 74 3
_0011+1408 8.8 41 54-- 9 55 t2 _ 74 3
20011+1752 10.5 2 57- 7 32 6 73 3
20011+1737 10.9 10 57-- 7 47 10 72 3
L:POO12+1003 16.9 44 51-11 22 7 75 3
._0012+1904 17.2 41 58-- 6 27 5 73 3
70012+1437 18.0 25 54- 9 30 8 74 3
.;_014+1239 25.6 47; 53-10 54 12 72 2
_0014+1412 28.0 56 54- 9 31 7 74 3
_0014+1536 28.6 25 55- 8 34 7 74 3
20015+1456 31.2 28 55- 9 57 7 74 3
-;20015+1704 32.9 38 57- 7 35 18 72 2
20016+1936 37.0 31 59- 6 39 6 741 3
_18+174636.51457-732 8 743
_18+15o24o.110 55-9 26 1174_
_18+1_340.34758-8851372!
=17÷172245.41 57-740262783218.1843 ,.016 59-8 34 71
=18.1655 ,.54_ 57_8 45 7 743
=18.1555 50.03058_6 72 6 742
=18+161359.81 56-6 37 7753
=18+124051.84353_106_ 5 743
=18+174252.14_ 5,_7 39 6 743
=,8+1618 52.29 56_8 30 , 753
=18+1_2 ,2.414 56_8 3, 10 743
=1_+175952.41157_7 34 7 74,3
_16+1312_2.824 53_1045 _9 743
_18÷1518,59 55_8 51 9 7513
_1g÷1_ ,618 _-7 61 14 743
_19+143657.63_ 55-9 28 6 75;3
=19_1925_.956 59_8 29 3,43
_÷1630 o.g3 56_6 1_ 12 72 2
_20+1651 1.259 57_6 76 21 723
_+1736 1.6_: 57_7 88 14 73 2
_+1_1 5.345 56_7 59 18 74 3
_+1738 5.759 67_7 29 7 74 3
_20÷1_3 6.827 __6 84 32 73 2
_21+1_2 9.1, 52_10 91 17 782
=21.1339 11.22 5,_, _ 9 743
=21.1753 tl.336 57_7 53 27 712
_22+t022 12.216 51_11 , 15 753
_22+123513.24853_10 39 9,43
_22+110113.61151_,1 31 8 743
_22+181216.24156_6 58 41 732
_,,+1,26 16.318!52_10 81 7 753
_22+,36 17.63_ 52-10 46 8, 743
_23+125116.749 53_10 71 161,8 22_23+135621.g47 54_9 _ 1_i ,5 3
_0_3+114722.315 52 10 37 28 793
_23+113222.86652_10 71 7:753
_,23+184222.81256-, , 14 ,12
._24+172724.62257_7 26 8 743
_24+122624.85 53_10 52 10 7333
_24+17_ 27.8_ 57_8 35 9172
_24+192328.02259_6 ,3 8 743
_26+1_6 3g.75258_, 30 10 ,13
_28+1_ 42.0115g_6 51 12 713
_27+171942.54157-8 43 5 743
_27÷13_744.61154_, 6o 9 743
_27÷191547.93369_7 23 5 ,43
_+,213 4,.420 53_1024 8 723
_26+195549.52659-6 38 6 7132_26+161149.81g56-8 37 6 743
_+1801 54.1 45 56-7 45 15 74 3
_2g+1_1 56.031 56-7 58 5 74 31
20029+1950 57.5 55 59 6 19 6 71 3
20028+1628 58.1 1 56- 8 51 11 74 3
20029+1923 58.244 59 6 95 29 76 2
20029+1708 59.4 7 57- 8 45 5 74 3
20030+1558 1.6 32 56- 8 43 3 74 3
20030+1850 3.5 19 58- 7 46, 27 75 3
20030+1202 4.3 17 52-10 47i 7 74 3
20031+1442 6.1 27 55-9 35 7 75 3














































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags =
4.02 C HGC 9680000300
1.90L D A ML 9600000000
1.14L CC AB 3 i 76000000002.94 C C i 9581000030
7.47L C BJ 5500100008
2.77 D KGD 9600000028
2.16L BBD AAE 0 8700100000
5.87L BEC AABI 9 9501000418
3.55 C F E B 95000001 00
1.27L CE AC 0 4600000000
1.34L BC AB 0 6500002000
2.71L CC AB 3 4600000000
1.12L BC AAE 2 3700000000
2.94 C B B 8680000000
2.77L C B M 9700000000
3.75L C E D 7600000000
1.34L C B K 9600000000
1.79L BC AC H 0 3600000000
2.76 D MC 5682000428
1.77L BC AA 1 8700000000
8.41L BC AA H 0 9600100108
12.33L CF CC N 3 9500000008
1.2OL BC AA 0 4600000000
4.24 D I B 7561130110
11.83L C BG 9400000018
7.50L C BK G 8400010008
2.10 B CHHB 8500100000
1.77L C C C 7612130110
1.86L CF AA 9 9700000000
1.92L EC BF 1 870000'0000
2.23L BC AE E 1 7581000008!
1.72L B B A A M 0 9702000000
1.83L BD AB F 0 6500100000
1.54L C CE 660200000O
1.77L BC AB C 0 9601010000
1.50L BC AB 5 7500000000
1.76L B B K 3600000000 !
2.70 C AcJB 6600000010
2.47L BF 3 960010100014.73: BD D BBKB 9601120308i
B 36OOOOOOOO
B 9501100000






























C L C 35OOOOO020
E i 45000C0000
C F HB ' 97000OOO08





2.85 D EB I 9701000008
9.93L BCC AABF 9 9500200008







1.55L B DH K
1.38L DC AB
1.22L C E I
1.74L C KBC
2.32 C EEF















3.07 DBDD AAAB 9 9700000028
1.27L D BD 4701000000
9.21L B BE 5400010008
2.32L BE AC 0 9700000000
9.32L B BKL 9400010008
2.71L C BI D i 7600000000
10.33L BF AD 0 7501000008
6.52L B B i 5400010008
2,81L BBC AACG 6 ! 9601000100
1,00L CB AAD 1 4700000000
2,18L C BI 1500100210
1.OSL BD BB N 0 9601000000
3,79 D KC 5600000008
10.62L B CJ 9400000008
2.05L BCC AAFH 0 8500100210
1.57L C CC G 9600000000
2.73 C D E 8500000000 i
10.08L BD ABJ 0 5400000008
2.34L C DG K 9500000000
2.75 C L C 9500000008
1.04L C DH 4600100000
1.59L CD BC F 0 30000010010





S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 13 105569 K0
1 2 DO 6400
8
2 13 105600 MB
21 13 105602M0
1 1 TX SGE
1 2 DO 8407
2 13 105605 K5
2 13 105607
3 13 105608 K2
1 1 BH SGE
1 13 105611 K0
1 18 12745
2 13 105617 K5
I 13 105624 FBP
5 1 32 X2001+177
1 13 105628 K0
3 13 105635 GO
1 1 BK SGE
1 13 105637 A3
1
8
1 2 DO 18511
1 13 105639
I I i V437 AQL






1 11 V1087 AQL
1 2 DO18522
1 2 DO18521
1 13 105652 K2
1 1BM SGE
1 1 V439 AQL
4
1 2 DO18529














































Position (1950) H Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
<a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m 25 p.m 60 v.m
ham. ,8. _(s) C) 1 b C) ('9 (°) IN (]ansky)
20031+1521 8.422 55- 9 _ 19 7 7513 8.09 2.11
20031 +1550 9._ 22 56- 8; 54 14 7212 .40 .30L
20031+1744 11.039 57- 7 27 6 743 1.14 .53
20032+1952 16.325 59- 6 108 36 72 = 2 .25L .25L
20032+1200 17.g 3252-10 5611 72 i 3 .32 .25L20033+ 1306 23.721 53-10 40 8 75 .65 .22:
_ '220034+1641 i24.2 57- 8 56 13 78 i 3 .33 .74L20034+1447 249 55- 9 60 8 74 .38 .25L
20034+1445 27.8 2 55- 9 38 15 753 .25L .25L
20034+1515 26.8 49 55- 9 39 8 74 3 1.12 .36
20035+1727 30.9119 57- 8 _ 44 10 743 1.05 .25L
20035+1603 32.3 4 56- 831 26 742 .25L .25L
20035+1742 33.248 57- 7 68 11 743 .27L .25L
20035+ 1905 35.857 59- 7 ; 25 6 743 10.36 4.18
20036+1805 36.E 46 58- 7 46 7 753 .54 .25L
20036+1528 41.123 56- 9 I 71 19 742 .49L .41L
20037+1126 ¢3.54 52-11 ! 41 11722 .31 .25L
20037+1355 44.13954-10 18325 753 .25L .25L'20037+1926 145.7 10 59- 7 54 743 .40 .25L
20038+1104 49.122 52-11 ! 34 6 72 3 2.35 .88
20038+1735 50.615457-8 56 8 732 .40 .25L
20038+1343 '51.922 54-I0 60 4 753 .81 .31L
20040+1606 3.925 56-8 8411 712 .30 .25L
20041+1350 7.36054-10 29 6 753 1.84 .78
20041+1413 8.51 55-9 92 13 762 33 .25L
20041+1750 9.420 58- 8 41 6 74 3 .52 .25L
20042+1040 12.1 45 51-11 24 6 73 3 39.85 1465
20042+1826 12.7 28 58-- 7 50 t.0 74 3 .25L .25L!
20042+1232 12.9 10 53-10 47 6 75 3 1.00 .29LI
20042+1918 17.855 59- 7 41 14 70 2 .37 .25L
20044+1602 28.8150 55-9 36 12 74 3 .251- .39L2oo45+152333,32o _-8 33 7 74 3 .47 .25t
20046+1554 39.317 56- 9 58 6 74 3 .79 .25L
20046+1000 39.9j21 51-12 63 25 74 2 .68L ,60L
20046+1310 40.7140 54-10 33 6 75 3 4.78 1.33
20047+1546 42_656 56- 9 105 28 73 2 .25L .75L
20047+1248 44.4!21 53-10 27 6 75 3 64.97 32.59
20047+1447 46.5:20 55- 9 28 7 733 1.55 .7320046+124548913553-10 56 10 75 3 .45 .25L
20048+1854 48,911959-7- 31 7 74 3 2.46 1.00
20048+1507 51.7,21 55- 9 31 6 74 3' 1.84 .50
20049+1852 54.836 59- 7 43 14 73 3: .25L .25L
20049+1803 57.5J42 58- B 28 6 74 3 1.95 .94
20050+1008 5.732 51-12 37 ! 28 743' .25L .26L
20051+1226 7.8134 53-11 3217 782, .25L .26L
20052+1630 14_96 57- 8 85 11 762 .40 .25L
20052+1320 17,018 54-1010632 762 .28L .61L
20053+1235 19.513653-11 29 8 753 4.50 2.44
20053+1851 23.0' 6 59- 7 74 110 722 .38L .33L
20053+1727 23.8j53 57- 8 8627 762 .42L .25L
20054+1545 26.939 56- 9 51 14 762 .27 .25L
20055+1914 32.517 59- 7 39' 7 74 3 ! .84 .37:
20055+1158 34.1 ]40 9 7453-11 85 _ 3 2 .25L .36L
20056+1834 40.2i100 _ 7 24 7 743 17.52 18.0120056+ 1559 40.4 -- 57 7 743 .70 .27:
6 55-10 49 28 72 2 .25L .50L!20056+1442 4°'6'37 56-9 56 10 75 3 .46 25L2oo57+152742.8
20057+1809 42.6 6 58-8 40 10 71 3 .41 .25L
20057+1320 44.2 51 54--10 38 8 74 3 5.77 1.50
20057+1820 46.117 58- 8 87 13 782 .27 .54L
20057+1749 46.8156 58- 8 45 7 743 .65 .27:
20057+1507 46.954 56- 9 29 6 74 3 3.28 2.10
20058+1144 48,5 49 53-11 34 6 75 3 1.70 1.38
20058+1849 48.9 41 59-- 7 : 42 10 71 2 .76 .38
20058+1631 49.C I 57- 9 27 6 74 3 12.49 3.21
20058+1747 53.445 58- 8 39 8 74 3 .68 .25L
20058+1653 53.748 57- 8 29 6 74 3 .60 .25L
20060+1066 2.542 52-12 47 9 743 .41 .27L
20060+1320 2.545 54-10 _ 38 7 753 4.05 1.68
20061+1534 7.C 60 56- 9 49 10 74 3 .55 .19:
20061+ 1947 7.351 60-- 7106 25 74; 2 .31L .25L
20061+1701 8.6140 57- 8 52 22 443 .25L .26L
20061+1744 8.8158 58- 8 67 9 723 .36 .25L
20062+1639 12.748 57- 9 52 6 743 .75 .25L
20062+1723 14.2! 30 58- 8 61 20 74 ' 3 .25L .25L
20062+1206 14.329 53-11 55 10 75 i 3 .53 .25L
20062+1902 16.4! 58 59- 7 31 15 743 .25L .25L20064+1124 26.249 52-11 26 21 73_ 3 .25L .25L
20064+1443 26.941 55-10 37 6 743 1.33 .38
20_54+1735 28.05 58= 8 32 16 732 .25 .25L
20065+1818 33.3 1 58- 8 49 7 743 .55 .25L
20065+1456 34.332 55-10 50 11 743 .26L .19:
20065+1946 35.740 60- 7 50 23 76 2 .25L .27L
20065+1957 35.815 60- 7 26 17 74 3 .25L .25L
20066+1221 38.211 53-11 94 39 74 2 .25L .31L
20066+1009 41.641 51-12 91 12 76 2 .34 .25L
20067+1121 43.4 5 52--11 31 13 78 2 .33 .2gL
20067+1019 45.9 24 51-12 _7 ; 75 3 1.26 .6420068+1645 52.4 37 57- 9 74 1.24 .40:
20066+1343 53.2 37 54-10 25 73 2 .76Li .52L
20069+1837 56.1 18 59- 8 62 6 74 3 .34 .25L
20069+1855 58.730 59- 8 34 3 75 3 .41 .25L
20070+1914 3.611 59- 7 80 12 7612 .25 .25L
20071+1420 7.136 i 55-10 24 6 743 2.03 .74
20071+1213 10.19, 53-11 48 9 753 .29 .25L
20071+1943 10.736, 60-7 58 7 74 3 .36 .36L
20072+1716 13.9 35J 58- 8 53 9 70 2 1.14 .39:2oo72+1_g 17.3_l 57-9 34 10 74,3 .31 .25t
20073+1923 21.6 37 59- 7 49 7 75 3 .83 .30:
20074+1435 24.921 55-10 30 6 74 3 4.12 1.15
Flags
V
100 Fm Rux Corr A Confusion
Unos Cocf R Flags s
.34: 1.17L BBD AAH 1 _ 4601000000' 01
.40L 2.52L D DE F 9500000000
.40L 3.57L,BC ABJC 0J 9700111338
.85L 2.88 C MF ' 8500000210
.40L 1.17L C B O 46001000005.10 E CB K 85 0 8_
.40L 2.52L E DC G 8501011010'
.40L 1.51L B CG 4600102010
.40L 2.63 C EL B 4580102010
.40L 1.33L B D A E M 1 3600000000
.40L 9.08L B BDM 9501000008!
.50L 2.12 D K C 9500000020
.67 6.63L C J BI 9501111308 '
.76 1.74L SBC AAB 2 7700000000
.40L 3.66L F C MF 6600000448
.47L 2.51 C K F B 8500000000
.40L 1.66L C B 1600010000
.40L 1.88 C H D 4500100000
.40L 2.10L C CH 76000000001
A0L 1.19L BD AB 1 1701000000
.40L 7.97L F D G 950100000el
.40L 6.15L El BD 6400000008 i
.40L 2.29L C D N 9501110110
.40L 5.67L OE AA L 9 4500100008;
.40L 1.63L C A 5500000000
.40L 8.94L B BH 9500010008
1.72 1.13L BDE AAA 9 4700000000
.87 4.45L C _BCD 9500100328 i.40L 1.51L C 5601020000
.40L 2.44L F 5600000000
.55: 3.88 E CcC B I EEB , 9582000360!
.40L 1.74: C D L i 86000000009500000000!i
.40L 1.81L B C BE M 9600000000
.40 1.47 F L C 9501000000
7500100108
A0L 6.04L BC AAM D
.43 1.57
5.16 2.15 CCCB AAAB 7600100000
.40L 1.29L EF AAJ J 4600100200
.40L 1.53L CI 66001OO000
.40L 7.46L BC AAL 9500100138
.40L 1.21L CC AB 2600001000
.40L 3.04 C F GB 19700100238
.41L 2.35: BB C AAHD 1 7700000208
.40L 2.33 C F F 7500000010
.40L 2.43 C F GB 5501000100
.40L 2.52L D CI L 3600000000
.40L 1.80 D C I 6600000008
•40 1.28L CBC AAD 8! 4600000000
1.94 10.14L D OA 7401000358
.40L 2.28 D C 8601010018
.40L 1.50L C E 9500010000'
.40L 1.72L FD BD H 01 5700001000
.40L 1.49 D E G ; 4500000000
5.38 2.84L BBC AAAA 3 6600000008 14
.40L 1.36L CO BF 0i _1_
.40L 1.82 C D 4500000000
.40L 1.23L C AH I 5501000000
.40L 8.84L B B DF 5500000008
.40L 526L 'BC AAD 1 6500201008
.40L 10.95L C E 3501000018
.40L 7.74L CD BF 0 8400110008
.53 1.21L CBC AAB 0!4600000000
.40L 1.OOL IBF AAD 9, 6600000000
.40L 6.95L CC BC 01 6600100018
.55 1.41Le_c AAC 1_56oooooooo
.40L 7.83L C B D 8400210008
.40L 1,38L 'C BE J 6700000000
.40L 1.32L jC BE 06010OOO00
.40L 5.27L CC AAJ 0 5300101008
.40L 1.71LiBF BD 0 6500010000
.40L 2.71 O H EE 4500000320
.40L 3.59 i C NLJD 9601100030
.401. 9.83L =C C 9400110008
.40L 1.73L C AG 3601000000
.40L 3.14 0 DD 7600000008
.40L 1.25L IB B L C H 8500000000
.56L 3.21 i C' _ 5500000008
.40L 1.75 I C N C 4500100120
.40L 1.07L BC AB 1 2600000000
.40L 7.43L IF H 8400001108
.40L 2.55L BEC C AFI F 17_Ol18.77 1.19L FBD 2500000000
.40L 2.51 N D 5500000110
.40L 2.99 C J GC 4500000010
.41L 1.42 C KH G 9500000000
.40L 1.66L C i D 5600000000
.40L I 1.45L C DD 3500100100
.40L 1.62L BC lAB I 0 3600000000
.40LI 1.54L BD AC 3 6600001000
.40L 1.33 D L C 9500000000
.40L l.gSLi D BDJ 9701000000
.40L 1.76L' B BG 9700000000
.40L 235L C D 5600000000
.40L 1.70 BC C ABHC 4600000000
.40L 1.36L D E M 7600000000
.40L 2.18L C CFG 4600000000
.40L 6.84L BF AC 0 7500010008
.40L 1.70L C E E 6600000000
.40L 2.24L BE) AC F 0 3601001010
,40L 1,33L 8C AAEL 2600001000
Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type {") Mag
4 13105663 MO 2 65
C! 1 32 X2OO3+177 85 4
4
1 13105668 K2 2 62
1 "41 20033+1308 44 3
1 1 GK SGE 78 3
2 13 105676 6 82
1 13 105675 K2 27 76
4
3 i 4 TMSS +20455 15 25
C 2 16 12788- K0 53 91
1 13 105682 G5 10 76
I
2 ! 13 105692 K0 40 ' 77
1 1 V1092 AQL 32 3
28 1 1 V466 AQL 25 3
1 32 X2004+184 44! 12
;C 2!'13105697K5 2 75
C 1 32 X2004+160 29 12
5 "13105705K5 11 77
28 5 ' _ SYAQL 444 Do18570 59 101
44 _ DO 6465 87 103
2 BV SGE 10 3
2 13 105709 K5 11 80
1 1 RT SGE 7 3
I '41 20050+1226 40 12
1 13105717 K0 10 _ 70
lc ' 2 "4120063+1235 43' 232 x_5+1_ 131 12
1 1 GM SGE 42 3
3 4 TMSS +10452 6 26
1 1 V1095 AQL 70 3
5 13 105739 MO 8 66
I 13 105734 K2 6 85
2 13 105737 K5 8 86
1 2 DO6483 65 103
4: 1 32 X2006+197 22 4
8 1 32 )(2006+170 37 8
2 13 105741 M0 14 97
8
1 2 DO 18606 34 91
1 1 BW SGE 35 3
1 2 DO6492 60 100
1 2 DO6496 55 86
1 13 105756 K2 16 70
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
I I SX SGE 18 3
1 13 105760 K0 6 71
1 1 V441AQL 2 3
1 _ _DO6501 28 1011 I 18621 36 95
1 13 105764K5 21 8C
2 13 105765 KO 2 75
3 13 105771 0 87
291





a 8 C_or_s C 12 /,,¢mh_m..S, (s) ('_ £3 C') (') N
20074+1852 26.9 19 59- 8 85 13 76 2 .29
20074+1038 27.711 52-1; 39 7753 82
20075+1654 34.8957-9 2417403 .75
20076+1241 36.9 49 54-tl 28 6 75 3 3.46
26 52--12 74 2 .4220076+1022 407 I 28 12
20076+1511 41.643 56-10 33 7743 2.24
20077+1054 42.9 32! 52-12 86_7 10 76 22 .5620077+1556 43.4 40 56-9 35 73: .45L
20077+1804 ,6.2 40 58- 6 38 16 751 3 .6520077+1748 47.331 58-6 941 76 .33
20076+1614 50.0 46 57-9 36 6 74 3 ,53
20078+1530 51.49 56-10 5637 722 .47L
20079+1234 55.4 11 54-11 23 6 75 3 2.51
20081+1648 6.4 30 57- 9 32 6 74 3 .66
20081+1736 8.656 58-6 25 5 753 1.62
20081+1646 looi24 57-9 28 7 743 .25L
2ooe1+1725 1o.8 lg 56-9 7211 762 25
_o61+1424 11.743 65-i0 26 7 74 3 1.23
20002+1922 13.738 59- 82726 762 .3gL
20082+1933 15.4 12 60- 7 34 5 74, 3 1.19
20082+1324 15.9 4 54--11 56 4t 76 2 .25L
20083+1711 lg.5 13 58- g 37 14 74 13 .25L20083+1313 20.3 31 54-11 30 7 74 1.80
11 !320083+1756 22.0 58- 8 43 12 75 .4220083+1012 23.7 1 52-12 34 6 75 ' 3 .40
20084+1640 25.0 44 57- 9 59 19 75 3 .25L
20084+1446 27.2 4 56-10 42 10 73 3 .70
20084+1156 27.4 1 53-12 52 6 75' 3 .56
20085+1458 30,7 46 56-10 40 7 74 3 1.25
20085+1700 31.g 0 57- 9 39 12 71 2 .62
20085+1646 32.6151 57- 9 72 6 74 3 .74
20086+1836 37.9 8 59- 8 66 37 75 2 .71L
20086+1701 39.0'42 58- 9 67 12 74 3 .25L
20086+1748 40.8 16 58- 8 33 10 75 3 .64
20087+1820 43.6!10 59--8 61 21 75 3 .29L
20087+1705 44.4 38 _ 9 32i 6 753 ,7020088+1602 51.0_22 _,_ o 78 12 71 2 .3t
20088+1213 5t.0 41 53-11 27 11 74 3 .68
20086+1439 53.1 40 56-10 33 i 7 74 3 10.32
20089+1620 54.3 17 57- g 29 I 7 74 31 2.46
20069+1514 56.6 35 56-10 49 I 16 75 3_ .25L
20089+1427 58.4 45 55-10 75 25 74 2 .56L
20090+1524 0.61 56-10 54 39 76 21 .26L
20090+1454 0.8 38 56-10 35 6 74 3i 1.52
20090+1003 2.5 12 52-13 44 18 74 2l .26
20090+1422 2.7 20 55-10 36 7 74 3 2.14
200gO+lOlg 3.0 41 5g- 8 36 7 75 3] 4.52
20090+1350 3.2 17 56-11 61 6 74 3j .44200_+1610 4.627 57-9 41 7 74 31 36
_90+17o6 5.6 5 38-9 64 23=76 21 .45L
20091+1146 6.2 15 53-12 54 D 75 3 3920091+t838 10.9 35 59- 80o 20 71 2] .27L
20093+152819.312 _-10 71 2.83
20094+1703 26.6 44 58- 9 12 72 .312oog5+165o30.042 57-9 95 22 74 ,25L
20095+t143 31.548 53-12 35 7 75 3i .402oo95+i_o832,054 56-10 35 26 75 2! .25L
_095+154332.332 57-10 28 _ 74 3 2.22
200g5+1241 35.0 55 54--11 38 743 .31
20095+1705 35.9 29 58- 9 37 15 74 .43L
20096+1045 40.3 56 52-12 61 14 76 2 .25
20097+t418 46.247 55-11 98 16 76 2! .21
20097+1726 46233 58-9 64 9 75 3; .35L
20097+1107 46.3 48 53-12 29 7 75 3 Ij 6.47
20097+1925 46.8 48 60- 8 32 5 75 3j 2.57
20097+1404 47.6 31 55-11 71 16 76 21 .37
20098+1940 48.5 1 60-8 39 18 74 2 .39L
20098 + 1705 49945 58-9 38 7 75 3' .53
20099+1949 54.833 60-8 26 5 75 3 .48
20100+t603 0.3 57 57-10 58 9 74 3i .32
20100+1826 5.0 19 59- 6 39 22 72 2' ,25L
20101+193g 6,334 60-0 51 18 74 3 .25L20101+1340_.446 55-11 55 32 73 2! .25L
20101+1908 8.7 15 59- 8 23 g 75 3 .27:
20101+1524 10.3 39 56-10 2 73 .25L
20102+1406 14.0 51 55-11 24 74 2.72
20103+1609 18.9 48 57-10 42 6 74 3 .99
20103+1743 20.6 49 58- 9 92 25 73 21 .34L
20103+1836 20.8 33 59- 8 27 15 74 3 _ .25L
20104+1250 24.1 37 54-11 30 7 74 3j 9.12
20104+1950 29.4 17 60- 8 21 5 75 3' 1,21
20105+1343 304 50 55-11 70 8 75 3 .32
20105+1414 30.651 55-11 30 B 72 2 6.87
20105+1712 34.520 58- 9 88 i 13 76 2 27
20106+1010 36.923 52-13 98 23 75 3' .25L
20106+1923 39.6 32 60- 8 36 j 9 74 3 .60
20106+1141 40.6 57 53-12 35 7 74 3' 1.30
20107+1651 47.1 39 58- 9 54 15 74 3 .25L
20106+1526 483 44 56-10 48 24 74 3 .25L
20108+1555 50.4 42 57-10 47 9 74 3 .25L
20108+1225 51.7 38 54-12 46 8 74 3 .40
20108+1316 52.4 51 55-11 37 15 76 2 .28
20109+1412 59.1 2 55-11 27 6 74 3 7.07
20112+1256 12.0 23 54-t2 56 25 73 2 .25L2o112+I_ 17,146 57-10 33_ 7 75 3 6.68
20113+1052 18,0 11 53-t3 547 75 3 .74
20113+1728 183 45 58- g 35J 9 75 3 .67











































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coe£ R Flags"
2.24L C GI ' 9600010000
1.44L B AE 1600010000
1.73L CC AC D 3 6601000000
1.25L DD AA 9 4601000000
1.78L E CG 36O0O0O00O
1.28L BC AAF 1 4500001000
1.33L C BBGDI, 35010000001.95 D' 3500000010
8.32L B BH I 9402010108
10.02L C CL j i 9400002008
1.65L B S E 2600000000
2.07 D I F E 4500000000
1.20L BC AA 0 56O0000000
1.52L BE AD 0 6600100000
6.43L BC AA 0 6400000008
1.48L BC AA 6600100000
7,84L' C C 3500000006









1.63Li B CH H
2.71 C B
1.75L B AC E




2.02 C J D
AB o 6600O01000
D J G E I 1600000210














S 2 i# T Name Type Mag
1 21 DO 18626 35 98
1 2' DO 6508 39 9E
1 V442 AQL 13 32 DO 6513 80 91
1 2: DO 18629 7 101
I 2 i DO 6512 61 115
1 13 105775 1(2 8 78
1 2 DO 18634 42 10E
2 13 105778 K5 2 8_
1 1 CC SGE 13 3
2 7 NGC6879 3
1 1 CD SGE 17 3
1 13 105782 K5 3 80
8 1 32 X2008+134 18 8
4
, _[cEsaE 5 31 105784 K2 3
2 13 11057871 7 86
1 < I DO 652g 73 105
1 1 VlO98 AQL 60 3
1 2 I DO186_ 65 88
3.46 C[NBFA 4501201000
BAIL B C 8400010006 1 1 EXSGE3.25 rMHHB 95001OO328
2.38L BC AO I 1 5602201110
2.28L E C L 3500000000
1.50L CD ACHC 0 2501002000 2
1.41L SBC AAB 0 5600OO0O00 24
1.64L BC AAH 0 160100O100
3.21 C KNHA 45000OO000
1.B0 I C C 4500100000
1.23 I E F 9600000000
1.20L [BC AB 2 5600000000 2
7.21L C I K 5501000008 1
1.27LIBC AA 3 3501100000
7.66L BCD AAD 1 6400100316 3
1.59L IB B F 3500000000
1.61L ,C D H 3600000000
3.32 C CB 4581111120
1.42L C B G 3500000000
2.42 O I C 9600000110
2A6L C B L 5600000000
2.02L BC AA J 0 9500000000 2 13 105807
2.08L C C M 7500220020
3.49 C O 7500000120 8:1 32 X2009+168
1.07L B C 2500000000 1 2 DO 6541
2.75 O DHF 4501000100
1 13 105813 K5
1 1 V443 AQL
1.53L BC AB L 0 7501000000
1.31L D C 1600000000
2.58 C CL B 7580220010
2.10L D G 3602000000
1.32L C C 35000O0000
2.50 CD FBB 3600000006
1.33L BBE AAAD 91 3500000100
1.79L BC AA I 0 1600000000
I._L C D[ 150000O000
227L C EC 9600100008
1.52L C BG C 7 76001100003.01; F E CMC 7600100038
1.89L C C 3500000000
2.24 O J KC 65000001201
2.22 DO I EB 6600100008
1.92 C I HO 2500000100
4.67 DECB DEAA 0 3500000000
1.75L BC AA 0 8600000000
1.99 C d M F 750O000000
1.32L CC AALE 9 2500000000
1.64L CC AB ) 6 3600000000
2.62L O F 5501000000
3.05 E C D E S 9600000200
1.22L DCD AAC 9' 4600000000
7.53 8BCC AAAB _ 64000000451.61L C C 5500000100
1,50L SCC AAC 1511000000
2.11L C DI 6500OO0OO0
1.82 D K K C 950OOOOOO8
1.44L B BE 6601000000
1,21L BC ABDG 1 0500001000
2.21 C L DB 8500000000
1.91 C J C 8500000000
1.49L C D S C 5600000000
1.23L C B F 5500000000
1.38L C D E 5500000000
1.75L BBC AABD 0 i 35010001001,87 O NC 5602000010
1.33L BC AAD 01 3601100000
1.23L B BB G 5701000000
1.54L BD BC O 1600000000
1.72L D F 3600100000
48 3
2 13 105793 K0 30 72
2 4 TMSS +10455 24 25
13 105799 MA 3 86
2 DO6533 57 103
4 TMSS +20458 32 27
1 13 105820 K0
1 16 12889









1 13 105828 G5 8 , 73
4 4 TMSS +10456 17 30
1 11 PK60-7.2 19 I 121
1 2 [;)018708 25 96
2 13 I05542K2 4: 76
1 13 105843K2 7' 65
2 13 105856 K5 1 70
2 2 006565 22 111
I 13 105854 36 60




Position(1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C] (Not Color Corrected)
a , Coofds SM, SMN # Oj ,2 pm 25 pm 60 /_m
20113+1153 19.416 53-12 25 8 75 3 .52 .39 .40L
20113+1002 22.2 6 52-13 92 24732 .25L .25L ,40L20114+ 1902 26.039 60-8 51 10 ! 76 z .30 .25L .40L
20114+1801 26.5 159-9 22,35 3 .34L .25L .40L
1B 75 .48 .25L .40L
20115+1303 30.214 54-12 50 76
20116+1407 36.3 57 55-11 69 14 72 2 .32 .64L .40L
20116+1616 36.9 16! 57-10 71 13 75 2 .37 .25L .40L
20116+1520 37.942 56-10 110 23 74 3 .25L .25L .40L
20117+1634 46.82558-10 28 7 753 10.60 7.54 2.1220117+1803 47.847 59- 9 23 _ 74l _ 1.28 .23 .40L
20118+1329 46.3 1 55-11 63 20 7513 .25L .25L .39:
20118+1731 52.046 58- 9 27 5 753 1.22 .46 .40L
20118+1653 53.731 58-10 29 5 75 3 1.08 .34 .4OL
20119+1838 54.949 59- 9 36 7 75 3 .84 .35 .40L
20119+1502 56.538 56-11 41 3 75 3 .50 .24 .40L
20119_1013 58.9 27 52-13 91 8722 .70 .34L .40L20120+1426 1.0i3356-11 44 975'J .25L .25L 1.39
20120+1218 1.82854-12117 _3 74i2 .29L .25L .40L
20120+1651 3.2, 4258-10 753 6.20 2.07 .40L20120+1627 3.83557-10 421075 j .40 .25L .40L
20121+1756 7.e 50 59-9, 25 5753 4.47 2.31 .59
20121+1013 6.g 1552-13 28 7743 3.42 2.17 .40L
20121+1556 9.4 3 58-10 43 6 75 3 .53 .31L .40L
20121+1955 11.748 60- 8 94 10 743 .43 .25L .40L
20122+1800 17.g 3 59- 9 46 3 753 .87 .25L .40L
20123+1114 22.8135 53-13 37 6 743 2.12 .66 .40L
20124+1817 24.044 59- 9 27 9 743 .86 .49 .40L
20124+1154 28.937 54-12 40, 7 743 .25L .86 .97
20126+1905 36.050 60- 9 92 32 762 .39L .25L .42L
20126+1323 36.93 55-12104 20 753 .25L .25L .40L
20126+1759 37.738 59- 9 58 12 742 .33 .35L .40L
20126+1644 41.840 58-1( 40 18 743 .42L .25L .40L
20127+ 1233 47.22 54-12 25 7 753 .83 10.38 14.71
20127+1515 47.323 57-11 29 27 702 .25L .34L .40L
20129+1634 54.515 58-10 22 11 _ 753 .25L .25L .57
20129+1003 58.85752-13 9221 743 .25L .25L .40L
20130+1333 0.43355-12 46 9 743 .62 .21: .40L
20130+1255 3.2555-1; 27 151753 7.12 1.96 .49:20130+1329 3.821 55-12 28 1 753 .43 .25L .40L
20130+1233 3.91354-12 57 7 753 .64 .25L .40L
20130+1833 5.425 59- 9 4811 743 .25L .25L .90
20130+1028 5.84752-13 8822 753 .25L .25L .41L
20131+1727 7.245158-10 49 6753 1.OO .28 .40L
20131+1931 8.743160- 8 58 9743 .41 .25L .40L
20131+1834 9.450' 59- 9 30 975 3 .69 .40L .40L
20131+1633 11.5 9 58-10 31 5 75 3 .50 .25L .40L
20131+1444 11.846 56-11 74 27 7512 .28L .29L .40L
20132+1119 16.443 53-13 40 =, 743 1.06 .26: .40L
20133+1231 23.744 54-1; 85 36 762 1.25L .25L .40L
20134+1906 29.149 60- 9 32 8 753 2.17 1.12 .40L
20136+1309 39.439 55-12 24 6 753 4.30 9.69 2.09
20137+1506 _.7.820 57-11 73 15 742 .28 .58L .40L
20138+1913 48.414 60- 9 54 31 722 .35L .25L .52L
20138+1322 49.233 55-12 55 9 743 .41 .21: .40L
20138+1928 54.032 60- 9 25 6 753 2.60 .76 .40L _
20139+1359 55.6 9 56-12 28 9 753 ._.v .31 .40L
20139+1611 57.518 57-10 36 24 7433 .25L .29L .40L20140+1943 1.325 60- 8 57 24 75 .25L .25L .40L I
20141+1146 11.445 54-13 44 10 753 .37 .25L .40L
20142+1725 13.321 59-10 37 8 74 i 3 2.40 .77 .40L
20143+1823 20.712 59- 9 31 18 75 ! 3 .25L .35L .40L
20143+1206 21.5 9 54-13 85 29 72 I 2 .42L .25L .40L
20144+1324 27.2149 55-12 46 5 753 .68 .27: .40L
20146+1832 36.7; 11 58-10 32 7 75 = 3 ,71 ,30 ,40L
20146+1925 i39.04760-9 _92 74ii .28L
20146+1636 39.2' 3 58-10 "_
125L ,40L
75 .62 .25L .40L20146+ 1608 _41.,_ 58-11 22 76 I .26L .25 .40
20147+1654 142.-= 32 58-10 69 8 74i 3 .73 .25L .40L
20147+1211 43._ 9 54-13 87 15 762 .25L .50L .42L
20148+1807 51.2 7 59--10 97 14 76 : 2 ,26 .25L .40L
20148+1401 53.3134 56-12 63 10 752 .47 .32L .40L
20149+1816 _55.655 59- 9 32 7 753 1.18 .48 .40L
20149+1956 56.320 61- 9 73 11 7612 .34 .25L .40L
20149+1256 57.219 55-12 34 7 753 .31 ,25L .40L
20149+1355 59.530 56-12 66 11 78 _2 .25 .25L .40L
20150+1000 2._ 4552-14 22 6753 2.64 1.438 .40L
20150+1950 3.g 59 61-9 30 6 74 3 1,41 .82 ,401.
20150+1440 4._ 256-11 45 6 75' 3 .48 .25L .40L
20150+1503 5.C 13 57-11 84 24 76 ; 2 .70L .25L A0L
20151+1709 6.(_ 25 58-10 26 6 743 8.03 4.65 .52
20151+1333 9.C 22 55-12 46 3 763 .46 .25L .40L
20152+1714 12.g 34 59-10 199 39 722 .28L .63L .40L
20153+1928 20.549 60- 9 46 10 73 _3 .33 .25L ,40L
20153+1208 23.C 32 54-13108 26 752 .45L .25L .40L
20153+1625 23.G 44 58-11 86 14 743 .37L .25L .55
20153+1734 23.g 53 59-10 45 10 743 .56 .25L .40L
20154+1205 27.C 55 54-13 31 7 753 1.13 .62 .40L
20154+101i 27.943 52-14 66 17 732 .26 .26L .40L
20154+1908 28.210 60- 9 66 10 733 .36 .25L .40L
20154+1502 26.2. 43 57-11 75 26 753 .27L .25L .40L
20154+1051 '29.136 53-14 37 34 632 .74L .60L .40L
20156+1920 36.9 42 60-- 9 27 6 74 3 .82 .35 .40L
20156+1551 38.7 8 57-11 53 7 75 3 .64 .18: A0L
20156+1855 39.6 23 60- 9 42 10 74 3 .25L ,25L 1.10
20157+1643 43.145 58-10 73 26 742 .89L .54L .60L
20157+1902 43.154 60- 9 90 29 732 .25L .25L .43L
20157+1313 43.313 55-12 17 6 763 6.05 3.24 .54
20157+1938 46.552 61- 9 77 15 742 .22 .25L .40L
20158+1857 51.eL31 60-- 9 24 6 743 1.99 1.43 .40L
20159+1941 56.439 61- 9 49 10 722 .74 .30L .40L
Declination: + 10"-+ 20 °
Associations
V L C
100 pm Flux Con- A Contusion R S A
Uncs Cool" R FlaBs* S 2 # T
1.18L CD BE 7 2500001000
1.99 D J B 9500000008
2.31L D C 8600000000
1.38L B C 6601000000 1 13 105860K2
1.66 C J L D 5601000010
1.57L C DL 350_XX_O 1 13 105663
1.83L F D 3501000000 1 13 105866 K0
1.86 CBC C EG B 550000OOOO1.72L AAAB 6 7600000_ 2 13 105871 G5
1.70L CE ACL 05601000000 2 13105873 K5
4.19 i DC HGGD 7400000540 C 1 32 X2011+134
1.57L BC AC 10600001000 1 1 CO SGE
1.25L! BC AB O 5600200000
1.40L 8D AB 0 5600000000
1.14L BD CE 0 6600000000 2 13105878A0
3.89L CAB F 9401110008 1 2006572
2.08 CC GAC 1500000000
1.47 D E 45(_
1.27L BB AAH 04600200000 5 4 TMSS +20460
1.46L C 'B M 7600000000
1.89L BCC AACF 0 3610100000




















2.55 B J DCC
7.15 CBCC 8AAA 1 738010012(
1.72 C F B 5601000000
1.31L C B 6600100100
2.03 O BGF D 2 860000020811.40L BE 5_11C_01
1.21L BBE AABM 0 6600001000
1.43L C 8 5500110000 I
1.52L C BC B 6500201230
2.37: CC EBB 0500100000
2.42 C DC 9501000000
1.55L BD AD 04600000000
1.71L B 8 NF 9601010000
1.49: B D BACKCI 0._001000001.45L 7600100100
1.51 C K C ' 2500000000
1.16L BD AB 0 0600000000
2.00 E G G 7600101230
1.53L CC AAFE 0 6600000000
















1.21L BD iBFM2.12 D GGE
2.26 C O C
1.08L C C G
1.36L BC AA
2.19 C D B
1.80 C C











I 2 DO18748 69 100
1 2 [:)06577 33 110









3 ! 4 TMSS +10460 27 22
C 2l 2006590 69 1t5
1 I FQ SGE 52 I 3
1 2 DO 18766 60 108
1 2 DO 18771 7 96
1 2 DO 6593 37 96
C
2 [3018783 46 90
C
1 1 13 105916 K5 8 80
2 13 105917 MB 4 90
8 1 32 X2014+121
1.15L BE BCH 0 2500010000
1.34L BF ACD ;0 9500120000 I I CRSGE
2.50 C J DJ E 6500000010
1.35Lf.68B C BHLBF 860000020085001200004 2 13 105922 K0
1.57L B IBJ 3600000000 1 21 DO 18797
DIFEDE 460000000055000001108
;CD 0600000000 1 2 IX:) 16800




AA 1 9500111008 2 2 DO6628
7.27L IBC AA 06500100008
1.37L B B 4500000000 2 13 105930
1.94 D G B 5500000000
1.14L BEC AAC 9 5600100000
1.09L B BE 25O0000000
1.57 E GKF 5600100000
1.51L C El LH 9600000000
1.97 D H KE 55001011300
1.42L C C 6600000000
1.37: B D BFHD 4500000110
1.29L CC AB 85600101000
4.83L C F H 95(30000008
1.92L 'C FE 9500000000
1.54 D C 450000O000
1.06 C D 560OOOOO0O
1.45L:BC AB H 019602000020
1.39L B E B C 0 5500000000
3.74 CC BB 9400100100
1.77 E J B 9500000(_
2.35 C MD 9400100000
1.14L CBF AACH 7] 1600000000
2.22L C D 8500110000
1.32L BC AAE 0 9500200100
1.90L C BG J 6601210000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 2 DO 6634
8 II 2 13 105935K5



















a b a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tam
h m, . , (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N
0159+1407 56_4 54 56-12 51 10 I 74 3 .43
0159+1012 59.8 30 53-14 54 8 75 3 .50
0160+1756 I 2.5[26! 59-10 57 8 75. 3 .55
0160+1952 J 3.6J181 61- 9 58 12 74 3 .36
0160+1944 I 4.31 81 6I- 9 23 6 73 3 .74
0161+1049 I 6-9150j 53-14 31 4 75 3 .53
0162+1934 _14.2_51 I 61- 9 57 20 72 2 .25L;
0162+1641 114.91391 58-11 49 11 75 3 .39L
0162+1712 1t7.9|141 59-10 48 7 75 3 1.45
01,+1003 ,26.7J60, 53-14 70 19 75 3 .25L
II] I
0165+1712 p5.21581 59-10 sO 10 7513 .35L
DLSS+1535 i36.4113157-11 66 37 7312 .25L
D166+1116 /40.8|24J 54-14 21 10 75 3 .93
0166+1453 |41.6|57J 57-12 100 21 74 3 .26L
0168+1413 |51.7/45 [ 56-12 i 83 8 74 3 .35
0168+1514 J51.9 / 21 57-12 62 21 76 ! 2 .25L
:)169+1905 158.7|53[ 60- 9 26 74 3 3.22
0t69+1833 /59.t154I 60-10 72 31 75 3 .25L
:)170+1412 | 1.7|47_ 56--12 50 8 75 3 .46
0170+1816 |3.2_ 51 60-10 21 5 75 3 2.84
/ / i
3170+1158 ] 4.91451 54-13 45 8 74 3 .43
3171 +1303 J 7.8|29| 55-13 21 6 50 3 6.86
)171+1327 |9.6[11 / 56-13 45 6 75 3 .36
)171+1233 111.3/ 51 55-13 39' 13 76 2 .26L
)172+1521 |129 / 3 / 57-12 SO 3 75 3 .61
)172+1043 1t6.3/12/ 53-14 95 24 74 2 .25L)172+1544 117.0/54/ 58-11 65j 12 74 3 26L
_174+121o1242/2_54-13 54_32 76 2 .25L
)174+1201 127.S|471 54-13 3_! 9 76 3 .53
,.5+1541m5|0/56_11 7 743 10.52
/ [ l
)175+1441 J34.3115 / 57-12 35 25 75 3; .25L
)176+1247 136.7|221 55-13 50 19 74 21 .43L
)176+1214 140.1|46| 55-13 45 22 73 2_ ,33L
)177+1119 146.9137[ 54-14 33 6 75 3! 1.96
)178+1858 ]49.3125 / 60-10 52 7:74 3 _ .54
3178+1634 151.4/21/ 58-11 20 6 75 3 2.48
)179+1946 I55.8]41| 61-9 29 6 75 3 .54)179+1523 156.71 2| 57-12 55 8 i 71 2 .24
)179+1835 157.3/60/ 60-10 48 11!6 72 2 .30)179+1629p4 32] olo46 743 .53
I / !)16o+1424/ 1.2136156-12 36 7 75 3 1.02
)180+ 1016 / 3.5131 I 53-14 36 26 74 2 1.10L
)180+1738 i 5-4/ 3/ 59-10 24 5 74 3 6.09
}181+1627 16.61171 58-11 44 9 74 3 .50
)181+1727 17.71141 59-11 54 20 74 3 .25L
)181+1408 /9.9_411 56-12 52 16 75 3 .25L
)181+1536 11021361 58-12 103 32 73 2 .26L
}182+1936 [13.9159/ 51- 9 70 8 76 2 .38
)182+1710 114.9117/ 59 11 38 6 74 3 1.89
)182+1814 115.2|14|60-10 39 6 74 3 .66
/ / /
)182+1059 J16.1117 / 54-14 75 7 751 3 .49
)162+1542 ]16.6/17/ 58-12 51 13 74 3 .25L
}182+1646 t16.6J37| 60-10 21 5 74 3 3.77
)185+1142 133.2/ 9 1 54--14 93 20 74 3 .34L
)186+1840 136.5142/ 60-10 65 22 72:2 .25L
)186+1834 137.3154| 60-10 72 20 76 2 .31L
)186+1611 p8.8147 j 60-10 22 5 75' 3 1.72
}187+1746 145.7/17 / 59-11 63 9 74 3 .38
}187+1646 ]46.6122 / 59--11 62 6 74 3 .63
)187+1403 [47.1[35| 56-13 76 15 74 3 .25L
/ / !
)167+1339 [47.4[23 1 56-13 32 20 74 3 .25L
)156+1o41 149.31361_-14 67 3_ 76 2 .31L)190+1738 10.1139[ 59-11 34 74 .99
)t90+t315 |5.3J461 56--13 42 7 74 3 .41
3190+1519 |5.6_57| 57-12 43 10 75 3 .91
)191+1253 I11.1J15t 55-13 89 13 72 2 .29
)191+1602 111.8137| 58-12 50 16 74 3 .25L
)192+1049 J12.3151 | 54-14 32 7 75 3 2.12
)192+1512 112.3/ 8 / 57-12 42 7 75 3 .52)192+1641115,132/so10436 753 195
)192+1930 i "I116.5115i 61-10 71 7J 74 3 .37
3193+1346 ]21.2/11l 56-13 52 34] 72 2 .35L
}t93+1420 123.7|19| 57-13 87 16 I 74 3 .25L
)194+1358 125.4l 7 / 56-13 81 14 76 2 .27
)194+1037 [25.8|10| 53-15 58 33 I 76 2 .47L
)194+1707 127,7148 / 59-11 16 5 74 3 15,83
)195+1652 [32.4t50 [ 59 11 57 19_ 74 _32 .64)196+1409 136.3148| 57-13 51 25 72 .43L
1196+ 1913 [38.8113 [ 61-10 56 74 .25L
)196+1009 139.8122|53-15 29 19 763 .25L
/ ! !
)196+1257 140.0t20] 55-13 30 6 74 3 3.43
)196+1926 140.6| 5| 61-10 68 7 75 3 .58
)197+1900 145.8/17| 61-10 65 7 75 3 .53
)197+1556 147.2/54/ 58-12 52 7 75 3 .68
)197+1006 ]4791541 53-15 46 14 73 2 .33
)198+1603 146.9|42/ 58-12 46 19 74 3 .25L
)198+1129 149.6|60| 54-14 36 10 74 3 .44
)196+1151 151.0154| 55-14 23 61 74 3 1.56
)198+1718 151.11 g[ 59-11 53 5; 74 3 .71
)198+1457 151.6124|57-12 78 11 76 2 .48
[ [ [
)199+1613 |54,61111 58--12 27 5 75 3 3.12
)199+1808 J57,9156 / 60-11 41 9 i 74 ! .25L)199+1003 158.9146| 53-15 84 12 75 .66L
)201+1956 |9.0137 | 61-10 16 6 i 73 .39
)201+1309 ]931211 56-13 27 _ 75 3 3.02)201+1645 |9.5/20 / 59-11 22 _ 75 _J 14.39
)201+1346 t11.3125| 56-13 57 28 72 2 .25L
)203+1723 118.2121| 59-11 SO 8 74 3 .45
)203+1341 118.9116[ 56-13 34 26 70 2 .29L
)203+1727 t19.3/57] 59-tl 49 6 74 3' 36
/ / /
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































l(g) p.m Flux Cow A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
I
1.52L C C K H I 3500000000
5.78L B BE 9500000008
1.61L B BJ G 3500000000
1.69L C O 36001000O0
1.50L BC A8 0 6601110000
1.21L B IBM J 7600010000
2.26 C t HGB 7500000000
4.79L C KBD 9500000108
1.42L CO AC 4600100000
2.03 D D B 868OOO0OO8
1.75L I C B 3601100000
133 D H 7600000000
1.42L_ B AC 26OOO00O0O
1.85 C K B 5400000000
1.48L B CGMK 6500110000
2.08 D J B 85O0000100
1.70L BB AAI J 1 9500000000
1.42 C E GG 5600OO0O00
1.58L F C 5500110000
1.17L BB A A 3 6600000000
1.88L C IB H 7501000000
1.12L BB AACI 0 16010000001.51L ! _ D 3600000000
2.10 B C :J F MB 7501000100
1.35L B F D 8500000000
2.54 C J D 9500000010
1.59L B CD 6600100000
2.92 D C 8500100030
1.55L C CL 6600000000
1.25L CCC AAA 8 6600100000
1.88 C K C 26OOOO002O
2.33L C C 0501000000
2.84 E G I C 8600100030
1.50L BC AB O 2600O000O0
6.10L'BD BD 0 9400000008
3.34 BBCC AAAA 5 7620000008
1.55L C BFM 1600000000
1.89L C C 7500000000
1.82L F EK 4601011000
1.43L B BE 4600010000
1.1BL BC AB 4 5500000000
2.20 C L MC 9601000O0O
1.12L BC AAF 0 4700000000
6.74L C CE 9500000008
2.01 C l EDB 4600000120
2.77 C L C 7500000100
1.74 D D 6500100000
1.85L C C 1500010000
1.48L BD ABI 0 6600000000
1.37L BD BCJ 3J 3600001000
1.61L C B H 7600000000
1.62L C G CK I 6600100000
5.23L 88 AADJ 01 9502100008:
1.69 C KFC 1600000000
1.80 D J GC 9600100216
1.63 E J B 9600100218
5.66L CC AA 0 5400001008
1,65L B CK K 260SO000O0i
7.45L B AFE 6400000008
2.55 C J B 9500000108 i
1.97 C NC 9480000000
1.50 E I D r 96o0000000
1.18L BD AB 0 3600000000
1.03L B CEJ H 9600020000
1.25L B AE G 4700000000
1.91L C A 1600000000
2.51 C J J B , 8681000008
1.20L BC AC 1 : 9600001000
2.O0L B BJ 56000O0000
1.97: BD E ABI D 0 9401002108
1.05L B B !5600000000
2.16 D H I H 9401000160
2.15 C I B 96O0000008
6.63L D H ! 9400100008
1.83 F J LDi '9600000000
1.44L BCF AAAB 9 3600000000 29
5.39L B AE 3500000008
2.06 D C 94O0000008
2.22 C FI F 9600000100
4.98 C L I E 9400100340
1.21L BC AAI 0 2600000000
1.17L C CE B 5600000000
7.18L E B 8400022008
4.40L BD BO 1 9501000008
2.26L F B G 7500200340
3.79 C ML B 6581000048
1.17L B DD 36O0000OO0
1.16L CC AAH 4 2610000000
1.09L B ADI 3600000000
6.31L C B ! 2500000008
5.32L BC AB 3 ! 9500000008
6.38L B E B 2500000008
2.29L C G B I 6500100100
7.46 EBCC CAAA 0 7400002000
1.00L BB AAD 0 3601000000
1.50L BB8 C AAC O 2600000000 181.97 K D D 9680000000
1.54L O CF 36O1100000
1.92 D KD E 9601000000
1.87L C B E H 2500200000
_'T Mag
I 2 DO 6642 74 I0_
2 13 j 105941 4 87
1 1 FS SGE 49 3
1 13 105947 K5 9 7C
2 13 105954 5 87
1 13 105955 G5 37 71
1 13 105957 + + + 6 68
2 13105959 2 85
3 13 105961 M0 6 65
8 1 32 X2017+121 90 8
1 1 GY DEL 55 3
8 1 32 )(2017+146 59 8
8
2 13 105980 K2 1 67
2 7 IC 4997 53
I 13 105984 F6 1 68
2 13 105988G5 6 62
1 39 MC22O18+ 102 105 408
3 13 105991 K5 6 60
1 2 DO 18867 34 100
I 2 DO 18869 59 90
2 2 DO 15668 96
4 1 32 X2018+186 i 140 4
i4
2 ' 2 DO 18872 76 ! 101
1 13 106008 9 80
1 1 13 106009 K2 12 77
2 13 106013 K5 10 76
2 13 106012 5 87
2 2 13 106019K5 7 77
1 13 106015 G5 28 78
8 I 1 32 )(2019+137 154 8
1 I FV DEL 66 3
1 1 UW DEL 45 3
4
C 1 32 X2019+101 84 12
3! _ 1_ 106025K0 19 78DOI8901 19 113
C
8 1 32 X2019+160 46 8
I 1 1 UX DEL 2 3
2 13 106027 I 82
2 13 106029 5 85
2 7 NGC6g05 1
13 1O6035 MA 3 76
I I VW DEL 24 3
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
294
:1 I I
Right Ascension: 20h20"21"-20h25m11 ' Declination: + 10=-+ 20 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
H_
Galactic Uncerlainty C[ (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJSMN O Oi 12 p.m 25 _.m 60 _m
Name
5
hm. , , (s) I b ('3 (") (') N (Jansky)
20203+1133 21.6 20 54-14 27 7 74 3' 2.59 .62 .40L
.>0203+1215 22.7 52 55-14 48 6 74 3 1.05 .27L .40L
20205+1515 32.2 45 58-12 63 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20205+1423 33.1 23 57--13 50 7 75 3 .50 .25L .40L
20205+1730 33.6 53 59-11 80 29 74 3 .25L .63L .40L
20205+1756 35.5 1 60 11 64 8 74 3 .38 .25L .40L
20207+1126 43.4 50 54-14 40 7 74 3 .78 .43 .40L
20207+1256 44.4 56 56-14 67 14 74 3 .41L .25L .60
20209+1612 58.9 13 58-12 68 27 76 2 .75L .25L .41L
20209+1629 59.5 35 59-12 45 6 73 3 .46 .25L .40L
20210+1812 1.0 22 60-11 22 5 74 4 13.92 3.72 .66
20210+1015 1,8 8 53-15 65 3 75 3 .36 .25L .40L
20210+1121 2.1 50 54-14 29 5 74 3 .30 1.39 3.35
20210+1315 3.5 51 56-13 43 6 75 3 .76 .25L .40L
20210+1012 3.8 7 53-15 53 9 75 3 .86 .26: .40L
20211+1710 6.4 57 59-11 37 9 74 3 .25L .25L .65
20212+1548 13.2 3 58-12 35 10 74 3 .25L .25L .68
20212+1533 14.1 30 58-12 69 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20213+1743 22.3 49 60-11 39 5 74 3 1.14 .32 .40L
20213+1646 23.8 28 51-10 36 11 73 2 .31 .25L .40L
20214+1707 24.1 53 59-11 22 5 75 3 3.61 2.31 .37:
20215+19J2 35.3 23 62--10 47 8 70 4 .25L .25L .45L
20215+175"1 41.5 51 60-11 72 30 72 2 .25L .25L .40L
20217+1030 43.5 58 54-15 99 40 73 2 .25L .65L .40L
20217+1535 45.5 50 58-12 25 12 46 3 .25L .25L 1.04
20219+1752 57.5 23 60-11 39 81 75 3 .45 .26L .40L
20219+1224 58.1 45 55-14 69 10 75 3 .25L .25L .84
20219+1402 58.9 43 57--13 29 5 75 3 .76 .25L .40L
20219+1514 59.4 59 58--13 97 17 74 3 .25L .25L .40L
20219+1145 59.8 3 55-14 28 10 74 3 .47 .25L .40L
20221+1120 6.6 23 54-15 27 7 75 3 1.70 .97 .40L
20221+1448 8.1 11 57-13 17 4 75 3 7.14 3.25 .53
20221+1814 10.7 20 60-11 63 24 73 3 .25L .25L .40L
20221+1322 10.9 27 56-14 103 12 74 2 .39 .25L .40L
20221+1752 11.5 8 60-11 78 25 74 3 .25L .25L .40L
20222+1628 12.8 51 59-12 88 121 74 2 .30 .25L .40L
20222+1216 14.0 48 55-14 49 9 75 3 .25L .26L 1.22
20222+1558 17.3 49 58-12 31 61 75 3 3.27 .76 .40L
20223+1951 18.5 36 62-10 109 32 66 2 .25L .28L .40L
20223+1214 21.3 49 55-14 35 11 74 3 .41 .38L .40L
20224+1245 27.3 59 56-14 68 24 75 3 .25L .27L ,40L
20224+1511 29.9 0 58-13 59 7 74 3 .67 .29L .40L
20225+1835 34.6 46 61-11 56 15 72 3 .25L .25L .40L
20226+1223 36.3 41 55-14 51 13 76 2 .31 .54L .40L
20226+1119 38.8 6 54-15 32 10 75 3 .65 .37 .40L
20226+1736 41.3 7 60-11 75 7 76 2 .42 .45L .40L
20226+1653 41.4 47 59-12 21 9 72 4 .56 .25L .40L
20226+1334 41.7 35 56-14 28 5 75 3 2.24 1.23 .40L
20227+1903 45.1 15 61-11 30 5 74 4 .52 .26 .40L
20227+1926 45.1 10 61-10 30 6 67 3 3.56 1.51 .40L
20228+1033 51.0 58 54-15 70 26 76 2 .25L .25L .40L
20229+1649 58.5 54 59-12 26 3 74 4 7.86 2.01 .34:
20229+1915 59.8 14 61-11 42 9 68 4 .42 .25L .40L
20230+1137 5.3 37 55-15 36 7 75 3! 1.37 .73 .40L
20230+1024 5.6 27 54-15 30 i 7 74 3 .25L .24: 2.11
20231+1517 6.5 35 58-13 72 18 74 3 .41L .75L .40L
20231+1744 9.6 36 60-11 34 3 74 4 1.14 .43: .40L
20231+1457 9.8 23 58-13 31 9 74 3 .83 .24: .40L
20232+1348 16.3 2 57-14 50 14 75 3 .26 .25L .40L
20232+1157 16.7 47 55-15 31 6 76 3 1.22 .38 .40L
20232+1155 17.0 18 55-15 55 14 76 2 .35 .30L .40L
20233+1357 20.6 29 57-14 42 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20233+1918 21.6 31 61-11 30 6 69 3 1.94 .53 .4OL
20233+1441 23.8 20 57-13 77 3 75 3 .36 .25L .40L
20234+1505 24.6 42 58-13 76 14 72 2 .29 .25L .40L
20234+1537 26.8 20 58-13 46 6 74 3 1.86 .53 .40L
20235+1945 30.8 56 62-10 57 10 70 3 .40 .25L .40L
20235+1515 32.1 33 58-13 86 15 75 3 .25L 25L .40L
20236+1446 40.4 45 58-13 34 5 74 3 1.16 .32 .40L
20236+1344 40.7 50 57-14 22 6 74 3 3.89 .90 .40L
20237+1941 46.1 58 62-10 35 9 69 3 .91 .25 .40L
20237+1413 47,9 48 57-13 85 20 76 2 .36L .25L .40L
20240+1908 3.C 47 61-11 64 12 69 2 .45 .25L A0L
20241+1709 i 62 1 60-12 22 5 73 4 1.07 .27 .40L
20241+1231 [ 65 9 56-14 20 5 75 3 4.12 1.68 .40L
20242+1424 1121e 39 57-13 38 12 71 2 .30 .25L .40L
20242+1105 15.3 13 54-15 49 10 75 2 .29 .25L .40L
20242+1947 17.E 33 62-10 24 22 62 3 .25L .27L .40L
20243+1544 18.E 11 58-13 37 5 73 i 4 .64 .27L .40L20243+1047 21.3 7 54-15 41 7 75 .62 .25L .40L
20243+1419 23.61 26 57-14 69 28 73 2 .25L .36L .40L
20243+1613 23.7 21 59-12 48 10 70 4 .25L .25L .47L
20244+1601 24.5 44 59-13 70 13 76 2 .25 .25L .40L
20245+ 1527 32.3 4 58-13 30 8 71 4 .92 .50 .40L
20245+1354 32.5 26 57-14 65 16 74 3 .25L .25L .40L
20245+1930 33.8 51 62-11 105 25 67 2 .35L .92L .45L
20245+1224 34.9 12 56-15 56 8 75 3 .25L .41L .40L
20245+1916 35.4 35 62-11 44 8 67 3 .36 .25L .40L
20246+1456 37.4 7 58 13 29 5 74' 3 15.45 8.89 1.22
20247+1304 45.7 54 56-14 64 7 75 3 .73 .25L .40L
20247+1555 47.0 21 59-13 12 8 155 4 .33 .25L .40L
20248+1657 48.6 59 60-12 19 4 74 4 1.22 .52 .40L
20248+1212 50.6 60 56-15 69 12 76 2 .28 .25L .40L
20248+1734 52.3 24 60-12 40 8 68 4 .25L .25L .74
20250+1344 0.8 44 57-14 63 12 73 2 .28 _25L .40L
20250+1840 4.3 3 61-11 21 8 69 3 .70 .22 .40L
20250+1326 5.4 41 57 14 41 6 75 3 .54 .25L .40L
20251+1250 6.6 2 56-14 50 18 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20251+1848 9.7 2 61-11 25 9 69 3 .64 .27L .40L
20251+1716 11.3 23 60 12 74 8 69 3 .33 .25L .40L
Flags
5.54L BBC AAB 2 5400000008 17
2.16L C C 4500110000
2.89 CBCC CAAA 1 3500000100
1.00L B AFG 2700000000
1.71L DF BF 0 3500110000
1.35 BC BB 3600100000
2.88: BE J BB 9600100128
2.04 C E C 9601000018
1.29L B D A E 0 ' 2600000000
5.76L C E 7400010008
1.15L BBD AAD 0 3600100000
Associations
V L C
I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma[
1.13L CC AB 4 3600000000 1 13 106036 MA I
1.17L B AD 3700000000 1 13 106039 K2
1.87 E J L B 9602000008
5.30L B C I 9500100008 3 13 106042 F5
1.86 D HGE 2500100000
1.34L C D C 1600000000 1 1 CC DEL
1.12L BD AA 3 3601001000
1.72: CC ECB 1600000100
2.51 D E MC 7600000020
1.56L C CL I ' 6600000000 1 2 DO 18932
I
3 13 106053 MC
1 13 106052






1.15L C CB E
1.72L C D BE
7.00L B A F
3.28 D MA












C 1 32 X2021+198
1.06L BBB AAC 0 9701000000
1.60 C D
5.72L O DK
5.04 C C I F
1.94L C D




1,59 C DJ C
6.68L E B D
2.76 D J C
1.20L C EMM
1.05L B C B C
1.55L F CCH
1.12L C BD M
5.64L BC AA
6.13L BE BC
D J li9 9500100248A A A F 6500000000 29
1600000000
8 1 12 ZG2021+15
C
2 12 ZG 2022+ 12
1 13 106062
4 4 TMSS +10466
9600000000
9500000008 1 13 106071
7400100240 C 1 32 )(2022+178
2500000000
4500100100 3 ! 9 Ul1552






5700000000 1 13 106062





1.24L BC AAE 8 9600000000
1.72 D G D 4601000020
1.06L BBC AAC 0 1500100000
5.31L B CJ I 8501011008
1.00L BC ABI 0 0600001000
3.90 DCC BAA 4500001000
4.63 E L H C 9600000378
1.33L BC ABCF 0 6600000000
1.02L C D A B H 0 9600000000
10.01L C D 9501100118
1.02L BC ACI 1 0600101000
1.04L C DE 0600101000
2.93 E L B 9600000008
4.62LBC AB D 0 9500011008
1.54L B D N 9700000000
1.35L C D 9700000000
6.36L BC AC 3 9300000008
5.76 L, C B D 9500100008
3.12 C I B 9680010138
1.15L BD AD 0 7700000000
6.46L BD AA I 2 9502000008
5.25L BD AD G 0 9501101008
2.35 C 'K C 9701000010
4.76L C _DI 9500300108
1.28L BD AD F 0 4600000020
1.00L BB AALD 2 4600000000
1.07L C D 7700110000
1.06L D E 3600010000
1.95 C I B 9780000118
1.25L C B E 9500000000
1.00L B A F N 4600000000
1.82 C NHF 7601100000
1.76 C GC 6600000100
1.63L C F 8500000000
1.26L BC AA 0 9600000000
3.69 C KEB 9600000138
1.87 E N E C 9600000008




1.19L B CN G
1.10L CC AAL
2.04L C D
2.53 CD I BD
694L D E I
4.53L CD CD













*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
8_
4 13 106066
3 10 M +02-52-006
2 1 HH DEL
1 2 DO 18977
1 13 106090
2 13 106092 K5
2 13 106096 KS
2 13 106097 K5
2 13 106100 K0
8 2 13 106101 K0
1 1 RW DEL
1 13 106102 K5
2 13 106103
1 1 VV3N DEL
8
1 1 WX DEL
2 2 DO 6741
1 2 DO 19003
C





Right Ascension: 20h25m12"-20h31=35 '
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty CH
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham. 5 (s) C) I b (") (') (') o
= s
20252+1131124]1655-15! 753220252+10351352o 54-16 75
20252+1408 14.4156 57--14
20252+1808 14.9J38 61 12 _ 32
20253+1128 22,6l 24 55-15 7520255+1443 33.2155 58-14 71 i
20256+1852 37.2112 61-11 69
20256+1119 37.6132 55-15 76220256+1012 40.2154 54-16 75
20257+1356 43.oI 5 57-14 , 743
20257 + 1644 46.9138 60 -- 12 _ 76
20259+1035 54,5120 54--16 : 752
20259+1412 58.1128 57--14 2 70320260+1836 1.7i 6 61-11 , 68
20260+1357 2.1156 57--14 , 743420261 + 1752 6.3119 61 - 12 , 69
20262+t113 12.4]25 55-16 _ 75320263+1122 20.0] 16 55-16 _ 75
20264+1013 24.3]46 54-16 , 7533
20264+1154 26.5142 55-15 ; 75
20264+1711 28.9i29 60-12 : 7033; 75
20265+1009 33.7i51 54-16 _20266+1030 37,1132 54-16 320266+1936 379[42 62-11
20267+1208 44,t|20 56-15 I 76
20267+1935 44.9|59 62-11 _ 73 22
20267+1904 47,8119 62-11 . 69
20268+1606 51.0/19 59-13 ; 70 33
20269+1043 54.8/11 55-16 , 75:33
20269+ 1244 56.1124 56-15 , 75
20270+1301 0.8 / 857-15 ' _ 320270+1927 3.7]3862-11
20271+1957 6.9]2562-11 67
20271+1933 9.2|4962-11 , 692
20272+1109 12.4|9 55-16 : 7tj
20272+1943 12.7116 62-11 : _'22
20272+1616 14.5/4359-13 i _>_ 22o 72+1322,5|2657-15
20273+1931 22.0121 61-12 3
2O275+1006 319/ 554-16 i 753
20275+1957 33.2121 62-11 ; 73320275+1530 35.0/41 59-14 , 71
20276+1236 38.3/ 1 56-15 ! 74
20277+1246 ,4.1|23 56-15 ; 74 3
20278+1006 50.012054-17 !276+1656 62.o1 6 62-12 2
20279+1226 54.6|21 56-16 i 744
20279+1423 54,6 i44 58--14 : 45
2o26o+ml 5.4i54 57-15 : 73 4
20281+1449 8.0/58 58--14 , 71
20281+1136 8.3i51 55--16 I 74 3220281+1253 11.7/43 57--15 : 74
20282+1756 12.4|21 61--12 : 69 3
20282+1241 14.4/13 56--15 ;: 7073 32
20282+1649 14.811760-13 769663220282+1033 16.6/55 55-16
20283+1543 23.0/16 59-14
20283+1155 23.5/27 56-16 ; 74320284+1655 243151 60-13 ! 70
20284+1709 Z4.7130 60-13 ; 703
20284+1432 25.9/26 58-14 ; 73
20286+ 1846 39.9|37 62--12 : 69
20287+1113 42.7/48 55-16 : 75
20287+1121 43.9/40 55-16 : 7433
20287+1654 45.5127 60-13 : 70
20287+1039 45.6/26 55-16 I 72_ 3
20288+1155 53.8 / 9 56-16 , 74]20290+1959 0,214663-11 : 694
20290+1750 4.811861-13 , 69 i
20291+1316 7.4158 57-15 , 7Oj 3
20296+1544 36.013559-14 ! 71
20296+1443 36.8 / 85814 , 693
20297+1722 44.2/5861-13 q 72 i 220297+1810 44.8/17 61-12 69
20298+1814 49.0/15 61-12 ; 43
20298+1827 52.1126 62-12 ; 68 3
20296+1542 52.9i52 5914 ! 70
20298 + 1055 53.8157 55-17 _ 743
20299 + 1111 55-1657.0[54 ! 74
20300+1659 4.9[ 6 60-13 _ 69 4
20301+1034 11.4i31 55-17 ! 75320302+1059 12.9130 55-17 _ 72
20302+1420 t3.1i38 58-15 I 70 320302+1938 13.6i35 63-12 : 69
20303+1211 19.8i25 56-16 ; 69420303+1311 20.5i55 57-15 69
20303+1716 21.8i49 61--13 : 70320304 + 1722 24.3i23 6t -- 13 : 79
20304+1343 28.6]39 58-15 7033
20305+t752 35.0J 13 61-13 69
20306+1951 36.8i23 63-12 : 71
20308+1107 49.9i56 55--17 743
20309+1448 55.7i35 59-t5 : 71 320309+1717 65.8 i 76113 69
20310+1509 31|29 59 14 4 73 2320312+1656 13.9i37 60-13 , 70
20313+1503 20.9|11 59 15 71 3 i
20314+1621 25.1i47 60-14 70 2320314+1749 25.9|21 61-13
58-1520315+1432 35.7l 6 _ 2
Flux Density
(N_ Color Comet"ted)







































































































Declination: + 10°-+20 °
Associations
V L C
100 u,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
t.27L C BH
3.33 ECC BAA
1.73 E N B










6.81L C C K
7.62 F GC
1,14: C C BHGB




1.05L B C F
Name Type _'_ Ma8
2501100000
25OOOOOO10 4 9 Ul1564
9600000008





1600000000 1 2 DO 6750
9400000588 C 1 32 X2O25+139
1500000000 I
3400000000 3 9 Ul1568
9400100008 1 2 DO 19021
3500000008 1 13 106138 G5
9400000348 C
4601000100
5701001000 1 1 CQ DEL
460OOOOOOO
0 2700100000 1 1 XYDEL
1 0600000000 3 13 106147 MA
56OOOOOOOO
1.00L BC AAH O 1700100000 2 13 106149 M0
1.49 CC I FC 7500000000 3 9 U11571
2.68 F C 9600100000
1.38L C C H 26000O000O
2,85 D C 9680100000
1,92L B BDJ F 9600000010
2,39 CBCC AAAB 1 5400000120 17 8 6 13 106153 MC
1.14L B BE 9500010000 1 2 DO6769
1.09L BD BF 2 4600000000 1 1 XZDEL
























1.08L C CG 2500000000
1.27 F E H 2500010000
1.74 C GKB 3501000000
1.07L BC AA O 3600000000
1.12 F J L C 3500000000
1.00L BC AC 3 0600111000
1.69 E L E 96O000O03O
1.31L C CD 2500000000
1.07L B AD 2600001000
1.02L C BH 0500211000
1.25L C B 2500000000
1.00L BC ABJ 02500000000
5400000000
15OOOOO0O0 1 2 DO 6775
07OOOO0OOO 1 2 DO 19055
1600100000 1 13 106164 K0
96800100O8
35OOOOO0O0
3600010000 1 1 RX DEL
0 135O0000000 1 13106167










1 1 RZ [:)EL
1 13 106192 K5
1 2 DO 6794
1 2 DO 19076
1 1 AA DEL
2 13 106200
1 13106205 G5
I 2 DO 19081
2.25 CB FBA 4500000000
1.19L BC BB I 2 6600000000
tOOL BC AA 0 4600000000
1.00L BC AB O 1500111000
1.74 F L E 9502000120
1.26L B A B I 2600000000
4.58L BC AC 2 9500100118
1.24L C BD 2600000000
1.00L F CF G 3600000000
1.00L B BF 1600100000
1.00L B iBF D 1500000000
1.37 D i D 4500000010
1.21L B BH 0601101000
1.09L CC ACDF 0 1601101000 1 1 AC DEL
1.00L CBD AAF 0 0600000000 3 13 106213MB
1.00L B BH 0600100000 1 13 106212G5
2.04 F E 9600000000
2.37 CBI BB 9600000000 4 9 Ul1587
1.25L C A 2400000000
1.21L C BH F 9600000000 1 21 D06814
1.57 D G B 9680000000 I
1.77 C CGE 2581000530 C
1.05L BC AB H 1 9600000000
1.00L BC BC 4 0500010000 1 1 CX DEL
1.32L C B 0600000000
1.01L BB AAL 2 4500100100 3 2 DO 19095
1.50 C HCF 4500100100
I 13' 106223
3 13 106230 B5
2 2 DO 19107
1 2 DO 19106
1 13106238
1 13106250 K0
1.05L C BD 0600000000
1.08L BC AB H! 0 4400001C00
1.05L BC AA 0 9600001000
1.11L B BD 8700000000
1.00L CC AA 1 2500000000
1.17L B BF 4501010000
1.38L O CE 1500000000
1.10L C BE 2500000000
1.00L C CD 1500000000
1.2OL BE BE FI 01500000000
1.51L C C 2400000000




















































Position (1950) Flux Dcnshy Flags
H
Name Oa|actie Uncertainty oC (Not Color Corrected) Va 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 /_m 25 /_m 60 /_m 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion
h-ln.n ,8, (s) (") 1 b (') (") {°) N (Jansky) Urlcs Coef R Flags"
20316+ 1251 36.3 221 57-16 85 `33 .25L .40L 1.00L C C L 0500000000
20316+1510 41.5 37 59-15 79 2 .24 .25L .40L 1.24L C E 1501000000
20317+1800 44.6 45 61-13 24 5 69 3 2.71 .66 .40L 1.00L BC AB I 0 2501000000
20318+1826 49.1 28 62-13 42 6 70 3 ,53 ,28L .40L 1,12L B AD 2501100000
20318+1539 50.5 17 59--14 46 8 72; 2 ,35 ,28L A0L 1,00L C CE C 0500100000
20318+1016 51.3 45 55--17 59 20 73 4 .25L .25L .40L 1.54 B BcGO C 250000000020318+1946 52.6 41 63-12 30 9 69 3 .62 .28L .40L 1.00L B 260000000020319+t208 54.8 45 56-16 76 14 73 2 .38 .25L .40L 1.11L F 1500000000
20319+1417 54.8 19 58-15 48 14 68! 2 .30 .31L .40L 1.00L E OC 2600000000
20319+1005 55.3 43 55-17 49 10 741 3 ,33 .25L .40LI 1.06L B D 2500010000
i
20319+1740 58.244 61-13 27 5 69 3 1.99 .46 .40L 1.20L BC AB M 2 3400000000
20319+1717 58.5 12 61-13 105 26 721 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.24 E I B 4500000000
20320+1921 1.1 27 63-12 25 6 69 3 8.22 1.97 .40: 1.00LBCD AAEI 0600000000
20320+1108 1.7 11 56-17 36 8 71 4 ,56 .27L .40L 1.15LIC BC G 5601010030
20320+1824 1.9 51 62-13 39 9 70 3 .62 .25L .40L 1.28L C CE 2501100000
20320+1534 3.6 22 59-14 23 4 69 3 16.05 9.62 1.71 1.11L BCO AAAG 9 0500100000
20320+1429 5.8 33 59-15 51 9 71 3 .54 .25L .40L 1.00L B BJK 2600001000
20321+1454 7.8 50 59-15 52 9 70 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.20L B C 1400000000
20322+1849 14.1 45 62-13 57 12 71 3 .25L .25L .75 1.40: CF KBC 0400000000
20324+1441 25.0 26 59-15 33 10 69 8 61 .25L .40L 1.00L C BH 0500010000
4'4 .26 1.95 .40L 1.30L20326+1107 41.5:20 56-17 21 4 71 BB AA ,0 4600000000
20329+1202 56.1 27 57-17 29 10 70 3 .83 .33 .40L 1.00L BD BCM u 3500000000
20329+1429 56.11 58 59-15 42 9 69 3 .73 .25L .40L 1.10L B BC 0501010000
20329+1406 59.2 27 58-15 66 10 70 ! 3 .70 .25L .40L 1.00L B BM N 0500000000
20330+1703 2.5 =21 61-14 _ 19 9 71 3 .46 .25L .40L 1.09L C CK 4500000000
20330+1459 4.4 39 59-15 40 33 88 ! z .27L .58L .4OL 1.21 D L D 1500000110
20331+1356 i 6.71 _ 58-16 33 5 69 3 2.23 .56 .40L 1.00L CC lAB 1 0600100000
20332+1636 13.8 60 60-14 76 10 68 2 .41 .25L .40L 1.31L C C 5500000000
20334+1126 24.4 55 56-17 46 9 70 3 1.00 .29 .40L 1.00L BE AE 0 3600000000
I
20334+1708 28.4 3 61-14 I 34 32 66 2 .34L .25L .40L 1.37 C D 4500000010
20334+1353 28.g 22 58-16 40 8 59 3 .55 `35 .40L 1.00t. CC BC 0 0600100000
20334+1956 29.5 30 63-12 36 8 68 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.15L_B ,BF 0600000000
20336+1023 38.2 50 55-18 63 10 70 3 .49 .25 .40L 1.00LIBD AE 0 6600001000
20336+1622 39.0145 62-13 93 26 67 2 .27L .25L .41L 1.22 D I E 2500000020
20338+1710 48.6125 61-14 23 18 142 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.07 D I F 4500100010
20338+1620 53.7 3 60-14 90 16 72 2 .40L .25L .40 1.54L C BE 2500000000
_0339+1638 57.8 25 61-14 23 3 71 3 1.08 .51 .40L 1.00L BC C ABB& 2400010100
20342+1512 15.9 32 59-15 53 11 74 2 .33 .25L .40L 1.30LIC D 1501000000
I
20343+1219 20.9121 57-17 48 9 72 3 .57 .25L .40L 1.'_3LiC BE 2500001000
20343+1559 22.6 30 60-15 41 9 71 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.05LB B 1600000000
20344+1546 28.2 12 60-15 28 I 9 72 3' .46 .25L ,40L 1,00L B BH 0600010000
20344+1113 29.4157 56-17 58 i ° 72 3 .57 .25L .40L 1.26L B BM 4600000000
20345+1649 31.331 61-14 115 30 73 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.35 F G 4500000000
20345+1248 35.250 57-16 79 15 74 2 _26 2.05L .40L 1.10LC EM 2500000000
20346+1228 41.6 33 57-17 45 12 70 31 .25L .25L .77 2.05 CB BA 2500000000
20347+1420 45.8 31 59-16 48 11 70 3j .25L .25L .86 1.78 CC KBB 0500000000
20349+1932 58.5,59 83-13 72 12 73 2 .30 .25L .40L 1.56L C D 2500000000
20349+1624 58.457 61-14 42 9 71 3i .95 .54 .40L 1.00L BD AB 2 2600001000
20349+1348 59.9 32 58-16 73 13 89 3 i .26L .25L .61 1.16: CD AB 1500000000
20351+1146 8.8 14 57-17 27 235 73 32i .25L .69L .40L 1.38 C B 350000001020351+1013 10.5 38 55-18 39 7t 1.35 `36 .40L 1.42L BC ACI F 0 4500000000
20352+1425 12.1 8 59-18 18 5 71 4.07 .90 .40L 1.00L BB AAE 1 0500000000
20352+1952 17.7 47 64-13 40 13 71 2] .24 .26L .41L 1.02L C FHK 5500000000
20355+1318 31.3 26 58-16 34 9 70 3_ .47 .25L .40L 1.00L B B ND 1500100000
20355+1027 31.5 50 55-18 73 235 69 2 i_ .25L .66L .45L 1.80 C GB 01 350000015020355+1147 33.3 4 57-17 18 70 3 1.54 1.00 .40 1.00L BC AAE 3500000010
20356+1324 36.4 13 58-16 61 20 73 31 .25L .25L .55L 1.32 C GCE 1500100000
20356+1000 37.6 50 55-18 52 5 71 3 1.41 .33 .40L 1.09L BD ABH 2600000000
20356+1805 38.2 30 62-14 32 8 69 31 175.21 48.84 7.16 2.29 BRCC AAAB 3501000000
20356+1815 36.4 15 62-14 75 16 72 2i 1,26L .25L .39 1,59L C CE 8500000000
20357+1228 44.1 15 57-17 45 6 69 2; .62 .31L .40L 1.00L B BD 3500010000
20358+1839 52.6 24 53--13 22 5 69 31 4.54 1.96 .41: 1.00L BBC AAEE 0 3600001000
20359+1309 56.2 9 58-17 104 17 73 2 .24 .25L .40L 1.10L C H 1500000000
20359+1753 58.4 58 62-14 28 24 73 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.39 C NHDE 2400000030
20360+1257 1.7 34 58-17 53 11 70 3 .29 .25L .40L 1.03L C D 1600000000
20360+1941 2.7 19 63-13 31 18 71 3i .25L .25L .40L 1.62 B C 5500000000
20361+1216 9.7 51 57-17 60 11 70 3 .25L .28L .72 .94: CC CBC 3500000000
20362+1950 12.7 28 64-13 58 30 73 2i .25L .25L .40L 1.52 D D 7500000000
20362+1159 13.6 52 57-17 36120 74 2 .62L .26L .50L 1.29 C L DA 2500000000
20362+1729 18.5 16 62-14 83 37 87 2 .27L .26L .40L 1.27 C D 2500000000
20363+1308 23.022 58-17 22j 6 71 3: 5.13 1.24 .40L 1.00L BC AA K 0 1600000000
20365+1154 35.0 56 57-17 17 5 69 3 40.02 33.46 6.21 1.65 DDDD AAAB 9 2420000000
20366+1814 36.3 41 62-14 32 i 8 70 3i .49 .25L .40L 3.72L B CGKC 8500000008
20366+1327 37.0 60 58-16 41 i 10 71 3 .43 .22 .40L 1.00L CD CC 0 4500000000
20367+1121 45.9 54 56-18 37 I 11 71 3 .39 .27L .40L 1.00L D BH 2400010000
20369+1528 54.7 30 60-15 43 8 69 3 .57 .34 .40L 1.00L BD BE 0 1500000010
20371+1309 8.7 48 58-17 72j 10 72 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.04L C BK M 4500200000
20371+1900 10.4 12 63-13 44 13 72 2 _28 .26L .40L 1.69L C DJ 1501000000
20372+1934 12.2 12 64-13 20 6 70 3 2.43 .84 .40L 1.42L CC AA E 2 4600001000
20372+1315 14.6 11 58-17 761 37 72 2 .25L .55L .40L .93 D D 4500200000
20373+1544 19.4 5 60-15 36 7 89 3 1.24 .25 .40L 1.04L BD ABG 2 1500000000
20373+1346 20.3 60 59-16 54 12 70 3 .25L .25L .64 1.26: CC L BD 3501000000
20374+1104 28.0 16 56-18 53 : 8 70 3 .44 .25L .40L 1.19L C BM H 1500000000
20375+1314 30`3 29 58-17 26i 5 71 3! 1.48 .38 .40L 1.00L BC AC M 0 4500101000
20375+1307 30.8 34 58-17 65 9 69 2 .27 .25L .40L 1.10L C D 4500100000
20377+1859 45.2 18 63-14 461 30 72 2 .25L .55L .40L 1.73 C NLE 3500000000
20378+1526 50.4 46 60-16 38 24 69 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.39 E EMB 1500000000
20376+1848 54.0 29 63-14 44 11 67 2 .26 .25L .40L 1.96L O E H 3500000000
i
20379+1917 55.3.51 63-13 191 5 71 3 17.01 9.85 1.50 1.23L BBC AAAM 1 15o0oo0oo01
20380+1314 1.6 41 58--17 18 7 72 3 1.07 .28: .40L 1.00L DE BC 0 4500111000
20381+1752 7.2 44 62-14 32 I 3 69 3 1.39 .34 .40L 3.42L CO AB 7 9400000008
20382+1316 15.8 21 58-17 42 9 71 3 .87 .30L .40L 1.00L B ABN 5510111000
20384+1845 29.1 37 63-14 35 9 72 3 .83 .38: .40L 1.0OL BF ADM 3 46000010001
20385+1945 31.5 28 64-13 34 10 72 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.00L C CH 35O0000000i
20367+1709 45.1 i22 62-15 33 9 70 3 .95 `34 .40L 1.00L BO ABJ 5 3500000000 I
20388+1829 49.0 30 63-14 68, 15 69 2 `35 .25L .40L 1.19L F E 3601100000
20389+1424 55.310 59-16 26 I 6 69 3 2.28 .59 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0600001000











Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Associations
C
A _"_ Mag# T Name Type
2 13 106247 1(5 23 81
3 13 I 106248 A2 17 51
1 13 I 106252 38 8E
2 13 I 106253 K5 5 72
1 13 106254 G5 16 81:
1 13 106256 K5 2 81
1 13 106257 K0 4 83
2 13 106258 K5 3 75
5 13 106259 MB 3 78
1 13 106260 K2 18 85
1 1 AG DEL 41 3
1 1 AF DEL 23 3
1 1 FN OEL 19 3
1 13 106264 11 86
1 16 i 13160 M6 40 110
1 1 ,AK DEL 33 3
3 13 106274 A2 5 46
1 2 DO 19146 76 96
2 13 106279 2 85
1 2 DO 6861 30 105
3 9 Ul1599 47 141
1 13 106295 12 86
1 2 DO 19174 59 100
1 18 13177 M3 42 1200
1 12 ZG 2034+12 34 151
1 12 ZG 2034+14 46 156
1 2 DO 6878 78 91
3 13 106316 F5 4 36
3 9 Ul1602 55 151
2 13 106328 K5 15 82
7 13 106329 MC 8 62
1 1 DL DEL 39 3
1 13 106335 K0 43 78
1 32 X2036+ 179 32 8
1 13 106336 16 87
2 i 12 ZG 2036+12 64 148
4 I 13 106342 K5 11 60
1 1 AN OEL 33 3
1 2 DO 6899 30 93
1 13 106352 K5 8 75
I 2 DO 19228 20 96
I 1 EP [:)EL 59 3
3 I 13 10635788 ! 38, 12 ZG2037+13 3 1562 13 106360 F8 63
1 13 106362 K2 5 72
1 13 I06363 K2 9 76
3 4 TMSS +20475 12 20
1 2 DO 6910 73 96
1 1 SS DEL 12 3
1 i 1 SZ OEL 35 3
2 13 106373 G5 27 63
1 1 AQ OEL 5O 3
3 ; 13 106384 K2 5 61
3 9 Ul1614 29 156
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
297
Declination: + 10"-+20 °
Right Ascension: 20h39215'-20h47"45' 1
position (195C1__.__) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name T] Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected) Sep
- I a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 ttm 25 ;tin (_O pm 1(30 pm Flux Corr _ "- $2 # T Name Type (") Mag
ham. o _ I b (") ('3 (') (Jansky) [ Uncs Coef R Flags* S __- ' TMSS +10475 6 28
115.6151F. -16 ,90" 2.14 4.05 t.46 oo[,c A^_a 10_6K2 ,I 0 I_ 7520392+1141
-19 /:09 .30 .40L 1.0OL BF A E E20392+11 23 [17.9[ 12l ,38 .40L 1.00L IB C A B
,-_ 106401K0 I 2i 7520396+1943137,0113l -13 .23: .40L 1.01L[BD ADB[ `396K0 [ 11 ] 62
20396+1720 141,0132/ 15 :36 .25L .40L 1.2_qC 1_0` _5 / 41[ 8o20399+1941 154.0[ 3[ -14 1.26Li D
.52 .25L .40L C , i20399+1226 [64.6156/
.25L .40L 1.19L[F 106403 K2 [ 11 | 85
20399+1431 ISS.012S/ -17 143 .25L AOL 1.0`LIB BE ASDEL [ 88 / 3
20399+1017156.71301 -19 ._ 1.00L/CD HR DEL 1211 3
20399+1520157,415l -16 .31: .40L 1.0OL_ C CB
_00+19,_,5,,52i4 :25, 6 0L , / /
!_ 10_0`K0 [ 6[ 7_I I / lO64O9KS l 5l 820401+1912 I 7.2[ 56l -14 29.31 .25L.70L .40L,a 1.00LJCt.27L[C 106407 " 4" 88
20401+1215 [ 7.8111] -18 AF
20401+1235 I 8,1132[ -18 ,62 .26L .40L 1.00LIB , | |
106412 M0 I 91 8620402+1642 ]12.5127/ -15 .27L .25L .95 1.16:l ._C,25 ,4OL 1.07L[C iCK _£ lO_16 / 9l 90
.25L .40L20403+1556 119.21 561 -16 :4_ 1.00LIC EE
DO 6943 18819820405+1721 130.61251 -1564 ,71L ,40L 1.12LID BM __l
20405 + 1247130.el 55 [ - 18 138 .25L .40L t.101-1F 106417 MAP [ 41 87
20405+1900133.01131 -14 2.24 1.00L|B B 3 IAA 3 106422 M5 3
b_
_07+16.1-71271_15 5,, °0, 89
20408 + 1752150.3142 [ - 15 .25t .40L 1.25 [ U
.25t .40L 1.081-1B
20409+1320158.2150[ -17 .25[ .4OL 1,00LIC
.26t ,40L
20409+1847156,8134] -14 1.,_=L_ 1.35l C M I[AC 106425 A5 l 41 4520410+1251L161451_ 8 42 42 100_1,_t , _.46 | 22t 9120411+1453 I 7.51371 -17 :72 .29| .40L 1.00LIE
.25L 106429 _ 41 85
Nl_+:ol,' tl;:;1:°1:I,' 82, 4o_ l:o_l__
120.7155i -16 1 73 .3S .40L 1.49LID _AC I
_13+1,0320`14+1588127_,1_1-1_ .32 .59, .4=
._t 24: 3.21 8.0`[[ cc(/HCA/ u11819 1 621 135I i t
DTDEL / 54t 3
20415+121920415+1013130"41451_33.1191-16_ _ _ .251 .401 1.09LID /_A/
2140 .88 ,40[ 1.00LIBE /AI A RAFGL 2639 [ 26 I 6
20416+174520416+1903140"41511141,3[15] -1E_1_ ¢7.35 20.73 326 2.39/CE CE -[ 106433 M0 | 4 I 80
U11620 / 231145
20416+1723 ]41.4]2 I_ :-1"= 3.17 90 A01 1.11LIB( ;[AI20417+1214146.519 ;-li .251 .33 2.69 4.18i [,C(
.42 .28 .40, 1.31LID B ( A 106435 | 31 85 _..
20417+143720418+1609147"71153-41219' -I;_I( .62 .25 .401 I.O4L[B /AR[I DO 19331 | 851 93
I-H .28 ,28 .401 1.00LIC .--)lFII | ]20,21+1603_2,+1_'t1 .914158147,1. _,, 25 40 1.27[,.
106440 | 32] 9098 30 40 1.0`Llcl) I_(;
20,22+1507 ]17.7146 ID DO 6961 / 2Ol 65,25 .40 1.OOLID ---,_
1.05 .401_ 106442 K5 l 3[ 6020423+1805121-2137 !--1! 2138 1.00LIBI20425+1146130.2150 '-'_ _ .25 .40 1.00LI B / ol 90
20,25+1503133.8116 )-1 :82.55 .33.2_= :4040 1.00LIB B4
20425+1734 [34.6[42 3-1 .2E .40 [306964 178 ] 89_320,26+1556 t39.4160 t -1 .25
.28 3; 40 1:00LID " D
20426+1059 ]39.6158 ?-I 2.36 ir_ .4C 1.00LIB 3 A _, 106453 MA I
20,28+1806 153_6138 3 1 .2._ .4C 1.0OL[C :_,429+1300155.4128 ,-1 .25
20,29+1505 [59.4[ 6 1-1 .38 .2' .4( 1.43LID20,30+181216153__1 7:;_ 3_ ,, ,_tB:cI,,,_ 1_,,4_ | '1 82
20,31+t754 [11.1125 3-1 142,1Z 78.0t 10.8," 4:1_1A_'B _/
20431+1127 ]11.e127 7-1 3_ .2! .4( 1.0`L[C 106459 K0 76
2.= .31 .4( 1.78] M}20,32+1830113.61 _ 3--1 .4; ,2 .3; 1.57!-] C
20434+1309127.712_ ,9-1 .2 .4( 1.35LID =D ZG2043+16 / 11[ 150
| 106467 K0 | 6 [ 81
20438+1543 J54.012_,I iI-! :3, _L[ BI:E' | 67 1
2.96 E C 3.2 1.11 DV DEL20,39+1845 [54.311( _4-' .3 A( 1, B
20439+1254 155.3[ 4_ ;9-' .4,
106470 / 6 [ 87
:2 i .4' 1-12LIC DI
20_o+1057 13o1: 17- 1:_', .4, _. 1.00Lie ,_B 10`472K2 / 71 7520440+174313.31_ _3- .4 I .4, 1.00LI_
20,41+1643 ] 6.91 ' '2- .2 .& 1,11: l B(CI._I 106476G5 4520442+1136 [12.312 _8-- 9:_ 2.C , .4 1.00LIE
.......20,49+1747556119.812!t I _1- 3. "; t 4 11,31[___ c];Ol
_:A_ l_:_12', _- :_ .- 7 _c_rH,20444+1947 126.314: .> - "; 4 I._..,(
20445+1738 ]35.7[4 -%- 1.14LIE EC156.813 83- :; .4 / /
: , 100.1,' ,c .._5544_! 41t 18
20,50+1619 [ 0.611 62- 8:1 3:: .( 1.0`LII;B_ ,A
20451+1536 I 6.6_4 5 - 1.10
1.11L[( 106501 MA / 4 I 80
20451+1144 [ 9.915 58- 2:_ 'I "z 1:)O6992 175 I 9320453+1253119.215 59- :; :, 1.00L[IIC [,,A
;DI,_A20,54+1635 [27.3] 62- 25:i 17: 3.] 1.15 II)}B' VDEL [ 5[ 4AW DEL / 17 [ 3
20454+1908129.6]- = 64- 'I 1.07L1_ l IIF 106512 K2 i 2 [ 80
20,56+1653137.4l 62- 1,00L l IE I"E | 49 114620459+1517 155.11 61- .?.B _ Ul1634
_58+1_2[56711,2- 1 c , 10,514[ 5t ,020460+1925 I 1.8[, 65- 1.28L I
106516 K0 1211 80
20462+1230 115.2[ 5_- 1.00L]
20464+1140 129.71, 58- 1.03L 13E _.F 10,522 87
20465+1325132,0[; 60- 1.73 [
20466+1230137.71 59= 1.73 ] 10,536F5 111
20,7t+1230 [11.0[ 59- 1.35LI B _JEll |/20472+1221 ]14.8] 59- 1.161 °l2o.72+11_,6_158 2.22I /_DClc! Ul1638 [ 391 143! 10,539 K2 | 37 I 78
20472+1640 117.6] 63. LI 1.19L C IA I TMSS +10478 I 45 I 25
20473+1118119.8[ 58 10 , i_ 2 1.00L !_ ! DO 7014 _ 411103
20`73+ 1125122.81 58- 1.00L
20`73+i037 _23.41 57 1.00L
20474+1339 _25.01 6O
1,8_5LBC[ ZG2047+t2/ 9 [ 15620475+1454131.6_ 61 CD
20476+1250 [36.31 59 l:ooL C M+02-53-005 I 136 ]
20476+1841 ]36.9[ 64 3.91 _!;CC C TMSS+20,87 ] 18] 26{ ;D A20476+i322 [39.11 60
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
ham. ,B, (s) () 1 b ('3 C) (') N
;0477+130647.33960-19 37 88 72_ .54:_6o+16515.040 62-17 69 1 70 .25L
.,0461+133410.46 `o-19 37 12 70 3 .35
->0462+1952 14.4 48 65-15 37 7 70 4 .46
:o483+191o23.2,_ 65-15 53 6 70 4 .46
.)0484+1555 27.1 47 62 17 109 35 68 2 .25L
->0487+1917 43.1 14 65-15 30 21 69 3 .25L
20487+1653 47.316 63--!7 52 11 89 3 .76
->0467+1414 47,646 61-18 52 30 72 2 .25L
:0466+155146.032 62-17 6o 10 70 3 .37
20488+1230 52.1 36 59-19 93 32 72 2 .25L
->_91,1_69.157 66-16 20 7 704 ._.
.>0492+1116 17.4 15 58-20 115 13 69' 2 .29
:0493+19202064 85-16 31 14 70 4 26L
:0493+1634 22.2 3 64-16 38 14 68 2 .40L
:0493÷193023145 65-1530 ,5 7o4, 66
->0494+1`O5 24.8 17 64-16 32 u 70! . .`O
->O494÷1343 26.4 45 60-19 27 7 70 3 1.31
->0495+1838 30.446 65--16 71 39 70 2 .28L
._0495+1601 32.3 53 62-18 33 10 70 3 .25L
:o495+1259358 o `o-19 58 12 70,3 .36
:0497+1442 43.3 16 61-18 49 11 70 3 .39
:o496+14o652.61261-19 37 10 70 3 .9o
.>0498+1032 53.724 58-21 20 9 70 3 .63
->049g+1435 54.710 61-18 52 11 70 3 .39
20499+1959 59.050 66-15 67 9 89 3 .41
->0500+1452 1.2 6 61--16 53 10 70 3 .55
->0501+1213 8.4 54 59-20 55 12 70 3 ,35
->0501+1005 10.742 57-21 78 28 72 2 .25L
:0_i+190411.153 85-1645 10 713 .32
->0501+1750 11.9 15 64-17 27 10 70 4 .93
_502+1109 12.1 2 58-21 100 28 69 2 .89L
.,o_÷_o44397 3 56-2134 9 53 4 73
.)0509+1828 58.5 0 65--16 22 18 71 4 .25L
_510+1534 1.5 14 62--18 36 9 70 3 1.07
70510÷1129 3.652 59-20 72 37 722 .36L
.>0510+1044 3.944 58-21 68 27 72 3 .25L
.>0511+1524 10.1 8 62-18 34 29 68'2 .25L
.)0512+1115 17.2 20 59-21 58 27 71 3 .25L
.)0513+1714 20.9 2 64-17 30 7 70 .65
.>0517÷1111 46.0' t 59-21 52 9 69 2 .30
:'0517+1021 47.231 58-21 42 15 73 3 .37L
.>0518÷1933,2637 ,-16 52 9 693 .4o
!0519+1735 54,622 64-17 50 11 71 4 .25L
_519+1610 59,6 19 83-18 45 8 70 4 .35
70520+1152 2.559 59-20 79 13 703 22_8
.,o52o+1o154038 6-21 93 39 1 :,
.>0521÷185674 65_1630 7 693 10.06




.>0524+1056.>0525÷1407, oo61_19,, 33693 26,10625÷1155,2 659_214418713 26L;0525÷17263569,,_1729 7 693 1056
•626+1142,6 1559_214016713 20_
•628+1029,984456_2162 8 713 43;0528+11045 52159_212, 11713 56
.>0526+1014,093058_227628692 ,9,
.>0531+15196 1382_1941 6 714 25,
.>0532÷122214529,o_2o7610713 26
.>0532÷1331t504861_2023 0 703 395
.>0633÷15451934063_187037722 20_
._633÷1836_204355_176323702 30,;0636÷,,31,074363_19432970_ 26,70637+1959,4627,,_187636,02 25,;0640+10_7114156_225 7 713 149
._540+17393 23_,_179319,82 36,
,0640+143,3.92262_19407704 7,;05,1÷1429972662-1917 5 704 2,:0.2+170314633,,_1944 7 703 62
._543÷12443551,o_2032 6 7013 226;9544.009264668_22591971,3 29,:0_,5÷123217426o21 41 6 713 71:0.6÷14137.85162_204 570.4 141
;0546+101337.9185622357!371 46;0547+1319,644281__0so16702 25_
70548+1603 51.2 27_ 63-19 25 7 70 3 21.21
.>0548+ 1207 52.6 31 _' 60-21 29 7 71 I 3 .69
.>0549+1642 54.3 321 64-18 52 8 70 3 .64
.>0549+1816 55.325 65 17 30 7693 1.04
:0550+1759 1.4 46l 65-17 71 9 69 3 .38
.)0550+1118 4.9 2', 59-21 48 6 71 3 .84
:0550+1656 5.3 3 64-18 35 7 70 3 .29:
:0552+1300 15.8 27 61-20 45 12 70 3 .25L
70554+1147 25.0 33 60 21 31 6 71 3 1.41
.>0554+1714 25.1 31 64-18 48 22 70 3 .25L:0554+1753 26.2 13 65-18 32 69 3 1.16
:0554+1951 28.5 40 66-16 51 10 71 3 .49
.>0556+1004 37.0 29 58-22 28 20 71 3 .25L
20556+1946 41.7 57 66-16 41 39 68 2 .70L
;o557+153342.13 63-19 37 9 703 93
:0557+1319 43.2 9 61-20 51 14 70 3 .38L
:0557+1852 46.7 57 66-17 49 11 69 3 .37L
.>0557+1653 47.1 20 64-18 36 7 69 3 ,66
:0558+1035 51.2 8 59-22 44 10] 53 3 .40
20560+1035 0.0 7 59-22 48 14 70
20560+1704 3.4 41 64-18 62 7 70 3 .93
20560+1722 4.0 4 64 18 75 27 69 3 .25L
_0563+1028 20.8 41 59 22 69 19 71 3 .25L
Declination: + 10"- + 20"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 tzm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A $ep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags ° S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
.25L .40L 1.0OL C BE H 0600000000 1 13 106,549K2 3 75
20, ._ 1.34: cc i _DB 2_oo13o 6
.25L .40L 1,11L C C 0600010000 1 I AYOEL 16 3
.25L .40L 1.46L B CM 0600000000 1 2 DO 19500 70 108
.25L .40L 1.48L B C 3600000000 2 13 106564 3 9C
.34L .40L .95 C F G 1500100030 8
.25L .40L 1.55 C J J C 5500000000
.20L .40L 1.02L B BC H 2500000000 1 2 DO 19515 70 95
.25L .71L 1.40 F J E 2600000000
.25L .40L 1.18L'C D C 1401120000 1 1 13 106572 K2 12 8(3
.25L .40L 1.47 O I F 2500000020 8
.24 2.81 6.56 DCC BDBA 9400001200 4 4 9 Ul1643 79 148
.25L .40L 1.52L C E I 4600000000 1 13 106580 K5 37 85
.25L .40L 1.95 B J B 7580000010
.25L .45 1.00L C F G 9600100000 [
,25L .40L 1.10L IB BFJ 4600000000 I 2 r DO 19536 76
.28L .40L 1.00L IB BEK 2600000000 1 13 ' 106562 9 87
.36 .40L 1.00L! BF ACH : 0 0600000000 1 13 106585 K0 5 80
.82L .40L .75 C K E 9601100000
.25L 1.21 2.76 CC OAA 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C DI 0600010000 [
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 1600000000 1 2 [ DO 19544 21 10_
.20L .40L 1.00L! B AF 2500000000 2 13 106592 3 85
.25L .40L 1.00L' B B H 1600000000 2 13 106594 K5 30 86
.25L .40L 1.56L E E E 2600010000
.20L .40L 1.52L C CJ 2500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L e BD 1500000000 1 13 106596 8 85
.32L A0L 1.21L C BH K 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.38 O C 4500000110
.25L .40L 1.17L i B D F 7500000200 4
I
.25L .40L 1.00Lj, B AI 0500000000 1 13 106603 G5 2 67
.26L .40L 1.05 F HGKC 5600000000
.26L .40L 1.35L C AD F 4602000120 6 I 2 DO7047 40 111
.2SL .40L 3.11 C DD 4580000260 C 1 32 X2051+184 70 12
A3 .40L 1.00L BF AB 0 2500001000 1 1 BBDEL 52 3
.29L .40L 1.39 D A E 4601000010
.25L .40L 1.61 C H B 3601000100
.25L .40L 1.01 C D 2500000000
.59L .40L t .42 C MD 6600000000
.29L .40L 1 06L C BE E 260C000000
4
.29L .40L 1.16LIC BE 6600010000
.25L .53 1.00L C LCCL 9600000000 1 12 ZG 2051+10 31 153
.25L .40L 1.16L C C J 4600000000 1 13 106634K0 22 73
.25L .47 1.93 CB BB 1500000000 2 9' Ul1647 24 156
.26L .40L 1.34L C C 2600010000 2 13 106636 5 9(]
.25L .40L 1.24L C 8L 6700000000 1 13 106637 K2 5 78
.32L .40L 1.72 O G 8500000030 8
6.76 1.07 1.00L 3BC AAB 0 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.38L C B I 5600010000 1 13 106639 K0 13 75
.25L .92 1.68 CC GDCB 5600000100
.25L .83 1.95 CC MBB 3700000000
.25L .40L 1.50 F GI F 2500000030 8 1 32 X2052+141 64 8
.25L .40L 1.98 C E DB 5500000210 4
4.26 .66 1.00L:BCC kAC 9 0500000000 4 4 TMSS +20492 18 28
.25L ,40L 1.84 C GHJ E 9500000020
.25L .40L 1.08L C B 9600000000 1 13 106653 g 87
.20L .40L 1.02L B BC 1700000000 1 2 DO 7067 68 91
.67L .76L 1.64 C H D 9600000220
.25L .92 2.65 BB HGAA 1400000110 1 12 ZG2053+15 52 151
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0700000000 2 13 106666 A2 14 55
.94 .40L! 1.00LIBc AAD 0 2500001000 4 13 106665K0 8 53
,25L .40L 1.23 D D 2600000000
.42L .57L 1.98 C HDHD 5400000000
.25L .40L 1.30 C M O 3600000000
.68L .40L 1.25 D E 1600000000
.38 .40L 1,00L BD AD 0 3700000000 2 2 DO7074 75 121
.27L .38 1.00L C GDE 3500000010 1 1 GX DEL 63 3
.26L .40L 1.12L ID BL 2500000000 1 13 106679 + + + 5 75
.73 .40L 1.00L' B B AB 0 2500000000 2 13 : 106680 K5 4 75
.27L .40L 1.00k C BJ E 5600000000 1 13 106682 K5 15 85
1.35 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 1600000000
.31L .40L 2.75 C KGJ D 7580101320 C 1 32 X2054+101 29 1_
.20L .4OL 1.00L B BD 0600000000 1 13 106687MA 6 85
.40 40L 1.23L BC AC L 3 1500001000
.25L .35: 1.39: D, 1500000000 2 12 ZG 2054+ 13 29 155
6.70 1.32 1.00L B AABI 0 1600000000 17 5 13 106690MB 3 75
.28L .40L 1.02L C BC 0500010000 1 13 106693 MO 5 9C
.19: .40L 1.20L BE BF 0 5501000000 1 2 DO19711 76 108
.26: .40L 1.00L BD AC 1 4500000000 1 13 106698 O 85
.25L .40L 1.24L F B 4500000000 1 13 106700 12 83
.34 .40L 1.20L BD ABK 1 1600000000
2.32 13.35 11.85 FBCC DAAA 1 6300000000 1 30 21_V096 78
.25L .94 1.84 BcCC J BB 1500000200 4
,69 .40L 1.00L AAA 5 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.56 C L J D 5500000000
.33 .40L 1.00L BC AB H 0 3500001000 1 13 106706 2 9C
.25L .40L 1.20L C 8M 3501100000
.25L .40L 1.59 C I G B 5600000200 4 I
.58L .40L 1.46 CI J 6501100030 8 1 321 X2055+197 104
.25: .40L 1.00L BD AG 0 3600000000
.25L .42 1.00L C MDI 1600000000 2 12! ZG 2055+13 70 15E
.25L .57 1.10L B L BC 1600000100
.25L .40L 1.29L B BL K 6500010000 1 13' 106708 K2 3 7,=
.26L .40L 1.21[ 8 C M 8611221000
1.04L BF AB 1 7701221000 2 13 106712K0 9 5E
.15: .40L 1.12L BF AG 1 4600001000 1 13 106713 K2 6 7_
.25L .40L 1.62 C C 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.86 C GB 8600000140
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
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HI (Not Color Corrected)
i
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /xm 25 _m 60 am
(s) (") 1 b (") (") (°) N (Jansky)
3 62--20 25 7 71 .43L
18 66--17 27 7 ; 70 1.15
11 68-22 _ 3_ 72 .43L32i 66-17 69 .40L
14; 59-22 18 71 .40L
16 65-18 68 13 71 .4OL63_2o382170 40,
59-226220 52,37 66-17 25 .40L
38 I 66-18 77 9 68 .40L
41 59-22 29 25 71 .40L
39 61-21 22 7 7( .66
55 64-19 30 1; 4_ .46L55 66-17 31 6{ .713 62-2t 36 7 7( .40L
65-18 36 8 7_ t.243O
26 63- 20 29 7 7( .54
35 62-20 82 8 7( .40L
34 63-20 41 7 7( .40L
45 59-23 50 10 71 .68
57 61-2t 30 7 70 .40L
28 63-20 I 43 7 70 .40L i47 64-20 32 9 71 40L!
19 70 ,40L i
61-21 53 1_ 69 1:3618 62-21 874 66-16 J 69 1
11 60--22! ,_ 10 70 .40L27 66-18 I 22 69 .40L
!44 66-18 31 7 69 1.50
56 65-18 28 8 68 A7
!7 65-19 34 9 68 .40L
12 62 - 21 58 8 70 ,40L
22 59-23 42 8 71 1,10
2 61-22 57 12 70 .40L
11 62-21 27 7 70 .40L
22 65--19 44 14 _ .40L64-20 24, 6 .40L
_g _-2o _i 8 71 1.oa45 0o_22 1 89 .44,9 87 16 41 10 89 .4=
_ 63-21 .42:
32 70
64-20 51 71 ,40L
64-20 68 15 70 .43
52 61-22 45 19 70 .40L
24 62-21 95 89 69 .40L65-19 53 70 A0L
47 64-20 32 22 70 .40L
44 61-22 37 8 70 .40L
53 64-20 49 18 71 36
29 61-22 46 9 70 .40L
2 64-20 37 10 68 1.28
34 66-19 68 16 68 .54
47 62-22 40 7 70 .40L
4 60-23 64 13 70 .63
16 67-18 37 6 69 .40L
22 66 19 32 7 69 .40L
57 61-22 38 24 70 .40L
59 61 22 59 14 53 .61
49 65-19 40 35 68 .40L
48 60-23 27 9 70 1.57
22 62-22 31 9 70 1.74
59 65-20 47 9 70 .40L
56 63-21 68 19 69 .58L
20 66-19 42 13 69 .49
35 63-21 49 17 69 34
13 64-20 39 9 70 .93
45 62-22 95 29 69 ,40L
23 66-19 87 17 68 .46L
26 61 - 23 44 20 69 .42:
22 66-19 86 11 70 .40L
18 64-21 29 22 70 ,40L
16 61-23 85 12 73 .40L
17 64- 20 39 8 70 .40L
2_ 61-23 8_ 6 71 .40L65-20 19 69 .49L
56 60-23 15 71 .63
14 65-20 62 7 70 .40L
24 62-23 40 2; 70 .40L45 66--20 52 70 .40L
13 62- 22 62 8 70 .40L
63- 22 62 13 69 .65
41 8 70
62 9 69 .40L
40
575 64-21 .4062 - 22
22 64-21 31 8 70 .40L
49 67-19 55 8 69 .40L
24 60-24 30 12 70 .40L
t4 65-21 77 18 69 .4OL
o 62-23 73' 27 70 .40L
35 60-24 37 29 69 .40L
29 62-23 79 12 69 .40L
; 65--21 72 11 69 .40L62-22 72 t0 69 .65
22 66-20 80 : 29 70 .40L
555 66 20 48 I 89 69 1.0161-24 42 70 .40L
37 63 22 74 30 69 .40L
43 62-23 65 9 69 .40L
s 65 - 21 21 6 70 .40L
33 64- 22 88 35 69 .40L ,
7 65-21 39 14 69 .56
i
Declination: + 10°-+20"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Con" A Contusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.OOL BB AAH 0 ! 1520000000
1ASL FEC AAAE 9'0600000000 45
1.89 D E I H 4600000460
1.02L D B i 15000O0060
2.32 C HI C 5580100660
1.84 B K B 2400000100
1.46 C D 2500000000
2.34 E ; F L F 4500100630
1,37L DD ;AB J 0 1500000000
1.0OL CBBCC BH 15000000001.18 F D 7600000140
1.00L AAC 3 0600000000
1.61 BBF Cjl I BB 16010000101.00L IAAA 0 1600000100 18
1.00L B C IA B 0 0500003000
3.21 CB MAA 1500000000
1.0OL BBC AAC 1 2601000000
1.16L D AC 1500000000
1.02L B A B E 3500000000
1.24: CD J BH 3700000000
100Li o ^o 11,oooolooo1.00L I SJ 1600010000
1.07L_C BI J ! 1 1600000000
1.00L CC C AB B 26000000001.30 05000O0000
1.13LiBBC _AAAF 3 3500000000 23
1.0OL!CB ON O, 9 150000000OA A A H 05000000001.08L B D 11.02L C 0500100000 27
1.03L BGD IAAD 0 0500100000
B G 05O2OOO0OO1.08L D
B A D 16000100001.00L
2.15 CB GBB 1500000000
116,! "0o0000001.03L C BJN 0 16000010001.17L 0600000000




1.24L D AH L
1.02 DD L NDD
1,43 C HI BC

















1 13 106742 K0 38 7(_
8
4 I SW DEL 18
3 9 Ul1661 66 148
5 13 106747 MO 9 6G
2 1 13 106748 MB 11 86
3 9 Ul1862 30 138
2 13 106753 K5 14 87
2 13 106754 K2 0 83
1 12 ZG 2058+10 61 155
1 13 106755 M2 3 88
1 13 106759 K0 5 80
3 13 106766 MB 6 81
1 200 7135 30 116
2 13 106775 K5 5 91
1 2 DO 19868 55 91
t 12 ZG 2059+ 10 58 153
2 13 106781 13 87
1 16 13473 M7 72 125
1 13 106784 K0 11 80
2 10 106792 M0 3 70
1 12 ZG 2100+15 49 148
I 2 DO 7144 82 106
5 13 106796 MO 8 63
t 13 106797 +++ 17 75
1 12 ZG 210O+ 15 85 148
1 2 DO 7148 49 100
1 2 DO 19911 79 66
C 1 32 X2101+152 44 12
2 13 1O6813 K5 2 82
1 2 DO 7159 55 103
4 9 Ul1672 43 151
I 2 DO 19945 37 10t
1 39 GC2103+12 102 5000
4 9 Ul1674 78 131
3 13 106828 K5 5 80
1 10 M+03-53-015 65
1 9 Ul1677 80 160
1 2 DO 20009 73 98
AC K 0 1500000000 2 13 106853K0 2 65
BH 1600000000 1 2 [:)020015 73 98
C DJ KC 2600000020
C D C 4500001000 1 10 M+03-54-001 45
C El E 5500100240 ' 8
C D 9501000010
DJM 5600100000 1 13 106864 K0 8 81
E 26o0O0000OI
B M _ 0600000000 1 13 106866 K0 10 85
E B 4500000000
1.00L DC BBD 4600001000
1.05L BD AC 0 2600001000 2 13 106870 3 85
1.45 D D G 5501000000
1.13L C AD G 1600001000 1 2 DO7206 57 101
1.04L BC AAGL 2 2500000300 1 1 TZPEG 68 3
1.12 C F 2600000100
1.04L C LCF 1500000300 4 1 12 ZG2106+15 73 155
1.00L BD ABJH 5 3600001000
t.09L D K CL 2500100000
1.00L AK 3600O01000
2.69 CC CAB 1400100000
,87: CC I CD 0600000000
1,00L CC AB 3 2600000000
1.30L BcC KCCE 1_0_01.0OL AAH I 0600000000
1.00L BC AA 2 0600000000
1.10 D D 260000000O
1.16: CD J CE 2601000000
1.03 F C 460000O000
5,18 CC I FAA 0500000000
1.83 CB F AB i 1400000000
1.09L B B 3500000000
1.21 C DB i 5400OO000O
1.50 C C KB D I 0600000000
1.07L C G CS 3400000000
2.94 CC BA 4400000100
1.12 C H E , 7501000010
1.46L F HI L I 1500000000[
1.15: DF FD I 0600000000;
1.48L E CJ 1500000000 1 2 DO 19988 79 98
t,38 C GB 35OO000200 4
1.03L F E 7600001000
1.00L D BE 4500000100 2 13 106840 K5 15 86
1.00L C B 2700000000 1 2 DO 7184 40 95
1.05 C K CC 4500000000
1.84L C CC 35800OO000
1.00L B BD 2600000000 1 2 [3020003 48 100
1.49 C E 5500000020
1.00L B B E 7600000000 1 2 DO 20002 87 98
1.01 L B A H 360OOOO00O
t.21L C NFBE 4500000000
1.0OL B B 5500020000




















a .8 Coords SM] SMN O 0 12 p.m
ham. .8, (s) (-j 1 b C) C) (') N
,=1073+1332 23,5 0! 63-22 39 8] 70 33 1.02 ,41
._1074+ 1812 27.6 31 67--20 29 8 69 14.15 8,84
.)1076+1901 37.3 10] 68 19 29 17 68 3 .29L ,25L
21077+1215 44,7 13 = 62--23 43 10 69 2 1.18 ,41
,=1077+1221 45.6 25 62--23 51 8 69 _2 1.00 .21:
,=1078+1204 48.9 02 62-23 87 i 11 69 .74 .26L
!1079+1350 55.3 63-22 95 24 70 .25L .35L
21079+1023 55.5 60-24 24 7 70 3 4.17 2.91
21079+ 1822 58.2 22 67-20 28 6 69 3 7.29 4.77
21080+1547 5.6 41 65-21 79 13 71 2 .30 .25L
21081+1502 6.8 51 ! 64-22 41 6 70 3 35 .25L
i
._I081÷18.34 10.0 20j 67-19 109 10 69 3 .41 .25L
21082+1646 13.1 25J 66-21 49 9 70 3 .35 .28L
21084+1235 27.8 44 j 62-23 29 8 70 3 1.93 .51
21087+1540 47.7 201 65-21 68 14 71 2 .25 .30L
.)1089+1308 57.9 51 ' 63-23 25 6 70_ 3 3.43 1.36
21090+1402 1.7 14 64--22 45 9 703 .25L .30L
._1094+1244 25.3 56 63--23 32 9 70 3 .83 .29L
21094+1053 29.8 27 61-24 29 8 70 3 2.34 1.03
21097+1430 43.8 47 64-22 70 7 70 3 .42 .25L
-)1097+1127 44.9 7 62-24 54 11 70 3 .36L .36L
,=1o97+11344752g 62-24 26 7 70 3 334 .61
._1090+1836 50.433 68-20 52 e 69 3 1.39 .62
'=1098+1606 51.526 67--20 44 24 67 2 .31L .32L
21096+1546 53.1 13 65-22 80 25 70 3 .25L .25L
-=1098+1248 54.047 63-23 70 21 70 3 .32L .25L
21099+1728 55.4 1 67-21 47 8 70 3 .67 .28L
'=1099+1625 56.1' 39 66-21 82 31 68 2 .71L .52L
'=1099+1939 583 54 69-19 51 6 69 3 .79 .25L
.=1100+1112 0.6 10 61-24 63 12 3 .25L .25L
!1101+1331 9.6 40 63-23 42 7 70 3 .52 .25L
'=1102+1904 16.2 51 68-20 63 9 69 3 .64 .25L
!1103+1555 2O.C 6 65-22 34 8 70 3 .44 .25L
,=1107+1_43 42._ 36 68-20 28 8 69 3 2.20 .82
,=1107+1928 45.9 42 68-19 57 6 60' 3 .97 .3O
!1107+1235 i47.E 41 63-24 33 ; 70 3 3.77 1.34!1109+1642 55.4 37 66-21 _ 67 70 _ 3 1.31 .27L
!1111+1036 0.5 0 61-25 66 11 70,3 .39L .25L
,=1113+1321 71.9 56 63-23 46 9 70 _ 3 .25L .27L
,=1117+1246 45.5 41 63 24 59 7 70 3 .64 .28L
!1117+1658 46.3!22 67-21 101 25 70 2 .25L .47L
!1120+1615 3.255 68-22_ 22 7= 70 3 2.63 1.06!1121+1502 6.4!_ 65-22! 89 3 69 2 ,26L .60L
,=1121+1144 9.9'21 62--25 i 29 8 70 3 1.32 35
!1123+1039 19_E 51 61-25! 50 9 70 3 .25L .25L
,=1123+1711 _22.3 33 67-21 49 9 70 3 .48 .25L
!1124+1725 25.3 31 67-21 75 17 70 3 .25L .25L
!1124+1453 26.7 45 65-23 34 8 70 3 .67 .25L
!1125+1650 35.9 3 67-21 103 15 69 3 .25L .25L
!1126+1824 153.1 38 68-20 32 5 69 3 3.30 .90
!1129+1754 ;56.1 32 68-21 48 20 69 3 .25L .25L
!1129+1728 57.C 10 67-21 83 12 70 3 .23 .25L
.=1130+1141 1.6 46 62-25 58 12 70 3 .25L .25L
!1131+1309 10,C 34 64-24 I 38 16 70 3 .25L .25L
.=1132+1035 12.9 10 61-25 42 9 70 3 A5 .25L
!1133+1558 '20.e 49 66-22! 84 69 416 .25L .32L
.=1133+1527 i21.7 57 68-22 ' 80 16 69 2 .41L .25L
.=1133+1631 22.3 9 66-22, 30 70 3 .72 .25L
!1135+1742 35.0 47 68-21 49 6 69 3 .79 .34
!1136+1028 36.4 36 61-26 I 32 7 70' 3 1.01 .22:
.=1136+1o43! 1.712 6_-25 31 z 70 3 2.76 .75
.=1140+1357 10.4 9 64-23' 39 8 70 3 .40 .25L
,=1140+1347 I 5.9 24 64-24; 80 29 69 2 .25L .31L
.=1141+1640 9.7 31 67-22 60 26 69 2 .25L .25L
!1141+1404 12.C 47 65--23 , 30 7 70 3 4.12 1.95
32 64-24 9 70 3 .25L .25L.=1144+1303 29.2 43
,=1146+1617 )8.9 19 66--22 102 20 70 j 3 .26L .41L
!1146+1121 49.3l . 62-25 81 . 70 3 .99 .27:
,=1149+1402 58J' ; 65-24 48 10 70 3 .25L .25L
.=1154+1947 245!4 69--20 46 11 66 2 .46 .25
!1154+1319 28.8 ! 64-24 37 7 7Oi 3 .7342 .25L
.=1155+1655 31.7 37 67-22 42 7 70 I 3 1.05 .30
.=1158+1002 48.3i 4 61-26 38 8 70 3 .55 .25L
,=1160+1842 2.9 24 69-21 32 7 6813 1.96 1.03
.=1160+1730 5.4 34 68-22 52 8 70 3 .45 .25L
.=1161+1103 I10.C 15 62-26 33 7 70 _ 1.02 .29,=1163+1930 18.2 30 69-20 58 14 67 .25L .32L
,=1163+ 1606 20.7 30 67- 23 52 7 70 .57 .20:
,=1164+1059 26.3' 28 62-26 33 6 70 3 8.88 2.18
,=1170+1112 1.6' 54 63-26 56 8 70 3 .47 .25L
I
.=1170+1350 3.6 44 65--24 37 8 69 4 .25L! .25L
!1170+1959 4.4 7 70-20 38 11 65 2 ,73L .25L
,=1171+1155 11.1 19 63-25 36 16 70 3 .25L .25L
.=1172+1642 15.0 9 69-21 41 12 68 2 .81 .29:
,=1173+1320 23.8 58 64-25 23 7 69 4 2.33 .63
,==1174+1747 25.4 49 68-22 26 6 66 3 5.04 4.18
.=1176+1245 39.9 1 64-25 38 8 70 3 3.33 .80
!1177+1155 47.9 36 63-25 42 31 69 2 .25L .59L
,=1177+1235 47.9 14 64-25 43 9 70 3 1,19 .34
H182+1443 13.521 66-24 34 7 70 3 .65 .28L
,=1182+1937 17.537 70-21 84 10 65 2 .44 .25L
,=1183+1850 21.7 2 69-21 59 17 65 2 .25L .25L
,=1184+1228 25.2 4 64-25 108 24 70 3 .25L .25L
,=1184+1211 26.4 32 64-25 84 26 69 2 .25L .25L
.)1184+1714 29.0 34 68-22 56 14 68 2 .24 1.03L
,=1186+1414 37.0 13 65--24 30 6703 1,90 .67
,=1187+1537 47.8 5 67--23 44 7 70,3 .50 .25L
.=1190+1923 0.618 70-21 75 9 65! 2 .54 .26Li1191+1, 01 1168_2456 25,191+1657 11.6 53 68-23 35 661 2.38 .61
Flux Density
(Net Colo¢ Con.-ted) V
25 /xm 60 pm 1(30 Fm Flux Corr A
(lansky) Uncs Coef R
.40L 1.00L CD AB 8
1.01 1.O0L BCD AAA 9
A0L 1.05 D F D
.51L 1.00L CD ABM O
A0L 1.00L CF BF O
.40L 1.00L F C K
.40L 2.45 C EJ C
.45: 1.00L BEE AAC 9
.70 tOOL flBF AAA 9
.40L 1.20L C D
A0L 1.00L B BF
.40L 1.14L C SB H
.401 1.10L C EJ C
.40L 1.00L BD ABJ 0
.40L 1.04L C DK
.37: 1.00L BCD AAD.= 2
1.19 2.47 CD I AB
.4OL 1.0OL B SEHD
.4OL 1.08L BC AAI 0
.40L 1.O0L, B B K
.89 1.31 CE BBD 0.40L 1.00L BC AA
.40L 1J3L BD AB
.47L 1.51 F HHGB
.4OL 1.80 C E
.4OL 1.38 C MGI C
,40L 1.OOL' C A E
.40L 1 59 E F
.40L 1.05L B AG
.74 1,79: C E F B B
A0L 1.02L D BG
.4OL 1.05L E B G i
.40L 1.O0L C D
.40L 1.07L ED AA 19
.40L 1.O0L BD AC I 0
.4OL I.O0L DC AAE 8
,40L 1.00L C A E
.64 1.41L C I CI
.86 3.30 CC MDBA
,40L 1.00L B AE G
.63L 1.23 F D F C
.40L 4.05L CC AAD 7
.44L 1.37 F I F D
.40L tOOL SD AA !0
.89 .68: CD FBE
.40L 1,06L B B
.28: 1.60 CC FA
.40L 1.00L B A J
.59L 1.45 F BB
.40L 1.00L BC AA Gi 2
.40L 1.85 D B
.40L 1.35: F D E DF
,64 1.27 CC J AC
.40L 1.27 C G B
A0L 1.09L C B B
.40L 1.91 C Ol D
.43 2.28L C DL
.4OL 4.26L B BGM
.40L 1.14L BC ACEE O
.4OL 1.00L B E A B M 0
.40L I.O0L BC ABN 0
.40L 1.09L C CLK C
.40L 1.30 C
.40L 1.34 E C
31: 1.17 BBCD AADE 1
.81 1.70 C B K BB
.4OL 1.66 C F C
.40L 1.95L DE BE 0
.99 1.43 DC F BC
.40L 1.16L C B
.40L 1.00L D BF
.4OL 1.02L BD AC 0
.40L 1.00L B B/
.40L 1.O0L BD AAJ O
A0L 1.O0L D BHK
A0L I.O0L BD AD 1
.46 .94: CC ECCD
.4OL 1.22L BF BE K 0
.35: 1.O0L BBF AAC 4
.40L I.O0L C B
1.36 3.26 CC LAA
.76 1.27 CE MI RC
.40L 2.78 C FHJ C
.40L I.O0L CF ACF 0
.40L 1.01L BC _,B K 0
•68 1.08L BBC _AB i 0
.4OL 3.25L BC AA I O
.58L 1.52 O F D
.40L 5.23L BD AC O
.40L 1.00L B BF
.4OL 1.38L F C
A6L 1.91 C CB
.40L 2.02 D GC
.42L 1.97 D L B
A0L 1 32L D EE
A0L 1.O0L !BC AB I 0
.40L I.O0L C BF D I
.4OL 1.O0L C BD M
.40L 1 51 C D
.40L 1.00L BC lASH O
I
Flags



























































































































Declination: + 10"- + 20 °
Associations





13 106891 K2 7
2 DO 2OO69 86
13 106896 K2 5
13 106901 K0 14
19 106904 K5 30
2 DO 7239 49
13 106910 K5 16
g Ul1697 80
13 106913 K5 4
10 M+02- 54-009 85
2 DO 20098 46
9 Ul17O0 70
2 DO 26123 18
13 106924 K5 11
2 DO 7256 37
13 106927 K2 13
9 Ul1702 64
13 106944 K5 17
10 M+02-54-015 25
30 2ZW 110 57
2 DO 20162 60
13 lo0_ MA 4
13 [ 106969 2
32 X2113+ 159 82
12 ZG 2113+15 78
13 106073 K0 11
13 106973 7
13 i I06979 K5 4
13 i 106980 MO 5
13 ; 106982 K5 2
I
30 2ZW 116 34
I
13 I 106993 32
I
13 106999 K0 16
13 1070O0 8
13 i 107002 MA 4
13 107009 K0 37
39 PRF814 24
13 107014 K5 4
2 DO 7309 48
10 M +03-54-006 30
13 i 107017 10
13 107020 K5 6
I
9 Ul1721 56
32 X2117+ 119 139
2 DO 7323 40
13 107039 K5 3
13 107040 32
13 107050 K5 6
13 107054 K5 22
1 X PEG 9
13 107058 K5 12
32 X2119+ 153 96


























































21195+1717 35.8 455 68-22 381 66+1859 6- 4, 78
21197+1218 42.3 57 64-26 78 20 68 2
21197+1011 44.8 37 62--27 23 6 70 3
21197+1524,_9 34 87-24 22 7121197+193546623 7o-21 _ 8 65
21166+1627491 5 89-22 83 13 55 221198+175953.45168-22 92 15 85 22"-68+i=2 54.431 68-23 87 7 66 3
21199+1554 59.339 67--23 38 7 87 3
21201÷1_ 8714 70-21 89 38 86 221202+182018.22967-_ 53 11 86 2
21203+1824 22.227 69--22 47 9 65 2
21204+1229 27.4 28 64-26 51 2_ _i321204+1533 29.053 67-24 43
21205+1941 31.9 5 70-21 63 6 65 _ 2
21205+1547 35.6 19 67-24 43 6 67 3
21206+1312 38.5 35 65--25 45 28 69 2
21207+1616 46.254 68-23 37 7 66 3
21209+19f2 54.4 26 70-21 24 6 65 2
21209+1702 59.6! 34 66-23 49 12 65 2
i
21211+1320 11 1 65-25 2
21212+1144 '12.5 3_ 64-26i _ 12_ 6970 3
21212+1812 13.8 54 68--23 39 33 148 2
21218+1803 39.442 69-22 43 8 85 2
21216+1101 '40,8 18 63-27 41 7 70 4
21217+1627 42.7 52 68--23 84 24 66 3
21217+1223 46.9 53 64-26 78 12 69 2
21222+1415 13.6,22 68-25 86 10 69'2
21223+1931 20.7 53 70-21 86 10 65 2
21224-1-1324 28.0 58 65-25 46 40 71 2
21225+1616 31.7 20 68-24 68 11 66 2
21225+1038 34.6 55 63-27 77 19 70 3
21230+1232 0.8 34 63-26 75 10 71 2
21230+15t8 3.2 423 67-24 45 12 69 221234+1524 24.2 67-24 43 10 66 2
21241+1158 7.9 5 64-27 36 8 70 3
21242-1-1641 13.5 32 68-24 32 7 66 2
21242+1108 16.6 58 64-27 55 23 71 2
21244+t621 26.7'59 68-24 56 8 68 2
46 v 66 i i
21244+ 1057 27.7 22 64-27 74 28 6921245+1303 32.9,51 65-26 23 67 I
21245-1-1448 35.7 27 67-25 7 19 8
21247+t510 47.2 57 67-25 10 21
21248+1502 48.5 55 67-25 _99! li7 76_ il
21248+1202 51.6 8 65-27 2
21249+1353 54.8 43 68-26
9 18 5 0267-25 98 21 6
21250+1021 4.6 1 63-28 28 70
21251+1114 11.746 64-27 62 13 70 3 i
i21255+12153023765_2739206821
21258+1559 50.3 19 68-24 53 8 66 2]
21268+18270.45168_25 +15521 525 47421 +1 , 53 69_2465 9 6621 5+18535.325 71_23 33 6522,268+17073 .313 89_2485 10 662,2,266+174139.713 70_2342 8 2:21 7+11448.9565_2737 868 2i21 9+143754.014 87_2537 7 682I
21270.,562.447 7o_2332 7 852
21270+1851 2.8 7 71-23 26 7 65 2
21272+1209 16.4 43 65-27 78 15 66 2 !
21273+1303 22.528 66-27 25_7i 10 69 2 i21274+1250 25.4 45 68-27 19 67
21274+1724 28.3 3 70-24 50 10 66 2
21274+115629.458 65-27 62j 13 _ g;
21276+1707 37.1 58 69-24 80 1221277+1o3747139 _-28 7224 68 2
21278+1051 50.3 22 64-28 74' 29 69 2
21279÷193158.33, _1-22 29 9 62 3
2t282+1141 12.955 65-28 41 31 66 2
21263÷16_189_ 89-24 1_ 2_ 68 221284+1245 24.8 o 66-27 66 2
21284+1105 26.4 20 64-28 30 5 68 3
21284+1620 26.7 37 69-25 52 i 7 66 2
21285+1048 30,138 64 28 52 15 68 3
21285+1220 31.8 8 66-27 23 5 67 3
21285+1109 35.4 7 65-28 40 5 68 3
Flux Density
H (No! Color Corre¢l_l)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMI SMN _ O 12ttm 25_tm 60p.m
(s) (") ]b (;)£3 C) N (J_sky)







































































































100 Fm F3ux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags*
1.34L C CE
1.22L BO BE
3.04L O E F F
1.00L C ADG
1.79 C I C
2.85L BB AAGI
2.57 CC DBA
1.20L D E M
1.52L C B E
1.18L C BA
1.06 F E;
1.75L D j D C




























1 33 D Mt.00L BC A/_G F 0
1,00L B IBE1.53 C GN D
5.77L C AE




1.74 C I B
4,30L C CJ )
1.37L C CG

















1.01L BD, ABFE 0 0500000000
1.gl ,IDECC CAB 66000000081.OOL A C 0 3600000000
1.89 I C NJ B 6500000120
1.00LIBF AB 3 3600000000
1.02 F I F 5601000010
1.13L BC AB 0 0700001000
1.48L C C C 0500000000
1.OOL BD C ADKI 0 15000001001.29L C B 05000O0000
t .83 C B 96OO0OOO20 J
1.00L BBC AAB 0 0600001000 t6]
1.24 C F I 2500000000
1.00L BD ABF 4 2500000000
.79: CD LCD 5600000000
3.86 C G B 9502000230
1.23L C E B C 2 2600000000
1.13L C BG 3500O0000O
1.68 C F 4500000020
1.26L D C 5500000000
2.14 F F 34O000OO00
1.22L C O G 2600000000
1.70L BD ABCG O 0400002000
1.41: C E BCFH 7500000100
1.09L BD AA 0 1600000000
1.00L BBF AAC 0' 1400000000
1.00L CC AB 0 25OO00OO00
1.52: CD DCA 6501000000
1.46L C AD 1500000000
2.05 E E B 8480000008
2.05 CC I CC 1601000000
1,20L E EGCF 76000OO200 ;
1.32L F D J 2601000000
1.78 C MCt C 4481000020
3.68 EC EF 4501000330
1.28L BD AC I 0 0400060000
1.24 D CJ F 8681000210
1.26 C N C ! 58OO000000
4,85L BCC AAB 9500000008'
1.00L BF AB 3600100000
1.26L CE CE J 3600000000
3,24: DC ODC 6502000220
5.08L B D A B 9400000008 [
1.00L BD AB I 0 3600100000
7.59 ABCC AAAA 2 7400000000 26
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
I 1 "4t 21195+1717 16
i_ "1_ 107070K2 5 7_DO7341 73 11C
4 13 107073K0 2 4_
4'3 9 Ult734 18_ 138
1 13:107075 7 86
I 13! 107074 38_ 86
I
1 13 107081 M0 4 88
2 2 [:)020340 69 113
1 2 1:)O20344 31 118
1 13 107088MA 8 8_
2 "13 107089 K5 2 75
2 "12 ZG2121+17 34 151
4
2 13 107100 14 91
"4_ DO7359 49 11821217+1627 9 12
I 13 i 107104 K0 17 85
1 13 " 107108 K2 45 76
C 1 32 X2122+t34 91' 12
8 1 12 ' ZG 2122+I0 58 153
4 1 13 107121 17 86
1 13 ' 107124 K2 8 83
1 13 107129 K2 2 70
2 12 ZG 2124+ 11 81 148
8
1 1 TV PEG 21 4
1 2 DO7392 71 115
5 13 107147 MB 4 85 --
2 13 I07150M2 4 57 .__
C
1 2 DO20468 79 95
8 1 32 X2126+158 43 8
1 2 £)02O482 78 100
1 13 107167 20 85
2 3 13 107168K5 8 63
2 "13 107170K2 7: 78
1 2 DO20468 53 98
1 2 DO 20495 43 ' 130
1 2 DO 20494 18 93
1 '41 21272+1209 19 12
2 13 107177 K5 4 82
1 23 GCL 120 97































21266+1848 53.6 _ _0
158 71--23 31 .69 1.15L B BF J 1500000000
21268_ 1154 56.1 i28 65-28 58 _ 2 1 .25L 2.01 F HG 7500000340' 8 1 32 X2128+119
21289+t815 59.8!54 69-25 51 7 66 2 1.63 1.04L CC AC 0 2600000000 2 13 107199
21292+1751 12.1i18 70-24 73 31 66 2 .58L 1.22 F F I C 1400000000
21292+1201 16.9 '58 65 28 68 10 67 2 .44 1.31L C BO 8500000310 I 13 107204 K2
95OO00OO08[ 1 13 107206K521294+ 1240 25.7 15 66 27 61 9 67 2 .38 4.54L C FF
21297+1336 46.4118 67-27 36 18 68 2 .25L 2.83 C KB 7480000100
21297+1744 47.6 J20 70-24 54 10 66 2 .25L 1.11L C DBC 1500000000
21298+1945 48.8 24 72-23 44' 9 64 3 .42 1.00L B CD 0500010000 1 2 DO20569
21298+1153 53.5 11 65 28 33 27 67 2 .45L 1.80 C KL F 6500000000
21301+1137 6.8 42 65 28 24 9 67 2 .72 1.19L C CD 6501000000 1 13 107217 K5
21302+ 1823 12.6 16 71-24 70 11 63 3 .39 1.21L C C 1500000000 1 13 107218
21305+1219 34.2 3 66-28 41 10 67 2 1.._1 4.03L FE AD 0i 9400000008 1 13 107224 K5
21306+1729 41.1 57 70-24 40; 7 64 3 1.89 1.19L BC AB 0 4500000000 2 13 107226 K5
21307+1555 43.3 39 69-25 41 7 66 2 3.49 1.00LBC AAD 3 1500000000 2 2 DO20583
21358+1106 53.6 20 65-28 73 9 67 2 .64 1.13L C BD G 1500000000
21308+ 1333 53.6i58 67-27 35 25 66 2 ,26L 2.56 C K C 6500100100
21310+1336 3.8!46 67-27 67 24 66 2 .44L 2.51 C B 6580100100
21311+1841 8.0,45 71-24 29 9 64 3 .85 1.00L BD ADL 0; 0500010000 1 2 {:)020589
21314+1527 27.7150 69-26 39 7 66:2 39 1.49L C BK 1630010000 2 13 1072341(2















































































































a SMJ SMN 0(s) ('_') C_o_s Uncertainty
C) C) (')
6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
Flux Density
(Net Color Corrected)


















































at 12, 25, 60,
Declination: + 10 o- + 20 °
Flags Associations
























































































































Right Ascension: 21_46 "23'-22h34m27"
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
6 Coords SMJ SMN 0























































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R F]ags" S 2 # T
Declination: + 10°-+ 20"
Assoc_tions





































22344 + 1853 L_--




































Right Ascension: 22h34m35'-22h55m10 " Declination: + 10"-+20"
Position (1950)
i
Name ; Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham. o8, i(s) (") 1 b ('3 ('3 (')
22345+1518
22346+1219 79-39148 I 8 I
22346+1358 81-37155 I 9 I
22349+1016 78-40 140 I 9 I
22351+1450 81-371561271
22352+1516 62-36 154 118 I
22352+1458 81-37 [ 81 [ 41 I
22364+ 1256 80-3822354+1915 1°1
223.+1847 65_3413218I2,374+,045 79-4  110,
22379+1637 83--36 [ 49 I 9 I
22380+1545 83--36 J 31 [ 14 [
22381 +1138 80--40 ] 50[ 161
22384+1417 82--38 128 [ 7 ]
22386+1513 82--37 [ 57 ] 7 I
22389+1034 79--41 [ 21 t 6 l
22391+1113 79--40 J 51 J 7 ]
22392+1218 80-39 [ 50 J 7 I
22395+1415 82-38 I 3t I 8 I
22397+1541 83-37 179 128 I
22396+1359 82-38 165 111 J
22399+1554 83-37 158 110 I
22401+1831 85-34 171 I 7 [
22402+1045 79-41 136 I 6 ]
22404+1013 79-41 126 I 6 I
22405+1941 86-34 144 I 8 I
22413+1616 84-3613717l
22415+1450 63-38 t 96 123 I
22416+ 1621 54-36
22419+1321 82-39 148 I 7 l
22420+1401 82-38 144 I 7 [
22420+1609 84-37 [ 79 [ 24 I
22424+1751 85-35 139 I 7 I
22425+1348 82--39 157 [ 8 J
22430+1343 82-39 [ 52 I 6 ]
22430+1543 84--37 128 J 21 I
22432+1051 80--41 150, 10]
22434+1056 80-41136 I 7 I
22435+1035 80-41 180 114 [
22442+1154 81-40 122 I 7 [
22442+1214 82-40 184 117 I
22442+1443 83-38 158 111 I
22445+1436 83-38 I 4617 l
22448+1552 84-37157124 j
22448+1351 83-39154 I 7 j
22453+1005 80-42 137 123 I
22455+1018 80-42135171
22457+112981_41193130I
22456+1401 83-39 I 28 I 8 I
22459+1931 87-34 I 381 81
22463+1034 81-42 137 [ 8 I
22454+1016 81-421551131
22466+1531 85-38 134 [ 30 I
22469+1901 87-38 153 116 I
.>2470+1933 88-35 177 130 I
22470+1606 85-37 179 123 I
22477+1144 82-41 170 128 I
;2477+1 04 82_38133128I
.)2479+1737 86-36 144 I 7 I
22460+1607 85-38 174 129 I
22481+1152 82-41 150 1281
22482+1852 87-35 161 I 8 I
22483+1153 82-41 154 130 I
22454+1916 88-35 189 123 I
22489+175! 87-36 133 I 7 I
22489+1157 83-41 140 128 I
22490+1027 81-42 124 113 I
22495+1959 88-34 162 1111
22497+1733 87-37 135 I 7 J
_)2498+1707 87-37 127 115 I
.>2501+1709 87-37135121 J
22501+1212 83-41 I 9OI 281
.>2505+1634 86-37 117 I 6 J
22505+1704 87-37 149 114 ]
22506+1629 86-38 131 I 9 J
22509+1743 87-37 I 60 114 J
22509+1704 87-37 151 I 7 I
22515+1919 88-35 148 114J
Z2516+1323 84-40 I 51 I 10 ]
-)2518+1130 83-42] 33] 12]
._2518+1731 87-37 I 49 I 7 I
-)2519+1003 82-43 154 I 8 I
-)2521+1034 82-43 177 130 ]
22521+1540 87-38132171
22522+1126 83-42 151 114 ]
22525+1917 89-35 138 I 9
22528+1909 89-36 181 117 ]
-)2530+1901 89-36 146 112 I
.>2531+1104 83-42 189 129 J
22532+1636 88-36 135 110 I
.>2532+1637 87-38 132 126 I




22547+1157 84-42 168 127 I









100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.34L DCC E H 85000100001.55 AB J 0401000000
269 030o0000003.87 HNAA 14000000001.69 7600000020
2,04 D 6 9401000000
1.73 C I G 9600000000
1.91 CC AA 0400000000
1.00L BD AD 0 1400000000
1.11 DE / ED 2500000000
3.88 CC AA O400000100
1,40L F D 0500010000
1.74: CD : CB 5400000020
1.08 CD AE CFK 03000000001.00L C 2500000000
4.06L C BG 9400000028
1,00L BC ACK 00500000000
1.18L!C BF 0500000000
1.00L 'B D AB 00500000000
1,00L 'BC AB 01500000000
1,77 E F C 8600000008
1.00L C E G 05000000O0
1.99 CD J AA 5500000008
1.00L C B J 1500000000
1.00L BCC AAB 0 0500000000
1,44L BC AA I 0 1500001000
1,00L BD AB 1 1400010000
1.00L BC AB I 0 55000000001.62 D C 7600000000
1.17L D EBI 4500000000
1.73 C E D 86000O0020
1.00L CF BC 0 1400000000
1.22L C C 0500000000
1.25 E G B 5501000120
1.01L CD ABG 0 0600001000
1,33L C BF K 1500000000
1,00L C AEEE 14000000001.41 D 8500000220
2.67 CC F BB 0500100000
1,49L C C L J 06001000O0
1.39: D D MB B 0600000000
1.09L B D A A E 0 27000000001.43 D 2500000000
1.48L F D E E 46000000002.27 C 3600000000
1.37 C B 3600000010
1,19L D AE 0400000000
1.83 C HEED 2500000140
1.06L BE AD 0 2501001000
1.74 C F D 5600000000
1.00L E O A B 0 0400000000
1.25L CD AC F 0 6500001008
1.00L C AE 2500000000
1.61L D BH H 2801000000
1.61 D D 5500000220
1.68: C D NCB 0400000008
11'35.37 D C 66800000007500000000
1.52 C HGG D 660000023096000000002.51
1.26L CD AAE 5 I 3400000000
2.10 O E 6600000230
3.30 D D E 9501100120
1,19L C AG 2500000000
2,72 C D 9500100130
1.41 C B 3400000000
1.09L BCC AAB 01500000000
1.80 CD DLD 86000001101.85 4300000000
.85: CD I BF 1600000000
1.04L BCE AAD 0 4400000000
2.54 C EB 5581100130
2.54 F I C 4201100120
2.10 C G D 6600000020
1.00L BC ABI I 0600100000
1.19: DC J DC 3300010000
3,25 CC EAA[ 0500100000
1.25: DD coCB!, 54000001001.00L C 0400010000
1.04L C CH 05000O00O0
1,00L C CEB B 15OO0O00001.67 CC 2600000020
1.03L CE BDK 056OOO0OOOO
1.07L C B F J 3400000000
2.79 BCC C E 54000000201.00L AAB 0 0500000000
1,34L C CC 350OO00000
1,20L BCC AAB 0 0500000000 17
1,21L C C 05OOOO0O00
2.63 CC DAA 140O00000O
1.44 D D 450OOO0O1O
1.00L BD AB 0 0600001000
1.60 C C 4500000000
1.04: CD BB 0601000000
1.70 C C 258OOOOO10
1.00L C AH 4500000000
1,47L BC AA L 0 1500001000
2.68 F E 4500000020
2.43 C B 1580000010
2.65 DC AA 0300000000
C
5 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 108041 87
3 13 108043 K5 65
1 10 M +02-57-007
8
2 13108064 G5 57
1 12 ZG 2236+ 18 156
3 8 U12136 148
1 13 108085 90
8 1 12 ZG2238+15 153
4 9 U12142 148
2 13 108094 G5 57
8 1 13 108097 K0 82
2 13 108103 B8 35
2 13 108106 K5 87
2 13 108107 K5 82
2 13 108109 K0 60
1 13108118 KO 80
1 16 14284 M 1100
2 13 108124 83
2 13 108134 K5 72
8
1 13 108140 K0 81
8
2 2 DO 21718 108
1 13 108148 K5 82
C
2 12 ZG 2243+10 146
1 13 108159 G5 77
3 12 ZG 2243+10 156
5 13 108165 F5 42
1 13108166 K0 80
2' 13 108171K5 82
1 13108176 K2 70
8 1 32 X2245+100 8
2 13 108181 M0 85
2 13 108186 90
1 2 DO 7901 103
1 13 108194 G5 73
C
3 9 U12200 148
1 "41 22476+1143 8
4
3 2 DO21801 85
4
2 13 108211 K0 65
5 1 AF PEG 4
1 2 DO 21832 123
8 1 32 X2249+171 8
8
8
4 '13 108231 KO 56
2 °12 ZG 2250+16 155
1 2 DO 21546 113
1 13 108237 K5 78
2 13 108238 K2 85
8 3 9 U12237 156
13 108242 K0 6613 108244 K5 86
8 132 X2252+105 8
6 13 108246 MB 65
4 " 9 U12243 156
3 13 108255 MB 75
2 12 ZG 2253+19 151
1 *41 22531+1104 9
1 13 108262 MA 80
1 12 ZG 2253+12 156
13 108272 MA 8113 108277 MA 80
8 1 32 X2254+119 8
2 9 U12265 145
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 y.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 22h55=23"-23h08=45 ' Declination: + 10 °- + 20 °
Position 0950)
Name
a _ Coor_$ SMJ 5MNh% .8, (,)('_--_ o ('_ (.oN
22553+1744 23.6 58 88-37 51 11 64 2
22554+1654 25.7 3 88--38 44 12 64 2
22556+1434 41.4i38 86-40 69 13 85 2
22557+1427 43.910 86-40 50 8 65 2
22560+1454 5.621 87-40 32 7 65 2
22561+1557 6.155 87-39 62' 13 65 2
22563+1305 23.522 85-41 63 14 65 2
22567+1127 42.040 84-43 58 9 65 2
22567+1320 42.422 86-41 42 15 65 2
22567+1904 42.8 3 90--36 69 13 64 2
22569+1516 58.0 52 87-39 62 11 65 2
22575+1814 32.9 27 89--37 42 25 64 2
22575+1542 34.8 48 88-39 37 7 65 2
22575+1024 35.8 26 84-44 91 30 65 2
22576+1339 39.9 20 86-41 55 7 65 2
22579+1750 59.6 11 89-37 85 367 65 222580+1311 1.8 52 86-41 61 65 2
22580+1908 1.8 5 90-36 44 10 64 2
22580+1245 2.5 58 86-42 37 10 65 2
22581+1230 7.1 46 85-42 41 8 65 2
22581+1605 10.047 88-39 571 12 _ 222582+1847 14.810 gO-37 751 13
22582+1320 16.2 58 86-41 73 12 65 2
22583+1524 21.331 88-39 52 12 65 2
22583+1703 21.4 25 69-38 35 11 65 2
22588+1436 51.6 5 87 40 59 7 65 2
22589+1419 59.4 54 87-40 65 20 65 2
22590+1255 2,3 49 86-42 27 24 155 2
22592+1426 14.1 52 87-40 54 7 65 2
22592+1249 16.5 0 86-42 55 7 65 2
22594+1934 27.7 13 91-36 46 i 7 64 2
22595+1541 31.9 55 88-39 88 i 14 85 2
22596+1832 39.0 42 90-37 84 9 65 2
22596+1417 40.5 2 87-41 76 25 55 2
22598+1816 49.1 37 90-37 31 10 65 2
22598+1838 53.12t 90 37 108 37 85 2
23000+1135 1.8 3 85-43 50 35 65 2
23000+1557 5.542 88-39 29 10 65 2
23001+1303 9.425 86-42 43 11 65 2
23002+1834 15.624 90-37 68 7 65 2
23003+1156 23.021 86-43 65 27 65 2:
23004+1619 29.156 89-39 62, 10 65 2
23006+1105 41.024 85-43 36 7 65 2
23007+1425 42.g39 88-41 69 15 65 2
23014+1049 24.737 85-44 55 7 65 2
23017+1502 43.1 4 88 40 42 10 65 2
23018+1037 50.330 85-44 82 30 66 2
23018+1054 52.523 85-44 98 9 66 2
23022+1456 16.3 6 88-40 27 9 65 2
23024+1624 24.9127 89-39 77 t4 65 2
23024+1203 26.6 9 86-43 24 6 65 2
23024+1916 28.2 55 91-37 46 6 65 2
23025+1617 37.9 40 89-39 34 10 65 2
23026+1703 37.9 20 90-39 25 6 65 2
23026+1313 38.3 11 87-42 72 40 65 2
23029+1807 56.5 45 91 38 36 27 65 2
23029+1508 59.9 31 89-40 64 32 65 2
23030+1426 4.5 59 88-41 64 11 65 2
23031+1856 7.9 23 91-37 39 6 65 2
23031+1741 10.4 33 90-38 87 32 65 2
23033+ 1315 23.01 47 87-42 76 27 65 2
23035+ 1527 32.11 59 89-40 57 17 65 2
23037+1109 42.1 28 86-44 52 11 65 2
23037+1843 44.2 8 91-37 50 7 65 2






































































.3323040+1937 85 11 65 2
2304t+1016 8.8 25 85-45 36 5 66 2 182.94
23042+1515 12.0 17 89--40 70 27 65 2 .90L
23042+1543 17.4 18 89--40 39 29 65 2 .25L
23044+t221 26.1 6 87-43 56 9 65 2 .67
23046+1145 38.2 56 87-43 31 23 65 2 .25L
23048+1910 49.7 57 92 37 87 15 65 2 .25L
23052+1846 14.4 55 92-37 61 39 65 2 .73L
23054+1856 24.0 24 92-37 46 16 65 2 .27L
23054+1421 27.5 49! 89-41 58 12 65 2 .35L
23055+1914 33.8 22 92 37 45 31 65 2 .25L
23057+1246 44.4 2' 88-43 65 15 65 2 .37L
23058+1546 49.9 18 90-40 50 25 65 2 .25L
23060+1256 2.3 25 88-43 37 10 65 2 .25L
23060+1450 4.6 55 89-41 70 19 63 2 .25L
23064+1146 26.9 38 87 44 52 12 65 2 .81L
23065+1754 33.6 15 91-38 20 9 65 2 t.16L
23065+1734 34.2 7 91-39 42 , 21 65 2 .25L
23067+1945 44.0 59 93 37 54 9 65 2 .51
23068+1737 52.0 32 91-39 77 20 65 2 .31L
23068+1941 52.4 22 93 37 76 27 65 2 .25L
23070+1444 0.8 13 89-41 41 16 65 2 .25L
23070+1810 1.3 55 92 38 35 22 65 2 .25L
23070+1558 2.1 53 90-40 46 30 65 2 .25L
23070+1502 2.2 25 90-41 93 20 65 2 .25L
23072+1353 12.5 2 89-42 57 10 65 2 .80
23072+1620 15.9 18 91-40 75 34 65 2 .25L
23073+1533 18.(]44 90-40 24 6 65 2 3.30
23073+1841 22.4 53 92-38 65 20 65 2 .47L
23074+1409 26.'/ 16 89-42 83 11 65 2 .53
23077+1551 46.8 32 90-40 90 12 65 ' 2 .38L
23078+1626 50.E 46 91-40 94 30 65 2 .25L
23082+1719 13.5122 91-39 34 7 65 2 3.94
23082+1903 17.4 13 93-38 26 6 65 2 645
23087+1508 $5.1 49 90-41 61 27 65 2 .25L!
Flux Density
('Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 Fm Flux Con- A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.0OL CBC AAA 0 5600000000 26
1.2OL C BB 2500000000
1.6tL D t CB 0501000000
1.08L F B 0500000000
3.48 CC HBAA 0400000000
1.39. DD FCB 1400000000
1.49L C BD 15OO000000
1.00L C B 2600000000
2.24 FC EB 2400000100
1.04L C DH 1600000000
2.62 CC AC 0400000100
1.84 C C 36OO00OO2O
18.14 EDDD BBAA 3 0200001000














2.40 C J E
1.42L C BDM
1.0OL C C BBC
1.01L CE AD
6.81: EDD EDAA
1.29L F C I




























1.14: ED D ABNH 0 3400000000
2.00L C J CC 56OOOOOOO0
1.54L D IB ;600100000
2.43 C E 4600000030
1.62: CC GBC 1600000100
1.0OL BBC 'AAB 0 ._500000O00 29
1.59L C F D 1601000100
1.0OL C CM 45OO000000
1.13L BC AAK 0 3600000000
2.17 D F 2400000020
1.58L C B F 4400000000
4.43L DC AA 0 8500001008
1.93L C BB 1600000000
24.93 CCDD DAAA 0 23CI02O000
11.04 CCC DAAA 1300000000
1.23L C BB 16O0OO0000
1.36L BD BB I 0 0500000000
1.71 C L F 8600000030
1.26 C B B 7600000000
2.32 O D 5600000040
6.63LI C B 5500000008
2.14 DCC BAB 5500001000
1.79 C M D 650000000O
1.33 C E C 67000000101.48L D 6600000100
1.23L C BG 1400000000
1.43L C CH 53(30010000
1.94L C J KBJ 5501000020
1.70L C F G 4500000OOO
3.99 BBCCiAAAA 0 0410000000 22
1.90 EJG D 6600000000
4.27 D: H I
1.27L C C K
1.81 C I C
Dj2.34 C D
2.04 C N G
1.0OL C C
3.21L C KB
















1.74 I C FE
1.05L CC AB
1.69 D F B


































1.92L BBC AAGE 0 9500000010
1.68 C C 9500000010
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
5 1 BI PEG 3 3
2 13 108297 K5 8 81
2 6 11461 16
2 13 108307 F0 7 57
3 9 U12281 82 151
13 106309 4 BE;
4 9 U12286 59 141
8
6 9 U12294 51 120
8 1 32 X2257+104 108 8
2 13 108321 K2 3 78
1 13 108327K2 15 71
8 3 4 TMSS +20545 19 25
1 12 ZG 2258+12 69 155
3 9 U12300 23 153
2 6 A2258+ 16 19
2 12 ZG 2258+ 13 26 153
2 13 108330K2 6 82
4
2 13 108334 K0 4 75
1 12 ZG 2259+ 14 10 158
8 1 32 X2258+129 123 8
2 13 108340 K5 20 82
2 13 108344 K2 16 72
4 7 9 U12317 29 133
1 13 108349 K2 32 83
1 2 DO21965 50 86
1 13 '108356K0
2 12 ZG 2300+13
2 13 108358K2
8 1 32 X230O+119
4 9 U12329
1 1 AK PEG
1 13 108367 K5
I 1 RW PEG
8 1 32 X2301+106











1 10 M+03-58-030 31
6 9 U12343 40 116
1 12 ZG 2302+ 19 81 151
2 13 108383 K0 7 65
2 13 108385 K5 9 80
1 13 108393 K5 10 87
1 "41 23036+1109 20 4
1 13 108399 K0 9 73
8
5 13! 108403 M7E 13 68
C
1 131 108405 9 82
3 39:PKS2305+18.8 86 408
1 12 ZG 2305+12 78 153
4
2 12 ZG 2306+12 50 156
8
1 10 M+02-59-003 58
8 2 6 N7497 20
1 2 DO22057 73 110
1 2 [3022059 32 100
1 13 108437 GO 8 76
3 13108443 K5 3 58
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)























































Flux Con- A Confusion R
























































T Name Type _'_P Ma 8












ZG 2314+ 11 I56







ZG 2316+ 13 156
ZG 2316+16 155
U12506 156








ZG 2320+ 11 155
10858O KO 52



















h a.m 8 a ,) Coords $MJSMN 8 O 12 /,tin
. , (s) C) I b C) f3 (')'N
23, +1617 1.7  -42 ,o lO,
23285+ 1932 34,6 18 98-39 2
23287+1355 47,2 35 95--44 48 30 63 2
23288+1036 48.8 31 93-47 49 7 66 2
23293+1939 19.6' 28 99-39 80 12 63 2
23295+1413 i31.3 11 96-44 79 32 64 2
23298+1050 i52C 4 94-47 i 71 32 66 : 2
2329911534 154.3 25 97-43 52 13 63 2
23306+1158 40.4 26 95-46 72 25 66 2
2330911403 54.5 37 96-44 68 11 64 2
2331011732 3.0134 98-41 62 9 63 2
23311+1347 9.0151 96-45 82 13 64 2
23313+1024 18.4=27 94-48 84 i 37 66 2
2331511833 30.8 16 99-40 1081 32 63 2
23318+1141 48.031 95-47 66 1 22331711205 48.0 18 95--48 1 64_ 3,
23319+1832 59.4 18 96-42 _ 11 ¢_ 223321+ 1o21 8.6 9 94-48 24 66 2
23323+14oo 20.2 42 96-46 51 14 64 2 I
23323+17Ol 22.2 17 98-42 55 lO 63 2!2332311,5722g0 ,,-41 5o 15!832
233251172333440198-4287 1;1= )2332511612 3315 8, 98-43 72
2332711040 43.6 5)] 95-48 47 8 66 22333011047 3.2 95-48 72 34 66 2
23332+1948 t3.7 22 100--39 58 10 83 223337+1939 45.8 20 100-40 36 34 63 2
23338+ 1830 48.6 28 99-41 77 13 63 2
23339+1t50 54.0 22 96-47 82 26 64 2
23339+1043 56.0 44 85-48 52 6 65] 3
233441t155 28.9 1) 96-47 74 33 641 22334511215 31.1 96-46 63 36 64 2
23345+1841 34.2 43 t00-41 85 15 63 2
233461t430 37.4 15 97-44 62 9 64 2
2335011915 2.9 29 1100--40 51 12 63 2
23351+1434 11.3! t3 98-44 61 37 64 2
23352+ 1425 13.5i 43 98-45 45 13 64 ' 2
23352+t138 15.1i 16 96-47 ! 62 11 64 2
2335611458 )713 2 98-44_ 35 28 64 2
2335711157 44.1! 4 96-47 47 20 64 2
2335811219 51.4 25 97-46 38 21 64 2
2336111540 9.4 46 99-43 34 10 64 2
2336411644 29.5 18 99-42 57 9 64 2
2336811034 52.fi 23 96-48 38 12 65 2
23383+1303 23.0i 5 98-46 66 22 64 2
233831t655 23.4ili 100-42 82 14 64 2
23387+1710 46.2,15 100-42 38 35 64 2
2339011303 5.7 20 96-46 82' 37 64 2
2339111448 6538 99-45 60 16 64 2
23394+1922 27.6 7 101-40 50 25 63 2
2339711945 43.7 50 102-40 36, 27 53 2
2339911823 58.1 12 101--41 811 10 64 2:
2340011922 4.9 22 101-40 54 j 26 63 2:
23403+1507 19.9 28 100-44 99 3 I
2340411713 24.3 43 101-42 64 2!
23405+1822 34.6 50 101-41 5225 11 _ 21 .25L23406+1440 36.9 49 99-45 21 1121
2340811003 48.9 10 97-49 6 65 21 22.20
23408+1420 49.4 56 99-45 68 17 64 2 ,37L
























25 vm 60 Vm
23409+1230 59.8 14 98-47 80 35 64 2
23413+1802 18.1 41 101-42 7t 29 64 2
23417+1029 43.8 27 97-49 55 8' 65 2
23419+1819 58.0 24 102-41 71 27 64 2
2342211230 13.2 47 99-47 78 16, 64 2
23423+1713 19.6 14 101-43 55 31 64 2
2342511937 35.6 17 102-40 55 1t 63 2
2342711845 44.2 32 102-4t 116 35 64 2
Z3433+1t47 23.0 6 99-48 43 10 65 2
2344111949 10.5 9 103-40 24 17 63 2
2344211912 12.0 43 103-41 92 26 64 2
z3443+193919.534103-40 57 _ _ 2a
23443+181919.920102-4239
'3443+1715 20+0 5 102-43 36 _ i23444+1048 25.9 5, 99-49 84 2 652344611519 38.7 6; 101-45 37 64
Z345211743 17+3 15 102-42 76 33 64 2
23455+1929 31.3 13 103-41 44 22 64 2
23459+1521 $4.4 47' 101--45 83 9 64 2
234591 1748 55.8 9! 103-42 39 25 64 2
;'346111814 7.4 28 _103-42 71 21 64 2
23461 +1752 9.0 28' 103-42 85 33 64 2
2346511638 34.2 111102-43 52 9 64 2
2347211044 143 2; 99-49 27 24 55 2
23473+1824 21.9 101103-42 42 27 84 2
_3475+1923 32.5 44 104-41 35 30 154 2
Z347611207 42.0 34 100--48 51 13 65 2
z3478+10314934o100-49 96 27 55 2
z3400110092.o34lO3-42 lOO38 64 2
z340011m72.s18loo-5o 46 23 65 2
;_85+1952 31.o18 I0,i-41 27 7 64 253555195 12+8m i{m-41 38 32 64 2
_3485+1225 35.2 23 101-48 45 6 65 2
z3486+155141442103-44 30 7 64 2
._3488+1440 50.4 3 102-45 48 13 64 2
Z3488+1949 52.1 57 104-41 35 6 64 _ 2










































































































































































































Declination: + 10%+20 °
Flags Associations
V L C
]00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T


























































C F ME 25O0000(_0
E KH 8600000000
OC FJ CB 15O000000O









O L C 4700000000
DE K OF 8500100028!
CO MGAC 0500000000 '








C G B 2400000000
o  ooooo































1.79 D E F



































1.78 D C , 26000(X)010
2.79 CC B B 36O0O00010
1.93 O G 66O0000020
5.98 FDD GCAA = 0400000000
3.10 C E A ' 9501000010
2.33 C NN E 9680000030
t.72 D EC 9601000130
2+16 E C 2501000240
1.00L BD ACG 0 755ogO0000
1.55 C G C
3.54 CCC GAAEI
























Name Type (") Mag
1 13 108650 G5 19 82
1 13 108657 K5 8 80
4 2 DO 22277 59 103
3 9 U12654 86 141
1 13 106677 GO 3 66
8 1 32 X2331+104 119, 8
13 108682 K0 15 I 83
12 ZG2332116 43 I 156
3) 9 U12680 30 156
5 9 U12682 15 146
39 OZ+154 64 1415
13 108693 K2 7 80
13 108896 K0 1 70
;2 13 108696 26 87
39 OZ+157 105 1415
1 12 i ZG2334+18 31 156
8 1 13i 108722 KO 10 83
8
4 1 12 [ ZG 2335114 81 155
1 12 ZG 2335+11 81 156
1 12 ZG2335+11 32 153
3 9;U12718 40 136
I 13'108747K2 17 83
2 9'U12723 77 156
8
8
1 13 108780 K0 18 72
1 13 108782 K0 22 65
3 12 ZG 2340+18 22 146
1 13 108787 2 85
5 13 108789M0 g 53
2 13 1O879O 2 I 96
8
4 g U12760 72 125
2 12 ZG 2342+ 19 18 151
8
4 9 U12773 16 146
8 1 32 3(2344+183 95 8
2 131 1_8_ K5 3 75
2 12 ZG 2344+15 55 155
2 2 DO 22457 27
1 2 DO 22466 66 110
1,48 o B 55oooooo10 I lO M+o2-5o-o2o lO2
1.09 D G 96O0O00O0O
1.47 C C 5500000000 2 39 MC2 2348+ 103 68 408
11.58 DCcC CBAA i 4301110000 5 9 U12808 24 128
1.43 AB KE i 0 48010000101.00L BO 0500000000 1 200 8080 84 96
1.OOL BF AC 0 1400000000 1 13 108870 4 90
1.74: CE CC i 0400000020
38.78 CCCD BAAA 0 4140110010 7 9 U12815 25 131
I+00L' CE AB ; 0 6400101000
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 23h49"55"-23h59m45 •
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C O_ot Color Corrected)
a ,8 Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 p,m 100 Fm Flux Con"
ham. t5, (s) (; I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef
23499+1806 55.0!51 104-42 31 29 154 2 .53L .25L .40L 1.16 C[I K
23499+1850 56.0 28 104-42 43 6 64 2 26.98 7.23 1.15 .88: BCCDIAAA
23499+1439 56.8 9 102-46 66 33 65 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.00 F 1
23500+1336 0.8 54 102-47 28 14 65 2 .25L .25L .62 1.48 CD| I C
23500+1040 3.8 7 100-49 47 10 65 2 .50 .26L I .40L 1.21L C JB
23504+1737 27.1 11 104-4: 56 7 64 2 2.17 .60 .66L 1.00L BD IABL
23504+1942 28.5 16 105-41 79 27 64 2 .36L .25L .44L 1.38 E1 D
23506+1909 41.0 8 105-41 75 11 64 2 .44L .25L .69 t.00L C I B
23513+1742 18.8 35 104-43 66 8 64 2 .73 .88L .40L 1.00L C IBD
23513+1956 21.2 5 105-41 77 30 64 2 .42L .26L .40L 1.21 C I
/
23513+1143 21.2 8 101-48 36 6 65 2 .81 .33L .40L 1.22L C IAH
23515+1411 33.4 52' 103-46 33 8 65 2 5.25 1.78 .47 1.00L BCC IAAB
23519+ 1403 55.2 6 103-46 78 15 65 2 .25L .25L .57 1.25: CF | C
23520+1233 5.3 14 : 102-48 39 14 65 2 .28L .32L .53 1.35L C | FE
23522+1827 12.5 51 105-42 33 7 64 2 1.56 .58 .40L 1.00L BF lAB
23522+1042 16.6 2 101-49 98 34 65 2 .26L .63L .40L 1.14 C| I
23523+1904 1&8 19 105-42 26 7 64 2 2.41 1.11 .40L 1.00L BC |AA I
23527+1850 46.3 27 105-42 65 33 64 2 .25L .39L .79L 1.20 DrCHI
23529+1738 56.3 26 105-43 91 28 64 2 .25L .26L .46L L12 E | GI
23533+1457 21.4 8 104-46 31 9 65 2 15.32 3.89 1.02 1.00L BCC AAB_
/
23533+1119 22.0 54 102-49 64 15 65 2 .39L .29L .69 1.12L C | CI
23540+1910 0._¢ 48 106-42 77 29 64 2 .78L .63L .40L 1.36 C K
23541 +1329 7.7 47 103-47 51 10 65 2 .26L .25L .71 1.78 CE | BI
23542+1336 :2.8 57 103-47 84 26 65 2 .30L .59L .43L 1.89 D; KF(
23544+1033 25.1 102-50 73 17 65 2 .46L .25L .57L 1.61 C CI
23546+1519 41.0 50 104-45 : 76 9 65 2 .79 .33L .40L 1.00L C BE
23547+1914 42.4 55 106-42 39 12 64 2 .25L .33 1.04: 1.00L DD EBI
23547+1602 43.5 40 105-45 62 16 65 2 .29L .36L .46 1.23: CD KEI
23548+1801 53.8;56 105-43 38 10 64 2 .44L .39L 1.23 2.02 CC HAl
23549+1758 58.918 105-43 66 10 64 2 A1 1.04L .40L 1.13L F EE I
23557+1925 46.8 3 106-41 41 7 64 2 2.09 .51 .40L 1.00L BD All
23560+1026 0.2 58 102-50 45 10 65 2 .32L .58 3.13 7.11 FDD ECAJ
23564+1833 27.9 23 106-4' 44 10 64 2 .38L .30 2.68 4.20 DDD JCA_
23565+1204 35.8 57 103-4g 32 24 155 2 .26L .66L .40L 1.31 C (
23570+1431 4.5 55 105-4( 43 12 65 2 1.04L .32L 1.36 2.64 DC FMAE
23571+1418 11.7 22 105-46 58 10 65 2 .25L .30L .91 1.15 CC J B(
23572+1123 17.1 37 103-4. ¢ 36 8 65 2 3.05 .71 .67L 1.00L BD ABM
23575+1705 30.6 34 106-44 62 13 65 2 .38L .25L .49 1.00L C C(
23575+1957 32.6 28 107-41 27 7 64 2 6.97 2.72 .71: 1.00L BCD AAB|
23578+1159 50.3 12 104-49 70 12 65 2 .43 .26L .40L 1.23L C E
23583+1813 20.8 401107-43 50 9 64 2 .25L .25: .90 1.01L DC CB(
23583+1735 22.4 24 106-43 63 11 64 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.73L D D
23584+1149 27.5 54 104-49 85 18 65 2 .40L .29L .45 1.33L D D
23587+1249 46.6 57 105-48 26 9 65 2 .25L .36L 2.10 4.33 CC HA/
23589+1104 56.4 1 104-50 62 11 65 2 .25L .40L .87 1.86 CC I Bt
23595+1515 31.5 25 106-46 74 39 65 2 .25L .25L .40L; 1.28 D F
23597+1241 45.1 34 105-48 27 9 65 2 .25L .44L 3.29 7.12 DD NEAI
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"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) ('_ I b C) C) (')
).1 03-52 54 5 _6
].9 00-57 38 7
._.7 [30- 57 49 1 56
].7 00-58 56 4 _6
;'.4 D3-52 31 6 _6
1.2 02-55 ?5 9 _6
].5 04 -- 52 ;'8 4 56
1.9 03-54 33 3 _6
].8 03- 53 94 _6
}.4 D0- 58 B5 2 S6
;'3 04- 52 77 13 _6
).6 99-60 _3 87
5.6 00- 59 59 2 _6
3.1 03 - 53 46 2 S6
3.5 01-58 59 9 _6
2.4 99 - 60 37 6 87
B.2 01-57 58 8 86
2.9 03 - 55 43 !4 66
1.1 05-51 DO 6 66
3.0 04 - 53 79 .'9 86
5.6 04 - 53 ;'2 !7 86
5.8 05- 53 55 12 66
5.3 04 - 53 43 13 66
5.1 03-56 31 9 66
;',1 05-53 34 l0 66
Z.7 04-54 59 9 66
4,6 03-57 38 7
5.1 04-55 75 |2 66
5.3 01-60 32 7
5.7 05-52 98 |1 86
g.0 05-54 45 tl
9.6 05 - 53 32 .)4
2.8 06-52 68 17
5.4 04- 54 79 ]5
5.9 05- 53 78 13
8.4 03-58 70 I1
7,5 01-60 58 7
4.2 05--54 41
1.2 06-52 72 16
3.7 02-60 65 8
9.2 05-55 66 13
0.5 04-57 44 10
4.4 06--53 77 .36
6.8 03--58 60 8
9.6 06-- 54 93 ]6
1.1 06--53 66 8
0.4 04--57 70 10
8.e 05-55 46 15
1.8 07-52 42 32
0.2 04- 59 48 8
,1.E 06-54 50 8
3.E 105-56 69 22
3.1 106-54 46 30
14.. 108--52 69 32
19.,_ 106- 55 59 8
;7.1 105--57 57 11
;7.( 104--59 67 19
5.( 108-52 45 22
3.( I04-60 73 8
!3.`' 108- 52 78 18
I1.! 108-53 45 27
7.' 107-54 76 45
.)3.1 108-53 78 11
}5J 108--54 27









_,8: 109 - 5_ 3'
55. 109 - 55 2!
59J 108- 5_ I
0., 108-5_ 2
5. 105-6(
9. 108-5, = I
11. 109-5; I
15. 109-5," 6' 2;
17= 108--5: 7" 3:
19. 109-5; 2
43. 109-5.
48. 109 - 5' 2
14, 106-6(







28 109 - 5_ 3
30 10g - 5d 2
34 108-5 4
45 109-5 4
49 110-5 6 l q




12 p.m 25 /zm 60 p.m }00 Fm
(Jansky)
.25L .28L .70 ! 1.19
.25L .32L .52L i 1.12
.25L .29L .58 1.68
.25L .33L 1.03 1.31:
.69L .62L 34: 1.23
.25L 91L .59L 1.83
.25L .34L .46L 1.46
.25L .26L .65: 2.43 I
.72L .59L .40L 1.35 I
.50 .33L .40L 1.00L 1
I
.50L .00L .40L 1.86
.25L .49L .40L 1.94
.69 .35L .40L 1.02L I
.25L .53L .69 2.18 I
.47 .29L .40L 1.001-[





.51L .33L .84 1.59L J
.25L .34L .40L 1.53 I
n
.25L .58L .40L 1.37 I
1,34L .49L .71 236 I
.44L .58L .60 2.24: I
2.09 .59 .40L 1.00L ]
.76L .40L 1.24 1.91:
1.19 .74 .40L 1.00L]
.69 .39L .40L 1.25L[
1.46L .29L .40L 1.47 ]
4.19 1.03 .40L 1.00L l
.43L 1.19L .40L 2.32
.52L .69L .40L 1.22
.25L .32L .40L 1.97
.25L .27L .58 1,70:
.25L .43L .40L 1.86
.43L .28L .96 1.33LI
.33 .4tL .40L 1.00LI
1.49 .52L .40L 1.00LI
.25L .32L .40L 133
.26L .33L .47 1.29Ll
.60 .36L .40L 1.01L]
.25L .33L .91 2.75
.46 .40L .40L 1.05L i
.25L .40L .40L 1.50 ;
.95 .35L .41L 1.00L
.45L .32L .47L 2.08
1.01 .25L .40L 1.21L
.42 .31L .40L 1.00L
.25L .41L .58: 2.40
.25L .65L .40L 1.42
2.81 .88 .40L 1.00L
.82 .40L .40L 1.72L
.27L .58L .42L 1.06
.25L 1.89L .40L 1.43
.25L .32L .40L 1.79
.79 1.33L .40L 1.05L
,25L .29L .71 1.60
.25L .36L .65: 1.32:
.25L .311 .40L 2.29
1.12 .34L .40L 1.00L
.42L .40L .49 1.00L
.25L .34L .40L 1.89
.25L .67L .56L 1.84
.39 .001. A0L 1.26L
.27L .37t .40L 1.39
.81L .74| .87L 1.09
.41L .351 .73 1.68L
.82 .431 .40L 1.66L
.25L .331 .40L 1.58
.27L .291 .50 1.29L
.25L .461 .40L 1.11
.25L .271 .94 1.32
.25L .461 .51 : 1.44
.27L .601 .40t 1.54
.29L .941 .40t 3.44
1.01 t .351 .40t 2.64
1,23 351 .40L 5.08L
.25t .351 .401 1.87
11.13 3.15 .50 1.00L
.291 .28 2.36 5.28
13.70 3.53 .64 1.34L
.251 .73 .401 1.43
.631 .63 .401 2.84
.251 .33 .401 2.93
.54 .29 .401 3.99L
.251 .31 .461 2.85
1.14 t.35 .401 1.06t
.251 .33 .401 3.66
.69 .32 .401 1.001
.421 .96 .671 1.82
.251 .44 .4@ 2.21
.25 .48 .78 1.73
.65 .52 .40 1.80
.25 .37 1.96 3.90
.25 .4C 1.89 2.94
2.80 .84 .40 1.001
3.84 1.0_ .40 1.001
.44 .2_ .40 1,001
.71 .4'7 .40 1.00!
.50 .5( .65 1.05


























































































































































































































































































00179+0940 155 i I --




































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m





00180+0754 0.9 41 110-54 21 7 66 2 5.29 1,29 .40L
00181+0310 10.7 25 108-59 66 9 67 2 .36 .39L .40L
oo182+o435 13.6 _ 10_-57 62 13 66 2 .25L .71L .59
00192+0359 16.3 51 109-58 82 17 66 2 .79L .37L .47
00195+0227 30.7 22 108-59 51 6 67 2 2.58 .90 .40L
0'0197+0318 42.1 44 109--58 43 5 67 2 3.04 1.65 .40L
00217+0145 43.3 13 109-60 61 22 67 2 .98L .58L .40L
00226+0612 '37.(] 60 111-56 50 10 66 2 .25L .27L .84
00228+0139 50£ 43 110-60 45 6 67 2 1.35 .63: .40L
00228+0105 58.2 36 110-61 54 6 67 2 .73 .37L .40L
00231+0724 6.3i45 112-55 47 7 66i 2 1.41 .40L .49L
00231+0651 11.2_ 8 112-55 56 9 66 2 .58 .34L .40L
00232+0549 16.0 34 =111-56 25 24 _ i .54L .27L .40L00235+0931 31.2 31 113-53 36 32 .39L .65L .52L00240+0912 4.3; 40 113-53 51 28 66 .42L .30L .40L
00241+0942 6.4, 53 113-52 45 22 66 I 2 .6OL .26L .58L
00243+0952 18.8' 19 113-52 35 13 66i 2 4.72 1.18 .40L
00246+0923 38.6 18'113-53 76 14 66' 2 .25L .47L .83
00247+0232 6.6.7 14 111-59 59 8 67 i 2 .65 .35L .40L
00250+0838 1.7l 9 113-54 56 9 66 2 .27L 1.15L 1.22
00251+0419 9.5 !52 112-58 43 10 67 i 2 .58 .26L .40L
00257+0954 ¢4.144 '114-52 87 14 66 2 .45 .39L .40L
00262+0806 16425 113-54 78 13 66l 2 .46 .33L .40L
00266+0235 39.2i 50 112-60 48 12 67 2 .25L .65L .85:
00266+0935 ,16i39 114-53 go 14 66 2 .34 .46L .54L
00273+0831 18.9 46 114-54 37 11 661 2 3.06 2.31 1.61L
00274+0322 27.1 37 113-591 60 12 87 2 .41L .29L .66
00275+0108 34.1 1 112-61 i 69 8 67 ! 2 .27L .29L .48
00276+0149 i37.1 6 112-60 30 8 67 2 35L .41L 2.92
00284+0901 29.2 47 115-53' 76 8 66 2 .72 .30L .40L
00285+0448 32.2 10 114-571 41 8 67 2 .25L .48L 1.19
00287+0454 '44.5 19 114-57 60 14 67 2 .69L .41L .72
00287+0811 45.8 40 114-54 48 12 67 2 .33L .44L 3.76
00290+0853 2.2 4 115-53' 56 9 67 2 1.47 .50L .40L
00299+0820 56.6 17 115-54 51 13 67 2 .68L .43L 1.09
00301+0839 9.5 36 115-54 86 36 67 2 .25L .33L .40L
00305+0518 35.3 34 115-57 63 12 67 2 .40L .58L .77
00306+0836 38,5 28 115-54 46 32 67 2 .50L ,67L ,40L
00313+0302 20.2 41 114-59 58 9 67 2 32 1.17L .40L
00331+0056 7.3 19 115-61 52 12 67 2 .48L .39L 37
00335+0421 35.8 32 116-58 59 15 67 2 .39L .39L 38
00346+0140 37.7 3 116-61 75 20 67 2 .27L ,39L .51L
00347+0712 45£ 41 117-55 55 10 67 2 .52 .52L .40L
00349+0251 56.8 44 116-60 44 8 67 2 2.36 .48 .40L
00350+0000 3.2 21 115-62 70 13 67 2 .25L .41L .96
00351+0744 6.8 42 117-55 68 8 67 2 1.82 .53L .40L
00351+0314 9.4 32 116-59 i 76 13 67 2 .26L .30L .89
00351+0900 11.1 13 117-53' 95 29 67 2 .39L .37L .40L
00353+0438 20.8 14 117-58 73 14 67 2 .25L .45L 1.03
00353+0821 21.7 41 117-54 49 10 67 2 .51L .31L 1.13
00355+0933 30.2 7 117-53 67 9 67 2 .go .33L .40L
00364+0738 25.e 30 118-55 38 16 67 2 .41 .96L 1.22L
00366+0947 40.2 16 118-53 34 27 67 2 .25L .46L .40L
00366+0035 40.7 33 116-62 27 10 67 2 .54L .42: 3.29
00367+0340 44.5 36 117-59 77 14 67 2 .28L .37[_ .70
00367+0231 47.5 17 t17-60 ! 47 14 67 2 .25L .33L 1.12
00370+0035 O.B 9 117-62 58 14 67 2 .61L .46L .61
00370+0236 1.7 54 117-60 50 15 67 2 .37L .46L 1.46
00370+0843 6.G 36 118-54 ! 31 14 67'2 .27L .65L .78
00371+0948 7.4 53 118-53 88 32 67 2 .25L .45L .40L
00372+0322 12.5 37 117-59 I _ 13 67 2 .41 .49L .40L00373+0829 19.3 27 118-54 13 87 2 .38L .54L .72
._ 29 67 2
00373+0947 =19.9i 118-53' 39 .25L .30L .40L
00391+0921 t,6.9 119-53 21 17 67 2 .37 .69L .62
00391+0653 8.5 !26 119-56 55 _ 67 i 22 .71 .39L .40L
00392+0434 114,644'118-58 57 1_11 67 .32L ,40L ,4800394+0227 24.9 16 118-60 62 671 2 .67 .46L A0L
00394+0044 127.51 53 118-62 64 10 67 2 .87 .34L .40L
00396+0338 '36.8i 13 116-59 53 18 67 2 .36L .58L .50
00397+0838 46.1 49 119-54 34 32 67 2 .25L .57L .40L
00399+0258 59,6 42 119--6O 71 17 67 2 28L .35L .50
00400+0105 1.2 20 118-61 62 16 67 2 .32L .50 .40L
00400+0227 5.4 47 119-60 45 12 67 2 1.70L .37L 1.35
00409+0241 54.2 0 119-60 59 14 67 2 .27L .38L .70
00413+0717 20.3 9 120-55 25 11 67 2 .58 .58L .40L
00416+0106 40.0 0 119-61 93 15 67 2 .42L, .40 .40L
00421+0720 7.7 40 120-55 65 10 672 .37 .30L .40L
00423+0255 20.9 120-60 39 8 5,60
00435+0952 35.2 121-53 61 16 .70L, .42L .48
00441+0141 11.4 39 121-61 56 11 2 .39 .38L .40L
00446+0738 40,4 17 121-55 55 12 67 2 .25L ,32L ,80
00447+0628 47.6 0 121-56 52 v 67 I 2 1.31 .44L .40L
00454+0801 26.0 31 ] 121-55 33 7 67 3 .25L .31L 2.0500456+0701 41.3 34 122-56 62 6 671 2 1.98 ,55: ,40L
00457+0500 46.2 41 121-58 51 6 67 _ 2 t.56 .86L .58L
00460+0718 2.8 29 122-55 20 6 67 2 20.72: 5.07 .93:00462+0926 16.4 35 122-53 50 1. 671 = .25L .25L 130
00467+0729 42.0 31 122-55 55 14 67 3 .42L .25L .47
00468+0919 53.0 21 122-53 59 12 67 2 .25L .39L .75
00470+0050 1.7 32 122-62 51 12 67 2 .25L .31L 93
00470+0607 3.3 55 122-56 83 5 67 2 1.11 .37L .40L
00473+0041 18.6 20 122-62 42 12 67:2 .25L .31L .66
00475+0710 33.1 14 122--55 50 7 67 2 .55 .25L .40L
00478+0306 49.1 28 122-59 59 8 87 2 1.17 .38L .40L
00484+0605 27.713 123-57 5716 67 2 .46L .4tL .48
00486+0004 41,6 45 123-63 61 12 67 2 .25L ,31L ,66
00487+0306 43.1 42 123--59 34 7 67 2 1.17 .56L .46L00502+083616,739124-54 79 15 67 2 31L 61L 68
00506+0938 37.733 124-53 32 8 67 2 .56 .28L .40L
00507+0040 46.4 27 124-62 74 13 67 2 .46L .37L .59
(Not Color Correcte(I) V L C
25 wm 60 v-m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
6 13 109152 K0
1 13 109153 K0
1 2 1:)O80
3 9 U00240
2 13 109192 G5
1.OOL BC iAAHN 0 3600000010
1.33L D i' 0400000000
1.14: CD _FFcD 0300000000
100L C O F 03000O0000
1.00L CD AB 5 0400000000
1.00L SC ;AAD 0 0400000000
1.12 C HGKB 1300000000
2.OO DO A B 2400000000
tOOL CF AFL 8 1300000000
1.00L E B 03000000O0
t09L B ADG 05OOOOO0OO
1.03L IC B L 05000000001.22 D J F 2300000020
1.57 D J H B 9700000030
1.29 D M O 7600000010
1,77 C iE FC 9600000020
1.00L iBC AS 0 97010000O0
1.80L Dt _C LBC 850O000000
2.07L C H 0300000000
2.49 EDAA O40 OOO0OO
1.27L IF F 0300000000
1.30L C CH K 7700000000
1.02L !F D 0501000000
1.69 i DC KCB 1400000000
1.6OL _C CDF 3500000000
1.00L _B F AAA 0 0501012000
1 13 109193 MA
2 13 109195 K0
1 13 109197 K0
8, 1 32 X0024+096
3 13 109210 K5
1 13 109216 G5
3 9 U00268
1 13 109220 K2
1 13 109224 F2
1 13 109227 K0
5 9 UOO292
2 13 109235 K2
1.00L D C E
1.11L D JCE
7.68 CC GBAA
1.19L C 'B H
2.76 CC GAA
2.05L C K DC
5.66 DD I ECA
1.06L iC A O2.30 CC EFAA
1.52 F F
1.27L O HB E
1.23 F L D
1.01L C DF
1.OOL C El BF
1.6OL C CD
1.73 C EB
2.39L C CC F
1.OOL EIFDc AB2A3: FAA




3.44 CC il BA
1.22L C lej
1.00L F ,CJ K




2.13 CC G BB
4.21 CCiCLAA
1.65: C O 8 8
4.77 D L D
1.44L F BF
1.03: ED GBE
4.93 O I' E
3.96L C C IBFEE
IBC
1.OOL C [_;C EE1.56L C
1.OOL C
1.OOL C IA

































































4 9 U00301 18 138
1 13 109247 K2 7 80
1 12 ZG 028+04 87 153
6 9 U00312 52 146
1 13 109252 K2 4 72
8
8
2 "13 109278 G5 5 75
1.OOL O400000000
2.08 FDC iHDAA 0200000000
2.02 C C BA 0200000000
1,OOL C F iCD 06000000001.OOL , 0400000000
IC G 0500000000
1.15L CCE 05000000001.OOL AA 1 1500000000
1.22L C CH1.OOL C 03000000O0
135 !C CC BC 05000000(301,OOL AH 0401000000
604 BDCC DFAA 04000000001,02L ! AB 0 1400000000
1.OOL B ACJ O3000O0000
1.02L BCF AAB i 0 1400010000
2.89 C C B B 0400000000
1.10L C L O 0600000000
1.44L C O B C 0400000000
2.54 C C B S 1400000000
1.03L C AF 1500000000
1.48: CC BB 1400000000
1.00L C B 1500010000
1.OOL C A 0300000000
1.20L C CO 1500000000
202L D BH 1401000000
1.00L C ABG 0300010000
1.39L D DCD 250000000O
1.20L C B 0300000000
1.15L C BE 0300000000
3 9 U00359 28 155
4 9 U00369 26 145
3 13 109315 K0 12 65
4 12 ZG 035+00 47 153
2 13 109318 K5 8 85
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) a! 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Reg}on.
2 12 ZG 035+04 85 153
4 9 UOO380 39 143
2 13 109329 K0 22 82
8 9 U00401 38 138
5 9, U00402 45 148
2 6 N0198 18
4 9 U00419 78 146
4 9 U0042O 64 140
8 3 9 U00422 36 150
4
1 13 109355 G5 3 72
1 13 109380 M0
1 13 109383K2
8




3 12 ' ZG 040+02 48 156
3 9 UOO462 61 145






1 10 M+01-03-003 66
4 13 109470 K0 9 6_
2 13 109471 G5 15 57
5 13 109474 KS 42 45
1 t2 ZG 046+09 35 15E
1 13 109424 K0
3 13 109427 MA
2 13 109452 K5
3 9 I UOO487
2 13 109461 G5
3 9 U00507 70 151
1 13 109485 K2 24 BE
1 10 M+00-03-010 22
1 13 109489 KS 4 8E
2 13 109494 M0 15 8E
2 13 I 109507 G5 11 6.=












































































































a 5 Coords SM] SMN O
(s) ('3 ] b ('3 ('9 (')
48 124-5 3! I1_t_
58 124-6 5' 1 I 6
28 124--5 8; lq I 6
11 125-6 4l 1; ' 6
37 125-6 4" , !6642 125- 5 5( 1'
55 125-5 7_ 2' ' 6
39 125-5 14 1( 6
57 125-5 5( I 6
21 125-5 6; 1, 6
?6 126-5_ 5_ 1( 6
50 126-5! 31 1_ 6
5 126-6 6_ 4 6
Z4 126-51 71 1' 6
._5 126 - 5( 3_ 4 6,
13 t26-5( 37 4 6
t5, 126 -- 5: 4C 4( 6
ll '126- 5( 71 1E 6
19, 127-6; 39 ; 6
14. 127--5( 4£ E 6'
!7. 127-5_ 75 21 6'
I1. 127-6( 32 E 64
!7. 127-5( 84 17 6:
r6. 127-5_ 46 _ 6_
10, 128- 5.= 80 11 6:
!1. 128- 5.= 24 9 6:
.0. 128-5,= 71 16 6;
_0. 129 - 5( 33 6 6(
;6. 128-5,- 42 6 6;
_4. 130- 6; 58 10 6(
0. 128-5z 31 31 6;
8, 130-6( 73 8 64
5, 129 - 5; 44 10 6;
I1. _30-61 27 14 6_
=9: [29-- 5,4 80 34 6;
6,: 29 - 54 67 9 6;
,6. _29 - 5? 76 9 64
6: 30- 5_ 62 8 6_
1.', 30-- 5_ 65 11 6_
7.1 29-53 56 7 67
1: 30-59 59 9 6E
8.' 31-62 79 17 6,_
1. 30-56 85 8 6_
0,I 31-61 51 10 66
8. 30- 55 47 20 6_
8.( 31-60 72 16 6e
1J 30-54 61 14 6e
5: 30-53 51 9 67
7., 31-57 43 8 68
7.1 32-61 65 13 68
4.! 30- 54 29 6 68
8J 32-60 61 8 68
5.! 33-62 59 9 68
0.( 31-55 92 34 66
B.; 33-60 35 10 68
6., 33-61 34 10 68
4,( 33-58 38 8 68
4.1 32-54 104 21 66
D.; 34-61 53 12 68
2._ 32-55 96 35 68
5J 34--60 64 14 68
1.; 34-61 71 19 68
25, 35-62 70 19 68
5.1 32-53 48 10 68
3.1 33-55 62 7 68
5,; 33-55 52 7 68
?._ 34-60 82 15 68
?.E 33 -- 55 32 7 68
|._ 35--61 59 16 68
).E 33-54 65 11 68
_.-" 34 - 55 44 8 68
LE 35- 58 66 8 68
_._ 36-61 48 12 68
I._ 35-60 37 9 68
3.1 35-57 51 7 68
5.1 36-60 45 25 68
_..= 36-60 79 10 68
5.? 36-60 51 9 68
].C 34-53 30 6 68
r.E 34-52 46 14 68
1.7 36-60 73 28 68
3._ 36-59 52 9 68
1.3 35- 58 39 15 68
I._ 35-55 66 7 68
_.9 38-58 90 16 68
L_ 34 -- 52 77 32 68
t.8 36-58 40 9 68
).7 37-59 64 9 68
1.6 36-56 48 8 68
).5 37--59 54 8 68
L4 36-56 82 16 68
1.2 ]6-56 88 ?9 68
1.5 ]7 58 95 _9 68
I. 1 ]6 - 56 28 24 58
1.1 38--61 42 _4 68
'.8 ]6-56 50 I0 68
1.1 _6--55 30 ll 68
L6 ]5-52 47 7 68
1.4 ]7-57 49 10 68
L0 ]9-61 62 i l0 66
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Cowe_td)
12 _m 25 pm 60 Fm
(lansky)
.27 .45 I .68
.25 .41_ ! .48








































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion





E D B, 040000000
C B 550O00O00





D GK B I 036000060_
C A F O40000606(
C C 1500000011
B AF I 0400000001
C BC 15O000_00(
t I 250000001(






3 _ D 040O00OOO(
3 3 O4OOOOOOO(




,3 _, L 050000000(
[ N I. 360000000(
3 ] G 030000000(
3C I_A 050000100(










DC : GAS 030000000£




; ! E O4O0OOOOOO
DE EAE O4O0000100
; l F 1400000000
;F _DH 0400000000
CF DBB 0300000000
C E C 3300000020
IC _AF 0401000000
CC J BB 1201000100
: _EH 0400010000
C IF H 2600000020
DP_ KDA 1200000100
E G F 1400O00020
C C C C _)400000000
DE EC 1300000000
DC KBD 15O00000O0





















C D H )4000OO00O





C L D ;500100000
C D C _400000010
D CF _401000000
D H E _401100000




























Name Type ('") Mug
U00544



































































































































'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighborin, Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
312
=
Right Ascension: 01h19m42°--01h53m33 '
Position (t950) Flux Density
Name




































































































)1535 + 0630 33.4 3
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color _ed)
Coords S]vlJ SMN 8 O 12 um 25 pm 60 ]tm 100 pm
I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
139-61 51 8 68 2 .51L .62L 2.47 3.17
139 60 54 13 68 2 .25L .32L .70 1.44:
139-60 43 7 68 2 4.16 1.14 .40L 1.00L
137-57 63 8 68 2 .94 .50L .40L 1.OOL
137-56 52 7 68 2 .52 .25L .40L 1.00L
136-53 63 9 68 2 .76 .36L .40L 1.00L
137-55 80 10 68 2 .63 .36L .40L 1.12L
138-52 30 7 68 2 1.15 .51L .40L ! 1.OOL
139-60 67 14 68 2 .41L .34L .63 i 1.08L
140-60 71 12 68 2 .25L .41 2.21 2.55
;
139-58 47 8 68 2 .78 : 2.83 31.52 ' 48.40
140-60 62 16 68 2 .80L I .34L .54: 3.45
136-52 49 14 68 2 .37L '! .36L .64: 2.42
137-52 57 12 68 2 1.05L .30L .79 1.73
140-61 59 12 68 2 .38L' .45L 1.21 2.47
141-61 75 13 69 2 .26L .44L .67 1.17:
137-53 33 14 68 2 .25L .56L 1.02: 3.93
139-59 72 13 68 2 .46L .34L .85 1.17L
137-52 94 36 68 2 .30L .69L .40L 1.44
141-60 49 15 68 2 .25L .41LI .83 1.78I
138-55 46 ! 11 68 2 .25L .35L I .81 1.76:
137-52 78 29 68 2 3.63L .33L .40L 2.11
137-52 75 37 68 2 .25L .57L .40L 1.67
139-54 52 8 68 2 1.44 .31: .40L 1.OOL
141-59 67 16 68 2 .26L .32L .60 1.85
139-56 81 17 68 2 .25L .32L .54 1.37L
141-57 70 14 68 2 .56L .48L .80 1.36L
140-55 22 8 68 2 10.96 2.59 .37: 1.00L
139-53 49 15 68 2 .28L .42L .56 1.67L
142-59 33 8 69 2 26.03 11.79 2.25 1.22L
142-58 28 6 69 2 1.20 .39L .40L 1.02L
140-53 63 8 68 2 1.63 .45L .40L 1.00L
140-52 33 9 68 2 .25L .43L 1.93 3.06
141-53 66 11 69 2 .83 .39L .40L 1.OOL
140-51 97 31 69 2 .26L .36L t .40L 1.78
146-60 48 8 69 2 .25L .33L 1.51 2.87
143-54 57 8 69 2 .79 .34L .40L 1.00L
142-53 44 8 69 2 11.98 3.OO .59L 1.00L
143-55 37 9 69 2 .32L .85 4.94 6.57
147-60 75 26 69 2 .35L .50L .48L 1.22
142-51 67 9 69 2 .54 .37L .40L 1.OOL
146-58 69 9 69 2 1.77 .51: .40L 1.OOL
146-59 38 8 69 2 11.60 4.54 .74 1.OOL
147-60 84 18 69 2 .41L .31L .50 1.22L
143-53 55 9 69 2 .84 1.02L .40L 1.00L
146-58 60 12 69 2 .37 .36L .40L 1.00L
143-54 45 13 69 2 .27L .32L .60 1.31
148-60 51 33 69 2 .25L .33L .41L 1.46
144-55 27 13 69 2 .25L .89L 1.19 2.59
143-53 50 10 69 2 .44L .31L 1.16 2.62
11 143-52 33 7 69 2 1.00 .35L .40L 1.07L
6 145-55 23 6 69 2 14.06 3.43 .55: 1.OOL
31 143-51 81 29 69 2 .25L .64L .40L 1.21
22 144-53 65 20 69 2 .29L .31L .66 1.22L
18 144-52 49 11 89 2 .27L .36L .74 1.65
21 144-51 36 35 69 2 .28L .55L .40L 1.25
38 146-55 50 7 69 2 .99 .86L .40L 1.42L
17 147-56 46 9 69 2 .56L .39L 1.37 3.77
37 146-55 77 8 69 2 1.33 .48L .40L 1.OOL
59 148-58 49 10 69 2 .29L .80 1.27 1.26:
7 144-51 56 24 69 2 .25L .47L .40L 1.23
25 148-57 47 7 69:2 3.78 .70 .40L 1.38L
36 146-55 61 12 69 2 .37L .31L .65 1.39:
18 149-58 78 10 69 2 .48 .28L .51L 1.30L
6 147-56 57 10 69 2 .25L .40L .84 1.45
24,145-51 33 5 692 6.13 1.52 .40L 1.82L
144-50 27 19 159 2 .25L .35L .40L 2.39
58 144-51 40 8 69 2 .26L .44L t.03 2.38145-52 67 8 69 2 .83 .35L .40L 1.05L
8 i 147-54 74 9 69 2 .40 .32L .50L 1.94L
I
46!i 151--59 68 11 69 2 .41 .46L .40L 1.00L
531146 52 68 33 69 2 .25L .SOL .40L 1.80
9i 149-56 51 6 69 2 1.59 .35L .60L 1.00L
21146-52 59 32 69 2 .25L .48L .40L 1.56
5 147--53 50 6 69 2 .75 .42L .40L 1.18L
49 148-55 66 15 69 2 .25L .57L .40L .96
56 147-52 76 35 69 2 .27L .74L .40L 1.68
58 148-53 58 8 69 2 .46 .31L .40L 1.10L
51 147-52 82 12 69 2 .28L .33L .64 1.51L
21 147--51 39 31 69 2 .25L .47L .40L 1.37
52 148--54 37 8 69 2 .34L .67 7.47: 11.29:
13 147-51 44 5 69 3 2.93 .63 .40L 1.08L
20 151-57 23 6 69 2 1.02 .47L .40L 1.00L
51 149-54 60 9 69 2 .41L .69L 3.32: 8.80
59 148-53 90 17 69 2 .39L .30L .50 1.84L
53 147-50 89 25 69 2 .39L .37L .40L 1.62
35 151-56 40 13 69 2 .25L .34L .57 1.37
6 151-55 37 13 69 2 .48L .44L .64 1.16:
152-56 45 8 69 2 4.47 t.16 .40L 1.01L
149-52 53 6 69 2 1.00 .64L .45L 1.11L
148-51 35 35 160 2 .25L .81L .40L 1.56
148-51 25 6 70 2 7.64 2.05 .40L 1.10L
151-55 35 6 69 2 24.91 12.77 : 2.10 .84:
149-52 78 21 69 2 .30L .59L .40L t.06
154-58 54 10 69 2 .49L .33L 1.44 2.85
148-50 70 13 70 2 .25L .53L .64 1.31:
149-52 63 12 70 2 .25L .29L 1.03 2.58
150-53 40 16 67 2 .25L .99L .55 1.44
154-57 38 9 69 2 .60 .34L .40L 1.00L
150-53 33 9 70 2 .25L .27L 1.13 2.56
i
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60.
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Con- A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
CC KCAA 0300100100
CC DKCC 04OOOOOO0O
BC AA 1 0400000000




C A H 2400000000
C BB 1400000000
DDC CAB 1300000200
DCDD BAAA 0 0150000000
EC FA 130OO00200
CC FI BA ; 95OOOOOOOO
CD J AB i 4501000000
CC CAB O20O000OO0
C D GC E 0300000000
DD FBB 4400000000 I




C J O 8500000000
C F 9700000010
BF AB 1 0400000000
CC CB 02OOOOOOOO
D E C O3OOOOOOOO
C MG B F 0300000000
BCD AAE 1 0400000000
C ECD 25OOOOOO0O
BCD AAAG 0 1200000000 22




D G D 2500000120
CC HAA 14OOO0OO00
C AJG 1400010000
BC AAD 0 14OOOOOO00'
DDD EAAA 1101000000
C L I I C 3300000000
C C 2400000000
BD AB 0 O4OOOO0OO01





C K C 5300000010
CC DBB 2500000010
CC K AB 0400000000
C A E 5500000000
BCD AABF' 0 1500000000
C E G' 15600000020
L E I
CCcC D 0400000000GBCi 26000001003500000020
C AF H I 0400000000
CC MFAA 1300000000
D A F 0300000000
CDD KBBB 0400000000 t
E G D 2501000000
BC ABFN 0 1300000O00
CD L CE 3400000000
C B 0400010000
CF L BB 1400000000




C D GL 3400000000
C C 0400000000
C L F 6400000040 8
B A F K 0400000000
C ME 8580000030 8




D DD i D H E 3400000020
DDD I GBAA 1201000000
BCD !AC o 4500000000A B 040000GO00
DDI J CAA 2200001000
E I D 2500000000
C! DKB 1501000000
CD! F AC 0400000000
CE I FCC 0300000000
BD IAAD 0 0400000000
C i B ML 1600000000
i
DI L F 2500000010
BC AAK 0 2600000000
BCDE AAAC 0 0400000000 24
D H C 3500000000
CC M AB 0301001000
CF DCC 2500000000
C D A B 23OOOOO2OO 4
DE FDF 3401000000
F B 0300000000
CC J B B 2400000100
100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.

































































































































Right Ascension: 01h53=39'-02h15m48 '
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 a 8) Coords SMJ SMN (8)h m. o , (s) ( l b (") (") N
01536+0424 39.2 5 152-55 54 69 2
31537+0324 46.5!11 152-55 56 69 2
31.538+0724 48.1 24 150-52 89 70 2
31540+0800 2.9 35 149-51 33 70 2
31541+0714 6.8 56 150-52 80 70 2
31548+0938 48.7 39 149-50 61 70 2
31548+0254 50.1 51 153--56 64 69 2
31548+0713 50.5 1 150-52 33 70 2
31549+0943 56.7 20 149 50 94 70 2
:)1549+03t4 58.8 3 153--55 85 69 2
_)1550+0954 1.7 14 148-49 35 70 2
_1551+0659 9.3 33 150-52 77 70 2
:)1554+0312 25.3 39 153-55 53 69 2
31555+0250 31.0 33 154-56 26 69 2
31558+0220 48.5 29 154-56 62 69 2
31559+0902 56.7 29 149-50 64 70 2
31561+0017 6.9 tl 156-58 59 69 2
31572+0710 14.0 9 151-52 61 70 2
31572+0009 16.6 8 157-58 37 69 2
[)1573+0801 18.0 38 150-51 71 70 2
31573+0547 22.2 42 152-53 57 70 2
31575+0251 34.4 27 154-56 47 69 2
31575+0640 34.4 30 151-52 40 70 2:
31577+0900 43.9 31 150-50 78 70 o2i
31577+0408 44.5 44 153-54 67 71 _2231580+0517 5.3 21 153-53 37 70
31582+0859 12.7 42 150-50 56 70
31582+0931 16.8 6 150-49 28 70 2
31583+0804 20.3 14 151-51 75 70 2
31584+0716 27.3 3 151-51 77 70 2
31588+0729 48,2 33 151-51 81
31590+0609 1.7 33 152-52 50
31591+0714 7.0 23 152-51 81
31594+0231 25.7 14 155-56 38
32000+0726 0.3 12 152-51 23
32000+0733 4.4 6 152-51 26
32000+0851 4.8 17 151-50 65
32002+0141 12.9 57 156 56 64
02004+0231 26.2 22 156-55 60
32006+0325 37.1 5 155-55 63
32009+0219 55.0 29 156-56 53
32010+0808 0.1 1 t52-50 89
02015+0232 30.4 58 156-55 55
02015+0811 32.3 36 152-50 49
02017+0536 48.0 O 154-53 63
02019+0623 55.6 55 153-52 91
32019+0723 56.5 5 153-51 86
32020+0818 4.4 10 152-50 47
02021+0853 10.8 56 152-50 78
02022+0729 12.5 45 153-51 61
32023+0952 19.8 33 151-49 44
02025+0941 33.8 4 151-49 39
02027+0950 43.6 17 151-49 25
32028+0906 48.9 40 152-49 63
32030+0632 1.8 10 154-52 88
02030+0736 2.6 20 153-51 81
02033+0809 21.1 60 152-50 103
02035+0819 30.3 28 152-50 61
02035+0800 33.2 34 153-50 25
02041+0846 9.3 40 152-50 56
02041+0340 11.2 0 156-54 45
02042+0112 13.3 12 158-56 25
02044+0957 25.4 28 152-48 51
02044+0541 25.5 39 155-52 98
02045+0910 33.9 42 152-49
02047+0856 47.5 31 152-49
02049+0758 59.8 11 153-50 26
02051+0534 7.9 11 155-52 90
02051+0544 9.3 48 t55-52 45
02054+0835 27.5 54 153-50 47
02062+0744 17.6 9 154-50 28
02070+0853 2.2 16 153-49 71
02070+0359 3.7 45 157-53 56
02071+0507 9.7 31 156-52 44
02079+0400 54.E 1 157-53 79
02079+0537 59.5 60 156-52 59
02085+0337 32.4 2 158-54 87
02086+0332 37.6 47 158-54 51
02087+0820 42.5 9 154--49 66
02092+0947 13.2 16 t53-48 62
02096+0230 39.4 33 159-54 61
02103+0836 21.1 50 155-49 30
02105+0942 35.5 14 154-48 58
02111+0352 10.0 14 159-53 25
02112+0756 15.0 58 155-49 88
02114+0456 28.4 29 158-52 29
02119+0625 54.3 5_ 157-51 32
02120+0126 3.4 47i 161-55 72
02123+0438 22.0 15 158-52 29
02128+0546 49.2 2 158-51 21
02130+0125 2.6 37 161-55 55
02137+0252 45.2 7 160-53 65
02143+0503 24.0 28 159-52 23
02145+0726 30.7 6 157-49 73
02147+0937 45.5 56 155--48 109
02154+0131 26.0 30 162-54 71
02155+0720 33.9 28 157-49 119
02156+0628 37.9 23 158-50 38
02156+0744 38.3 20 157-49 71






































70 2 .25L .33L .40L
70 2 .27L .39L .40L
70 2 .37L .51L .40L
71 3 1.32 .33: .40L
70 2 97.71 44.72 11.12
70 2 1.38 .40: .40L
70 2 .38L L54L .40L
70 2 .29 .33L .40L
71 2 1.34 .27: .40L
71 2 .52 .33L .40L
71 2 .92L .38L ' ,64
70 2 .28L .37L .40L
71 2 .25L .32L 1.00
70 2 .25L .29L .40L
71 2 .89 .53: .40L
70 2 .29L .29L .58
70 2 .46L ,67L .40L
70 2 ,25L ,62L 1.09
70 2 .31L .30L .55
70 2, 1.11 .51L .40L
70 2 .52 .29L .40L
70 2 .25L .33L .86
70 2 5.43 1.41 .41L
70 2 .30L .31L .87
70 2 .42L .31L .49
70 2 .25L .32L .40L
70 2 .25L 59L .40L
70 2 .53L .41L .54
70 2 12.38 3.27 .59
70 2 .25L .33L .40L
71 2 1.89 .43: .40L
71 2 1.92 .42 .40L
70 2 .38L .33L .67
71 2 .25L .55L .40L
70 2 .25L .33L .40L
70 2 .25L .34L .41:
160 2 .34L .37L .40L
71 2 .29L .33L .40L
71 2 3.09 .80 .40L
70 2 .42L .35L .67
7112 .34L 1.05 4.90
70 '2 .25L .36L .40L
71 2 .41 .49L .92L
71 2 2.76 1.24 .40L
71 2 .25L .29L .55
71 2 .25L .29L .93
71 2 .68L .29L .59
71 2 .25L .29L 1.03
71 2 .84 .46L .49L
71 2 .25L i .76L .40L
71 2 .93 .82L .40L
71 2 5.93 1.21 .40L
71 3 .25L .67L .40L
71 i 2 .25L .45: 2.7171 = .25L .41L ' .40L
7t 2 .32L .62 i 5.38
71 2 .99 .37L .40L
71 2 .50 .29L .40L
71 2 1.13 .30L .52L
67 2 .25L .32 3.16
71 2 .25L .28L .54
71 2 .89 .77L .41L
67 2 25L .32: 2.03
71 2 .28L ,38L .52L
72 2 .25L ,66L ,49L
71 2 .93 .55L ,40L
73 2 .25L .38L i .40L
73 3, 2.01 .55 .40L
72 2 .25L .30L .40L
73 3 .25L .29L .80
Flags
V L
I00 t_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R




























1.83: C D B B
1.53 F D B
3.20 D J D
1.81 D C E





































5.09 BBDD AAAA 0 7400000010 22
1.05L CE AC 0 2600000010
1.36 C DN F 3580000000
1.48L C D 0300010000
t.00L C E A D 0 0400000000
1.10L C B 0400000O0O
1.21: DC D CE 0300000000
1.20 F C 2500000000
2.32 CC BB 0200000000
1.27 D K G 5500000010
1.00L CF BE M 1 !400000000
1.02L D C 1600000000
1.31 C N G 1400000020
2.26 C D C B B 6500000000
1.33L C C 0500000000
1.00L C AE 1500000020
1.55L C C H 1500000010
2.74 CC BB 04000OOO00
1.52L BC AAHI 0 0500000000
1.44: CC BB 0500000000
1.16: CF DB 1600000000
1.45 F F 340000000O
2.33 E H C 6501000010
1.00L C DCF 6600000100
1.00L 3CC AAC 0 6600000000
2.16 C B 2500000020
1.90L CF AB H 5 0300000000
1.00L CD ACL 0 0400000000
1.00L C MC L 0600000000
2.36 F L K C 3400000020
t .93 C C 4400000020
1.71: DC GF 5500000000
1.48 DN E 4500000010
1.62 D'AAL C 24000000001.00L BD 0 2500000000
1.I4 CC '1 CD 7500000000
7.26 EDD KBAA
1.34 C C
1.00L C AJ D
1.00L BC AA
1.21L D DC
1.78 CC J AC
2.02L C B I
1.26L C A
1.22L C BFD
1.65 D i DGE
1.02L C B B
1.00L CC AA
1,62 C L C
3.54 DDD DAA
1.50 D K C
8.48 CDD ECAA







2.00 D NI HF
1.14 D I G
1.14L C AE






































S 2 # T Name Type Mag
3 9 U01410 43 155
8 _--
2 13 110240 M0 4 90
2 13 110241 K 26 67
2 13 1t0247 M0 11 87
1 27 MKN1168 10
8 9 U01449 81 140
I 10 M+01-06-016 49
3 9 U01457 17 143
3 9 U01473 31 146
2 29 "MARKI014S1 11 157
1 2 [30348 33 111
1 13 110264 G5 17 70
3 13 110266 G0 15 57
3 13 110268 K5 10 77
1 13 110272 G5 17 70
2 2 DO 351 50 108
4 9 U01498 37 143
C 1 32 )(0158+074 78 12
8 1 32 X0159+061 102 8
4
4 13 110291 A2P 27 42
4 13 110296 M 2 90
1 13 110297 K5 5 85
1 13 110299 G5 16 76
1 13 110301 K0 13 52
1 13 110306 K0 3 83
2 6 A0200+02 33
2 9 U01564 7 143
1 2 DO371 81 113
8
3 9 U01572 26 143
8 1 13 110325 K0 5 65
1 13 110326 K0 13 76
3 9 U01580 32 151
3 13 110328 K5 3 71
3 9 U01587 28 146
5 13 110337 MB 6 66
1 13 110343 M0 10 85
1 13 110345 K0 7 77
8 1 32 X0204+056 51 B
8
3 9 U01610 32 153
3 13 110355 K5 9 80
3 9 U01640 87 140
1 13 110374 G5 3 75
1 2 I DO 394 48 108
5 9 U01669 7 145
4 9 U01678 69 14E
5 9 U01680 27 14E
2 13 110390 G0 5 5E
8 1 32 X0209+097 37 E
1 13 110403 G5 15 6E
4 13 110408 G5 7 4E
6 9 i U01716 75 14_
4 9 U01720 74 14_
1 13 110422 K0 4 7E
1 13 110424 K0 20 7E
1 13 11O426 M0 2 8.=
4 5 9 U01736 18 12C
2 12 ZG 213+01 54 151
I 13 110438 M0 32 8;
2 12 ZG 214+05 32 15."
8 1 12 ZG 214+09 52 15..
3 "13 110456F8 4 5;
2 13 110458 MA 8' 8."
1 10 M+01-06-062 91
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).











0 12 _ma 6 Coords SMJ SMN ,?,
h_. o6 O) £3 I b ('3 C) _J N
[)2160+0756 1.7!56157-49 52 g 723 .84
32161+0358 6.2,12160--52 74 8 712 .36
02164+0006 25.112164--55 50 10 722 .25L
02166+0318 36.8'41161-53 36 12 712 .43
[)2167+0226 44.05162-53 57 6 712 1.36 '
02167+0959 44.4:52156-47 82 26 722 .37L,
02168+0235 52.7:23162-53 55 8 712 .47
02t81+0946 11.636156-47 46 8 723 .50
32185+0048 30.1 _12164-55 44 7 722 .43 I
02185+0642 36.845159-50 37 9 733 .25L i
02192+0044 12.g 22164-54; 46 6 722 1.97 I02193+0010 22.C 165-55 21 5 722 20.23
02195+0413 35.953161-52 8517 742 .48L
02198+0817 50.38158-48 7427 72,3 .45L
02199+0333 '567131162-52 = ,_ 722 .37L02205+0824 135.8=35158-48 72 ' 2 .69L
02209+0221 57.0 i 17163-53 60 12 733 .43 i
02212+0829 16.548158-48 52 22 71 _2 .28L
02213+0912 23.01158-473821 73 i 4 .25L
02214+0617 24.914160-50 56 8 73 , 3 .66
02215+0508 33.148151--51 63 20 73 I 3 .25L
02216+0729 41.214159-49 59 25 73 I 3 .25L
02218+0929 49.110 !156-47 41 6 72 _3 .77
02218+0904 52.7'16,158-47 44227213 .25L
02220+0707 3.2271160-49 302t 7313 .25L
02222+0918 16.849158-4710836 722 .25L
02230+0939 4.3 12 158-46 106 31 72J = .83L
02236+0722 36.6 11'160-48 79 16 71 2 .30L
02236+0940 37.935 158-46 76 26723 .25L
02236+0605 40.8 24 161-49 41 6 73 3 3.99
02238+0657 48.814160-49 9026 732 .25L!
02241+0921 10.62 158-47 4938 732 .34LI
02245+0924 32.616158-47 2616 733 .25L I
02246+0652 37.6 40 161-49 96 16 742 59L
02251+0412 8.4 24 163-51 43 e 74 3 .41 1
oto02254+0144 24.814165-53 49 10 733
02254+0926 26.032159-464o 25 7312 .38L02255+0814 30.515160-47 33 7313 .67
02259+0651 59.731161-48 73 31 7412 .29L=
02260+0940 2.3 t5159-46 44 12 733 .25L
02260+0816 4.248! 160-47 65 25 733 .25L
02261+0446 10.3391163-50 33 271622 .25L
02262+0832 14.9531160-47 44 6 733 .34
02263+0809 20.226160-47 30 5 733 1.32
02265+0702 35.012161-48 6611 732 .40
02266+0830 37.94_ 160-47 21 4 733 2.2702266+0650 38.7 _161-48 72 3 72 .25L
02267+0,65 10o_47 25L02269+0920 54.3 159-46 73 1.38
02270+0443 0.716163-5010123 742 .29L
02273+0021 23.412167-54 3312 762 .29L
02276+0833 40.923 160-47 6727 732 .25L
02277+0640 4335 162-46 8723 742 .25L
02282+0523 12.340163-49 4=4= ] 743 1.4502286+0117 38.029167-53 w ] I_ 752 .37
02286+0734 39.522161-46 73i 38722l .29L
02287+0807 44.715161-47 84 i 12 732 .2602288+0202 53.540166-5223' 734 5.15
02280+0313 54.95165-51 50 6733 .44
02289+0108 56.711167-53 3533 62 .75L
02290+0235 4.4!13166-52 54 12 733 .30L
02294+0041 24.4120168-53 46 12 743 .30L
02295+0629 34.656162-48 53 9 732 .46
02297+0717 42.5 16 162-48 19 17 70 3 .25L
,20230o+ 649361,,-53631575 36
02 +0o26 166- 5o1; 77: I02303+0955 23 9 160-45 25 73 1.01
02304+0012 127.C 4 169-53 29 7 73 =3 ,25L
02308+0528 51.0 53 164-49 61 6 74 3 ,50
02309+0650 57.7 30 163-48 68 18 72 2 .42L
02309+0839 59.5 24 161-46 75 14 73 3 .25Li
02312+0637 17.6 26 163-48 87 31 73 2 ,25L i
02313+0827 18,8 48 161-46 47 29 73 2 .25L
02315+0407 31.7 20 165-50 74 37 75 2.= .35L
161-46 85 30 73! 2 ,26L
02317+0854 42.3 5;02318+0322 53.3 166-50 54 9 74! 3 .52
02322+0626 14.626163-48 27 12 74i 3 .43L
02322+0431 15.132i 165-50 53 27 733 .25L
02323+010t 18.239168-52 48 10 753 ,47
02323+0715 23.1 4163-47 33 6 743 1.32
02324+0314 24.721166-51 54 14 1652 .27L
02326+0945 36.327161-45 48 16 722 .26L
02326+0706 41.933163--47 49 6 743 .76
02326+0959 49.248161-45 49 12, 733 .41L
02332-1-0522 14.933164-49 33 6 743 3.16
02333+0256 19.06167-51 4624 7521 .41L
02334+0639 24.248163-4837 5743 136
02334+0846 27.5 46 162-46 78 37 742 .25L
02336+0433 36.316166-49 62116 733 .25L
02336+0422 38.766166-49 51 16 742 .25L
02338+0029 49.532169-52 49 11 743 .25L i
02338+0705 53.848163--47 86 16 742 .36L
02339+0730 56.1149163-47 44 6 743 1.98 I
02341+0934 9.9'46 161-45 41 8 73 3 1.09 i
02345+0705 34.5 9 163-47, 65 24 72 2 .70L
02350+0900 3.329162-4584 37 722 A4L I
02358+0712 !48.360164-47, 6828 74 I 2 .25L I
31 72j 2 26
74 _
02358+0211 148.6 166-51 67102 .25L
02358+0145 499' 11169-51 34 6 1.2002360+0313 0.0 =39167-50 46 74
Flux Density
Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
Flags Associations
V L C
10O t,m Flux Cow A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs C_f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C') Ma_
" 113110485°5 ,,,61.67 co 12 79 15I. ,F 1311 7005 40 7
_ 6
1.05L C AE F 020000000O 13110472 K0 1 I
1.64 F B 2400000000
1.0OL C C 0400010000 13110474 G5 8 = 7
1.00L B C 1601010000 13110485 G5 13 i 6
1.0OL C BJ 0300000000 i I
2.66 CC DAA 0400000000
1.00L BD ACL 40300000000 2 113110494 K2 26 ! 8
1.00L BCD jAABLC vD 0 85000000300400000000:17 13110495 M0 11; 51.00L C 0400000200
1.43 C
1.13L D CFD 1400000000
1.31 E K D 7501000010
1.17L !F C L 0400000000
1.47 ; F GC 7401000110
1.57 C GI O 2500000100
1.01L C B 0400110600
1.23 DC I CDC 2500000100
1.82 D J D 2500000110
1.40L BE IBE H 04500000000
t.15 E DKC 44(X_(X)O00
1.56 C J GHC 8580000000
1,43 D N F 7500000020
2.04 D G F 4500000330
1.08L D CJ 5500000100
2.04 E F D 4500006430
1.0OL BC AAG 3 O600000000
1.74 C KC 6500000120
1.08 _ D G 8600000020
179 C GI ] C 7580000050
102L _ D KFCB 3500000000
1.00L C C 250000O000
1.0OL B AC 020000O000
1.72 DiLM F 6500000040
2.06 B FIAEGF 5400020240
1.13 D D 5501000030
1.36 C C MB C 36OOOOOOOO
2.13 C D O 5400000020
1.03 C C ] 9500000040
1.35L C D 46600000O0
1.0OL B ACFG ' 5500000000
1.16L C EG : 5500000000
1.00L CC AA 0 4700000000
1.54 C O 35OOO0OO4O
1.41 O L I 2701000030
1.07L BE AC 136OOO0OOOO
1.28 D KFD 8501000010
1.00L F NBG 0501001100
1.37 D J C 9700010018
1.19 C M E 8500000030
1.0OL BD AB 3 15O00000O0
1,09L F F 13O000000O
1.40 D MF i 3600000000
5,63L C D 95O0O10106 :
1.0OL BC AAG 0! 0300000000
1.0OL C C I 04O00000O0
.96 C GDD 1460000000
1.16 FCC BBC 04010000O0
1.36 CD L BA 13000000O0
1.0OL C D 46O0O0OOOO
3.53 El GB 9402000308
1.00L BFECB DH 14000000001.29 J EFC 03000000001.00L A D C 00600000000
2.72 CCC IGAAA 0200000000
1.00L B CJ 0600000000
1.51 C KJCC 4500010020
2.66 C CFB 9601000218
1.79 F D 45O000002O
1.75 D I J F 9600000110
.94 D H 340000O000
1,41 O E 97O0O00020
1.0OL, C B 1400000000
1.18: CEI HGAC 3600000000
1.72 U J GJ D 4400000220
1.0OL C 16 GF 0300001000
2.26L B ACFE 9500000008
1.32 DO J CB 1401000000
1.31L D FL O6O00000O0
4.72L B BC L j 9400000008
1.34: CO AE 0501000000
1.0OL BC AB I 0 1500001000
1.36 C MF C i : 3401000000
1.00L BF AC D 0 I 2600000000
1.12 C _E E r960o000000
1.71 C " KGB 2480000110
1.02 CC GCB 3500000000
2.30 CC HAB 0201000000 I
1.28L D ED 1500000000
3.98L B D ACH 3 g4o 100O008
1.21L B AD K 3600000000
1.40 C B C 550000O000
1.24 C F F 7680000000
1.53 I D E 5500000010
1.12L iC C 1401000000
1.82 CC AC 0300000010
1.0OL [B AC 0500000000
I
(Nol Color Corrected)






































































































•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region.
I
1 13 110509 KO 23 9
2 13 110510 M0 9 8
2 12 ZG 221+05 66 15
1 13 110516 K0 t7 7
4
4
2 4 TMSS + 10029
8
6 2
4 13 1105401(5 10
2 13110542 K0 2




13 110556G5 113 110558M0 3
I
I 394CP08.09 43 1i
8
2 13 11056SK0 6!
3 13110589 K0 20 i
13110592 G5 8l
2 10 M+0O-07-030 138 i
1 12 ZG 229+02 80 1,
3 9 U02004 40' 1,
1 13110596 K0 15
1 13110603 G5 43
3 9 U02019 16 1,
1 2 DO 459 77
3 9 U02024 45 1,
1 13110612 K0 16
1 13 110620 G5 1 80
1 13110624 K0 4 87
3 13 110625 K0 29 61
1 13 110629 K5 20' 85
I
4 13' 110635 G5 3 I 50
3 13110636 KO 2 58
3' 9 U02091 36 151
10 M+01-07-014 64
4131106401<0 S 60
4 9 U02102 24 146
1 12 ZG 235+01 31 156
2 13 110655 G5 9 63
315





Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.ma 8
ham. ,6, (s) C) I b ('3 ('_ (3 N
02362+0853 16.3 91162-45 61 11 74 3
02363+041416.4_ 1_-49 42 30 1_ 20_+0750 22.0521_-46 46 7 74 3
02363+0814 _2.636 fs3-46 58 29 72 2
02366+0330i36.2_ f67-_ _ 11 74 202366+0804 41.4 _2 163-461 35 742
02367+0807 !44551163-4645 8 743
02366+0626 149.748165-47 32 22 743
02368+0650 61,538164-47 46 32 742
02366+0737 52.942164-46 40 26 742
02366+0006 52.337171--52 79 8 722
02371+0628 '10.232165-47 119 34 742
02371+0154 10.655189-51 26 9 743
02373+0819 21,9i23163-46 36 18 743
02376+0553 37,1_48165-48 80 10 752
02378+0353 48.4!17167-49 59 32 722
02379+0139 57,5 1169-51 75 11 722
02381+0241 10.3 1169-50 22 9 74 3
02382+0822 15.958163-46 44 10 74 3
02382+0358 17,755167-49 46, 12 733
02383+0532 23.2 8166-48 41 17 74 3
02384+0551 29.6 32 166-48 24 5 74 3
02365+0958 31.2 36 162-44 92 21 73 3
02387+0818 42.846164-45 28 6743
:)2358+0920 49.131163-4578_5 12 74302366+0930 51.230163-45 t7 743
:)2388+040653.83167-4929123722
:)2389+0019 55.858171--52 213_ i 753:)2391+0202 11,750169-50 1 733,
:)2391+0013 11,752171--52 663
]
:)2392+0544 15,513166-47 57! 15 752;
:)2393+0725 18,17164-46 3415 743'
:)2393+0018 21,748171-52 20 5763
:)2394+0457 28.530167-48 5014 74
:)2395+0718 33.245165-46 4818 74
:)2398+0950 53,111163-44 8627 7421
:)2399+0704 se.5 40 165-46 26 5_ 74 3'
:)2402+0723 13.316165-46 52 9:743
:)2402+0414 17.744168-48 2517:722
:)2403+07, 19.136164-46 76 25 74 3
:)2404+09262670o165-44 45_ ;'4_32406+0628 41,47166-47 49 74
:)2407+0301 42,130169--49 26 5 743
:)2407+0t31 43.67170--51 24 5 73 3
:)2407+0445 44.226! 167-48 47 10 733
:)2408+0611 52.811 i 166--47 35 21 75 3
:)2409+0005 56,940172-5260 15 743)2410+072640 53'166-46 58 91 74 3)2410+0_5 5.52oi_-47 3_ 21 74 3
:)2411+01o96.352171-513o 10 733
)2411+03_9.9011=-4931 11 743)2415+0439_.7111_-_ 70 21 743
)2417+0611 45.815! 166-47 58 26 722
)2419+0526 56,057 ! 167-47 77 9 752
:)2420+0507 4.824167-48 5312 743
)2421+0922 8.15_2! 164--44 2812_ 743:)2421+OLO7 lO.4 171-61 49 74
:)2422+0954 13.7 7i 163-44 ,_ 743)2425+0549 35.9 11;167--47 30 162)2428+0240 493 17 17o-49 48 12 ;'4 3
)2426+0748 50.9 165-45 27 16 ;'43)243o+o431 2.5 lee-46 72 32 75 2
32431+0936 9.230164--44 8322 743
:)2432+0301 13.017170-49 54 13 74 3
)2432+0839 16.355! 165-45 6035 742)2434+073925.335!165-,5 27 15 74 3
:)2435+043935221168-48 65 _ 73
_2437+074043.626168-45 24 74
:)2436+032346.449!169-49so 12 743
)2440+0154 1,045171-50 56 12 74 3
:)2441+0638 6,260167-46 71 20 _ 753
:)2444+0443 27.349 _168-47 33 22 ! 733
:)2445+0542 32,125167-47 32 30 ; 1652
:)2445+0930 32.810164--44 58 20743
:)2446+o905 41.456 165-44 42 7 74 3
)2448+0442 53.0 48 169-47 71 34 I 762)2449+0249 64.4 63 f70-49 31 3 75 2
:)2450+0425 1.1 55 169-48 68 13 _ 74 3
)2450+0928 4.0 23 164-44 32 19 74 3
:)2451+0522 8.8 38 168-47 34 13 _ 75 3
:)2451+0938 10.4 27 164-43 32 19 74 3
:)2451+00f2 10.824173--51 41 12743
:)2456+0707 48.0 1 167--45 41 7 75
)2458+0715 52,631168-45 72 13! 75
:)2461+0510 6.441 168-47 65 19 75
:)2462+0736 14.917166-45 82 19 752
:)2462+0727 16,812166-45 6322 75 3
:)2463+0257 22,741171-49 2810 743
:)2465+055935.1451_ 46 _ 23:)2470+0924 2.339165-43 1291
:)2470+0042 4.254173-50 658 763,
32471+0506 7.0 54 169-47 38 28 73 21
:)2472+0315 13.0 18 171-48 71 20 73 2!
32473+0857 18.1 6 165-44 41 25 73 2:
:)2475+0956 32.1 49 165-44 41 6 74 3
:)2476+0801 37.5 25 168-44 66 16 73 2!
:)2476+0624 37.8 52 168-46 65 13 75 3,:)2478+0605 51.826168-46 14 753
02481+0511 7,515169-47 68 t4 743
02481+0828 9,419166-44 28] 16 ;'53
Flux Density
(Not Color C_rrected)








































































































I00 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
t
2.16 CC [EFAB 2501000000 2 9, U02138 64 t48
1.62 E L B I 3501000160
5.58L BC D ABI E/ O 9500000008 1 10 M+01-07-017 1633.15 9500100040
1.00L C LBG 2400000000 1 13 110661 K5 12 82
1.67 D; M D 9601100000
1,56L C liC J 9600100210 4 1 13 I 110663 K2 10 85
2,22 C I F 4680010050 8
1.63 C E 6600000010
1.93 O D 9600000O18
1.18L F BH 0500000000
1.85 , O ' G F 5600011140
1.00L 18 CBB 0302000000
2,50 C C NLC 86810000305._L DJ 730000OO08
, D D 5500OOOO50
1.00L IC E 1400000000
1.OL ,:B B F 0400000000
1.73:1 CC BEI 6500000110
1.28 1 CC I BC 5401000030
2,44 O EJ B 7580000228
4.29L IBC AAN 5 9500001008
3.12 ;B C KNMC 9600000338I AgL AC 5500000000
6,70L C L C
2,53 C EC B 9601000038
1.03 E GHJ E 3502000000
1.00L B A E 2700000000
2.O9 CC NAB 03000(XX)00
60,44 BCDC BBAA 213Cl134000
1.61: DF DE 9602000048
1,92 C D B 6500000O08
1.00L BC AAH 0 2701134000
4.29L C DD 9500O0OOO8
2.30 C D MC 7500000008
2.16 D C 9500O00006
4.73L BC AA 0 9400000008
1,80 CC L BB 770000OO08
1,10 C E D 5500000020
1.67 C KHKD 9500000110
2.24 D HC 9600000158
3.22 C E E 9580000230
1,00L BE AB K O; 040000100O














CO L AA 3400OO0108
C DID 958000¢070
CC DCB 17OOO0010O
CD GB B 9700000008
C DGE 9500000230
C C E B 25O0O0O320
CC KFAB 2500000000
E J E 6500000130,
C D E 9500000030
CI 0500010O0O
CC F BC 25000O¢000;
D I IC 9600O00O08
CD KAD 0700000000
1.23L CE ABI 696000_3000
1.33 C E 9600001010 '
1,72 CC HAB 1400000000 I
3.02 E DNc.c _6oo0o33o!i
1.95 c o S,OlOlO12Ol
2.36 e FHC [9_oooo0oi
2.04 FC HBC ,
I
2.47 C L F 2400000140 I
3.64 C H B 9500000220 I
1.63 C K E 7500000240
2.05 C J L C 8600000220
3.22 CC EBA O2O0O00O00
1.55 CE EAC 0400000000
1.66 O E C C' ; 9500000038
2.38 O M F 5600000360
1.13 D M D 9600000000
1.87 B NG C 8600000000
1.12L B B 9600000000
1.89 O C G i 5500000130
t.00L F AAAG 0400000000
1.91 CO CBB 4400000000
2.51 C HFC 196800O0O00
1.56 CC NBB 183o0oooooo
2.95 C L KC 95O00O000O
1.53 CB KGAC 0400000100
1,51L C BH i 2600010000
2.34 O B 2600000000
4.54L D D 9400000008
2.44 D B : 9400000008
2.32 C F D 3481000110
3,61 CC DBA ' 3400000010
1.78 D MNC , 9600000018
2.12 D DE 5600000120
1,33L B A M 1400000000
2.11 O F 9500000100
1.14 E H C 3500000O0O
2.27 C I B 3600100000
1,72L BC AB C 1 4600100000
4.37L C DJ 94000000086.17 CC 950000O008
2.17 0 FJ NC 96O00O0248
2.55 C G C 9500000130 _
3.28 C DNB 26000100101
3 13 110665 B2 34 40
8 1 32 X0237+064 86 9
1 13 110669 K5 7 86
2 13 110673 F2 7 62
1 13 110675 G5 18 80
1 13 110677 G5 18 76
3 9 U02167 58 f51
8
3 13 1 lo983 K2 3 72
1 13 110686 K0 12 77
2 '13 110689 G5 7 67
3! 4 * 6 N1055 10 120
612 9 U02176 70 146
31 1 "41 02393+0018 6 3
1 13 110699 KO 6 65
3 12 ZG 240+07 25 150
8
8
C 1 32 X0240+064 107 12
4 13 110707A2 1 35
2 13 110709 MA 2 82
3 9 U02200 46 _ 130
6
4 9 U02208 61 143
1 12 ZG 241+07 60 153!
7 9 U02210 9 I 125
8
1 13 110717 G5 20! 80







3 ! 9 U02228
1 32 X0242+078
_i 12 ZG243+0332 X0243+086
I 4 9 U02241
I
12 136















*Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-f; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfusiOn Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
316
_:11]:
Right Ascension: 02h48m23'-O3hO1m20 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Rags
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 /_m 100 /.tin Flux Con" A Confusion R S£z 8
hm, D , (s) () 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
02483+0319 23.4 j 13171-48 31 7 7513 .25L .28L 1.66 3.33 CC F AA 3500000100 3
02484+0539 ?6.738169-46 70 26 76 2 .30L .38L .40L 2.11 , E F D 9500000008
02486+0802 39.0 i 54167-44 70 21 753 .26L .25L .4OL 2.69 i E H O 7400000038 81
02487+0158 4493 172-49 33 6 753 4.75 1.13 .40L 1.00L BC AAJ O 2601002130 A 3
02492+0942 13.g 16165-43 99 29 73 2 ,25L A0L .40L 1.62 C B 3600000000
02493+0902 ,21.423166-43 59 12 732 .26L .34L .98 2.00: CO CB 5600000008
02498+0510 53.456169-46 73 15 762 .25L .27L .40 1.55L C N CD 8500000030
02500+0550 1.645169-46 81 36 762 .25L .29L .43L 2.51 C J F 9500000000
02503+0714 19.245168-45 77 29 752 .40L .53L .40L 1.75 C L S 6680000010
02503+0321 22.7 5171-46 58 10 762 .48 .25L .40L 1.42L C B 3601010000
02506+0503 32.E 27'170-46 57 24 763 .25L .31L .40L 2.06 C J C 5600000020
02505+0333 32.8 5171:-47 92 31 752 .25L .31L .40L 2.15 D F E 3401000100
02506+0626 37.345168-45 68 34 732 .27L .31L .42L 1.86 F L F 6601000010
02507+0814 147._ 30167-44 42 26 75 [ ,_ .25L .34L .40L 2.48 E C 9501000148
02508+0153 49.633173-49 63 15 752 .72L .80L A0L .90 E EB 3500000000
02508+0616 51.115169-45 43 t5 75 ! 23 .25L .25L .54 2.25 CC BB 4600000250 C 202509+0551 '59.730169-46 66 19 75 .41 .67 .45 2.00L D D 7500000000
02510+0940 1.227166-43 170 37 74 i 2 .74L .60L .40L 1.61 C E 5581000020 6
02510+0603 2.448169-46 42 12 753 .25L .25L .59 2.43 DC J SB 7500000000 3
02510+0146 3.B 2 173-49 48 8 75 3 .63 .26L ,40L 1.0OL g BE 3500000000 1
02510+0907 4.5 54 166-43 22 6 75 3 38.00 10.53 4.15 4.67: BBCC AABB 0 0680000206 17 4 4
02513+0205 19.123 173-48 67 11 752 .25L .29L .52 1.51L D DG 2500000000 3
02514+0245 26.531172-48 3810 743 .25L .26L 1.52 3.65 CCMDAA 1400000000 3
02514+0540 29.656169-46 81 23 732 .31L .37L .40L 1.07 D EC 9600000000
02518+0446 52.824170-46 37 26 753 .25L .25L .40L 1.41 D B 5502000130 6
02519+0503 58.2 5170-46 37 14 732 .38L .34L .81 1.29: DD GLCB 7501000000
02520+0739 0.531168-44 68 23 732 .25L .68L .40L 2.08 D CI B 7600060008
02520+0141 4.053173-48 92 14 762 .61L .59L .49L 1.34 B I E8 2500000000
02523+0854 22.832167-43 35 7 753 .25L .29L 1.49 3.52 C C HAA 0400000008
02525+0247 33.328173-48 44 6 743 .61 .25L .4OL 1.00L ,S 2500000000 1
02526+0633 38.438169-45 66 29 732 .25L .45L .40L 2.24 C D C 1600000020 8
02526+0014 39.71 5 175--49 44 9 76 3 .69 .26L .40L 1.0OL[B AF 0600000000 1
02627+0907 43.6410167--43 29 8 754 .30 .29L .40L 2.08L C CFL 2600010000
02529+0109 54.2:17 174--49 51 9 77 2 .57 .25L .40L 1.O9L CDC C S 0600010000 102530+0211 0.2!41173-48 38 6 753 .25L .81 2.77 1.79 'JAAC 3500001000
02532+(3443 14.0 56 171--46 33 29 163 2 .26L .361 .40L 1.59 D I G 6600000010
02632+0432 17.2 21 171-46 69 = 24 73 2 .25L .54L .52L 1.91 C BMB 2601001010
02533+0018 23.053175-49 43 105 753, .28 .28L .40L 1.00L CCC C CJ 060001000002533+0029 23.128175-49 20 7531 .25L .79 7.45 11.67 BBAA 4381001030
02534+0558 26.730170-45 71 7 732 .59 .35L .40L 5.23L C CNL 6401000008
02535+0810 32.647168-43 32 5 754! .49 .25L .40L 8.05L=B B LG 7400110036
92535+0745 34.444168-44 9019 753 .25L .42L .40L 2.03 C B 5600000008
02537+0853 45.645167-43 41 9 754 .25L .25L .57 1.82 CC CB 2500000100
02537+0922 46.346 t67-42 79 11 762 .29 .30L .40L 1.96L D F 3501000000
02538+0424 52.540171-46 63 18 732 .44L .31L .51 1.38L C El 3700000000
32539+0040 55.040175-49 81 22 752 .25L .37L .44L 1.12 C AHHA 3500000000
02539+0939 57.647167-42 64 22 753 .25L .27L .40L 2.93 C MD 3500000110
02539+0913 58.318167-42 55 10 7531 .25L .34L 1.15 3.10 CC I CAB 3401000000
_)2539+0805 58.451168-43 67 17 754 _ .31L .27L .40L 2.79 C C 9500100040
02540+0315 2.4 23172-47 7734 772 i .29L .65L .40L 1.20 C E 1400000000
q
02540+0707 3.448169-44 4313 753, .25L .28L .71 2.38 FO GBB 950OO00008 3
32541+0631 6.443169-45 312O 7331 .33L .28L .40L 1.93 D L GB 95O000000832541+0446 11.812171-46 7524 73 .25L .36L .40L 2.16 C FJ C 5600000120 1
[:)2543+0600 16.523170-45 58 12 753; .25L .29L 1.26 2.27 CC ABA8 7500000008 1
02543+0742 21.153168-44 37 13 7641 .25L .27L .33: 3.54 CD EB 7682000428 Cj
02544+0418 27.93172-46 43 7 732 19.21 4.82 1.30 1.00L BGC AAB 2; 670000000017 7
32546+0234 37.242173-47 18 10 75 3 _ .25L .28L .89 2.17 CC BB 2400000010 1
32546+0209 39.613174-48 81 16 73 21 .37L .29L .37 1.00L C CI 2500000000
32547+0352 44.316172-46 3231 242i .25L .27L .40L 1.51 D C D 9500000010
32547+0851 44.838167-43 4422 7531 .25L .31L .40L 2.37 C E 2500000010
02563+0608 23.60170-45 3017 753 .25L .30L .40L 2.07 C MKLB 9500000028
02555+0904 32.252168-42 3429 742i .29L .32L .40L 1.47 D C 2500000000
02558+0339 49.744173-46 8124 753 .25L .25L .41L 1.50 C FC 2500000000
02556+0606 50.7 23 170-45 44 7 76 4 .25L .29L 1.40 3.34 BC LI AA 8401000018
 2659+ 315"3172-,,1013438772 66, ,oL 147 0 E E 770000010002560+0155 . 174-46! 46 753 i .83 .34L .4OL 1.00L B AH F 1500001000
02562+0610 13.2 170-44 59 j 1 7831 .25L .34L .59 1.62 CD DDC 650000010802582+0413 13.36172-46 3325 74 .25L .26L .40L 1.93 C E 6600000010
02562+0750 13.61169-43 65115 763 .25L .27L .40L 3.27 C B 9602000128
02564+0722 27.512169-44 801 14 763 .25L .28L; .40L 2.73 D KFEB 9600000258
02566+0556 36.21171-45 91 13 763 .40L .26L .60 1.71L C CF 4601000008 I
02566+0358 40.523172-46 5926 772 .25L .42L .40L 1.89 C J D 7500000130 6
D2566+0547 49.834171-45 34 6 764 .61 .32L A0L 1.00L O CF 1701000000
02568+0925 51.741168-42 55i25 762= .31L .33L .40L 2.72 C El C 5501000000
02570+0842 1.930168-42 55 9 762 .39 .26L .40L 1.35L C C 3700000000 2
02572+0253 14.217174-47 47:14 753 .25L .27L .60 1.87 CB HNBB 3500000100 102572+0234 15.226174-47 39 I _ 753 .25L .69 3.60 5.78 CCC HBAA 3300000000 5
02572+0600 16.712171-44 68 7 764 .49 .27L .40L 5.78L B CI 3500000008 i
[}2573+0615 22.76170-44 32281663 .25L .29L .40L 1.48 E DD 9681000318 4 4
02576+063t 34.234 t70-44 84 10 763 .34L .31L' .66 1.41L C BB 9600000008
32576+0747 37.346169-43 4023 762 .25L .43L .40L 1.82 D D B 9700000008
02579+0351 55.4120173-46 68 16 762 .27L .51L .38 1.55L C CC 0600000(300
02580+0851 5.415168-42 77 12 763 .38L .27L .65 1.42L C BG 3700000000
02582+0522 17.0_35172-45 50 10 772 .44 .33L A0L 1.16L C CN 0500000000
02582+0816 17.94 169-43 35 18 693 .25L .34L .42L 2.98 C NGC 8780100010
02583+0753 22.623169-43 69 18 763 .25L .26L .40L 2.35 C J B 970(_Y_)08
02589+0632 54.436171-44 43 18 763 .25L .28L .40L 1.62 D H C 9600000008
02589+0730 57.943170-43 7224 763 .25L .2eL .40L 2.00 E KB C 9600001018
02591+0757 6.9 16 169-43 63 11 76 2 .29 .37L .40L 7.40L C CK 9500000008 1
02592+0508 17.434172-45j 34 6 773 1.39 .43: .40L 1.30L BF AE G 04701000000
J
02596+0353 39.838173-46 22 5 754 234.73 55.75 8.66 2.43 ABCB AAAA 6' 051002000018 5
02599+0200 58.g 1 175-47 37 6 753 .25L .25L 1.I7 2.68 CC BA 2400000020 84
03001+0841 6.227169-42 96 25 763 .25L .31L .40L 2.62 D G B 1600000000
03001+0816 7.936169-42 57 9 752 .46 .29L .40L 2.34L C C 9700000000 1
03004+0411 26.541173-45 61 8 773 .25L .40L 1.16 1.62: CC CAC 5601000008 1
03005+0110 35.4119 176-47 41 10 75 3 .44 .25L .40L 1.39: C F BN G 3600000130 6 1
03006+0404 40.1156 173-45 41 15 78 2 .30L .26L .49 1.32: CD GCCE 5600000108 1
03007+0417 47.052173-45 39 11 773 .25L .27L .66 1.96 CB G BB 6502010200 43
03012+0049 17.430177-47 30 6 753 1.20 .39L .40L 1.00LIC AE I 3600001000 2
03013+0156 20.721176-47 129 24 782 .25L .26L .40L 1,33 C C 3501000010
4
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.




T Name Type (") Mag
12 ZG 246+03 16 151
32 X0248+ 080 69
13110791 K5 2 I 7(:
1 13 110810 K5 22 65
10 M+01-08-011a 116
91302367 37 153
13 110816 G5 12 66
13 110817 MB 8 67
9 U02371 2g 156
9 U02374 48 135
13 110835 K5 4 85
13 11O638 K0 4 75
13 110841 K2 13 85
2 "13 110848K5 12 86
3 9 U02403 62 148
1 13 1108491<0 19 75
6, 2 13 110851 F8 10 60
1 12 ZG 253+04 70 151
4 * 9 U02418 43 151
8 II 1 12 ZG254+O6 31 151
9 UO2419 52 148
10 M+01-08-024 49
12 ZG 254+O6 24 153
13 110865M0 11 62
10 M+00-08-052 132
1 39 CL0255+O6 105 26
1 10 M+01-08-029 166
3 9 U02444 47 151
1 13 1108781<0 7 77
12 ZG 256+05 3 150
1311088965 3 46
10 M+00-O6-O63 45
9 U02460 55 138
1 13 110902 K5 10 63
13 110914 K2 11 88
13 110920 M0 1 27
9 U02501 74 140
13 110927 KS 1 85
12 ZG300+04 42 153
13 110933K0 6 80
12 ZG 300+04 29 155
9 U02509 75 153





Ga]actic Uncertainly OCa 6 Coords SM/ SMN O
ham.._. (s) ('3 ] b ('3 (") (') N
03015+0901 ;31.E 4 169--41 59 12 76 3
03017+0724 L47.5321171-43 _ 58 76 33018+02251.649 75-461 3 4 2
03019+0230 59.624 175-46 63 14 76 203020+06531.547169-41 2o 5 76 3
03020+01402.28176-47265774
030,o+0,0o50 173_4441; 1, 7710 021+073579,4170_42 13 25+0 24,1249 0 266
 25+0701,238171_43
03025+0317 34.2 52 175-46 31 14 76 3
03025+0936 34.4 28 169-41 37 25 I 3
0_26+0009_511_178-48;49 13 _13
11 303027+0211 43.6 176-46 j _ 7703029+0556 59.0 25 172-44 55 8 77 3
03032+0927 17.4 46 169-41 54 7 76 3
03034+0432 26.2 25 174-44 87 30 75 2
03035+0209 31.8 46 176-46 60 12 76 3
03035+0501 32.720 173-44 74 16 77 3
03039+0733 59.1 4 171-42 6t, 26 77 2
03040+0651 3.2 16 172-43 122 25 76 2
03040+0057 3.7 57 177-47 46 10 66 3
03042+0438 15.3 1 174-44 3421 77 3
03042+0620 16.8 28 172-43 45 9 77 3
03042+0014 17.6 36 176-47 66 34 76 2
03043+0812 23.0 15 171-42 66 17 76 3
03044+0537 25.6 66 173-44 45 19 77 3
03044+0713 26.0 19 171-42 71 30 77 2
03045+0449 34.8 34 174-44 64! 10 77 3
03046+0707 40.337 172-42 81 20 77 3
03047+0739 44.1 6 171-42 33 27 75 2
03050+0112 5.6 53 177-47 51 10 77 3
03054+0619 29.5 37 172--43 59 13 77 3
03055+0015 30.237 179-47 66 16 76 2
33055+0920 33.1 6 170 41 64 22 76 3
03055+072t 33.4 37 172--42 33 16 69 3
33056+0342 41.3 3 175--45 78 35 79 2
33057+0631 44.6 53 172--43 80 12 75 2
33057+0404 45.3 57 175-44 27 17; 78 3
03058+O513 49.5 9 171-41 25 18 75 3
)3058+0154 49.8, 177-46 26 lil 773333059+0816 57.9 47 171-41 66 77
03059+0622 59.1 3 173--43 37 2 77 3
03063+0931 t8.4 16 170--40 32 6 76 3
03065+0239 32.2 22 176-45 57 10 78 3
03065+015t 34.9 45 177--46 36 30 169 2
03066+0636 37.2 20 172--42 59 13 77
03066+0504 39.7 41 174-44 86 30 77
03067+0829 44.8 25 171-41 66 8 75
33067+0644 45.4 20 172--42 78 18 77 3I
I
03072+0824 13.0 171-41 1 76
03073+0643 19.3 35 173--42 ' 18 77
)3073+0330 20.1 50 176--45 41 24 77 3
33073+0512 20.2 23 174--43 63 23 77 3
)3074+0744 24.1 37 172--41 78 22 76 2
33075+0929 31.1 59 170--40 32 14 76 3
)3077+0814 45.8 5 171-41 31 17j 70 3
33077+0940 47.6 45 170-40 55 26 76 3
_)3078+0709 53.3 8 172-42 74 19 77 3
03079+0018 59.5 19 179-47 26 7 78 3
03081+0949 9.7 14 170--40 15 5 76 3,
03083+0207 19.8 39 177-45 51 9 76 3
03084+0827 27.3 22 171-41 47] 17 77 3
03086+0052 39.4 50 179-46 53 27 80 2
03086+0327 39.8 17 176-44 97 I 24 76 2
03087+0107 42.4 3t 178-46 37j 12 78 3
03088+0104 49.5 58 178-46 55 9 77 3
03092+0504 14.5 53 175-43 87 37 75 2
03096+0800 41.6 5 172-41 29 21 77 3
03097+0628 47.0 25 173-42 32 5 77 3
33099 + O82'4 55.1 2_ 172-41=46n 7733100+0926 4.1 37 171-40 26 77 31
03102+0431 13.5 18 175-43 _55 11 76 3:03104+0959 25.9 51 170-39 17 76 3!
03104+0105 26.0 34 179-46 11 79 2
03105+0744 33.1 52 172-41 53 13 77 3
03109+0334 58.4 35 176-44 66 23 78 3
03111+0633 9.4'27 174-42 : 10216 18 77 303111+0030 10.7 13 180-46 24 91 2
03113+0514 19,842 175-43 43 32 75 2
03113+0842 19.g 30 172-40 73 9 77 3
03113+0506 21.7 49 175-43 70 33 75 2
03115+0945 40.4 11 171-39 27 21 77 2
03117+0900 42.1 53 172-40 74 13 77 2
03119+0520 59.8 13 175-42 52 13 78 3
03126+0534 0.8 1 175-42 I 35 16 79 : 3
03123+0125 21.1 31 179-45 I 25 7 79 303124+0946 29.1 171-39 i 117 21 75 ; 2
03125+0119 30.8 25 179-45 42 13 77 3
03125+0531 35.9 22 175 42 46 13 76 3
03128+0129 50.2155 179-45 33 6 78 3
03129+0946 58.0155 171-39 36 19 77 3
03131+0858 11.8 31 172-40 43 7 77 3
03136+0727 36.¢ 7 173-41 93 11 77 3
03136+0733 40.1 40 173-41 78 30 78 2
03136+0016 40,4 5 151 46 36 22 75;3
03137+0706 46.8 52 174--41 I 57 12 77 3
03142+0531 t2.E 26 175--42 40 18 78 3
03144+0327 25.459 177--43 50 11 77 3
12 p.m
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flux Dens/ty Hags Assodzdons
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
(Not Cotor _edJ V
25 F,m 60 pm 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jantky) Uncs Coef R Fla_*
.26L .26L .66 2.13L C D 1600000000
`25L .33 2.44 4.03 EC D E A B 9500000008
.43L .28L .40L 1.37 D E 2500101460
.43L `25L .41 1.00L D C 2661100460
4.93 1.23 .40L 1.42L BC AAH 2 1601000000
1.63 .49 .40L 1.00L BF AB H 0 3500001000
.25L .35L .40L 1.75 C CF C 5600000110
.25L .29L .67 2.77 CD MBB 9680100228
.25L .41L .40L 2.17 B MS B 1701000000
.43 .25L .40L 6.37L i C CF L 9500000008
I
.25L .30L .76 1.12L C MBE 0600000000
.25L .36L .40L 2.28 C M E 1600000010
`25L `26L .46 1.61 E D B D 140t000000
.251- .28L 1.26 2.49 CC i_ AA 2501000000
.72 `27L .40L 1.31L B IS 26000000_
.81 .32L .40L 1.41L C BD 1600000000
.25L .66L .40L 1.55 I F J E 4601000000
.39 .87L .40L 4.31LCr BE G 9400000008
.40L .32L .40L 1.93 C K J B 5600000000
`25L .25L .50L 2.64 F I C 9501000028
.261. .73L .40L 2.16 E C 9500000006
.66 .27L .40L 1.001. E BH 0501000000
`25L .27L .40L 1.76 C HC 5600000330
`25L .27L .99 2.42 CB FAB 2600000100
.28L .31L .42L 1.53 D MKJ E 1400000180
.261. .25L .40L 3.99 C / B _o0(_000_
.26L .39L .40L 2.04 F I KB 26800(_000
.29L .64L .40L 2.14 D B 8500000008
.64 .28L .40L 6.92L B A 5400100008
.25L .29L .40L 2.51 D Gt GC 9600000008
.25L .35L .41L 3.13 i D I C 9501000116
1.12 .42L .40L 1.31LIB AC M 2500001000
.26L `25L A0L 2.50 C DHI B 2680000000
.25L .80L .55 1.17L C ECC 3500000100
.25L .37L .40L 3.12 C HFJ C 6600000100
.25L .26L .42: 3,60 C D L H C 9682000008
.25L .36L .40L 1.46 C D 3600000000
.34 .29L .40L 2.08L C C D 9600000006
.25L .32L .40L 2.14 C FB 3501000210
.25L .32L .40L 3.56 C HKGB 9680100348
.25L .26L .87 3.10: CC GI BA 7580000108
1.30 .35L .40L 7.41L B AE 8500100668
.25L .26L .55L 1.74 C J CC 2600000100
.75 .38L .40L 1.31L E BC I 9600000000
.67 .25L .40L 6.17L B B 8401000008
`25L .54L .40L 1.33 C E 8600000000
.46L .75L .54 4.32L C I L BH 9500210008
.26L .38L .40L 1.92 D E C 6600000008
.47 .49L .40L 11.03L C CG 9501000008
.25L `26L .40L 1.93 E NC 9600100008
5.30 1.51 .40L 1.00L BC AADK 2 6500000000
.25L `25L .40: 3.88 DF I FC 9500000526
.43,L .L_'61.. .42 7.39 L C D 9500000018
.25L ,25L .4OL 2.01 C F F 9661000130
`25L .32L .40L 2.17 D MK C 5600000118
`25L ,28L .48L 4.06 D KJ C 9501000668
.35L .30L .47L 1.99 B DGDB 6701000100
.25L .29L .40L 4.80 C HJ D 9501000246
.28L .32L .40L 2.64 C D 6600000010
.25L .29L .40L 2.49 C C 9600000008
`25L ,23: 2.87 3.31 DCC FAA 4400000000
4.20 1 07 .40L 1.53L BC AA 0 1700000000
.79 .25L _ .40L 1.00L C B K 3500000000
.25L .33L .40L 3.01 C CJ B 9501000008
.25L .36L .40L 1.14 D M B 7600000120
.97L .31L .40L 1.44 F J S 6500000000
`25L .26L .98: 1.90 CC HMBB 7500110110
.57 .28L .46L 1.15L C A 6600110110
.39L .63L ' .42L 1.26 F C E 9500000000
.25L .29L .40L 3.31 D HKJ C 9600000136
i
4.90 1.13 .40L 1.00L,BC AA M O I 0400000000
.51 ..-_SL .40L 8,53L B B K 9500010008 I
.25L .30L .40L 2,23 D G L D 7600000008
.25L ,26L .72 3.49 DC CA 7300000100
.25L .26L .29: 3.91 DC GC 6500000300
`29 .27L .40L 1.00L C D 6600000000
`25L `24: .40L 2.31 E D E I S 9700000138
`25L .33L .40L 1.78 C KJ | C 2580000130
.25L .3gL I .40L 2.33 E KS C 96020002381
.25L ,60L ,47L 1.19 E H EC 8500000000
.25L .83L .52L 1.66 E GF 9501000000
.41L `26L 1.17 6.91L C I A 9500000008
.31L .45L .40L t.li D E G 9600000000
.25L .30L .40L 1.83 i D K B 8701000006
:28 .30L .40L 6.89L C G 4400000008
.38L .25L .51 3.69L C L B 9400100208
.25L .30L .4OL 1.82 D GKI B 9500000038
4.24 1.26 .40L 1.00L CC AA 0 4600000000
.30L ,54L .40L 2.09 E MI B 6701000305
.25L .28 .65 1.99 DCC ECBB 4500000010
.25L .36L .67 1.66: CF HBO 9501000016
15.80 7.46 1.12 1.00L BBC AAB 0 5600000000
.25L `25L A0L 2.69 D J NC 6701000308
.25L .32L 1.94 3.41 CD DAA 4500001005
.58L .26L .67 5.39L C BJ 8400000008
.25L .32L .40L 1.38 E I D 9600100125
.25L .36L .4OL 2.09 C A H C 2500000330
.31L .28L .58 1.91L C CB 9600000008
.25L .25L .40L 2.42 D N B 9600000238
.25L .29L .91 1.92 CC L B B 3400100000
Processing;
L C
R 5 A Sep




































X0301 +024 141 12
110944 K5 0 83
110945 K0 10 6O
110951 K5 5 86
!ZG 302+00 78 151
U02527 27 148
110960 K2 8 83
110962 K5 25 86
110964 K5 3 85
110982 K2 30 82
110986 K0 9 77
110999 G5 14 82
M +00-09-006 32
111002 G5 2 63
111003 K5 4 53
111008 K5 3 85
111011 K5 11 86
111014 M5 3 87
X0307 + 084 84 4
i
X0307 +077 123 i 4
I
111028 K2 44 71
111030 K0 1 68
10298A 29
111034 M0 7 90
111044 +++ 1 57
111046G5 15; 81
U02595 29 140
X0310+ 100 83 4
DO 525 61 96
i
M +00-09-026 31
111073 MB 1 87
DO 534 88 110
X0313+002 42 12
ZG 314+03 64 156






Declination: 0"-+ 10 °










































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0





25 Fm 60 /_m
(J_nsky)
.36L I !.57 I
.33L I .38: I





































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T

















































































h m. o ,
G=lactic Uncertainty
tl IC_3OrbdS SMJ SMN 0(s) (_) C) C) (')
03302+0505 12.1 9 179-39 50 9 79
03304+0208 24.0 31 182--41 60 19 79
03304+0431 27.0 14 180--40 40 15 80
03305+0747 34.9 56 177--37 31 19 ! 77
03308+0450 51.6 10:180-39 73 20 79
03309+0518 54.7 10 1179-39 75 17
03309+0850 56.6 56 176--37 94 22
03309+0930 59.953 175-06 6_ 603310+0820 3.5 14 177-37 2
03310+0645 5.6 33 178-38 43 10
03312+0906 16.2 11 ' 176-36 27 7
03312+0244 167 3 182-41 53 10
03315+0055 ,2.1 41 184--42 37 8
03315+0816 33.1 48 177-37 63 26
03315+0315 33.2 43 181-40 84 10
03315+0635 35.4 178-38
03318+01t3 48.4 38 184-42 44_ 12_
03318+0_ 50.147175-06 27 1803319+043156.86o 180-39 37 18
o3319÷o92459.728 1,6-06 _
03321+0615 8.6 2 179-38 36 1203922+0,2314.78 180-39 73i 28
_322+0311 18.636 182-40 38! 10
03322+0515185 2 177-37 42 1803326+0532_1 56179-39 57 1003327+072945.3 4 178-37 22 20o3327+o147458 8 180-41 41 27i
0_329+041948.535151-99 39 12
03328+0551 50.4 141179-38 21 19!329+045443 180-39 37
00632+005618.013178-06 _, 21
03332+0726 17.7 54 178-37 95 28
03333+0434 21.5 5 181-39 54 21
03334+0843 24.8 6 177-36 27 6
03334+0443 29.5 8 180-39 67 25
03335+0911 30,9 16 176-06 84 22
03335+0644 35.9 41 179-38 24 22
03336+0135 37.4 43 i 184-41 37 10
03338+0518 48.5 50 180-38 41 25
03339+0144 56.2i 37 '183 41 30 12
03342+0025 ,123 24 185-42 i 40 36.03342+0525 16.91 33 180-38 75
03343+0014 18.5 21 185-42 29 7
03347+0619 _423 24 179-38 _ 39 1o
03347+0805 '46.4 24 178-36i _ _03348+0524 53.8 15 180-38103350+0413 3.0142 181-39 39
o396o+0o5r3.4'32185-41 38 9
03351+0446 7.6159 151-39 28 1600651+0306 7.513,152-40 76 2o
03351+050o 9.757 181-38 6o 1803351+0_8 11.5 _ 178-06 31 6
03352+0706 15.4 49 178--37 822203355+010435.029 185-41 45:10
03356+0245 06.7 7 153-40 40 1703356+010040038185-41 5611203386+072840.422178-3775' 1803357+_0 44.53417g-37 8130o3389+o_156.826ln-37 52!10
03360+01031.84185-41 53'29
03061+02448.432183-404280113 61+0958 6.7 4 76- 5 82 14
03361+0932 11.8 27 177-35 15
035662+0810 12.9 55 178-36 22 16
03363+0659 19.1 49 179--37 27 23
03364+0404 24.9 30 192-39 46 24
03365+0355 33.9 26i 182-39 79 35 I
03365+0818 34.9 49 178-36 84 26
03366+0701 38.8 37, 179--37 60 28j
03367+0323 47.0 7 182-39 46 6 =
03368+0449 50.8 45 181-38 78 41 1
03389+020o 58.83 1_4-4o _ _i03370+0705 4.5 56 179-37 1
03370+0434 5.1 40 181-38 61 25:
03371+0603 6.4 32 180 37 83 26
03371+0859 7.3 23 177-35 35 18
03371+0312 7.9 30 183-39 52 12
03371+0637 10.1 57 179-37 27 9
03372+0253 14.444 183 39 30 7
03372+0835 17.0 18 178-36 40 20
03373+0843 23.550 178-36 72 15
03375+0355 31.532 182-39 76 34
03375+0755 33.011 178-36 72 8
03376+0628 36.231 180-37 36 25
03378+0457 49.755,181-38 _ 603379+0221 56.3 34 i184-40 2
03381+0905 7.4 16177-35 27 17
03382+0734 12.7 16 179-36 35 15
03384+0247 28.0 23 1180-39 41 9
03384+0239 28.1 2 184-39 53 15
03386+0428 39.123182 38 45 10
03388+0407 ,9.237 182-38 47 11
03388+0955 40.522 177-34 42 7
03388+0642 50.347 160-37 26 6
03390+0209 2.926184-40 58 28
03391+0919 10.E 14 177-35 32 23
03392+0349 !13.6 0 183-38 70 34
03392+0739 15.6 42 179-36 82 32
03392+0716 17.3 14 179-36' 67 29
03393+0133 19.(_ 24 185-40 30 15
Flux Density Flags



























79 31 .25L80 .25L
80 3' .25L





77 i 2 .25L
78 : 3 .25L
75!33 25,79 .41 I
80 2 .25L









































791 2 .26 .43L
i!12 25,3 .37 .28L2 25L .46L
7992!_, 215 53
.29L .71L
79 3 .25L .31L
79 3 .25L i .31L
79 3 .81 .30L
82 3 .25L I .26L
79 3 _ .22:
79 33 :,_.L i .56L79 .81 .25L
78 3 1.54 A2
79 2 .37L ; .27L
79 3 .25LI .25L
77 2 .25L .28L
79 2 .25L .66L
79133 .25L _ .39L83 .25 .52
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 Fm 60 /_m 100 /_m Flux Con" A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.31L .40L 5A5L C C
.25L .40L 2.22 C I F E
.73L .41L 1.59 E EHE
.28L .43L 1.54 C F C
.44L .40L 1.71 D J LB
.29L .52 4.88L 0 O
.43L .40L 2.47 D B
.30L .40L 1.97L D A MML
.29L .40L 2.11 C FC'
.29L .40L 6.77L C BN
,45: 2.06 4.05 DCD DAB
.37L .40L 1.05L D BEF
.32L 2.03 3.83 CC HGAA
.29L A0L 1.47 E C
.29L A0L 1.52L C C
.33L .50L 3.64 C EGG
.32L .40L 1.11L C BF
.28L .43: 3.53 DC DD
.47L .40L 2.59 D I BEC
.57L .40L 2.19 C ND F
.38L .40L 1.42: !B F BB C
.26L .40L 2.10 D KMD
.25L A2L 1.06L C D K
.30L .40L 2.80 C L B
.40L .91 1.56L C K K B D
.28L .40L 2.41 C E F C
.29L .40L 1.14 E (3
.28L .40L 1.52 D L L I B
.32L .40L 5.68L B AC
.26L 1.06 3.19 CC LAA
.39L .40L 2.14 C H K F
.44L .40L 2.25 D L C
.26L .40L 3.15 F MJ J B
.36L .40L 1.71L B BJ E
.33L A2L 1.84 D I J C
.35L .40L 2.70 D NE D
.84L .40L 2.93 C HBC
.25L .40L 1.21L C CK J
1.21L .40L 2.03 D OF B
.29L .55 1.20L C HCG I
i
63 .40L 1.0OL BC ABFL I
.33L .40L 2.61 E J G;
.73 .4oL 10OLoc AB 1
.25L 1.o9 280 CBIGCAA
.46L 58L 1.81 F' JEc
.37L ,40L 2.19 C E C
,33L .40L 2.21 C HF
.38L .40L 1.0OL B AE
.34L .46 2.07 CC ELBC
.35L .55: 1.30 DC DCD
.32L .49 1.11: DD GDE
.72 .40L 6.35L BC ABI
.39L .44L 1.72 C HJ C
.46 .67 1.0OL CC 'FC8
.25L .43: 1.37 FC KBE
.25L .75 2.29 C C B D
.35L .46 1.63L C D
.34L .40L 1.97 C L F
.31L .40L 1.34L C CD
26L .40L 1.95 E L D
.30L .40L 1.18L F CH
.27L .56 9.40L C B
.27L .56 2.43: CE CB
.32L AOL 2.50 C L GC
.30L .40L 2.80 C GHD
.25L ,40L 2.10 D H I E
.55L A3L 1.72 O MF
.34L .40L 1.38 D L I D
.37L .40L 3.17 C L D
32 A0L 1.0OL 8D AC
.32L .40L 1.37 D I
.25L .40L 1.18L C BH J
.31L .40L 2.18 C F E
.45L .47L 1.57 C G K E
.74L .43L 1.45 D H E I
.36L .40L 1.62 C El GB
.25L .54 1.10L D C i
.28L .40L 1.23L B AE J
.49 A0L 1.0OL BD AA
.29L .40L 1.70 C I GO
.40L 1.87L F GN C
.40L 1.71 D H E
.40L 1.50L C Di=1 65 DDHF
.40L 1.42L BC AC
.40L 1.72 O J B
.40L 2.36 C J K B
.40L i 1.71 C OJ B
A0L 1.00L B A E
.4OL 1,27 C E D
A0L 1ATL; BE BI I M
.99 1.53L! C DBB
.40L 4.59L D ADKF
.40L 1.25LI BE ABJ
.40L 1.32 D FM C
.4OL 2.07 E D
.40L 2.98 D J G
.40L 1.35 O C
.40L 1.81 C C E











































































































# T Name Type (") Mag
13 111249 G5 7 85
I
1 131111258K2 23 85
1 13 111259 G5 13 77
2 13 111262M0 3 9_
1 13'111266K2 4 81
1 32 X0331 +097 80 12
2 13 111273 GO 14 65
1 13 111274 K0 4 80
2 IX) 609 69 96
1 10 M+01-10-0Ol 99
I
t 131111291G0 10 60
3 13 111292G5 2 43
1 13 111301 K0 4 80
3 12 ZG 335+04 65 156
2 12 ZG 335+03 72 150
2 13 111303 K2 4 83
1 12 ZG 335+01 48
1 9 U02606 32
1 13 111311 K5 3
1 32 X0335+010 43
1 13 111313 K0 5'
2 13 111327 K5 3








2 131 111333 K2 4 85
2 13 111334 G5 3 57
1 13 111337 K2 13 85
2 13 111340 G5 6 66
t 13 111350K0 7 78
1 13 111354M 5 88
1 13 111356G5 12 72
2 13 111357K5 3 86
1 321X0339+038 130 12






Right Ascension: 03h3gm30"-03hS0m38 ' Declination: 0 °o + 10 °
Name
6
,1hm. • . (s) ( I b C) C) (') N
03395+0427 !30.4 59 182-38 34 12 80 3
03396+0316 36.3 27 183-39 63 16 80 2
03396+0723 39.4 38 179-36 61 8 79 3
03397+0327 47.7 29 183-39 72 13 78 3
03399+0532 58.7 23 181-37 49 10 79 3
03400+0731 0.4 16 179-36' 8t 15 77'2
03400+0418 3.2 18 182-38 81 31 77 2
03401+0013 6.7 58 186-41 38 24 81 2
03402+0232 12.8 8 184-39 91 22 78 2
03405+0534 34.5 38 181-37 37 8 79 3
03407+0014 42.6 55 186-40 81 21 79 3
03408+0101 51.6 37 186-40 66 27 79 3
03410+0646 3.4 3 180-36 36 6 79 3
03410+0635 4.5 9 180-36 64: 14 79 3
03412+0622 12.3 20 180-36 43 11 79 3
03413+0749 21.1 34 179-35 35 17 79 3
03413+0535 21.7 30 181-37 52 18 78 3
03417+0320 47.8 24 184-38 46 29 80 2
03418+0823 51.3 5 179-35 66 23_2 77 203418+0528 53.1 29 181-37 38 ! 79
03420 +0956 4.4 40177-34 54 7 79 2
03421+0146 6.1 59_185-39 18 6 79 3
03421+0849 6.2 26 178-35 71 25 79 2
03421+0330 9.0 22 183-38 63 26 79 3
03422+0947 15.9 12 176-34 26 5 79 3
03424+0240 25.4 5 184-39 66 30 77 2
03426+0736 36.6 32 180-35 44 27 80' 2
03426+0418 40.7 57 183-37 36 11 79 3
03427+0226 42.9 57 185-39 45 36 80 2
03428+0418 51.2 16 1183-37 48 34 77 2
03429+0305 57.8, 2 184-38 23 6 79 3
03430+0325 5.3 54 184-38 38 7 79 3
03432+0201 32 18 185-39 57 37 79 2
03432+0221 14.(] 56 185-39 81 31 81 2
03433+0004 19.4 187-40 _ 36 5 80 3
03433+0118 19.8 44 186-39 95 22 79 3
03433+0025 22.1 20 187-40 25 19 82 3
03434+0227 26.1,60 185-38 41 7 79 3
03434+0638 29.155 181-36 40 5 79 3
03436+0920 38.7 56 178-34 35 29 169 2
03437+0705 45.2 22 180-35 22 9 79 3
03440+0020 0.2 54 187-40 32 30 102 2
03440+0437 4.3 30 183-37 55 28 78 3 i
03443+0848 21.1 2 179-34 53 7 79 3
03446+0020 36.1 40 187-40 84 24 81 2
03448+0601 48.0 45 182-36 32 24 77 3
03448+0030 53.1 31 187-39 29 20 81 3
03448+0507 53.6 36 182-37 39 18 79 3
03450+0055 4.5 55 187-39 51 8 79 3
03451+0431 7.2 53 183-37 58 26! 80 3
03451+0557 11.0 5 182-36 55 14 80 2
03452+0850 12.5 58 179-34 69 22 77 2
03453+0658 22.0 34 181-35 51 9 78 3
03454+0046 27.9 58:187-39 45 28 79 3
03455+0437 30.2 46! 183-37 35 22 79 3
03455+0456 30.7 37 183-37 32 20 77 3
03455+0224 33.8 55 185-38 46 25 80:3
03456+0825 40.7 42 179-34 73 9 79 3
03456+0153 40.7 37 186-38 68 10 77 2
03457+0321 43.0 26 184-37 67 25 81 2
03457+0119 43.2 4 186-39 49 30 80 3
03457+0929 47.6 34 179-33 43 7 79 3
03458+0439 49.6 35 183-37 25 23 167 2
03460+0004 4.8 30 188-39 25 7 81 3
03461+0325 7.6 4 184-37 84 30 77 2
03464+0824 26.7 42 180-34 30 19 80 3
03465+0100 33.2 40 187-39 43 12 80 3
03466+0014 39.9 28 188-39 68 24 79 3
03467+0036 43.1 19'187-39 115 27 82 2
03467+0555 47.E 32'182-36 40 6 78 3
03468+0615 50.3 18 182-35 41 24 78 3
03470+0348 2.3 49 184-37 73 21 78 3
03470+0943 3.g 36 179-33 41 5 79 i 3
03473+0617 21.7 51 182-35 70 28 77 i 2
03474+0843 24.1 4 180-34 40 6 79 _ 3
03474+0141 25.(] 23 186-38 51 21 77 2
03474+0254 26.3 49 185-37 27 23 85 3
03474+0444 28.C 55 183-36 53 13 80 3
03475+0846 32.5 35 180-34 31 20 79 3
03475+0729 35.4 41 181-34 52 10 79 3
03477+0116 42.e 21 187-38 52 9 77 2
03477+0649 43.7 22 181-35 73 19 79 2
03477+0150 47.2 44 186-38 _ 35 18 78 3
03478+0618 48.5 51 182-35 53 19 69 3
03478+0235 49.1 17 185-38 38 22 78 3
03478+0828 52.9 40 180-34 59 36 79 2
03481+0819 7.2 23 180-34 28 5 80 3
03481+0610 10.01 0 182-35 38 13 79 3
33482+0645 17.5i35 182-35 62 9 79 3
33488+0749 49.646 181-34 71 10 80 3
33488+0246 52.1152 185-37 58 17 79 3
03490+0206 0.9 3 186--38 59 25 78 2
_3482+o11314.853197-36 3618 80 3
_3492+064016.144 180-33 _128 80 2
33493+0323 22.7 28 185-37 28' 18 82 3
:)3496+0841 39.5 4 180-33 106 34 78 2
:)3497+0212 46.3 32 186-37 62 15 81 2
:)3501 +0135 10.5 53 187-38 25 9 79 3
:)3503+0418 20.7 13 184-36 105 41 78 2




Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m
Flux Density
(N_ Color Corrected)








































































































100 btm Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.39: C C DCKC 3400000120
1.51L C EE 4500000000
1.10L S AK 8701000000
1.64 C D D 35OOOOO1OO
1.22L C CG 5600000000
1.81L C CF 8600000000
1,48 D K C 6500000000
1.63 C K B 4581000110
1.83 C L D 5501010020
1.24L B CC 4600000000
1.67 C E S 4600000010
2.15 D C E F 2500000000
1.OOL BC AAH 4 16OO000000'
1.32: CC KBD 16OO000000 '
2.05 CC F AA 1500000100
1.66 C GFB 1601000000
2.13 DC JFEC 4600000000
1.43 D E 5501010010
1.71 F GD 4581000100
1.80 C E M( 4581 O00000
4.24L C D F ! 2400000008
2.88 BDCC ABEB! 0 1501011120
1.94 C I D 6401000000
2.02 C G D 3500000000
1.17L BBD AAC 0 2600000000
1.66 C M F 8401000010
1.30 C D 56OOOOOOO0
1.53L C DiC FC 56001000001.56 8602000010
2.19 E K 5500100O00
1 22L BC AB 0 7500000000
1.28L!BBC AAAD 0 5500000000
1.47 D DE 5600000230
1.62 C C 7600100000
1.11L BC AB i 0 8601001000
2.24 C EEB 26OOOOOO00
2.54 C LFC 6580000130
1.39L BE AD 0 7600101000
1.17L B AC O6O0000000
1.67 D D 2501000000
1.37L B AI 1601000000
1,44 E F D 6600000000
2.18 C G D 3500000000
1.OOL C AH 3600000100
1.78 D DGB 6500000000
1.90 C K L D 1600000000
3.04 C GJ HD 9500000210
2.17 C DC 7601000108
2.08L FCD CBCJ 0 9601000100
2.42 C D D 960000044(
1.58L C B B 4700000008
1.69 F I KB 2600000110
1.33L C CM 1600000000
2.68 C D EF 9601000340'
2.73 C ElF 9600010850
2.61 C GC ;9600000000
2.36 CL IE 450O0O00OO


















2.82 C K L F
1.63 E K D
1.40L: BB AAG
2.47 C I HC
3.12 C H E
1ATL B IB_1.67 D C
1.OOL B AD
2.18 D C
2.48 C J D





3.61 C HI B
2.10 D GCGC
2.05 C L I K E
1.09 C D
1.OOL C B E
1.50 CC F SB





1.32 D I E
1.94 C ME E
1,41 D E
2.16L C J CC
7.80L C BJ G
1.49 E DLFH













































S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
8 1 32 rX0339+044 84 8
t 13 1111360 G6 2 81
1 13 ' 111362 K0 4 82
2 13 111365 M0 15 87
2 12 ZG 341+06 21 151
13 111389 K2 25 85
8 2 13 111388K2 22 80
4 41TMSS + 10048 20 25
1 13 111395 K5 18 85
2 13 1113981<2 1 80
C
1 13 111403 K2 4 80
1 13 111406M0 17 85
3 13 111407 K0 0 60
1 13 111410 K0 10 82
1 13 111416 G5 2 72
4
1 39 4C+O0.13 72 179
13 111424 K0 7 82
C
4 32 X0345+046 49 4
13 111426 G5 7 80
13 111429K2 12 87
4
4 1 32 X0345+013 30 4
1 13 111430 G5 3 70
4
2 13:111433 K0 3 60
C I 32 X0346+034 83 12
2 12 ZG 346+01 82 148
4
C 1 32:X0347+037 49 12
1 13 111442 K0 2 80
C 1 32 X0347+047 66 12
1 13 111448 M0 5 87
8 1 13 111450K2 4 83
2 12 ZG 347+06 33 153
4 1 32 X0347+018 16 4
1 13 111454M0 5 87
1 10 M+01-10-011 30
13 111474 K0 27 80
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
321
Right Ascension: 03_51"28°-04ho2m04 '
Poshion (X950) Flux Density
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ a S Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm 25 ttm 60 ttm
h m. , , (s) ('3 1 b (") (') (') N (Jan.sky)
03514+0342 27 185-36 133 3 .25L .31L .40L
03516+0402 31 [185-36 | I 79 3 .28L .25L .40L
03517+0213 30|187-37 ! 80 3 .40 .25L .40L
03518+0042 46|189-38 J 81 3 .27L .25L .44L
03519+0115 33]188-38 I 80 3 .50 .31L .40L
03521+0016 57[189-38 i 61 3 .32L .25L .45L
03521+0156 36 1187-37 8_ 3 .97 .25L .40L03521 +0028 21 [ 188-38 .25L .23: 2.64
03521+0607 8 [ 183-35 79 3 .30L .64L .40L
03522 + 0035 4 t 188- 38 81 2 .25L .25L .70L
I
03523+0813 3///}//t/[461-33 I .59 .26L .40L
03525 + 0015 50 / 189 - 38 .25L .25L .41
03525 + 0450 28 / 184 - 35 .68 .28L .40L
03525 + 0527 23 / 184- 35 1.79 .47 .40L
03526+0321 30 J186-36 .25L .29L .40L
03527 + 0726 34 / 182- 34 .62 .25L .40L
03534+0756 5/181-33 .69L .25L .44
03536+0151 36/187-37 .25L .25L .40L
03537 + 0249 57/186 - 36 .25L .27L .40L
03540+0136 42 |188-37 .86L .65L .42L
03540+0254 51 /t86-36 .89 .27L .40L
03541 + 0050 26 / 188 - 37 .25L .69L .47L
03542 + 0822 10 / 181 - 33 .25L .28L .53
03544 + 0337 13 |186 - 36 .25L .34L .4OL
03546 + 0412 28 |185- 35 .26L .63L .40L
03546 + 0134 54 i 188 - 37 .2BL .69L .40L
03550 + 0447 12 ]185 - 35 .25L .26L .40 L
03550 + 0609 26 |483 - 34 .25L .26L .87
03552 + 0656 35 ]183- 33 .25L .25L .91
03552 + 0448 10 [185 - 35 .25L .31L .40L
03553 + 0121 47 |188- 37 .25L .28L .40L
03553+08t I 30 |182- 33 .30 .39L .40L
03554 + 0110 54 ]188- 37 .25L .25L .40L
03555+ 0941 12 |181 - 32 .25L .47L .40L
03557 + 0719 53 |182 - 33 .46 .39 L .40L
03557+0118 13 J188-37 1.83 .58 .94
03559 + 0253 33 |187 - 36 .28L .40 L .55L
03560 + 0853 3 / 181 - 32 1.30 .22: .40L
03564 + 0105 1.42L .26L21 |189-37 .65L
03564 + 0148 10 ]188 - 36 .25L .26L AOL
03564 + 0113 6 / 188-- 37 .25L .25L .57
03565 + 0446 46 1185- 34 .25L .28L .40L
03568+0338 35/186-35 .31 .34L .56L
03569+0138 20 1188-36 .40L .27L .40L
03569 + 0415 42 1186 - 35 .25L .44L .40L
03569+0224 22/187-36 .27L .66L .40L
03569+0446 21 /185-34 25L .28L .40L
03571 +0448 11 1185--34 .35L .42L .40L
03573 + 0418 2 1186- 35 .25L .29L .4OL
03573 + 0751 24 I182- 32 .25L .25L .83
03573 + 0404 2 ]186 - 35 .25L .26L .40L
03574+0115 38|189-36 1.40 .30L ! A0L
03574+0051 50_189-37 .32L .28L, .58
03577 + 0003 421190 - 37 .40L .35L .40L
03580 + 0829 50 [182- 32 .49 .33L .40L
03581 + 0405 2 |186- 35 .25L .32L .40L
03581 + 0518 31 1185 - 34 .42 .26L .40L
03582 + 0304 591187-35 .30L .51L .40L
03585 + 0524 47 I185 - 34 .25L .34L .63
03587 + 0723 34 I183 - 32 .25L .28L .55
03587 + 0444 40 I185- 34 .25L .27L .40L
03587 + 0305 8 1187 - 35 .27L .27 L .40L
03589 + 0008 52 |190- 37 .25L .25L .40L
03590+0852 17]182-31 .25L .25L .42L
03593+0104 17]189-36 1.10L .61L .56L
03594 + 0148 17 [188- 36 .25L .75L .4OL
03595 + 0043 42 [189 - 36 .25L .25L .40L
03595 + 0952 51 |181 - 31 .25L .28L .40L
03596 + 0216 .2840 |188- 35 .27L .40L
03599 + 0140 1 |189 - 36 .25L .56L .40L
03599 + 0445 52 1186 - 34 .25L .25L .40L
04000 + 0023 20 1186- 34 .25L .49L .40L
04002 + 0149 39 1189 - 36 .28: .54 4.85
04003+0926 51 _181-31 .25L .3OL .40L
04004 + 0045 58 _186 - 34 .28L .25L .40L
04004+0844 45 ]182 -31 6.26 1.44 .40L
04004 + 0317 7 [187 - 35 .43L .26L .63
04004 + 0551 8 [185 - 33 1.17 .40L .40L
04005 + 0603 29 I184 - 33 .25L .26L .48L
04006 + 0700 16 ]184 -- 32 .69 ,25L .40L
04006+0434 39 |186--34 .25L .35L ,40L
04007 + 0303 3 ] 187 -- 35 2,73 ,70 .40L
04007 + 0042 14/190 - 36 ,25L .34 L .40L
04008 + 0150 46/189 - 35 .25L .26L .34:
04011 +0842 57/182-31 1.22 .38L .40L
04011 +0446 51 1186- 34 .25L .32L .40L
04014 + 0037 0 |I 90- 36 .25L .27L .40L
04012+0145 221189-35 .25L .26L .40L
04012 + 0803 41 |183 - 32 .66 .37L .42L
04013 + 0903 17 ]182 - 31 .50 .46: .40L
04014+0224 5/188-35 16.16 7.46 1.50
04015 + 0241 28 1188 - 35 .99 .28 L .40 L
04015 + 0444 32 |I 86 -- 34 .25L .35 L .40L
04016+0543 41 |185-33 .25 .32L .70L
04017 + 0638 56 1184 - 32 .25L .29 1.82
04018 + 0233 29 1188 - 35 .47 25L .40L
04018+0152 231t89-35 .81L .62L .40L
04019 + 0740 3 I183- 32 .32L .32L .51
04020+0217 3 1188-35 .41L .25L .71




1(30 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Rags* S 2 # T
2.55 C HED 8500000100
2.19 C LJDC 3500000010
1.85L E B 1600000000
3.76 CKHFB 7600100008
3.89L C B D 3500000000
4.0Q C'HLI D 4600100300
2.19L B A 56O00000O0
3.83 DCC EAA 4601001100
1.48 C J DB 1500000000
3.11 E GC _ 4600000300
1.08L B BL 2600010000
2.28: DD GF 4700000410
1.39L B AF 0601000000
1.44L B E A A 0 0700000060
2.65 C C C 85O0O0OOOO
1.11: C C B B
1.431 C D 0500000000
2.50 C E 6600000210
1.63 D K E 15000,0000O
3._ D E L H 9502000450
1.57L B A 2500000000
3.88 E GI 5600000330
1.43 CE KCB 250O0OOOOO
1.57 E ENC 450OO00OOO
2.52 D D 35000OOO10
2.08 C MNHF 9600000020
3.22 C H F D 65801O0000
1.84 CC BB 1501000000
2.37 CB BA 2500000100
4.23 C G K E 6500100230
3.20 C CB 9600000210
1.32L C BK 06O0010000
2.09 C K D 9700000000
1.46 D J C 9700000008
1.20L B B D 2600000000




2.74 C I F D
1.81L D FD
2.71 C L J B
1.65L C D H
1.78 B B
2.43 C J C
1.71 D E
3.10 D KD
3.21 D E C
1.89 D J N I B
1.10: CC AD
1,98 C G F










1.90 C J D
4.13 E GJ C
2.92 C GEA
2.05 C FJLC
2.06 D 1 B
2.67 C EGJ B
2.43 D C
2.01L E GJ
1.82 E L D
2.4O C EHHE





































Declination: 0'-+ 10 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
8 90I 13 111489 K5
4
1 13 1t1497 G5
1 12 ZG 352+06
4
4
2 13 111500 MO
2 13 111502 K5
4
1 13 111514 K0
C 1 32 X0354+O08
2 12 ZG 354+08
C
2 13 114527K5
1 13 111531 K0
1 13 111532 K5
8 1 32 X0356+028
2 13 111537 K5
t 10 M+O0-11-004
1 10 M+O0-11-003
1 13 111545 K2
8 1 32 X0357+007




2 13 111559 K5
31 9 U02926
8






12.17 CCCC DBAA 3 7400013000 2 4 9 U02936
4.B3 E BF 9484O0023842.84 L C ! 8681000130 e
1.30L CC AAG 0 8600000000 13 13 111578 KO
2.27: CE E CC 9700000308 4 11 32 X00O0+032
1.06L B AD M 4700000000 [ 2 13 111579A0
4.35 C L D 5601000000
1.30L B B 0501000000 1 2 DO 686
1.75 D HHD 9600000000
6.95L BC AA C 1 9500000018 1 13 111581 K2
2.56 D MKC 9700100008
2.84 C C J C B 8600000300
1.00L B A E MJ 7700O00000
1.33 D L C 8700010020
2.40 D GKB 9700000228 8 2
2.89 F C 9781000308
1.13L B BFD 2600000010 13 111586F0
5.23L DF BF 0 9600000008 I
1.44L BCC AAA I 6800000000 16 3 4 TMSS00052
1.44L B AL 3700000000 1 13 111590F5
1.55 D F K D 7700010030 8
1.58L C D F E i 0600000000 1 2 DO 692
3,31 DCC HAA ' 0'401000100
I.O0L F B 3600010000
4.15 D FC F 7601000540 8
1.44L C EC 350(X)0(XX)0
2.24L E B 8600000000










































h a.m 6 a ,8, Coords SM/ SMN O 12 Fm. , (s)() ] b C) C) C) N
04021+0442 6.613 186--33 60 21 782 .25L ,30L .40L04021+0_ 8.130I_-32 56 12 so3 ._L .25L .91
04023+0801e.888180-31 59 18 81 2 .73L .30L .42
04024+0742 25.6 7 183-32 85 35 81 2 .65L ,60L .401
04024+0329 25.811 187-34 5627 793 .25L .60L .40L
04025+0150 31.0 13 189-35 27 23 61 3 .26L .25L .40L
04025+0057 31.132190-36 4820833 .26L .31L .40L
04026+0416 51.633 167--34 49 11 80 3 .25L .25L 1.18
04029+0320 57.520 188-34 69 14 80 2 .43 .27L .40L
04029+0954 57.7 9 181-30 42 6 80 4 .83 .29L .40L
04032+0858 12.853 182-31 24 5 81 4 1.09 .38L .40L
04033+0349 18.322 187--34 81 23 78 2 .68L ,44L .40L
04034+0059 24.446 190--35 58 88 84 2 .27L .33L .40L
04034+0426 26.922 187--33 83 34 78 2 .71L .25L .40L
04036+0150 38.8 9 189-35 68 27 80 3 .25L .25L .40L
04038+0840 50.2139 183-31 47 22 81 : 4 .25L 26L .40L
04039+0051 57.3 30 190-35 26 21 81 I 3 .25L .28L .50L
04039+0040 59.7 53 190-35 76 34 83 2 .25L .27L .40L
04042+0803 2.6 29 180-31 38 9 8R_O4 _ .33L .40L04042+0609 14.8 16 185-32 59 10 __ _! :._ .39 .40L
04042+0157 ii;.4 ] ) '186-33189-3513_ 22832 .76L .65L .40L04043+0531 , . =5 803 .25L .37L .40L
04043+0917 23.4 23 182-30 47 18 91 4 .4OL .36L .40L
04044+0405 25.7 9 187-33 i 76 25 81 3 .41L .25L A0L
04047+0332 44.8 43 188-34 81 23 84 3 .25L .31L .40L
04048+0137 :50.8 39 190--35 43 12 80 3 .39L .25L .69
04048+0213 151.4 40 189-34 64 19 82 3 .25L .25L' .40L
04049+0056 5918 25 190-35 46 10 81 3 .25L .25L 162
04050+0437 0.9 4 187-33 39 32 78 2 .66L .64Li .40L
_+_ _ .2 i IS I67-- 33 38 e 81 3 .25L .25L I I ._
04050+0902 1.7 27 183--30 66 20 81 3 .35L .30L .40L
04051+0235 9.434 169-34 7114 782 .34 .26L .40L
o4o54+o8o8 2z.sr59 163-31 88 8 79 4 .33 .26L .40L
04059+0958 57.7:'5 182-29 24 5 61 7 7.46 1.95 .38:
04059+0433 59.7i14 187-33 48 7 79 3 1.20 .42L .40L
04060+0519 4.0 42 186-32 88 26 82 4 .25L .44L .40L
04881+0346 6.7 5 188-33 60 51 73 2 .25L .65L .40L04061+0854 10.6 31 183-30 27 ! 25 _ 41 .26L .37L .40L
04063+0914 22.8 30 183-30 49 21 78 5 .25L .27L .40L
04064+0311 28.8 .58 188-33 42 22 82 3 .25L .25L .40L
04064+0831 29.0 3 183-30 ..--,21 5 61ij_. .27: .40 3.439 1 0 56 51 90 4 54 22 =8 5L .25L 0L04069+0644 59.0 3 185-31 ] 10 .25L .31L .40L
04071+03116.3 3) 188-33 _ 14 _ i i .26 .25L .40L04072+0415 14.5 187--33 10 .60 .25L .40L
04073+0215 23.4 6 189-34 111 26 78 .26L .27L .40L
04076+0625 38.655 185-31 87 28 62 3 .25L .25L .40L
04077+0113 43.6 9 190-34 53 13 79 2j .29 .28L .40L
04077+0736 47.7 45 164-31 34 15 79 7,_ .25L .39L .40L
04077+0757 48.0 21 184-30 22 15 80 7 = .25L .29L .40L
04078+0842 49.1 12 180-30 105 27 77 2 .25L .29L .40L
04079+0415 57.5 29 188-33 42 17 79 74 .30L .54L .40L04082+0748 16.1 8 184-30 26 15 65 .25L .27L .40L
04065+0653 30.6 26 185-31 21 8 80 7 1.10 .63 .40L
04085+0211 32.4 19 190-34 29 8 79 3 10.10 2.51 .51L
04086+0809 36.4 34 184-30 22_ 3 80 7 3.69 .94 .40L04086+0523 41.2 41 187-32 9 60 7: .48 .25L .40L
04087+0121 42.0 45 190-34 68 22 82 2 .25L .53L .63L
04086+0755 49.9 35 184-30 53 i 42 79 2j .25L .26L .40L04068+0_ 52.052189-33 46 35 74 3i .25L .32L .40L
04089+061754.858 186-31 26 13 79 31 .25L .32L .40L
04089+0427 56.620188-32 5221805' .25L .26L .40L04090+06162,842 186-31 22 17 79 3 .25L .3SL .36
04090+01255856 I_0-34 56 18 81 3_ .25L 25L 37:
04091+0209 8.646190-34 6715792 .26L .32L .3904091+073197 3 165-30 36 6 81 4 ,25L 30L 40L
04093+0025 18.6 23 192-34 70j 52 73 3 .57L .26L .40L
o4o93+o8o619833184-88 39 25 77 3 .25L .32L 40L
04095+0241 31.5 36 189-33 66; 15 80 3 ,25L .25L .40L
04095-1-0036 34.429 191--34 53 10 61 3 i .82 .25L .40L
04088+0600 37.8157 186-31 49:16 80 4 .80L .25L .40L
04097+0525 43.3 !12 187-32 23; 4 80 7 .56 .81 8.47
04096+0156 51,9156 190-34 68' 18 83 2 .44L ,70L .47
04098+0414 52.2 59 188-32 68 10 79 3 .31 .27L .40L
04098+0916 52.959 183-29 56 7 81 6 .37 .26L .40L
04099+0403 55,3!19 188-32 92 22 83 2' .38L .32L .40L
04099+0225 57.0 10 190-33 54 12 804 .28L .27Li .40L
04100+0028 2.9 14 192-34 56:18 80 3, .25L .25L .40L
04100+0454 4.5 15 187-32 30 8 80 7 .76 .25L .40L
04100+0043 5.8 53 191-34 41 7 80 3 1.23 .36: .40L
04101 +0901 6.4114 184-29 38 13 81 6 .25L .27L A0L
04101+0601 10.9i54 186-31 104 28 77 2 1.07L .25L .40L
04102+0431 12.5 20 186-32 88 13 80 6 .25L .26L .46L
04102+0214 16.5133 190-33 45 11 80 4 .25L .25L .76
04103+0147 20.6:47 190-34 33 8 80 4 .66 .25L .40L
04104+0041 25.5 47 191-34 54 23 82 4 .25L .25L .40L
04188+0510 37.0 29 187-31 97 27 76 2 .25L .27L AOL
04188+0804 38.041184-30 68 24 793 .32L .33L .40L
04188+0537 40.5 2187-31 66 16 796 .25L .25L .40L
04107+0804 45.413184-3041 17 795 .25L .29L .40L
04107+0346 46.131188-32 27 3 807 3.33 .66 .40L
04108+0735 51.4 23 185-30 27 8 80 7 .76 .26L .40L
04111+0314 7.8 45 189-33 40 8 80 7 .59 .26L .40L
04111+0139 7.9 7 191-33 3610 81 4 .30L .25L 1.04
_4111 _0_3 8""142 190 33 74 23 _ 5 125L l_8L 140L
04112+0908 13.2) 17 184-29 47 7 81 3 3.20 .76 .40L
04112-¢-0414 15.9 9 188-32 66 8 81 4 .25L .27L .45L
04113+0707 19.047185-30 7826 644 .36L .27L .40L
04114+043726.059186-32 29 2o 8o 4 25, 29L 40L
04118+0132 49.9 4 191-33 40 9 79 6 .64 .25L .40L
F]ux Density Rags
fN_ _ _ V L









2.11 E I G C
3.39 C GFDD
2.54 D DE C
1.48: CD GAD
5.35L B D
5.91L B 'AC D
2.25 D H C
1.73 D E D
1.92 C K EF
2.01 D C


















4.01 I c J KDE 5500000320
2.13 1 C G E 5600000010
5.61L 'B AJ O 6401000018
2.25L !CE BE I 0 1500010000
2.37 O HE 9600000008
1.73 C HK C 7600000010
2.02 C El B 9601000008
2.81 C M C 860000000(3
4.76 C E E 9580000450
7.55L C C 950000OO08
2.16 C M A 9600OO0008 )
5.36: BC I BC 8580000538
4.97 CC EAA
2.31 D C 7600000008
5.37L C E t 9500000(0
9.41L B D 80OO000008
1.32L ABC AAC 3 5601001000
1.45L B AELG 9700000000
2.38 C MK E 6580000010
2.34 D H 9600000310
2.32 E L L C 56,01100038 !
2.55 C F CB 9602000460
2.38 C G! C 4500000000
7.08 CBBB CCAA 9500010008
3.11 C M C 95000001381
2.42 B CEGB 6601000000 I
2.00L C D 36000OO000
8.44L B BJ 9401100018
2.37 F HC 6400000320 i
1.46 D C 6601000000
6.44L C C L 9400100008
3.01 C F MC 9401000008
3.38 D HI MD 9480000208 I
1.91 E N C 9600000008 !
2.22 D L K C 17580000238:3 78 C EGJ 9480100008
1.82L BB AAEt 0 3701000000
1.39L BB AAE 5 9600000000 15
1.31L AB AAG 2 9610202100
1.44L B BF 27000000001
As._iadons
2.72 D CLC
1.38 F J J
2.59 D E C
1.82 C G C




1.77 C D C
2.22 C M KF
1.40 D G E










1 I 13 111597G5
8
8 1 I 32 X0403 + 044
4 1 I 32 X0,103+008
1 [ 13 111608K0
1 I 1 XY TAU
C 61 28 040,1+03GAL
11 10 M+00-11-012
C
8 1l 32 X0404+045




4 1 I 32 X0406+037
2 I 9 U02970
1l 13 111634 F2
1l 13 1116351<2
C I$ 32 X0407+022
1l 13 111639K0
31 13 111_,6M0












7600000000 1l 10 M+00-11-024
9600000000 li 13 111659G5
D FC B 8001000020j 8
BBBB BAAA 3 74A00110001 31 9 U02982
C MHC 5501000008
9.49L C B L H 6400000008 I I 2 DO 723
6.74L B CF , 9600020008 1
1.29 C B 96OOO1000O
1.42 D MF D 87O0000000
2.56 C HB 9500000010
8.53L B AG E 9400100008 2]'13 111663G5
1.36L BE AD 0 9400100000 1 I 2 DO725
I
2.31 C M KB 8600000238! C
1.53 C H D 9600000000 i
2.23 B L F B 9501000108 I
1.89 8C DMBB 8600000000; 3 I 9 U02980
5A9L B BB 6400000008 1113111666K0
152 C GC 9400000000
2.05 E M D 8601000008 1 1"41 04106+0510
1.89 C B! FF 9680100200 4
2.05 B GNJB 85000001501 8
2.31 B MMI B 9680100200 i 4
I
1.31L AB ABL 7 3820001000J 31"13 111670K5
1.19L B AC 6700010000 21 13 111672F0
1.47L C BL 3700000000 1 I 2 DO 729
1.53: BC DFAB 4600000008 2 I 9 U02992
1.60 E F E C 2700000008
6.46L BC AAL 0i 65OO001008 3 I 13 111674G5
2.15 E HC 1 8500000210
2.06 F D D 6600110338 , C
2.00 E J B 96OOOO00081
5.49L,B BO 4400000008j 1 I 13 111678G5
















































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 _m
(s) (") |b (') ('_ (') N
Flui Density
(Not Color Cotter-ted)
25 _m 60 _tm
($a_ky)
04116+0206 38 190-33 33 3 80 7 1.23 .30 .COL
[)4118+0953 10 183-28] 44 _2 67 3 ,26 .31L ,COL04119+0036 i 3 192-34 I 79 3 ,25L .28L A0L
34119+0507 5 187-31 48 22 80 6 ,39L ,26L ,COL
34120+0644 16 186-30 27 8 79 7 .86 .22: .40L
>_120+0_22 10 1_S-30 _ 8 79 7 .COL .25L .6734121+0007 42 192-34 _o !2v 78 3: .25L .26L .C0L
34121+0223 12 190-33 48 10 79 7 .28L .25L .93
)4122+0138 35 191-33 40 8 57 4 .29L .25L .45
)4122+0847 58 184-29 20 13 86 5 ,25L .29L .71
)4123+0822 53 184-29 52 8 80 3 I .41 .25L ! .COL
34126+0413 4 188-32 71 179 r_ i! .25L .35L .COL)4126+0831 47 184-29 25 : ,25L .26L 1,62
:)4127+0844 1 184-29 31 16 79 ,33L ,25L 1,64
)4127+011033191_ 39 .21 .40,)41 6÷0,6 ,1,_29 22 7 .82 .co )4128+0511 1 _31 472 !80 .28 .38 .co )4129÷ 0 2o184_2949 1, 782 .28 .32 2.11)41 + 32 48,8,_2, 10 813 .25 .32 2.34
)4130+0844 4_! 184-29 23 lv I 81 . .26L .25L 1.72
)4130+0840 9 184-29 21 11 81 4 ,25L ,27L 1,91
)4130+0826 31 185-29 30 14 79 4 ,25L .26L ,73
)413i+0845 28 184-29 26 9 78 4 ,28L .28L ,95)4133+0803 22 165-_ 38 7 8o 4 .25L .66 4._
)4134+0748 23 185-29 22 5 65 4 3.27 1.54 A0L
)4134+0120 7 191-33 38 23 81 4 ,25L ,44L ,44L
)4134+0016 38't92-34 31 13 78 7 25L .25L ,COL
)4134+0836 37 184-29 29 10 81 6 .25L .29L 1.12
)4135+0028 32 192-34 51 10 81 3 .29 .25L .COL
)4136+0836 28 184-29 14 3 175 6 .3gL .28L 1.05
)4138+0308 36 t90-32 40 19 79l 4 .25L .25L .COL
)4139+0238 9 190-32 35 9 60 7 .25L .25L .67
)4140+0103 38 192-33 20 10 78i 6 .25L .25L .81
)4141+0209 13 191-33 29 18 76 7 .25L .25L .41L
)4142+0020 192-34 3 841 .25L .25L ,45L
)4144+0819 ,;_ _, 9_185-29 80' 7 .61 ,28L .40L
)4148+0454 9 188-31 29 9 79 7 .59 .28L .40L
)4145+0439 35 188-31 44 13 61 5 .30L .26L .59
)4146+0004 48 193-34 54 12 78 3 .47L .25L .38
)4146+0224 28 i190-32 30 9 79 7 ,57 .25L .40L
)4147+0218 45 191-32 19 9 78 7 .28L .18: 1.43
)4147+0101 3 192-33 39 8 78 6 .52 .26L .40L
)4149+0125 11 _191-33 29 5 57 5 .25L .30L 2.19
)4150+0339 48 189-31 27 20 74 8 .25L ,25L .40L
)4151+0126 21 191-33 15 6 59 6 .25L ,27: 2,82
)4t55+0956 37 184-28 48 11 66 6 ,COL ,28L .68
)4158+0846 3 185-28 33 27 78 2 .46L .66L ,40L
)4158+0449 51 188-31 33 9 82 5 .87 .30: .40L
)4189+0220 59 191-32 57 12 81 3 .29 .25L ,COL
)4160+0105 43 192-33 31 29 166 2 .40L .27L ,COL
)4161+0306 27 190-32 41 11 80 7 .25L ,25L ,69
)4t62+0526 0 188-30 66 18 82 4 .25L .26L .40L
)4162+0139 1 191-32 96 16 82 2 ,19 ,25L .47L
)4164+0142 2 ; 191-32 26 8 80 7 .25L .25L .40L
)4164+0324 58 190-31 44 9 80 5 ,47 ,25L .COL
)4168+0923 24 184-28 22 5 81 5 2.74 1,25 .32:
)4165+0547 13 188-30 39 26 77 3 .25L ,36L ,COL
)4165+0623 51 187-30 39 10 84 5 .46 .27L .COL
)4166+0910 53 184-28 58 9 80 4 .34 .28L .COL
)4166+0313 54 190-31 43 15 80_ 4 .25L ,25L .42L
)4167+0144 37 191--32 79 35 82] 2 ,25L .49L .40L)4168+0952 21 184--27 41 22 82 .COL ,31L .COL)4169+o127 49 192-32 49 8 81,6 .25L .29L .COL
)4171+0235 21 191-32 69 18 78_713 .25L .25L .47)4172+o158 25191-32 38 lO 6 .25L .25L .86
)4174+041t 29 189-31 29 17 80J 5 _25L .25L .COL
)4175+0005 53 193-33 23 8 78 6 .25L ,25L 1.38
)4175+0955 1 184-27 36 18 62 3 .25L .32L ,34:
)4175+0458 371 189-30 38 17 78 5 .25L .27L .COL)4176+0045 193-33 53 14 763 .30L .25L .44)4177+093533164-27 30832 .26,_ .32,_ .co,_)417;,_+_00372,190-335041 7 3 .col .,5,_ .40,_)4179 -04429169_307122594 .25,_ .45,_ .col)4180.0 4188-2,731 157 co,)4180+0826 13 185-28 49 1. _, =_ .25L .26L .54
)4180+0114 12 192-32 75 8 81 4 .77L ,44L ,COL
)4182+0454 10 169-30 59 26 631 5 .25L .31L ,COL
)4184+0104 33 192-32 31 8 80 8 1.31 .36 .40L
)4186+0642 6 187-29 48 11 80 4 .40L .30L .60
)4187+0042 38 193-32 30 9 80 6 .25L ,25L .63
)4189+0122 9 192-32 26 6 80 4 3.37 1.19 .COL
)4189+0139 _6 192-32 32 29 166 2 .32L .55L .COL
)4191+0346 190-31 19 5 59 7 5.15 3.18 ,36:
)4191+0413 189-30 74 23 80 5 .26 .31 A0L
)4192+0355 190-30 21 6 60 7 .26L .18: 2,03
)4193+0605 321188-29 40 8 80 5 1.03 .34: .COL
)4196+0408 57' 190-30 31 17 60 6 .25L .29L ,40L
)4196+0445 121189-30 35 10 61 7 ,48 .25L ,COL
5 187-29 152 39 81 = .30L .30L .40L)4196+0706
)4198+0735 33;] 186-28 24 13 81 3 .26L .25L .55
34200+0934 29 185-27 64 20 82 3 .25L .27L ,40L
)4201+0511 12i189-30 45 3_i g 2 ,25L .68L .40L)4202+0857 19' 185-27 61 .81 .33L .COL
)4203+0425 18 189-30 102 20 _ 2 .25L .31L .48L)4205+0332 1190-30 35 17 I .25 .25 ,COL
)4207+0321 55:191-30 31 20 60 5 .25L .25L .40L
)4207+0627 37 188-29 32 6 80 3 7.70 4.15 34
P')a_
V RL 5i C100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
4.62LIBD AC J 1 2500000008
1.87L C DE
1.80 E D
1.64 D DM C
6.75L BD AC
1.21L B FHBI





1.96 E F EC
9,09L E HEA
8,24L E G















5.55L BD ACNF 9 9500000018
8.06L BC AB 2 9601403648
1.78 D KD C 6600000118!
8.97L D J C 9501400508'
9.09L D EJ DA 9442110818
1,13L AB AA 4 5_01130000
7,60L C C 9640503718
6.11 E D DS 9580400708
7,46L C G D 9501000008
6.88L D J B 96O13O3508
5.48 CCC AAA 9601001108
731L BB AA 1 960100O008:
1.co D HC 5601000008
1.go B J F B 6580000000
8.34L E HEC 95Cl110978
4,64L C D 6402000008
8.34L D EJ DO 195C2110888
1.60 C N HB 3501000100!
2.39 CB GHCS 3501000100'
1.86 8C KBS 8601000008
2.86 C GDC 7680000358
2.93 BB FEAA 5400000000
1.48 E C 4501000000 i
15.08L B BL K 9401000008
5.23L B AD 4400010008 [
1.26: BE I BC 26010100081
1.29L C HD 7600000000!
5.31L B AE 75001000081
3.68 DeC LFAB 7580100018
1.00L B BDE 9600030000
4,07: CF EDAB 9442301120
1,61 C N C 9400000108
8,20 DBC EAA 9441201128
7.64L B J L BA 8600101008
1.13 F C 96O2OO0O0O
5,06L BE AC 0 6401000008
7,52L C B L L = 3500000108
.92 D E 8600000000
2.20 BB LJ BB : 6601000008
1.80 E KI 8, 9600001018
6.52L D G i 5400110068
3.23 C HEB i 4480210068
4.88L B B E 5400000008
1,74L BBD AAD 1 4700001000
1.01 C H E 2600000000
1.11L C CC 2701010000
1.89L C DE 5700000000
1.55 D E C A 4600000008
1.29 E MMDD 55011000602.04 D J 6700000008
1.44 C J L S 5_000
4.12L C CM 0400000008
2.00 BB J AS 4601000000
1.79 B L B 9680000010
3.89 BB GEAA 0480000120
3.04 E E GHB 9680000318
2.09 D D F C 7600000028
1,02L C C 360000000O
1.88 F I O 5701000010
1.6o FC!E._ 2_ooo13o1.48 6601000008
1.25L BD AB F 0 3602001000
1.COL C J E F 0600000GO0
1,55 B F C 3600000000
1.94 B J G i 9601000170
I
1.00L BD AC 0 6600000000
1,09L C CC 26000OO000
1.54 BC BB 2501000000
1.00L BC AA D 7 ,5600001000
1.00 E MI C 250000000O
1.13L ABC AAEN 3 4610100000
1.63 C G C 7400000110
4.25 DBB DBAA 6300110000
1.08L BD BCD 0 1600001000
1.77 B KF C , 7402000010
1.19L B B I 9601000000
I+04 D F 1601000000
t.00L C FHDD 1600000100
2.67 C C 5700000030
1.07 D I ! 6601001000
1.68L C B E 2700000000
1.02 C GF B 650000000O
2,20 C G B 9581001338
2,11 F J D i 9680100368
1.00L ODD AAB 9 2600000000
Associations
Name Type _ Ma 6
1 13 111679K0 2 77
2 13 111680 B8 6 50
1 "41 04120+0644 29 3
1 "41 04120+0622 11 4
C
3 "13 111688M0 [ 21 85
F
1 "41 64126+0831 i 37 1
6
2 16 01534 G5 : 40 69
I
A 4 "13 11169693 [ 21 42
2 "41 04129+0840 [ 12 4
3 "13 111700M2 ! 2 gO
2 1 "41 04129+0844 58 4
I
2 "41 04130+0828 11 4
2
EIC 61 2 9
i
3 "41 04134+0836 28 1
1 13 111706 G5 5 85
2 "10 M+00-!1-037 22
C 1 32 X0414+021 58 12
1 i 13 1117191=2 4 77
I
3 I 9 U03003 25 151
I2_'13 111722G5
31"10 M+00-11-041 34 73
8 1 10 M+00-11-046 71
8 5 "10 M+00-11-047 107
13 111732 K2 2 8113 111735 G5 80
8 1 13' 111741 G5 39 77
8 1 32 X0416+016 44 8
1 2 DO 747 66 96
1 13 111744 G5 26 85
2 12' ZG 416+03 58 148
8
4 9 U03014 41 146
i
8 1 101 M+00-12-005 13
3 13 111756 G5 8 58
1 t31 t11764K2 2 80 _-_
1 12 ZG 419+03 24 151
1 2 DO 761 84 90
1 12 ZG 419+07 14 151
2, 13 111779K5 3 85
1 "41 04203+0425 46 12
1 i 1 EVTAU 12 3
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 8) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
324




34206+0351 53.7 41 190-30 58 20 59 4
34210+0400 1.6 58 190-30 40 12 61 5
34210+0816 3.5 15 186-28 68 37 83 2
34211+0920 7.2 47 185-27 40 6 82 3
34212+0836 14.4 47 186-27 33 4 81 3
34213+0555 21.0 40 188-29 52 7 80 3
34215+0519 31.3 33 189-29 73 27 82 3
34215+0712 33.9 19 187--28 45 10 81 3
34218+0642 40.5 34 188-28 55 10 81 3
;)4217+0914 42.4 9 185-27 47 19 82 2
04217+0214 43.6;41 192--31 100 37 79 2
04218+0059 49.7 5 193--32 37 18 59 6
04219+0441 56.0 43 189-29 29 16 84 2
04222+0505 13.2 9 189-29 46 14 80 3
04222+0058 14.8 8 193-32 29 25 78 4
04224+0758 28.7 36 187-27 32 28 81 3
04224+0254 28.8 34 191-30 78 32 79 2
04225+0059 32.5 193--31 34 19 61 4
04226+0944 37.0 26 185-26 53 10 82 3
04226+0222 40.9 16 192-31 60 14 59 6
04227+0214 47.7 31 192-31 17 3 57 6
04229+0056 56.5 17 193-31 57 8 79 5
04229+0531 57.(] 57 189-29 28 9 81 3
04230+0250 0.(3 48 191-30 39 17 78 4
04231+0343 6.4 14 191-30 64 12 80 2
04232+0301 15.1 25 191-30 61 14 81 3
04233+0502 19._ 2 189-29 62 24 83 3
04233+0415 23.2 40 190-29 23 6 81 3
04234+0034 29.7 0 194-31 58 8 79 3
04235+0133 34.8 43 193-31 73 29 76 2
04236+0537 38.C 14 189-29 45 39 80 204238+0oo5..li 9 183-28 53 26 8312
04237+0509 ¢2.6 57 189-29 84 19 82 2
04238+0829 54.0' o 186-27 51 8 83 2
04239+0240 54.0' 40 192-30 80 30 84 2
04239+0927 57.6 12 185-26 45 20 82 3
04240+0810 3.6 11 187-27 35 14 67 2
04240+0323 5.2 13 191-30 53 17 81 3
04241+0658 9.4 57 188-28 30 11 82 2
04242+0443 12.4 9 190-29 37 17 84 3
04243+0405 23.2 26 190-29 67 15 80 2
04243+0158 23.4 4 192--31 74 8 83 2
04249+0715 57.3 36 188--27 28 81
04250+0502 1.3 21 190--29 36_ 29 85! 3
04250+0220 2.3 8 192-30 51 29 85 2
04253+0857 21.1 13 186-26 85 37 80 2
04254+0702 25.8 33 188-27 27 12 82 3
04254+0144 27.3 54 193-30 38 3 83 3
04256+0719 36.7 6 188-27 38 14 82 3
04256+0443 36.9 1 190-29 80 29 82 2
04256+0618 40.0 43 189-28 56 12 82 3
04257+0033 43.1 9 194-31 76 36 84 2
04259+0116 56.2 10 193-31 22 6 83 3
04259+0422 58.3 6 190-29 65 201 80 2
04261+0738 7.1 37 187-27 24 12 81 3
04261+0722 10.2 28 188-27 71 10' 82 3
04262+0903 16.6 13 186-26 55 8 80 2
04262+0145 17.1 40 193-30 49 8 82 3
04264+0950 27.8 11 186-26 26 6 82 3
04264+0539 28.3 8 189-28 71 28 80 2
04269+0503 59.8 21 190-28 27 6 81 3
04272+0724 13.0 31 188-27 23 18 84 3
04273+0306 18.042 192-29 69 29 80 2
04274+0649 29.C 54 188-27 82 19 81 2
04275+0920 32.7 55 186-26 59 14 80 2
04276+0203 38.2 19 193-30 89 17 84 2
04276+0849 39.4 25 187-26 48 10 81 3
04277+0058 45.1 32 194-30 70 25 81 3
04278+0446 48.1 6 190-26 _ 72 22 82 2
04281+0716 8._ 14 188-27 50 12 823
04281+0454 9.1 44 190-28 95 21 80 2
04282+0526 17.7 6 190-28 56 12 82 3
04283+0641 22.9 6 189-27 31 9 81 3
04284+0731 28.4 25 188-27 30 7 82 3
04285+0213 30.7 39 193-30 47 9 81 3
04285+0824 31.4 16 187-26 50 11 82 3
04286+0544 37.2 14 190-28 51 10 81 3
04287+0803 44.5 15 188-26 40 10 82 3
04287+0539 47.9 55 190--28 74 24 84 2
04289+0203 57.6 57 193--30 24 3 81 3
04290+0914 2.8 48 187-25 79 23 82 3
04290+0214 4.5 37 193-29 46 11 83 2
04292+0409 17.1 19 191-28 53 33 82 3
04293+0640 18.8 18 189-27 54 9 82 3
04293+0807 20.0 29 188-26 48 12 82 3
04293+0956 20.7 57 186-25 22 13 82 3
04294+0518 24.9 17 190-28 66 14 82 3
04294+0150 28.6 55 193-30 52 8 173 3
04296+0338 36.2 34 192-28 20 8 157 2
04300+0256 5.4 40 132-29 116 28 83 2
04301+0547 10.945 190-27 31 23 84 2
04303+0932 23.0163 186-25 45 8 83 3
04305+0514 31.6'58 190-27 21 9 82 3
04305+0734 34.6 40 188-26 27 6 82 3
04306+0548 37.4 40 190-27 33 29 84 2
 30g+oo556.612195-oo38 12 842
04310+0918 4.4 23_7187-26 40 15 81 304311+0933 8.6 187-25 ' 40 2 83 2
04311+0606 11.8 1 190-27 76 25 82 3
04313+0343 19.E 49 192-28 67 10 83 3
Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 ttm





































































































1.68 C I C 6581010000
.97: DBC EAB 8601000300
1.46 D D 3500000010
1.49L D BE 5701000000
1.06L BC AAEL 2 1500000000
Declination: 0"-+ 10"
Flags Associations
V _ I _2 T Name _'_100 _m Flux Co_ A Confusion S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S # Type Ma8
"41 04208+0351 25 84 "41 04210+0400 24 7
2 ! 13 111791A2 12 50
13 11792 M0 10 90
13 111793 K0 13 81
















1.10L B AG K
1.46 C GMB
1.14L D C
1.33L C B I




1.63 C D C
1.48 D L D
2.23 C D
1.52 F L
1.36 C D C
2.83 DC J HBC
2.33 B KJ EB
C
C
2 9 U0303g 31 156
1.25L BB AB 3 9601002000 1 13 1118O4F0 1 90
1.O4L B IiADBD 5601000000 1 "41 04229+0056 22 61.00L B 4600000000 1 13 111807 K0 7 75
2.84 EC J CB
1.44L E CD
1.01L C L D
1.79 C M F












1.35L D K B F
1.07L C AE
2.81 C E E
2.37 D D
2.17 E C
3.01 F J F
2.66 CC BC
1.12L BD AC




3.49 CCC_ CBDC2.82 E DC
1.61 CC HCB




































8 1 32 X0423+050 103 8
2 13 ' 111814 K0 4 65
1 "41 _04234+0033 38 3
C
1 13 111324 G5




2 t3 111840 K0
6 32 X0425 + O47
2 13 111842 K5
F 3 13 111845B8
4
1 12 ZG 426+07
8 1 32 X0426+073
1.42L C B E E
5.28L CBE AAB 4 0500000008 3 4 TMSS +10061
1.58 F F 3601OOOO0O


























1.25L D F B
1.03L C BE
1.97 D B
3.12 CC G AA
1.21L B AH
5.29 , CC GDAA
102LB AE J
2.30 ' CC FAA
1.17L' B CDK
3.05 CC FGBB
1.40 C M B
1.OOL CD ABE 5 4510002000
2.29 D ! FFD 4600000118
1A5L C DC 3500010000
1.66 C E 4600000000
3.86 CC KFAA 1500000000
1.05L C N H B ' i 0600000000
3.25 CE MCB' 6681000118
1.39L C E 16000100(30
1.85 D CD 3502000000 i
1.34 C E 36OOOO0000
1.68 D B 8500000020
1.46 D LLHB 8601000110
3.08: CC GAA 7580000108
2.64 ECBB DAAB 0 3500001230
1.OOL DC BAJ M 1 0700010000
2.08 D H MD 8582000130
1.13L F EF 1400000000
1.45: BD F ABHD 0 4500000120
1.89 C F B 6600000000
2.25 B C DMD 66800001201.34L A F 5600100000
3 9 U03061
1 13 111855 K5
3 9 U03066
2 13 111863 G5
5 9 U03071
1 2 DO 794
1 12 ZG 428+08






















1 12 ZG 429+06




2 22 $251 166 2100
C 13 9 U03087 24 141
1 9 U03088 83 180
8'2 22 $251 439 2100
1 13 111888G5 7 65
2 13 111890K0 4 61
8 1 32 X0431+060 40 8
I 13 111895 11 88





h-re. • . (s) £3 I b C) £3 (') N
04314+0527 28.359190-27 57 8 81 3
04314+0238 30.¢ 33193-29 28 18 813
04315+0156 34.934194-29 49 23 833
04316+0849 38.(] 21187-25 71 10 81 ' 3
04316+0338 38.851192-28 _ 59 10 823
[)4318+0413 53.116192-28 49 7 823
04323+0618 18.847190-26 60 11 823
34324+0753 25.9 4 t88-25 91 17 81 2
34329+0901 59.917187-25 21 18 863
34331+0536 9.618190-27 53 19 82 31
34332+0209 t2.324194-29 28 6 823
)4332+0254 12.816193-28 33 24:802
)4332+0241 14.854193-28 61 151802
)4333+0141 18.22194-29 59 11 823
)4334+0508 29.42 _191-27 85 36 802
)4339+0510 54.638191-27 63 13 802
)4339+0512 55.225191-27 40 8 823
)4340+0858 4.210188-25 35 28 813
)4346+0507 36.946191-27 22 211702
)4346+0458 37.737191-27 66 27 843
)4346+0926 37._ 40187-24 58 12 8213
)4354+0638 24.E 14190-26 62 10 823
)4355+0814 ]1.613 t88-25 24 8 823
)4355+0956 ]2.4 5187-24 37 16 833
)4355+0835 '33.444188-24 61 9 822
)4356+0349 41.444 t93-27 i 74 21 81 : 3
)4357+0436 44.919192-27 46 17 832
)4358+0232 49.359194-28 74 24 802
)4358+0030 49.54 196-29 176 31 802
)4358+0957 53.8 7187-24 63 28 81 2
)4360+0759 1.851189-25 30 10 823
)4380+0643 5.1119190-25 18 6 823
)436t+0149 11.952194-28 31 21 803
)4362+0244 14.025194-28 60 18 81 3
14363+0002 18.5_18196-29 53 17 82 3
14363+0746 23.521189-25 42 1t 833
14364+0401 24.87192-27 41 17 813
.355+0,3835.747192_26
_4366+0315 39.050193-27 21 I
_1368+0422 49.837192-27 24 16 823
4*370+0438 5.750192--26 31 15 833
,4374+0715 29.312190--25 24 15 812
4.379+0421 56.330192-26 72 25! 80 2
,4379+0941 58.132188--23 58 24 1833
4*380+0024 3.935196-28 58 8 81 3
4384+0632 25.0 7190-25 35 7 8234386+0849 36.71_!188-24 36 26 803
4386+0950 37.640187-23 45 15 823
4386+0905 37.933188-24 54 29 822
4388+0309 49.619194--27 64 8 823
4389+0400 54.316193-26 32 23 823
4389+0852 57.010188-24 80 26 842
4389+0450 57.144192--26 44 9 82 3
4393+0603 20.022191-25 44 13 83 3
4393+0033 20.040196-28 41 12 82 2
4393+0428 23.011192-26 55 16 85 2
4394+0315 29.9 2194-27 78 19 83 3
4395+0946 34.741 188-23 80 27 84 2
4396+0912 39.019188-23 71 33 84 2
4396+0647 40.2 0190-25 30 7 82 3
4399+0125 59.9 9195-28 74 38 83 2
4403+0031 21.031 196--28 42 8 82 3
4403+0219 21.433195--27 50 13 852
4404+0206 26.86195--27 75 9 823
4405+0039 34.312196--28 56 8 823
4408+0310 a.9.950194--26 30 9 82 3
4414+0844 25.450 t89--23 43 13 833
4415+0155 30.359 196--27 64 12 84 2
4416+0941 37.522188--23 74 14 83 3
4418+0831 51.145'189--23 40 14 82 3
4420+0928 2.46188-23 91 11 812
4420+0354 4.418193-26 37 7 _ 34423+0923 19.448188--23 30 6 o_: ! O
4425+0753 32.'/ 22 190-23 25 10 82 3
4426+0121 41.4 19 196-27 89 34 83 2
4435+0118 33.7 14 196-27 42 9 83 3
4438+0324 48.5 58 194-26 48 13 83' 3
4438+0813 51.4 38 190-23 50 10 82'3
4442+0207 16.5 42 195-26 70 28 82 3
4449+0049 55.3 0 197-27 47 8 84 2
4455+0008 30.3 42 197-27 67 8 82 3
4457+0051 47.1 56 197-27 34 26 86 2
4458+0237 50.7 40 195-26 35 10 82 3
4459+0531 55.2 6 193 24 38 7 82 3
4459+0043 56.837197-27 60 11 84 2
4459+0745 58.5 10 190-23 25 5 82 3
4459+0052 59.1 52 197-27 36 17 58 3
4461+0330 8.1 8 194-25 38 8 83 3
4462+0829 13.1 23 190-22 68 12 82 3
4463+0043 19.7 45 197-27 41 35 73 3
4467+0118 44.5 19 197-26 37 7 83 3
4470+0314 2.(_ 30 195-25 22 8 83 3
4470+0023 5.632 197-27 64 24 82 2
4471+0652 8.132 191-23 43 6 82 3
4472+0725 13.748191-23 41 12 85 2
4473+0826 23.4 7 190-22 56 10 83 3
4474+0802 29.7 59 190-22 52 15 83 3
4475+0918 34.7 21 189-22 37 6 82 3
4476+0639 36.5 40 192 23 48 9 82 3













































































































(Not Color Corrected) Y L C
25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R
1.21L C E D
2.36 C B
1.75 F I C
1.45L C C
1.43L B B H
1.23L BC AC
1.00L D CE H
1.41L C GCK
1.84 CM LC
1.41 C I C











C 2 13 111896A0 6 57
1 13111900K5 31 87
1 13 11t898K0 26 78
1 2 DO805 70 106
1 2 DO806 46 108
1 10 M+01-12-012 130
3.94 CCCC GAAB 1 5580000000
1.75 E e 9600000018
1.59L C FEB 960100000(
1.13L C B 4600000000
1.51 E D 7501000030
1.87 C C B 7581100030
1.11L C B M 7601100020
1.56 C G F 4500000010
1.43 C K Ci 7501000000
1.54 C C i 9501000000
I
1.95 CC L BB' 3700000000
1.0OL B IBHI 2601000000
2.602"16BBCCAAABc!,_ 1 9600000100150000000015
1.19L D C 3600000000
2.35 C H B 7500000120
1.98 D F F 6501000000
1.94 E C 8601000208
1.50 D C 23OOOO0O2O
1.73 F KC 9700000100
1.00L E CC L 16000OO000
1.06L BC AAI F 2600000000
1.70 C L GC 260000001O
2.55 CE HDD 9681000218
1.24 FD AGDC 2401000000
1.00L C BHH 0600000000
2.37 C L C 9580000210
2.38L ]C :AE H 9501000278
3.67 D KC 3580000548
3.06 C C J A 9580OOO340
3.67 DE J B 9580000148
1.77 EC GDB 46OOOOOOOO
2.13 D ME 9581000330
1.68 C L C 7701000000
2.05 CC CAB 1300000OOO
1.00L BC ABF 22600001000
3.11 C D F 9680000430
1.58L C D D 4700000000
1.70 F HGJ D 8680000120
6.18L D B 6400000008
1.68 D D 7700000010 :
2.23 E K F E 8680000320
4.98L BC AC 2 9401000028
1.25 CC NBA 0500000000
1.18L D B 1500000000
t.18: CF CB 9600000100
2.86 C L B 56OOOOOO48
1.67 D C ' 6600000O0O
1.50 F KC ' 8701000020
2.32 DCFD AAAA 9 144000000022
1.47 D F ' 5600000010
5.10 CC DAA 1400000000
1.39L F D 2700010000
1.46L B B K 1500000010
1.71 CC DCB 4500000000
2.16L B ADLF 9681000058
1.B4 CC BC 4500000000
1.26L C B 0600000000
1.88L C BC 4701000000
1.51L C BCE 1500000010
2.O6L F F GJ 0600100000
1.00L BC AA 1 0700001000
1.63L CE BB 00600100000
1.00L E CE 2500O000O0
1,18 C C 5700000000
2.O6 E KB 5580000120
1.95 CC I BB 2500000008
1.37L B BE 4500000010
2.22 C MJ E 4500000126
1.57 F E C 7501000120
1.00L D FE 1500000000
1.82 E C C 8500100350
1.00L B B t 4600000000
1.00L CF AC 90500010000
1.00L !C B L 8601000060
1.07L IBC A B 1 0500000000
2.86 D FHDC 9480200350
1.00L BC AB 1
1.56L C J BE 0500000000
1.53 C E D 9501000200
1.00L BC AD N 1 6600000000
4.95 ECC CAB 0300001000
1.43 F J LC 7500000100
1.00L BC AAE 0 0600000000
1.COL C D F 060000000O
1.14L BD AE 10700000000
1.70 DC BB 0701000000
1.24L BC AA K 1 2600000000
1.00L CE BD 0 0500000000
1.62: CC FHAA 1600000000
2 12 ZG 433+02 42; 156
8 32 X0433+051 103 8
8
8
9 U03107 35 165
1 21DO8t7 73 93
5 11RX TAU 3 4
I 13 111943 K0 18 85
8
1 1 CL TAU 71 3
4 13 111950 MA 2 83
4 3 9 U03117 40 151
2 131111954F0 4 55
2 13 1t1959K5 5 86
C 1 32 X0436+032 128 12
8 9 U03125
I 10 M+00-12-065 110
81 146
2 13 111976 M0 2 88
4i
1 BY TAU 21 3
4 1 BZ TAU 49 3
2 6 N1642 9
1 13112605 K0 8 80
1 131112008 K5 20 90
2 10 M+00-12-073 80
1 2 DO843 56 106
1 27 MKNI084 5
1 13112025 K 16 86
1 13112030 K0 26 86
1 13 112031 K5 5 80
1 13 112037 K5 7 85
2 9 U03158 7 148
1 13 112066K2 29 83
8
C 1 32 X0445+008 70 12
1 13 112091 G5 1 66
2 13 112093K2 4 85
1 13 112094K0 27 86
1 13 112095 K5 2 77
C 1 32 X0445+008 120 12
2 13 112098K0 17 61
4 12 ZG 447+03 43 156
7 "13 1t21O6F8 4 32
1 13 112112 22 85
1 "41 04476+0639 9 3
4 9 U03180 61 150








ham. 8 i a 8 Coords SMJSMN : O ]2/xmo , (s) C) 1 b C) £3 )
04478+0126 52.5 34 _197-26 62 12 82 3
04478+0848 52.5 53 190-22 43 8 82 3
04479+0616 55.1 32 192-23 25 12 _3!304479+0555 57.4 32 192-23 31 12
134479+0846 58.9 56 190-22 49 14 823
04483+0736 19.5 46 191-22 54 10 82 !3
04483+0303 20.7 31 195-25 31 5 82'3
04485+0531 32.5 11 193-24 34 12 83 !3
04486+0003 39.8 22 198-26 73 38 862
04489+0819 56.6 54 190-22 88 18 83 2
04490+0009 0.1 1 196-26 80 31 81 2
04490+0525 0.3 16 193-23 23 10 83 !3
044_ +0_6 i1246 13 1_--22 24 83304492+0024114.93196-26 63 _ 63 3
04492+0426 16.2 16 '194-24 36 11 82 30`492+0012,6,8112196-26_I0228 962044_+023025.713 196-25 32 19 61 2
04495+0436 32.3131 194--24 31 8 83 3
04496+0125 )6.7 35 197-25 33 6 82 3
04496+0826 37,5 3 190-22 27 5 82 3
04496+0231 38.g 0 196-25 62 25 87 2
04496+0932 39.3 41 189-21 102 26 85 2
04496+0915 139.4 24 190-21 65 13 83 2
04496+0948 39.9 35 189-21 90 19 83 2
04496+0355 40.4 20 195-24 57 16 82 2
04497+0946 45.0 55 189-21 34 9 84 3
04498+0053 53.7 8 197-26 32 9 82 3
04499+0816 58.3 54 191-22; 43 11 82 2
04501+0443 11.8 50 194--24 69 14 83 3
04501 +0138 11,9 6 197--25 72 29 81 2
04502+0258 16,7 32 195-25 24 8 83 3
04502+0818 17.1 50 191-22 56 12 83 2
04503+0114 23.1 53 197-25 45 12 83 3
04504+0930 26.4120 190--21 58 13 84 3'
04506+0642 38.8!50 192--22 84, 28 82 2
04507+0225 46.7'36 196--25 27 i 6 82 3
04507+0358 47.2147 195-24 38 10 82 3
04508+0102 53.2'56 197-25 33 5 82 3
04509+0658 54.5j10 192-22 32 11 85 2
04509+093554847 190-21 37 21 84 3i
I04009+093055.olI 19o-21 45 9 83 3
0,510+0,04 1152195-24 80; 8 84 3
045t2+0819 12.5 14 191-21 60 33 85 2
04513+0104 20.7 25 197-25 29 7 84 3
134514+0938 26.9 29 190-21 71 18 85 2:
04515+0647 32.9 43 192-22 93 20 85 2
04516+0221 37.9 32 196-25 44 ] 9 84 31
04516+0745 40.234 191-22 53i 9 83 3
04516+0851 41.8 19 190-21 37 I 5 83 3
04517+0903 42.4 46 190-21 83 18 85 2
04520+0311 1.5 14 196-24 371 6 84 3
04520+0741 5.7 58 191-22 301 5 83 3
04520+0520 5.8 39 194-23 45 12 _ _i04524+0020 28.5'18 198-25 38 _ 9
04525+0530 31.4 26 193-23 39 11 83 3
04527+0716 44.0 54 192-22 51 9 83 3
04528+0044 48.2'46 196-25 56 16 86 2
04528+0234 52.3 32 196-24 59 13 84 4
04528+0259 53.3 45 196-24 26 4 63 4
04530+0021 2.9 23 196-25 55 10 84 3
04533+0209 23.9 3 197-24 26 14 81 3
04534+0154 29.2 44 197--24 50 i 11 82 4
04535+0204 32.9136 197-24 32 11 82 4
04536+0055 36.0'12 196-25 112 25 84 2
04538+0257 52.8;20 196-24 82 29 83 2
04539+0853 56.8 54 191-21 65 10 82 2
0,540+0852 0.6 15 191-21 44 15 84 2
04540+0052 4.(_ 13 198-25 68 32 85 2
04542+0126 13.7 37 197-24 38 4 82 4
04542+0442 15.1 46 194-23 47 8 82 2
04543+0242 19.4 9 196-24 52 8 83 3
04545+0406 35.8 34 195-23 74 14 85 2
04546+0709 39.5 60 192-21 77 8 85 2
04547+0036 45,4 43 198-25 51 8 83 3
04552+0905 12.g 2 191-20 21 5 85 4
04557+0022 43,1 40 199-25= 44 11 84 3
04559+0138 57.4 18 196-24 22 5 84 3
04559+0655 58.4 24 193-21 26 5 86 4
04,562+0830 14,5 14 191-20' 22 10 85 4
04562+0803 17.7 22 192-21 26 5 86 4
04563+0058 20.3 57 198-24 78 35 84 2
04565+0454 30.3 2 1_5-22 29 6 86 4
04566+0147 37.8 21 198-24 42 34 89 2
04566+0532 40.3 37 194-22 30 9 86 3
04567+,44 43.639195-22 67 24 8_!_o4572+o12312.42_198-24 53 2_04574+0423 25.7 195-22 45
04574+0`43 28.7 51'195-22 75 25 8613
04575+0312 30.4 48 196-23 30 9 85 4
04576+0912 ;37.E 35 191-20 50 9 86i3
04578+0`19 52.1 19 195-22 43 26 84 3
04580+0018 1.8 56 199-24 50 12 83 3
04581+0429 8.4143 195-22 22 5 86 4
04582+0927 15.31 49 191--19 52 10 86 3
04582+0110 17.3 29198-24 51 12 85 2
04584+0705 _26.3 20 193-21 68 11 87 204_+0515 26757 195-22 34 5 86
o,585+0610 307201_-21 28 8_ ,_0,585+0626 35_23 193-21 32 8
04585+0729 !35.8 57 193-20 31 8 86 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






























































































.83 ] .37L .40L
.25L ] .26L .84
.28 I .28L .40L
.32 I .81L .40L
2.37 .67 .40L
.39 .25L .40L
.25L I .32: 2.56
.25LI .47 1.60
1.35 F D ; 2400000000
1.00L BBB AAB 01 3600000000
1.00L DCC GAA 0; 2500101000
3.57L BD AC 01 6500000008
1.06L F EL 0500010000
3.24 C HE 8500100230
1.37L C BG 8600110020
1.42 C I D 2500100010
1.47 C KB 2701000010
4.42 D C D B A B 5500000008
1.72 F F D 86O000010O
1.00L D E 25O0O00000
1.02L B A K 2600000000
1.16L CD AC 2 0600000000
Flags Associations
V L C
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A .Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Mag
1.07LIC B 2500000000 1 13 112125 K5 18 86
1.09L)BE AF N 0 1600110000 2 13 112124A0 8 43
2.10 CC LAA 0400000000 1 "41 04479+0616 53 4
2.23 CC BBS 0540000100 3 9 U03181 50 145
1,99 !DECC J BB 15001100001.00L RD 0 0600000000 2 13 112135M0 9 85
1.00L CBF AAB 7 0500000000 1 1 EPORI 28 3
1.00L !B BE 0600000000 3 13 112142 63 5 37
1.13 C E 556000O120 8
1.44L C DG 0700000000
1.48 D K L D 6500000130 8
6.10 FCC FDAA 1400000000
1.56: B DE ABEB 0602000100 1 10 M+01-13-005 145
1.63 C K C 7500001010"
1.00L C EE 0500000000 1 13 112156K2 5 85
1.49 D H D 5501100010
1,7 01450010o.0c1.00L CF 0500010000 2 13 112159K0 813.72L BD AC I 6300000008 1' 13 112163K2 ' 80
1.30L BD AA I 2 0700001000 1 8 EIC73 1 10
2.08 C HI C 4501100340 [ C 1 32 X0449+025 53 12
2.43 D MB 7502000410
1.57L F D 7601000000 1 13 112162 K0 39 83
1.09L F D 9700100000
1.00L F I A 0500000000
1.07L B B 9700100000 1 13 112166 K0 1 75
3.95L C S 6300010008 1 13 112168 K2 41 88
1.43L C G 0700000000 1 13 112169K0 10 85
1.01: CC CA 2500000000
1.24 E C 55000O0018
5.26 CC FAA 3300000100 3 9 U03193 37 146
1.35L C DC 2700000000
1.60 CC KBC 9401000008 3 9 U03194 15 153
3.06 C BGB 7501000140 8
7 13 112179 M0 8 56
1 12 ZG 450+03 18 1501 13 112182 KO 81
8I
81 1 13 112183K5 4 86
1 10 M+00-13-025 53,
J
3 13 112197 B3 12 38
1 1 FG ORI 16 3
3 4 TMSS +10073 72 251.35L BBC AACH 0 0640000000
1.81L C D 1600000000
10.47 CCCC OAAA 01 1300000000
1.08L BC AADM 0 0600000000















1.33 D G F
4.12L BC AB I 0 9500000008
1.00L C CF 0500000000
1.00L C OK 3500000000
1.09L C C B F 0500000200
1.32L C BH M 1600000000
1.74L C I B I 4600000000
1.24L BC AC I 0600000000
1.13L F C 4701010000
3.66L:BBD AAD 2 0500000008 01
1.001 'BD AC
1.75L C G CC
1.07L 'BC AA
1.39 F J C D
3.23 DCB NEAA
1.47 E H
2.12 CD CI BB
1.73 C ECO
1.70 F D D
1.OOL BE CC






1.0OI C E H
1.62L C EL D
1.68L BC lAB E 1
1.00L D IC G
2.48 DCC DAB
3.47 FCC FAA
4 9 U03201 26 131
5 13 112203 K0 6 55
0500OOOO00
4700000000 1 2 DO 908 23 103
0500000000 2 22 $260 275 1320
2500000000
3501000 100
21 15000000001500000000 1 16 01773 29 145
3660000000 1 13 112212 K5 5 87
0500100000 2 12 ZG 453+02 68 ' 146
15OOOOOO08
0400100100 3 9 U03207 50 143
25O0100000




























2 13 112248 KO 14 82
4
1 2 DO922 79 98
1 13 112278 G5 4 77
6 13 112281 KO 4 46
2 2 DO925 85 90
3 2 DO929 23 98
5 9 U03223 6 140
4 9 U03224 68 143
1 13 112298 K2 5 81
1 12 ZG 457+04 34 153
2 t3 112308 K0 3 70
1 13 112317 K5 4 88
2 2 00940 31 90
2 13 112319 K5 13 85
1 12 ZG 458+07 87 151





a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O





































































































































Flux Density [ Rags
(Not Color Corrected)
12 ttm 25 ttm 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(/L,_ky)
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Associations
v LIc
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type Mag
I  0000010 +15078 25
00002000 112334 K0 51
00000000
FC EE! 00000010 U03229 156
00000000 01809 1300
C BC 00110000 112345 A0 85
D FE 00000210
C D 01000130 X0459+002 8




C :J F 01000250
CD HC _)00000
; ¢_011000
_1100870 XOSO0 +011 12
X0500+011 12

















































































































.40L 2.51 C LKE
A0L 2.75 C :ME
.40L 1.00L I _L
.40L 1.95 C ) C
.8O 2.17 BC BA
.40L 1.74 C ; D
1.68 2.53 )CC iAB
1.36 4.05 B C ) A A
.40L 1.40 C . B
.76 1.01 : C C : B F
.40L 1.06L )
.40L 2.02 C . D
.40L 1.45 C _ A
.40L 1.15 C D
.40L 1.38 r_ B
.40L 1.41 C E
.40L 1.00L 3 K
.43L 1.71 C . MB
.40L 1.79 C GC
1.22 3.40 CC .3AB
.40L 1.00L .3 F
.40L 2.15 C E
,40L 2.55 C J C
.40L 1.90 E F
.401 1,23L _ _. E
.47L 2.32 [ E E
.40L 1.00L C
.40L 1.92 F C 1
.401. 1.21 L I
.44[ 1,19 [ MFE
14.25 6.27 BC( AAt
.40| 1.00t DH
,401 1.001. CH
.401 1.00L C A
,45 1.281 D GDF
.401 1.00t
,401 1.071 C B
.401 1.27 ( I (
.40i 1.61 I l
.401 1.40 ] F C I
.401 1.18 I (
238 t.52 BCI AAI
.73 1.13 DI CI
,53 1.61 DI DDI
.90 2.06: Ci FBI
.97 1.56: MDI
,40 1.001 F I
.40 5.15l ,D
.40 1.171 ; H









.4( 2.02 ; ;J
3.61 6.18 EC BA
.4( 1.48 "
.5 * 1.85 =1 L
1.1_ 2.58 C A
.4( 133 ; )
.41 1.4_ ; } D




.6: 1.7( E q I E
.4_ 2.91 L
.41 1.2! .3 3K
.41 1.0'
.4, 1.6, 3 3E
.8 2.1: C I E
.4 1,7, F
.4 1.0, I
11.1 3.71 CB( AAI
.4 1.3 BC AB_
.4 1.2i












































112509 F505091 + 0508 196- .2 .';
05O91+OO58 i200 1 { .; .5 1.1 CD( AD(
:,_ .', 4.5 D A 4400100' 112508 K0
05091+0520 1196- . :_ 1.3 C A 112511 K0
05092+0646 [ 195 ' L.







Right Ascension: 05h09_22"-05 h16m42°
Position(1950)
!
Name ] Oa]actic Unc¢rtainty
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
h_m. o8, (s) (") I b (") (") (')
05093 + 0802 18
05094+0648 18
05094 + 0524 19
05095+0913 17
O5096 + 08O1 18
05098 + 0653 18
05100+0614 19
05101 +0244 20
05102 + 0824 17
05102 + 0239 20
05102 + 0946 .17
05103 + 0402 .20


































05137 + 0625 ;- 1
05137+0242 )-2
05140+0021 --2
05142 + 0924 |- 1





05147 + 0657 5-'
05147+0608 _- l
05147 + 0846 4-"
05147+0150 0-:
05148+070i 5-
05148 + 0525 7 --









05155 + 0238 )9 -
05155+0702 )5-
05155+0819 )4-
05155 + 0636 _6-




05156 + 0736 95-
05157+0215














05165 + 0232 200
05166+0737 195
05166+0525 197
05167 + 0758 195
05167+0835 194
05167+0116 201
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 vm 25 p,m 60 vm
(Jansky)
.56 .27L .40L I
!,10 .57 A0L I
,25L ] ,25L 1.02 I
.76 .34 .40L I
















































































































































































































































































































(s) ( ('9 C)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































































































































































112691 K0 85 :
112692 G5 80
ZG 520+03 153 ,_
112705 K2 75
X0520+09O 1







a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. . , (s) ('9 I b ('3 £3 (')
05211+0045 202-
05211 +0623 197-






05215 + 0225 200 -
05216 + 0627 197 -





05218 + 0722 196-
05219 + 0028 202 -
05219+0820 195-
05219 + 0833 195 -
05219 + 0206 .;'01-
05220 + 0407 199-
05220 +0721 196-
05221 +0141 !01 -
05221 +0148 _1 -
05221 + 0623 97-
O5221 +0651 96-
05222 + 0233 _)0-
05222+0956 94-
05222 + 0634 97-
05223 + 0716 96 -
05224 + 0808 95 -
05224 + 0907 94-
05224 + 0618 97-'
05224+0108 02-"
05227 +0559 97-'
05229 + 0911 94-'
05229+0647 97-1
05229 + 0632 _7-1
05229 + 0330 30-1
05229 + 0905 _5-1
05229+0616 )7-1
05231 +0659 )6- I
05231 +0611 )7-1
05231 + 0623 17- 1
05232+0438 )9-1
05232+0814 )5-1
05232 + 0110 12-1
05233 + 0715 16- 1
05235+0702 16-1
05235 + 0747 6 - 1
05235+0724 6-1:
05236 + 0620 7-1
05236+0101 2-11





05241 + 0402 9 - 1;
05241 +0753 5 1.t
05241 +0303 3-1;
05243 + 0817 5-1,=
05244 + 0833 5-1
05245 + 0022 3- 1E
05245 + 0448 3- 1E
05246+0820 5 14






05248 + 0748 ;- 15
05248 + 0909 ;- 14
05249 + 0257 P- 17
05249+0107 !- t6
05250 + 0730 ;- 15
05251 +0355 '-- 17
O5251 +O644 - 15
05251 +0310 - 17
05252+0751 - 15
05252 + O324 - 17
05252 + 0355 -- 17
05253+0400 - 17









05257 + 0532 - 16
05258+0058 - I8
05258 + 0906 - 14
05259+0951 - 13
05259 + 0736 - 15
05260 + 0648 - 15
05260+0910 _-14
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)


























































































































































































































































































































































































I b £3 C) (') N
1526070921 3,5 11 195-14 59 21 86 2
15261+0616 6.4 39197-15 26 10! 88 3
:1526170108 7.6 44 202-18 65 24 I 88 2)5262+0402 12.1 32 199-16 46 9 87
)5262+0800 14.0 5 196-14 51 10 88 3
15262+0127 15.2 58 202-18 40 10 ] 67 3
)5262+0534 17.2 37 198-16 30 t2! 69 2
)5263+0257 22.8 36!200-17 66 19 go 2
)5263+0747 22+9 29 196-t4 30 10 8.8 3
)5263+0902 23.3 551195-14 60 11 88 3
)5265+0658 33.6 561197-15 38 12 88 3
1526570621 33.7 4' 197-15 82 15 86 2
)5266+0425 36.79 199-16 25 10 873
)5268+0846 40.523 195-14 92 4t 86,2
)5266+0326 40.5 42 200-16 40 6 87 3
)5268+0550 51.2 36 198-15 25 5 87 3
)5268+0538 51.9 15 198-15 51 12 883
15269+0631 55.233 197-15 31 t3 88 3
15269+0832 57.1 39 196-14 59 21 88 3
15270+0839 4.8 50 195-14 85 14 881 3
i
)5271+o2521o.8_ _1-17 3, , _!)5273+8638_3.6181,6-14 44
15274+0es_ 25.3. 195-14 32 14 67 I 3
15274+0,_2 26.3 7 196-15 21 16 se 3
)5275+_ _0.1_ 1_-15 28 _ 67mTs+05se30.686196-15721 87
)5275+0240 32.1 27 201-17 43 22 88 3
1527670814 36.5 41 196-14 23 11 _ _1527670410 41.7= 2200--16 33)6277+0006 46.7:48 203--18 73 15 2
)5278+0520 50.9 49 198--15 73 15 87 3
1527870315 51.3 12 200-16 67 13 88 315279+004655.041=203-t837 9 87 3152797o7_57.326!197-14 42 10 _ 2)527970_9 58.1 7 1_-1s 40 19 59 2)5_0+0036 0.339 _o3-18 61 lO 67 3
)5280+0654 5.1 53 107--14 31 17 87 3)5280+05_ 5.942 108-I5 61 9 87 3
)5261+0257 10.026 201-16 35 11 87 3)5262+080512.142 1_-14 54 15 _ 3
15282+o5z913,145!1_-15 53 1o 88,3
)5262+0422 14.5'58 199-16 55 tl 87)5ze2+OeOl15.313 106-15 so ,9 67
)5283+0437 18.0 53 199-16 34 7 62)5285+0049z3.0152203-17 11 6 14815284+081624.335196-14 34 11 88 3
]5_4+0331 _s.4,55'200-16 _ ,2 _)5284+0425 27.649 199--16 37 13)5_5+oo39 3o.69 195-t3 2o 6 88 3
)5285+0058 30.7 18 203-17 41 17 90 2
33.8 ! 27 203-18 39 11 8813
i
15865+0013
]5286+0102 40.2 12 '202-17 87 13 86, 2
)5286+0842 40.7 45 196-13 70 12 86 2
)5286+0730 41.4 44 197-14 83 1t 89 2
1528770031 47.5 7 203-17 64 15 86 2
]5287+0837 47.5 47 196-13 74 13 88 3
)5288+0949 49.5 46 195-13 41 8 88 3
)5288+0556 52.5 3476 198 15 45 22 88 3
1528870818 52.6 196-14 33 11 88 3
)5288+0036 52.8 23 203 t7 86 11 87 3
)5288+0339 53.8 37 200-16 32 18 88 3
1528970815 55.1 43 196-14 33 11 88 3
)528940525 56.4 42 199-15 93 27 89 I 3
)5289+0234 57.6 25 201-16 _ 18 89,
)5289+0058 57.7 13 203-17 23 13 90j 3
)5289+0659 57.8 7 197-14 52 13 89'3
15290+0825 0.9 51 196-13 so 7 8o;3
1529170516 6.7 22 199-15 58 10 88 3
)5291+05O2 7.3 46 199-15 32 6 87 3
1529170847 9.4 33,196-13 32 15 88 3]
3529170818 10.0 471196-13 59 9 89 3
13 86 2
:15291700110.315203-18 so
352917081511.828196-14 75 12 69215_2+073413.3431197-1421 89
:1529270717 16.1 59197-14 72 20 86 2
:15_27_41 17.88199-15 49 17 e6 2
35294+003124.411203-177023862
:)5294+0600 26.1 26' 198-15 22 663 3
:16_+006226.4. 203-17 31 1
_=3:15294+0 27113195_13so 3
7295700.33142.3_1737 388305295,05 03591196_152513863:15 +02,186.  01_166223683+,967.,5.+.196_133116,893
3529670115 40.3 17 202-17 28 10 88 3
05296+0614 41.8 10 196-13 26 17 89 2
05297+0239 46.8 18 201-16 86 24 86 2 I
0529870011 50.5 25 203-17 76 20 86 2
05298+0528 51,0 23 199--15 49 16 86 2
05299+0903 54.2 6 195 13 33 7 89 3
95299+0424 56.5 37 200-15 31 15 89 2
05299+0855 56.9 50 196-13 76l 14 89 2
05299+0059 57.2 24 203-17 59' 12 88 3,
05299+0233 57.9 54 201-16 80! t7 86 2
0530040813 3,2 47 196-13 35112 89 2
0530040134 3.5 41 202--17 25 6 87 4
95301+0254 7.0 12 201-16 _ 18 90 2
05301+0810 10.1 28 196-13 _= ! 13 89 3
05301+0052 10.6 8 203-17 49 10 88 3
0530170121 10.7 37 202-17 9t 20 66 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords S_U SMN O 0 12 /_m
(s) (,,)
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Declination: 0 °- + 10°
Flux Density FlaBs Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 pm 60 /zm I00 _ Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2
.38L .59L .80L 3.71 D J GC' 7700000308 4
.25L .27L 1.52: 12.30 EE HDC 958111373C 8
.47L .69L .39: 1.77 DC E H B 3601000000
..58 .24: .40L 1.48L CD BEI 0 4600010000
.37L .27L .79 10.65L C J B 7500000008
.47 .25L .40L 1.41L D AD 3600010000
.25L .25L 1.06: 4.77 DD GB 8600000400
.25L .27L .49L 1.64 E DD 96G0000 1 00
.25L .26L 1.22 6.78: CD HCB, 65C1000328 4
.25L .28L .75 3.77: CE CB 8600000108
.32L .35L 1.55 5.96: CC EEFB 96C1001418
.61L 1.36L .81 12.28L D KL D 950300001C
.45 .67 .40L 1.82L CC CB 4 5600002000
.29L ,37L .59L 7.03 D I KI 9602010730 C
1.56 .44 .40L 1.35L BE AC 0 7700000000
.56 .26L 1.66L 9.75L D BJ E 950100011C
.25L .25L 1.55 12.06 CC' LBE 8581000330 C
.4OL .25L 1.08 21.soL E CB 940011032C
.25L .25L ,44L 3.79 D L D D 9700000008
.41L .25L .83 13.21L C J ECB 8500000308
.80L .47 .44L 1.51L D EBGF 9601100000
.26L .27L .53 6.96L C D DJ I 6600000108
.25L .25L .48: 3.92 DC F GB _ 9700100300 4
.25L .25L .49: 8.27 O F E C ! 7601100200
.43L .25L .90 4.97L C J DBE 8601000200
.39 .71L 1.48L 10.50L C E 960100000C
.25L .25L .47L 3.98 C, HD 4501000100
.26L .3OL 1.20 6.16: CC F DDB 6681000308 4
2.26 .57 .40L 2.68L BC AAF 0 1700001000
.29L .25L .58 7.02L 0 E B H 6501111438 C
.42L .25L .64 3.17L C C 9700000000
.73L .25L .52: 2.37 EF BHBCA 8600000100
.90 .41 .40L 16.57L CD 4 5500000008
.34 .46L .SOL 13.52L C EC 4500000008
.6BL .27L .53 4.36L C D 8600000000
.88 .29L .41L 17.83L B H'AEFci 0500000008
.25L .25L .47 4.32 CC 9600000008
.56 .33L .57: 2.52L B D 8DF 9703010000
.64 .77 .66 1.91L BCC BAC 1 9600000000
.32L i .30L .63L 3.72 C L L DA 570C000008
.25L .29L .67: 6.72 CC J BA 8500000010
!226_75L .27L .40L 13.10LE B IKD 9501100116.35L .40L 3.84 E M C I 9600000000
.53 6.64 14.62 CDD FCFB ,96C1134338 F
.25L .34L t.60 16.64: ED FFED ' 4541011338 8
.25L .27L 1.67: 7.80 CD F F B 5681063318
.41 i .29L .,SOL 4.30L F E 4600000000
.25LI .25L .86 6.41: ED CD 9600100118
2.35 j .66 .40L 1.83L BC AAD, , _1_90
,44 L I .25L .61 16.04L E DC i 5SO1113308 3
.25L I .25L 1.53 8.80 OF E B 6641000308 4
44_L r40L 1_ I ''+2L O MF B 5_+
.27_ .57L .85 244,_ F ,F,O 9?414200 4
., .35c .41, 9.,, o co _0000o006
.43L .35L .57 14.08L C GCB! 2500101328 C
.39L ' .30L ,91 2,60L C MCF i ' 9700100200 4
.30 .71 .79 2.54L CCC HBB 0 2600000000
.25L .26L .40L 3.79 C F E, 9700000000
.26L' .28L 1.40 2.63L O J E B I 8741284440 9
.25L .25L 1.21 7.68 CE EEA 1680101328 C
.25L .36L ,47: 3.08 CB FDDD 4600000200
.25L .31: 2.65 22.58: FCD MDEI 74C1384440 9
.25L .28L .40L 4.06 C J C 6601000100
.25L .25L +57: 4.60 OC H D ! 8601000730 4
.33 .25L t.74: 14.82 D DO EDHD 7400137308 3
.25L .25L ,66 7.13L D L CC 4400000008
.77 .25L .46L 1.96L B A I = 8700000000
.75 .25L .40L 3.39L B BC 7700000000
1.55 .47 .40L 2.23L BD AB M 0 9700000000
.25L .27L .62: 3.55 CC HNEB 5700000000
.26L .25L 2.28 19.18L C K E B L 7400366450 9
.43L .25L .77 4.68: OF DBi 970110011C
.25L .40L 1.74 20.14L E GE L 5440265560 9
24.82 8+83 1.54 7.99L BBC AAA 7 1600010008!16
.29L .31L .48 7+32L E L EC 2400000008
.29L .27L ,92 15.51L C BE 9500122248 D
.29L .26L .SOL 2.45 F J L B 780011010C
1.38 1.11 8.04 34.57 BCDC 8ECBI O 84C2033330 F
.25L +25L .78 6.36: F E F D 6600100418
+58 ,42: ,40L 3.07L E F B B I 5 5600000000
.25L .25L _96 26.47L D KBE 7501100418
.25L .25L 1.02 8.03 F C GE C 9540000420
.25L .25L .58L 3.56 C t J D 5600000310
,25L .25L .40L 3.87 C GB 6681000000
.90 .57L .42L 3+22: B F ABNE 9700000008
.25L .30L 1.04L 7.02 F J D F 5682023430
.33L 1.36L .41L 2.37 D M B 3600100000
.25L +26L 1.72L 3.79 D OC 970000010C
1.03L .40L .91: 6.24 DE MHCC 9501011218
8.21 5.92 .91 1.78L CBC AAB 2 6801000000
.28L .26L .61L 3.64 D L GA 9600000318 4
.SOL +34L .73 2.93L F ECC 5701000000!
.33 .25L .40L 49.46L C BG C 7401010006
.43L 25L ! .47 2.SOL C D 3600100(X)0 _
.30L .56L 1.02 5.31L D MCCD 5602101420
.25L .28L 2.03 14.19L C CDB 95C0102638 E
+64L .25L .49 3.91L F H F 3600000000
.31L .25L .66 3.22L C
.25L .25L .61 2.49 CD
.25L .33L .65 3.54L D
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources
C
# _ Name Type



















32 X0528 + 008
2 DO 1143
21 DO 1142
131 112863 KO 12
I
,
32 X0529 +082 129
32 X0529 +025 108
12 ! ZG 528+06 88
13 112871 K2 8
13 1t2874 G5 13
13 112875 M0 5
32! X0529 + 082 175
32! X0529+ 082 135
1 ! BK ORI 11
23 : VDB.66N 043 37
2 DO 1156 80
39 4










































Flux Density Pla8 s Associalions
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.rn 25 Fm 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S Au 8
hm. o , (s) () l b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
05303+0135 18.215202-17 27 17 91; 4 .28L .35L 1.89 14.19L C CCC 385Cl103858 E 1 32 X0530+01505304+0226 26.7 4201-16 27 9 883 .76 .84 .50 1.98LBCE BAD 370000000005305+0707 31.611197-14 23 6 883 23.31 7.51 2.28 8.98L BBC AAAC 5401000008 6 1 RTORI
05305+0051 32.717203-17 60 15 _12 .25L .25L .62 3.29 BcED], BC 570000010805305+0527 33.5 4 199-15 28 10 .93 .53 .40L 9.11L AB 1 8500020118
06305+0121,5035 02-1787186 66" 50 341 E CO 970O0OO0O605305+0830 :)5.116196-13 33 2.36 .62 .40L 1.86L BC AB 26701000000 3 13112896K0
05306+0646 36.516198-14 46 10 88' 3 .78 .26L .40L 10.881. C C 1400000008 1 2 DO 1168
05306+0535 41.84199-15 28 12 633 .25L .25L 1.20 8.38 CE J EB 9541000428
05307+0506 45.015199-15 82 13 873 .29L .25L .59 6.83!. C KB 9500000008
05308+0925 48.925195-13 78 20 892 .25L .47L .61L 3.86 D MHB 9700000208
05308+0725 50.118197-t4 45 14 892 .30L .47L .55 8.31L D DBG 0441111308
05308+0729 52.738197-14 50 12 893 .26L .25L .68 6.59L C B 6501201108
05309+0019 58.641203-17 74 19 862 1.02L : .25L 1.50L 3.43 D N B 980000000C
05309+0525 59.019'199-15 38 3 853 .25L i .27L .85 6.19 DE HSD 9582120228
05310+0950 1.014195-12 27 14 883 .25L .38L .64 5.66L C BDF 9601000208
05310+0144 1.3' 411202-16 43 13 86 2 .25L .25L .53 2.86 DE DB 970100010805310+0112 5.8! 54203-17 1812 90 ;J .25L .25L 1.72 17.67L _ EE 9540124568 1
05311+0344 9.8' 5 200-15 52 19 893 .25L .25L .64: 4.02 DC HC 2600000300 41 32 X0531+037
05311+0725 10.8 i19197-14 25 12 893 .25L .31: 1.16 6.41 FDE LBFC 95Cl111308
05312+0053 13.C 38203-17 45 10 883 .47 .25L .40L 24.85L B CJ 9501000008
05313+0932 20._ 23195-12 47 13 893 .32L .25L .86 4.66: CD BKEEC 970000031805314+0545 25.221199-14 70 8 89 _ 2 .48 .35L .40L 9.561. C 9501000008
05314+0850 29.944196-13 22 14 893 .25L .29L 1.15 7.54: CO J FFD 9680001548 C 1 32 X053t+088
05315+0954 33.(_ 52195-12 2415 8812 .29L .25L 1.05 6.551 F CL 9603000008
05315+0115 33.426203-17 2910 88' 3 .25L .25L 1.66 10.43L C EA 9601101338
05316+0344 38.2 2200-15 41 12 902 .37 .27L .40L 2.53L E C 2600000000 2 13112904A2
05316+0735 38.659197-13 28 15 8913 .25L .25L .55 4.47: CF KF DE 9680120438 9
05316+0246 39.750201-16 34 11 883 .28L .25L 1.16 2.40 CC GBC 2600000000 1 12 ZG 531+02
05316+0729 41.425197-t3 31 11 893 .25L .25L 1.06 9.91L C L CC 9500100308
05316+0947 41.531195-12 28 17 872 .25L .36L .87 5.10L E KDD 9703100318 41 32 X0531+097
05316+0943 51.g 40195-12 81 14 893 .40L .25L .81 9.88L C FL 9601100318 4
05318+0109 52.043203-16 17 11 893 .25L .25L .94 10.43L C DE 9602100638
05318+0904 52.010196-13 47 14 893 .25L .25L .69 4.52 CC DC 9700000008
05319+0954 54.351195-12 81 20 882 .30L .28L .73 10.11L D G 9601010008 4 22 $264
05319+0934 55.918195-12 53 8 872 .26 .29L .76L 9.13L C C E 9600100008 2 "13112909G5
05319+0720 57.141197-13 29 14 893 .25L .28L .66 12.22L D KFEA 9480100438 8
05319+0434 59.142200-15 66 17 882 .82L .71L .60 9.26L C EHC 9500000008
05320+0924 2.526195-12 42 16 872 .25L .25L 1.43 4.971 D MKFS 9701214218 2
05320+0104 2.921203-15 6713 882 .27L .25L 1.50 21.311 C I B 9661100328
05320+0631 5.0 _20198-14 42 10 893 .41 .25L .40L 10.98L C IC 8401000008 1 13 ! 112913 KO
05320+0927 5.828195-12 59 7 893 .41 .25L .40L 10.52L C BE 9601214218 23 13112914B0
05321+0120 7.642203-16 27 17 912 .46L .28L .89L 7.73 E ILHI C 9602000208
05321+0326 9.248201-15 30! 12 882 .53 .25L .40L 2.371 E E 2601010000 1 2 DO 1183
05321+0543 10.2'34199-14 33 6 883 1.94 .55 A0L 8.701 iBF AC K 19500200208
95321+0804 10.4116197-13 61 21 893 .25L .28L .44L 3.44 C JGC 1600000000
05321+0112 10.50203-16 59 12 893 .25L .25L .96 20.45L C , MB 9541100548
05322+0726 12.312197-13 20 10 673 .25L .34L 2.02 12.22L D ILEFB 94Cl112538 A 1 32 X0532+074
05322+093905322+084315.011196-13 44 16 8932 .26L .26L .54 3.27L =C G CB 2700100100 1 39 OG+053.616.417195-12 28 14 89 .25L .25L .76 16.48L i BB 8501000208
05323+0020 19.145204-17 24 ! 15 862 .27L .25L .72L 7.06 E FC 96001522OC 3
05323+0004 21.8115204-17 45, 9 873 .31L .80 1.04L 26.93L C DBC 950121242C 21 13112920A2
05323+0953 23.034195-12 41 5 893' 1.32 6.71 1.91 10.63L BBC FAAI 09600042318 39 ° 7 LAM1ORI
05323+0538 23.151199-14 30 11 883 .25L .25L' .58 9.47: DD DO 9661100438 81 32 X0532+056
05323+0850 23.8'45196-13 48 17 893 .25L .25L .64L 4.48 D CC 9600000308 4
05324+0959 24.1i58195-12 28 5 893 4.00 5.96 4.97 3.61 BBCE AAAA 09740000318 5 "22 $264
05324+0107 24.2,42203-18 35, 12 883 .25L .25L 1.21 7.09: CE ;J CS 96C0100628
05324+0252 24.942201-16 43' 12 893 .25L .28L .66 1.88L C GA 2600000000
05324+0546 26.8139199-14 45 17 872 .25L .25L .51 3.27: CE FC 9700100208
05324+0909 29.67196-12 62 7 893 .59 .25L .40L 11.18L C CE 9600000008 2 13112925 K5
05325+0840 323 8196-13 15 5 893 27.45 7.05 .66 2.62LIBBc AAC 52700100400181 4 8 13 112927 MB
05327+0355 44.921200-15 66 14 872 .43L .67L .75 6.41L C GI BE 5500000008 I
05327+0251 45.144 201-15 36 13 883 .25L .32L 1.44 2.69 CB MI BB 2600000000
05328+0749 51.317197-13 52' 10 893 .27L .36L .83 3.14L C EB 9601000100
05328+0531 51.319199-14 50 19 902 .66L .25L .51 6.90L D I I G 8600000308
05326+0837 52.? 14196-13 30 10 893 .25L .33L 1.18 4.06 CC HCA 4600000400 4
05328+0120 52.825203-16 42 10 883 .53 .34L .40L 6.52LIB CD H 9601100348
05328+0540 53.9 1199-14 37 17 883 .25L .45L .4OL 6.20 I E FI C 8681000218
05330+0046 2.438203-16 75 23 862 .25L .27L .61L 4.39 F FGC 9600000108
05331+0726 10.546197-13 41 18 893 .25L .31L 32: 7.40 DE EGD 9500010348 81 32 X0533+074
05331+0119 11.528203-16 33 16 862 .25L .36L .54 5.50: CF EDD 9681000348
05333+0659 19.,159198-13 41 6 883 1.99 .45 .40L 9.12LIBC AC 13500000008 1 13112944M0
05334+0540 28.2 ;10199-14 35 14 883 .25L .25L .67 4.45: CD CEB 7661000008
05335+0814 32.¢ 57197-13 48 7 893 .48 .29L .43L 2.35L[C DC 8702(300000
05338+0728 51.338197-13 23 16 893 .25L .25L .61 4.42: CE EDO 9600010318
05339+0223 55.413 202-15 40 31 1772 .25L .28L .40L 1.49 D J F 3701000000
05339+0530 55.811199-14 83 20 872 .28L .251. .76L 3.53 E HC 9700000008
05339+0825 57.651197-12 153 9 893 .25L .25L .89 3.24 CC BS 56000GO100
05339+0630 59.244198-13 28 17 872 .68L .25L .54 11.35L D EF 9600200450
05340+0613 2_614199-14 37 11 883 .28L .25L 1.31 14.78L C MCL 9500113338 2
05340+0417 4.1 3200-14 i 23 15 88 i 3 .28L .25L .95 4.25: DE FA 9500000208 4
05341+0557 6.522 199-14 28 13 873 .25L .25L .98 3.94 CD I DA 9640000108
05341+0452 8.250200-14 37 13 893 .25L .25L .77 5.38: DD DC 9501000108
05341+0104 9.254203-16 77 19 862 .25L .27L .74L 4.09 E HGB 9600000108
05341+0915 9.946196-12 20 5 893 9.37 2.16 .33: 13.28L BBD AAGK 05400000008 3 13112966K0
05341+0852 10.123196-12_ 35 5 89 '3 4.51 9.85 3.96 8.01L BSC AAA 04500100008
05342+0626 16.08 198-13 31 6 87 i 3 1.58 .68 .67L 11.76L BC ABI E 0 9680300538
05343+0745 203 6197-13 76 24 87 I 2 .25L .28L .40L 2.42 D C 9600000008
05343+0431 23.457200-14 23 20 903 .30L .25L .60L 4.66 D N I C 9500000018
05343+0936 23.936196-12 5014 893 .25L .27L .72 3.71 CC FBC 3701000208
05344+0410 i24.,_ 50200-14 3016 9012 .27L .26L .71 13.22L C HFE 9400000208 4
05344+0513 26.C 32199-14 96 14 88! 3 .27L .28L .66 12.63L C MC 9601000008
05344+0603 26._ 16199-14 63 26 8723 .25L .26L .40L 4.08 cDC C 970000000805344+0625 26.47 t98-13 49 18 89 .37L .27L .97 10.58L i I C 9601200638
05344+0656 26.784196-12 67 10 89 .26L .25L .93 11.34L I'J FBF 2500100008 1 12 ZG 534+085 204 131.114 202-15 9232 72 5 44L 2 27 E 66 0 10
05345+0951 '31.3139195-12 56 10 893 .25L .5tL 1.26 6.39: DD J DB8 9700100428
05345+0810 32.3! 8 197-12 6314 882 .30 .35L .40L 3.62L C CJ 6600000000
05345+0722 34.738198-13 22 9 893 .25L .25L .58 3.99 CD [LJ DS 8680000108
05345+0536 35.9,158 199-14 39 16 893 .25L .30L .41L 6.92 D BHFC 9700000208 4






























Pof.itJon 0950) Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainly (Not Cole¢ Corgecte4)
a B Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 pm 25 Fm 60 /_m ]00 ,a
































































































































































































































AlL .32L .51 18.54L
25L .25L .91 7.43:
.27L 25L .62 3.80:
.91L .67L .40L 2.81
.25L .321. 1.26 6.64:
.33L .25t .60 15.92t
.25L .26L 1.62 13.97
.86 .25L .40L 14.891
.45 .25L .40L 3.54L
.29L .26L .59 18.66L
.25L .32L .72 7.87L
.25L .50L .68L 3.42
.25L .30L .40L 2.07
.25L .40; 2.18 10.24:
.25L .26L .71L 4.02
.25L .25L 1.19 10.05L
.25L .25L 1.O0L 6.53
.25L .59L .41L 3.73
1.01 .45L .48L 9.98L
1.27 .34: .40L 13.52L
.25L .27L .70: 4.48
.25L .25L .75 5.14
.29L .26L A5L 3.33
.251.. .40: 3.51 7.49
.251. .26L .44 4.98L
.28L .25L .71L 3.56
.25L .28L .48: 3.01
.42 .25L .42L 27.07L
.28L 28L .79L 4.01
.34 28L .47L 18.89L
.28L .29L .47L 2.27
.25L .27: .77: 4.79
.25L 25L .63 6.98
25L .34L 1.13 12.14L
.25L .25L .74 4.79
2.20 .67 .40L 18.94L
.25L .27L .41L 4.58
1.18 .37L .40L ! 4.65:
V L C
Flux Con" A Confusion R S A







































































































































































































































b u.m 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm= , (s) (') | b (') (") (') N
Rux Density
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Rags AssociatiOns
('Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 v.m 60 Fm 100 y.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
10.21 EE I DC 958110032C
16.54L C KB 9440100008
3.81 D FEB 66002O000C
2,41: DE I E 9600100008
22A5L C KC 740120020C
10.94: CD KGD 9681000228
20.22L C C 9401000308
4.89L C HGC 6700000118
17.11L B AC 640130020C
6.69 CD GDD 9600000008
8.21: DF FFC 95C1010658
9.03 ' DD FC 3581100300
5.89 DBCC BAAA 4 6400000008
14.65L iD DD
3.80 D F B
8.95 C L F D
7.66L C HOB
7.85 E E GJ E B
23.56L C EEAA
20.74L C L I C




6.22: CE L EC






20_10 E I DC
12.85L D F
4.75 D H HD
6.32L F DG



























9.32L DCC CBF 0 9300000008


















5.22: CE L BC
7.57L C J MGB











12.15L BC ABM 0 9501000008
12.25 F HCC 97413155043
14.66L DCE AAB 8 7500000208 01
12.60L D KF 5700001418
8.86 D El B 97O001041C
9.65: E F C B 950200042C
14.83L IC DKJ 970013001C
8.95: iC CD GC 95800105588.01L GDC 8601021218
15.44L C D 950123000C
11.35L BBD AAC 0 9601100328
4.60L D L B 9700100_O0
13.95 E D EE8 958105543(3
2.94L C D 8800100000
7.00L C F C 3500100000
8.74 ED GI FC 2700000308
3.78 DC C F B 4600000100
4.63 C H HA 4700000120
17.08L i C CC 950211022C
21.09 IBBDE AAAA 1 96006O000C
74.74 CBCF DAAB 0 8341034438
3.68: DD L DCB 4700000108


















05388+0615 50.5123 199-12 29 13 89 3 .25L .25L 1.09:
05389+0655 54.1 2 t99-12 87 14 87 2 .84L .35L .7t
05389+0643 ,56.5, 26 199-12 86 14 67 2 .46L .81L .75L
05389+0659 58.3il 46 198-12 87 22 87 2 .48L .25L .38
05390+0639 4.2 31 199-12 29 12 89 3 .41L .25L 1.09
05391+0007 7.8 4 205-15 37 15 88_i3 .25L .27L 1.2105391+0528 7,8 41 200-13 42 18 .25L .33L .76
05391+0454 8.9 9 200-13 44 20 8912 .25L .35L .46
05391+0642 10.5 1 199-12 45 7 89 3 1.23 .35L 1.56L
05391+0521 11.1 1200-13 43 12 89 3 .25L .25L .97
05393+0037 21.3 28 204--15 25 19 90 3 .25L .43L 1.30
05393+0235 22.1 5 202-14 _ 38 10 89 i 3 .25L .25L .86
o5393+o_322148 197-11 32 6 89=9 .82 10.70 964
05394+0749 24.4 17 198--12 62 9 89 13 .43 +25L .40L
05394+0711 25.£ 17 198--12:63 20 87 2 .28L .30L .59L
05395+0235 33.1 11 202-14 644 22 89 2 .25L .33L 1.02L
05395+0655 33.2 19 199-12 49 12 89 3 .27L .25L 1.47
05396+0635 37.4 18 199-12 52 12 88 3 .27L .27L 1.41:
o5397+o35742.653201-_3i 37 12 98 3 .27, .25L 1.47
05397+0547 46.2 43 200-12 54 13 88 3 .27L .25L .71
05398+0555 48.g 58 200-12 55 11 88 3 .27L .36L .8205396+0_8:52.351 197-11 56 8 89'3 .57 .31L .4o,
05398+0127 53.16 204-15 37 8 88 3 6.75 1.60 .40L
05399+0531 '54.e 13 200-13 35 15 88 3 .25L .28L 1.37
05399+O023 56.9 18 205--15 47 16 88 3 .25L .26L .89
05389+0812 57.1 17 198-11 29 7 89 3 2.04 1.15 .40L
05400+0312 4.1 1 202--14 72 21 90 2 .27L .25L .50L
05400+0549 5.1 20 200--12 62 11 88 3 .45 .29L A7L
05401 +0034 ' 7 1 26 204-15 82 16 91 2 .37L .25L .63
05402+0717 12.7 55 198-12' 58 22 87 2 .25L .57L .40L
05403+0217 18.7 43 203-14 65 15 88 3 .25L .30L .58:
05403+0542 18.8 14 200-12 33 15 89 3 .41L .25L 1.30
05403+0626 22.4 24 199-12 25 12 88 3 .25L .25L 1.81L
05404+0546 24.6 49 200-12 83 18 90 2 AlL .25L .77
05404+0636 24.925 199-12 71 18 88 3 .31L .26L 2.02L
05404+0318 28.6[40 202-14 40 19 88 3 .25L .25L .46
05404+0503 27.6148 200-13 46 9 88 3 .91 .35L .46L
05405+0035 30.4150 204-15 30 8 91 3 .28L .83 6.28
05406+0904 36.8 48 197-11 49 10 89 3 .33: .49 .57
05406+0257 39.2 4 202-14 65 21 90 3 .25L .25L .40L
05406+0111 40.6 49 204-15 33 8 89 3 .25L .25L 1.42
05407+0550 42.6 14 200-12 39' 20 87 3 .25L .25L 1.02
05407+0021 44.4 15 205-15 57 14 87 2 .26L .25L 1.28
05407+0316 46.9 27 202-14 35 14 90 2 .28L .27L .94
05408+0540 51.2 57 200-12 45 17 87 2 .44L .30L .61
05408+0713 51.3 59 198-12 70 24 87 2 .25L A2L .64L
05408+0559 51.8 12 200-12 50 13 89 3 .25L .25L 2.01:
05408+0843 52.4 46 197-11 53 8 89 3 .55 .25L .40L
05409+0003 54.7 42 205- 15 37 10 90 3 .87 1.02 .49L05410+03453.61202-13 81 23 87 2 29L .87L .46L
05410+0043 4.2156 204-15 46 10 91 3 .97 .25L 2.82L
05410+0008 4.7i5 205-15 56, 21 87 2 .44L .25L .91L
05410+0259 5.0 26 202-14 59! 18 87 2 .37L .33L .64
05411+0112 7.5 60 204-14 118 26 87 2 .26L .25L .52L
05411+04568.7201--134812515 902 A3L .31L .5905411+073610.9198-1139 893 1.48 .36 .40L
05412+060814.620200-122412883 .25L .27L 2.23L
05412+0308 15.6 56 202-13 31 6 O0 3 10.43 4.84 .99
05412+0538 15.923 200-12 51 21 90 2 .32L .44L .61
05412+0553 16.(;127 200-12 42 14 89 3 .25L .25L 1.46L
05412+0218 16.9:18 203-14 62 16 87 2 .25L .25L .98
05412+0626 17.2 13 199-12 66 14 89 2 .27 .69L 1.58L
05412+0317 17.4 20 202-13 42 12 89 3 .25L .25L 1.34
05413+0907 21.4 57 197-10 77 15 90 2 .24 .51L .60L
06413+0629 22.3 40 199-12 53 10 89 2 A2 .25L 1.34L
05413+0656 23.6 1 199-12 31 6 90 3 7.03 3.27 .68
05414+0440 27.1 40 201-13 64 16 89 2 .43L .28L .58
05414+0233 29.5 48 203-14 35 10 91 2 .25L .38: 2.76L
05415+0446 31.4 24 201-13 40 8 89 3 .27L .25L .70
05415+0100 32.7 50 204-14 39 16 92 2 .26L .25L .57
05416+0546 '38.7 7 200-12 32 17 88 3 .25L .25L .87
05415+0121 39.0 18 204-14 49 18 87 2 .84L .26L .53:
05417+0352 42.0 30 202-13 53 20 89 3 .57L .25L .49L
06417+0219 442 37 203-14 48 3 179 3 .25L .25L 1.15
05417+0007 45,1 29 205-15 18 6 90 3 1.17 4.11 25.86
05417+0907 45.3 40 197-10 18 6 89 3 .28: 2.92 25.60
05417+0510 45.6:15 200 12 43 14 90 3 .25L .37L .58
05417+0650 46.3 48 199-12 24 6 89 3 2.08 .86 .70:
05420+0235 0.; 31 203-14 29 7 91 ; 9 3.66 1.69 1.88L
05420+0553 2.2 50 200-12 59 17 90 3 .25L .27L 1.60L
06420+0212 2.7 43 203-14 32 10 9901i3 .25L .25L 1.8705421+0453 77 7 201-12 33 18 .25L .25L .55
05421+0443 11.2119201-12 24 7 90 3 2.88 1.02 A0L
05421+060611.4126200-124412893 .25L .48L 3.03L
0,22+0508 14.3, 9 201-12 50 16 89i3 25L .25L .76
05422+0911 16.0' 49 197-10 50 13 89 .57L ! .30L .84
05422+0559 17.1! 30 200-12 37 13 89 !3 .25L .25L 1.02
05423+0632 20.2 49 199-12 18 12 87 2 .32L .30L 1.00
06423+0359 '22.1 19 202-13 69 11 91 2 .34 .25L .46L
05423+0225 123.8 15 203-14 48 13 90 3 .26L .26L 1.38
05424+0550 24.4 46 200-12 62 14 87 2 .25L .28L 1.69:
05424+0119 25.2 43 204-14 67 17 88 3 .25L .28L .81
05424+0302 26.2 27 202-13 46 13 90 3 .25L .40L .97
05424+0857 27.E 43 197- 10 98 13 90 2 .27L .52L 1.96
05424+0920 28.5 42 197-10 35 13 88 2 .25L .38L 3.17L
05425+0033 30.C 42 '205--14 71 16 87 2 .26L .25L .81:
06425+0720 32.E 11 199-11 32 6 89 3 1.13 1.0.4 .40L
05425+0546 33.E 33 !200-12 72 14 88 3 .27L .25L .80
05425+0550 35.E 31 200-12 23 9 88 3 .25L .25L 1.72
05426+0903 38£ 3 197-10 28 5 89 3 5.95 14.06 14.29
Name Type _'_ Ma 8




4 11 PK 196-10.1
4 5 13 113056G5C
1 13 113058 K0
2
7 i 1 32 X0540 + 064
2 2 DO 1257
2 i
1 1 V625 ORI
1 1 GT ORI




1 1 OR ORI
1 13 113089 G5
1 1 V520 ORI
8
1 1 V351 ORI
212 "41 05417+0907
I
2 ! 2 2 DO 1270
Sl 2 23 LDN 1602
2 2 DO 1274
2 23 LDN 1602
2 23 LDN 1602


















4.74 ED I BA 970100010C
14.03L, BC ABJ 1 9600000008
14.18LI D B 9701200108
12.56L C B 9701200208
26.24 BBDD AAAB 1 9503155448
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
4 1 32 X0542+013
4
I 23 LDN 1594
2
1 1 V661 ORI
4
































o C.oords SMJ SMN 12 pmh% .6, ) .o
_5426+0731 39.5 51 198-11 36 6 88 3 1.90
,5426+0921 40.2 34 197-10 37 14 90 2 .25L
,5426+0230 41.7 3 203-13 30 18 87 3 .25L
5427+0447 46.7 37 201-12 27 10 89 3 .25L
5428+0849 48.3 60 t97-10 63 11 89 3 .31L
5428+0306 49.9 51202-t3 50 9 88 3 .92
5428+0928 50.0 4 197-10 50 14 68 3 .25L
5428+0021 53.8 52 205-14 48 14 89 3 .38L
5429+0028 55.5 16 205-14 82 20 87 2 .29L
5429+0544 57.1 3 200-12 44 9 89 3 ,92
5429+0245 58.1 48 203-13 27 12 88 _ 3 .25L
5429+0934 58.2 28 197-10 45 6 89 3 2.31
5429+0111 58.4 30 204-14 29 9 89 3 .31L
5431+0448 7.C 56201-12 33 17 87 2 .25L
5431+0906 9.3 25 197-10 40 13 89 3 .25L
5431+0653 10.2 49 199-11 32 12 89 3 .35
5432+0218 12.5 25 203-13 97 15 87 2 .90L
5432+0231 12.5 37 203-13 57 tl 89 3 .25L
5432+0637 14.8 29 199-11 49 16 64 3 .25L
5432+0813 16.0 11 198-1 72 9 90 2 .76
5433+0448 22.3 48 201-12 66 22 90 2 ,70L
5433+0440 23.0 59 201-12 48 18 63 3 .29L
5433+0020 23.5 6 205-t4 43 18 87 2 .25L
5433+0307 23.9 29 202-13 61 20 87 2 .25L
5434+0522 24.9 8 200-12 60 10 88 3 .45
5434+0533 26.9 24 200-1; 52 6 88 3 1.27
5434+0552 28.3 25 200-1; 33 16 89 3 .28L
_136+0232 37.0 14 203 13 33 7 89 3 .25L
_436+0131 38.2 3 204-14 59 10 88 3 .65
_436+0627 38.8 20 200-11 50 14 88 3 25L
;436+0243 39.9 171203-13 58 13 I 87 2 .26L
_436+ 0031 41.3 15i 205-14 71 17 87 2 ,25L.
_37+006542.5_i205-14 28 10 e7 2 .77:
_437+0002 43.2 28 ! 205-14 27 6 55 3 .89
_437+0811 43.5 16 198-10 97 28 87 2 .27L
_437+0431 45.7 43 201-12 72 36 90 _ 2 .49L
/437+0855 45.9 24 197-10 39 12 89 3 .25L
437+0225 46.1 43 203--13 50 8 59 3 ,26Li
438+0801 49.5 15 198-11 37 23 87 2 .25L I
438+0217 49.8 24 203--13 22 7 88 3 25.96
438+0054 51.:' 31 205-14 43 9 88 3 .61
439+0534 57.8 18 200-12 17 1t 91 3 .25L
439+0003 58.1 27 205-14 43 8 92 2 .62
439+0109 59.8 4 204-14; 44 9 88 3 .82
_40+0750 0.1 4 198-11 49 10 90 3 .25L
140+0642 0.7 43 199-11 36 6 88 3 2.43
{40+0008 1.326 205-14 53 8 87 2 4.20
140+0606 2.3 32 200-11 34 13 90 3 .25L
140+0229 2.4 17 203-13 23 12 89 2 .37L
140+0030 2.5 33 205-14 27 9 88 3 .69
140+0650 3.8 44 199-1t 37 17 88 2 ,25L
141+0028 6.7 34 205-14 68 16 88 2 ,60L
141+0602 7.2 34 200-11 64 10 90 2 .33
141+0621 7.9 44 200-11 19 11 89 3 .25L
141+0930 8.1 22 197-10 45 8 89 3 1.50
141+0903 9.8 49 197-10 46 24 90 2 .31L
141+0859 10.6 34 197-10 70 21 90 2 .93L
142+0008 12.5 19 205-14 33 10 90 2, 7.93:
142+0246 12.9 13 203-13 70 17 87 2 .25L
142+0016 13.1 11 205-14 20 9 89 3 .68
_42+0418 14.2 24 202-12 20 13 90 3 .25L
H2+0412 16.3 56 202-12 43 6 88 3 1.90
_43+0007 19.2 52 205-14 66 8 52 2 8.34
_43+0102 19.5 11 204-14 49 10 89 3 .25L






























































100 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
4
2
6AOL BD ABKF 2 6700001338
16.29L D F DD 9601114438
9.05 D J HC 958000241C
5.24 CB DCA 9600000200
2.18: DD DDH 1600000300
17.40L DO AGF 0 9500100108
4.24L C GDE 9702100108
6.34 DD GCC 970100130C
8.84 E:M DB 970000000C
14.33L D ]BC F 9700100208
I
12.52 F E E ! B F B 950003552C
2.51L BC AB F 6 9800000008
10.97 EF DGFB 3540110300
4.75 C KH8 9600100400
7.60L C E 9742000118
12.39L C F C 9602000208
18.70L D DC 850000010C
22.46 D DGC 84C120234C
7.58 D iJ J GD 980211032C
2.25L C IA 4701000000
I
4.02L D G 9701100300
4.34L E GDD 9741000300
9.31 E GLC 990100056C
5.21 D HD 9600001206
17.17L C B 9601100008
























































18.94L C GD 9700001118
14.04 FEE CBB 758102262C
38.55L B A 450OO000(0
21.04L D DCC 959000000C
4.67 D C B 960000030C
5,58 D HB 990101030C
477.34L 231.50L FE DCD 0 938440220(3
2.65L 56.45L EF BB 9 951454553C
.57L 3.27 D HC 57000000001
.79L 6.67 D NGGF i 9601011310
1.20 11.09L C NCL 9601011548
2.10 24.60L E CBC _640314251C
.71L 2.99 C EHC ' 5700000000
2.02 17.37L BBE AAA 0 '650100010C 27
2.13L 36.75L B AK 970203110C
98 7.29: CE DCD 9601000618





























4 2 DO 1276
3 1 32 X0542+027 71 3
1 "41 05429+0934 6 3
4 1 32 X0542+011 22 4
4 1 13 113114K0
2.56L i 34.48L B A F 950200000C
1.60 12.48 CE' GB 3500021408
.43L 14.50L BC ABJ 9600000008
2.23L 14.29L EC BB 4 99016322tC
1.22 6.80 DD DEB 9801100608
4.64 24_60 DE HGDB 9401165748
1.72L 39.97L C BGE 980121030C
.54 7.01: EF FBE 9600112428
.71 34.111 E GC 980020610C
.46L 21.40L, C A 9701101408
1.54 13.34: CC L GEE 9580043338
.40L 10.76L CF AC 2 9601000008
.61 11.88L D G 9500100008
.62 11.88L D K F EC 9500100238
2.17L 36.65L DC CB 0 970353121C
.74: 5.27 DD I ED 9500001308
15.47L 86.15: ED F GEHD 3 968034444C
.80 6.49 DD EC 9600100208
.43L 21.36L BE ADL 1 9400100008
1.90L 25.49L BD DA 0 991356333C
2.48 9.79: DE MDBA 990011130C
.40L 20.63L BD AB 0 7401000008
3.59 2.97: 663.29L 303.80L BF DC G 8 940043444C
.40L .25L 1.01 48.47L C B 740000030C
,48L .33L 1.04 22.90L E DD 980010000C
.58 .25L .42L 21.76L B B 8400000008
.25L .39L 2.27 12.32L C FCA 3581055928
.25L .25L 1.55 13.44: DD MEEC 9584013448
.25L .33L .53L 3.25 B F EB 1600000000
.25L .25L .61 15.57L C D 9501001008
5.48L 3.76 1.98L 26.14L C DB 970053434C
36.77 214.88 663.29 950.I9L BBD AABI 1 950043534C
.25L .25L 1.06 7.62 CDI KEB 9680120518
.44: .69 2.74L 3t.04L FC BA 5 990100000C
.25L .41 3.70 26.60 D D F E F B 94C1056558
.75L .48L .77 8.27L E LFCD 9600101208
4
1 2 DO 1280
1 13 113117 M0
13 113118 K0
4 32 X0543 +027
23 LDN 1627
2 2 23 CED055S
2 4 TMSS 00O86
1 I 2 DO 1282
6 7 23 CED055T
7_22,243205_1437 71 , 3
22.3 12 204-14 53 t5] 89 3
23.2 43 205 14 95 131 87 2
23.7 44 202--13 45 10 89 3
24.6 37 198--10 39 9 90 3
26.4 15 200-12 36 12 88 3
26.5 15 197-10 38 16 90 3
26.9 6 203-13 29 18 87 2
27.5 9 205-14 40 8 872
30.3 42 205-14 29 26 89[330,8 18 203-13 42 1 87'
31.0 3 205-14 63 10 88 3
32.8 18 203-13 34 10 89 3
33.6 14 201-12 31 12 89 2
33.7 44 205-14 47 7 89 3
33.9 14 205-14 55 10 91 2
34.0 23 198-10 95 30 90 3
37,5 17 197-9 83 10 90 2
37.9 19 200-11 76 16 89 3
38.3 21 205-14 41 9 89 3
39.3 10 203-13 45 15 87 2
39.7 6 205-14 26 6 89 3
40.6 54 203-13 25 10 89 3
41.2.818 198-10 28 12 90 3
13.6 4 200-11 24 11 89 3
47.2 O 204-14 30 8 57 3
47.6 28 199-11 31 15 88 3
49.7 49 198-10 48 15 87 2
50.1 33 202-12 63 9 87 2
50.5 36 205-14 ! 21 6 88 3
54.6 27 204 13 40 15 89 3
55.6 25 203-13 42 7 89 3
56.0 36 199-11 37 17 89 3
0.2 20 203-13 21 17 91 3















2.91 2.18 1290.62L 692.51L CC CBBF 1 930033554C
.25L .25L 1.19: 7.53 CD HCD 358000041C
2.45 .64 .40L 24.88L BC AB 0 6301100308
.25L .25L 92 7.35: DD FE 9681022448
.28L .28L .85 23.14L C C 9801100008













4.56 C BE 3600000000
12.60L C C DD 4601100008
9.07L C EDC 9680000008
31.28L DD CBD 7 970111232C
13.36L C E 6401200118
34.61L CC AAF 7 781220610C
34.35L B F BDD 9300011008
12.32L D N E F C 3580234738
12.13L CE BE 0 9600000008
7.82: DDD EDCB 99C213520C
14.85L C KBD 9600000008
12.32L F F B 3500234538
15.54L D C 8401000008
2 13 113119G5
3 23 DG 079
2
1 2 DO 1284
3
2 13 113124 G5
3 23 VDB.66N 059
6
4
2 13 113127 K7






















6 1 23 DG081
B 1 32 X0544+025
6 5 3 RAFGL 818
4 1 23 VDB.66N 059
1 13 113135 K2
2
1 16 02635 ET
3 1 32 X0544+078

















6 2 23 VDB.66N060 131
2 t3 113144 K5 11
2








_t ! l i
Right Ascension: 05h45"00'-05h48m39 "
Position (19_0) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty oCa .a C..(x)rds SM] S_ 8 12 _um 25 Fm 60 y.m 100 /JmG 8
Era. = , (s) (.t I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
5450+0450 0.4 111201-12 33 7 89 3 1.30 35 .40L 17.99L
5450+0019 0.5 81205-14 22 4 89 3 .80 8.87 50.44 101.09:
5450+0754 0.7 41 196-10 eo 7 90 3 .53 .25L .41L 12.43L
5450+0847 2.0 10 ! 198--10 30 14 90 3 .25L .29L .68 4.79:
5450+0336 2.2 23 202--12 41 22 87 2 .26L .67L .46L 2.96
5450+0634 2.5 18 1200-11 54 15 87 2 .25L .25L .58 5.66
5450+0319 4.1 471202-13 28 6 88 3 7.82 435 .57 23.64L
5450+0906 5.9 20 1197-10 66 7 90 3 .50 .26L .41L 13.39L
5451+0037 7.8 411205-14 16 6 57 3 3.64 13.08 28.43: 40.14:
5451+0008 9.2 5_ 205-14 49 10 90 3 .28L .26L 1.29 31.95L
5451+0201 9.9 36 204-13 54 S 89 3 .3eL .27L 1.05 29.41L
5451+0104 10.5 6 206-14 65 12 _,_ 2 .42L .39L 1.62 33.93L5452+0858 12.2 58 197-10 38 14 _! o .25L .33L 1.03 5.89:
5452+042412616202-12 37 o76g;33 196 83 44L 15.44,5452+0626 14.1 13 200-11 23 1 88 .61 .31L .82L 17.27L
5452+0767 14.B 17 198-10 30 16 66; 2 .2BL .27L 1.37L 9.61
5453+0615 20.728200-11 62 14 89 3 .25L .33L .88 17.97L5453+001521147205-14 62 13 91 3 .25L ,25L 1.61 16.61
5453+0157 21.4 31 204-13 89 15 67 2 .45L .34L .71 19.27L
5453+0458 22.3 13 201-12 22 9 89 3 .94 .25: .43L 16.10L
5453+0401 22.5 39 202-12 60 14 87 2 .43L .25L 35 19.26L
5453+0953 23.1 4 197- 9 30 6 90 3 5.53 2.06 .56: 12,67L
5454+0200 24.2 48 204-13 61 12 8g 2 .32L .25L .91 34.39L
5454+0034 24.8 33 205-14 39 7 90 3 .25L' 1.19 6.30 2O.37L5454+0829 27.0 198-10 16 10 68 3 .25L i .25L .74 7.80:,
5455+0542 31.5 40 200-11 30 13 87 2 .37L .25L .66 25.04L
5455+0247 33.3 45 203-13 32 12 88 3 .25L .25L _ 5.605455+0109 34.0 19 205-13 23 13 90 3 .25L .26L 2:v=L ! 16.13
5456+0141 37.8 32 204-13 52 9 99 3 .70 .25L 2.05L 31.19L
5456+0629 40.4 36 200-11 81 14 90 3 .44L .30L .86 18.01L
5457+0339 44.7 47 _2-12 41 14 90 3 .25L .25L 1.04 9.13
5457+0714 t5.6 34 199-10 42 9 69 3 .55 .25L .40L 18.73Li
5459+0350 56.7 32 202-12 22 14 89 i 3 .25L .25L 1.19 15.92:
5459+0416 se.7_ 26 2o2-12 22 5 8g, 3 .25L .36L 1.34 6.46
546o+o751 1.2 42 199-1o 48 6 90 [ 23 .85 .25L .40L 13.87L5460+0142 1.8_ 36 '204--13 4g 20 87 1.03L .28L .68L 6.13
5460+0154 2.5 7 204-13 22 11 88l 3 .25L .25L 1.66 9.39:
5460+0243 3.5 25 203-13 51 15 89 _ 3 .25L .28L .86 6.06:5461 +0741 8.01 _ 199-10 53 lg 90 3 .25L .25L 1.12 4.93
5481+0416 f0.3 4 202-12 27 12 91 ' 2 .28L .52L 1.16 16.O8L,
5462+0344 _16.5 i 19 202-12 _ 20 5 89 ! 3 2.64 32 .80 6.79:
5463+0204 !19.1:13 204-13 ' 63 7 67 I 2 .35 .29L .49L 24.03L5463+0802 I1g 1 26 lg8-10 45 18 90 .41L .29L 1.06 19.33L i
5463+0156 22.2 14 204-13 41 4 88 2 .25L .25L 1.36 17.97L
5463+0847 22.8 6 196-10 79 18 89 2 .26L .36L .41 14,70Li
5463+0320 22.9 25 203-12 64 13 89 3 .44L .25L .70 38.61L'
5464+0106 '27.1 39 205-13 I 21 6 89 3 .82 1.52 2.50 10.95:
5464+0829 i27.3 20 198-10 24 12 89_9,3 .25L .25L t.51: 14.355464+0554 27.5 40 200-11 33 .25L .25L 6.30 21.42 i
5465+0641 32.¢ 59 200-11 46 9 89 3 .79 .28L .40L 16.04L
5465+0802 36.C 6 199-10 33 9 89 2 .25L .25L 1.41L g.20
5466+0503 '40.91 56 201-11 1 74 14 91 2 .40L .25L .57 19.91L
5487+0227 44.8' 3,_ 203--13 76 10 _i 2 .41L .37L .44 13.69L5467+0756 '47.1 199-10, 38 .25L .26L 1.45 6.25
5486+0447iso._39 201-11 46 16 91 2 .25L .25L .72 8.71:
54868+0659 52.1 39 199-10 77 21 87 i 2 .25L .27L .47L 4.07
5468+0413 52.E 23 202-12 36 9 90i3 .25L .31L .40L 5.16
5469+0141 55.g 31 204-13! 32 12 89 3 .28L .33L 2.07 12.19:
58.1 48 205-13 41 13 _1 3 .25L .O8 10.60L5469+0059 .25L
5470+0730 2.0146199-10 39 19 .66L .36L .51 6.09L
5470+0737 2"61118 199-10 59 21 88 = 2 .45L .25L .55 3.94L]
5470+0715 3.3 32 199-10 46 16 67 i 2 .25L .44L .82 7.41
5470+0743 4.6! 44 '199--10 43 9 90 _ 3 .25L .26L 1.01 5.58
5472+0522 14.2 4 201-11 67 17 89 I 3 .25L .30L .85L 6.00
5472+0012 14.71 27 206-14 53 14 92 2 .34L .25L 1.55 1804LI
5472+0528 16.1' 52 201-11 65 22 89 3 .26L .25L .51L 5.23 '
5472+0926 17.7 14' 197- 9 21 12 68 3 .33L .27L 1.01 15.94L
5473+0951 19.0 28 i 197- 9 44 5 90 3 1.35 .39L .40L 13.93L
5473+0725 22.5 6 199-10 49 13 89 3 .25L .25L .80 6.O8
5474+0457 24.4 36 201-11 51 13 88 3 .25L .25L .45: 7.82
i
5474+0808 28.01 2 199-10 79 12 89 2 .40 .27L .48L 16.98L
5474+0953 28.4156 197--9 62 19 90 3 .30L .27L .46: 4.54
5474+0930 28.9! 25 197- 9 24 9 90 3 .25L .27L 1.45 9.38
5474+0304 2g9144 203-12 53 9 88 3 .30: .56 .41L 15.45L
5475+0813 30.8 41 198-10 37 10 90 3 .26L .36: .83 19.60L
5475+0910 332 10 198-9 62 12 90 3 .40L' .27L .99 23.94LI
5475+0424 333 38 i202-11 36 5 88 3 3.32 .84 A0L 19.24L _
5476+0052 41.2 30 205--13 51 20 92 2 .94L! .40L .47 13.01L!
5477+0748 44.4 59 19g-10 40 18 90 2 1.15L' .57L .63L .5.43
5477+0624 '45.8 21 197- 9 30 10 90 3 .25L! .26L 1.02 6.44:
5477+0710 46.9 12 199-10 77 14 90 2 .44L .33L .58 21.98L
5478+0546 48.9 32 201-11 31 11 89 3 .25L .26L .59 6.13
5478+0311 49.8 20 203-12 23 5 88 3 1.43 .34L .40L 14.13L'
5478+0200 52.9 43 204-13 46 6 89 3 2.40 .61 .40L 15.68L
5460+0503 3.9 13'201-11 48 8 88 3 .68 .34L .67L! 19.17L!
5480+0710 5.2 51 199-10 50 13 89 3 .25L .25L 1.08: 7.82
_m1+o31o 7,5582o3-12 45 15 69 3 .25L .26, .go 6_
5481+0654 6.4 21 201-11 26 12 90 3 28L .25L .60 5.66:
5482+0736 14,7 3 199-10 19 14 88 3 .32L .26L .68 20.08L
5482+0306 15.9 67 203-12 33 7 87 2 .30 .46 1.61 16.23L
5483+0301 19.0 36!203-12 24 14 89
891 33
p25L _25L _76 1305L
5 19.97L !3.56.25L .39
5483+0017 21.2 3 206-13 37 88 11.12 4.62 .86: 14.73L
5483 + 0436 22.0 202-11 26 1 .25L .25L .79 15.02
5484+0008 24.3 46 206-13 43 3 .98 .36: .40L 16.26L
5484+0602 25.4 7 200-11 39 11 89! v .25L .25L 1.33 4.81:
5485+0059 34.5 2 205-13 19 15 89; 3 .25L .25L .86L 5.75
5486+0603 38.5 9 201-10 90 16 90 2 .45L .25L .94 4.32L
5486+0825 383 33 196-- 9 71 19 90 2 .27L .50L .69L 5.51
5486+0455 39.4 46 202-11 25 16 90! 3 .25L .25L .76 14.54:
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12,
Rags
V L
Flux Corr .4. Contusion R 5
Uncs Cocf R Rags* S 2
BC AD 3 9500000006
BBCD BAAC 0 9600102326
E B K 9500301338
CD DCE 9601000008
D DB 760OO00OO8
C D DC 9600000208
BBC AAC 0 8401001008
B B J 9500000006
CBDE AAAA 6 9721200118
C DBB 98010000O8
C G B B 9400200306 4
ED KC 970112300C 2C ! HEB 9680101506 4





H C 9400200306 4
BF AB 0 2500000006
D I D 6001001008
BCC AAB 6 450000OO08
D L B F 9400200308 4
DC AAD 9840202328 6
C D D S 9503000228
D F DC 7500120426 9
CD MMEB 8500000208
D F L GC 970004242C B
B BC 440600010C
C D B 9403112406
C D F C 5400000319
B BG 7501000008
FE H FD 84C0001336 8




DE HJ B 9501000108
DC DA 9500000108
C I C 9400111318
BCCD AADF 1 9501000328
C C 8400000008
D C 9401221306
D F DJ 8400201538 8
C EE 9400100228 6
C GDD 9301000108
BCEE AABA 3 780021310C 2
DF FHB 9401000338
CE I AB 9400000008
B BGD 8500000008




DD EB 6601100318 4
E C 960OO1O2O8 4
EJK C 86O0OOOO06
EE MDCD 350101440C 2
D MNDC 980110310C 2
C MF C 96O0OOO2O8
D F E 9700000008
DD El C 9602000308 4
CE CDB 95000003O8 4
C E F B g501000308 4
C F B 7480120358 D
C H GC 9600000008
C G E E B 7442200308 4
B A F 9500100208




DC GF B 9501200306 4
CD DBC 0 6400000006
FC FEBC 9500100008
C CD 5401010329 8
BC AB 7500O00008
C F HF 360_
E MHI B 9602001526




B C A B i 0 4500000008
B ACL 9500100316
DD CC 8681000508
DC KDA 5602200028 8
CE DB 760OO10116
C B F 9500000008
FCC CCBHI 0 4301300026 8
C DCD 4401100309 4
DC NCAE 9540010238
BBD AAB 0 3400000008
DF I C 9681061368
C F A B 0 3400000006
CD CD 9641100220 C
D K GC 970000O80C 4
D E 9702100230 C
D GEB 76O1OOO118
CE KI D 8861106446




# T Name Type (') Mag
1 13 113145 K2 2 BE
1 2 DO 1291 38 10E
1 13 1131.52 K7 2 87
1 1 V638 ORI 18
1 32 X0545 + 065 107 (
1 32 X0545+011B 56
1 13 113156 K2 5 89
1 32 X0546 + 042 106 4
2 13 113165 K0 19 81
4 1 32 X0546+042 112 4
1 2 DO 1297 76 11E
1 23 LDN 15gg 56
1 23 LON 1599 440
1 32 X0547+077 22
2 13 113179 G5 26 58
1 23 LDN 1599 447
1 13 113184 K5 9 85
3 13 113186 K0 8 6£
1 13 113195 K5 27 83
2 13 113198 +++ 15 6.;
1 32 X0548 + O89 65 4
337
Right Ascension: 05h48m40"--05h51=47' Declination: 0"-+ 10"
Position (1950)
Name
a _ Coords SMJ SMN .0
hm.a ,6 (s) C) I b C) C) _-) N
os,._+o53540.040201-11 31 16, 88 3
05486+0537 41.8 4 201--11 92 18 91 20_7+0253 ,_.410203-12 16 5 89 3
o_7+o417 48.836202-11 31 5 69 30_7+0711 46.814_-i0 45 20 _o 2
05487+0113 47.611205-13 63 15 92 2
05488+0429 48.2 27202--11 26 3 89 3
05488+0119 48.7 19!205-13 54 13 89 3
05488+0537 51.5 59 201-11 80 20 89 2
05488+0434 52.2 57 202-11 38 9 69; 3
05489+0256 55.4 0 203-12 33 6 58 2
05489+0731 56.6 48 199-10 46 9 89:3
05490+0835 0.1 46 198- 9 49 17 90 3
05490+0945 3.146 197 9 88 18 90 3
05490+0820 5.8 _ 199- 9 60 7 90 305491+0247 9.1 i 203-12 22 5 89 3
05491+0647 9.2:, 32 200-10 83 13 86 2
05491+0420 01117 202-11 30 13 91 3
05491+0053 ,_: 53 205-13 74 12 89 3
05492+0139 f5.5 34 205-12 35 10 67 2
05492+0826 17.1 12 198- 9 76 20 90! 3
0,,5493+0341 21,0 6 203-11 30 14 89 3
05493+0051 21.8 1 205--13 42 12 89 3
05494+0121 24.1 1 205-13 19 10 88 3
05494+0031 24.4 35 206-13 34 6 88 3
05494+0743 26.5 13 199- 9 19 8 89 3
05494+0820 27.9 48 199-- 9 21 6 90 3
05494+0045 28.5 6 205--t3 41 3 88 3
05494+0301 28.9 21 203--12 46 19 92 2
05494+0705 29.3 42 200--10 68 16 91 2
05495+0046 30.0 28 205-13 27 12 88 3
05495+0719 31.6 7 199-t0 20 9 89 3
05495+0911 33.7116 198-9 66 7 86 2
05495+0942 34.5'57 197- o 89 24 88 2
05496+0525 36.4:30 201-11 47l 17 88 2
05496+0438 37.4 2 202-11 51 16 91 2
05456+01 40.°14205_13.22:15
0  .0713 40,192 -10 ,,18 3i,
  +0,24 1.0321 _9 3, 5
0 97+010242.16 ,5_1338 10 = 310 97+ 0443.1,202-1145 ,0 3i
05497+0856 43.2 39 198- 9 56 6 31
05497+0402 43.9 51 202-11 33 14 91 2
35497+0611 46.5 58 201-10 43 9 89
35497+0620 47.1 14 200-10 41 9 89
35498+0043 48.1 4 205-13 67 14 88 2
35498+0150 50.1 41 204-12 30 6 88
_.498+0039 52.3 39 205-13 18 12 89
35498+0628 52.5 9 200--10 35 4 : 89
35498+0732 53.5 13 199-9 6_7 9i35499+0618 54.6 6 200-10 1
35499+0826 55.0 36 199-9 77 18 88 2
35499+0113 55.039 205-12 59 12 69 3
35501+0320 6.1 9 203-11 25 19 88 235501+0040 6,8 53 205-13 46 I 90
35501+0903 9.1 37 198- 9 75 19 88 2
35501+0449 9.3 17 202-11 36_4 14 I 89 3353o1+o1129.545206-12 89
05501+0715 9.736 200-10 52 12 89 3
355o1+_31lO.144 198-8 78 29 _0 235.502+0422, .943202-11 33 11 69 3
35502+0635 16.220 200-10 43 12 91 235562÷010316945206-12 34 5 9o 3
35502÷082217.956199-9 81 21 98 2
35,500+0945A 16.2 50 197-8 44 19 56_ 2 i35503+0500 20.5 25 202-11 54 12 2:
05503+0242 24.0 2 204-12 18 5 88 3'
35504÷0814 26.1 12 199-- 9 566 5 90
35504+0617 29.2 54 201--10 82 18 88
05505+0358 30.5 35 203-11 66 15 89 3
35505+0932 32.5 57 198-8 27 5 90 3135505+073032.543 199-9 16 10 69 3i353o5+040532.715202-11 5, 6 67 21
  +0031 39.910 29 7,o 3,35567+ 242.14220,_10,6 33 , 2135507+050143.6,,202_1025116931
35567+0614 44.547 201-10 39 10 893
355008+0913 48,2 4 198-6 84 13 90 3
35508+0722 49.4 47 200-9 73 24 91 21
05508+0t15 49.4 57 205-12 22 12 69 3!
35509+0026 57.848 206-13 39 ; _ 32j35509+0921 582 9 198-8 20
05510+0321 1.0 48 203-11 34 4 88 3
05510+0758 4.6 54 t99- 9 12_ 116 89_ 3j3 1 026 10.0 17 206 13 3
35511+0826 11.7 17 199-9 14 00_ 3!05512+0625 15.9 8 20,-10 35
35513÷0 19.2402 4,_127011 2;35513÷01216205-12 12
05513+003520.920 _12 21 13 89336513+032223.930203_1151 8 89336513+01392 .9 205_1219 6 883
 5515+01503 .28205-1221 969335615÷022733.62 204t2 8,,, 972
 55,6.000,36.126 4_11 !,3 893
05516+0142 36.2 21 205-12 27 0 89 3
05516+0313 37.3 4 203-11 27 J 5 89 3
35517+0105 42.1 0 205-12 28 5 90 3
35517+0151 47.6 40 205-12 23 5 89 3
Hi



































































































.25L .25L _ 3.92:
.44L .74L i 1.94L







]00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Cocf R FlaBs"
6.81 C GF o l 778ooo00_
16.89L D E ' 6500100008
38.33: DCDD EAAA 0 3281101008
13.78L BD AB 3 9600010006
13.67L F J KJ j 4502000328
7.25 E D FEB 960100020C
6.17 CD E CB 9701130428
7.08 D [ B F C 960000030C
4.75 D KEC 6700100008
19.58L C EBC 9500110438
19.23: BFDE AAA 434110100821.07L A 8500000008
6.10 E GF B 9600000208
5.80 DE L F B 9602100108
28.63L OC FABG 9561000208
72.14 DBFD FAAA 0 938000000C
5.78L C D 6600000000
27.26L C MC B 9500000008
17.41L D EJDH 960113211C
6.40 D GB 970100153C
4.97 D GC 97O0000008
17.99: CD KL EE 2580100348
29.24L C HFC 950034322C
10.07 CF ECC 96CI00045C
23.471 BC AC 0 950000000C
18.07L B AECJ 7500000008
16.36 CCD BAB 9500000208
39.43L BE BFKD 0 950126233C




3.92 D J DB
4.59 D ° IFF_)A24.76L
39.82 CCE CAAA
17.84 D KI B
4.70 E KC
13.15| BC AA

























23.07L BCD AABJ 0 950010031C
29.04L [] E CLE 840323300C
3.76L BC AA 0 6600000000
16.73L C CH 6500000008
4.97L D GEC 9601100100
4.91 [] C 9700000018
24.3OI. C C 750130010C
20.63L D CM 6500010008
15.39L C BJ EC 960513500C
15.81L E G 5600000008
25.47L C H C 9500000008
16.30L BC AAG 0 750110010C
5.30 CC MF B 6781000208
4.40 E K [] 960OO00228
12.77L D E GF 8500122428:
5,22L D [] B B 4600OO0000
7.39 D NGBC 770100110C j
4.22 E B 970O000008
4.21 E KC• 9601001328
11.16 DF DHC 7641010556
22,63L CD AC I 0 940110000C
19.12L B ACF 9501200668
4.78 C ] B 878110(X)(X)
25.28L C N K C G 2400000008
2.61: CDDD ADGC 0 9600000118
7.64 CC DFDB 6600000408
14.71L C C 4501000008
17.55L E K B D 950022243(3
3.93 [] F 6700000000
9.61 FCD FEC 8681010448
3.36L C D 5700100000
5.12 C DKB 5500000108
4.08 E ND 7700000116 i
I
20.401 BE ABFB 3
16.63 CCD EBBB
14.73 DE HAB 65C0000238
12.68L F B 86000O0008
16.17 F I DHB 950024540C
12.91L BC AAG O 9513000118
5.34L C GDG 4601000230
15.68L [] H B F 950200032C
10.24 DO H DC ,970102043C
8.95 E N! EC 968100150C
16.76L CC BAL 6501000238
45.22L CCE CAAC 0 954324344C
27.83 DD CB 954213040C !
6.29 [] EB 960100000<3
4.45 CD E FB 66000001081
42.11L CC ABLJ 2 952425844C
16.92L BC ABK 1 6500100208
20.74L BC AB 0 960000000C;
27.83L BC AAJ F 0 750433030C
AssOCiations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
4
4 1 23 LDN 1598 538
1 13 113215 K0 40
4 1 23 LDN 1598 215
4 1 32 )(0549+007 93 4
4 t 32 X0549 + 007 9 4
1 1 13 113217 K0 44 83
1 t3 113216 K0 4 85
1 23 LDN 1598 427
7
3 4 TMSS + 10097 56
2
25
1 13 113219 G5 11 70
1 19 121 3 130
4
4 _ 7 13 113220K0 7 50
1 13 113222 K2 10 85
1 23 LDN 1598 441
1 2 DO 1313 71 90
Ic
E 1:32 X0550+043 56: 14
i
4 1 32 X0550+082 92! 4
13 113234K2 8 814 32 X0550+075 17 4
1 13 113232 K0 32 82
C
1 13 113239 GO 10 72
t 23 OCL 0509 379
4 1 32 X0550+093 21 4
1 2 DO 1320 78 105
7 23 OCL 0509 231






C 1 32 X0551+016 87 12
1' 5 LYNDS1822 386
1 23 LDN 1617 ;381
C i,
Ui 13 113253K0 651 17422.5 22 ,332 23 LO_1822 i534










a ,_ Coords SM] SMN # O 12 jam
hm.a 08, (s) (• I b (") ('3 (') N
)5518+0243 53.6 35 204-11 _ 81 89 _ .25L)5519+0148 54,0 3 205-12 1 87 .25L
)5519+0707 54,2 19 200- 9 39 5 89 3 1.66
)5519+0157 57.1 5 205--12 69 12 87 2 .27L
)5520+0117 0,3 11 205-12 26 15 89 3 ,25L
)5520+0141 1,4 27 205-12 25 8 89 3 .25L
)5520+0221 5.7 21 204-11 22 14 88 3 .25L
)5521+0057 9.0 40 205--12 23 5 88 3 2.80
)5521+0948 10.3 9 198- 8 39 19 90 3 .27L
)5522+0146 17,2 41 205-12 50 11 92 2 .34L
)5523+0731 18,9 11 200- 9 51 ,25L .25L)5523÷073718949!2oo-9 47 1",_! _ 25, 26,
)5523+0520 19,8 46 202-10 28 10 90 3 ,45 .25L
)5523+0839 20,9 39] 199- 8 46 8 90 3 ,42 ,28L
)5523+0349 22,9 34 203--11 20 9 89 3 .25L .25L75524+054624.118 _1-10 79 25 91,2 .25, 63,)5524+073025349 2oo-9 36 8 89 3 27L 25L
)5524+0723 27,8 58 200-9 19 5 89 3 4681.93 1737.71)5524+022128654__11 3, _ _1_5 25+0 40 32.7 30 204-1t 8 1: LI .25L,33:
)5525+0607 33,1 27 201-10 57 14 89 3 ,25L .27L
)5525+0232 33.5 26 204-11 20 16 83 3 .43L .30L
)5526+0528 36,9 14 202-10 85 15 91 2 .40L ,29L
)5526+0054 41,2 25 206-12 27 17 88 3 .34L .25L
)5527÷0937 43.4 11 198- 8 35 23 88 2 ,29L .30L
)5527+0428 44.7 48 202-10 32 14 88 3 .25L .25L
)5527+0345 47,9 17 203-11 51 15 90 3 .43L .25L
)5528+0446 51,2 36 202-10 47 9 89 3 .36 .25L
)5528+0539 51.7 18 201-10 21 12 90 2 .25L .25L
)5529+0356 54.5 39 !03-11 39 15 89 3 ,26L .27L
)5529+0064 58.2 56 206-12 26 9 89 3 .25L .28L
)5529+0142 59.7 41 205-12 49 3 56 3 .33L .32L
)5529+0210 59.8 39 204-tl 44 7 88 3 .25L .25L
)5530+0802 0.2 32 199-9 34 9 90 3 ,35 ,25L
)5530+0539 2.9 50 201-10 36 14 88 2 .25L .25L
)5530+0641 4.7 22 200- 9 18 5 89 3 3.22 1.30
)5530+0728 4,8 41 200- 9 62 16 91[2 .33L .27L)5530+032350 8_03_1122 56613 46 191)5531+0,156614203_102o 15 562 25, 27,)5531+03321066_03_11,211,0 4 25, 26,
)5532+043014636_02_105, 18_]_ 43, 25,) 4 5 62 73,_01922 2 25, ,)5534+000027425_07_1239 6 893 42 25,)5534+011327.913205-12 54 10 9o 3 26L .25L)5535+07137322200-9 45 9 go 3 77 25L
)5536+0625 37.0 37201- 9 23 12 91 4 .25L .26L
)5537+0442 42.9 39 1202-10 52 5 92 4 .67 .25L
)5537+0620 43.9 22 201-- 9 55 8 91 4 .27L .25L
)5537+0155 44.5 12 205-11 83 22 91 2 .25L .25L
)5537+0022 44,5' 41 206-12 54 9 90 4 ,40L .26L[
)5537+0550 46.8 43 201- 9 32 10 91 I 4 .25L .25L
)5538+0642 52.0 30 201- 9 36 5 91 4 1.99 ,44
)5539+0047 36.0 28 206-12 544 34 91 2 .27L .25L
)5539+0604 36.3 37 201- 9 74 20 88 2 .25L .27L
)5539+0752 59.0 12 200- 8 62 17 91 4 .25L ,36L
)5540+0114 0.2 16 205-12 88 21 93 3 .25L .25L
)5540+0515 3.3 50 202-10 27 12 92 3 ,26L .17:
)5541+0037 7,1 51 206-12 61 t8 90 3 .34L .29L
)5541+0312 10.8 39 204--11 66 18 89 3 .25L o27L
)5541+0538 11,4 21 202- 9 75 14 89 3 .31: ,25L
)5543+0521 18.4 56 202-10 49 6 92 4 .45 .26L
)5543+0839 21.8 48 199- 8 33 14 90 3 ,25L ,32L
)5543+0023 22.0 30 206-12 61 19 90 4 ,25L .21:
)5543+0122 22.8 36 205-11 21 9 90 4 .25L .25L
)5,,4+0_1725134_-11 36 8 _, _ :_ ! 31,)5544+0537 28.6 6 202- 9 27 1t L .25L)5544+0907 29.4 30 199- 8 70 11 2 .33 ,25L
)5544+0524 29,5 7 202- 9 19 9 90 3 .25L ,25L
)5545+0904 30.6 14 199- 8 70 20 90 3 .25L ,25L
)5545+0001 32.5 4 207-12 69 19 941 2 .26L .25L
)5546+0852 36,9 50 199- 8 .26L .33L
)5546+0523 37,8 43 202- 9 22 12 91 2 .25L ,43L
)5547+0714 46,0 181 200- 9 90 15 91 4 .25L ,26L
)5548+0508 48,8 36 202 10 24 7 92 4 .25L .25L
)5548+0112 49.0 26_206-11 68 16 93 2 .25L .25L
)5548+0216 50,1 29! 205-11 44 16 90 3 .33L ,25L
)5548+0246 50,6 18' 204-11 21 4 92 4 2.21 ,68
)5548+0602 51.1 27 201- 9 39 24 88 2 .63L .26L
)5548+0332 51.3 3 204-10 42 8 92 4 .56 ,26L
)5548+0551 53.8 49 201--9 28 14 92 4 ,25L .30L
)5549+0849 55,1 11 199-8 38 5 91 4 1.76 .74)5_9+09,_ 55,5_' 198-7 23 5191 4 2.37 72
}5549+0520 58,7 48 202-- 9 23 9' 92 4 .25L ,25L
)5549+0343 59.1 57 203-10 38 16i 92 4 .25L .26L
)5549+0847 59.1 6 199-8 89 20' 90 3 .25L .28L
)5550+0044 2.2 50 206-12 56 19 91 2 .25L ,28L)5550+02423.421204-11 16 5 90 4 9.17 249
)5550+0402 4,819 203-10 33 15 90 3 .25L .31L
)5551+01335.754205-11 36 10190 4 .25L .35L
_5551+oo517451208-12 83 ,8 92 i 29L 40L)5551+0917 7.6 32 198- 7 65 23 88 .25L .27L35551+0247 9.9 25 204-11 13 92 .25L .26L
)5551+0543 11,912 202-9 25 12 91 31 .25L .29L
_5552+093413.8_ 195 7 23 11 91 4 .25L 25L)5552+0214143522_11 2511923 25_ 26,
,5552+01235616205_1163159o41 25, 25,
,5553+020318121_05115316923 25, 25,










































































































Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flags Associations
V L C
100 jam Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R F']ags* S 2 # T
7.07 DD E B 960100030(3
t7.25L D BBD 860413130C 1 5 LYNDS1622
12.78L BD AD 0 6531000008 2 13 113261 M0
16.53L F /C 160110020C 1 23 LDN 1622
9.42 I B 978000032(; 8
15.67L C E GBK 960135902C 1 5 LYNDS1622
25,71 F LEI D 958003566C 1 23 iLDN 1621
22,68L BD AB : 0 950100000C 4 13 113265 K0
4,46 E I C 9581000228 8 1 32 X0552+098
31,38L FE MDCC 958221463C 1 5 LYNOS1622
10.301- D B 8501100208
6.76: ED FKD 8680000618
15.56L B B H 9400000208
11.29L C BHM 5500100008
8,45 CC G BB 3560000008
4.19 I E D SC 960000000811.33L B 8543100208
95.90 BBBF AAAAi 2 8382138208
18.99LI C CG 950013475(3
16.77L BE BD J 0 950203341C
4.71: I CE KJ DC 9601000318
662 I D L GB 960100030C
12,13L D HB 9400100118
6.41 ED C FA 974011040C
2.56 I D GC 9600000008
7,71:! DC HJED 9600000538 C 1 32 X0552+044
23.19L C .IH C H 4400000228 4
14.69L C 8H 95(30(300008
8,91: DE DC 9540211558
4,85 CD EEC 4600000108
7.24L C CC8 9700110400
17.59L! D DEBI 964313,534C 8
15,02L D AC 968132232C
3.02L D CKGD 8600010000
6.52: DF DD 9580111438
3.54: BCEC AAGC i 0 6600000208 1 2 DO 1334
5,46: EE L KB 66C2000508
5.61: CCCD BAAA j 2 7601001008 2 6 A0553+03
4.33 E HB 9600OO01O8
7.14 CD GDA 5601000208 4
3.43: CE M FC 9700000318 4
5.94 CE M HC 9600000208
5,74L C CEFL 9501000000
6.97 DD GF B 960000040C
13.89L S BA 3500000O08
6.95 D H FB 9580100438 C
16.18L B AC ] 8500000008
17.94L B B 9401100338 C
9.28 F MGFC 870206154C 1
4.29L C HCB 9603010100
9.37 C C F S 9500000538
16.50L BD ABN 4 6500000008 2 13 113285K5
5.16 DH ED 9502000000
3.08 D B 9600000208
4,46 E E GC 9681000428 C
5.99 I FC D D17.51L FBDF 94C2225988 2 I 32 X0554+052
6,95L C E E 950OO0OOOO
4.16 C CFC 9700000208 4
14.81L F F D E 9400100438
17,51L !B C 9401202528
2.04 C DJI C 4602000000
7.21 EDB DHD 9500000200 4
5.92 CD MLDB 960000061C
19.45L B j CGML 950213066(3
12,18 FE! HB 9581100438
13,09L C E 9400110508 4
13,05L' C D EB 9500223648 32.88 MFC 9601110508 4
5.15L C DC 9500000200
4.78 t G G 9501000310 42.40 JI EA 4602001000
t3.05L D KFB 9500224748 3
3.52 i! JBss00000138,6,80 C K DA 9641010308 49.94 LC 96402315OC 1
24.87L D ] M C D 940002057C
13.52: BC DABHD 1 958110277C 2
1.98 F ] I C 9700000008
21,15L B BMMM 9500000008 1 13 113295 KQ
366 DIF HGB 9700010308
1.50L CC AA H 1 4701101110
1.16L BC ABBM 0 9620000100
14.87L C J ED 9481124678 3
= ,
5,88 DE G8 9680000128 8
3.16 C GJ D 4600101110
5.96L D FC 9601000400 4
14.48L BBD AAB 3 950020112C 16 4 21DO 1342
2.68 DE FGI D 6700000238 C i838 _ ._Hc _010053_
367L c oc_ ,6ooooo3oo
2.00 C B _ 9531000000
18.11L E LJCI 950110146C
4.56 CD FDBI 9681000738
3.84 CC DC i 9580000220 C
6.18: DF DOE I 950212085C
7.33 C FHDB 960000000£; 38.65 E E G B D 754003486(3 A
15.70L BC AB 0 952031351C B I II 13 113306 K26.81: CD MCA 9681110318
;
Name Type _"_ Mag
02 2 6 13 113271 M0




























Flux Density FlaBs Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ham. 6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 0 12 _.m 25 _tm 60 /xm= , (s) () 1 b ('3 (") (°) N (Jartsky)
5554+0531 26.7 511202-- 9 51 11 92 3 ,26 .2SL .40L
5554+0647 27.3 22 I 201- 9 61 7 92 3 .47 .25L .40L
5554+0521 28.437 202- 9 51 15 91 2 .28L .00L .53
5554+0705 29.142 200- 8 64 7 92 3 .47 .25L .40L
5555+0909 32.731 199- 7 54 11 91 3 .28L I .27L .70
5555+0240 33.747 !204-11 48 16 92 3 .26: .25L 1.63L
5556+0926 36.9143' 198- 7 62 18 902 .43L .29L .37
38.354204-10 45 .40L5556+0325 7 92 3 1.04 .19:
5556+0751 39.729200- 8 29 9 923 .74 .29L .41:
5556+0144 _0.0118205-11 6016 92 4 .25L! .41L 1.97L
5557+0528 47.412202- 9 5015 913 .25L .25L 1.01
5558+0707 148.820200- 8 48 7 92 i 3 .77 .25L AOL
5558+0010 51._] 20 207-12 61 38 942 .67L .55L .40L
5559+0512 54.818202-9 4724 923 .25L .25L .40L
5559+0256 55.E 34204-10 39 18 92! 3 .25L .28L .61
5559+0054 56.454206-11 42 7 92'4 .50 .25L .40L
ss5o+ogse 57.9,31 lee- 7 43 8 91 3 .ge .47 .40L
$560+0345 3.2156 203--10 51 18 912 .25L .27L ,40L
5560+0051 4.7'40 206--11 61 23 93 3 .25L .25L .83L
5561+0147 7.755 205-11 14' 14 59 3 ,25L .34L .65:
5561+0242 9.654204--10 69 18 91 2 .25L .25L .47L
5561+0514 1t.340 202- 9 51 8 92 3 .57 .35L .40L
5562+0941 13.3 7198-- 7 90. 13 922 .30 .63L .40L
5562+0159 15.112205-11 21 10 913 .27L .32: 1.47
5562+0032 15.359206-11 65 9 933 .39 .25L .40L
,562+0501 15.645202- 9 45 I 2, 912 .25L .65L .40L
5562+0829 16.639199- 8 64 8 923 .43 .28L .40L
5563+0855 21.4 38 199- 7 44 8 92 3 .76 .32L .40L
5565+07,54 34.8 18 200-6 62 14 92 2 ,32 .25L .40L
5566+0427 37.5 47 203-- 9 73 9 92 3 .36 .30L .40L
'566+0114 39.334 206-11 44 16 91 2' .25L .26L 1.30L
,566+0531 39.855202- 9 33 11 923 .25L .39L 1.05
,567+0t53 43.720205-11 16 9 923 .25L .32: 2.57:
,567+0824 44.147199- 8 65 ; 10 922 .58 .38L .40L
,567+0208 45.92205-11 28 12 923 i .25L .33: 1.31
5568+0135 48.937205-11 38 13 933; .25L .25L 1.17L
,568+0031 50.64206-11 55 7 9331 .47 .27L .43L
,568+0935 52.59198- 7 71 36 ; 9121 .25L .59L .40L
5568+0024 53.446207-11 72 9 912 .45 .35L .72L
,569+0420 57.129 203-9 60 9 93 2 .70 .35L .40L
,570+0138 5.922205-11 5411 933 .41L .25L 1.06
,571+0220 7.7 25 205-10 58 7] 92 3 .65 .32L .40L
5571+0151 12.053 205-11 30 151 93 3 .25L .25L 1.83L
,572+0231 16.043205-10 57 71923 .69 .28L .40L
_572+0208 16.926,205-10 33 121 933 .25L .25L 1.23
5572+0218 17.553205-10 73 15 932 .45L .60L 1.35
$573+0223 21.515205-10 27 16923 .41L .25L .62
,573+0514 22.652202-9 3314 ! 912 .33L .67L .68
,573+0942 22.738. 198-7 5927923 .25L .27L .40L
_573+0858 22.910i 199-7 57 9 I 923 .42 .29L .40L
,574+0115 24.8 ,_ j 206-11 59 _1912 .44 .49L 1.44L
,574+0414 25.5 203-9 51 92 .38 .26L .40L
_574+0e227018201-8 47 8 92 3 37 25L .40L
5574+0242 27.618205-10 72 9 i 923 .30 .27L .40L
'574+0535 27.7 43 202- 9 19 7 92 3 1.52 .47 .40L
_575+0149 31.711205-11 30111923 .25L .25L 2.16L
'576+0219 38.547205-10 2710! 93 _ .30L .25L 1.49
5577+0546 47.435202-9 5917, 923 .25L .27L .46L
5577+0103 47.821206-11 59 7 I 933 .96 .27L 1.08L
5578+0907 50.910199-7 39 7 923 .41 .25L .40L
,578+021151947205-105512933 .26L .25L .82
5579+0229 59.219205-1033255_ 12 92 ;o .42L .28L .69
,580+0439 0.2 17 203--9 92 3 1.74 .43 .40L
,580+0159 1.1 5205--10 1393 .25L .33L .70
5580+0718 2.431201- 8 26 8 92 1.03 .30: .40L
,581+0006 6.413207-11 893 .25L .60 .55
,581 +0223 8.135' 205-10 7 ' 93 6.70 2.05 .55L
,581+0254 9.8 56 204-10 81 7 92 31 .48 .25L .40L
5582+0314 12.853204 10 42 13 9321 .25L .25LJ .83:
,582+0023 14.1 6207-11 68 7 933 .49 .25L ,40L
,592+0210 15.355205-10 70 16 91 2 .42L .25L .92
,582+0012 15.334207-11 45 8 933 .53 .25L .40L
,582+0552 15.810202- 8 28 2091 .25L .42L .59L
.25L .26L .40L,583+0601 23.9 37 202- 8 61 21 65 i
5585+0904 32.319 199-7 60 9 92 2! .44 .27L I .40L93 .3gL .25L .81
5585+0312 34.456204-10 24_ 2i5585+0112 34.830206-11 1 933 .25L .25L .71L
,586+0016 37.3620711 933i .43 .25L .40L
,586+0138 38.910206-10 44 13 933' .25L .25L .75L
,587+0528 42.152202- 9 45 14 912 .25L .30L .42L
5588+0505 49.4 7203-9 75 19 923 .25L .25L .40L
5588+0001 50.333207-11 52 12 942 .25L .25L .54:
,589+0311 54.359 204-10 23 14 92 3 .25L .30L .88
5591 +0638 6.423201-- 8 3516 923 2.64 1.59 .40L
,591+0609 7.77202-862] 23 912 .34L .25L .40L
559t+0845 8.84199- 7 56 ; 9 923 .42 .27L .40L
5591+0529 t0.431202- 8 A2¢_=j 1 923 .25L .25L .41L
._592+0107 13.4 28 206-11 ,_ 17 93 3 .25L .32LI .57L
5593+0731 19.2 44 201- 7 66 32 91 2 .25L .57L .40L
5593+0101 23.1 1 206-11 64 14 92 2 .34 .29L ..40L
5594+0827 27.1 7200 7 27 7 923 8.14 3.30 .70
5594+0305 28.4 30 204 10 46:20 93 3 .25L .25L .50L
5595+0611 30.4 44 202- 8 26 24 91 2 .25L .27L .49L
5595+0939 35.6 3199--6 _ 7 923 1,50 .99 3.26
5596+0109 38.718206-10 _ _ 3v 942 .25L .42L .57L
5597+0803 44.626200- 7 4211 923 .29 .25L .40L
5597+0119 47.727206-10 4715 933 .25L .25L .60
5598+0249 51.355205-10 42 15 942 .25L .25L .42
5599+0109 54.07206-10 9227 912 .41L .51L .40L
5599+0916 55.2 44 199-6 48 12 92 3 .29L .25L .53
v L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
16.65L C D 9401000108
7.62L B C 45OO010008
9.18L D B 9500000438
10.56L C BE 5500020008
2.04: CC CC 8600000100
3.71 D E CCLC 970100000C
1.93L C DG 9500000O00
16.71L DD AC i 09500000008
2.70L B D BEFE ' 9681010208
4.77 C C B C 960100030C
6.29: CD J MBB 95Cl100438
7.95L B B 5500020008
2.98 D K J G 8500000000
3.84 E C 9600110028
7.25L C ,rBDCG 96011005683.53L B 9700110200
1.40L BD ;AC 2 3600000000
2.8t D HKB 9700000128
4.27 C DE 8600110200
3.66 DD GEC 960110031G
4.03 E H B 9600000208
5.92L C BDJ H 9500210028
3.58L C 9600000000
3.19 F B 970O000008
1.86LIC _BF 5600OOO0001.21: B D'BD D 3600010000
6.12L C C 7501000006
16.11L!D CG 9500000008
4.07 D GB 960002040C
6.04: CO KCFB 95C0000608
16.76 IcEDD FBEB 94C004443C1.56L B F 3500000000
3.73L FC ECC 9602012218
10.67 E GB 958010053C
3.70L C CH 5700000000
1.62 D G F 8600000100
4.38L C CHKF 4600010000
12.14L C BE 9500000008
10.67L C ECD 950110163C
12.60L C BFL 9401420428
9.88 E E B 958005542C
20.34L B B K D 9400000008
6.65: CO GEB 9502011518
6.36L O B F A 9502243538
15.32L C D 9401343438
10.82: DF KDCF 9500100458
2.08 C E 4500000000
1.19L C BG J 0600001000
13.38L C CI D 950003000C
9.47L C DE 5500000008
1.44L C C 4601000000
20.08L C C 9401000008
9.00L CC AB 0' 9500000008
17.69 E EC 944013441C
10.22: CD GEDD 94C2155438
3.10 C KHB 9600000118
13.82L B AD 950011100C
1.27L B B M 1600000000
2.94 C D F O B 9640000508
5.28 EC EFCB 9500100308
12.10L BC AE 0 9500000008
437 C C F B B 9600000308
1.27L BD AE 0 6600000000
14.26L CC HADM 5400000338
5.28L BC AALE 0 9591112300'
11.03L C B HL 4500010438
5.22 F C E B 9501000420
17.56L C CEGD 4400000008
4
8
2 13 113316 K5
_e_ Mag
5 65
2 13113321 A0 2 52
1 2:DO1347 88 88
3 13113324K5 2 85
1 13 113325 G5 1 83
1 13 113327 K0 3 68
1 23 LDN 1632 154
1 23 LDN 1632 327
1 13 113300K7 29 85
9
1 2 DO 1357 66 93
1 2 DO1359 26 96
Bi 1 32 X0557+023 95 11 --
1
1 13 113352M0 4 86 __.
2 13113357K5 3 80
i 4 1 32 X0558+019 37 4
'C 13113358K0 2 83
1 2 I:)O1364 85 96
1 13 113362G5 36 71
4
1 13 113367 G5 9 76
C 1 32 X0558+032 12
1 2 DO 1367 96
1 32 X0559+054 78 12
3.33: DE DB 9683000608
17.06L B AJ 5401020238 : C
2.12 D LEC 9600000008 I
3.05 C GE 4602100420
1.83L C B 1500000000
6.57: DO F E 9581001650
6.28 E FC 960101135C
16.34L C AF 6400020008
5.08 C LDB _O00O010C
5.61 E LFB 9601000218
5.60 E D 9600000028
3.17 CD BB 7600000108
7.82 DD J BI E 9560001430 C
6 1 DR ORI 8 3
4 13 113389A2 35 41
1.21L BC AAF 0 6700000000
3,28 C L I C 4501000330
1.32L C CDM 4600000000
8.75 F I I C 9582000358 C
6.30 C C ME 9600030460 [
1.51 C G F 76OOOO0OOO
2.90L C CF 97O0O00000
1.22L BBC AABF 213601000000
2.99 C J C C I 9700000000
2.53 F I B 4681000220
2.77 BFEEC AAAB 3425010010005.23 MHG ; 9600100440
1.61L C G M 0600000000
3.57 DC FB 9681000500
4.07: C D F A 3600000348 C
3.04 D C 9700100310
1.31L C MCE 3600000000








Coords SMJ" SMN O O 12 Fma 8
h_-- °6, (s)('3 I b C) C) (')N
05599+0014 57.2 42 207--11 28 7 93 3 ,73
05599+0842 59.5 10 200- 7 27 8 92 3 3.01
06000+0317 1.423 204-9 70 28 93 3 .25L
06000+0932 4.5 15 199- 6 70 10 91 2 ,56
06001 +0939 8.7 57 199- 6 36 9 92 3 ,42
06002+0243 16.7 38 205--10 36 19 93 3 ,25L
06003+0633 18,5 17 201- 8 33 14 92 3 ,25L
06004+0833 25.2 28 200-7 93 36 93 2 .27L
06004+0737 27.0 45 201-7 40 6 92 3 1.55
06004+0546 27.1 38 202-8 55 8 92 3 .74
C6006+0159 39.6 12 206-10 88! 7 93 3 .89
06006+0417 41.3 8 204-9 21 7 92 3 1.06
06007+0351 46,5 56 204- 9 46 6 93 3 1.02
06008+0425 48,2 37 203- 9 59 16 92 3 ,25L
06008+0403 51.6 51 204- 9 59 8 93 3 .52
06008+0024 53.0 37 207-t0 102 29 91 2 .68L
06009+0843 54.6 59 200-8 57 26 92 3 ,35L
06009+0036 55,0 21 207-10 43 20 93 3 .25L
06009+0131 57.3 10 206-10 45 9 93 3 .53
06009+0750 59.2 41 200- 7 34 7 92 3 1.29
06010+0635 3,5 18 202-7 58 11 93 2 .33
06010+0805 4.1 16 200- 7 66 10 91 2 ,38
06011+0120 7.8 12 206-10 46 7 93 3 ,65
06011+0840 8.2 3 200- 6 58 23 91 2 .38L
06011+0839 10.0 23 200- 8 35 14 91 2 .32L
06012+0625 14.0 24 202- 8 56 23 92 3 .25L
06012+0726 17.1 3 201-7 31 6 92 3 319.61
06014+0251 24.C 45 205- 9 24 11 81 3 ,25L
06014+0838 29.(_ 8 200- 6 : 30 10 92 3 .69
06015+0851 34,g 45 200-6 32 8 92 3 ,42
06016+0634 36,8 19 202-7 43 7 92 3 .87
06016+0004 39.5 20 207-10 59 38 91 2 .25L
06016+0821 41.211 200- 6 64 14 93 2 ,25L
06017+0942 46,1 19 199- 8 68 23 91 2 .25L
06018+0412 48.8 15 204- 8 75 23 93 3 .25L
06018+0434 49,0 21 203- 8 35 17 92 3 ! .25L
06018+0425 49.7 46 204- 8 23 18 92 3 .25L
06019+0231 54.3 15 205-9 58 16 94 2 .46L
06019+0813 58.3 26 200- 7 88 8 91 2 .29
06020+0144 1.5 55 206-10 46 13:93 3 .29L
06020+0900 2,5 34 200- 6 49 11 91 2 ,49
06020+0057 5.4 19 207-10 56 8 93 3 .45
06020+0726 5.5 46 201- 7 76 26 92 3 .25L
06022+0015 12.9 47_207-10 57 29 93 3 .25L
06022+0436 17.4 18 203-8 23 6 92 3 1.57
06022+0525 17.5 27 203-8 23 6 92 3 2.12
06023+0409 20.0 46 204- 8 27 8 93' 3 2.25
06024+0825 25.0 17 200-8 34 5 92 3 2,05
06024+0722 27,4 59 201- 7 28 6 92 3 2.16
06025+0206 31.2 52 206- 9 74 21 91 2 .25L _
06025+0052 32.3 15 207-10 67 7 93 3 .64
06026+0322 37,6 11 205- 9 25 5 93 3 9,42
06027+0308 42,9 35 205- 9 102 25 93 ! 3 .25L
06028+0335 48.4 13 204- 9 34 13 93 3 ,25L
06028+0037 $8.E' 4 207-10 27 5 93 3 2,78
06028+0732 52.9 32 201-7 53 7 92 3 1.64
06028+0029 53.3 11 207-10 90 12 92 2 .29
06030+0836 0.3 40 200-6 26 6 92 3 .gg
06030+0933 5.3 18 199-6; 64 19 92 3 .25L
06031+0752 7,2 59 201- 6 = 45 7 92 3 .43
06031+0659 7.7 25 201--7 32 6 92 3 1.88
06031+0243 8.7 5 205-9 55 8 93 3 .47
06032+0650 15,7 29 202-- 7 38 16 91 2 .25L
06032+0829 15,8 19 200-6 32 9 92 3 ,25L
06033+0953 20.2! 1 199- o 82 26 91 2 .29L
06033+0941 22,534 199-5 29 12 92 3 .25L
06033+0619 22,534 202-7 37 8 92 3 3,30
06034+0326 26,5 55 205- 8 79 11 91 2 .33
06034+0436 27,8 12 204-8 55 8 93 3 ,93
06034+0856 29.6 43 200-6 47 8 92 3 ,39
06035+0321 35.6 0 205- 8 49 12 93 3 ,25L
06035+0537 35.7 1 203- 7 49 27 92 3_ .25L
06037+0333 43.1 20 205-8 33 25 90 2i .25L
06037+0850 43.260 200-6 53 7 92 3 1,03
06037+0854 43.9 10 200-6 45 25 93 2 .25L
06037+0245 46.4 17 205-9 93 21 94 2 .65L
06039+0956 57.7 52 199-- 5 23 8 92 3 9.64
06039+0545 60.0 15 203- 7 32 8 92 3 1.45
06041+0728 6.4 1 201- 6 31 8 92 3 1,01
06041+0211 10,0 26 206- 9 48 19 93 3 ,25L
06041+0718 11.7 25 201- 6 90 9 92 3 .50
06042+0332 14.6 18 205- 8 34 8 93 3 .88
06043+0622 22,1 6 202- 7 94 32 91 2 .71L
oeo43+oo2g23912207-i0 28 6 93 3 191
06044+0005250 3120e-i039 5 93 3 8g
06044+0327 27.6 34 205- 8 37 7 93 3 1.20
06045+0442 30.5 2 204-8 38 9 93 3 .44
06045+0046 31.2 14 207- 9 69 7 93 3 ,48
06045+0944 33.7 58 199- 5 36 24 931 2 ,25L
06046+0714 38,2 52 201-6 42 7 92 3 1.92
06046+0402 40.5 8 204- 8 56 32 91 2 .37L
06047+0305 43.1 50 205- 8 95 19 91 2 .25L
06047+0612 43.4 7 202-7 77 12 92 2 .34
06047+0253 4355; 205-8 76 23 91 2 .58L06049+0400 57.3 204- 77 15 922 .36
06051 +0751 6._¢ 42 201-6 69 23 92 3 .25L
06051+0139 8.9 50 206-9 37 8 93 3 1.39
06053+0537 18.3 55 203-7 56 11 93 2 ,29
06055+0245 31.6 34 205- 8 71 25 93_ 3 .25L
06055+0750 33.3 60 201- 6 75 21 92 3 .26L
Flux Density Flags
('Not Color Cm-rected)
25 p.m 60 /zrn 100 p,m Flux
(.lansky) Uncs
.25L ,40L 8.53L B !AF 7500000008
1.68 ,40L 1.33L BC AAN 0 5600000000
,25L ,40L 3.46 C I H 6600000010
.38L .44L 1.59L F BGN 4600000000
.26L .40L 1.46L E DN 4600000000
.37L .52L 3.35 C C F C 6600000548
.31L .47: 2.67 DC GFC 7600000100
,30L .40L 2.17 F G 5500000010
.49 ,40L 1.56L BD AB 0 3600000000
.26L .4OL 8.13L B BG 9400000008
.27L .40L 7.83L B AG 450000000_
.62 .40L 8.30L CC AB 0 9500000008;
,35L ,40L 2,48L D AFGD 0701000000
.26L 37: 3.02 CD K EC 9680000048
.25L .40L g.51L B C 9501000008
.61L .40L 2.67 D H D ! 5700000008
.32L ,40L 2,57 C D 5500200000
,25L .40L 2.51 D MC 4600000108
,27L .40L 1.97L C BJ 8700000000
.66 .40L 1.09: BC DIABKE 2 3700000000
.54L .40L 1.94L C D 9600000000
,47L .40L' 5,82L C CE 4501000008
.54L .40L 1 88L' C AG 8700000000
.37L .53L 1,83 I D DFC 9600300008
.33L .63 5.59L F NC 9501300008
.25L .40L 2.46 C J I E 9600000000
225,61 55,90 15.45 BBDC AAAA 8 5410000000
.31: 1.71 6.89L DD J DDF 8501000358
.25L .40L 6.72L D A H 9401000008
.51L .40L 9,86L C !BH 9500000008
.26L .40L 1.60L B A 6600000000
.60L .40L 2.44 D G 9600000010
.27L .49 2.07 CD CA 8601000108
.31L .4OL 1.73 D J B 4600000000
.28L ,40L 3,17 E H D 9600000018
.26L .40L 6.53 E G GB 9500100008
.28L .40L 4.28 E F C 9601000008
.26L .54 2.28L C CR 8601100008
.30L .40L 6.08L C A 6400000008
.25L ,59 1.37L C E BF 1600000000'
.31L ,40L 1.38L D B K 2700010000
.25L ,40L 1.42L C CH L 6600010000
.61L .40L 1.92 C MHHD 4601000000
.25L .43L 2,41 C L DG 9601000000
.44: 1.53 5.60 CECE ABBB 0' 9602000118
.47 .40L 1,32L BC AB 2 5700000000
.54 ,40L 6.86L BC AB F 0 9600000008
1.17 .40L 5,04L BC AS 0 9500001008
1,42 ,40L 1,17L BC AAG 1 3700000000
,32L .65[ 2.10 D FJ C 3601000008
.25L ,40L 1.83L C B E 3500001000
4.02 1,12 6.46L BBC AAA 3 9500000008
.25L .40L 3.08 D D 9500000018
.25L ,38: 2,88 DC HFA 9600000208
.72 .40L 1.73L BC AA 8 5600000000
.32: .40L 1.19L BD ABL 0 3700000000
.25L .40L 2.51L C D 7600000000
,53 .40L 5,06L BD AA F i 0 7500001008
.29L ,40L 2.57 C E F C 9600000000
.27L .40L 1.43L C CL 6600000000
1,06 .40L 1.10L BC AAGH 0 2600000000
.28L ,40L 8.22L B AGL M 6400000008
.48L .40L 1,87 D F E 3580000000
.37 1.20 1.42 DCD CAC 5600010008
.34L .40L 2.19 C LG C 9502000000
.29L .59 2.31 CC J CB 9601000010
1,11 .40L 1.02L BC AB 0 3600000000
,32L ,40L 6,171 C DH B 9501100008
,25: ,40L 6,20L BD BC 0 9600000008
.25L ,40L 2,03L C B H 2700200000
.25L .67: 3.85 FE E EB 9681100338
,25L .40L 1.91 C I J D 4700000000
,25L .40L 2.41 D L C 9600000028
.26L .40L 5.88L B AD 4400200008
.27L .40L 1.45 D C =4600200008
,72L .40L 1.99 D B 6600000008
3.66 ,64 1.41L DBC AAC 5 2600000000
.61 ,40L 1,34L BD ABK 3 4501001000
,55 .40L 1.44L BC AB 0 8700000000
.25L .40L 2.91 C K F C 9500000028
.31L .40L 1.15L B BGM 4701000000
.25L .40L 7,99L B BGF 9400100008
.62L .40L 1.70 D E I C 5600000000
.74 .40L 1.29L BD ABI 7 0700001000
.26: .40L 1.53L BD AB 1700000000
.37 .40L 5.63L DD BC 0 9400100008
.25L ,40L 1.61L F E 9501000000
.25L ,4OL 1.68L C B I 0700000000
.28L .45L 2.63 C I D 9502000010
.75 .40L 1.33L BC ABKJ 0 4711000000
.25L .40L I 1.47 D D E 8500100000
.29L .40L 2.59 D H B 9600000018
.27L .51L 1.55L_ D B J 5600000000
.55L .40L 1,78 D J C 9700000008
.25L .40L 1,86L C B M 8400100000
.25L .40L 3.25 C J E 8680000340
.48 .40L 7.79L BC AB 0 6401120008
.33L .40L 1,61L E EJ 4600000000
,26L .40L 2.93 E D 9600000018
,26L .40L 3,73 C C 8580100550




Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name
22
















































h_.= _ _ "_8Coo,d_SMJSUNO O t2
, , (s) ( I b (") (') (') N
_58+0752 ,96 _, 261-6 97 28 92 2
06058+0156 51,2 2 206- 9 31 7 94 4
o30eo÷o_ 0.230 _-8 so 9 93 3
0e0_0÷0721o.712 261-6 76 25 92 2
06060+0902 1.9 21 200- 5 61 8 92 3
06060+0455 5.4 31 204- 7 42 8 93 3
06062+0631 13.6 12 2602- 6 31 11 92 3
06062+0850 18,6 57 200- 5 86 14 92 2
06063+0230 19.8 32 206- 8 56 8 95 3
06063+0215 22.2 4 206- 8 59 15 95 3
06064+0731 25,4 24 201- 6 51 8 92 I 3
06064+0634 27.7 21 202-- 6 61 14 _ I 306064+0437 28.5 17 204-- 7 33 8 -- 13
06064+0751 28.8 0 201- 6 i 69 19 92 r 3
06066+0517 38.2 39 203-- 7 25 7 93 3
08_+0021 40.1 26 2O8-- 9 33 9 96i4
06067+0312 44.5 25 205-e 35 18 93 1 3
06068+010g 48.531 207- 9 37 12 93 3
06068+0536 48.8 7 203- 7 69 12 91 2
06068+0251 51.5 7 206- 8 73 16 94 4
06068+0243 53.9 SO 206-8 45 16 94 4
06069+0223 5_.8; 5 206-8 38 6 95 406070+0311 !35 205- 81 25 91 2
06070+0845 415116 200- 5 2_ I 170 92 3
_o071 +0440 8.0 54 204- 7 35 _ 94 4
06072+0252 12,2 48 206- 8 23 i 5 95 4
06072+0953 13.0 10 199- 5 37 7 92 3
_(_)73+0603 19.2 8 203- 6= 81 I 12 92 2
_73+o_ 26.64,, _- _ 39, _8 9, 4
 o73+o,1522.741=_62711923
 ,3+o 1920.931266-6 : 93 74 021824.242 _6 .424,324261_5 2923
36.33 ,05_7. 10933
 76 0= ,04265_7576 . 3
 76 025,39.06 6 . 4
 76+02,649,630 9119953
36079+026_ 54.2 20 266- 8 58 14 93 3
:)6079+0311 58.1 44 205-8 72 19 92
 0÷0241 0717 3915,, 4
 0+0524 3040 47 6!9, 4
 1+0 ,6 677265_716 6,,4
 1+0,20 591  5 43 6923
 1÷00 6736 -9 24 7i9331246 01_549 7 923
 2+005, 1563  07_, . 7 933
_083+0931 23.6 15 200- 4 62 6 92 3
)6084+0220 26.8 206-- 37 93 3
36085+0317 31.0 33 205- 7 54 93 3
)6058+0612 39.0 14 203- 6 44 21 94 3
_186+0659 40.8 25 202- 6 79 11 94 2
_087+07,56 44,0 58 201- 5 27 26 3 3
_)6088+0221 48.4 25 206- 8 38 10 93 3
36088+0757 53,0 21 201- 5 69 29 95 2
36089+0158 59.5 16 207- 8 81 13 92 2
06090+0655 5.9 43 202- 6 56 8 93 3
06091+0707 8.4 52 202- 5 21 13 93 3436091+0457 11.9 48 .)04- 6 74 8 ! 93
_6092+0311 13.8 58 206- 7 99 13 92 2
36092+0546 14,8 43 203-- 6 55 6 94 4
06092+0422 16.9 54 204--7 78 17 94 2
06099+0647 20.0 49 202--6 49 4 93 3
06095+0921 32.5 51 200- 4 44, 5 93 4
36096+0306 39,3 33 206- 7 54 12 93 3!
_6096+0'904 40.4 40 200- 4 _j 9 94 3
_)6097+0239 44.0 10 206-7 17 93 3
06097+0809 44.1 5 201-5 98 32 94 2
36097+0730 46.5 33 202- 5 37 19 94 44
36097+0944 46.8 56 200-4 44 7 93
0609B+10842 50.6 35 202-- 8 34 7 94 4
36100+0808 2.2 38 201- 5 28 12 93 306100+0430 3.5 3 204-7 27 94 2
06101+0645 6.2 19 202-5 73 10 93 3
06101+0417 9,7 6 205-7 66 22 93 3
06102+0651 12,4 55 202- 5 65 20 93 3
06102+0717 15,5 32 202- 5 40 7 93 3
06103+0310 18,7 37 206- 7 _2 7 93 336103+0601 t9.1 SO 203-6 7 93 31
06103+0403 21.0 39 205-7 53 6 93 3
06103+0707 21.4 9 202-5 45 18 93 3
06103+0221 23.3 38 206- 7 31 6 93 3
06104+0511 24.8 1 204- 6 25 24 3 3
06105+0245 33.2,52 206-7 79 t4 92 2
06105+0646 34.8!35 203-5 51 10 93 3
06105+0127 35.046 207- 8 24 ' 8 93 3
06106+0742 40.2j 7 202--5 102 20 93 3
06107+0309 43.8 4 206-7 30 16 93 3I 4
06107+0954 44.7:29 200-4 92 9 93 4
06107+0327 46.C 12 205-7 88 22 92 2
06108+0840 52.8 17 201- 4 53 9 93 3
06109+0731 59.350 262- 5 109 29 92'2
06109+0326 59.730 206-7 48 8 94 2
06110+0201 5,926 207-7 62 8 93 3
06111+0816 8.7 6 261- 4 40 7 93; 3
_6111+0341 9.14i 265--7] _ 14 93 i06112+0228 14.3 206- 7 1406112+0758 14.4 202- 5 86 30
06112+0753 14,4 202- 5 53 7 93 3
Flux Density
_ Celer Correct_








































































































I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
As_,ociations
2,76 E J B
4.45L ;D CF D






1.46L C AE1,59L D AB
1.54L B CEKM
2.08 F C
3,94L B AG F
3.25 D KK B
1.71 C J C
6,47L C D DD
2,91 F M HF
2.60: CE K BD
3.16 C L E
11.30L _ C5.44L B
2.35 D F KD
1,76L C C L
8,41L C CH F
1.94L 8 8 G
2.08L C C
1,91L C DJ C
1,68L C F AE9.42L G
1.59L C BCF
3.38 D DB




1.59L C DKJ E
2.01 D NH G
1.39L C CFG
2.63 C E L C
1.98 C C
5.09L BE AB
2.84 B D BJ B
1.48L B C AAJ
1,79L B AE
2,41 F I L GB
6,73L BC AA
2.51 C F C
7.23L C DEt.52L ; B F
2.03L 'C CJ HC
2.26 C HKC
2,98: DE I C
1.91L B DHG
2,43 D I BC
1.60L E B I K
3.65 E KC








Name Type (") Mag
3.70 _ KBE 55001002302.95 L I 5700(XX)018
8.30L B B L 9500020008 2 13 113500 K2 21 8_2.52 B 4701000110
1.84L C C 1700000000
1.13L BE BEF 0 45000000001.42L BC 2500100000
1.95L C E I 1700010000
7.80L B BN 9600000008 2 13 113507 A0 22 55
2.58 C B 9700000008
6.01L B O AC 9600000008 1 13 113512G0 10 66
1.75L AB B 15001000001.28L BE is 4700000000 1 17 459 72
3.77 DF:D FB' 9600000118
1,91L BC AB M 0 1500000000 2 4;TMSS+10108 5 29
1.70L B C M 3500000000
1.69 D / B 9600000008
5.68L C B! H 2500000008
1.65L C CF 1501000000
3.44 C J EC 9501000008
2.94 E E C 9682000038 8
6.09L C LBBI B/ 9600000008 1 23 LDN t629 4172,10 E 9600000008
1.85L CC AD 1 1700000000 2 13 1113525 K5 4 63
2,68 i BC AB 4600000110
2.51: rBBBcC AC D 9680000008 1 13 113530K0 1 661,59L AAAG 0 3600000010 1 1 CTORI 10 3
1.52L D B 1600000000
4,01 C 1 HB 9601000048 8
2.59 DC GBC 2500000000
4.11: B F 'BEED 950f 1I0458 4
3.40: BC B D 9600000208 4
2.95 C K E 960100000O
1.18 D
H E 4600000110iC 0600001000 1 17 462 481,30L B
3.26 D C 9600000038 8


































































15 8 4 3 RAFGL888 5 11
1 17 463 5
1 2 DO 1436 45 101
8 1 13 113557K2 4 77
1 2 DO 1440 76 103
8
6!
1 13 113575 K5 5 95
1 13 113580 G0 20 70
2 2 DO 1445 76 91
1 32 X0609 + 026 132 4
2 13 113591 K5 7 77
8 1 2 DO 1450 19 96
4 13 113592 M0 6 67
1 1 EL ORI 22 3
1 13 113606 K5 7 85
1 1 EM ORI 16 3
2 13 113611 K5 21 87












a 8 C_Orbds SM' SMN









































































(Not Cole¢ Correct_l) V L
25 pm 60 pin 100 p.m F]ux Con" A Confusion R SUncs Coef R Flags" #
(Jansky)
Declination: 0°- + 10'
Associations
C






































































































06183 + 0345 3










































06208 + 0957 .:,



















06213 + 0020 .261
06213 + 0440 .251
06214+0047 1.43





06217 + 0344 .40L




06218 + 0352 25L
06219+ 0957 25L





















































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 6










































































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) V
12 Fm 25 F¢m 60 pm I(X) p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(]ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.29 .25L .40L 14.52L 00000008 I
.34: .29L 1.96 5.64: CD ;A B ] 80110238 I
.62L .36L .55L 3.O6 D "I B I 80000008 I
9.65 2.43 .55: 8.92L 3D _CM[ 000001281
.38L .27L .40L 1,87 e F 00000000 I
.25L .27L .42: 4.15 DE ;I D 00000328 I
.25L .25L .40L 2.36 D 4GB 000000OB I
.45 .25L .40L 9.76t 00000008 I
.31L .25L .59 2,07L C C 00210310 I
1.99 .36 .44L 2,18L 3FE 00101100!
.39 .36L .40L 1,561. I 00210310
.37L .25L .69 1.83t C C 00101100
,59 .35L .40L 8,62( ,00000008
1.83 3.23 48.38 107,80 3DC 3AA 41133210
,25L .25L .40L 2,57 C q C '00000116
.25L .25L 1.02 3.31 CD dCB ;00210310
.80 ,41 ,40L 1.861 3= =uF ;02000000
.36 ,33L .40L 1,771 '01100000
.26L .41L 1.76 5.24 CC 3AB ;01000220
.88 .28: .40L 1.69L1 2' ;00010000
.39 .30L .42L 17.98L I F _00100008
.25L .26L .41L 3.23 D I C '00000108
.25L .32L .76L 4.20 D _IBC 0100010C
.25L .56L .40L 2 52 ! D B i01000000
.47 .27L .40L 1.93L L iO0000000
.37L .25L .59 1.95L' C C r00000000
.25L .26L .40L 6.78 F E C _00100118
.85 .39L .40L 6.57L D _O0000008
.34 ,45L AOL 1,94L J 301000000
.25L .26L .75 7,36: C D F B 381040638
.25L .33L 2.38 4.52 CC BAB _00000008
.44 .25L ,40L 9,30L ¢00100008
.50 .29L A0L 12,23L L H 500110018
.82 .24: .40L 1.76L E E J F _0000000
1.03 .41 .40L 1.50L D B 301001000
.25L .30L .40L 1.94 C F C ?00000000
4.55 2.28 .48: 8.36L CD AB 501000008
.29 1.35L .40L 2.44L J 500000000
.57 .28L .40L 5.16L D L 500000008
1.43 .39 .40L 9.91L E C 500000008
.43 .29L .43L 3.41L L HE 600000216
.59 .25[ .40L 2.26L G
.31L .73[ .40L 1.61 E C
.48 .25[ 1.53L 16.51L E I"
.88 .30[ 1.441. 12.33L GG
.25L .261 .48: 5.22 C E DE C 58000031
37.15 19.20 4.93 3.09 BCC AAE
1,19 .63 .40L 1.52L C B
2.27 .66 .40L 1.87L C A
.41L ,301 .42L 2.40 [ KE
,40L .271 .40[ 3,21 [ I (
.25L .251 1.10[ 7.40 [ DE
,25t .451 ,48: 4.01 D [ H F (
.45[ .281 .70 1.98L C GBI
.45 .49 .401 2.58L ;H
.73 ,31 .401 2.021 I _H
.43 .33 .401 2.99t I _D [
1.47 ,47 .421 15.89[ I _D
.99 .49 2.921 7.95t ID _B (
.55 .25 •401 2.96[ I K
.251 .28 .401 2.54 I I
.64 .29 .401 2.60[ |D _C I
6.88 2.91 ,58 10,43[ IBD _ACI
.89 .25 ,40 2.981 _ | D
.40 1.21 3.99 7,3g )CC_ |AA_
.25 ,39 2.92 5,17 DCl BA_
.25 .25 1.t4 6.22 _ CEI
.25 .2(_ .66 4.43 D_ EI
5.76 2.64 1.65 _.B _AJ ]
1.73 .3E .40 3 _,GN,
3.30 1.61 .40 3.011 3C kA
.48 2£ 1.20 3.011 C "H A
3.92 1.01 .40 3C kAK
1.28 .31 .54 18.41 E : E
2.31 .5_ .4(] 16.21 3 F s,C
.35 .3,= .47 C KD 850000010
.2E .4' .73 C CD
.2E .2,= ,6C 3,68 D C 550100012
,2E .3,_ 1,0E 16,17 D DC
.2E .3( .5 c. 3.62 J G
.9( 1.3_ 7.8( 32.54 BCE _AA



















.2! .5; L C 66O00OO1(:
,4 ,4( C AE
.4, .4( C A D
,21 .5' G
._ 1.2( C CB
.5 .5' 3.11 I I 95000001(
,5 ,4( DE AB
.7 1.6( DEF CBE
.3 .4t D BL L 86010100_
,3 1,5, FB
.2 .4: B A N
,2 2.3_ F L HE
.2 ,71 H E
.2 2.2: B AH
.2 3.1 E FF[
.2 .6 2.1: C K C 860000011
.3 1.3 C GEE
.2 2.0 ( J J E



































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ttm8
h-re. • , (s) (") i b ('3 ('3 (')=N
06250+0551 55.822 205-2 73 12 94 3 .25L
06260+0847 3.1:6_ 203-- 1 114 25 93[2 1.28L06260+0450 5.5 206- 46 12 93 .45L
05261+0528 5.,'97 205-3 _5 8 94 3 .65
06261+0608 7.1 36 205-2 85 22 93 2 .77L
06261+0719 8.1 , 204-2 62 11 94 3 .41L
06261+0647 10._] 48 204--2i 36 7 94 3 3.51
06262+09"30 13.7 9 202-1 30 7 94 3 5.25
06262+0454 16.4 55 206-3 26 8 943 .67
06262+0727 '17.6 34 204- 2 4t 6 94 '3 2,65
06263+0522 20.4 39 206- 3 90 12 93 2 .67L
06263+0500 21.7127 206-3 25 8 94 3 .47
06263+0506 22.4! 8 206 3-- 64 t0 94 3 .39L
06264+0640 27.6 2 204- 2 37 16 93 2 .25L
06265+0848 30.8 24 203- 1 93 28 93 2 .75L
D6265+0425 31.3 18 206- 3 34 7 94 3 5.59
06266+0421 37.1 11 207- 3 40 15 94 3 .25L
_6266+0240 38.3 49 208-4 31 7 95 3 8.17
[)6266+0437 38.8 21 206- 3 76 i 12 93 2 .44L
36267+0512 43.1 38 206- 3 29 : 12 94 3 .34L
D6267+0951 43.7 26 202- 0 68 8 94 3 .45
36267+0711 43.9 42 204- 2 26 6 94 3 1.36
)6267+0845 44.5 10 203- 1 56 8 94 3 .73
)6268+0949 48.8 4 202-0 42 7 94 3i 1.70
)6268+0629 50.5 24 205-2 31 14 94 3 .25L
)6268+0635 50.8 54 205-2 32 12 94 31 .25L
)6268+0849 51.1 19 203- 1 17 5, 94 3! 51.95)6268+0506 53.623 206-3 37 9 94 .26L
)6269+062554.914205-23181943 .70
)6269+0459 55.7 34 206-3 23 7 94 3 .78
)6269+0313 56.1 52 208-3 67 22 95 2 .66L
)6269+0351 56.7 52 207-3 48 7 94 3 .69
)66269+0254 57.9 17 208-- 4 26 16 I 93 2 .42L
)6269+0304 58.3 32 208- 3 85 19, 94 3 .25L
)6269+0136 59.4 17 209- 4 36 16 : 95 3 .25L
)6270+0457 2.6 44 206- 3 72 11 95 2 .28L
)6270+0441 2.9 42! 206- 3 59 15 93 2 .40L
)6270+0501 4.0 60 206- 3 79 11 95 2 .30L
)6271 +0425 7A 138 207-- 3 37 12 94 3 .35L)6271+0515 7.5 206- 2 55 10 95 2 .35L
)6272+0432 16.5 58 206-3 20 9 94 3 .44L
)6272+0409 16.7 23 207- 3 83 10 94 3 .31L
)6273+0757 19.4 21 203- 1 26 7 94 3 2.47
)6273+0530 20.1 58 206-2 33 9 94 3 .31L
)6273+0309 21.7 16 208-3 28 137 99_i 3 .25L)6273+0656 23.052 204-2 39 1.12
)6274+0547 25.3 35 205-2 50 12 94 3 .29L
)6274+0518 25.4 41 206- 2 16 7 64 3 1.03
)6274+0625 25.8 55 205- 2 33 6 94 3 .84
)6274+0432 25.9 33 206- 3 39 9 94 2 .77
)6274+022627.4 3 208-4 41 8 95 3 1.99
)6274+0502 28.2 53 206- 2 84 10 94 3 .29L
)6275+0634 33.2 31 205- 2 36 14 94 3 .25L
)6275+0426 34.0 59 207- 3 26 9 94 3 .60:)6276+0903,89 9203_126 97 110)6276+0520 40.0 59 206- 2 28 .63L
)6276+0635 40.7 3 205-2 33 12 94 3 .27L
)6276+0805 41.5 46 203- 1 23 6 94 3 11.08
)6277+0456 42.1 18 206-2 30 11 95 2 .58
)6277+0406 43.4 49 207-- 3 73 19 93 2 .31L
)6277+0000 46.5 20 211- 5 37 10 95 3 .90
)6277+0524 47.5 1 206- 2 29 10 942 1.13
)6277+0420 47.8 16 207--3 25 12 94 3 .32L
)6278+0740 48.0 32 204- 1 42 13 94 3 .25L
)6278+0536 48.1 59 206-2 22 10 94 3 .26L
)6278+0734 48.3 48 204-- 1 76 15 94 3 .26L
)6278+0452 49.5 40 206-2 40 9 94 3 .54;
)6278+0528 49.6 28 206- 2 20 9 94 3 .78
)6278+0624 50.4 48 205- 2 58 16 93 2 .25L
)6278+0447 51.2 35 206- 2 79 8 93 2 .52
)6279+0955 58.2 202-0 75 1 _,_ 32 .62:)6279+OSOl_o,o _- 2 26 .65)6280+04230.945 207-3 29 10 95 2 ,62:)6280+02354.128205_345795369)6261+04486225,=_2 388 942
,6281+092687,01202-0.28943 25L)6281+0944 9.3 5 202-0 31 11 94 3 .40
)6281+0523 9.3 29 206- 2 32 10 93 2 .61:
)6281+0113 11.0 2 210- 4 91 25 95 2 .68L
)6281+0234 11.8 29 208- 3 63 10 95 2 .40
)6282+0443 12.9 29 206- 2 90 8 94 3 .90L
)8282+0423 13.8 35 207- 3 28 11 i 94 3 1.05L)6282+0440 14.4 27' 206- 2 36 10 I 93 _ .37
)6282+0505 15.2 t2 206 2 70 101 94 2 .41L
)6282+0736 16.2 57 204- 1 51 16 93 2 .25L
)6282+0519 17.1 14 206- 2 45 11 93 2 .60L
36282+0749 17.8 56 204- 1 60 8 94 3 .59
)6282+0950 17.9 4 202-0 25 11 93 2 .61
)6283+0516 18.6 32 206-- 2 20 7 94 3 .74
)6283+0748 21.0 4 204-1 70 14 93 2' .44L
)6263+0988 22.322 202+0 36 12 93 21 .25L
36283÷061022.37 206-2 76 1o 94 31 ._)6_3+o952 22.532 202+0 24 8 94 3 1.69
36284+0207 24.1 33 209-4 33 8 95 3 .57
)6284+0528 25.4 39 206- 2 27 10 94 3 .43:
36284+0236 26.6 51 205- 3 26 10 95 3 .45
36284+0539 27.1 33 206 2 39 9 94 3 .30L
36284+0422 27.3 26 207- 3 92 10 93 2 .71L
06284+0534 28.8 32 206- 2 69 16 94 2 .54L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flux Density FlaBs Associations
(Not
25
Color Corretzted) V L C
v-m 60 vm lO0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R F3ags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
.26L 1.0t 6.55 _ LKGB 9701000408 4.28 .40L : 3A4 2800000000
.46L 4.84 11.50L DJ B B 970234332C 8
-25L 1r98L 19.71L C BDE 970121010C
.58L .53L 4.47 O H C 9700000308
.25L .74 463 CC KGSBI013540000000.94 .42L 13.23L' BC AA 4400000008 3 13 113934MA 2 8_¢1.97 .55 2.20L DDC AACL 2600000000 1 1 V475 MON 46
.,56L 6.39t. 41.0OL C CCGF 960136532C
.91 1.12 14.46L CCC ABBG 0 9301000108
.37L 2.66 20.32L E EL BG 970127566C 2
.71 9.86 56.64: CDEF ODDD 95C136654C
.39: 8.34 14.59L EE CEB 990422440C
.26L .58 6.46L D C B 5700000408 4 1 32 X0626 + 066 112 4
.74L .53L 3.10 C CC 3890100000
2.25 6.06L 16.78L BC AAM 980120052C
.25L 1.65L 15.87 D GB 980020040C
2.00 .45L 3.65L BB E AA 0 9600000100 6 13 113940M0 4 83
.25L 3.89 20.79L C BE 980133552C
.40L 7.68L 27.58 F FDEC )7A125975C
.25L 1.47L 13.02L B B I E 7500t0110C 1 2 DO 1596 28 106
.43 .61L 19.32L BC ABBD 3 9402000308 4
.27L .40L 2.86L B AH 1800260000 1 2 DO 1597 60 98
1.05 1.40L 9.02L BC D AA G 0 660010110C 1 1 V476MON 22 3
.25L .79 9.17 CDF 4901100208 4
.28L .81 3.18 CD MJ ED 5800000308 4
29.35 6.62 4.27 BCCC AAAC 9 38C0100000 42[ 2 3 RAFGL5196 30
.38 2.53 16.31L DE ECB 990020100C
.25L .47L 15.07L B CGK 3601100208 4 1 2 DO 1604 83 95
1.28 11.85: 89.41L ECF EBDC 3 968126546(3
.31L .74L 4.47 D EC 9800000108
.36 2.42L 17.65L BD AC 0 670200000C
.27L .77: 6.68 D D F C 9602000208
.26L .75L 6.27 D F E C 9800000308
.29L .43L 3.58 C F K El 3600000000
.47 1.96L 90.81L F C D 960136543C
.62L 5.16L 23.70 E F DCB 780235521C
.54 1.75L 14.19L F EF 970235322C 8 1 23 OCL 0511 595
.35L 7.07L 38A9 E J EGB 97C011142C
.42L 3.46 19.83L F C E BG 970321631C
.93 30.45L 114.23: D E HEFC 96C022421C
.36L 1.23 28.75L C L I B 680000000C
.55 .40L 2.58L CC AB 0 9700000000 2 13 113956K2 2 7;1
.55 10.54L 16.04: E F GDDB 98Cl14551C
.25L .94 7.63: CD NJ CE 9900000308
.33L .69L 5.21 D C ADEB 2880000508 4 2 13 113959K7 26 85
.31L 1.58 10.83: CEll BF 5840122438 3 2 *41 06274+0547 11 4
1.86 18.55: t32.56 ECEF BEFD 3 953413433C
.28: .46L 19,94L DD BC 0 3500000008
1.32 4.20L 89.04LED DB, J 0 790132521C
.49 .49L 2.95L BC ^c 2i gSOlOOOlOO I
.39L 2.26 13.73L F EAK 970214233C 8 2 20 G206.129 573
.29L .72: 6.98 ED KDO 0 2700100508 4 1 32 X0627+065 92 41.1t 18.67: 131.66L CCE ECFG 768125574C
.32L .41L 3.06L fl AC 9900000000 3 13 113969 K7 42 90
.71 11.81L 136_62L F GCDE 958434533C
.26L 1.08 25.39L C E DO 2600100508 4 _ 1 32 X0627+065 29 4
6.88 1.23 2.85L BCC AAA 01 8700000000 5 2 DO 1612 32 111
.74L 6.47L 91.79L C CCH I 960024131C 2 20 G206.129 482
.38L 4.18L 13.18 F EB 590111130C 4
.25L AOL 1.32L B AM 9600010000 1 13 113971 K2 17 85
.68L 17.87 t21.30L D F FFCF )50337633C
.35L 2.83 14.43L F GDB 390034434C
.37: .74 22.43L FC BD 9500300328 C 1 32 X0627+077 154 12
.34L 3.51 16AgL E FJ 8 980000010C[ 1 "41 06278+0539 6 5
.29L .79 21.38L C GDH 9590100108
.82L 16.51: 91.79 D EF FFEB 968134561C 1 20 5206.129 594
1.43: 21.58L 49.72 FD F HGCB 963426730C
.27L .78 7.01 DE El C 2600000128 8
.37L 7.40L 91.79L O A I 960130340C
34 A5L 17.85L CC AB 3 3800000008! 4 "13 113974 B3 4 66
.37 3.69L 96.18L FD HCH 1 940222533C
.56: 19.84: 57.13 CDDD CEEB 0 962423330Ci 1 41 20 G206.120 94
1.22 24.79L 169.00L F D C B B E 0,66F03S647C I
.31L .53L 3.84L B BC 9900110000
.92 9.36L 91.79L F C F E 960152560C
.29L .49L 4.85 C FF 6880001310 4 1 32 X0628+094 73 4
.31L 2.06 2.28L C C DKE 4901233300
.95 16.37: 40.90L CDE OEEO 0 964338920C
.25L .43 3.00L D OH 9701000200
.26L .53L 5.51L C C 98002190001 1 13 13980 K0 12 85
.67 2.18L 19.87L D L C 980333662C
132: 27.65: 169.00 EFF CEDD 969027657C
1.00 11.02: 50.05L CDE DCEE 0 974344482(3
.32 2.60L 57.t3L E J B K 960323330C 1 3 20 G206.129 251
.29L .81 7.81L C CE 9602000208
.56 9.16L 83.08L E DDJ 950244401C
.35L A0L 3.97L O BE 9700200000
1.10: 18.21L 8.35L DD BEL 0 971243353C C 1 23 VDB.66N078 73
1.01 21.72: 102.62: CDCO FAOC 2 955423943C
.28L .68 3.75L O KB 9700100000
.67 1.64L 12.85L D B 970232121C 2 23 DG 103 279
.55: 10.26L 32.02: CO F CCCB 964212842C 2 20 G206.129 562
92 15.52: 192.41L DFF EECG 0 941256555C C 1 2 23 VDB.66N078 94
.25L ,46L 3.76L C B H 7600000000
.76 5.65: 48.66L GEE DBC 96034975tC
.41L' .61L 4.51L E BN 9800110000
.31L 5.17 48.66L E EGC 974112224C I °41 06283+0539 59 4
.94 15.99L 180.54L F CD I 960046566C
.54L 13.89L 48.66 F HFJ B 970137456C
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
346




a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 06
h-m. * , (s) (") ) b ('3 ('3 (')
)6284+0519 28.829206- 2 6513 94,
)6285+0430 30.83 207- 2 7610 94:
)6285+0524 32.147206-2 42 8 94
)6285+0419 33.351 !207-3 6012 93')6286+0754 37.6 43 2o,,- 1 87 18 94
)6267+0958 42.330 1202+0 73 7 94')6287+073,,251711204-80 18 99)628,+0,194394020,- 95)626,+0 14, 9161 g 2920,- 60 95!
)6267+0700 45.658 _ 204- 1 32 7 94
)6287+0650 46.443205- 1 241; 99_! 23)6288+0923 48.312202-046
)6288+0521 49.42206-2 5011943
)6288+0951 49.910202+0 3112942
)6288+0947 51.62202+ 0 31 6943
)6286+0456 51.959206-2 23 6943
)6288+0551 53.636205- 2 5413943
)6288+0613 53.925205- 2 7221932
)6288+0643 53.919205-1 8417932
)6288+0452 54.050206- 2 81 8 932
)6289+0752 54.15 1204- 1 5027 952
)6289+0631 54.46205-1 78 8 943
)6289+0433 54.8 37 207-2 22 8 94 3)6269+05105582  -2 4, 7)6289+0504 59.5 206- 2 31 7
)6290+0508 0.3!
)6290+0534 2.7 _29206-2206- 2 4126 97959423
)6290+0410 3.9i 42 ' 207- 258 9 94 3
)6291+0649 6.621205- 1 74 10 942
)6291+0645 9.(] 8205- 1 92 30 93 2
)6291+0458 9.C 38206- 2 30 11 943
)6291+0734 9.125204- 1 87 10 94 ' 3
)6291 +0459 9.336206- 2 37 10 94 I 2
)6291 +0421 9.344207- 2! 257 9513
)6291+0511 9.55206-2104 11 93i2
)6291+0122 10.331209- 4 24 6 953
)6291+0614 111.423205-1 67 11 932
)6291+0703 11.442204- I 49 7 943
)6292+0554 14.160205-2 77 20 932
16292+0414 15.357207-2 30 13 952
)6292+0519 _17.4 7206- 2 26 10 943
)6293+0229 18.1 59 209--3 33 6 95 3)6293+0,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,._4_19.56 206-2 49 10 94 3
)6293+0403 19.649 207-2! 619 953
)6293+0500 19.721200-2 18 7 943
)6294+0801 26.16 204- 1 71 12 943)6294+0352 29.(] 22207-3 23 953
16295+0532 30.95206-2 150 8 932
)6295+0145 32.5 16 209-4' 35 6 95 3
)6295+0421 33.260207-2 3210 932
)62_5+0752 33.4,31 204-1 31 15 94 3
)6295+0434 34.417207-2 23 7 953
)6295+0610 34.850205- 1 42 19 932
16296+0141 40.944209-4 52 8 953
)6296+0411 41.115207-2 62 12 953
)6297+0453 43.534206-2 25 6 943
)6297+0501 44.253206-2 34 10 943
)6297+0243 45.411206- 3 145 23 953
)6297+0421 47.141207- 225 10 952
16298+O448 48.97207-- 2 J 59 12 95 I 3
)6298+0444 '52.257207-221 8 953
)6298+0901 52.E 20203- 0 25 6 94 i 3207- 2 121 95)6298+0430 53., 10 8
)6299+0530 54.17 206- 225 896_i3)6299+0339 ,58.321208-3 38 11
)6299+0633 58744205-1 7615 932
)6300+0530 1.35206- 2 2610 95 J2
)6300+0040 1.E 36210-4 52 6 953
)6300+0451 5.¢ 22207- 2 52 9 95 3
)6301+0807 6.452204--0 40 20 943
16301+0420 7.250207-2 36 12 942
)6301+0238 11.137208-3 34 11 953
)6302+0405 13.7 5 ' 207- 2 34 10 95 3
)6302+0722 14.:' 16 204-1 61 7 94 3
)6302+0526 14.E 8 206--2 36 7 94 3
)6302+0125 14.E 11 210- 4 33 5 95 3
}6302+0510 ,14.E 12 206-2 21 7 94 3
)6302+0934 15.(] 51_ 202+ 0 32 6 94 3)6302+0520 117.1 58 206- = 60 16 95 2
)6303+0633 19.fi 31 205- 1 83 17 94 2
)6303+0329 119.9 32 I 208- 3 27 6 95 3
)6303)6303+012'+034620.520'05016208-210-35370 ;7959533)6303+0424 20.615207-2 21 932
)6303+0527 21.318206-2 38 10 93 2I)6003+0023 23.15211- 4 29 _ 951
)6304÷0754 25.8 27 204-- 0 75 271 94')6304+0150 26.754209- 3 23 , 9513
_6305+0440 30.1 25 207-2 23 7 94 3
_306+0116 31.1 43 210-3 20 4 95 3
)6305+0421 35.17207-2 56 8 953
)6306+0722 37.2 6 204- 1 23 13 94 3
 30 +0,3737316207-2 27 8 953
  08+023239141209-3 2, 5 953
 30 +0,46,3,4 2 207- 34 14 932
 308+024639912 7 953
 0 +0,55 41144 07- 8o 14 952
 07+0732,,7 58!204-. 32 16 943
 307+0,21447351207-2 26 , 942












































































































ttm 60 pm 1(73 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.37L 8.29 23.07L F E D 970834301C
.35L 3.03 13.23L D E COB 990014612C
.61 6.35 17.40L DCE CBB 1 970035510C
.97L 15.99L 16.20L E IECD 990045466C
.55L A0L 5.35 F GD E 9700101320
.36L 1.62L 15.43L C AGK 970310020C
.31L .63 11.44L D FD 9601000308
1.12 15.99 14.02L DF EFS 990146557C
.62: 4.79 16.79L DED DCB 990022110C
.27: .44L 18.71L BD AC 0 160_)00008
.66 12.15 31.33: DCD ECBA 07C0043316
.26L .64L 4.69 D C KBgC 7901000000
.31 2.94 17.29L 970103300C
.60 18.68L 53.54L CF FEEJ I0850123354C
.41 18.68L' 13.34L BF AB I1 870123343C
1.23 2.22L 18.95L' BC JAA B 1960152130C
.28L 1.76 7.48 CC 1900000300
.37L .79 2.68L F GBGS 3900100200
.26L .65 3.77L C D 3900110220
.63L 2.28L 11.42L C BF 990467353C
.46L .92L 11.20 D DEH 9601101320
.34L .44L 3.32L C C 3900000000
.52 8.74L 56.50L; C C DDGB 978226556C
.42L 12.18L 21.97L CDK 970334752C
.98 2.18L 19.46L C GB 970033320C
1.55 2,16L 19.82L' BC AB 09703311QOC
.83 28.34L 61.33: D F EDFC 860146566(3
.61L 2.19: 24.11L C D DEBC 960121310C
.25L .62L 13.04L C D B 0800143528
.25L .71L 7.97 0 ME 3800211420
.88 2.47L ' 20.44L i D DB 982054330C
.25L .43L 14.76L E E 8500000108
3.19 17.92L 21.21L, E DEB 980064330C
21.45 252.57 498.79 IBBDC DBAA 0955203333C
2.21 17.54L 16.67L D EKE 974325765C
8.02 1.31 4.73L BBC AAA 09701000000
.25L .47L 2.70L C D 3900160200
.52 .43L 13.04L BC AC 1 1600000008
.26L .79 2.85L D DD 1900000700
.67L 7.84: 17.29L C F HFD 990121300C
.43: 4.93L 47.49L EE CDCD 2861204023C
1.01 4.44 7.85 CCS AAA 8802001000
.62 2.64: 17.14L DD CD 970023340C
.32L 3.32 18.24L C HHSl 990012210C
13.72 17.92 16.08L BBD CBA 0971033360C
.25L .70 12.71L C HB 9601000008
4.42 30.00 43.96 BBED AAAA 0970000010C
1.20 27.19L 108.02: FD F FDGD 0 764205656(3
2.82 .53L 5.16L BB AAD 0 4511101000
.98L 13.47L 68.27L F DDJ B 970126540C
.25L .79L 4.33 D HB 9701000206
2.16 13.95L 76.43L BF AAJ E 9964225654C
.25L .73 3.35L C HD 2801000100
.25L .52L 6.58L C CJ 8500101000
.37L 3.71 14.80L E GL CC 998221200C
.46: 6.36L 13.39L_BD ACFM 0990221120C
1.17: 5.55 9.94L FF DDBH 990112340C
.26L .82L 15.04 D GFGH 8701021650
1.44 16.71L 45.31: DD F CCHB 098C135350C
.69 20.84L 16.97L F I G 886433554C
.53 8.66 35.95: ICDDF CBSC 1 770235564C
.70 .40L 3.09L BD AB 0 6800000000
1.93 29.11: 100.93L, FCD DCDF! 0960326684C
I
769245876C
2.04 30.33: 95.07: ,FE E DDDB 0
.25L 1.40 32.95L I CF I 4700010326
.26L .91 4.57 ' CC ED ; 3900000400
1.89 35.78: 129.97: CDFF DEDC I 0 551235678C
.24: .40L 3.12L CE AD 0 7700000000
.49L 6.97 17.51L F F D 984231430C
.28L .72: 5.34 CE FHI D 9760000318
.60L 7.36L 29.92L iC HF DA 980124640C
.25L 1.31 9.16L C CE 8800020430
.5OL 3.34 57._L I D DBI 970332643C
.29L 1.06L 17.41L B BKI M 4502032638
.25L 2.05L 2235L B B 980242442C
.34L .41L 3.24LI B AE 9701100000
3.20 1.95L 27.91L' BB AA F i 0980112343C
1.07 .40L 3.29L BC AAHH 26701000000
33L 4.98: 14.34 EE KGED 994024322C
.85L .55 6.84L E F E 4800000700
4.54 1.62 21.16L, B(_C AABE 1980600131C
.28L .46L 4.33L B BK 9701100000
.36L 3.17L 32.90L C C 970221032(3
1.69: 23.83L 16.43L CD DBBJ 199003444tC
.72 10.87L, 17.21L D NDE 980413445(3
.91 .40L _ 3.54L BC AA I 59501000000
.30L .74L 4.32 O : F L D I 9700000326
.25L .51L 5.22L C IB 57010000004.43 14.46L 21.28L CC BAE 0681314562C
1.01 .42L 3.63L BC AA 09700001000
1.1t 23.83L 54.72L D FCBH 986146644C
.25L 1.96 12.63 DC F F 66C0012330
11.96 88.52 247.19: CBEEIBAAD 1659434433C
4.53 25.43 51.45 CBCC BAAA 5 9680021010
1.05L 36.36L 175.38 F DFEB 960.424430C
.40L 1.76: 9.27 C CC CFCC 560100134C
.35L 4.37 40.56L E FDB 970234863C
.36L .90 9.51 DC DDC 8500000230
.70 23.83L 16.91L E DD 990236846C
.98L 14.36: 67.17L D F FDFE 974315436C






A _"_ Mag# T Name Type
1 i'41 08284+0524 41
2 23 CED 078 354
1 21 DO 1622 72 93
]
1 71G 394 61
322 $275 220600C
2 "23 OCL0506 419
4 1 "41 08289+0813 37
8
7 13 11399683 ! 9C
C
1 13 113997 K5 12 85
3 22 $275 376 60(X
1 23 CED 076B 467
F 1 13 114005G5 32 7E
0
5 1 V547 MON 63 ,_
1 2 DO 1624 52 tlc
4 22 $275 110 _ 600C
29 3 4 TMSS 00114 11 29
4
1 23 OCL O506 582




3 1603017 K0 52 58
1 23 OCL 0515 474
1 32 X0629+027 76 12
1 23 OCL 0515 368
I 23 OCL0515 564
1 17527 43
1 5 NGC2244-7 2
1 23 OCL 0515 379
4 13 114034 A0P 33 4E
1 13 1140351'(2 9 8_
1 32 X0630+085 157
1 DO1628 38 111
8 1 32 X0630+079 107
2 13 114039 K5 4 7E
2 2 23 VDB.66N 081 541
347




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
horn..6. (s) (_ I b C) £3 (') N
_6308+0525 50.6 60 206-2 41 8 99_!3 .43L)6308+0402 52.7 27 207- 2 19 6 13.35
,308+0452 53.5 18 207-21 63 10 95 2 .28L
,309+0500 54.8 28 206- 2 22 10 95 3 .29L
_309+046059.559 207-2 36 9 93 3 .53
_310+07210032 _-1 53 21 94 3 .2sL
_31o+o.5 o8 8 207-2 _ 8 93 2 .37
_IO+O245 i._:_ 208-3 35 8 95 3 .41
• 310+0533 1.7 54 206-1 34 10 93 2 .30L
,310+0000 2.2 7 211-4 51 6 95 3 .48
,310+0716 4.4!46 204-1 37 11 94 2 .67
_310+0550 6.0 30 206- 1 47 ; 14 93 2 .25L
_311 +0515 6.5 19 206- 2 19 I _ 95 3 2.44
E1311+0418 9.2 18 207-2 37 6 95 3 2.80
6311+0613 9.9 1 205- 1 59i 12 65 2 .26L
_311+0352 12.0 54 208-2 22 14 93 3 .32L
_312+0442 12.6 15 207- 2 65 = 8 95 3 .60
,312+0434 13.0 26 207-2 66 9 94 2 .41L
6312+0258 14.2 12 208-3 42 13 93 2 .40L
6313+0500 18.9 21 207-2 23 10 95 3 .46L
6313+0227 22.1 58 209-3 19 .9 95 3 .28L6314+0646 24.1 39 205- 1 _ 3. 93 2! 1.37L
6314+0518 25.4 41 206- 1 26 10 _5 _1 .27L6314+0507 26.5 8 I 206- 2 46 9 .286314+0427 26.6 1 207- 25 ; 6.08
6314+0357 27.5 0 207--2 45 6 95 3 .83
6314+0421 28.1 26; 207- 2 18 6i 95 3 .71:
6314+0533 29.4 50 206- 1 98 9 95 3 .52
6315+0414 30.1 30 =207- 2 31 7 i 95 3 .42L
6315+0229 30.3 50 j 209- 3 26 11 ! 05 _ .30
6315+0438 31.6 3_ 207-2 59 ;I 9_ 3 1.07
6315+0402 32.7 207- 2 3 1 .34:
6315+0410 34.5 12 207- 27 9 _ .30L8316+07483531ol20`-0_27 9! ._ 33 .26,_
6318+043226.948'_o7-2 39 7 95 3 .53
6316+0417 38.6 10 207-2 40 10 94 2 .57L6318+0.o7 39.233 _03+0 5o 8 94 3 1.736318+024239.753 209-3 75 ,0 94 2 .288318+081040.756 204-0 59 14 95 2 .31
6316+0336 41.622 208-2 65 11 95 3 .38L
6317+023345.747 209-3 53 6 96,3 ._L
_17+0426 46.03 207-2 42 _ o=195'33.92L5317+0320 47.0 49 208- 2 33 _'_1 .406317+0,,,4702o2o7_2 18 7 943 738318+02354815420,_3 43 8 932 25_8318+0512,9 45__1 181196,3 25_
6318+0441,96122o,_2 27 8696_ 678+04,0. 5o 07 2 5 .82
8318+o236,0727_-_ 2, i_ ,5 22 28_6 6 0`5 ,1915_07_52 93 37
6316+0`_0,3_13207_229 5 953 1526319+0,_.311207_227 9 9513 1136319+0014_0 3211_42, 5953 49,
6319+0404 56.2 59 207- 2 47 10 95 3 .60L6319+050057129207-1 16 5 94 3 13.958319+0,26,7146210_347 7 953 51
5319+0355 58.5 53 208- 2 37 56 95 3 4.42319+0,1,90 o,_221 5 78446319+075,,9439_-0 25 8 943 25_6320+0223112 _09_3221395_ 25,
6320+04381737207-222 6 ,3 3 177
6321+o,248.3; _07_226 ; 95_ ._5_6322+0449 143 3 207- 1 47 96 .45
6322+034914932 208-2 5o _ 95 _ 29L6322+0427 16.5 40 207-- 2 28 , 951 _ 37:
6322+0441 16.8 16 207--2 38 8 95 3 .63
8322+0453 17.2 1 207- t 68 6 95 3 1.44
6322+0454 17.8' 52 207- 1 20 6 63 3 .74
6323+0512 18.7 3 206- 1 38 7 95 3 .52
.23+0003 18.7 40 211-4 52 8 9513 .94
6323+0422A 18.8 58 207-2 44 15 93 2 .60L
6323+0718 19.1 25 205- 0 23 6 94' 3 .65
6323+0527 20.9 43 206-1 33 6 95 3 .72
6323+0756 21.3 6 204- 0 24 17 94 2 .25L
6323+0410 22.2 37 207- 2 23 7 95 3 .47L
6323+0235 23,0 55 209- 2 30 12 95 3 .25L
6324+0233 26.5 8 209- 2 2t 6 95 3 2.26
6324+0435 26.5 15 207-2 81 13 93 2 .38L
6324+0335 28.9 19 208- 2 78 10 _i _ .326325+0354 31.3 14 208- 2 18 .72:
6325+0736 32.2 14 204-0 69 9 93 2 .54
6325+0737 32.5 45 204- 0 68 10 95 2 62
6325+0940 32.8 18 203+ 1 49 7 94 3 .78
6325+0255 33.2 11 209- 2 25 6 61 3 .57
6325+0450 34.8 33 207- t 34 11 95 2 .48L
6326+0446 38.1 29 207- 1 20 8 95 3 .48:
6326+0331 38.6 57 208- 2 27 10 62 3 .25L
6326+0021 38.7 51 211- 3 47 27 95 3 .25L
6328+0513 40.9 37 206- 1 39 6 95 3 .97
6327_0435 43.9 51 207-- 1 35 19 95 3 30L
6327+0,65 44.5 25, 207- 1 51 9 95 2 .26L
6327+0406 45.5 57 207- 2 90 11 95 3 .42L
6327+0414 45.5 '_34 207- 2 20 15, 95 3 .25L
6327+0423 47.0 13 207-2 21 8 95 3 31
533 7 6 1 46 6 1 72
6326+08_2.5_I 204+ 1021_ .356329+0401 54.1 208- 2 35 95 .40
6330+0123 1,3 1 210- 3 51 95 .62
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density
(Not Color Cocrecte/I)
25 f_m 60 t_m 100 Fm Flux
Oansky) Uncs
.58 2.79L ! 26.56L 8!CC38.29 602.59 948.96
.60 2.20L 175.38L
.27L 5.84 21.69: DF
.52 8.24L 175.38L EE
.25L .52: 5.72 cDDO
.55 2.41L 16.37L
.27L 1.00: 26.62L C C
.43L 1.69 26.89L E
.27L .42L 4.30L C
.30L .43L 4.23L C
.26L .62L 5.42 C
.71 2.55: 24.10L BCD
1.10 2.14L 24.18L BDDc
.35L .57 3.36
.37L 2.8t: 18.59 ED
4.48 18.69L 21.51L CB
.80 6.44L 25.80L O
.46L 1.90: 12.44 ED
.43L 6.12 35.63L D
.37L 3.72 16.20L F
.30L .48L 3.33 D
.39L 3.60 26.44L D
.39L 4.39 38.12L D
6.48 129.29 323.65 BBEE
.57 3.07L 80.46L BC
1.61 10.50: 323.65L F E D
.27L 3.32L 46.24L E
.47L 6.17 22.58L D
.27L 4.76 30.19 O DE
1.49 27.34: 118.31 FCEE
.51L 7.65L 80.46 C D
.57L 3.49 20.71L D
.35L 3.04 16.10: C D
.58 5.30 323.65L CED
.56 6.17L 22.0,L E
.46 .40L 2.48L BD
.32L 3.57L 28.36L C
.32L .43L 22.63L D
.36L 1.64 22.90L D
3.16 6.53L 9.29L B
1.17 10.24L 323.65L C
.26L 2.00L 29.69L C
.79 B.10L 26.97: DD F
1.95 14.32: 27.54L CD
.33L 4.27: 17.99 E E
.91 9.79 73.94L CCD
.94 8.96L 26.59L BC
1.89L 11.68 8.14L F
.40 7.74L 13A8L E
3.86 36.59 g95.23L DBE
.42L 36.59L 31.04L C
1.31 .40L 3.18L BC
.61L 3.95 16.70L D
3,94 5.66: 25.06L BBE
.27L .62L 30.41L B
2.64 2.49L 27.35L BC
375.22 956.83 995.23 B B CC
.31L 2.97 13.48 CE
.27L 7.07L 25.20 D
3.61 16.75: 85.15: BBDD
1.58 6,96: 73.98L CD
.57 7.40: 35.77L COD
.51 1.20L 19.79L D
.75 10.20 73.98L DCO
.29L 3.67L 45.35L C
.45L 9,20L 35.77L B
,78 9.20 35.77L COD
.66 3,60 31.88L DCE
.25L .40L 3.55L B
.52L 16.26L 73.98 F
1.08 4.97 11.90 CCCC
.37L 4.25L 30.15L D
.36L .70L 5.13 E
.78 7.95L 31.12 C E
.28L 3.03: 12.18 EC
1.07 2.69L 30.76L SC
.30L 1.91 17.37L E
.31L 2.65L 30.65L C
2.50 27.26 67.01: CCED
30L .45L 2.85L C
.38L .50L 4.99L C
.31L .40L 3.07L B
.67 4.30 23.12L BCC
.47L 4.02 45.35L E
.59: 13.14L 45.35 CD D
.31L 2.01 t7.56L E
.25L .42L 5.03 C
.32L 2.95L 23.60L B
.31L 3.13L 17.37 D
.45L 3.39 13.46L D
.29L 1,27 27.70L D
.41L 2.17L 23.57 E
.78 8.19: 62.77: CDFE
.41 2.85L 52.49L B D
.32L 3.11L 16.25L C
.28L 1.04L 10.01L C
.95 5.00: 12.26 CCDC
.43L .40L 3.80L F
.67 .50L 19.97L DC
4) Neighboring HoursCIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T ("_ Mag
BCB 980140100C
HCBA 0 943003333C 14 B 1 32 XO631+040A 132 11
D 960542100(3 1 7 1G 399 78
GGCR 854226660C
BEJG 960335440C 1 7 1G399 82
FE 6700110350
]_ '0 9_053_30_F 570000,34C C
E C 970,43344C
CM I 9600000000 1 13 114050K2 tl 90
CI 570,100120 1 13 114052 K0 0 82
EB 29OO000100
ABCF 2 98E2"32655C 1 13 114051 K"7 32 87
AA J 0 991114731C
NGER 3800100000
l EC 680311030C













EEGO 8601240310 D 3 22 $280 305 240(
F E F B 0 366336873C 8
F B E C 670315355C A
L DC 880316310C
I ECC 95C0000328 8i 1 32 X0631+078 72 8
BCB 6 450420100C
DCH I 880234730C
AA 1 5801000000 3 13 114070K5 9 82
AJ 370000000C 2 22 $280 534 2400
D K 8501100428
B 980110033C 8
HOEK 6800333330 FI 5 22 $280 56 2400
DBDE 654135542C
S' HD g60011133C 8i I 13 114073K0 45 75EDBC 980152443C 32 X0631 +049 95 8
DDD 7740233330 F 5 22 S280 146 2400
F F D 984300245(3 2
BCBJ 8' 270347754C 8
RCEL 0 980259610C
J| D 7540233330 F 4' 22 $280 196 2400
FBF g90142763C 8
BAAC 0 541253312(3
BD G 580033512CI 1 2 DO1636 50j 90
AA| 0 96001003001 4 4 4 TMSS00116 371 26
CCBC 690414363C 2
AABD 0 980131340C i 5 i 13 114079MB 14 71
S 9500000008
AA 5 380210000C
AAAA 3 646410400C 53 1 3 RAFGL961 9J 41
HHBA I 7500032308 3
M FD 56(31222300 4 2 20 G208.840 416
AADC 0 46C323744C 8 1 32 X0631+046 142 8
C D C 370245423C
DDDB 974137521C
E B E 980020000C
FOB 0 970224543C 8
B G K 970334453C 8
AE E 970236621C 1 17 536 STE 6 13
DCAK' 0 970235623C 8
DBBC 0 :9822t1341C 2
BG 96O0,1O0OO
OG K C 970325534C 8
AAAA! 1 250O0O0000
B E 960100020C 1 23 170
N F C 6600032308 3
CBCB 980102450C 3
J HDB 964010,10C I 201 433
AA 2 950220010C 1 201 344
D 974230140C
C 980221252C 2
EBCB' 0 97C013330C 7 2 10 161
CJ FGi 370,120000 1
EE 3600120000 1
BDKJ 380000O000
BBCG 0 77010`333C 1 1 32' X0632+029 80 1
E O S 970238720(3
DCCA 0 974034300C
H E D B ; 968220050C
,_11113_
J HDC; 970120160C
KBF I : _12_31C
B 980212320C 3
E F C 988102350C 3
DDEE 1 9711f5443C 8
AC 0 750100,00C 2 i 13 114100MA 16
E F 970110000C

















a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 6 O ]2 ,am
h-m-- 8 (s) C) I b C) C) (') N
06330+0457 4.3 33! 207- I 30 9 ] 95 3 .44:
06330+0351 4.8 41208--2 60 8 95 3 .33L
06330+0025 5.0 231 211- 3 69 10 95 3 .25L
o6331+o219 7.034,209-2 46 21 _ 2 .34L
o_31+o817 11.159 _+o ,_ 6 94 3 .620_332+005612337 202+1 64 lO 94 3 25Lo6332+o_ 14131 203+1 353o 93 2 159_0_32+052t 15.2 6 _-1 46 12 94 2 .ooL
06332+062018.247 204+o ,_ 15 94 3 .46L
06332+0448 17.5 26 207- 1 31 10 95 3 .32L
06333+_2119.642 _- 2 41 15 95 3 .25L
06333+0507 20.1 21 207-1 39 7 95 3 .85
06333+0607 20.2 37 206-- 1 46 6 95J 3 .9706304+005624.626 205-0 21 7 94 3 .6006334+014525.452 210-3 40 9 95!3 .25L
_34+0085 _.4 6 203+1 39 6 94_ .7706334+0050 26.5 29 210-- 3 85 1. 96 ! 4: .36L
oe_34+o24527.526 209- 2 72 11 95 3 .25L
o_34+o83728.588204+1 50 6 94 3 .34
o6336+o2oo36.13 200-2 35 7 95 3 .92
06336+043437.136 207-i 46 lO 62 3 ,25L06336+091636.7eo 203+I 29 13 95 3 .25L,
06337+0922 42,1551203+ I 44 7 94 3 .26L
06337+0441 43.3 33 207-- 1 79 12 95 3 .39L
06337+0703 44,9 8 205-0 45 11 95 3 .47
06337+0756 46.2 ! 12 204+ 0 71 21 94 2 .44L'
06337+0255 47.4, 25 209- 2 51 7 95 8 .44
06337+0928 48.0 13 203+ 1 28 6 94 3 6.89
06338+0420 _8.2, 49 i _7-- 1 79 16 95 3 .52L
06338+0128 50.3 26 210--3 39 12 95 3 .39L
06338+0058 509 ! 27 210-- 3 46 6 95[ 3 .26L I
51.9
06338+0004 3 211- 3 78 9 = 2 .38
oe339+oooo 57.o_39211- 3 47 1o i .2706340+0013 0.230 203+ 1 26 11 94 .25L
06340+0934 0.9 17 203+ I 28 6 94 1.23
06340+0113 1.8 7 210-3 47 6 95 3 .98
06340+0538 2,7 59 206-1 24 6 95 3 .42
06340+0537 3.C 2 200- 1 45 7 95 3 .25:
06341+0151 7.3 4 210-2 55 8 95 3 ,56
06341+0159 7.6 38 210- 2 24 8 95 I 3 1.66
06341+0427 9.(_ 46 207- 1 58 7 95 3 .36L
06341+0607 10.5 58 206- 0 63 16 94 2 .33L
06342+0801 12.3 17 204+ 0 59 9 94 2 .30
06342+0134 15.6 37 210- 3 38 16 94 2 .25L
06342+0222 16.2 49 209-2 64 8 95 3 .37
06342+0628 16.4 37 206-0 35 6 95 3 !.55
06342+0328 16.4 5 208- 2 28 6 95 3 265.93
06343+0509 20.8 41 207- 1 27 11 95 3 .40
06343+0425 22.C 39 207-- 1 27 6 95 3 .25L
06343+0637 22.9 13 205-0 46 7 95 3 .47
06344+0332 24.2 44 208- 2 I 58 13 95 3 .39L
06344+0740 24.3 41 205+ 0 64 17 95 3 .25L
06344+0213 26.9 19 209- 2 24 7 95 3 .26L
06344+0310 27.8 40 209-2 37 13 94 2 .53L
06345+0816 32.3 43 204+ 1 73 33 94 2 .34L
06346+0600 38.3 32 206- 0 23 6 95 3 2.33
06346+0907 39.1 52 203+ 1 41 17 94 2 .25L
06346+0747 40.7 52 204+ 0 72 10 94 2 .3506347+0744 43.(] 16 204+ 0 i 53 7 _b I _1 .
06347+0019 43,2 33 211- 3 24 9 95 3 .43
_47+oo87 43.753 210-3 29 _ 951_ 8.05
06347+0137 44,9 43 210-- 2 ' 33 95 I 3 .3006347+0255 146650 209-2 32 5 95 1.47
06347+0530 ]47.4! 47 206-- 1 _ 13 94 I 2 .25L06348+0950 49 1 32 203+ 1 94 3 .60
06348+0234 [50._ 47 209-2 32 6 95 3 .34:
06349+0313 56.1 34 209- 2 36 11 95 23 .35L06349+0336 57.6_ 52 208- 1 85 16 96 .30L
06349+0438 58.3 15 207- 1 68 7 95 I 33 .8906350+0318 02 32 208- 2 38 14 95 .28L
06350+0601 0.6 51 I 206- 0 39 10 95 3 .51
06350+0244 30 55 209-2 43 6 95 3 1.72
06350+0518 4.1_22 207- 1 48 9 95 3 .40
06351+0047 10.2 41 211-3 29 66 95 3 .EL,.
06352+0249 12.4 671_,_- 32 9o _ 2 .30L06352+0246 12.9 17 - 30 15
06352+0746 13.6 25 205+ 1 37 6 95 3 1.25
06352+0300 15.9 59 209-2 35 5 95 3 ,81
06353+0557 19.7 12 206--10 74 14 99_ 32 ,49L06353+0521 20.9 29 207- 37 12 .39L
06353+0218 21.4 36 209-2 55 8 95 3 .25L
06353+0152 22.5 9 210-2 55 9 gsi3 .31:
06354+0842 24.7 9 204+1 69 7 95 3 .50
06354+0835 24.9 46 204+1 64 17 9412 .25L
06354+0335 27.3 87 208-I 49 19 94;2 ,2eL
063,+,13 28.0 6 203+1 38 e 95 3 1.03
o6354+o718 26.9_o 205+0 28 7 96 3 .67
06354+0545 29.3 29 206-0 35 15 95 3 .25L
06355+0003 301 6 203+ 1 53 11 94 3 2SL
06355+0422 30,4 46 208-- 1 38 5 95 3 1.00
oe3ss+o_oe 30.5 5 2oe-2 69 lS 94 2 .SIL
0_55+0147 31.0 0 210-2 67 10 95 3 ._L
06355+o134 31.6 36 21o-2 27 9 95, 3 .26L
06355+0144 32.1 21 210-2 94 9 94 2 .30L
06355+0056 34.5 10 211- 3 41 8 95 3 .31L
06356+0335 36.3 27 208-- 1 34 16 94 2 .25L
06356+0816 41.1 1 204+ 1 68 6 95 3 .74
06356+0456 41.3 36 207- I 59 11 94 2 .25L
06356+0621 41.5 46 206- 0 61 10 94 2 .33
06357+0725 43.2 44 205+ 0 76 27 95 3 .27L
Flux Density Rags
(Not C.elor C.errected) V
25 Fm 60 p.m 100 vm Rux Con- A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Co¢( R FlaBs*
.62 5.83L 17.89: DDD DDDD 0 868336531C!
.39L 1.96 17.31L C DBAJ 960000012C
.30L 1.25 3.69L C CJ AA 9602000110
.37L 2.57L 7.12 E J HB 980100041C
.35L .42L 13.94L B AB I 5500100318
.25L 1.09: 6.34 E C E A 68000002OC
.36L .50L 3.82 C MG Di ' 8701100000
.47 2.00L 22.93L D BF 680100330C
.30L .68 5.27: OD KDGE! 5600100318
,43L 7.18: 32.31 DE DFBB 66C205520C
.27L 1.20L 11.10 E E D I 98000003 IC
.33 3.23L 27.80L BD BEFD 0 680313440C
.39L .40L 10.96L B ABJ F I 5600000108
.46L .40L 2.82L B BB 1700000000
.25L 1.28: 7.71 DC KJ DB I 570000030C
.28L .40L 3.17L D B ) EJ 8700000000
.25L .47 21.66L C K DB! 4400000008
.30L 1.24: 9.97 EC I DA 560003333C
.32L .40L 13.26L C DI 3500000008
.34 2.05L 16.58L BF AB 1 950000000C
.36L 1.61 8.79 F C MCDB 980120130C
.34L 1.05 5.79 CC CEA 8801100410
.70 .76 2.67L CC AA 8701200000
,26L 1.31 25.52L O C 660000010C
.26L .40L 3.87L E BK 0500010000
.28L .49 4.75L C E 6600000200
.33L .96: 26.48L C F BFBC 758123153C
1.93 .47L 2.57L DC AAB 1 8800100000
.27L 1.99L 16.05 Oi J CHC 960013330C
.45L .91 21.2OL C DCD 7500000108
.69 4.74 8.27 CCD EBAA 5601001108
.25L .47L 4.95L C C FD 7600100110
.25L .42L 3.77L C E 6800100110
.25L 1.44 8.07 " C C _ E D 7680000420
.32: .40L ! 2.90L BD AB 0 5800000000
.36L .45L 24.31L B AE 7500010008
1.02 2.59: 11.17 DCDC DBCA 0 072011331C
.76 2A2L 25.16L DC DB! 0 060011331C
.26L 1.90L 21.81L B BN 750000000C
1.92 .62: 16.51L CCD AAB 1 950000100C
.65 4.86L 15.99L C EBDD j 950021220(3
.30L .46 10.51 C 7600000008
.25L .49L 2.67L D E K 4700000000
.56L .60L 4.94 GA 6701000108
.25L 2.28L 23.94L C B 940100000(;
.43 .40L 33.66L BD AB 1 3400000008
127.80 26.74 9.18 BCDD AAAB 9 8530100018
.47: 3.25L 22.90L CF CBCi 5 970223455C
1.10 4,86 7.38 CEC GAAC 964111200(3
.27L .43L 19.33L B B E 3400000008
.28L .93 23.98L C HDC 8401100326
.30L .42L 4.73 C I HC 3600110000
.35 1.95 7.04 ODD LEBB 960101330C
.26L 2.10 14.10L C D ], DC 95(31133448
.29 .55L 5.72 : LDG 3601000320
2.83 48.61 129.35 BBDF!CCBA 0 6341133208
.27L 1.38: 11.21 E D H D 7503000440
.53L .43L 3.82L D I EJ 3700110100
.31: .46L 2.91: BE CIBC D 1 0700210100
.30L .41L 3.61L B i BF 6600010000
2.40 .67 16.29L BEC AAC 3 4501000008
.43 2.30 11.80LCDO FCCD 0 6600124318
.41 .51L 23.33L OF AA 1 9501000008
.26L .92 23.37L O DH 740200040C
.26L 1.70L 9.09L B 0EDE 770201030(3
.56 10.78 43.64 CDDD DCCB 1 940002331C
.25L 1.44 12.39L' F J F F B 9560252648
.28L .98 i 25.72L: D CC 7401000206
.2gL 2.16L 27.52L B AM 940113133C
.27L 1.O1 13.36L E F E DA 9500121448
.26L .41L 27.84L! B CG 5501123108
.32: .49L 16.56LCE AF G 2 9501210108
.26L 2.15L 31.59L E BJ 960010030C
.61 2.30 16.76L CO DBF 650000130(3
.25L .47L 23.88L D AM 9501210108
.25L .69 7.10: OF I r_McOE 9801210106
.54 .40L 3.30L BC 0 4700000000
.27L .48L 24.39L B BG 9300100108
.25L .82 14.83L C B 9400000108
.25L 1.17: 4.77 DO' DB 980010020C
.25L 1,26 4.94 OD! BA 760000010C
.34 1.75L 8.09 CO D I FBCB 270110230C
.27L 1.30L 14.59L B C EF 940001000C
.25L .63 4.95L D C 9600000100
.25L .64 9.13: DF GE 8580101028
.38L 1.41 6.07 C CB!BDCB 5600000300
.38: .42L 4.52L BF AC 0 2500000000
.32L .80: 5.11 DE L HC 6601000108
.28L .97 15.05L D AE 9609OO010C
.30: 1.80L 17.73L BD BC J 0 96000000OC
.30L .57 26.52L C D 9300100108
.29 1.67 7.06: D = I B 270130440(;
.28 2.32: 6.26: EOE 8CD: 974201322C
.30 1.67L 19.80L D KCC 260120210C
.32L 1.35 17.32L E GEBG 954100000C
.26L .78 9.00: DE DHE I 8580101028
.29: ,44L 4.22L BD BC 5 5800000000
.25L .80 4.69 DD KCB 950100010C
.26L .53L 9.81L C D 3600100008
.31L .49L 4.77 C J E : ! 2600000000






























































Declination: 0"- + 10"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Msg
114112 B5 82





























06354 + 0835 4
DO 1681 116








5 a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.mham. , (s) (') I b (') {") (') N
06357+0515 44.211207- 1 45 I 9 9421 .35
06357+0217 44.8 24 209- 2 54 7 95 3 .60
08357+0320 45.6 14 209- 1 65 17 94 2 .25L
0 357+010,48049211_0 20 953 12006358+0617 48.346206- 100 94 .46L
06358+0402 49.940208-- 1 60 6 953 .60
06358+0902 51.225203+ 1 30 8 953 1.78
06358+0047 52.923211- 3 21 6 953 2.29
06,358+0831 53.925204+ 1 40 t4 953 .34L
06359+0859 54.811 1204+ 1 73 15 952 .26L
o_sg+o_3 85.825 203+2 32 18 94 3 .25L0_59+0,_8 56.041 200-0 26 15 94 2 .:_L0_59+010557.735 211-2 33 14 ,`' 2 .26=.
06359+0653 58.452205+ 0 24 5 953 3.610  0+010,176o210_231 7 25L0= 0+0=22259200+3118,,2 37,
06360+01566 3.142,210- 2 18 7953 .25L
06361+0138 7.E 49'210-2 41 1399_52 .34L,06361+0511 8.g 112007- 0 56 7 ' .70
06361+0656 9.E 47205+0 44 7 953 .50
06381+0514 9.613 207-0 45 7 94 2 9.82
06361+0044 10.2 2211-3' 94 14 942 .75L
06361 +0552 10.745206- 0 56 16 95 i 2 .39L
06362+0853 13.7 9204+ 1 65 9 95 ! 3 .41L
06363+0503 18.7 49 207- 0 75 9 94 2 .34
06363+0159 21.616210- 2l 5011 95! 3 .27L
08354+0046 25.6!57 2o4+I, 26 8 95 3 54.65
06364+0450 27.2127 207- I 32 6 953 6.63
06364+0216 28.3;59 210- 2 57 11 95 ' 3 .41L
06365+0223 31.8!15 209-2 32 7 95 3 .56
06365+0140 33.345 210-2 27 13 95 3 .43L
06366+0155 36.237 210-2 68 B 95 3 .61
56366+0901 37.0!12 204+ 1 60 9 95 3 .42
06366+0204 37.734 210-2 39 8 95 3 .64
06366+0026 38.854 211-3 31 12 95 3 .31
06367+0108 44.8:13 211-2 30 7 95 3 1.25
06367+0405 45.9 47 208- 1 69 7 85 3 .53
06367+0132 46.5!34 210--2 58 10 95 3 .35
06367+0546 47.1 2 206- 0 27 J 6 95 3 1.38
06367+0003 47.4 1 212- 3 27 7 95 3 1.06
06367+0033 47.929 211- 2 45 7 95 3 .77
06368+0511 50.422207-- 0 67 114 953 .25L
06368+0938 50.821203+2 38= 8 953 .25L
06369+0052 54.237211- 2561 10 953 .26L
06369+0722 56.1 39 205+ 1 41 6 95 3 1.48
 89+010006359+°'°156 563435211-204+;421 33 25L35[-
06369+0221 57.714 210- 2 _ 13 31 .43L
_6369+0959 58.7 44203+ 2 4410 g53 .25L36369+0139 58.9 17 210- 2 47 12 __ _i .27[-
36369+0804 59.3 26 204+1 38 18 94 2! .25L
:)6370+0037 2.8 38211-23_66119855531 .28L06370+0211 3.050 210- 2 12 .25L
_70+0327 47 28 _-1 40 7 _ _ 20406370+0932 4.94203+ 2 24 6 ,_ _! 1.20
06370+0153 5.89210-2 4412953j .25L
_'_71+0918 6.226203+2 t8 6953, 3.64
[:)6371+0617 6.218208+o _1 _ 95 9, .8606371+0205 8.620210-2 1942 .32
06371+0949 9.819203+ 2 11 953 .38L
36371+0101 10.418211-2 54 ] 7 953 = .99
06371+0522 11.131207- 0 65 ] 6 953 .83
_371+0424 11.345 208- 1553156 6 9595 33' .7006371+0542 12.053207+ 0 6 2.78
06372+0936 12.3 17 203+ 2 9 95 3 .27L
)6372+0314 15.011209--1 33113 953 .25L
06372+0356 16.456208-13517 953 .99
)6372+0123 16.920210- 2 28 i 8953 .37
06372+0835 17.5 0204+ 2 52' 5 953' 30
_373+0606 18.429206+ 0 41 116942 .25L
06373+0050 21.959211- 2 33 j 10 953 .34L
06373+0920 22.1 52 203+ 2 46 7 95 3 .52
36374+0804 25.5 8 205+ 1 57 ! 13 95 3 .25L
06374+0112 20.644 211-- 2 67 7 95 3 1.6606375+0605 32.035206+ 0 33 I 1= g52 .53L
06375+0951 33.241203+ 2 69 12 942 .40L
06376+0220 35.816210- 1 43 i 8 953 .79
06376+0319 37.535209- 1 51 13 953 .37L
06376+0202 38.823210- 2 31 12 953 .27[-
06376+0315 39.221209- 1 59 7 953 .45
)6376+0335 40.620209- I 30_ 6 953 1.36
)6376+0929 40.6 t2203+ 2 31 13 953 .25L
36376+0616 41.728 204+ 144i 13 95 3 .25L
06376+0946 42.040203+ 2 45, 9 952 .41
06377+0644 45.01206+1561 14 953 .25L
06377+0954 45,8'40 203+ 2 19 7 g5 3 3.53
06376+0938 48.431203+ 2 20 7 943 .67
06378+0547 51.059207+ 0 4514 953 .25L
06379+0309 54.525209-1 76 8 953 .46
06379+0937 54326203+ 2 71 15 942 .41L
06379+0659 54.951206+ t 30 8 953 .29
06379+0950 56.252203+ 2 35 9 952 1.82
06380+0949 0.624203+ 2 34 12 943 2.74
06360+0325 1.1 16 209- 1 73 9 95 3 .70
06380+0911 33'36 204+ 2 60 17 94 2 .25L
06380+0641 6.0 6 206+ 1 84' 22 94 2 .26L
06382+0945 13.058 203+2 22 8 95 3 .68
06382+0430 13.7 56 208-0 62 7 95 3 .46
06382+0939 17.83203+2 19 5 953 7.06
06383+0902 19.68204+ 2 21 7 953 .57
P']ux l:)ensity
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































|00 p.m Flux Corr A Contusion R S I
Uncs Cod" R Raip"
t5.43L C CF 940000000C
17.95L C CK 550000000C
9.65 F I EC 9483011308!
14.80L BC AC I 1 !950130333CJ
2.87 E G B ' 3800100008 I
17,03L B A 540000000C j
14.13L CC AC 4 96001O010C
136.81 BBED CBAA 073CI03330C 7
4.50: CC JDEB !6840000300 4
5.96 D GB 970010010(:; 4
5.06 C I ECI 1990100000C
t6.70L D EB 6501000008
23A7L O C ' 950240433C
2.9OL BB AAE i 1 16001(30000
12.13: DDF BBCI 964120442C
3.99 DD: KCDC 3680000508
7.53 CD IDF BB 9680110328
15.00L F D B GJ 9603003338
23.35L B BF 940020000C
4.08L B BE 26001O0000
15.15L DC AA 0940010000C
136.81L' E C 530003320C
4.82: DD FA 9600000608
148.52L C J BC 920210000C
18.34L F C ,`0020000C
7.53L: C MA H 9600320328
148.52 BBFF AAAA 0840210151C 50
17.81L BCD AAB 9750000000(3
19.55L C B 3500010108
11.59 BBCC BAAA t 2640020008 1
15.32L C D C
15.58L E BDG









4.75 D G E B
9.89 CEDFMBCC
13.77L AAEB4 10 BF C ! 9
18.57L C GOD
5.65 ED MF B
15.97L C C
18.73: EE 'L CC
13.34L E HB
























9.85 r!cDCD DC 560001233813.03L AA 9 ,`00000008
15.27LIEDc' !AAD 8 78012o010C6.47L F DG 9500000208
15.17L !BC 'AAF 1 880210043C
18.00L C AOFB 740100CO08
17.10L C D 540O0010O8
14.95L E I ECI 880111100C
14.19L :B AF ,`003(X)OOC
16.39L C BN 340100000(3
4.35L B BDL 56O0000000
16.26L BC AB 4 8500000008
15.27L C J GA 58012002OC
5.23: CF MCDB 9541010538
3.36L B BD 5700000000
11.58: CCDC DCAB 2958001233C
15.50L BE AC 088O001000C
7.40L C I EE 9500101528
15.35L D MCC 940010000£;
13.81L C BG 980010000(;
7.56: CD DED 2701000330
13.64L BE AE 0 ,`O010100C
8.72: EF L EC 9500100528
C
A
S 2 # T
2.35L 311.18L D C B ,`0026634C
.40L 11.38L CO BE 0l 6400010008
34 13.50L C G CB ,`01110338
1.21 7.35L C G CB 5580100518
.41L 13.25/ B CF ,`01210338
.40L 13.12L BD AC 0 i 7400100218
2.13L 7.30 E EEC 894102150(3
1.13 7.04 CC I EC 5600001300
10.37L 819.77L E DEE 830752532C
.61: 4.59 DC I FB 2700000410
54.99: 619.77L BCF DCFA 0' 931836744C
14.82 93.&4L FDE BEBF 5; 568026655C
.94 4.56: CE HCD 7600100308
.42L 15.50L :C S O 9400110008
14.82L 93.44 F GB B 760029845C
.43L 3.46L !C DD 2601000000
1.57L 619.77L'CD EB E 0 831636543C
186.22L 619.77 !BF E GEFC 631545444C
.41L 14.52L IC BC 9300000008
2.04L 12.22 E C 990(X)0131C
.54L 3.45 i D DFE 2700000110
3.09L 619.77L IDD DCG 0 630221431C
.43L 4.37L C CE 4600000000
212.76 499.26 BBED BBBA 2 440306432C
.92L 7.81 IC D B DC 990000023C
1 2 DO 1683 44 lOS
ii 21 RZMON 15MRSL 210-02/1 85 j
"41 35359+0830 28 1;
C I 32 _ X0636+01g 41 1;1603060 O9 81 61
1 2 DO 1686 44 91
4 13j 114196 MA 21 8;
7
C 1
6 " R MON 4
1 13 114212 KID 4 8_
4 2 2 DO1691 75 11E
1 13 114213 G5 38 8(]
1 39 OH+351 103 141!
I 13 114218K2 19 87
2 2 "41 06368+0938 33 4
1 71G405 70
A
4 1 1311422599 17 86
4
C 1 32 X0637+021
4
C 1 32 X0037+092
1 13114229 K5
1 1 QV MON
1 2 [:)01700











C 1 32 X0637+080
1 2 DO 1704
cl I 32 X0037+060
3 1603074
48il 32 X0637 +020 90 4
8ll 32 X0637+ 032 97 8
42 13114239K2 6 81
1 1 K)( MON 88 3
4i
4 i 1 32 X0637+067 62 4
8 1 V415 MON 46 3








6 1 LQ MON 62 3
8 1 LQ MON 49 3
1 13 114253 KO 21 80
41 32 X0635+091 55 4
1 39 DA2t8 104 1420
8 1 V360 MON 49 3
C











C) ('3 (') N
06383+0203 22.029210-1 31 7953 1.45 .52
06363+003722.934 211-2 29 12 94 2 .32 .33L
06384+0144 24.4 30, 210- 2 23 8 593 ,34L .3706384+0958 25.551' 203+ 2 63 o ! 96 o .30L .29L
06364+0932 26.225203+ 2 32 5 1953 145.49 324.94
06384+0502 26.62207-- 0 58 9 1942 .36 .29L
06384+0929 27.5 1203+ 2 16 5 953 2.90 1.90
06364+0839 27.647, 204+ 2 24 9 953 .25L .28L
06384+0546 27.725207+ 0 72 16 662 .31L .32L
06384+0702 26.755206+ 1 53 7 953 .52 .25L
06385+0915 33.537204+ 2 92 10 953 .29L .31L
06385+0924 34.533203+ 2 70 10 953 .33: .56
06366+0239 36.0 1 _ 209- 1 39 10 953 .61 .25L
06386+0946 41.8 15 203+ 2 19 11 95, 3 .25L .28L
06387+0655 42.10' 204+ 2 71 21 942 .38L .68L
06387+0609 43.6 48 i 206+ 1 31 12 95 3 .35L .29L
06387+0116 46.1 37 211-2 40 8 95 3 .25L .28L
06388+0430 49.3 44 206- 0 66 14 95 3 A3L .25L
06388+0732 52.3 36 205+ 1 66 25 95 3 .29L .30L
06388+0601 53.8 1206+ 1 70 18 6612 .25L .30L
06389+0312 59.114209-1 45720 95!) .25L .25L06389+0940 59.6 26 203+ 2 23 .50 .76:
06390+0927 1.8 43 203+ 2 106 12 95 2 .71L .62L
06390+0643 3.3 26 206+ 1 67 14 95 3 .28L .27L
06390+0208 4.556210-1 4911 953 .25L .25L
06391+0150 10.524 L_- _ 26 6953 .80 2,6806391+0626 10.853 [ 7620 942 .40L .29L
06391+0808 11.316205+ 266 1895l 3 ,25L .31L06391+0700 I1.5 18 206+ I 33 6 ;3 .53 A6
oe392+o75o13o 26 205+i 52 7 9513 6, 29L
I
06392+0057 16.7 25 211- 2 65 19 9513 .25L .25L
0_392 + 0_27 172:40 20_+ I 23 19 95 2 125L ,84L
06392+0126 17.4; 13211- 1 94 19 95 I 3 .30L .26L
06392+0237 17.6'52210- 1 39 6 953 .79 .27L
06392+0506 17.7_ 46207+ 0 46 16 95 ' 3 .25L .28L
06393+0027 j19.023211- 2 26 10 95 i 3 .37L .31L
06393+0913 22.521204+ 227 6 953 .25L 1.0006393+0838 227 19 204+2 48 22 95 2 .29L .73L
06393+0902 22.7 16 204+ 2 24 16 95 2 .58L .34L
06395+0753 30.£ 59 205+ 2 _ 63 16 94 2 A5L .27L
06395+0935 '31.(] 32 203+ 2 55 13 94 2 .55L .27L
06395+0726 133.3 54 205+ 1 19 6 95 3 4.06 1.17
06395+0914 34.5 58 204+ 2 44 7 95 3 .25L .73
06396+0522 37.846207+ 0 45 8 953 32 .26L
06396+0638 38.126206+ I 21 6 953 1.83 .78
06396+0617 38.841206+ 1 58 8 953 .41 .25L
06396+0946 40.E 14203+ 2 57 12 953 .45L .32L
06396+0637 '41.418204+ 2 46 12 953 .42L .26L
06397+0933 45.852203+ 2 54 15 953 .25L .29L
06397+0301 46.813209-1 35 11 962 .36 .39L
06397+0506 47.725207+0 54 11 952 .26L .36L
06398+0124 48.1 6211-1 41 6 953 9.37 3.02
06396+0615 48.110206+ 1 40 6 953 .93 .37
06396+0638 49.5L22206+ 1 74 19 953 .25L .25L
06398+0164 49.8125210- 1 51 14 942 .30L .26L
06399+0033 55.227211-2 27 18 953 .25L .29L
06399+0629 56.346206+ 1 24 21 953 .25L .25L
06399+0954 59.816203+ 3 45 7 953 .60 .36L
06400+0654 3.118206+ 1 57 17 942 A4L .28L
06400+0621 3.542206+ 1 65 18 942 .70L .39L
06400+0857 3.7 9 204+ 2 32 11 95 3 .25L .35L
06400+0146 5.7 27 210-1 28 9 95 3 .25L .25:
06400+0141 5.7 28 210- 1 I 58 6 95 3 .82 .26L
06401+0236 7.E 13 210- 1 I 30 23 96 2 .25L .28L
06401+0057 9.4 27 211- 2 i 31 9 95 3 .30 .26L
06403+0629 20.5 54 206+ 1 46 14 95 3 .25L .25L
06403+0018 22.C 57 212-2 ! 73 9 94 2 .41 .25L
06403+0251 22.3 4209-1 75 7 953 .52 .25L
06404+0049 ,27.548211-2 25 8 963 .25L .25L
06404+0311 29.155209-0149 6 953 .86 .24:
06404+0305 29.2 2209-028 6 953 2.62 .72
06404+0855 29.324204+ 2 51 13 953 .25L .28L
06404+0955 29.E 39203+ 3 40 16 95, 3 .25L .30L
06405+0142 31.3119211- 1 40 8 95 13 .38 .25L
06406+0321 31.9! 17209- 0 67 21 962 .25L .28L06405+0750 33.524205+ 2 37 953 .58 .25L
06405+0121 33.829211- 1 61 8 95, 3 .25L A5L
06406+0615 35.0! 13205+ 2 4916 95; 3 28L .26L
06405+0614 ;35.755206+ 1 57 11 95 I 3 .25L .25L
06406+0646 37.7135 206+ 1 47 6 953 .49 .26L
06407+0949 425]27203+34482 12695 _ AIL .25L06407+0641 42.815206+ 43 95 .50 .28:
06407+0707 [43.149206+1 695 .54 .25L
064407+0211 44.353210- 1 34 6 953 1.72 1.03
06407+0554 144.c 2 207+ 1 58 8 953 33 .25L
06409+0222 56.42 210- 1 32 6 953 .31L .26:
06409+0149 57.816_210- I II56 95 .25L i .25L3
06409+0213 58.428210-1 23 6 953 .35 1.76
06409+0625 59.8150206+ 1 30 14 953 .25L _ .25L
06410+0026 3.0:32 ; 212- 2 3918 942 .26L I .25L
06410+0645 3.3 i26 1204+ 2 48 12 942 .25L; .25L
06410+0535 3.446207+ 1 7620953 .26L! .28L46 18 3 .29 .25
06410+0040 3.8119211-06411+0650 9.3' 59 206+ 91 17 96 2 .38L .28L
06411+0752 9.6!47 206+2 35 10 95 3 .25L .27L
06412+0814 !13.120 ; 205+ 2 34 18 942 .70L .27L
06412+0657 13.7 3 206+I 61 14 95 3 125L 147L
_412+o157,4.2 5 210-i 26 6 953 .46 .6o
06413+0148 9m88 211-- 1 57 7 953 .64 .31L
06413+0500 21.4132 208+ 1 60 7 953 .65 .28L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($11 at
H!
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p,m 60 p.m 1(}0 _,m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.40L 1237L CC AB 0
1.39L 10A7L e DI
12.35 46.60: CCD EDDB
6.36 31.58L D GA
910.81 1659.51 BBBC AAAA 2
.48L 11.50L C CG
12.14L 1559.51L BC BAI 0
1.09 6.66: CC J BB
.67 4.19: DE I CB
.46L 18.74L C BDC
1.78 21.65L C B
3.26L 17.51L CD DEC
.40L 14.82L e B
1.85 9.83L EO, HDE
.66L 4.26 J HB
1.62 6.94: CCIFCDC1.26 3.99: CC: FEBB
.76 3.36L C I L B
.43L 4.38 D E:I MNMD
.73 12.24L , I ED
.74L 5.27 D GC
4A8 27.71: =CDEE DCAB 1
2.31 10.52L E J B
.70 11.26L E M E H
.87 5.13 CC DB
25.69 36.39 BBCD BAAA 1
3.07 14.72L, F EJ
.44L 3.90 D J GC
A8L 12.25L BC BBE 0
.40L 3.29L D AF
1.74L 2.96 D L C
4.05 10.69: DE J EFF
1.27L 4.88 i E ,HI FO
.45L 11.27L B AI L
.94: 6.59 EE LFBD
1.16 13.14L C HGCG
11.88 26.08 CDD DAAA
.89L 4.44 E F C
.69 11.76L D K BE
.54 3.55L C E
.89 27.14L D C C
.57: 4.11: BCCF AACBI 3
11.68L 26.06L D I A C
.49L 12.75L e AGG
.56: 8.88L BCD AADH 2
.40L 11.52L BF M
1.57 9.53L D DBJ
.69 5.08: ! DF KCB1.12L 5.34 ' ' C
.76L 1139L E CHGD
1.13 4.33: CE BBBB
.58: 10.72L BeD AAC ' 4
.40L 10.59L BD ABK 1
.44L 3.10 C I C
.47 11.93L F C
.94L 5.68 C FDEB
.43L 4.24 O NFHD
.67: 11.15L D E BJD
.48 11.56L D F
.59 622L C GCE
1.02 12.57L o IHCCJ
1.67 11.24L DC L F C
.40L 15.89L B AE
.50L 3.80 E i KC
.83L 4.68 D C_E I A
.96: 5.37 CD I DB
.43L 12.64L C CG
.40L 16.84L BCECD BI1.31: 6.82 LDCB
.40L 15.45L 'Be G 0
.40L 11.17L BE 'AA 6
1.59L 4.16 F MFA
1.10L 6.53 O I J C
.40L 14.82L C D
m45 L 3m45 O i _ _ E _,42L 5,42 C C
1.13 17.15L C I B
.74 3.88: DD J DE
1.00 5.42 CD KDDC
.40L 13.11L B BM
.8O 15.68L E J BB
.42L 12.28L BD 'BD 0
.40L 17.60L B iC
.40L 33.49L BC AA 0
.41L 12.85L D IBK
7.12 24.41 DCD DFBA
,96 5.69 CC CB
18.48 33.49 CBCD iCAAA 0
.73 5.30: CD CDE
2.24L 8.15 E GEB
•75 15.45L D !K C
.91L I 5.96 D JC
1.97L, 3.79 D C J B
.63 12.55L D
1.14 6.89 CC DAB
A7 3,27L C E F
1.38 6.82 ! DC EJ C
4.34 11.78 iCCCO BAAAI4
.40L 13.5BL'D BDL















































































































# T Name Type ("_ Ma8
4 32 i X0638+017 3_)_ 1_22 ' $273 999f
9 1 i V431 MON 42
1 2 DO 1711 46 10(
11 1 V365 MON 19
1 13 114271 B3 13 83
4 1 32 X0638+061 139
1 32 X0638 + 032 91
1 1 V435 MON 49
2 1 V371 MON 42
1 13 114292 K0
1 32 I X0639 + 004
3 13 I 114299 K5
1 13 114300 K8
1 17 560 16
2 160317708
I 32 X0640 + 008
3 13 114312 K0
1 13114315 M0
1 13114316 M0
1 13 ; 114321 K0
















Right Ascension: 06h41=22"-O6h44"04 "
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name
a 8 a







06415+0638 30.6 3_7706415+0633 32.0


















D6420+ 0122 1.9 43
36420 _: 0322 3.2 8
36420+0108 4.9 48











36422+0755 17.8 43 i
)6423+0006 19.1 42




)6424+0231 26.3 15)6424 + 0639 29.0
)6425+0706 31.1 32
)6425+0049 32.9 58


















)6431 +0530 7,4 6
)6431 +0023 7.5 2
)6431 +0528 79 28
)6431+0003 8.9 15






)6434+0016 27.2 f_8)6435+0642 31.7
)6435 + 0932 31.9 5
)6435+0918 34.2 12
)6436+0510 380 57
)6436+0644 41,2 14 207+ 1
)6437+0050 42.0 46 212- 1
)6437+0009 42.4 32 212- 1
)6437+0529 43.4 49 209+ 1
)6437+0217 47.8 48 210- 0
)6438+0641 48.5 12 206+ 2
)6438+0002 48.9 17 2t2- 1
)6438+0915 49.3 31 204+ 3
)6438+0301 49.9 47 2t0+ 0
)6438+0748 50.5 22 205+ 2
)6438+0343 51.5 25 209+ 1
)6439+0221 55.6 45 210- 0
)6439+0447 58.5 1 208+ 1
)6439+0111 59.5 30 211- 1
)6440+0912 4.0 54 204+ 3
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
Coords SM/SMN 6 O 12 ,am 25 ,am 60 _m 100 ,am Flux Corr A
1 b ('_) (") (') N (Jansky) Unus Coef g
207+ 1 85 17 9,5 2 .42L .26L .59 10.97L C DC
211- 1 48 t2 94 2 .31L .25L 1.26: 5.75 ED G DB
212- 2 33 9 96 3 .2,5L .5,5 12.94 38.18 CDE MBCS
2 _0_+ 2 7_ 12 _ ) _ m33 "25L 151L 15"86L O F
207+ 1 34 13 951 3 25L .27L 187 _l_5 CC LEC204+33, 13 _53 .35L .28L 2.13L,0.83 E HeKD
_+11 8,51o 951_ .39L .25L .95 17.3,L c ,el
'206+ 58 16 g5 3 .39L .27, .01 15.50L C LMF)C I204+2 77 12 95 3 171L .27L .76 10.94L C
_= 0 35 1O 95 _ "26L "25L 1 mO_ _p_8 cc B A
212-1 6o 9 96 3 .58 .29,.. 1.12L 17.23LB BC'=
2_+ 2 3_ 6 _5 3 _ m05 "_ 9"46 37.24 CCCDiBBDA 5
210--0 30 8 95 1 3 .2_L I .29L 1.79 6,11 CCIFHAA
206+ 0 30 9 95! 3 ,27L 2144 BoCCl,.25L 7.08 GE B
210-- 3 38 6 _ _ If31 130 "_L 12'21L j A A210- 0 57 8 _o ! o .45 25L .40L 13.70L C B
208+ 1 26 15 95 3 .25L .26L .96: 7.55 EE FFC
207+ 1 78 8 95 3 .53 .25L .48L 15.31L D B E
209- 0 54 7 95 3 .65 .25L ,40L 14.49Lj D B
205+ 2 31 15 95 3 .25L .28L .49L 5.14 D GFB
205+ 2 55 14 95 3 .25L .27L .88 4.32 CC FB
212- 1 32 20 94 3 .2,5L .39L 14.60L 57.34 E L FLC
207+ 1 29 18 95 3 .25L .27L .44L 5.81 ccDC HGC I 4212- 1 62 10 95 3 .50 .69 4.79: 27.10L EBB
212-1 22 7 96 3 1.11 2.15 14.60 57.34L CCE BABC
206+2 47 11 95 3 .25L .25L 1.75 8.07 CC EB
211-1 39) 9 96 3 1.13 .40 .40L 13.00L BC AC 0
211-t 26', 9 95 3 3.25 2.58 3.35 5.34 BBDC AAAB 0
209+ 0 171 6 95 3 12,42 3163 1.12 10.98L BBC AAA 0
211- 1 31 9 96 3 3.43 .85 1.20L 11.66L BC lAB 0
I
212- 1 461 9 94 2 .48 .28: 7.04L 57.34L ED BBBG 0
206+2 55 8 95 3 .53 .31L .40L 12.02L C BG C
203+ 3 64 7 95 3' 1.13 .28L 1196L 11.50LIB AB)
207+1 39 15 95 3 .39L .25L .95 17.14L C CF
210- 0 28 8 81 3! .27: .38 2.26 14.14 ,CDCE CBAB
210- I 86 10 95 3 3-4 .25L .40L 15,47LIF AL
15 96 2 C207+ 1 74 .47L '_L roTS _ 6"24L 0 A211- I 30 12 57 3 .25L .25L 1.3`5 5.42L! c Be
212- 1 21 6 I 96 3 1.28 3.62 38.22: 135.23: BBDE DADB
211-1 32 6 96 3 11.00 3.32 1.84L 8,80L'BB AA I
I
212- 1 40 g ! 3 .27L .39L 1.26 21.72L D BBG
212- 25 !33 .25L .32 539 22.51 DFD FEBA208+ 0 71 95 .66 .24: .40L 17.61L CF BD207+ 1 19 95 3 1.35 .82 .59L 16.41L BO AAC
204+ 3 27 5 95 3 52.52 24.28 2.99 12.10L BBD AAA
212- 1 3`5 8 96 3 .39: ,58 13.87L 40.78L CO EBCE
210- 0 56 12 95 3 .29L .25L 1.07: 6.59 DC DHBA
206+ 2 33 6 95 3 2.05 1.11 .40L 3.34L 8C AAND
206+ 2 29 7 95 3 1.24 .58 .40L 2.99L CD AC
212- 1 72 13 96 3 .26L .31: 2.08L 8.80 F E FDDB
212- 1 53 9 95 3 .32L .33: 5.02 21.72 EED BFBO
205+ 2 62 12 95 3 .65L .28L .60 12.60L C C
207+ 2 73 14 95 3 .27L .32L .93 9.44L C GDED
205+ 3 64 7 95 = 3 .91 .45L 2.0'3L 12.62L B AD
212- 1 22 7 56 3 1.50 1.91 97.74L 92.76L BC BBCF
204+ 3 64 14 95 3 .2`5L .34L .99: 7.23 EE FEC
212- 1 28 7 96 3 3.37 24.50 97.74 146.09L BBD AAAH
204+3 43 12 95 9 .26L 26L 1.15L 4.93 C LOB
208+ 1 38 7 95 3 .96 1.04 15.53 37.06: BCCD DBAA
204+3 37 8 95 3 4,26 1.27 .97 12,75L BCC AAC
207+2 56 13 95 3 .2,5L .36L 1119 8.45L C DFE
212- I 31 10 96 3 .67 .96 8.13 41.95 EDEF CABC
205+ 2 32 6 95 3 16,07 12,07 2.25 12,59L BBC AAAF
204+ 3 58 7 95 3 .78 .25L .40L 14.47L B BG
209+ 0 89 7 95 3 .68 .26L .40L 13,86L BCFo BD211- 0 76 19 95 3 ,25L ,25L .39: 3.92 C HC212- 1 32 11 96 3 .29L ,51 5.73 41.95L DCBG
206+ 2 60 21 94 2 144L .25L ,51L 3.45 C K oe
212- 1 37 6 96 3 .38 .98 4.02L 81.07L CD BAOJ
207+ 1 30 13 94 2 ,65L .25L .71 12,52L O U # C
212- 1 27 7 96 3 31 .70 7.43: 33.25L CCE 8BBB
207+ 1 37 10 95 3 .61 .27L .75L 3.48: B F ACFC
212- 1 83 12 96 3 .28L .25L 1.62 18.66L C EMB
207+ 2 30 7 95 3 2.41 .63 .40L 12.95L BD AB
212-1 30 9 96 3 .35: .46 12.00: 58.94: FFDF DEDB
212- 1 4`5 13 96 3 .2`5L .25L 1.00L 6,41 C MGFC
208+ 1 27 7 95 3 1.83 .81 .40L 11.18L CC ABE
205+ 2 84 10 96) 2 .37 .28L .45L 13.79L C CH
212- 1 42 8 96 3 .29L 1.49 9.20L 37.39L C FCGB
212- 1 32 7 96 3 .27L .59 7.01: 86.49L CE ECFA
206+ 2 88 44 95 2 .29L .26L .41L 3.34 E Gi
204+ 3 49 11 95 3 .25L .25L .86 4.06 DC C A
204+ 3 19 12 95_ 3 .25L .25L 1.66: 7.36 FE FB
208+ 1 39 20 95 3 .77L .65L .43L 3.97 C N J C
31 20 95 3 .25L .30L .44L 3.65 C I HC
22 13 96 3 .31L .25L .60: 2.91 DD HEB
28 6 96 3 2.44 9.08 76.36 123.59 BCEE AAAA
51 24 94 2 .3`5L ,59L .54L 2.60 D EC'
52 6 96 3 .50 25L .40L 9,47L B BG
36 34 4 2 .27L .28L 145L 3.21 D G
21 , 96 3 .57 .57 9.61L 45.80L DC DCAH
57 7 95 3 1.50 ,41 .40L 2.40L Be ACB'
41 19 95 3 .2`5L .27L .40L 2.89 C EE C
30 6 95 3 .65 .47L .40L 10.29L D BF
56 17 9`5 3 .25L 26L .66 4.77: DC FCD
31 6 96 3 .25L 1.10 2.90 5.18 CCC HABA
87 15 95 3 .25L .31L .51 4.19 CE CHD
53 15 _m 2 .36L ,38L 1.09: 4.86 D D F D B I
92 38 94 2 .2`5L ,35L .42L 2.47 D J F E
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sop











940101051C 1 13 114341 K2 29 9£
2300033318 7 t 32 X0641+070 10
1500000008 I
2500000318 4 1 I32 X0641+041 17 4
3400001008 2 1 17 ) 571 7
2400000008 1 13 114343 K0 7 8_
66OOO0O638 C
5500000008 1 13 114346 K0 23 91
4400000008 1 13 114347 G0 11 78
5501000238 C 1 32 X0641+085 60 1_




960335340(3 3 22 $264 447 4800
15001(30308
3501000008 1 200 1738 88 101
570000010C 3 7 MWC 819 33
4500000008 17 5 1 CZ MON 6 3
970210933C E 1 32 X0642+011 111 14
960255430C 3 22 ) $284 431 4800
1500100308
850000000C 2 1 V503 MON 34 3
9501100008




0 95C013941C 4 22 5284 453 4800
I 970230060C 16
970420351C 2
O 6500000008 I 23 LDN 1626 369
974314341C
0 2400100008 1 13 114358K0 22 61
0 5400101138
3 940010051C 28 4 1 FX MON 5 3
0 96F023432C I 23 OCL 0537 521




8743045520 211 32 X0642+006 127 2
5500000008
4500201338 C J750100000C
2j 950000041959044644Cci 3 20 G211.980 4640 950025644C 5 22 $284 545 4800
950000051C
0 9381033008 3 32 X0642+051 19 3
i
4 9501100128: 3 2 DO1743 49 108
4600100338 i C 32 X0642 +062
11
_) 968216743C B 4 s23 xo_2+ooo _I 129500000108 23 RAFGL 4527S 8 13
9400000OO81 1
r J' 3400000008' 2 DO 1745 75 99
3700000008
r970423643C B9700000210
0 951138973C 8 20 G211.980 )339
,01200708 4 11 92 X0643+054 74 4
5 960137661C 8211,980 2618581200709 4 32 X0643 + 054 95 4
980124633C A
,_I2511000008 2 DO 1749 33 95962125522C
980100033(3 C 32 X0643 + 009 56 12
5 9500001008
9300000008
960146341C 20 8211.980 500









=4600101008 2 DO 1754 11 95
! 6600100310 4
5 970033330C 2
1 ! 9600200320 I 3 13 12 80
7600000008
84OOOO0OO8
2680100308 4 32 21 4
3780101006
9600000108





Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW)
352
_I I l:




h a,m 8 a ")8 Coords SMJ SMN O 12 pmo , (s) ( I b ('3 ('3 (') N
06440+0955 4.9'43 204+ 3 18 10 96 3
06441+0341 7.1 27 209+ 1 63 17 94 2
06441+0516 9.8 56 208+ 1 50 6 95 3
06441+0709 10.9 27 206+ 2 99 28 96 2
06442+0901 14.8 28 204+ 3 50 17 95 3
06442+0121 16.0 53 211--0 19 5 96 3
06442+0119 17.0 60 211-- 0 19 ; 8 96 3
06442+0123 17.4 34 211--0 25 5 96 3
06443+0345 19.8 24 209+ 1 74 17 94 2
06443+0958 21.4 37 204+4 50 18 95 2
06443+0804 22.1 14 205+ 3 33 7 95 3
06443+0455 22.3 28 208+ 1 46 30 94 2
06443+0425 23.2 32 209+ 1 45 6 95 3
06444+0323 28.4 53 209+ 1 59 8 96 3
06444+0038 29.0 47 212- 1 30 6 96 3
06444+0027 29.4 52, 212-- 1 35 11 94 2
06445+0544 30.1 51 207+ 2 56 10 94 206445+0736 30.7 31 I 206+ o 91 25 96 2
06445+0219 32.0 26 210+ 0 33 32 6 3
06445+0009 32.6 25 212- 1 33 8 93 2
06446+0103 36.1 14 212--0 90 19 96 2
06446+0536 36.2 30 208+ 2 67 15 84 2
06446+0805 36.3 35 205+ 3 29 6 95 3
06446+0135 36.3 4 211--0 35 7 96 3
06446+0551 36.9 58 i 207+ 2 57 11 96 2
06446+0122 i382 37'211-0 80 12 95 2
06446+0029 38.626 212- 1 25 6 96 3
06446+0715 40.4 53 206+ 2 56 6 95 3
06446+0017 41.._ 2 212- 24 6 96 3
06446+0319 41.9 7 210+ 20 5 96 3
06447+0817 42.5 18 205+ 3 26 6 95 3
06448+0112 48.7 47 211-0' 23 12 96 3
06448+0042 49.4 15 212- 64 22 96 3
06448+0448 50.7 47 208+ 39 10 95 3
06448+0543 50.9 26 207+ 2 19 6 95 3
06448+0315 51.251 210+ 1 55 6 95 3
06448+0941 52.0 40 204+ 4 40 7 95 3
06449+0014 54.3 5 212-1 441 12 96 3
06449+0155 57.1 57 211- 0 65 14 96 3
06449+0904 57.2 33 204+ 3 78 i 14 95 3
06449+0168 57.8 36 211+ 0 42 7 96 3
06450+0347 1.5 50 209+ 1 65 6 95 3
06450+0044 2.1 18 212-1 14 5 96 3
06451+0430 6.4 7 209+ 1 42 6 95 3
06451+0800 8.0 33 205+ 3 87 11 95 2
06452+0258 12.8 40 210+ 1 23 7 96 3
06452+0713 13.1 34 206+2 64 8 95 3
06452+0228 15.0 7 210+ 0 21 7 94 3
06452+0017 16.4 55 212- 1 46 5 96 3
06452+0649 17.0 0 207+ 2 53 7 95 3
06453+0337 19.8 25 209+ 1 33 15 96 3
06453+0754 20.1 30 206+ 3 67 9 95 2
06453+0820 21.6 13 205+ 3 32 6 95 3
06454+0045 24.1 35 212-0 44 9 96 3
06454+0053 24.3 21 212- 0 50 8 96 3
06454+0632 27.3 45 207+ 2 26 7 95 3
06454+0659 29.2 53 206+ 2 32 10 94 2
06454+0020 29.3 59 212- 1 22 5 96 3
06454+0453 29.4 14! 208+ 1 50 12 95 3
06455+0035 30.2 42 212- 1 42 6 96 3
06455+0004 30.5 48 213- 1 34 9 96 3
06455+0806 32.9 5 205+ 3 38 6 95 3
06455+0201 33.5 46 211+ 0 31 5 96 3
06455+0006 34.7 35 213- 1 34 8 96 3
06456+0058 37.5 41 212- 0 49 16 96 3
06456+0817 38.3 22 205+ 3 47 33 95 2
06456+0439 40.4 46 208+ 1 47 7 95 3
06457+0734 42.8 26 206+ 3 68 18 94 2
06457+0545 42.9 52 208+ 2 90 22 95i 3
06457+0535 42.9 54 208+2 43 6 95 3
06457 +0616 45.0 8 207 +2 64 12 9612
06457+0015 45.5 33 212- 1 71 14 96 I 2
06458+0040 48.3 41 212- 0 26 5 96 3
06459+0358 54.2 49' 209+ 1 46 20 96 3
06459+0446 56.8 5 208+ 2 46 7 96 3
06459+0815 58.0 50 205+ 3 83 13 95 3
06459+0234 58.5 43 210+ 1 82 24 94 2
06459+0855 58.9 25 205+ 3 52 8 95 3
06460+0340 1.2 42 209+ 1 44 0 96 3
06460+0111 4.1 49 212-0 32 6 96 3
06460+0809 4.5 45 205+ 3 85 39 94 2
06461+0136 9.3 2 211+0 84 29 94 2
06461+0328 10.9 3 210+ 1 51 6 96 3
06461+0324 11.E 15 210+ 1 53 8 96 3
06462+0659 14.(3 60 206+ 3 50 7 95 3
06462+0049 15.5 33 212-0 62 12 96 3
06463+0538 18.1 45 208+ 2 49 7 95 3
06463+0800 22.E 29 206+ 3 47 17 95 3
06464+0643 28.G 43 207+ 3 45 15 96 2
06464+0021 28.7 7 212--0 31 7 96 3
06465+0406 33.(_ 46 209+1 62 8 96 3
06465+0547 33,8 19 208+ 2 35 20 94 2
06465+OO16 35.3 9 212-0' 35 17 96 3
06466+0249A 41.0 59 210+ 1 43 21 961 206467+0407 45.3 58 209+ 1 42 6 96 3
D6468+0344 53.0159 209+ 1 63 6 96 3
06468+0042 53.2 46 212-0 51 9 96 3
D6468+0600 53.4 51 207+ 2 29 15 95 3
D6469+0759 58.2 35 206+ 3 53 8 95 3



































1.67 ! .98 37.44
.40 .95 1.06:

































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 /J.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.30L 1.61 10.31: EC HFB 95Clioo448
.25L .51 3.65L C DF 9600200308
.31: A0L 8.37L BD AB 1 9500000008
.32L .40L 2.67 C MI D 8601000200
.36L .58: 4.91 CD J DD 8500000330
3.63 104.69L 467.86: BB D BBKD 3 920323333C
5.30 4.37L 13.68L BB ECH 0' 960423333C
3.16 123.50L 442.00: DC F OBHE 8 821323333C
.25L i .46 11.08L D E 9500100008
.47L .56 7.80L D DFK 9501200558
3.79 .54: 7.70L CBC AAB 2 6400101008
.58L .40L 3.01 D F O 968000000!
.30 .40L 10.46L BF AC 0 5501000008
.25L .42L 43.00L C D 4300112108
.85 .94: 11.57L BCD AAC 0 970000140C I
.46: 235.50L 282.22L CF EDCF 1 93OO13235C
4.09: C F G B C 5582043308
3.21 D C 6500000008
2.78 D M K F 8700000000
18.87: EEE FAAB 988313220C
15.77L D D 97000OO00C
2.77L C KCB 6600100008
8.77L BC AA 0 5400101008
2.01L BBC AAB 3 2800000000 17
10.72L D O 5401000008
11.63L FE FDC 866103333C
282.22 BBDC AAAA 0 930015465C
2.44L B A G 6500000000
10.35L BC AAJ E 0 870010150(3
43.00 BCCE BBAA 7 5380233208
8.58L OCC AAA 8 4500000208 17
4.43 C E B 9701OO031C
10.59 E CD 970010340C
5.18 CD NDBC 8600000318
79.48: BCDE ECBA 0 5282033518
43.OOL DCC BABG 2 5300133208
9.04L BC ABM 2 9500000108
5.13 D EGB 88Ol11040C
4.09 CC GEB 4700100300
2.90 CCI JDB 6501000200
2.56L BE AB 6 4700100300
11.60L' B B C 9501000008
10.59L BBC AACB 0 964110230C
10.84L B AB 5500000008
5.20L C EN D 6501100306
9.54L BD AB D 0 8500000008
2.01L C O 3700000000
3.23L BC AA 0 9700001000
80.95L C AGG 95OO12212C
2.52L C BBDF 3600000000
6.04 D E F B 9680000438
9.58L C BE 5300100008
7.50L CC AA 1 4501100008
8.16L D GEAB 078211200C
18.84L B ADH 960122OO0C
1.80L CC BDE 4 260000000(
1.95L ED HED 3700000000
80.95 CBDF CBAA 3 934113343C
4.82 CC DDD 5600000318
30.40L E AB 760011000(3
12.16L CC BE 3 960134553C
6.71L CC AAG 4 3301000308
2.09L BC AAJ 2 5700000000
21.35: DF MDBD 968145453C
4.17 O M HB 97OOloo20C
2.42 D BHHF i 96001000009.82L B 450100000_
2.81 C L F B 8500000000
3.57 C GK D 5600000018
10.03L BC AA 0 4500000008
7.82L C B 5501000008
80.95L D i F C 830000043C
30.40 BCDF BAAA 0 960114030C
4.31 DE LJFD
12.08L B BEF
2.16L D DL D
3.16 D KC
1.94L B B
3.94 ' CD F AB
6,98: ' CC CSD

























8.57L FED BDBC 0 968132233C
10.06L C B 9500110008
2.92L C B B 5600000308
7.32: EF CC 968132220C
5.53 E C 9500100238
9.27L CO AC 2 8500110008
11.86L B A F K D 9400000008
6.22 C H E B 850000030C
2.57: CCi CB 6600000308
1.72L C iBG 9500000000





Name Type (") Mag
C4 114399 KO1 13 83
(_ 1 32 X0644+0OO 12i
F 6 22 BFS54 180
F 2 3 RAFGL 5206
F 4 23 DG 112
C 1 32 X0644+099 12
2 1 ST MON 3




5 13 114410 KO 50
6 13 114409 MA 85
2 1 DE MON 3
7 1 32 X0644+033 7
7 2 10 M+01-18-OO2
7
1 1 BF MON 3
4 1 32 X0644+019 4
4 1 1 V511MON 3 ,
2 5 1 DF MON 3
1 13 114423 K2 77
2 13 114425 MA 82
4 13 114428 K0 46
2 13 114429 K2 85
1 13 114430 KO 82
C 1 32 X0645+G36 12




2 3; X0645 +001
4
14 13 114437MA 82
13 114438 G5 80
5
4
1 2 DO1775 115
1 13 114449 K0 82
4
1 2 DO1777 91
1 19 181 110
1 13 114461 M1 86
1 13 114466 K7 90
4
C
2 1 DH MON 3
1 13 114472K0 77
4 1 32 X0646+060 4
1 13 114473 K5 85
3 4 TMSS 00130 25
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. OO. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
353





a 8 C;3OrbdS SMJ SMN (.%h_. ,6, (s) £3 C) £3 N
Flux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _.m 60 _,m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky)
06469+0547 59.5 25 208+ 2 t3 96 3 ,25L .25L .56
06469+0333 59,7 59 210+ 1 6 96 3 .25L .43 1,99
06470+0827 0.5 58 205+ 3 8 94 2 .44 .25L A0L
06470+0956 1.1 32 204+ 4 32 96 2 .27L .72L .43L
[)6470 + 0054 4.6 36 212-0 13 97 3 .25L .25L 1.33
_6471+030t 8.3 43 210+ 1 5 96 3 40.23 18.04 4.00
[)6471+0123 9.4 39 212+0 10 94 2 .29L .25L .61
_o472+0223 17.2 14 211+ 1 37 95 2 .25L .27L .43L
D6474+0714 24.2 57 206+ 3 6 94 2 .51 .35: .40L
06474+0150 24.4 5 211+0 6 96 3 .73 .26: .40L
36474+0045 25.2 47 212+ 0 15 96 3 .25L 28L .99:
06474+0844 25.4 9 205+ 4 10 96 i 2 .50 .57L .40L
06474+0336 25.8 25 210+ 1 19 94 2 .25L .27L .50L
06475+0909 31.0 41 205+ 4 9 96 2 .66 .63L ,40L
06475+0231 35.4 27 211+ 1 8 96 3 ,33 .26L .40L
06476+0458 37.4 14 208+ 2 9 953 .81 .33L .40L
06476+0605 37.7 35 207+ 2 13 96'= 3 .25L .25L .70
06476+0017 37.8111 213-0 21 9512 .25L .27L 1.41L06476+0413 38.517 209+ 2 96', 3 .49 .25L .40L
06476+0034 38.726 212- 0 9 963 .25L .25L 1.05
06476+0216 41.5 56 211+ 1 10 96 2 .40 29L A6L
06477+0136 45.8 36 211+ 0 18 94 2 .25L .26L .40L i
06477+0754 47.1 51 206+ 3 9 95 3 .40 .43L .40L !
06477+0959 47.230 204+ 4 34 94 2 .28L .55L .40L
0_77+071447.755206+3 97 853 53 .27L 40L06478+0102 50,756 212+0 1 94i2 .52L .34L .59L'
0 79+0 ,756.7,210+2 143 56 40,06480+00173.4,21213_0 1096 25, 34 137,0 80+01555128211+t 8 ,6 3 51 25, 40,
; 0 ,2 81+ 51 8.021212+0 1 3 '6" .29 .50
 81+0001 35213_0: .6o .34 3.50,
06481+0518 8.7 9 208+ 2 8 96 3 ,45 .31L .40L
06482+0305 12.02482 210+ 1 16 96 3 ,25L .25L .46:06482+0729 14.5 206+ 3 8 96 3 .29 .26L .40L
06482+0416 14.838 209+ 2 22 96 3 25L .26L .44L
06484+0843 29.926 205+ 4 25 95 3 .25L .25L .40L
06486+0225 369 46 211+ 1 7 96 3 1.59 .49 .40L
06486+0420 38.9 18 209+2 7 96 3 1.49 .46 .40L
06486+0102 39.0 57 212+0 8 96 3 .50 .25L .40L
06488+0039 41.6 3 212+ 0 18 95 2 .39L .25L .69
06487+0551 44.8 10 208+3 5 96 3 66.45 28.81 6.29
06487+0517 47,9 1 208+ 2 5 96 3 5.89 1.93 ,54L
06488+0038 50.4 50 212+ 0 13 96 3 25L .25L .72:
06488+0150 50.9 39 211+ 1 10 96 3 .37L .28L .79
06488+0930 51.1 2 205+ 4 6 95 3 1.51 .41L .40L
06489+0001 55.4 40 213-0 7 96 3 4.46 1.16 .64:
06489+0546 56.2 16 208+ 3 8 96 3 .37 .34L .40L
06489+0117 59.0 53 212+ 1 6 97 4 .59 .25L A0L
06490+0021 0.5 34 213+ 0 8 96 i 3 .48 .25L 1.37L
06490+0051 4.3 59 212+ 0 14 972 .29 .26L .48L
06490+0913 5.2 51 205+4 13 95 3 .25L .31L .55
06490+0703 5.4 44 207+3 6 96 3 .53 .25L .40L
06491+0508 6.9 44 208+2 7 963 .70 .81 3.61
o6491+O3Ol7.549 210+1 22 96 2 48L .25L .59
06491+0246 8.3 2_9 211+ 1 7 96 3 .41 .25L .40L 4g1+ 010.4 0,+3 12 52 .30 . 5, . 0,
; 43, 750 91+003211010213+0 i i0 92+034415358210+2 55 25L06492+085118039 05+4 7 953 83 35L
0=g2+05148847206+2 7 963 185 81
06492+0449 17.8 33 209+2 26 _6 3 44.85 17.57 3,00 3+0496 821 0,+2 1 , 35
06493+0055 19,9 8 212+ 0 11 96 3 .25L .25L ,87
06493+0313 22.8 16 210+ 2 11 95 3 .25L .39: 1.02
06494+0557 24.4 3 208+ 3 15 96 3 .25L .30L .58
06494+0015 28.0 48 213+ 0 6 97 4 1.55 .69 .40L
06494+0718 26.1 34 207+ 3 6 96 3 2.22 .74 .40L
06494+0200 27.1 39 211+ 1 8 96 3 .58 .27L .40L
06464+0011 27.5 2 213+ 0 15 95 2 .26 .25L .42L
06494+0030 28.5 19 213+ 0 13 97 2 .26 .31L .40L
06494+0118 29.9 45 212+ 1 6 97 4 1.00 .37L .40L
06495+0217 35.3 7 211+ 1 7 96 3 2.42 2.63 34.60
06497+0410 43.8 51 209+ 2 10 94 2 34 .25L .40L
06497+0146 44.231 211+ I 6 97 4 1.38 .46 .40L
06497+0t04 46.5 20 212+ 1 10 95 2 .34 .25L .40L
06499+0t45 54,2 43 212+ 1 5 96 4 .93 15.16 27.60
06499+0031 56.2 21 213+ 0 5 56 4 1.24 .33 .48L
06499+0845 56.9 29 205+ 4 9 95 2 .44 27L .40L
06499+0201 59.2 27 211+ 1 29 97 2 .25L .31L .40L
06500+0822 2.9 57 206+ 4 16 95 2 .70L .27L .47
06500+0829 3.5 3 206+ 4 7 96 3 601,30 359.71 105.73
06500+0239 3.5 6 211+1 8 96 3 .42 .25L .40L
06501+0143 9.9 58'o 212+ 12 5 97 4 1.69 8.61 74.1506501+0308 111.7' 1210+ 8 96 3 .44 .25L .40L
06502+0843 13.6 37 I 205+ : 7 96 3 .90 .28: ,40L06502+0739 14.5 46 1206+ 7 96 3 .47 .25L .40L
06502+0206 17.4 2 211+ 1 9 97 4 .30L .29L .89
06503+0244 18.7 13 211+ 2 16 97 2 .25L .25L .5396503+0808 21.1 56 206+ 4 33 95' 1.26L .27L .42L
06503+0248 22.6 19 211 + 2 7974 .65 .25L .40L
06504+0027 25.0 9, 213+ _ 19 97 4 .25L .34L .52L
06504+0052 26.2 1._ ,212+ 12 97 4 .25L .39L .5306505+0010 31.0 213+ 0 7 97 4 25L .29L 1.37
06505+0001 31.3 50 213+ 0 5 96 4 .76 .32: .52:
06505+0421 33.2 54 209+ 2 9' 96 3 .43 27L .40L
06505+0518 34.0 58 208+ 3 15 96 3, .27L .25L .55
06505+0133 35.8 26 212+ 1 11 96 3 .30L .25L .65
06506+0234 37.6 51 211+2 14 97 4 .25L .25L .48L06506+0744 39.9 22 206+ 4 96 3 138 .33 .40L
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags =
3.66: CD H CC 4600000328
3.92: CCC BAE 9600000008
1,63L C [B O6OOOOOOO0
2.12 D D C 9500000000
9,57: CD GDB 95(30111338
10,53L BDC AAA 9 )501000108
19.66L D CH 650000010C
3.25 D F 9700000300
5,25L CF iCE 0 9400001008



















1.27L C C B
3.29 D FC
1.94L C B H
13.89L D CF
8.43L B AD K
4.61L D FB
5.19 D L C
11.71L F CI
5,14 CC CI DA
3.41Li C D H
2.96 C GL B
1.44L B CE
1.48 C E
10.68L B B K
4.01 D GFHC
3.47 E KB
8.50L BC AADB 0 9500000008
12.68L D GF 950100010C
2.60L B BM 7600010000
14.82L C D 9400100208
16.76L BD BBH 1 950120010C
10.19L C FF 9400000008
3.97 DC F D 9600000218
1.23L C CH 2601000000
3.12 E J B i 5600000008
2.20 D C 9500000128
10.48L BD AC 0 3401000008
9.31L DC ABK 0 9500000008
11.78L D B 9400000008
12.91L D D 9400100338
2.96 BBCB AAAB 3 6600110020 43
7.18L CC AAE 8 9600000008
8.42 DC E B 9600100438
3.61L C C B 4600000000
1.09L B A B 36000000OO
5.59L BCE AADF 1 950000051C
1.29L C CF 8700110220
14.76L B BJ 4500000008
15.90L C BL 950001000C
14.74L C E C 9500100408
3,83: E D F C C 9580000218
7.56L D B 9400000008
5.03: CCCF CBEB 3 9600002308
15.34L D F 9400000108
15.01L C B 9401000008
9.9OL C D 9400100008
14.62L D G FH 9501130458
11.20L B BDJ 9500000008
5.81L C BE )400000008
7.57L BC AB 0 9601001008
4.13L BBC AAAD 2 1700000018 17
11,82L C DI 9500000008
5.87 CD LFEB 9600100508
9.63L FC DBG 9501000748
3.t0 CC I FB _00000300
10.76L BC AAM 0 8500101008
6.82L BC ABM 0 9500001008
3.13L B BH E 5600010000
13.15L C C 9501201508
11.71L C AG 9501130348
13.25L B AB 3500000008
82.93 BBDD BBAA 3 72C0033100
8.11L _C DL D 1501100228
3.59L BD ABL 0 5600122000
1Z99L C D 6501000108
46.16 BBCC AAAA 1 4340262000
3.46 BE E !AEHC 0 8612132208
5.55L C CHG 9400110008
3.98 D I G 4601100310
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
C 1 32 X0647+058 80 8
1 13 114474 K5 3 85
4 3 RAFGL 1017 64 8
4
1 13 114488M0 37 87
4 1 32 X0647+060 62 4
1 13 114492 K5 23 83
4
4 1 19 185 2
1 13 114494 K0 31 85
4
1 1 BU MON 81 3
1 V516 MON 12 3
8
17 596 86
2: CG MON 47 3
23 OCL 0540 525
t 13 114515 K5 1 75
4 3 13 114519 M2 5 86
2 13 114521 68 18 86
2 13 114524 B 10 85
6 3 13 114528B2P 11 67
1 13 114531 K0 11 86
1 13 114534 GO 34 80
9i 2 23 OCL0540 202 DO 1802 86 93
1 2 DO 1801 79 91
2 DL MON 88 3
6 13 114535 MB 5 85
4 1 32 X0649+009 63 4
C
1 1 23 OCL 0540 266
2 13 114536 K5 14 80
3 1 32 X0649+022 8 3
C
1 1 1 CI MON 71 3
1 13 114548 K5 12 85
1
3
1 13 114552 K5 27 85
4
1.56L C D 9700000000
40.43: CCDD AAAA 9 4380001118 28 8 5 1 GXMON 83 ,_
16ALL B C KI 8300130108
155.08 BBCC BAAA [ 0 4280150000 1 32 X0650+017 66
10.97L B C 9401010118
5.78L BD AD 0 9400110008 2 13 1145581<0 3 7_
1.81L E C 6602000000 1 1 QQ MON 31
2.68L B KB 5701100100
3.64 C D C C 9500200208
2.41 D J D 9600000000
11.38L B BD 9400100108 1 13 114561 G5 4 7_
4.56 C E EC 7601020208 1
3,66: DF KDDB 7700000108
4.98 CD J BBC 9600000308
8,96L BCC ABEE 5 9482200838
13.40L C C 9401100108 17 605 88 ' 12_
13.37L C CF 9501000338 C 32 X0650+052 118 1;
2.36L C MI B 3700000000
4.56 C NMHB 8500000008
1.03L BD AB 0 6600000000 1 13 114565M0 3 8_
• Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
=,
354
RightAscension:06h50'_40'-O6h54m02' Declination: 0"-+ 100
Position (1950) F]ux Density
Narnc
% 5h , o t
)65o8+o,_5 40.821 2o8+3 62112 96)6506+005941.341 212+1 34_ 9 97
)6506+0037 41.4 10 213+ 1 20 10 97
}6507+0302 45.4 20 211+ 2 32 = 6 97
)6507+0022 48.0 59 213+ 1 95 22 96
)6508+0416 48.939 209+2 58 21 96
)6508+0156 51.19211+1 19 5 _(_)6508+071451,220 207+4 44
)650`+041451412 209+2 42 _ _)65o9+055954.116 208+3 48 2
)6509+0336 56.3 7 210+2 34 15 97)65o9+o13156.529 212+1 21 4 97)6509+031258610 210+2 25 6 97)6509+05157713209+3 52 20 95
_510+0013 5914 213+1 27 18 =7
)6511+0041 7.6 53 213+ 1 70 12 06
)6511+0953 7.7 10 204+ 5 39 6 96
)6511+0428 8.4 44 209+ 3 51 19
)6511+0009 8.8 56 213+ 1 82 20
)6511+0923 9.6 1 205+ 5 33 29 95
;)6512+0318 14.7 58 210+ 2 58 11 96
)6512+0520 15.8 19 209+ 3 21 6 97
)6512+0157 17.0 291 212+ 1 18 5 97
)6512+0134 17.8 42 212+ 1 24 5 97
)6513+0903 16.4 50 205+ 5 91 11 95
)6513+0829 19.1 10 206+ 4 43 6 96
)6513+004123.619,213+_ 37 7 97)6513+013424.017 212+ 25 _)6514+o_5 24.4 2: 207+4 6o
)6514+045924.530 209+3 44 9
)8514+044925.226 209+3 55 10
)6514+0429 28.1 43 209+3 8020)6514+084530.020 205+5 36 7)6515+o51o31,026 209+3 27 14 65)6615+oo5131.624213+1 19 4 97)6518+o34534421 21o+2 47 16 06)6516+092240237 205+5 30 20 96
)6516+0256 41.1 17 211+2 23 5 97
"`517+0o31 ,2,424 213+1 29 6 96)8517+o319,2536 210+2 79 18 97
)6517+0003,30 23 213+1 22 18 87
"`517+023343.246211+2 42 6 97)8517+0308,39 44 211+2 34 20 94)6518+07075211207+4631195
,,519+08395853620,+531 1)6520 018.4 9 13 129
•`620+08244.512206+576 13 968.243213+155 6 ,8)6521+05159.1,39 33 17 97
)6521+0119 9.2 28 212+1 35 8 97
)6521+0238 9.9 2'211+2 80 11 97
)6521+0931 10.4 56 205+5 89 31 96
)6522+0027 12.9 42 213+1 17 6 58
"`522+0,29 13.232 208+4 79 895
)6524+0719 26,4 59 207+4 50 6 97
"`524+0344 27.6 34 210+2 32 16 97
"`524+0238 27.6 50 211+2 43 25 97
)6525+0026 31.4 37 213+I 30 8 98
)6526+0331 36.7 58 210+2 59 12 98
)6527+0459 43.1 25 209+3 67 28 96
)6528+0140 50.58212+2 29 697
"`528+0034 52.935 213+1 33 9 98
)6529+0444 55.78 209+3 52 997
"`529+0626 55.937 208+4 30 597
"`529+0152 80.0 20 212+2 36 7 97
)6530+0530 4.3 2 209+3 60 16 97
)6530+0026 4.8 57 213+1 76 13 98
)6530+0852 5.5 34 20,+5 74 10 96
)6531 +0410 7.8 51 210+3 34 7 97
"`531+0453 9.3 51 209+3 36 7 97
)6531+0006 9,9 47 213+1 28 6 98
)6531+0922 11,6 52 205+ 5 66 11 97
)6532+0901 13.2 22 = 205+ 5 31 6 06
)6532+0558 15.4 18 208+ 4 44 10 97
)6532+0426 16.0 48 210+ 3 61 16 97
)6533+0008 19.5 48 213+ 1 81 12 98
)6533+0812 19.8 4 206+ 5 40 6 97
"`533+0146 20.9 22 212+ 2 45 6 97
)6533+0658 23.8 49 207+ 4 79 19 97
"`534+0225 24.5 18 211+ 2 22 6 97
)6534+0324 26.047 210+3 61 21 97
)6534+0853 29.918 206+5 58 806
)6534+0848 30.043 20`+5 35 606
)6535+0651 31.1 43'207+4 83 20 98
)6535+0037 31.6 50 213+1 28 6 98
"`535+0222 35.4 55:211+2 52 7 97
)6536+0836 36.44206+5 46 7 97
)6536+0`20 37.25208+4 491_ 97)6536+0708 41.238 207+4 23 97
)6537+0437 43.8 52 209+3 38 28 97
)6537+0611 45.6 17 208+4 134 27 95
)6537+0052 46.3 24 213+ 1 56 10 98)6638+0346491 210+3 46 97)6538+0018506 3 213+1 32 7 98)6536+04246o.81421o+3 29 lO 97)6536+o_452634 2o8+4 31 18:97)6539+043454.952 209+3 58 7 37
)8539+024357031 211+2 34 87 97)6539+001069120 213+1 66 98)6540+0809 2.744 _+5 28 6 97
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
(I 6 Coords SM.I SMN 80 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 _.m












.25L .25L I .682.01 .55 .40L
.25L .66 3.10
.25L .25L .56L


























.43 I .32L 40L
.70L I .25L .43Li












.25L .25L .59 :














































100 Fm Fl',z_ Cow A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flag se
3.16L C B 7600000000
6.95 CC HLGC 4600000448
11.37L CCD DD 55000000088.71L KACE 9400000218
5.11 F F MC 4600000318
2.85 E D 9600200138
3.15L BC AA F 0 4600001200
1.15L C BDH 7601000000
12.30L C CM 9400100138
1.85 C J L D i 4700000000
I
6.88: cCD A EDD=B I 94811017382.42L B 0 ' 3700001000
5.54 BCC AACi 980000040,
1.93 D GC I 970010010,
8.04L C E G I 9601200538
11.68L C CFC 9500300008
1.00L BD AD 0 6710000000
16.79L C C 9300100008
8.11L E J El ! 9501210548
2.99 D D G: 5502000540
E j i 9400000008
932L C C AAI ] 950010000811.56L
2.51 BBB O AA E I 4600001510
242,s 37OllO1 5.27L C 64000100086.01L AJ 05000000087.66L E 9500200008
2.39L DE BB 0 3711101000
1.48L B A 7600000000
C10.57L B J L F 95030000084
DI J I 9500000008
11.82L F C1.85 H B = 9680000008
2.75 CC FAB 1500000008
4.94L C DF 9681010318
8A7L BBBc AAA 1 85011000082.72 GC 9700000328
2.66 C GL D 5501000430
9.55L BB AA 1 9401001008
7.50L EC AB 6 9500000008
2.73 D F C 9500000008
6.39: DE MGE 9601110568
10.53L B CF B 7400100008
2.78 D GB HB 95020001081.47L EC 8501000000
1.06: DC C BB 3600000000
56.46 CCCF FBCA 6 9200043408
1.47L C E MI 6701000000
I0.70L4.33B F BF KC l 960000010,9501100228
12.46 DCD : DCAA
9.43L C D H2.54 C



















7.11L CCDD BCI 2 85001000183.77 CB B 7600000008
12.56L C C 9400000018
2.29 ABCC AAAB 1 3600000000
7.67L C AG 8500010008
1.97: CD MHFB 2600000200
14.80L C D 8400000008
1.03L D D J 2601000000
7.28L BCC AAB 9 9500000008
11.07L BBC AAEK 0 9400000008





3.95 E K B B 2560000220
4.01 C F B 9600001008
13.42L C B 8400100008
1.24L B BF 3500000000
9.27L BC ASH 1 9500100048
3.63 C L HC 4501000440
8.00L BC ABH 0 3400100008
3.66 D J J C 5600000228
1.21: CO J AD 2600100000
1.17L B AI 2600100000
2.74 FC I I DB 4501000440
26.61 BBCF:AABA 0 3400000318
9.67L C IAE 2400100008
1.12L B BD L 2600000000
2.18L C J BA 2600000100
1.00L CCC AAB 0 4700000000
2.84 E H C 9780100148
2.69 D DMD ' 1600000220
7.11 CE FBB ' 3600000318
8.16L BF AC 4 9500000008
11.43L B BA 2500000008
5.94 CC F A 9601000308
2.88 C E DE 4601000320
11.49L B AE 9501200148
8.78L BC AB H 2 5500001228
9.90L C B K 7500000008
1.00L BC AAI 2 I 2600001000[
C
A
S 2 # T
Associations
C I 32 X0650+010
sop
Name Type (") Mag
12
8 1 32 X0650+042
I D)0 1812217 607N
8 1 13 114568K2
C
1 17 610
4 1 32 X0650+031
4
1 2 £)0 1816
1 13 114578 K0
£)01818
2 1 _ MON
1 1_ DO181811458OG5
4
25 5 1 QR MON
4 4 TMSS 00138




1 13 114612 K0
C
4 1 32 X0652+004
1 13 114619 G5
44 7 1 CL MON
1 2 £)01834
1 13 114636 K5
1 1_ £)018351 617
C
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12. 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 2 DO1837
C
2 13 114642 K2C
4 1 321 X0653+006
1 13j 114644 G5
1 9 U03007
2 1 ; BG MON
i
C




















































u 8 Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 _m
(s) C) I b ('3 C) (') N
3.0 15l 205+ 6 55 26] 97 3 .25L
4.9 36 209+ 4 80 26 97 3 .69L
6.0 12 208+ 4 70 14 97 3 .42L
6.2 33 213+ 2 67 15 97 2 .28
8.7 39 209+ 4 42 8 97 2 .36
8.8 30 209+ 3 27 7 97 3 1.02
)654t+06t7 11.4 44 208+4 65 14 97 3
)6542+0107 12.3 53 213+ 2 60 S 98 2
)6542+0052 12.9 9 213+ 2 24 6 98 3
)6542+0201 13.7 18 212+ 2 74 19 97 2
)6543+0623 23.4 0 206+ 4 41 12 97 2
)6544+0427 26.2 27 210+3 60 15 97 3
)6544+0852 27.2 27 206+ 5 30 8 97 3
)6544+o532 27.653 209+ 4 38 7 97 3
)6545+0836 35.1 43 206+ 5 35 7 97 3
)6546+0036 38.6 55 213+ 2 55 11 98 3
)6548+0741 50.6 39 207+ 5 60 8 97 3)6549+o123 66.7 3 212+ 2 54 8 98, 3
)6549+0408 55.9_ 210+3 26 7 97 ] 3)6549+0912 56.2 208+ 41 12 97J 3
)6549+0451 57.6131 208+ 4 39 20 97 2
)6550+0038 2.6 13 213+ 2 41 27 97 2
)6551+0156 69 11 212+2 45 12 97 3
)6551+0322 i 8.7 11 211+ 3 23 6 97 3
11.2 12 207+ 5 52 11 2)6551 +0713)6552+0658 14.4 40 208+ 5 48 22 2
)6553+0848 18.2 13 208+ 5 62 8 97 3
)6555+0756 33.8 32 207+ 5 57 10 97 3
)6556+0357 39.1 51 210+ 3 59 6 97 3
)6556+0614 40.3 7 206+ 4 24 5 97 3
)6556+0334 40.5i30 211+3 45 6 97 3
)6857+0617 46.1 54 208+ 4 54 7 97 3
)6559+0216 54.3 13 212+ 3 58 8 98 3
)6560+0009 0.743 214+ 2 69 17 97 2
)6560+0629 '2.3 37 208+5 47 6 97,3
)6561+0158 8.7 2 212+2 56 8 983)6552+o933 17.e 25 205+6 37 6 97 3
L)6563+0340 i20.315 211+3 46 7 9713)6563+0051 20.4 59 208+ 5 24 5 97 9)6683+0401 23._ 45 210+ 3 41 9 97;3
)6564+0342 27.1 211+ 3
 557+o23742e212+3 11,69733
)6567+0331 43.3 43 211+3 42 7 97 3
)6567+0124 45.7 52 213+ 2 43 8 98 I 3
)6567+0739 45.8 21 207+ 5 34 9 97 i 3
16567+0448 46.9 12 210+ 4 31 20 97 3
)6568+0931 49.(_ 46 205+ 6 56 8 97 3
)6568+0919 52.2 16 206+ 6 = 28 6 97 3
)6569+0709 54.5 208+5 97 3)6569+0608 57.9 521 208+5 83_ 25 97 3
)6571 +0803 7.8 57 207+ 5 50 10 97 i 3
)6572+0134 14.320 213+ 3 76 19 98 3
)6572+0559 15.9 9 208+ 5 49 7 971 3)6579+040919013 210+4 28 6 973)6573+024720.Q55 211+3 53 .9 95,3
21 34 98 3)6573+0300 23.11 211+ 9 .
)6575+0550131.6:209+ 9897'2)6576+0234 38.6 59 212+
39.4126 6 42 6 97
)6578+0516 49.1 5 209+ 4 35 6 97 3)6579+0024 52.5160 214+2 41 11 98 3
)6579+0306 55.91 42 211+ 3 42 8 95 3
)6580+0010 2.4 29 214+ 2 49 8 98 3
)6551+0105 16.2 5 213+ 3 87 37 99 2
)6552+0109 17.1122 213+3 52 s 98 3
)6582+0739 17.8134 207+ 6 48 11 97 3
)6584+0709 27.0 48 206+ 5 54 8 97 3
)6584+0158 127.4 57 212+ 3 26 7 98 3
56 57 30 97 2)6556+0412 40.91 210+4
)6586+0839 4L5 33 208+ 65 48 8 97 33)6588+0735 49.4 26 207+ 46 97
)6569+0947 55.7 7 205+ 7 67 14 97 2
)6589+0159 59.2 7 212+ 3 51 9 98 3)6590+0523 0.1 209+ 65 14 973
)6590+0508 3.0 51 210+ 45 74 270 96 32)659o+o4083.544 210+ 35 98!)659o÷o1135.9 7 213+3 91 32 98 3
)6591+0459 11.1 26 210+5 59 10 97 3
)6591+060911.632 208+5 55 7 9713
I
)6593+0403 21.2 t4 211+ 4 78 12 98 2
)6594+0321 24.159 211+ 4 97 22 97 2
)6594+0857 27A 26 206+ 6 54 8 97 2
30.2 4 206+ 6 41 7 97 3)6595 + 0854
)6597+0244 42.9 49 212+ 4 75 19 97 2
)6598+0001 49.8 29 214+ 2 42 8 98 3
)6598+0030 51.3 39 214+ 3 76 32 99 2)6598+0302 53.3 212+ 4 65 9 98 3
48 209+ 5 59 20 97 2)6599 + 0541 58.3 /)7002+0839 121 53 207+ 6 78 8 97 3
)7002+0313 13.9 47J 211+ 4 63 10, 98 2
)7002+0351 14.5 45 211+4 35 8 98 3
196261213+3 30 8 _8)70(}3+0144
)7003+0242 22.6 21 212+ 4 81 2v 97)7oo4+o11424.022 213+3 40 8 98 3
)7005+0019 31.8 50 214+ 3 68 9 98 3
17005+0135 32.9 213+ 61 91 98 3
)7005+0035 34.6 59 214+ 73 2 ! 98
)7006+0202 36.9 45 213+ 4 36 98
)7007+0257 43.5 1 i 212+ 4 45 8 98
Flux Density Flags
('N_ Color Corrected)





































































































V L ! C
lO0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.27 C E H 360000000O
2.31 C N E C 2600000440 C
2.22: C CC BE 1600000220 i C11.45L E 3400110008 !
4.43L C C K 8500100108 ;
6.41L BC AB L 0 9500100108
7.92L C C 3400100008 [
7.72L C BF 2400110008
6.90L BB AAE 2 2600000108
437 D F B 9600000008 :
: ,
8.03L CCcD AAJ 3 550010000813.32 G EC 9600000O08 !
1.13L C BI J 2600000000
1.25L SD SA G 0 2500000010
1500000000
1.07L BCcc AAG 0 1600000318 4
4,14 HGEA
t2.05L B
2.44L B BMI D 9701000018
1,97 CC I BA 1400000000
2.03 D E C 9700000008 j
3.29 C MC D 4780000310
3.09 C C L C A 9600000008
8.14L DCC AAAH 9 5500000108 22
1.35L C O H
2.22 D D C
1.07L C B1.00L DL
7.33L C B H
1.25L BBC AAA 1
6.49L BF A8 G 0
























6.20L BD G AD 0 84000000081.57L HAC ; 1600010100
5.38L B BF G[ 3500100008
1.53L CD AC G 0 05120100002.36 D 25001O0000
1.61L 8 BGB B ! 4600100000,1.54: CD 0600000000
6.19L C A 5401020008
20.64 CCCC DAAA 2 3280001000
2.95 D GME I 9501000030
6AOL C B 9400110008
1.11L BE ADFI 0 0600000000
1.38L D D HI 2500000010
1.70L B B K K ' 2500000000
2.26 DF HFC 8500000108
2.22 D I HD; 6501000000
2.12L BBC AACC! 1 7501000000;
2.19 C HFG 3500000010 1
2.21 CC AB 7500000000
7.64L C CM 3500010008
1.68L C E 7500000000
2,57 C DC 1500000010
1.COL F 6F ! ' 0500110000
1.00L BE AC G 5 0600110000
2.02 E N CC 7681010000
1.68L BC AC F 3 8500000010
1.90 C NC 7601000020
1.43L D BH 6600000000
5,56L D L E 54OOOOOOO8
1.00L B B J 1600000000
2.01L C E 460000OO0O
1.36L O B 9500000000
2.37 CCC BAB 25000000001
2.24 C I D 8501000200
1.24L BC AAO 0 3600000000
1.94L D CD M 7501010000
1.25L C BB 4600003000
2.62 D C 7600000000'
1.38L SC AA 0 3601000000









A D H 9502000008
D 3400100008
A B 0 95OOOOOOO8I
B E K 8700000O00 I
AAH 9 1So1000000 I
AD [ 4600101000
AA I 0 9501000008J
8600000000 i
AAADM 9[ 4600101000'44i _0o0000oo8]
A B 370100000O I
ABK 1 3600000000
C L 0500000000 '
D K B 950G000028
D 15O00OOOOO




A B L D 9 4600000008
D J E 4601000000





Name Type Ma 8
114669 KS
1 17 626
3 4 TMSS +10145
4
6 1 AZ MON
8 1 32 X0655+069
1 13 114697 K0
1 I 13 114701K013 114704 NB
I
2 I 13 114702M2
1 13 114714 K2
1 i 2 D01_s3
2 13 114722 K0
1 1 V525 MON
8




1 13 114749 K0
I 2 DO18711 DO MON
1 13 1t4755K2
I 13 114755 K7

























1 t3' 114792 K0
2 13 114797 A3
1 1 V566 MON
1 9 U03637




1 13 114822 K0
2 13 114826 K8
1 1 BKMON
i 1 13 114828 KO
1 1 V529 MON
1 I V531MON
















I 16 38 88
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
356
1 II
Right Ascension: 07h0(P45=-07h08m32 '
Position 0950)
Name
h . = t
7007+0141 45.9 27 213+ 3 91 30 99 2
7009+0106 55.8 9 213+ 3 41 7 98
7009+0230 57.2 45 212+ 4 66 9 98
7010+0858 2.5 57 206+ 7 36 7 97
7011+0331 6.4 58 211+4 7; 24 987011+0041 9.0 33 214+ 3 20 I 99
7012+0417 13.5 4 211+ 5 32 6 98
7013+0019 18.9 3 214+ 3 64 34 i 98 2
7013+0234 20.8 56 212+ 4 31 221 99 2
7013+0512 22.4 27 210+ 5 46 g l 98 3
7014+0237 26.5 54! 212+ 4 24 7 I 98 3
7016+0519 36.5 46' 210+ 5 76 27 ! 98 3
7016+0530 37.4 7 210+ 5 43
7016+0234 39.4 38' 212+4 87 28! _ 23
7017+0405 43.2 52 211+ 5 45 7 I 99_ 37017+0718 44.0 33 208+ 6 114 35,7017+0604451151209+8 65 20 97 37o2o+oeoo1.67!209+6 79 11 97 2
41!207+;
7023+0836209 62 978 3
7023+0536 21.139210+ 5523 983
I
7024+0318 24,6 50 I, 212+4 39 6 98 3
7025+0024 35.0 24 2t4+ 3 60 7 96 3
7026+0004 37.0 29 215+ 3 57 12 99 2
7026+0659 40.5 55 206+ 6 82 18 971 2
7026+0251 41.9 38 212+ 4 37 6 96 3
7026+0047 52.3 34 214+ 3 80 38 981 2
7029+0915 54,5 47 206+ 7 31 7 97 3
7029+0111 59,9 44 214+ 4 34 8 98! 3
7030+0755 2.7 15 208+ 7 55 6 97 3
7031+0856 8.7 56 207+ 7 50 27 97 2
7031+0435 9.2 33 211+ 5 21 6 98 3
7033+0405 23.1 11 [ 211+ 5 53 7 98 3
7035+0530 35.2 12 210+ 6 6354 268 _l 37036+0503 39.0 46 1210+ o
7038+0210 49.1'32 213+ 4 68 8 98 3
7038+0456 49.2 33 210+ 6 79 27 98 2
7038+0331 ,9.8 58 212+6 111 36 97 2
7038+0221 50.7 9 213+ 4 38 8 98 3
7040+0823 0.3'29 207+ 7 59 6 97 3
7040+0205 2.8 13 213+4 25 7 98 3
7040+0447 4.1 51= 210+6 82 11 98 2
7042+0857 15.0 21 207+7 26 6 97 3
7042+0839 16.1 32 207+ 7 41 6 97 3
7042+0157 117.6 59 213+4 67 14 99_7j37044+0655 26.9' 207+ 7 69 26
7045+0051 ,2 4117 214+ 4 60 11 983
7045+0740 35.6:25 208+7 32 698 13
7046+0157 ,7.1 22 213+4 32 8 98137048+0503 ,93 58 210+ 6 21 98
7048+0112 53.9! 52 214+ 4 81 18 99 2
7049+0336 59.5! 59 212+ 5 2
7050+0354 3.7 18;211+5 _ _ 9998
7051+0733 7.0 6 208+ 7 28 7 98
7052+0901 154 55 207+ 8 84 6 97
7053+0141 18.4 28 213+ 4 79 20 99
7053+0248 22._ 11 212+ 5 70 9 08:3
2
7054+0133 24.2 52 213+ 4 67 29 98 2
7054+0233 28.9 57 I 213+ 5 69 13 98 2
7056+0832 36.1 50 207+ 8 44 7 98
7056+0304 ,7.f. 40 212+ 5 107 33 98
7057+0046 42.3 4 214+ 4 26 7 98 3
7057+0008 46.5 24 215+ 4 32 7 98 3
7058+0656 48,0 32 209+ 7 32 22 98 3
7068+0632 50.9 55 209+ 7 77 18 98 3
7059+0451 54.7 26 =211+6 51 8 9_ 3
7059+0415 58.3 2545 211+ 66 21211+7059+0354 59.8
7062+0314 12.2 42 212+ 5_. 487062+0552 12.9 47 210+. 52 8 _ 3
7062+0947 13.6 32 206+ 8 20 7 9; 3
7063+0700 21.1 34 209+ 7 32 7 98 ! 3
7064+0407 27.7 17 211+ 6 33 77 99881337065+0647 30.3 12 209+ 7 22
70,5+02233126 213+539 ;7o`7+0_9 47.728 207+8 637070+051923 48 210+6 85 32 98 27070+035232 45 212+8 46 32 96 2
;,071+01316.3 4 214+5 2_ 987071+01566.6 7 213+5 _ o 96!
7o71+o9236629 207+8 22 6 98 3
7072+0748t5825 _8+8 37 7 08 3
7073+0519 18.2 52 210+ 7 100 29 97 2
7074+0408 27.2 23 211+ 6 51 20 98 3
7075+0130 30.4 54 214+ 5 71 31 98 2
7075+o`39 33.5 22i 207+ 6 52 7 98 3
7076+0752 36.3 20 208+ 8 72 31 98 2
7076+03588651212+25 99337076+0811 40.6 56 208+ 55 98
7077+0634 42.2 11, 209+7 44 98 _ 337078+0411 48.2 11 211+6 61
J
7078+0518 51.4 17 210+ 7 94 25 ! 97 2
7079+o,3259.31,209+301
7080+0809 0.5 1; 208+ 8 27 37080+0605 3.4 _ 210+ 7 30 7 98 3
7062+0400 15.146! 212+ 6 109 19 I _ 2o`3+ 606.253 69+74
7064+0,09256401212+6 532;I7084+0850 26.6 30, 207+ 8 73
7085+0624 32.8 39] 210+ 7 43 16 I 98 3
Flux Density Flags
H ¸
Galactic Uncertainty C ! (No( Color Correetcsl)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 Fm 25 /_m 60 Fm

























































.25L I .25L .40L _











































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.67 C C 2600000000 !
1.46L BF AS 1 2600000000 I
1.32L C C M 7601000230
1.00L C BD 16000 I0000 i
2.60 c KD 6500000110
1.53 D B 76OOOOOO0O
1.35L B AC 66000O0000
1.50 D F E 0800000000
4.70 D MFE 7501100370
1.31L B BD 5600000000
1.33L CC AA O I 7600200360
1.46 C F O 6500000000
1.42L B B F 7600010000
3.50 D H D 6500100260
1.26L C B M ' 3600000000
1.57 F G G' i 5400000010
2.06 O BOl C 4600010028
1.21L C O 8500010000
1.07L C B F 3500000000
2.18 C J CI D 6560000110
2.56 BC C ABI E l 2i_
1.67L E BG
1.85L C C 86000O0000
t.35L C CI 6500O0000O
6.56L CCC DAB 0 9401000008
1.69 F F E I 2560000000
1.0OL BB AAG O 4600000000
1.59L BE 8D 1 0500000000
1.16L B B 1600O00000
1.29 C F D ! 3501001000
5.43L BE AB 4 8400000008
5.58L B AE 6300210018
1,08 C ' J D I 6500000020
1.34L C C 260000000O
7.62L C C 1400120006
1.66 D K L D 4500000008
3.08 E' DAEIA ,000000303.80 C C 65OOOOOO08
I.O`L BD ADKL 2 2500000000
6.23L BF AB J 0 0400120008
6.87L C D 4300100008
1.00L BBC AAAKI 2 5600100020
1.02L CC AAK 3 6500001000
1.51L C NC 160000000O
1.27 C J I B_ 5.500100020
8.89L C C 9400000006
1.0OL BF AD 0 1500000000
1.39L DD ACD 0 1600000000
1.52L BC AAEH 2 9500000000
1.30L C C 360O00000O
3.80 O E _ 9500O00030
2.92 C J KB 7560O00240
1.00L BC ABG 0 150O00OO00
1.36L C C ,350(X)00000
1.17L E C 3601000000
8.76L D CI ; 9500000008
1.78 C C I 3500000O00
5.44L D BDBL 54000001081.00 C 5500000000
3.46 F KFE 9501000130
AAJ F 950O001028
2.18L1.73BC C AHB B 85.35L BC 84O00000082401000030
C I I LC 26000000001.64
8.14L B BH _8
4.73L BB AAEF 0 4500000008
3.68 C F D 8500000000
1,40L B C I 9700000000
2.77 B C_ BJ F 8581C_0120
I.OOL BD AB 5 0400000000
3.00 ECE' CAA 4401000000
4.56L BD ABC 7 9500000008
1.15L BDC AAB 9 2600000000
1.14L 8 AE 1600001000
1.35L E CL 1500000000
1.44 E G D 9400100000
2.07 ELI Ol 7600000010
1.08 D C' 35O0000000
1.00L CCC AAD ] 6 1510000100
I.OOL BD AB 0 2501000000
1.05L BC AA i 1 : 2500101000
1.94 D M GC 8400100000
2.09 D C ; 960O000O29
1=24 D C 2500000000
I.O`L F AHH E I 14000000001.35 C 25O010O000
2.57L C F I E I 9502000018
1.00L CD AD 2 2400000000
3.82L DD BB M 2 8500100008
6.04L C E E 9500000028
1.61 C NKCB 8500000000
1.52L C 8F G 9600000008
1.56 CF BB 7.=600100008t.00L BB AAE 1 i
¢IOV%'V'U_JW
1.37: BBCD AAAD 0 5500000008
1.87 D HFA 96010(]0108!
4.69L B AL 7400000008
2.21L B BM O 96000100081
1.37 D NFJ B 2401000000
2.10 C C K D S 8500000308
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: 0"- + 10°
Associations
Name Type _"_P Mag
4 1 13 114844G0
2 I KL MON
2 13 114655 M0
4
1 13 114858 K0
I 13 114865 G5
I 13 114874 K0
1 13 114684 K0
4
8
1 13 114691 K0
1 11 PK 212+ 4A
;5 13 114899K0
1 13 114902 K0
1 13 114922 K0
6 1 32 X0703+035
i2 13 114927 K5
12 2 [:)01943
8 6 1 V CMI
I 3 4 TMSS +10152
8
1 19 208
2 13 114938 K5
1 1 V534 MON
1 1 RS MON
8 1 32 X0705+039
2 13 114947 K0
1 2 DO1952
2 13 114961 K2
8
8 1 32 X07O`+069
2 13 114973 MO
5 13 114976 MA







2 13 115009 K2
!2 13 115012K2
1i2 13 115020K5




1 2 (30 1985
1 2 DO 1990


















































7085+0316 34.428 212+8 47 98
7086+0214 41.8 43 213+ 5 35 I 57 98 3
7087+0143 47.1 19 214+5 50 6 98 3
7088+0341 48.1 35 212+ 6 74 23 I 98 3
7088+0635 49.0 14 209+ 7 82 25 98 2
7090+0014 4.7 48 215+ 5 27 6 99 37092+054113359 210+7 63 14 98 2
7o92+o73515,4_ 209+=821 7 98 37092 +0720 16.8 =oi 209+ u 42 10 98 3
7093+0052 19.3 37 215+ 5 18 7 99 3
7094+085728317 207+9 23 5 96 37094+053328934 210+7 32 8 98 3
7_+0156 411571214+6 22 8 _12987097+0836 42.8 11 208+ 55 8 37098+0033 48.3' 11 , 215+ 5 27 9 3
7098+0152 53.9 37 = 214+ 6 44 7 99 3
7099+0653 57.4l 41 209+ 8 83 14 982
7099+0417 57.560212+ 7 32 28 992
7099+0039 59.2158215+5 50 7 993
7099+0344 60.C 34 212+ 8 79 13 99 2
7103+0756 18.117208+ 8 26 69813
7103+0349 18.546 212+ 6 41 8 98' 3
7103+0000 20.0=28 215+ 5 42 19 99 3I7103+0242 21.2r39 31213+ 6 6 99 3
7103+0849 21.9 19 208+ 9 34 6 98 3
7104+0006 28.3117 215+5: 21 5 99!3
,104+0827 29.2!51 208+ 9 59 7 98 3
,107+0618 42.242 210+ 8 111 19 98 3
T108+0817 53.2 7 208+ 9 51 9 98 3
7110+0621 5.2 10 210+ 8 32 15 98 3
,111+0933 6.1,23 207+9 51 9 98 3
7111+0245 7.124 213+6 53 7 99 3
,112+0750 15.2 48 209+ 9 53 12 98 3
7113+0512 21.4 10 211+7 30 9 98 3
,114+0603 27.0 37 210+ 8 42 27 98 3
7114+0008 29.1 37 215+ 5 24 5 99 3
,t15+0103 31.7 0 215+ 5 23 5 99 3
,117+0806 42.1 19 208+ 9 521 9 98 3
,117+0311 43.6 55 213+ 7 39 6 99 3
,117+0402 47.2 34 212+7 68 24 99 3
7118+0256 51.0 29 213+ 6 98] 34 99 2
,116+0418 51.1 37 212+7 82, 9 99 3!
,118+0849 51.7 19 208+9 65 14 98 2
,118+0g01 52.8 59 208+9 69 7 98 3l
,121 +0414 9.4 25 212+7 42 7 99 3
t121+0718 9.4 47 209+ 8 47 7 98 3j
,121+0002 11.3 5 216+5 34 23 98 2
,122+0640 12.6 54 210+ 8 67 29 98 2I
,122+0426 13.940 212+7 38 14 98 3
r123+0453 21.8 52 211+ 7 36 13 98 2I
i
r123+0838 22.6 38 208+ 9 48 8 98 3
_'124+0143 25.5 28 214+ 6 39 6 99 3=
,124+0323 25.7 38 213+ 7 71 36 98 2
,125+0710 30.2 16 209+8 44 11 _ 3 i
,125+0828 31.221208+ 9 38 3=
,127+0510 46.3 57 211+ 68 _ 11 o_ 3 I
,127+0042 46.4 42 215+
,127+0156 47.1 18 214+ 6 79 12 99 3
r129+0803 569 58 209+ 9 26 6 98 3
,129+0231 57.1 11 214+ 6 42 6 99 3
,129+0600 56.341 210+8 25 7 98 3'
,129+0509 59.2 0 211+8 32 ) _ 3
,130+0907 4.2 6 208+9 50
,131+0948 6.3 50 207+10 28 8 98 3
7132+0948 12.9 15 207+10 26 8 98 2
,132+0818 15.5 38 208+ 9 61 8 98 2
,135+0944 32.1 15 207+10 95 13 99 2
,136+0349 37.6 19 212+ 7 45! v 98 3
,139+0613 56.0 59 210+ 8 42 41 8 2
,139+0444 58.350212+ 8 93 134 962
,141+0312 6.222213+ 7 27l 9 633
,141+0813 7.757209+ 9 42 10 983
,141+0751 10.549209+ 9 47 i 10 983
,143+0307 24.02213+ 7 155 633
,145+0228 33.62214+ 7 36' 7993
,145+0924 35.947207+1064163 ! 1_ 9998 ,:3,146+0232 39.646214+7 55l
,1,7+o_1 48,0 4 213+7 22 98
,149+0111 56.5 9 215+6 25 5 99 3
,149+0853 57.915208+10 51 8 983
!
,149+0813 58.044209+10 60 i 11 99 2
7149+0950 59.2 15 207+10 72 11 98 2
,150+0026 1.7 20 216+ 6 27 10 99 3
,150+0802 5.534 209+ 9 49 110 98 3
7152+0023 12.516 216+ 6 51 9 99 3
,153+0250 22.1 44 214+ 7 21 6 62 3
,155+0431 33.0 44 212+ 8 41 16 99 2
,155+0903 34.0 4 208+10 76 8 98 3
,155+0302 35.7151 213+ 7 35 23 63 3
,156+0453 36.2 20 212+ 8 40 6 98 3
,156+0550 37.946 211+9 21 17 68 2
,156+0045 405 2 215+ 6 40 12 99 4
,157+0126 43.2 28 215+ 7 31 21 99 3
,158+0312 52.7 56 213+ 7 59 8 98 2
F160+0834 3.4!44 208+10 48 6 98 3
7160+0201 3.420 214+7 86 8 99 3
,161+03t7 8.420 213+8 36 17 99 3
,181+o1188.941 215+7 _ 8 _ 37161+o24811.856214+7 31 6 99,3;'l_+OOlO21.7_ 216+6 38 7 9913
Flux Density Flags
H (Not _lor Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C








































































































100 /_m Flul Corr A Contusion P- S !
Uncs Coef R Rags*
1.26L B AG 3700000000
1.47L BBC AAB! 0 1500000000i
1.60L B AD 5601000000
2,36 C C 9500000000
2.31 F J C 7501000018
4.94L CC AAD 5 9401001008 I
2.30 CC BB 7500000010,
1.00L CED AABD 9 2500000000
1.00L D CH 25OOO00000
1.01L BE BC I ! 1600000000
1.00L BC AA 0 2500000000
1.04L BD AB 1 ' 6500000000
1.45L CD AC 0 1600100000
1.00L CD BC 2400001000
3.98L B CK d I 9501110118
1.08L C B 3600100000
t.61L D C 4500000000
1.85 E CI _18
5.77L C CF I 9400100018
1.45L C DE 8600100000
1.00L CO AA 0 04O000000O
5.10L C iC E 9500110028
2.18 C 1 0 9400000358
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 13 115050 G5 4 61
t 13 115053 K2 14 81
1 1 WX CMI 22 i2 DO 2002 42 : 10_
1 2 DO 2004 12 10_
2 13 115065 G5 9; 61
I1 17687 4
11 13 115075 K0 33 8,=
2 DO2010 _ 9(
1 13 115078 K0 4 5E
2 13 115083 M2 3 5_
1 131 115082 G5 7 8C
C 1 32; X0710+000 130 1_
4 11 XX CMI 191.07L BBC AAB 0 0600000000
1.00L; B E BC 0 2500010000
4.57L BC AAEH 0 9401001238 8
t._L B B H _0)
1.43 C E F B 96O0000000
1.00L C E 0400000000 8 8E
1.46 DC I BC 9600000000
1.0OL B CJ d 1500010000 15 8_
1.59L B A E G 0600000000
1.64 C E B B 0402000000 67 15E
1.33L B AB 7 1500000000 12 10E1.58 C AC C 7560000030 853.60 C 09400000008
1.00L BD ABK 1700000000
1.66 CC DFBB 0400010000
1.09LiBC AAK 1 2700000000 5 13 115119G5 12 5_
1.83 C NBJ C 9680000008
1,27 C E D 2600O00000
5.30L D CO 9400101108 1 13 115121 MO 4 90
1.00L F KKBG 1500000000
1.39L D DG ' 1500000000 1 13 115123K0 3 78
2.71: BD EFABJC 0 9580101438 3 13 115133MA 3 81
1.08: C D'AF D 1561000000 1 13 115132]<2 2 85
1.42
7500000000 2 9 U03768 54 153
5.62L C iK BD 9400000008
1.45L F )D 7601000000
1.06LrC 'BE 04000000001.03L E BD H 1 0600000000 1 13 115142K0 12 83
1.81 C KGH 8601000050 8
1.45: CD BE 3500000000
1.41L1"00LiBCc!AABGc 005000000004600100100 3 13115143 K2 7 83
3.41L;BC As 1 9401100178 2 13:115151MA 8 82
1.98L C L C 0601000000
1.DOL BBC AABH 0 0500000000 19 6 13 115159MB 3 60
1.24L!BD BD I 0 0601000000
1.00L CCC AABE 0350000001001 5 13115160MA 3 83
1.17L BBC AAAD O 5600100100 6 2 12)O2053 26 96
1.00L CD AB O 1401000000 2 2 DO2050 55 111
2.61 DCC EEAB 1500100000
2.46L C E ABAC 1500100000 2 13 115165K2 6 92
1.02L C BG 0500000000 2 13 115166 K5 19 85
1.27L C B 0400000000 1 13 115172 K5 22 87
6.76L BD BFJM 0 6500100008 1 1 WYCM) 27 3
.94 D MG 35000O0000
1.05 C I 6702000000
1.06L B AI 9701000000 1 1 XY CM# 17 3
1.10LB BF J 0500010000 1 13 115191 K0 6 82
2.22 CC AB 0400000000 2 12 ZG 714+07 54 148
1.00L BC AAJ 1 9701001000
1.57L B BF I 1600100000 1 13 115203K0 4 82
1.16L F Ol 1400010000 1 2 DO 2070 33 105
1.19L B BDL 1600110000
2.12 E AB 9701000038
1.07: IBBDD AAAF 9 2500000000 16 6 4 TMSS00153 22 23
1.00L BD AB 0 1500000000 2 13 115213K5 11 80
1.29L E B 0500000000 1 13 115212 K5 17 85
1.32L C O 1400000000 1 2 DO 2076 50 103
4.63L D C L 9400100018
2.12 CC EAB 0400000000 3 9 U03785 88 146
3.69L C GAG 9400100008
1.05L'BD ACK 0 3701000000
1.71 D M HB 96OO000008
1.22L C B E 0400000000
1.94 C D 4501000000
1.00L BC AAD 1 3701002000 2 1 2 DO2088 50 111
1.21: CD ED 5603001000
4.67L C D B 9400000008
1.34 F H C 2600000000
1.26L C BC 9600100010
1.04L B B 0500000000 1 13 115238K0 5 77
1.10L C CF 0600000000 1 13 115239K2 8 85
2181 CI _LB 9_11_120 65.96L C C, 2400000008
1.00L CC AAH 7 7700001000 1 1 WZCMI 15 3
3.63L BD AD K 0 9500110378 C 1 13 115247K0 1 6E
1 13 115095 K2
1 131115101K0
1 12j ZG 711 +07
12 :002027
8 1 32 X0711+060























































































































































































































Coords SM3 SMN O
(') C) (')
F]ux Density
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
(Not Color Corrected)
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TMSS + 10161 29
115382 K5 88


























Right Ascension: 0P24=41"-07h34=12" Declination: 0"-+ 10"
Position (IqS0)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 8a
h-re. o , (s) (") 1 b (') (") (°) N
07246 + 0133 2
07247+0520 3
07248 + 014007249+0711 i_
07249 + 0925
07251 +0149 i 3
07251 +0142 2
07251 +0231 I 307252 + 0902
07253 + 0702 3
07254+0901 3
07256 + 0032 3
07257+0141 3
07257+0329 3
07259 + 0836 3
07261 + 0146 3
07261 + 0449 3
07263 + 0858 3
07264 + 0136 2
07265 + 0925 2
07266+005O 2
07266+3041 3
07267 + 0056 2
07268 + 0645 3
07268 + 0756 3
07269 + 0744 2
07270 + 0107 3
07272 + 0232 3
07275 + 0622 2
07275+0326 2
07278 + 0324 3
07276 + 0222 3
07279 + 0155 3
07279 + 3036 3
07282 + 0752 3
07284 + 0504 3
07284 +0111 3
07285+0151 3307287 + 0307






07297+0149 2107297 + 0923
07298 + 0144
07299 + 0536 3
07299 + 0825 3
07303 + 0830 3
07303 + 0153 3
073O5 + 0025 3
07305 + 0323 2
07305+0625 3
07305 + 0327 3
O7305+0609 3
07306 + 0057 2
o73o8+o9o9 23107307 + 0414








07316 + 0234 2
07317 +0239 3 !
07321 +0231 2
07322+0327 3:
07323 + 0433 3
07323 + 0323 3




07325 + 0952 3
07326 + 0837 3
07328+0208 2
07328+0457 3
07329 + 0202 3
07329+0417 3
07330 + 0942 3
07331 +0301 2
07331 +0021 3
07333 + 0624 3
07335 + 0003 3
07336 + 0223 3
07337 + 0429 2
07336+0211 3
07338+0558 3
07339 + 0923 3
07340 + 0300 3
07340 + 0706 3
07341 +0421 3
07342+0411 2
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 _m 25 _m 60 vm 1()0 p.m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Unes Coet" R
.62 .27L .40L 1.23LI C A,
.74 .26L .40L 1.30L C BJ L
.39L .29L .4OL 2.21 C K D
AAL 102.99 1.78 .40L 1.30LI BC
3.96 2.53 .42: 1.00LI B CE AAEN 2
.60L ,28L .56 1.02L ' C KC F
.26L .34L .40L 1.64 D I I C
.29 ,30L .40L 1.07L C D H
.37 .33L .40L 1.10L D B
.59 .29L .40L 1.00L B CE
21.37 4.75 .81 1.00L BBC AAB 1
1.57 .41 .40L 1.00L BC !AB 0
.49 .25L .40L 1.22L B B L
.6O .25L .40L 1.02L B IBD
.53 .27L .40L 1.03L C iD F
.25L .30L .4OL 1.64 C H J E
.89 .32L .40L 1.04L C B F
.54 .27L .40L 1.00L IC CK
.35 .35L .40L 1.40L C C K
.25L .62L .4OL 1.06 I D D
.25L .31L .40L 1.31 I D F G
.98 .27L .401_ 1.30L iD _AD
.48 .27L .40L 1.14L iD B
.81 .31L .40L 1.00L !B AH
.54 .26L .40L 1.00L B B F
.26 .27L .40L 1.00L iC D
.43 .25L .40L 1.00L B B E L
1.29 .66 .40L 1.30L iBE ABJ 5
.35 ,32L .40L 1.00L D 'CL
.55L .54L .40L 1.24 D G
2.87 .73 .40L 1.30L BC AA H 1
1.17 .32: .40L 1.00L BE AB 0
.25L .27L .40L 2.51 C M E
1.17 .61 .40L tOOL iOC AC 0
,42L .27L .71 1.00L C J FCG
.85 .31L .40L 1.00L C BF
25L .29L .40L 1.57 C K G
.36 .25L .40L 2.06 C D B J G
.92 .25L .40L 1.30L C A
.67 .29L .40L 1.00L B AI
.76 .25L .40L 1.00L F BM
1.11 .32L .40L 1.19L /_ AFJ
.61 .25L .40L 1.00L B BG
525 1.49 34: 1.00L CCC AACD 8
.43 .27L .40L 4.52L C CM N
28 .26L .40L 1.34L C C
.39L .30L .57 1.69L C B D
.25L .31L .40L 1.36 D G E
.25L .25L 1.18 2.58 CC D CA
102.58 40,68 6.03 2.27 CBCC AAAB 9
I
.48 .25L I .40L 1.00L C B L L
.29 .25L .40L 1.38L C F LJ
1.01 .34: .40L 1.36L BF AC J 2
.40 .35L .40L 1.30L C DH
.35 ,32L .40L 1.30L C BD
1.64 .74 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0
.39 27L .4OL 1.00L C BK
.27 .25L .40L 1.22L C B
,54 ,27L ! .40L 1.00L B B C
.45 ,27L .4OL 1.00L C F
.63L .30L .39 .79: F D A D
.25L .25L i .40L 2.58 E F C
.30 .26L _ .40L 1.21L F F L
.25L .25L .40L 3.19 C F C
.43 .25L .40L t.00L B B
1.34 .36L .40L 1.12L B AD G
.25L .25L .40L 2.83 O C
.26L .25L .40L 2.72 C M C
.25L .26L ! .78 1.27 C D B D
.25L .26L .40L 1.89 D N C
.25L .47L .40L 1.73 D E G
.29L .25L I .51 L00L C HC
,34 ,25L .40L 1.87L C DJ H
.83 .29L .40L 1.00L C AJ
.85 .26L .40L 1.00L B B E I
.95 .23: .40L 1.30L B D A E 0 i
.25L .27L .40L 1.83 C D
5.32 1.35 .40L 1.00L BC AAD 3
25L .37L ! .60 2.04 CD CCB
.25L .33L .40L 2.26 C CKD
.62 .29L .40L t.00L C B K
.43 .25L .40L 1.00L C B N
.67L .63L .40L 1.37 F D
.31L .25L 1.07 1.06: C D BC
.56 .27L .40L 1.01L B CI
.40 .25L .40L 1.00L C EH E
.88 .35L .40L tOOL C ACG
.33 ,25L .40L tOOL C B
15.32 68.11 18.51 3.68 BBCC AAAA 11
2.37 1.15 .40L 1.00L BC AAK 0
.44 .25L .40L 1.00L i B B K
.75 .40L .40L 1.00L !C 8 B G
35 .41L .40L 1.04L iC AH
7.99 2.10 1.05 1.31L'BCC AABB 0
.72 .26L .40L 1.00L B BD
1.42 .41 .40L 1.30L !BD AC 0
.25L .4tL 2.22 4.38 BFCC I CAA
.72 .17: .40L 1.00L BD 0
1.24 .56 .40L 1.00L BC AAM 1


























































































































































































1 13 115652 K0




I 13 115663 G5
1 13 115672 M0
2 1 AI CMI
1 1 RR CM!
1 13 115680 K5
1 13 1156821(2
4 4 TMSS 0O158
2 13 115693 F8
2 13 115695 K
2 13 115699 M0
1 1 SZ CMI


























































a 8) Coords 3MJ SMN (0)(s) ( l b ('3 C)
37342+0225 17.9145 216+11 99 14 99
}7343+0233 19.o 25 216+11 47 8 lOO
37343+0046 2o.3=53 218+1o 34 6 lOO
C17343+0130 20.7i13 217+11 90 29 100
{17346+0531 40.7L8 213+13 26 6 100
07347+0908 45.8j17 210+14 42 14 100
07348+0519 49.8129 214+13 47 6 100
:)7350+02201.499216+11 62 16 100
07353+0700 18.8 22 212+13 79 10 99
07354+0528 29.0 54 213+13 44 10 100
07358+0511 48.4124 214+13 43 8 100
07358+0001 50.4;47 218+10 92 12 99
:17361+0412 6.7' 7 215+12 35 8 100
:17361+0804 8.6 52 211+14 52 8 100
37361+0128 9.6 9 217+11 59 24 100
:17361+0458 11.6 18 214+13 62 11 99
07362+0336 12.741 215+12 46 I 6 100
:17362+0512 16.2 30 214+13 81:10 100
07362+0442 17.5 33 214+13 74 172 1(_37383+0902 22.6 30 210+15 33!
}7363+0913 23.3 49 210+15 56! 10 100
07354+074920.021211+14 65 7 1Do
}7364+0132 27,9 19 217+11 55 7 100
37366+0520 38.9 44 214+13 25 6 100
}7370+0141 2,4 19 217+11 95 31 101
}7370+0757 3.9 28 211+14 60 8 100
37371+0319 10.4 40 216+12 40 6 100
}7372+0016 15.6 35 218+11 51 13 100
}7372+0140 15.9 11 217+11 36 25 99
37372+0637 17.1 7 213+14 45 10 100
37373+0606 20.4 24 213+14 31 8 100
37375+0653 34.3 40 212+14 31 10 100
}7360+0541 1.9 45 214+13 51 10 100}738o+o63o 5.147211+15 35 9 1oo
:17381+0411 11.0 23 215+13 16 6 100
}7366+0826 37.8 53 211+15 37 10 _I00
}7389+0347 58.6 16 215+13 27 11 100
37393+0049 18.6 11 218+ 12 68 13 _101
37394+0805 27.2 14 211+15 61 9 '100}7395+024030.324 216+12 56 14 101
}73gs+oe1430.915213+14 45 9,100
}7396+0120 41.5 7 216+12 62 161101}7397+0005444_ 219+1148 6'100
:17398+0701 53.7 14 213+14 39 6!100
37400+0046 3.4 53 218+12 39 8 '100}7401+0147 6,3 58 217+12 52 1=!101
}7401+0204 6.7 49 217+12 71 29 101
57401+0660 10.9 9 213+14 54 16 101
37404+0047 24.323 218+12 36 6 100
:17405+0016 31.1 33 219+12 35 7 100
:174o5+o14193.634217+12 42 1oi
37407+0509 42.754 214+14 43 100
:17407+0319 43.541 216+13 57 100)7407+o75846.453212+15 75 100
:17406+042149454215+14 55 8!1oo
:17408+0259 50.225 216+13 26 10 101
:17408+020362.118 217+12 10036100
}7409+0411 54.752 215+13 51 9 100
:17410+070234 36213+15 70 9!1oo}7413+0906163 9211+16 57 i0 100
:17413+0217216 16 217+13 54 7 100
}7414+0222 27.9 55 217+13 74 27 100
37416+0434 39.6 10 215+14 40 7 100
)7420+0340 4.9 28 216+13 72 8 101
}7421+0448 7.0 8 215+14 36 8 100
}7423+0003 20.7 50 219+12 45 9 101
}7423+0402 22.0 29 216+14 44 7 101
}7424+0803 29.5 16 212+16 50 10 100
}7426+0808 37.1 20 212+16 75 13 100
37426+0116 40.6 17 218+13 28 7 101
:)7427+0732 45.7 21 212+15 52 8 100
37427+0803 47.0 12 212+16 45 12 100
37428+0751 51.3 16 212+16 74 10 100
:17429+0519 54.6 51 214+14 35 6 101
07430+0506 5.6 8 215+14 52 10 101
37432+0103 16.92 218+13 _! ; 101:)7434+0348 27.738 216+14 1101
:)7435+0309 30.430 216+14 45l 7 101
37436+0746 37.239 212+16 50 8100
:17438+0051 48.330219+13 66 9101
37438+0041 50.3'37 219+12 75 I 10 101
37439+0415 58.1 16 216+14 83 17 101
37440+0501 0.4 24 215+15 30 6 100
37440+0437 2.0 39 215+14 71 18 100
37442+0725 14.6 6 213+16 52, 11 100
07443+0106 19.744 218+13 31 7 101
_7445+0102 35.3'32 219+13 457101
07447+0018 44.735 219+12 65 16 102
37448+0626 53.624 214+15 50 8100
07449+0050 56.029219+13 47 11 101
07450+0946 3.0:43 211+17 74 10 100
:17451+0132 11.9_48 218+13 95 38 100
:)7453+0630 18.8 51 214+15 29 6 101
07453+0536 21.4 31 214+15 24 10 101
37453+0532 23.8 7 215+15 25 7 101
07453+0657 23.9139 211+17 62 8 100
37454+0950 27.535 211+17 68 8 100
37454+0231 28Al25 217+14 56 10 101
:)7457+06206 44.1 28 214+16 43 7 101




C (N_ Color Co_e¢'ted)
O 12 #m 25 #m 60 _m 100 Fm
N (]ansky)
2 .24 .25L .40L 1.55L
3 .82 .29L .4OL 1.00L
3 1.29 .5g .40L 1.00L
3 .25L .26L .40L 1.87
3 1.92 .53 .40L 1.00L
3 .25L .26L .44: 1.43
3 .65 .26L .40L 1.00L
3 .41L .25L .49 1.25:
2 .40 .34L .40L 1.00L
3 .44 .37L .40L 1.00L
3 .90 .29: .4OL 1.00L
2 .44 .49L .40L 1.18L
3 1.88 .49 .40L 1.00L
3 .34 .25L .40L 1.00L
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.77
2 .35 .25L .40L 1.00L
.41 .25L .40L 1.00L
.41 .25L .40L 1.00L
.41 .38L I .40L 1.09L
.51 .29L .40L 1.00L
3 .25L .29L ! .83 1.39
3 .45 .25L .40L 1.00L
3 .61 .25L! .40L 1.00L
79.09 18.45 3.10 1.00LJ .43L .30L .4OL 1.97
.51 .27L .40L 1.00L! .69 .39 .40L 1.00L
3 .30 .25L .40L 1.20L
21 .54L .28L .40L 2.02
3 .25L .27L 1.11 2.15
3 1.03 .49 .40L 1.00L
3 1.85 .56 .40L 1.00L
3 .26L .25L .63 1.22
3 1.21 .28L .40L 1.00L
3 3.10 .77 .40L 1.00L
3 11.17 5.75 .92 1.00L
3 1.00 .25L .40L 1.00L
4 .46L .25L .49 3.40L
3 .39 .25L .46L 1.00L
2 .28 .34L .40L 1.33L
.40L .42L 1.05 1.60
.66 .25 .32 5.25L
.82 .29: .40L 1.00L1.26 .39: .4OL 1.00
.25L ,29L 1.68 3.38
.37L .27L .47 1.27L
.26L .27L .40L 1.29
.44L .27L .47 .66:
.72 .31L .40L 3.97L1.51 .31: .40L 1.00L
.25L .26L .40L 1.812.07 .46 .40 1.00L
3 .59 .25L .40L 1.00L
2 .25L .49L .40L 1.77
3 .44 .25L .40L 1.00L
4 .43 .27L .40L 1.00L
2 .40L q26L .40L 1.04
3 .50 .32L ,40L 1.00L
.57 .26L .40L 1.00L
.27L .29L .53 1.00L
3 .50 .27L .40L 1.02L
2 .25L .35L .40L 1.46
3 1.72 .64 .40L 1.00L
4 .38 .25L .4OL 1.00L
1.33 .76 .40L 1.O0L.25L .25L 1.16 2.48
.39 .25L .40L 1.13L
3j .25L .26L .67 2.62
21 .36 .46L .40L 1.04L
3 I 5.54 2.09 .33: 3.31L
I
' .42 .27L .40L 1.00L! .29L .25L .76 1.65
_i .42 .25L .40L 1.00L10.40 5.37 .84 1.00L
4 .41L .26L .63 1.47
3! 2.23 1.58 .40L 3.79L
2 .27 .52LI .63L 1.02L
3! 1.78 .62 .40L 1.IOL
3 .69 .28L .40L 1.00L
3 .85 .35: .40L 3.64L
3' .44 .26L .40L 5.50L
2 .22 .27L .40L 1.17L
3 1.02 .27L .40L 1.00L
2 .76L .25L .37 .62:
3 .25L .46L .74 2.19
3 1.47 1.06 .40L 3.34L
3 .78 .25L .40L 3.87L
2 .55L .27L .49 1.24
3 .44 .30L .40L 1.06L
3 .25L .25L .20 1.82:
2 .28 .53L .40L 1A6L
2 .25L .51L .40L 1.61
3 .59 .30L .40L 1.00L
3 ,72 .25L .40L 1.00L
3 3.51 .81 .40L 1.00L
3 .63 .25L .4OL 1.00L
3 .44 .29L .40L 1.16L
3 .53 .26L .40L 1.00L
3 1.40 .39: .40L 1.00L
2 .25L .70L .40L 1.54
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($11 at 12, 25, 60, 100 /Lm;
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
C E 4400000000 1 13 115703 K0 35 85
B BF 3400000010
iBC AA 0 1600000O00
C O 8580000250
IBF AB 1: 1500000000 2 13 115709K2 9 76
CC E DC 1300000000 1 12 ZG 734+09 58 151
B BK 0500000000 1 13 115713 M0 6 85
DE N CD 2400000000
C DL 1501000000 1 13 115721 1(2 39 98
C CG G 0601000000
=BD AE 01 0600000000 3 "13 115731 K7 5 85
C DM I 0500000000
BC AB 2i 1500000000
C C N 0400000000 1 13 115739 89 4 71
O C 9600100000 1 "41 07361+0127 27 8
D D 0500000000 1 "41 07361+0468 21 1
C BI 0600000000 1 13 115740K0 7 77
C B 0600000000 1 "41 07362+0512 53 1
C CB 0500OO0OOO
B CM 1300010000 1 13 115748 G5 1 82
CC BC 1300000000 1 12 ZG 736+09 15 153
B BF J 0400000000 1 13 115751 M0 12 85
C BC 8700100000 1 "41 07365+0132 38 3
BBC AAAL 0 0600000000 18 8 '13 115756F5 10 5
C H E 8601100010 1 "41 07370+0140 41 8
C B 0400000000 2 13 115764 K0 12 79
BD BA 3 0500000000
C G LI 0600000000
C NH B 7601100010
CC KAB 0400000000
I
BD ABJ 11 0500000000
BD AB 1 I 0400001000 2 13 115776 MA 2 83
OC K BB J 040OO00000
c 10+0000000 23131157,0 , 85o0 0 2 19115795 0 76000 ,^6 9i0401 4 1 uo l 3 4
o 1 16036 108
O CO 6500000008
C O 1411000000
C D 1601010130 6
CC CBC 1400000000 1 12 ZG 739+06 20 156
C D 9500100006
BF BE 0 0600O10000
BF ADF 0 1400000000 1 1 UUCMI 9 3
CC I AA 7500000008
C L EC 9701000000
C H D 960O000000
DD FCC 1400000000
C AC 6400000008 I 13 115837 M0 3 91
BD AC 0! 0600000000 2 13 115839G5 4 83
C D 9601000010
BC AB K 0 1511000000 1 13 115846K0 8 66
B B 0600000000 1 13 115847 K0 3 77
D M D 230O0OO020 8
8 C 240O0OOOO0
B 8EJF 2600000000
D O 9600000030 8
B CE 040O010000
C C I 1500000000 1 13 115857 17 86
C HCE 0100000000
C AC 760O100000
D HK C 850O100O00
BC AA L 0 0500000000 1 1 UVCMI 49 3
8 C I 0500000000 2 1 YZ CMI 33 3
BC AB 0 050O00OO10
CC AA 0500000000 1 12 ZG 742+00 71 156
C B 0401000000
CD L CBA 2480210100 3 9 U04005 18 151
C ED 250O21O0O0
BBE AAD 1 9500000339 4
B C 0400010000 2 13 115888 K2 21 88
CC GEBB 2400210100 2 12 ZG 742+08 19 148
C C 1400000000 1 13 t15800 K0 14 85
BBC AAA 2 0300000000 14 5 1 UXCMI 4 3
BD MLBB 0300000100 2 9 U04010 69 151
8F AAI 9 960O00O006
C DHJ O4010000O0
8C AB M 260O000000
B BG 1400000000 1 13 115906 K0 10 85
DF BEJ 6600000006
C B K 1400000008
F F 0400000000 1 13 115910 F5 12 78
B AEKJ 0300000O00
CD L DE 05000OOO00
CC HBA ; 0200000000 3 9 U04025 39 148
BC AAG 01 9600010008
C B 9600010008 1 13 115930 G5 2 77
DE F CC 0500000000




D BC 0300000000 1 2 DO 2322 60 108
B AEHI 0300100000
BC AAI 0 0300101000 2 13 115947 K0 2 70
C A M 1400000000 1 13 115948 K5 9 85
B C K 0400000000 1 13 115950 3 88
B AE O6OOO1OOO0
BC AC 3 0300001000 2 13 115957MA 3 85
D G E 8600001020
101 High Source Density Regk_n.
361




a ,,8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham..8, (s) _j 1 b £3 £3 (')
07459+0616 56.4 26 214+16 102 21 100 .26L
07459+0836 58.9 3 212+17 69 13 100 .3O
o7468+o0245.133219+13 28 6 lO2 3.o0
o748t+o5316.19 215+15 33 _i101 3.1007463+0427 20.9 '216+15 54 101 .72
07464+0507 27.1 34 215+15 63 14 ; 101 .25L
07473+0805 23.3 33 [212+ 17 55 8!100 .79
07473+0622 239 29i 214+16 85 9 101 .48
07480+0458 5.3 45 215+15 55 11 101 .34
07481+0249 7.7 54 217+14 48 6 102 .57
07481+0350 8.6 23 216+15 49 9 102 .25L
07481+0247 9.8 19 217+14 63 10 100 .30
07461+0324 10.1 21 217+15 26 5 102 1.69
07482+0435 12.4 15 216+15 44 7 101 .84
07483+0012 19.5 27 220+13 37 6 103 1.67
07483+0030 20.8 2 219+13 26 18 t02 .25L
07483+0328 23.4125 217+15 39 8 102= .25L
07484+0048 27.7 14 219+14 57 7 102 .51
07485+0104 :33.C 13 219+14 50 6 102 .66
07488+0501 52.4 17 215+16 54 tl ;101 .26L
07488+0355 ,52.8 121 216+15 52 168 ,102 .4907488+0120 !53.1 219+14 55 103 .62L
07489+092t 57.4 29 211+18 51 8 101 .93o7459+o33659145217+t5 19 6 lO2 ,6507490+036850 30217+15 27 9 1o2 .77
07491+0527 7.7 36 215+16 _ 36 8 101 .58
07494+0324 29.7 27 217+15 33 4 102 23.44
07499+0242 58.9 31 216+15 67 15 103 .37L
07500+0130 38. 14 219+14:80 11 102 .26
07501+0240 8.4 30 218+15 52 8 103 .33
07502+0057 15.9 .1 219+14 102 14 102 .44
07503 +0117 20.8 219+14 52 [ 103 .52
073o3+073623e_ 213+t7 _ _ lOl .8607504+0905 27,5 212+18 2 101 .25L
07 05+0513335172,5+16 1o3 .28 07508+0519 49.8 215+16 102 .73
07510+0907 1.6 58 2t2+18 49 7 101 .62
07514+0152 25.9 8 219+15 57 8 102 .88
07517+0435 42.4122 216+16 55 12 102 .25L
07522+0152 13.9115 219+15 51 36 102 .59L
07524+0929 25.9 3 212+18 49 7 101 .90
07524+0031 26.6 35 220+14 24 6 103 1.08
07526+0135 36.1:52 219+15 60 10 103 .48
07527+0704 47.6 13 214+17 52 10 101 .31
07528+0859 48.8144 212+18 54 6 102 .50
07535+0010 33.2:17 220+14 53 13 102 .39
07536+0426 39.6]45 217+16 31' 16 102 .25L
07537+0437 45.510 216+16 29 6 102 1.19
07538+0040 50.2 16 220+15 83 12 104 .30
07538+0632 50.2 30 215+17 22 6 102 2.97
07541+0736 6.7 44 214+18 28 7 t02 .25L
07541+0950 10.2 42 212+19 16 5 102 13.32
07543+0330 18.9 33 217+16 45 ' 8 102 4.48
07543+0544 19.1 35 215+17 60 12 103 .25L
07545+0846 33.7 31 213+19 54 6 102 1.38
07546+0659 41.5 24 214+18 38 10 102 .51
07546+0115 41.8 42 220+15 42 9 103 .44
07548+0233 51.0:52 218+16 65 6 103 .58
07549+0207 59.3:57 219+16 77 14 103 .42L
07551+0444 7.8:23 216+17 85' 13 103 .30
07554+0508 26.6 51 216+17 53 9 102 .46
07557+0221 45.4 36 219+16 35 8 103 2.32
07559+0304 54.6 17 218+16 47 6 103 .99
07559+0413 55.9!32 217+17 111 t3 103 .29
07560+0353 3.3 2 217+17 52 10 t03 .25L
07561+0635 9.0129 213+19 68' 6 102 .57
07562+0008 15.8 23 221+15 120 13 104 .28
07564+0243 26,7 46 218+16 43 8 103 3.30
37565+0523 32.3 23 216+17 64 7 102 .50
37567+0734 44.0,42 214+18 61 24 103 .38L
[)7567+0324 47.7 10 218+17 43 12 103 .43L
07568+0429 49.541 217+17 51 6 102 .68
[_7568+0319 49.9 26 218+17 56 9 103 .48
07568+0005 51.9 31 221+15 51 7 103 °89
37570+0501 2.2 30 216+17 37 5 102 1.61
37570+0038 4.045 220+15 61 7 103 .57
07572+0544 13.5!44 216+18 70 11 102 .25L
07572+0158 17.0'39 219+16 64 i 8 103 .80
07572+0533 17.9!16 216+16 24 12 102 .25L
07574+0650 25.227 215+16 71 13 102 .25L
07574+0211 27.4 20 219+16 97 16 104 .3t
07576+0004 49,823 221+15 71 8 104 ,38
o7591 +0903 7.4113 213+20 _ 9 102 .4707592+0642 16.9 37 215+19 17 102 .64L
07593+0440 18.1 !50 217+18 ' 65 8 103 .91
07595+0306 30.4 6 216+17 45 6 103 2.40
07596+0228 39.5;30 2t9+17 29 6 103 12.22
07598+0601 52.2 52 216+18 75 21 102 .27L
06003+0025 21.5 22 221+16 30 14 103 .25L
08003+0734 22.0 1 214+19 44 12 102 .25L
08005+0609 31.3 43 221+16 104 34 104 .25L
08O07+0711 42.1 57 215+19 49 10 103 .25L
08012+0850 14.6 25 213+20 50 8 102 .25L
06012+0125 15.t 18 220+17 83 12 103 .30L
06013+0233 23.5140 219+17 49 66 103 .9238014+0515 26.9 23 217+18 18 103 .55
08016+0106 51.6116 221+17 43 9 103
08022+0512 17.7124 217+19 54 12 103
08024+0236 25.5!57 219+17 69 6 103




C (Not Celer Corrected)
O I 12 vm 25 /_m 60 vm ]00 Fm Flux
N (Jansky) Uncs
2 .35L .49 1.O0L D
2 .27L .40L 1.00L C
4 1.33 .40L 2.44L BB
3 .97 .40L 1.O0L BC
.35L .40L 1.00L B
2 .28L ,99 1.O0 C E
.25 AOL 1.00L O
3 .27L .40L 1.00L B
2 .42L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.00L B
3 .28L .89 .87: CC
2 .25L .40L 1.O0L C
.46 .40L 1.00L BD
.35L .40L 1.00L B
3 .51 .40L 1.O0L B D
3 .25L .40L 2.58 E
.34 .70 1.04L CB
.25L .40L 2.91 B
3 .36L .40L 5.04L B
3 .25L .66 1.19: CC
,27L .40L 1.O0L B
.76 .45 .90 F
3 .32L .40L 1.00L B
4 ,25: .40L 1.00L BD
4 .40L .47L 1.64 C C
3 .26L .40L 1.0OL B
4 6.58 .94 1.00L BBC
2 .25L .54 1.23L C
2 .28L .40L 1.05L C
2 .25L A0L 1.20L C
2 1.34L .40L 1.00L C
!3 .23: A0L 1.OOL BE
.37L .40L 1.00L B
.31L .31,: 1.00: DO
.25L .54 1.00L C
.31L .40L_ 1.O0L B
33 .25L .40L 1.O0L B i
.44 .40 1.00L, C
3 .25L .51: 2.03 CC
2 .54L .40L .89 D I
3 .39L .40L 1.O0L B
3 .59 .40L 1.O0L BC
2 .34L .40L 1.O0L C
3 .27L .40L 1.O0L I
4 .3OL A0L I.O0L B
2 .74L .40L .81: i C cD
.27L .60 1.OOL
3 .33L .40L 1.O0L B
2 ,38L .40L 1.17L D
3 .81 .40L 1.00L BC
3 .27: 2.67 562 ECC
4 3.71 .83 1.00L )CC
3 2.00 .37: 1.0OL BCD
2 .33L .64 1.06: DD
3 .32: ,40L 1.00L B E
3 .27L .40L 1.O0L E
3 ,25L .40L 1,29L C
3 ,29L ,40L 1.00L B
2 .25L .42 1.O0L D
2 .25L .40L 1.11L D
3 .3OL .40L 1.00L C
3 .64 .40L I.O0L BC
3 .76 .40L 1.00L BC
2 .29L .40L 1.O0L C
3 .27L .66 1.32 CC
3 .27L .40L 1.OOL B
2 .25L .40L 1.06L C
3 .99 A0L 1.00L BC
3 .26L .40L 1.00L C
2 .46L .40L 1.44 C
3 .25L .63 1.17: BC
3 .31L .40L 1.O0L B
3 .25L .40L 1.0OL B
3 .20: .40L 1.00L BD
3 .50 .40L 1.O0L BD
3 .30L .40L 1.O0L B CC3 .25 .97 1.97
3 .29: .40L 1.O0L !CD
3 .26L .96 1.30 CD
3 .28L .66 1.32 CC
2 .26L .40L 1.O0L C
.25L .40L 1.12L C
.28 .40 1.O0L
.3OL .36 I.O0L C
.27L .40L 1.00L C
3 .57 .40L 1.O0L B C
3 2.91 .56 1.00L BBC
2 .45L .57L .67 F
3 .25L .66: 1.54 E F
3 .25L .68 1.59 CE
2 .25L .40L 1.20 D
3 .25L .86 1.18: CC
!3 .30L 1.16 1.94 CD
_3 .25L .66 .87: DC
i 3 .26L .40L 1.00L B
i 3 2.09 1.84 1.51 BCCC
:3 1.02 .31L .40L 1.00L B
!3
.25L .29L .40L'61 1 49 RDED3 1.07 .28: I.O0L]
3 .63 .33L .40L 1.O0L C
I
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Flags AssOCiations
v L C
Co,, A Co.r._io. R s A _p
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T NRme Type (') Mag
J E O4O00OOOOO
C O3O0OOO0OO
A A A F 1 4500000008
AA 3 0300001000 4 13 115963NA 0 67
BD K 0401010000 2 13 115966G0 6 65
HBB 0300000100
B 0300000000 2 13 115997 K5 7 83
B 0400000000 1 13 115994 KO 29 63
CK 1400000000 1 13 116011 G 22 83
BC 1500100(300 1 13 116012 M0 10 67
CBC 03OOOOO0OOI
D 150010000O
^B 3 0400100o00! 2 13 116014_5 2 82
BF 11400000000 II 13 116016G5 3 65A. 4 77 o 0000 3 16819K0 1 6
C , 8500000138 8
CAD 04O01000O0
C G 9500100058 1 13 116025 K0 14 62
BF J ; 5400010018
I BB _ i 1400000000
I I
BJ '0300000000 2 113116835K2 5 87
J CBE 16O60O000O
AH 1400010000 2 13 116038 M0 13 i 66
ADJ 20300010000 1 1 VVCMI 16 3
BFGD 1401000420 C
BE 0301000000 1 2 DO2338 28 ! 101
AABM 2 0400000000 18 6 13 116054M0 4 65
DC! 1501100000
c i I, 16011 i 1311 5 5 16 86
BE 1 1500000000 t 1 AE CMI 19 3
AG 0300000000 1 13 116072 K5 6 85
JFF! 0400000000 I 1 12 ZG750+09 36 153
ADCH i 03O0000O000300000000 1 2 DO 2348 88 106
AF J 0401000000 I 2 13 116868 K2 3 83
AE 0500000000 2 1 VXCMI 41 3
) CA 1300000000 4 9' U04091 23 141
I D 25O100OO0O
AJ 0400000000 1 13 116112 G5 25 70
ABM 0 0500000010
CI 2501000(300
B G 0401000000 1 21DO2356 59 95
c 0400000000 1 116120F0 6 57
DDNI 150O0000O0
HCJ 0400000000
AD K 1400000000 2 13 116145K0 1 62
EK 0500000000 1 13 116147K2 4 85
AB 0030000100041(513116148 16 77
NBAA[ 9, 01O0O00000 U04112 19 133AAB, 0401000000 45 13 "49 1507541 +0950 19
AAA I 3 050O000000
KBC I 0300000000
AE :0 0200000000 2 13 116162G5 8 60
C H M ' 0300000000
C M 1500000000 213 116165 F8 5 83
F G 05000O00O0
C 04OOOOOOO0
BE 0400000000 1 13 116168 G5 11 81
AAH 0 0400000000 2 13 116182K0 10 53
AB 0 0400001000 1 13 116186A3 15 65
rD L 04oo00o0oo 1 13 11619oGo 40 9o
K B C 0400000000
AML 0400000000 1 13 116193 G5 23 85
F 2500000000 1 13 116197 K0 29 83
iAA E 0 0500000000 2 2 DO 2374 33 95
B F 0300000000 1 13 116204 G5 20 80
EHB 1400000000 2 9 U04144 61 156
HMCB 0400100000
,BD ) 0400000000 1 2 DO2377 88 106
B 040O10OOOO 213 116207 K5 3 88
;AC 016O0000000 2 13 116208 M0 3 90
ACG 0 0400010000 2 13 116209K5 4 82
BE 1500000000 1 1 AFCMI 7 3
I BA 0100000000 3 9 :U04152 27 141
AB 0 0400000000
EBC 0300000000
BE 0300000000 2 12 ZG 757+68 33 146
;G I 0400000000
C F 1500010000 1 13 116225K0 23 80
B 0400010000 2 13 116251 F5 6 60
E C O4OOOOOOOO
IAH 1301000000 1 13 116254 K0 14 65
AB 6 0400000000 1 13 116258K2 6 73
AACF 0 2500000000 17 5 13 116260)(0 6 45
CDI 1200000000




I AB 0400000000 2 12 ZG801+08 46
C F O5000O0000
AE 1400000000 2 13 116292 K5 19
BAAB 1 0300000000 5 9 U04203 51
AE 0500000000 1 13 116304 K0 5
H BB 0300000000 1 12 ZG 602+05 24
BCLM 0 0400000000 1 13 116314K5 14
BN 0400000000 2 13 116317 13

















::1 I l i
Right Ascension: 08_02=57"-08_19"01 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
O 12 pm 25 pm 60 p.m 100 pm Flux Corr A ConfuSion R S
ham, 5 (s)a (8,) C_x)rbds SMJ SMNe , (") (") _; N (Jansky)
08029+0339 57.534218+18 50 81033 .58
08030+0646 2.133215+20 45 71033 5.58
38030+0744 3.6 2215+20 65 131033 .25L
38031 +0004 7.918222+16 27 111053 .26L
08031+0100 10.3 2221+17 69 91033 .53
08031+0319 11.7 3219+18, 85 111042 .42
08033+0608 19.938216+19 68 81033 .68
98034+0318 26.127219+18 27 6103'3 2.55
08034+0543 30.034216+19 19 61033 9.40
08036+0119 40.0 15 221+17 54 9 104 2 1.98
08037+0331 42.551219+18 74 1033 .5808039+0404 57.3 =o 218+18' 82 19 103 _ .32L
08041+0057 10.535221+17 62 361042 .27L
08042+0808 16.056214+20 55 131033 .25L
08042+0137 17.119220+17 36 81042 .62
38047+0059 43.319221+17 51 141033 .25L
38048+0439 53.846218+19 58, 101033 .25L
38056+0052 41.621221+17 44, 121053 .24
08061+005408058+053048.2 1411.4!5 217+20 53 1033 .46
9
221+17 33101053 .46
38062+0036 14.224222+17 19 61044 2.34
38065+0844 34.552t4+2t 83161032 .41L
08065+0347 34.851219+19 54 81033 .47
08066+0025 39.753222+17 49 91033 .25L
08066+0842 41.223214+2t 89' 81033 .51
08067+0517 47.013217+20 52 91042 .99
08068+0045 49.028222+18 43 181032 .41L
_8070+0649 0.258216+20 90 161033 .40L
08071+0509 8.759217+20 30 91042 .25L
08072+0512 14.230217+20 43 71042 4.31
38074+0722 28.127215+21 60 131033 .25L
38075+0919 33.94214+22 58 81033 .61
_8076+0805 39.43215+21 67 111033: .25L
08080+0314 1.134219+19 58 1410331 .28L
:)8080+0306 2.10220+19 67 8103 3i .5338o83+o817 21.319215+21 47 8 lO33, 1.11
08083+0535 22.845217+2o 33 6 lO3 31 1.16
38084+0526 29.426217+20 82 1210321 .36
:)8085+0049 35.030222+18 28 7103 _1 1.66
:)8086+0632 36.55216+21 72 81042 1.13
_086+0910 40.751214+22 68 91033 .41
:)8087+0833 43.755214+22 75 91033 .36
_8087+0347 44.73219+19 19 81033 .27L
:)8087+0057 47.047222+18 26 71034 2.68
38088+0404 49.739219+20 54 71033 .74
38088+0949 51.246213+22 71 101032 .27
38089+0619 59.35217+21 73 91042 .35
08091+0556 10.855217+21 21 61033 2.91
08092+0045 14.833222+18 41 91043 1.03
08097+0307 44.313220+19 35 81042 .54
38098+0707 53.341216+21 26 51033 3.94
08100+0006 3.849223+18 22 61043 3.02
:)8106+0431 41.116219+20103181033, .37L
_8113+0124 19.811222+19 31 1210421 .34
08116+0843 36.535215+22 37 5 1033' 4.14
:)8117+0957 44.910213+23 58 27104 .: .36L
08121+0318 7.64220+20 61 91043! .52
08122+0505 13.230218+21 49 81034 .25L
08124+0534 27.359218+21 38 71033 .83
08127+0324 42.86220+20 44 181042 .25L
08128+0758 50.023215+22 78 e lO33 .58
08128+0026 5o.126223+19 51 28 lO4 3 .25L
06128+0004 51.5 2 223+19 60 8 104 3 .5508134+014328.110221+19 58 7 1043 .7706134+0957294 7 219+21 63_111032 2808135+09331.546214+23 44:6 1093 74
08135+065235.817215+23 45 7 lO33 .5508137+041142.355 219+21 45 7 104 3 1.31
08138+0920 48.127214+23 28 61033 39.83
08140+0621 3.6134217+22 28 12 104 3 .85
08143+0621 20.9!50215+23 27 9 103 3 .25L
08145+0050 36.028222+19 49 9 104 3 .25L
08146+0422 41.526219+21 51 6104 3 .60
08148+0901 50.913215+23 49 6103 3 .98
08149+0624 57.2 7217+22 45 7 104 3 1.09
08149+0919 57.716214+23_ 42 6103 3 2.21
08150+0118 1.94 222+20 155 81043 .65
08151+0257 6.2 2221+20 50 61043 .46
08153+0331 18.149220+21 43 81043 .41L
08153+0623 19.726217+22 32 71043 1.25
08153+0054 21.814222+20 92 221052 .72L
08155+0151 31.734222+20 59 131043 .36L
08157+0607 43.341218+22 46 71043 .87
08166+0357 39.83220+21 50 91043 .25L
08168+0026 51.129223+20 56 81043 .6908169+0449 58.E 55219+22 38 . 104 i _ .25L
08172+0406 12.E 22220+2t 49 7 104 3 1.43
08173+0034 18.144223+20 37 9105 2 .52
08174+0022 25.224 223+20 57 8 104 3 .72
08174+0255 29.8 27 221+21 25 6 104 3 29.71
08177+0809 42.1 57 216+23 28 7 104 3 1.05
08177+0933 46.6 33 215+24 34 7 104 3 1.42
08178+0926 50.0 29 215+24 34 9 104 3 .41
08178+0100 50.216223+20 62 10105 2 .62
08180+0520 2.256219+22 21 71043 6.02
08187+0732 42,745217+23 24 61043 1.14
08187+0044 45,4 2 223+20 72 17 104 2 .36L
06168+0319 50.251221+21 29131043 .25L
08189+0507 54.96219+22 17 5 1043 75.97
08190+0440 1.132219+22 64 91043 .47
Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Associations
C




















































































































































.40L 1.00L C BG 0400000000 2 13 116328M0 1 83
.69 1.00L BBC AAB 00300000000 2 2 DO2409 80 101
.59 1.30 CC BC 0400000000 3 12 ZG 803+07 54 151
.66 1.55 DD HKBD 0500000000
.40L 1.00L C BDI 0500010000 1 13 i 116335 K5 17 85
.40L 2.21L F D L 0300100000 1 13 i 116334 G5 13 81
.40L 1.0OL D BF 0400000000 2 13116340 M0 12 85
.40L 1.00L BC AB J 2 0410100000
.73 i 1.00L BBC AAA 0 0400000000 4 2 [:)02413 39 11(]
.40L ! 1.0OL B AD 1300000000 2 13 116345 K5 16 6(3
!
.40L 1.12LLC BF 0400000000
.59 .92: CO LJCC 0400000000
.40L .87 D ED 1400000000
.64 1.85 CC J CB 0400000010 4 9 U04231 29 146
.40L 1.00L C BE 0300000000 1 2 DO 2417 8 98
.64: DF HCE 1500000000
2.48 CC AA 0200000000 3 6 A0804 + 04 46
1.00L C HI 1500000000
1.0OL C BL 0400000000 ' 1 13116388 K0 3 75
1.01L C BH 0500010000 ; 1 13116396K0 5 B(]
1.00L BC ABL 20500001000 1 13116398K5 3 75
1.12L D CF 1300100000
1.00L C B B 0400000000 I
1.92 BD BB 0401000000 : 3 9 U04251 77 146
1.02: C= D C C 1301100000 i
1.00L C D AB 00300001000 i
1.23L C BG 0500000000 3 9 U04254 i 31 143
1.51L C E CC 0301000000 i
8.78 DDD CAA 0100101000
1.00L CC AA 00300101000 I 2 2 [302433 80 95
i
1.21: DC I AC 0400000100 !
1.00L B A 1300000000 1 13116428G5 15 68
t.52 CD M BA 0300000010 I 2 12 ZG807+08 51 148
1.03 CC KCCC 0400000100
1.00L C A 0400010000 1 13 116436G5 24 701.00L _ F AD 0 0400000000 i 1 2 [:)02436 51 101
1.00L B AF 0400000000 2 13 116441 K2 1 80
1.06L F E 0400000000 1 13 116443K2 16 65
1.00L BD AB 3 0500001000
1.06L CE AF 0 0400000000 2 13 116445K5 19 78
1.00L B CG 0501001000
1.00L C C 0400000000
6.09 ECC GAAA 0200000000 3 9 U04266 80 138
t.00L BC ABKI 00301000000 1 13 116452M2 3 90
1.00L C BC 0300000000
1.00L C CH 0500000000 1 13116456K2 22 55
1.00L C C 0400000000 1 13 116460G6 17 82
1.00L CC AB 0 0400000000 3 13 116466MA 14 85
1.00L B AD 0400000000 2 13 116467K5 1 86
t.0OL C B G 0300000000 1 2 DO 2444 59 103
1.00L BD AAJ 1 0400001000 4 13 116475M2 5 86
1.00L BC AAE 00400000000
1.58 DC E DC 110O000000
1.00L C C 0501000000
1.00L B DF AAD 9 0400000000 1 1 TVCNC 51 3
1.40 C LJCC 1500O00000
1.00L E CI 1300010000
1.55 CC EAC 0200000000
1.00L B BC M 0300000000 2 13 116534M0 4 86
1.11 D EE 1300O00000
1.00L B BEI 0400010000 2 13 116540K5 17 87
1.21 C KF G 3400000020 8
1.00L B BF 3500000000 2 13 116543K5 6 83
1.18L B AB E 0200000000 1 2 £)02454 27 91
.40L 1.38L E CC 0300000000 1 13 116559K5 9 83
.40L 1.00L B SJ 0500000000 I 13116560K2 12 76
.40L 1.00L C CF 0401010000 1 13116563 K5 7 85
.40L 1.00L BF AB F 0 0300000000 2 13 116566K5 4 82
1.64 1.00L;BBC AAA 3040000000018 6 13116569K2 1 37
.40L 1.00L E A C 0300000000 1 2 DO 2457 43 91
.84 .99: CF HBD 0300000100
1.62 2.87 CC I FAB 2300000000
.40L _ 1.00L B BG J 0300000000 15 6E
.40L J 1.00L ,., AEC 0400000000 26 62
.40L 1.00L BD ACM 1 0300000000 13 85
.40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0500000000 4 83
.40L 1.00L B B E 1400000000 20 75
.40L 1.00L BBECC BL 0400000000 20 7E.70 1.18: FBC 0400000000 11 153
.40L 1.00L ABJ 0 0300010000 6 7C
.40L 1.68 C I L B 1400000000 34 135
.59 1.00L C L C H 0200000000
.40L 1.00L B B F 0400000000 2 8E
1.01 2.14 CC AA 0200000000 71 15E
.40L 1.00L B BH 0500000000 19 91
2.54 5.07 CCC ' C AA 0100000000 24 14C
.40L 1.00L BE AC 00300000000 3 13116630G5 3 6._
.40L 1.00L B AI 0500000000 1 13116636K0 4 =
.40L 1.08L C AH L 0500000000 1 13116639K2 4 BE
1.94 1.00L BBC AAAI 0040000000045 6 1 RYHYA 4
.40L 1.00L D AD 1300000000 1 13 116642K0 3 BE
.40Lj 1.00L BF AC _00400000000 1 13116646K2 6 7C
.40L l 1.05L B BH 0400000000 1 16= 04008 M 14 11_=
.40L I 1.00L C B 0500000000 1 2 DO 2476 43 9=.
1,14 j 1.00L SBC AABH 4 0300000000 2 2 302477 22 I0_
.54'40:L 11"00L.00LBDD ]'AD DFG 2 05000000000400000000 2 i 13116666 K5 5 8.=
.74 1.60 CC I FCB 0300000000 3 i 9 U04356 34 13_
5.95 2.13 BBCC AAAB 30200000000i21 5/ 13116668M 4 8(










2 t3 116604 K5
1 12 ZG 816+03
1 2 DO 2469
3 9 U04336
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
363




a ._ Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 um5c¢
hm. • , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N
08191+0244 8.7 7 221+21 83 105 2
08191+0325 83 50 221+22 57 104 3
08195+0236 31,1 22 221+21 41 104 3
08195+0325 33.e 39 221+22 35 104 3
08195+0218 34,9 44 222+21 39 104 3
06198+0510 483 36 219+23 40 104 3
08198+0652 53.9 21 217+23 72 104 3
08202+0343 16.6 54 220+22 46 104 3
08202+0619 17.7 11 218+23 58 104 3
08203+0008 23,2 54 224+20 42 104 3
08207+0933 45,0 49 2t5+25 68 104 3
08208+0658 49,9 30 217+24 43 104 3
08210+0028 2.5 9 224+2t 85 105 2
08211+0218 10,0 55 222+21 79 104 2
08211+0519 11,1 ! 14 219+23 46 104 3
08214+0713 24.1 55 217+24 59 104 3
08214+0126 26,0 28 223+21 33 104 3
08217+0001 43,2 1 224+20 63 105 2
08217+0748 45,1 10 217+24 86 104 2
08218+0237 49.3 23 222+22 48 104 3
08218+0327 49,8 49 221+22 58 104 3
08221+0005 8.4 9 224+2t 61 104 3
08222+0,530 14,7 49 219+23 29 104 3
08222+0935 17.7 24 215+25 40 104 3
08224+0439 28.6 37 220+23 28 104 3
38226+0024 38.0 52 224+21 58 104 3
:)8227+0041 43.6 6 224+21 99 105 2
:)8229+0215 59.4 58 222+22 28 104 3
:)8232+0058 13.4 57 223+21 82 104 3
:)8232+0144 13,5 17 223+22 44 104 3
:)8232+0917 17.5 59 215+25 53 104 3
:)8233+0743 18,1 27 217+24 28 104 3
:)8235+0445 35.3 28 220+23 44 104 3
:)8236+0015 41,7 26 224+21 36 105 3
08237+0305 42,6 14 222+22 47 104 3
08237+0239 43.1 22 222+22 58 104 3
08237+0458 45.1 60 220+23 69 104 2
08242+0735 14.3 3 217+25 56 1 104 3
08243+0011 18.8 33 224+21 63 i 105 3
08247+0351 46.7 32 221+23 42 104 3
:)8248+0414 48.7 46 221+23 108 105 2
:)8249+0303 55.5 4 222+23 37 104 3
38253+0323 19,4 4 221+23 36 104 3
38254+0510 27.5 21 220+24 47 1 104 3
:)8254+0709 29.9 20 218+25 54 104 3
:)8256+0024 39.7 40 224+22 55 105 3
:)8256+0252 41.9 23 222+23 105 2
:)8257+0417 43.1 20 221+23 57 105 2
:)8257+0959 44.5 59 215+26 32 104 3
:)8261+0429 6.7 22 220+24 51 104 3
:)8261+0416 11.7 21 221+24 69 ; t04 3
38263+0047 19,9 24 224+22 58 1 t05 3
08263+0935 20.0 33 215+26 44 ," 104 3
08263+0704 23,9 31 218+25 55 104 3
:)8266+0627 41.5 43 219+25 59 104 3j
08267+0416 42.7 35 221+24 49 ; 105 2
08268+0009 49.9 13 225+22 60 105 3
08268+0835 52.8 12 217+26 35 104 3
08269+0122 59,1 11 224+22 31 105 3i
08273+0011 21.8 13 225+22 53 105 2i
:)8274+0922 26,7 2 216+26 81 104 3
:)8275+0818 32,3 22 217+26 38 104 2
:)8276+0413 40.7 18 221+24 88 104 2
:)8277+0300 46.0 45 222+23 49 105 3
08279+0956 56.1 41 215+26 52 104 3
08283+0914 21.6 4 216+26 82 104 2
08283+0413 22.7 36 221+24 61 105 3
08285+0710 32.6 29 218+25 60 105 2
08289+0104 56.6 459 224+23 37 105308291+0118 84. 224+23 34 105 2
08291+0439 10.0 53 221+24 67 105 3
08298+0839 52,6 38 217+26 37 1042
08299 + 0956 57.653 216+27 80 1052
08299+0553 58.0 17 220+25 66 105 3
08302+0023 13,9 35 225+22 84 105 3
08304+0955 26.2 21 216+27 73 105 2
08305+0123 32,9 57 224+23 w 105 3
08306+0156 39,2 19 224+23 69 105 3
08306+0303 40,8 4 222+24 28 105 2
08308+0419 49,4 46 221+25 59 105 2
08310+0455 5,4 44 221+25 41 105 3
08312+0043 13,339 225+23 51 105 3
08315+0837 31,230 217+27 64 105 3
08316+0251 41.537 223+24 87 105 2
08317+0704 42,6!14 219+26 58 105 2
08317+0528 46,7132 220+25 51 105 3
08319+0540 54.7_34 220+25 43 105 3
08319+0150 57.0 i 18 224+24 53 1053
08320+0555 2.0i4_ 2 220+26 99_2 105 208322+0835 14.0 217+27 104 2
08323+0254 20,2 38 223+24 73 105 3
08323+0555 22.4 29 220+26 39 1052
08324+0309 26,4 46 223+24 52 105 3
08325+0922 34,8 1 216+27 46 104 2
08325+0032 35,7 8 225+23 55 105 306327+0255476 3 223+24 42 1053
08326+0251 49,2 342_45223+24= 80,_ 105 3206330+0747 2.4 218+27 10506331+o64711.2 219+_ 1053
08332+0153 12.5 51 224+24 60 105 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /zm 60 ttm
Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs C_¢f R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.79L ,62L .38 1.49L D HKFF 0300000000
.41 ,29L ,40L 1.00L C BH 0300000000
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 0400000000 1 13 116678 K2
.25L ; .34L 1.47 3.07 CC FAA 0200000000 3 9 U04366
2,12 ,54 A0L 1,00L BD AB 0 0500001000 1 13 116680K5
1,20 .33: ,40L 1,00L I BE A F D 0 0300000000 1 13 116685 K5
,61 ,26L .40L 1,00L B BI J 0301000000 1 13 1166871<2
,25L ,27L .63 1,61 CC GBB 0200000000 3 9 U04374
.46 ,49L ,40L 1.00L C CD K 0300010000 1 13 116697K5
.25L ,79L ,40L 1.42 D E L D 2580000320 C
,36L .26L ,82 1,24: CC CB 0400000000 1 12 ZG 820+09
1.52 .46 ,40L 1,00L BD AB 1 0400001000 3 13 116705 K5
.25L .25L .40L 1.61 F E 2400000140 8 1 32 X0821 +004
,27 .29L ,40L 1,09L C C 1500000000
t.26 .31L .40L 1.00L B AG 0400000000 1 13 116712K5
.25L ,29L .93 1,56 CC HBC 0400000110
.57 .29L .40L 1.00L D DM 1500000000 2 13 116718 K5
.26L .27L ,39 1,09L D CC 2500000000 1 12 ZG 821 +00
.39 .29L .40L 1.20L C D 0400000000 1 13 116721 K0
.89 .30L .40L 1.00L B AF L 1500000000
.61 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 2400000000 1 13 116724 K5
.41L .25L .66 1.00L C C 2500000000
.48 .29L .40L 1.00L E BL L 0400000000 1 13 116735 K5
1.83 .47 .40L 1.09L BD AB 0 0500000000 1 13 116737K0
4.48 1.21 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 0411000000 3 13 116740 MB
.45L .25L ,75 1.49 CC DGDD 0300000000
.24 .25L .46L 1,49L F E CC 0400000000
6.04 1.55 .40L 1.00L BC AAJ 1 1500000000 4 13 116747 K0
.40L .25L .65 1,OOL C CC 0500000000
1.22 .34L .40L 1.00L C AD 1500000000 1 13 116751 K0
.56 .28L ,40L 1.00L F :B 0500000000 1 13 116755 K5
2,87 ,60 .40L 1.00L BC AB H 3 0500000000
.25L .27L ,74 1.95 CC BB 1400000000 1 12 ZG 823+04
1.44 .47 .40L t.00L BC AC 0 0400001000 1 13 116760M0
,25L ,27L .74 1.75 CC BACC 2400000220 4 1 12 ZG823+03
.90 .34L .40L 1.00L B BC 1500000000 2 13 116761 K0
,44L ,26L ,55 1.00L C L B G 0400000000
.25L .26L .79 2,27 CC H BB 0400000200 4
,25L ,25L ,53 1,37 DC L CB 0400000000 1 12 :ZG 824+00
.56 .25L .40L 1.00L C BC 2500000000 1 13 116777 K0
,75L ,71L .40L 1,47 D C 1500000010
,25L ,28L 1.44 2,14 CC EAC 2401000010 2 12 ZG 824+03
,87 .25L .40L 1.00L C BD 1600000000 1 13 116787 K0
.25L .25L .80 1.67 C C J B B 0300000000
.57 .48L .40L 1.00L C BB 0300000000 1 13 116791 K5
,74 28L .40L 1.00L C AI 0500000000 1 13 116796 KO
.25L ,39L .51L 1.42 C HKB 3400000010
.32L .30L .40L 1.00 D D 6500000040
.54 .27L .40L 1.00L B BM 3500000000
.44 .25L .40L 1,00L C C I 2500000000 1 13 116806 K0
.25L ,28L .40L 1.45 C N D 2580000150
.29L ,25L .73 1,22: CC L CD 0300000100 1 12 ZG 826+00
.25L ,36L .40L 1.95 c OEGO 3500000140
.59 .28L' .40L 1.00L JC BB 0500000000 1 13 116808 K2
.25L ,41L .80 1.42 I CE / BB 0400000000
.25L ,27L' .40L 1.56 E C 4581000160
,64 .28L ,40L 1,00L !B BG 0501000000 1 13 116814 M0
.79 ,35L ,40L 1.00L C BB 0601000000 1 13 116818 K0
.25L .28: 2,31 3.52 ECC GAA 1300000000 1 12 ZG 827+01
,38 ,25L .40L 1.00L C B H 0501000000 1 13 116824 GO
.25L .37L .40L 1.82 C I D 5680000130 8
.25L .26L .51 1.00L C DB 0600000000
,28L ,25L ,40L 1.39 D GME 5500000020
.64 .26L .40L 1.00L D BF 3400000000 1 13 116832 K2
.29L .27L .63 1.00L D I A 5500000000
.63L .67L ,40L 1.87 C E I C 3680100030
.27L ,42L .71 1.00L C ECD 4500000000 2 '41 08283+0413
.31 ,37L ,40L 1.01L D DL 0300000000 1 13 116852 K5
1.39 .30 .40L 1.00L BD ADI 0 0400000000 2 13 116856MA
.32 .31L .40L 1,13L C AF 2500000000
,29L .37L .50 1.00L C DFB 1400000000 6 "29 PKS0829+046BL
7.56 1,61 .40L 2.88L CD AA H 0 2500000000 3 13 116873MA
.27L .48L .43L 1.50 D MJ D 3500000000 2 9 U04462
.59 .25L ,40L 1,00LIB B 0400010000 1 13 116874 K0
.25L ,25L ,44L 1.14 I, D DB 1400000000 2 9 U04467
1.47L .32L .40L 1.22 D ! 3600000100
,49 .26L .40L 1.00L BF 4401010000 2 13 116882 K5
.40L .30L .68 1.00L C MNBK 0500000010
.25L .36L .40L 1.26 D B 5500000010
.47L .27L .38: t.06: DD CB 1400000000
1.98 .36 .40L 1.00L BD AC 0 0400000(300 2 13 116890K0
.96 .19: .40L 1,00LICE AG 1 1500010000 1 2 DO 2542
.43 .32L ,40L 1.00L C BM I 2500010000 2 13 116894F0
.25L .28L .40L 1.54 C B 9600000140 8
.44L ,26L .55 1,70L C CM 0300000000
.34L .26L .63 1.46 CF BFBC 04000000,00
3.77 .89 .40L 1.00L CC AA 2 0500000000 4 13 116903K5
.25L ,25L 1.00 1.96 CC BA 0500000000 4 9 U04460
.44L .27 ,40L 1,00L F E 0400000000 1 12 ZG 832+05
.31L .53L ,40L 1,26 E D F 4500000020 8
,25L ,28L .40L 2,66 C F F E 9500000240 8
.24 .53L .40L 1.10L E BL 0500000000
,62 ,26L ,40L 1,0OL B C 2600000000
.25L .31L .40L 1.21 D HE 4500000000
.66 .26L .40L 1.00L B A 0500000000 1 13 116915 G5
1,11 ,35L ,40L 1,55L B ACBF 8680100110 2 13 116920 K0
.61L .66L .40L 1.19 F C 8680100000
,94 ,31L .40L 1,00L B AC L 1600000000 1 13 116926M0
.76 ,26L ,40L 1.00L B AHM 0400000000 5 13 116929F5
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38332+0059 12.8 31 225+23 88 10 105 2
08335+0753 31.1 46 218+27 36 12 105 3
08338+0830 53.e 37 217+27 51 8 105 3
08339+0212 57.2 54 224+24 59 9 105 3
08341+0709 7.2 51 219+27 62 6 105 3
08343+0018 2O.¢ 58 226+23 43 8 105 3
38346+0609 37.¢ 60 220+26 51 8 105 3
08348+0654 52.5 14 219+27 49 7 105 3
38350+0552 1.2 42 220+26 52 7 105 3
06352+0406 16.¢ 50 222+25 65 7 105 3
08355+0620 31.135 218+27 64 7 105 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN O O 12 p.m







08357+0052 462 3 225+24 47 9 105 3
08361+0331 86 6 223+25 28 7 105 3
08361+0418 93' 6 222+26 72 20 104 2
08362+0134 17.135 225+24 45 8 105 308363+0950 193 216+28 27 23 105 3
08365+0444 30 2' 38 222+26 44 9 105 3
08365+0745 32.1' 2 219+27 40 7 105 3
08365+0507 331!41 221+26 62 13 105 2
08367+0611 42.7144 218+28 40 8 105 3
08369+0209 58.C 14!224+25 78 20 105 2
08370+0400 0.7 27 222+26 65 11 105 3
08371+0343 9.E 19 223+26 77 12 105 2
08375+0644 34.,_ 32;220+27 50 7 105 3
08376+0205 41._ 551224+25 37 7 105 3
08378+0432 51._ 51 222+26 56 10 105 3
08378+0505 53.3 53 221+26 46 10 105 3
08379+0221 55.7 57 224+25 50 15 105 3
08379+0958 59.8 45 217+29 59 30 105 2
08361+0214 8.948 224+25 70 30 105 2
! !
08386+0108 41 1 17 225+25 43 8 105 2 1.30
08387+0604 422' 0 '221+27 70 21 105 3 .251
08387+0552 46.3! 31 221+27 40 30 105 3 .25L
08388+0547 52.1' 3 221+27 50 8 105 3 .76
08389+0509 55.0' 31 221+27 24 11 105 3 .25L
08391+0222 10.2:5 224+25 30 7 105 2 56.23
08393+0730 21.832 219+28 109 35 105 2 .25L
08396+0806 36.236 219+28 54 33 105 2 1.26L
08400+0944 2.322 217+29 78 13 105 2 .27
08404+0109 29.1 40 226+25 47 10 105 3 .25L
08406+0334 36.3 49 223+26 57 9 105 2 .45
08408+0906 48.4 23 216+29 48 7 105 3 1.04
0,08+0347 48.7 38 223+26 49 13 105 2 .25L
0,09+0750 54.2 34 219+28 50 15 105 3 .25L
08409+0931 58.7 15 217+29 40 7 105 3 .51
0,15+0314 31.6 53 224+26 80 11 105 2 .36
08418+0214 53.0 43 225+26 59 18 106 2 .36L
o842o+o4365.740 222+27 38 8 lO5 2 3sa
08421+0748 9.8 14 219+29 25 7 1105 3 1.00
08421+0210 10.9 6 225+26 35 27 1105 2 .25L
08425+0949 33.3 47 217+30 82 18 _105 2 .28L
08427+0338 45.6 10 223+27 24 7 105 3 6.54
08427+0628 45.6 20 221+28 51 7 105 2 .52
08428+0022 49.2 51 227+25 51 8 105 3 1.06
08429+0450 56.8 51 222+27 56 8 105 2 1.27
08432+0607 14.2 8 221+28 78 35 105 2 .25L

























06437+0149 45.2 0 225+26 24 6 105 3 101.54
05438+0430 53.4 3 223+27 37 8 105 3 1.54
0,39+0803 57.5 54 219+29 92 27 105 3 .25L
08441+0636 6.6 13:221+29 37 8 105 2 10.86
08445+0927 36.0 6 218+30 26 9 105 3 .57
08446+0747 36.0 33 220+29 51 6105 3 1.95
08450+0120 5.1 59 226+26 73 36 106 2 .25L
0,52+0533 12.5 53 222+28 56 13105 3 .38L
08453+0118 18.3 27 226+26 30 7 107 3 .33
0,54+0508 24.9 15 222+28 34 24 152 .25L
0,55+0537 35.7 37 222+28 43 7 105 3 1.23
0,57+0044 43.9 27 227+26 22 5106 4, 1.27
08457+0601 45.7 30 222+29 54 8 105 31 .82
08459+0244 57.3 57 225+27 29 6106 3 .66
08460+0858 2.5 23 219+30 42 7 105 3 1.12
08460+0216 3.9 7 225+27 36 5 106 4 4.01
0,64+0602 28.0 7 222+29 45! 1105_ _ .26L
0,71+0712 8.18221+29 4871053 .98
0,72+0233 17.6 4 225+27 38 6 106 4 .45
08473+0305 18.7 3 225+28 42 10 106 3 .25L
08476+0927 38.1 31 219+31 40 8 105 2 1.92
08476+0340 41.3 57 224+28 67 17 106 2 .26L
08477+0335 42.5 53 224+28 20 5 106 4 1.37
o.8o+o6o3 49 2 220+3o 36 14 loo 2 .28
08482+0746 16.4:19 220+30 83 9 106 3 .330.83+0231 20.155225+27 45 12 lO63 .25L
o.84+o3oe 25.4 _5+26 49 6 1064 .72
0.85+o831 32637 219+30 85 17..,lO5a so
o_88+o114 37.1!57227+27 79 1_ lO7 . .42L
08491+0926 10.0119 215+31, 25_6 ; 106 34 .31L. 2+042625 24+26 loo 5108495+06153292322o+3025 6 3 43064, +0g1518219+3145 8 1063 78
06500+0350 2.3 23 224+29 47 8 1063 ,42
06501+0402 6.2 20 224+29 22 6 10613 4.03
08502+0930 15.2 24 219+3t 32 8 106 '3 .25L
08502+0313 15.4 36 225+28 50 8 107 3 .76
08506+0742 140.E 30 220+30 82 20 106 2 .25L
08507+0405 145.2 54 224+29 36 7 107 3 3.O8
05509+0315 56.2 35 225+28 27 6 107 3 8.03
08509+0206 59.7 7 226+28 48 9 108 2 .29
08510+0055 2.5 34 227+27 47 8 107 3 .25L
05513+0737 19.3 53 221+31 67 27 105 2 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































loo _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
1.12L C C
1.10L C C
1.00L B B F
3.03L B B D
1.02L B D A B
1.OOL BC AC




1.OOL B B E
1.OOL E CJ
I.OOL BB AAD







2.11 E I C
1AgL C CBB
1.03L C EL




1.OOL C L F









































2.30 DCCC AAAA 8 350OO00000
1.98 C CJ E 1400000020
1.10 C FGF 2500000000
1.37L C D 0400000000
1.26 CC M AB 24O0O00000
1.19L C B I 0500000100
1.02L BF AB 1 1500010000
2.02 C C L B A 0300000000
2.09 DC KBC 4400000000
1.03L D CD G 1500010000
1.31L C DH 0500000000
1.03L D C 1600000000
I.OOL BC AA 0 0500000000
1.OOL B AE 5500000000
1.46 F G I 4500000030
1.O4 C BD 14OOOO0O0O
1.OOL CBC AAE 6 0410000000
1.68L C BB F 1500010000
1.OOL BE ABM 2 1400000000
1.OOL B _.DM 0500001000
1.66 D J E 25OOOO0O2O
1.46 C M F 4400000030
2.78 EBCC AAAA 0 2400001000
1.00L C A E 0500000000
1.33 C MI B 2500000000
1.0OL CCD AAE 1 0500000000
1.00L B CE 2600000000
1.OOL BD AC M 0 2601002000
1.03 D D 2400100010
1.26L D I B D 5400000000
1.12L B A M 2400100010
1.73 D H E 25OOOOO250
1.0OL B E A C 2 6500000000
1.00L B D A E 1 0400000000
1.OOL BF BB N 0 3600010000
1.OOL B B B 0500000000
I.OOL B AC 0500000000
1.01L CC AAJM 6 0500000000
1.26 FD EDB
I.OOL B B E
1.00L B B L J
1.OO CC CC
1.00L B ACM
1.08 D I DG
I.OOL BF AB
1.24LIC DF
t.00L C BC M





1.79L B B L C
I.OOL B C D I






























I.OOLBBD AAD 6 0500000000 16
I.OOL D D O400OOO000
2.02 CC GBB 0401000000
1.33 C ED 3561010000
Associations
Name Type _'_) Mag
2 13 116930 K5
1 13 116934 K0
2 2 DO 2556
1 13 116957 G5
1 13 116962 K2
2 13 116965 A0
1 2 DO 2564
1 13 116983 K0
5 13 116988 K0
1 12 ZG 836+01
1 12 ZG 836+04
1 13 116993 K
1 13 116992 K5
2 13 116997 K0
1 13 117OO3 K0
1 13 117006 K0
1 13 1170101<2
1 2 DO 2572
1 13 117013 K5
1 12 ZG 838+02
9
2 13 117025 K2























i 3 9 U04533
1 3 RAFGL 1283
8
2 18 319OA M0
15
3 97
3 13 117050 B3
3' 9 U04553
1 13 117058 K0
1 13 117075 K0












1 13 117093 G5
1 13 117095 K0
6 13 117103 M5







8 13 117112 F8
1 13 117123K0








8 1 32 X0845+051
1 13 117139 K5
1 13 1171441<2
2 13 117146A0







1 13 117172 K0
1 13 117176G5
2 13 11719OK5
2 18 3230AM0 1
1 1 _ CNC




1 13 117215 M0
1 13 11722OK5
2 13 117221 M5
2 12 ZG 850+09
2 t3 117224M0
2 13 117233 MA
2 13 117236 M3E





















"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
- 365





08514+0020 25.4 48 228+27
08515+0905 34.0 6 219+31
08516+0535 36,2 31 223+30
08517+0439 46,1 12 224+29
08517+0318 46.6 43 225+29
08518+0855 49.4 60 219+31
08518+0158 51,1 33 226+28
08518+0539 52.3 20 223+30
08518+0123 52.5 18 227+28
08519+0628 60.0 40 222+30
08523+0212 20,7 28 226+28
08527+0702 42,6 42 221+3t
08527+0608 44,8 13 222+30
08527+0545 46,7 31 223+30
08528+0651 53.8 7 222+31
08529+0620 59.0 34 222+30
08532+0059 13,1 15 228+28
08534+0850 25,6 28 220+32
08539+0425 59,3 47 224+30
08541+0034 11,4 56 228+28
08547+0306 45,3 49 226+29
08548+0828 48.7 6 220+32
08549+0927 57,2 55 219+32
08549+0605 57,5,21 223+31
08550+0934 0.253 219+32
08552+0058 13.4 24 228+28
08553+0311 23.5 28 226+29
08554+0415 26.0 20 225+30
08558+0834 52,3 47 220+32
08559+0244 55.3 36 226+29
08561+0629 11.9 12 222+31
08562+0840 14.0 16 220+32
08563+0950 21.3 46 219+33
08566+0017 36.9 48 229+28
08567+0159 42,7 22 227+29
08570+0136 2.4 22 227+29
C38574+0755 29,0 8 221+32
08578+0152 50,0 51 227+29
08579+0533 55.9 35 224+31
08579+0130 58.9 42 228+29
_39581+0824 t0,2 13 221+32
38582+0713 13,0 29 222+32
:38583+0611 18.4 23 223+31
38587+0518 44.4 52 224+31
38588+0550 52.7 19 223+31
38593+0035 18,9 4t 229+29
38594+0829 27.2 56 221+33
38595+0822 31.9 8 221+33
39597+0152 46.9 35 228+30
)9000 + 0729 5.0 49 222 + 32
39005+0949 30.4 16 220+34
39005+0824 34,8 42 221+33
39005+0700 35,4 52 223+32
39010+0439 1,1 20 225+31
39013+0403 19.6 48 226+31
39014+0139 26,6 23 228+30
39015+0655 32,6 7 223+32
39018+0638 48,3 47 223+32
39020+0206 3.8 38 228+30
39020+0835 5.3 23 221+33
39032+0952 17,4 53 220+34
39033+0517 20,7 33 225+32
)9033+0723 22.9 29 223+33
)9035+0956 30,1 t9 220+34
Y3035+0418 35.5 8 226+32
39036+0510 36,2 34 225+32
_36+0152 38.7 58 228+30
)9039+0503 56,4 28 225+32
)9042+0936 16,3 14 220+34




















)9098+0754 50,3 32 223+35
)9098+0037 51.1 48 230+31
)9099+0708 54.9 571 224+34
39103+0850 20.1 181 222+35
39113+0304 18.2 14 228+33
}9113+0001 18.5 15 231+31
39115+0856 33.4 48 222+36
39116+0334 37.6 27 228+33
39116+0142 39.0 13 230+32
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
H
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm
('3 C) (') N
54 ) 6 107 3 1.49
54 20 106 3 .25L
62 8 106 3 ,44
61 14 106 3 ,34L
48 6 107 3 ,46
59 10 106 3 .39L
40 6 107 3 .45
27 7 107 3 2.42
91 17 107 2 .42L
20 4 106 4 1.16
49 8 108 2 .30
22 18 106 .25L24 u !106 3 19.62
26 7 107 3 1.52
50 12:106 3 ,25L
31 1; 10633 .9754 1071 .25L
32 9 106 2 ,65L
24 5 107 3 1,22
44 6 107 3 .51
47 8 107 3 ,25L
47 19 106 2 .26L
23 4 106, 4 1,72
58 9 106 2 .30
35 4 t06 4 1.04
51 13 107 3 .40L
55 8 107 3 .40
41 7 107 3 ,51
81 15 106 2 ,27
39 14 108 2 .39
29 6 107 3 .30L
79 10 107 3 ,37
59 14 107 2 .25L
40 6 107 3 ,75
26 5 107 3 8.95
37 t2 107 2 ,3543! 18 107 o .25L
38 5 107 3 1,06
51 6 107 3 .91
46 8 107 3 ,25L
73 25 107 2 .25L
63 21 107 2 ,27L
23 6 i 107 3 1.12
31 27 107 3 ,25L
45 7 107 3 1.60
32 16 107 3 .25L
32 7 1107 3 .31L
49 21 107 3 .25L
81 9 107 2 .36
37 6 107 3 2.10
64 17 107 2 ,28L
13 4 107 3 7,50
36 7 107 3 1,03
66 9 108 2 ,29
23 10 107 3 .67
37 7 i 107 3 .25L
34 7 107 3 2.53
26 6 107 3 1,71
42 9 107 3 .36
37 9 107 3 ,25L
61 8 107 2 ,36
18 5 107 3 5,94
42 5 107 3 .96
28 25 17 2 ,25L
85 13 107 3 .27L
75 18 107 2 2,19L
27 8 107 3 9.62
47 8 107 3 ,25L
78 32 107 2 ,25L
40 121107 3 .25L
18 5 ! 107 3 10.27
46 8 1107 3 .47
34 6 ' 107 3 3,18
37 15 107 3 .47L
48 12 73 3 .25L
74 11 107 3 .25L
51 19 107 2 ,29L
75 28 107 2 ,25L
20 9 107 3 .63
58 8 107 3 .57
77 15 107 3 ,29L
37 22 92 2 .45L
71 7 107 3 ,55
73 27 107 2 .25L
23 7 107 3 ,27L
27 6 107 3 .96
42 8 107 3 .25L
64 11 ,107 3 ,25L29 6 ! 107 o 2,03
47 7 107 3 1,54
49 12 108 3 .41L
67 11 107 3 .25L
50 9 107 3 .'J4
45 6 107 3 .88
36 34 108 2 .27L
18 5 108 3 2.30
51 7 108 3 .35
48 16 108 2 .72L
51 8 107 3 .37L





p,m 60 vm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags'
.26: .40L 1.00L BD ABMK 5 0501000000
,30L .42: 1.78 CC FGE 1300000220
.26L .40L 1.00L C CJ M 3600100000
.26L ,59 1.00L C BB 0400000100
.25L .40L 1.00L D CH 0500000000
.30L ,66 1,02L C H B B 1500000000
.26L .40L 1.09L D CC K 0400000000
,58 .40L 1.00L BC ACJ M 0 0600100000
,28L .53 1.01L D EC 0601000000
.51 ,40L 1,00L CC AB 3 0500000000
.28L .40L 1.00L C C 0400000000
.30L ,40L 1.57 C GG D 4400000020
4.72 ,69 1,00L BBC AAC 1 0501000000
.53 .40L 1,00L BF AC 0 0500000000
.26L .52 1.07L C BH 2500000100
.31L ,4OL 1.00L C AJ 0500000000
.27L ,70 t.95 CC FBB 0501000100
.95 .84L 1,00L F BAB 0600000000
.27: .40L 1.00L BD AF 2 0500010000
.25L .40L 1.00L B B K I F 0500000000
,27L ,87 3.74 CC KGAA 1300000000
.29L .46 1.17L D C 0501000000
,46 .40L 1.00L BD ABI E 0 1500000000
.30L ,40L 1,32L D C 0500000000
.30: .40L 1.00L B E A C G 0 1500000000
.29L .61 1.08L C C B 0500000000
,29L ,40L 1.00L C D M 1400010000
.23: ,40L 1.00L CD CF 0 0500000000
.31L .40L 1.18L C D 1600000000
.29L .40L 1.06L C EH 1401000000
,58 4.03 7.01 ECC ECAA 1400001000
,30L .40L 1.09L C jB H 1600000000
,27L .47 1,40L D CE 2500000000
,25: ,40L 1.00L CE BCM 0 0400000000
3,05 ,44: 1,00L BBC AAE 1 1400000000
,29L .40L 1.00L D FM K 1501000000
.29L ,40L 1.69 C E L C 4500000000
.43: .40L 1.00L BD AB 2 1500001000
.52L .40L 1.00L B AB 1500000000
.25L 1.16 2,03 C C A B 1400000000
,59L ,40L 2.02 D F C 5400000000
.37L .40L 1,16 F NF F 1600000020
.31L' .40L 1,00L C ABGK 0500000000
.28L .40L 1.52 F L D 1400000030
.41 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0501000000
.26L .57 1.17L D J DD 0400000000
,55L 3.11 5,20 CC FFAA 5300001000
.32L .40L 2,04 C NK C 5500000030
,51L .40L 1.00L C CG 0500010000
.53 .40L 1.00L B D A BML 0 3600000000
.37L .47 1.35L D EE 2401000100
3.91 .84 1.09[ BBC AABC 1 4500000000
.46L .40L 1.04L B AD 1500000000
,44[ .40L 1.0OL C DN 0500000000
.25L .40L I.OOL D B G 0300000000
.35L 2.97 4.68 CC L E AA 0300000000
.68 ,40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0500010000
.45: .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0400000000
.29L .40L 1.00L C CK 0500000010
.33L 1.26 1,82 CC KI AB 4500000030
.26L .40L 1.16L C B 4500000000
1.41 .42L 1.00L BC AAE 1 0500000000
.26: .40L 1.00L BF ADKL 0 0500000000
,37L .40L 1.50 D L D 5500000000
.25L .61 1.00L F B F 0400000000
.27L .47 1.24L D DG 0500000000
4.03 .67 1.00L BBC AAC 0 0401000000
,37L 1.47 2.28 CC HAB 0400000000
.42L .40L 1.92 D E E 6500000340
.25L ,56 1,57: CD J BE 0400000100
2.62 ,49L 1,00L BB AAH 0 0400000000
.31L .40L 1.00L B BJ 8600000000
.92 .40L 1,00L BD ABG 0 0501001000
.54L .53 1.28L C DCF 7600000010
.46L .81 1.91 FC EBB i 0301000000
.29L .78 1.35 CC LDBC 040000(X)00
,29L .54 1.11L D E 0500000000
.49L .40L 1.43 C J C 4580000000
.24: .40L 1.00L BE BD 0 1500000000
.25L AOL 1.00L D C 0500000000
.26L .54 1.03L C K CG 0500000000
.35L .40L 2.20 E MJ D 4682000130
.30L .40L 1.00L B B F 0400010000
.43L ,40L 1,73 D C 6600000230
.39: 2.84 5.26 ECC HEAA 0300000000
.37L .40L t.00L C AD K 0400000000
.28L 1.74 10.47 CC BA 0200000300
,32L .75 1,29 CC BE 0400000000
.58 .40L 1.00L BD AD 3 1600000000
.37 ,40L 1.00L BD AC 1 0400000000
.26L .76 1.20L C C BB 0400000100
.31L .80 1.30 CC MKBC 0500000000
.30L .40L 1.00L B 8F 0400000100
.35: .40L t.00L BD AC 3 0600010000
,36L .40L 1.25 D D 3500010010
.62 .40L 1,00L BC AAG 0 0500000000
.36L .40L 1.OOL C C F H i 0400000000
.26L .47 1.00L E DO 4500000000
.25L 1.13 1.82 CC H BB 0300000000














Name Type (') Mag
117246 M0 14 85
PK 219+31,1 80 121
117250 K5 14 I 82
2 13 117252 1<5 1 80
1 CV HYA 24 3
13 117259 K0 11 80
5 13 117264 K0 32
t 13 117265 K2 13 70
12 ZG 852+06 7 155
1 t3 117269 M0 6 86
1 12 ZG 853+00 77 151
2 13! 117287 G5 4 63
2 13 i 117288 K2 4 80
4 9 U04691 70 128
2 13 117300 MA 7 65
1 13 117299 K2 2 85
2 13 117301 K0 1 52
18







DO 2673 53 96
TMSS 00182 35 29
117328 G5 29 80
i ZG 857+07 16 153
117336 M0 4 85
117338 M0 11 90
8
2 13 117343 K5 3 85
8
2 13 117351 K0 4 62
3 9 U04741 42 141
8 I 32 X0859+083 140 8
1 2 DO 2686 20 103
2 13 117369 K0 3 60
1 t2 ZG 900+09 17 155
4 2 DO 2687 32 115
2 13 117374 K0 3 68
1 13 117380 K0 26 82
1 13 117384 M0 10 _0
2 13 117386 M5 6 87
2 13 117391 MA 6 85
1 13 117399 K0 4 77
2 13 117419 K5 20 88
5 13 117420K0 5 53







CX HYA 75 3
X0904+095 128 12
ZGgO4+00 191 156
117432 M0 5 63
117433 K0 14 75
117437 MB 3 85
2 002704 22 106
2 002705 11 105
13 117455 K0 6 73
3 9 U04815 76 145
13 117466K0 21 82
4 6 9 U04820 33 113
4 9 U04823 47 138
13 117482 K2 7 70
13 117483K0 13 70
2 002718 65 93
2 13 117498M2 15 85
t3 117518 K2 5 76
13 117519 K0 7 80
2 13 117526M0 8








Position (1950) Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainty ICH (Not Color Correett, d)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN (,e) O 12 p.m 25 Fm 60 _tmh°m.. 8, (s) () I b (') ('3 iN (Jansky)
09116+0505 39.1 52 226+34 102 2 108j2 .38L .37L .50L
39117+0231 45.5 27 229+33 56 4 108 1.11 .28L .40L
09119+0819 57.3 32 223+35 I 45 107 3 .29L .30L 1.47
09123+0438 18.7 49 227+34 87 9 108:22 .36 .29L A0L
09128+0416 52.8 46 227+34] 78 14 108 .38L .27L .53
09132+0644 18.0 56 225+35:4233 107 3 2.18 .68 .40L
09143+0939 18.8 23 222+37] ; 108 .25L A4: 3.51
09147+0037 144.61481231+32! ._ 108 4 1.37 A4 AOL
09148+0835 150,91 7]223+36 38108 ,39 .35L A0L
39148+0029 151.01481231+32 32 1 1092 .31 .39L 1.33L
09150+oo23 [4,91 21231+32 75 1_ lO8 33 .25L .261 .401
09151+0809 111.3121 [223+36 _ 108 .47 .34L .40L
09156+0055 [41.91201231+33 29 108 3 A0 .28L .40L:)9160+0822 [ 2.41221223+36 45 I 1 108 A3 .371. A0L
09165+0917 [31.41281222+37 52 8 108 3 .56 .35L A0L
_)9168+0623 ]50.6_41 _226+36 42 89 108 .25L .30L 1.49
39174+0821 [28.41481223+37 41! 108 3 .25L .25LJ 1.35
39180+0023 [ 2.81391232+33 27' 6 108 18.16 5.20 1.01
)9186+OO46 140.8114 1222+38 51 108 33 1.15 .37L .40L39188+0404 48.7 30 228+35 48 ! 10 108 .25L .29 .80I}J)9193+0204,199,45,230+34 53 33L 40L)9200+0219 I 4.71351230+34 1 109 .39L .48L .52
09208+0755 149.5|47|224+37 108 3, 10.68 2.61 .61
092O9+0634 /59.7/36/226+37 _ ; 108 3! .35 .27L .40L39210+02201131581230+3, loo .25L 51, 83
;19210+0237 [ 2.6131/230+35 51 6 108 3J .53 .26L .40L)9210+0850 [ 3,81551223+38 37 108 : .81 .51L .40
)9215+0047 ]33.2,26,232+34 _ 69108 il .44 .251 .40L}9215+0552 ]35.0/12/227+36 108 1.02 .41L .40L
09210+ 9r72V,:0+386o !10, 77
)9227+0628 144.3/271226+37 48 108 3 .67 .39L .40L
}9227+0650 ]46.2|55 [226+37 61 163 108 .30L .81L .57
)9227+0652 J47.8131 /226+37 46 ! 108 33 .78 .35L .40L)9231+0226[11.41431231+3547 9'1oo .25L .26L 1.21
)9235+0703m.3r581226+3750 i_ 11o8_ .26L .41L .46)9237+0049 145.1155/232+34 59 109 .68 .35L .40L
)9239+0753 154.9J44/225+38 34 i 108 33 .32 .31L .40L)9239+0810 156.4/15/225+38 45 108 .25L .35L 1.07
)9243+0342 122.0/ 9]230+36 83 1 109 2 .35 .31L .40L)9245+01151344/45:2+357314109 51
)9248+0408 152.8150[229+36 47 12 108 3 .25L .30L .59)9257+0248 [44.8142 [231+36 47 109 3.13 1.28 .41L
)9257+0916 [46.8[321224+39 39 4 108 3 1.10 .37: .40L)9256+0824 149.2127 ]225+38 27 108 1.96 .42: A0L
)9258+0740 152.6/39/225+38 65 69 109 23 .46 .65L .40L
)9268+0756 ]52.1/ 81225+38 _ 1 108 .25L .40L .42L
)9270+0021 [ 5.6(38[233+35 11 109 2 .22 .27L .40L)9271+0217 /11.8/14 [231+36 70 26 109' .26L .30L A0L
)9273+0552 ]18.0|251228+38 52 6 108 33 .54 .29L .4OL
)9273+0900 124.0/ 71224+39 47 11 108 .25L .34L .60
)9276+0421 ,38.5[441229+37 75 17 109 2 .25L .31L .57)9284+0854 126,7/38/224+39 88 12 109 .29 .39L .40L
)9285+0847 J34.6/58/225+39 35 16 109 32 .40L .41 .48L)9290+0407 / 2-2/43[ 230+37 39 5 108! .82 .26: .40L
)9292+0956 /17.11121223+40 27 5 108 i 3 8.55 1.92 .40L)9294+0839 126.61441225+39 42 8 108 .25L .31L 1.64
)9295+0907 [30.61401224+40 29 5 i108 33 2.43 1.06 .40L)9298+0717 /53.8/ 7]227+39 28 6 [108 1.56 .48L .40L
)9300+0205 ] 5.41161232+36 44 710833 .71 .31L .40L
)9315+0652 i32.21151227+39 42 14 109 .26L .28L .50
)9316+0027 136.7/531234+36 35 71083 .25L .31 2.83)9319+06O4 159.6/ 0[228+39 44 8109 .25L .26L 1.03
)9320+0824 [1.8140/226+40 22 7109 33 4.04 1.o6 .40L)9322+0432 /15.7/171230+38 60 11 109 .25L .48L .59
}9324+0415 129.1/42/230+38 45 6109 3 .73 .32L .40L)9331+0127 |9.21161233+36 25 14 109 .32L .26L .45L
)9334+0444 126.8/251230+38 43 5 109 3 1.01 .27L .40L}9335+0556 134.3|38]229+39 56 5 109 1,26 .44L .40L
)9339+0120 /59.5/281234+37 50 12 1093 .25L .25t .46
)9341+0553 /6.1}36/229+39 63 33,109 .33L .32L .40L
)9341+0510 [ 9.0[341230+39 29 3 .89 .26L .40L)9345+0703 [35.0|35 ]228+40 17 4.19 1.17 .31:
)9350+0155 | 5-71191233+37 59 23 .61 .33L .40L)9351+0046 | 7.4 / 4]234+36 76 .25L .36L A0L
)9351+0259 [ 9.1[ 3]232+38 25 33 .25L .42L 2.15)9354+0757 125.2[43/227+40 49 .39L .28L .62
)9354+0945 126.6[ 01225+41 35 3 .26L .34L 1.75
)9355+0507 [35.81131230+39 _,_ .26L .39L .53
)9358+0419 141.7/12/231+39 3 .25L .35L 1.46
)9357+0601 144.31201229+39 80 .29L .27L .40L
)9358+0452 /51.2/281230+39 3_5 3 10.88 2.63 .43:)9363+0710 120.6/55/228+40 .25L ,25L 1.28
39364+0842 ]29.3/ 2/226+41 42 3 1.24 .37: .40L)9365+0002 130.91 1/235+36 58 .25L .32L .40L
39365+0533 132.5/15/230+39 55 2 .46L .36 .40L}9366+0012 /40.6/371235+36 .27L .67L .40L
093_+_3g [53.9:0122_+40_ 31 2SL .29L 7939369+0343 [58.0[ 91232+39 3 1.05 .32: .40L
39370+0325 [ 2.1/29|232+38 62 23i .48 ,37L .40L
,9372+0942 t14,3/8/225+42 58 .25L .28L .62
,9375+0830132.31141226+41656085 _ .55 .29L .40L:)9380+0348 / 0.2[151232+39 ! .26L .33L .77
09381 +0302 /10.1t36/233+38 .29L .40L .44
39384 + 0401 [24.51221232+39 72 i! .33 .28L .40L39394+0033 [29.3[581235+37 32 .35 .50 5.16
39395+0454 |34.1] 91231+40 26 .31: .77 5.47
39 I 32 .25L ,68L .41L)9395+0044 /34.7/20/235+37 I
:)9396+0159 [39.4/361234+38 32 .52 .28L .40L
09396+0510 ]40.3/41(230+40 67 2i .69L .67L, .40L
56 .55




1(30 k_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
.99 D MHC 1500000100
1.OOL D AD K O400OOO0O0
2,72 IE CC LAA 13000000001.02L C. 140000O000
1.OOL D CK 04000OOO0O
1.0OLjBC AB J 0 0400001000
4.00 ' FCC CAA 0100000000
1.00L BC ABGJ 0 2500000000
I.OOL C CJ 0500000000
1.OOL F DHD 2501000000
2.07 C E GC 2400000000
1.OOL B A B 0300020000
1.OOL D E I 1500000000
1.00L C O 0500000000
1.00L B BG 0400000000
1.69 CC DAB 1500001000
2.13 CC I AB 0400000000
1.OOL BBC AAA 0 0400100000 17
1.00L B AO 0400000000
1.39 CC FBB 0400000010
1.19L C BE 2500010000
1.22L C FCL 25OO000000
I.OOL BCC AAC 0i 0400000000
I.OOL E B j I 0401010000
2.23 CC CBA 1480000000
1,16L B BJLM 2501000000
1.00L B B E 0500000000
1.00L B C 1500OO0_)0
1.00L B AC 0400000000
1.64 CD CC 0400000100
1.00L B B F 0500000000
1.OOL E I CB 0500100100
1.OOL C BG G 0500100100
2.77 CC J AA 1400000200
I.OOL O GDC 0500000000
1.00L C BE 1500000000
1.00L C B K 0400000000
3.03 CC CBA 0300000000
1.00L C E 1400010000
1.06L D FBD 150_)00000
1.47 C C B B 0400000000
1.OOL BC AAKM 0 0600000000
1.OOL BE AG 0 0400000000
1.OOL BE AB 2 0500000000
1.OOL C F H I 2400000000
1.67 C GCB 2460000000
1.26L C E 140OO0OOO0
1.22 D J D 4500000110
1.00L C BJ 0401000000
1.33: C C K C D 0400000000
1.19: CO DO 0501000000
1.OOL C O 030010000O
1.OOL F ECGI 0400100000
1,00L BD AD O 0500000000
1.00L BC AAF 4 0400000000
4.66 CC BFAA 02OOOO0OOO,
1.OOL BE AB 3 0300001000
1.00L B AE 02000000O0
1.OOL B AG 1500000000
I.OOL D E D H 0401000000
4.81 ECC FAA 13OOO0OOO0
1.99 C C B B 1300000000
1.00L B C A A F 2 0400000000
1.00L C LFC8 0400000100
1.OOL B BF
1.25 C BGCD
I.OOL B A K
1.OOL B AC
1.21 CC CB
1.82 D H H
1.OOL B A
1.00L BCD AAD 1
1.13L C AN G






1.25 D L D
1.OOL BCD AACF 0
3.46 CC EAA
1.OOL BD AD 5




























150000OOOOI.OOL BD AD N 0
1.00L B BFBc IO5OOO1OOOO1.31: DD ' 0300000000
1.OOL C B 1300000000
1.74 CC HFAB 1500000000
1.10L C DM 1500000100
I.OOL C E 15OO000OO0
15.08 CECC DDAA 3 4400011000
8.28 DCCC CAAA O 0300001000
1.53 E I 46O10000OO
1.58 C C BKJ C 1600000358
1.06 F C 2501000040
I.OOL C CK 060O0000O0
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 117527 A0 10 37
2 12 ZG 911+08 58 145
2 13 117534 K0 36 83
1 13 117546 K5 9 83
2 13 117565 M2 1 90
1 13 117586 K0 8 78
1 2 DO 2733 24 100
1 1 13 117573G5 8 71
1 13 117583 K0 9 81
1 13 117584 K5 2 85
1 13 117585 K0 5 81
5 13 117605 MB 1 67
1 13 117614 K2 20 85
2 13 117621 K2 26 82
4 13 117646 MO 8 72
3 9 U04999 61 140
1 13 117649 KO 9 73
2 13 117650 M0 4 86
1 13 117657K5 29 88
1 13 117658 MO 21 85
2 12 ZG 921+06 22 148
1 13 1176781<0 2 85
4 2 12 ZG 923+02 43 146
2 13 117692 K5 16 87
1 13 117694 K2 1 83
3 9 U05030 38 135
1 13 117699K2 17 87
3 9 U0504OA 72 145
3 13 117717 GO 3 55
3 13 117718 K0 3 58
1 13 117719 K0 2 85
3 9 U05056 80 133
I 2 002772 82 91
2 12 ZG 927+02 14 148
2 13 117737 K2 9 70
2 12 ZG 927+09 7 153
3 9 U05065 55 146
1 13 117741 K5 20 88
1 1 TZHYA 22 3
3 13 117751K0 4 52
4, 9 U05081 53 131
1 2 DO2779 33 118
1 13 117755 K2 4 80
2 13 1177571:5 14 60
4 I 9 U05097 68 138
3 ; 9 U05100 6 148
4 I 13 117777M0 t 80
1 13 117786K5 13 80
1 12 ZG 933+01 65 _ 156
2' 13 117798K2 12' 76
4 2 12 ZG934+01 33 148
2 i 13 117805 K5 2 85
13 117807 K0 13 50I 13 117816 G5 2 ! 70
8
, 9 ' 9 U05131 78 143
4 9 U05134 38 135
6 13 117821 K0 11 47
_1 _ U05141 39 1381 117825M0 9 85
C
1 12 ZG 936+06 20 153
2 13 117830 MA 14 88
1 13 117831 G5 24 73
1 13 117836 G5 21 77
5 9 U05159 16 136
2 13 117850 K2 5 87
4 9 U05180 10 121
4 9 U05181 30 140
8 1 13 117863K2
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) a{ 12, 25, 60, 100 /zm; 10) High Source Density Region.
12 81
367




Coords SM3 SMN 00 12 /_m
o 8 a 8h m. (s) ('3 z b ('3 ('3 (°) N
)9396+0013 46 236+37 78 14 108 2 ,29L
_3_ + _12 47 229+40 4_ _ _ i _ =90
)93.+0040 6 235+37 _ 2_ 109_ .25_) 99+ 761 44 27 41 35 84)_,00+04_ 48,231+40 _ 7 10_ 3 ,91
)9400+o153 36,2_+36 37 3, 192 41,)9401+0943 _i225+42 52 12 109 3 .25L
17 3 .25L)9404 + 0055 31 235+38 67 109
)9406+0038 25 236+38 59 10 !109 33 .25L)9411+0743 49 228+41 49 109 1.43
)9411+0953 13 225+43 16 ;109 .42L _)9412+0021 37 )236+38 76_7 108 _ 22
.25L33
)9417+0238 20 234+39 53 7 109 3 .4t
)9418+0211 53 234+39, 48 7 109 3 .53
)9420+0335 1 233+39 25 6 109 3 1.12
)9422+0212 2 234+39 28 24 19 3 .26L
)9425+0227 37 234+391 26 25 19 3 .26L
)9425+0920 33 226+43 49 11 109 3 .25L
)9426+0738 9 228+42 33 8 109 3 .25L
)9430+0018 58 236+38 77 27 110 2 .27L
)9430+0510 16 231+41 46 9 109! 3 .25L
)9432+0144 3 235+39 39 35 20 2 .25L
t9432+0052 26 236+381 58 15 109 2 .43L
)9434+0153 55 235+39 1 44 8 t09 _3 .25L
)9435+0656 25 229+42 I 32 6 109 3 10.44
)9436+0556 19 230+41 29 7 109 3 .36L
_9437+0317 10 233+40 29 9 109 3 .25L
)9437+0841 23 227+43 49 6 109 3 1.44
k9438+0201 6 235+39 61 9 110 2 .44
_9440+0432 45 232+40 45 8 109 3 .25L
19441+0918 !6 226+43 65 18 109 2 1.23L
)9443+0719 ._ 229+42 57 7 109 3 1.02
_9445+0159 235+39 47 14 109 3 .25L
19445+0338 45 233+40 56 9 110 2 .45
)9446+0054 3 236+39 25 7 109 3 .25L
_9451+0915 28 227+43 69 8 109 3 .38
_9452+0426 55 232+41 321 5 109 3 1.02
_JL453+0418 58 232+41 51 _ 109 _ .37
_9456 + 0244 18 234 + 40 251 109 .25L
19457+0715 28 229+42 51 I 11 109 3 .25L
_9459+0450 49 232+41 23 5 109 3 1.44
P9400+0914 _ 227+43 44 8 109 34 .25L
_9460+0010 237+38 26 14 109 .25L
)9461+0452 44 232+41 93 28 109 2 .25L
_J462+0126 48 236+39 47 I 35 109 2 .25L
_9463+0958 47 226+44 62 18 109 3i .53L
_9464+0230 39 235+40 22 21 109 2 .33L
_468+0122 42 236+39 28 6 110 4 .25L
,9469+0226 30 235+40 37 27 20 2 i .25L
_9469+0914 22 227+43 36 8 109 3 .25L
46 62 13 109 31,9472 + 0919 227 + 44 .25L
F9472+0051 15 236+39 6_ _ 109 41 .25L
_)475 +0838 228+43 i 71102 .55
_J476+0000 21 237+39 42 6110 ii .61=9476+0527 23 232+42 41 109 .67
19477+0735 44 229+43 40 13 110 .25L
19478+0149 1 236+40 55 10 110 4 .25L
19478+0434 39 233+41 63 10 t10 2 .39
_9479+0407 53 233+41 69 26 110 2 .60L
19480+0334 26 234+41 45 6 109 3 A0
_461+0004 28 237+39 79] 36 110 2 .25L
i
)9481+0513 4 232+42 49' 6 109 3 .40
k9482+0821 228+43 50 9 110 2 .33
_J484+0914 42 227+44 22 109 3 _ .25L
,9485+0215 ._ 235+40 _. 25 110 2 .25L
_9487 + 0032 237+39 13 110 .37
,9488+0118 17 236+40 43 31 111 2 .29L
_9489+0308 8 234+41 69 27 109 2 .58L
_9492+0214 18 235+40 87 31 110 2 .25L
p9495+0235 11 235+40 99 I 30 110 2 .25L
_9495+0119 52 236+40 37 8 110 3 .25L
_9496+0018 34 238+39 48 6 110 3 .93
_9498+0218 28 235+40 39 11 110 3 .26L
i9498+0155 30 236+40 36 9 110 3 .40L
19500+0029 7 237+39 53 12 111 2 .68L
19503+0741 38 229+43 70 19 109 3 .25L
_9505+0806 30 229+44 31 8 109 3 .25L
)9505+0930 11 227+44 72 23 110 2 .25L
_9508+0052 46 237+40 66 22 110 3 .29L
_9510+0611 43 231+43 20 5 109 3 14.36
_9511+0148 55 236+40 29 6 110 3 .49
_514+0818 42 229+44 45 6 109 3 .76
i9514+0510 56 233+42 24 5 109 3 3.47
19515+00037 51 238+40 67 22 110 3 .25L
_9516+0042 38 237+40 33 6 110 3 .89
_9516+0703 12 230+43 52 15 110 2 .26L
)9521+0930 30 228+45 42 6 110 3 .25L
_9522+0526 7 232+43 17 5 109 3 7.14
_9524+0003 17 238+40 36 6 t10 3 3.02
_9526+0430 25 234+42 32 7 110 3 .25L
19527+0249 3 235+41 43 11 110 3 .25L
¢J528+0400 7 234+42 79 17 111 2 .59L
_9530+0517 1 233+43 52 13 109 3 A8L
=9532+0754 57 230+44 16 4 110 3 .71
_9537+0910 12 228+45 30 5 110 3 2.36
=9539+0857 23 229+45 23 7 110 3 .25L
)9547+0057 31 238+41 37 18 110 3 .25L
_9548+0008 4 239+40 63 10 110 3 .44
)9549+0318 56 235+42 44 8 110 3 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coe£ R Flags* S 2 # T
1.07L C DC ; 5600000100
1.00L B AC 0500000000
2.10 C B 4682000100
1.00L B A H 0300000000
1.00L B A 0501000000
1.20 D HcDIBI 26o0oo02601.3o: c E ; 0300000200
1.23 Ci DI El 4500000000
1.75 CC BC 9500000100
1.00L B AB 030000000O
1.04L D C L O4OOOO0OOO
1.53 C H D 9600000O30
1.07L C C 0600000000
1.00L D C 6600000010
1.03L B A L 0500000000
1.10 C J 8601000020
1.69 C GC E 6500000030
1.82 CC KGCC 1300000000
2.15 CC FBB 0300000000
1.77 D E D 9601000230
3.04 CC J HBA 0400000010
1.37 C G 6601000020
4.06L C E D 9500100018
3.69 CC JJAAI 0) 75000000001.00L BC AADJ 0400000100
9.61 DDC EBAA 0200000000
10.73 EFD MFI A 1300010300
i.00L BE [AF 3 2500000000
1.09L D rC 7700000000
1.42 CC EAB 1500000020
1.01L E DEF 2500000000
1.00L B A E 0400000000
2.12 C D GD 6500000220
1.00L D C 0500000000
3.85 CC FHAA 9501000308
1.00L C BG 2500010000
1.00,_ !_F 15o00oo0001.00L 1502000000
2.06 C C A B 8600000020
1.13 C C B C 0400000000I
1.001 BD lAB 0 1500100000
2.59 CC EAB 2400000000
1.52 C CDB 9581000000
1.25 C C 1500100000
1.49 D G 4600O00030
1.36L C E C 0400000000
2.31 C LG E 9501000640
4.28 CC I HAA 3401000000
1.65 D F 8500000230
3.23 CC EAB 2400000000
1.63 DC EI DC 2500000000
5.04 CC KAA 34Ct000100
1.00LC A 2500000000
1.00L B B F 5600000000
1.00L B BI 0500010000
1.26L D B E 0500000000
1.35: DC I BB 5600000000
1.00L C C 1600000000
1.95 O G O 1501000120
1.00L B DC 0600000000
1.85 C K F 1500000040
1A6L C C 1400000000
1.31 C B 660OOO0020
1.27L C El 0500000000
1.14 C HLD 3500000000
1.32 C HB 9601000340
1.41L D FLI 2500000000
t.57 E N E 3601000040
1.34 C D 4500000000
1.25 C GE 96O0O00000
1.17 O C E 9600000140
2.11 CO J BB 4500000250
1.23! C BE 6601000230
1.99: CC EMAC 8500060000
1.42 BC EBB 06000O0000
1.09L C F G B 5600000000
1.08 DC J CC 1400000100
1.49 CF GBB 1400000200
2.13 C I D 5402000140
2.15 C HE E 5501000330
Name Type
)
4 4 9 U05189
91°05195
13 i 117875 MA
J
3 9 ! U05204
2 13 117879 M0
1 13 117881 K0
1 t3 117865 K2
8
9 1 32 X0942+024
4 9 U05215




6 13 117898 M0
4 9 U05229
4 8 9 ;U05230
1 8 EIC 243
2 13 [ 117901 F2
8 1 39 "4C+04.33
1 13 117904 K2
C
1 13 117905 K0
4 2 12 ZG 944+00
2 13 117916 K5
2 13 i 117917 K5
1 13 ' 117918 K2
8
1 13 ! 117921 M5
i
2 12 ZG 946+09
8
C 1 32 X0946+025
3 9 U05261
8
2 12 ZG 947+09
3 9 U05267
6 9 U05269
1 2 DO 2837
1 13 117933 K0
2 13 117935 K2
2 12 ZG 947+01
2 13 117937 F5
8
2 13 117939 K2
8 1 32 X0948+000
1 13 117940 K0
1 13 117942 G5
3 9 U05286
C
1 13 117947 K2
8
C 2 12 ZG 949+01
41 2 13 117960K0
I
41 5 9 U05304
8
4 1 32 X0950 + 008
1.00L BBC AAC 3 0500000000 01 6 13 117975M0
20.14 CCCC CBAA 1 0140000000 4 9 U05311
1.00L B B M 0500010000 1 13 117979G5
1.OOL BC AA 0 2400000000 4 13 117980K5
2.03 C KEC 3400100160
1.00L B BB 3500100010 1 2 DO2851
_4: DE CD 050100000041 CC LAAA 4300000000 4 9 U05325
1.00L BBC AAD 2 3500000000 4 13 117987M2
1.00L BC AA 0 2500000000 4 13 117989MA
8.48 FCC FCAA 2300001000 4 9 U05328
1.15 DD L CC 2600000000 1 12 ZG 952+02
1.00L C O C B 0500000000
1.09L C FAC 3501000000 1 12 ZG 953+05
1.00L B AFE 0501000000 1 13 1t7997K0
1.00L BE AB 0 1300000000 3 13 118001 K0
1.33 CD N AC 1301000000
2.24 C I E HB 1400000410 4
1.00L C CI 0500000000 1 13 118014 K2
1.91 CC AAB 0400000000







a 8 Coords SMJ SMN .0.
ham. °8, (s) (') I b ('3 (') I) N
09554+0833 25.7 11 229+45 27 4 110 3
09560+0055 0.9 60 238+41 41 10 110 3
09561+0621 7.8 12 232+44 49 7 110 3
09561+0502 11.E 56 234+43 21 5 110 3
09569+0933 56.7125 228+46 42 6 110 3
09569+0906 56.952 229+46 60 6 110 3
09575+0817 ;34,2 6 230+45 29 4 110 4
09578+0336 51.0 52 236+43 27 7 110 3
09579+0438 56,2 49 234+43 65 12 110 3
09583+0514 20,5 12 234+44 54 6 110 3
09583+0322 21.5 57 236+43 76 18 110 2
09586+0034 39.0 5 239+41 84 15 110 2
09587+0543 43.0 54 233+44 82 19 111 2
10003+0235 23.9 11 237+43 48 10 110 3
10004+0004 28.4 25 240+41 72 16 110 3
10008+0646 53.9 53 232+45 56 6 110 3
10010+0412 2.7 53 235+44 29 7 110 3
10010+0220 4,3 21 236+43 85 9 110 2
10Ol1+0001 9,9 26 240+41 30 25 111 2
10020+0545 4.0 45 234+45 44 6 110 3
10034+0725 28.4 47 232+46 33 12 110 3
10037+0620 44.4 45 234+46 25 9 110 3
10040+0932 5.5 0 230+47 47 8 110 3
10041+0551 11.1 17 234+45 54 6 110 3
10042+0142 14,1 4,239+43 48 12 111 2
10047+0419 43.6 31 236+45 75 12 111 2
10048+0430 53.5 18 236+45 58 10 111 2
10049+0109 59.0 46 240+43 42 6 110 3
10051+0006 11.0 16 241+42 55 11 110 3
10060+0942 5.5 26 230+48 57 11 111 3
10066+0624 37,7 59 234+46 43 7 110 3
10068+0950 52.3 19 230+48 33 5 111 3
10077+0034 42.1 14 241+43 69 16 112 2
10080+0627 2.8 9 234+46 90 11 111 2
10083+0248 23.3 22 239+44 47 5 110 3
10084+0529 30.0 51 235+46 62 8 111 2
10085+0801 30,5 38 232+47 47 17 111 2
10085+0624 32.9 57 234+47 65 8 111 2
10095+0510 35.3 13 236+46 30 7 111 3
10102+0451 12,1 44 237+46 24 6 111 3
10103+0625 20.6 22 235+47 92 19 1111 2
10107+0215 43,3 17 240+45 37 36 110 2
10106+0926 50,2 9 231+49 59 9 111 3
10110+0213 0.3 30 240+45 52 33 111 2
10111+0340 11,8 13 238+46 24 6 111 3
10116+0342 39,5 51 238+46 32 37. i11110119+0202 56.1 46 240+45 122 111 =:
10123+0436 18,7 17 237+46 62 10 111 3
10124+0555 27,4 29 236+47 51 10 111 3
10125+0203 35.5 161240+45 87 37 111 2
10133+0512 23,3 18 237+47 36 8 111 3
10134+0926 25.4 43 232+49 68 12 111 2
10137+0504 44.0 16 237+47 34 11 111 3
10138+0913 53.9 31 232+49 41 15 111 3
10139+0429 58.1 10 238+47 67 12 111 3
10140+0207 1.3 39 241+45 56 23 '112
10142+0203 15.1 2 241+45 68 10 112 2
10145+0133 31.5 3 241+45 98 32 112 2
10146+0906 36,4 3 232+49 63 18 111 2
10148+0218 48,7 14 240+45 76 36 112 2
10148+0830 52.8 50 233+49 72 21 111 2
10149+0451 56,0 16 238+47 54 10 111 3
10149+0131 60,0 51 241+45 106 30 112 2
10151+0745 10,3 44 234+49 76 8 111 2
10157+0717 42,5 54 235+49 25 7 111 3
10159+0149 55,2 19 241+45 741 9 111 3
10153+0154 22.2 37 241+45 62 14 111 3
10165+0227 35.7 42 241+46 46' 18 111 3
10167+0035 43.4 45 243+45 52 8 111 3
10169+0932 56.9 14 232+50 58 7 111 3
10173+0936 21.8 27 232+50 65 17 111 2
10173+0828 22.0'40 234+50 30 6 111 3
10175+0143A 32.3 2 242+46 26 8 110 4
10175+0851 36.0 43 233+50, 36 5 111 3
10185+0053 33.7 39 243+45' 50 lv 111
10185+0255 34.1 49 241+47 61 15 111 3
10186+0145 37,3 8 242+46 40 23 111 4
10187+0236 45,3 55 241+46 95 30 111 2
10187+0624 46.9 54 236+49 42 9 111 3
10188+0611 53,3 40 237+49 46 12 111 ' 3
10191+0433 8,_ 8 239+48 36 10 112 2
10192+0032 17,7 58 243+45 67 14 111 3
10196+0913 36.1' 1 233+50 36 5 111 3
10197+0127 47.7 22 243+46 52 10 111 3
10200+0950 4.4 40 232+51 49 12 111 3
10200+0048 4.8 31 243+46 54 8:112 2
10203+0647 23.7 49 236+49 31 8 '111 2
10204+0908 2¢2 30 233+51 27 14 111 3
10211+0254 11.6 18 241+47 29 6 111, 3
10213+0644 22,8 22 237+49 65 18 1111 2
10214+0015 29.1 43 244+45 49 11 12 2
10216+0237 38.4 17 242+47 26 7 11 3
10218+0238 51,1 45 242+47 59 6 11 3
10222+0548 13.3 38 238+49 71 12 111 3
10222+0950 14.9 48 233+51 39 19 111 2
10224+0549 24.6 51 238+49 27 7 111 3
10226+0902 37.5 19 234+51 18 5 111 3
10226+0526 40.5 24 239+49 25 15 111 2
10233+0706 19.8 44 237+50 73 11 112 2





(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _am 60 Fm 100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S







































































































1.COL B D A B 1 0400000000
1.60 CC KDBB 1400000000
1.COL B C K )600000000
1.00L BC b,A F 0 0500000000
1.00L B B 1300010000
1.00L C C 0300000000
1.00L BBC AAB 5 0400010000 18





1.22 ' EC L CB 4500000000
1.00L' B
CC L CC 0400000000
B B K 0400000000
DD L D E 0300000000




1.00L' C D 0300000000
1.00L' C C 25000000O0
1,26 D G C 450O000O20
1.00L BD AB 0 0400000000
1.17L C LAD 0400000000
2.21 CCI KGCS 0200000000
1.52 CCEI BC 1400000000
1.COL B A 0400000000
.93: CEI HCH 0500000000
1.00L C FBC 0301000000
1.00L C E 0300000000
1.COL BC L,ACH 0 1400000000
.84: DD BD 0500000600
1.86 D C B B 03OOOOOOOO
1.COL BD AC 0 0300000000
1.00L BC AB 2 0400000000
.77: CF CDE 1501000100
1.COL C D D F 0200000000
1.00L BD AB L 0 2600000010
1.COL C B ! 0401000000
1.68L O CD 0501000000
1.00L D C 0200000000
3.20 CC L BA 0300000000
1.0OL BC AA J 0 0400010000
1,08 D FDD 1300000000
1.79 D F F 5480000040
1.COL C D F 0400000000
1.50 D E 6580000040
13,48 CFCC DBAA 0 0100000000
19,94 CECD BCAA 0 0100031000
1.26 E E F
1.COL C CB
.89: C D MB D
1.08 D G D
1.76 CC DCBB
1.00L D BH
1,50 CC J GDB
1.20 CC HCB
1.31: CC KJBB







2,04 F E E
1.10L C B




1.09L C A F
1,00L E B M




1,52 CC I GCB
,51: CD I CC
1,25 D K FC
.98 D E
1.88 CCiLD AB1,31 DC LCB
1.COL C F AC















































1.0OL B A MK
1.58L C AB:
1.55L C DE















.76: BCCD AACC 3 0401000100 01
1.04L C CD 0300000000
1.COL C A 0300000000
1.34L D C !0400000000
Sop
Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
4 13 118023K0 I 62
1 13 118026 KO 6 78
5 "13 118029 M0 8 72
1 13 118037 5 83
1 2 DO2864 11 101
6 13 118O44M0 2 48
3 9 U05376 46 145
3 9 U05378 34 141
2 13 118050K5 10 85
1 12 ZG 958+03 37 151
1 12 ZG 958+00 72 153
1 "41 09586+0543 37 12
2 12 ZG 1000+02 11 150
1 13 118081 K0 2 75
2 13 118053 K5 40 86
2 '41 10020+0545 5 7
i
2 I 13 118111 G5 10 62
1 12 ZG 1004+04 72 151
2 13 118118 K5 26 90
4 13 118120 M0 1 70
3 9 U05473 27 145
12 13 118135K0 1 67
3 13 118138 MO 1 75
12 13 118149M2 13 88
'1 13 118150K0 8 80
1 12 ZG 1008+08 39! 151
1 13 118151 KO 19 77
41 9 U05501 17 145
21 13 118164K0 1 58
2 12 ZG 1010+06 55 151
8
1 13 118171 G5 16 80
8 1 32 X1011+022 72 8
4 8 U05516 88 111
1 5 9 U05525 37 118
1 12 ZG 1012+05 49 151
3 12 ZG 1013+05 21 146
3 g U05543 34 146
C 1 32 X1014+021 124 12
4 1 13 118195 K2 29 77
8 1 32 X1014+015 23 8
2 13 118203 MO 11 88
5 9 U05561 9 133
1 13 1182121(2 14 80
1 12 ZG 1016+01 45 151
8
2 13 118221 K5 23 83
1 13 118232 K0 1 81
1 12 ZG 1018+06 22 151
2 13 118252MA 6 88
1 12 ZG 1019+00 5 151
4 13 118260K5 1 70
3 9 U05606 23 145
3 13= 118269 K0 5 62
1 13 118276 K2 82
1 : 12 ZG 1021+06 28 153
2 13 115275 K0 4 63
1 13 118281 K0 14 ; 66
4 12 ZG 1022+09 84 153
2 13 118285 K5 2 82
5 13 118286 M0 5 58
I t 13 118295K5 2 56[
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
369
Right Ascension: 10h23=48"-1 lh17"00" Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Position (I950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
8 a S Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 _m 25 pm 60 ttm
ham, ° , (s) (') ] b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
10238+0056 48.1 161244+46 65 12 1t2 2 .25L .34L .82
r0240+0`07 4.7 9 240+48 58 12 111 3 .25L .37L .57:
[0243+0O06 21.3 20 1245+46 41 7 112 2 1.74 .43: .40L
!0245+0419 33.8 17 240+49 71 37 112 2 .27L .65L .42L
0246+0146 41.7114'243+47 57 11 112 2 .40 .31L .40L
0248+0406 48.1]17 241+48 38 7 111 =3 .64 .34L .40L
0248+0t29 153.3156 244+47 37 12 112 2 .25L .45L 1.18
0246+0417 153.61 2 240+49 39 25 21 2 .25L .34L .85L
0249+0349 155.11 6 241+48 i 76 7 1t2 2 .52 .29L .40L
0254+0631 t29.1135 238+50 49 71113 .67 .34L .40L
1 i
0257+0914 144.0142 234+52 65 14 112 2 .62L .30L .59:
0267+0630 I43.6151 238+50 43 5 111 3 1.18 .40L .40L
0268+0613 ]49.2 / 9 239+50 60 14 1tl 3 .58L .35L .51
0275+0950 p0.5]25 234+52 60 17 112 2 .26L .32L .50
0278+0718 152.6144 237+51 32 7 111 3 .43 .42L .40L
0279+0224 154.9/33 243+48 57; 9 112 2 .67 .47L .46L
0260+0428 /4.3158 241+49 51 11 112 2 .26L .44L .89
0288+0936 149.4/34 235+53 36 5 112 3 5.80 2.79 .40L
0290+0306 ll.41 8 243+49 30 7 112 2 1.09 .38L .40L
0297+0454 ]43.318241+50 54 71122 .64 .33L .40L
.,o3o1+o,33,o,162235+504561123 66 38, 40,o30,+o72315171 o238+525711112274, 3,, 73o3o,+o 1598,37235+50so 51123 146 42 4o,o321+o71211 8,43239+624381122 300 78 4o,
0387+0849 [45.5/35 238+54 50 7 112 2 2.39 .68L .40L
0500+0003 [2.6152 252+50 44 5 113 2 4.08 .93 .40L
0531+0100 19.1113 252+62 42 5 113 2 .62 .28L .40L
0532+0215 114.2133i250+53 39 35 113 2 .25L .38L; A0L
0536+0042 136.5] 11252+52 28 4 113 2 1.65 .46 .40L
0569+0437 159.7|201248+55 41 5'113 2 .68 .33L .40L
.,,o571+o231/841251261+5073291132 66, 37L 4oL0579+0353,.2,151250+5537 1132 570 119 40,o579+o4381593,812.+55,, 121132 39, 4o, 6,
0586+0353 140.0,221250+55 51 10 113 2 .25L .36L 1.47
0596+0426 I41A] 6j249+55 43 6 113 = 2 2.54 .77: .40L
1010+0016 / 3.5/ 5j 255+52 27 7 113 2 2.28 .72L .40L
1013+0128 122.81 21254+53 75 31 113' 2 .27L .36L .40L
1017+0529 [43.21461249+56 26 5 113 2 2.49 .74 .40L
1018+0505 149.3/501249+56 34 11 113 2 .25L AgL 1.04
1019+0451 159.51241250+56 49 12 113 2 .28L .51L .85
t / i
1023+0,33 g 91132 26, 36L 1601024+0736 12 i 2 6+58 6 1t3 2 1.32 .42L .40L
1029+0021 57.0J111255+50 94 29 113 2 .44L .47L .40L
!032+0014 14.31 61256+53 25 10 113 2 .97L .91: 27.261034+0128 28.0J521254+54 7 113 2 4.66 1.t6 .40L
1039+0649 54.61541248+58 71 11 113 2 .30L .36L .71
1040+0209 0.7] 81254+54 65 8 113 i 2 .58 .37L .40L
1042+0657 17.61591248+58 i 70 7 113 2 .39 .27L .40L
1043+0213 20.5[361254+55 I 37 7 113 2 2.43 .66 .40L
1043+0726 21.51221247+58 I 45 10 113 2 1.34L .34L .74
10,5+0351391241262+,8!59141132 38, 62, 58
10,9+0300 59.1151 ]253+55 I 56 13 113 2 .26L .34L .70
1051+0042 6.31301256+53 I 99 19 113 2 .78L .35L .46
1054+0742 25.31451247+59 I 47 9 1132 .25L .93L 1.14
1058+0346 49.41 71252+56 I _ 8 113=2 .25L .97L 1.46
1059+0148 56.11431255+54 I 9 113 2 .53 .31L .40L
1059+0505 59.7]521251+57 i 58 17 113 2 .45L .36L .58:
1061+0032 7.6] 71256+54 i 30 12 113 2 .25L .27L 1.44
t063+0256 19.8154]253+55' 56 10 113 2 .41L .44L 1.26
1063+0042 22.4|57J256+54 59 14 113 2 .42L .27L .82
/ I
1068+0010 52.2J131257+53 58 13 113 2 .28L .36L .61:
1073+0730 21.2120]248+59 5E" 13 113 2 .25L .35L .56
1074+0044 24AJ17[256+54 56 26 113 2 .25L .30L .41L
1075+0531 30.2] 7,251+57 54 20 113 2 .76L .56L .45L
1075+0337 35.7J34j253+56 86 9 113 2 .35 .30L .40L
1078+0565 49.tl591251+57 57 10 113 2 .45L .34L .97
1079+0809 55.51461247+59 41 7 113 2 2.35 .99: .40L
1079+0420 59.61301252+57 52 17 113 2 .25L .30L .54
10,2+0543 15.0157/251+58 55 7 113 2 38 .29L .40L
1083+0651 22.2136/249+59 82 16 113 2 .46L .38L .49
.,lO85+0o1731,2,25/2,o+582781132 25L 66, 172
1100+0919 4.51361246+66 45 7 113 2 .43L .69: 3.05
110,+0049 26.51501257+54 46 30 113 2 .25L .30L .49L
110,+0045 49.71391257+54 68 30 113 2 .43L .31L .40L
1111+0012 11.7110/256+54 86 15 113 2 .42 ,39L .4OL
1112+0612 12.5J49|251+59 52 7 113 2 .48 .32L .40L
1112+0951 13.91281245+61 31 7 113 2 .25L .38L 1.95
1112+0038 16.8143i256+54 43 33 113 2 .25L .41L ,40L
1112+0433 17.41491253+57 29 10 1t3 2 .25L ,30L 1.16
1114+0624 24.3125J251+59 75:37 113 2 .25L .62L .40L
1114+0820 25.7 / 51248+60 63 : 8 113 2 2,24 .47L .40L
1116+0434 41.9119/253+57 ._86 13 113 2 .43 .26L .40L1117+0109 47.0126/257+55 6 113 2 1.69 .62L .40L
1119+0615 56.61601251+59 7 113 2 .74 .45L .40L
1129+0523 58.21161253+58 45 10 113 2 .26L .33L 1.59
1133+0011 19.2142/259+54 40 10 113 2 .25L .36L 1.70
1137+030, 43.11451256+57 48 12 113 2 .41L .42L .68
1140+0851 0.8126/248+61 83 33 113 2 .67L .62L .40L
1147+0217 42.7/7/257+56 38 9113 2 12.79 3.26 .61
1149+0449 54.81421284+5834 6 113 2 .31 ,66: 5.05
/ /
1149+0O05 58.81131260+55 71 15 113 2 .35L .43L .68
1155+0803 35.0114/250+61 50 10 113 2 .25L .27L .96
1160+0041 3.1129/259+55 83 16 113 2 .37L .41L .66
1161+0745 8.6156/250+61 50 15 113 2 .72L .59L .50L
1162+0053 15.9129/259+55 41 21 113 2 .25L .56L .75L
1163+0155 20.3j33/258+56 47 7113 2 1.66 .34: .40L
1166+0330 32.7117/256+57 49 13 113 2 .25L .32L t.58
1166+0,14 40.0112/255+58 61 12 113 2 .25L .39L .70
1166+0059 40.416O1259+56 56 9113 2 .44 .0,L .40L
1170+0247 0.61561257+57 95 13 113 2 .39L .73L A8
Flags
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L C NKBD






1.21 F I H
1.66L C B
1.0OL D B G
1.69 FC J BC
1.0OL B A N
1.0OL C E
1.17: CC CC
1.00L C B J
1.0OL C AGN
1,25L C MGB E
1,0OL _C1.0OL ! A J
1.00L C B




1.0OL B A B
1.00L DC AA
1.00L C B
1.48 D E E
1.OSL BD AB
1.10L C A
2.0, D I D
1.0OL BE AA































1.21 C I E E
1.06L C C
3.26 CC K CB
1.0`L CF AC





































GA I 0200000200AB 7 0500000000
A B I 0500000000
C D 4300000010


































4.76 EDD HBAA 1200000000
2.13 F MG 2480000230
2.48 D J F 2460000340
1.30L F EC 1662000000
2.53L C C I 1500000000
3.42 CD I AA 0200000000
2.05 D J G 5480000340
4.24 CD AA 0301000000
1.53 D G 1500000020
1.06L B AJ 2500000000
1.19L C C 0500000000
t.OOL B AD 2500000000
5.71L E BF H 2400000000
3.60 CC FAA 1400000000
3.29 CD CAA 5400000000
t.61 CC GEA 0300000000
1.43 C KE 1400000120
1.00L BCC AAC 0 1500000000
8.21 CEDD DBAA 0 0200000000
2.10: CD I GBB 1500000020
1.77 CC BB 1300000000
1.11L C FCE 6400000000
1.79 D MFED 1401000110
1.79 C GCB 3300000220
1.00L BEcD ABK 0 15000000003.95 MBA 0401000000
1.34: E F G BC 0500000000
1.0OL C B G 4400000000




Name Type (') Ma 8
12 ZG 1023+00 17 15_
3 9 U05661 22 13E
1 13 118304 K2 18 81
8
2 13 11830, K5 3 8_
1 13 118313 K5 9 81
8 ? 329 U05667 65 14EX1024 +042 65
1 13 118314 K0 2 71
2 13 118318 K2 8 8.=
t 13 118331 K2 12 77
1 13 t18340 G5 35 8_
1 13 118341 K0 21 7(;
1 12 ZG 1028+0, 63 156
1 8 EIC 260 8 10
t 13 118347 K0 3 65
1 13 118354 K0 10 71
2 13 118355 BOP 2 38
2 12 ZG 1030+07 62 151
1 2 DO 2959 67 103
5 13 118376 K0 5 51
3 13 118431 MA 13 82
3 13 118555 K5 3 65
2 13 118574 F2 12 60
1 13 1185771<0 2 68
1 13 118606 K5 3 80
4 13 116610 K0 6 5O
I
41 3 6 N3495 28 126
t 8 EIC 270 7 11
2 t3 116634 K0 10 66
2 13 118644 MA 10 77
4 9 U06134 20 140
3 12 ZG 1102+04 47 151
3 13 1186481=0 13 46
7 5 9 U06156 78 101
4 13 118655 MA 1 73
1 12 ZG 1103+06 10 156
1 13 118662 K0 7 80
13 1t8667 K2 22 83! 13 118668 G5 3 56
3 9 U06167 42 136
1 10 M+01-29--001 112
2 12 ZG 1105+03 22 146
1 2: DO 3050 71 105
3 9 U0O189 85 143
2 12 ZG 1106+00 58 148
2 12 ZG 1106+02 28 150
1 27 MKN1284 10
3 9 U06200 65 145
2 9 U06208 52 151
3 9 U0O212 16 140
3 13 118702 K5 6 78
1 12 ZG 1107+04 89 153
1 1 S LEO 3 4
4 9 U06245 32 133
2 13 118731 A0 2 53
2 13 118732 K5 16 83
4 9 U06259 43 138
3 9 U06260 49 148
8 1 12 ZGl115+00
1 12 ZG 1116+00
2 12 ZG 1116+07
C 2 t2 ZGl116+00
2 13 118778 K0
2 9 U06331
1 t3 118783 K0
3 13 118735 K0 7 58
1 13 118737 K2 29 80
1 13 118739 K2 13 82
1 13 118742 K0 11 75
3 9 U06282 65 141
1 2 DO 3073 54 103
1 10 M +01-29-025 116
4 13 118764 K5 7 53














Right Ascension: 11h17m30"-11h45m08 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected) V
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O I 12 p.m 25 ,u.m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
h m .... (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') iN (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags"
11175+0917 130.1'59 249+62 46 15 113 2 .35L .26L .82 2.26L C L CD 2400000100
11175+0555 31.5 24 254+59 31 6 113 2 3.41 1.10 .40L 1.21L BD AB 0 1600000000
11178+0351 51.1 40256+58 37 88 113 2 .31L .70 3.04 5.36 DDD EBAA )40100100011162+0039 12.2 53 1260+56 24 113 .35L 1.03L .63 1.26L F KBCD 2400000000
11183+0048 23.5 54 260+56 40 13 103 2 .25L .43L .79L 1 77 D GDCC 240100000011184+O415 25.8 5 256+58 29 10 113 .38L .34L 1.04 1.82: CF BB 1400000000
11165+0259 32.5 55 258+57 82 18 113 2 .25L .31L .43: 1.32: DC DC 0400000000
11185+0618 33.3 13 253+60 36 6 113 2 .90 .32L .40L 1.03L C A 2600000000
11185+0702 34.0 12 252+60 67 27 113 2 .43L .61L .40L 1.19 C I B 4400000040
11186+0430 40.6 33 256+59 48 15 113 2 .41L .48L .55 1.30. CF MI CD 1401000000
11187+0735 44.5 7 252+61 88 27 113 2 .31L .36L .40L 1.43 D B 2500000010
11189+0654 54.1 21 253+60 60 12 113 2 .31 .35L .41L 1.22L C F J 6400000000
11189+0412 55.9 37 256+58 45 7 1131 2 2.09 .62L .40L 1.00L D AD 1500000000
11199+0431 58.7 6 256+59 24 7 113 2 .88 .49 .84 2.15: CDCF BBCE 0 1501000100
11200+0323 3.5 32 258+58 74 14 113 2 .33L .39L .64 1.06L C CK 0400000000
11206+0651 40.8 36 253+61 67 ; 1113 2 .57 .28L .40L 1.00L C B 350000000011207+0024 43.9 28 261+56 44 _113 3.72 .95 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0400000000
11207+0607 46.0 34 254+60 61 14 113 2 .38L .40L .69 1.28: BFCC HBB 150000000011214+0140 28.6 57 260+57 23 6 113 2 2.41 .59 .40L 1.00L AC 0 0500000000
11218+0249 49.0 44 259+58 34 9 113 2 .29L .37L 1.03 1.71 CC NFAC 0400000000
11218+0336 49.4 14 258+58 35 13 113 2 .29L .58L .90 1.85 DC JCA 0400000010
11226+0600 36.4 55 255+60 23 7 113 2 1.16 .50L .68L 1.00L C BDHH 1500000020
11227+0512 43.1 57 256+60 87 17 t13 2 .28L .29L .52 2,02L C BE 0500(300600
11234+0215 27.8 18 260+58 60 21 113 2 .26L .80L .33: 1.10 FC EJ DC 1300000000
AC 0600000000
11237+0856 42.6 7 251+63 53 7 113 2 2.26 .56: .40L 1.00L CF B KI 011241+0317 11.9 11 259+59 46 7 113 2 .83 .56L .40 1.12 D I 1401010000
11242+0917 15.3 55 251+63 50 9 113 2 .60 .32L 2.11L 1.00L F J 0600000000
11245+0719 35.8 35 254+62 100 17 113 2 .30L .45L .57 1.00L D E 1600000010
11248+0138 49.1 57;261+57 81 9 113 2 .50 .36L .40L 1.12L E C M 0301000000
11250+0113 1.6 51 262+57 76 9 113 2 .63 .33L .40L 1.00L C B 1400000000
11253+0307 21.4 59 260+59 47 8 113 2 3.43 .92 .40L 1.62L BD AB E 0 1400001000
11255+0240 35.4 1 261+58 42 12 113 2 .25L .36L 1.39 2.25 CC BA 0500000000
11256+0920 37.7 16 252+63 82 13 113 2 .34L .64L .66 1.t3L C LB 0600200000
11256+0925 36.9 25 251+63 43 11 113 2 .35L .39L 1.01 2.26 CC DBB 0500100000
11257+0255 43.4 42 260+58 55 11 113 2 .46L .45L 1.66 2.88 DC MDAB 0300000000
11258+0940 49.1 57 251+64 51 10 113 2 .89L .52L 1.12 3.44 CC KFBB 0300000000
11258+0225 49.9 26 261+58 67 13 113 2 .83L .40L .62 1.02L D BC 0600000000
11258+0849 50.3 30 252+63 85 10 113 2 .34 .36L .40L 1.0OL C D 0500010000
11259+0922 58.3 49 252+63 33 16 !113 2 .25L .36L .76 2.07 CC BA 0500101000
11264+0923 28.3 12 252+63 60 11 113 2 .28L .48 3.74 7.11 DDD I DAA 0300000000
11272+0445 12.1 46 259+60 54 10 113 2 .29L .45L .73: 1.98 CD H BB 2400000000
11275+0933 31.9 7 252+64 40 7 113 2 32: .67L 3.84 10.60 F DD DBAA 0200020000
11279+0610 56.2 8 257+61 49 11 113 2 .42L .37L .74 .93: CE HBE 1500000000
11285+0324 32.6 23 261+59 54 15 113 2 .60L .33L .54 1.32L D CB 0500000000
11286+0455 40.8 54 259+60 99 17 113 2 .54L .6OL .42L 1.29 D GCEG 2300000000
11286+0901 52.3 37 253+64 42 9 113 2 5.06 1.74 .43L 1.00L BC AAM 0 0400000000
11291+0449 7.0 12 259+60 61 13 113 2 .4t .49L .40L 1.06L E EG 2400000000
11297+0104 46.5 56 264+58 63 9 113 2 .25L .84L 2.55 6.11 DD J HAA 1181000000
11302+0600 17.8 13 258+62 50 9 113 2i .27L .63L 1.21 2.73 CC LKAA 1300000000
11306+0740 36.0 50 256+63 84 11 113 2 .34 .32L .40L 1.18L C E 1500000000
11307+0338 44.2 32 261+60 28 10 113 2 .60 .46L .40L 1.00L F BE 0300010000
11310+0246 1.7 35 263+59 40_ 6 113 2 5.13 1.39 .44L 1.00L BC AAC 0 0500000000
11315+0151 31.634 264+58 53 1_ 113 2 .25L .40L .66 1.16: CC HBE )40000000011317+0320 47.616 262+60 48 i 113 .56 .56L .40L 1.00LIC B 0300000000
11324+0845 27.6 14 255+64 56 10 113 2 .41L .44L .61 1.31: CD BCA )400000000
11330+0024 3.4 6 266+57 64 14 113 2 .25L .32L .51 1.39 CC CC 0400000000
11336+0334 41.1 37 263+60 54 7 113 2 .53 .35L .40L 1.41L C CL L )300000000
11337+0052 47.7 19 266+58 88 13 113 2 .45 .32L .40L 1.00L C F 0300000000
11340+0622 1.3 52 259+62 54 8 113 2 .73 .81L .40L 1.00L C BC 1600000000
11343+0948 19.8 21 254+65! 23 6 113 2 13.05 4.89 .76 1.00L BCC !AAB 0 0400000000
11345+0307 32.1 23 264+60 47 8 113 2 .50L .38L 1.97 3.45 CD M AA O2(X)000000
11350+0012 2.E 44 267+58 65 20 113 2 .29L .44L .41 1.00L i E D 0300000000
11351+0227 9.E 3 265+59 52 7 113 2 1.41 .67L .40L 1.00L, C AH 0400000000
11352+0436 ,13.E, 4 262+61 24 6 113 I 2 5.71 2.49 .40L 1.00L BC AAE 0 030000000011355+0909 35.8 3 ;256+65 61 8 113 2 1.47 .36L .40L 1.00L C A 0500000000
11358+0824 53.3 39 257+64 35 8 113 2 62.34 15.62 2+77 1.20L BCD AAAC; 0 2500000000
11359+0646 57.0 46 260+63 76 9 113 2 .35 .36L .45L 1.48L C BI I 0500010000
11363+0351 21.2 33 263+61 42 14 113 2 .25L .37L .58 1.01 CC HCE 1400000000
11368+0802 53.3 51 258+64 44 17 113 2 .25L .33L .49: 1.00 DD BF 3500000010
11377+0622 42.5 5 261+63 56 12 113 2 .72L .42L .69 .98: CF I BD 0500000000
11377+0917 42.9 21 257+65 48 11 113 2 .76L .38L .91 2.59 CC JFBB 1500000000
11377+0121 44.2 18 267+59 6t 13 113 2 .25L .31L .87 1.38 CC EAB 0200000000
11376+0351 48.4 17 264+61 67 9 113 2 .41 .48L .40L 1.00L C BHN 1400000000
11378+0945 53.7 53 256+66 64 10 113 2 .43 .33L .40L 1.00L C B 1500000000
11382+0505 16.4 17263+62 48 14 113 2 .25L .38L .61: 1.44 CC GCC 1300000000
11384+0146 29.3 1:267+59 45 16 113 2 .28L .42L 1.04 1.04: CD EBF 0400000000
11385+0200 30.4 4266+60 94 19 113 2 .36L .33L °56 1.25L C DC 2400000000
11390+0450 1.2 29 263+62 33 10 ;113 2 .25L .35L 1.17 2.02: CF BB 0300000000
11396+0036 38.5 42 268+58 52 6 1113 2 .25L .85 3.89 4.51 DDD BAA I 0200000000
11399+0825 57.4 2 259+65 46 8 113 2 .25L .28L 1.19 1.97 CC I AB ' 1500000000
11407+0355 45.3 56 265+61 59 16 113 2 .27L .45L .50 1.00L C J DH 0400000000
11409+0913 58.4 7 258+66 45 20 114 2, .25L .50L .53L 1.34 C I ED 2400000000 i
11415+0927 35.4 32 258+66 51 9 113 2 .25L .31L .81 1.71 CC CB 2500000000
11424+0238 25.7 5 267+61 51 7 113 2 .43 .38L .40L 1.00L C B 0500000000
11425+0844 30.5 50 260+66 37 8 114 2 .27L .37L .80 2.91 CC KBAA 0200000000
11425+0151 31.2 30 268+60 73 10 113 2 .50 .32L .40L 1.07L C B 0500000000
11427+0832 43.6 4 260+65 57 6 114 2 .89 .44L .40L 1.00L C B 0400000000
11428+0926 50.7;26 259+66 48 10 114 2 .25L .36L 1.33 2.33 CD G JAB 1581110000
11428+0718 51.1 22 262+65 41 7 114 2 .57 .55L .40L 1.00L C BI 0400000000
11430+0923 0.6 51 259+66 42 9 114 2 .25L .46L 2.05 4.38 DD MAA 1400100000
11430+0330 1.2 33 267+61, 30 g 113 22 .25L .47L 3.24 5.86 DD FAA 0201000000
11432+0648 16.(] 35 263+64: ¢_ 114 42.92 10.85 1.76 1.00L BCC AAAG 0 040000000011433+0714 23.2 31 262+65 11 114 2 .25L .32L .71 1.34 CC CC 0400000000
11434+0159 26.4 2 269+60 67 14 113 2 .25L .51L .71 1.01: CC LCE 0500000000
11435+0727 31.3 13 262+65 42 7 114 2 4.15 1.05 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0400010000
11443+0152 20.(] 59 269+60 24 7 113 2 2.05 .52 .40L 1.00L BD _AB 0 0500000000
11444+0510 26.7 25 265+63 77 10 114 2 ,30 .96L .40L 1.07L D DJ M 0300000000
11445+0452 32.5 31 266+63 69 14 114 2 .39L .34L .55 1.07: CD HCB 030000010011445+0944 35.7 60 259+67 67 114 .53 .35L .40L 1.01L C A 1401000000





Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
18
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
AssociatiOns
C
# T Name Type Ma8
3 13 118795 MB 8 85
4 9 U06351 59 143
2 13 118804 A0 1 4C
1 13 118806 F8 33 6-=
3 13 118807 K5 20 8,=
1 10 M+01-29-038 134
1 t2 ZG 1120+03 60 15E
1 13 118823 G5 11 7C
3 13 116825 K0 6 6,_
1 12 ZG 1120+06 66 151
2 13 118831 G5 5 5,=
6 91 U06419 25 13(
1 13 118838 K2 3 8(
3 9 U06440 38 14_
2 13 118859 K0 3 67
3 13 118864 K0 4 6.=
13 118866 K5 26 8.=
13 118868 G5 7 7(
13 118871 K0 23 7.=
4 13 118875 K0 10 51
2 12 ZG 1125+09 30 141
3 9 U06470 53 14(
3 9 U06469 28 14_
4 9 U06474 17 12!
1 t3 118880 K2 21 8!
6 9 U06477 55 14,=
3 9 U06482 65 14:
2 12 ZG 1127+04 15 15_
2 6 N3705 9 12'
1 12 ZG 1128+03 54 15'
2 12 ZG 1128+04 19 15(
4 13 118903 M5 6 81
5 9 U06523 22 131
2 9 U06533 13 15
1 13 118917 K0 22 71
4 13 118923 K5 8 6_
1 13 118929 F5 6 5"
1 12 ZG 1132+08 55 15_
3 9 U06568 66 14',
1 13 118942 G5 10 7!
1 13 118944 K5 19 8!
1 13 118946 K0 26 7t
4 1 ZZ LEO 3
3 12 I ZG 1134+03 39 15_
1 13 118955 M2 7 8
4 13 118958 M5 4
3 13 118961 K0 12 8
6 13 118965 MB 7 5:
3 12 ZG 1136+03 1
2 12 ZG 1138+06 51 ' 15
3 9 U06633 25 13
2 13 118982 K5 20 8
1 12 ZG 1138+05 29 15
1 12 ZG 1138+01 10 15
1 12 ZG 1136+02 8 15
5 9 U06665 55 i 13
i
3 9 U06695 24 13
13 19024 K5 28 8
3 9 U06722 12 14
13 119026 K5 11 8
2 13 119029 A3 17 5
3 9 U06730 48 13
1 13 119030 K0 19 7
2 9 U06734 13 15
2 12 ZG 1143+03 37 14
7 13 119035 M0 13
4 13 ; 119038 M0 13
1 8 EIC 293 6











ham. 8 a .% Coords SMJ SMN (0) O 12 /_m• , (s) ( 1 b £3 ('3 N
11453+0831 21.3 21 261+66 56 9 114 2 .40
11465+0527 32.2 L_ 266+64 56 8 114 2 1.3111472+0024 13.6 272+59 56 9 114 2 .89L
11479+0650 58.646 265+65 48 9 114 2 .25L
11479+0505 59.7 1 267+63 59 15 114 2 .34L
11481+0202 73 36 271+61 37 6 114 2 5.22
11490+0709 0.5 15 285+65 37 6 114 2 1.93
11501+0200 11.6 56 271+61 41 12 114 2 _ .25L
11510+0947 5.6 12 262+68 52 14 114 2 .43L
11511+0851 6.1 10 264+67 75 9 114 2 .34
11515+0509 31.2 27 269+64 61 ; i114 2 1.3411518+0952 54.0 51 263+68 30 1 114 .25L
11524+0843 28.922!265+67 43 7 114 2 2.25
11525+0135 3L4 351273+61 79 6 114 2 .81
11530+0130 3.5 44 273+61 52 24 114 2 .26L
11533+0701 22.9 33 268+66 37 9 114 2 .25L
11538+0402 49.8 54 271+63 18 11 1141 2 .25L
11543+0859 19.2 21 265+68 53 15 114 = 2 .31L
11544+0241 25.7 16 273+62 74 9 114 2 .43
11545+0124 32.3 9 274+61 24 6 1114 2 .25L
11546+0744 52.7 20 267+67 45 9 't14 2 .44L
11551+0715 11.e 13 '268+66 52 7 114 2 1.01
11552+0916 13.8 14 '266+68 69 11 114 2 .43
11555+0749 34.2 39 268+67 50 7 114 2 .41
11556+0345 39.3 42 272+63 4t 5 114 2 6.74
11556+0106 40.3 49 275+61 49 6 114 .46
11564+0600 26.9 39 270+65 45 11_ 114 .32L
11564+0048 28.4 42 275+61 i L_ 113 2.07
11568+0206 50.1 20 275+62 5 114 1.85
11569+0707 58.3 43 269+66 54 13 114 .46L
11571+0854 8.7 41 267+68 46 19 114 2 .25L
11573+0356 22.6 6 273+63 67 11 114 2 .32
11577+0521 42.5!16 272+65 51 10 114 2 .26L
11579+0422 58.642 273+64 59 6 1t4 2 1.28
11582+0653 16.946 270+66 57 7 t14 2 .90
11588+0647 53.9 6 271+66 481 6 114 2 .52
11597+0437 43.7 7 274+64 23i 11 114 2 .25L
11597+0050 47.2 37 277+61 39 8 113 2 1.09
12000+0820 1.4 57 269+68 21 6 114 2 3.74
12001+0215 7.8 23 276+62 37 7 113 2 ,32L
12005+0009 30,2 24 278+60 36 10 114 2 .29L
12012+0429 15.4 55 274+64 81 17 114 i .30L12017+0512 45.1 37 274+65 39 6 114 3.20
12020+0254 1.6 0 276+63 33 9 1t3 30.45
12020+0326 4.3 20 276+64 64 7 113 2 .73
12021+0351 9.2 9 276+64 62 9 113 2 .44
12026+0227 38.636 277+63 69 10 113 2 .50
12026+090039.936270+6937 !i114 2 7.79
12029+0414 57.0 34276+64 47 113 .56
12030+0916 4.1 32 270+69 29 1 114 2 .31L
12050+0258 3.6 17278+63 46 7 113 2 .25L
12056+0309 37.4 26 278+64 29 8 113 2 .40L
12057+0356 44=9 16 277+64 69 8 113 2 .42
12058+0236 53.3 31 279+63 50 17 113 2 .27L
12061+0323 9.8 7 278+64 62 10 113 2 32
12071+0210 8.0 34280+63 81 12 113 2 2.10
12072+0827 13.8 21 274+69 62 6 114 2 .65
12074+0605 26.0 34]276+67 90 12 113 2 .33
12076+0942 39.1 42t272+70 59 11 114 2 .40L
12084+0859 28.7 43 274+69 58 9 114 2 .58
12087+0852 43.8 52 274+69 70 8 113 2 .36
12088+0026 53.3 6 282+61 61 a9 1132 .5312ooo+o25209 55 280+64 23 ° 113 . 3612104+0719294 3 277+6627 9 1132 .56L
12105+0605 35.5 49 278+67 24 15 113 2 .42L
12112+0305 12.2 21 281+64 32 6 113 2 .25L
12113+0258 20.2 24 281+64 66 14 113 2 .31L
12113+0232 22.7 14 281+64 58 8 113 2 30
12121+0605 6.1 6 279+67 38 8 113 2 ,25L
12129+0951 57.3 45 275+71 41 8 113 2 .54L
12134+0127 29.1 31 283+63 37 12 113 2 .25L
12137+0630 42.6 3 280+67 53 g ,113 2 .36
12139+0111 54.6 20 284+62 39 , 1113 ,: .67
12140+0744 2,6 281279+69 61 20 _113 2 .42L
12146+0357 36.3 27 282+65 33 9 113 2 .25L
12153+0733 23.3 23 280+69 58 14 113 2 .27L
12155+0625 30.7 26 281+66 21 10 113 2 .25L
12156+0801 39.9 29 279+69 92 18 113 2 .28L
12159+0820 54.2 37 279+69 55 7 113 2 .42
12163+0317 18.7 19 284+65 65 13 113 2 .47L
12163+0627 23.3 34 281+68 45 14 113 2 .25L
12164+0126 29.4 27 285+63 74 12 113 2 .27
12166+0408 36.2 3 283+65 55 11 113 2 .42L
12171+0548 8.3 49 282+67 83 27 113 2 .31L
12173+0912 19.5 59 279+70 47 11 113 2 .26L
12173+0537 22.3 17 283+67 45 9 113 2 .59
12175+0757 34.8 52 281+69 58 16 113 2 .25L
12177+0539 47.2 51 283+67 73 17 113 2 .27L
12177+0335 47.7 26 264+65 29 7 113 2 5.99
12178+0503 51.2 24 283+66 65 13 113 2 .25L
12164+0400 27.8 5 284+65 58 11 113 2 .43L
12193+0237 23.9 27 266+64 57 11 113 2 .30L
12194+0444 24.1 52 264+66 28 10 113 2 .49L
12195+0919 34.6 2 281+71 42 13 113 2 .25L
12196+0725 38.6 21 282+69 38 10 113 2 .25L
12196+0507 41.7 58 284+67 40 6 113 2 10.25
12198+0450 53.0 22 285+66 71 14 113 2 .45L
12199+0535 58.2 8 264+67 81 9 113' 2 .43
12201+0936 9.1 36 281+71 33 9 113 2 .30L
12203+0611 21.9 53 264+66 64 9 113 2 .42






25 Fm 60 Fm 100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A Set)
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" 5 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.33L .40L 1.10L D D 0401000010 2 13 119058A0 11 51
.49: .40L 1.00L CE AB 6 0500000000 1 13 119061 K0 16 66
.35L 1.42 1.30 CC M AB 0300000000
L03L 1.27 3.15 CC KAB 0300000000 3 9 U06809 25 138
.29L .69 1.17: CE DD 0400000000
1.23 .40L I.OOL BC AA 0 0300001000 4 13 119076 F8 7 37
.62: .40L 1.OOL BE AB 1 0400000100 3 13 119080 K5 9 75
.29L .73 1.58 CD I BB 0400000000 4 9 U06654 7 143
.35L .62 .86: C C C C 0400000000
.28Li .40L 1.00L E DE 1500010000 13 11OO99G5 11 85
.53L .40L 1.OOL C ADD 0300000000 3 13 119101 K5 7 78
.34L .81 1.27: CD I BC 1400000000
.65L .40L 1.OOL D AC 03000000001 3 13 119111 K0 5 55
.48L .40L 1.OOL F BF 1300000000' 11 13 119112 K5 22 85
.42L .43L 1.13 C JES 1300000000 3 9 U06903 85 I 141
.45L 1.76 6.37 DD CBA 0100000100 4 9 U06OO6 78 i 128
.65L 1.48 3.48 DD CAA 0200000000 12 ZG 1153+04 60 t 156
.32L .45 1.58 CC G DC 0300000000
.37L .40L 1.00L F C ' 0500000000 13 119126 K2 21 8t
.42L 3.29 7.53 CD EEAA 1100000000
.51L 1.63 2.73 CC CAA 0100000000 2 12 ZG 1154+07 80 151
.55L .40L 1.OOL C AN 0300001000 2 13 119134 K0 4 75
.32L .40L 1.00L C C 0300000000 1 13 119136 K0 15 78
.31L .40L 1.OOL C B 0200020000 1 2 DO3170 22 95
1.74 .40L 1.OOL BC AAI 0 0400000000 4 13 119139M0 13 68
.34L .40L 1.00L C BK 0300000000 1 13 119138 K0 17 76
.80L .53 1.17L C GB B D 05OO000OOO
.50: .40L 1.00L CD AC K 0 0300000000 2 13 119147K0 21 65
.65L .40L 1.OOL B AB 0400000000 2 13 119150K0 2 70
.42L .78 1.63: CF HDBC 0201000000 1 12 ZG 1156+07 77 153
.46L .48L 1 21 D HCC 1300000000 1 12 ZG 1157+08 52 155
.35L .40L 1.OOL' C D 0400000000 2 13 119156 A0 9 51
.29L .90 1.77 CC EBC 0300000000
.46L .40L 1.OOL C AH 1400000000 2 13 119163 MA 6 52
.39L .40L 1.OOL E BH 0200000000 2 13 119164A3 28 45
.28L .40L 1.OOL C D 0200000000 1 13 119170 K2 3 83
.31: .76: 1.80 EDC FCC 1300000000 3 9 U07015 65 141
.46L .4OL 1.00L C AD 0400000000 1 13 119176 K2 7 80
.95 .40L 1.00L!SC D AA J 0 0300000000 3 13 119180MA 4 83
.93 6.82 t3.80 DD 1 BAA 0100010000 5 9 U07021 73 135
.36L .74 .93: F F S B 0400000000
.43L .41 1.31L C EG 1300000000 3 9 U07037 39 146
.79 .40L 2.28L BC AB N 1 0200000000 4 13 1192OOMA 2 75
18.30 3.08 1.30L BCD AAAF 0 0400000000 26 5 13 119203MA 14 90
.56L .40L 1.06L C BF 0201000000 1 13 119204 K2 15 60
.38L ' .40L 1.18L C C 0200000000 1 13 119207 K0 4 71
.38L .40L 1.46L F D 0401000000 1 13 119212 K0 24 82
1.97 .40L 1.40L SC AAHK 0 1300000000 4 13 119213G5 12 41
.31L .40L 1.00L D B 0400000000 1 13 119215 M0 18 87
.37L .52L 1.72 C NJ EA 13OO000100 3 12 ZG 1203+09 43 150
.77L 1.90 5.56 DD CBA 1300000000 4 9 U071tl 40 130
1.21 5.98 10.96 CDD I AAA 1200000000 5 9 U07116 39 131
.30L .40L 1.00L C B 0400000000 2 13 119237 K5 7 85
.77L .40: 1.02 EC I EC 1500000000
.66L .40L 1.09L C EE J 0501000000 1 13 119239K2 26 85
.70: .40L 1.21L BE AE 4 1400000000 2 t3 119245 K0 6 60
.30L .40L 1.00L C BM 0200000000 2 13 119247 MA 15 90
,39L .40L 1.00L C D I H 0400000000
.36L 1.01 1.06: CD KJ BC 0300000000
.37L .40L 1.22L C CI 0300000000 I 13 119256 K0 6 82
.32L .40L 1.07L C D 0300000000 13 119258 KO 23 85
.50L .40L 1.0OL C SM 0400000000 1 13 119259 K0 25 80
.65L .40L 1.GOt C CC K 0400000000 13 19261 K 31 88
.46: 4.31 10.07 DDD DEAA 0100000000 4 9 U07219 9 131
•35: .56: 1.24 EDD J CEF 1400000000
.63 8.36 g.91 CCD BAA 0100000000
.34L 30 1 .OOL C C E 0300000000 !
.74L .40L 1.0OL C BC 0300000000 13 119278 G5 7 i 70
.33L 1.81 4.88 CD BA 1200000000 10 M+01-31-029 91
.35L 3.03 7.46 DD HFAA 1200000000 4 9 U07268 42 136
.35L 34 1.33 CC BCi 0300000000
.34L .40L 1.00L C C 0300000000 13 119299 K0 6 85
.42L .60L 1.06L C A F 0100000000
.31L .40L 1.02 C HMAD A 1400000000 4 9 U07292 48 133
.31L 1.66 3.88 DD 0300000000 4 9 U07309 33 133
.40L .61 1.65 DE J EBB 1302001000 3 6 N4247 33
.87 2,48: 3.33: DDD FBAB 3200000000 3 6110773 65
.45L .45 1.22L D CD 1100000000
.34L ,40L 1.00L C B 0100010000 1 13 119318K0 7 80
.35L .91 1.56 DC CB 0200000100 1 12 ZG 1216+03 22 153
.34L .53L 2.02 C CB 3100000100 4 g U07349 28 146
.37L .40L 1.00L C D 0400010000 1 13 119325 K0 31 80
.32L .75 1.00L C AC 1300000000 6 9 U07354 4 145
.37L ,40L 1.63 C C 3400000000 4 9 U07368 37 150
.44L .92 1.05L E D B B 0400000000
1.17 9.89 21.68 CCDD BBAA 0 3180001000 5 g U07380 30 123
.33L .53L 1.54 C DEB 1300000000 3 9 U07385 19 141
.29L 39: 1.55: CF DB 3400000000 4 9 U07389 15 125
1.41 .47L 1.00L EC AAE 0500000000 5 13 119341 K0 3 50
.39L .58 .80: C D B E 1400000000
.35L .84 2.42 CD CA 1500000000 4 9 U07403 34 150
.40L .62 1.26 CC ECA 0300000000 1 121 ZG 1219+02 27 155
.61L 23.52 61.69 FDGGFA 2100022200 7 4 6 N4303 40 103
._L 84 4.02 CD AA 0300o1oooo 4 9=007431 21 133
.26L .91 2.08 CC HBB 0300000000 4 9' U07435 55i 143
2.70 .40L t.ooL BC AAC O 2500001000 01 5 13J 119357 MB 4 82
.44L .54: 1.19: CD GCB 1500000000 4 91 U07439 27 148
.38L .40L 1.04L C B 2400000000 3 131 119360 F8 16 65
.37L 1.63 5.70 CC GDA A 0300000000 3 9 ! U07447 50 140
.37L .4gL 1.00L C CHI J 0300010000 2 13 119365 K5 2 86





Right Ascension: 12h20_33"-12h46"03" Declination: 0"-+ 10"
Position (1950)
Name






12216+0614 38.457285+68 35 61132
12217+0848 42.251283+70 62151132
12220+0139 5.9 48 288+63 49 6 113 2
12223+0743 20.5 23 284+69 48 9 113 2
12226+0102 40.6 47 288+63 36 S 113 2
12227+0512 42.7 14 286+67 84 19 113 2
12227+0601 44.610286+68 63151132
12231+0050 8.859289+63 25 81132




12240+0810 0.417285+70 55 81132
12240+0414 2.132287+66 25 81132
12242+0811 13.347205+70 48 91132
12242+0909 14.418284+71 47271132
12244+0246 25.114289+65 31 81132
12246+0609 36.820287+68 77171132
12246+0941 40.737284+71 37111132
12248+0632 52.921287+68 61 111132
12249+0817 54.628285+70 69 91132
12251+0853 9.016285+71 54 61132
12256+0722 36.98286+69 55111132
12260+0932 5.523285+71 21 71132
12262+0647 14.312207+69 56131132
12264+0350 25.445289+66 35 71132
12265+0219 32.646290+64 32 71132
12269+0901 55.537286+71 41 101132
12270+0806 4.93207+70 44 81132











































12277+0441 47.8 34 290+67 27 6 113 2 249.24
12278+0431 53.4 22 290+67 44 10 113 2 .25L
12280+0347 1.3 5 290+66 54 9 113 2 .38
12280+0133 1.7 0 291+64 47 13 113 2 .31L
12282+0520 12.3 49 289+67 68 8 113 2 .45
12288+0752 48.5 52 288+70 24 7 113 2 4.67
12291+0412 7.0 29 291+66 37 9 113 2 .25L
12293+0559 19.0 7 290+68 49 7 113 2 .66
12297+0017 47.5 18 293+62 58 16 113 2 .25L
12301+0023 11.2 26 293+63 32 10 113 2 .31L
12304+0016 26.8 54 293+63 61 13 113 2 .94L
12306+0731 35.6 33 290+70 28 6 113 2 9.77
12306+0806 37.9 37 289+70 66 14 113 2 .44L
12308+0856 53.712289+71 34' 9113 2 ,36L
12309+0757 59.919290+70 61' 61132 .72
12310+0429 4.345292+67 40 81132 .38
12311+0926 8.1158289+72 3611 1502 .25L
12315+0758 30.825290+70 44 71132 .33L
12315+0255 34.947293+65 20 51132 1.01
12317+0644 46.438291+69 45 71132 .50L
12318+0828 48.316290+71 35 91132 .25L
12310+0227 52.757293+65 25 71132 1.41:
12319+0800 58.340290+70 56 61t32 .83
12320+0336 6.0 4293+66 57 121132 .31L
12321+0002 7.422294+62 34 61132 5.10
12321+0726 7.5 2291+70; 50 81132 .25L
12321+0916 11.554290+71 71 131132 .28L
12326+0003 37.7 8294+62 61 111132 .25L
12327+0407 43.241293+66 38 91132 .62
12331+0518 6.E 56293+68 62 151132 .39L
12331+0003 8.138294+62 34 91132 .25L
12333+0536 21.5! 57293+68 36101132 .39L
12348+0525 48.4 5294+68 62 10 113 I 2 .29L
12352+0538 15.436 294+68 41 8 113 2 .26L
12355+0014 33.8'38 296+63 75 16 113 2 .82L
12356+0215 39.5'21 295+65 43 10 113 2 .65
12358+0207 49.1147 1295+65 26 6 113 2 19.67
12359+0435 55637 295+67 49 13 113 2 .87L
12359+0715 57.6=46 294+70 26 6 113 2 17.51
12366+0617 39.7' 13 295+69 54 11 113 2 .27L
12371+0726 6.7 35 294+70 31 7 113 2 .33L
12371+0841 9.4 50 294+71 63 13 113 2 .25L
12377+0848 42.6 4 294+71 69 9 113 2 .28
12389+0908 54.0 60 295+72 51 13 113 2 .37L
12392+0609 16.2 37 296+69 57 11 113 2 1.35
12397+0433 44.6 53 297+67 46 7 113 2 .90
12399+0456 57.8 43 297+67 54 7 113 2 .62
12399+0414 58.0 1 297+67 32 7 113 2 .27L
12399+0Oll 58.6 38 298+63 46 8 113 2 .37L
12407+0215 43.7 21 298+65 25 14 113 2 .25L
12418+0048 50.1 49299+63 64 8 113 2 2.47
12430+0756 4.551299+70 78 9 113 2 .86
12432+0628 16.67299+69 63171132 .38L
12435+0743 30.81299+70 43 7i1132 1.18
12438+0948 51.251 _299+72 39 6j 2113 2.19
12445+0920 30.5151299+72 54101132 1.45
12447+0425 45.83' 300+67 21 6 '1132 229.81
12449+0318 55.436301+66 58 111132 .25L
12452+0436 13.240301+67 54 101132 .25L
12453+0350 16.348301+66 40 71132 7.58
12468+0845 50.641301+71 70 171132 .25L
12458+0426 51.5 9301+67 67 171132= 1.05L
12460+0923 3.258301+72 57 131132! .72L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.89 E D D A 2300000000
9.14 EDD J DAA 0100000000
1.09: DD LEEC 0500010000
4.26 DD FBA 0200000000
1.49: CF E AD 0400000000
t.00L BC AAG 0 0300000000
1.56 CC J BB 22OOOOOOOO
1.00L BE AC 00300000000
2.85 CD 1 BA 0201000100
1.76 BBDC AAAB 4 0300000000 04
1.37 C GD A 120OO00000
1.37: CC I CC 0300000000
6.13 CDD EAAA 0100000000
5.17 DD M AA 0100000000
1.77 CC C BD 1300000000
2.00 C HCB 128O000000
1.05: C E C C 1300000000
tOOL C D 1300100000
5.90 EDD FBAA 0200000000
2.90 CD JSB 1200100000
1.91 C L C 1400000O00
7.08 CD KGAA ! 0100000000
1.15: DD GDD 0400000000
6.07 DD DAA 1200000000
4.01 CD DBA 0300010000
1.24L C DJ 03000000OO
1.00L C AF 1300000000
1.00L C F K 0300000000
4.49 FCD DAA 1300000000
1.19 CC EBC 0200000000
9.76 DDD FCAA 0100000000
2.91 CDDD BBAA 0 0300001000
3.05 C D BA 0300000000
4.49 CD I FAA 0200000000
1.00L BE AC 0 0400000000
1.08: CD KGBE 0300000000 i
1.00L D EDJ 0500100000
7.65 BBDD AAAA 0 031001000015
3.74 OD GBA 0400000100
1.15L C D 0400100000
tOOL D DCBD 0300000000
1.00L C B 0300000000
1.0OL BC AAH 00300000000
9.96 DD BBA 0200000100
1.00L C BGI 0500000000
1.91 DC DAB 1500000000
14.85 DDF I BAA 11C1021000
1.06L D L CF 1401010000
1.00L DCC AAB 0 0500000000
1.00L C L DF 1400000000
6.00 FDD HCAA 1181000000
1.00L D A H 0400000000
1.00L C B M 0500000000
4.05 CD FCBA 0101000100
15.97 FDD ECAA 0100010000
63.52 CCDC CBAA 0 1101022100
15._I DDD BBAA 1100002000
21.40 DE BDB 2201021220
44.98 CCEE AAAA 0 0100000100
1.0OL C A 1400000000
1.30 CE G DB 0300000000
1.00L BCC AAD 0 1300000000
2.30 CD MBA 0100000000
1.56 CC ;F BB 0300000000
1.67 DC i L B B 1300000000
1.00L C IBEKI 0400000000
1.19L D I CE 0300000100
3.40 C D B A A 1200000000
1.20L C I B E 0300000000
1.05L C DA D 0300000000
4.48 CO GKAA 0200000000
1.38L, E BDD 0300000000
1.00L C BC O3OOOOOOOO
1.00L BBD AAC 0030000100017
1.72 C I DBA 1300000000
tOOL BCC AABK 0040000000017
1.62 CC KBB 0100000000
5.16 CC I FAA 0100000000
.95: CD DC 0300000000
1.13L C DB 0400000000
1.00L C H EC 1400000000
1.15L C AL F 0200000000
1.00L CF AJ F 00400000000
1.00L F B J 0400010000
5.56 DCC FBAA 2100000000
10.84 DD E BA 0200020000
1.90 CC GDB 0300000000
1.00L BD AB 0 1301002000
1.45L C BJ G, 0200000000
1.00L C DE C 0400000000
1.00L CD AB K 0 0100000000
1.10L BD AB 0 1300000000
1.22L CD AC I 010400000000
3.87 BBDC AAAA 0'i 022000000044
1.41: CD EBB 1300000000
2.16 C C G B A 0200000000
1.00L B C A A 0 0400000000
1.83 C DB 1200000100
1.07L C I C 0300000000
1.33 CC FFCA 0400000000
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 0
! 4 9 U07451 55 125
4 9 U07458 49 148
4 9 U07465 19 135
9 U07477 30 14113 119372 MB 3 80
9 U07482 10 14313 119381MA 21 78
i 9 U07492 57 1411 SS VIR 1 4
4 9 U07497 17 131
3 9 U07496 39 138
i 6 9 U07515 77 1234 9 07513 52 143
3 613322 16
I 3 9 U07522 26 150
i 2 12 ZG 1223+04 56 151
1 13 119397 K2 6 80
4 9 U07536 45 131
4 9 U07541 23 135
4 9 U07546 57 143
4 9 U07549 22 126
3 9 U07556 23 143
5 9 U07561 30 131
5 9 U07566 26 133
1 13 119407 K2 16 83
3 13119413 K0 8 63
1 13 119417 K5 12 85
4 9 U07600 24 133
3 6 N4453 37
4 9 U07609 26 118
9 "281226+02OSO 10 130
4 9 U07622 43 126
4 9 U07627 73 128
2 13 119430 K0 12 86
6 13119433 MC
4 9 U07647





1 13 119440 K0 i 39 81
4 13 119453 K5 i 6 61
6 9 U07668 34 133
1 13 119455 K2 11 78
1 12 ZG 1229+00 19 166
1 4 9 U07694 36 123
5 13 119463 MC 3 91
3 12 ZG 1230+08 36 150
4 6 N4519 62 126
1 13 119466K0 5 68
I 13 119470 K0 5 82
4 9 U07711 65 136
4 9 U07716 27 106
3 5 9 U07721 21 123
2 4 9 U07726 33 123
D 5 9 U07727 17 111
2 6 N4536 25 111
1 13 119479 K2 2 68
2 12 ZG 1232+03 4 148
3 9 U07736 23 141
2 12 ZG 1232+09 10 153
4 9 U07749 27 14C
1 2 DO3253 52 108
1 12 ZG 1233+00 49 151
4 9 U07794 62 131
3 9 U07800 50 148
2 13 119507 K2 6 8_¢
6 13119508 MO 1 6C
4 9 U07804 45 135
6 13 119509 M4E 2 61
3 9 U07821 36 141
1 12 ZG 1237+07 27 i 15_
I
1 , 13 119523G5 7 85
2' 1!! 119537 K5 10 611 119542K2 17 7,1 DO 3274 73 10(:
4 ; 9 U07871 30 13E
U07895 75 11_
2 13 119565 MA 29 8-"
2 13119574 A5 11 51
1 12 ZG 1243+06 23 15,=
2 2 [:)03280 37 10,=
2 13 119580 K0 8 ' 5_
2 13 119586 K0 3 7'1 RU VIR 3
2 12 ZG 1244+03 42 15(9 U07961 43 14.=
6 13 119596 M0 6 6(
4 9 U07970 65 12'
3 12 ZG 1246+09 42 16(
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
373




12451+0416 8.9 9 301+67 87 13 113 2
12462+0738 14.7 11 301+70 43 8 113 2
12466+0339 38.4 40 302+66 55 10 113 2
12473+0306 19.6 58 302+66 69 28 t13 2
12474+0534 25.4 52i302+68 53 _ 113 _12476+0751 41.4 2 302+70 43 113
12478+0629 49.0 _ 302+69 48 113 212485+0549 33.6 303+68 50 7 113 2
12486+0507 40.6 45 303+68 52 10 113 2
12487+0235 44.8 31 303+65 62 17 113 2
12490+0319 3.8 41 303+66 36 10 113 2
12490+0811 5,3 27 303+71 50 11 L113 2
12492+0641 12.5 28 303+69 36 9 113' 2
12492+0228 13.3 16 303+65 35 8 113 2
12495+0612 33.2 40 303+69 54 7 113 2
12507+0444 i42,0 2 304+67 50 9 113 2
12507+0132 47.8 26 304+64 42 9 113 2
12511+0430 6.2 39 304+67 75 12 113 2
12512+0203 13.2 22 304+65 64 8 113 2
12513+0958 19.3 53 305+73 30 8 114 2
12517+0537 43.255 305+68 64 16 113 2
12523+0255 18.4 2 305+66 61 13 113 _2
12526+0023 37.8 21 305+63 59 14 113 I 2
12526+0310 38.2 32 305+66 25 13 113 ! 2
12526+0319 38.2 15 305+66 57 9 113 i 2
H
Galactic Uncegtaimy C



























12530+0019 5.1 29 305+63 57 11 113 2
12532+O434 15.9 32 306+67 36 9 113 2
12534+0852 25.8 43 306+71 80 22 113 2
12535+0253 32.9 48 306+65 55 25 113 2
12537+0544 47.8 52 306+68 50 11 113 2 .25L
12540+0935 3.8 20 307+72 589 114 2 .40
12542+0611 14.5 6 307+69 5914 113 .56L2
12542+0844 15.8 32 307+71 54 ! 10 113 2 .25L
12547+0905 44.5 13 308+72 76 ! 17 114 2 .25L
12551+0825 8.1 39 308+71 84 15 114 2 .39L
12554+0150 27.9 42 307+64 33 7 113 2 .44
12557+0348 42.4 10 307+66 52 10,113 2 .33L
12562+0828 17.0 49 309+71 35 8 114 2 4.09
12563+0315 23.2 1 307+66 60 13 113 2 .45L
12570+0819 2.0 12 309+71 73 14 1114 2 .38L
12572+0947 15.8 37 310+72 65 8 J114 2 .73
12574+0219 24.3 9 308+65 66 15 ! 113 2 .29L
12575+0034 31.4 34 308+63 46 8 113 2 3.56
12578+0352 57.4 25:309+66 47 7 113 2 2.19
12580+0246 5.8 12 308+65 20 7 1t3 2 .34
12583+0548 23.8 17 309+68 59 12 113 2 .32L
12584+0014 25.0 25 308+63 38 8 113 2 .95L
12589+0147 56.5 27 309+64 38 7 113 2 5.14
12592+0436 17.7 5 310+67 39 8 113 2 1.00L





13001+0527 6.1 14 310+68 39 7 113 2 462.20
13003+0349 21.5 8 310+66 59 22 113 2 .41L
13009+0510 55.3 35 311+68 24 8 113 2 5.82
13014+0720 24.2 12 312+70 37 8 114 2 19.50
13017+0929 45.8 23 313+72 79 21 114 2 .25L
13020+0449 1.9 45 311+67 59 13 113 2 .39L
13023+0405 19.8 46 311+66 40 13 113 2 .25L
13031+0830 7.0 35 314+71 87 17 114 2 .36L
13034+0017 26.5 31 311+63 65 15 112 2 .39L
13039+0038 59.4 48 311+63 82 12 112 2 .57L
13043+0751 23.1 11 314+70 58 14 114 2 .32L
13044+0459 24.3 41 313+67 41 9 t13 2 .67L
13051+0636 7.0 14 314+69 65 15 114 2 .25L
13052+0328 12.3 56 313+66 34 10 112 3 .43L
13059+0953 55.4 51 317+72 48 7 114 2 .55
13065+0449 31.6 19 314+67 64 11 113 2 .25L
13065+0713 31.8 50 315+69 56 t2 1t4 2 .26L
13066+0324 36.9 22 314+66 74 8 112 2 .38
13069+0156 59.0 23 313+64 53 12 1t2 2 .41L
13074+0858 29.1 44 317+71 82 14 114 2 .25L
13089+0149 55.5 28 314+64 67 15 112 2 .39L
13089+0656 58.5 1 317+69 62 8 114 2 .41
13090+0055 5.1 37 314+63 52 14 1t2 2 .25L
13095+0955 30.0 2 319+72 78 12 114 2 .44L
13095+0547 34.6 35 317+68 48 15 112 3 .25L
13096+0624 41.4 54 317+68 73 8 114 2 .38
13101+0459 10.6 32 317+67 54 11 112 2 .25L
13108+0619 49.8 13 318+68 38 18 112 2 _25L
13108+0903 52.2 44 320+71 39 6 114 2 1.17
13112+0715 13.6 15 319+69 29 7 112 3 .25LI
13114+0143 25.1 13 316+64 47 6 ,1112 2 2.10
13125+0446 30.5 58 318+67 39 7 112 2 11.t2
13128+0211 49.3 25 317+64 86 18 112 2 .25L
13129+0318 59.8 46 317+65 77 9 112 2 .63
13132+0813 16.1 1 321+70 32 6 112 3 1.11
13138+0646 52.4 8 320+69 42 6 112 2 18.84
13142+0941 17.2 11 323+71 31 7 112 3 1.25
13142+0315 17.5 33 318+65 53 9 112 2 .26L
13143+0525 22.6 15 319+67 25 12 112 2 .53
13147+0618 43.8 7 320+68 47 8 112 2 .25L
13150+0543 4.6 59 320+67 22 7 112 2 33.15
13154+0403 26.1 48 319+66 92 t5 112 2 .67L
13155+0439 30.7 43 1320+66 28 15 112 2 .49L13156+0435 38.1 1320+66 50 13 112 2 .26L
13157+0635 47.5 52 321+68 47 7 112 2 .25L
13158+0400 49.459 319+66 52 6 112 2 1.87
13160+0445 1.2 1 320+66 71 22 112 2 .29L
13163+0248 22.0 16 319+65 69 12 112 2 .38
13165+0359 34.1 11 320+66 71 7 112 2 .78
13166+0741 37.3 39 323+69 99 23 112 2 .26L
Flux Dendty Flags
V L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
1.00L D B E 0500000000
1.00L DC AA 0 04000000O0
6.40 DD GEAA 2200000000
1.09 F L L F 2300000000
10.59 DD HJ AA 0100000200
4.66 FDD NDAA 010(3000000
1.30L C DL 0400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 040000000()
2.67 DC AA 1400000000
1.02L C E F E 0400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 1300000000
1.37L C DB 0300000000
2.59 CC J AA 0300000000
1.00L C AC 1401000000
1.00L C B 0400000000
4.18 DD L AA 02000O0000
4.36 DD BA 020000010(
1.29L C B O400O00000
1.00L F BC 1500010000
4.32 CD MCAA 0100000000
1.39L C DD 0300000000
1.21L C BE 1400000120
2.30 C DES 1300000100
2.67 i DO DBB 1300000000
1.00L C AB 1400000000
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
1 8 EIC 327 11 6
4 9 U07975 57 131
i 4 9 U07982 67 146
4 4 9 U07985 22 123
1 13 119619 G5 9 72
3 13 119627 M4E 1 76
4 9 U07998 25 143
3 13 119633 K0 2 60
1 13 119636 M2 2 91
2 2 DO 3294 63 96
4 9 U08018 2 130
I 4 9 U08020 26 133
1 13 1t9649 K0 20 81
! 2 13 119651 K5 3 85
5 9 U08022 70 135
2 12 ZG 1251+05 58 155
8 6 9 U08034 58 148
3 6 A1252+00 21 128
3 "1_1uo_ 66 143119665 G5 5 75
7 "13 119674M0 8 36
1 13 119673 K0 7 68
4 9 U08054 45 125
2 12 ZG 1253+05 8 151
1 13 119678 KO 10 78
1 27 MKN1340 6
4
4 9 U08078 53 128
1 12 ZG 1255+03 12 156
6 13 119690 MA 3 83
1 13 ! 119702 K0 10 67
2 193! U08105 89 1553 ! 119706 MA 7 80
2 13 119712 K5 4 75
4 9 U08116 13 128
5 9 U08121 30 131
3 13 119722 M0 13 78
3 12 ZG 1259+04 6 155
6 13 119734 MAP 5 81
5 13 119743 MA 1 87
5 13 119746 M8 5 88
3 9 U08170 40 148
3 9 U08173 78 153
1 12 ZG 1304+05 19 156
3 9 U08204 20 153
1 13 119784 K5 3 86
2 12 ZG 1306+07 29 155
1 13 119792 G5 35 76
4 9 U08236 40 135
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































1.67 BBDC AAAA 0 1410000000 t8
1.00L C B D 2400000000
15.20 ECDD DBAA 4 0100001000
1.13 C MHFD 1301000100
1.17 C F C 220()000000
1.96 DC HAB 2200000000
1.43L C C L- L 0300000000
1.70 DC GKBB 2200000000
.97: CE BF 1300000000
2.09 C M C 2100010200
1.14L C CN 0400000000
23.67 CCCD CBAA 2 0100000000
t.85 C D E B B 0300000000
1.00L BC AA F 0 0300001000
.85: CD H CC 0400000000
t.00L t E FBG 0300000000
1.00L C A 0400000000
1.02L i B C C GDC 04000000001.0OL AA 1 0300000000
1.00L BE AB 0 0400000000
12.25 CCDF DCAA 0 0100010000
1.44: CC G BC 0400000000
6.67 DD NJ AA 0100000000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 0420001000
7.66 DOD LEAA 0200000000
14.85 CBED AAAA 2 0180111100 21i
1.10 C GC 240(_00000
1.00L CC AA 1 0401000000
1.00L BCD AAAD 0 0500000000 24
1.24 C HDA 130OO0OO0O
1.00L C CBB 0500000000
1.27 DC CC 22OOOOOOO0
1.21L D C G 0300000000
1.11L C D 0400000000
1.19L C BH 0400000000
1.00L C B B 030O000000
2.16 CC MDBA 0300000000
1.11 CC FCB 0400000000
1.33 CD LGBC 02OOOOOOOO
1.00L C C G O30OOOOOOO
1.08L C GCL 0400000000
1.21 EF CO 0301000000
t.27L C D 0200000000
3.35 CD M CA 0200000000
1.72L C C I 0300000000
1.12L D D I 0400000000
1.00L C CI L 0401010000
1.91: DD CC 0400000000
1,00L C F A K 0500000000
1.38 F NCB 2400000000
1.00L C DK : 1400000000
2.28 DC LBA 1400000000
1.51 DC I BC 1400000000
1.00L C AG 1300000000
3.11 CC L AA 0200000000
1.10L B AC G 0400000000
1.00L BCD AAD 0 0500000000
1.28 DC DC 1500000000
1.13L C B L 0500000000
1.00L BE AB O O4OO000O00
1.00L BCD AAA 0 0400000000
1.00L B AD 0300000000
2.71 CC J AB ' 0400000000
1.00L DF CE 7 0300000000
6.87 DDD DAA 0200000000
1,00L BCC AAB 0 0300000100
1.33L C J CD 0400000000
1,82 FC FI CB 3300100000
1.63 DC J AA 3300100000
4.46 CD KCAA 0300000000
1.00L BD AD 0 0500001000
1.29 EC LDCB 3300000000
1.00L C C 0400000000
1.00L C AE 1400000000
1.04 C J H B 24000000001
2 13 119806 K5 8 88
3 9 U08265 79 143
3 9 U08288 35 145
3 9 U08297 54 148
3 13 119821 M0 10 8512 ZG 1311+07 28 i 151
2 13 119822 K2 11 67
5 13 119829 MB 8 80
12 ZG 1312+02 40 150
13 119834 G5 3 75
2 13 119837 K0 3 68
5 13 119843 MB 5 71
4 13 119847 G0 6 51
13 119851 K0 28; 80
3 9 ,108351 28 141
7! 13 119855M0 2 I 50
10 M+01-34-016 101
2 9 U08361 52 151
2 13 119861 K0 12 78
2 12 ZG 1316+04 18 148
13 119869 K2 11 81
13 119872 K0 5 70
12 ZG 1316+07 73 151











o , (') (") (. N
13168+094341.9 325+71 83 11 112 2
13170+03172.9 320+851 88 1_ 112213170+0854 3.0 324+70 79 112 2
13174+0604 26.319322+68 60121122
13174+0044267 324+76 68 9 1122
13176+0333 40.5 320+65 86 71122
13180+0830 0.1i40324+70 79 101122
13180+0133 5.012319+63 80 131122
13184+O914 28.924325+71 42 101122
13188+0036 49.215319+62 25 71122
13190+0002 1.731319+62 58 151122
13190+0307 3.9 1321+65 42 71122
13194+0301 28.411321+65 44 61122
13204+0825 24.529326+70 55 101122
13203+0639 57.84 325+68 51 111122
13209+0853 59.043327+70 60 131122
13211+0258 3.252322+64 72 81122
13214+0958 26.t42328+71 28131112
13216+0710 38.47325+68 75_ 11112213218+0552 48.440324+67 11 112
13220+0047 4.814 326+68 71 121122
13221+oo9 9.851324+68 59 .7 112
13227+0168 43.237322+62 36_967=,89112 ,:i13234+0317 24.327323+65 1 112213237+0221 47.035323+64 1122
13238+0558 53.6 7326+67 65 81122=
13243+0057 21.626322+62 _ 181122!13250+0034 5.352322+62 151122
13256+0943 39,516331+70 55 81122
13257+0229 43.046324+64 60 8112 2
13268+0407 41.648326+65 54 71122
13274+0616 26.318328+67 53 71122
13274+0726 29.712329+68 40 6 !1122
13281+0934 10.325332+70 51 81122
13288+0432 52.934327+65 61 101122
13299+0216 19.529326+63 59 11112213294+0209 27.623326+63 61 171112 L
13294+0613 28.444329+67 82 17 j 1122
13299+0206 58.513328+63 65 151122
13301+0219 9.117326+63 73 121122
13304+0946 24.540334+70 28 10 i 1122
13300+0606 38.039330+67 55 81122
13310+0544 0.611330+66 97 291122
13316+0354 37.344328+64 59 111122
13316+0021 37.611325+61 52 71122
,3319+0355 57.31328+64 42141122
13321+0423 7.09329+65 55131112213322+0935 14.226335+69 51 112
13328+0140 51.2 3327+62 60 141122
13332+0315 12.929329+64 81 131122
13333+0832 22.252334+68 28 71122
13335+0650 30.424332+67 61 101122
13337+0943 43.337338+89 39 18 1112213339+0737 55.140333+68 76 191112 L
13339+0804 56.314334+68 54 16 11122
13343+0621 18.421332+66 62 111122
13349+0421 57.629330+64 61 15 11122
13349+0505 59.854331+65 66 171122
13350+0908 2.627336+69 40 91122
13351+0238 11.611329+63 45 71122
13358+0708 53.527334+67 69 121122
t3362+0101 12.316328+61 33 121112
13367+0908 47.926337+69 63 131122
13369+0347 56.446331+64 59 131122
13373+0105 22.213329+61 40 10112 2
13374+045528.552332+6570171122,
13379+0501 55.534 333+65 35 8 112 2,
13381+020810.618330+6246811213382+003217.68335+68871211213 +o2o2388333o+°24815112
,3397+o83846418338+687612112213396+o114.76433o+812771112t_05+0347 32.323333+83 51 8 1112
13411+o400 8.7,7333+_ 42! 49111 2,13418+0057 53.5 8 331+61 96 1 111 2
13436+0932 39.832341+68 88 191122
13443+0802 21.714340+67 51 101122
13444+0635 28.654338+65 67 1101122
13456+0738 38.433340+66 44 131122
13456+0804 38.911340+66 57 81122
13457+0411 43.855336+63 50 1111112
13462+0742 16.6115340+66 73 121122
13463+0957 22.5,45344+68 52 61122
13479+0245 54.037335+62 77 9 111 2
13479+0544 54.240339+64 55 81122
13480+0228 0.453335+61 87 161112
13482+0233 14.320335+61 79 141112
13485+0330 35.110336+62 59 91112
13468+0800 37.8 9342+66104 331122
13496+0221 41.2 6336+61 30 111112
13499+0728 55.155342+65 52 61122
13499+0211 56.325336+61 67 141112
13503+0230 18.532336+61 51 191112
13510+0442 0.250339+63 53 101112
13511+0337 9.328338+62 51 281112
13524+0534 26.746341+63 67 141112
13530+0607 5.240341+64 84 161122
13532+0103 15.4 12 336+59 70 15 111 : 2
13534+0826 27.6 13 345+66 46 11 112 2





Declination: 0'- + 10"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 prn 60 /_m 100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





































































































1.00L C iE 0300000000
1.50 DC L BD 1300000000
1.23L C A 0300000000
1.43 C C E A B 0300000000
1.00L C IAH 0200000000
1.00L C ACL 1400000000
1.01L C C 0200001000
1.0OL C MB F 0400000000
4.68 DD NAA 0300000000
12.74 DD J CAA 0100002000
1.14LicED DH 04000001001.00L AC 00200000000
2.75L BC AAFF O 0100000000
1.76: CE JGAB
1.90 CC KCB
1.0OL D D AF
1.0OL C CG H




1.0OL C A H
1.0OL C DG
1.05L D CD
6.74 DD I LAA
1.00L C CF




1.00L B A F
1.00L C A I
1.0OL BC ABJ





2.05 CC H BB
1.13L E CL
2.71 CD AA














































1.00L CBC AAB 1060000000016
1.90 CC J BB 0301000000
1.06L C HDD 1300000000
1.51 DC KAB 13000O0000
1.27: CC J I EB 0501000100
1.09L C C 0400000000
1.52 OC DA 1401000000
1.00 DD FCD 0100000000
43.97 CDDD BCAA 0: 1140022000
I.OOL DE AD O' 0300000000
2.18 DC MBB 0300000000
1.40L C BC 0300000100
.73: CD DEG 0300000000
1.OOL E N A E 0300000000
18.60 CCDD BAAA O 0100000000
1.50 DC BB 1200000000
4.17 CCD BAA 1100000000
1.00L BF ACH 0 03000000001.24L C DCB 0300000000
1.37L C C D 0300000000
1.00L C B 00040000O0001.00L BD AB 0200000000
1.00L BD AB 1400000000
4.45 CC NFAA
1.OOL C D K
1.38L C DB
1.94 DC AB









2.67: CD J BB
1.OOL C BL





2.61 CC J AB


































Name Type (") Mag
1 13 1119877 K2 8E
1 12 ZG 1317+03 151
3 13119878 K2 85
2 9 U08372 153
2 13119682 K0 840
1 13 110085 K2 7(]
1 13 110087 K2 71
4 9 ! U08389 151
3 3 U00391 145
2 13119868 K5 80
4 131190O2 MA 78
3 12 ZG 1320+08 153
8 3 9 U00413 143
1 13 119910 G5 75
3 3 U08421 135
1 12 ZG 1321+07 155
3 3 U08427 146
2 13119918 K5 82
1 13 119918 K0 77
4 3 U08443 126
I 19 119924 K0 77
1 13 119941 K0 76
1 13 1199421(0 75
3 13119951 K2 80
3 13119961 K0 63
5 13 119962 K5 62
1 13 119971KO 70
2 13 t19977K5 86
1 29 °lRAS1329+02_
3 3 U08521 145
1 13 119991KO 85
3 3 U00527 150
1 13 119933 G5 67
1 12 ZG 1331+05 153
3 13 120004A2P 48
1 13 120005 93
4 9 U00552 148
4 3 U08555 143
4 9 U08.566 146
3 3 U08574 148
4 13120O26MB 70
3 3 U08562 148
3 3 U00589 146
1 12 ZG 1333+00 156
2 12 ZG 1334+04 148
35 3 U00616 113
2 13120042 K0 66
3 3 U08626 150
9 9 U00641 136
2 12 ZG 1337+04 150
2 12 ZG 1337+05 148
1 2 DO 3380 103
1 12 ZG 1338+02 151
1 13120075 F5 60
2 13120076 M0 76
5 13 120082 K0 55
4 9 U08686 150
1 13 120092 K2 80
1 12 ZG 1343+09 151
1 13 120106 GO 62
7 3 U00728 148
3 2 DO 3400 91
4 3 U08727 136
2 13 120122 K5 75
2 13120133 K5 86
3 13 120132 K0 62
4 9 U08750 153
2 13 120138 K5 88
3 12 ZG 1349+02 156
1 13 1201451<5 87
1 12 ZG 1350+02 151
4 6 U08787 151
3 9 U08808 14B
4 9 U08831 141
1 12 ZG 1353+08 153
4 3 U08847 113
I
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 p.m; 101 High Source Density Region.
375
Right Ascension: 13h53m40"-14h18"55" Declination: 0°-+ 10"
Position (1950)
Nitl_¢
a ,6 Coords SMJ SMN 88(z
hm. u , (s) (• 1 b ('3 (") (') N
3536+0515 40.835341+63 56151112
3544+0649 28.7 t3343+64 41 9;1122
3,9+0620 59.422343+64 5111l 1122
3554+0724 28.5 t7=344+65 67 141112 2
3555+0742 32.225345+65 54 91122
3555+0301 35.733339+61 57 71112
3557+0123 43.128337+69 46 10 111 23558+0_4 53.1431o43+_ 64 1411212
355g+0618 56,342 343+64 83 21 111 2
3561+0727 8.726 345+64 60 17 112 2
3571+0120 8.1 30 338+59 32 25 111 2
3573+0448 21.556 342+62 36 ; 111 223575+0811 34.614346+65 85 1 112
3576+0419 38.813341+62 50 101112
3577+0912 46.919348+66 61 141122
3578+0254 48.557340+61 45 17_ 1113578+0516 50.457343+62 58 111 .:
3580+0908 2.828348+66 40 131122
3586+0756 41.625347+64 77 281122
3589+0932 57.132349+66 48 81122
3590+0429 2.9140342+62 61 7 111
3591+0147 6.94 339+59 7
24.5 111
3594+0901 35348+65 55_0 I_ 112112
3597+0o40433146350+66 _ 11 1123597+0755 47.7130 347+64599+0843 55.4 36 48+65 79 12
4000+0955 38 39 350+66 ' 36 1t24ooo+o8o84.521o47+64 112
4001+0920 8.1 41 349+65 _, 33g 112
4009+0942 59.8 4 350+65 61 15 1122
4010+09273.329350+65 83 21 112:2
4011+0747 7.412347+64 42 71122
4013+0642 18.1 33 346+63 69 13 112 2
_o13+o_623.4353,_+52 81 lO 1112
4020+0232 4._ 16341+60 111 24025+030033.441342+80 _ 1_ 111
4029+0757 58.6 5348+64 94 161122
4033+0613 23.124346+62 64 191112
4036+0234 36.511342+59 50 111112
4039+0714 55.136348+63 69 81122
4040+0615 2.752347+62 68 161112
4041+0117 6.1 5341+58 i 32 11 110 3
4043+0624 20.G 48 347+62 56 101112
4043+0111 20.728341+58 48 101103
4052+0010 16.551340+57 27 71092
4054+0819 25.629 350+64 72' 8 112 2
4059+0717 59.939 349+63 61 14 112 2
4060+0339 43 33 344+60 61 15 111 2
4067+0737 42.2 15 350+63 55 9 112 2
4069+0512 54.8 2 346+61 44 ! 9 111 2
4069+0301 56.4 59 344+59 25 12 110 3
4070+0525 0.3 40 347+61 31 10 111 2
_.072+0818 15.017351+63 32 : 8 t122_




4103+0034 18.3 i,uo 342+57 52 91092
4105+0356 35.2160346+60 50111092
4110+0912 0.0_51 354+63 8t 161122
4111+0753 10_5'30352+62 52111122
4112+0855 17.310353+63 69 91122
4113+0157 22.245344+58 3891092
4114+0721 24.g 18351+62 51 111122
4116+0411 37.955347+60 66 71092
4116+0806 39.853352+63 74 91122
4118+0002 52.517342+56 8329 t092
4119+0457 56.51348+60 60131092
4123+0334 9347+59 37 61092
21"3'11 348+60 59 1510924126+0503 42.0
4131+0555 8.817350+61 43181092
4141+0520 9.1j23349+60 24141092
4145+0729 31.429 352+62 58111103
4147+0732 42.649353+62 39 71103
4151+0717 7.310352+61 52 101092 2
4156+0107 40.315345+57' 57 141092
4159+0354 58.83615348+59 34 710924160+0216 4.9 346+57 63 t21092
4162+0129 15.77346+57 60 71092
4184+0540 27.042351+60 87 241092
4165+0424 30.832349+59 43 61092
4167+0955 45.1 5357+63 50 141103
4167+0715 46.C 0 353+61 63 141092
4168+0450 49.7 9350+59 57 131092
4166+0153 53.818346+57 58 121092
4166+0012 53.952344+56 84 81092
4169+0121 56.353346+57 61 9 109 2
4170+0901 5.427356+62 54 7 1093
4174+0645 24.345353+61 57 7 1092
4175+0413 32.E 18349+5947 9109 i 2
4178+0409 48.342349+59 45 101092
4178+0846 52.447356+62 69 91092
.179+002455.936345+565671092
4181+0542 11.112_99351+60 61 12109 _4183+080220.4 355+61 g 10 1094183+0805 21.049355+61 13109
4183+0009 21.121345+55 66 13107 I 3














































































































loo /_m Flux Corr A Contusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
11.42 DD EDB 10140000210
1.70L BCC AABG 2 1200000000
6.99 DDD EDAA 2200000000
1.63 CC K BB 1400000000
1.0OL BC AAD 0 1501000000
1.00L C B F ! 0200000000
2,90 DDC DBAA 1200000000
1.52 C C B B 2400000000
1.22 EC JEDB 2400000000
1.31: CD I DC
I
1.44 F EJI DI
1.OOL C B
1.38 DC B B
1.74 CF G AA
1.92 CC CB
I.OOL C A
1.13: EC I DE












































































3.66 DC DAA 0100000000
1,00L CO ,rA"cB 0 04000000002.16 CC 0300000100
1.16L E C 0300000000
1.00L C !CL 030000000021L 5 20000
2.59 CC AA 0200000100
1.06L C CM 1300000000
2.25 O C C C A B 0300000000
1.OOL C BD 1300000000
4.63 DEDD I AA 03000001001.49L BC 0300000000
1.00L CE BC 0 0400000000
1.00L C A F 0400000000
1.15 C K DC 1300000100
.77: C D C H 0300000000
1.OOL BCF AA, 0 1300000000
1.29 CC EB 03000OO000
1.00 F CD 13OOOOO0OO
1.18L C ,D 1400000000
1.69 C F GCB 0300100010
I.OOL BD ABL 0 0400101000
1.60: CC CO







1.70 DC B D
1.16: DF BD
1.47 CE 1 CC
1.00L C A





1.OOL C ;DL L

































S 2 # T Name Type Mag
4 _, _ U06653 31 1311 120191MB 16 87
, 4 U08874 39 13E
g U08661 48 151!. 13120197MA 4 8(
1 13120198K0 7 7E
1 12 ZG1355+01 32 151
U08690 76 13E
91
9 U08891 26 14E
3 9 U08898 60 15C
2 13 120213K2 4 8C
1 27 MKN1367 18
3 9 U08918 83 148
1 13120218K0 7 7_
1 12 ZG 1357+05 36 151
1_ ZG 1358+09 53 153U08928 36 145
2 13 120232 K0 18 68
1 13 1202_5 G5 7 81
2 13 120238A2 15 42
2 12 ZG 1359+09 28 14E
3 9 U08944 24 13E
3 9 U08946 30 143
1 13 120249 K5 22 82
2 13120251 GO 8 6_
3 1 AA ,OO 20 3
2 12 ZG 1400+09 78 158
4 9 U08967 ,56 146
2 12 ZG 1401+09 58 148
3 13 120261 K0 4 63
2 13 _ 1202651=2 25 62
2 13120269 K0 10 63
3 12 ZG 1403+02 71 151
1 13 120289 KO 7 73
3 9 U09020 41 145
1 13 120293 K0 2 82
1 13 120297 KS 3 73
3 13 120299 K5 7 88
3 9 U09037 21 145
1 12 i ZG 1406+03 78 153
1 13 120311 K0 2 72
2 1312O314 K 2 86
I 13120316K0 2 68
2 12 ZG 1407+08 62 146
3 13 120322 M0 4 90
3 9 u0g072 45 138
1 2 DO3454 57 110
1 13 120343 K0 13 83
1 12 ZG 1410+03 61 153
3 12 ZG 1411+09 69 150
3 9 U09102 37 145
1 13 120352 K0 18 63
1 12 ZG 1411 +01 77 156
1 t3 120354 K0 2 83
2 13 120356 K2 31 86
2 13 120357 K5 8 78
1 12 ZG 1411+00 70 153
4 13 120364M0 5 65
4 9 U09120 11 146
2 12 ZG 1414+07 76 153
1 8 EIC 371 11 8
2 12 ZG 1415+07 21 151
1 12 ZG 1415+05 28 155
3 9 U09147 29 148
1 13 120388 K0 2 70
2 13 120391 K5 4 83
2 12 ZG 1416+05 62 151
1 13 120394 MA 2 88
1 12 ZG 1416+07 30 151
1 13 120397 K2 10 85
1 21303470 87 120
2 213O3473 50 90
4 9 U09172 42 136
5 9 U09175 43 120
1 13 120406G5 12 81
1 13 120407 K0 6 70
2 3 RAFGL 49395 61
1 30 8ZW402 83
4 9 U09187 16 136
4 13 120410 K 7 92
















































































































25 ,_m f_l _m 100 #m Flux Corr A(Jausky) Lines Coef R
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep











































































































































































































































































(") MagCon" A Confusion R 2S # T Name TypeFlux
Uncs C.x>ef R Flags*













































































15080 + 0734 L
15082+034
• Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SourCeS (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
378
1 I]




Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm8
hml . , (!g) ( I b ('"J (") (') N
i
15082+0949 161"/ 59 12453 37 8 1021 3 .90
15083+0423 23.1 47 5+50 91 19 104 2 .51L
15085+0322 30.9 23 3+49 30 5 106 4 5.23
15089+0146 57.0 23 2+48 82 35 105 2 .25L
15069+0654 59.4 10 6+51 44 14 107, 3 .25L
15091+0535 7.3 9 6+50 59 20 10 2 .25L
15091 +0953 10.2 47 12+53 56 12 104 _3 ,40L
15092+0349 17.4 46 4+49 66 8 103 3 .37L
15094+0503 127.6!25 6+50 62 t8 102 3 .28L
15094+095"/ 29.8 46 12+53 58 8 107 3 .46
15098+0141 !53.2 16 2+48' 38 15 105 2 .25L
15104+0728 245 4 9+51 93 34 108 2 .25L
15107+0428 '44.1 8 5+49 58 18 106 3 .27L
15107+0724 45.7 42 9+51 40 6 107 3 .25L
15108+0029 50.5 27 1+47 26 12 104 3 .25L
15108+0825 52.8 57 10452 25= 8 106 3 .85
15109+0756 59.2117 10+51 48 11 106 3 .25L
1511040513 1.9 53 6+50 43 8 105 4 .84
15110+0415 3.9 56 5+49 51 19 101 2 .65L
15115+0208 31.9 33 3+48 48 17 102 2, .37L
15117+0456 45.2 44 6449 43 I 9 103 4i .37L
15120+0712 4.2 0 9+51 48 25 102 2 .39L
15123+0002 20.6 43 1+46 98 J 15 101 2 .37
15124+0452 283 36 6+49 42 11 103 3 .63
15125+0544 32.9 27 7+50 91 37 107 2 .85L
15127+0507 42.0 26 6+49 29 7 103 3 3.77
1512940432 57.7 42 6+49 51 12 103 3 .25L
15132+0033 17.9 14 I+46 75 8 102 3 .30
15134+0638 25.3 58 9+50 34 5 105 4 1.99
15134+0058 25.5 51 2+46 38 11 103 3 .39
15135+0221 31.1 5 3+47 24 6 104 3 4.70
15136+0701 37.450 9+50 4711 105 4 .25L
15137+0457 47.4 59 7+49 31 12 103 3 .25L
15137+0816 4"/.7 49 11+51 42 14 103 4 .25L
15140+0625 1.2 121 8+50 47 14 104 i 4 .26L
15140+0503 2.4 201 7+49 25 8 103 3 2.70
15140+0008 4.9 341 1446 32 11 102 3 .25L
15141+0729 6.3 6_ 10+50 52 12 _104 4 .41L
15145+0904 32.0 22! 12+51 39 12 10414 .25L
15146+0644 40.7 37 9+50 76 18 106 3 .40L
15151+0132 8.6 36 3+47 46 13 !101 3 ,25L
15152+0357 12.5 35 6+48 29 8 103 3 1.15
1515340517 20.8 23 7+49 50 15 100 2 .88L
15156+0529 39.3 32 8+49 38 12 102 3 .25LI
15158+0107 49.8 16 3+46 30 6 "103 3 1.68
15161+0844 7.2 28 12+51 35 9 105 4 .81
15163+0502 23.6 48 7+48 36 13 100 3 .25L
15164+0311 29.2 6 5+47 81 27 98 2 .25Ll
15166+0044 40.2 1 2+46 58 11 102 3 .62
1516740156 46.9 53 4+46 38 6 102 3 1.39
15168+0045 50.6 51 2+46 42 16 101 i 2 .25L
15170+0526 1.6 39 6+49 69 18 98 i 2 .35L
1517140551 10.1 48 8+49 45 14 101 3 .25L
15175+042? 31.6'25 7+48 53 13 104 2 .31
15176+0447 38.0 9 7+48 75 15 100 _ .38L1517840715 48.7 33 10+49 37 18 101 .26L15183+0720 20.9 29 10+49 76 17 99 .25L
1518440751 25.8 37 11+50 62 8 101 i 2 .26
15184+0834 26.9 31 12+50 26 11 101 [ 3 .28L
15184/p0053 28.9' 44 3+45 37 6 104 3 4.14
15190+0038 3.9 38 3+45 73 17 103 3 .25L
1519440514 26.5 57 8+48 43 9 103 3 .25L
15194+0344 29.7 25 6+47 62 13 104 3 .28L
15195+0137 31.6 15 4+46 70 26 101 2 .74L
15196+0601 38.4= 49 9+48 44 10 103 3 25L
15198+0342 52.5 28 6+47 52 10 104 3 .39
15200+0803 4.0 9 12+49 40 12 101 4 .35L
15202+0452 17.4 30 8+48 63 23 105 2 .44L
15203+0948 23.1 39 14+50 56 12 95 3 .39
15205+0036 30.1 27 3+45 74 10 102 3 .73
15206+0014 40.4 35 3+45 65 16 103 3 .25L
15211+0250 11.6 29 6+46 70 30 103 2 .45L
15212+0211 12.0 46 5+46 43 6 103 3 3.08
15213+0604 ,21.439 10+48 68 12 103 3 ,40
15216+0833 36.645 13449 45 11 104 3 .25L
15216+0904 37.0i46 13+50 20 4 103 3 1.44
15217+0843 ¢6.3 21 13+49 39 10 104 3 .25L
1521740501 ¢7.3 51 8+47 41 11 102 3 .25L
15216+0915 53.3 45 14+50 63 8 105 3 .37
15218+0839 53.6 28 13+49 37 9 102 3 .37
15220+0833 0.7, 5 13+49 34 10 103 3 .25L
15220+0939 4.8 _ 2 14+50 52 13 100 2 .45 !
15223+0432 21.0 8 8+47 49 8 102 3 ,25Li
15224+014126..=10 5+45 36 6 1o33 .99I
15224+0756 29._ 3 12449 54 12 103 3 .38
15229+0511 I_.C 485 9+47 21 19 101 3 .25L
15229+0457 57.3 9+47 60 5 104 32 .25L i15233+0533 20.2116 9447 33 101 .25L
15234+0309 '26.2 19 7+46 25 6 103 3 1.50
15234+0759 126.2; 36 12449 30 9 101 3 .25L
1523740904 15.954 14449 39 131oi 3 .25LI
15240+0046 4.6 3 4+44 42 13 102 3 .25L
15242+0524 17.435 9+47 56 9 102 3 .45
15243+0203 19.1 55 5+45 41 10 103 3 .63
15243+0112 19.7 13 5+45 30 6 102 3 1.54
15249+0039 r56.6 42 4+44 95 25 99 2 .27L
15257+0302 ¢3.0i58 7+45 31 8 102 3 .25L
1526140200 6.4 50 6+45 53 9 102 3 .6715262+0400 13.61 = 8+46 26 7 102 3 46.15
15262+0426 17.3 56 9+46 47 23 102 3 .40L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_rn 60 /zm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confasion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R FlaBs" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
.28L .40L 1.00L 8 ADE 0500000000 1 13 120879 86
.26L .48 1.53L C !G DC 0400000000
2.40 .40L 1.00L BB AAFG 0 0400000000 1 8 EIC411 t4
.34L .40L .68 C J F 2500000000 1 12 ZG 1508401 155
.25L .73 1.47L C AD 0600000000
.36L .40L 1.03 D FI F 1301000000 3 9 U09757 150
.25L .54 1.01L C BH 0400100000 1 30 8ZW 456
.26L .47 1.03L C I CF 0501000000
.25L .46 1.07: DD CC 1500001100
.25L .40L 1.39L C B L 0400100000 1 13 120886 K0 80
.33L .61 .83: CD FCE 1500000200 4 2 12 ZG 1509+01 155
.66L .40L 1.61 O H 2500000330 C _ 1 32 X1510+074A 8
.28L .43L 1.53 D FB 1500000100 2 3 12 ZG 1510404 153
.81 21.59 31.39 CCD BAA 3200002010 1 12 ZG 1510407 155
.25L 1.29 1.79 DC A B 0200000000
.28L .40L 1.00L B BE 0500000000 3 13 120900 K5 86
.25L .61 1.55 CC MBB 0500000000
.27L .40L 1.06L B AG 0500000000 1 i 13 120902 K2 76
.25L .37 !.38L C DB 2401000000 2 12 ZG 1511+04 156
.25L .66 1.01: C D OC 0500000000
.30L .89 1.34 BC FESB 1500000000!
.65L .40L 1.10 C B 3500000000
.30L .40L 1.21L F D 0300000000j 1 2 I)O3672 101
.25L .40L 1.00L S BFI 2400000000 2 13 120914 M0 85
.27L .42L .78 D G L E 2501000000
.91 .40L 1.0OL BC AB 0 0400001000 4 13 120916K0 53
.42L .85 1.05: CD FDBB 1500000000 i 1 10 M+01-39-011
.25L .40L 1.12L C D 0200000000 2 13 120920 A3 55
.46 .40L 1.00L BC AB 1 1400001000 13 120923 K0 65
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 1300010000 1 13 120922 K0 70
1.74 .40L 1.00L BB AAF 0 0400010000 13 t Z SER 3
.25L .83 1.72 CC AC 2400000000
.25L 1.O4 1.91 C C B B 0300000000
.25L 30 1.42 CC HCB 0301000000
.25L .55 1.09 CC L B D 0400000000
1.38 .40L 1.00L BC AA 2 0400000000
.31L 1.21 1.93 CB KAA 0200000000
.25L .71 1.03: CF I BD =0400000110
.25L .97 2.08 BB OBA i 0400000000 1 12 ZG 1514409 155
.25L 34 1.00L C J GF 1501000000
.25L 35 1.00L B CC 0500000000 1 12 ZG 1515401 153
.29 .40L 1.00L BE AC H 0 , 0400000000 2 13 120934 K5 82
.31L .72 1.35 CD FDCB 0402000200 4 1 12 ZG 1515+05 156
.63L .8t 1.78 CB MCBAI 0400000000 2 12; ZG 1515+05 146
.44 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0302000000 2 13 120938K0 66
.24: .40L 1.00L BD AB 4 0400010000 1 2 DO3694 100
.25L .52 1.09 BC N AD 0400000000 2 12 ZG 1516405 148
.26L .57L .81 E I DB; 1400010000 1 12i ZG 1516+03 153
.27L .40L 1.20L B B D I 0300101000 2 13'1 120945 M0 91
.29 .40L 1.00L BD AC 0 0400000000 2 131 120946 GO 51
.26L .71 1.17L C FAD 0400100000
.29L .45 1.20: CC J CB 0300000200 4 1 12 ZG 1517405 155
.47L .44 1.09 CE i MHCF 0300000000
.25L 1.21L 1.19L D F M 0301000000
.26L 30 1.12L C C 0300000100
.28 .40L 1.0OL F C 1100000000
.44L .42 1.28L O DBB 1100001000
.25L .40L 1.10L C C J 1401000000 1 13 120954G5 85
.25: .89 1.61 ECB FDAB 1400000010 1 12 ZG 1518+08 153
1.01 .40L 1.0OL: BC AA 0 0501001000 5 13 120955 K0 55
.27L .60 1.35 CC CD 0400000000 1 12 ZG 1519+00 151
.25L 2.65 10.45 CC KCA 0100000300 4 5 9, U09824 126
.25L .51 1.00L i D BH 0400000000
.36L .40 1.00L F F 0500000100
.25L .81 1.90 CC OB0 0400000300 4 2 12 ZG 1519406 151
.25L .40L 1.00L C 81 0300000000 1 2 DO 3708 105
.25L .85 1.42 B S MA O 0300000000
.25L .45 .92: CC DB 1300000000
.27L .40L 1.10LIC CD 0200000000 1 13 120968K2 83
.48L .40L i.00L B KJBGcD 0500000000 1 13 120969K0 75
.26L .52 1.67 CC 0300000010
.40L .45L 1.12 C J DHD 1400000000
.85 .40L 1.00L CC IAA 0 0501000000 3 13 120975MA 90
.25L .40L 1.00L D 'DL 0500000000
.25L .86 1.89 ccEC NAB 2480000000 I
.34 .40L 1.00L AC J 1 0400000000 2 13 120977 K5 75
.34: .78 1.03L EC GDBF 2400110000 1 12 ZG 1521408 156
.46L 1.02 1.68 CC DB B 3200000000 1 12 ' ZG 1521 +05 153
.25L .40L 1.00L C CE G 0200000000 1 13 120962 G5 77
.25L .40L 1.00L B C K 2400210000 I 13 120983 F8 80
.31L 1.45 2.52 CC DAB 2300100000
.29L .40L 1.00L C 'CF 0301000000 1 2 DO 3722 95
.30L .40L 1.36 D ) _ OC 2400000000
.48 .40L 1.00L BD IAC 0 0500001000 2 13 120988K2 65
.25L .40L 1.00L C B 0400000000 1 13 120989 G5 85
.35 2.58 3.72 OCC GCAA 3300000000
.25L .32: 1.08 DF DB 3300000000 1 12 ZG 152,3+04 155
.36 3.60 3.73 ECC EAA 2301000000
.43 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 1500011000 1 13 120997 M2 gO
.25L 1.17 2.65 CC AB 0200000000 3 9 U09844 148
.25L .53 1.27: CC LBB 0400000000 1 12 ZG 1523409 156
.47 .91 1.26: FCC EBE 3501000010 2 12 ZG 1524400 156
.26L .40L 1.05L C CD 2400000000 1 13 121003 K0 80
.29L .40L 1.00L B BBJ 1400000000 1 13 ' 121004 K5 86
30 .40L 1.00L BD AC 0 2600001000 1 2 DO3737 96
.73L .45L 1.40 E J I B 3500000020 8
.49L 2.53 3.24 CC HEAB 0400000000
.28L .40L 1.08L B BC F 1401000000 2 13 _ 121020 A5 50
30.87 4.70 1.50 BBCC AAAB 8 1400000000 27 4 2 DO3747 123
.28L .48: 1.23 CF O8 4500000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 _.m; I0)HighSourceDensityRe___GrS_kn PAGE )[S
OF. POOR QIALITY 379




• , (") (') (')i (Jansky)
15266+0610 37.1 54 1t+47 50 8 101 ! 3
15273+0455 19.2 7 9+46 36 27 [100 3
15274+0434 24.9 21 9+46 70 27 100l 3
15278+0452 52.8 57 9+46 33 13 100 _ 3
15279+0526 $8.1 3 10+46 35 10 102 3
15283+0109 23.3 18 5+44 79 19 100 3
15287+0508 44.5 32 10+46 88 14 100 2
15288+0737 51.3 37 13+47 51 12 102 3
15289+0345 58.0 0, 6+45 47 12 102 3
15291+0601 10.6 46 11+46 75 32 104 2
15292+0440 14.2 61 10+46 73'29 98 2
1529s+07o4 53.5 43, 13+47 30 7 102 3
f5298+0346 53.9 36 9+45 35 6 102 3
15300+0842 2.1 491 15+48 39 8 102 3
1.5301 +0957 6.7 23 16+46 44 1_ 101
15307+0329 47.8 27 6+45 46 o 102[ 3
15309+0522 59.0 47 11+46 33 26 104 2
15315+0222 32.0 40 7+44 35 12 ,102 3
15318+0935 53.3 19 16+48 53 15! _[5322+0001 15.6 10 5+42 73 t2 1 3 .42
15324+0823 25.9 15 15+47 51 14 98 2 .47L15324+0944 28.2 55 16+48 37 13 102! o .25L
15325+0054 35.5 43 6+43 27 8 103' 3 1.96
15329+0346 55,5 56 9+44 39 9 103 3 .63
15329+0918 55.6 3 16+47 51 8 101 3 36
15333+0524 22.8 33! I1+46 79 12 104 2 .39L
15334+0944 25.7 4 17+47 82 18 105 2 .58L
15334+0110 26.9 46 6+43 41 7 1102 3 1.2615336+0549 49.947! 12+45 39 1=_103 3 .25L
15343+0638 20.8 49 13+46 56 13 103 3 .25L
15346+0901 37.0 45 16+47 50 12 103 3 .55
15347+0643 44.3 21 13+46 70 27 98 2 .28L
15348+0028 51.0 31 6+42 75 13 103 2 .26
f5351+0608 ?.0 91 12+45 52 13 102 3 .25L
15352+0311 15.0 57 9+44 42 19 10t 2 ,40L
15353+0525 23.4 31 12+45 87 26 102 2 .25L
15355+0515 31.2 17 11+45 52 10 104 2 .25
15355+0511 32.8 22 11+45 32 8 100 3 .47
15357+0050 45.2 38 7+42 125 30 102 2 .27L
15361+0905 7.4 36 16+47 42 10 100 3 .42
15362+0624 12.6 4 13+45 60 8 101 2 .39
15363+0923 21.7 52 17+47 44 11 100 3 .68
15364+0422 24.8 2 11+44 59 10 101 3 .42
15364+0444 25.8 36 11+44 44 12 101 3 .25L
15365+0337 30.9 47 10+44 37 10 101 3] 1.13
15366+0523 38.1 37 12+45 95 15 99 2' _39L
16371+oooo 9.038 15+46 71 11 lOI 2, .23
15375+0242 33.8 50 9+43 68 10 104 21 .41
15377+0554 44.B 49 13+45; 69 24 99 2 i .25L
15378+0246 53.7 22 9+43 37 10 102 3' .45
l
15383+0240 22.0 20 9+43 461 10 102 3' .75
15384+0954 29.026 18+46 56' 16 96 3 .25L
15386+o92r 40/t 45 _7+46 _ 38] 8= 101 3! .35
15389+0826 57.5 28 16+46 17 i 1_ 107 _ .33L
15390+0725 3.3 83 15+45 116I(_ 25 104 2 33L15394+0052 26.5 1 7+41 16 99 3 .34L
15394+0015 29.8 18 7+41 =1 20 98 2 .45L
.25L
15398+0739 53.3 35_3 15+4558308 t03 215400+0708 0.2 15+45 i 73 100 3 .40
15404+0702 25.0 30 14+45 42 10 100 3 .74
15405+0923 30.3 11 17+46 42 11 103 3 .26L
15408+0952 51.5 50 18+46 34 11 101 3 .25L
15410+0804 0.E 9 16+45 44 12 101 3 .25L
15411+0328 6.8 3 t1+43 58 17 104 2 .27L
15412+0235 15.249 10+42 46 10 1013 .64
104 215414+0609 26.1 i 38 14+44 97 25 ! .25L
,,,14+0622 693816+45451415414+0 7 821514+. 45131
15415+0240 30.123 10+42 34 11 100 3 .86
15415+0455 34.1 35 12+43 63 13 100 2 .25L
15415+0232 34.751 10+42 3o 78,1_ 33 lO.7515417+0817 _14.8155 18+45 32 3.32
15418+0634 ,9.2=53 14+44 22 5 44 3 40.66
1_o+o818 4.6 16 16+45 38 8 29 3 .72
15424+0602 26.4 2 14+44 M 23 100 3 .25Ll
15426+0231 36.8 30 10+42 43 11 99 3 .25L
15427+0816 45.2 2 16+45 84 28 103 2 .36L _
15428+0536 53.9 13 13+43 82 11 i104 2 .26
15429+0141 55.6 21 9+41 78 11 104! 23 2615431+0102 7.4 46 8+41 39 1100 1.60
15431+0612 1.3 12 14+44 37 27 104 2 .65L1.32+02:_1420 10+4245 10:1019 25,1.35+0,2430.31917+45509 983 25.16438+004937138+404410,003 571.37+023444.71110+41347100 ! 83t5437+0615 45.956 14+43 26 8 100 1.1o
15438+0438 52.0 30 12+43 48 13 102 31 ,25L1644o+o730o.22916+4424 3 1033= 256
i_44+o6o22e.345 14+4343 121_ _, .25L
15447+0435 42.3 42 12+42 [ 99] 37 .25L
15448+06O4 49.324 14+43 70] 19 97 2l .83L
15449+0141 55.1 55 9+41 46 7 101 3' 1,44
15451+0544 7.4 2 14+43 i 35 32 104 2 .2gL1_52+o,-714.927 13+42i71 131042 .33
15452+0636 17.2 56 15+43 ' 56 35 103 2 ,25L
15453+0341 18.7 50 12+42 60 8 102 3 ,34
15453+0427 19.9 3 12+42 [ 49 108 102 3 .81
15453+0050 20.5 _(_ 8+40 L 33 101 3 4.7215455+0126 33.9 9+40 46 11 102 .50
38




25 p.m 60 p.m
Flags
V L C
100 /_m Flux Cop/ A Confusion R S A




















Declination: 0% ÷ 10°
.40L 1.00L ioCi BMHE 0400000000
.40L 1.50 K B 5300000320
.40L 1.71 J E 6501000330
.91 1.79 DAB 6480000010
.40L 1.00L AEJ 0 0500000000
.40: 1.35 DE ML E D 1500000000
.40L 1.12L D EG 2400000000
99 1.79: CE GOBS 1400000000
1.04 1.59 CC NEBB 0400000000
A0L 1.39 C L G 1500000130
.40L 1.33 C J N C 3500000000
+40L 1.00L BD ACJ 0 1500001000
2.34 1.10L BBC AAAC 0 0510000000114
.40L 1.00L E BC KI oso00ooo00
A0L 1.00L D BC ,0400000000
.40L 1.00L B B E 0400020000
.40L 1.86 C EDEE 3401000430
.72 1.33 C C F B B 03000001 00
.47 1.06: ccl cc 03o0000o00
1.28L D CM K 0500000000
1.05L C B C 0500000000
1.70 CC BB 0300000100
1.00L BC AB 1 0500001000
1.00L B B B 0400020000
1.00L C B 050O0000O0
1.33L C G 8 D 26000_
1.00L C C O400000000
1.00L BF AD 0 0500000000
2.06 CC AB 350000C000
1.OOL B KBJ 3501010230
4
1.00L B C EG 0500000000 !
1.11 C B 340000013,(
1.49L C A 1600000000
2_94 CC CA 3400000200
1,00L D EDJ = 1400000000
1.21 D J D 5600000140
1.11L C C I 4600110000[
1.11L C C 5600110000
1.54 F K S 1500000120 I
1.00L C B 050OOO00OO
1.00L C BGK 2500001000
1.00L B B E O50000OOO0
1.00L C A O50000OO00
2.39 CB LDBA 05O0000OO0
1.00L BF ACF I 140(_00000
1.17L D K B 4600000000
1.22L D D 0400020000
1.00L F BJ 0500100000
133 C J J B 4600000350
1.00L C B 0500100O00
1.00L iB BHMH 0500001000
1.62 C B B 1500000000
1.00L _C B M 1500000000
.83: D F H D B 0500000000
1.25 D I G F 2400000020
1.41 DC J FC 1200000000
1.03L D J D 1500000000
1.78 C C E 2400010020
1.04L D C 2500000000
I.OOL B AH 1500000000
1.54 CC O BC 0500000000
2.82 CC NFAA 1500000000
1.69 CC FBB 2401000000
1.29L C E H 0500000000
1,00L E CF 0600100OO0
.97 E E 8400001O00
1.06L C ECG 15OO000000
1.29 CC CCD 4500000100
1.00L B BJ K 0600100000





















































6,37 1.18 1.62L BBC AABI _ 0600000000 14
,92 .40L f.OOL 8C AA J_ 1510000060
9.86 1.57 1.00L_ BBC AAAI 0 4511101000 18
.28L .40L 1,00L B AC 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.48 i C J G B 5400000100
.30L 1.32 1.98 CC EAB 0500000000
.25L .44L 1.43 D C 15(30010010
.29L .40L _ 1,00LI C O MH 4600000000
.35L .40L 1.51LI C OF 0500000000
.41: .40L 1.00L BF ADH 0 3400001000
.66L .40L 1.41 D J D 5400000400 4
,25L .80 1,91 CC K BB' 0600000000
.25L .51 1.23 CC BB ! 1400000210 4
.35L .40L t.00L C CE K 2400000000
1.69 9.94 15.85 FCCC BAAA 4 0300000000
,31L .40L 1.00L B AG 7501000000
.26L .93 t.23 CD DBC i2500000000
.67 .40L 1.00L BD ABM 0 0300001000
.32 1.07 1,46: CCC HCAC 16500000000
,69L .40L 1.29 D L E 1500000130
.36L .48 1.43L C ELCC 4500000000
.40 .40L 1.00L BD AC K 3 0300001000
81L _ .4OL 1.31 C | D 2501000140
.25L .40L 1.19L C E 5501000000
.72L .40L 1.08 C K E 3500000030
.25L .40L 1.19L C C 3500000000
.35L .40L 1,00L C AC K 5600000000
1.31 .40L 1.00L BC AAG 1 = 0401000000
.31L .40L 1.00L C BL 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.05 D E 5601000020 8
Name Type _ Mag
2 13 121024 K5 5 85
4
3 13 121034 KS 5 81
1 12 ZG 1528+01 21 155
4 9 I U09876 54 143
8 1 32[ X1529+060 42 8
2 2 DO3761 50 101
1_ I WWSER 18 3,121053 4 86
2 13 _ 121054 K5 12 85
t 1 13 121058 K0 7 73
C
I 12 ZG 1531+02 72 156
1 12 ZG 1531+09 22 156
1 13 121069 KO 2 76
2 9 ! U09907 27 153
2 13 121073 MA 1 85
1 1 2 DO 3780 64 90
i 1 13 121076 G5 5 85
2 DO 3782 75 : 91
2! 12 ZG1533+05 31 151
c 32x1534+o66 143 12
I
2 DO3768 17! 103i C
4 U02935 i52 141
8 41 19 ZG1535+03 73 153
13 121099 G5 3 8O
13 121100 K 2 81
2 DO 3793 31 96
13 121105 K0 91 85
1 2 DO 3796 47! 103
3 9 U09945 36 143
2 13 121107 K2 4 75
1 13 121110 G5 14 86
1 13 121114 KO 13 80
8 1 32 X1537+059 60 8




2 12 ZG 1538+09
1 13 121126 G5
8
3 9 U09977 55 148
81
_1 13 121136 K2 14 87
1 13 121144 K0 4 77I
1 12 ZG 1540+09 I 13 156
2 9 U09989 38 153
1 12 ZG 1541+08 12 155
1 13 121150 K0 3 75
1 12 ZG 1541+06 31 155
4 13 121152 G5 5 57
1 12 ZG 1541+04 38 153
3 3 RAFGL 5OllS 6 13
4 13 121156M2 10 8_
4 3 RAFGL 1794 16
2 13 i 121161 K0 16 85
2 13 121170 A0 18 55
1 13 121169 K2 18 82
2 13 121173 K0 9 65
!
2 12! ZG 1543+02 34 150
2 13 121181 K5 8 68 i
3 9 U10024 50 131
2 13 121182 K2 85
13 121186 GO 3 43 •
9 U10029 37 151
12 ZG 1544+06 31 I5f
13 121191 K0 8 66
2 [303831 31 100
13 12119.4K0 21 81
2 13 121193K0 i 16 71
3 4 TMSS0027I 91 26
1 2 DO3835 i 74 110
L
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) C!RRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
380 C_q"
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a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 Fm
ham. oS, i(s) ("J 1 b ("_ C) (') N
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
15456+0143 38,3 31 9+41 83 15 98 2 .30 .46L .40L
15456+0637 40,4 34 15+43 71 11 101 3 .27L .25L ,57
15461+0844 7.3 24 18+44 33 8 102 3 .25L; .25L .88
15463+0533 18.919 14+43 30 61023 8.31 2.17 .49L
15463+0940 20.232 19+45 41 6 403 .25L .25L .49
15464+0021 27.741 8+40 63 91003 .40 .25L .40L
15465+0722 30.321 16+44 41 12101 3 .25L .25L .53
15467+0345 45.647 12+42 61 18 962 .39L .25L .38
15466+0511 51.241 14+42 63 12 962 .25 .28L .45L
15468+0357 54.0 4 12+42 80 121042 .33 .29L .40L
15473+0256 22.449 11+41 45 81003 .37 .25L .40L
15477+0220 45.252 11+41 22 7 974 3.34 .80 .40L
15483+0437 19.439 13+42 25 7 994 1.76 .50 .40L
15485+0214 35.151 11+40 85 8 963 .33 .26L .40L
15487+0801 45.519 17+43 38 7 964 1.19 .31 .40L
15490+0449 0.129 13+42 107 42 982 .25L .30L .40L
15492+0413 14.442 13+41 46 14 983 .36L .25L .62
15498+0406 51.112 13+41 43 271032 .25Li 1.16L .40L
15499+0302 57.518 12+40 84 131032 .27 .27L .40L
15504+0404 29.715 13+41 39 361032 .28L ! .25L .40L
15511+0925 7.3 3 19+44 77 12 973 .25L .25L .40:
15511+0026 7.438 9+39 65 14101 3 .30 .27L .40L
15513+0834 22.550 18+43 38 231033 .25L .25L .40L
15518+0326 53,912 12+40 45 31023 .84 .25L .40L
15519+0217 54.421 11+40 24 61033 1.59 .28: .40L
15519+0526 57.424 15+41 35 10101 3 .77 .19: .40L
15519+0613 58.3 0 16+42 68 9101 2 .25 .25L .40L
15522+0521 12.924 15+41 56 12101 3 .41 .25L .40L
15522+0452 13.131 14+41 24 71023 3.08 .83 .40L
15523+0543 18.756 15+41 31 81023 3.51 .92 .40L
15523+0843 24.048 19+43 35 11101 3 .95 .34L .40L
15525+0325 32.3 3 13+40 66 351003 .28L .32L .40L
15529+0922 57.1 7 19+43 36 81003 .74 .25L .40L
15532+0551 13.113 15+41 46 101023 .90 .43L .40L
15532+0428 17.744 14+41 36 51033 1.31 .36: .4OL
15533+0849 21.611 19+43 39 17 993 .25L .25L .46:
15535+0604 30.533 16+41 31 121013 .25L .25L 1.26
15536+0804 41.748 18+42 49 121013 1.03 .27: .40L
15540+0910 5.029 19+43 20 71013 7.10 5,54 2.41
15542+0603 14.118 16+41 57 81013 .50 .25L .40L
15543+0408 22.73 14+40 38 101023 .50 .25L .40L
15543+0309 23.753 13+40 85 291032 25L .25L .40L
15544+0259 24.28 12+39 48 27 993 .25L .25L .40L
15545+0755 33.857 18+42 44 111013 .44 .25L .40L
15547+0534 43,815 15+41 22 15 993 .25L .25L .41L
15547+0519 45.7 47 15+41 62 41 102 2 .25L ,25L .40L
15547+0830 47.9 1 19+42 67 8 101 3 ,35 ,25L .4OL
15555+0328 35.558 13+40 36 341032 .26L .26L .40L
15557+0259 45,6 27 13+39 31 16 97 3 .25L ,30L .40L:
15560+0453 0,8 45 15+40 77 8 99 2 _45 ,26L .40L
15560+0400 2.6 23 14+40 32 8 102 3 1.07 ,25: .40L
15566+0816 39.1 29 19+42 38 9 95 2 .65L ,25L .45L
15571+0233 11.8 19 12+39 61 15 100 3 .27L .27L .61
15574+0045 28,3 54 11+36 30 6 99 3 2.50 .61 .40L
15575+0256 32.6 45 13+39 42 24 99 3 .25L .26L .40L
15579+0913 58,2 47 20+42 46 8 101 3 .63 .25L .40L
15580+0452 3.9 3 15+40 29 6 99 3 1.38 .36 .40L
15581+0638 8.5 32 17+41 55 8 100 3 .39L .62L .40L
15583+0745 21.0 5 18+41 40 9 97 3 .40 .25L .40L
15583+0433 22.56015+40 25 81013 2.00 .64 .40L
15584+0218 27.05012+38 27 91013 1.g4 .87 .40L
15564+0254 27.12313+39 68 252100' .25L .35L .40L
15585+0400 34.6214+39 8535 99!2 25L .25L .40L
15590+0859 2.05420+42 43 8101'3 .67 .25L .40L
15590+0150 4.831 12+38 3920 982 .41L .46L .45
15592+0903 12.15120+42 36 91013 .63 .25L .40L
15595+0115 33.128 12+37 42341042 .25L .55L .40L
15597+0713 44.823 18+41 36 121013 .25L .25L .92
15599+0206 56.66 12+38 61 111033 29L .28 ,57
16000+0247 5.345 13+38 66 121013 .51 .26L .40L
16001+0032 7.934 11+37 106 25 J 96 2 .25L .93L .40L
16001+0859 11.4720+41 4311 993 .76 .33L .40L
16002+0044 15.859 11+37 43 9 1013 .76 .25: .40L
16003+0240 21.040 13+38 30 21 953 .29L .25L .40L
16003+0345 23.859 14+39 57 81013 .83 .25L .40L
16005+0326 30.841 14+38 49 32 962 .25L .62L .40L
16006+0955 40.827 21+42 45 141003 .38L .25L .51
16007+0546 47.746 17+40 54 121003 .25L .31L .53
16008+0328 48.42 14+38 44 29 973 .25L .25L A0L
16008+0242 51.1 5 13+38 25 181024 .46L .56L .40L
16009+0010 54.920 11+37 54 8 101 3: .25L .27L .66
16012+0507 17.324 16+39 43 9 101 3 1.21 .26: .40L
16013+0351 22.750 15+39 29 6 102 4 2.92 .77 .40L
16017+0611 42.424 17+40 51 15 962 .44 .25L .40L
16017+0816 45.72920+41 36, 111013 .56 .25L .40L16018+0608 52.349 17+40 34 _ 102 _ 1.11 .26L .40L
16018+0924 53.31321+41 60111013 .30L .25L .63
16019+0006 57.351 11+36 30101013 1.02 .34L .40L
16020+0400 0.1 6 15+38 71 20 102 3 ,26L .25L ,40L
16020+0747 5,7 34 19+40 51 8 101 3 .52 .25L ,40L
16021 +0032 7.6 j50 11 +37 40 11 101 3 29L .35L ,88
16022+0243 17.6_ 6 14+38 39 20 982 .55L .27L 34
16033+0851 23.0'49 21+41 37 81023 .58 .41: .40L
16034+0454 27.8 6 16+39 22 21 904 ,25L .25L .40L
16037+0150 43.444 13+37 52 10 993 .37 .35L .40L
16040+0521 4.523 17+39 28 51024 1.10 .52 .40L
16040+0104 6.O 16 12+36 49 91004 .57 .26L .40L
16041+0227 10.027 14+37j 40 81014 .71 .25L .40L
16043+0153 18.0 ..... 13+37 48 151013 .25L 28L .36
16045+0340 33.313 15+38 ' 55 8 993 .34 .25L .40L
Associations
1.00L; C DK 0300000000
1.00L C GCK 3600001030
2.27 CC LGAA 0400000000
1.00LjBB AADD t 2500000000
1.21 CC GKCC 1501000300
1.00L i C B H 0400000000
1.63 CB CB 0200000100
1.05L C E D 1600000000
1.00L D H 1500000000
1.32L C CJ L 0600001100
1.14L B C L 2501000000
1.00L BC ABL 5 2500001000
1.00L BC AB K 1 1510001000
1.0OL D O 2300000000
1.00L BD ADM 0 0600000000
.77 F M KG 1600001020
1.34L C M BE 5700000030
1.37 F K B i 6700000000
1.00L C F 0600000000
1.12 F F 7701000020
1.34 DF J DC 3600000100
1.49L C B 1400000000
1.87 D DJ D = 3600000020
100, ! c i2'°100°33°2o ,o1.00L B E M 0500000000
1.22L D DL 1 0400000000
1.00L C CG 13O00O0000
1.00 BC ABL 0600000000
1.00L BC AA I 0500000000
1.00L B AD 35O0000OOO
1.42 D GEF 9600000350
1.00L B B F 2600000000
1.00L B AC N 5500000000
1.00L BF AB 0 0600000000
1.19 CC CC 2400000000
1.83 CC L AA 4500000000
1.00L BE AD 1 0501000000
2.01 BBCC AAAB 4 1500000300
B 4500000000
BH 0601010000
C J D 9501000430
C G D 8500000030
BG J 1400010000
C I J F B 5482000420















1.00L CF AG L 6 0600000000
.89 D I GG 1500000000
1.22L B E A C 0700000000
1.00L BC AAF 0 1500000000
2.32 C J E B 9600000138
1.00L C B I 0600000000
1.00L BC ACML 0 1500000040
1.43 C LJ C 1200000010
1.00L D C 1400010000
1.00L BD AB 3 2500000000
1.00L CC AAI 0 7600000000
2.46 F FI C 9601000358
1.34 C E 360000OO6O
1.00L B AG K 0600110000
1.52: C C F C B 2600000000
1.00L B BN 0600110000
1.24 C F 1400000030
1.26 C C G A C 0500000000
1.00L CC CEC 6600001000
1.08L D CK I 96000100001
1.54 C GL B 3600000000
1.00L B BC 0600000000
1.00L BE BC L 04600000030
1.62 D K C 8500000540
1.00L B B D i 2600000000
1.27 O F 5600100340
1.12L C BD 1500000000
1.06L C B G 0300000000
1.75 C GI F 4560100340
2.09 C GB 5500000660
1.31: CC BB j 3701000000
1.00L BE AHK 0' 1600000000
1.00L BC ABKL 07600000000 I
I+OOL C B 1500100000
1.00L D BJ 050000O00O
1.00L B AE 1500100000
1.15L C KBD 0500000000
1.01L B AE 0700010000
1.66 C L DB 4501000010
1.00L B AH 1500000000
3.68L E MD B F 9400000008
1.00L E E 26OOOOOO00
1.00L CF BB 011600000000
1.45 C MF MD i 4500000040
1.11L C CE 2500000000
1.00L BC AB 611400001000
4.64L F B 7300000008
1.00L C BI L : 0501000000
1.29L C E C ' 1500000000





2 13 121201 K5
3 9 i U10042
i
i
1 2 DO 3849
2 13121211 K2
4 13121215 K0
3 13 i 121218 A2
1 2 DO 3856
3 13 i 121221 K5
8 ;
8
1 13 i 121241 KO
6 ,'
4 1 13 121246 K5







3 13 121267 K5
2 13121268 K5
1 12 ZG 1553+08
1 10 M+01-41-002
2 13 121270 K2
42 1 RUSER
1 13 121273 K0
1 13121275 K5
4 1 32 X1554+031
4 1 32 X1554+055












2 12 ZG 1559+07
9 281559+02 GAL
1 13121330 K2
2 13 121331 K5
1 1 OW SER
2 13 121333 K5
C
3 9 U10147




li 13 121346K02 13121349Ko
1 12 ZG 1601+09
1 13 121351 K5
3 9 U10163




1 2 DO 3947
1 2 [303951

































































16047+0106 44.2 9 12+36 39 13 98 3
1 049+0436,71 16+36 3 10216049+0332 50.0 15+38 100
16053+0132 18.4 11 13+36 72 14 98 3
16054+0037 26.7 5 12+36 68 20 101 3
16036+0130 40.5 32 13+36 26 12 98 3
16060+0839 3.1 57 21+40 19 5 101 4
16061+0844 11.6 42 21+40 26 5 101 4
16061+0532 11.6 17 17+38 83 13 99 2
16062+0158 15,9 39 13+36 31 8 99 3
16063+0646 20,0 4t 19+39 35 8 100 3
16064+0335 ;28,71 7 15+37 29 4:100 4
16067+0630 43,6 46 18+39 21 4 100 4
16067+0352 44,5 60 16+37 24 8 99 4
16071+0838 6,731 21+40 60 8 100 2
16071+0057 8.5 1= 13+36 19 5 100 516071 +0523 9.414v 17+38 34 9 99 4
16072+0402 12(] 23 16+37 39 36 99 I 3
16072+0209 17.e 22 14+36 54 12 98 3
16073+0442 21,1 36 17+38 88 8 98' 3
16074+0050 26,(] 19 12+36 31 6 100 5
16076+0059 36.6 7 13+36 25 13 99 4
16076+0642 37.1_55 19+39 50 13 100 3
16076+0143 40,650 13+36 40 9 100 5
16080+0245 5.7 4 15+36 52 9 100 3
16083+0912 21,5 28 22+40 69 11 102 2
16083+0754 22.1 31 20+39 28 5 t00 4
16089+0735 583 34 20+39 41 i 9 100 4
16090+0038 0.1 49 13+35 42 I 9 99 4
16092+0502 17,8 51 t7+37 27 I 9 99 3
16094+0410 24.3 58 16+37 92 31 103 2
16094+0t03 27,1 7 13+35 88 21 100 2
16095+0752 33.2 25 20+39 46 8 101 3
16098+0443 53.1 60 17+37 33 10 99 4
16100+0814 0.2 6 21+39 26 9 100 4
16100+0431 0,6 53 17+37 54 8 100 4
16102+0443 17.4 30 17+37 36 11 99 5
16103+0001 23,5 44 12+35 32 12 99 5
16104+0218 27,8 28 14+36 29 7 100 5
16107+0508 46.9 50 18+37 22 5 100 5
16109+0709 54,2 57 20+38 97 t8 97 2
16117+0601 46.5 35 19+37 33 6 99 5
16118+0407 48.9 18 17+36 23 10 99 6
16118+0939 52.6 42 23+39 27 t0 I 99 4
16120+0320 0.1 32 16+36 36 11 99 5
16122+0758 17.3 57 21+38 35 7 97 3
16126+0736 36.2 31 21+38 60 11 100 3
16126+0515 40.2 6 18+37 49 44 116 2
16129+0136 59.2 60 14+35 53 8 99 3
16134+0938 26,5 8 23+39 36 9 98 3
16135+0225 33,9 29 15+35 34 7 100 4
16135+0902 36,0 361 22+36 57 8 99 4
16138+0925 50,5 34 _ 23+39 46 15 97 3
16138+0812 51,2 15 21+38 44 10 100 3
16139+0809 57,2 37 21 +38 91 8 101 3
16142+0321 13,0 44 16+36 41 10 99 4
16142+0419 13,8 48 17+36 41 18 101 5
16142+0749 14,2 13 21+38 66 15 96 2
16143+0623 19,6 18 19+37 59 8 99 4
16145+0034 34.4 19 13+34 33 11 100 3
16151+0751 10,6 20 21+38 36 10 100 5
16151+0137 11,1 5 15+34 34 4 100 4
16152+0401 16,8 18 17+36 47 11 1100 3
16153+0353 22,9 53 17+36 28 14 100 3
16154+0611 26,0 41 19+37 33 9 101 4
16155+0612 31,2 3 19+37 34 10 100 3
16155+0146 35,2 42 15+34 25 13 100 3
16158+0531 50.1 23 19+36 85 39 100 2
16158+0236 53,9 16 16+35 38 8 100 4
16161+0722 8.5 48 21+37 34 3 100 5
16162+0312 14.1 24 16+35 65 8 100 4
16163+0731 21,9 48 21+37 21 7 100 5
16173+0736 18.4 18 21+37 93 30 96 2
16173+0136 19.4 50 15+34 30 12 96 2
16173+0516 20,1 51 19+36 31 11 99 4
16175+0207 35.7 36 15+34 27 10 97 3
16177+0559 46.1 1 20+36 24 6 98 4
16177+0151 47,9 30 15+34 38 11 94 4
16181+0038 9.9 7 14+33 40 10 94 4
16183+0859 21,7 21 23+37 59 14 103 2
16184+0651 29.8 51 21+36 48 14 97 3
16185+0044 31,0 47 14+33 72 13 98 2
16189+0620 56,6 14 20+36 69 8 95 2
16190+0011 1,3 40 14+33 33 8 97 5
16191+0555 10.7 40 20+36 23 8 1100 3
16192+0119 14,8 59 15+33 36 9 93 3
16194+0036 28.7 36 14+33 41 8 96 4
16195+0108 32,0 43 15+33 25 9 96 4
16197+0259 43.9 32 17+34 32 8 96 4
16197+0720 458 59 21+36 52 10 103 2
16199+0353 58,7 29 18+35 53 11 95 2
16200+0846 0,1 47 23+37 70 27 941 2
16205 -_0903 31.0 57 23+37 32 18 99 316205+0345 32.4 28 18+34 39 10 93
16208+0034 489 26 14+33 53 12 95 2
16208+0513 52.5 24 19+35 37 8 97 3
16208+0556 53.5 11 20+35 36 8 96 3
16217+0121 47.0 52 15+33 35 8 92 3
16220+0604 5.6 30 20+35 94 26 96 2
16224+0306 24.3 47 17+34 25 4 92 4
Flux Dcnsit y Flags
H;
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Carrected)
a 8 Coords S]VLf SMN 00 12 p.m 25 pm 60 /_m






































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags*
1.55: CD CAC 6500000008
1,17 D H 4500010010
t.00L B CF D 2610000000
1.45L C t AG 2500000110
1.22 D MEB 6600000000
2,57 CB CAA 2400000110
1,00L BBB AAB 0 0400110100
1.00L BBB AAA 0400110100
1.23L C C 0400000000
1,00L BD AC 0 0400010000
1.00L B A G 0600000000
1.00L BC AA 3 3610002000
1.00L BE AC 4 0600001000
tOOL BC AC 1500001000
1,72L C F B 0400000000
1,00L BC ABJ 2600001000
1.00L C BG 0400010000
1.65 F E DD 1400000460
1.00L C DBC 0400000000
1.00L D NBH 2500010000
13.25 DBC ECAA 2360004210
1.03L C ! BF 2600000000
1.50 CC!K BA 05000000O0
1.08L B BEI H 0500010000
1.00L C S 0400010010
1.63L E F 0501000000
1.00L BC ABE 3 0500000000
1.00L B B L 0600000000
IlOOL B CK H 5600000010
1.03L C A 1400000000
.95 C d C 3500000000
1,07 E F C 3500000030
1.00L C DN M 0500000000
2.57 BB DAA 2340000000
1.00L CD BD 2 0500001000
1.00L C B 24000000(X)
1.96 BB M BA 0380000000
1.77 B B MC A O400000000
2.82 EBB DAA 0200000000
1,00L AB AAH 6 1400000000
1.54L D BD
1.00L BC AB
3.15 EBB I FAA
2.50 BC KMAA
1.59 BB d BB
1.00L BD AB
1.00L C CH
.85 C M E
1,08L C BJ










1.91 BB K AB
1.00L B A M
1.00L BC ABJ
1.00L C DK

























1.86 F CD EKBB' '0501110000
1.63L C 8DBB 0501110000
1.12: CD BAC 0500000000
.78 D F I F 1500000000
1.00L O AB 0600000000
1.00L BE ABGE 0 2600000000









.84 D D E
1,00L C KC
1.36L C C
























1.00L BD AFMK 0 0500000000
1,20L D DH 1500000000
1.36L C i C d 1500000000
t .36 C C 7500000040
1,28 C I F 6500000040
2,82 CC GAA 1400001000
1.39L C CM 1501000000
1.00L BC ABL 0 0500000000
1.19L C CN 3500000000
1,03L D E 3500001000
1,53 D FC 2400000010







Name Type ('3 Mag
t3 121375 K0 B
12 ZG 1605+01 13 15i
5 13 121383 MB 5E
4 13 121385 MB 2
I 13 121386K0 14 7E
2 13 121387 K5 8 9_
1 131121388 K5 5 BE
4 13! 121390K5 1 6C
2 13 121392 G5 2 6C
2 2 DO3963 77 101
2 13 121396K2 2 67
1 13 121397 K5 2 8E
C 1 32 X1607+040 49 1_
4 4 9 U10200 37 130
1 12_ZG 1607+06 57 15E
I 13121403 K0 8 65
1 13 121404K0 12 80
1 2 DO3970 42 95
3 13 121406MA 8 86
1 13 121412 K2 19 85
1 2 DO3974 57 115
1 13 121416 K5 22 86
2 13 121420 K2 5 86
2 12 ZG 1609+04 77 151
2 "12 ZG1610+04 32 153
1 10 M+00-41-006 95
3 9 U10268 43 141
6 "13 121431K0 1 55
1 12 ZG 1610+07 4 155
3 13 121443 G5 11 63
2 12 ZG 1611+04 23 146
2 12 ZG1611 +09 46 146
1 12 ZG 1612+03 32 151
2 13 121451 K0 8 67
2 13 121452 K5 15 86
1 13 121459 K5 9 86
1 2 DO4003 47 98
2 13 121462 K5 24 85
2 DO4006 59 108
13 121465 G5 22 85
13 121467 G5 9 85
13 121479 K0 12 85
13 121478 K0 2 65
13 121480K0 39 82
2 13 121484M0 17 90
3 13 121490K5 5 83
4 9 U10328 33 133
2 131 121505 K5 17 87
1 12 ZG 1617+05 34 151
3 91 U10339 22 143
1 8 i EIC 492 1 8
1 12i ZG 1617+01 30 155
1 12j ZG 1618+00 32 155
1 13 121524 K2 20 80
1 13 121529K0 2 77
1 13 121534 K0 10 80
2 13 121540 F0 3 47
2 13 121543 K2 7 73
2 13 121551 M0 13 86
1 12i ZG 1620+03 46 156
1 13: 121570 K5 28 81
1 11 V911 OPH 51 3




















6) Coords¢t 1 b




























































































































16383+0O1_16386+ObUU 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Oensi_
16387+0120












































































a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O 12 /zm
h m, . , (s) £3 z b C) C) (') N
16387+0856 !46.7149 26+33! 34 7 99 3 1.49
16389+0833 54,g 44 25+331 37 8 99 3 .80
16390+0113 5.2 21 18+291 39 26 102 2 .SOL
16391+0116 9.8 34 16+29 I 34 8 96 3 .47
16396+0551 37.1157 23+311 52 21 97 3 .25L
16400+0026 1.4121 17+291 36 29 99 3 .25L
16403+0959 22,9 b 27+33 38 10 99 3: .95
16405+0001 35.5116 17+28 36 15 101 2; .33
16412+0642 13.2!40 24+31 47 10 98 3i .45
16418+0724 52.5!29 25+32 I 34' 8 101 31 .98
r16420+0925 4.4ill 27+32 ! 53 I 14 9_ 3 .52
16424+0340 27.6:46 21+30' 46 B: 98 3 .45
16425+0610 33.0149 23+31 40 9:98 3 .78
16425+0415 35.147 21+30 35 g i 97 3 .68
16426+0317 37.046 20+29 39 8 8_ 3 .4116433+0416 16.I 16 21+30 24 16 i .25L
16433+0914 23.8 3 27+32 102 30:93 2 .25L
16434+0840 25.5 21 26+32 28 5 ! 95 3 12.03
16435+0436 31.8 8 22+30 28 16 1100 3 .28L
16437+0030 46.0 54 18+28 B7 35 100 2 .26L
16438+0746 50.4 9 25+31 35 21 97 3 .25L
16439+0435 55.2 33 22+30 26 23 88 2 .80L
16442+0424 16.5 35 22+30 73 15 93 2 .25L
16446+0209 39.4 11 20+28 49 11 I 981 2 .39
16446+0426 40.9 60; 22+30 49 20 1101 2 .25L
16447+0152 45.1 28; 19+28 50 10 97i 3 .43
1_,,_+045o490 6122+20 45 10 96i2 Sl
I_52+o5_ 171 _ 23÷30 51 6 I011_ .3316453+0430 21.5 4, i 22+29 35 18 96, o .25L
16453+0448 22.6 12 22+30 44 8 97 3 .78
16454+0813 27.1 20 26+31 33 25 104 3 .25L
16461+0600 8.0 43 24+30 61 3 97 L
16461+0546 8.6 32 23+30 34 98, i
16463+0648 19.4 12 24+30 66 11 10012 2_16463+0719 23.6 33 25+31 43 24 99 '. L
16467+0000 46.3 29 18+27 25 6 97 i 3 1.99
16472+0633 13.6 30 24+30 35 4 98 : 3 2.34
16472+0952 15.0 1 28+31 39 14 100 i 3 25L
16475+0103 31.7 39 19+27 42 10 98 3 .83
16475+0930 33.4 25 27+31 73 12 97 2 .64
16476+0743 36.8 12 26+30 77 34 98 2 .26L
16476+0608 39.8 41 26+31 34 12 98 3 .25L
16477+0709 46.3 47 25+30 63 29 103 2 .25L
16478+0904 49.1 16 27+31 33 8 99 3 1.01
16480+0116 1.1 50 19+27 36 7 99 3 2.35
16481+0055 10.4 12 19+27 81 19 99 3 .25L
16484+0852 27.2 17 27+31 55 17 98 3 .25L
16486+0957 <10.4 45 28+31 24 5 98 3 6.48
16487+0029 42.5 16 19+27 68 34 99 2 .32L
16488+0501 ¢9.9 43 23+29 63 14 99 3 .37L
16490+0823 01 28 258 3 3.322 504 17.6: _ 26+30 I_23+29 ! 70 2 .25L
16497+0437 43.3' 15 23+28 : 54 20 101 2 .25L
16497+0319 45.6:0 21+28 67 16 96 2 .26L
16498+0453 53.0:34 23+29 47 10 97 3 .56
16500+0421 3.2 46 23+281 41 17 97 3 .25L
16501+0952 7.2 0 28+31 55 14 98 3 .25L
16503+0529 20.1 22 24+29 : 21 7 96 3 20.40
16504+0003 25.2' 45 18+26 : 33 8 100 6 .45
16504+0228 27.7; 58 21+27 19 6 100 4 .57
16507+0306 ¢4.1i 8 21+281 55 9 98 3 .35
16509+0240 54.0 12 21+27 48 13 99 4 .25L
16509+0136 57.4' 37 20+27 32 10 98 4 .55
16517+0426 45.2 29 23+28 ; 27 7 99 3 1.15
16518+0210 48,5_12 21+27i 25 3 102 5 1.62
16518+0825 52.8; 20 27+30, 43 10 98 3 .39
16519+0652 55.3i 47 25+29 57 42 101 2 .25L
16519+0540 56.2; 2 24+29 ! 56 16 97 2 .39L
16521+0858 10.91 2 27+30! 38 8 98 3 .37
i
16523+0745 21 4! 13 26+29 i 28 8 96 3 4.07
16523+0344 23.0; 42 22+27 : 34 9 100 4 .76
16526+0208 34.2 38 21+27 i 100 32 104 2 .25L
16528+0010 51.E 18 19+261 28 8 101 7 .78
16529+0726 56.7 43 26+29 ! 33 10 99 3 1.02
16530+0518 5._ 51 24+281 32 28 100 2 .25L
16531+0817 10._ 36 27+29] 50 8 97 3 .83
16532+0248 13.6i 39 21 +27 ; _ 9 100 6 .4916533+0929 ;21.9 39 28+30 i 15 97 3 .20L
16535+0129 33._ 55 20+26:21 8 100 7 .69
i
16537+0357 4221 50 23+27 27 8 102 5 .58
16537+0420 44.1 8 23+27; 42 8 100 4 .71
16538+0747 53.31 43 26+29 63 8 97 3 .25L
16539+0614 ;56.2i 35 25+28 i 58 28 96 2 .25L
16540+0435 i 1.91 58 23+28 84 37 95 2 .25L
16541+0023 11.1:53 19+25! 24 24 122 4 .61L
16543+0045 20.6!33 20+26; 38 8 102 4 .36
16544+0634 24.3! 42 25+28 32 3 101 4 1.95
16547+0257 42A:34 22+27 29 3 100 7 25L
16548+0005 51.5 31 19+25 i 13 4 101 7 3.34
16648+0017 .013 25+262o 61014 261
16550+0751 =52!34 27+29 58 29 100 3 .25L
16552+0927 1713; 3 26+30 24 7 96 3 24.99
16552+0457 17.5 12 24+27 54 27 100 2 .27L
16556+0858 41.1 43 28+29 41 21 98 3 .25L
16558+0016 50.3 38 25+28 28 8 98 4 .28L
16558+0820 50.5 44 27+29 26 3 97 3 3.50
16558+0911 53.952 28+29 103 31 101 2 .25L
16560+0144 4.3; 14 21+26 46 10 102 5 .39
16561 +0306 8.3 55 22+26 [ 68 16 97 4 .36L
t
FIu_ Density F_ags Associations
C:_et Color Corrected)







































































































100 t,tm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep



































.97 E i D
t.00L B BN





1.18L C AF K
1.01L: C CG
1.00L C C J
1.00L C AH
1.00L BC LBC
1.05L C !B K
.86 D,I G
.97 O C C
1.00Li BBC AAD 0
3.93 CED MMED1.29 E E
1.83 C !K KD
2.74 D :J FC
1.11L C I B
1.13LIF EE1.77 D I B
5.02L B
3.90L ID C1.75 E GDB
4,56L iB BJ
1.69 C I D
2.59 DCC J CAB
1.76 D K HE
t.OOL BD
1.00L F D G




























1.00L BB AAC 1 L:_0Q002000
.95 D H H 7600000000
4.15L C GCD 19500000008
1.00L BC AAO 4i 35OOOOOOOO
1.10 E DC ; 96O00OO0O8
1.00 F EEC ! 9481000548
1.01 CD FCD r 0500000000
4.07L B C I 9300000008
2.39 C K HC _9500000228
1,37 CC BC _3600000000
.92: BBCF AAAE 6:1600000000 25
4.62L B B K 0500000008
26.55 BBCC 8AAA' 1 0100000000
1.00L C B H 16OOOOOOOO
1.81 BB HAB; 1500001100
1.34L DD BEHH 0 0601010000
1.00L BC AC 0 7500000000
1.00L BB ABK 1 2600001000
tOOL B CG 1600000O00
1.05 D CI H; 2500000000
1.34L C BC; 0600000000
1.00L C CG 7700000000
.62: _BDC AAEEI_ 0 4500000000BE 1500010000
tOOL ADI C.62 F 26OO00OOO01.00L B 9700000000
1.01L BC A9 2 4500001000
1.19 E E E 3400000020
t.00L B B G 2700000000
.69: BE C BDLC 2 1500010030
6.59L C J CG 9500000008
1.00L B AG 17000O0000
tOOL C BD L 0500010000
1.09L B BGJ 4500000000
1.73 C I J C 4581000120
1.24 C C I 3500000000
.93 F F I 5500000000
1.18 D GC C 7602000010
1.22L C BHM 460O000000
1.11L BC ABF 5 3500000C_0
2 2 DO 4120 86 103
2 13 121790 F0 7 58
8
1 2 004124 87 90
I 1 13 121816 K0 12 i 76
3 13 121823 K2 4 i 78
1 13 121831 G5 3 86
I 2 DO 4135 29 100
5 13 121843 K2 3i 53
4
8i 1 32 X1643+076 49 I B
] 4 13 121860 5 91
61
3' 13 t21865AOP 20 52
8
1 13 121866 M0 15 91
4
! C 1 32 X1645+060 126 12
1 2 DO 4150 55 108
1 13 121876 K5 2 85
8
!i 13 121881K2 9 8513 121690 MA 1 9012 ZG 1647+09 45 156
! 4 13 121893G5 23 70
8
6
13:121897 MB 8 888 : 32i X1648+009 57 8
3 9i UI0576 65 150
2 4 13 121905MA 1 78
2"39 CL1648+05 82 26
2 3_
EIC 521 5 5
3 DGVW007 104 40O
1 13 121918 K2 1 83
C
4 1 RX OPH 6 4
2 13 121921 G5 9 67
5 193IU10592 34 146I ! 121922 G5 4 83
1 12 !ZG 1660+02 12 156
1 16 06036 69 140
1 1,V970 OPH 29 4
2 13 121939 K0 6 82
1 13 121942 K2 6 63
2 13 121943K2 2 85
1 13 121946 K0 2 80
I 2 DO4174 79 100
8
3 13 121954 KO 4 72
1.73 BB I AA 1500000000
1.11L AB AAFG 6 9700001000
1.00L BC AB i 0 4500000000 3 13 121959 K0 6 68
1.44 C C J 4680000210 4
3.99L BBC AAAFI 0 9600000008 18 5 13 121962K0 3 33
.98 E M C! 3600000000
2.12 C H C i 9680000020 6
tOOL B F6L 5600000000
tOOL 9DF AAG 0 3601000000 1 8 ETC528 3 9
1.77 E C: 8600000008
126L B BD H 1600000000 2 13,121971 K0 22 86
.90 C HMHF i 7500000100
*Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbodng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
384




u 8 SMJ SMN 05
h-m . , (s) ('3 £3 C) (')
18562+0931 17.0 51 65 8 ] 95
1656_ + 0457 36.8 36 25 6 98
16566+0244 38.8 0' 43 14 105
16567+0154 43.0 9 41 8 98
16567+0628 44.0 181 83 23 98
16568+0949 48.5 25, 48 8 96,
16570+0922 5.8 15' 50 8 9516571+0552 7.0 31 _, 22 _ 99,
16571+0806 11.20' 31 10 0909'16572+0156 12.3 29 35 1 I
16572+0234 13.5 59 43 21 102
16672+0902 14.01 56 18 102
16573+0742 16.6 60 27 9 100
16574+0433 24.024 27 899
16574+0503 24.5 25 15 5 99
16575+0325 34.3:41 26 2O 109
16579+0555 ,5.6 51 15 5 101
16579+0214 57.8;11 58 13 97
16579+0229 58.2 26 32 22 105
16579+0433 158.7 20 20 5 102
16580+0222 5.11 4 35 24 103
16681+0114 7.4 29 19 5 100
16581+0851 7.9 57 24 6 101
16882+0212 16.4 39 23 4 101
16583+0856 21.8 53 74 31 103
16585+0249 34.6 16 34 15 91
16586+0045 37.9 25 54 8 96
16588+0128 38.1 53 55 8 96
16587+0655 42.9!47 2g 9 10216586+o73o525,, 19 9 lO2
16589÷0521.4!16 _ 13 lO218559+0031 57,6 5 104
16589+0906 58.4 55 38 ; 10 103
16590+0410 1.3 28 28 i 8 101
16591 +0327 6.3 2 39 _ 8 101
15591+0206 8.7 56 361 8 lOO
16693+0002 lg.3 17 47 18 lol
16593+0640 2o.1 53 18 5 lO,
16593+0942 21.1 39 39 9 101
165g3+0957 21.7 8 74 30 100
16595+0504 32.1 59 59 6 ; 95
16595+0217 35.1 2 27 8 100
16595+0659 35.3 35 35 14 i 100
16596+0252 36.6 44 70 27 ; 91
16596+0414 51.1 47 23 9 i 100
16596+0204 54.3 31 90 14 ;104
17000+0613 0.9 56 52 13 1102
17002+0630 15.9 25 59 121100
17003+0612 23.6 13 24 3] 101
17004+0019 28.9 24 30 8 97
17004+0033 29.7 59 107 32 96
17005+0449 32.1 3 16 3 99
17008+0413 48.7 26 31 17 101
17008+0609 52.0 23 21 9 100
17009+0315 56.0 30 70 23 99
17012+0543 16.8 42 28 22 88
17012+0418 17.0 45 73 22 96
17013+0728 20.8 30 50 22 107
17014+0315 29A 32' 25 8 101
17015+0300 32.4 23 37 g 102
17017+0103 44.8 9 23 9 98
17020+0626 4.2 19 118 39 100
17022+0309 16.4 161 44 40 103
17023+0232 21.0 41 i 51 10 101
17026+0959 36.3 52; 34 16 1051
17026 +0035 41.3 46 = 70 8 96
17027+0516 43.5 53; 30 8 102
17027+0603 43.7 27_ 18 5 100
17027+0046 44.2 14; 36 8 97
17027+0828 45,6 52, 28 8 99
,7025+02o148332: 39 8 1o217029+0435e7_0 36 24 87
17030+0220 0.1 45; 21 5 97
17030+0457 2.6 45: 44 13 101
17030+0350 4.9 51 18 5 98:
17031+0134 8.4 38 30 8 101
17032+0810 12.1 491 37 24 106;
17033+0120 21.2 8, 48 40 129
17033+0650 23.8 591 28 8 100;
17034+0306 24.5 23_ 37 8 98
,7034+0506 29.7 15 20 3 99
17035+0745 30.4 23 33 8 103,
,7035+0147 31.8 19_ 21 3 97,
17035+0339 33.1 13 58 15 [100,
,7035+0357 33.3 25 38 25 i101
[7037+0033 42.6 23 24 13 97:
17037+0841 42.822 18 3 99 i17037+0514 44.2 34 101 i
17037 +0947 46.7 59 15 4 99
17039+0034 57.8 1 51 30 971
17039+0341 58.9 58 26 8 101 ;
17040 + 0023 0.9 13 36 11 9417041+0636 9.1 57 14 101 ;
17042+0015 13.2 12 17 14 96
17042+0020 13.4 57 39 10 96
17042+0856 16.8 60 37 33 111
_7043+0715 19.3 54 3O _ 102 i17044+0700 26.5 45 50 3 102_
17045+0400 30.9 22 62 27 _ 97









































































































Rux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
N (Jansky)
3 .27L .25L .40L
6 .40 .25L .40L
3 .25L .27L .40L,
4 .38 .28L .40L _
3 .25L .55L .40L





5 .39LI .26L .47
3 .25L .25L .40L
4 .84 .49 .40L
,7 .70 .30c .40t
t7 2.32 .65 .40L
_4 .25L .25L .40L
17 4.15 1.32 .40L
;4 .27L .26L .40L
_3 .26L .27L .40L
7 1.27 .57 .40L
4 .25L .28L .40L
6 6.04 3.51 .58
4 4.44 2.43 .47
7 4.21 2.88 .28:
.25L .25L .40L
.22 .25L .40L
2 .65L .31L .32
3 .25L .32LI .40L
6 .25L .22: 1.34
8 1.01 .3t .40L
i .25L .16: 1.97
.41 .25L .37
_i .35 .25L .40L
.90 .33 .40
6 i .59 .26L .40L
5, .25L .25L .80
5, .25L .31L A0L
7j 3.36 .91 .40L
4 .44 .25L .40L
2 .27L .65L .40L







.22 .25L .40L2.24 .90 .40L
7 1.03 .31L .40L
2 .25L .45L .40L
7 2.58 .85 .40L
4 .28L .27L .46
8 .65 .23: .40L
3 25L .33L AOL
7 .25L .25L .40L
2 .44L .27L .34
2 .53L .35L .33
8 .71 .25: .40L
8 .41L .25L .68
7 .83 .59 .40L
2 .27L 25L .40L
2 .29L .28L .40L
.40L .25L .70
.25L .25 .50:
3 .25L .25L .40L
8 .48 .25L .40L
8 .25L 25 2.33
5 .57 .25L .40L
7 .63 .15: A0L
5 .46 .26L .40L
3 .25L .26L .40L
6 1.86 .61 .40L





5 .25L .31L .40Li
8 1.62 .46 .40L
6 .34 .25L .40L i
6 2.67 .92 .40L
.33L .27L .96
.28L .31L .40L
5 .25L .26L .40LI
2.00 .54 .40L
.38 .2OL .40El
8 3.07 .75 .40L
3 .26L .27L .40L
7 .81 .33L A0L
4 .39L .25L 1.03
4 .25L .26L .30:
4 .56L .25L .70
.49 .25L .40L1.24L .25L .40L
.43 .30L .40L
.26L .26L A0L
3 .25L .25L .40L
7 .25L: .25L .40L




Flux Corr A Confusion R S A SOp
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
1.42 O I C 9700000018
1.00L 8 BC 2600000000 1 2 DO 4192 44 108
.93 DDG C 5550000000
1.21L B DJ 6601060000 1 32, X1656+019 16 1
1.14 D C 4600000000
2.45 C L O 6500000250 6 1 32 X1656+098 123 6
1.10LI C d B 9700000110
tOOL 8 8FM 2600000000 2 13 121981 K0 2 85
1.11L 8 8DK 2500001000 2 13 121983 K2 11 82
1.26 C iI E E 850000O000
r
1.05 CF GHCD 5501000000 2 9 U10640 63 f53
2.75 C F E 958200O350 8 1 32 X1657+090 122 8
1.12L BC AAKG 3 0500000000 1 16 08085 8 1200
tOOL B IABH 1600010000 I V855 OPH 6 3
1.0OLBB 'AA d 1 1600000000 1 16 08097 51 145
1.28 L D GGC 8581000210 4
1.00L[A8 AAM 6 1600001000 3 2 DO4199 89 91
1.19 O L J C 9500000100
1.12 C L F B 4501000000
1.00L BB ABGI 31 1600002000 2!
1.46 C NJ C 8500000000
1.12L aRC AAB 0 3700000000
1.00L SaC AAD 4:9601100010 1 8 EIC 532 3, 9
1.00L ABC AAO 1 7600000100 1 2 DO 4201 82 105
1.49 D I E 8502100140 8 1 32 X1658+089 54 i 8
2.28L C GL J 5500000000
1.41L D EC 0500000000
1.12 D f C 3602000000
1.37 DBC I CAB 0501000000 I 12 ZG 1658+06 149 1531.00L BC AD 0 26000100001 2' 13 122CO8K0 i 67
3.20 EBB EAA 25500000001 1 12 ZG 18519+05 19:155
1.1gL C G O 0501000000
1.04L D C 2600000000 1 = 13 122010 K2 2 I 83
1.00L BD AB 0 1600010000
1.11L C BC 8501000010
1.58 CC B B 75000001201
1.94 B EK C 3600000110!
1.00L AS AA C 4 2500000000 4 13 122O19MA 4 I 86
1.14L B 80 4701010000! 2 i 13 122020 K5 3 86
I. 13 E C C 5600000020 8
1.22L C FEI 1500000000 I
1.17L B AD 7500000000 2 I 13 122024 K5 9 87
1.27L B CE I 2500000000
1.00 D C 3501000050 8
1.37L 8 BIM 1600000000
1.67L C B L L 4500000000
1.48 B KDC8 4502001040 8
1.12L D C 2500000000 1 13 122035 K0 7 85
1.00L A 8 AA L N 0 ; 4602001000 ! 2 2 DO 4208 52 105
1.17L B AE L I 3520(XX)960 1 13' 122037 K2 4 57
.94 C L C I 1500000000
1.00L AB AAK 2 1600002000 2 13. 122038MA 3 83
.98 CC K CA 3501000000
1.07L 8F BAG 0 3500000000 2 13:122O40K5 30 861.48 C FL O I 5400000680 C . 321 X1700+032 56 12
2.58 E MEB 7581100078 8 1 32' X1701+057 32 8
1.00L C O 4500000000 I 121ZG 1701+04 77 156
1.37L D G i 250O000000
.57: BF D SFKKi 0 4600020110 1
1.00L S KI BO 4501000000
1.02L BC ABG 5 1630000000 1 2 004214 34 116
.83 D: M I 4680000010
.83 F F E 35000O0020 8
1.21L 8 IF B} 2500000000
1.86 CB EKCB 4681000100 2 12 ZG 1702+10 10 151
1.13 C D O 160000000O i
4.97L C B 7400000008 2 * 13 _122057 X0 6 85
2.97 CBB HCAA 1400000000
1.06L B B F 1600020000 1 2 13 1122056 GO 6 58
1.00L 8F AF 2 2401011000
1.00L B BE E 1600010000 1 13 1122059 K0 13 83
.99 C l D 3600000000 1 "41,17029+0436 12 8
1.00L BB AB 1 3602011000 2 13 122063MA 3 90
3.21L B DCD 1500000108
1.00L AB AAFHI 3 0600000000 3 13 ' 122066 MA 3 77
1.18L;S C B B / 2600000000
.94 14OOOO002O 8
1,78 B LEEC 1601000000
1.00L BE BD F,0 6601011000 1 2IDO4219 59 100
1.56 C EFB 4501000120 8
4.04LIAC AB 4 3400000008 4 "13 122069 K2 3 85
1.08L B C G 1500010000 1 13 , 122070 K5 5 85
1.06LISB AAI J 3 2600000000
1.20L C O 1600000000
1.08 C C 3500000320 C
3.93 C _LMD 6580100070 8 1 32 X1703+005 78 81.00L AB [A fl 2500002000 2 3 13 122073K2 3 70
4.04L D _BJ H 3401020008 2 "13 122074 G5 5 83
1.00L AB IAA F 2 1600001000 4 13 122075K5 4 65
3.00 C 'J M E 7580100050 8
1.00L B [BE M 2600000000 1 13 122076K2 2 82
1.82: BC GBB 6600100000
1.07 CC E C 6500000000
1.32L C LIEBG 6600100000
1.40L B IC l 6600200000 1 13 6 88
.98 F 35O0000000
1.17L C CG 7600010000 1 13 4 83
.71 D D 9501000330 C
1.50 C D 4601000570 C 1 32 7 12
2.04 B KEMC 2580000090 8 1 32 98 8
















































































































































































17139+0706 5) Ne_hboringWeeksCOnfirmed Sources PW)-
17139+0446





















Right Ascension: 17h14m04,_17h22m48 ,
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
(Not Color Corrected)
a 6 a 8 12 ,am 25 _m 60 /zm






















































171_+o338 :7; 4c171g4+og47 ,4c171_+o3o3 .2_ 4c17195+oso2 .2_ .,c
-2-_ .4C
17196+0515 .2,=17198 + 0726 .410
17198 + 0203 .3_ .40
.2¢ .81




17201 +0947 .2(3 .40
17202 + 0835 .25 .40
17202 + 0339 .40 .40i
17203 + 0254 .36 .401
17203 + 0055 .89 .451
17203+0530 1.65 .401
17203 + 0334 .68 .40i




17205 + 0014 .251 .40[
17207 + 0839 .271 .40[
17207 + 0522 .271 .40L








17215 + 0853 .40L A0L
17215 + 0838 .70 .40L
17216+0131 .22: .40L
17216 +0945 .35L .40L
17216 + 0830 .25L .40L







17220 + 0514 .32: .40L
17222 + 0513 .25L .43L
17223 + 0803 .25L .40L
17225+0626 .25L .40L
17225 + 0256 .36L .40L
17227 + 0724 .25L .84
.25L
17228+0628 .25L :400L



























































































Corr A Confusion A
Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region,
Declination: 0°-+ 10'
Associations
























































ham..8, (s) £3 1 b
17229 + 0658 - 23





17232 + 0209 p20
17232+0416 F21
17232+0613 _22
17233 + 0027 t-19
17234+0040 4-19
17234 + 0603 _-22
17235 + 0809 -_23
17235 + 0344 + 21
17238 + 0634 t- 22







17242 + 0330 + 20
17243+0421 +21
17244 + 0223 + 20
17244 + 0645 + 22
17246+0030 + lg





17252 + 0254 ;+ 2(
17253+0103 ,+ 1f
17253 + 0826 + 2',
17254+0316 ;+2(
17254 + 0322 ;+ 2(
17254 + 0301 ;+ 2t
17256+05O4 1+2





17261 +0008 3+ 1
17262 + 0059 4 + t
17282+0022 3+ 1




17265+0058 4 + 1







17272 + 0934 12+:
17272 + 0244 ._8+
17273+0132 Z5+
17273+0413 27+
17275 + 0305 26 +
17276 +0405 27 +
17281 +0526 28+
17282 + 0625 29 +
17282 + 0306 26 +
17286+0204 25 +
17287 +0624 29+




17293 + 0304 26-_




17295 + 0140 25
17298+0821 31 -
17298 + 0205 26 -
17298+0318 27-
17299 + 0705 30-
17300 + 0356 27-
17301 +0026 24-
17301 + 0342 27.
17301 +0456 28-
17303 + 0048 24
17304 + 0927 33
17305 + 0544 29
17307 + 0228 26
17307 + 0008 24
17307 + 0745 31
173O8 + 0822 32
17311 + 050O 28
17311 +0449 28
17313+0916 33






12 vm 25 Fm 60 ktm
(Jansky)
1.05 .70 I .42L
.25L .25L I .40L
,62 .25L I .40L
5,34 .68 I L98
1,12L ,26L I ,40L
.25L .25L I ,48:
















































































Flux Corr A Confusion











































































C LB 122465 G0P
122466 R2
) I 122468 K2
D _C
K DO 4299




ID L,C EIC 563
122485 K5










































H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 /_m 60 Fm







































































































1(30 p,m Rux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
Associations
Name Type _¢q Mag
1.61 D D 3400000000
1.12L BE BB 0 1600110000
2.48 C G D 1481000030 8 1 32 X1731+079 18 8
1.96L'C EH M 1600110000 1 I AOOPH 2 4
1.06L'BBC AAAM 2 0700000000
1.00L C C B F 2600000000
3.02 _ C KLBC 4500000020 8 1 32 X1731+099 10 8
1.46' C ALM D 66010000001.0OL BC 1 36010010001.15L 'C 5600101000
I
1.01LIB CJ NM 6600010000 1 13 122522 K0 9 79
1.54L'E B M 3601100000 1 13 122524 K2 12 85
1.15L BC AB M 0 4600000000
1,00LIBC AAJ 3 6700000000 1 I VZOPH 11 3
1.07LICC AS H 0 5600101000 2 13 122530K5 3 84
1.40L _C BEMG 4600100000
1.86 C E 4500110220
2.13 C F 9600000130 8 2 39 OT+054 22 1415
1.52 F G 2601000620
1.57L C B K 6600000000
1.53 F L B 8682000040 8
3.89 DCC FBAA 0401000100 2 12 ZG 1732+06 85 148
1.14L BE AB 0 6601000000
1.01L C DG 5600000000 i
1.05L BC AAL 0 5600002000 i 2 3 13 122541 MA 2 75
1.56 D FD 6600000000 1 12 ZG 1733+09 61 154
2.00 C J DE 9500000000
1.25 B C ; MI C 66000001001.03L AC 5701000000 2 13 122543 M0 10 88
1.44L CCC ABCF 1 3500110000 2 1 V786OPH 45 3
4.61 C EGE 9580000430 C 1 32 X1733+081 61 12
2.24L C C 4600O00000
1.73 F H G 4501000240 8 i
1.68 D G C 7600000010 I
1.50L B B 2500110000 1 13 122549 K5 1 85
3.30 C B D A A 4500000000
1.74 O J F 5600000510 4 1 32 X1733+036 50 4
1.46L D E 9600000000 1 13 122556 K0 19 83
1.16L BCD AAD 9 5600001000
1.07L BC ABK _0 1601000000
1.29L B C I 2501000000 1 2 DO 4323 21 95
1.01L CB AANE 0 9600000000
17314+0706 29.5 26 30+20 50 30 92 2
17316+0309 40.5 10 27+ 19 50 11 90 3
17316+0756 40.7'10 31 +21 49 21 90 3
17316+0305 40.8 2 27+ 19 62 12 89 2
17317+0054 43.8 34 25+ 18 42 8 91 3
17318+0633 49.3 10 30+20 32 11 90 3
17319+0957 59.3 40 33+22 57 20 89 3
17320+0217 2.8 57 26+18 47 32 90 2
17320+0418 5.4 23 28+19 21 7 91 3
17321+0321 8.3 47 27+19 63 8 90 3
17321+0407 10.0 51 28+19 45 11 90 3
17321+0001 11.4 44 24+17 57 10 91 3
17321 +0115 11.9 55 25+ 18 30 7 90 3
17322+0347 14.5 48 27+ 19 35 7 90 3
17323+0323 22.3 29 27+ 19 32 7 90 3
17324+0932 29.2 43 33+21 49 9 90 3
17326+0655 36.7 57 30+20 26 25 84 3
17326+0940 39.9 16 33+21 87 30 92 2
17327+0111 42.6 57 25+17 39 37 92 2
17328+0337 51.2 1 27+19 43 10 91 3
17328+0143 51.7 28 26+ 18 51 26 52 2
17328+0611 53.8 57 30+20 34 8 91 3
17330+0442 0.1 32 28+ 19 44 11 91 3
17330+0407 1.2 32 28+19 77 11 92 2
17330+0502 4.7 51 29+19 34 7 91 3
17331+0927 7.8 5 33+21 78 21 89 2
17331+0754 9.3 11 31+20 i 56 28 92 2
17331 +0454 10.0 35 29+ 191 95 34 91 2
17332+0436 12.8 20 28+19 52 9 91 3
17333+0700 23.3 19 31+20 38 7 90 3
17333+0806 23.5 32 32+20 42 25 88 3
17334+0909 25.8 41 33+21 63 16 90 2
17335+0109 30.fl 48 25+17_ 89 32 89 2
17336+0144 '37.8 17 26+17i 55 32 91 2
17336+0702 39.2 43 31+201 59 10 90 3
17338+0404 149.7 30 28+ 19 27 7 91 3
17338+0342 50.2 6 28+ 18 87 36 92 2
17338+0944 152.8 47 33+21 65 12 89 2
17338+0051 '53.8 22 25+ 17 32 8 91_3
17339+0239 1577_46 27+18 31 8 913
17339+0420 58622 26+19 48 12 903
17340+0134 _ 21 26+17 35 7 92 317341+0540 1029+1958129013
17342+0408 12.7 _ 28+18 42 8 91 ' 317342+0842163432+219425922
17343+090971.61933+21418913
17345+090230.14233+218921922









17352+0256 16.5 5 27+18 84 27 91 2
17352+0838 17.9 57 32+20 65 10 90_ 3
17353+0325 20.6 35 27+18 39 24 89i 3
17353+0110 20.8 1 25+17 34 11 91! 3
17353+0414 22.3 4 28+18 63 11 91 3
17354+0347 29.9 46 i 28+18 26 7 91 3
17355+0405 34,0 12 28+18 23 7 91 3
17356+0024 40,1 36 25+16 34 11 91 3
17357+0614 43.9 30 30+19 69 11 91 3
17357+0705 44.3 4 31+19 ,_ 1_' 9117357+0052 46.1 52 25+17 92 =
17356+0214 60660 26+17 52 12 91 3
17358+0232 51.6 28 27+17 34 12 91 3
17358+0943 52.3 33 33+21 30 17 86 3
17359+0927 55.0 57 33+21 84 15 87 2
17359+0821 56.4 54 32+20 65 11 89 3 i
17359+0441 59.8 20 29+18 35 7 91 3_
17360+0841 2.8 30 32+20 51 23 92 2
17360+0104 5.7 38 25+ 17 95 22 92 2
17361 +0039 8.1 35 25+ 16 69 8 91 3
17361+0422 10.1 34 28+18 47 17 92 2
17362+0305 16.8 18 27+ 18 65 13 91 3
17352+0450 17.6 25 29+ 18 72_ 27 92 2
17363+0606 21.5 48 30+ 19 44 13 90 3
17364+0934 28.1 13 33+20 42 9 90 3
17365+0605 30.5 13 30+ 19 29 7 90 3
17365+0802 35.6 43 32+20 52 16 88 2
17366+0103 36.7 30 25+17 81 34 89 2
17366+0203 36.9 17 26+17 42 8 91 3
17366+0505 40.5 18 29+ 18 83 27 88 2
17366+0427 41.8 7 29+18_ 42 8 88 2
17367+0403 42.3 27 28+181 26 8 90 3
17367+0916 43.4 19 33+20 70 27 90 3
17367+0613 45.3 2 30+ 19 96 28 88 2
17367+0334 47.8 54 28+ 18 48 11 90 3
17368+0833 50.3 14 32+20 32 18 91 3
17368+O014 53.3 24 25+16 66 14 91 3
17369+0137 55.2_53 26+17 28 9 91:3
17370+0325 1.9! 7 28+18 30 8 90 3
17372+0349 16.2 14 28+ 18 39 11 90 3
17373+0439 21.7 6 29+18 57 9 88 2
17375+0344 30.91 ._ 28+18 54 11 90 317375+0328 33.3 26+ 17 37 22 91 3
17375+0749 33.4 35 32+19 58 8 91 3
1.52: CD BB 1600000000
1.11L C CD 5500000000
1.43 D L B 7600000000
1.33L BD AC 1 6700000000
1.79 C C E B 6600000000
1.40 E= H C 2680000000
1.74 F E 6600000000
1.40 D; DMFE 5500000000
1.39L C BJ 6600010000
1.41 D' H C 5600000000
1.40L C F K 5500OOOO0O
1.08 D E C 5600000000
1.26L B B E 2600000000
1.14L BC AB 0 3600000000
2.07 C C I 3600000010
1.31L C BC C! 47000010001.70 C MM 5500000000
1.59 CE C BCI C I 0 2700000000 1
1.30L B AC I 3500000000 I
1.22L DC AB 1 5500000000
2 13 122565 M0 8 8E
i
1 131 122572 M0 8 8;
11V792 OPH 321
1 13 122578 M0 8 9(:
2 13! 122581 K2 5; 8_
1 2 DO 4331 83 9E
1 1 AP OPH 41
1.00L BC AAM 3 4600000100 3 4 TMSS00309 31 2_
1.12L B AED 1600000000 1 2 1:)O4336 31 9;
1.18L C B I 1600010000 1 13 122585 G5 31 5_
3 13 122587 K51.08L BC AB I 1 1600000000 i 8_154Lc c lSOlOO00Oo 81
1.34L F OJ : 0_0(0)00 I I _97 OPH 44 ;
1.36L C B 11600000000
2.03 C FKC 4600000010 i i
1.52L C C C 4600000200 4 i i
1.60L C DHL 3601000000; 11! 1 VSOOOPH i 391.00L BDC AAAJ 9 7620020100i13 i 1 V799OPH 9
11"28.46 DD NHH C 66015701000000'000000
1.69L CD CG N 0 7601000000!
1.53 F HCED 4600001100
1.16L C DC 5500000000
1.63 F J D A 7501001100
3.15 CC CC 0500100100
1.15L B BEL 4700001000 1 2 DO4343 59 10(
1.00L BD AB 1 0700101100 3 13 122603 M2 2 9(
1.76L D J E 2500000000 l
1.24 D D 6700000000
1.03L B ADI 2700000000 2 13 122607 K0 2 6,
1.85 C DE 5600010120 1 32 X1736+051 74
1.73L BD AB I 0 4501011000 3 13 122609 MO 3 9<
4.88L BC AA 2 3400000008 1 1 AQOPH 9
2.05 D MF C 9600000010
1.59 D E 2600000000
4.89L B AD 7300000008 2 13 122610K0 4 6_
2.85 CE H EC 9681000338 C I 32 X1736+085 64 1:
1.04L C A F 1600000000
1.07L BBF AAB 0 1700000000 01 5 I:SUOPH 8
3.78L BC ABEJ 7 8400000008 4 13 ! 122615 K0 84.19L D AFM 8400110008 1 IDO 4350 13 9_
1.29L CE AE 2 8600010000 i
5.90L D CN 9300110008
KEI C 8500100436 C1.75 E
1.38L B AK 1701001020 2 13 122627 K0 31 7
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /J.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
389
Right Ascension: 17h37m35"-17h42m51 '
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a B a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 p,m
h m . , (s) (') I b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
17375+0848 35.01 8 33+20 63 25 88 2 .25L .69L .42:
17378+0329 ¢9.E 54 28+17 38 28 92_ 32 .46L 26L .44L17378+0635 53.8 23 31+ 19 37 8 91 1.83 .66 .40L
17379+0214 '56.4 8 27+17 46 9 90 3 .52 .25L .40L
17379+0656 58.2 2 31+t9 56 12 89 2 .48 .25L .40L
17379+0157 58.8 56 26+t7 23 5 913 5.35 3.02 .40L
17381+0202 8.8 25 27+17 30 18 _ 33 .25L .25L .40L17383+0907 18.9 33+20 38 16 .25L .25L .40L
17384+0615 28.1 29 30+19 44 8 91 3 .86 .25: .40L
17384+0458 28.9 35 29+18 55 26 92 2 .97L .34L .40L
17384+0747 28.9 _ 32+19 4_ 10 89 2 .39 .27L .40L17385+0220 32.4 27+17 913 .96 .97 .40L
17385+0433 33.2145 29+18 26 5 91 3 3.39 1.25 .40L
17386+0031 36.7 12 25+ 16 42 9 91 3 1.15 .39 .4OL
17387+0625 42.3:23 31+19 88 43 91 2 .40L .25L .40L
17388+0158 49.9 6 27+16 65 10 90 3 .40 .35L .40L
17388+0603 53.2 46 30+18 57 42 90 2 .39L .40L .40L
17389+0004 572 14 25+16 59 9 89 2 .61 .29L ,40L
17369+0326 57.4 42 28+17 94 26 92 2 .25L .26L .43/
17389+0350 58.2 17 28+17 55' 8 92 2 .26 .36 .66L
17390+0803 3.4 23 32+19 38 9 91 3i .96 .60 .40L
17390+0508 3.9 42 30+18 61 8 91 3' .60 .26L .4OL
17390+0645 5.9 6 31+19 26 6 91 3 1.65 .50 .40L
17391+0620 6.2 13 31+18 31 5 91 3 2.82 .77 .40L
17391+0956 9.3 56 _ 34+20 61 24 87 2 25L .27L .54L
17391+0308 1t.1 28 28+17 61 11 92 2 .25L .37L .83
17392+0209 13.4 46 27+16 94 15 89 2 .34 .25L .40L
17392+0822 16.8 36 33+19 35 18 92 2 25L .25L .46
17393+0857 18.7 48 33+20 104 20 91 3 .29L .25L .41L
17393+0251 t9.2 36 27+17 32 9 91 3 .96 .62 .40L
17394+0423 268 24 29+17 51 9 91; 3 .69 .25L .40Lb "
17395+0159 _31.4 31 27+16 35 22 89 3 .25L .25L .40L
17395+0713 1338 11 32+19 42 7 91 3 1.46 .39 .40L
17397+0313 42.4 22 28+17 38 10 91 3 .25L .25L .85
17397+0257 46.8 6 28+17 36 21 90 3 25L .26L .40L
17398+0950 48.0 45 34+20 51 13 87 2 .28 .34L .40L
17398+0156 51.3 48 27+ 16 109 36 91 2 .28L .27L .4OL
17398+0552 53.4 30 30+18 50 37 88 2 26L .25L .40L
17399+0909 55.3 8 33+19 51 8 91 ,3 .65 .27L .40L
17399+0857 58.e 37 33+19 41 14 89 13 25L .25L .40L
17399+0014 59.2 39 25+15 61 28 89:2 .25L .54L .4OL
17399+0210 59.2 59 27+16 33 11 91 3 .98 .46 .40L
17400+0327 4.1 14 28+17 66 26 91 3 .25L .25L .40L
17400+0243 4.5 47 27+t7 105 12 88 2 .35 .25L .40L
17400+0937 5.4 34 34+20 40 21 91 3 .26L .25L .40Li
17401 +0057 6.g 28 26+ 16 43 10 91 3 .75 .34 .40L
17401+0301 11.g 52 28+t7 40 10 91 3 .42 .25L .40L
17402+0245 15.3 58 27+17 22 7 91 3 1.16 .40 .40L
17402+0923 17.4 5 34+19 34 13 92 2 .33 .47L .40L
17404+0347 24.1 32 28+17 33 7 91 3 1.65 .42 .40L
17405+0640 30.2 55 31+18 73 21 90 3 .25L .25L .40L
17405+011t 31.3 32 26+16 39 21 91 2 .25L .40L .40L
17405+0008 33.6 54 25+15 55 8 91 3 .48 25L .40L
17405+0431 34.9 36 29+17 59 16 91 3 27L .25L .58
17406+0103 39.6 42 26+16 62 i 28 92 2 .35L .31L .40L
17406+0612 41.4 58 31+18 46 I 22 91 3 .25L .30L .40L
17407+0548 45.4 1 30+18 105 34 88 2 .25L 25L .40L
17408+0103 49.6 14 26+16 56 12 91 2 .41 .25L .40L
17408+0357 50.0 30 29+17 48 10 91 3 .46 .32L .40L
17408+0008 52.6 4 25+15 74 20 90 3 .25L .25L .41L
17408+0720 52.7 27 32+16 32 i 10 9t 3 .55 .25: .40L
17409+0539 59.8 48 30+18 73 I 12 91 3 .25L .25L 1.27
17409+0435 59.9 16 29+17 28 I 7 91 3 38.62 8.53 1.52
17410+0040 4.9 52 26+15 103 32 89 2 .26L 1.10L .50L
17411+0843 11.6 18 33+19 53 9 90 3 .66 .27L .40L
17412+0609 13.2 42 31+18 53 13 90 3 .25L .25L .47:
17413+0201 18.3 43 27+ 16 54 10 91 3 .81 .30L .40L
17413+0434 19.5 32 29+17 27 16 91 3 .25L .25L .55
17413+0838 20.7 5 33+19 85 12 88 2 .41 .27L .40L
17414+0017 25.2 28 25+15 23 16 92 3 .25L .27L .57L
17414+0528 26.7 36 30+17 49 9 91 3 .46 .25L .40L
17414+0542 27.2 46 30+18 40 22 92 2 .25L .27L .49L
17414+0421 28.2 12 29+17 24 3 91 3 1.31 .39: .40L
17415+0908 35.0 19 34+19 110 23 87 2 .39L .25L .40L
17416+0143 38.2 30 27+16 48 23 88 2 .25L .30L .46L
17416+0448 38.3 2 29+t7 74 11 92 2 25 29L .40L
17417+0824 42.7 6 33+19 59 12 90 3 .3OL .25L .66
17417+0516 45.1 18 30+t7 37 9 91 3 .55 25L .40L
17418+0344 48.0 43 29+17 67 17 88 2 .28L .25L .54
17418+0451 48.4 45 30+17 59 12 91 3 .25L .25L .98
17418+0527 49.6 7 30+17 68 8 90 3! .28L .25L .60
17416+0930 50.7 12 34+19 43 31 90 2 .31L .27L .40L
17418+0050 52.3 22 26+15 26 6 91 3 1.25 .57 .46L
17419+0606 54.5 36 31+18 47 27 93 3 .30L .25L .54
17419+0316 54.6 35 28+16 110 30 90 3 .25L .25L .40L
17419+0259 552 18 28+16 57 11 91 3 .33 .25L .40L
17419+0329 552 51 28+16 38 37 2 2 .25L .25L .41L
17420+0418 0.9 t2 29+17 48 10 88 2 .44 .29L .40L
17420+0639 0.9 29 31+18 41 17 90 2 .25L .25L ,56
17420+0235 3.8 55 27+16 59 10 92 2 .32 .25L .40L
17420+0028 4.8 8 26+15 79 10 92 2 .34 .35L .40L
17421+0245 7.7 30 28+16 52 12 90 3 .39 .25L .40L
17421+0608 92 6 31+18 49 10 90 3 .84 .31: .40L
17422+0542 13.6 51 30+t7 62 21 91 3 .25L .25L .46L
17422+0558 15.2 13 31 +t8 23 17 89 3 .25L .25L .55
17422+0454 17.8 39 30+17 81 32 92 2 .27L .59L .40L
17423+0318 19.3 44 28+16 32 7 91 3 2.36 1.51 .40L
17424+0231 25.3 50 27+16 52 14 90 3 .25L .25L .79
17427+0759 43.2 19 33+18 71 17 89 3 .25L 25L .40L
17428+0746 51.1 5 32+18 30 8 81 2 .28L 26L .40L
Flux Density Flags
Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
Associations
V L C
1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.80 FE: MDD i 9600000108
1.78 E LBD 8500100448 C 32 X1737+935 148 I;=
1.10L BE AB 6 3600001000 3 13 122630 K2 I 7_
1.23L C BI 0600000000 16 09492 45 13_
1.62L C C 1500000000 1 2 DO4357 50 111
1.I8L BB AAI 0600100000 1 16 09500 83 14E
2.01 C HI C 4500100000
2.54 E I B 9600000008
1.24L BD AC 0 25(X)010OO0 1 2 {)04359 73 10,_
1.50 D NM C 5600000000
1.29L C BG 1700000000
1.26L CF AA i 9 1600000000
1.20L BC AACM' 0 4600000000 2 8 EIC 579 1 lC
1.30L BC ACL 0 4601000000
1.63 C F 2500010000
1.37L D ,CI H 5600000000 1 2 1304361 77 97
1.29 D L F 85O0OOOOOO
1.35L F 'AE 3500000000 1 13 122643 M0 14
207 E K C 7500000008
4.99L CD CCK 0 6400001008
t.11L BC AA 0 1700000000 1 16 09531 8 146
1.47L C B E t 2600000OO0
3.70L BC ABD 2 8400000008 4 V812 OPH 13 3
3.99L BC ABE 3 6400000008 4 13 122646K0 5 60
1.71 C KDD 4700000000
1.79: CF CDC 9600000308 4
5.94L F F 1400000008
1.96: CD ED 9681000108
2.08 D I HB 96O0000008
4.48L BC AB 0 4500001008
1.02L C AH 1601010000 1 13 122652 GO 5 69
1.98 C J N D 8580000000
1.13L CE AB 0 150000000( 2 2 DO 4369 90 111
2.46 CC BA 6500000101 2 9 U10943 82 155
1.68 E D B 5600000008
1.69L C CE 4600010000
1.69 E F 9500000000
1.44 E D 9501000000
6.00L B BFGD 8500010328
2.31 D H B 9680OOOO08 I
I
1.31 D FI D 7500000000 3 9 U10948 40, 155
4.31L BC AB N O 3401011008
2.03 C J DG 8500000000
6.59L D D 3400100008
2.14 C C 4601000000
1.32L DF BC G 1 5600000000
5.29L D A I 8400010008
7.11L CF AB 9 3400100008
1.16L C DN 9601010000
1.46L DE AC 0 7600001000 2 2 DO4375 12 105
2.38 E G D 950000O008
2.43 E K MC 26810(30000
1.49L C BGD 5500000220 C 1 2 DO4377 35 107
1.58L C C 0500000000
2.28 D BG D 4600100000
2.85 D CGC 9501000108
1.96 C E 9400000000
2.13L C B H 4600100120 8 t t V1070 OPH 90 3
1.48L C BF K 2600000000
4.04 C KD 1600000420 C I 32 X1740+001 23 12
1.28L B D B D 3 7500000000
2.08 C D K A D 6400000120
1.23L BBC AAAD 1 5640000000 19 5 13 122671 KO 2 29
1.83 E H E 8681000000
8.11L B BD 9300100008 1 1 V819 OPH 37 3
2.82 DD EA 7580000108
1.55L B AK 9501000000 1 13 122673 K5 12 87
2.44 FC CB i500000000 3 9 U10956 74 157
9.66L C B 9300100008 1 13 122674 K0 8 80
324 C I FC 7601000410 4 1 32 X1741+OO3 42 4
1.34L C D G 4500000000 1 13 122680 K0 23 84
3.19 D GD 7401000330 C 1 32 X1741+057 34 12
1.73L BC AC L 0 3601010000 2 13 122679K5 4 80
2.06 D H L B 6500000008
2.06 D I CG 9500000100
1.76L C D 6500100000
5.82L C GBG 9501000208 4:
1.57L B B E 2600000000 1 13 122686 K2 4 91
1.55L C DC 4600000000
1,58L C I AB 6500100000
1.58L C B 4600000OOO
1.64 C L D D 4600000000
1.45LCE ABD 9 5700001000 1 1 V378OPH 22 3
2.42L C M DD 9601101000
2.32 C H G 3600000130 8 2 23 GCL076 552
8.43L C B I 2400000008 1 13 122688 K0 21 86
1.89 D H G 4500000000
1.72L C CC 5600010000
2.13: E E C C 9502000008
7.32L C B 3300000008 4 13 122690 A0 9 63
1.84L C CF J 6601010000
5.31L D Cl N 1400010008
6.52L BF BB F 7 5500101008
2.62 E G GC 9401000008
2.09: C E MC B 9600000008
1.68 D C 6700000000
1.30L CC AA I 1 2600000020 2 1 V978 OPH 26 3
1.91 C D A B 3500000008
2.93 C L DC 7500000000
120 C D 7600000000


















o , (") ('3 ,, N
17428+0445 53.2 52 30+17 63 15 89 3 .30L
17429+0636 54.g 32 31+18 34 19 911 3 .25L
17429+0553 56.(_ 40 31+17 53 16 90 3 .25L
17430+0806 4.0 51 33+18 39 15 92 2 .25L
17430+0919 5.3 57 34+19 37 7 90 3 1.29
17431+0113 111.6 14 26+15 59 8 92 2 .74
17433+0703 19,0 27 32+18 62 10 90 3 .80
17433+0850 19.4 35 33+19 33 13 89 3 .25L
17433+0514 22.2 55 30+17 50 9 90 3 .46
17434+0810 29.5 13 33+18 54 13 90 3 .42L
17435+0415 33.8 58 29+16 50 13 88 2 .29
17435+0436 34.9 49 30+17 56 25 88 2 .25L
17436+0350 38.3 49 29+16 97 22 88 2 .25L
17437+0010 46.8 17 25+15 86 31 88 2 .87L
17437+0029 47.9 10 26+15 32 6 91 3 2.57
17438+0016 52.4 27 26+15 56 11 91 3 .41
17438+0103 52.5 43 26+15 29 6 91 3 4.10
17439+0231 54.8 48 28+16 103 31 92 2 .26L
17440+0211 1.8 24 27+15 42 13 90 2 .25L
17441+0629 7.4 29 31+17 44 8 90 3 .87
17443+0604 P0.0 27 31+17 85 18 90 3 .25L
17443+0635 22.6 51 31 +17 81 30 90 2 .25L
17443+0929 22.9 20 34+19 61 17 89 3 .25L
17444+0651 29.0 28 32+17 40 10 90 3 .49
17445+0034 33.7 45 26+15 46 10 90 3 .47
17447+0932 42.7 1 34+19 58 22 92 2 .25L
17447+0305 44.7 39 28+16 38 9 90 3 .42
17447+0544 45.2 2 31+17 28 21 88 3 .25L
17448+0750 48.9 37 33+18 42 8 90 3 .25L
17449+0002 54.8 6 26+14 73 19 90 3 .25L
17449+0729 59.6 38 32+18 36 18 89 3 .25L
17450+0537 2.2 14 31+17 49 7 90 3 1.18
17450+0133 5.2 36 27+15 25 7 90 3 2.60
17450+0451 5.4 20 30+16 54 8 89 3 .42
17451+0223 7.9 32 28+15 45 10 90 3 .62
17451+0254 9.8 30 28+15 62 9 90 3 .72
17451+0616 10.0 27 31+17 35 8 90 3 .55
17451+0145 11.2 25 27+15 73 23 92 2 .25L
17451+0950 11.8 50 35+19 98 21 92 2 .35L
17453+0522 20.8 44 30+17 29 10 90 3 .43
17453+0243 22.9 25 28+15 39 7 90 3 1.41
17453+0920 23.0 40 34+18 36 21 90 2 .25L
17454+0825 26.0 9 31+17 26 6 90 3 6.99
17454+0335 26.7 29 29+16 56 11 89 3 .44
17455+0920 34.7 42 34+18 56 17 921 2 .25L
17455+0808 35.9 37 33+18 56 12 87 2 .53
17456+0847 38.4 5 34+18 32 19 88 3 .25L
17456+0729 40.2 40 i 32+17 62 8 92 2 .54
17458+0728 48.7 8 32+17 41 25 89 2 .25L
17458+0034 48.9 331 26+14 78 8 90 3 .38
17458+0304 49.3 40 28+15 37 12 88 2 .30
17458+0326 52.1 24 29+16 95 32 88 2 .25L
17458+0118 52.6 10 27+15 82 12 88 2 .40
17458+0459 53.8 22 30+16 90 21 88 2 .29L
17459+0203 55.8 26 27+15 87 29 89 2 .25L
17460+0423 1.2 48 30+16 38 10 90 3 .6517460+0923 4.3 17 34+18 81 30' 88 _ .26L
17462+0200 15.4 41 27+15 29 6 91 3 4.62
17462+0336 17.7 13 29+16 24 7 90 3 4.05
17463+0308 20.2 40 29+15 48 9 90 3 .25L
17467+0807 42.8 3 33+18 31 8 90 21 .40
17467+0317 46.1 57 29+15 79 27 90 2 .25L
17467+0845 46.2 50 34+18 39 10 91 2 .97
17467+0158 47.8 30 28+15 39 7 91 2 1.67
17468+0610 51.6 33 31+17 74 12 90 2 .72
17469+0833 57.0 38 34+18 40 ! 10 91 2 .78
17470+0521 0.460 31+16 54 11 90 2 .42
17470+0055 1.314 27+14 29 7 91 2 6.20
17470+0419 1.531 30+16 62 11 91 2 .45
17470+0911 5.0 13 34+18 42 11 89 2 .38
17471+0942 9.6 37 35+18 47 10 90 3 .51
17471 +0857 10.3 58 34+18 74 8 90 3 .25L
17472+0402 14.4 44 29+16 74 15 91 2 .46L
17472+0317 15.7 3 29+15 92 37 88 2 1.03L
17473+0258 21.2 37 28+15 40 9 90 3 28
17475+0116 31.(_ 10 27+14 30 25 88 3 .25L
17476+0223 38.8 51 28+15 46 11 91 i 2 .62
17476+0413 39.3 55 30+ 16 58 12 91 I 2 .42L
17477+0503 44.734 30+16 31 11 91 2 .49
17477+0720 46.7 8 33+17 46 10 88 2 1.00
17478+0951 48.0 42 35+18 42 8 89 2 1.93
17482+0929 14.5 13 35+18 34 9 90 3 1.00
17482+0425 15.8 44 30+16 43 6 91 3 1.63
17483+0434 19.5 19 30+16 66 14 92 2 .46L'
17483+0603 20.2 14 31+16 30 12 88 3 .25L'
17483+0107 20.5 49 27+14 65 28 88 2 .25L
17485+0646 33.6 55 32+17 94 11 92= 2 .29
17485+0643 34.5 6 32+16 37 6 89 3 1.97
17465+0457 35.0 43 30+16 60 22 90 3 .27L
17486+0514 37.0 28 31+16 27 5 89 3 2.39
17486+0251 38.6 51 29+15 30 7 91 3 1.18
17487+0028 45.6 10 _ 26+14 58 34 92 2 .25L
17487+0425 47.7 14 30+15 36 9 90 3 .47
17488+0926 48.4 28 35+18 44 8 89 3 .57
17490+0326 1.3 21 29+15 30 14 90 3 .25L
17490+0343 5.3 3 29+15 25 16 46 3 .25L
17491 +0106 10.8 32 27+14 31 24 88 2 .28L
17492+0441 12.5 36 30+15 56 20 89 3, .25L
17492+0449 13.551 30+15 38 16 89 31 .25L











































































































I(]0 /J,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A







1.51L B BI K
2.57: EC FB
6.02L D B L L
6.02L B I B D





















1.97 F M C
1.30L BD AA
2.01 D GB
2.13 C M C
2.74 DB F B
1.37L I B B1 66U KE
1.98 ' F GB
1 89L' B CE G






















6.88L CD AD E 0 9500011008
6.43L CC AAE 0 9500000008
1.52L C B I G 9600000000
1.88L E B G D 9700000000
1.44L CE BE 0 7601000100
1.57L B B I 8600000000
2.13 D LC 8601000108
1.64 D G G 8600000000
8,36L E BG 4400000008
2.35L BCC AAAD 0 7700000000
3.80 C C' ! 9502100620
1.36L BBC AAD 1 6640000000
1.66L 8 BM 9500000000
3.30 C E F B 9581100730
5.80L C BG G 9500000318;
2.40 C L D 9600000108
1.36L C BF C 5601100100
2.05 C C 5601100100
1.55L C B 1600000000
1.87L E CL 4600000100
2.17 C D 9600000000
5.72L D C K 3500010008
1.55 D E F 9500000000
2.16 D M D 5600000018
1.83L DF BF I 0 2600010000
2.98 C ME 9500000110
1.63L BCD AAF 7 6600000000
1.66: BC D AAEC 0 9602000100
1.84 C J D 9600000100
3.13 CCCD CAAA 0 i 8500020008
1.86 C J GD : 960OOOOO00
A D H 0 9500000008
AC F 0 6601000000
A 0700000000






F G HD 5600000018
1.39L C I C 5500000000
2.47 _ E I 9601000110
1.21L ICE BF 1 9600000000
229 C J KD 4680000100
2.08L C BC 2601000000
1.49L C E B 2500000000
1.2OL CE DC 1 7600010000
1.45L C D A B K 1 4600000000
1.74L CC AC D 0 2600000010
1.36L B D A D 0 2600000000
1.24L BE ACK 2 2600001000
1.91 F E E 3600000000
1.89 CC DKBB 1500000000
1.54 E 6600001100
1.48L C CM 1600100000
1.03L BD ABI 0 1700100000
1.84 C E MB 6600000000














4.72L B 8 E
4.36 DE J FB
3.23 E E D B
2.26 F I C













"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
4
C 1 32 X1743+081 24 12
2 13 122720 K5 18 89
2 13 122729 K2 4 69
8 1 32 X1743+025 47 e
I 2 DO4405 77 111
C 1 32 X1744+095 109 12
1 2 DO4407 88 9_
1 2 DO4408 80 97
C
2 1 V457 OPH 10
3 13 122746 K5 7 82
1 1 V458OPH 17
2 13 122747 K5 5 87
2 "13 122749 K2 6 8_
2 21 [304415 42 I 10E
13 122753 K2 4 8_
i3 °13 122754A0 1 37
C 32 X1745+093 86 1_
!4 13 122757 MA 6 7(
13 122756 K2 6, 8E
C 32 X1745+093 91 1_
13 122760 K2 4 8z
39 4C+06.50 37 17_
2 DO4422 83 10_
13 122764K5 16 8_
*41 17457+0304 43
23 OCL 0075 1256
2 [304425 51 101
39 4CP09.56 111 17(
1 V459 OPH 6
4 5 V5610PH 41
1 1 12 ZG 1746+08 13 15!
1 16 09727 53 14_
2 13 122787 K0 6 6_
2 13 122789 K2 9 8_
1 2 DO4435 87 9_
1 13 122791 K5 12 8_
3 13 122793 K5 2 7!
1 16 09734 24 141
1 13 122799 K5 1 7t
1 13 122806K5 13
3 13 122821 K5 12 8
1 12 ZG 1748+06 37 15_
1 1 V3810PH 40
1 8 ! EIC 591 7
2 13 122827 K5 5 7
1 1 V462OPH 7
2 [304447 701 9
"41 17488+0926 21: 1
32 X1749+034 32
391
Right Ascension: 17h49m21'-17h54=56" Declination: 0°-+ 10"
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 F.m
(s) () 1 b C) ('3 (') N
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _ara 60 /_m
(]ansky)
17493 + 0944 ,48: .40L
17494 + 0327 ,25L ,51 L




17498 +0035 1.57 .48L
17498+0527 .27L .48
17499 + 0646 1,95 ,43:
17499 + 0300 ,26L .52
17499+0108 .25L ,51:
17500 + 0118 1,69 ,40L
17500 + 0729 ,25L ,81
17501 +0350 ,25L ,54L
17501 + 0745 ,25L ,40L
17501 +0305 .37 .49L
17502+0241 .26L .40L
17503 + 0737 .25L .40L
17504 + 0528 .25L .44L
17504 + 0932 ,26L .40L
17505+0744 .25L .40L
17506 + 0640 .25L .40L
17506 + 0954 .79 ,40L
17507 + 0015 .33L .52L
17507 + 0108 ,58L .40L
17508 + 0606 .25L .38:
17506+0240 ,25L ,40L
17510+0530 ,53 ,40L
17511 +0035 ,25L I .40L
17512 + 0655 .25L .40L
17513 + 0701 .26L .40L




17516 + 0559 .25L .40L
17516+0619 ,25: .40L
17516+0101 ,25L _ ,40L
17516+0259 .25L ,55
17517 + 0509 .25L ,40L
17517 + 0005 .27L ,40L
17518+0245 .25L ,40L
17518 + 0410 .25L .78
17519 + 0815 .28L .40L
17519 + 0344 .65 .40L
17519 + 0723 .25L .64
17520 + 0253 .25L .54
17520+0816 .25L ,51L'
17520 + 0204 .26L 49L
17521 +0654 .33L .40L
17522+0417 .25L .45 !
17523 + 0221 ,40L .40 L
17524 + 0628 .25L .40L
17527 + 0747 ,32L .66L
17527 + 0420 ,33L .49
17528 + 0542 ,75 .40L
17528 + 0427 ,28L .40:
17528 + 0010 ,38L ,40L
17528 + 0148 .39L .40L
17529 + 0750 ,70 .40L
17529 + 0102 ,25L .40L
17529 + 0218 .56 ,4OL
17530 + 0204 ,25L ,40L
17531 + 0612 ,31L ,47
17531 +0945 ,33L .40L
17531 +0302 1,13 ,40L '
17532+0057 .53L ,40L i
17532 + 0400 .51 L .40L





17534 + 0301 .25L _40L
17535 + 0438 .28L .40L
17535 + 0244 .25L .40L
17535+0426 .26L ,46L
17536 + 0945 .65 .40L
17536+0923 .25L .40L
17536+ 0239 ,25L ,48L
17537+0903 ,25L .35:
17537 + 0450 .25L ,40L
17538 + 0157 .25L .40L
17538 + 0855 .83 .40L
17539 + 0322 ,66 .40L
17539 + 0901 .34 ,40L
17541 +0556 .25L .46
17541 +0334 ,59 .40L
17542 + 0822 25L ,40L
17542 + 0650 .59 ,40L
17542+0815 .54L .46L
17542+0001 .25L .46
17543 + 0322 .34 .40L
17544 + 0552 .67 .40L
17544 + 0027 .31L .40L
17545 + 0651 .43L .40L
17547 + 0320 .35: .40L
17547+0012 .48 .57
17548 + 0614 ,25L .40L




100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
5.41L BF BB 0 8401100008
2,72 D DB 9601001338
4.54L CC AAG 2 9500000008
3,76: B DADFC 4582000640
1.51: gD E AC F 26010000001.12L CK 1700000000
1.43L BC _AAB 2 5700000000
1,53L E D 3500000000
1.18L BBF AAEE 0 1700000000 50
2.61L' D GM 9500100100
4,42 DC J C 5580000610
1.43L BCcc AAE 0 96000000002,38 GBA 46OOOOOO0O
4.03 F K H C 9581000538
1.67 O D 4600000000
6_63L BC ACG 3 7401100018
Associations
2.28 C L C
1.16L B A K
1,53 D E E
5.91L B CH
2.29L C F I




1,27L B F CGFG
1,80L C B NG
1,39L BC AB
1,55L _ E1.92L D
1,21L C BD G
BC
Name Type (") Mag
• 41 17493 +0944 1
4
4 13 122846 K5 2 7(J
C 2 13 122847K2 1 68
3 13! 122849 M0 11 9_
1 13 122855 K2 18 85
1 12 ZG 1749+05 45 155
4 13 122856 MA 4 84
1 13 122857 A2 16 76
4
6 13 122861 K5 6 61
C 1 32 X1750+038 94 12
1.53L g1.24 C F 9601100200
t.49L C D CMD 1700000000
t.53L C E G 2701010000!
1.44L C BC 2500000000
1.79L BF BE C 0 3501000000
2.40 D HA 1680100200
6.93L C B F 4400000008
2,53 C MJ J F 5500000430
1,97 C C 4600000000
5.30L B B 6400000008
8.47: F E H F C 8402000338
1.63 C E B 3500100200
1.52L BCcc AB 0 96000000001.62 B B 35O0000000
7.54L C DC 6400000008
1.99 F L B i 3501100200
1,90 E FC 9601000008
1.31 D I KE 4500000000
2,54 DC NCGB 7500000108
4,35L C i CDj _ 95000000081.55 C 6500000000
1.39 D GE 9500101000
2.48L C GDC 6600100208
1.32L BCDD ABK 0 25000010002.18 N E F B 6600000208
1.64L C =DJ F 5701000000
1.74 D G F 3600000000
1,13L BC AAGK 0 8500101000
1.96L C A 5600110000






9400100328 C 1 "41 17504 + 0932





0500000000 2 13 122880 F5
6500110000 I 13 122881 K0
0 4600001000 1 8 EIC601
3701010000
4400000000 1 13 122888 K5
3500000000
7700000000 1 V384 OPH
4
1 13 122901 K0
1 t V468 OPH
4
C I 32 X1751+051
1 13 122906 K5
C 1 32 X1751+041
4
1 13 122909 K2
3 9 Ul1030
4
2 13 122911 K5
4
2 13 122916 1<2
4
1 1 RW OPH
BH
1.42L FCH
2.21 C J L C
6.03L A A I




1.41L BC CELE1,55L B H H





1.43 C E B
1.96 E GD
3.06 FC HDB
7,67L D C F





















2 1 1 V471 OPH
1 13 122922 A3
1 12 ZG 1753+06
1 t V472 OPH
1 13 122924 K5
1 13 122927 K5
1 1 V388 OPH
2 13 122931MA
13 122932 K2
5.81L BC AAM 0 5500000008
1.48L BD AA 4 3700001000 2 1 SVOPH
6.71L BC ABG 0 5500100308 4
1.99 C C C D 9481000200
1.34L BC AB 2 7700001000 2 004492
2,22 D CB 97010C'0128 8
1.34L BC ABFE 0 4501101100 3 13 122943K5
t.6t F F D 9500000128' 8
2.20 EC DBB 4501000000
1.42L CC BC J 4 3700000000' 1 1 V473OPH
1,18L DF AB 9 8503000100 2 1 V389 OPH
1.84 C MD 3700000000
1.41 D GKKC 3600101100
1.51L BF BB 4 2700010000
1,43L BCC ABCF 1 3601001000 2 I 13 122953K5
1.92 C HMND 2501000100
1.73 C NEC 4600000018















































































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
18004+0137
•Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25. 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: 0"-+ 10"
Associations
Name TyPe ?'_ Mag














































Coords 5MJ SMN _ O [2 p_m
hm. o , (s) ( ! b (") ('3 ('1 N
18004+0847 28.443 35+15 57 9 863 .55
18005+0324 33.443 30+12 64 13 872 .27
18005+0644 35.614 33+14122 32 87= 2 t.17L
18006+0107 39.353 26+11 76 108 .3318606+0502 ]9.353 32+13 70 .47
18006+0015 40.512 28+11 4624 873 .34L
18007+0741 43.837 34+14 30 14 863 .25L
18007+0141 [47.017 29+11 2621 462 .25L
18008+0754 48.922 35+14 49 6 863 .43
18008+0432 52.3i 23 32+ 13 73 39 852 .61L
18009+0116 55.3 23 29+11 43 7 87 3
16009+0846 58.1 28 35+t5 105 14 87 i 2 i
18000+0759 58.712 35+14:54 lS _ 2 .3516010+_18 o.e49 3I+13 40 7 _o .65
18010+0553 1.42(_ 33+13 L2_ 19 _'3 .25L18010+_17 4,7 36+151 6 86 3 2,_
16011+_ 6.e_ 28+11 so 9 ee 2 ,46
18012+0516 16,1 !,,:o 32+13 68 11 86 3 .59
18013+0833 23AJ39 35+14 54 21 86 3 ,25L
18014+080227.5736+14 8016863 .25L
18014+0734 29.7 13 34+14 61 9 86 3 ,55
18015+o11735.642 29+11 3_ 6 67 3 1.29t8015+o854 35.95206+15 57 9 863 .80
16016+070246.016 34+14 36,14 863 .25L
1a016+062352.121 36+14 541 6 863 .46
1801a+0537 52.6 52 33+ 13 80l 16 86 2 .35
18019+0838 56,3 49 35+14 91 31 85 2 .26L
18020+0723 4.2 3 34+14 27 8 68 31 2.05
18021+0718 6.3 58 34+14 51 g 66 31 .55
16021+0346 10.3 28 31+12 35 10 86 3J 1,18
16023+0621 18.54233+13 61 10:863 .32
18023+0715 18.8 46 = 34+14 60 12 = 65 2 .29
18023+0350 22.2 3 31+12 35 23, 85 2 ,25L18023+034023,05631+1,57 19i 3 25L
18024+0018255  8+1010426m 39L.25
18024+093026.7 36+15 7718'1! 8666i_24+0313 26.45 _+12 55 3 q44
18024+o7o_29.232 34+14 _ 11 86 3 .74
18024+065729.711i06+14 45 12 863 .43
18025+0629 33.329' 33+13 27 7 863 1.30
18025+0246 33.951 j 30+12 34 10 86i 3 6.79
18025+0542 35.417 133+13 34 8 863 .61
18026+0352 36.632 j19 31+12 87 11_ 86 i _3 .3718026+0424 37.1 32+12 29 86: _ 4.94
18026+0700 38.3 53 34+13 34 7 861 2 4.02
18027+0610 42,8 52 33+13 80 .51L
15027+0556 ¢3.1 58 33+13 37 22 3 .25L
18027+0105 45,2 20 29+11 92 11 871 _ .38
18027+0444 47.9 52 32+12 75 10 86 3 .38
18026+0610 ¢9,7 6 35+14 33 6 8_86 3 1.0216026+0108 53,3 28 29+11 60 12 2 .36
1 B029+0229 54,9 53 30+11 27 8 3 7.37
18029+0225 56.1 54 30+11 57 17 86 3 .25L
18029+0512 58.850 32+13 328863 .44
18030+0705 1.639 34+13 26 11 863 .25L i
18030+0902 2_8, 8 36+14 36 6 86 3 1,20
18030+0836 4.9 55 36+14 46 28 87 2 ,3gL
18031+0439 6.4 6 32+12 96 11 882 .38
18031+0050 9.126 26+11 85 30 862 .25L I
18031+0113 11.531 29+11 48 19 862 .25L
18032+0004 12.7 56 28+10 101 31 86 2 .25L
18032+0158 16.74729+11 41 8863 1.14
18033+0727 23.0 17 34+14 42 5 863 .7418034+002219 26+i025 11 873 25L18035+34 432.6 32+1245 9 66 3 .43
18036+0247 38.6 59 30+11 51 6 86 3 .72
18036+0458 39,3 25 32+12 97 17 68 2 ,60L
18036+0245 _o.756 _+11 6917 86 3 _25 L
18037+0149 42.8 17 29+11 53 7 86 3 .42
18037+0323 45.0 44 31+12 18 5 66 3 7.16
18038+0414 52,0 48 32+12 53 6 86 3 .79
18036+0716 53,5 57 34+13 42 9 87 2 .55
18039+0153 57.2, 47 29+11 39 6 86 3 .82
18040+0523 0.9' 7 33+12 74 22 88 2 ,25L
18040+0608 3.3 19 33+13 41 23 86 3 .25L
18040+0702 5._ 36 34+ 13 64 12 863 .25L I
18041+0920 6,3 0 36+14 63 7 85 3 ,86
18041+0558 10.1 23 33+13 60 14 87 2 ,38L'
18043+0739 123,6 40 35+13 29 6 86 3 .97
18044+0012 !24,8 17 28+10 31 17 87 3 ,25L
18046+0013 !36,6 8 28+10 24 7 87 3 ,54
18046+0153 ;40.41230+11 51 10 872 .2716047+0822 43.9' 2 35+14 29 6 86 3 16.19
18047+07t9 45,4146 35+13 42 6 86 3 1,17
18047+0927 45.5 49 36+14 95 32 54 2 ,25L
18047+0039 J45,7112 28+10 67 31 67 2 1.53L
18048+0824 46.334 36+14 44 6 853 .75
18048+0500 dl880 32+ 12 90 27 872 .49L i
16048+0228 50.3125 30+11 49 7 863 2.94
18048+0641 151.C 37 34+13 79 7 86 I 3 .76
16046+0625 ;51.259 34+1366 22 86m 2 .25L!
18049+0843:54.7 32 06+14; 24 8 85[3 ¢54
18349+0632 56.C 634+13 32 6 86r3 15.96
18049+0933158.121 37+14 35 6 _!3 1.5410050+04t5 2.9432+1232 5 1.22
18050+0622 3,2 9 34+13; 41 10 86 3 .40
18050+0913 4.e 13 36+14 51 32 87 2 1.44L
18051+0929 7.1 14 37+14 20 g 37 3 .68
18051+0703 8.4 43 34+13 49 17 86 3 ,25L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux [_nsity
(Not _ Cen'_ted)
25 F.m 60 _.m I00 p.m Flux
(/ahOy) Uncs
.32L .40L 6.49L B
.00L .40L 1.97L C
.28L .40L 1.42 D i
.29L .40L 1.61L D
.25L .40L 1.60L C
.27L .40L 2.62 CI
,25L ,69 2,66: D
.25L .51L 2.37
.25L .40L ' 6.36L B
,55L .40L, 2.01 D
.32L .40L 2 03L I B
.26L .40L 8,90L C
,80L .40L 5.04L C
.34L .40L 1.53L B
.25L .40L 2.86 E
1,51 ,40L 1.59L BD
.22: .40L 3.24L EE
.25L .40L 5,77L rB
,25L ,48L 3,02 i C
.25L .52: 2.93 BcFDC,24: ,40L 5,92L
.37 .40L 1.95L
.25L .40L 1.56L !S
.25L .65: 3.47 CC
.25L .40L 1.67L El
.26L .40L 5.72L C
.57L .40L 1.98 D
1.18 .55 2.39: DEFE
.26: AOL 7.33L CE
35 .40L 1.49L 8D
.25L .40L 1.56L B
.54L .40L 7.70L C
.25L m .40L 1.78 C
.25L .40L 2.54 C
.66L .41L 2_38 C
.25L .41L 2.55L C
.25L .40L 1.45L C
.38 .40L 2.74 CO C
.25L ,40L 1.63L F
•48 .40L 1,39L BC
3.79 .77 1.13L BEC
.25L .40L 5.90L B
.25L A0L 1.68L C
2.56 36 1.18L ECF
1.50 .62L 1,47L BC
.38 ,40L 1,42L BC
.25L .40L 1.72 D
125L .40L 230 D
.27L ,40L 2.36L C
.25L .40L 1.55L D
.62 ,40L 1.47L BD
.31L .40L 2,32L C
1.81 .40L 1,35L BC
,25L .40L 1.94 B
,18: ,40L 7.04L CE
.25L ,54 4,40 CC
.27: A0L 1.41L CO
.37L .40L 1.83 C
,27L ,40L 1,26L D
.27L .40L 2,20 C
.94L .46L 2.54 C i
.86L .40L 2.44 C
.35L .40L' 1.52L B
,29L .40L 6.06L B I
.57 1.21 2.62 CCC I
.25L 40L 1.58L C
,24: .40L 1.78L CO
,39L .41 1.97L C C
,25L .40L 2.18
.41 ,40L 1.83L CC
2,15 ,57 1,43L BBBCF,34L .40L 1,92:
.30L ,40L 9.37L D
.37 .40L 2_21L BC
,64L ,40L 1,87 D
.65L .41L 2.57 E
.25L .40L 2.10 D
.30L ,,4OL 1.45L B
.25L 39 6.13L D
.44 .4OL = 1.49L B F
,25L ,40L 4,15 i C
,25: ,48L 2,03L; B F
.25L .41L 2.25L _C
9.70 1.79 1.54L B B C
,40: .40L 1.35Li B F
.25L .42L 2.07 D
.26L ,82L 3,40 D
.25L .40L 1.60L! B
.25L .40L 1.42 D
.89 .40L 1.55L i B F
,26L .40L I 14.47L I B
.35L .42L 2.19 E
1.00 .40L 1,42L i B C
4.10 ,71 5,70L BBC
.40 .40L 1,35L BC
,65 ,40L 1,17L I BG
.25L ,4OL 5,91LI C
.25L .40L 2.98 E
.28L .41L' 1.61L B
.25L .49L 2,74 C
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Co¢(" R FlaBs* S 2 :# T Name Type (") Ma$
EBCKJ i 4400111338 C 1 V549 OPH 19
C H G C 6500000000D 7_08000
2601000110 2 "131123061 K5 4 BE
CFMI 160001O000
o 7 1o IC A 9681000508 4
EC 4502000210 1 "41 18008+0141 57
BF G 7401200118 1 13 123063 K0 16 84
F 2501000000
BE 3601000000 1 "41 18009+0116 8
oDL E 44000000087501100118
B ° N 35_
B 5400000008
IAAH 9 3600000000
;CC F 4 _1000010
B L 4400001008
FE 7500000210
I GB 5500O002O8 4
BE 0 5400000008 1 16 10129 74 155
A C 0 3600000000
B E 6600000000 1 2 DO 4562 77 94




AACB 9 3600101008 1 V420OPH 25 3
BE 0 2500201008 2 2 [_34564 14 103
A° 0 4600200000 1 13 123093G5 8 77
CKN 6601000000 1 13 123094 K5 13 87






BCI C 01 2500000148
DI 0 ! 66O0000000AB 48010O0000 1 V4000PH 64 3J
AABI 9] 16O0O00000 2 " KUOPH 8 3
S M _8
C K 3600110000 1 13 123099 K2 29 81
AAB 9 3_
AAG 1 2600000000 1 1 V421 OPH 24 3
B B 1 6500010000 i
G F F 5500000200 4
D D 6500000008
BG 850010_
E M 25_ 1 0000
286 , li I0 13123105 5 16 86,,, 1 100010 .13123107 0 20 41
BcE B_ _ 1600100000 "41 18029+0226 19 8i 0 9400000128 8 1 1 V422OPH 7 3
DC 2500110346 41 1 32 X1803+071 23 4
AC 2 5600000000 i 1 2 004575 70 98
° oi 760OOOOO0O
BK 2600100000 2 13 123112 G0 42 68
D I 7700000000
i
J DB 1 7500000110
E E 67O0000000
AD J 3700000000 1 13 123115K2 11 74
AE F 2500000008
BAC 660000211O 2




AADH 0 3600001000 4 1 V574OPH 29 3
SO F 2500000000 1 13 123123K5 12 86
C E 03OO00OO08




BE 5801000000 1 2 [:)04590 85 88
A _000000(_
BC H: 85700001000
MJ MC 8600110200 4
BKK 7700110200 4
E 260000000O
AcEAAAK ! vl 47010002006600100000 3 4 TMSS +10348 32 25
GFE 3801100000
J H 96OOOO0100
BE B 6600100000 I 1 VB73OPH 23 3
C
AB D' 0 3600001000 3 13 123138 K5 4 86
BCBcc I 9300000006 1 13 123139 K0 3 729500100008
AA 2 4600000000 4 13 123140G5 3 47
AAB 0 9400000008 16 5 13 r 123141 MB 6 84
AB 0 4600300000 2 13 123142A3 5 37
AA 0 2600000000 1 16 10232 28 145
D 9400100008
H 5400000430 8 1 32 X1805+092 83
BCDD 96013000(_
H KB 4580000400 4







Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Cor_ted)
Gadactic Uncertainty C
a ,8 Coords SM] SMN 0 Of 12 pm 25 vm 60 pm
ham °8, (s) (} I b (') (") (') NI (Jansky)
18051+0600 11.6 27 35+13 37 8 86 3 3.18 1.62 .40L
18052+0644 15.7 56 34+13 69 8 87 2 .29 .25L .40L
18052+0027 16.9 40 28+10 47 8 87 3 .44 .25L .40L
18053+0856 18.8 47 36+ 14 43 8 85 3 .63 .42 .40L
18053+0739 23.7 23 35+13 42 13 86 3 .90 .37L .40L
18054+0648 27.0 2 34+ 13 39 8 86 3 1.07 .36L i .40L
18055+0337 34.1 54 31+11 54 8 86 3 .55 .25L .40L
18055+0213 35.8 15 30+11 38 6 86 3 .53 .34L .40L
18056+0508 40A 25 33+12 25 9 86 3 .65 .26L .40L
16057+0122 42.8 17 29+10 49 22 86 3 .25L .25L .55L
18057+0651 44.8 15 34+13 107 30 87 2 .25L .25L _ .40L
18058+0518 48.9 6 33+12 79 11 86 3 .30 .25L .40L
18058+0311 51.932 31+11 29 8 86 3 .97 .39 .40L
18059+0905 57.4 52 36+ 14 49 24 84 2 .25L .38L .63L
18059+0627 57.9 39 34+13 29 12 86 3 .84 .51 .40L
18060+0848 2.3 51 36+14 52 7 85 3 .91 .30L .40L
18061+0433 8.6 12 32+12 77 12 86 3 .34 .25L .40L
18061+0516 10.1 41 33+12 27 7 66 3 24.79 11.93 1.98
18062+0904 12.9 11 36+14 40 24 87 2 .25L .25L .61L
18062+0046 16.3 7 29+10 67 27 88 2 .25L .37L .52L
18063+0125 18.1 50 29+10 51 11 87 2 .38 .29L .40L
18063+0926 23.2 36 37+14 70 6 85 3 .68 .25L .40L
18063+O017 23.8134 28+10 29 7 87 3 1.73 .83 .52:
18064+0055 25.8 18 29+ 10 25 17 87 3 .25L .25L .65
18064+0715 26.315 35+13 54 29 87 2 .38L .25L .40L
18064+0906 29.7 50 36+14 34 6 85 3 4.16 1.81 .40L
18065+0129 30.0 14 29+10 70 9 86 3 .34 .25L .40L
18065+0654 33.0 2 34+13 52 18 86 3 .25L .25L A8
18066+0210 36.6 27 30+10 70 11 86 3 .39 .25L .40L
18066+0347 39.1 14 31+11 58 14 86 3 .31 .25L .40L
18066+0003 41.4 22 28+ g 54 9 86 3 .68 .25L .40L
18068+0952 49.7 52 37+14 61 6 85 3 .68 .45 .40L
18069+0911 55.5 40 36+I4 20 6 85 3 68.76 62.05 10.80
18069+0306 56.8 46 31+11 50 9 86 3 .56 .26L .55L
18069+0127 59_0 4 29+10 99 20 88 2 .27 .25L .52L
18070+0358 3.7 55 32+11 58 9 86 3 .48 .25L .40L
18070+0000 3.9 53 28+ 9 I 30 24 86 3 .25L .25L A0L
18071+0048 8.5 45 29+10 i 57 10 86 3 .48 .32L .49L
18071+0801 8.6 13 35+13 ! 34 7 85 3 .48 .25L .40L
18071+0411 9.g 18 32+11 51 9 86 3 .76 .25L .40L
18072+0551 115.g 36 33+12 30 6 86 3 .74 .76 .40L
18072+0611 16.5 42 34+12 38 7 86 3 ,74 ,25L ,40L
18072+0246 17.C 25 31+11 89 11 68 2 .29 .28L .40L
18072+0039 17.1 13 29+10 56 12 87 2 .28 .33L .40L
16072+0311 17.£ 29 31+11 47 9 86 3 .86 .30 .40L
18073+0150 202 44 30+10 42 30 85 2 .25L .25L .47L
18073+0131 21.21 55 30+10 32 24 86 3 .25L .25L .46L
18073+0025 21.7 35 29+ 9 47 13 86 i 33 .41 .25L .43L18073+0113 22.0 27 29+10 54 25 86 .25L .25L .40L
18073+0032 23.8 57 29+ 9 28 6 86 3 1,72 .81 1.15
18074+0306 24.0 34 31+11 68 8 86 3 .69 ,25L .40L
18074+0005 27.2 16 28+ g 47 8 86 3 .62 ,37 .40L
16074+0625 27,5 38 34+12 38 7 86 3 .83 .36: .40L
16075+0017 31.7 15 28+ 9 35 8 86 3 2,01 .76 .40L
18075+0045 32.0 15 29+10 44 11 86 3 .57 .33L .40L
18075+0259 33.7 13 31+11 49 8 86 3 2.66 1.09 .40L
18075+0444 35.5 20 32+11 70 14 87 2 .68L .25L .36
18075+0733 35,5 3 35+13 111 35 87 2 .25L .27L ,40L
18076+0953 38.1 22 37+14 29 21 87 2 A9L .30L .40L
18076+0526 38.6 1 33+12 57 16 86 3 .25L .25L .47L
18076+0122 39.9 49 29+10 43 9 86 3 .46 .25L .40L
18077+0651 46.8 48 34+12 34 25 86 3 .25L .25L A0L
18078+0425 48.4 2 32+11 62 7 86 3 .45 .27L .40L
18078+0234 49.5 27 31+10 34 7 86 3 2.81 .72 .40L
18078+0819 52.0 50 36+13 36 6 85 3 .76 .26 .40L
18076+0805 53.6 15 36+13 29 6 85 3 .89 .65 .40L
18079+0748 56.4 14 35+13 22 10 40 3 .71 .28L .43:
18080+0520 0.5 22 33+12 46 18 86 3 .25L .25L, .43:
18080+0455 2.8 35 33+11 23 ; 10 86 3 .82 .22: .40L
18081+0003 10.0 5 28+ 9 52 i 20 86 3 .25L .26L .41L
18081+0318 10.4 45 31+11 24 5 86 3 3.66 .87 .41L
18081+0934 11.5 15 37+13 36 7 85 3 1.30 .37 .40L
18081+0729 12.0 43 35+12 92 21 86 3 .26L .25L .40L
16082+0737 12.0 27 35+13 50 7 85 3 .60 .27L .40L
18082+0636 12.434 34+12 56 7 86 3 .60 .32: .40L
18082+0204 12.7 15 30+10 47 9 86 3 .60 .25L .40L
18082+0113 14.3 13 29+10 57 13 86 3 .33 .25L .40L
18062+0256 16.3 17 31+10 48 12 87 2 .36 _25L .40L
18083+0434 :18.2, 0 32+11 34 6 86 3 1.43 .56 .40L
18083+0634 _20.6 57 34+12 86 17 87 2 .66L .25L .41
18083+0425 21.4 22 32+11 51 7 86 3 .43 .25L .40L
18083+0926 21.9 44 37+13 94 10 85 3 .36 .26L .40L
18083+0024 22.1 14 29+ 9 40 6 86 3 1.57 .65 .40L
18083+0047 22.1 38 29+ 9 35 7 86 3 1.51 1.00 .40L
18084+0134 27.9 60 30+10 43 19 85= 2 .25L .29L .40L'
18085+0242 31.8 7 31+10 29 10 86 3 .57 .38L .40L
18065+0102 32.6 46 29+ 9 56 9 86 3 .40 .25L .40L
18085+0632 33.2 3 36+13 64 15 85 3 .25L .25L .45L
18085+0640 33.8 3 34+12 59 19 86 3 .25L .25L .38:
18085+0752 34.6 2'5 35+13 30 7 85 3 21.72 13.11 1.94
18086+0409 38.4 13 32+11 69 7 87 2 .44 .34L .40L
18086+0513 39.6 25 33+11 37 21 87 2 .25L .25L A0L
18066+0158 40.4 9 30+10 69 8 86 3 .59 _25L .40L
18089+0654 59.8 56 35+12 45 14 86 2 .35 .27L .40L
18090+0004 0.8 31 28+ 9 54 9 86 3 .41 .25L .40L
18090+0838 1.3 13 36+13 85 19 85 31 .25L .25L .40L
18090+0130 5.3 55 30+10 32 7 86 3 .23: .88 7.87
18090+0610 5.3 24 36+13 60 8 85 3 .47 .25L : .40L
18091+0052 7.9 44 29+ 9 59 9 86 3 .25L .26L L32




















Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
AAF 3 2600000000 8 EIC620 7 8
DE I 9401100008
BG D 6701010100 19 545 2 85
3EJD 0 9500000008
B E F 5700000000 2 DO 4600 57 I 104
AF 9302100008 13 123151 K0 2 i 85
B 16OO0OOOOO
ACJ 16000O0000




AD 0 06000000001 10 3
C HI C 9402110510 4 84 4
AB 0 9501000008
A E 94OOOOOOO8 54 103
D F 3600000000 25 3
10 35.29L BBC AAAD 0 9500000008 15
2.75 C DC 9501220410
4.44 C DFF 5601000100
4.23L F E 7600100000
1.30L B AH )701000000
2.73L CDD ABFC 9 3700001000
5.04: F D EC i501OO0410
168 D C 66OOOOOOOO
1.39L 'CB AA 1 1600120100
2.74L C B 8600100000
I C J F F )5OO0000084.67L
2.51L C CF 1500000000
1.98L C DH 2600000000
2.88L B B F MH 1701000200
1.33L BC AC 1 2700001000
4.21 BBCC AAAA 0 9510000000 28
1.96L C 'BDDI 1600000000
4.11L C C L 9700000000
1.78L B B 1601000000
4.40 C KJ D _601011210
2.57L C BEFC 2700020000
1.40L B B L 4600010000
1.96L B BK 160OOO0000
5.OOL BD L.BF 0 6402101008
5.88L D B ML L 9500000008
2.86L C D 250OOO0000
4.52L D EJ 2600100000
1.84L BF AC 0 1600120000
2.61 C ; K E 6500000000
3.96 C: CD 9700000110
3.54L C BMF I 1600000000
4.14 C N E 9601000000
2.34L BCC ABA 2 2700000000
1.85L B BM 1600100000
3.04L BD BD 1 0702011000
7.72L ED ACJ 2 9400001008
2.32L BC AA 1 1700000000
2.85L F CF 2700110000
1.85L BC AA 0 2600000000
1.81L C AE 1600OOO000
2.00 D D 370100OOOO
1.39 D J H C I 2700000000
2.11 C DGB 9600000208
2.37L B B I 970000000O
1.98 D L C 8600000008
1.47L B CEH 1600000000
1.86L CC AA 0 4600000000
5.01L BD ABM 0 6500010008
5.06L BC AB 1 25000110081
3.84 E DC BBFC 3602010210
2.19 CD FC 01 95000001081.54L BE BE 1600000O0O
3.80 C N I C 8600000000
1.67L BC AAI 0 3600000000
1.63L CD AB 5 2600100000
1.90 D F CC 9700000008
6.34L C B DMG 9600000008
5.55L,BC BEJ L 0 )400100538
2.02L B B I 37000000003.56L i_. A )700000000
2.87L E CI 4510000000
1.14L BD IAB 0 160OOOOO00
5.80L C D 8400200438
I
1.45L B ICI C 1600000000
2.24L C CI !500100000
12.11L CC ABK 7 3600000118
11.63L CC AA 0 9600001008
2.31 D BC 8700000010
1.38L D CD 4700000000
15.41L B BH 9501000008
2.61 C HB 6500010108
2.88 DE, J FC 6500100518
6.16L BBD AAA 9 9500000008
2.05L C CB 1500010000
2,55 E I C 8501000018
2.77L C B 4700000000
6.16L C CC 6500010008
10.79L C D 3600120008
3.54 E MI L D 7500000228
14.18 CCCC DAAA 4 9600002020
1.68L D BH 3600000228 _
13.58L C BB 9501100238'
2.56 E DC 9600001028
1 V494 OPH
32 X1806+090
2 2 DO 4606
1 AW OPH
5 1 AV OPH
1 2 DO 4608 40 105
3 2 DO 4610 16 99
1 2 DO 4613 88 107
2 13 123184 K5 32 81
3 13 123187 F2 15 57
2 13 123190 K5 8 90
1 13 123191 M 6 88
1 13 123193 K5 4 88
1 13 123196 K0 5 71
1 13 123197 K2 4 79
13 123198 F5 3 57
1 V955 OPH 24 3
1 V428 OPH 60 3
2 DO4624 15 97
4 1 32 X1807+078 72 4
1 13 123209 M0 32 88
4 13 123212 K0 1 57
2 13 123213 M0 5 86
1 13 123215 K2 11 74
C 2 V956OPH 39 3
1 1 V957 OPH 14 3
1 1 V958 OPH 1 3
C 1 32 X1808+066 94 12
1 13123217 K0 3 79
2 1 XYOPH 6 3
2 13 123223 K2 5, 76
1 V4310PH 27 3
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
395
Right Ascension: 18h09m12"-18h12m57 '
Position (1950)
Declination: 0 °- + 10°
Max Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Colo¢ Corrected)
h a.m 8 a 6 Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 ttm 25 _m 60 _tm
= , ($) (") I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
18092+0752 12.6 55 36+12 66 9 85 .43 .26L .40L
18092+0527 16.0 32 33+11 35 7 86 2.29 .82 .40L
18092+0723 16.6 16 35+12 50 9 85 .43 .26L .40LI
18,3+0056 20.2 49 29+ 9 27 7 86 2.64 1.27 .37:
18093+0931 21.6 55 37+13 32 14 85 .25L .25L .57
18095+0138 32.1 36 30+10 77 8 86 .52 _ .28L .40L
180,+,50 40.4 26 35+12 30 7 86 24.26 169.36 95.43
18096+0602 41.455 34+ 11 61 78856 ,62 .27: AOL18096+0932 41.830 37+ 13 37 21 .25L .26L .40L
P8,7+0312 44.6 15 31+10 30 16 86 .25L .25L .52
!8097+0258 45.1 6 31+10 46 23 86 .25L .25L .36:
8097+0812 46.3 50 36+12 39 7 85 1.06 .37 .40L
8098+0000 51.3 29 28+ 9 I 50 11 86 .35 .29L .40L
8,8+0901 51.3 25 37+13 42 8 85 .84 .25L .40L
8098+0748 53.032 36+12 55 21 87 .25L .28L .40L
8098+0551 53.6 5 34+11 33 15 86 .25L .25L .52
8099+0526 54.4 8 33+11 88 : 9 87 .29 .32L .40L
8099+0623 55.312 34+12 64 14 87 .25L .61L .63
8100+0054 2.0 32 29+ g 52 7 86 .87 .3tL .40L
8100+0123 2.1 48 30+ 9 57 22 86 .25L .25L .62L
8100+,21 2.4 10 38+12 37 16 85 .25L .26L .48
8101+0835 8.6 46 36+13 48 10 85 .64 .31L .40L
8101+0348 7.0 42 32+10 55 9 86 ,55 ,33: .40L
8101 +0202 8.2 53 30+10 60 13 ' 87 .25L .28L .57
8101+0758 tl.0 8 36+12 31 22 85 .25L .36L I .40L
8101+0520 11.4 37 33+11 48 13 87 .29 .41L .40L
8103+0408 20.7 1 32+10 22 8 86 5.71 1.68 .33:
8103+0707 22.5 59 35+12 29 8 85 1.82 .49 .40L
8103+0751 22.6 40 36+12 57 9 85 .77 .31 .40L
6104+0641 26.2 37 35+12 52 15 85 .28L .25L .61
8104+0118 26.827 30+ 9 30 786 1,09 .77
8104+0516 27.96033+11 40 8 8688_5it 1.23 .62
8104+0901 29.4 39 37+13 63 10 85 .32 .25L
8105+0202 31.5 23 30+ 9 40 12 87 .77 .30:
5105+0011 33.9 21 29+ 9 64 8 86 .86 .25L
6107+0345 ¢2.3 12 32+10 23 8 88 1.55 .63
8107+,14 42.8 58 38+12 43 9 87 .64 .30L
51,+0917 48.4 48 37+13 51 8 85 .66 .31L
8108+0430 50.8 54 33+11 57 8 86 .58 .29
8108+0004 52.5 56 29+ 8 33 8 86 2.31 1.39
3 8 825 53.7 9 36+12 43 25 8 . 5L .25L
6110+0249 0.9 58 31+10 41 24 87 .25L .27L
8110+0851 33 34 37+12 64 8 .91 .33
6110+0026 3.9_59 29+ 9 81 10 .67 .26:
8110+0554 5.2 3 34+11 37 8 871 .25L .53L
6111+0213 7.7 17 31+ 9 I 28 7 _[86 .85 .28:
3111+0245 9.1 2 31+10 62[ 13 85 .39 .25L
3112+0945 14.5 27 37+13 36 _ 6 .50 .25L
3112+0438 16.3 8 33+10 49 7 1.04 .35:
3113+0731 20.43235+12 35 17 851 .25L .25L,
,113+0222 21.6 40 31+9 37 8 86] 3.82 .88
]114+0307 26.5 17 31+10 47 13 _185 .32 .27L
]114+0405 28.5 5 32+10 103 19 87 .65L .25L
]114+0600 28.7 55 34+11 61 15 86 .25L .25L
]115+0517 33.4 15 33+11 39 7 86 4.63 1.62
]116+0925 38.1 31 37+13 73 7 85 .98 .24:
]116+0412 39.1 45 32+10 34 7 ; 86 1.86 .56
]116+0520 39.9 48 33+11 25 7 6.68 1.81
]116+0449 41.1 57 33+10 29 17 .25L .25L
]116+0036 41.7 21 29+ 9 35 12 .52 .25L
]117+0900 43.4 42 37+12 72 8 85 .35 .25L
]117+0933 43.5 3 37+13 82 8 85 .57 .25L
]117+0537 44.2 33 34+11 36 7 86 2.21 1.11 1
]117+0435 44.5 53! 33+10 38 23 86 .25L .25L
]117+0644 44.7 1 35+11 55 14 87 .29 .25L
]117+0841 45.6 29 37+12 30 24 85 .25L .25L
]117+0721 46.9 13 35+12 37 10 85 A3 .25L
]118+0023 50.6 24 29+ 8 68 8 86 .59 ,32L
]119+0046 58.9 51 29+ 9 44 21 87 .25L .36L
i!19+0127 59.4 4 30+ 9 37 26 87 ,25L .36L
i120+0744 0,2 35 36+12 28 6 85 1.61 .39
20+0704 5,9 15 35+11 49 17 87 .25L ,55L
21+0328 11.3 6 32+10 90 18 85 .49L .25L
22+0057 12.7 7 30+ 9 34 8 86 ,40 ,34
22+0752 12.8 23 36+ 12 42 9 85 .44 .25L
22+0926 13.3 35 = 37+12 74 9 85 .33 .25L
22+0703 172 45i 35+11 59 13 85 .25L .25L
23+0112 19.0 271 30+ 9 38 7 _8_ .67 .39:23+04, 19.3 22 32+ 10 46 25 .25L ,25L
23+0136 20.2 10 30+ 9 38 8 861 .80 .54
23+0511 21.7 56 33+11 25 7 _186 10.72 11.02
23+0811 22.7 i 28 36+12 58 35 87 1.46L 25L
23+0339 23.6' 33 32+10 28 14 87 .25L .29L
24+0006 26.5 41 29+ 8 31 8 86 .70 .36
24+0821 26.8 29 36+ 12 53 22 87 .25L .54L
24+0316 28.4 55 32+10 83 26 .25L .25L
25+0444730.82433+10296 8.32 4.21
25+,01 31.6536+12 79 19 87] .25L .25L
25+0217 32.E'33 31+ 9 43 8 :/ 1.44 .5025+0510 .5.. 3 33+10 29 7 1.46 .98
26+0540 _364 14 34+11 38 17 85l .25L .25L
26+0012 37.3 15 29+ 8 56 7 8_/ .57 .25L
26+0152 138.1 9 30+ 9 46 8 1.11 .50
26+0228 39.4 23 31+ 9 48 8 .75 .22:
28+0429 53,919 33+t0 47 8 1.33 .36
29+0150 56.0 51 30+9 55 13 851 .34 .26L
29+020356.43231+91367 86] .77 .25
29+0915 56.6 12 37+12j 103 29 87 l .27L .25L29 +0909 57.9 37 + 12 95 11 85 .33 .25L
V L c
100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Ccef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
10.37L C B M 9400000008
6.45L B O AAGE 94010000086.86L C I 9500000008
3,51: DDED AAEC 8 9701101118
3,67 CC GB 2500000310
3.14L C CH 5700000000
29.56 BBDD AAAA 0 6302000108 95
6.40L BD 'BEL 2 2500000008
2.44 C HHC 2600000210
2.61 FC t GD 4600000110
2.85 D C F C 4500000100











.42L D EC 9582000250
.47L D EB 7700100210
.40L 1.58L DE BC 46600000000
.41L 13,59L CD BB 0 8502000008
.42L ; 1.59 F K F B 4600000000
.40L 2.53L DD AB 0 3701000000
.40L 2.49L C CO 6700100210
.40L 1.46L B AK 5601010000
.40L 1.84L CF AD M 0 6600000000
,40L 4.03 D E B 9600000028
.40L 1.99L BC AB 1 5700000000
.40L 11.53L BD AC 0 9501100008
.40L 2.49L C CF 36010000,
,49 2,84L E C 1500000000
,53 2.98 CC F B 46(30000000
.40L 1.82L BC AA 4' 9600101000
,40L 1.41L CD AE 0 6600000000;
.40L 1.69L BE AA 3 5601000000
,61 1.75L BBC AAF 2 8600101000
.43L 2.53 C L E D 5600000100
.40L 14.44L C B F 7500000008
.40L 1.76L C C 2600000000
.40L 1,34: C D BGLI 6600000000
.40L 1.57L BC AAG 0 7600000000
.42L 2.78 C H D
.40L 2.16L C E
.40L 2.92 C HHE
.40L 10.27L C C G
.40L 12,26L C AE
.65L 3,70 D E F C [
.44L 3.53 D J I F
,40L 6.60L BD AC
.53: 5.95 DF i GGBE !
.42 2.53L B
.40L 3.09L CD BD
.40L 6.18L D DL
.40L 1.78L B CO
.41L 9,36 D GB
,40L 2,83L BC BA





















3.71L C DD 7700000000
1.58L C B L 5600000000
2.34 D L B 96OOOO0008
5.32L C CE 3500000108
5.17L C DJ J 6501100008
2.52L C FCF 7500100318
13.87L B ACGK 9500000008
4.15 C N KE 970000(3010
1.85 CC HCB 9501000220
1.67L E BC 9600000000 !
1.96L C E C BF 3 160000000(2.81L GD 2700000000
2.32 C J C i 960OOO0008
2.56L E DI 9601200000
1.71L BBD AAC 3' 5600000000
6,18L BD AC 2 8500000008
6.77L BD C BD 0 95000000088.21L MB 4401000008
2.51L FC BB 9 9700001000
1.42L BD AB 0 9600100000
1.59L C e
2.94L _D BC14.94L AH
1.68L BC AA F
1.41L C BE1.46L B E D




















2.82L CC BC 3 7700000000
1.85L BBC AAA 0 6600100000 14
1.95 D I F 8600000000
2.04 CC NDCC 6600000100
3.31L DD BBHB 0 4700110000
2.30 C E MD 9600000000
2.62 C I D 9600000000
1.97L CEC AAC 9 6600000000
1.96 D B 9500000008
2.16L EC ABJ 1 4700000000
1.70L BCDc AA 0 56001000003.06 GGB 6580000210
3,20L CBE BD 67001000002.22L AB J 9 37001001102.10L BBM 2 7700000000
1.88L BD AC t 6600000000
3.67L C CI 3700100000
2.17L BD BB 0 1700000000
1.79 D D C B 4600000100
1.2gL C E I 6600000000
Sep
Name Type ('_ Mag
2 13!123231 K5 7 85
3 13 123233 K5 6 85
2 13 123234 K5 16 85
4
3 3 RAFGL 5206S 52
2 13 123239 K0 4 72
5 13 123253 MA 9 85
2 DO 4642 57 103
1 12 ! ZG 1810+, 60 154
1 13 123268K0 3 81
1 13 123269 M0 2 90
3 13 123271 K2 8 66
2 1 V513 OPH 0 3
2 13 123276 K0 7 76
2 13 123277 K5 6 77
5 2 DO4662 63 95
2 DO4663 48 105
16 10405 34 1500
131 123278K2 4 87
32 X1811 +,6 45 12
21 [:)04664 43 112
1 13 123279 K5 24 90
1 2 DO 4666 13 104
C I 23 MRSL035+11/1 117
C 3 22 $70 131 300
1 1 V405 OPH 31 3
1 13 123292 K5 2 90
1 2 [304678 37 110







a 8 a SM2 SMN 0h m, (s) (_) Coo;ds Uncertainty







































































































25 p,m 60 p.m
(Jansky)






"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region
L
Declination: 0'- + 10 °
Associations
C






























Right Ascension: 18 h16"45.-18h20m18`
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
8 Coords SMJ SMN 0



































































































A Confusion _ S[=



























































































18202+0051 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
18203 + 0723



































18207+0007 43.6 2418207+0433 46.1 1
18207+0015 46.511
18207+0041 47.348
J6208 + 0209 48.1 4
18208+0334 48.348
18209+0435 55747

























18217+0046 47.1 ] 16










18220 + 0857 0.940
18220 +0958 2.0115
18220+0208 2.1 i 2)18221 +0501 6.6
18221 +0147 7.323
f8221 +0227 7.4 38n18221 +0345 11.0 !
18222+0730 12.8
18222+ 0302 14.413











18226+0328 37.0 _[8226 + 0953 38. I
18226 + 0939 38.6
18226+0000 41.320











18230+0135 5,7 2)18231 +0855 10.5
¢l!
Galactic Uncertainty _1 (Not Color Corcected) V L
Coord$ SMJ SMN 0 O I 12 p.m 25 _m 60 p.m 100 vm Flux Con" A Confusion g S
! b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs coer R Flags' S 2
34+ 9 48 6853 .43 .25L .40L 2.16L C B 7602100000
38+11 3411872 .31 .25L .40L 8.35L D C 9300100008
33+ 8 43 6 853 .71 .34: .40L 2.62L FC BD 2570000101036+10 26 41853 1.22 .33 .40L 2.13: BD D!AC E v 7600000000
32+ 8 2711 863 .36 .30L .40L 2.66L C EL 6600100000
35+ 9 32 5 853 1.34 .38 .40L 2.50L BE ABMC 17600100000
36+ 9 7410 842 .29 .25L .40L 2.36L F C 6600110000
34+ 9 47 7 853 38 .28L .40L 2.90L C AC I 7502000000
33+ 8 50 6 85_ 3 .59 .26: .40L, 2.73L BD AD O 3600100000
33 + 8 44 5 8513 .81 .34L .40L ' 2.62L B A F F 4600000000
34+97316653 25l 25L 5o6 0. 5,. 0310
38+10 25 2211753 .26L .25L .40L 2.19 F H /B 5602000000
32+ 8 85 8 1872 .31L .25L .40L! 2.64 D G 6600100000
31+ 7 41 5 863 1.85 2.63 .43L! 3.40L BF AA8 97700000000
33+ 8 54 20 852 .26L .64L .63L 3.97 C ECC 560010211036+10 43 7 85' ._ .44 .25L .40L 2.51L C C J C 7600000000
33+ 8 5712 852 .31 .26L .40L 3.08LC D G 3600100000
36+ 9 41 128_ 2 .36 .35L .401 246L C BI 660011000030+ 6 75 23 3 .25L ,26 .50L 6.77 I C FFJ D 4500000110
34+ 8 53 12 872 .30 .25L .40L 2.57LIC C 2500100210 4
30+ 6 35 5 863 1.23 .84 .55L 4.3611CD ABD 99601001000
30+ 7 36 6 86 3 .71 34 .43L 3.84LI80 AS 0 7601000000
32+ 7 19 5 853 5.20 2.93 .56: 2.85L'BBC AAB 1 1701000000
33+ 8 28 10 853 .25L .75 .72: 2.68:! DCD BBC 5600102110
34+ 8 27 15 853 .25L .25L .70 5.20 EC J FE 4480100210 4
38+11 22 5 653 9.8_ 7.17 1.38 6.29L BDD AAAC 9940010030869 4
31+ 7 6410 862 .35 .25L .41L 6.25L F D 3600000000
31+ 7 18 5 e78623 1.63 i .70 .41: 3.05L DCE C AAC 1460000000038+10 3922 .27L .25L .661. 2.70 EB 5602000000
30+ 8 31 5 863 1.24 .67 .40L 3.93L BD AA 09610001000
33+ 8 70 13 85 J3 .42L .25L .61 2.90L C O BD 360010000038+ 10 36 15 853 .25L .69L .40L 3.24 J EDC 9580100308 4
32+ 7 78 7 85 I 3 .42 .25L .40L 4.03L C C 6600000000
33+ 8 75 20 852 .34L .25L .78L 3.55 C M I 8 3600100100
34+ 8 31 6 85 i 3 .25L .41 2.65 3.24 CCB BAB 2500002000
32+ 7 89 22 862 .90L .36L .73L 4.79 C KDC 7600000110
35+ 9 59 21 862 .25L .25L .43L 3.30 C L 8 4500000100
36+ 9 37 5 853 .51 .31L .40L 2.07L B BH 6600000000
30+ 6 I 70 24 86 3 .25L .35L .50L 5.13 C E 5600000000
33+ 6i 22 5 85 3 98.55 51.17 7.07 2.97L BBC AAAB 9 562000000028
30+ 6' 55 13 86 3 .25L .25L 1.13 5.24L C I EC 7602001100
31+ 7 I 69 27 85 2 1.34L .27L .49L 4.18 D CB C 560000010032+ 7 25 11 85 2 .39 .42L .44 3.97L F 7600000000
31+ 7 ! 37 8 86 3 .61 .24: .51L 6.02 BE C BHGE I 0 4601000110
34+ 8: 59 21 85 3 .25L .25L .54L 5.21 C DC 9500000010
36+ 9 18 5 85 3 4.17 1.67 .40L 1.68L DE IAA 9 7601000000
32+ 7 154 8 86 3 .53 .33L .43L 3.56L C BD H 3701000100
36+ 9 i 22 5 65 3 10.15 16.20 4.97 3.09 8BCC AAAC 84500000110
34+ 8, 29 5 85 3 1.47 .57 A0L 2.39L CE AB , 9 9500000000
32+ 7 26 6 85 3 .64 30 .40L 2.97L BD BE] F 1 1700311000
31+6 46 7 86 3 .88 .41 .42L 3.72L BD IBB 0 7600100000
32+7 40 5 853 .57 .25: .40L 3.12L BF IBB 02701211000
30+ 6 28 5 86 3 2.00 1.30 _46L 3.56L 8C AAI 2 7601201200
37+10 36 8 853 ,43 ,25L ,40L 1.99L C ,BF 5600000000
36+ 9 37 25 853 .25L .27L .43L 2.86 C KCE 7500000000
37+ 9 76 18 85 3 .25L .26L .50L 3.39 C GD 8600000000
30+ 6 36 13 66 3 .27L .26L .95 4.41L C LDF 8640101100
38+10 27 9 85 3 .84 .26L .40L 1.81L CCcCC BG 970100000030+ 6 I 46 6 863 .58 .32L 1.04 5.76 6DEA 9601000100
31+ 7 121 5 853 1.22 .54 .41L 3.37L ABG 15700000000
32+ 7 22 5 85 3 5.68 2.33 .42L 3.48L SB 'AAF 0 4710211000
34+ 8 i 26 6 653 1.39 .52 .40L 2.47L BC AA 14600000000
38+10 25 6 853 .96 .53 .40L 1.58L BD AAD 19602101100
39+11 38 5 853 ,98 .43 .40L 5.98L 80 ABJ 18400000008
32+ 7 64 9872 .28 .33L .60L 19.63L C CDN 4500311008
34+ 8 6611 _ 2 .27 .25L .40L 4.03L E D 950000000031+7' 30 7 .25L .64 3.24 6.57 CCC EBAA 5600000008
32+ 7 20 78712 .37L 2.27 1.67L 3.89L D AS 6602000000
33+ 8 22 6 853 26.34 16.20 2.92 2.89L BBE AAAE 93600000000
37+ 9 86 8 84' 2 .39 .25L .40L 1.95L F CL L 8600000000
33+ 7 26 6 85 i 3 1.03 .45 .46L 3.26: BC C ABGB 06601000100
38+10 83 18 853 .25L .25L .48L 2.56 F C EHGC 960110000031 + 6 60 12 65 12 .38 .26L .56L 6.40L IC 4600000000
38+10 75 g 8412 .37 .35L .40L 1.67L LC OK 6700100000
31+7 7622 8613 .28L .27L .53L 5.22 B C NGC 570000010835+9 72 885 .47 .25L .40L lL25L BG C .00010008
/ ; 9501010108770010000038+10 773687i2 .25L .25L .40L 1.41 FiC39+10 52 .25L .40L 6.85L D
36+ 9 56 85 .25L .40L 2.O5L B AEJ 5600000000
37+10 20 5 85 1170 .55 .40L 1.69L CC AS G 12600000000
33+ 8 39 g 872 .38 .25L .40L 2.88L F ID 4600010000
39+10 58 7 853 .57 .26L .40L 7,79L B AE 9400100008
33+ 7 51 6 853 .46 .34L .40L 3.28L B BF 3600000000
39+10 62 12 853 .25L .25L .71 2.12: CE GHCE 9600010108
39+10 68 16 853 .25L .25L .48: 2.47 FD DC 9600100008
30+ 6 48 9883 .28L! .29L .67 4.19L C CB 4600000000
33+ 7 59 12 852 .24 .39L .42L 3.14L C IGC 6702000000
31 + 6 61 7 863 .55 .25L .47L 4.78L S B 4600000000
34+ 8 69 7 85 3 .43 .25L .40L 3.71L S A K 260000000031 + 6 56 g 85 2 .63 .26L .48L 4.81L E 4600000000
32+ 7 33 5 85 3 .95 .65 .53L 13.71LIBC ABG 0 5500000008
35+ 8 38 6 85 3 .60 .28L .40L 10.03Lj S BFMK 6301000008
33+ 8 26 6 853 2.51 1.61 .46L 2.96L, BC AAH ; 33600000000
37+ 9 79 15 84 2 .25L .25L 31 2.33L C GC 5500000000
31+ 6 49 12 853 .29L .25L .82 17.96L C NKSG 5501000108
35+ 6 23 5 853 71.60 27.53 7,33 8,49L CBD AAAB i 9930000000844
30+ 6 26 5 863 1.45 .77 .46L 4.15L DC AB i 05701001000
33+ 7 77 18 8512 .34L .25L .61 4.39L' D H DB 9601000000
31+ 6 57 22 8512 .25L .26L .86L 5.55 1BDC D F EC 760200010838+10 32 6 853 4.80 3.44 .67 1.64L AAC 97700000000
Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region."Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Declination: 0"- + 10°
Rux Density Flags Associations
C
# T Name Type
1 13 123408 K2 1 8_
2 13 123409 K2 7 75
I 2 OO 4775 61 103
1 13 123414 K2 14 8_
1 I ' DG SER 35
1 32 IX1620+045 106 4
1 231 LDN 0585 572
1 11 PK 32+ 7.1 87
1 32 X1821 +095 97 4
2 13 123425 K0 12 90
4 3 ; RAFGL 2142 6 g
1 1 Vl104 OPH 66 3
1 1 DK SER 13 3
1 2 DO 4788 32 115
1 8 EIC 650 7 5
1 1 V887 OPH 4 3
1 2 1304794 52 113
1 11 PK32+ 7.2 71
1 2 [304797 28 t12
1 13 123445 K2 23 85
3 13 123446 M0 28 88
1 13 123448 K5 5 77
1 13 123449 K0 3 78
1 2 DO 4804 14 106
2 3 RAFGL 2150 8
399




a 8 a _ Coords SM.r SMN 0
h m. , , (s) C) ! b C) C) (')
18232 + 0435 3,
18232 + 0522 3!
18232+0800 3_
18232+0011 3(
18232 + 0611 3(
18233 + 0159 3-'
18233+03tl 3"
18233 + 0225 3;
18233 + 0428 3_
18234 + 0452 34
18234+0133 31 1
18235+0927 39
18235 + 0952 39
18235 + 0259 33
18236 + 0002 30
18236+0857 38.
18236 + 0706 36 2
18236 + 0807 37
18237 + 0502 35 41
18237 + 0916 38-
18237 + 0244 33.
18237+0038 31
18238 + 0306 33-
18238+0105 31-
18239 + 0254 33-
18239+0714 37_
18239 + 0516 35 -
18239 + 0151 32
18240+0414 34_
18240 + 0436 34
18240 + 0055 31 -_ ._
18240 + 0405 34 4 A
18241 + 0905 18+
18241 +0144 32-f .3
18241 + 0334 ]3 @ 2.C
18242+0817 ]8-t- .4
18242+0028 ]1 + .3
18243+0030 !1 + 1.3
18243 + 0032 tI + .6
18243 + 0508 35+ .2
18243 + 0954 9 + 1.0
18243 +0352 _4+ 78.7,
t 8244 + 0107 11+ 23.7!
18244 + 0809 =7+ 2.7:
18244 + 0502 5 + .2,
18244+0055 1 + .6"
18244 + 0349 4 + .2!
18244 + 0808 7 + .2=
18245+0003 0+ .4_
18245 + 0427 4 + 1.6_=




18246+0112 I + .35
18246 + 0240 ] + 6.84
18246 + 0009 ) + 1.88
18246+0910 + 1 .28
18247 + 0303 [+ 3.09
18247+0729 '+ ]1.27
18247 + 0243 I+ ' 1.37
18248+0658 ;+ I 1,12
18248+0745 '+ ! .25,
18248+0556 ;+ ( .251
18248 + 0144 '+ ( .26
18249+0501 + ! .87
18249+0854 + ¢" .251
18250+0153 + ( 1.85
18250+0056 + ( 2.90
18250+0244 + _ .40
18250+0606 + 8 .25
18250+0424 + 7 .41
18251 +0438 + 7 .53
18251 +0004 + 5 .58
18251 +0023 + 5 4.44
18252+0512 + 8 .73
18252+0247 + 7 .69
18253+0052 + 6 .36
18253+0811 t- 9 .46
18253+0301 _- 7 .44
18253+0342 _- 7 5.62
18253+0029 _ 5 .27L
18254+0114 i- 6 .47
18254+0101 t- 6 .74
18254+0750 I- 9 ;.22
18254+0334 I- 7 .25L
18254+0657 _ 8 .69
18255+0956 •10 .43
18255+0528 _ 8 28
18255 + 0945 10 .31
18255+0821 - 9 .86
18255+0117 - 6 .51
18255+0543 - 8 .02
18256+0114 - 6 .33
18256 + 0001 5 .45
18256 + 0938 10 .95
18257+0158 • 6 .55
18257+0212 6
18257+0059 6 I
18257+0755 9 I 95 ]
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Flux Density Flags Associations
12 _m 100 pm L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 pm
(Jansky)
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
400
v IcFlux Corr A Confusion R S A




Name Type (") Mag

































39.1| 4.4 2.(] 123487 K 85
7.31 2.2_ 5.2 123489 MB 82
-¢ 2.2 DO 4822 128








.48 .4C 13.6( BK SER 3
.5E 22.1"
3.08 9.3_ 5.5d
2.95 .68 3.1.' PK 31 + 5.1
.40 .40 4.3 ¢, DL SER 3
.271 .42 1.9; 123497 A0 54
1.72 .53 3.2:: 123495 G5 78
16.20 3.20 2.01 V585 OPH 3
.85 .41 4.17
.36 .40 2.32



























.>,16L [ .40L !.53L V592 OPH 3
.47 I .40L L87L
.30 J .54L 1.92L V593 OPH 3
•25:1 .40L L63L
25: I .55L L85L 123519 K5 83
.32L I .85L L04L
.33 I .40L .72L
,34 I .44= _ ,25L I
.25L _ .68L I .66L
50 , 40,,I 123522K5 78
Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
_I ll i




















,6261+0942 9.7 114!18261+0643 11,7
,8262 + 0533 12.8 6 I






,8263 +0615 21.6 50
,8263+0625 22.9 9










18265+0405 35.6 i 12
[8265+0435 35.9 33
r8266+0351 )6._ 48
18266+0035 136"9 i18266+0405 37.8 518266+0508 38.3!
[8266+0855 40.3 1;16266+0449 40.8
18266+0050 41.9 9
r8267+0311 ¢2A 36
15267 +0432 42.3 21














_8270+0415 4.£ 28818270+0326 4.7
18270 + 0858 5.9 15
[8271 +0158 7.0 38
r8271+0302 72 43
18271 +0810 9.2! 39
18271 +0959 10.4i 38
I8271 +0751 10.5 4
18271+0102 11.1 48







18273 + 0928 18.3 1
F8273+ 0059 1&8 41
18273+0034 20.6 1
18273+0600 20,6 20
18273 +0047 22.2 33
18273+0030 22.8 60
18274 + 0932 24.6 26
18274+0112 25.7 4
18275+0948 32.7 14




18276 + 0639 39.7 18





18277+ 0846 43.2 44
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
C_orbds SMJ 6MN ,e _ 12 p.m 25 vm 60 p.m(') (") _,s (Jansky)
36+ 8 38 12 85 3 .54L .25L .53
34+ 7 32 6 85 3 i 1.15 .47 .40L
39+ 9 40 5 84 4 .76 .25L .40L
38+ 9 45 7 84 4 .35 .25L .40L
32+ 6 46 7 85 _ .53 .26L .49L39+ 9 32 8 85 1.48 .92 .40L31+5 38 5:85 1.13 .69 2.65L
34+7 22 5 84 4' 4.21 2.19 .60L
30+5687853 .43 .28L .72L
39+10 32 10 84 3 35 .27L .40L
35+82710843 .38 .25L .40L
38+9 85 38; 86 2 .25L .84L .43L
34+ 7 38_1 84 4 1.42 .55 .41L37+ 9 28 84 4 .53 .21: .47L
34+7 41 6] 84 4 .55 .30 ,41L
31+ 6 38 6 I 65 3 ,76 .69 2.64L
39+ 9 60 7 84 3 .97 .26L .40L
39+ 9 50 6 84 3 .51 .25L .40L
36+ 8 45 6 84 4 .80 .29L .40L
35+ 8 39 12 84 4 .25L .25L .62:
31+ 5 40 6 85 3 .25L .79 3.06
39+ 9 34 6 84 3 4.50 3.39 .43:
30+ 5 18 5 85 3 4.61 3.77 6.33
36+8 33 13 88_4134 .25L .25L .86:39+ 9 56 .46 .25L .40L
33+ 7 70 8 87 2 .43 .25L .54L
32+ 6 29 6 85 3 5,72 2.76 .62[
36+ 8 28 5 84 4 12.32 4.61 .42L
35+ 8 44 6 84 4 .46 .25L .40L
31+ 5 19 6 85 3 .97: 3.17 47.85L
31+ 6 85 10 85 2 .47Li .39 1.22L_
34+ 7 64 11 84 2 .31 .25L .43L
39+ 9 68 20 84 3 .25L .34L .40L
38+ 9 21 7 85 3 3.37 2.05 .46
36+ 8 43 7 84 4 .46 .25: .40L
37+ 8 25 5 42 4 .84 .53 .40L
35+ 7 33 6 84 4 .43 .27L .43L
31+5 25 6 85 3 .46L 7.49 47,85
33+ 6 50 14 _! 2 .32 .42L .54L34+ 7 24 6 .71 .35L 1.26:
35+7 34 6 8414 .so .37: .41t.
34+7 49 10 672 .46t. .29L .76L
31+5 43 5 6513 1.04 ._E; 2.61[-
34+ 7 58 12 87 '2 .39L .27L 1,66
35+ 7 26 9 84 4 .45 .25L .56L
38+ 9 84 15 83 2 .44L .25L ,45
35+ 7 22 5 84 4 1.93 .86 .45L
31+ 5 40 6 85 I 3 .54 .44: 3.03L
33+ 6 42 6 84 4 ,64 .29 ,50L
34+ 7 i 25 6 84 : 4 .49 .43L .58:
31+ 5 34 5 85 3 .25L .75 2.08
37+ 8 48 9 83 3 .37 .26L .40L
35+ 7 i 22 6 45 4 .91 .56: .71L
36+ 8 ' 27 5 84 I 4 1.90 .99 ,40L
31+ 5 i 13 7 86 3 .94L .91: 2.81
38+ 9 i 34 6 84 i 3 1.58 .74 A0L
34+ 7 36 6 84 4 .61 .31 A9L
36+ 8 48 6 84 4 .56 .35L A0L
36+ 8' 51 6 85 3 .49 .25L .49L
34+ 7 69 31 83 2 .26L .26L 1.32L
32+ 5 29 6 85 I 3 3.29 6.29 9,33
37+ 8 13 12 43 ' 3 .25L .25L .55:
34+ 7 27 5 8414 2.06 1.04 ,49L34+7 37 5 84!4 115 40_ _,_
34+7 17 5 _i_, 75 36 49_34+ 6 25 4 20.56 13.96 2.32
39+9 40 17 85 3 .25L .25L .62
32+6 47 15 8513 .26 .28L .67L
33+ 6 44 5 84 14 .73 .28L .64L
38+ 9 62 13 84 i 3 .45L .37L .53:
I
39+9 100 22 86 2 .25L .25L .45L
38+8 51 8 8513 .50 .25L .40L
31+5 36 6 85'3 5.76 7.t0 3.24L
36+8 32 7 85 3 1.82 .95 .41L
36+8 59 9 85 3 .$4 .25L .40L
31+5 63 11 853 .41L .39L 1.07
35+7 84 18 84 2 ,30L .49L ,63
34+7 14 4 84 4 2.16 1.06 .51L
32+ 5 54 9 87 2 .47 2.22L .76L
32+5 37 6 85 4 .25L 3.17L 152.92
39+ 9 66 11 84 3 .29L .25L ,71
31+ 5 17 10 87 2 .69: .53: 21,64L
31+ 5 39 8 85 3 .25L .67 3,23
36+ 8 86 22 85 2 .42L .44L ,58L
31+ 5 37 6 85 3 .71 1.57 4.16
31 +5 72 8 85 3 .41 .31L 3.76L
39+9 32 6 _ 43 1.94 .91 .40L32+5 24 7.31 7.38 152,92L
39+9 33 9 84 3 1.12 .62 .45L
39+ 9 43 6 84 3 1.16 .35L .40L
31+ 5 20 5 85 4 1.97 3.75 5.82
34+7 74 1; 87 2 .46L .36L .74
32+6 32 _ 4 1.67 .97 .71L36+9 26 6 1.50 1.73 ,49L
32+ 5 38 10 85 4 25L .25L 2,07L
31+ 5 45 13 85 3 .25L .37L 3,68L
31+ 5 44 5 85 4 .53 .37L 4A6L
37+ 8 33 6 84 3 1.33 .70 .40L
33+ 6 26 5 84 4 1.02 .69 .60L
38+ 9 75 18 85 2 .25L .54L .40L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-g) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at
V L
100_m _,_ corr A co.f=io,_R s
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* s 2
2.90L E H HB I 6600000100
4.19: CE D ADJD; 8 6681213018 2
7.77L B AG i 9500000008
9.32L B CK F ' 9400100108
31.62L B 8D 1400000008
1.96L CC AA 0 3600101000
27.38L EC AB 5' 440000000C
3.59L BB AAS 0 3600000000
12.35L C CMFH 4400013320 E
1.94L B 8 K 4600000000
12.21L D CF 4401100008
2.18 D G 9600000000
4.20: BD F ABI C 5 5600213018 2
2.70L BF CCEE 8 2600000000
13.72L BD DA t 7400213018 2
31.75L EC t80 0 850111000(3
2.31L C BI L 3600301000
2.42L 8 8K 5500100000
3.35L B 8H 4700000000
4,98 EC ES 4500100108
36.65L C C A A H 940000000(2
1.72L BBD AAB 5 4600101000
24.29 BBCC AAFD 0 4481013320 E
8.61 CC E GD 9580100110
g.39L S CHF 9400000008
&32L C S MH 2601000000
24.78L BB AA 8 9500000008
3.11L CB AAK 2 6600100110
4.03L D CF 9500010000
149.10L CF AAAA 0 629310301C A
28.82L E S F 750111000C
4.68L C D 4700020000 1
3.45 S S D C HGD 96000000087.35L AACG 0 9401000118
3.71L DD 8B 0 9600000000
3.70 OC O BBEG 1 3681000110
17.21L B BCN 5300100008
149.10L FE AAAA 840421312C A
5,80L D CN K 2500000000
4.25L B E ABDB 4600100100
17.07L CD ICC 2 6401110108
3.35 E IO J O 4601000000
30.60L BC AA 1 860311112C 8
4.82L D C 3600100100
19.92L C BJ EC 4401100008
7.13L C CD 8400100138 8
16.28L;BC AALE 2 8400201228
25.47L BF SB 1 960100000C
6.06L BCDD BD 0 261000000016.81L BGG 8401110108
29.05LI CD 8A 430111300C 2
&62L E S H 4600000000
7.27: ;BF D BBHE 0 5500201228
3.05L!BB AAGH 0 5600001100
149.10L FE BDCS 840421312C A763L BC AS G 1 9400100138 8
5,25L SD BC 1 5701100000
3.15L B BA 860OO00000
4.35L B B LC 9501000110
4.35 C GI L H 4600000200
604.31L BBD AAAA 1 9200200418
6.85 EC GFS 1681000310
19.57L CD AAG 9 9400101108
4.01L B AC 5701110000
17.29L CD 8CMH 4 8400100108
4.09L CCC AAA 9 4700000100 29
6.66: DE I GB 9400000338 C
45.62L C rG 6701000008
4.83L C =8EK 1600020000 1
3.98 DB I GB 6680000410 4
3.03 C MHC 5500000100
2.28L C IBK 4700010000
29.53L BE AAD 9 850227434C 3
2.47L CE iAB 9 8700000000
2.64L C B I 2600000000
41.181 C FC 530210000C
3.70L D 'HI FS 6700000008
3.67L BB AA I 4700000000
604.311 E CF 9202344598 7
745.60L O BAA 410234453C 7
2.51L C B 3600100000
84.62: DE F EEGD 0 748237534C 3
13.86 DDD BAB 778111010(3
4.24 C I HD 9600000000
41.61L ECD BAA 4 760201010(3
41.73L D OE 560121110C
2.35L BC AAMC 0 5600100000
745.60L AS ACGB 2 428224453C 7
1.84L SD ABEG 0 8700101000
2.33L C ADM 8610111000
12.31: SBCE AAAA 0 578010001C
3.76L F HF 3600000100
51.63L BC AADG 2 9601000108
10.05L BF AAC 9 9400000008
21.31 E MKHA 9582115518 6
23.28 F DGGD 660314223C 3
35.23L B SH 660221011C
2.04L SC ABJ 1 0700000000
4.95L DC ABHE 6 1701000100
3.06 D J F B 9500000018
12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
C
[# A Name Type _'_ Mag
1 23 OCL 0090
2 13 123524 K5 8E
1 13 123527 K2 8.=
1 2' DO 4844 9;
1 1 JV910 OPH
1 1 I V594 OPH
I
1_1123842_0 69V595 OPH
3 I W SER
1 13 123545 K5
6 1 T SER
I 8 EIC 665
1 1 V596 OPH 3
1 2 D04849 10G
I 1 V601 OPH 3
1 32 X1827+061 4
1 2 DO4854 11C
1 32 X1827+010 3
2 39 CTB84 960
1 16 10911 1600
2 2 DO4857 115
1 2 DO4858 94
2 13 123571 B5 65
1 1 V603 OPH 3
1 32'X1827+014 8
401
Right Ascension: 18h27m44'-18h29"39 " Declination: 0°-+10 °
Position (1950)
H (Not Color CorreOed)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 9 12 p-m 25 _m 60 _m
hrn. • , (s) (") | b (") (') (') N (/ansky)
r --
18277+0740 44.56 37+ 8 57 7 843 .50 ,26: .40L
18277+0034 44,8 2 3t+ 5 28 5 654 2.49 1.80 3.08L
18277+001944.95331+5 40 5854 78 ,40 3,22L
18277+0619 45.8 7 36+ 8 23 684[3 4'•83 2A9 .42L
18277+0711 46.3 O 37+ 6 37 6 84:3 1.45 .67 .40L
18277+0t18 46.g 25 32+5 73118422 .43L .35L 1.12
18277+0614 46.941 36+ 8306 843 16.25 11.95 1,55
18278+0345 49,548 34+ 6 i 42 7 85 I 3 .44 .24: .54L
18278+0931 49,535 39+ 9266 633 23.66 18,36 2.24
18278+0111 50.537 32+ 530 7 844 2.19 2,tl 49,12:
18278+0700 50.811 37+ 848 11 862 ,36 ,25L .42L
18278+0705 51.47 37+ 8 42 14 872 .37 .43L .49L
18278+0431 52.47 35+ 7 53 6 853 A3 .26L ,43L
18278+0352 52,725 34+ 6 63 18 853 .25L .26L .67L
18279+0126 54,114 32+ 5 71 t0 853 .51L ,35L 3.17
18279+0041 55,137 31+ 5 25 16 843 .25L .25L 4.93L
18279+0425 56.2;38 35+ 7 386 853 .67 ,28L .43L
16279+0920 56,427 38+ 9 3914 652 .34 .26L .40L
18279+0331 58,729 34+ 66317 832 ,37 .27L .43L
18279+0344 59.210 34+ 6 4310 843 .37 .28: .45L
18278+0956 59,6 5 39+ 9 63 8 833 .43 .26L ,40L18280+0521 0.628 35+ 7 30 ! . 853 12.14 7.95 1.96
18280+0938 0,728 39+ 9 72 8 822 .74 .27L .40L
18280+0606 0,925 36+ 7 538 843 .66 ,35L .40L
18280+0414 3.718 34+ 7 69 14 872 .29L ,25L .62
18280+0059 5,730 31+ 5 706 853 ,54 .25L 2.01L
16282+0304 13.444 33+ 632 5 853= .93 ,39 .47L
18282+0343 13.47 34+6 34 7 853 2,35 1.21 .62
18282+0234 13.827 33+6 71 14872, .27 .30L .62L
18282+0123 16.612 32+5 4011:8441 .27L .25L 2.43
18292+0926 16,636 39+9 482385 21 .25L .25L ,53L
18283+0643 22,2 2 37+ 8 468 643' .27L .42 .95
18283+0706 22.58 37+8 49 18 8_ 31 .41 .30L' .40L18283+0127 23.8 9 32+5 34 1 .25L .25L 2.59
18284+0759 24.412' 38+8 7510 832 .36 .26L .49L
18284+0842 24.660 38+9 37 6 84 3 .53 .25L .40L
18284+0223 27.711 33+6 52 8843 .25L .50 1.81
18264+0450 28.1 13 35+7 35 7 84 3 .85 .56 .40L18285+0_I30.115 38+6 38 8 64 3 .89 .42 .40L
18285+0802 30.232 38+8 26 6843 2.89 .71 .40L
18265+0435 32,320 35+ 7 19 10 843 ,29L .31 2.10
18285+0037 32,610 31+ 5 649 852 .28 .31L .80L
18285+0117 32,824 32+ 5 33 11 843 ,25L .25L 2.9518285+022533,36 33+8 53 11 84 3 .49 .25L .,_L
18285+0142 34.7 9 32+5 46 6 844 1.21 .47 .74L
18285+0110 35.05332+ 5 89 15 852 .34L .39L .94
18286+0341 38.258 34+ 6 53 10 853 .52 ,36 .43L
18286+0126 37.9132+5 2213853 .25L .25L 4.03
18286+0733 38,4337+8 66 6843 ,72 .27L .40L
18266+0937 39.658 39+9 266833 3.42 1.43 .40L
18286+0658 40,916 37+8 27 6843 1.39 .52 A0L
18287+0600 43,9 _ 36+ 7 416788432 .53 .39 .40L18287+0530 44.2 3 36+ 7 42 1 87 .26L .25L .68L
18287+0053 45,1 31 + 5 21 84 1.03 ,53 .97:
18287+0243 46.436 33+ 8 42 7853 .73 ,62 .57L
18288+0752 48.015 38+ 8 366 833 1.50 .42 ,40L
18288+0737 48.7 35 37+8 32 6 63 3 .86 .26L .40L
18288+0132 49.2 52 32+ 5 27 7 84 3 .83 .43 .72L
18288+0933 51.339 39+9 24 6843 1.11 .56 .40L
18288+0211 51.557 33+ 5 257 843 t.97 ,58 .52L
18288+0012 52.442 31+ 5 25 6 854 1.20 .49 .97L
18289+0434 54.631 35+ 7 52 11 853 ,37 ,31L .49L18289+0420 54.837 35+ 6 17 853 23.20 7.77 2.18
18269+0103 57,726 32+ 5 61 12 853 .32L .25L 1.2618269+o45758.746 35+7 48 6 65 3 .40 .36L .44L
18289+0213 59,856 33+5 31 7853 1.91 .89 .58L18290+07580.623 36+8 47 7 64 3 .77 ZlL .4oL
52 33 + 3t8290+0227 29 6 731685 .35L ,25L .67
18290+0339 3.3 _134+6 80180832 .29 .25L ,47L18291 +0246 6.633+ 48 853 .84 .29: .56L
18291 +0026 10.831 31+ 5687 _668258484i .51 .27L .79L
18291+0514 11.06 35+ 7 1 3 .25L .25L ,51
18291+0123 11,933 32+ 5 2,38 1,35 .54L
18292+0243 14.96033+ 5 13 .39 .34L ,98L
18292+0234 16.24533+ 6 19 84 .62L .25L ,71
18292+0105 16,259 32+ 5 15 .25L .25 1.16
18292+0402 16,853 34+ 6 84 ,25L 1.14 1.45
18293 + 0647 18.746 37+77 6 3_I 1.90 .99 .40L18293+0918 19.055 39+ 9 84 .42 .25L .49L
18293+0503 19.654 35+ 7 684 I 1.24 .61 ,43L
318293+0750 20.660 38+ 8 31 .94 .30: .40L18293+0621 20,735 36+ 7 1 ,25L .25L ,62:
18293+0417 21.4 5 35+6 24 85 3 .31L .25L .49L
18293+0520 22.438 36+ 7784 3! .52 .34L .40L
18293+0259 23.857 33+ 6 6 843 1.15 .64 ,49L
18294+0111 25.157 32+ 5 19 853 .28L .70L 38:
18294+0346 25,735 34+ 6 10843 .57 .25L .55L18294+0932 26.62 39+ 9 22 84 ,25L ,25L ,40L
18294+0341 26,914 34+ 6 1084 3 .41L .25L 1.29
18294+0856 28.134 39+ 87 843 .70 .32L .40L
18294+0328 28.632 34+ 6 27i 7 843 3.91 1.63 .48L
18295+0735 31,31 38+ 884 166 832 ,43L ,26L ,4318295+0231 33.038 33+ 5 37 j 843 1,02 .48 ,47L
t8295+0301 34.352 33+ 6 77 18 862 .68L ,25L .60
18296+0522 37.857 36+ 7 73 18 853 .25L ,25L .60:
18296+0634 37,93 37+ 7 55 ! 12 862 .27 .60L .40L
18296+0446 38,626 35+ 6 5912 862 .32 .25L .42L
18296+0636 39.625 37+ 7 35 5 853 ,97 ,50 ,40L
18296+0554 39.72 36+ 7 229 853 .26L .34L 1.62




100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* 5 2 # T
1.99L CD [SB G 01700000000
3423Lsc _ , 581205210c5.35Lo o 3_ooooooc
2.91L BB AAD i28600100000
2.38,s% A,J 2 470010200039.55L .c 95ooo2 oo_
2.59L BBB AAA 0 7701100000
3,65L CF CD 0 4700100000
1.69L BCE AAA 9 570000000029
123,30 DCDF EHDB 2 54C309654C
3A6L C DL 4700100000
2,88L C BD 4700210000
17.38L D CC 5500100008
5.90 C I I C 360000001029.26L c _.DO6 9_21155o612.5o E HC 576210012c
15.0_Li_ ^s s,OOlOOOos2.73 F 380 1®,00
5.77 ! , 37oooooo0o4.51 F 'SFF 0
2.6, 10 :SF 76O1OOOOOO
2.84L C SD 5600010000
3.02L C BD 7701010000
t3.79L D E 95000O0108
12.32L C C H 8700000000
9.66L :CC AC 6 1600000000
4.73L BCD AAEB 0 8700100108
3,82L C HG 17O000O000
27.43L C HNEH 9503102406
3.55 C J FC 3601000200
2.61L CC EBB 5600001000
2,23L B BN G 4700000000
18,57: CF DB 9642200518
2.43L E C I K 5601100000
8.60L B B D 6500000006
4.90L CC BA ' 0600100000
13.76L BC AB 0; 5600000008
2.48L BC A8 H 0 6601000000
1.75L BD AAJ 16702101000
4.95: DCF EDFE 5701001308
8.30L F CF C 770_
2O,84L D OF 9604010238
4,88L C B 0600100O00
27.39L BC AB 3 9700000008
8.72L C EDC 6702012010
21,85L CD BC 5 8500000108
20.57: DD ! HC 9682200618
2.23L B AHH 11600100000
1,68L BC AAS 2; 5700100000
2.20L BD ABM 9 470000(X)00
2.67L CD BC 0! 87001C0000
4.12 C GC 9601000110
7.03L DDE BBBK 2 8700011100
5.65L B D B B 6 06000000001.80 C AB 56000O000O
2.27L B BFJG 14600100000
22.45L BD AC 319601100118
2.40: BC C ABDD 05600100000'
21,26L BD AC 0 2500110008
9,54L BC AS 1 4600010000
18,85L C CD 3500001308
6,74: BBCD _AAB 04623110308
Flux Density
8,42L C L KC 6500000000 _
18,63L S CC 4500000008
20.86L BC AA 0 2500110008
2.02L E BE 6700000(_0
4.60: CO J EB 0600000100
18.31L C C 8501000008
5,65L BD BE 20601100000
7.84L C BBK 5601000000!
3.61L C DE 46000OO000
23.96L BC AA 0 9601000108
6,02L D CDF 0602100000
5.93L E DC 0600100(_0
7.39L C HEB 5500100110
21,94L CO L ABE 93000010081
Associations
2,48L BC AAGG 47601010000
2,65L C BJ F 3601000000 '
3.67L BC AA 2 6600000000
1.95L CD ACL 94700000000
4,71 CC GFDC 66810002101
6,06 C F O 9600101100
3.71L B BD 96001O0O00
4,57L CC BAMI 40700100000
8.19 DC HLFC 5581110210!
22,96L C AJ K 7500200008'
4,42 C F C 4600000010
23,72L C AB 6501210008
2.36L B A B 9600000000
22.11L BC AA 2i 5401100008
2,32L C B 2700000000
5.31L OC AA 0 0600100100
6.14L C C O600100O00
5,10 EC FCC 9601100000
4,81L C E 8500101000
4.79L C e G 8702110010
2.75L BC AB 2 8600202000
2.51: CC SDAA 7600000000
3,15 D HNJ E 5601102100
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
3 1 32 X1627+005 35
1 1 V604 OPH 2O 3
2
3 4 TMSS +10360 81 28
71 2310G152 56
2 13 123582 K5
1 13123584 AO
1 1 FH SER
4 1 23 DG153
4 1 23 DG153
1 11 PK32+ 5.1
4 13123591 K5
4 1 32 X1828+045
81 23 DG153




1 1 BI OPH
2 2 DO 4876
1 1 V609 OPH
1 2 DO 4874
4
4 6 1 TY OPH
2, 13 123603G0
1 2 DO 4878
1 11 PK 34+ 6.1
1 2 DO 4882
2 13123608 K2





























a 8 a 8 Coo_ds SMJ SMN 0






















































































































































5 Coords SMJ SMN 8

































































































Declination: 0 °- + 10°
Associations
V L C Sep
Confusion D A c) MagA "_ _ # T Name TypeR Flags"
DO 4905 97
40PH 3
831 + 033 23
123652K2

























18337+0123 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
18337 +0339



















































































































Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty
Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 Fm 25 pm 60 p.m 100 p,m
1 b (,.) (,.) (.) (Jansky)
,+ 8 4.66 I 2.11 I .60: 4.66L
,+ 5 .38 I .25L I .65L 5.94L
;+ 4 2,49 I 1.58 ] .98L 6.20L
I+ 8 1.44 I .42: 2.40L
_+ 5 .53 I .25L ,67L 6.99L
_+ 7 4.q _ .25L .40L 2,24L
_+ 7 96 I .55 .40L 2,98L
I+ 4 1.05 I .44 .94L 7.49L
_+ 5 53 i .33 .63L 7.68L
!+ 4 -_ ' ,61 1.30L 8.52L
_+ 6 .4UL I ,27L .73 5.39L
I + 3 hy I A4: 1,16L 26.10L
I+ 5 12.56 7.34 1.31 23.69L
3+ 6 .91 .31L A8L 4,85L
3+ 7 .48 ,32L ,40L 2.68L
)+ 7 5.01 4,87 1.58 2.53L
]+ 7 ,39 ,30L ,41L 2,60L
;}+ 7 .75 .25L ,40L 2,32L
2+ 4 .49 .29: 1.44L 11.34L
t + 3 28.58 20.42 3.81 : 59.51L
7+ 6 1.30 .46 .40L 3.93L
4+ 5 ,76 ,30L .74L 6.95L
2+ 4 6.10 2,77 1.37L 9,68L
2+ 3 .28 ,26L 1,91L 17.00L
7+ 6 ,61 .28L ,40L 3.97L
6+ 8 ,25L .34L _87 6,48:
2+ 4 2.86 1.59 1,50L 11.33L
0+ 8 .48 .29L .40L 1.69L
0+ _B .47 .25L .40L 13.51L
1 + 3 .36 .43L 2,08t 50.58L
6+ E .71 ,39 .46L 5`08L
9+ ; 4,45 2,70 .67 3,12L
1 + _ .34L .30L 2.10 97A4L
;3+ z 4.46 3.21 .74[ 8.53L
=8+ ; .25L .25L ,59: 5_63
14+ ! .45L .29L 1.02 8.99L
_5+ ! .70 ,25L .531 23,30L
;5+ ! .25L .25L .82 7.80
N+ ' 6.62 3,31 ,741 4,96L
12+ : ,73L .26L 2.48 80.68L
12+, 1.21 .60 1.611 16.60:
18+ ; .62 .32: .401 3.05t
17+ _ .79 .40 ,411 3.26|
17+ _ 3.05 .74 .44i 3,591
36+ ! 1.39 .38 ,52 5.221
]3 + , 1.34 .77 .68 6.061
32+ : 1,21 .55 1.51 12.431
34 + 1.11 .32: .85 7.151
33 + 1.37 .67 .94 11,941
36 + 1.21 .58 ,46 3.681
36 + ,59 .33: ,51 3.78
37 + 1.311 .441 .54 4.04
39 + .86 .65 ,40 2.07
39+ .37 .25 .84 3.70
36 + .52 ,27 _5_ 6,43
40+ .44 ,4(; 10,61
34+ .88 ,88 ,6_ 14,30
38+ 1,15 .35 .41 2,81
37 + 8.07 4,11 .7£ 3.47
36+ ,71 .19 .4_ 4.14
38+ .42 .31 .4( 2.72
37+ 1,52 .41 3.38
36+ A2 .5_ 4.21
31+ ,36 1,21 67.7634+ 2.10 5.6_
33+ 5.49 .9_ 7.26
37 + 1.20 .7! 6.4;
37+ ,32 .5_ 4.8_
39+ .82 .4-¢ .41 3.0,w
34 + .34 ,7! 26.4(
38+ .46 .4 2.5_
35 + .3; .7 6.2,
40+ .7_ .4, 2.5'
32+ .4E .3: 1.6 16,8,
33 + 3.0( .8 9.2
,3( .4 11.5,
40+ ,2! 2,8 19,0
32+ .5! .5 5,9',36 +
32+ ,3( 1,3 17,1'
38+ .4_ A 3,9
38-_ 1.4, .4 3.1
34 _1 4,8! .E 12.9
32-_ .31 ,3 1,g 18.4
32_ 6.1 4.5 1,_ 10,8
32-1 2,1_ 1,1 9.7
40_ .5 .2 .z 9.8
35 _ .4 .( 27,5
32_ 3,0 6,3 1J 15,8
34 _ ,5 ,_ 7.16
39- .8 ., 3£
39- .6 .' 3"=
33 .6 J 11.-"
35- 1,9 1.( ,! 26.(
34- .4 ,' 9,(
32 .7 1.: 14.-¢
40 .£ .. 13/
37 .E . 4.!
8."3.,c
33 1 = .I 1. 18:3234 151i 11. i. IO.:























































































































































































































































18355+030635.9234+46112 _ 83 _!18356+0612 36.928 37+ 6 41 8716356+0326 39.07 36+ 5 44 11 65
18356+0043 39.456 32+ 3 56 8 853
18356+0157 39.429 33+ 4 45 10 853
18356+0026 39.434 32+ 3 36 7 653
18358+092040.152 40+7 26 5i 87 3
18356+o2,_41.43_ 34+4 38 76653318356+0215 41.71833+4 41 85
18357+0325 47.3 361 35+ 5 25 7 85 3
18357+0708 47.7 ,56i 36+ 6 59 9 84 3 .5018356+044649.111 36+5 47 7 65 3 1.oo16366+0,36491 40+7 29 10818366+ ,55493t0 36+6 48 ; 53
18358+0208 50.338 33+ 4 45 7 853 1.70
18358+0649 51.732 38+ 6 34 7 85_ 3 .85
18358+0810 53.239 39+ 7 49 6 843 .73
18359+0011 55.540 32+ 3 54 6 853 1.11
18359+0847 57.219 39+ 7 38 6 843 409.03
18359+0235 59.012 34+ 4 46 31 842 .44L
18360+0405 0.713 35+ 5 23 6 853 4.02
18.360+0031 1.31 2124 32+ 3 5 84 3 3.05
18360+0858 1.538 40+ 7 25 6 84 1.35
18383+0304 5.7 34 34+ 4 39 7 85 1.
18361+0347 7.7 30 35+ 5 I 34 7 85
18361+0342 8.G 41 35+ 5 49 15 86 126L
18361 +0015 8.9 3 32+ 3 37 7 853 .41
18361+0748 8.910 36+ 6 35 6 843 L21
18361+0338 9.859 35+ 5 46 t9 832 .31L
18361+0306 10.7i36 34+ 4 46 8 653 .67
18361+0448 11.134 36+ 5 33 6 853 1.03
18362+0211 13.8142 33+ 4 ' 33 7 853 3.49
18362+0538 14.8!44 37+ 5 25 6 843 3.94
18362+0453 17.5; 5 36+ 5 66 7 853 .52
18363+0333 18.2!36 35+ 4 60 9 843 .34
18364+0005 26.459 32+ 3 72 11 862 .35
18364+0216 27.121 34+ 4 42 13 843 .26L
18364+0108 29.06 33+ 3 76 10 832 .37
16364+0648 29.46 38+ 6 35 13 833 .25L
18364+0400 29.518 35+ 5 66 8 853 .78
18364+0323 29.921 35+ 4 23 5 853 6.80
18365+0838 30.453 39+ 7 29 i 5 843: .34
16365+0331 31.443 35+ 4 516 _ 3 .57
18365+0138 33.031 33+4 166 3 i 1t.54
16365+0202 35.256 33+42652 . 85 _' .6118365+0033 35.55 32+3 42 8 843 .6218365+001135.79 32+3 7 95 3i 247
18365+055i 35.756 37+5 64 21 85 2 .42L18366+03497.342 3s+4 43 12 8, 3; 42L
16366+0631 37.5 55 37+ 6 70 10 63 21 .36
i
18366+0103 38.8 38 33+ 3 34 6 85 31 .33:
18366+0242 39.0 4 34+ 4 31 7 85 3 6.42
18366+0636 39.618 37+6 37 6 8_443! .6918366+0737 41.1 50 38+ 6 67 .35
18367+0051 42.523 32+ 3 94 9 66 2 .32
18367+0131 44.845 33+ 3 30 7 85 i 1.4416367+0306 45.813 34+ 4 22 7 85 13,46
18967+0223 47.516 34+ 4 37 8 85 .42
16367+0659 47.544 40+ 7 21 9' 864 .83
18368+0238 48.931 34+ 4 19 6 853 i 2.66
18368+0524 49.155 36+ 5 48 8 853 .25L
18366+0702 50.324 38+6 29 5 85 33 .61
18366+0003 51.250 32+3 29 ; _ 1,2816 +0930 53.48 261 3, .25 1636,+005054.93492+3 30 3 .79163,+021755.13, 6 649, .45
18369+0241 55.4 27 34+ 4 30 7 85 3 1.42
16369+0229 56.026 34+4 24 7 85 3l 1.411838o+o4o3._.i 32 35+5 3216 67 2! .25L
I
18369+0911 56.343 40+7 26 11 62 4l .25L
18369+0354 56.7 4 35+ 4 48 6 85 3 .59
18369+0447 57.115 36+ 5 42 7 853 i .94
183.+OLO757952 33+3 81il07 65 3 47L
16369+0336 58.634 35+4 27 ] 85 3j .71
18369+0002 58.7 11 32+ 3 31 I 7 85 _, .70
; ii ,Ol
43  231 .34
18371+0347 6.8 48 35+ 4 38 13 84 3 .38L
18371+0512 8.4 58 38+ 5 64 7 84 3; .83
18371+0802 9.6 34 39+ 6 27 7 84 3 3.08
16371+0657 10.3 35 38+ 6 26 I 7 84 3 1.92
18371+0706 11.031 38+ 6 34: lv 45 3 .55
18371+0847 11.8 30 39+7 = 36j 9 82 4 .65
18372+0618 14.5 8 37+5 33, 7 84 3 1.64
18372+052916.0337+5471843 I 0 3718372+0841 16.7 9 39+7 38 82 4 .65
16372+0506 16.9 54 36+ 5 60 10 83 2 .36
18372+0302 17.629 34+ 4 30 7 653 1.59
18373+0057 18.843 33+ 3 2310 662 .75L
18373+0609 19.156 37+ 5 42 3 843 .87
18373+0159 19.626 33+ 4 48 13 843 .35
18373+0227 19.929 34+ 4 6016 852 .39L
H
Oalacllc Uncertainty C
_ Coords SM]$MN O 0 12 Fm



















































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
12.29 DC L I C 9541000210
5.51L C EF H 9602000000
30.38L D DJ KC 8501112108'
20.19L D BC 4600100000
8.37L B BG, 4501000000
1B.8ÙL C AB 2602000000
2.44L BBC AABG 22601000110
6.,5L BC AA O[ 7600100000;
8.12L BC AA 0'_ 2402100000
28.68L BC AA 18500112006 2
3.91L E CL 9600100000
5.88L BD AC 0 ! 5600000000
12.09L BC AB 24400010008
5.88L B A D 7600000000
8.44: B CADGE 3401001100
3.69L BC BB D 18601000000
3.48L D AD 4600001000
15.16L BD AA 'BAAI 287021001009.47 BCC' 6351000000015
9.55 C D GE 5401100120
23.28L CB AAG 26500000008
14.19L BF AAM 92700000000
2.78L EF AA 93700000000
5.68L BF AAE 89701100110
24.01L: B BCJ 9500100006
22.07L C O 8500300008
22.31L CD CED 16600100000
4.32L C AC 8501000000
32.92L C F 9500200008
5.68L B BO 9700100010
5.28L I6 A D 560010000O7.05LBO .',AE r9 _OllO1100
4.53L BCE AAA t9 5600000000
5.21L B B 56011000O0
7.84L C DH 96002000O0
33.90L E D 7603100110
12.63 CC J CC 5500100100
16,90L C BE E 6500100000
4.37L C GBB 9600000100
6.59L C BE 7601000100
6.30L BDD AAB I 99700000100
3.23L C BB 6600010000
8.23L B jBF 9600100000
6.48L BB AA 0461000000001
10.16L BD BB 05500000000
13.23L !B D BC 29702000000
14.67L'BBC AAAB 3 8603100110
5.2O C DD 9600OO01OO
10.29 CD MCI 9600001110
4.48L iC DI 7600110000
10.87L CCB BBA 0 7600101100
8.66L BB AAI 5 8601215210
4.13L FC AC E 0 7702110210
4.93L B D 6501000000
16.89L E CF 7601110000
12.44L DD AA 9 3500000000
7.94L BBC AAAK 0 9601000110 15
9.27L CO CDC O 4500200000
3.04L BC ABE 7 2701000000
8.65L BBC AABE 0 8601215210
6.73L C CAB 1600000000
5.3tL CE BDK 0 i 9600000000
21.50L BD AB 1 6602100000
3.01L BF AB 0 2601001000
7.1t DC KFB 4681300548
14.64L B BI 7601110000
8.66L CD OC l j 9501100000
10.31L CC AACG 98601215210
8.35L CC ABI B 81 55001010005.73 C El B 6600000210
4.66 C C E B 1600000400
5.83L BE BD 0 7600000100
5.28L B AFHH I 6601100100
16.67L C 1 B 0 ! 66001000006.32L BD BB I 9700000000
21.37L CF AC 9 17601300000
14.89L CE AA 9i 5611100100
15.32L D AK G I 5701100010
5.59L CC AA 8 6600100000
5.77: DD ED 80 9600000210
3.38L CCC AAC 6600000000
13 52L C BC 5 1 00
5.94L FD BB F 6600000210
I0.,58L C C i 6601000000
16.4tL BO BD 01 5601100110
7,11L C LB 8600100110
5.77L B B K I 8601010000
2,86L CC AA 00130000000004.74L BC AAF 8601100000
4.65L C D BHFE 9601000110
2.93L BF BE O 1700000000
5.88L CC AA 0 9601000100
4.94L C BF 1600100000
2.78L B AH 1700011000
6.29L C A i 6601110000
8.71L CF AAF 919600100100
15.42L D BDF 6601200120
5.96L FD BA 9600010000
12,82L C El= 8500000000
11.10L D DC 3500000000
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Associations
Name Type _"'_ Mag
1 V649 OPH 25
2 13 123736 M0 4 9.'
1 13 123742 K5 3 8.=
1 1 V927 OPH 5
7 13' 123744 M6E 3 6E
1 13 123752 M0 2 8£
2 13 I 123756 K0 7 65
4 4 TMSS 00361 31 25
1 23 LDN 0630 492
2 4 TMSS 00362 4 24
2 1 32 X1836+038 104 2
1 23 OCL 0094 292
1 23 LDN 0587 265
1 I Vl113 OPH 50 3
C!
21
23 LDN 0587 133
1 V655 OPH 16 3
2 13 123778 G0P 10 62
2 13 123779 K0 12 75
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
406 O_JGThT)_ PACE _'$
O_ _OC, R _ALITY
_1-1 I




Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 u.m
Nine
a 8
ham. ,8, (s) C) i b C) ("3 (') N
18373+0344 20.4 35! 35+ 4 41 7 84 3 1.46
18373+0308 21.4 16 34+ 4 44 8 85 3 .42
18374+0525 24.1 47 37+ 5 56 9 84 3 .36
18374+0809 24.1 2 39+ 6 48 8 82 4 .41
18374+0718 26.1 38 38+ 6 31 7 85 3 1.06
18374+0320 27.0 52 35+ 4 64 26 83 2 .36L
18374+0219 27.9 50 34+ 4 43 8 i 85 3 .87
18374+0602 28.7 44 37+ 5 36 21 ! 84 3 .25L
18374+0057 28.9 40 33+ 3 56 7 i 84 3 .78
18375+0510 32.1 23 36+ 5 31 7 i 84 3 25.85
18375+0118 33.4 46 33+ 3 36 11 84 3 .29
18375+0955 34.7 30 41+ 7 20 6 82 4 31.73
18375+0311 35.8 36 35+ 4 48 8 84 3 .76
18376+0602 36.8 32 37+ 5 34 13 86 2 .25L
18376+0742 36.9 52 39+ 6 26 8 85 4 .51
18376+0621 38.4 45 37+ 5 68 10 84 3 .34
18376+0641 38.6 28 38+ 6 33 6 85 3 2.00
18376+0011 39.3 55 32+ 3 77 9 86 2 .37
18376+0026 39.6 42 32+ 3 31 7 84 3 .67
18376+0214 41.0 11 34+ 4 57 15 86 2 .40
18377+0001 42.4 21 32+ 3 35 6 85 3 7.90
18377+0958 43.0 24 41+ 7 32 6 82 4 2.37
18377+0946 43.1 13 40+ 7 25 6 82 4 .68
18377+0730 43.7 50 38+ 6 80 36 82 2 .25L
18377+0625 43.9 14 37+ 5 53 7 84 3 .49
18377+0633 44.2 52 38+ 6 46 8 85 3 .44
18377+0329 45.1 23 35+ 4 42 7 84 3 1.18
18377+0437 45.8 46 36+ 5 27 7 86 3 1.21
18377+0938 46.6 40 40+ 7 57 12 82 2 .33
18377+0450 46.9 34 36+ 5 38 6 85 3 1.08
18378+0326 48.1 5 35+ 4 23 7 84 3 3.06
18378+0534 48.8 25 37+ 5 32 10 85 3 .79
18378+0053 49.4 10 33+ 3 32 8 85 3 .59
18378+0512 49.4 4 36+ 5 40 19 85 2 .25L
18378+0837 49.6 19 39+ 6 35 7 82 4 .91
18378+0022 50.3 58 32+ 3 35 7 84 3 .80
18378+0148 51.2 14 33+ 3 77 11 86 2 .53
18378+0500 52.9 60 36+ 5 116 8 85 21 .33
18378+0100 53.3 23 33+ 3 38 8 84 3 2.39
18378+0203 53.7 52 34+ 3 53 18 85 2! .41L
18379+0609 55.5 56 37+ 5 62 17 85 2 .34L
18379+0043 56.3 13 32+ 3 58 9 84 3 .60
18379+0340 56.8 23 35+ 4 53 12 86 2 .41
18380+0333 0.9 18 35+ 4 47 5 85 3 .52
18380+0536 2.0 30 37+ 5 55 7 84 3 .63
18380+0259 3.8 25 34+ 4 61 27 84 2 .37L
18380+0039 4.1 50 32+ 3 83 26 84 3 .25L
18380+0128 4.5 1 33+ 3 29 8 85 3 .79
18380+0958 5.3 55 41+ 7 39 6 82 4 .91
18380+0811 5.8 35 39+6 29 7 82 4 2.26
18381+0819 6.250 39+6 373111 813 .3618381+0653 6.8 47 38+ 6 _ 12 86 2 .34
18381+0348 6.917 35+ 4 33' 11 85 3 .25L
18381+0304 8.3 32 34+ 4 28 10 85 3 1.08
18381+0035 9.2 34 32+ 3 19 6 54 3 2.41
18381+0916 9.4 49 40+ 7 25 19 88 3 .25L
18381 +0108 10.7 50 33+ 3 50 12 84 3 .45
18361+0020 11.3 47 32+ 3 29 8 84 3 27.84
18382+0437 12.1 1 36+ 5 51 11 86 2 .59
18382+0339 12.4 57 35+ 4 52 8 84 3 .97
18382+0458 13.5 45 36+ 5 50 8 84 3 .72
18382+0107 13.8 5 33+ 3 65 13 83 2 .39
18382+0218 16.1131 34+ 3 18 7 85 3 1.27
18382+0307 17.2 17 35+ 4 38 8 84 3 .81
18382+0842 _17.5 55 40+ 6 41 9 84 3 .28
18382+0850 17.9 48 40+ 6 63 10 84 2 .31
18383+0042 18.6 46 32+ 3 27 7 84 3 1.51
18383+0909 18.7 34 40+ 7 50 6 82 4 1.31
18383+0059 19.1 17 33+ 3 32 7 84 3 .93L
18383+0313 19.6 60 35+ 4 50 7 84 3 1.00
18383+0133 20.0 20 33+ 3 66 14 83 2 .34
18383+0708 21.2 5 38+ 6 32 6 82 4 1.56
18383+0424 21.3 31 36+ 4 82 13 85 2 .50
18383+0349 23.1 38 35+ 4 103 14 86 2 .46
18383+0058 23.4 49 33+ 3 32 8 85 2 1.56
18384+0258 26.9 41 I 34+ 4 56 9 83 2 .44
18384+0002 28.2 8; 32+ 2 32 8 84 3 .63
18364+0017 28.5 51 32+ 2 24 7 84 3 13.71
18384+0047 29.6 6 32+ 3 42 9 84 3 .45
18384+0104 29.6 3 33+ 3 29 7 84 3 1.15
18385+0035 30.8 37 32+ 3 40 7 84 3 .68
18385+0013 31.3 24 32+ 2 29 12 84 3 .58
18385+0814 32.0 56 39+ 6 28 6 82 4 1.63
18385+0747 33.6 13 39+ 6 51 15 81 31 .28L
18385+0026 34.3 36 32+ 3 45 9 84 3 .57
18385+0440 35.0 51 36+ 4 36, 9 84 3: .28L
18385+0345 35.3 21 35+ 4 70' 26 85 2 .28L
18386+0006 36.4 0 32+ 2 32 7 84 3 22.46
18386+0141 38.3 27 33+ 3 26 10 85 2 1.05
18386+0624 38.533 38+ 5 74 19 82 3 .25L
18386+0518 38.8 44 37+ 5 80 13 83 2 .36
18386+0504 39.5 39 36+ 5 28 7 85 3 1.64
18386+0836 39.8 49 39+ 6 38 7 82 4 .73
18386+0311 41.3 11 35+ 4 37 8 84 3 1.07
18387+0533 42.4 39 37+ 5 41 7 84 3 3.14
18387+0831 42.8 45 39+ 6 58 10 62 4 .68
18387+0839 42.8 50 40+ 6 86 11 81 2 .36
18387+0141 45.(_ 26 33+ 3 56 9 85 2 1.37L
18387+0907 45.2 23 40+ 6 37 17 85 3 .36
18387+0418 46.2 8 36+ 4 44 7 84 3 .59
Declination: 0°-+ 10"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)


















































































































1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mad
6.75L B AB 8601100100 2 13[ 123781 M0 5 9
8.59L B C 8600200000
7.06L C CH 1600100000
3.24L BE BD 2 1600100000
3.81L BD AC 0 9601000000 2 13! 123782K0 5 6
8.56 C G D I 9501000220
8.96L CF A B i 9 8500100000
12.28 F F I D 9501100130 8
14.42L CD BCJ O 6600200120
5.85L BBF AAA 9 8601210100 29
14.89L FD EEDB i 6600000100
10.94L BBB AAA 0 5401101108 17 4 13 123785 MB 4 8
7.31L F BK 4600100000
10.80L C ED 9600100130 8
4.04L B AM HI 4600000000 13 123787K2 37 8
5.89L C DJ K 9600100110
4.57L DD AAD 9 6600000000
15.67L D CF E 4600000010
13.43L BCC BAC 1 4702100200
13.16L D EK 9500100000
16.68L BB AAD 0 5700000100
2.86L BB AAF 0 7600103100 2
2.90L BD BD 1 7600000000
3.19 D J E 4600000010
5.15L BD BF 2 3600100000
4.89L B CN 6600000000 2, 13 123788K5 9 6
8.98L BD AB O 6500200100: 1 DPSER 17
5.80 BECF ABDC 0 4500002210 2
C I A g_01000000
AA K 1 7600001010
_AI D 9 7600100210
AB O 5603210000
AC D 0 5600100110
D I GB 8600100200
ABI 0 4500000008








9.55L B B H
6.31L C BE
9.56 D E GB
27.08 C F E












2.51L ED BBKI 1 6610022000
3.35L DC AA 9 3600000000
3.75L B C H 5500010000
5.44L C CG 76OO000000
12.56 _CBEC 95001101109 63L iB F CB 9 76 20
18.35L CC AA 6 4601201110
3.96 DD HI C 6602000208
17.20L CD BBF 4 5600200000
18.97L BDC AAA 9 3600100110 25
7.88L C DL 5501000210
8.85L B BE 7600100000
4.99L C B MF 8601010000
17.34L D C 5601200000
1115L CEC BABE 9 6632012210
10.27L! B D AA 0 6600100000
19.78L C C 5400000018
18.72L C D 8403120008
18.45L BF AAEE 0 5600201110
18.92L B A B 9400000008
20.74: BCE BABA 5501233100
7.70L BD AB 2 6601000000
21.46L C E 4501100100
4.09L BDD ABD 4 7600000000
8.53L C CM 3500000000
9.72L F C 7600200110
24.06 CDFC ABAA 0 5511233100
11.04L C BB 7600000000
21.38L C BC 4501200000
20.72L BBF AAB 9 3611221100
18.17L B C 5500102000
16.96L BC AB 1 5521400200
19.00L BC ABJ 1 5600100010
18.98L CD DD D 0 3702111220
3.53L BB AA 2 i 4500000000
2.97 FC FB 5600000100
20.25L B BI 3601100100
7.23L B J BB 6600000100
8.97 D FJ D 8600100110
21.14L BB AAB 7 3501200110 i
14.20L F BBC 7502101100
5.16 E F I C 9681100328
7.73L C F 8600100000
6.59L BD AAKK 7 8601000010
17.70L CC BB 0 6400200008
6.77L BC AAJ C 1 6600000000
33.04L BF AA 91 3400000008
18.86L BE BD 0 7401100008
18.36L D D D 8.40020000813.57L BB 7601101100
10.29L D C G 9400000008
6.49L DF BD 0 3600100000
1 "41 18378+0837 28
3 1 1 V659 OPH 5
2 " 1 V658 OPH 8
1 23 LDN 0633 508
2
1 1 V660OPH 14 3
3 13 123801 K2 10
1 2 I)O4998 59 1(
3 1 32 X1838+009 28 3
2 2 DO 5000 88 1(
3 1 32 X1838+009 44 3
1 13 123804 K2 8
2 " 1 V929OPH 2 3
"41 18385+0747 3 8
1 "41 18386+0836 16 3
1 "41 18387+0831 16 3
1 "41 16387+0839 42 1
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smell Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
407
Right Ascension: 18h38m46'-18h40"20 s Declination: 0 °- + 10°
Position (1950) Flux Density Rags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 btm 100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep8
hm. o , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3.42L C B 4603100320
20.82L C ADDF 4602200110
16.25L BC AAC 9 5500010000
4.42L FO BBHG 1 7600010000
21.75L BC AB 0 4501200000
12.g8L C K E B D 8501000000
10.51L O D 7600000000
16.70 C OCFG 9600121110
6.14L B CD 8600100000
6.39L BC AAC 0 2601100110
I
631 D C E ! 8600000010
1012L EE BA ' 9 9710120110
t4 g9L C I DGH 6500000110
3.98L C IBE 7500010000 DO 5011 10_
6.56 C CiEHJE 6600100220
6.97L BE 'AE 3 8601101000
91.01L FF AAC 9 640210000F
13.22 'BBBC AAAD 1 4480100250 Ul1326 15E
15 02LI BF ABK 0 9400000218 DO 5017 9E
642 D L FF 5500100220
I
16 18LI BC BC 0 5600001000
13149L BC AB =0 9501000000
8.98L_BC ABG 0 6600100000
I1.20LIF D BB 1 4611000000
4.19L C BI 8600000000 DO 5015 101
18_81L BBC AAA 1 8401000228 WYOPH 3
4.55L CD IBDF 0 4601000000
12.82L DE ]BC ' 9 7600000000
5.30L C E 6500000100
15.19L CD DF 0 3502101100
3.78L CD AC 6 4600100040 LDN 0637
4.18L_FF AADJ 9 3601000110 18393+0759 3
4.30L CD DBJE 4 3600000000
8.74L E F ABE 8 3600201000
107.35L F KBE 350030010F
7.09L BC ABL 0 9600111000
26.65L S BE 3600100100
14.84L BCD AAA 9 4600001000
5.15L BB AAG 0 5600000000 123817 NP 90
9.66L FD AF 0 2601110000
15.30L C CJ 6500000000
3.65L C CC 8500000100 DO 5026 118
29.86L CF BC 8 7401000008
99.15L CE AB I 350020010F
18.18L C BC 3601211000
28.58L C C J 3602100100
8.37L C B D 4502200000
4.60L C B C L C 6600000000 V663 OPH 3
25.69L C J B F 2402111000
14.92L BD AAJO 9 6600000000
32.65L D C E 3600100100
5.30 D I KI 8600000200
5.10L E B 9500000000 123825 M 87
3.35L BD ACF 0 I 5601100100
21.17L B AE I 2602001100 123823 K5 90
3.98L BCC AAB 81 2601000100 18397+0758 7
7.71: CD LCD I 3680010228
135.73L B AB F 61 430021210F 123824K5 85
15.66L CD BC 01 2600211110
4.40L D B i 9_o3oooo
12.75L BC AA 01 5600100000
13.19L CB AAC 8] ,601100100
4.46L FFD AAAF 9] 3600200200 18398+0728 4
7.07L B BC I 36010100001 18398+0414 1
520L FD ABDG 9] 56001000001
4.92L B B K ] 16002101001 DO 5037 100
4.37L C BK [ :)600210200] V1116OPH 3
16.63L C BH I 2501100100]
8.29L SB AABE 21 35031001001 DESER 3
613: CC L FB 1,6800001081
134.15L BC AA 1 I _50011210F]
18.73L BC AAC 91 55000011001
7.39L B B J O ] 56000000001
12.95L BC AC E 01 3600100100l
11.31L C DD G ! I Z6000000001
31.06L D F I 34000001081
14.37L C EHE I t600000000[
2037L B BE I 5601100000l
20.04L OB AAF 5 I 3600221110] X1840+013 1
1727L C BM [ _01200000 i
21.82L DO ADKB i 2[ 3600110100[
13.12L BF AA _ 7] _600200000 I
17.48L B BFI [ 3400000008] EIC 700 4
6.37L C DJ ] _.500100000]
20.48L D EC I _511200100J
27.66L BE BC 0] ,401100000 l
8.74L FD AB 0j ,600000100[ 18401+0345 2
3.81L BC AAE 01 Z6000200001 18401+0738 3
23.01L EF AAE 91 )600121000 1 X1840+013 I
5.09L CC AC 5 t ,701000200 t
4.01L C G CB [ r5002000001
186.87L DE LABF 6[ _40011021F1
23.69L e rACE [ )300000008[
3.24: BC D_rAAGG 01 ,700000200 I
17.36L F BFH I )601200100[
36.66L C IB F ] r601100100 /
4.44L CE '_AB 9[ _601000000J
9.57L C D [ )601100000
12.68L: CD 'BB 4[ 1600100000
3.81L i C 'C [ ,700000000 I






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8









































































































































































Con" A Confusion L _$1,
coer R _a_" s 2 1#
2
L






















Right Ascension: 18h4tm48,-18h42=54 ,
Name H
GaJactic Uncertainty
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 ]2 pm








































18422 + 0954 1
18422+0104 1
18422+0019 5,
18422 + 0632 2.
18422 + 0336 I.
18422+0621









18424 + 0059 .E .3
18424+0012 1.5 .7




18424 +0346 .3 .2!




18425 + 0844 1.1', .4(
18425+0559 .4; .2E








18426 + 0714 .72 621
18426 + 0438 ,26 251
18427+0650 .43 251
18427 + 0859 1.29 261
18427 + 0406 2.04 08
.261 34[
18427+0317
18427 + 0531 .44 ._SL
18427 + 0758 .60 ->5:
18427+0053 1.05 T0
18427+0117 1.28 ;8
18427 + 0219 .27L lgL
18427+0515 A4 ;4L
18428+0458 .94 I1:
18428 + 0412 _.52 13
18428 + 0034 .73
.34L 6
18428 + O640
18428 + 0023 .29 5L
18428 + 0402 .q5 7L
18428 + 0903 .77 2
18428 + 0135 56 7L
18428 + 0253 33 7
18428+0158 59 4:
18428 + 0333 08 L 2
18429 + 0916 53 SL =
18429+0631 41 3L
54 !L.Jj































































I_]ux Corr A Con fusion R S
I Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 #



































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S # TFlux























































































18448 + 0523 .:
18449+0359 8.(
18449+0527 1/
18449 + 0032 .:
18449 + 0220 2._
18449+0209 .£
18449 + 0753 .E
.g
16449+0521
18449 + 0042 .2


















18452 + 0430 58_
t51
18452+0928
18452 + 0200 t51
18452+0140 _3












18454 + 0734 )
18454+0001 ;L
18454+0743 l
18454 + 0250 _L
18455 + 0825
18455+0144 L
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flux Density
(Net Color Corrected)











A Confusion R S A




































































































































6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)











































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A

















































































100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: O°-+ 10 °
Associations
SeD















































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0




25 /.tm 60 p.m 100 Fm
(1ansky) Uncs
_5





































Corr A Confusion R S A Sep





































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags* SR S #



























g C oords SMJ SMN '















(Not Color Corrected) V L C
Corr A Confusion 1_ S2 # A Name TyPe






18487 + 0' 035 + 01.4
408 ,%
18487+06
18487 + 0830 LDN 0599
18488+0144
18488+0313






18488 + 0319 : DO 5147
18489 + 0042
18489 + 0241






































































18495+0931 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
18495 +0236











a SMJ SMN 8(s) ('% IC'_°rbds OC 12 p.mC) ('3 (') N
18495+0637 33.8 29 39+ 3 18 5 75 4 1.95
18495+0001 34.5 14 33- 0 23 5 82 4 3.90
18495+0851 35.3 58 41+ 4 91 16 81 2 .44L
18495+0026 35.4 32 33+ 0 73 7 83 4 3.17L
16495+0014 35.6 48 33- 0 34 6 81 3 1.43:
18496+0004 36.2 59 33- 0 21 5 83 4 3.25:
16496+0030 36.3 53 34+ 0 26 6 83 3 13.28:
16496+0626 36.6 44 39+ 3 25 6 80 3 1.38
18496+0223 37.1 32 35+ 1 27 7 : 83 4 2.37L
18496+0320 38.6 20 36+ 1 46 6 I 82 4 .88
18496+0037 39.1 1 34+ 0 46 7 83 4 4.38L
18496+0131 39.4 34 34+ 1 22 6 82 4 9.46
16496+0141 39.4 39 35+ 1 59 9 81 3 .83
18496+0042 39.5 44 34+ 0 76 8 83 3 1.73
18496+0226 40.1 34 35+ 1 44 7 83 3 5.66L
16496+0949 40.3 32 42+ 4 38 10 39 3 .79
16496+0123 40.5 60 34+ 0 31 6 82 4 3.32
18496+0339 41.7 28 36+ 2 29 10 80 2 1.39L18497+0241 42.4 31 ! 35+ . 26 5 82 4 1.61
18497+0249 42.8 26 36+ 1 40 6 82 4 1.03
18497+0552 42.9 40 38+ 3 31 6 80 3 1.07
18497+0547 43.4 57 38+ 3 26 6 80 3 .82
1.97+0200 43.8 9 35+1 28 6 834 5.58
18497+0056 44.22 34+0 27 g 83': 14.4918497+0333 44.2 28 36+1 29 82' 1.72
18497+0318 45.0 33 36+1 23 6 83 4 2.89
18497+0830 45.7 37 41+4 35 5 80 3 1.03
18497+0617 46.3 23 39+3 29 7 80 3 1.24
18497+0022 46.4 6 33-0 26 6 83 4 13.43L
18497+0942 46.634 42+4 42 11 393 .57
1.97+0813 47.3 25 40+4 22 5 80 3 2.03
18497+0400 47.8 46 37+2 28 5 82 4 5.97
18497+0339 ,7.944 36+2 31 7 84 3 1.39
18498+0116 ,8.460 34+0 34 6 834 636
18498+0152 48.5 48 35+1 17 6 84 4 6.26
18498+0529 '8.6 18 38+2 42 7 81 3 1.18
18498+0256 ,8.611 36+1 20 4824 5.78
18498+0045A ,8,9 55 34+0 33 6 83 4 2.13
,8498 + 0620 49.3 53 39+3 28 3 774 1.07
18498 +0825 ,9.634 41+4 74 9792 .28
18498+0050 50.023 34+0 32 3834 1.18:
18498+0414 50.0 2 37+ 2 24 6 81 3 4.09
18498+0045B 50.9 5 34+ 0 27 11 _:33 5.30L18498+0849 51.0 60 41+ 4 40 6 1.12
,8498+0250 52.4 55 36+1 28 11 83'4 .64L
i8496+0028 53.1 28 34+0' 31 8 83'4 4.11
,8498 + 0829 53.518 41+4 36 7 80 3 .71
18499+0558 54.9 13 38+ 3 47 7 8012 .66
J8499+0431 55.0 38 37+ 2 45 7 81 3 .70
,8499+0203 55.0 18 35+ 1 20 6 83 4 1.60
18499+0304 55.8 43 36+ 1 20 4 82 4 1.41
F8499+0442 56.4 17 37+ 2 71 7 81 .55
18499+0026 57.5 3 33- O 35 6 83 3.43L
,8499+0017 58.0 7 33- 0 85 10 82 i 2 1.35
F8499+0101 58.9 0 34+ 0 26 8 52 4 3.14L
F8499+0945 58.9 59 42+ 4 52 14 38 2 .34
,8499+0823 59.1 31 41+ 4 ' 57 7 80 2 .88
18499+0511 59.5 29 38+ 2 ' 48 7 81 i _ .6318499+0452 59.9 24 37+ 2 38 9 81 1.40L
18499+0718 59.9 26 40+ 3 47 13 73 2 .28L
F8500+0634 0.2 15 39+ 3 73 12 33 2 .65L
18500+0224 0.9 17 35+ 1 24 3 83 3 .93
,8500+0139 1.3 39 35+ 1 31 6 83 4 2.46
18500+0115 1.8 8 34+ 0 34 12 83 4 5.83L
,8500+0614 1.9 16 40+ 4 24 6 80 3 1.53
,8500+0750 2.3 37 40+3 24 5 80 3 1.85
18500+0804 2.9 20 40+ 3 49 6 79 2 .45
18500+0322 3.1 58 36+ 1 47 6 81 3 1.85
18500+0537 3.3 42 38+ 2 46 7 81 3 .85
18500+0005 3.8 48 33-- 0 37 3 83 4 2.17
18500+0216 4.2 28 35+ 1 21 7 52 4 3.26L
18500+0646 4.4 26 39+ 3 17 4 77 4 4.21
18500+0157 4.8 4 35+1 38 7 83 3 1.31
i8500+0731 5.4 20 40+ 3 19 3 37 4 1.73
18500+0010 5.6 29 33- 0 21 8 84 4 2.37
16500+0910 5.618 41+4 41 8 80 3 2.28
18500+0437 5.9 58 37+ 2 36 6 81 3 2.08
18501+0236 6.2 49 35+ 1 40 6 81 3 4.49
16501+0013 6.2 4 33-0 16 6 83 4 4.22
18501+0038 6.712 34+0 22 7 84 4 1.49
18501+0117 7.0 4 34+0 23 4 83 4 1.27
,8501+0039 7.6 59 34+ 0 43 6 83 4 2.70
18501+0459 7.7 12 38+2 39 7 81 3 .96
18501+0503 9.6 59 38+ 2 27 5 5t 3 1.07
18501+0823 9.835 41+4 21 10 80 3 .84
18501+0258 10.512 36+1 49 7 81 3 1.04
18502+0111 13.8 52 34+ 0 19 5 84 4 3.77L
18502+0326 13.7 18 36+ 1 68 6 81, 3 1.06
18502+0419 14.1 31 37+ 2 34 8 81 3 .58
15502+0130 14.3 8 34+0 19 6 83 4 3.24
18502+0033 14.5 8 34-0 21 6 834 2.53
16502+0654 14.9 9 39+3 28 8 36' 4 3918502+0008 15.9 4 33-0 17 v 84! . 3.58
16502+0644 17.3 42 39+3 27 8 752 .25
18502+0051 t7.5 45 34+0 27 5 834 29.17
18502+0657 17.6 58 39+3 59 10 722 .30
18502+0034 17.8 19 34--0 20 6834 2.53L
15503+0245 18.3 19 36+1 37 6 81 3 4.06
18503+0041 18.447 34+0 38 5 83 4 2.70L
,8503+0225 18.951 35+1 32 16 81 3 2.64L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)






























.80 19.20L BBC AACD 7 0500100000
38.04L 2178.94L BC ABKI 2 941175973F
.83 36.58L C CC 7400100108
25.79L 2064A2L C B C 640469994F
85.45: 2178.94L ECD BAAA 0 844252310F
591.42 2178.94 DDEF CDBB 0 949259995F
18.81L 269.44L BC AAHB 0 67B357963F
1.64L 18.06L CE ABI C 9 1600000200
20.79 339.78L DE BDBB 366131440F
Associations
V L C
lO0 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
!
9 NK1.32 ' 800(:
=
8 3 21 33.129
3.13L 68.82L BF AB 6 8700101100
21.03L 192.47L C AB 470335652F C
19.46L 247.76L BC AAF 2 670300011F
17.42L 304.81L C BC 650201120F
26.26L 192.47L C CFHD 770258755F C
20.79L 467.22L D B 3501414EOF
.50L 7.54L E B D 1503300000
44.26L 239.00L CC AAC 6 970100121F
3,49L 44.59L E BBME 6701101111
4.13L 71.22L CC ABC 8 8702121000
4.20L 81.07L CF BCFF 1 9701122940 4
1.29L 22.87L BD AB 7 2701201000
.99L 17.70L BD AC 0 2701100110
17.98L 330.0OL DD AAF 9 760310000F
16.35L 226.09L BC AAJ L 1 660145344F 8
3.52L 67.33L BC AAG 1 4701010000
3.04L 70.19L DC AA 9 7600101100
.76L 11.03Li BC AA 0 9501200100
1.58L 23.65L FC BB 4 2601101000
31.17L 546.02 2064.42 DE BACB 0 749353440F
.24 .60L 7.74L CC AC 4 1505110100
.81 .79L 12.75L BD AB 0 9602101200
3.16 2.63L 33.26L CC AAD 9 5700000001
.51 2.84L 40.27L CE AB 0 5701101201
4.32 18.15L 360.57L EC AAF 9 961013565F
4.74 18.36L 39.26: DD F AALB 9 680202184F
.65 8.29L t17.08L CE BBG 0 950411100F
2.76 3.03L 71.88L CC AA 9 8702100400
3.37L 18.41L 140.59: B E ADGC 670139213F
.55 1.73L 22.94L CD BBM 8 1601100100
.25L 1.09L 13.24L C D 9601300100
2.80 15.73L 315.21L DC AAFG 0 660035551F
3.58 2.91L 34.50L DC AABE 9 6701112201
3.37L 16.41 161.48L E BEBD 670149214F
.23: .71L 8.BOL DF AB 0 7600100100
.59L 6.05 70.86L C DHGF 8700221930
11.31 72.94: 175.61L BBC AAD 1 570645740F
.25L .77L 12.45L C BFD 9700300000
.44 2.01L 32.50L ED BB 0 2601101000
.33: 2.38L 36.37L CD BC 0 6704100001
2.16 14.40L 307.47L BE AA 2 470210000F
.98 3.15L 73.45L DF AA 9 8702000000
1.11L 10.47L 155.82L C CC 650020010F
7.12 62.47L 2064A2L B BAD 640445993F
.79L 12.88L 2064.42L D BE 740225200F
3.27L 13.93 98.77 CE DBBC 870131340F
.42L .60L 8.34L C BE 9503110110
.34: 1.30L 14.09L FE BC i 0 9500300000
1.08L 9.82L 155.02L C BF 960210000F
.67: 8.79: 44.74 DDE FEED 65C102461F
.25L .64 6.17L C M EB 9600010118
.62L .58 6.80L C iE C 0701000000
3.51L 15.32L 312.53L C BEEI 550111771F
2.99 13.35L 356.57L CC AAK 8 460102110F
3.49L 8.44 341.88L E J FDE 960134675F
.66 .55L 10.34L EF AA 9 9602101200
1.13 .96L 13.58L BC AA 2 9601002000
.45L 1.66L 15.84L F BC 9500020000
.92 2.74L 40.59L BC AA 1 7802201310
.52 9.52L 111.36L EF BB 8 950100000F
1.94 12.62L 287.90L DO AA 8 962439976F
5.01L 94.37 316.48 FD CGCA 1 668514440F
2.96 .83 78.99L FFE AADE 9 8303212018
1.13 15.86L 266.95L FF AB 7 770001154F
.94 1.05L 55.69L BB AA H 8 9422102318
1.27 7.53: 256.62L BCC AAB 1 774232100F
.71 .64L 9.24L BD AA 0 9512100000
.64 1.93L 32.15L BC AB 0 6701300001
7.39 10.79L 357.91L FD AA 9 450305344F
8.70 12.56L 260.16L BB AAN 1 760241400F
1.35 50.51 419.18L CEC CCBB 3 464344610F
1.09 14.92L 147.95L DF BA H 0 970024575F
2.95L 50.51L 295.14L B AF 660344410F
.56 10.27L 149.99L EF ABGM 0 861213100F
.63: 9.19L 138.28L CE AC 5 960411011F
.55 .74L 10.82L FD BB 0 9600100000
.70L 4.47L 66.09L C AA 8703100210
1.21 24.94 196.14: EFD BCA 870434455F
.59L 4.11L 39.46L B AD 4701310000
.44L 3.88 33.96L C C BBE 7703032211
1.97 21.18L 245.30L FE AA 9 472116230F
13.00: 158.37L 419.18 ' BF E ABBA 1 568137750F
.26L 1,22L 77.38L' B BD 9403100118
3.02: 11.65L 253.30L BC BA 1 970265763F
.25L 1.39L 64.82L D B I D 7404312118
250.43 1456.06 2428.77 BBCD AAAA 1 648036472F
.25L .68L 31.67L C C 8402200318
20.41 158.37 419.18L BF BAAD 464148870F
2.13 3.87L 38.46L BC AA 0 7801000000
1.75 37.64 162.28: DDF EABD 0 670145730F
1.99L 8.67: 114.06 F D DF C 470322334F
"Confusion Rags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1 V484 AQL 3
2 21 33.418
1 2 DO5157 103
1 2 DO5158 113

















2 1 39! 4C+00 70
8
2
2 3 21 33.914
2 1 39 4C+00.70
2








Right Ascension: 18h50m18*-18h51_06 '
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ C.oords SMJ" SMN 0 0 ,2 /tin 25 _m 60 p.m







































































































100 p_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T







B B D 460241334F
ODB 7703000401





B D 540232460F 2
98.07: 304.93 BCDD _ACB 1 764236345F
9.49L 123.32L C BC 950010000F
11.11L 71.62L C ACCC 471314110F
1.13 11.14: CE MHEC 9601110318
169.41 2428.77L BE EBBF 1 544135642F
8.91 129.35L DCD CBAD 4 950113211F
4.31L 43.95L CC AA 5 7801109000
31.99L 199.65L E BFCB 870235763F
12,49L 144.12L C BBJ 960011000F
62.25 195.57L 8CE AAAG 0 J870333220F 3
18.78L 240.03L DE AB 0 670301241F
2.26L 36.24L BC AAF 2 8702221001
1.27L 15.36L CE CEEF 0 9502000100
49.46L 157.76: D E LAGB 774245545F
4.83L 6927L C CKF 5700210410 4
33.83L 32457J9L FF AAH 9 612332512F i
.89L 9.62L CO CC G 0 0511000000
4.50L 34.00L CC BBG 0 7804132221 9
2.25L 30.64L BC AAJ 0 9601100210
17.83L 249.57L D AA 9 770230000F
.45L 6.12L BB AAKG 3 9500000000
3.21L 34.64L FE AAF 9 7704241221 9
6.32: 218.67L FFD AAAE 9 570110023F 5
5.28L 64.28 C B GD 7701231430
.87 16.24L BC EAA 7603101100
82.00 121.75: CBEF DBBC 0 476324760F 2
62.25L 1048.28L D BB 540331310F
2.71L 42.99L BB AA 1 6801110200
3.96L 52.35L EF BCEC 8 3700010100
11.91L 162.85L OF BBI 0 870331231F
.70 9.63L C J CB 9703010300
1.15L 104.97L BF BO 6 0302110218
13.17: 094.03L FF CCC 760243634F
9.08L 150.04L FE AAM 9 850123310F
2.12 6.14L BCD AAA 9 9512100000'
.68L 13.38L C BF 9503100210
12.90L 112.81L E AB D 0 770946765F
Declination: 0°-+ 10"
Associa_ons
!38 36+ 1 45 7 81 3 1.32 .54 3.78L 47.84L BD
41 38+ 2 62 8 81 3 .51 .46: 9.11L 121.92L CF
17 35+ 1 32 _ 7 81 3 5.83 5.38 4.03L 212.59L EE
34 37+ 2 66 8 81 2 .40 .41L 4.10L 49.99L D
32 41+ 4 20 7 40 3; 1.29 .22: .75L 9.25L BD
14 40+ 3 45 9 76 3 i .35 .24: .57L 59.97L CD
31 39+ 3 17 3 38 4 i 1.72 .85 1.43L 61.61L DD
9 35+ 1 34 8 81 3 i 2.67L 1.11 19.52L 357.11L D
8 37+ 2 41 10 81 3 = 1.97L .39L 5.39 22.76L C
37 35+ 1 39 6 81 3 2.14 1.57 10.07L 218.16L CD
21 35+ 1 50 7 81 3' t.03 2.86L 19.37L 247.42L C
31 34+ 0 44 7 81 3 .90: 1.86 277.86L 554.85L FD
22 38+ 2 42 6 81 3 1.01L .93 13.72L 170.74L D
24 36+ 1 22 6 81 3 7.67 4.23 2.77L 40.33L CD
10 34+ 0 47 7 83 4 1.89 3.38L 1456.06L 2428.77L C
Name Type Mag
5 34--0 39 19 814 2.55 5.87
57 38+2 26 6 81 3 .99 1.09L
55 35+1 20 7 81 3 1.76 1.90L
17 39+3 23 11 352 .25L .29L
35 34+0 15 4 84 4 3,03L 8,83
7 38+2 21 6 813 .99 1.04
11 36+1 28 7813 2.17 3.04
10 33-0 42 12 813 .86 1.07L37 38+2 43 81 .68 235L
56 34+0 28 7 81 3 6.51 22.40
16 35+1 72 79 812 1.12 .93:44 37+ 2 26 81 3.63 1.64
45' 40+ 3 60 9 80 3 .42 .23:
19 33-0 22 8 82 4 2.42L 1.89
8 36+I 67 0 82 2 .74 ,56L
16 34+0 21 6 813 10.56 12.10
S 41+4 35 11 403 .39 27
33 37+2 72 7 813 1.24 .75
56 38+2 26 6 81 3 3.39 1.50
20 35+1 40 7 81 3 2.11L 2.65
55 42+4 26 7 803 3.44 1.52
53 37+2 37 6 813 2.57 2.08
26 35+0 24 6 81 3 6.27 7.94
2 36+1 54 16 81 3 .58L .76L
30 39+3 19 8 37 4 .35L 1.00
18 34-0 23 6 83 4 2.05 10.18
27 34+0 5O 7 81 3 5.23L 1.65
49 36+ 1 35 6 81 3 11.53 5.99
36+ 1 61 9 82 2 .50 .24:33- 0 35 12 81 3 .90 .89
17 39+ 2 29 15 74 2 28L .29L
11 40+ 3 25 8 76 4 .74 .20:
6 33- 0 67 14 82 2 1.83L 1.02
29 37+ 2 36 7 81 3 1.45 1.16
49 41 + 4 33 7 40 3 8.06 8.50
14 42+ 4 89 10 81 2 .41 .31L
10 33- 0 20 8 82 3 3.09 2.31L
2
2 39 ADG035,3+00.8 61 1414
2 1 21 33.875
1
44
2 13 124007 K5 2 85
1 1 V798 AQL 36 ! 3









38 36+ 1 44 7 81 3 1.17 1.04 3.40L 48.32L FD AB 9 5704100100
3
35+ 0 42 7 81 31 1.77 .98 15.40L 233.66L DF AA 9 570102120F 1
8 37+ 2 27 6 81 31 1.96 2.23 2.93L 34.86L EE AAE 0 670433310149 37+ 2 70 8 81 I 2.13L 35 2.51L 41.27L D B 5701334331
7 34+ 0 18 6 83 4t 25.90: 28.45 277.86 681.91L BCD AABA 0 45F244541F 12 3 1 21 14.049
5 34-0 22 6 84 4 2J8 2.66 16.58L 550.98L CC AAEC 4 551166021F 2 1 39 BG 1850+00A
9 34+ 0 30 6 50 3 1.44 27.21 765.36 1948.28 CCDE ADBA 1 444332410F
11 34+0 57 6 83 4 1.93 1.37: 277.86L 681.91L BE AB 7 450034250F 1,
36+ 1 37 6 81 31 .90 .43 2.88L 34.94L CD BC O 2, 4802121001






22.78 176.78L DFF CBAD 0; 874335633F
.71L 9.77L C F L 9502100210
1.71 18.71L DC NBA 9500000000
23.87L 517.53L DB BAEG 5 i 460653212F
9,09: 170.42L CE E CCD 41 850045633F
3.25L 52.10L CF AC 0i 5701221120
19.06 164.35L CO BAH 570000230F
12.92L 156.74L BC AA li 670131101F
6.56 121.81 681.91L CC AAAC 0' 65C384742F
1.09 3.56 22.84L B B AAD 9701103200
1.44 2.60L 35.19L DC AA 5 6704356301
.41 1.19L 13.48LBD ABM 1 9501000000
1.27L 11.66L 162.55L C BCI H 960100221F
.25L .68L 13.40LIC D I 0500100000
.25L .57L 13.52LC BG 9413210100
3.11L 182.34L 553.58LID B C 950124335F
.33L .64L 8,03LJCDE, BC 95000000001.81 12.87 146.97L AB 074123341F
2.85L 872,98L 175,70L C B B 670327660F
16.52L 182.34 553.58L E MBAB 05C246345F
3.32 17.47: 167.16L CDF ABC 9 37O431201F
2.25: 15.72L 195.85L DF 'AA 1 361421110F
.25L .58L 13.90L C iCH 9401000000
2.62 15.62L 195.85L BC IAAF 1 360311210F
3.93L 322.35L 596.21L C 'AD 460223040F
33-0 7_3 ; 81 3 .9842+ 4 I 1 79 2 .31
40+ 3 33 8 80 3 .25L
34- 0 39 6 83 4 1,44:
37+ 2 43 7 81 3 .66:
36+ 1 42 7 81 3 1,55
35+ 0 26 8 81 3 2.41L
35+ 1 26 6 81 3 6.97
40 34- 0 18 6 52 4 4.68L
51 38+ 2 19 4 39 4 .26L
3 37+ 2 3t 6 81 3 3.43
26 41+ 3 44 8 41 3 1.10
._ 38+ 2 80 6 81 3 .6942+ 4 76 13 81 2 .32
21 41+ 4 49 8 80 3 .53
24 34- 0 24 12 81 2 1.52
44 42+ 4 50 8 80 3 .43
4 33 0 31 8 81 3 2.57L
34 334 00 75 9 81 3 1.83
59 26 6 83 4 20.31L
0 34- 0 27 5 83 4 6.92
36+ 1 24 6 81 3 3.323 41+ 4 48 11 80 3 .34
35 36+ 1 35 6 81 3 5.44
59 35+ 0 56 8 81 3 1.11
48 37+ 1 48 6 81 3 1.00
4 38+ 2 50 7 81'3 .68
56 40+ 3 37 8 77 4 .88
33 0 22 5 83 4 4.694 37+ 1 27 6 81 3 2.02
31 35+ 0 33 7 81 3 1.51L
22 38+ 2 30 9 78 4 .56
52 39+ 3 17 4 37 4 4.48
12 35+ 0 30 8 81 3 1,04
32 38+ 2 37 10 811 3 .46
40 35+ 0 25 6 81 3 23.05
43 36+ 1 71 14 81 2 .78L
10 33- 0 23 7 81 3 4.15
.57 3.44L 42.70L DC AB 0 4700121001
1.51L 12.24L 160.52L D BE 950121109F
.35L 2.26L 150.87L B BD 8300000038
3.59 7.80L 156.86L_EE AAE 10 970422120F
.86 2.66L 39.93L DC AAD i7 6703100611
5.59 88.78 228.62 CE F CAAA'0 370013130F
1.17L 10.22L 188.66L C BC 950312110F
2.16 t.29 134.59L BBC AABC 6402002528
.88: 5.78 192.68L OFC BDCC 0 770022020F
.41 10.70L 161.12L CF CBE 5 950311223F
64.68 322.35 596.21 BBDDAAAA 360223161F
.09L 731 59.45L C DD 4704211300
2.85 13.58L 153.t5L CC AAC 1 970355363F
.=¢
2
I 39 NK1.37 95 8000
=
¢2 4 TMSS 00388 62 29
1
1 3 RAFGL 5542 20












h e.m 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SiN 0o , (s) () t b ('3 (0 (')
16511+0429 7.3 45 37+ 2 19 6 81
18511+0839 7.5 41 41+ 4 32 7 41
18511+0935 7.5 43 42+ 4 19 6 80
18511+0509 8.1 43 38+ 2 35 6 81
18511+0058 8.1 0 34- 0 20 5 83
18511+0113 8.4 2 34+ 0 46 8 81
18511+0354 8.6 58 37+ 1 58 10 81
18511+0036 9.1 0 34- 0 23 5 63
[8511+0913 10.1 47 41+ 4 63 g 79
18511+0306 10.4 5 36+ 1 23 8 81
18512+0029 13.0 45 34- 0 30 5 82
[8512+0124 13.0 52 35+ 0 36 7 61
18512+0615 13.1 14 39+ 2 53 16 35
16512+0440 13.8 i 59 37+ 2 39 7 81
18512+0521 14.2 41 38+ 2 18 5 81
18512+0143 14.2 28 35+ 0 33 6 81
18512+0402 14.6 21 37+ 1 63 6 81
18512+0102 i15 5! 15 34- 0 39 7 81
18512+0243 16.0129 36+ 1 35 6 81
15512+0107 16.1 27 34+ 0 56 8 81
18512+0420 16.6 1 37+ 1 42 6 81
18512+0501 16.7 43 38+ 2 43 6 81
18512+0211 17.8 49 35+ 1 33 6 81
18512+0713 7.8 13 40+ 3 60 13 81
18513+0015 19.3 41 33- 0 25 7 81
r8513+0035 '19.3 44 34- 0 22 4 83
18513+0050 19.6 21 34- 0 100 12 81
18513+0433 ;21 3 12 37+ 2 74 7 81
18513+0110 121._'21 34+ 0 41 8 81
37 0 71
19513+0618 21.7 21 39+ 2 1
18513+0010 121.7 8 33-- 0 47 8 82
15513+0456 22.1 33 38+ 2 54 9 80
18513+0235 22.9 13 36+ 1 25 6 81
18513+0200 23.C 8 35+ 0 19 6 81
18513+0351 23.1 22 37+ 1 30 6 81
16513+0022 23.7_ 23 34- 0 68 8 81
18513+0805 23.7 24 40+ 3 30 8 41
[8514+0019 24.6137 34- 0 I 29 6 81
18514+0137 24.6J31 35+ 0 42 9 81
19514+0116 251155 34+ 0 27 7 81
8514+0132 25.1 48 35+ 0 35 6
18514+0204 25.3 35 35+ 0 23 6
!8514+0808 25.7 45 41+ 3 83 12
18514+0628 25.8 28 39+ 2 54 22
18514+0653 27.2 44 39+ 3 36 7
18514+0354
37+ 1 26 627"7 =4 33- 018514+0011 28.9 29 7
18514+0748 29.(_ 35 40+ 3 46 15
18514+0406 29.9 30 37+ 1 50 7
;8515+0049 30.4 0 34- 0 34 12
18515+0557 132.2 2 39+ 2 26 5
18515+0032 32.3 1 34- 0 ! 43 9
18515+0157 32.7 45 35+ 0 " 16 6
18515+0308 33.1 6 36+ 1 46 6
r8515+0690 33.3 51 39+ 2 25 12
18515+0721 33.9 43 40+ 3 32 10
18515+0331 34.9 52 36+ 1 30 6
18515+0004 35.G 18 33- 1 21 5
18516+0641 36.9 50 39+ 2 42 33
18516+0615 ]7.9 4 39+ 2 19 4
18516+0028 38.c 47 34- 0 31 6
18516+0123 38.E 55 35+ 0 28 8
18516+0432 39.2 8 37+ 1 21 6
18515+0913 39.7 2 41+ 4 ' 25 6
15516+0651 40.1 46 39+ 3 28 6
18516+0709 41.8 12 40+ 3 55 9
18517+0659 42.2! 39 40+ 3 25 6
18517+0622 42.4 7 39+ 2 19 4
18517+0312 42.9 22 36+ 1 32 6
[8517+0443 42.9 51 38+ 2 57 9
18517+0955 43.0 12 42+ 4 38 6
18517+0205 43.1 29 35+ 0 29 6
18517+0529 43.4 17 38+ 2 19 3
18517+0426 43.5 23 37+ 1 56 7
18517+0025 43.8 9 34- 0 33 7
18517+0119 43.8 20 34+ 0 24 6
18517+0343 439 58 37+ 1 34 6
18517+0253 43.9 15 36+ 1 22 6
18517+0117 44.0 36 34- 0 29 8
18517+0001 44.1 41 33- 1 28 8
18517+0522 44.9 53 38+ 2 24 4 40 4
18517+0437 45.3 42 37+ 2 20 5 81 3
18517+0516 47.6 5, 38+ 2 44 12 38 2
18517+0037 47.9 12 34- 0 46 7 61 ! 3
18518+0358 48.5 45 37+ 1 16 6 81 3
18515+0223 48.6 3 35+ 0 45 6 81 3
18518+0017 49.2 20 34- 0 26 7 81 3
18518+0354 49.6 35 37+ 1 38 6 81 3
18518+0558 50.4 42 39+ 2 22 4 76 4
|8518+0230 50.5 44 36+ 1 60 6 61 3
18516+010951.631 34-0 66 7 61 3
16818+062519 _ 39+02 20 8 75 418518+01035213 34- 26 6 61 3
18518+0500 52.1 32 38+2 26 4 78 4
16516+0131 52.3 36 35+0 29 6 81 3
18618+0657 52.4 211 40+ 3 40 10 43 3
18518+0346 52.4 49 37+ 1 48 5 82 2
15518+0317 53.7 27 36+ 1 27
18518+0234 54.0 59 36+ I 23
18519+0618 54.324 39+2 22
Associations
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Flux Density Flags
H ('Not Color Corrected) V L C
oC 12 _m 25 _m 60 pm 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('_) Mag
3 1.18: 1.60 12.39 53.47L CCC EDCA 0 6632356311
3 1.28 .47 .71L 6.85L DC IAB 1 8801000000
3 9.79 2.42 ,67L 7.24L BB AAH 3 9501100000 4 13 124013MA 6 82
3 1.34 .78 12.00L 127.65L CC IAA 3 960111122F
4 1.76 9.36 241.19L 679.03L CC BABA 2 35F154552F 3 1 21 34.096 66
3 1.88 1.81: 82.70: 174.04L DEE CCB 0 570036672F 2
2 1.80 .70 3.29L 52.15L DD CD 3 6701130001 1
4 17.17 107.67 872.98 1265.28: BBDDjAAAA 7 Co48322270F 1 21 33.810 11
2 .41 .24: .94L 10.35L BCD 0 9502110100
3 .90 1.50L 16.30L 222.49L BC ABFC 860201121F
4 20.31 16.52 182.34L 553.58L AADF 2 958244344F
3 2.23 1.49 7.97L 145.33L CD AAF 3 370110120F
2 .28L .35L .67 8.45L C I FC 9704210310
3 .50: .74 2.98L 31.71L EC EDL 1 4722243331
2.14 1.17 10.78L 109.26L FC AAF 1 960120100F15.26 8.79 15.05L 596.21L CC AA 3 460222160F 11.03 .36L 2,92L 39.22L C ACK 6701200101
13i3 1.91 1.12L 10.84L 879.03L _CF AD 350244350F 113 1.57 .91 17.03L 156.26L AB 2 960231120F2.52L 1.89 16.05L 246.11L BBH 470134531F 2_
3 .87 .41L 3.31L 43.67L C BA 6701000101
3 .67 1.26L 12.56L 168.32L C AF 950120100F
3 7.44 9.83 14.72L 152.08L FF AA F 9 670311231F
2 .40 .35L 2.98L 124.41L C BC J 8301010238
3 1.64 1.94 7.41L 123.99L CC AAHD 1 974153471F
4 154.32 93.32 872.98L 170.51L BB AA K 6 870252250F 2 6 ETC716 3 45
2 2.15L 1.16L 10ALL 105.49 E ECBD 370051320F
3 .83L 1.36 11.55: 153.07L DC FCEF 0 4501399531
3 1.41 1.26: 23.14: 264.67L CFF BEBG 0 479024630F
2 .30 .33L 3.06L 39.38L C DE 9503210320
2 4.15L 4.77 7.30 127.74L FE AAC 970265372F
2 .46 1.32L 12.8tL 150.65L D D 950210200F
3 21.85 19.01 5.45: 148.48L BCF AABH 2 460101230F 29 4
3 5.98 4.88 14.30L 186.15L CC AA 3 770144442F
3 1.75 t.90 3.84L 39.45L CC AAC 5 6700231201 1 I
2 1.21 1.76L 17.26L 169.51L D BEG 970121900F
3 1.58 1.79 1.05L 14.71L _CC AAD 5 9703101020
3 4.95 23.38 17.26 152.18LBBD AAB O 970132200F
3 1.04 2.62L 10.11: 180.19L i D D BDC 270412320F 2'
3 3,52 2.72 63.32L 276.85L DF BBCC 6 462216860F
81 3 8.15 3.96 t0.99L 134.66L CD AAFE 1 283324450F 2 3 4 TMSS00391 37 27
81 3 2.73 2.83L 15.75L 195.85L C ABC 670122011F 8
80 3 .37 .25L .92L 24.03L E iE F 9602102020
35 2 .49L 1.46L 1.20L 11.93 C LKDE 9902000200
80 3 .67 .25L 2.07L 159.25L C ADGC 5301102428
61 3 1.60 1.15 1.74L 39.68L!FF AA 9 5700121001 1
81 3 3.85: 2.93 12.65L 179.57L CE AA 0 971145440F
42 2 .57 .32L 1.45L 13.14L' F EDKG 9803010210
81 2 .75 .40L 3.99L 52.25L C BD 6702110311
82 2 2.73L .90 11.46 124.98L EE DCAD 374020120F 1 39 BG1850+90B 60 408
80 4 .90 .32L 2.69L 30.79L B IACEi 9708100420 8 2 13 124019K5 6 85
82 2 2.71L 1.27 15.82 147.99L DE FCA 970151022F
49 3 5.37: 42.20 1332.67 3297.09: CCDE iAAA 0 341123433F 8 2 21 35.027 38
81 3 .97 .84 18.05L 309.23L EC C AB J 0 860211111F36 2 .46L .25L .95 13.70L J FF 9604200430 8
43 3 .66 .34 9.85L 72.73L CC AD 1 930011000C /
81 3 .62: 4.94 16.48 161.07L ECD DBAK 0 450223342F 3 1 32 X185f+035 93 3
53 4 1.15 1.71 12,35L 131.17L FF _AAMH 9 971536245F
71 2 .25L .29L .65L 13.80 D EHHF 7601000230
38 4 1.36 .57 2A9L 48.17L CC AB 3 9502210230 8
81 3 3.78 4.73 11.75L 131.24L BC AA 8 970164043F
81 , 3 2.11L 1.15 28.31: 358.89L DE CDC 364120250F 1 21 34.547 45
46 3 1.59L 2.38 33.07 32.96L CD DCC 0 4752298321
80 3 1.33 .65 .77L 10.05L CC ABHG 7 9501000100
32 37L1135.116,0 ci 9302.034c605 371 694 9,.,. 089302. 
481 313 10. 921,88 ..8 09702210100209 255 668 195.L, .. 9 13, 2 1.05L .56 16.91L 181.11L F IEC 750102240F
80 3 .50 ,20: .91L 9.71L BD B8 0 9503000100
81 3 1.36: 1.13 13.95L 169.96L DE 8AE 3 670122133F
40 4 2.73 1.91L 10.29L 127.47L B AAHG 6 950323363F 2
81 3 .58 .56L 3.68L 40.97L D BC 5701100001
81 3 3.11 1.77L 35.03L 241.67: C F AELD 971034043F 1 2 DO5181 78 93
81 3 4.93 4.11 67.46L 358.89L BC BACD 0 466246362,
81 3 .93 .40L 2.33L 55.05L E BCG 3702111001
81 3 6.09 4.88 17.14L 181.43LIBC AA G 5 960101442F
81 3 2.20L i 2.93 67.46L 257.58L ID D AD 472335863F 852 2 .91 .76L 7.62L 130 72L[ =BDL 970333013F
133,121 177:1.97,co 9506, ,
5.60: 22.96 650.72 1695.70 IBBCC AA 1 42921433311.31L 1.13L 1.58 46.05L D 970541030F
16.58 39.38 26.33 165,31L IFCE AAA 8 670054240F 3
17.43 16.74 3.88L 36.91L CB AACC 8 5800100201 27
1.45 1.03: 11.41L 210.84L C° AB i 2 570201030F
2.78 1.37 11.79L 183.40L ED AAHC I 9 960204560F
1.10 .49L 3.72L 37.51L C AC 4700101101
1.02 4.19 2.73 51.t3L DBC AAA 9 9504110410 8
.87 1,08L 13.36L 281.15L F BD 460111110F
.94 2.68L 13.12L 358.89L C B L 460252330F
1.45 .89 3.47L 35.56L BB AA 2 9501110000
2.05L 5.89 33.01 275.60L CE AA 360172262F
1.32 .94 15.13L 158.15L CE ABHC 8 950412231F
3.32 6.76 235.89L 605.06L CC ABAB 0 168235623F A 1 21 34.678 55
.61 .44: 9.37L 91.38L CE A° 1 94021t030C
1.40L .80 3.78L 47,82L D AB 0 4702211201
6 81 3 1.26L 3.01 24.42 156.17L ED BCC 870112331F
9 I811 3 .89L 1.21 14.88 165,67L DC EBAe 0 470121230F 437 4 .38 .35L .97: 56.78 B BGC 9503220110











































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0





































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 pm 25 p.m 60 pm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion A































































































































)6010001 ( 124033 KO 78









70243210 X1862 + 022 3
72143210 X1852+022 3


















































1.5( 1.4 160.1 .3C
12.9: 13.2 275.8 3C
1.9! 9.6 204.5 C C
.4" .2 11.1, I_
1.4( 2.8; 123,0 : D E
2.6_ 9.81 127.6. ,'CC
2.4! 2.6_ 275_8_ D
2.4( 1.6_ 275.8_
2.1z 1.7t 148.6_ )D
.2E .2! 15.3_ OF
2.2; 2.2, 140.3! : E
1.3_ 2.11 142.4' ;F
1.6C 1.5! 143,0" )D
5.33 4.1( 108.7; IC
,47 .3:. 38.4(
3.25 20.4( 235.89 605.0( ;CE
.80 .4; 13.18 214.4; :D
1.06 3.0z 605.0( _F
2.43 2.5_ 133.3[
29.02 26.9_ 9.59 132.0( CC
1.23 .6_ 14.5t 157.4_ C
1.17 1.1C 9.89 227.31 :FC
2.29 1.4_ 24.59 134.14 DD
.30 .27 1,04 14.53
.60 .82 12.O6 147.9_
.48 .25 1.00 10.1(_
54.84 44.75 10.52 118,12 BC
1.50 .74 33.14 C
.66 1.18 236.36
.70 .52 13.111 170.09 F
2.971 2.24 21.99 125.35 El
1.64 .79 2.02 36.91 BC
1.19 3.67 11.911 170.26 F
1.45 .90 101.92 E
3.51 3.69 16.641 93.38 C
1.73 1.12 12.491 216.96 D
3.25 19.331 77.86[ 152.93
3.251 19.33 77.861 152.44 D
1.08 2.431 17.031 157.161
.70 1.861 17.431 253.821
1.47 1.37l 11.91[ 151.501
4,04L 2.64 12.59t 145.861 F
1.25/ .621 2.17 51,771 F
2.21 1.00 16.61[ 154.741 C
5.62 2.041 172.24[ 722.54: [
1.65 2.081 20.01L 219.491
2.17L 3.84 27.63L 208.751
.27L .26[ 2.15L 15.72 I"
3.01 2.25 4.30 63.01 [ - D
1.48L ,69 13,65 57.17: .3CE
2.66 1,99 15.08L 231,48[
2.35 1.30 9.83L 85.19[ ;)
1.15 .71 1.04L 14.78[
.39 .41L .98L 14.06L
.37 5.61 5.04 39.88t 3C
2.31 10.73 57.98 125.26[ _,D
4.39L 1.82L 4.35 144.66L E
2.39 1,84: 13.63L 189.65L
2.03L 2.37 33.20: 399.331. )F
1.06 2.36L 57.41L 174.03L
.94L 3.55 21.68 162.37L ;E
3.58 32.01: 243.99L 791.52L
99 .52 13.80L 222.76L
1.06 2.10L 15.50L 99.06L
.87 .47 9.75L 106.83L
5.75 2.15 1.20L 67.82L
3.22 2.79 5.43L 19095L
18.41 35.27 16.27 147.51L ,E
2.37L .76L 7.28 168.45L E
4.39 1.67 10.42L 98.92L
3.51L 3,69L 5.88: 61.60 F E
1.29 .92 14.99L 166.81L
3.43L 2.53 17.07L 73.26: ) D
3.38 1.55 2.73L 44.47L
1.76 3.49 59.59 134.23L =D
.67 1,76L 20.28L 141.52L
2.57 1.20: 12.48L 145.61L
4.39 1.62 15_19L 84.42L
3.08 1.87 16.69L 165.63L
4.53 7.39 49.53L 198.35L
1.57L 20.68 34.48L 198.21L
.97 1.17 2.83L 42.62L
4.82 3.27 17.13L 207.90L
.27L .26L 2.59L 38.74 E
45.02 90.27 53.29: _09.90L F
6.54 36.22 10.78: -;_09.90L F
1.72 2.78L 14.29L 179.14L
1.36 .77 15.85L I57.40L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources [WV).
420
:! ! !

























































18530 + 0029 3.














































18533 + 0034 L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smal! E_ended ,Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 25 pm 60 p.m
(Jansky)
r












































































































































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
Associations
Sep






















Right Ascension: 18h53"_56"-18h54m42 ' Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 /_m
ham, u 8, (s) (") 1 b (") (") (_) N (Jansky)
18539+0055 56.5 21 34- 1 36 6 81 3 1.36 1.32
18539+0026 56.8 34 34- 1 21 5 81 3 49.21 38.21
18539+0739 56.8 39 40+ 2 25 6 80 3 .48 .70
18539+0357 57.6 16 37+ 1 15 6 78 4 1.19 1.59L
18539+0153 58.3 3 35- 0 23 5 81 3 1.92L 2.33
18539+0932 58.4 31 42+ 3 26 5 80 3 1.57 t.12
18539+0105 58.5 53 35- 1 21 11 82 2 2.26L 2.06L
18539+0419 59.4 9 37+ 1 19 4 40 4 2.94 .93:
18539+0255 59.5 24 36+ O 18 5 81 3 3.23 4.32
18540+0601 0.6 48 39+ 2 28 6 80 3 1.13 .52
18540+0834 0.8 31 41+ 3 86 7 80 3 .68 .32L
19540+0031 1.1 15 34- 1 23 5 81 3 11.46 7.12
18540+0109 1.1 22 35- 1 40 6 81 3 3.39 1.94
18540+0644 1.2 581 40+ 2 55 5 80 3 .91 .46L
18540+0246 1.4 16 _ 36+ 0 27 6 81 3 3.33 2.3918540+0329 2.2 271 37+ v 29 8 78 4 2.00 .93
18540+0411 3.0 22 37+ 1 33 11 71 2 2.02L .56L
18540+0157 4.3 1 35- 0 23 6 81 3 2.40L 1.64
18540+0302 4.4 46 36+ 0 20 6 81 3 18.57 29.54
18540+0220 4.5 54 36- O 22 6 81 3 5.62 31.34
18540+0847 4.5 2 41+ 3 33 7 80 3 .90 .41:
18540+0130 5.7 53 35- 0 43 6 81 3 8.23 4.61
18541+0616 6.1 47 39+ 2 45 6 80 3 .45 .31L
18541+0035 6.3 10 34- 1 21 6 81 3 .76 .77
18541+0210 6.6 31 36- 0 34 5 81 3 1.87 1.67
18541+0735 7.1 17 40+ 2 13 4 42 3 1.17 1.50
18541+0137 7.9 30 35- 0 25 6 81 3 1.23 1.32:
18541+0003 8.1 45 34- I 28 6 81 3 4.50 4.28
18541+0901 8.2 15 42+ 3 34 5 80 3 .69 .26L
18541+0205 8.8 55 35- 0 36 6 81 3 2.57L 3.06
18541+0416 9.6 35 37+ 1 38 7 39 2 .57: .60L
18541+0542 10.7 18 39+ 1 25 6 80 3 2.58 .74
18541 +0310 11.3 13 36+ 0 28 7 81 3 4.74 2.67L
18541 +0155 11.8 57 35- 9 36 6 81 3 1.35 1.16
18542+0747 12.7 1 41+ 2 23 8 43 i 1.23L .90
18542+0940 13.4 1 42+ 3 31 5 79 7.67 4.40
18542+0424 14.4 29 38+ 1 19 9 41 .85 .64:
18542+0430 14.5 13 38+ 1 17 5 41 , 10.24 6.55
18542+0243 14.8 6 36+ 0 52 8 81 1.41L 2.39L
18542+0250 14.8 51 36+ O 26 7 8t 3 1.68 1.81:
18542+0114 15.5 45 35- 1 37 5 81 3 10.68 43.70
19542+0147 15.5 57 35- 0 15 5 81 3 2.43 1.65
18542+0154 16.3 2 35- O 23 6 81 3 1.80 1.36
18542+0128 16.8 42 35- 0 78 11 81 2 2.10L 1.63L
18542+0234 16.9 43 36+ 0 18 5 49 3 4.35 3.44
18542+9604 16.9 54 39+ 2 20 4 44 3 4.12 3.24
18542+0540 17.2 41 39+ 1 23 5 80 3 .88 .80
18542+0045 17.3 23 34- 1 27 6 81 3 .84 .69:
18543+0313 18.2 16 36+ 9 32 7 81 3 1.84 1.22
18543+0936 18.5 4 42+ 3 62 6 40 3 .60 .33L
18543+0927 18.8 30 42+ 3 82 9 80 3 .35 .25L
18543+0755 18.9 43 41+ 2 54 6 80 3 .66 .48L
18543+0838 19.9 32 41+ 3 , 24 5 80 3 1.08 .97
18543+0052 20.9 43 34- 1 44 13 81 2 3.19L 1.40L
18543+0318 22.E 37+ 0 22 8 76 i 3 1.97L .91
18543+0955 23.C 7 42+ 3 71 6 80 3 .68 .22:
18544+0356 24.1 38 37+ 1 27 7 41 i 4 .94 .83:
18544+0150 24.1 23 35- 0 28 6 81 3 4.12 4.40
18544+0601 24.6, 2_ 39+ 2 36 5 80 3 .54 AlL18544+0437 247! 38+ 1 20 4 41 4 3.06 .91
18544+0330 25.5 60 37+ 0 21 5 43 4 1.45 .91L
19544+0130 26.0 52 35- 1 66 7 81 2 .81 1.81L
18544+0934 26.5 18 42+ 3 29 5 80 3 2.08 1.02
18544+0124 26.6 27 35- 1 26 5 81 3 4.39 3.50
18544+0112 27.4 19 35- 1 19 5 81:3 4.32: 12.50
18544+0752 27.8 44 41+2 26 12 80 3 .7OL .35L
,8544+0338 283 38, 37+ 0 27 5 77 4 .89L 1.72
18544+0341 29.2 57! 37+ O 16 5 42 4 2.10L 9.01
_3545+0212 31.1 60 36- 0 31 6 81 3 .96L 2.94
18545+0926 31.1 35 42+ 3 27 19 79 2 .33L .25L
18545+0202 31.2 21 35- 0 15 6 81 3 1.06 9.61
18545+0234 31.3 6 36- 0 39 t4 80 2 2.50L 3.75L
18545+0705 32.0 53 40+ 2 28 5 80 3 .29L .95
18545+0737 32.0 59 40+ 2 54 6 80 3 .71 .65L I
18545+0657 32.4 58 40+ 2 24 5 80 3 3.46 3.09
18545+0628 32.7 43 39+ 2 12 4 44 3 2.94 1.82
18545+0525 32.9 48 38+ 1 54 5 80 3 .82 .52L
18545+0323 33.7 13 37+ 0 26 3 44 4 2.59L .80L
18545+0247 34.1 33 36+ 0 51 10 81 3 2.56L 1.26L18545+0,22 3,.221 38+1 81 8 79 4 2.32L 1.o7
18545+0410 34.3[20 37+ 14 4 42 4 3.89 14.78
18545+0656 34.5127 40+ 2 23 4 80 3 2.05 1.55
18545+0134 34.6 49 35-- 17 5 50 3 14.22 77.66:
18545+0333 34.8 32 37+ O 31 7 44 4 2.47L .91L
18545+0252 35.2 23 36+ O 25 7 48 3 2.99 1.98
18545+0859 35.5 43 42+ 3 38 5 80 3 .79 .54
18545+0819 "_5.g 41+3 51 6 80 3 .61 ,25
18545+0056 35._ 26 34- 1 44 6 81i3 .76 .56
18546+0139 36A 48 35- 0 35 6 81 3 7.60 4.19
18546+0745 36.6 48 41+ 2 33 6 80 3 .48 1.00
16546+0909 37.1 7 42+ 3 110 45 79 2 .29L .35L
18546+0528 37.2 7 39+ 1 29 5 80, 3 1.48 .9218546+0611 38.2 9 39+ 2 40 81 .68 .62L
18546+0317 38.4 37 37+ 0 16 5 43 4 2.62 1.99
18546+0614 39.3 4 39+2 61 5 81 2 1.01 .51L
16546+0754 39.6 26 41+ 2 21 7 41 3 .99 1.05
19546+0406 40.2 57i 37+ 1 25 9 75 2 .59 2.24L
18546+0145 40.8431 35-0 92 11 81 2 2.85L 1.67L
18547+0936 42.1 20 42+3 53 8 81 2 .38 .24:
18547+0253 42.240 36+0 68 10 48 3 2.99L 2.64L
Flags Ass(x_iations
V L C
100 t_m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
_p
Name Ty_ (") Ma8
1 24 00396 C 1 -1
2
8
1 21 ! 34.554 34
1 2 4 : TMSS 00397 28 26
24 00396 C 3 - 1
39 NK1.48 58 8000
2 DO 5207 63 96
21 35.663 58
2 32 X1854 +076 117 2
9 2 39 ADGO37.5+O0.9 26 1414
8
1 21 34.708 14
8




3 13 124082 K5 5 82
11.64L 125.14L CC AA D 7 660415200F
8.85 115.78L BCD AAA 1 472012010F
8.27L 122.76L CD CCB 870143610C
20.02L 75.92L C BCDB 8 974542233F
27.05 133.42L CD AAH 660064800F
.80L 9.69L BC AAE 1 8620100000
23.36: 76.60 EF GCB 974123441F
7.87: 27257L BDE AAB 2,961289891F
5.06: 106.05L FED AAC 9 754430035F
2.67L 34.36L BF AA 8 3501222000
1.29L 92.54L F BB i 9510121008
8.30L 114.11L BC AAI O 470021100F
11.72L 446A7L 8C AA 1 i 951142442F
3,26L 3499L C AF 2701111100
9.28L 114.32L CC AA 0 670341600F
13.75L 163.78L BD ABE 3 460200132F
2.70 72.21L D DBC 970423130F
22.57 131.75L CD AA 660155600F
11.39: 138.33L FFF AAA 9 761421240F 32
318.98 829.66L CDF CDCC 0 950255530F
1.22L t03.28L CD AC H 1 9602010019
12.05L t35.65L CC AABJ 7 768234236F
3.02L 32.65L D BCJ 3600111110
8.22L 131.84L FE BC 7 360013200F
32.37L 829.66L DE AAC 6 950235310F
15.69: 83.29L CED DBBA 9 974335432C
27.76L 247.25L DE BAJ 7 660213333F
12.19L 192.29L BC AA t 761000000F
.80L 13.96L B ACH 9903120100
31.99 413.77L CD AB 560426251F
6,80 45.15: E DF CEBC O 980365340F
13.58L 137.16L BC AB 1 950220000C
6.38L 134.60L C AAEF 4 770123263F
27.05L 195.86L EE AB 1 460043400F
13.56: 199.15L EE I CD 660333502C
.98 12.38L FDC AAB 9 5601100100
4.40L 107.20L CD ACLC 0 _70698583F
7.86L 162.27L CD AAEC 9 17345t551F 15
6.30 107.54L D A G B H 970252212F
19.70: 131.72L CDD ACE 0 770331544F
358.22L 967.59L BC AAAB 2 148126635F
8.61 105.00: CCFE AABC 0 47C063443F
27.05L 177.84L DD AAD 0 460052500F
7.11 95.22L rlB D D J C 670233201F13.08L 104.18 AAE 1 970221034
1.69L 33.83L BF !AAJ C 0 3635122200
13.83L 150.72L CF AAFD= 9 950210000C
13.69L 283.31L DE BB I O 860211135F
13.99L 156.59L CD AAF 660124568F
1.06L 12.90L B AC D 8601300100
1.41L 17.68L C CJ 9700200100
1.56L 32t.90L O BD 4503354538
.87L 65.90L BD AAJ 9 9501011008
9.72L 49.32 E BBGD 880235433F
7.22L 69.28L D DBGB 470144465F
.77L 11.31L BD BFC 0 9500010000
30.03L 254.54L CE BBGM O 950699753F
8.61L 178.36L CD AA 4 560163443F
2.69L 42.67L C BC 1704122000
16.24L 264.12L BC AA 0 960540410F
15.05L 48.09: B D AAI C 0 280230253F
8.62L 1487.44L D A 640235531F
1.06L 13.58L BC AA 9 9601200100
7.39L 147.58L CE AAH 9 660024400F
358.22 987.59 BBFD EBBB O 940234333F
31.62 321.90L F E HHC 35C3569538
22.48L 189.19L C BBA i 160383564F
82.89L 161.92: B E AAAC 2 264367575F
44.52L 829.66L D F A B 950445630F i
1.30 4.78L D GC 9900100100 i
92.14: 413.77 DBED BABB 2 850304644F
7.90 122.78L E D BA 970331212F
2.88 167.53L DD I AA 660200100C
6.09: 135.32L C D CCEK 760605553C
114.06L 531.03 BB C FDKC 0 445223333C
2.80L 32.84L FC AABI 9 4604001121
13.05L 296.24L B B B 950110010C
5.62 137.gOL C DBA 460140OllF
21.09 68.79 DD MCBA 570442401F
14.28: 138.11L CF CBDA 974538662F
208.52 459.27 3BDD CBAA 2 956524531F
120.68L 531.03L BC BBHC 3 44C223333C
772.18 1487.44 DBEE CABB 0 543343343F
8.19 143.66L C HEDG 260250386F
13.09L 82.94: DC F AAEC 0 670325511F
1.00L 12.05L BC BB 0 9902100000
1.55L 101.70L BD BD i 3 6700133008
15.40L 248.27L EE CB 660045332F
11.68L 1487.44L FD AA 8 640323222F
7.94: 132+31L CCE EBE O 562411500(3
.61L 3.54 F I L J "9700100220
16.36L 210.47L BC ABD 0 950310010C
3.59L 36.78L E BD 1503100201
8.33L 110.02L FF AAFB 9 471483675F
4.40L 43.28L C ACD 4503100101
21.68: 321.9OL BCF BBGC 3 45D4467538
6.98L 459.27L D B F D 950622531F
4.72 93.17L E K BE 870152344F
1.28L 12.54L CD BDI 3 7600100100
10.51 77.09 EE HCBB ,674439701F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 t_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 32 X1854+078 116 ! 1
2 21 36.914 11
2
F 1 32 X1854+069 24 15
8
2 2 21 37.350 20
F 1 32 X1854+069 89 15
3 21 35.041 46
1 39 [CC 036+00.4 64 408
3
1 23 LDN 0617 418
1 39 DA467 117 142(
3
1 32 X1854+078 89







































































































Position (1950) Flux Densily
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 _.m 25 _m 60 _.m







































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S : A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
3,68 58.52: CDEF ACCB 0 970335592F
8.83L 228.46L CC AAEE 3 961544472F
19.32L 321.90L DC BDED 1 3524357528 1
12.77L 241,40L ED BB 3 960711t43C
2.58L 155.03L BD BCF 2 860311120C
14.65L 222.55L D ABCC 8 950875200F
14.11L 220.31L DD AAFC 9 950669860F
1.86L 103.04L F BF ' 9403112218
91.15 273.89 CDF AAB 960137233F 8
358,22L 987.59L DE CA J 3 841233346F
12.90L 228.57L CE AA 9 950202210C
7.20L 987.59L D C 840240010F
33.75 84.35: E EE i DAB C 978446630F
208,52L 182.58L BC AAMG 970435321F
10,23L 171,51L D BG 860110110C
7,66L 37,75 E HGC 684031040F
10.02L 120,74L C B A C E 370663864F 3
13,92L 142,56: IC D CGGD 56C313421C
1.57L 74.91L_CF SAB 9 8500134008 3
2.61: 169,00L BDD BBDE 3 750014210F
12.68L 182.79L CD BB 8 760022000F
23,10L 282,82L D BHC 750510010C
1.21L 11.61: BC E IAAEC 5 9782113218
13.49L 189.121 C BA 461464885F I
17,12 42.12L CCC FAAA 0 6501000108
2.27L 21.02LIBB AA 0 4800200001 32
I0.56L 803.47LIC AE L 5 441782690F 2
4.65: 175.67L EF 8CBD 1 974379560F
14,92L 238.251 BC ABEJ 0 960621222C
13,15: 133,22L CCD ABE 2 760131344F
18.80L 256.65L CD A8 0 750510111C
7.71L 90,05L CC AAC 0 670121214F
13,56L 173,111 C AA 7 970575740F
23.15 78,26 EFED AABB 9 971343332F 39
3.89L 39,76 D 1 FB 874011230F 2
1.27L 18,19L D BCH 9500000330
7.61 86.48L CCE AACC 5 671556651F
91.15L 273.89L CC BBBD 7 960126201F 8
10.07L 58.90: DF F ABBC 0 27A850530F
3.33 14.96L DBD AAA 9 9600101310 29
91,15L 273.89L F C B C 960239544F 8 !
101.11 111.49 CCDE AAAB 0 978543100F
8,83 166,13L D ECB 970321031F
12,23 237.95L CE KBCH 760220120C
5,74L 69.64L D BC 870120010F
12,t0L 204.27L F AB 2 960345110F
3,04 173,10L BCD AAA 1 762031031F' 24
12.81L 98,54L CE AA 8 870233232F
8.01L 153.64L CC AAC 9 7000210010C!
12.61 191,06L O EDB 960234215F
51.14 83,58 BCEE AAAB 0 970443312F 2
3,18L 21.59L D BI 4702111101
8,10 72,50L BCD AACD 3 970342378F
25,47 92.63L BBD AABE 7 672211021F 32
3,20 40,69L E CE 770125442F A
.95L 1194L C E GH H 7600000000
7,66L 185.57L FF AAC i 9 662022050F
32,88 134.15 CCDC BBBB ! 4 966847961F 2
21.52L 188,81L C BGC 960533241F
1.31L 69,24L CC AAD 9 7800102328
49,98 89.15: BCDE AAAD 2 970014313F
21.52 163.78L FCC AAAC 9 967462230F 42
7.34 23.30L C B BB B I 6702211201
4,68 96.46L F F DDC 3702125308
9.12L 158,91L BD AB 461202132C
51,14L 167.40L D AA 0 460473311F
6,43 29,15L EC DBAD 0 4704011011
10.67L 192.33L CE AA ! O 750125672F A
1,57L 17,89L DD BB 0 9602114100
15.56L 227.10L F AI 760330010C
23,15L 131.17L DE BBB 0 970230260F
15.42L 110.13L BF AAEH 0 970893511F
51.14L 128.28L C AB 970575634F 8
9.39L 140.46L C AA 8 960453541F
4.32 63.49L E H BJ 670111141F
395.44 803,47 BBDDAAAA 4 942486674F 3
12.13L 128.27L O AA 9 371159301F 1
3.79 91.12L D C B 770124232F
2.63 81.49L D G EB 3700100218
26.02L 331.68L D BCHB 950325652C 2
1.25L 14.26L!DC AAFF 9 9702102000
11.01L 259.36L CF AA 9 851021010F
17.56L 237,56L BC AA E 0 960111021C
8.93 147.09L BD BACE 960423453F
12,61L 169.59L D DCB 960542574F
10.95L 193.65L BC AAG 0 850021000F
6.20L 43,07L DE CDHC 0 670212030F
3.36L 33.41L CC AC J 0 5603301301
15,42L 119,88L F CAA 0 970896434F
11.08L 155.38L E AAK 9 960695123F
34.68L 31849L D A HB 950322340C
.65L 9,27L BC ABH 5 5602000200
1.36 1262.78L 153.03L DF BA E 0 570525455F
1,85L 9,74 146,49L E GCCD 974451340F
,69 3.52L 36,04L FE BB 9 4601211201
,52 1.87L 91.56L BE AC J 4' 2700101308
1,57 2.27L 102,16L DD AACD 9 950111111F
4.60' 13.94L 205.42L EC AAE 9' 960743330F
28.58: 109.03: 504,68: BCFE BABA 1 958625430F
,71: 11.53L 12.68 CD D BAGB 0 880112110F
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Associations
Name Tylx: _'_ Mag
1 231 LDN 0617 525
1 23 LDN 0617 249
5 13 124093 A2 8 90
1 39 CTB 62 109 960
5 1 UWAQL 1 3
2 DO5215 7O 110
23 LDN 0617 252
I
1 211 35.467 20
1 3 RAFGL 2287 40 3
t "41 18551 +0615 36 6
1 '41 18551 +0659 22 3
3 13 124097M5 1
1 23 LDN 0617 509
91
2 1 32 X1855+046 140 2
6 39 DKM035.6-00.4 34 1000





1 '41 18553+0612 6 3
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW'J,
424
_! II
Right Ascension: 18hs5r"24*-18h56m08 '
Positi.on (19_0)
Name
Cl C oords 5]V_J SMN<")
18554+0344 24.8 55 37+ 0 41 3 76 2 .64L
16554+0231 25.7 10 38- 0 21 4 47 4 51.86
18554+0335 28.7119 37+ 0 37 7 43 3 .92
16554+0917 27.726 42+ 3 26 7 80 3 .61
1855440100 28.2,14 35- 1 42 7 61 3 .94
18554+0313 28.7 7 37+ 0 12 4 44 4 9.98
18554+0203 28.8 2 36- 0 15 6 50 3 1.82L
16554+0319 29.0 49 37+ 0 20 3 42 4 2,14L
18554+0106 29,5 27 35- 1 19 6 80 3 1.55
18556+0935 30.2 0 42+ 3 59 9 80 3 ,34
18555+0017 30,3 46 34- 1 54 11 80 2 2.40L
18555+0310 30,4 24 37+ 0 22 _ 5 43 4 1,01
18555+0237 30.9 58 36- 0 15 6 44 4 3.85L
18555+0257 31,2 15 36- 0 22 4 44 4 3.64L
15556+0227 32,2 39 36- 0 20 6 79 4' 2.04L
18555+0744 32.5 25 41+ 2 44 7 80 3 .57
18556+0910 32,9 55 42+ 3 59 3 41 3 .52
16555+0027 33.3 20 34- 1 40 I 7 81 3 1.82
18555+0444 34,3 42 38+ I 24 i 5 80 3! 1.37
16656+033034.514 37+0 19 4 44 4i 2,11
I
16556+053436.267 39+1 25 4 6o 3 1_
16555+0056 35.7 34 35-- 1 23 6 81 3l 5.77
16556+0213 35.7 8 36--0 17 6 49 2 4.90L
18556+0053 36.1 41 35- 1 32 6 81 ! 2.2618556+0236 36.6 15 36- 0 22 5 44 2.50
18556+0430 36.6 18 38+ 1 24 46I 80 2.23L16556+0340 37,1 17 37+ 0 21 43 4 1.16
18556+0655 38.6 58 40+ 2 23 5 80 3 1,89
18556+0503 38.8 15 36+ 1 13 5 t 46 3 .97
16556+0633 39.6 28 40+ 2 51 5 80 3 1.42L
F[u_ Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Corot Corrected)
0 12 p.m 25 #m 60 p.m
(Jansky)
Declination: 0"- + 10 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef" R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Ma 8
18556+0811 39.6 22 41+ 2 25 5 80 3 103,64
18556+0139 39.6 471 35- 1 28 6 81 3 2,65
18556+0906 40,2 51 42+ 3 68 11 79 2 .3218556+0710 40.3 38, 40+ 2 23 50 3 1.36
18556+0640 40.5 54 40+ 2 39 5 60 3 .57
18556+0003 40,7 21 i 34- 1 35 6 61 3 13.64
18556+0327 40.8 48 37+ 0 18 4 44 4 1.76L
18556+0358 40,9 131 37+0 19 7 61 4 1.27
18556+0136 41.2 28' 35- 1 22 6 20 3 4.26
1855640316 41.4 51 37+ 0 32 8 78 4 .94
1855640021 41.7 31 : 34- 1 89 10 61 2 ,67
18557+0114 42.025 35-1 58 7 81;3 1,29
18557+0249 42.1 51 36-0 18 9 44445 2.16L18557+0839 42.1 414 3 39 6 60 3 1.35
16557+0655 44.9 42+3 44 60i3 .54185574021145.2 36-0 38 49 3 3.35L
,6557+055245.544 39+1 35 8 60 _ .9716557+042845642 38+1 18 . 80I_ 1.96
16557+0301 46.5 27 36- O 21 6 61 4 1.53L
18557+0217 47.524 36-0 31 7 46 3 2.25L
18557+0755 47.5 7 415 2 22 6 60i 3 2.85
18558+0113 48.1 6 35- 1 34 7 61 3 1.68
18550+0225 48.2 57 36- 0 17 5 44l 4 4.31
16556+0223 4e.g 18 36-0 62 10 77 3 3.36L
1855850201 49.5 lO 36- 1 36 7 50 3 t.35
18558+0422 49,8 23 36+0 31 3 47 3 2.4916558+035350.116 37+0 45 9 z8 3 .88
18558+0733 50.4 48 41+ 2 40 6 60 4 1,15L
18556+0650 51.021 40+2 25 6 8013 1.96
1855650041 51.3 26 34- 1 21 6 81 3 2.76
18556+0737 51.4 52 414 2 29 6 80 3 1.21L
18558+0047 51.6 45 34- I 49 11 81 2 .57L
18558+0319 52.3 361 37+ 0 21 3 77 4 2.10L
18559+0625 52.9101 41+2 26 6 60 3 .82
t8558+0158 53.2 29 i 36 1 26 11 60 3 2.38L18569+095354.645 43+3 46 10 40 3 .56
16559+04356.4_l 36+1 150 3 46 3 66.2016659406156.1 38+1 16 4 80 3 .69L
,6659+o34314 37+0 5110 773 2.49 
1955,+030856.61537_o 1718559+0231 57.2 42; 36- 0 17 1.86
18559+0510 57.6 17 36+1 24 4 803 10.44
,6559+0416 582 38J 38+ 18 81 2.52L
18559+0017 58.8 40 34-1 28 81 3 .70
18559+0140 58.9 0 35- 1 25 49 3 1.4016559+0103so.037 35- 1 20 61 3 5.64
18559+0148 59.9 37 36- 1 21 7 845_ 34 .71L1658o+o235o.o20 36- 0 26 1.09
10560+0549 0.1 36 39+ I 32 4 3 .76
18560+0723 0.1 33 40+2 68 8 81 2 .47185 0+080328 4152 26 88o 3 669
1656o+o71o1514 40+2 26 133L18560501562618 36-1 35 116
,86 0+.56 3041 36+1 33 5 6o2
16560+0638 3.8 48 40+ 1 13 6l 44 3 273.51
16560+0643 3.9 17 40+ 2 44 6 80 3 ,90
18560+0127 4.0 28 35- 1 20 6 50 3 3,55
1656040341 4.3 34 37+ 0 54 6 81 3 i .92
18560+0934 4.5 12 42+ 3 50 10 79 233 .33t8560+0717 4.6 12 40+ 2 43 10 60 .71
16560+0529 4.9 3 39+ 1 22 4 80 9.76
16560+0714 5.3 27 40+ 2 31 17 80 2 1,81L
1856040931 5.6 24 42+ 3 34 10 40 3 .47
18561 +0205 6,4 36 36- 1 20 5 77 4 2.55
16561 +0t34 6.6 26 35- 1 25 6 50 3 3.91
18561 40216 6,7 8 36- 1 20 5 45 4 6.19
18561+0750 7.7 30 41+ 2 48 7 80 3 ,67
18561+0032 7.8 41 34-1 24 7 81 3, ,75
16561+0154 8.1 54 36 1 99 12 80 2] 2.34L
.59: 3.44 113.70L FF DCD 770854642F
57.75 12.25: 114.23L CBF AAC 9 970563140F 31
1.94L 12.88L 109.13L C BCI S 97C563457F
.74 1.04L 13.43L CF AA 9 9600000000
,78L 15,95L 244,06L !D BC ' 350010000F
5,26 6,10: 65.29: CBCE AAAE 1 i 975343154F3,55 8,44L 211,56L SAD° 960634546F
3.35 29,07 72.96: CDD BAAA 986171454F
1.03 6.36L 72.30 CO E ABGC 670005353F
.31L 68L 10.68L C CK 9702000000
1.10 6.46L 164.89L E J DGC 660222351F
6.01 10,80L 140.49L BC AA 970342244F
3.09L 7.89 119.87L D AAC 975594420F
1.62 10,69L 803.47L C AA 940234320F
1.61 12.53 106.92L CE CASE 970475260F
,51 9.61L 77,96L DD CA F 750423331F
.56 5.39 26.00 CCCC BBBB 9503212220
2,27: 15,23L 123,28L CF AA 761111000F
2.77 18.27L 229.29L CC AA E 960514473F
3.66 23.56L 128.21L CC AA 970363500F
1,15 14,96L 358.99L CE AA 9403 I0200C
17,11 42.30 80.66L BSC AAAB 468031300F
5.14 9.35L 117.05L D BB 971345480F
2.30 42,30L 110.25L BC AA 460121310F
57.75L 10.39L 118,13L B AA 970694370F
1.95 120.90L 205.63L C B J F 96242t350F
1.48L 11.26L 210.67L C ABE 961652001F '
1.19 10.07L 10_.00L BC AA 960300100F
1.08 18.42L 161.73: CD F DBFB 960523343C
.94 3.46L 40.65L C AB 5601001001
84.73 10.25 79.91L BBC AAA 3510000008 27
1.66L 14,10L 181.81L C AA 480434121F
.28L 1,00L 14,19L C DJ 9602111120
.61 9.49L 94.62L CE AB 950300000F
.44 2.11L 24.72L CO BC 5712001101
13,22 2,71 148.59L FFE AAB 760110100F
1,76 23,56 182.54L CC BAA 960253500F
!.01: 13.05 67,01: CEEE ACCB 981365641F
217.26L 1929.67 1124.03: C CF AAAA 440458564F
2.05L 12,19L 140,95L B BF H 680284254F
1,04L 4.47L 54,81L D DHG 670232340F
1.63L 15,03L 302.51L C BB F 750024330F
2.03L 19,78L 155.38 D CDB 96,4657772F
.61 1.56L 88.54L DF AB 7500000118;
1.28 15.t4L 226,59L CC AA 750310010C
,29: 1.16L 14.98L BD BC 6703000000
3,06L 5,64 171.51L E BDAF 680266490F
.64 3.73L 56.45L DD BB 5600100001
8,42 120,90 205.63 BBDC BAAA 960221330F I
1.08 15,31L 244,06L C BAEH 961576565F,
.90 4.25 168.68L FE CBC 960154460F
.81 1.81L 95.46L BD AA 1501101106
3,32 13.28 214.00L CCE AABD 76C124341F
3.78 9.19L 106.21L FD AA 972357463F i
1.95L 4.26 162.10L D B 960163142F
2.22 16.22L 119.96L CC BAMK 660755764F I
1.95 10.31: 207,38L CCD AAC 960244440F
2.39L 10.81L 230.61L C BC 860356574F i
.79 2.37 80.96L CE DAA 870310210F'
1.30 10.40L 122.72L CD AAGB 860020010F
714 8683:2 70:ccoo
.96 2.64: 68.55L DC ACC
1.33 5.68L 52.96L E CB C 470130034F
2,36L 12,19 130.92L F EBDC 970545986F
.67 1.61L 97.64L DC BAH 1400000008 i
1,83L 26,04: 106.31 EE EAER 674545652F I
,39 ,71L I0.11L CC BE] 7603010200 l
46,17 20,44 200,99L E]BE AAOC 960300140F
9.61 9.62 75.51L BD BABG 970214453C
2.60L 6.27 384,24L D GC A 950232000F i
i
1.48 16.57 75,68: DCDE CAE]C 986530540F
1.00 7.96L 63.28: CC E AAFE 970254190F
11.44 13.37L 263.38L BE] AA 96032112OC
3.85 57.43: 245,12L D° AAA 968422653F
1.31L 18D8L 286.32L C AEI E _650111011F
1,23 10.96 103,58L F DE B A E]A i 970236430F
12.45 6.83 I74.89L DCC AAAJ 660330030F 79
.92 6.80 45.23; EEE E]AOB 680203430F
.79 8.05L 147.29L CD AB 970443060F
.43 3,22L 3805L FF AA 5700200101
.49: 9.91L 80.89L CF CCH 960110000F j
4.29 1.91L 121.09L BC AAB 3402000208]
1.17L 2.07 34.54L E DE 980010010F J
2.96L 11,30L 199.37L C ADDI 960443641F I
1,08L 14,12L 206,61L E ABG 760234440C
331,77 100,88 28,22L DE]C AAAB 6704412111 34
.53L 2.71L 33.45L C AD 4704300101 i
2.88 10.92L 107.15L FF AA 971254330F I
.87: 13.36L 223.56L CF BBJ 960393132F
.25L 1,07L 16.48L C C 8601200000 j
1.27L 10.36L 133.59L C E]CED 950122130F i
6.68 13.95L 164.59L E]C AAH 960301232C I
1.23L 1.64 44.44L D HC 960132120F
.30L 1.09L 16.63L B BFI F 9602100000
164 II.67L 103.23L BC AA 971042126F
2,67 7.63L 46,42L BC AAHC 981444551F
6.07 10.75L 115.66L EC AA F 970162180F
.34L 2.26L 149.25L B ADE 1402111006
2.43 48.70 97.40 °DEE CCCA I 764123331F
.98 12.10L 107.18L E B / 870440840F
L








































18561 +0028 8.5 33
18561+0124 8.8 59
18561+0645 9.1 56
18561 +0059 9.7 7i
18561+0740 9.7
,8561+0323 10.1 _l18561+0122 10.5
18561 +0608 10.6 81
18561+0213 11.2 55




18562+0509 12.8 48]18562+0345 13.6 47




r8562+ 0248 16.2 7
i6562 + 0937 16.7 17
18562+0038 16._ 14
18562+0948 17.1 38
_8562 + 0846 17.5 30
18563+0612 18.4 4









18563 + 0428 23.9 3





18564 + 0404 27.C 0












8565 + 0321 34.5 5






_656O + C'421 ;37._
[8566+0506 37.4 57
i8566 + 0636 37.7 21




























18567+0003 47. _18567+0700 47,
18568 + 0958 46. 2
18568+0310 49. 1
18568 + 0559 50.
H
Galactic Uncertainly C
Coords SMJ SMN O O
I b ('_) C) (') N
34- 1 20! 6 81 3
35- 1 27 6 50 3 ]
40+2 20 6 80 3
35- 1 46 10 5t 3
41+ 2 30 7 80 2
37-0 23 5 45 4
35- 1 47 7 81 2
39+ 1 38 5 80 3
36- 1 71 3 79 3
40+2 33 643 4
37+ 0 27 3 78 4
35- 1 42 7 51 3
35- 1 42 7 51 3
38+ 1 74 6 80 3
37+ 0 21 8 81 3
37-0 17 4 44 4
36-- 1 21 5 77 4
36- 0 25 4 4640+1 35 o 80!_
36-0 33 3 46i 4
42+ 3 27 18. 79 i 334-4 8 8,=
43+ 3 39 8 79 3
42+ 2 82 13 81 2
39+ 1 18 6 81 3
41+2 26 6 80 3
39+ 1 51 6 81 2
38+ 1 22 4 46 3
42+ 3 57 18 81 2
37- 0 24 5 47 3
37- 0 18 4 45 4
37+ 0 27 4 81 3
39+1 23 5 80 3
34- 2 58 7 81 3
37+ 0 32 4 81 3
38+ 0 21 4 47 3
36- 0 19 4 46 4
37+ 0_ 32 6 81 3
42+ 3 ' 41 8 79 3
39+ 1 25 4 80 3
36-1 24 11 72 14
37+0 19 4 81,3
39+ 1 44 9 80 13
37+ 0 40 5 81 : 3
36- 1 15 4 46l 4
35-- 1 27 3 50 3
36- 0 15 4 46 4
38+0_ 15 6 80:3
40+ 2 39 6 =
45 538+oI
34--1 _ 28 7 5213
38+ 0] 41 6 81 2
41+ 2 37 9 80 3
37 + O 28 3 48 3
41 + 2 28 6 80 I 3
37_0143  ;ii39+ 1 35 5
35- 1 45 18 81
38+ 0 32 8 80 3
37- 0 26 6 81 ' 2
39+ 1 78 9 79 2
42+ 3 48 9 79 3
38+ 0 23 3 47 3
38+ t 21 4 80 3
40+ 1 28 9 81 2
39+ 1 37 6 80 3
40+ 2 23 6 8O 3
34-2: 43 6 52 3
35-- 1 65 10 82 2
35-- 1 52 19 81 2
37+ 0 6O 7 81 2
40+2 29 7 80 3
35- 1 41 3 51 3
42+ 3 36 7 79 3
39+028 :81!,36- 1 20 4637- 0 22 4 81 3
37-01439+ 1 22
37- 0 16 3 78 4
41+ 2 58 140 421 4335- 1 27 46
37- 0 19 4 81 3
36-1 13 446437+ 0 21 81
36- 1 19 4 47 4
35-1 34 781336- 1 27 47
38+ 1 3O 5 8O 3
40+ 1 36 10 801 3
I
37- 0 31 5 81 3
38+ 0 52 6 81 2
35-I 20 5 50 3
35 1 29 5 79 4
41+ 2 19 6 8O 3
34- 2 30 7 52 3
40+ 2 22 6 80 3
43+ 3 51 9 80 237o 2639+ 1 24
12 p.m
Declination:
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p,m 60 p.m 1_ /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
1.22 1.26 16.12L 237.33L CD AA 1' 750511131F 4
12.88 9.91 5.93 59.37L DCD AABG 9 974234340F 2l
1.68 .94 2.68L 32.48L DC ABE 1 5712300001 1 "41 16562+0646
.57 .99 15.19L 167.53L DE CA 2J 350436330F
4.75 3.06 8.33L 95.10L CO BB 0 850313320F 3 1 32 X1856+076
1.92L 1.08L 38.00: 169.55 CE CBAB 974706744F 1 23 LDN 0626
.73 1.46L 7.15L 32.26: C D BC C 980334340F 3
1.74L .83 4.47 32.66L CC BA 5704111301
2.08L 2.03L ! 4.56 149.66L D D B 960352172F
2.30 1.26 14.05L 99.82: CC F AAGE 9 96C304334F 1 "41 18561+0659
3.73L 2.69L 19.11 16O.63L C ABA 2 970489994F 2
.87 1.62L 8.03L 96.49L C ADI F 360415044F
2.30L .95 5.89: t54.79L ED LAB 650333t10F
.84 .58L 15.78L 352.82L B ACGF 950111200C
2.46L 4.05L 7.02 124.30L E CDC 970144330F
4.21 4.59 12.22L 131.14L BC AA 8 972627921F 2 23 LDN0625
4.90 4.01 11.65L 126.79L EE AA 9 970151550F
2.10 2.11L 8.63L 132.81L C ASN 9 871545264F i 8
1.13L .78 692 30.29L CC AAB 5603113011 1 "41 18562+0634
2.30L .75: 5.64 132.26L DC MBB 97031000OF
.91 .55 .74L 41.73L BC AB 0 7601200000
3.11L 3.14L 2.22 97.40L E GC 760235100F
1.34 1.38 .69L 12.76L BC AA 1 6602000100
.36 .44L 1.15L 61.73L C DC 74020001181
1.84: 1.08 3.19L 31.25L CF AA 9 8713101101 1 °41 18562+0611
5.34 7.63 2.15 69.80L BBC AAA 2 15010000081
.63 .54L 15.36L 237.51L C AB L 960531341C
2.03 1.61 12.12L 259.46L FF AA 9 96O721040FI
.39L ,25L 12.4 26.54L F F 7601010200 I
1.40 1.40 21.04: 106.23L CDE 8BDD 3 970276530F i 2
2.25L 1.27L 15.32 139.01L C BBA 970964410F
1.83 7.28 104.72 327.02L CCD AAAB 0 960432340F!
2.07 4.19 2.88L 33.49L CC AA 0 7700010001
.92 .62L 17.16L 248.18L C AC i 650310000F
3.73 2.69 19.11L 113.81L CD ABF 0 i 970196850F I 2
2.18L 10.18 182.73 464.99: CDD BAAA 968344240F 1 21 37.818
3.82 2.69: 9.51L 122.06L F F AAE _9i 970343210FI 3
.98 2.42L 15.11L 55.25: C E BEHE o 980074350F 2
1.24 .61 .87L 14.69L ED AB 8 I 96001000102.47 .92 14.37L 255.26L CC AB F u 960532252C
3.32: 2.11 4.79 52.67: EDDC AABE 01 989476395F 8
2.26 1.22 12.66L 1031.38L DD AA G 0 941354343F
.64L .59L 10.49 311.76L C BC 950541242C
1.62 2.50L 110.10L 327.02L E CBCF 964264230F ]
5.45 6.05 7.99L 133.47L BB AAEH 5 670641220F
1.63 2.09 25.11 82.66 CCCC AABA 0 970429520F 2
6.51 9.41 9.05L 92.36L FF AAD 9 973293000F 38
1.59 4.58 18.86: 214.21L CDD AAAC 0' 966442283F
2.08 2.01 10.95L 101.79L DE AAHE 9 750022210F
1.27 2.64L 11.87L : 298.93L C A B 960554262F
1.19: .72 15.78L 144.82L FE BB 1 J6514100201:
.88 .67L 182.73L 315.37L D CD 960554340F
.99 .55 1.33L 11.14L FF BB 9 4702010100
4.69 13.37 110.10 327.02 ECEE AABB 1 960265230F
1.12 .62 1.94L 82.69L EC AB E 8 0502202338
6.19L 6.13L 51.53 243.26L F BAAB 6 964946944F 1 23 LDN0628
.85 .SgL 16.88L 246.63L C BB 186O403131C
1.44L 1.40L 3.61L 44.59 E FDI 9703i2163F 8
2.85L 1.76L 14.24 287.62L C DBA 960364430F
1.03 .95L 20.93L 243.26L O BBG 960731310F
.50 .47L t4.93L 195.36L D AL 660110200(;
.56 .30L 1.30L 15.97L B CF 6601000000
1.26 .87L 17,84L 303.25L C ABH 9601332OOF
3.90 2.66 15.10L 190.23L BC AA 1 860422330(3 2
.43 .90L 3.50L 45.43L D B F K G 5703201111
.83 ,78 2.79L 37.53L FF AA 9 5600012101
.99 .87 9_49L 157.16L FE AA B 9 850100220F
3.85 2.24 14.77L 140.17L BD 1AAE I 651300000F
.93 .89L 13.76L 171.14L C BE B 960212162F 81.37L, .81L 5.07L 43.23 E 570135532F
.93 2.02L 14.75L 81.78: C E 8| CB 970235453F
.69: 7.20 342.11L 103.59L ED CBC 0 960234856F F 3 22 $75
8.62L 5.82L 31.08 88.04L E BAAA 0 57C132342F
8.92 6.73 2.20 11.31L BBC AAA 0 8600100010
14.36 85.25 647.87 1031.38 CBEE AAAA 9 8503t5323F 79 i
3.86 2.17 9.61L 123.32L BC AA 0 971240051F
8.54 3.79 11.26L 155.34L BC AA 1 970453230F
3.59Li 3.71L 47_46 243.26L F BBBA 8 966568933F
2.00 1.16 12.66L 190.15L BC AAG 7 860231281C
1.13 .93: 10.92L 99.70L BC 6CCG 7 974547856F
.66 .32 L34L 16.12L CO BD 0 4602200000
1.43 2.04L 9.99L 132.91L B AH 960446410F
8.19 6.13L 51.53L 243.26L B AAB i 0 96044472OF4.16 1.57 6.24: 40.89: BCCD AACB 980321442F
4.09 422 t5.46L 127.55L CC AACF 8 972352440F
1.90L 1.38 9.32 103.54L CC CBB 670644310F
8.62 5.82 31.08L 131.96L BB AA 0 46O152342F
1.00 14.31L 10.24L 145.13L D AAF 961451130F
1.39 1.69 12.66L 186.93L BC AA 0 860532420C 2
1.08L .54 2.86L 29.77L D AB O 3 5702310101 °41 18567+0646
1.95 2.91 33.63L 327.02L CD AAFH 0 !96035t340F
1.44 t.38: 14.24L 165.28L DE BB 0 970263210F
2.75 1.64 5.50L 124.44L CC AA 0 860212300F 1
2.73 3.04 8.81L 140.80L CC AA 8 660310010F
2.49 1.39 8.31L 92.06L F E AAD 9 760200011F
30.83 28.19 4.57 130.18L BCE AAA 4 562210000F 25
12.40: 45.47 342.11 1019.93: BCFD EABB 0 93A214646F F 4 "22 S75
.55 .26: .91L 12.64L CD CC 0 5602110000 1 1 V491 AQL
.89 1.40 21.98L 246.33L CD BBC 0 960430251F










































8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /Lm<x
h m o , (s) (") ] b (") (") (') N
18568+0054 51.4 29 35- 1 21 6 81 3 4.81
2856 39 +
18568+0550 52.9 1 19 5 803 5.66
18568+0641 53.7 40+ 1 44 7 803 1.01
18568+0026 53.912i 34- 2 27 8 812 .47
18569+0429 54.248138+ ? 25 5 81j 2 .98:18569+0553 54.5439+ 20 5 803 2.34
18569+0326 54.641 i 37- 0 51 5 813 1.36
18569+0146 54.75635- 1 5 3 904 .99
18569+0810 55.33741+ 12 53 8 803 .6518569+0652 55.451 ! 40+ 30 6 803 2.38
16569+0159 56.325 36- I 24 10 47 4 2.11
18569+0435 56.322 38+ 0 36 5 60 3 2.77
18569+0339 56.355 37- 0 15 3 48 3 19.02L
18569+0712 56.736 40+ 2 31 6 80 3 .99
18569+0804 56.8 2 41+ 2 38 8 80 3 .89
18569+0853 57.113 42+ 2 59 8 79 3 .55
18569+0156 57_223 36 1 20 3 47 4 3.52
18569+0750 57.349 41+ 2 27 7 42 3 1.21
18569+0834 57.441 42+ 2 53 9 80 2 .46
18569+0427 57.5 2il 38+ 0 47 5 80 3 1.20
18569+0632 58.2 3 40+ 1 41 12 44 2 1.68L
18569+0806 58.815 41+ 2 27 8 80 3 .93
18569+0518 59.126 39+ 1 18 6 46 3 12.40
18569+0342 59.4 9 37- 0 27 4 48 3 19.02
18570+0604 0.822 39+ 1 40 11 80 3 3.23L
18570+0418 1.4 5 38+ 0 34 4 80 3 1.71
18570+0312 1.940 37- 0 37 6 81 3 2.15L
18570+0850 2.850 42+ 2 23 7 79 3 .99
18570+0720 3.2 0 40+ 2 28 9 43 3 .66
18570+0250 3.246 36- 0 44 8 78 4 .71
18570+0437 4.255 38+ 0 23 12 ! 80 3 2.78L
18570+0617 5.418 40+ 1 42 12 181 2 8.61L
18570+0335 5.746 37- 0 14 4 i 48 3 1.23
18571+0408 6.21 38+ 0 43 5; 803 1.53
18571+0454A 7.148 38+ 0 21 9 792 .51L
16571+0907 7.142 42+ 2 34 7 793 1.94
18571+0547 7.616 39+ 1 35 8 803 1.08
18571+0611 9.023 39+ 1 23 6 803 2.32
18571+0454B 9.56 38+ 0 22 5' 803 1.91
18571+0218 9.628 36- 1 28241134 2.44L
18571+0356 10.239 37+ 0 28 4 803 3.55
16571 +0326 10.316 37- 0 14 4 483 4.29
18571+0349 10.622 37- 0 16 4 813 5.02
18571+0514 10.810 39+ 1 34 13 80 2, .73L
18571+0146 11.0 20 36- 1 24 13 80 41 1.65L
18571+0425 11.333 36+0 24 I 11 80 3 3.13L
18571+0644 11.532 40+ 1 26 6 80 3 1.29
18571+0229 11.655 36- 1 17 4 464 1.74
18572+0700 12.130 40+ 1 23 7 103 1.45:
18572+0214 12.431 36- 1 39 9 794 .75
18572+0244 12.858 36- 1 15 4 794 1.98
18572+0554 12.834 39+ 1 24 7 803 .90:
18572+0618 13.7]49 40+ 1 33 7 803 8.61L
18572+0817 13316 41+ 2 21 5 423 2.05
18572+0016 14.760 34- 2 49 6 813 .82
18572+0628 14.957 40+ 1 36 7 803 .85
18572+0434 15.(_ 25 38+ 0 29 6 803 1.19
18572+0052 15.134 35- 1 44 6 813 1.42L
18572+0149 15.328 36- 1 25 4 464 1.20
18572+0601 15.4 39+ 1 43 6 803 2.33
18572+0633 15.E 50 40+ 1 2611 79!2 .68
18572+0159 15.E 13 36- 1 13 3 474 1.96L
18572+0057 16.321 35- 1 2911 803 2.40
18572+0730 16.6 40 41+2 43 8 80 3 .67
18572+0320 16.913 37-0 37 5 81, 3 1.39
18572+0921 17.129 42+2 24 8 79:3 3.09
18572+0431 17.24 38+0 31 7 803 1.10L
18572+0106 17.210 35--1 23 6 513 1.19:
16573+0517 18.016 39+1 26 5 803 4.43
18573+0206 18.2 26 36-1 15 5 47 4 4.05L
18573+0224 18.31536- 1 27 4 464 1.0618573+012018621135-1 18 4 47 4 25.43
18573+0857 19.13 42+ 2 35 7 793 1.07
18573+0457 19.5 18 36+ 0 21 6, 80 3 2.73
18573+0347 20.38 37-0 29 5812 3.74
18573+0334 20.326 37-0 21 4 81 3 17.2818573+01120521 35- 1 24 8 48 3 .86
16573+0228 20,5 15 36- 1 18 3 48 4 1,59
18573+0242 20.8 5 36- 1 52 9 75 2 .OO
18573+0213 21.59 36- 1 30 8 474 .OO
18573+0853 21.642 42+ 2 37 7 793 1.64
18573+0642 22.350 40+ 1 47 7 803 .8t
18573+0728 22.326 41+ 2 31 10 803 .75
18573+0402 22.635 38+ 0 41 5 813 3.96
18573+0543 23.(_ 13 39+ 1 34 6 803 1.71
18573+0145 23.140 36- 23 4 474 1.49
18573+0550 23.5 2 39+ 31 7 80 3 .64
18574+0208 24.7 11 36- 16 4 47 4 4.05
18574+0700 _24._ 54 40+ 20 8 803 6.67
18574+0355 I75.024 37-- 0 24 7 813 2.61
18574+0721 25.257 41+ 2 44 8 803 .90
18574+0636 25.425 40+ 28 7 803 .97
18574+0525 25.68 39+ 1 39 8 803 .86
18574+0155 26.340 36- 1 16 3 474 1.66
18574+0812 26.530 41+ 2 30 7 803 8.19
18574+0129 26.859 35- 1 61 10 812 2.20L
18574+0246 27.128 36- 1 69 6 813 .96
18574+0438 28.134 38+ 0 26 14 793 .99:
18574+0039 28.731 35- 2 27 6 81 3 2.60
18574+0718 29.414 40+ 1 23 8 80 3 2.56
Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 vm I(X) _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A






4.75 2.86L 40.65L F B
1.06 10.65L 202.60L CE
.76 12.10L 150.23L CE
.38 1.30L 14.92L DE
1.90 10.56L 110.71L DD
9.1tL 318.75L 945.43L F
6.68L 131.58L CC AAA 9460342721F
5.64 158AOL BBD AAA 660231301C
2.75L 29.07L CD AC 3 5702311001
1.76 40.15L O D ACCB 370211020F
31.90: 64.66: CDEE AAAB 3 984355630F
3.20L 14.53L 165.37L C
12.82L 16.45 137.70L E
.60 9.19L 123.90L CC
.48 1.44L 21.89L BC
.33L 1.12L 16.06L C
1.61: 11.04L 778.39L DC
.58 7.33L 104.53L CD
A0L 1.72L 25.2tL E
1.11: 19.05L 194.22L CE
.49 3.00L 36.46L D
.60 1.39L 16.03L BD





































































11.64: 179.61L BBE AACB 0960531161C 33
16.45L 135.99L F AA J 9970643440F
4.56 40.11L C E E C 4700242301 4
13.55L 184.78L CO AB 0 970420010F
21.98 243.26L CC DABD 0964345552F
1.23L 14.02L BC ABJ H 1 5600120200 1
9.27L 147.67L CD BBJ 1 750221210F
9.52L 223.02L D B 960211111F
11.40: 92.30 F D E B 970521386F
3.11L 44.34L F AA 8 6701213311
5.87L 128.86L FD AAD 9970471100F
18.64L 174.11L CF BBG 0970515545F
5.48 173.31L E B 670126654C
.62L 13.64L BC AC C 4, 5600000110
11.98L 168.64L C AH H 760141230F
3.44L 31.85L EE AAGB 9 ;7011OO201
14.52L 171.03L BC AA D 1' 570226524C
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 21 35.673
! 6 t V492 AOL





4.51: 36.50 ED FFB 98003OO50F
11.93L 859,65L BD AC C 0 950356533F
172.15 388.97: CBEF AAAB 0 960461743F
348.97 651.26 CBEE BACB 0 750835742F
6.23 248.92L D BB 860731152C
26.38L 150.23 E GJ C 860276455F
9.02 136.34L D iJ HCF 170235430F
2.62L 35.33L CF ;AB 9 4703111101
4.53: 187.95L BCC AAEE 1 960438799F 9
9.12 135.16L D D BBBD 0952433213F
12.06L 164.05L C BE 97014005OF
3.42: 135.42L FFC AAA ,I 99702310OOF
2.57L 34.40L CD BABL 0 5802215411 2
2.85L 32.33L C AAEG!9 6711123311 27 2 1 32 X1857+063
32.11 35.92 CBCC BAAA 3 6602103000
12.92L 174.07L CE BBN 02501OO200F
2.88L 48.53L C AB 4701201101
16.46L 166.991. E AE 3970453710F
7.17 165.15LI CC DAC 360142110F
12.71L 182.81L! B AC 960355656F
2.24L 31.16L BF AC 0 5803343101 2 1 6 EIC727
2.70L _ 31.05L DD BCGC 04702301131
26.10 945.43L CF BBBD 9 85C374445F
150.98 414.21L DBF BABA 3 459133341F
3.00L 136.13L O BCC 950042100F
28.93 119.OOL DFC CEB 0970239710F
1.06L 12.30L FD AALD I 8 5600001010
1t.85 193.18L E EEB 974235710F
10.45 29.35 C EE BI CB 0 588203331F
11.19L 157.56L FD AA H 9 960630195F
24.42 119.12 DE AABB 1 874547675F
9.38L 193.28L CD ABI 6 960422132F 1
2.63: 129.49L BCD AAC 38622OO000F 15
.92L 15.59L DD BA 0 4601120000 1















15.89L 348.97L 651.26L C AAF 1 ' 950526600F
11.17L 138.85L CB AA 9970543103F 26
13.98L 150.38L D CHEB 660103030F
9.66L 116.32L CF AB F 9 970429657F
10.47L 235.29L D BB 960230000F
9.77L 202.95L BC AB 1 960243434F
.93L 16.80L RC AA 0 4600120100
2.57L 47.78L CE AD 1 4602111101
9.01L 118.81L FC BB 0851132100F
11.65L 124.12L EF AA 9870133011F
9.69L 186.05L C AA 1 862231230F
25A7L loo38L BC AAJ C 1 868254455F
8.04L 180.70L E BCA 660240310F
24.42L 168.55LIBC AA D 1 860647795F












859.65 D FF DCDB 850548965F
9.46L 128.30L DD ABEC 6 853114110F
2.15L 35.03L BC _AAL 0 4702100221
10.33L 184.15L CC BA 6 960411120F
11.18 136.26L BCC AABH 4 672553533F
1.43L: 19.93L BB AAB ! 2 8702101000
4.31 68.79L E F D D 77023OO32F
9.94L 230.84L' D BB E 960133310F
24.26 169.96L CCF CAAB 4 974455477F"
8.70L 15.02: EC E AAHB 23OO102160F
9.78L 124.49L CC AA 3650014200F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 8 EIC 728















h a.m _ a '38 Coords SMJSMN 00 12 p.m
. , (s) ( I b C) C) (') N
18574+0411 29 6 7 38+ 0 19 6 80 ! 3 2.29L
18575+0240 30.2[ 14 36- 33 8 80 4 .8918575+0135 30.5 i 35- 16 3 19 4 1.41
18575+0740 30.g 57 41+ 2 [ 17 6 43 3 .93
18575+0731 30.9 34 41+ 2 34 8 80 3 .92L
18575+0734 31.3,21 41+ 2 57 7 80 3 .75
18575+0136 31.653 35- 1 25 5 47 4 .92
18575+0709 32.2 36 40+ 1 28 8 80 3 1.45
18575+0422 32.8 57 38+ 0 15 5 80 3 1.14
18575+0558 33.0 6 39+ 1 28 8 80 3 1.59L
18575+0302 33.2 17 37- 0 34 5 8t 3 .90
18575+0323 33.3 54 37- 0 20 5 81 3 6.89L
18575+0629 33,8 21 40+ 1 30[ 6 80 3 8.25
18575+0549 34.1 42 39+ 1 48 7 80 3 1.60L
18575+0511 34.2 38 39+ 0 36 9 80 3 1.65
18575+0031 34.8 18 34- 2 26 6 81 3 3.03
18576+0442 37.6 19 38+ 0 24 5 80 3 5.17
18576+0529 37.7 34 39+1 26 7 80 3 2.93
18576+0747 38.61 41+2 38 9433 .6318576+0414 38.6 17 38+0 18 i 47 2.29L
18576+0207 38.7 33 36- 1 13 4 18 4 2.55
16576+0339 39.7 39 37- 0 41 6 81 3 1.61:
18576+0307 39.8 13 37- 0 44 10 81 2 2.05L
18576+0333 40.0 51 37- 0 41 5 81 3 2.47
18576+0124 40.1 32 35- 1 21 12 81:2 1.12L
18576+0341 4t.6 31 37- 0 23 5 81 3 58.49
18576+0433 41.8 16 38+ 0 37 6 47 3 5.67
I8576+0800 41.8 55 41+ 2 44 7 80 3 1.37
18576+0140 42.0 51 35- 1 18 4 47 4 8.94
18577+0155 42.3 22 36- 1 25 4 46 3 .91
= =
18577+0653 42.4140 40+ 1 39 8 80 3 1.23
18577+0858 42.8 37 42+ 2 69 9 80 2 .53
18577+0308 42.8 8 37- 0 44 5 81 3 1.12
18577+0424 44.2 23 38+ 0 49 7 80 3 2.52L
18577+0245 44.7 37 36- 1 15 4 81'3 2.55
18577+0848 44.7 50 42+ 2 i 35 11 80 2 .61
18577+0444 44.9 57 38+ 0 21 6 80 3 3.10
18577+0254 45.2 38 37- 1 16 4 81 3 2.41
18577+0528 45.6 12 39+ 1 57 11 79 2 1.28
18577+0122 46.2=50 35- 1 19 4 48 4 2.10
!8577+0108 46.4 19 35- 1 16 4 48 4 2.71
8577+0358 46.5'52 38- 0 22 5 81 3 14.52
8577+0648 46.9 46 40+ 1 39 8 80 3 1.52
8577+0945 47.7 28 43+ 3 29 7 79 3 6.81
8577+0418 47.8 9 38+ 0 20 12 81 3 1.69L
8578+0437 48.5 31 36+ 0 20 5 80 3 4.01
8578+0320 48.6 57 37- 0 48 6 81 3 2.37:8578+0230 49.4 59 36- 1 19 I _ 81 3 3.44
8578+0516 49.4 4 39+ 0 20 6 80 3 4.16
8578+0640 49.6 12 40+ 1 26 10 80 3 .79
8578+0819 49.7 55 41+ 2 32 7 79 3 2.30
8578+0532 49.9 55 39+ 1 24 7 80 3 1.19
8578+0257 50.0 5 37- 1 18 8 81 3 1.29L
8578+0130 50.3 51 35- 1 29 4 78 4 1.08
8578+0303 51.0 23 37- 1 36 5 81 3 6.69
8578+0313 51.0 29 37- 0 18 6 81 3 1.10L
8578+0450 51.7 6 38+ 0 31 7 80 3 14.30
8579+0012 51.8 39 34- 2 44 6 81 3 .76
8578+0825 51.8 55 42+ 2 46 7 79 3 .64
8578+0513 52.3 35 39+ 0 28 6 80 3 2.53
8578+0932 52.5 9 42+ 2 98 15 78 2 .37
8576+0951 52.6 45 43+ 3 30 7 79 3 16.90
8578+0105 52.7 7 35-1 18 3 48 4 2.66
8578+0253 52.8 22 37- 1 48 6 80 2 1.72
8578+0140 53A 6 36-1 25 6 50 2 .77
8578+0831 53.5 15 42+ 2 33 71 79 3 9.35
8578+0616 53.7 29 40+ 1 45 8 80 3 2.18L
8576+0345 54.0 56 37- 0 17 5 81 3 8.47:
8579+0226 54.1 46 36- 1 28 4 81 3 1.32
I1 49 2 2.55L8579+0246 54.3 55 36- 1 15
I
8579+0625 55.1 541 40+ 1 29 8 80 3 .97
8579+0705 57.4 40+ 1 20 6' 43 2.16
6579+0612 57.9 40+ 1 25 80 1.03
8579+0552 582 56 39+ 1 35 80 3 1.86
8579+0850 58.4 15 42+ 2 30 7 79 3 .71
8580+0549 0.2 35 39+ 1 23 8 80 3 1.59
8580+0524 0.4 48 39+ 0 22 6 80 3 1.05:
8580+0823 0.5 40 41+ 2 34 6 79 3 1.14
8580+0334 0.6 5 37- 0 20 6 80 3 2.96
8580+0818 0.9 31 41+ 2 27 6 79 3 90
9580+0426 1.1 39 38+ 0 18 6 80 3 4.08
8560+0542 1.4 25 39+ 1 47 8 80 3 .68
8580+0239 2.9 58 36- 1 20 5 81 3 2.00
8580+0914 2.9 52 42+ 2 28 7 80 2 .T'/
8580+0922 2.9 6 42+ 2 24 7 79 3 3.66
8580+0313 4.0 38 37- 1 21 7 81 2 1.03
8580+0507 42 39 39+ 0 23 7 80 3 .93
8580+0316 4.9 54 37-- 1 27 5 81 3 2.04
6580+07t7 5.1 48 41+ 1 26 7 43 3 3.45
8581+0409A 7.3 58 38- 0 23 6 80 3 3.45
8581+0046 7.4 56 35- 2 23 3 49 4 1.42
9581+0232 7.6 22 36- 1 40 6 81 3 .88
8581+0352 7.7 56 37- 0 15 7 17 3 1.03
8581+0622 9.8 41 40+ 1 40 12 81 2 .67
8581+0727 10.7 2 41+ 1 41 11 80 3 .58
8581+0310 11.5 23 37- 1 46 5 81 3 1.95
8581+0339 11.5 24 37- 0 22 5 81 3 3.58
8582+0109 12.8 36 35- 2 15 3 49 4 3.36
8582+0200 12.9 53 36- 1 t7 3 48 4 1.34
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 vm
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Rags Associations
V L
100 _zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(lansky) Unes Coef R Rags*
2.24: 97,40 570.37L GEE IBECD 1 960732532F2,21L 10,37L 170.30L I AD 970120000F
1.18 13.38L 201.94L FC 'AACD 8 760332120F
.61 4.06 96.88L CCD _AABA 0 650101020F
1.16 2.25L 107.47L i D FBB 750132110F
.50 8.30L 104.08L CD BCH 3 750132110F
1.87L 1.96: 196.02L B E A B 860334100F
.63: 10.66L 145.61L CD ABD 0 650100000F
2.52 20.57 109.66L DEF BAA, 2 981333445F
1.37 9.81 30.85L CC DCM 2801234701
3.61L 13.34L I27.36L E BG 970340240F
4.38 28.93L 109.66L F AA 9 980249840F
5.67 2.66L 40.84L DD AA 9 4722111301
2.47 6.07 118.44L CD CAAI 760233312F
.89: 9.77L 210.52L DE CBH 0 960332221F1.29 8.66L 164.20L CD AB oi 150102200F
5.75 87.42L 215.93L FF AAKE 9 970256786F
1.62 9.34L 160.2Ot BD AA 1 960132130F
.54 9.65L 93.44L CF BB 0 550211030F
1.25 97.40L 152.13L D AA 9 970543634F
1.69: 8.75: 154.12L FFD AACC 9 779755673F
2.96 274.67L 577.00: DE E CBDC 5 958331143F
1.37L 4.36 152.02L D C 974160210F
1.45 10.541 104.63L CC AB 0 972232334F
1.38L 5,28L 36.27 D CHC 690232652F
424.95 274.67 1659.95L BBD AAA 4 940325384F
3.21 5.12: 128.94L CCC AACE 3 970232100F
.74 1.62L 21.08L BC AB C 1 5702000210
5.71 10.35L 188.58L BS AADH 8 861224000F
.89 11.16L 205.34L DD ABGE 0 ' 460333543F
.82 12113L 166.79L DC AA 9 851020000F
_66L 1.73L 25.65L C AH 4500000000
3.44L 9.77L 152.02L C AED 970160230F
1.84 20.57L : 170.97L D B 970526664F
2.25 527L 56.54: BC D CBFC 3 960133340F
.28: 1.81L; 18135L CE BBM 0 6601121300
5.44 87.42 215.93L DCD BAAS 978046654F
1.41 35.51L 221.76L BC AB E 6 960134636F
1.13 7.63L 160.20L CO AB 0 960232130F
1.32 9.47L 207.17L BC AA 750212542F
1.23 26.15L 302.76L BC AAHG 8 562357646F
106.42 1100.07 1866.64 BBDE SAAA 0 542269443F
C
AS 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
2
3









1 8 EIC 729 13
2 21 37.361
A
6 1 32 X1858+072
3 21 37.749
B
1.87 2.72L 34.76L FF AA 9 4701200001
2102 .98L 11.57L BB AAA 0 4502100000
1.08L 25.31L 109.66 D KCEB 980632435F
3.27 5.22L 131.30L CC AACJ 0 970221332F
3.00 24.89L 124.03L DE CBGC 973259430F
229 4.58 58.29: EEDF AACF 9 )80133347F
3.03 4.43 104.57L BCD AABF 970221243F
.56 2.85L 36.05L CC ABH 0 4702100211
2.17 1.24: 18.74L BCC :AABD 2 7700311110
1.10 13.04L 114.48L CC ;AAB 2 970222120F
2.48 35.51 170.70: D DF BABE 974143735F
.70: 1127L 238.28L FE AA D 5 750341252F
3.61 427L 128.24L BD AAF 0 971120310F
12.70: 75.26: 152.02 CEF RAAA 974174350F
7.54 1095L 215.93L BB AAGE 0 972052300F
,47: 8A7L 113.60L CE AC 0 170101011F
.42 1.14L 15105L BD BC 0 6700300000
1.27 8.95L t03.91L DC AA 7 970122300F
.27L 1.05L 13.40L D D 6600000000
13.93 2.98 12_36L BDC AAA 9 3502100100 14
2.11L 13.11L 161.19L B AB 0 470437557F
1.01L 10.37L 88.99L C AB 970133635F
1.77L 12.58L 26893L E CF H 560242200F
14.94 5.12 14.05L BBD AAA 91 6702110000
.61 3.25L 34.79L D CB 6701100001
32.67: 635.72 1716.03L BCD EECA O 841435635F
.90 8.44L 140.53L BC AB 2 970041213F i
2.25L 5.36L 56.91 F F DGB 580123340F'
.73 2.92L 26.27L FE BB 9 6803122631
.90 11.70L 117.47L CD ABGC 0 770011160F
1.64 4.97L 141.72L FC AA 7 650310120F
3.31 52.35 81.34 DBCD BAAA 0 6601100001
.94 2.40L 42.05L BC AA 0 2801145121
.63 1.35L 13.63L CC BB 0 7601121300
1.70 4.72L 157.88L CD AAGA 8 760123412F
4.05 65.53 160.20 CCEC DCCA 1 960413333F
50 1.33L 15.16L BC ABDC 1 8701301110
1.78 10.18L 123.59L ED AA 7 971174574F
3.35 2.31 16.39L BBC BAAC 1 8700311110
6.35L 40.30: 153.82: D DD ABBB 3 978329753F
.67L 10.96L 167.33L C AS 960100120F
1.02 10.94L 94.79L BD AB 1 772210010F
.28L 1.05L 17.11L F AF 6611210010
4.38 1.39L 10.85L BF AAA 9 7600101100
1.87L 66.96L 152.02L D A B 970153120F
2.18L 10.29: 148.98L C F SDFD 97C324344F
.97 16.49L 152.02L CC AA 7 970254330F
2.44 10.52L 140.78L BC AA K 3 550614351F
23.47 299.39 877.33: CCFF DBDB 0 650336355F
1.00 12.49L 199.35L DC AA 9 360325444F
4.17L 13.67L 185.63L D SDH 860121234F
2.77: 39.06: 184.72L DDD CEC 1 374534703F
.50L 2.49L 49.47L C BBHF 6701111631
.37: 8.t0L 97.78L OF CC 0 450010000F
.62 9.04L 152.02L CE AAK 0 970120020F
3.59 10.71L 117.53L BC AAD 1 884240240F
9.28 23.20: 442.78L CBF ABEG 5 567677476F
.91 9.13L 158.51L BC AAH 0 960232264F
6 20 G 35.072









































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
Uncertainty 12 _m 25 _m 60 pm 100 _m UncsFlUX Corrcoef AR ConfusionFlags, R S AT
5MJ SMN






•ConfusiOn Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Den_ Region.
Declination: 0°- + 10°
Associations


































































































































25 /am 60 lain








Declination: O'- + 10 °
Name Type _"_ Mag
fKI.53 _O00
TMSS + 10395 24
28 3300









TMSS 00406 24 :
TMSS 00406 24









"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).430
D05275 111
Right Ascension: 18h59m33'-19ho0"15 '
Name










18596+0605 37.6 44 _































































19001 +0529 6.2 60
19001 +0624 6.2 0
19001 +0402 7.0 33
19001+0807 7.8 22
19001 +0124 8.3 51
19001 +0031 8.3 46
19001 +0109 8.6 54
19001 +0022 8.6 47
19001 +0258 8.8 10
190O1 +0207 9.4 33
19001 +0244 9.7 38
19001 +0232 10.3 36
19001 +0819 10.4 3




19002+0059 13.2 29 35- 2 21
19002+0654 13.5 37 40+ 1 20
19002+0558 13.6 30 40+ 0 26
19002+0446 13.7 20 39- 0 16
19002+0516 13.8 31 39- 0 41
19002+0454 13.8 23 39- 0 20
19002+0822 14.1 51 42+ 1 27
19002+0431 14.2 33 38- 0 59
19002+0213 15.5 30 36- 1 29
19002+0322 15.7127 37- 1 19
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hows Confirmed
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga]actic Uncertainty C V L
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pm 25 ttm 60 pm 1(30 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
I b (") (") (') N (Jausky) Uncs Ccef R Flags* S 2
40+ 1 37 9 79 2 1.43 1.31L 121.84L D IABJ 26O331110F
37- 1 29 11 80 3 +g3L 1.75L 129.25L D [EEB 971130230F
40+ 1 29 6, 80 3 1.99 1.60 122+72L CC IAA J 56O130223F
4 39 0 30 7 46 3 1+83 1.20 120.51L CD |AA 9806210OOF
40+ 0 33 6 80 3 4+01 3.55 122.38L BC IBA I 260150110F37- 1 83 13 81 2 .54 .38: 75.74L DE BCF I 570110010F
37- 1 24 8 80 3 2.60 14.17 112.79L CCC IAAA , 6802010311:
42+2 33 79 IBA I 470100100(8 3 1.11 .61 13.65L CD
36-1 79 9
40+ 0 29 6 80 3 5.58 5.72 123.19L ED 160240040F
/B C I [ 970623440F
[CBCEDI l 666354440F[ 470211132F






AAM I / 16o331232F
AADC I / 950120000F
AAB I / 770231120F
BB El /888426744F
BAC I / 970111120F






AAB t / 884344320F
EBA I / 364170110F
BAE I / 970242820F
CB DI 18700001000
I 1980213331FAAGc ,970543562F
BD F AA G I [671202151F
_c C,Gl|27°231°°°F|55o1000000
AA I 17601100000
BCcc BB N /750422000FGBBDI 166O2102310
FD AAI C/ /980525221F
BC AAFJ/ |878344740F
38- 1 26 9 80 2 1.62 1.03: FF BEFF / |570638623F
D ADI I |7513110OOF
A C | 9700000000BE //ABB D |970310220FBE 156O10O00O0
D C B 165O121OOOO
BD 1 |_511021FBKL 16600100000
/97012111tFC E BCj C 1480320070F
DDF DBCBJ 7702202310
BCDC AACC| '370121033F
DE BB | 95Ol10000F
C E A / 760132220FD _B L 07 13101_F
BD AB / 4600100000
C D A B E | 67035005OF
E E A A l 880330040F
C BD 970120100F/CO 6600100000C F A EF 870343240F
EDDD DEDS l 951125340F
DE FDDA / _4454332F
.c AAFI l 163_9_F




AA I 960130000FCC A D 970320033
CE BC | 170634310F
EF AAEE | 971411450F
FE AA | 371110030F
CF ACH [ 970062100F
DDD A A E / 470020010F
BB I 761200011FB D A A E 5702200000
CF BBKF / 560439765F
BC A A / 666O20030F
BC AAH I 870130043F
B B | 970371040F
BC AAG / 080110020F
CBFE CAAA i 949226343F
_ 36O24451_.FCCDE AADE 976 25553
D D BDB i 880220010F
CCEE BAAA / 968335230F
BBD AAB I 6702200000970250040F
CE F ABGCI 970041340F 6
CC AA G/ 770120041F
/
35- 2 35 9 49 3 .68 .43L 194.07L C
38- 0 19 7 47 3 .71: 7.34 233.24 DDEF
37- 1 57 8 81 3 .74 .49L 113.73L C
35- 2 12 3 51 3 2.15 8.01 966.64L CCF
39+ 0 22 7 90 3 2.17 23.60: 179.49 CCDE
37- 1 31 7 80 3 1.47 .63: 139.19L BE
38- 1 34 8 80 3 2.00 1427 128.51L CD
40+ 0 41 8 80 3 .90L 2.05 124.39L i D
39- 0 26 7 47 3 2.51 1.29: 126.89L'CED
40+ 0 41 9 45 3 1.68L 1.26L 69.39 ED
42+ 2 50 13 79 3 .44 .26L 17+53L C
40+ 0 31 7 80 3 2.20 2.52 124.86L FF
41+ 1 22 7 80 3 3.29 2.23 89.50L FF
38- 0 32 7 80 3 6.11 3.76 99.18L BD
37- 1 30 9 80 3 1.03 .81: 115.26L CE 6
40+ 1 19 7 80 3 1.82 1.07: 105.70L_CD
41+ 1 32 8 80 3 2.60 1.84 98.57L CC
39+0 28:7 80 3 5.64 3.56 166.12L FE
42+2 54! 9 80 2 .41 .21: 21.16L CE
35-2 151 4 50 4 2+28 1.62 12.09: ED E
43+ 2 37 8 79 3 .96 .51 10.51L BC
38- 1 22 8 80 3 2.03L 2.97 78.64: EDF
36- 2 27 5 81 3 15.83 8.94 92.49L BCE
38- 1 28 8 80 3 1.58 1.11 103,83L CD
40+ 0 38 9 80 3' 4.01L 3.55L 193.94L D
39- 0 64 9 80 3 1.78L 1.05 170.00L F
42+ 2 35 9 79 3 .99 .42 17+24L CD
39+ 0 43 6 80 3 2.72 4.56 106.90L CC
38- 0 56 12 47 3 1.70L +87L 163+46 8
37-1 40 8 _ 80 3 1.73 +92 106.71L
35- 2 61 9 82 2 .60 1.06L 152+02L
43+ 2 33 9 79 3 2.25 1.42 11.83L
42+ 1 58 8 79 3 4.76 .99 28.01L
41+ 1 35 8 81 3 .92 .60 110.751.
42+ 2 48 8 79 3 .37L .85 22.86L 4
38- 1 28 7 80 3 2.15 1.49 121.32L
38- 0 22 6 80 3 4.81 2.74 163.46L
128.82L
40+ 1 29 11 80 3 .74 1.97L 152.71L
42+ 2 43 8 79:3 1+07 .55 15.27L
35- 2 30 9 49 4 .93 .53 156+24L 4
43+ 2 41 12 791 3 .46 .25L 16.67L
42+ 1 51 12 80 2 .43L .41L 58.09L
414 1 74 11 79 2 .69 1.27L 100.40L
43+ 2 61 13 60 2 .44 +25L 11.34L
35- 2 35 8 80 4 .64 1.26L 161.77L
38 0 34 11 80 3 1.68L 1.06L 71.36
42+ 1 25 9 79 3 .40L .34: 16.66: 4
40+ 0 25 6 80 3 9.55 5.68 65.06 C
41+ 1 50 9 79 3 .75 .62 150,29L
39+ 0 41 7 80 3 1.61 .78 126+80L
35- 2 42 8 51 3 1.48L .59L 130.28L
42+ 2 41 9 79 3 .96 .54 18.07L
38- 0 29 7 47 3 1.62 1.07 101.82L
39- 0 22 6 80 3 12.80 7.97 10L02L
40+ 1 26 10 80 3 .76 1.26L 107.51L
43+ 2 57 10 79 3 .52 .39L 15+59L
38- 1 54 7 80 3 .87 .57: 173.64L
39- 0 20 8 80 3 1.75: 4.45: 577.34
35- 2 21 7 81 3 3.02L 1.49L 216.96
35- 2 30 3 51 3 9.26 6.84 500.01L'
37- 1 67 10 81 2 .71 .42L 115.72L'
42+ 1 32 11 80 3 .64 .31L 35.51L'
39+ 0 90 7 80 3 .70 2.06L 14308L'
40+ 0 36 6 80 3 5.69 4.80 96.52L
38- 1 31 7 80 3 6.23 50.51 377 00 !
41+ 1 28 7 79 3 .43L 5.46 29.58L!
36- 2 26 7 81 3 3.75 1.73 216.96L
35- 2 22 5 49 4 1.17 .57 105.58L i 4
35- 2 26 9 51 3 .61: .82 88.09L
36_219 5 494 163 152 128711, 6
37- 1 28 7 80 3 4.10 2.85 128 75L
36- 1 35 10 81 3 1.17 .57: 108.09L 1
37- 1 29 8 81 3 1.52 .79 107.17L
37- 1 37 9 81 3 .66 1.22L 134.13L
42+ 1 38 7 79 3 9.19 4.13 15.53L
38- I 31 7 47 3 1.06 1.07: 377.00L 8
40+ 0 29 6 80 3 6.15 5.18 125.11L
40+ 1 34 6 80 3 1.52 .99 93.22L 8
36- 1 48 7 47 3 1.68L 1.10 113.36L
5 81 3 1.69 1.26 85.28L
8 44 3 3.99 26.26 706.13: F
7 80 3 2.45 1.49 135.70L B
9 80 3 4.81L 2.74L 118.19: 8
8 80 3 1.35 1.29L 119+63L
6 46 3 1.94 11.03 337.36
9 79 3 22.30 11.42 14.84L
13 80 2 1.81L 1.49L 98.55L
9 81 3 .70: 1.45 48.53:
7 60 3 2.65 1.18 131.87L





















































Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga]actic Uncertainly C
a 8q Coords SM./" SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 I_m 60 /.Lmham. o6 (s) (_ 1 b (") ('9 (') N (Jansky)
19002+0045 17.9 45 35- 2 49 ! 12 81 2 1.08L 1.12L
19003+0749 19.5 9 41+ 1 54 j 7 79 3 1.23 .48: '
19003+0222 20.0 43 36- 1 8_q' 9 81 3 1.36 1.76L'
19003+0850 20.0 35 42+ 2 _:v J 9 79 3 .54 .35L i
19003+0508 20.1 31 39- 0 20 10 80 3 2A7L 2.12:
19003+0459 20.2 9 39-0 36 6 80 3 1.33 1.30 '
19003+0547 20.9 17 39+ 0 24 6 80 3 1.30 1.17 1
19003+0218 21.6 55 36 1 32 11 81 2 .61L .54
19003+0211 21.7 30 36- 2 65 8 81 3 1.56L 1.08 '
19003+0437 22.4 14 38- 0 22 9 47 3 .71: .67 'I
19003+0147 22.8 28 36- 2 73 9 81 3 .53 1.07L _
19003+0346 22.9 24 38- 1 65 9 80 2 1.54L .64
19003+0451 23.2 54 39- 0 61 7 80 3 1.20 1.94L
19003+0021 23.3 22 35--2 17 5 49 4 5.25 2.22
19003+0809 23.4 56 42+ 1 26 9 79 3 3.01 1.31
19003+0248 23.5 54 37-- 1 67 7 80 3 .96 .51:
19004+0351 24.9 0 38- 1 27 ; 48 31 2.29 1.7719004+0526 25.0 37 39- 0 23 80 3i 1.66L 1.51
19004+0856 25.8 24 42+ 2 55 9 79 3 .60 ,47:
19004+0135 26.6 55 36-- 2 38 9 81 3 .69 .51L I
19004+0603 26.7 17 40+ 0 23 7 80 3 .85 .92: !
19004+0156 27.4 12 36- 2 31 11 81 3 1.78L 75L
19004+0041 27.5 35 35- 2 50 12 51 2 .64 1.26L
19004+0847 28.4 15 42+ 2 26 9 79 3 .63 1.09L I
19004+0647 28.5 41 40+ 1 22 8 80 3 2.71 4.11
19004+0611 28.5 37 40+ 0 26 6 80 3 5.28 4.91
19004+0830 28.9 49 42+ 1 36 le0 79 3 i .81 .4419004+0257 29.0 52 37- 1 40 o 80 3: 1.37L 1.301,004+04 0291438-1 58 7 802! 73 110L
19004+0028 29.2 0 35- 2 61 6 81 311 .85 .59L;
19004+0013 29.5 38 35- 2 61 8 78 31 .47 2.66L:
19004+0311 29.5 59 37- 1 43 8 80 3, .87 1.22L
13 79 333j A0 48
19004+0835 29.5 52 42+ 1 35
19004+0418 29.7 25 38- 1 51 6 80 1.04 1 74L
19004+0119 29.8 47 36 2 48 1_ 81 .59: .76 119004+0627 29.9 57 40+0 45 80 31 .62 2.19L
19005+0537 30.1 23 39+0 _,u44 10=8 79 32,33'! .93 .84
19005+0812 31.8 22 42+ 1 _ 79 .71 .38:
19005+0957 32.0 21 43+ 2 8 79 4.54 2.52
19005+0843 33.4 1 42+ 1 23 42 17.38 20.94 1
l
19005+0222 34.0 6 36- 1 34 8 81 3 1.88 .95
19005+0615 35.0 31 40+ 0 29 7 80 3 2.69 3.65 '
19006+0732 36.7 34 41+ • 46 7 80 3 .79 .71L _
19006+0624 36.8 25 40+ 0 31 8 80 3 4.08 7.14 '
19006+0517 37.3 34 39- 0 23 7 80 3 .70: .93
19006+0200 37.6 41 36- 2 104 18 81 2 3.23L 2.27L
19006+0359 37.8 54 38- 1 19 5 80 3 3.30 .96
19006+0329 38.5 45 37- I 64 12 81 2 .56L .37L
19006+0423 38.9 46 38- 1 42 7 80 3 .74 .72L
19006+0638 39.4 25 40+ 0 20 8 80 3 1.05 .80
19006+0746 39.8 39 41+ 1 30 9 80 3 2.57 1.34
19006+0911 39.8 22 42+ 2 29 10 79 3 .35L .45
19006+0839 40.8 53 42+ 1 38 8 79 3 4.32 3.15
19006+0645 41.3 16 40+ t 36 9 80 3 1.71L 1.45
19006+0704 41.3 25 41+ 1 27 9 80 3 2.10L 1.57
19006+0130 41.5 21 36- 2 48 9 81 3 .83 .66
19007+0500 42.2 39 39- 0 46 15 80 3 3.01L 2.13L
19007+0938 42.4 47 43+ 2 53 14 78 2 .57 .38L
19007+0954 42.6 59 43+ 2 36 11 79 3 3.48 2.39
19007+0211 42.9 44 36- 2 36 8 81 3 2.40 .93
19007+0333 43.3 52 38- 1 35 7 48 3 1.78 1.25
19007+0941 43.3 7 43+ 2 48 9 79 3 1.13 .50
19007+0356 43.4 44 38 1 47 7 80 3 t.33 .73:
lg007+0e33 43.8 15 40+0 32 O 60 3 14.08 9.31
1_007+0183,_.2 9 _e 2 36 9 81 3 1.79L .8619007+0412 44,4 26 _- . 24 7 80 2 4.81 2.77
19007+0658 45.1 30 41+ 1 20 8 80 3 .66: 96
19007+0741 45.6 24 41+ 1 33 9 80 3 1.69 1.03
19007+0441 45.8 59 39- 0 67 9 81 2 .70 1.23L
19007+0042 45,g t3 35- 2 24 7 81 3 2.25 1.21
19007+0030 46.E 7 35- 2 36 7 81 3 2.07 .56:
19007+0739 M6.G 39 41+ 1 36 9 80 3 2.00 1.45
19008+0530 48.C 52 39 0 18 6 80 3 12.74 47.53
19008+0751 49.2 15 41+ 1 36 9 79 3 1.90 1.22
19008+0303 49.7 43 37- t 33 7 80, 3 1,58 .64
19008+0804 50.2 53 42+ I 31 8 79 3 .97 .69
19008+0127 50.2 32 36- 2 31 8 81 3 1.81 .97
19008+0003 50.3 54 34 3 41 10 77 3 .60 1.11L
19008+0521 50.7 33 39- 0 34 6 80 3 3.93 2.55
19008+0957 52.0 56 43+ 2 22 9 79 3 2_84 1.38
19008+0703 52.8 22 41+ 1 37 11 80 3 .79L
19008+0315 53.0 31 37- 1 49 10 49 3 1.35L
19008+0228 53.1 35 37- 1 38 7 81 3 1.26
19008+0726 53.1 15 41+ 1 32 9 80 3 454.04
19008+0907 53.3 42 42+ 2 22 8 79 3 7.61
19008+0312 53.6 37 37 1 40 10 49 3 1.00
19008+0338 53.7 37 38 1 20 5 48 3 6.60
19008+0402 53.7 24, 38- 1 19 101 80 2 .74
19009+0405 54.4 31 38- 1 27 9 : 80 3 2.37L
19009+0835 55.0 27 42+ 1 47 8 : 79 3 1.04
19009+0204 55.3 12 36- 2 27 7 81 3 .61: 1.42
19009+0849 55.4 24 42+ 1 34 9 79 3 1.35 .85 ;
19009+0345 56.0 32 38- 1 21 6 80 3 1,38 .71
19009+0558 56.1 33 40+ 0 37 8 80 3, 2.53 3.28
19009+0444 56.1 13 39- 0 37 12 80 3; 3,03L 1.72L
19009+0523 56.3 27 39- 0 17 7 80 3 1.78L 1.99
19009+0005 56.7 51 34- 3 57 15 81 2 .93L .90L
19009+0404 56.8 44 38- 1 38 i 7 80 3 .80 1.14
19009+0510 56.9 45 39 0 27 7 80 3 1.88L 1.21
19009+0950 57.7 52 43+ 2 40 13 79 3 .48 .38L
Flags
V L C
100 v,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flass' S 2 # T
1.65: 14.10 DD CB 994110021F
8.26L 134.18L DD AAJ 8 840101131F
12.59L 182.28L F AB 950243430F
1.49L 24.61L D CGF 4601200000
46.15: 251.63 EDF I EFB 968134443F
6.32L 577.34L ED BA 9 850228340F
7.61L 97.03L FF AA 9 780021210F
5.86L 135.84L E CCG 960251030F
9.77L 136.68L D A 960043340F
6.34 118.26L DEE CBCC 0 970135340F
9.14L 137.6tL C BD 760111154F
5.72L 69.22L E BK 970412011F
6.93L 337.36L C BD 960324230F
6.94L 98.82L BC AAK 0 970421330F
2.01L 17.46L BC AAC 2 4613311000
8.19L 119AgL CF AC 0 4701200OOF
7.01L 129.81L CC AAJD 0 972535246F
43.63L 168.11L D HB F C 974223474F
5.02L 18.95L CE BD 0 9600100007
5.21L 116.73L C BEI 0 980110000F
15.27: 141.30L DEE CEFB 01 364223355F
5.16 31.77 DD I DDA 980030010F
4.26L 82.01L F C 960220110F
5.70L 25.31L C B D 9602200007
6.14: 120.43L CCD AAF 6 960220211F
3.97: 95.79L BCD AAC 0 370313310F
1.38L 18.92L EC BB 6 6602102110
8.12L 138.93L C KAE 370120020F
6.87L 79.96L D BB 970163160F
7.11L 106.04L C BD 970522230F
8.89L 14873L E C G 970000000F
6.65L 137.28L C AD 470012040F
6.84L 27.32L DE CE 0 8602200007
8.58L 131.20L C ADD 970163140F
10.20: 43.51: DEDF DDDE 3 98C145720F
3.51L 120.43L D BCE 560220010F
5.85L 101.15L DE ABE 0 980101010F
2.02L 21.43L EE BD E 0 4603102000
1.25L 17.69L CB AAEC 0 4630111110
5.81 23.15L FDD AAAB 9 9603210007 13
5.59L 114.41L ;BC AA 5 970354660F
8.05L 87.64L DC AA 3 473223433F
t0,46L 129.07L C BBB 950111021F
4.62: 120,43L BCD AAA 560210010F
7.21L 97.04L DC BA 0 180220550F
3.51 161.43L O B 960030010F
14.54L 55.06: BC E ABED 0 880250130F
2.37 94.73L E C D B 670110000F
5.67: 76.67L D F BBFF 970041041F
8.88 145ALL CED CBBB 0 _60210150F
9.38L 124.63L DC AA 7 760131110F
1.73L i 22.24L D C E 66001001105.91 20.77 B AAM 3 9604310007
9.13L 160.27L C DA 0 760222211F
13.38 i 53.32L ED FAAD 670132333F8.63L t43.26 D BB 7 960110030
8.36L 63.39 C CFB 880111030F
1,79L 23.70L D HBK 6702111100
1.52L 16.72L BE AAEG 9 5601321110
14.03 107,50: BDED AABD 960214430F
6.66L 119.09L DC AA 7 670120300F
1.41L 17,94L BE BBE i 5 5703111000
1454L 146,55L; CF AB 0 671151132F
8.76L j 142,75L; BC AAF 3 460120000F
3.09: j 139,53L DC FBA 860121012F
658L 5994L EE AANF 4 980335343F
9.02 114.95L DDE ABAI 0 664123223F
9.25L 129_59L F E A A 9 950020000F
6.91L 121.03L F AC 970024003F
6.14L 112.30L DC AA B 6 960023120F
7.38L 100.01L BD AB 0 970111100F
9.21L 131.37L CC AAC 950110000F
616.87 1707.48L BBE BBCB 2 942034535F
9.23L 95.43L CC AA 0 650321132F
9.24L 106,07L CD AB 1 370130210F
7.51L 22.20L EE BA i 9 6601000107
1,27: 134,93L BCF AADG 0 960110010F
3.59L 88.01L E BF 950010020F
36.63L 100.86: CC E AA D 0 980140540F











40.52 E CDDB 784042333F
4.72 3800: DD DFBB 580411030F
8.10L 51.53L CD BBL D 1 670144752F
37.34 142.51L BBD AAA 0 953002101F 43
1.58L 15.70L CB AAA 7 6700100110
9.31L 158.53L D AE 570211060F
6.52L 120.91L BD AA 1 671230330F
6.36L 58.59L D CB 880t50150F
5.16 144.86L E FAL 870321153F
6.81L 22.22L FD AB 8 9701100007
8.09 24.10 ECED FBBB 01980123213F
7AOL 21.03L CE ABH 0; 9600110007
6.35L 117.65L CD AB 0 770223262F
9A2L 120.43L CD BAF 8 2705t2112F
3.55 320.30L D CH 960134101F
36.63 110.13L CE BBB 98C031540F
1.41L 12.52 O GGC 970010020F
6.40L 114.61L EE BBE 1 880121151F
40,54 162,18: FDF DBAA 970224321F
1.80L 18.46L C CC 4501120000
Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
Associations
Name Type Mag
1 21 38.856 48
1 21 39.153 34
B 1 32 XlgO0+060 136 11
1 39 HR 36 53 3300
1
1 8 EIC 737 28 13











5 3 RAFGL 2310
2
8
















a SMJ SMN 0
o C) C) (') N
19009+0013 58.3 51 35- 3 34 7 81 3
19009+0623 58.5 24 40+ 0 33 i 8 80 3
19009+004_ 58.7 57 35- 2 48 11 61 3
19009+0502 58.7 30 39- 0 21 6 80 3
19009+0549 59.021 40+ 0 23 7 45 3
19009+0542 59.4 28 39- 0 24 7 80 3
19010+0301 0.1 25 37-- 1 46 8 80 3
I9010+0813 1.9 31 42+ 1 28 8 79 3
19010+0057 2.6127 35-- 2 29 16 81 2
19010+0749 3.3;17 41+ 1 26 6 79 3
19010+0713 3.9'29 41+ 1 60 9 80 3
19010+0519 4.0135 39-- 0 50 8 80 3
19010+0639 4.0150 40+ 0 31 6 80 3
19010+0603 4.555 40+ 0 35 8 60 3
19010+0415 4.6!30 38- 1 25 6 60 3
19010+0109 5.0,52 35--2 23 8 81 3
19010+0526 5.9160 39--0347603
19011+0227 6.1 1 37--2 49 11 81 3
19011+0538 6.8156 39-0 gO 10 79 2
19011+0550 7.(] 19 40+0 35 10 81 2
19011+0636 7.5040+0!166443
19011+0508 7.749 39-0, 87 8 60 3
19011+0852 7.g 51 42+ 1 28 8 79 3
19011+0238 8.C 8 37- 1 50 9 81 2
19011+0138 8.3 5 36- 2 i 36 10 51 , 319011+04508,_45 39-01 27 8 603
Ig011+0704 93 1 41+I 24 9 60319011+0253 9e 46 37-I 58 10 49 3
19011+00389_1408 35-2 56 I_ 81,310o11+o244lol 37- 1 53 8o 3
19011+0618,03] _ 42+1 22 9 79'3
10.8 2 36- 2 49 8
19011+014% 611!19012+0765 12,4' 3 41+ 1 37 8 79
19012+0512 13.2, 33 39- 0 40 8 60
_ !219012+0851 13.8 i 42+ 1 43 12 7819012+0010 13.9 1 35- 3 61 9 81 3
19012+0727 13.9 2 41+ 1 25 9 60
19012+0700 15.5 24 41+ 1 28 9 60
19012+0505 15.5 19 39- 0 25 8 80
19012+0958 15.7 36 43+ 2 107 13 78 2
19012+0942 15.9 59 43+ 2 67 7 79 3
19012+0345 16.9 59 38- 1 35 7 80 3
19012+0536 17.7 10 39- 0 34 8 80 319o13+o82918042 40+0 30 12 79 319013+074518115 41+i 50 9 80 319013+043919238 39-I 42 5 8O 319013+061318.313 40+0 22 10 80 3
19013+0956 16.3 18 43+2 55 78 793319o13+o953 18.5 5 43+2 36 79
19013+020718.847 36-2 31 8 61 3
19013+0640 18,6 20; 42+ 1 23 8 79 319013+004019.143 35-. 50 9 802
19013+0119 19.6 31 36-2 19 6 81 3
19013+0416 20040 38-1 25 16 47 3
19013+0.i 20.955 40+0 62 i18o 3219013+0923 21.7 4 43+ 2 22 79
19013+0917 21.9 40 43+ 2 51 79 3
19013+0666 22.2 17 42+ 1 35 9, 79 3
19013+0835 22.9 10 42+ 1 39 8, 79 3
19013+0332 23.0 21 38- 1 27 6 80 3
19013+0622 23.0 38 40+ 0 35 8 80 3]
19014+0738 24.826 41+1 36 8 44 3 i
19014+0218 26.0 44 36-- 112 J 1 61 2
19014+0558 26,2 36 40+ 0 52 I 13 81 =:
19014+0808 26.6 21 42+ 1 37 I 10 79 3
19014+0247 26.7 35 37-- 1 17 5 80 3
19014+0613 27.5 49 40+ 0 27 9 79 2
19014+0821 28.2118 42+ 1 35 9 79 3
19014+0633 26.4=45 40+ 0 36 9 80 3
19014+0434 28.5 55 39- 56 8 80 3
19014+0451 29.1 47 39- 32 7 60 3
19014+0716 29£ 7 41+ 34 8 80 3
19015+0351 30.1 4 38-- 22 6 80 ! 3
19016+0114 '30.4 1_ 36-- 2 42 10 81
19015+033831.0i16 38- 1 22 13 co!3
19015+0601 31.9 46 40+0 29 9 6o_
19015+0729 32.3' 21 41+ 41 9 80 3
19016+0310 32.9 40 37- 35 6 80 3
1_OlS+0706 33.340 41+ I 46 9 80 3
19015+0212 33.4 19 36-2 19 6 50 3
1901 +0359,4234 38-1 22 6 8013
19016+0300 34.6 3 37-I 29 69 _9j 319015+0847 35.0 3 42+ 1 35
19015+0526 35.3 37, 39- 0 27 8 80 3
19015+0019 35.4 301 35- _ 55 8 81 3
19016+0154 36.4 26j 36- 2 41 9 81 3
19016+0265 36.7 47, 37- ! 30 7 80 3
19016+0432 37.0 26 = 38- 1 44 13 80 3
19016+0237 37.1 20 37- 2 39 6 ! 80
19016+0223 37.1 43 37-2 46 6J 80 3
19016+0206 37.8 21 36- 2 23 6 _ 60 3
19016+0240 37.936 37-2 44 56 80 33119016+0234 37.9 40 37-2 23 80
19016+0930 38.349 43+2 39 ; 79 321
19016+0324 38.6 42 37-1 62 1 80
19016+0535 38.7 6 39- 0 48 6 80 3
19016+0625 38.8 48 40+ 0 241 9 80 3:
19016+0111 40.5 49 36- 2 221 8 81 3
19016+0340 41.1 14 38- 1 33 8_ 80 2












































25 _m 60 _m
(Jansky)
Flags
Declination: 0°- + 10"
Associations
1;
2 3 RAFGL 23136 62
A
8' 1 32 X1901+058 75
F 1 21 38.696 10
3 4 TMSS +10402 26
v 11, T N..eI00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion ACUncs Cocf R Flags" S
1.12 6.79L 89.67L BC AA 1 980010000F] 2 )O 6294
3.82 8.64L 138.52L EF AAI 93 460211140F1.59L 6.65L 118.80L O CAFB 500123120F i 1
2.13 497.18L 1156.03L CC AAGH ! 950023451FI
2.24L I 54.35L 87.00: F F BADB 509233333FI 8
5.38 6.48L 106.59L DC AA 882110000F
.62: 4.35L 194.91L DF BCG 360130100F 2
3.13 5.64L 26.15L F F AA 8602102007
.97L 3.02L 15.20 E J B 980100022F 8
6.68 7.59L 105.48L 8C AA 501231010F
2.18L 8.47L 134.65L C AA 860100011F
1.30 6.76L 97.07L F F A A 9' 870032740F
1.47L 22.53L I09.20L ,F AG 01 570210160F
.89 8.11L 127.81L DC AA 6i 370110000F
.64 6.67L 94.98L 'CO AB 4 970333220F
.46 6.60L 34.09: CD F ACGC 0 998202130F
58.94 13.45: 89.26L EOF AAD 9 980030130F
.81L 8.10 51.44: !D EF ECC 870113532F13.56L 8.14L 103.97L CE 880136344F
2.24 61.00: 278.29L EE CBDB 0 96C233333F
26.10 22.53 39.71: DFCE A;AC 0 580110130F 39i
1.12 40.54L 1156.03L 950143531F
9.97 2.98 16.57L CCC AAA 6 9601310107
.44: 4.68L 55.05L EF BC 0 570222100F
.40: 3.90L 108.72L CE AD O 970110030F
13.10 I18.72 320.30 )CDD BAAB 3 960125323F
.70: 7.15L 96.88L DF !BBEB 6 770131113F
.53L 9.98L 143.84L C _FF 370301000F
.97L 1.00 125.72L E O CHC 970220010F
.50: 13.82L 158.82L CF AC 0 460101000F
5.71 5.91L 22.22LIBC AA 10 8702212107 51
1.29L 10.55L 136.93L C BE} i 950252232F
.83 6.23L 38.94Li CE AA I 8 570311042F
1.23L 40.54L 97.02L C AB 970133210F
1.40L 6.40L 28.26L C BD 9600310007
1.05L 5.41L 14.47: C CCHC 970110010F
.83 7.28L 119.00L CO ABH 3 953112000F
3.68 B.16L 97.55L DC AAD 6 670031121F
17,31: 497.18 1156.03 CDEF }BBA 0 853035663F





























































1 32 X1901 +050 187 1
1.40L 19.02L B B D 4702001000
8.08L 63.19L CE AC F i 0 770126364F
971.35: 824.78L CF DAAA 958047463F , 1 21' 39.388
16.31 79.21L BCE AAAH = 1 470031234F I
6.06L 120.70L CD AD 0 760111010F
4.34L 80.26L C ABD 970110000F
12.88: 76.99 DE DCCC 374116444F 1
1.36L 21.70L B BC 4501210000
1.37L 22.07L 8C AA 0 4500210000
11.01: 171.25L CEF DBEH 0 960639633F F 4 22 $72
J
7.68L 17,44L CC AC A 2 9601101007 I
7.06L 111.60L D A 970113020F i 1
2.83L 38.76L BC ABDD 0 980120100F
6.25L 44.41 E DGHC 988120032F
7.75L 133.02L C ABH 500130030F
1.62L 23.76L BE AAED 9 4700100100;
2.11L 24.17L (30 AC 2 57011001001 13 124213K5
8.21L 21.82L CC AA 0,9601210117
7.88L I7.80L CD ABD I i 9802101007470112342F6.42L 176.01L CF AB A
123.51L 165.78L 8C AA 0i 460122452F
5.94L 138.26L FF AABB 91 950322032F2.40 38.50L D 970122030F 3 22 $72
5.23 86.71L E CGC 980111120F
5.27 24.69L FC DBBF 6602011427
7.61L 120.36L '8 C AA I i 470200000F
4.50: 89.93L DEF BCCE 0 370136321F
7.50L 18.58L CD ABHE 0 8800222107
7.55L 114.42L IC E AA 0 360122211F5.92L 181.03L CE AC 1 960031130F
61.31 176.06 CCDF BBAB 0 97D125333F F 1 32 X1901+048
7.84L 101.75L DC AACL 0 870220100F
1.73: 127.14L CDD '8BB 1 760235266F
3.59 106.35L D _DDCD 940240310F
5.46L 46.11 C 8 K I 8 460226342F A
894L 142.79L BC AAJH 0 270111153F
5.78L 119.13L C BCC 970212000F
1.53: 141.11L DFD [AAEH 9 250121120F
7.03L 127 11L C [A EH 760522320F 3
41.46: 124.29 !SCFF AAA8 0 964336620F 3 3 22!$72
7.94L 121.39L i BC AA ' 5 660322140F
7.54LI 120.13L DD AAC 0 t70010030F
11.59 24.78: DDDC CAA8 3 9602314317 4
23.03 153.27L CDE BCBG O 971242310F
6.25L 104.19L CF BE 0 970100000F
8.48L' 115.58L F BCG 0 850011110F
7.65L 131.30L D 8G 370121000F
5.23L 49.11 E KI E8 98013326tF
9.26L 116.67L CF AC 2 460130010F
10.63L 161.60L C AB 1 760042121F
20.43L 100.96: EE O CBDC; 1 976145300F 3 I 3 22 $72
9.59L 158.35L EE AB 0 36004103tF
7.37L 115.7tL CO AA 0 560030010F
1.50L 24.82L ED AAGD 9 9401000321 4
2.01 56.98L O F C 460020010F
7.20L 824.78L DE A8 H 2 95t135362F
23.51 88.84L CO DAAF 470033533F 1 i
6.34L 105.48L D BC 961320430F
5.65L 52.02L D BDG8 460036332F A!
23.51L 80.62: F E BKL O 470022463F 1 I











Right Ascension: 19hOlm42 '-19h02=21'
Position 11950)







































































































Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
































































































































































































































































































A Confusion R S A _c_









19023+0201 3E ', 21 _ D I A,








Name H (Not Celor Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty OCa 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /_m 25 _tm 60 t_m 100 /_m Flux¢X
hm, = , (s) () I b (') ('_) (') N (Jansky) Uncs
19023+0538 21.8 5 40- 0 23 12 79 3 2.89 5.98 117.04 204.67 CCEE
19023+0704 21.7 56 41+ 0 40 9 80 ; 3 1.50 1.05 7.21L 84.81L FE
19023+0204 21.5 4 36- 2 25 6 80 3 17.01 9.69 1.21: 108.35L DDD
19023+0817 21.6 17 42+ 1 35 7 79 ! 3 2.23 .64 6.78L 30.96L CE
19023+0636 21.9 18 40+ 0 _ 29 10 80 ' 3 .97 .86 8.82 120.16L,FED
19023+0031 22.4 47 35- 3 52 16 81 2 1.07L .96L .98L 11.56 !CCE DD19023+0610 22.9 19 40- 0 23 8 80 3 2.77 9.83 92.63 161.95:
19023+0603 23.1 55 40- 0 I 38 9 80 3 1.32 1.06 128.24L 488.13L CE C19023+0728 23.4 54 41+ 0' 80 11 80 3 1.79L 1.20L 3.04 94.94L
19023+0116 23.6 55 35- 2 27 5 51 3 4.99L 2.99 1.08: 88.36L FE
19023+0343 23.9 7 38-- 1 38 8 90 3 149: .48 3.55L 77112L CE
19024+0233 24.0113 37--2 528 80 3 .65 1.01L 4.38L 101.43L O
19024+0634 24.7l 6 40+ 0 51 9 80 3 1.91 2.14 8.82L 11884L FD
19024+0521 25.7 2 39--1 61 12 80 3 1.97L 1.41L 5.44 118.39L E
19024+0623 26.7 37 40- 0 33 9 80 3 1.55L 1.50 30.18 60.95 EDE
19024+0720 27.5 34 41+ 0 32 ; 7 80 3 1.23 .71 5.89L 96.09L BC
19024+0435 27.9 5 39- 1 44 10 80 3 1.07 .81: 9.68L 116.99L CF
19024+0044 28.7 14 35- 3 28 5 81 3 i 2.86 48.83 42.53 15.70 BCDD
19024+0200 29.2 1 36 2 41 8 80 3 1.56 1.14 5.93L 106.52L CD
19024+0142 29.6 6 36-2 70 21 81 21 .75L 1.06L 1.46L 11.51 E
19024+0338 29.6 55 38- 1 42 8 80 3' .65 .50L 6.69L 73.97L D
19024+0406 29,6 17 38- 1 40 7 80 _ .75 .48 8.64L 87,08L DF19024+0947 29.6 33 43+ 2 28 13 78 1.60L .43 2.42L 22.23L D
19025+0452 30.1 38 39- 1 19 8 i 80 4.60 3.45 9.0OL 107.02L FF
19025+0613 30.5 2 40- O 43 12 80 2 3.04 6.56L 92.63L 137.94L C
19025+0552 31.2 20 40- 0 33 9 80 3 1.58 .69 8.07L 358.16L CE
19025+0956 31.6 7 43+ 2 26 6 ! 79 3 1.83 .82 1.25L 21.67L CD
19025+0833 31.7 26 42+ 1 24 8 _ 79 3 2.26 1.57 8.60L 28.69L BC
19025+6111 32.1 29 36- 2 47 7 80 3 .60 .40: 5.86L 86.22L CE
19025+0131 33.4 55 36- 2 20 5 80 3 14.54 4.52 7.50L 94.86L SB
19025+0702 33.9 3 41+0 23 9 80 3 20.40 24.90 7.14 98.30LBBC19o25+o13634.550, 36-2 26 5 80 3 7.51 7.17 5.65L 97.06L.C
19025+0739 34.9 501 41+ 1 22 9 79 3 1.51 3.14 8.87 105.23L DCE
19025+0730 35.6 35 = 41+ 0 90 10 79 3 1.30 1.99L 9.53L 136.65L C
19025+0055 35.9 17 35-- 3 38 9 521 3 .96 .76 3.46L 90,73L CE
19026+0808 36.0 35 42+ 1 28 7 79 3 1.23 1.73L 6.62L 32.68L C
19026+0918 36.3 56 43+ 1 45 6 79_ 3 1.23 .71 1.44L 20.58L FE
19026+0413 38.4 34 38- 1 39 9 80 3 2.12 1.14 10.47L 87.19L CO
19026+0744 38.5 18 41+ 1 44 9 79 3 1.11 .69: 7.20L 109.47L DF
19026+0846 39.0 56 42+ 1 46 7 79 3 .70 ,41: 9.04L 29.77L DE
19026+0938 39.1 2 43+ 1 52 6 79 3 .84 .25: 2.09L 27.91L DD
19026+0423 39.3 48 38- 1 38 9 80 3 1.36 1.30 5.39L 136.32L ED
19026+0213 39.6 24 37- 2 43 7 80 3 .54 1.08L 3AlL 8269L C
19026+0336 40.1 22 38- 1 19 7 80 3 7.75 9.27 2.95: 74.16L EDD
19026+0209 40.5 7 36- 2 64 7 80 3 .63 .41L 8.05L 99.56L D
19026+0007 40.6 38 35- 3 22 7 81 3 9.02 6.44 1.56 73.90L FED
19026+0706 41.1 50 41+ 0 37 8 80 3 .63 1.90L 6.90L 155.79L C
19026+0236 41.3 15 37- 2 29 6 80 3 1.78 1.27 6.93L' 71.63L CC
19026+0614 41.5 41 40- 0 21 10 80 3 3.04L 6.56 18.94L 99.41L C
19027+0854 _2.7 58 42+ 1 47 7 79 3 .70 ! 2.01L 10.02L 22.50L C
19027+0429 43,0 15 39- 1 39 9 80 3 1.14 .58 5.38L 152,20L CE
19027+0555 43.6 29 40- 0 28 9 80 3 7.19 41.33L 296.35L 489.55L F
19027+0151 43.7 16 36- 2 43 6 80 3 1.13 .57: 8.0OL 102.98L CD
19027+0753 43.7 42 42+ 1 51 8 79 3 .77 1.79L 10.76L _ 140.23L D
19027+0636 43.8 16 40+ 0 40 9 80 3 1.25 .67: 6.47L 244.35L CD
19027+0601 43.9140 40- 0 28 10 80 3 1.26: 1.29 6.17L 469.55L EE
19027+0228 44.2 30 37- 2 36 8 80 3 .42L .44 1.63 94.63L DD
19027+0934 44.4 50 43+ 1 90 18 80 2 2.08L] .34L 7.78 24.07L E
19027+0440 44.6 21 39- 1 31 10 80 3 _ 1.57L 5.34L 151.92L C19027+0950 44.8 5 43+ 1 77 6 79 _ iw .33L 1.76L 23.18L C
19027+0656 45.5 36 41+0 20 67 i_13 .86 1.61 34.22 98.30 BCCD19027+0148 *5.6 54 36- 2 38 1.27 .65 4.57L 101.64L F F
19027+0134 46.3 57 36-2 17 6 80 3 10.48 4.90 9.33L 40.12L EC
19027+0517A *6.7 15 39- 1 30 9 80 3 12.90 12.75 4.89L i 105.22L FE
19027+0905 47.0 58 43+ 1 37 7 79 3 1.27L .64 4.97 19.27L CB
19027+0100 47.E 7 35-3 21 9 80 3 .72 .83L 3.26L 32.70: D D
19027+0729 47.8' 6 41+ 0 43 10 79 3 1.83 2.09: 83.19L 579.90: DE F
19028+0902 48.0 2 43+ 1 22 6 79 3 1.59 .88 5.95L 21.31L CC
19028+0324 ,8.1112 38- 1 46 14 80 2 1.42L' 1.25L 1.43 61.19L D
19028+0223 48.7 2 37- 2 28 6 80 3 2.06 .96 6.99L 68.90L CD
19028+0622 ¢8.9 20 40- 0 68 10 80 3 .68L .88 6.09L 88.84L D
19028+0353 49.7 11 38- 1 60 10 80 3 1.04 1.55L 9.96L 94.36L C
19028+0547 50.0 10 40- 0 22 8 80 3 4.06 17.19 213.35 358.16 BCDE
19028+0257 502 53 37- 2 55 8 81 2 1.12 .64: 8.98L 87.12L CEDD19028+0716 50.5120 41+ 0 34 12 79 3 1.27L .78L 12.60: 96.09
19029+0511 50.7 48 39- 1 40 14 80 2 1.94L 1.37L 2.56 77.51L D
19028+0539 40- 0 29 8 80 3 5.67 3.69: 4.61Li 79.84LIFE
50.9 319029+0607 51.3 2 40- 0 63 t3 80 3 1.58L 1.30L 4.75 92.80L E
19028+0356 51 4 23 38- 1 65 11 80 2 .97 t.18L 4.70L 16.54L E
19028+0504 51.6 56 39- I 22 9 80 3 3.13 1.64 4.66L 68.51L ED
19028+0457 51.9 _19 39- 1 49 10 60 3 1.25 1.26L 5.51L 69.20L C
19029+0652 51.9 31 41+ 0 25 7 80 3 9.99 8.02 6.96L 11499L FE
19028+0359 52.2 25 38- 1 46 10 80 3 1.73 1.67L 10.17L 92.36LI C
19026+0604 53.0 3 40- 0 34 12 80 2 5.52 6.74 6.05L 54.42L CC
t9028+0118 53.7 45 36- 2 32 6 80 3 2.13 2.10 5.41L 88.92L FF
19029+0814 54.6 24 42+ 1 37 6 79 3 2.99 2.48 8.43L 25.46L CC
19029+0634 54.7' 28 40- 0 24 7 80 3 2.85 4.07 71.03: 244.35L CCD
19029+0252 55.31 47 37- 2 69 8 80 3 .49 1.34L 8.79L 84.96L' D
19029+0825 55.8 19 42+ 1 37 7 79 3 1.62L 1.22 11.15 27.72L CD
19029+0844 56.6 23 42+ 1 18 6 79 3 2.27 1.82: 5.78: 21.96LIDED
19029+0556 56.8 47 40- 0 36 9 80 3 2.05LI 41.33 296.35 489.55 BEF
19029+0839 57.0 21 42+ 1 33 6 7f 3 1B.56 10.92 3.58L 21.53L ED
19029+0808 57.4 23 42+ 1 3t 6 7¢, 3 80.55 62.23 17.93 24.65L CDD
19029+0944 57.4 45 43+ 1 87 8 8( 2 .64 .54L 1.82L 22.12L D
19029+0349 57.5 46 38- 1 52 10 8( 3 1.05 1.56L 9.84L 139.54L C
19029+0542 57,5 30 40 0 33 8 80 3 1.42 8.81 93.30 358.16L IDCF
19029+0958 57.7 31 43+ 2 54 8 78 2 .62 .34: 1.49L 24,97L FD
19029+6737 582 3 41+ 0 18 7 79 3 5,76 2.50 8,05Li 131.51L CC
19029+0415 59.0 18 38- 1 24 8 80 3 6.12 4.09 1.95L 117.63L EE
19029+0933 59.0 46 43+ 1 25 6 79 3 18.18 15.66 4.55L 17,74L BB
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12. 25. 60. 100 ttm;
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
C B A A 962239930F
IAA _ 570120010F















AAAA I I 7500000O0F
AA i 950030000F
G GC 960110000F 1 23
BC 16 12 4
A B 970200000F
CJD 8601111011




AA 1 7701223517 2
BC 0 960111COOF
AAI G 0 940131232F E 6 13
AAA 3 360041120F 2
AAI 940231242F E 1 23
AAA 00 570212433F I
A E 660154443F E
AB 5 730211221F C
AE C 3700100007 3 13
AA 9 7702000001
AAG 1 97020011OF
BA J 0 470131141F
BE O r 9701102207




A A B 9 840200000F
ADE 360121010F
A A 2,97000O000F
D A G F 984317933F 8






BA 0 960443223F 2
DBC 960O20142F C
L FI 8702210421 4 1 32l
BGL F 950100054F
BE i 8801211121
BAAC 0 560020253F 8 1 32
AAM 9 750121130F I 23 I
AAHD 9 950221243F E 2 23
AA C 9 970331333F
CAAA 7802110301 4
B C F E 948225386F D 1 32
BAEE 0 550243333F E 1 32
AA 2 9703110107
J A 160000060F
AA 2 970011142F C
3B D D 970206560F ]
AB 760130O10F I
21BAAA O 951433320F 1
AB 1 650110100F
EEDC 0 360302133F C 1 32
B 980210010F
AA 9 970348720F
D D B 960222130F
BF G 980131020F
AAD 9 980110020F
BBJ N 870314355F 3
AADJ 9 564030253F 8
AB E 42 860021020FA 9703220O0F
AA G 9 1 1 2940012022F
AA 7 4801000OO7




BAAA O 948244330F 2 1 21
AACF 9 7802411117 16
AAAF 9 3830000007 42 1 3
B E 8701222001 3
B B 85021001 OF
AAAC 0 961133330FB B 9601200001
AA 8 560232530F
AAC 9 970131250F 42AADF , 8700300431 24
10) High Source Density Region.
Name Type _"'_ Ma 8
GCL 107 7
124242 MA 4 8'
LDN 0624 I 561
124241 M0 44 8,=








DO 5327 43 10E
40,422 45
39.881 9
RAFGL 2316 33 1E
435
Right Ascension: 19h03m00"-19h03"42 s
Position (1950) HIi I
Name
Ga]actic Uncertainty C
ham. 8 _ o. 8 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.mo , its) (") ! b C) ('3 (') N
; f
,_o30+0o580.514735- 3 41 ,6 80 _ 6119030+0725 0.5131 41+ 0 63 1 79 t.40
r9030+0527 1.1144 3g- f 39 13 80 3 1.18L
19030+0153 1.2J40 36- 2 33 8 80 3 .72
19030+0631 1.5127 40- 0 34 7 80 3 1.74
19030+0704 1.6151 41+ 0 34 g 80 3 2.56
[9030+0449 2.2]42 39- 1 30 9 80 3 1.15:
19030+0614 2.8[34 40- 0 22 7 80 3 3.69
F9030+0044 4.0150 35- 3 33 12 61 2 .25L
19030+0116 4.0} 0 36- 3 25 8 80 3 .73
t
_9030+0751 4,5[39 42+ 72 8 80 2 1.12
9030+0429 5,5150 39- 24 10 80 3 .99
9030+0339 5.6113 38- 31 9 80 3 2.21
9030+0144 5.9_ 3 36- 2 56 8 80 3 .80
9031+0156 6.4i45 36-2 57 7 80 3 .66
9031+0205 6.6[59 36- 2 23 9 50 3 .77
9031+0419 7.0[52 38 1 67, 11 80 2 .64
9031+0358 7.8143 38--- 1 44 8 80 3 1_32
9031+0741 7.8130 41+ I9 [ 6 44 3 .97
9031+0653 8.0/33 41+ 0 32 1 80 3; 11.30L
/
9031+0442 8.3i28 39- I 31 9 60 3 1.18
9031+0626 9.3152 40- 0 26 8; 80 333 1,10
9031+0842 9,7128 42+ 1 25 6 ; 79 1.30
1 8 31 19 46 1.38:9031+08369,9!6 40-1 28 9 60 235
9031+0502 0.1 / 8 39-- 1 34 11 80 3! .84
9031+0941 '0.8126 I 43+ 1 49 98] 78 2 ! 1.549031 +0103 1.3/25 36-- 3 24 80 3 .87
9031 +0933 1.3| 2! 43+ 1 27 8 ] 80 2 18,18L
_031+0058 1,]38; 36-3 40 13 81 2 31L
9032+0410 2.5i12It ' 38- 1 35 8 80 3 1.10
9032+0637 3,11111 41- 0 39 9 80 3 1.96
9032+0555 3.41281 40-0 33 13 80 3 .96
9032+0,27 3.6124 1 39- 1 48 9 801 3 1.08
9032+0858 3.8|13] 43+ 1 28 6 79 3 1.20
9032+0758 4.41141 42+ 1 21 6 79 3 4.26
9032+0304 4.5114 J 37- 2 47 9 80 3 .I]4
9032+0258 4.5[59] 37- 2 72 10 80 3 .55
9032+0834 4.6t59 j 42+ 1 19 6 79 i 3 1.21
9032+0131 5.5146 j 36-2 45 6 80 3 .93
9032+0724 5.6[281 41+ 0 26 9 44 3 .959032+0200 5.71251 36- 2 29 6 80 I o 4.15
9032+0355 5,8101 38-1 65 9 80 3 .63
9032+0750 6.2150[ 42+ 0 49 7 79; 3 1.41
9032+0847 6,8[16 i 42+ 1 41 6 79 ! 3 1,08
9032+0404 6.9]52 t 38- 1 62 11 80i2 .65
9032+0337 6.9] 4J 38- 1 78 10 80 3 .59
9032+0838 6.9[40[ 42+ 1 i 22 6 79 _3 .699032+06487.5113=41-0 39 9 803 113
_032+0736,6136141+0i 47 6 803 116
f t
)032+0809 7.8114J 42+ 1 81 10 78 2 ,97L
_32+0512 7.91551 30-1 82 18 80 2 1.26L
)033+0955 8.1[2J 43+ 1 92 10 79 3 .48
)033+0610 9.3[29 / 40-0 34 7 45 3 1.18
)033+0901 0.019| 43+ I 25 7 80 2 .68
)033+0551 0,2J37J 40- nO 87 9 81 2 .79)033+0652 0,8[24] 41- _ 26' 9 80 3 7.07
)033+0104 1.9151 ] 36- 3 21 7 80 3 .96
)033+0316 2.1] 4] 36- 2 31 9 80 3 3.76
)033+0352 3.3[30[ 36- 1 23 8 80 3 2.69
)033+0230 3.4133[{ | 37- 2 351 17 81 2 .94L
)033+0853 3.4[23| 43+1 30 6 79 3 1.70
_033+0537 3.9[39[ 40- 1 43 9 80 3 2.74
)034+0618 4.0151 i 40-0 32 8 80 3 1.29
)034+0635 4.7125 | 41- 0 35 9 80 2 6.61
9034+0415 6,1}55[ 38-1 70 10 80 3 .87
)034+0709 6,4|9 / 41+0 48 13 79 2 ,61
)034+0252 6.7111 [ 37- 2 30 8 80 3 6.65
_034+0616 6.8127| 40-0 38 B B0 3 3.67L
)034+0113 6.9]0_ 36 3 60 8 80 3 .57
/ /
)034+0403 9,4_21_ 38- 1 40 9 60 3 IO4)035+0451 0.4|4 / 39- ] 32! 1 79 _! 17.89:
)035+0145 0.6125[ 36 2 52 8 81 2= .84
)035+0548 0.7]18| 40- 1 59 12 79 2 .80
_ 455)038+0040 0.8156 ] 35 28 80 3])035+0430 1.6135 [ 39- 35 80 3 1.36
)035+0801 1.6117[ 42+ 00 31 6 79 3! .99L
)035+07O5 1.7153/., 41+ 2 2627 13 _ _ 1.39L
)035+0,,8 1.8|1[ 39 1 19 3.78,03,+0 8 ,3128i36_ 6 60 .32
)035+0655 2.3]54 / 41-0 39, 6 79 3! 1.49)035+0657 2.8J47_ 41 0 34' _ 79 3: 1.10
)035+0811 2.6[58[ 42+ 1 211 6 79 3 2.43)035+03553.71_ 36-_ 27! _ _ 3, 104)035+0418 3,8i7| 38- 85] 10 3; .61
)035+0458 3.9137 / 39-- 41 9 80 1.84
)035+D841 4.9155 [ 41- 31 6 80 3i 2.27
)035+0117 5.4120 | 36- 3 22 6 80 3 5.32
)035+0218 5.9[55[ 37- 2 29 81 21 .97L
)036+0716 5.2135 _ 41 +0 19 79 3, 2.65
i / I
)036+0336,4136[36-1_ 36 _ i 13,
)036 + 0540 _.0157 | 40- 32 1.74
)036+0722 _.1149 i 41+ 0 24 1.18
)036+0940 ; 16J42| 43+ 36 79 1.83
)036+0806 3.7118 | 42+ 0 35 43 3.23)036+0719 _.717/ 41+ _ 41 7] 80 3 1.68
)036+0745 1.4160[ 42+ 0 35 8 i 79 3 .87L
)036+0502 1.TJ27J 39- 1 46 14 81 2 .54
)036+02tl = 1.8135[ 37-2 28 8' 80 3 3.24
)037+0554 Z.113] 40- 1 32 8 80 3, 1.52
i L
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(/ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
=_
,30L .82L 103.91L B BF 93012324281.72L 18203L 92.4oLc E3L 37o263333FE1._OL 1116L 2894 D FtH. _0111030F
.51 7.68L 67.89L. CD BC 5 640131260F
1,04 6.08L 244.35L CO AB g60355483F
.97: 5.96L 97.02L CO AA 0 260101220F
.59 1.47: 137,39L; CDE BBD ! 0 770101213F
2.33 5.39: 69.99L BCD AADH 980116553F 8
.25L 1.04 586 iDFCD DC 9600000108
.64: 6.95L 16.80: BBGD 0 760013022F 1 32 !X1903+012
.73L 8.93L 101.20L C BE] 270223131F
1.16 1.86: 96.45L FFD AAF g 961213220F
1.47 9.47L 123.41L FF AA 9 650211010F
,41: 7.44L _.20L DF A8 I 740210000F
1.10L 6.19L 73.52L C B 560040120F
.61: 6.45L 77.32L OF BB 0 951230000F
.47L 4.61L 59.9OL D BD D 870233312F F_
1.67L 5.51L 113.99L E AA 7 950051160F 4
1.22 19.22 96.86L DCE BAA 274322530F
8.02L 11.55L 114.99 D AEI C 560130253F
.66 1.63: 19.48: DEDD ABEE 0i880000233F
.85 8.21: 72.93L CDC ABB 0 974243230F
1.07 6.42L 22.48L BC AAM i 7702503107
25.12L 413.98 365.81 C FF DAAA 960167571F
1.78 36.21L 67.73 DD H 980055350F
.66: 5.01L 121.08L EE AB 770010001F
.45: 1.19L 27.00L DO BC I 9602122121
.84L 2.57L 8.29 D E ABGB 860024352F
8.26 2.62L 34.8OL D AAC 8600100321
.25L 1.33 19.65L C D 9501342328
.96 7.63L 88.90L ED AA 9 770041030F!
.95 7.60L 244.35L CE ABL 1 960334240F;
,61: 296.35L 489.55L CF BBEC 0 940345330F _ 2
.60: 5.63L 103.08L CE AB 0 960312200F
.74 7.33L 27_65L CD AA F 2 7700200007
1.48 8.01L 108.89L EC AAI E 6 270101271F 1 1 V806AQL
.59 7.45L 74.05L FF AAI 9 050110020F 4
.53L 9.78L 104.96L C AD 550110000F
.63 7.92L 22.92L CC ABJ 1 6803211017
.44 7.11L= 64.05L DF AB DI5 940202121F 41 23 LON 0624
.87 162.03L 91.90L CO BA 3 370161000F
t.52 6.09L 64.13L CC AA F 0 961150120F
,55: 4.21L 93,43L CF BBD 0 960031151F 4
.72: 7.87L 48A9L EF AA E 8 270224142F
,66 8.18L_ 28.74L DE AB 8 7702301107
.40L 4.09L 55.18L C BB 770130000F
.36: 5.40L ! 142.14L DF BD 3 750021000F
2.24 25.53 35.21 CCDC BAAA 1 7702210017
.89 6.83L 114.99L DE ABL 0 760132030F
2.01L 7.65L 148.05L C BD 360222530F 3 39! ADG041.4+00.4
.96 10.89L ! 48.04L I F AAG 2721113127 3
.97L 2.40L 26.40 D J HB 990210141F
.33L 2.03L 24,87L C CF 8600200011
,76 9.00: 54.87L DCD ABDC 8 970323370F
1,51L 6.44L 24.46L C B 8701100007 1 13 124256 K5
1,621 6.94L 489,55L D B E 940330200F
8.67 636L 114.991 BC AAFD 0 569254140F
.84L 1,33L 56.901 !C BAE 3 740023320F
1,47 8.42L 109.95L i B C AA 0 750000000F
1.56 6.25L 82.45LBC AA D 1 960141151F 4
1,03L 2.41L 18.53 D GD 968000030F 4
1,00 6.93L 24.24L CC AA 0 1700200007
1.65 4.89L 67.21L_EF AA G 9 981045340F
4.19 17.87L 1261.95L[CC BADD 0 940165652F
5.78 10.74L 75.10L ICD AAD 0 970331120F
.64: 5.79L IO6.53L IDE '8D 3 67(X)53350F 7
1.68L 5.51L 136.66L E B 260122460F 2
3.46 .89: 81.19L'EEF AAE 9 550100000F
2.68 4.67L 1261.95L F AA 9 950284540F
.40L 6.52L 92.46L C BEG $30011122F 1
,61 5.951. 106.63L FF ABJ 9 750120000F At13.98 3.94L 193.31 CC A 750123333 15 32 X1903+048
,43: 6.48L 105.67[ DE AC _ 630100000F1.04L 6.37L 67,27L C BH 970140040F3.57 .75L 65.54L BE AAFC 9501100228
,66 3,68L 80,11L CE A8 0 761345240F; 1 23 LDN0636
3.50 7.78 92.531 CC BAA 370312242F ' 1
1.11L I g.g6: 49.69 DF DDFB 27C211480F 2
5.17 89.27: 193.31 CDE BBAA I 654123334F I A 32 X1903+046
.91 5.59L 59.94L CD AAM 0 640000100F
.82 6.70L 120.711 DF AAF 9 560241320F
.87 5.g1L 80.09L CO AA 6 570221310F
1.22 839L 23.65LBC AA 2 2802200oo7,_.70: 6.09L 140.20L FE AAEC 9 950121151F 32 X1903+039
1.59L: 8.341,. 136,11L O BF 660043363F 32 X1903+043
.58 6,28L 153.94L CD AB 21 650110000F
66.71 610.27 922.67: CBDE AAAA 2 849120000F
2.56 1.16: 55,65L CCE AAEB 4 640121121F
1.03L 1.75L 13.36 D GB 970110000F I
8.16 69.46 193oB5 CCED BAAA 0 554032130F 1 21 41A32II
,65: 6.32L 76.88L FF BA 3 ! 960121000F
2.19 6.02L 71,32L F F AA 9i 982263240F
2.58 34.12 193.85L DEE BAAE 2 570154522F
1.36 1.0eL 24.68L FE AAEF 9 7701103101
10.52 139.70 303.81 BBDC BAAA 0 0582238147 3 32 X1903+081
2.09L 89.46L 193.85L C AB 2 570032330F
1.80L 4.76 90.57L C BDBK ! 370217345F 8 32 X1903+077
1.51L 6.61L 165.02L E CDC j 870020000F
1.56 1.01: 57.64L BCE AAE 1 960110100F
.78 4.24L 92,06L CD ABF
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed

















Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
436
Right Ascension: 19h03m42'-19h04m25 s
Position (1950) H Flux Density
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN (.% O 12 p.m 25 ttm 60 _m(s) ( ) 1 b ('") (") N (Jansky)
19037+0335 42.2 3 38- 2 43 8 80 3 .77 .64
19037+0518 42.5 45 39- 1 50 20 80 2 1.33L 1.35L
19037+0819 43.1 6 42+ 1 32 6 79 3 4.00 4.0919037+0847 43.411_ 42+ 1 27 9 78 3 2.57 3.01
19037+0932 44.0:38 43+ 1 29 6 793 3.00 2.13
19037+0042 44.2137 35- 3 39 14 812 .25L .34L
19037+0513 44.4[38 39- 1 25 10 803 .80 .59:
19037+0725 44.936 41+ 0 57 7 793 1.30 1.09L
19037+0207 45.052 37-- 2 57 9 803 .91 .52:19037+0047 45.2 35- 3 50 9 813 .38 .26L
19037+0650 45,412 41- 0 17 6 803 1.73 1.99
19037+0613 45.540 40- 0 36 10 803 .80: 1.42
19037+0204 46.219 37- 2 25 8 803 5.02 3.58
19037+0824 47.327 42+ 1 30 6 793 2.31 10.16
19038+0152 48.220 36- 2 61 9 803 .41 1.23L
19038+0412 48343 36- 1 57 I 9 803 .69 1.36L
19038+0952 48.321 43+ 1 38 ! 7 793 .91 .63
19038+0905 48.357 43+ 1 21 ' 6 793 4A1 3.57
19038+0609 49.059 40- 0 44 I 9 803 .73 .63L
19038+0535 49.342 40- 1 23 ! 8 803 7.18 2.18
19038+0753 49.96 42+ 0 30 ! 6 793 2.38 1.28
19038+0737 50.958 41+ 0 93 _ 12 802 2.22L 1.61L
19038+0634 50.920 41- 0 32 6 79 31 .99 1.06
19038+0802 51.015 42+ 0 29 6 793 .95 .94:
19038+0254 51.931 37-2 7721 802 .92L .87L
19038+0639 52.4 6 42+1 49 7 79 3, 1.37 ,79:
19038+0350 52.58 38-2 439 80 !1 1.00 1.49L19038+0345 52.658 38-2 61 1080 .66 1.48L19036+0930 53,0 13 43+ 1 32 7 79 .95 .33L
19038+0300 53.4 16 37-- 2 32 8 80 3 1.84 1.44
19039+0225 54.3 1 37-- 2 21 8 50 3 2.36L .65
19039+0231 54.6 11 37- 2 68 21 60 2 1.58L 1.09L
19039+0055 55.0 0 36- 3 37 6 80 3 1.31 .57
19039+0940 55.7 1 43+ 1 81 10 B02 1.32 .60L19039+0852 56.156 43+ 1 45 6 ! 79 o .84 .52
19039+0612 57.556 40- 0 68 8 803 .92 1,42L
19039+0809 57.67 42+ 0 24 6 i 793 401.70 244.64
19039+0745 59.1 6 42+ 0 40 6793 1.75 1.53L
19039+0943 59.440 43+ 1 31 6793 1.11 .57
19039+041559.636 39-1 22 9 8o 3 .72 .57
lg039+052058.653 38- 1 52 14 60 2 .76 .S3L
19040+0817 0.021 42+ 1 33 7 793 .99: 3.86
19040+0957 0.244 44+ 1 29 5 793 3.16 1.84
19040+0020 1.257 35- 3 347 813 1.48 .91
19040+0717 1.918 41+ 0 51 7 79 3 1.99L 3.91
19040+0743 2.147 42+ 0 28 8 793 1.75L 1.53
19040+0616 2.659 40-0 30 6 80 3 4.25 4.86
19040+0057 2.9_, 36-3 23 _ _ _ 2.55 1.3719040+0500 3.117 39-- 1 27 2.94 1.5019o4o+0631 3.169 41-o 52 12 3 2.33L 1.65L
19040+0126 3.537 36- 3 32 687 _ 3 138 .4119040+0819 3.6 59 42+ I 55 2.48L 2.53L19040+06304.759 41- 0 37 6 3 1.5o .86
19040+0601 5.444 40- 1 47 11 803 1.77L 2.04L
19040+0627 5.4 7 40- 0 37 1080 3 1.72L .72:
19041 +0456 7.23139-1 32 8, 803 1.60 1.26:
19041+0906 7.328 43+ 1 26 ;1280 1.27 .38:19041+0441 7.848 39- 1 37 80 6.00 5.43
19041+013g 8.024 38- 3 59 10 180 3 .66 .41L
19041+0952 8.835 44+ 1 39 5 ! 793 13.49 14.12
19041+0404 9.252 38- I 36 10803 .65 1.37L
19041+0321 9.438 38-2 41 980 3 2.36 1.26
19041+0902 10.436 43+ 1 35 7 793 2.47L 1.71
19041+0654 11.712 41- 0 23 8 443 1.68L .99:
19042+0945 12.028 43+ 1 43 7 793 .68 .38L
19042+0930 12.41 43+ 1 43 6 793 1.11 .45
19042+0634 12.958 41- 0 27 6 803 10.52 9.16
19042+0826 12.919 42+ 1 236 7932 2.56L 1.6719042+0413 13.519 39- 1 55 1780 1.59L .97L
19042+0701 13.953 41-- 0 40 7 79 3i .91 .93:
!19042+0947 14.114 43+ 1 57 6 793 1.07 .28L
19042+0057 14.924 36- 3 55 13 812i .44L .25L
19042+0125 15.124 36- 32037 8 803' 3.14 1.82
19042+0643 15.147 41- 0 23 6 803 1.26 1.34L
19042+0637 15.444 41- 0 33 6 8031 .66: 1.20
19042+0649 16.2 6 41- 0 7 793 1.78 2.25:
19042+0716 16.815 41- 0 29 _ 6 793 1.60 2.32
19042+0626 17.537 40- 0 40 I 6 803; 1.13 .71:19042+0509 17.957 39- 1 291 80 3 .51: 1.43L
19043+0711 18.228 41-0 22 6 793 1.21 1.27
I
19043+0036 18,5 16 36--3 2616603 2.14 ,63
19043+0928 18.729 43+ 132', 5 793 1.21 1.25
58 10 80 .51 .36L!19043+0437 19.453 39- 1 I 3
19043+0133 19.7 8 36- 3 5920 81 2 .33L .32L
19043+0619 20.1 9 40- 0 44 6 803 2.31L 1.44
19043+0650 20.444 41- 0 53 7 802: 1.63L 2.11
19043+0741 20.452 42+ 0 37 7 793 1.68 4.27
19043+0243 20.729 37- 2 23 6 803 1.44 1.24
19043+0356 21.0 11 38- 2 28 8 803 1.84 1.66
19043+0223 21.926 37- 2 29 8 803 .84 .47
19043+0726 22.355 41+ O 22 I 6 793 5.25 26_06
19043+0615 22.3 6 40- 1 35 6 803 4.43 3.86
19043+0955 22.3 3 44+ 1 34 12 802 .62 .60L
19043+0623 22.451 42+ 0 32 7 793 11.74 6.58
19043+0801 23.3154 42+ 0 77 10 782 .96 2.06L
19043+0910 23.6!23 43+ 1 25 6 793 2.64 1.46
19044+0709 24.418 41- 0 28 6 793 1.35 5.05
19044+0245 24.4146 37 2 24 8 803 1.29 .74
19044+0254 25.(]157 37- 2 33 9 803 2.77 1.23
19044+0833 25.3 7 42+ 1 24 6 793 13.14 13.91
Declination: 0 % + 10 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
7.38L 134.76L CD BB 0950131000F
1.53 74.74L D D 970211121F
8.01L 26.94L E D AAB 9 4710300007
7.01 29.93L FDE AAA 9 6703122207
1.55L 26.65L CC AAE 817602101101
1.30 16.16 IEF CE DFC _ 97012002362.47L 98.47L i CB E 0970213442F
34.12L 258.93L C ACFJ 1570124544F
7.20L 56.85L CF BD 9961120100F
.70L 56.77L C BE 9401210428
34.17L 197.49: CE D BBHF 1754222440F
35.60 152.00L DDD CAAA 0960144340F
1.24 56.14L FFD AAB 9960120101F
14.30 26.64L CBC AAAF 0 4701200017
6.05L 96.72L E B 530110010F
5.95L 100.23L C AJ 7550030000F1.73L 20.57L EF ABK 9 8700100101
1.50L 30.56L CC AAD 4712011211
9.45L 101.11L D BC ] 960031050F
4.54L 74.28L BC AAJC 41970227343F
6.90L 89.76L CC AA 6471103100F
3.31 85.01L D B 90 470310000F
5.41L 71.25L F F AA 970120100F
7.32L 313.36L CE BB 452212211F
139L 13.71 D I HGC 5 021
8.25L 26.23L CD AAC 6703010107
7.27L 12193L C B D 950212000F
6.23L 125_44L D C 950410000F
2.09L 31.27L D BK 7602111101
3.68L 56.50L BC AA 6 450020000F
6.63L 80.44L F AA 1 _ 952t30000F
1.29L 9.44 E DB 1970010000F
.61L 51.56L BE AB 5,19401100208
2.15L 28.54L D AC D i 7600203101
8.54L 32.13L CE AB 0l 6800201007
35.60L 152.00L C BD 960043320F
139.70L 83.06L CE AAAH 9, 1712123237
5.34L 94.24L C AE C 01480125334F
1.63L 21.72L CC AB 3' 8701313001
3.54L 89.14L FE ABE 2156002000OF
46,, 7841,0 BB 0 970020010F1793L2932LOC O, 0
1.67L 22,28L BC AA 0 9700200001

















80.401. C AC 47401010OF
70.18: C E CBGC 67C134333F
152.00 BCCD AABA 963223500F
52._8L BC AA, 21i940020020874 6 96 11 0 0F
54A6L D " D 980161032F
60.96L CE ADE 01 640121100F
34.51L D E GA B 4700400007
84,76L CC AS K 6 970051142F
59.15L C GBG 870101145F
56.27 D E DGC 980031t52F
75.59LFF AAI _! 961112133F35.21L EE BA 2701212211
54.10LDC AA 660010000F
51.13L C 68! 9950003100C















73.17L CC AA 0 850100310F
29.03L EC HAA 4701212217
132.53L EF f EBB 662442343F
28.08L C BD 8801211001
30.14L CD AD 0 6603110001
99.62L B° AAF 09700410QOF,
33.49L CD BAAB 0 370031021748.40L E B 460130000F80.65L CDF CCC 470712000F
30.63L C A° 8601311201
11.87 C° FB 9601f00206




2 8 EIC 745 11 16
1 2 DO 5332 41 113
1





4 13 124267 K5 1 80
8 1 32 X1903+060 154 8
1 23 LDN 0636 426
3
1 39 HC 26 90 178
2 13 124275 M0 3 90
1 23 LDN0636 338
2 1 1t PK40-0.1 33 168
A! 1 32 X1904+068 87 8
2 1 32 X1904+027 52 2
6.21L 92.64L D BC 870030230F
6.03L 95.37L FC BA 0970060120F
69.67L 254.31L DF BBGB 0661342543F
5.24L 80.78L FE AAD 9670020100F
5.48L 71.82L FF ABMD 9970030152F
3.10 121.73L E C CFC 970333210F
25.61: 459.55L ECC BBSl 5757344200F
.75L 61.35L BD ABH 2 9500000008
1.81L 23.92L DD AA 96803111001
7.40L 106.62L D BC D 760010120F
1.32L 10.40 D K GD 960011110C
75.46L 152.00L E AA 954124722F
24.09L 199.54L F A F D I 660334343F
48.26 104,90L DCD BAAE 01 580013220F
5.79L 16.15: FE D AAJC 8 668012340F
5.85L 111.02L FE AA 9950000000F
2.61L 43.94L CD BB 094000000OF
218.45 355.82: CBDD BAAA 0868223444F
75.46L 152.00L BC a, AG 7960334723F
2.39L 28.57L D CD 9601200201
8.20L 33.40L DC AAB 91380020000715
9.42L 85.29L D BE 370123100F
1.72L 25.99L IBC AA 3 3701100101
6.05L 514.78L CC AA I 0650246102F
5,32L 55.83L DD AB 5 550122320F
5.58L 54.33L CC AA D 8 450011420F
3.65L 18.79L FC AAB 9 2800310217
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 1 32 X1904+062 137 2
1 39 MM 45 65 510
2
2 1 32 X1904+029 29 2
4
437
Right Ascension: 19h04"26"--19h05m03 = Declinatiom 0°-+ 10 °
Position ('1950)
Galactic Uncertainty OCHICoords SMJ SMN 8 12 I_m
Name
.%,
. , (s) ( I b C) £3 (') N
9044+0905 26.3 19 43+ 1 33 6 79 3 2.64
9044+0605 27.1 53 40-1 18 61 80 3 4.02
9044+0752 27.4 35 42+ 0 48 7 79 3 1.71
27.73541_0 1 802 10.52 
9044÷0641 27.7 26 41 0 36 8 80 3 5.59
9044+0759 27.8 40 42+ 0 33 6 79 3 4.01
9044+0015 28.5 29 35- 3 34 7 80 3 1.01
9044+0455 28.6 23 39-- 1 39 12 80 2 .37L
g1044+0125 28.9 13 36- 3 36 8 801 3 2.29
9044+0606 29.0 55 40-- 1 71 9 80 3 4.02L
9044+06.50 Z9.6 21 41- 0 39 11 80 3 1.95L
g044+0314 29.8 8 38- 2 37 9 80:3 .79
9044+0505 29.8 6 39- 1 51 10 80 2 .79
g044+0326 29.9 41 38- 2 27 9 80 3 1.44
9045+0446 30.1 59 39-- 1 49 9 80 3 .99
9045+0430 30.2 43 39-- 1 26 8 80 3 4.95
9045+0704 31 1 22 41- 0 33 6 79 3 44.98
9045+0818 31.3! 60 42+ 0 27 6 79 3 1.39
g045+0518 31.5 11 39-- 1 20 7 80 3 7.39
9045+0633 33.1 35 41- 0 43 1.38
_45+0723 35.(] 44 41- 0 i 75 9 79 1.04
_045+0136 35.3 39 36-- 3 _ 39 12 81 i 2 .69gO45+0951 35.4 56 44+ 1 67 79 3 .81
9045+0813 35.4 59 42+ 0 26 6 43 3 3.51
)046+0702 36.2 46 4t- 0 63 6 79 3 1.56L
gO46+0429 36.3 16 39- 1 43 9 80 3 1.54:
9046+0303 36.4 48 38-- 2 24 9 80 3 2.01
E)046+0452 36.6114 39- 1 39 9 80 : 3 1.02
_1046+ 0046 36.7 44 36-3 48 9 603 .66
_046 + 0532 37.3 59 40-1 41 11 _0 3 1.561
 6+o2 o382 372 7,2 67:
_)46+0701 38.6 41- 0 79 3 1.35
9046+0437 38.7 ._ 39-- 1 22 11 47 3 .51:g046+0714 38.7 " 41-0 84 9 79 3 2.99L
_046+0734 39.0 19 42+ 0 28 10 79 3 2.14L
9046+0444 40.C 47 39- 1 24 9 60 3 5.70
_146+0112 40.3 29 36- 3 34 8 80 3 1.20
_)046 + 0919 40.3114 43+1 40 6 793 1.30
;1046+0809 41.0,i3_77 42+ 0 29 8 80 2 .68
5_ _ 8 80 3 1.49;046+0020 41.7 35- 3 I 1 2 .81:
_46+0136 41.744 33_g 13)046+0508 41.8 ' 24 -- 28 8 80 3 4.54
)047+0207 42.1 46 37-3 33 9 803 1.00
_347+0154 42.1 30 37--3 51 i 10 80 3 .40
)047+0933 42.4 14 43+1 35 8 793 .71
)047+0859 42.5 35 43+1 51 ; _ 3 i 1.66L)047 + 0502 42.7 41 39-1 48 .94
)047+0316 43.0 19 38-2 38 9 80 3 .83
)047+0958 43.5 10 44+I 22 6 793 1.08
)047 + 0027 44.251 35-3 83 11 812 .34
)047+0924 44.9 50 43+1 18 ] 5 79 3 4.50
)047+0t44 47.2 47 36-3 31 8 80 3' 1.06
;1048+0157 48.4 28 37-3 52 9 80 3 ,51
)048+0426 48.4 44 39--1 S0 _ _ _i .78)048+0542 48.9 32 40- 1 20 4.59
]048+0503 49.3 55 39- 1 75 11 80 2 ,94L
)048+0419 49.7 12 39- 2 55 16 80 2 1.20L
)048+0012 509 29 35- 3 33 8 80 3 2.16
)048+0705 51.1 17 41- 0 57 i 11 79 3 5.68L
)048+0652 51.2 27 41 0 74 9 79 2 .94
)048+0446 51.3 49 39- 1 25 15 80 2 1.01L
)048+0748 51.9 1 42+ 0 19 6 79 3; 5.91
)048+0914 51.9 35 43+ 1 25 5 79 3 3.06
)048+0740 52.2 5 42+ 0 31 6 79 3 5.43
)048+0931 52.7 55 43+ 1 26 5 79 3 2.64
)048+0348 52.8 42 38- 2 43 9 80 3 .92
)048+0745 53.0 19 42+ 0 50 7 79 3 ,77
)048+0612 53.4 40 40- 1 102 20 80 2 1.40L
)048+0350 53.8 19 38- 2 63 17 80 2 1.69L
)048+0129 53.8 55 36- 3 28 J 11 51 3 .30
)048+0821 53.8 15 42+ 0 29 8 79 3 1.26:
]O48+0641 53.9 23 41- 0 31 6 79 3 2.85
)049+0620 54.4 25 40- 1 3t 6 80 3 1.06
)049+0630 54.7 1 41- 1 17 10 44 3 4.44
)049+0712 55.4 40 41- 0 20 7 79 3 2.89
)049+0720 55.4 27 41- 0 49 7 79 3 2.10L
]049+0848 55.8 8 43+ 1 36 6 79 3 1.12
)049+0644 56.0 15 41- 0 30 6 79 3 1.31
)049+0542 56.3'36 40- 1 28 9 81 2 8.15L
]049+0559 56.5 21 40- 1 62 9 80 2 .56
)049+O405 38- 2 41 8 80 3 t.4557"5'1 40 1 20)049+0602 57.7 6 80 3 9.05
)049+0458 58.0 33 39-1 63 7 80 3 .62
)049+0437 58.3 19 39-1 36 7 80 3 1.25
)049+0553 58.4 13 40-1 63 14 80 t2 2.2OL
)049+0251 58.830 37-2 30 14 80 , .73L
)049+0228 59,2 i53 37-2 30 9 803 .62)0,0+0 16062342+076 9 793 2 9L)0 0+0857125043+121 5 793 422
)050+0638 t.3 57 41- 0 72 8 80 3 .96
)050+0027 1.9 23 35- 3 37 9 80 3 .51
)050+0655 1.9 48 41-- 0 26 10 60 2 1.13
)050+0823 2.2 17 42+ 0 38 6 79 3 2.40
)050+0053 2.5 43 36- 3 76 10 80 3 .45
)050+0024 2.7 29 35-- 3 26 9 80 3 .55
)050+0135 2.940 36- 3 27 9 80 3 1.18
)050+0826 3.2 41 42+ 0 24 6 42 3 1.96
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
































































1O0 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8.25L I00.41L EE AAC 9 560130111F
6.67L 42.05 EF D AA B 9 978310262F
8.81L 104.34L CO AB 1 370030011F
4.38 127.73L CCD AAB 2 760130120F
3.35 2994L CD DAA 4701000417
3.17 80.84L D B 9700312OLF
8.09L 81.90L EC AAEH 9 872120240F
6.75L 108.61L BC AAEJ 1 370024111F
.69L 52.17L C AD 8500110008 ! 1 2 DO 5340
2.07 44.84L D DCBB 860113143F
3.78L 10.43L EF AANB 9 960111100C
6.67 112.00L C L B ! 960310122F
2O.32L 92.64 E EAGB 570434343F 8
5.41L 81.11L ED AB 9 950010000F
9.66L 45.61L D BA 0 760331000F
4.g0L 78.06L BC AA F I 0 i950200330F 4
3.99L 104.66L CD AC JI 2 860021032F
7.19L 25.06: ED E AALE 9 870122432F A!2 23 LDN0636
6.10L 1112.18L BD AA KI 1 240356333F 16 E 6 1 V844AQL
6.B5L 18.t2L CE AB I 0 2900400007
159.21 377.35 CBDF AAABI 0 948212253F
120.28: 2015.39L OFF BCEBI 0 53D275333F E 1 32 X1904+070
5.60L 86.34L CE AA HI O 970041234F
6.74L 95.25L D BD I 580223432F
2.ENL 34.57L C BE ! 95014115OC 4
1.65L 23.99L EE BG 0 8601300201
145.19: 349.42 BBFC AAAA 1 0541463337 3
137.10L 2015.39L O CCHD 230353333F E
5.94L 107.20L FE AAG 9 850122332F A 1 32 X1904+045
2.g7L 67.00L FF AA ! 9 750111023F
8.37L 36.07L CE O AB G 0 770133133F
.59L 45 54L B D BH 95030100089.43L 47.35 I E B GB 982224333F
4.87L 62.88L DF BD 0 452121210F
19.45L 2015.39L D D HE 230353331F E
8.77L 110.79L DF BCD 0 850030300F
8.27L 121.14L D J D 760026430F
244.55L 598.55 D F HCt C 66El14343F 3 2t 41.517
7.44L 113.51L CC AACK 9 550121032F
3.24L 31.15L BE ABG 7 940001000(3
1.86L 26.32L CD ABE 6 4702220101
9.12L 31.74L D B M 0801473537 3
.52L 54.81L BD AB 2 8501111008
4.29L 52.07L FF BB D 9 940132440C 8
9.66 I02.60L BCC AAA 0 651230002F
5.05L 40.81L CE BA 1 940010011F
2.56L 34.11L C CI K 95002002OC 4
2.15: 34.23L C D CBCB 6802114101
9.21L 135.74L D AB 360030000F
9.80L 107.03L C AD 850241032F
2.90L 76.57L CD AB 3 95002O000F
1.60L 29.74L CC AB I 5 8600301001
.63L 27.83L O D 9603211008
2.15: 26.55L CCD AABH 9 5010142001 1 1 32 X1904+094
2.,43L 31.92L EE AA 9 950t31140C
4.84L 36.91L B BG 940010000C
3.40L 106.41L CE AB 0 751122332F 8
32.09L 114.03: DC F :AADC 1 96B324322F 1 1 32 X1904+057
2.15 38.11L D EKB 960332032F
1.55L 10.91 D I E B 780000020F 4
.50L 33.82L CC AAM 0 6500010008
32.67L 725.35L 2015.39 D EFGD 238043653F E 4 39 BG 1904+07
1.96L 6.72L 101.68L ID AD 470314130F
1.12L 1.63 27.24L I E CFCK 870132032F
44.t2 286.20 429.97 CBFD AAAA 0 465335452F 1 1 21 '41.739
5.81 9.23 38.15: BBCF AABD 0 3702223321 2 1 32 X1904+092
4.27 6.28: 598.55L BCF AAB 4 662326223F 2
1.83 3.10L 32.46L CC AACD 2 4820203111
.50 5.98L 110.74L IE F BB 9 940111000F
1.07 286.20L 429.97LIDD BAF 0 660448552F 3
1.57L 11.66L 23.55 D NB 980122346F 2
.91L 1.34 43.51L D C 95011110OF
.27L tOO: 27.50L C D DGCH 950101220C 2
12.47 55.47 61.45 DCDC CAAB 5 970t40000F
1.57 20.28L 69.64L BC AA H 0 680222660F 1
.92: 4.69L 75.63L DF AAGC 7 885t23334F
3.13 4.35L 62.35LIBD 'AABB 9 781131333F 2 1 32 X1904+064
4.29 110.00: 271.36: !DDDE CBDB 0 651133330F
1.63 26.23 86.28L DD AAG ;70020100F
.68 9.34L 88.70L CD AA 1 570210110F
2.51 20.28 98.23: DEFD BABB 3 578322560F 1
2.84L 32.09 127.05L I E ACCC 960234332F 1 1 32 X1904+057
1.55L 4.76L 78.33L D B 670110010F
.39 7.96L 97.59L BE ABCJ 3 450221020F 1 23 OCL 0096
]AAF5.22 6.08L 110.60L DD 660110010F9
.70L 8.22L 65.09L C _BCH 2 760221110F
.91 7.37L 115.94L CC AA 0 850211300F
1.29L 3.25L 22.89 E F B 780110120F
.53 2.48L 28.60L E B B D 362311100F
.78L 4.28L 62.59L C B F E 840000000F
1.27 13.34L 141.37L D AB 860332010F
135.05L C2.97 8.02L AAG 2 560010010FC
2.06L 6.05L 110.13L F IAJ 670132420F 1
.38 .50L 36.25L CD AB 9 8600312008
.75: 10.15L 123.41L OE BBF 0 360123770F
224 50.47L 86.76L DE AA 5 870340130F
.32L ,68L 53.92L C CH 9502100008
.40 .69L 35.61L CO ACOF 0 6600312008
1.18 3.29L 33.55L FD AA F 9 950241220C 6
1.13L 12.5tL 96.63L F AACE 0 872430130F 4














"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
438
=_
Right Ascension: 19h05"03*-19h05m53 '
Poshion 09_0)
Name H
Galactic UncerlaJnt y OCCoords SMJ SMN e 12 /Lrn
ha. ,8, (s) () I b ('3 C) (') N
lgOSO+osoe3.88 42+0 33 6 78 9 5.24
19050+0001 4.3 23 35-- 41 35 8 80 3 7.16
lg080+5620 4.3 5 42+0 39 6 79 _ 4.4819050+0524 5.057 40- 1 ; 25 6 80 .9719050+0106 5.612 36- 3 35 9 80 1.45
19050+0717 5.751 41- 0 _ 29 7 79 _ 3 1.71L
19051+0122 6.958 36- 3 57 9 803 .44
19051+0815 7.1 5 42+ 0 29 9 80 _ 2 .72:
19051+0610 7.427 40- 1 23 6 803 2.34
19051+0912 7.427 43+ I 73 7 793 .79
19051 +0334 7.6 5 38- 2 31 8 803 2.26
19051+0324 7.741 38- 2 26 9 803 3.19
ig051+0852 7.7 5 ,_+1 34 5 79 3 3.80
19051+0611 8 40- I 42:8 80 3 2.34L
61'4'7 43+_ 23! 6 78 3 9.22lg051 +0936 8.619051+0927 9.e,39 43+I 30 6 79 3 .9o
31 8719051+0030 10.0 20 35- 3 ] 80 3 2.7919051+0704 10.1 41 41-- 0 24 79 3 3.63
19051+0614 11.3 48 40- 1 34 6 80 3; 2.25
19051+0431 11.945 39- I 59 9 80 3 .69
19052+0659 12.537 41-- 0 26 6793 3.04
19o52+o52o12.656 40-1 44 s 8o _ 1.64I_052+053413.26 40-i 20 7 8o 3.3519052+0502 13.8 16' 39- 1 37 6 i 80 4.34
19052+0703 13.9 52 41-- 0 61 12 80 2 3.80L
19052+0508 14.1 19 39-1 24 6 80 3 1.50
19052+0827 14.53542+ 0 5611 80 2 1.96L
19052+0744 15.122 42- 0 28 91793 1.15:
lgO52+0647 15.210141- 0 437l 793 1.06
lg052+0822 15.928 43+ 1 19 5 793 24.78
19052+0352 16.2 I; 138- 2 26 3.6819052+0729 16.6 42- 20 ; 78_9' 33 6.66
19052+0834 17.127J 42+ 0 18 5 793 2.37
17.355' 42-19052+0747 35 8 793 3.200
19053+0751 18.01 42+ 0 368 7913 11.02L
19053+0931 16.32 43+ 1 33 5 793 2.8619053+0550 18.415 40- 1 27 , SOl 3 1.90
19053+0514 20.229 40- 1 506 6 78_9i3 1.2919053+0636 20.7 31 41- 1 20 9 00
190_+0914 227 36 43+ 1 43 z 79 3 .51
19053+0800 23.0 10 40- I 63 6 so 3 1.o5
19053+0800 23.1 46 42+0 36 6 79 3 2.66L
19054+0721 24.4 22 41- 0 89 13 79 3 3,07L
19054+0605 25.355 40- 1 37 6 80 3 2.09
Ig054+0512 25.6 59 40- 1 41 6 80 3 1.74
19054+0901 26,1 45 43+1 30 5 79 3 1.60
19054+0658 Ze.li _ 4_- 0 19 7 79 3 1.73L
lg0,_+0419 25.3i 0 39- 2 37 6 6o[,, 2.so
19054+0426 26.541 39- 2 26 7
80 i 1,14:
19054+0707 26.7 i 5 41-- 0 23 9 79 I.g4
19054+0033 26.849 35-- 3 4820 81 .42[
19054+0245 2703 37- 2 31 9 80 [ 3 1.33
19054+0717 27.6140 41- 0 66 10 792 1.20
19054+0449 27.937 39- 1 19 6 SOl 3 1.30
19054+0843 28.1137 43+ 027 6 79, 3 2.38:
19054+0650 28.7 39 41-0 43 6 79! 3 1,48
19054+0134 29 ¢ 36 33-3 59 10 80!3 .67lgO55+o71o13o_ 793 3.2152 41 - 0 42 8
19055+045931.47 39-i 19 6 4813 1.16L19055+022531940373 258 603 8,6i
19055+0731 32.7 44 42-0 47 8 79!3 1.56
19055+0738 33.3 49 42- 0 52 11 7913 1.30L
19055+0919 34.0 43+ 1 , 1 1.57L
19055+0751 34.4! 42- 0 11.02
19055+08134.=39 40- 1 33 s 80 99.46
19055+0828 34._=48 42+0 55 s 78123 1.2919055+0056 35.4 4 36-3 58 12 81 .4419055+080136.010 41- 1 _0 9 78 3 1.56L
19056+0535 36.3J 34 40-- 1 22 6 80 3 1.76
19066+082436.3_2_41-1 33 6 79i3 .64,19056+0529 J7.1 . 40- 1 47 12 79J2 .58L
19056+0947 37.4 47 44+ I 22 6 79 .64
19056+0858 36.01 24 43+ 0 23 6 78 1.5619o58+o343 _38.I21 38-2 8o 8 6o .76
19o56+o516 391i30 40-1 51 7 eo .73
19056+0547 40.851 40- 1 20 6 8or 3 1.59
19056+0113 40.91 4 36- 3 37 9 80 ' 3 1,31
19056+0552 41.437 40- 1 40 8 803 .73
19os6+o_6 41.7_22 41- 1 24 6 46 3 .65
19057+0655 42.1117 41-0 26 8 793 4.49
19057+0524 142.7121 40- 1 26 6 803 1.33
19057+0755 i42.98 42-0 21 6 793 1.57
19057+0911 [43.750 43+ 1 24 6 793 2.5719057+0417 442 39- 2 33 6 803 3.28
19057+0756 44.655 42- 0 17 7 793 .88
19057+0141 46.4! 37 36- 3 22 8 803 5.60
19057+0844 46.6110 43+ O 56 6 782 .77
19057+0713 46.623 41- 0 39 8 793 1.21
19057+0504 ¢7.1 16 39- 1 24 6 80 3 .91
19057+0425 47.9' 1 39-2 22 6 80 3 8.94
19058+0920 _.8.9, 16 43+ 1 53 11 80 2 .80
19058+0743 50.0 23 42- 0 20 9 79 3 1.06L
19058+0944 50.6 11 44+ 1 42 6 79 3 .70
19058+0734 51.3 13 42- 0 29 5 79 3 4.44
19058+0926 51.56 43+ 1 16 6 793 3.54
19058+0609 52.039 40- 1 49 15 462 1.79L
19058+0131 "32.213 36- 3 44 9 603 .37
19058+0509 52.730 40- 1 51 14 SO 2 2.24L
19058+0208 '53.834 37- 3 46 9 803 1.04
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)














































































1.54 2 80L 82.84L
.29L 3.31L J 30.18L
1.75L 4.01L 136.96L
1.24L 42.14L 86.93
4.24 11.89L 89.SO: 4
.69 5.08L 56.22L
1.52 5.99L 72.98L
1.46 12.36 35.56 1
1.46 7.12L 126.75L






.45 2.08L 35.24L i
.63 5.60 207.35L
.82: 12.22L 143.56L I
2.56 4.70L 116.64L
5.53 6.64L 81.93L
1.64L 1.86 21.93: I
.27L .73: 4939[.!
1.34L 2.21 47.22L I
.47 3.08L 47.78L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
Declination: 0'- + 10"
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Ua_s Coef R Fla_* S 2 # T Name Type C') Mag
BCD AAAC' I 38C122030F
88C AAE 8 0700001000 I 2 DO8055 73 113
BD AA 0 770340020F
CCE BABB 0 964133432F 1
FE AA 8 950000000C
C DD I ADE 670253430FBDH 950000(XX_
EFFD DBCB 1770321030F
BE AD 0960142341F 2
rDE CCGE 1802243321 2
!BC AACI 0; 950110012F 8
:DO AA 91 940210820F
CD AA 9 562010020F
E B ' 78OO42343F 21
BB AA 05800(_1101 I
CD BB i 3601366311 3BC AA 8600211008C AB E , t30165343F 39 AJG 094 45 408
FF AA 3 770143344F C 7
C CCM 750123220F 3
CO AA D 0 170052450F
CO AB 1 56223214OF 1 1 6 EIC748 13 11
DE BAD 1862311330F
CC AA 8 750224455F' 1
F CB 170173340F 3, 39 AJG094 91 408
FE F AAE| 9580141022F
ED BCBC 560430130F 4
DDF DBDB 0560316652F 31 32 X1905+077 r182 3
DE BB 0570233340F
FBC AAAK g 3701220101 i
]
EO AAJ O9 940001100F 21 26!BCE BABC i 568133333F 7 2141.513
.c ^A o 87o3_3OF
FE AA 9560324542F 3
O FAAD 482431419F
FE BAFD 914701135441 21 32 X1905+095 98 2
CO AAE 1970241360F
E AA 9650130030F
FEE AABB 9680021220F 1




CC AB 1 970140000F
CO AA O 650040010F
CC AAI 0 562121040F
DO KBD 174151540F
FFED AACC 770110010F
A A F 91560022220F 3FF o'
C NGE ; 56OO0OO008
DE AAJC 0 540201100F8EF 770150121F 8
CCFE CAAA O 658113340F I
CC AAHE 0 873310310F 2 I 321 X1905+087 19 2
CF AB 7 280342510F
C BI G 950002042(:;
DD AAG 9 670244472F 8
CDF FBEB 5 662333433F I
ECC AAA 9 640000000F




4823516401 = 24BCD AAA 670120010F 15 6 1 V347AQL 37 3
DE BBE 0 770210110F
C CC 9500000008
DD I BA 460002175F
CCCF AACD 6 978135362F
DED BAAA 570030233F
EE CCCB 0 964221354F
CCDD CBAA 2 975113330F 7 1 32 X1905+098 75 7
BC AC 78O142340F 2BGt 940000030F I 13 124304 K2 7 85
DF BDH 0950230230F
CC AAG 3 960222210FAB 950101000C 2 13 124305 G5 7 76
C BCE 560232431F
C D 8GEB 284221430F 1 2140.947 60
DD E AACE,9 168231656F
CD ABE !1 960241130F
CC BA 8480622452F
BCCC AACA 21808124411 22 2143.076 18
BC AAL 1540010010F
C ED BBDB 478422452F
BCD AAB !9 950200080C
C AS 670010300F 2
DF AADD 9 770054442F 8
C F ACE 0780144544F 1
_c ^Ac 1 880101110F01 3
DD BD 3 1801200001
EE BBCB 560123202F ,.




C E CEE 940102022C
E EHC 670120220F
CE AS 1 950010000F
12. 25, SO, 100 /=m; 10) High Source Density Region.
439
Right Ascension: 19h05=53 '-19h06"37"
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 6




























19061 +0359 _- 2
19061 +0622 - 1
19061 +0533 )- 1
19061+0031 ;- 4
19061 +0652 I- 1
















19062 + 0822 2 +
19062 + 0409 L9-
19062+0838 _3+
19062+0004 15-









19063 + 05OO 39 -
19063+0926 43+
19063 + 0840 43 +
19063+0914 43+
t 9O63 + 0333 38-
19063+0610 40-
19063+0649 41 -




19064 + 0753 42-
19064+0908 43-1
19064+0902 43-1




19065 + 0724 42-
19065 + 0749 42.
19065 + 0456 39
19065+0735 42,
19065 + 0937 44






19065 + 0532 40
19065+0348 36
19065 + 0832 43
19065 + O559 4O
19065+0700 41
19065 + 0311 38































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A












3 3 LHE467 406
_E




























































C( AI G 39.904
D B!
C( A
DE B 124318 F2
B
DE B
B ( B G 39,904
iDI A
L' [B19066+0720 4_ 1 3 LB
19066+0112 3E










a 8 Coords SM.T SMN 19 O 12 _m
ham. a 8, (s) (') | b (") (") (°) N
19066+0932 37.4 35 43+ 1 25 8 79 3
19066+0538 38.2 5 40-- 1 62 8 80 3
19066+0753 39.2 57 42- 0 55 9 79 3
19066+0838 39.3 18 43+ 0 29 8 79 3
19066+0801 39.6 22 42- 0 28 8 80 2
19066+0656 39.9 24 41- 1 43 5 79 3
19066+0451 40.1 9 39-- 2 43 8 80 3
19066+0957 40.2 32 44+ 1 42 8 79 3
19067+0811 42.8 38 42- 0 22 5 44 3
19067+0317 43.2 10 38- 2 55 7 80 3
19067+0249 43.8 49 38- 3 24 7 801 3
19067+0501 44.4 49 40- 2 21 6 47!
19067+0722 44.9 18 42-- 1 30 6 79 3
19067+0346 45.0 42 38-- 2 68 16 80 2
19067+0848 45.1 14 43+ 0 34 12 80 2
19067+0519 45.2 59 40- 1 65 11 80 3
19067+0551 45.2 22 40- 1 59 9 80 3
19067+0940 45.E 25 44+ 1 64 8 79 3
19067+0752 46.E 59 42- 0 49 6 79 3
19067+0131 47.1 53 36- 3 37 11 81 2
19067+0535 47.8 34 40- 1 25 9 80 3
19068+0544 48.1 13 40- 1 38 8 80 3
19068+0800 148.5 56 42-- 0 36 7 79 3
19068+0510 48.6 53 40-- 2 77 10 79 2
19068+0016 48.9 22 35-- 4 29 8 80 3
19068+0937 49.4 24 44+ 1 29 8 79 3
19068+0522 49.6 17 40-- 1 28 9 80 3
19068+0107 49.8 17 36-- 3 47 10 80 3
19068+0802 50.1 60 42-- O 76 9 78 2
19068+0343 51.6 26 38- 2 I 52 8 80 3
19068+0607 52.1 29 40- 1 22 7 80 3
19068+0836 52.3!48 43+ 0 47 6 79 3
19068+0459 53.629 39- 2 41 7 80 3
19069+0936 54.7 0 44+ 0 91 10 78 2
19069+0111 54.828 36- 3 27 8 80 3
19069+0052 55.0 16 36- 4 93 14 80 2
19069+0633 55.1 55 41- 1 41 6 80 3
19069+0749 55.2 16 42- 0 49 7 79 3
19069+0339 55.3 38 38- 2 48 7 80 3
19069+0824 55.4 30 43-- 0 24 6 79 3
19069+0916 55.8 16 43+ 0 26 9 79 3
19069+0550 55.9 39 40- 1 33 8 80 3
19069+0831 56.1 42 43- 0 69 7 78 2
19069+0600 56.2 42 40- 1 29 7 46 3
19069+065.7 57.0 53 41- 1 27 6 79 3
19069+0122 57.658 36-3 32 7 80 3
19069+0205 58.5 53 37-3 59 i 13 81 219069+0056 58.7 49 36- 4 46' 80 3
19069+0258 59.0 20 38- 3 56 9 80 3
19069+0547 59.2 41 40- 1 51 12 80 3
19069+0908 59.2 49 43+ 0 51 11 79 3
19069+0822 59.4 33 42- 0 26 6 79 3
19070+0859 0.0 37 43+ 0 56 11 80 2
19070+0333 0.3 26 38- 2 71 25 80 2
19070+0912 1.3 3 43+ 0 82 11 78 2
19070+0435 1.4 48 39- 2 35 7 80 3
19070+0454 1.5 48 39- 2 26 7 80 3
19070+0817 1.6 15 42- 0 20 7 80 3
19070+0405 2.3 15 39- 2 32 6 80 3
19070+0612 3.0 15 41- 1 34 7 80 3
19070+0739 3.5 10 42- 0 24 12 80 3
19070+0510 3.8 2 40- 2 35 17 80 2
19070+0811 4.1 9 42- 0 50 7 79 3
lgO70+0239 5.1 47 37- 3 57 7 80 3
19070+0706 5.3 29 41- 1 23 14 80 2
19071+0857 6.0 29 43+ 0 26 9 79 3
19071+0324 6.9 24 38- 2 94 16 80 2
19071+0227 8.3 41 37- 3 28 7 80 3
19071+0946 8.8 53 44+ 1 24 8 79 3
19071+0208 9.4 31 37- 3 32 7 80 3
19071+0446 9.5 43 39- 2 51 13 80 2
19071+0906 9.9 30 43+ 0 28 7 79 3
19071+0615 10.0 59 41- 1 68 ! 7 79 2
lgO71+0643 10.1 28 41- 1 49 ' 6 79 3
19071+0018 10.4 39 35- 4 79 12 81 2
19071+0051 10.7 53 36 4 24 7 80 3
19071+0223 11.3 25 37- 3 35 7 80 3
19071+0625 11.8 10 41- 1 32 6 79 3
19072+0306 12.2 34 38- 3 61 8 80 3
19072+0210 12.4 53 37- 3 69 7 80 3
19072+0951 12.8 35 44+ 1 40 16 78 2
19072+0743 13.2 35 42- 0 64 10 79 3
19072+0649 14.1 I 41- 1 27 5 79 3
19072+0925 14.6 8 43+ 0 28 8 79 3
19072+0944 15.1 5 44+ 0 19 8 79 3
19072+0639 16.2 17 41- 1 59 24 80 2
19072+0608 16.9 1 41- 1 32 5 79 3
19072+0833 17.5 16 43- 0 24 9 79 3
19072+0142 17.6 36 37- 3 27 8 80 3
19072+0505 17.6 17 40- 2 20 8 80 3
19072+0806 17.9 46 42- 0 22 6 79 3
19073+0509 18.3 9 40- 2 51 8 80 3
19073+0825 19.2 10 43- 0 27 8 79 3
19073+0828 19_9 60 43- 0 22 8 79 3
19073+0620 20_1 27 41- 1 40 6 79 3
19073+0954 20.6 44 44+ 1 20 10 79 3
19073+0249 22.8 25 38- 3 51 7 80 3
19073+0426 23.1 59 39- 2 37 10 80 3
19074+0838 24.1 11 43- 0 31 12 80 3
19074+0336 24.1 29 38- 2 29 6 80 3
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 p,m
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.37 7.72L 186.63L BC AA C 0 960146305F
1.74 31.96L 120.80L D EAF 962055621F
V L C
10O p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
Declination: 0°-+ 10"
Associations
Name Type _"'_ Ma 8
9.77 96.77L E F B 470053100F
9.75L 68.52L DF BAEC 980030330F
15.77L 151.09L D BCL B 370022130F
9.98 92.68L D AAAK 0 960031210F 3
7.54 112.43L DEC BCAA 758012320F 2
8.63L 100.94L CC AACJ 970100041F
38.90 91.10L DCD AAA 9 771231210F
5.71L 132.05L DF AA 2 740210000F
.58L 5,66L D BC 5711000200 4
49.30 126.31 FFDF ECBB 664335534F 8 1 32 X1906+0S07.28L 78.66L AAFG 9 660133351 3
1.44L 10.26 D FMB 970121010F
4.71 160.50L F H B 870005633F B
7.93L 181.53L C BJ 650222200F
8.31L 95.90L D C L 960226666F
8 64L 149.33L C BF L 970242322F 2
9.77L i 132.72L C BB 2 470145201F
3.20L I 47.40L D F 9400000OOC
1024L. 964.79L DE ABJB 3 930043534F
7.42 95.36L FDE AAC , 9 860142300F 45
32.38L 151.09 C F AI B 360032130F
4.73L 112.70L E B 169 660024130F1.33 26.89 BCE AAA ; 342000000813.94 94.25L CCC CBA 970354132F
8.83L 125.92L FF AA 9 760223220F
2.89L 38.89L B CM 630022000C 1
6.41L 151.09L E B 362053350F
8.25L 87.96L D CI 940121010F
1.61: 89.40L CCD AAB 3 871021210F
2,99: 62.30L CEF BBF 8 880122120F
AC O 560233333F 8
E C I 970225233F
B C E B O 830023000C 1
D 9300201008
BB D 0 770100030F




B B GG 960235876F
A F 980122100F
ADI B 871413270F
AA F 2 960120002F 9
A A BG 9 950200030C
CH 7500210OOC
BJ K 9301200008 1 2 DO 5384
A F 3702000000
6.66 153.37L D GHB 850233777F
7.01L 81.74L ID BE G 380140030F 4
38.49 247.32LDDE 'EECE 0 868244540F
13.06L 35.33LDF DCCC 8 590120001F 3 39 NRAO598
1.64L 11.15 D BKD 770100220F
6.83L 75.45L e B B 980050010F
6.80L 105.86L BD AA 6 750110340F 2 1 32 X1907+045
1.26: 101.93L BCE AAB O 550020010F 1 8 EIC751
14.38 131.81L'CDD BBSF 2 774325530F
8.29L 129.96L BC ABGL O 940101353C
8.08L 111.38L C BD E 260043340F 1
48.29: CE CD 780221133F
17.96 O DFHC 684133041F
62AOL EED CBBB 0 880234650F
7.33L B E B D O 6700000000
78.53L D ML C B 960212120F
72.03L CCE BAB 0 480020000F 1 21 43.018
23.70L D CC 660200000F
6.69L D BB 7700100000

































1.03 .50 6.34L 126.31L CE
2.35L .88 13.94L 133.24L E
.55 .27: 2.41L 30.23L BD
.42 .28L .74L 43DOL C
1.05 .49: 6.44L 97.80L CF
1.08 2.00L 7.04L 137.86L C
1.08 .41 7.12L 74.47L CE
.76 2.43 38.49L 121.62L De
4.80 10.02 7.19L 77.90L BC
1.20 .96L 11.78L 64.14L C
.79 1.18L 5.73L 79.10L D
1.52 1.24L 5.12L 91.98L D
3.23 2.19L 9.98L 94.66L B
6.92 3.15 1.27 26.99L BEe
.44 .33L 3.00L 52.03L C
.54 .25L .47L 29.74L B





















.54 .31L .65L 7.16L B
.67: .48 3.18L 53.72L DE
3.06 3.29 6.78L 74.82L F F
.63 1.51L 9.07L 96.47L D
.80 .65 9.26L 106.68L DE
.39 .31L .54L 22.23L C
1.72 .80 .46L 26.22L BC
.97 .40L .54L 5.54L B
15.52 14.55 2.26L 97.11L BC
.79 .48 .63L 5.74L EC













































1 21 42.568 58
31
18 3
2.95: 23.10 EE DMFB 990021012F
5.22 107.69L FC CB 770032230F
25.51 56.43 CCEC BBAA 4 974124410F
4,56: 80.20L FFD AAE 9 970111030F
8.68: 62.14L C E AFEF 984144334F
2.15L 24.66 E N HD 988010020F
7.05L 96.64L E AA 8 763133310F
31.99L 243.77: FF E AAHD 9 470134221F
3.00L 32.62L BC AAG 0 950000132C
2.60 93.21L DFD BDB 1 760141100F
36.19 106.7t: CCEF AAAC 2 972054330C
8.88L 151.50L F E BCF 9 860023130F
89.13L 376.97 CD D BAI C 0 660024550F
80.66L 376.97L C BC 0 561034440F
7.34L 119.39L CC AA 0, 460040010F
9.40L 58.58L C AC _ 980121011F
.56L 5.60L BC AB 01 6701110000
11.03L 149.86L D CI 650111000F
15.54 130.84L D E CDC 475145232F
1.63 8.32: BSED AACD 4 978010230C
, _Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.












































































































a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 0
(s) ('3 1 b ('3 ('3 (')
,)4.2126 43- 0 79 I 10 79
,)4.9139 38- 3 18 I 7 80
!5.2145 41- 1 26 I 6 79
,)5.4113 44+ 0 42 I 8 79
._5.51t7 42- 1 18 I 6 79
->5.6144 42- 0 30 I 8 79
-)6.2112 44+ 0 30 I 7 79
._6.4121 37- 3 52 I 7 80
)7 t =40 40- 2 49 I 8 80
>7 t 145 42-- 1 24 I 6 79
>731 9 40-- 2 27 ] 6 60
)74150 40-- 1 15 I 6 79
-)7.6119 43+ 0 72 ] 15 78
.>8.2141 38-- 3 85 ] 9 81
,)84t26 42-- 0 15 ] 5 79
|0.1110 43+ 0 31 ] 8 79
|0.3154 41-- 1 29 I 9 80
|0.6135 41 1 48 1 6 80
|0.8129 43+ 0 68 l 14 80
|1.0] 4 40- 2 53 I 9 80
|1.3]45 39- 2 57 I 20 80
ll.3110 39- 2 27 ] 8 80
11.5139 40- 1 34 ] 6 80
11.6i23 42- 0 46 I 10 79
11.9l 35 43+ 0 461 8 79
12.0l 1 43- 0 671 8 79
12.31 7 37-- 3 371 7 80
14.01 56 43+ 0 23 I 7 79
14.61 35 37- 3 52 I 9 80
14.71 33 36- 4 41 I 10 81
14.8] 17 44 + 0 24 I 7 79
15.5110 37- 3 35 I 7 80
15,6l 30 41- 1 30 I 10 79
16.O1t3 36- 3 69 I 9 81
16.51 26 43- 0 35 I 9 79
16,6128 41 - 1 54 I 8 80
17_0130 38- 2 97 I 10 79
17.3110 40- 1 36 I 6 80
|7.4[ 32 40 2 82 I 13 80
17.4129 43- 0 30 I 9 79
|8.0117 40- 2 56l 8[ 80
|8.8136 37- 3 25 I 7 80
19.9158 44+ 0 30 I 8 i 79
10.41 1 37-- 3 32 I 17 I 80
|0.8132 41- 1 261 51 80
|0.81 3 36- 4 431 8' 80
11.6157 41-- 1 41 I 7 80
12.1132 44+0 221 6 79
12.6l 15 43- 0 26 I 8 79
N.21 57 43- 0 37 I 9 79
|4.3t 23 43- 0 25 I 8 79
_5.2i 55 41- 1 29 I 6 80
15.4110 44+ 0 34 I 7 79
|5.5152 42- 0 38 I t0 79
|5.6114 43- 0 22 I 7 79
|6.2[50 38- 2 80 I 10 80
16.6] 54 42- 1 89 I 9 80
17.2110 36- 4 40 ] 7 80
t7.3125 39- 2 70 i 8 80
17.6134 40 2 35 t 9 80
r8.7134 40- 2 42 i 6 80
t9.5f 45 37-- 3 59 I 13 79
_0.3120 42-0 261 10 79
_0.9159 41- 1 37 T 6 79
)1,11 B 40--2 15I 5 48
)1.21 6 39-- 2 27 i 10 80
"_'11 43+0 321 8 79
_2.0139 39- 2 52 i 8 60
_3.0110 38- 2 50 I 7 80
_3.3145 43- 0 20 I 7 79
>4.6129 39- 2 80 I 22 80
)5.1120 41- 1 42 I 10 80
56.0122 39- 2 42 I 8 80
76.8153 36- 4 32 I 7 80
_8.3140 39- 2 24 I 8 80
_8.7136 40- 2 30 I 9 80
_8.7125 37-- 3 47 I 7 80
_8.8137 37-- 3 30 I 6 80
59.2121 43+ 0 31 I 6 79
59.2131 41- 1 21 I 5 80
59.9l 2 40-- 2 481 6 80
o 31 56 41-- 1 47 I 7 80
o.41 54 42- 1 55 I 13 90
34 40-- 2 201 6 80
;._ 42 40- 2 94 I 13 80
1.3142 41-- 1 18 f 6 79
1.9 51 37- 3 28 [ 7 80
2.127 40-- 2 19 [ 6 80
2.1 58 42-- 0 42 _ 7 79
2.2 31 44+ 0 19 t 6 79
2.8 47 43- 0 20 I 7 79
3.7 37 40-- 2 18 I 6 80
3.7 59 42- 1 74 i 13 78
4.1 16 42- 1 30 t 11 80
4.45644+0361780
4.624 39 2 29, 7, 80
5.0 50 43+0 51' 7
6.6 4 38- 3 251 7
7.4 43 42- 1 61 I t0 79




12 pm 25 vm 60 p.m 100 /.tin
(Jansky)
.83 2.61L 7.51L I 2099.05L
5.64 2.77 .58L I 5.53L
2.1 t .84 5.98L I 86.40L
2.02 1.00L 7.69L I 273.55L
4.41 1.91 12.19L I 95.24L
16.48: 119.31 938.74 I 2099.05
4.88 2.98 6.21L I 82.98L
.67 .30: 2.36L I 8.62:
.92 1.32L 8.95L I 126.48L
1.44 .67 5.92L I 99ASL
1.32: 3.70 14.25: I 91.63L
.85 .54 3.54 I 94.96L
4.59L 3.13L 26.24 I 74.60L
.43 .25L 1.22L I 16.76L
6.79 49.16 371.85 I 754.48:
3.48 3.85 8.09L ] 96.40L
11.49L 8.02L 4.02 [ 133.44L
1.64 .71 7.28L I 116.36L
2.06L 2.34 9.19L [ 76.88L
1.07 1.12L 2.70L [ 92.11L
.29L .28L 1.69L [ 13.02
5.25 28.13 31.77 | 14.36
3.07 2.95 7.15L 1 95.91L
39 .56L 2.52:1 93.15L
136 2.48 6.55L l 76,49L
t.27L 3.67 31,99 l 290,97L
.75 .41 ,90: I 8,07:
t33.03 I 163.67 54.91 t 78.02L
1.84 .49 .54L I 5.43L
.48 .20: .48L I 6.89L
.96 .83 3.63L I 56.17L
1.51 .60 3.19L ] 68.78L
.53 1.41L 4.22L I 90.98L
36 .19: 1.57L I 14.42L
232 8.53L 80.66 ] 376.97L
.93 .35L 8.01L [ 106.25L
.98 .33L 7.86L I 125.68L
.73 .62 3.14L ] 113.11L
L95L .92L 1.78 I 37.66L
.79L 1.79 35.86: ] 115.64L
.55 1.19L 4.05L [ 135.95L
2.55 1.78 .44L | 7.04L
.91L 1.03 8.56L I 97.92L
.25L .25L 2.24L I 9.49
11.49 8.02 6.72L I 106.77L
.37 .30L 2.84L I 33.88L
36 1.12L 7.80L I 140.82L
1.84 7.64 102.16 ] 282.38L
4.59 20.85: 59.28L ] 72.76L
1.35 .95 6.08L I 73.28L
1.38 1.12 7.39L ] 70.73L
.56 .50L 2.t3: I 19.47:
.87L .83 8,69 1 54.38L
.93 .71: 371.95L I 103.76L
9,12: 28.71: 405,44 I 781.91:
.54 .25L 7.97L I 90.34L
,36L 1.79 22.62L 1 80.71L
.80 .47L .49L l 30.49L
1.49 .68: 8.47L 1 126,33L
1.12L .69: 13.15L l 94.66
1.31 1.47 10.59L i 157.80L
.35 .39L 1.09L I 13.62L
.58L 3.74 75.47L ] 181.44:
3.86 3.43 6.90L ] 89.58L
5.33 4.62: 4.37: I 99.72L
.66 1.06L 8.44L I 127.33L
105.27: I 1089.86 7565.62: 136154A7L
1.10 .64: 8.33LI 112.23L
.80 .28L 3.07L I 92.30L
2.22 8.53L 80.66L I 67.79L
.74L 1.02L .80L I 11.65
.55 1.25L 3.97L I 82.53L
1.34 .47 7.93L I 8.12:
1.34 .76 .67L I 30.76L
2.01 1.04 7.41L I 105.48L
.30L .27L 4.32: ] 18.40
1.05 .69 .46L ] 51.10L
1.93 1.64 ,60L I 4,58L
1.36 1.60 39.72 I 175.52
1.95 1.05 5.79L I 96.68L
.77 .49L 6.99L ] 101.47L
.72: .72 2.15L [ 58.01L
.61 .47L 5.34L I 51.30L
5.47 3.01 1.54L ] 90.58L
2.03L .90L 2.61 I 94.66L
1.09 .60 7.01L ] 51.51L
.83 .34L .52L I 43.77L
5.45 3.12 6.97L 1 92.30L
1.24 .58 10.30L [ 95.61L
1.69 1.37: 6.76L ] 44.83:
9.47 11.12 10.30L I 55.08L
.73 1.46L 7.93L I 16.40:
.49 .63L 8.73L I 152.24L
14.14 36.19 863.20: I 2404.96:
4.65 2.25 8.31L I 75.34L
1.56 .66 4.81L I 115,63L
.90 1.19L [ 3.17L I 175.52L
9.09 18.35 11.24 I 82.91t
2.89 .42LI 6.02L, 104.821





S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
39 !0WC042.5-00.2
Flux Corr A Confusion R S






























































































































22 1 21 42.0232 DO 5398
21 42.400
°41 19078+0509
6 13 124341 K5
D 32 X1908+093
3 32 X1908 +063
"41 19080+0517
1 "41 19080+05062 DO 5403
"41 19079+0513
2 21 21 42.108































*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confu'mod Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).




u 6 Coords 5MJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m#¢1
hm.. , (s) (• l b (') ('3 (') N
f9081+0711 7.9 261 42- 1 21 9 79 3 5.20
19051+0525 8.7 42,1 40- 2 39 7 80 3 1.31L
19081+0639 9.1 25 41- 1 20 6 79 3 1.12L
19081+0753 9.9 44 42- I 28 9 79 3 1.26
19081+0043 10.456 36-4 28 7 80 3 1.13
19081 +0708 10.5 16 42- 1 45 7 79 3 .95
19081+0903 11.432 43-0 30 6 42 3 3.80L
19081+0320 11.5 24 38- 3 53 10 81 2 .75
19081+0954 1.9 52 44+ 0 22 6 79 3 3.38
19082+0835 13.2 52 43- 0 18 8 79 3 1.15
19082+0440 14.8 22 39- 2 59 7 80 3 .54
19082+0942 15.4 32 44+ 0 28 7 79 2 6.29
19082+0653 16.1 16 41- 1 68 19 80 2 1.09L
19082+0453 16.5 47 40- 2 66 8 80 2 .66
19082+0326 16.5 3 38- 3 71 11 80 2 .51L
19082+0352 17.3 3 39- 2 30 9 80 3 .80
19062+0706 17.5 3 42- 1 24 9 79 3 3.95
19082+0514 17.6 58 40- 2 81 21 80 2 5.45L i
19082+0647 17.854 41- 1 85 12 80 2 1.20L
19083+0905 18.0 8 43- 0 17 7 42 2 3.80
19083+0831 18.0 18 43- 0 28 11 80 3 1.23
19083+0820 18.9 15 43- 0 32 7 79 3 5.25
19083+0356 19.5 21 39- 2 43 15 80 2 .25L
19083+0013 20.2 20 35- 4 32 8 80 3 .75
19083+0730 21.0 1 42- 1 72 12 80 2 .60
19083+0641 21,6 50 41- 1 30 5 79 3 1,12
19083+0119 22.1 43 36- 4 21 7 80 3 2.34
19063+0537 22.3 37 40- 2 29 6 80 3 1.31
19083+0549 22.9 11 40- 2 22 6 80 3 .77
19083+0015 23.0 34 35- 4 28 10 80 3 .49
19083+0851 23.0 20 43- 0 24 5 79 3 41.60
19083+0326 23.8 0 38-3 34 13 79 2 .57
19084+0422 24.1 26 39- 2 28 8 80 3 .25L
19084+0839 24.1 41 43- 0 50 9 78 2 .71
19084+0016 26.C 38 35- 4 I 68 12 81 2 .30L
19084+0247 27.4 9 38- 3 I 29 8 80 3 1,27
19084+0951 27.7 52 44+ 0 I 55 6 79 3 1.12
19084+0946 27.8 32 44+ 0 31 8 79 ; 3 1.14L
19084+0924 28.2' 19 44+ 0 40 7 79 2 3.42
19084+0004 29.3 42 35-- 4 59 11 80 3 .36
r9084+0329 '29.4 35 38- 3 86 13 79 2 .65
19084+0935 29.E 14 44+ 0 ' 29 11 80 2 2.02
19085+0920 30.C 26 44+ 0 45 8 79 2 .66L
19065+0039 30.1 8 36- 4 32 13 81 2 .38
19085+0625 30.5i 29 41- 1 33 6 79 3 2.01
19085+0755 30.7 12 42- 1 16 7 44 3 4.63
19085+0634 30 9 2 41- 1 19 6 79 I 2 2.37
19085+0354 32.2139 39- 3 57 11 80 3 .56
19085+0732 32.2 57 42- 1 25 9 79 3 1.44
19085+0738 32.3 40 42- 1 37 7 79 3 .74
'9085+0835 1133.6 10 43- 0 24 8 79 I'3 1.05
19085+0825 33.9 59 43- 0 53 9 78 2 .91
19085+0855 34.C 49 43- 0 39 7 80 2 2.67
19085+0112 35.(; 53 36- 4 59 10 81 2 A1
19065+0329 35.7 27 38-3 28 9 80 3 4.17
!9086+0429 37.3 14 39- 2 44 8 80 3 .27L
19086+0505 37.7 43 40- 2 37 6 80 3 3.36
19086+0428 38.G 18 39- 2 34 6 80 3 1.47
19086+0603 38A 47 41- 2 31 11 79 3 1.45L
19086+0257 38.8 45 38- 3 46 9 80 3 .46
19086+0930 39.14 44+ 0 27 10 79 3 .62
19086+0811 39.3 19 43- 1 47 9 79 3 .65:
19086+0340 40.4 51 39-- 3 46 21 80 2 .34L
19086+0850 40.9 10 43- 0 60 8 80 2 .96
19086+0428 41.0 9 39- 2 51 6 80 3 .53
19066+0651 41.1 19 41- 1 28 9 79 3 3.48
19087+0900 42.1 5 43- 0 23 7 79 3 2.71
19087+0656 43.5 13 41- 1 40 9 79 3 .91
19087+0729 43.5 0 42- 1 24 12 80 2 .29L
19087+0712 43.8 34 42- 1 20 8 79 3 4.81
19087+0509 44.7 22 40-- 2 33 6 80 3 .56
r9_7+0743 45.0, 49 42-- 1 78 10 80 2 .54
19087+0501 45.5 31 40- 2 31 8 80 3 1_04
19087+0316 i46.6 25 38-- 3 32 10 80 3 .55
19087+0915 46.9 31 43- 0 24 7 79 3 1.58
19087+0323 47.0 21 38- 3 33 8 80 3 17.90
19087+0054 47.5! 50 44+ 0 67 12 78 2 1.97L
19087+0641 47.9 15 41- 1 79 9 79 3 .85
19088+0224 48.6 0 37- 3 94 38 80 2 .25L
19088+0824 49.3 55 43- 0 57 7 80 2 1.12
19088+0145 50.2 36 37- 4 53 17 80 2 .36L
19088+0847 50.7 41 43- 0 75 19 80 2 1.29L
19088+0818 50.9 49 43- 1 84 11 80 2 1.95L
19068+0836 51.1 46 43- 0 37 7 80 2 .96
,,O68+0924.5 3444-0 49 g7 8819068+0022 51.9 43 36 4 43 .25L
19088+0902 52.3 25 43- 0 23 6 79 3 1.64
t9088+0623 52.4 23 41- 1 77 14 80 2 1.67L
19088+0736 53.5 21 42- 1 32 10 79 3 .30L
19088+0030 53.6 38 36- 4 51 19 81 ! 2 .25L
19088+0943 53.8 19 44+ 0 39 9 80 2 1.71L
19069+0708 54.3 29 42-- 1 31 7 79 3 1.51
19089+0600 55.1 3 41- 2 33 1.94
19069+0933 56.4 38 44+ 0 93 8 2 .83
19089+0242 57.2 28 38- 3 28 9 80 3 1.80
19089+0655 57.9 9 41- 1 22 8 79 3 2.18
19069+0724 58.2 13 42- 1 29 8 79 3 2.16
19089+0141 59.6 31 37- 4 47 8 80 3 .69
19069+0631 59.8 5 41 1 40 13; 80 2 1.43
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smafl Extended
Flux Density Flags
_t _ _) V
25 p,m 60 Fm 100 p,m Flux Con" A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
3.74L 5.40L 113.72L E AA H 9
1.46 9_25: 20.64: EEF BDDF
1.57 2.43 100.79L CD EAAC 1
13.60 131.04: 235.06L EIBD CCDC 1
.74 .74L 27.10L ED AAE 0
.82 5.41L 115.14L FF AA 9
47.92 710.95 2248.99 CEF CAAC
.57L 11.24L 113.84L D BC
1.95 6.89L 110.79L CD ABGC 0
2.46 7.83: 57.44L FFF AAB 9
.27L .66L 85.53L B AC
5.08 6.56L 76.97L BC AAC 0
.60L .79L 26.78 E J HDD
.34 1.23L 34.78L CD CBE 0
.32 1.98L 14.08L D BB
.48L 6.74L 83.97L B AB
3.99 5.42L 105.62L FE AA 9
3.12L 2.80L 10.69 D E GKC1.15L 1,78 45.42L H C
47.92L 710.95L 2248.99L C ADBD
.96 6.18L 74.34L CD BBE 3
3.38 10.30L 69.99L FD AA 1
.28L 1.30L 9.18 E I A
.51 .45L 26.53L BD BBG 0
.49L 6.88L 112.16L C BE
.69 5A7L 89.02L CD AB 0
15.58 14.27 4.72: BBCEIAAAB 1
.94 3.62L 76.09L FE AB 9
.48 2.14L 122.13L DE ABFB 0
.25L .59L 28.10L B CFF
36.41 6.33: 79.31L CBF AAB 7
.32L 5.71L 74.34L C BC
1.16 2.55 76.99L CC AAB
1.37L 3.43L 85.08L D B G
.25L .90 26.75L C B
.82 .53L 5.02L BD AA 0
.57: 5.69L 108.35L CF ACM 0
14.67L 20.42 74.97 F D J CCA
1.59 11.38L 71.97L CE AEIG 0
.25L .53L 4.78L D D
1.33L 5.72L 76.48L C BC
1.45L 65.25L 272.76: D F BDGD
.94 19.75: 71.36L EE ECAB
.27L .62L 29.23L C CD
.99 5.53L 83.98L FE AA 9
9.14 8.20: 68.24: BCEF AADC 1
1.60 1.91: 19.67L FFF AAFB 9
.27L 4.15L 72.01L D AD
.96 5.62L 110.67L BD AAI J 8
.52L 5.54L 111.32L B B B H
.72L 8,53L ! 70.66L C ACMI
.74L 4.85L 67.37L D AB F
1.37 5.74L 64.87L CE AA 0
.30L .73L 33.86L: C C
1.68: .68: 66,60L BDE AAC 0
.25L 3.11 9.93 BD AB
.78 .85L 70.20L BC AB 4
1.13 .56L 75.18L BC AA B 0
.94L 3.09 17.12: DE CBD
.25L .48L 4.02L C BN
1.14 5.94L 93.79L CD ,BBL 1
.48 1321 _ 76.26 FDDE DDCB 0
.25L 1.61L' 18.28 E C FD
1.69L 5.76L 92.86L O 8
.33L .76L 126 00L' B B D
1.71 7.03L 106.77L' F C AA 3
11.42: 226.66: 667.98L CEF CEEA 0
.61 7.75L 123.93L DD AADC 1
.25L 2.12 27.17L D N CB
3.88 7.18L 117.20L DD AAM 9
.33L ,97L 119.77L C BD
.60L 5.14L 75.77L C CE D
.68 .83L 86.28L EF BC 9
.30L 5.62L 61.11L C CE
1.26 4.28: 36.58L DDF ABDC 1
23.74 5.45 63.12L BBF AAA I 9
.73L 8.10 54.73L E CBC
.38: 9.39L 126.28L DF BE 0
.25L 1.42L 7.25 D MF
.45: 4.86L 70.22L CE ABHE 0
.25L .71 5.27: CED D ICcC1.22L 5.33L 36.16
1.01L 2.26 58,08L D LBJ
.57: 2.75L 59.90L DF ACHG 0
1.20L 5.47L 56. I0L C AC
.39 .60 37.6OL CC CD
53.75 357.39: 667.98 DBEF AAAB 4
1.11L 3.57 108.90L D B
.89 8.68: 24.59: DDD DCEC
,64L .68 6.58: CE GFE
1.13 18.51: 235.71L EE BDB
1.01 5.98L 122.48L BC AA F 7
.25L 6.81L 64.28L B BJ C
1.03 5.23L 79.97L BC AA 0
1.76L 5.93L 88.90L D B
.82 .45L 3.39L BC AA 0
1.47 7.11L 116.16L FF AA 9
1.64 5.97L 64.37L CC CB 1
.33L .45L 40.89L B BE






































































































































A _"'_ Mag# T Name Type
I 32! X1908 + 054 10
1 21 42.202
1 39 W49 1390
1 2 DO 5408 83
2 °39 DA473 1420
1 "41 19083+0515 4
1 2 DO 5415 101
1 1 V1115 AQL 3
1 16 11791 1600
1 1 Vl115 AQL 3
3 "13 124356K0 75
1 32 X1908 +082 7
1 32 X1908+036 8
15 21 43.255 8
1 "41 19086+05O9 3
1 "41 19088+0501 2
1 21 44.069
1 13 124362 K2 80
1 32 X1908 + 088 4
443




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 _m
h m. o , (s) (") [ b (') (") (') N
19090+0459 1.1 35 40--2 31 6 8013 2.12
19090+0906 1.6 20 43-0 32 7'3 79 1.o2
19090+0852 1.6 40 43- 0 59 8 80 2 2.35:
19o9o+o854 1.8 26 43- o 31 6 79 3 9.54
19090+0602 2.5 53 41- 2 23 5 79 3 1.13
19090+0304 3.21 6 38- 3 63 9 80 3 1.01
19o9o+o41o 3.3 59 39- 3 91 lO 80 3 .34
19o9o+o517 4,639 4o-2 42 7 80 3 .83
19090+0528 5.c 18 40-2 50 13 80 2 .96L
19o9o+o813 5.1 6 43-1 50 8 80 2 .65
19091+0805 6.7 44 42-1 60 11 80 2 .32L
19091+0345 7.1 9 39-3 17 6 80 3 2.73
19091 +0729 7.326 42-1 32 8 793 .78
19091+0423 8.041 39-2 56 7792 .58
19091+0958 8.8 8 44+ 0 61 7 793 1.04
19091+0419 9.026 39-- 2 81 10 802 .42
19091+0104 10.413 36-- 4 57 11 792 .41
19091+0900 11.944 43-- 0 27 6 79 3 9.03
19092+0841 13.4;27 43- 0 23 7 793 2.61:
19092+0223 13.5!54 37- 3 75 10 80 3 .49
19092+0435 14.122 39- 2 18 5 80 3 1.45
19092+0119 f4.545 37- 4 31 8 80 3 .77
19092+0055 14.6 6 36- 4 63 9 80 3 .43
19092+0629 14.913 41- 1 36 7 79 3 .89
19092+0510 16.940 40- 2 49 23 80 2 .25L
19092+0447 17.4 4 40- 2 52 10 80 2 .46
19092+0848 17.442 43- 0 30 12 79 3 1.79L
19092+0948 17.545 44+ 0 82 8 80 2 .71
19692+0625 17.847 41-- 2 33 7 793 2.15
19093+0003 18.543 35- 4 70 18 812 .86L
19093+0734 19.048 42- I 26 7793 1.76
19093+0702 20.712 42- 1 54 8 793 .67
19093+0532 22.448 40- 2 38 5' 803 1.03
19093+0333 22.732 39- 3 38 6803 2.18
19093+0717 23.859 42- 1 37 81793 2.06
19093+091f 23.844 44- 0 76 8' 80 2 1.04
19094+0006 24.446 35- 4 41 7 803 5.26
19094+0108 24.447 36- 4 47 8 803 1.17
19094+0815 24.453 43- 1 36 6 793 2.75
19094+0324 24.854 38- 3 3719 i 802 .25L
19094+0249 25.53938- 3 23 7603 1.02
19094+0356 26.33139- 3 26 6 803 5.09
19094+0956 27.442144+ 0 44 11 793 1.72L
19094+0839 27.434 I, 43- 1 31 6 79 3 1.78
19094+0242 27.643 38- 3 52 11 812 .34
19094+0053 27.74210 36- 4 37 7 803 5.0119094+0416 29.110 39- 3 39 7 803 .62
19094+0944 29.2 44- 0 22 6 423 4.97
19094+0924 29.548 44 0 31 8 792 1.33L
19094+0313 29.650! 38- 3 67 7 803 .44
19094+0615 29.648 41- 2 99 23 802 1.42L
[9094+0401 29.822 39- 3 26 7 803 .48
19094+0229 29.924 38- 3 36 8 803 .97
19094+0124 29.9 55 37- 4 51 9 80 3 .32
19095+0245 30.2 38- 3 66 2 80 .30L
i9095+0930 30.242 44 0 793 5.30
19095+0525 30.950 40- 2 66 11 803 .44
19095+0542 30.954 40- 2 29 9 803 1.54
19095+0826 31.542 43- f 38 7 793 6.91
19095+0843 32.33 43- I 46 8 802 .89L
19095+0511 33.58 40- 2 64 8 792 .37
19095+0641 33.536 41- I 72 8 793 .79
19095+0942 34.942 44- 0 27 7 793 2.50
[9095+0613 35.237 41- 2 30 7 793 1.58
'9095+0347 35.5 23 39-- 3 f7 6 80 3 ,69
,9095+033735.71 39-3 56 7 8o 3 .97
r_+o74o 36.o4442-1 51 7 79 3 .89
,9096+070738919 42-1 46 ; 78_ 52
,9096+05183714oi 40 2 56 801 43
I
_9o96+o2_37.1 8 38-3 21 7 60 3 1.8619098+0029376 6=36-4 34 8 60 3 87
,_096+04663 .653 40-2 52 6 8o 3 .47
_90_+022039.264 37-3 29 o eo3 f.oo
[90966+0018 39.331 36- 4 71 14 Elf 2 .27
19096+0853 40.739 43- 0 56 8 802 1.05
19096+0949 40.71044- 0 40 11 793 1.61L
19096+0053 41.117 36- 4 61 10 79 _ 2 .67
19096+0959 41.8 2 44+ 0 74 10 79 3 1.41
19096+0232 42.058 38- 3 31 11 80 3 .50
19097+0919 42.04 44- 0 28 7 79:3 6.26
19097+0830 42.24 43- 1 68 15 802 1.53L
19097+0952 42.425 44- 0 46 11 793 1.73L
19097+0047 42.734 36- 4 23 8 803 2.27
19097+0623 43.89 41- 2 47 8 793 .82
_097+0,_f43.9_ 39-3 20 6 603 f5,88
19097+0644 43.9 _o! 41- , 89 23 80 2 '.03L19097+0_1451f0 44-0 27 fo 78 3 2.01
19097+0435 45225 39- 2 38 6 803 1.64
19097+0847 46.39 i 43 1 21 6 793 18.88
19097+0152 46.860 37-4 4213 803 .26L
[9097+0840 47,235 43- 1 31 , w =I 1.13
19098+0537 48.852 40- 2 29 7 803 .65
19098+0946 48.950 44-0 56 10 793 1.28
19098+0307 49,348 38-- 3 59 12 80 2 .29
19098+0546 49.513 41- 2 28 9 80 3 .41
19098+0055 49.647 36- 4 48 14 81 2 .33
22, 41- 2 37 7 79 3 1.6019098+0629 49.7
19098+0801 50.233 43- 0 56 6 802 .74
19098+0127 50.659 37 4 30 9 803 4.44
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3)
444
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 u.m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Fhgs* S 2 # T
1.24 .80L 95.39L BF AA [ 9 9501110008 1 °41
.61: 5.33L 667,98L CE AB 0 950133122F A
1.54 5.32L 65.33L DE CB 0 970130030F 4
4.57 5,36L 77.44L BD AA 3 970121000F
.72 1.63L 118.78L CD AAEF 9650112241F
.42 .50L 6.50Lj B D AD 2 2700001000
.25L 6.45L 82.17L C C 940100000C
.42: 8.17L 115.79LiCD BC 5450111010F 1 "41
.66L 3,88L 28.97 E GDA 674222330F 2 1 "41
.36L 4.76L 55.40L C , B 960335530C 3
.30L 1.76 53.89L _ D B 960300000C
1.08 .87: 58.49L BCE AAC 3950100242C
.60 1.70 74.79L DFD BABC 9970124411C 3
.44L 1.70L 69.73L E ACKD 9400110208
1.36L 16.20L 99.07L C IA D 570272300F 1 39
.25L .72L 42.06L C ! D 9500220208
.31L .78L 35.37L C D 8301100008
8.73 5.07L 667.98L CC AAC 0950254021F 8
8.38: 172.38 510.48: ECEF FBAA 0952327541F
.27L .54L 4.75L C S M 6701010000
.83 .76L 88.06L BC AB 09500000008 f '41
.39 .45L 16.49L SC AB G 5 9400100228
.25L .75L 34.32L C BF K 6500100006 1 23
.78 6.70L t21.50L CC BA 1 850120120F
.65L 1.36L 10.19 E I B 9802120118
.23: .86L 25.76L CD DE 2 9600110218
2.08L 2.96 79.45L E I C 970221110F 2
1.37L 7.16L 472.63L D CF 950120633F
.93 6.64L 119.79L BD AA 0760010120F
.27L .83L 4.91 C E DC 4600100200 4 1 32
1.42 ! 5.94L 60.65L BF AB 9960211132C
.40: 6.50L f18.52L FE BD 0950111100F
1.05 2.97L 76.38L CD AAGF 8950112020(3
1.25 3.87L 56.75L BC AA 1 840011000C
.83 6.74L 64.13L BC AB 5760121021C
1.17L 5.36L 73,18L D BFN 980211010F
6.20 1.71 3.22L BBC AAAF 4 3600100200 4
,25L .45L 35.53L B AE 5301100008
1.65 5.48L 21.55: CD F AAEC 0 970222232F I
.25L .73L 8.52 D H E D 960000020C 4 I
.55 .50L 4.65L CC AC f 2700101000
2.99 1.35 58.17L CCD AABG 8 940020022C 8
1.59 16.20 50.61L DE CDF I 570083400F
10.33 172,38L 195.14L OC BAAG 01 961346541F 1 23
.30L 1.33L 12.29L C C HG 3600101210
2.79 .63: 28,88L DED AACC 9 6400220008 8'1;1
.25L .94L 70.11L B BDLC 13
j 940121012650.34 240.78 47263 FBFE BAAA 0857234737F
99 [ 13.10 2743.62L DE FEB 630133521F
.29L _ 3.99L 45.83L C CL 740000000C
1.01L 3.67L 9.57 D DC 580111010F
.36 3.01L 60.27L CE CB 9950120022C 8
1.00 I .71L 4.86L CF AACG 9 7801120220 1
.31L,I .46L 30.80L C DCKF 9300002118 2
1.49 172.38L 55.47L CD BBFI 1 980313321F 1 23
.25L: .78: 9.19 ED I F 2680201210 i
129.12 i 1725.48 2743.62 BBCC AAAA 1730213230F 75 1 1 _ 21
.31L [ 5.26L 20.62L C DD D 970122350C 2
.44L i 5.52L 23.37: B O AE E 960212220C 1 2
5.54 6.14L 51.83L CF AAD 0980123230F 3 1 32
t.80 26.32: 1448.67L EF CBC 940459752F 2
.28L 1.60L 72.41L C CFG 9401100118
.41; 6.86L 118.37L DF BB 0950010022F C
2.42 240.78L 472.63L DC AC 3950234516FJ
.71 6A2L 93.15L BC AB 3 550131010C!
.46 I 1.67: 16.93L BCE BCFB 3968122140C = t
.34L I, 4.81L 49.81L C B E 950011020C 1 2
.39: 5.19L 77.16L EE BB 4960210010C
.43: 7.13L 63.07L DE BC H 3950100000F
.26L [ 5.16L 94.69L B BDD 950020030C
i
1,01 .46L 4.74L CD AA K 9 1710001320 C
.56 .48L 24.66L BC BBD 04400001008
.27L .89L 27.94L D BHMH 9601210428 2 "23
.54L .83L 3.72L C BBC 7600000000 '
.26L .50L 30.06L C GMI 4300000008
1.11: 22.10: 64.42L FEE CCD 5970201330F 61 32
1.37 22.25 87.46L DE E B B E 970233412F
.34L _ 1.05L 32.51L C AF O 4300330008 1
1.94L I 16.20L 932.71L C A 940053332F 2
.53L _, .57L 7.10L E CDGG 6701120320 1
!
4.82 2.64L 73.46L FD AAC 9580125250F
1.08L J 2.17L 21.74 E EGC' 994023220F 3 I 23
.72 I 5.77 49.11L EE EBCC' 974040310F
1.41 .58L 31.99L BC AAC 1 5300100008
.94L 6.24L 111.42L C B B 550020000F
13.39 2.72 79.03L BBD AAAI 9840110012C 8
1.02L 1.36L 15.46 O CEC 980010032F C
9.58 , 82.54 472.63L DDE AAAC 0 955436635F
.51 .72L 67.68L BC AB 09500000008 1 "41
95.88 774.24 1448.67 BBDD BAAA 6948325331F 81 25 21
.26L .80 7.50 CD LCFB 9700100108
1.28L 3.32L 58.22L D BBE 981224331F 1 23
.35: 5.89L 103.33L BD ABGG 0940110300C 2
.70L 22.25L 88.68L C AF D 970275425F 1 2
.25L .6fL 29.91L C GJ 9500000008
.38 193: f12.S0L CDD BBDB 0940112220C
.26L .71L 41.57L E C 4300130008 1
.79 5.85L 78.95L EE AA 7650010100F
.46L 4.88L 67.89L D B H 98010300OF
1.58 .56L 18.67L BC AAD 1 9501002008 2 3 1
I
Name Type _"_ Mag
19089+0459 36 3
19090+0517 12 3
19091 +0528 41 8





124374 K2 16 78
LDN 0649 460
43.784 33
DO 5430 f 13
X19og+084A _4_ 2







DO 5440 86 113
KC) AOL 7 3
.2










a 8 Coords SMJSMN O O 12 _m
h_m..8, (s) ('3 1 b 03 £3 (')'N
19098+0555 150.81 26 41- 2 17 7 79 3
19098+0609 50.9 11 41- 2 34 7 80 3
19098+0342 53.8 26 39- 3 26 10 80 3
19099+0030 58.51 53 36- 4 31 20 80 3
19100+0809 0.2 57 43- 1 27 8 80 2
19100+0523 0.7 22 40- 2 66 16 80 2
19100+0259 0.8112 38- 3 59 10 81 2
19100+0337 0.9 31 39- 3 26 5 80 3
19100+0951 1.1 56 44- 0 38 9 79 3
19100+0620 1.2. 36 41- 2, 70 8 79 _ 3
19100+0553 1.9 35 41- 2 71 12 80 2
19100+0604 2.3 15 41- 2 43 10 78 _ 2
19100+0149 3.8 35 37- 4 37 g 80 3
19100+0550 4.61 0 41- 2 27 6 80 318100+0e37 5,2 1 41- 2 33 8 79 3
19100+0942 5.9 11 44- 0 26 8 79 3
19101 +0237 6.6 51 38- 3 49 8 79 2
19101+0944 8.348 44-0 72 10 8o 2
19101+0404 8.4 11 39-3 36 6 80 3
19101+0755 8.4 14 42- 1 201 7 80 2
19101+0741 9.8 51 42- 1 46 13 60 2
19101+0846 10.1 38 43- 1 35 9 79 3
19101+0645 10.3 57 41- 2 27 6 79 3!
19101+0138 11.1 51 37- 4 60 18 80 2
19101+0239 11.4 37 38- 3 28 6 80 .3i
19101+0616 11.5 4 41- 2 83 22 80
19102+0506 12.1 2 40- 2 23 7 80
19102+0703 12.2 56 42- 1 48 6 _ 79
19102+0103 12.4 53 36- 4 92 12 81 2
19102+0647 12.6 50 41- 2 44 5 I 79 3
19102+0955 12.7 401 44- 0 24 8 79 3
19102+0118 14.1 3, 37- 4 62 12 80 2
19102+0827 15.8 31 43- t 45 8 80 2
19102+0220 15.8 411 38- 4 19 6 80 3
19102+0548 15.8 3' 41- 2 35 7 79 3
19102+0329 16.8 25 39- 3 26 8 80 3
19102+0027 16.9 21 36- 5 32 8 80 3
19102+0057 16.9 19 38- 4 65 10 3
19102+0905 16.9 44 44- 0 50 9 3
19102+0917 17.2 25 44- 0 29 9 79 3
19102+0247 17.9 37 38-- 3 41 11 80 2
19103+0439 18.2 56 40- 3 41 8 80 3
19103+0217 18.5 37 37- 4 21 6 80 3
19103+0654 18.5 22 42-2 79 7 79 13
19103+0208 18.6 _ 37-4 18 6 _(_;319103+0809 119.31 43- I 29 14 ! 2
19103+0551 i19.7 53 41 - 2 75 8 79 J3
19103+0413 20.3 21 39-- 3 85 9 80 2
19103+0749 120.9 46 42- 1 89 12 80 2
19103+0935 22.0 57 44- 0 27 8 79 3
19103+0913 22.7 12 44- 0 32 9 79 3
19103+0034 22.9 47 36-- 4 57 11 80 3
19103+0954 23.1 36 44- 0 ] 20 7 79 3
19103+0530 23.327 40- 2 I 41 16 80 2
19104+0753 24.0 58 42- 1 J 65 8 80 2
19104+0250 24.3 24555 36- 3 1 33 18 80 219104+0619 24.7 41- 2 32 6 79 319104+0237 25.6 38- 4 52 9 80 2
19104+0134 25.4 1 37- 425.4 i58 16 7 80 319104+0550 41- 2 23 11 79 3
19104+0908 25.4110 44- 1 68 12 79 3
19104+0634 25.7 58 41- 2 50 5 79 3
19104+0649 25.8,41 43- 1 36 7 79 3
19104+0142 27.341 37- 4 95 13 80 2
19104+0725 27.4!17 42- 1 100 18 80 2
19104+0445 28.7126 40- 3 63 17 B0 2
19104+0609 28.8 25 41- 2 32 7 79 3
19104+0830 29.7 58 43- I 24 7 79 3
19104+0353 29.9 33 39- 3 63 9 80 3
19105+0539 30.2 10 40- 2 23 11 80 3
19105+0522 30.9 4 40- 2 58 16 80 2
19105+0946 30.9 52 44- 0 23 8 79 3
19105+0932 31.9 6 44- 0 53, 11 79 3
19105+0527 32.8 18 40- 2 50 8 80 2
19105+0531 33,0 55 40- 2 58 11 79 2
19105+0041 33.5 34 36- 4 58 15 53 3
19105+0633 34.3 27 41- 2 25 6 79 3
19105+0834 35.2 28 43- 1 51 ! 11 80 2
19105+0435 35.8 47 40- 3 29 7 80 3
19105+0852 35,9 10 43-1 25 ; 9 79 3
19106+0335 36.3 13 39-3 354 ; 80 319106+0254 36.5 39 38- 3 80 3,
19106+0923 36.7 15 44- 0 82 ] 14 78 2
19106+0942 36.751 44-0 46 8 79 319106+0938376_ 44-o 24 79
191o6+o71136o39 42-16047 ! _19108+023240112 38-4 5Ol I
191o6+o7_41457 42- i _ 32!19106+032041,622 38-3 58 7191o_+o51o41.946 40-2 31 6 79 3i
19107+0241 44.4 37 38- 4 49 8 79 21
19107+0916 44.4 18 44-1 26 9 79 3 I19107+094744.813 44-0 33 18 79 3j
19107+0356 44.6 18 39--3 35 12 80 2!
19107+0129 45.8 21 37- 4 26 6 80 3191o7+o15o47.130 37-4 45 7 8o 319107+0941472 2 44-0 42 8 79 3
19107+0908 473 49 44-1 33 8 79 3





































































































Declination: 0"- + 10°
Flux DensiCy P3ags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /_m 60 /,Lm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Contusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.58 5.70L 64.58L CD ]AAE 750120000C
4.01 2.92L 14.20: BB F IAAI B 674130050C
.26L 1.99 61.33L I D I CC 940030040C
.25L .58 4.69: FE HE 3600101108
1.06 3.02: 42.72L CD AB 970110120C
.25L 1.00 11.15 DD CC 960000010C
.77 1.13L 48.01L F ABH 9500001228 C
2.86 .70 60.24L BFE AAB 9 940020010C
.97 5.77L 67.371 CE IBC 2 970132622F 8
.35: 5.68L 88.49L CE AD 0 55O020000F
.26L 3.26L 39.52L F C 950030000C
.42L 5.17L 83.99L E CD 650020020C
1.08 .45L 35.96L BC ;AA 1 9500100008
2.00 2.85L 38.62LIBC AA F 8 951151343C C
.63 5.25L 55.56L CO 86 0 760000000F
7.02: 38.82: 65.14L IDCD BBB 2_ 977323635F 2
.25L .78L 44.50L iC B G 9400111008
.98L 4.53L 46.73L'D AH H 980223533F
,65 3.96L 52.56L CC AB 61 750000000C
.$6 1.33L 40.43L CE BDC 0 870140110C
,68L 4.46L 45.18L C GE 970201010C
4.64: 8.41: 54.09 FEF BDFA 980215321F
.47: 5.50L 61.05L CF AD 0 960110021F
.25L .60 4.13L D EC 9700100108
1.04 .56L 44.02L CF AA 9 9500211008
.93L 3.35L 10.78 D CB 480020000F
4.02 1.40 78,80L BBC AAEB 2 9400000528
.70 1.21L 72.52L CC ABF 4 9503001008
.31L .75L 37.64L C C F C 4300000208 !

























13.56L 144.86: CE F ABGC 0 961136542F
12.55L F DF ! 9400100008
3.99L 53.04L CO AA L 0 960022020F
36.63L CC AA 9 9301111108
47.89L BE] AAFD 0 95O132345C 18
63.94L CBD DAAA 0i940101011C
18.62L BC AB 1 2400100008
17.81L B B ! 4400010208
72.90L DF ACB 3 970011001F
65.21L CC AA 0 980032240F
18.11L F DF 9600100208
60.93L BF BE 0 9400210008
6.92: DFOD ABGD; 9 8501111108
71.20L CC BAJ E' 2 9603000008
32.51L CC BBI D _ 7303001208
22.32 C E,EFFB 870000142C
79.18L D BD 95O142355C
24.77L C D 660202000C
















































S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 2 005444 46 106
1 13 124385 A2 41 88
1 V351AQL 4 3
1 23 LDN0639 1405
4 5 13 124389 MA 2! 87
8 1 32 X1910+099 67 8
1 23 LDN0649 533
32 X1910+058 _144 121 FN AQL 65 3
1 "41 19103+0439 11 3
8
8 1 32 X1910+058
51.39 139.90: BDDD AABA 0 96E142532F 27 A 1 32 X1910+096
4.64 26.65LFFO AADD 9 98C033443F
.49L 23.89L D B 5400000108
40.60: 132.38: CDF CABS 0 97C126552F 8
.94 32.01L E C 960120000C
3.77L 36.54L C AI 870150020C
.71: 4.43 DE EB j 9 97002002083.29L 61.89L EF AA 45O110000F
.55L 17.06L CD AC F 0 9600111006
.73: 26.52L BCE BBFF 9401100008
6.23: 47.69 DE ECDD 958122355C
2.98 66.16L C I B 970031333F
5.38L 68.58L ' B E 'AS 6 750020000F
42.06L 162.92L CC :AAE 0 960132130F
.44L 22.541 C ,D 9500000008
1.31 47.74L O 'E C 650000020C
.91 27.63L I C D 9501100018
72.351 IB CEGC 450001020C
92.24( BD AAK 0 960220000F
68.99L D CH 940021042C
40.37 D F E C D A 95A202330C
6.87 D FA 970120000C
60.441 FF AAFB 9 970121340F
67.64L EF E_C 980022321F
26.70[ C BE 950130010C
95.62[ F D 940020000C
5.05: OD EGGD 3601100438
74.40L FF AB 9 9600200008
51.81L F KGB 960410210F
63.35L CC AA 0 9400100008
162.92 CCED BBAB 0 960021120F
47.91L CF ABMG 0 850100021C
51.40L BD AE 3 9401100308
76.37[ E B 680222353F
73.28L CE AA 3 970243570F
81.09L CC AABD 1 975233552F
44.84_. F CJ DO 9600010008
13.41L C C 9502121228
10.39: C D ABKB 880200061C
53.55t F AC 850020200(3
55.21L BC AA 0 9401201428
45.71L C flD ; 9400000108
93.13: DD E ABGD 6,960306543F
60.44 D 8CGB ! 970231360F
11.02 D F F B 1860010020C
31.68L CC AAG 3 9400000008
41.39L C BF 9400100108
91.61L CE ABK 1 970343352F
63.16L CD AAF 1 970000100F
67.46L BCC ABCD 0 t 8400001108



































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
C 1 32 X1910+058
4
1 2 DO 5453
























Right Ascension: 19h10=48"-19h11=41" Declination: 0%+10 '
_ition 0950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty OCa 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
ham ._, (s) C) ! b ('9 C') (') N
19108+0800 50 43--1 37 7 79 319108+0927 39 ,,-0 47 9 79319108+0,07 38 36-3 30 7 80319108+0540 22 41-2 21 6 79319108÷0_46 17 41-2 58 12 79319108÷0815 7 ,3- 1 51 11 7, 319108+_1 44 44-i 25 7 43319t0810319 49 36-3 26 7 803
191088+0455 380 40- 43! 72 8 B0 291o8+o113 37- 41 8o3
191368+0343 36 39- 3 34 12 80 3
19108+0303 49 38- 3 22 13 81 2
1913610210 _,50 37- 4 28 6 80 3
19108+0705 39 42-2 25 5 79 3
19108+3605 26 43-14 45 7 79 319109+0227 ' 38- 64 15 60 2
1910910158 46 37- 4 47 8 80 3
i9109+0831 11 43- 1 42 12 79 3
19109+0657 47 42- 2 22 5 79 3
19109+0306 46 38- 3 64 19 80 2
19109+0313 49 38-- 3 54 16 80 2
19109+0442 27 40-3 31 7 80 3]
19110+0419 16 39-3 26 6 80 3i
19110+0133 35i 37- 4 79 16i 80 2l
19110+0852 32 42- 2 29 5 79 3
19110+0224 57 38- 4 52 ;; 80 3 I19110+0949 201 44- 27 79
19110+033. 139_ 2619110+0432 4 40- 32
1911010815 281 43- 1 40 9 2
19110+0744 17i 42- 1 39 19 80 2
19111+0358 5! 39- 3 42 7 80 3
19111+0147 4J 37- 4 38 6 90 3
19111+0800 .! 43-. 47 8 80 2
19111+0746 3BI 42-1 43 15 80 219111+0115 34 37- 46 7 80 3
19111+0059 36' 36- 4 54 9 80 319111+0400 39! 39-- o 58 8 80 3
19111+0737 58 _ 42- 1 34 10 78 2
1911110810 16 43- 1 25 8 441 3
19111+0003 12 36-- 5 35 14 80! 3
19111+0954 45 44-0 43 12 78
19111+0921 44- I SO 9 791
19111+0757 ,_ 43- 1 65 16 80 I19111+0938 44-- 0 33 12 79
191t1+02t2 29 38- 4 21 7 80, 3
19111+0630 5 41- 2 31 6 79 3
1911210615 39 41- 2 30 9 79 3
19112+0259 30 38-- 4 80 23 80 2
19112+0539 32 41- 2 64 13 80 2
19112+0905 39 44- 1 32 8 79 3
19112+0816 32 43- 1 36 9 79 3
19112+0417 36 39- 3 31 6 80 3
19112+0819 44 43- 1 27 9 79 3
1911210513 9 40- 3 58 6 79 3
19112+0646 30 42- 2 45 7 79 3
19112+0516 18 40- 2 39 7 79 3
19112+0625 39 41- 2 43 11 80 2
19112+0945 44 44- 0 53 9 79 3
19113+0745 43 42- 1 3,5 8 79 3
19113+0648 58 42- 2 34 6 79 3
19113+0805 59 43- 1 67 11 80 2
19113+0637 21 43- 1 37 14 79 3
19113+0232 16 39- 4 28 6 90 3
191131094t 9 44-0 48 11 79 3
19113+0332 26 39-- 3 35 6 80 3
19114+0510 31 40- 3 63 15 80 2
19114+0002 18 36- 5 33 7 80 319114+05270040_2191 4+0738 53 42_1 45
1911410,11 52 39-3 52 9.03
19114136,1 8 43_1 43 , ;; 319114109_0 37 44-1 38 6 319114+0743 5 42_1 32 , 79 3
19114+0302 30 38-4 25 7 803
19114+0425 19 40-3 42 ; 88_0 3319114÷0329 19 39-3 2219114+0036 45 36--5 26 6 3
19115+3656 48 44-1 36 6 79 3
19115+0238 34 38-4 26 5 80 3
19115+03O4 19 36-4 38 5 80 3
19115+0710 45 42-2 56 13 80 2
19115+0439 37 40- 3 77 17 80 2
19115+0828 27 43- 1 46 9 84_0 219115+0752 6 43- 1 35 8 3
19115+08t8 47 41- 2 78 8 78 2
19116+0420 38 39- 3 27 7 80 3
19116+0227 39 38- 4 63 19 80 2
19116+0729 49 42- 2 40 9 79 3
1911610101 22 37- 5 47 7 80 3
19116+0524 44 40-3 70 _ _0,2
19116+0653 26 42-2 77 7 ;(_! 3
19116+0737 1342-1 47 9 (3
19116+0504 4 40-- 3 32 5 3
19116+0801 4 43-1 34 12 2
19116+0359 9 39-3 23 6 3
19116+0825 28 43-1 31 8 _oj2219116+0347 19 39-3 74 18
19115+0535 8 41-2 58 12 80 2
19116+0812 16 43-1 73 10 791 3
*Conlus_on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 #_m 25 Fm 60 Fm 100 i_m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
1.82 1.49 8.13L 97.12L FD
1.82L 31: 8.51: 31.81 EDE
1.52 .93 .83L 54.00L BC
5.73 3.05 8.93L 55.03L B B
.44L ,25L 1,81 62,31L i E
.57 .48L 6.23t 79.75L C
3.69 10.45 90.76 227.53 B C F D
.25L 1.57 2,28 48.75L CC
.41 ,39L .65/. 19.71L D
1,01 .69 .43L 25.10L OC
,40 .26L 3.70L 56,52L C
.58 .31: .77L 41,02L CE
4.09 3,08 1,76 12.04L BCF
2,57 2,37 .62: 8.07: BCDD
.67 1.07 8.64L 78.93L CF C
.46L .29L ,62 5.76L
,42 .25L ,52L 36.05L C
2,09L 1,33L 5.30: 37.25 E C
14,16 4,79 .78: 69,59L B DD D
.35L .41L .88L 5,43
2,37L .28L .88L 4.50 D
7,21 3,98 ,72: 43.64L BEC
5.10 3.36 ,99 20.87L CEC
.25L .27L .55: 3.61 DO
2.31 131 .76L 68.47L BC
.64 .25L .46L 40.36L B
3.06 2.49 4.9OL 58.28L BC
.53 .30L 3.61L 35.26L B
.34L 5.66 7,06 41.23L BC
1.77 1.74L 6.54L 44.82L C
.34L .35L 2.52L 22.30 D
2.18 1.01 .61L 43.55L BC
1.62 .92 .43L 26,65L BC
,50 ,35L 3,37L 42.09L C
,36L ,44L 1.50 38.52L D
.43 .29L ,41L 30,87L C
.50 .21: .40L 34.97L CE
.54 .28L .68L 59.45L C
.46 .39L 6.52L 80.86L D
1.84 322 22.96 67,89: 8COD
_28L ,57L 1,00 4.08L E
.57 t39L 5.13L 145,33L D
,66 1.68L 6.78L 117.04L D
.25L ,30L 1.22L 15,14 D
.79L .51 5.78L 107.72L E
.46 1,01 5,49 12.04 DCCC
1.46 .84 .70L 48.89L BC
,95 .25L 5.64L 52.17L B
1,31 L ,40L ,47L 3,83 D
,52L .27L 1.15 29.30L D
6.80 5.05 4.94L 66,02L CD
.48L 7.59 6,54 73.95L B D
2.05 .81 .58L 34.72L CC
7.41 11.32 4.50: 51.04L EDD
1.22 ,25: ,69L 53.88L BE
.81 .59 .82L 87.66L CD
.84 ,31L ,80L 55,87L C
.36 .33L .83L 26.33L D
.76 .57: 4.72L 78.57L CF
.62 .42 7.13L 101.16L EF
7.19 3.28 1.20L 75.33L DE
.79 .55: 4.20L 46.94L CO
1.31L 1.17L 5.69L 36.34 C
18,13 4.93 1.00 33.77L BBC
1.34L 1.05L 5.78 53.20L D
,25L 3,50 4,79 38,85L BC
.31L .29L 1.14 6.60: CE
3t.33 648.29 515.88 168.13 BBBD=
.63 .31L 5.25L 59.51L B
.73 .39 3.20L 36.40L BD
.28L .39 1.06 42.87L EC
.67 1.16L 3.74L 58,09L C
9.90 9.79 2.65 56.51L BCD
10.61 6.90 1.45 80.69L BED
.61 .31L .60L 47.flSL C
1.61 .95 .72L 49.58L B C
1.55 .88 .59L 38.27L DE
3.01 1.57 .64 24.72L BCC
1.00 1.25L 7,26L 119.19L C
3.23 206 .73: 34.34L CCF
1.07 .49: ,49L 29.81L BD
.34L .26L 1.15 35.04L col
,53L ,25L ,96L 5,38
.53 1.03L 1.78: 45.59L D D
5.21 4.56 6.10L 80.57L BB
,62 .43: 1.27L 61.23L CD
1.10 .53L .61L 58.51L B
,25L ,78L ,50: 5.23 CF DDil1,05 1,06 6,61L 82,42L
.75 ,47 ,43L 23,77L B D
.54 .32; 2,19L 26.14L CE
.76 ,32L ,82L 63.14L B
1.05 .53: 8.22L 82.38L B D
2.14 1.68 .63L 48.39L BF
.36L .36L 3.42L 13.93 D
1,76 1.11 .00 40.06L BDD
.74 .50 2.95L 27.86L DO
.32L .29L .63 5.94L C
.31L ,25L 1,13 25.26L D
.55 .49L 3.32L 55.42L D
Flags Associations
V L C
CoTr A Confusion R S A Sep
Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C') Mag




L FCF 950210142C C
BBL 961221152(3 1 2 DO 5466 48 115
BAAA _ 0 962232320F 3 1 32 X1910+090 47




AABC 9 6441014426 E












AAJ F 3 970140150F
B E 740110000(3
CAAG 9500000008 1 11 PK 39- 2.1 26
AAK 960234331C
I B 0i 970t21362C 8A B 9,50_)001 36
AAD 0j 9402100008B C 770030030C
GC 970031362C 8
C E 9400100008
CH 01 9300100418BOHE 9400000008
D I 960020120CBAAA 0 96A222243C A_
NCBD 3581202200
B E 960053470F
C E 960123312F 1 2 DO 5472 19 103
EC 680010030C
BC 0 971161250F
BCEC 0 5681115338 E 4 13 12440888 t4 50








AC 1 9400200118 1 13 124409 K2 11 85
BA C O 9501100008
ABB 9401108108
BC L 9601101008 2
BB G' 0 970140483F




AAB 0 9400200008 ; 17 6 13 124413 MA 4 8,8
GF DG 980140453F 2
AAE 9501200008 I 111PK38- 3.2 35
FNEB 9701100118
AAAA 0 2181202300 6 2 131124414G5 4 83





AAB 9 750131442C 8
BE 9400110008
AADB 0 8401100108 4 1 391CC039-023 96 408
AA 9 95002O0008 I
AADO 0 6401000008 2 2' DO5475 81 105
ACKC 958402231F 1 13; 124415 K0 24 78




} G E 960232230F 1
AAC 0 960300000(3 01









BFFA 980130030C 1 23 LDN 0646 329
AAB 9 9401000008





















o , £3 C) ,, N
19117+0020 42.2 28 38- 5 87 18 80 2
19117+0327 43.4 39 39- 3 79 12 81 2
19117+0841 43.5 5 43- 1 23 8 79 3
19117+0717 43.5 47 42-2 19 7 79 3
19117+0657 45.2 16 42-2 29 6 793
19117+0903 45.4 42 44-1 43 9 79 3
19117+0005 46.5 38 36-5 79 17 8t2
19118+0740 49.2 11 42-1 39 i 10 80 2
19118+0911 51.0 6 44-1 30 7 79 3
19118+0950 51.954 44-0 326 793
19118+0945 51.9 26 44-1 20 6 79 3
19118+0416 52.0 32 39-3 83 27 802
19118+0606 52.322 41-2 56 7 79 3
19118+0903 52.9 10 44- 1 51 9 79 3
19118+0521 53.4124 40-3 39 6 793
19118+0953 53.6:3 44-0 61 9 793
19119+0634 54.017 41--2 28113 793
19119+0644 54.3;25 42-2 448 79319119+0547 55.2 41-2 281 1 79 3
19119+0648 55.448 42--2 98! 12 80 2
19119+0929 55.8 3 44--1 377 793
19119+0439 56.1 31 40--3 38 6 80 3
19119+0708 56.3 14 42--2 50 10 793
19119+0811 56.5 36 43 1 22 12 442
19119+0454 57.1 59 40--3 42 6 793
19119+0830 57.1 14 43--1 24 9 793
19119+0801 57.2 22 43-- 1 85 16 80 2
19119+0642 57.630 42--2 38 8 793
19119+0936 59.6 12 44--1 29 6 793
19120+0834 0.3 21 43--1 36 11 80 2
19120+0250 0.5 34 38--4 87 9 802
19120+0341 1.(]4 39--3 53 16 802
19120+0848 2.1 39 43-1 44 9 79 3
19120+0917 3.1 18 44-1 27 6433
19120+0112 3.3 34 37- 5 35 6 80 3
19120+0325 3.6 3 39- 4 19 6 80 3
19120+0008 5.(_ 19 36- 5 25 7 80 3
19120+0838 5.3 28 43- 1 47 9 79 3
19121+0800 6.C 54 43- 1 19 8 79 3
19121+0949 6.E 14 44- 1 35 6 79 3
19121+0612 7.C 53 41- 2 44 9 80 2
19121 +0221 7.5 37 38- 4 37 15 80 3
19121+0804 8.1 40 43- 1 37 9 79 3
19121+0037 ,9.13 36-5 73 13 81i_19121+0747 106 2 43-2 46 8 79
19121+0925 11.5 44 44- 1 35 11 78
19122+0043 14.1 54 36- 5 56 7 80 3
19122+0557 14.6 22 41- 2 27 7 79 3
19122+0928 14.8 39 44- 1 40 7 79 3
19122+095914.92345-0417793
19122+094715.41844-1257782
19122+0920 16.9 44 44- 1 79 8 79 3
19122+0206 17.8 2 38-4 72 16 51 2
19123+0704 18.2 57 42- 2 54 10 79 3
19123+0646 18.5 55 42- 2 63 13 78 2
19123+0855 19.2 37 44= 1 45 7 79 3
19123+0154 19.4 51 37- 4 78 20 81 2
19123+06003 20.4 44 41- 2 33 6 79 3
19123+0106 21.2 56 37- 5 61 8 80 3
19123+0409 21.8 13 39- 3 18 5 80 3
19123+0319 22.3 15 39- 4 83 20 80 2
19123+0802 22.4 58 43- 1 60 15 ! 80 2
19123+0944 23.4 37 44- 1 20 7 79 3
19124+0050 24.0 14 36- 5 39 17 80 3
19124+0645 25.1 14 42= 2 48 10 79 3
19124+0836 25.4 30 43- 1 29 7 79 3!
19124+0138 25.5 57 37- 4 42 7 80 3
19124+0730 26.8 33 42- 2 46 8 79 3
19124+0417 27_5 7 40- 3 49 6 80 3
19125+0446 30.8 31 40- 3 42 6 79 3
19125+0607 30.8 31 41- 2 70 9 80 2
19125+0343 31.2'24 39- 3 31 6 80 3
19125+0902 32.3 18 44- 54 27 80 2
19125+0337 32.5 22 39- 4 53 6 80 3
19125+0712 33.0 34 42- 2 40 9 79 3
19125+0030 33.6 34 36- 5 44 7 80 3
19125+0831 34.3 50 43- 47 8 79 3
19125+0145 34.g 29 37- 4 35 11 80 2
19126+0805 36.C 57 43- 39 15 80 2
19126+0943 37._ 4 44- 1 53 10 80 2
19126+0640 37._ 16 42- 2 63 20 80 2
19126+0520 39.2' 55 40- 3 74 7 79 3
19126+0722 39.3 27 42- 2 33 8 79 3
19126+0217 39.6 41 38- 4 27 6 80 3
19126+0648 40.5 5 42-- 2 21 8 46 3
19127+0326 42.1 32 39- 4 59 16 80 2
19127+0352 42.6 10 39- 3 46 7 80 3
19127+0113 42.8 19 37- 5 21 6 80 3
19127+0733 43.0 41 42- 2 46 9 79 3
19127+0306 43.1 91 38- 4 93 8 80 2
19127+0845 43.3 8; 43- 1 23 6 79 3
19127+0848 43.4 131 44- 1 55 7 79 3
19127+0105 44.1 301 37- 5 26 6 80 3
19127+0602 44.4 10 41- 2 56 8 79 3
19127+0750 46.5 37 43- 2 66 11 78 2
19127+0610 46.6 60 41- 2 88 13 80 2
19127+0939 46.6 10 44- 1 37 7 79 3
19127+0959 47.0 15 45- 1 41 11 78 2
19127+0931 47.2 33 44- 1 48 8 79 3





(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 Fm 60 p.m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
.77L .25L .52 14.91L O CF 2400000108
.38 .28L 1.01L 49.25L C C 8500200008


































































































1.24L 77.64L BC ABF 0 9401001208
.70L 59.82L BE AA 9 9610100008
9.93 44.19L EE GAA 96401032OF
.81 7.99L D C 2501000100
3.6OL 35.52L ED ABG 0 97011000OC
4.31L 46.05L D AAI 9 97022102OF
4.48L 65.61L CD BB 2 970132101F
109.28 232.14: BBDD AAAA 0 968022533F
+74L 7.20 D MF D 9700100008
5.50L 90.OOL C BG 540100000C
9.93L 44.06L BF AA 4 96011032OF
3.41L 45.67L B AD 950120000C
4.74L 60.71L D BK 970122102F
1.06 16.05: CE GKFB 9681100308
.78L 80.31L F C 9501200008
1.79L 10.06 D F DB 968001021C
.80L 39.04L C F _o00200(_8
5.35L 51.98L C AB 0 770210020F
.66L 48.67L BD BBB 1 8401000008
,72L 94.23L B B L E 1300000008
1.62: 20.00 FDE J CC 970120043C
Declination: 0°- + 10"
Associations
Name Type _¢'_ Ma|
32 X1911+090 58
3 1 32 X1911+097 73
2 1 32 X1911+090 57
4
1 23 LDN 0646 92
1 13 124427 K5
1 11 PK35- 5.1
6.29L 71.96L D AE 960222362F
5.29L 87.98L' BC AAG 2 )50130051C 1 23 LDN 0646
4.86L 56.82L D AB 971064214F
4.62L 47.88L C BJ GE 3502O002OC 4
.64L 9.55 D GC 9600000218
7.11L 111.25L BD AB 961040030C 1 23 LDN0646
.56L 21.38L C EJ ND 6400000008
5.35L 82.26L BF BCBBI 0 95010000OC2.91 53.66L D 670130020F
40L : 26.15L BE AD 1 7400100208 4
4.18L 45.95L E CE 850210000C
5.04L 52.75L BC AA J 3 570110020F
4.48L 61.03L FE AA I 9 ' 97021002OF
4_34L 44.04L CE AB C 0 970062441F
3.77L 1510.80L D C F 530443344F 2
.69 6.18L C CD 9681000228 C
1.12L 90.83L CD BBJ 0 9501010008
1.71L 75.65L C BL 9502100008
6.21L 60.68L C AD 960334754F 1
.56L 37.2OL;DE BC 0 9501000008
6.39L 109.42LICD AAC 0 950222230F
1.66 25.62L E J DBD 970130040C
1.01L 71.26L C BF G 9501100008
1.67: 20.39: )F DC AABD 9 980000040F
1.53L 39.91L DE BBC 0 970031110F
.54L 19.46L C 'CI 9500000008
.79 15.68L C C 9500000108
5.78L 48.01L DF !BDH 9 960214441F
740.62 1510.80 BBCC AAAA 0 733323433F 91 2 2 21'43.890
.55L 19.94L BC AAF 0 9401001108
.52L 32.77L BE AA 9 9500100208
1.70 2.84L CC FAAD 1701000000
4 XY AQL
28.77L D J D 9400000108
47.02L BC AA 0 550020000C
24.78L BF CH 4 9400000008
38.29L BBC AAC 0 9401000108 14
6.48: CE F D 7600000108
36.49L D DC 960040030C
20.60: CF F ABI C 0 980051330F
6.64 O GLI B 8502110328
74.21L CO AC 9502300208
44.37L FE AAJF 9 960221132F
28.13L BC BB 0 9400000008
76.52L B B B 940(X)000OC
34.29L F BDM 9500000008
35.79L CE AC 01 9401000008
28.58L C D CMC 440230000C
28.05L BBC AAA 0 9500100218 14
16.53 E GB C 980110010F
26.19L B BEC |500110218
80.40L DD ACM 2 9402130008
18+42L B AE 3400000008
54.86L C :B 96002002OF
5.78: CD KEB 9581000208
74.69L C BB 961021120C
30.66L D BBAE 0 980034540F
12.46L D CI FE )701100008
57.50L B BE 94011200OC
73.65L FF ACLG 9 640000032C
18.36L DF AA 9 9500100008
17.11L 3DC AACC 9 9613100308
4.83 D D DC 77000000O8
32.28L D BG 9500000008
25.39L BC AAL 0 9400102128
93.79L B D B B O 93000000(0
2O.49L D A F 8500000008
66.03L CC AA 7 96022O200F
69.81L CF AB 0 95012O202F
24.54L BD AA 0 9400011008
55.12L C BB 64021000OC
74.44L D B =9601t0032C









































106.13L 531.50L DF _AGB 9 842043331F
6.32 58.29L D GECD 970042110F
4.86L 117.97L DF BCGG 0 660010010F
1.80L 68.70L C CE 9401110008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.
23 LDN0646
C 1 32 X1912+008
4i
1 16 11844 M2
1
1 2 DO 5496


























Right Ascension: 19h12m47"-19h13_48 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty _3 12 )_m 25 ,_m 60 pm
a 8 a _) CoorbdS SMJ SMN Oh m. . , (s) ( (') (") (') N (Jansky)
19127+0210 47.638 38- 4 24 5803 4,10 2.20
19128+0934 48.525 44- 1 30 7 793 5.31 4.04
19128+0457 49,64740- 3 34 5 793 5.73 3.64
19128+0227 50.040 38- 4 17 6 803 6.75 3,99
19128+0856 50.539 44- 1 21 6 793 3.39 2.30
19128+0507 51.018 40- 3 42 6 803 1.07 .55
19128+0129 51.319 37- 5 39 7 792 ,51 ,26:
19128+0241 51.459 38- 4 47 19 802 ,25L ,25L
19126+0807 52,952 43- 2 35 7 79 ! 3 ,90 .93
19128+0910 _52,g 26 44- 20 6 793 8,41 16,80
19128+0255 53.C 28 38-- 4 37 6 80 3 .88 .28:
!9128+0631 53.324 42- 2 39 9 793 .95 ,49
!9129+0655 54,745 42- 2 69 16 802 ,94L ,25L
9129+0959 55,1 45- 67 7 79,3 ,96 ,98L
9129+0233 55,1 0 38- 4 67 19 802 .25L .26L
9129+0913 56.0,33 44- 47 8 793 .70 .52L
9129+0442 56.144 40- 3 62 16 802 1.33L ,25L
9129+0822 56,855 43- 41 16 802 ,95L 1.15L
9129+0841 57,128 43- t 34 7 793 1,48 ,80
9129+0618 57.511 41- 2 30 9 793 1,61 ,89
9129+0213 58.244 38- 4 28 6 803 1.49 ,93
9129+0517 59,530 40- 3 57 9 80 3 ,45 .25L
9129+0049 59.850 37- 5 31 8 79 2 .57 .29
9130+0313 0,528 39- 4 25 5 80 3 5.12 1.41
9130+0542 1,022 41- 3 92 11 79 2 .29 .34L
9130+0955 1.238 45- 1 21 879 3 2.68 1.52
9130+0940A 3.611 44- 1 42 9 43 3 4.74L 3.30:
9130+0647 3,7 9 42- 2 57 17 80 2 ,5OL .25L
9130+0612 3.950 41- 2 81 14 80 2 ,34 .26L
9t30+0952 4.051 45- 1 31 10 79 3 .89 ,83
9130+0539 5,254 41- 3 41 t7 80 2 ,25L .29L
9131+0537 6.658 41- 3 43 7 79 3 .60 .48
9131+0424 6.931 40- 3 50 19 80 2 .30L ,28L
9131+0655 7.330 42- 2 37 9 793 2,01 1.27
9131+0740 8,619 43- 2 32 7 802 2.92 1.43
9131+0343 9,2 5 39- 4 44 18 79 2 ,SOL .59L
9131+0746 9,240 43- 2 35 7 793 .57 .29L
9131+0846 9.251 44- 1 25 6 793 2.04 .94
9131+07t6 10.019 42- 2 44 9 793 ,65 .35
9131+0450 10.932 40- 3 51 18 802 ,44L: ,26L
8131+0855 11,_ 4 44-1 33 12 80 2 1.01L .32L
9132+0557 ,14.C 29 41-3 48 9 79i3 .80 .39L
9132+0131 14.539 37- 5 21 7803 .48 .25L
9132+0720 14.540 42- 2 42 7 793 ,70 ,42
9132+0120 15.5 42 37- 5 46 8 81 2 .68 .47L
9132+0638 16.1 42- 2 52 22 802 ,26L .33L
9132+0815 16.356 43- 2 16 6 79 3 .86 .58
9132+0412 16,518 40- 3 50 8 80 2 .61 .52L
_132+0701 16,520 42- 2 35 9 793 1.23 ,85
D132+0726 16,59 42- 2 57 9 802 .47 .27:
9133+0136 19,526 37- 5 35 6 803 1.58 .73
)133+0258 21,3 16 38- 4 50 21 80 2 .25L 1.081
)133+0934 22.643 44 1 40 7 793 1.83 1.31:
)133+0224 22.9 6 38- 4 35 10 803 ,25L .34L
)133+0943 23,054 44- 1 40 7 793 3.52 4.74
)133+0448 23.142 40- 3 27 6 803 3,01 t,46
)133+0032 23,6 9 36- 5 23 6 803 2.95 .83
)133+0811 23.625 43- 2 49 7 793 .76 .68
)133+0043 23.822 38- 5 23 5 803 .69 ,38
)134+0612 24.515 41 3 78 12 79 2 ,44 ,26L
)134+0108 25.1 t5 37- 5 45 6 803 .99 .23:
)134+0939 25.459 44- t 39 8 793 11.44 6,05
)134+0553 26.019 41- 3 52 9 793 ,43 ,25L
)134+0708 28.335 42- 2 82 10 802 ,41 .71L
)134+0533 28.837 41- 3 48 10 793 .57 .38L)134+0626 29,228 42- 2 26 J _ 793 1,28 1,30
)134+0829 29,648 43- 1 20 7 452 ,80 ,42:
)134+0113 29.750 37- 5 56 6 803 ,66 ,26L
)135+0931 30.632 44- 1 25 7 793 233,68 199,24
)135+0958 31,739 45- 1 40 11 793 i 1,18L 2,28L
I
)t35+0415 33,559 40-- 3 53 7803 1,01 .81
)135+0506 34,211 40-- 3 28 7 7931 1,45 ,31:)135+0809 34.955 43-- 2 19 6 793i 6.75 5.32
)135+0909 35,742 44- 1 30 6 793' 2,41 2.15
)136+0839 36,2344-1 45 7 793 i .81 ,57:
)136+0236 36,440 38- 4 42 t2 803 ,25L .25L
)136+0759 37.1 12 43-2 24 6 79 31 1,16 ,66
)136+0642 37.4 71 42- 2 64 11 79 3'_ .71 .38L)136+0952 37.7 23 45-1 48 79 3l .54: 1.45
)136+0947 38.311 45-1 63 8793' .64 2.40L
)136+0926 38.947 44-1 36 7 793 1.43 1.00
)136+0423 39.8540-3 25 6803 1.46 .45
1136+0736 40.226 43- 2 52 7379 .91 .25:
1136+0709 40.61642-2 6610782 .37 .35L
1136+0003 40.853 36-5 55 81 80 3 .49 ,31L
)136+0825 41.142143-2 5516' 802 .97L .97L
1136+0537 41,555 41- 3 34 11 79 3 ,39 ,24:
1137+0843 42.1 3 44- 1 44 7 79 3 1,02 .56
t137+0111 42.2 7 37- 5 74 16 80 2 .25L .38L
1137+0510 42,5 32 40- 3 86 12 80 2 .42 .32L
1137+0816 43.3 9 43- 2 75 9 80 2 ,38 .29L
1137+0550 43,4 22 41- 3 76 15 80 2 .34 .34L
1137+0459 44.8 11 40 3 37 8 79 3 ,69 .53
1137+0337 45.433 39- 4 30 7 79 3 .64 .35L
1137+0412 46.1 33 40 4 46 8 80 3 ,42 .25L
)137+0835 46,1 36 43- 1 24 6 79 3 5,73 2.94
)137+0728 46.1 48 42- 2 41 7 79 3 .80 .26L
1137+0649 46.9 21 42- 2 39 7 79 3 1.51 .49
)137+0934 47.8 24 44- 1 34 7 79 3 4.08 3,56
1138+0504 48.2 18 40- 3 64 11 79 3 .52 ,25L
Flags
V L C
10O _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A











.50L; 26.11L CE AD
.57L I 56,63L CC AA
1.14L 10.97 D B J B
7,24L 39.42L C ABDG
.83L 6.50 D GHC
5.15L 85,12L C AB E
.68 14.67L C 'J FG
1.g6L 12.11 D I EB
5.58L 71.31L:BC AA
4.22L 54,93L CC AAI
,47L 20,52L BC AA
.49L 46,36[ C C J
18.10L BB AA 6 9500100008 I
98.76L B C AA I 9 :860030O20F
46,57L BB AAB 0 9400000008
21.24L CCC AABG 8 9501100208
68.22L FF AAED 9 960101230F
40.14L BC AC 0 9501000108
33A5L FF CCI E 8 5402122448
4.97 E HC 9600000008
53,22L BC BAC 0 95O121332C













.66L 22,79L CD BCE 3 9401110008
.65: 27.18L BCD AACB 1 7500000008
4.12L 52,88L D FN 830121012C
6,23L 72A9L BC AAHJ 0770144440F
t56.18: 531,50 FFF HBFB 848243333F
10,58: CE EGCD 8702000428
54.09L C CN G 9J 930210010873,05L ED ABC 770134350F
1t,20 ED LEC 850121022C
49.68L BC CB 0830133022C
5,40: DF FEB 7700110228
76.38L BCE AAF 8 9500201418
53,72L BC AA 2,950O11233C
7,66 D C GB 9402000418
53.41L C AFDH 960001353C
57.19L BC AA 696001030OF
66.63L BC AEGD O 9400310418
23.41L D D 9500100008
17.59 DD ECB 970O01120F
51.87L C BCCG 9400100108
16.68L C C BFCF 8401101118
BB 4 9400310418
BBFHI 4501100108



































3 4 TMSS 00419
8







Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Associations
Name Ty F Mag




.81 7.06 CO CEB 9600101008
10.62L t02,37L F F AAG 9 660143435F 4
,47L 36.16L BC AA 9 9400100008
.46L 20.15L CC AAH 2 5500000008
5.34L 7832L DE BA 9 950222355C 2
,43L 2793L DF BA 8 7300000008
1,29L 5O,44L C BK I 9302000108
,41L 2656L BE AD 0 9400100008
19.92L 168,93L DE AAFG 9 368133433F 4
.58L 53.47Li. AK 93oo20ooo6 1 2 005518
1.34L 85.01L iO B E 9400201008
.80L 47.80L D CA D 9500220108
.61L 54.84L BC AAFC 0 6300000208 4
3.33L 35.56L DE BDC 0 971221020F
.40L 16.07L B BC 9400200008
33,33 81.95L DCD AAAK 91 loo130251F 24
8.01L 56,18 D CHDC 774114340F
.48L 37,74L BD BC 09400121008 1
.47L 18.95L BD AB G 09500301108 2_ 1 23 LDN0641
1,88: 52,88L BBD AACD 6850221145C 21
7,65L 91,74L BC AA E 0960325140F
7.09L 114,78L FE AC 0 95002000OF
1.21 7.30L C GB 8601200108
5.22L 79,79L ED AB 9950100O00C
,59L 81.29L C BD 6400100008
17.43: t0O,20L DCC BCC 0760112530F
6.83L 112.85L C CH 660034354F
4.08L 50.77L CE ABHD 0 170240241F
.76 6.92L BCC ACDC 4 5600000208 4
3.72L 71.67L CD BD 0!84000OO00C
1.19L 5632L C DD 9400101008
.41L 2.96L C BHM 2600000000
1.72L 13.18 D FB 970221010F
.57L 48.92L CD BG 4 9300220108
5.03L 112.79L CE AB 2 95O0410ooF
.45: 3.68 DD L E B 9600100008
.50L 25.90L C CD 9401303208
3.55L 35.81L D CL 960121132C
,84L 58.21L C DD 9300200008
,71L 39.99L BC BCHD 0 9400200108
.76L 10.64L B AGGG 8300210338
.54L 33.28L E CJ CH 9500121008
7.14L 110.03L BC AA 7 950110000F
5.22L 73.04L D CI 84oo10000C
,57L 44,67L BD AC 1 6500201338
7,37L 124.68L FF AA 9 10o213244F
.5OL 48,09L C BG 9400403108
3 2 DO5515 39 111
1 1 V120O AQL 17 3
16 113




2 DO5528 55 i 111
23 LDN0641 2321
2 DO5526 58 I 91
1
2 DO5527 491 105
81 172715 4_'
21 23 LDN 0641 313








-- Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6, a ")8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _mh m o (s) ( I b C) C) (') N
19138+0847 '8.241 44-1 70 9 79 3 3.64L
1_13_ + 0430 '8"7 39 40-- 3 3_ _ 80 i 3 1.1419138+070049253 42-2 85 17 9o 2 _L19138+0231149913 36-4 26 14 60 3 25L19168+036260.522 39-4 83 7 go 3 64
19138+033250918 39-4 58 6 _3 63
19136+0702 !51.2 55 42--2 48 8 ,', a .5719136+075261.e30 43-2 41 8 78 3 .7919136+0_1 53.136 42-2 57 7 79 3 .8319139+0_7_.023 44- 38 7 79 3 1.28
19139+0716 54.8 22 42-2 70 19 80 2 .55L
19139+0201 55.0 30 38- 5 36 7 80 3 .56
19139+0544 55.750 41- 3 64 9 79 3 .50
19139+0017 56,346 36-5 26 6 803 1,88
19139+0300 58.6 44 39-4 51 18 803 .25L
19139+0341 59.5 13 39-4 92 9 80 2 .43
19140+0130 2.1 11 37- 5 30 5 80 3 1.23
19140+0217 2.3 2 38-4 43 6 80 3 .59
19140+0507 2.838 40--3 31 7 48 31 1.14
19140+0652 3,0 4 42-2 37 6 793 8.38
19140+0949 3.0 35 45-1 29 8 43 3 1.00
19140+0444 3.2 42 40- 3 62 12; 80 2 .35
19140+0728 3.5 33 43- 2 50 7 79 3 .50
19140+0219 4.9 58: 38- 4 47 7 80 3 ,68
19140+0741 6.0 7' 43- 2 76 14 80 2 .37L
19141+0906 7.9 14 44-1 32 7 793 1.28
19141+0600 8.814 41-3 21 12 793 .44L
19141+0911 11.5 33 44-1 69 10 79 3 .48
19142+0923 12,7 28 44-1 73 10 79 3 .51
19142+0616 12.7 27 41-3 70 8 79 3 .68
19142+0641 12.7 31 42- 2 32 6 79 3 1.58
18142+0324 12,8 24 39- 4 50 8 80 I 3 ,53
19142+0119 13,,c 41 37- 5 46 10 79 2 ,36
19142+0719 14,C 15 42- 2 49 8 79' 3 .42
19142+0853 15,1 54 44- 37 7 79 3 1,13
19142+0303 16,1 21 39- 4 37 6 80 3 2,60
19142+0452 16.4 5 40- 3 25 9 79 3 3.10
19142+0357 16.5 5 39- 4 29 8 80 3 .86
19142+0432 16.8 10 40- 3 59 11 80 3 ,39
19142+0513 17.439 41- 3 31 10 79 3 1.49
19143+0639 18,6 7 42- 3 67 16 80 2 .73L
19143+0825 18,6 33 43- 2 43 7 79 3 .67
19143+0700 20,6 28 42- 2 37 9 79 3 .55
19143+0543 22.1 53 41- 3 50 7 79 3 ,65
19143+0601 22.1 7 41- 3 65 9 78 2 ,53
19143+0437 22.6 1 40- 3 44 10 79 3 ,99
19144+0508 24,7 52 41- 3 38 7 79 3 1,28
19144+0237 25.0 50 38- 4 28 16 80 2 .25L
19144+0929 25,6 37 44- 1 54 9 79 3 .97
19144+0447 26.2 0 40- 3 34 10 79 3 .78
19144+0531 26,3 58 41-- 3 63 12 80 2 .25L
19144+0323 26.4 15 39- 4 54 7 80 3 .67
19144+0858 26.7 39 44- 1 49 9 79 3 .52
19144+0711 27,0 59 42- 2 20 6 79 3 6.30
19144+0948 28,7 50 45- 1 33 8 79 3 8.69
19144+0925 29,2 33 44- 1 64 11 79 2 ,47
19144+0814 29,5 22 43- 2 26 7 79 3 1,11
19144+0210 29.7 28 38- 5 39 7 80 3 .66
19144+0943 29,8 7 45- 1 81 15 791 2 .51L
19144+0616 29,9 6 42- 3 30 6 79 3 3.67
19145+0829 30.4 48 43- 2 24 8 79 3 .70
19145+0052 30.5 33 37- 5 29 12 80 3 .25L
19145+0505 30.6 12 40- 3 34 12 79 3 .73
19145+0628 30.9 12 42- 3 13 5 47 3 7,95
19145+0213 31.3 18 38- 5 44 7 80 3 ,58
19145+0758 31.3 55 43- 2 28 6 79 3 1,15
19145+0739 31,6 59 43- 2 25 7 79 3 5,74
19145+0643 31.8 2 42- 3 35 13 80 2 ,38L
19145+0207 32.3 58 38- 5 49 6 80 3 1.27
19145+0737 34.3 15 43- 2 28 6 79 3 1,75
19145+0914 35.6 38 44- 1 46 8 79 3 .99
19145+0820 35.9i 48 43-- 2 50 7 79 2 .66
19146+0024 37,E 23 36-- 5 52 7 80 3 .46
19146+0247 137.7 47 38-- 4 63 9 79 i 2 .44
19146+0511 38.5 18 41-- 3 79 7 79 ; 3 .52
19146+0706 39,G 34 42-- 2 25 6 79 ; 3 1,18
19146+0959 39,E 18 45- 1 24 7 79' 3 15.45
19146+0050 40,4 59 37- 5 103 10 80 2 ,29
19146+0327 40,8 15 39- 4 60 10 80 3 ,46
19146+0807 41,7 13 43- 2 55 7 79 3 .42
19147+0033 42,2 29 36- 5 64 20 80 3 ,25L
19147+0344 43.1,11 39- 4 58 19 80 2 ,25L
19147+0516 44,440 41- 3 46 6 79 3 1.96
19147+0632 44.5 41 42- 3 22 8 80 2 ,54
19147+0431 44.9 24 40- 4 37 10 79 3 1,01
19147+0943 45,2 47 45- 1 39 8 79 3 ,61
19147+0444 45.8 33 40- 4 27 6 79 3 2,53
19147+0815 46.3 49 43- 2 55 9 79 3 1,09
19147+0210 46,9 7 38- 5 78 12 81 2 .32
19147+0158 47,6 13 38- 5 67 8 80 3 ,56
19147+0022 47.7 7 36- 6 25 6 80 3 .85
19147+0237 47,9 33 38- 5 26 ! 9 80 3 ,25L
19148+0413 48.5 37 40- 4 29 10 80 3 1,50
19148+0603 50.0 26 41- 3 54 7 79 3 ,53
19148+0841 50,3 30 44 2 76 11 78 2 .61
19148+0325 51.3 11 39- 4 39 8 80 3 82
19148+0153 51,5 11 38- 5 51 11 80 3 .25L
19148+0001 51.6 22 36- 6 40 7 80 3 .58
19149+0824 52.3 39 43- 2 53 8 79 3 .89
19148+0951 52.3 48 45- 1 36 10 79 3 .82
Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Flux Density F]ags Associations
(Net Color Corrected)







































































































lO0 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S








































.58L 33.26L i B C
,81 30.19L C
4.65L 109.27L DE





































7,98L 112.72L B D
.50L 3.47 DD









.40L 14.25L B C








6,02L Co6,30L B D










Right Ascension: 19h14"52"-19_16m06 • Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
=
=
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga]actic Uncertainty C
B C.oords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tim 25 y,m 60 ttm8 (I
ham.. , (s) (") l b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
19148+0632 52.4 22 8 78 2 .41: ,52:
19148+0217 52.6 63 24 80 2 .25L .47L
19149+0752 54.9 30 6 79 3 1.30 .61
19149+0743 59.0 37 7 79 3 .26L .30
19150+0404 2.4 34 10 80 3 6.46 3.44
19150+0414 2.4 39 12 79 2 .59 .84L
19150+0119 2,5 45 6 80 3 1.32 .37
19150+0919 43 21 7 79 3 1.85 1.89
19150+0530 5.2 66 24 80 2 .25L .54L
19150+042t 5.3 21 6 79 3 4.53 2.57
19150+0802 5.3 51 17 80 2 .49L .25L
19150+0821 5.4 38 11 79 3 .68 .27:
19151+0901 6.0 32 14 79 2 .79L .74L
19151+0833 6.4 30 8 79 3 1.22 .52
19151+0748 7.3 42 9 79 3 .70 .46
19151+0453 8.3 55 8 79 3 .47 .28L
19151+0421 8.4 33 8 79 3 .25L .25L
19151+0227 8.7 25 11 80 3 .58 .29L
19151+0114 9.2 64 16 80 3 .25L ,26L
19151+0823 0.3 30 7 79 3 4.36 1.90
19151+0058 1t.0 30 8 80 2 .52 .41L
19151+0603 11.3 18 5 47 3 2.55 1.41
19152+0601 t2.8 62 10 80 2 .76 .27L
19152+0654 13.7 90 21 80 2 .25L .26L
19152+0645 14.8 53 7 80 2 .74: .37
19152+0934 15.1 35 14 79 2 .28L .26L
19152+0250 15.2 31 8 80 3 1.16 .74
19152+0951 16.3 32 8 79 3 1.76 .83
19152+0839 16.8 59 8 79 3 .89 1.09L
19152+0608 17.0 35 8 76 3 .61 .36
19152+0319 17.t 81 11 80 3 .54 .33L
19152+0702 17.5 31 9 79 3 36 .47
19153+0107 19.0 29 7 80 3 ,98 .40
19153+063720.2 EO 17i80 2 .43L .25L
19153+0916 21.0 25 17 79 3 1.79 1.1019153+0420 21.3 7 i 80 3 1.09 1.50:
19153+0843 22.6 30 5i 79 2 .93L .98L
19153+0612 22.9 78 I_ i 78 2 .30 .25L19153+0008 23.6 70 80 2 .64 .25L
19154+0243 25.4 45 12 I 80 3 .46 .28:
I
19154+0809 26.0 ,_ :! 79 3 3,72 20.8219154+0344 27.4 80 3 .64 .30:
19154+0827 27.8 31 9 79 3 .44 .44
19154+0931 28.0 34 14 79 2 .40 .36L;
19154+0905 28.2 41 7 79 3 2.49 1.01
19154+0250 29.1 53 11 79 2 .64 .26L
19154+0713 29.2 42 8 79 3 .78 .30:
19155+0751 30.6 30 8 79 3 2.02 1.31
19155+0616 31.2 35 10 79 3 .87 .47
19155+0756 31.5 46 17 79 2 .25L .39L
19155+0440 32.0 37 5 79 3 1.10 .82
19155+0248 32.3 55 23 80 2 .25L .28L
19155+0745 32.5 78 9 79 3 .42 .28L
19155+0639 33.0 61 7 79 3 .68 .25L
19155+0926 33.8 43 8 79 3 .88 .41
19155+0847 34.9 27 7 79 3 6.19 139
19155+0355 35.1 20 11 80 2 .41 .29L
19155+0501 35.9 39 9 79 3 .32 .25L
19155+0946 35.9 26 7 79 3 2.44 1.36
19156+0401 36.2 24 12 80 3 .53 .25L
19156+0845 37.0 35 10 79 2 .93 .63
19156+0936 38.8 64 8 79 3 .61 .30L
19156+0921 38.9 32 9 79 3 .66 .61L
19156+0023 41.8 70 10 80 2 .35 .26L
19157+0902 42.2 22 7 44 3 3.89: 4.17
19157+0314 42.3 40 16 _0i3 ,25L .25L19157+0341 43.9 49 6 .88 .48
19157+0443 45.5 50 12 80 2 .41 .26L
19157+0322 46.0 37 7 80 3 1.60 .69
19157+0039 i46.4 37 7 80 3 4.28 1.35
19157+0658 46.E 48 13 80 2 A4L .25L
19157+8904 47.1 39 8 79 3 1.56 4A7L
19157+0836 47.3 27 7 79 3 1.67 .93
19158+0155 48.£ 68 13 81 2 .36 .34L
19158+0141 48.? 26 6 80 3 4.99 29.49
19158+0701 49.1 45 9 79 3 1.33 .61
19158+0208 49.2 74 9 80 3 .69 .36
19158+0649 50.3 57 11 79 3 .46 .31L
19158+0450 51.1 34 5 79 3 3.15 2.00
19158+0940 52.6 36 7 79 3 .67 .35L
19158+0951 52.6 40 11 78 2 .50 .36L
19158+0151 53.8 49 9 80 3 .59 .34L
19158+0555 53.9 32 8 80 2 1.06 .58
19158+0956 53.9 31 14 43 3 .36L .34L
19159+0235 56.5 52 10 80 3 1.07 .37L
19159+0147 58.3 46 12 I 80 6 .31 .29L
19159+0245 58.3 58 10 80 3 .52 .29:
19159+0059 59.8 22 6 80 3, 4.67 1.32
19160+0230 1.3 45 13 80 3 .38 .27L
19160+0755 1.9 31 9 79 3 7.45 9.88
19160+0842 1.9 37 8 79 3 1.09 .69
19160+0639 2.7 40 8 79 3 .63 .46
19160+0626 2.8 24 8 79 3 .31L 2.56
19160+0806 3.6 46 15 79 2 .42L .25L
19160+0737 4.7 102 15 80 2 .37L .25L
19160+0935 4.8 29 7 79 ! 3 1.36 .55
19160+0943 4.8 90 11 79 3 .44 .30L
19160+0642 5.7 51 9 79 i 3 .70 .45




='lux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
4.08 39.31L CFD CEAK 0 I 9401113128
.46L 4.07 E HGD 9700000008
6.69L 91.05L BE ABL 7 64021012OC
3.45 83.86L C D DCA F 6400110000
.46L 29.31L CC AAB 9 9202000228
.63L 30.73L F ACK 9400100008
.40L 15.71L BD AB 2 9600100008
1.04: 88.10L FFD AAC 9 950032000F
.85L 5.72 D MF C 7600001008
A2L 30.02L CB AA D 4 8501200108
1.12 8.80: DD CB 7701000100
9.27L 114.68L CE CI F 0 9300210100
1.44 25.37L D F DF 960201272F
7A5L 95.66L CC ABD 2 750110100F
6.63L 71.81L BD BD 0 6400311000
.56L 32.98L F DL 9401000008
2.05 4.81: CD AB 9700200108
.40L 19.99L C CF 9600000008
.40L 4.75 C HB 9700100008
1.25: 10.57: BCDE AADD 0 9600211100
.54L 4.73L E CEEF 9501000008
.81: 35.65L CFD AAEB 9 9332342318
.97L 44.57L C B 9301132318
.74L 7.99 D GC 9600000108
.67L 29.20L CD CBG 2 9501000008
1.41 41.37L F D 6601210200
AA G 9 i 951121O0O8
D 2 9500202100AA
96.80L F BCN 950021032F
36.23L BDD BDE 01 9302211208
2"J.98L F BKK 7502100008
26.6OL CD CEHD 3 9501123118
15.08L CD BC 0 9400000008
9.38L E C R 8501100008
71.57L CC AA 0 960123141F
17.77L CF AA 9 8500300208
16.17 E ECFC 970031132F
61.83L C C 9301210008
4.28L _ ;BN 370100000030.04L E DB G 0 9502110008
5.13L BBC !AAA 0 7701000100
27.78L IE E BD H 8400102108
8.49L iDC e BBD 1 .:'60000t30028.61L EKD 670031010(3
73.03L FD AAI G 9 950212363F
25.37L C B 9501210008

































5.90L 78.93L DF AA
.62L 49.05L BD BA
_94 12.17L C HFD
.56L 33.05L BD ABF
.42: 4.33 DD I GC
3.51L 84.5OL C BD
.67L 64.00L B A
7.93L 97.37L CF BB
3.66L 72.41L BC AA
.41L 11.74L C CE










2.76: 110.12L DEE AAE 9 )500313110
.58: 20.77L E E A I D 9400200228
282L 24.56L DF BB F 5 }70120132F
7.64L 109.08L! C BGF ;50032040C
8.03L ! 15.04: D F CB E 970233143F
.40L 3.30L F C ->700000000
2.04 29.06L DEE AABH 9 95O123254F
.67 7.17: FD HFFC 9601000218
.40L 16.30L CD AC 5 9400101108
A9L 23.20L F BF 6400101008
.43L 24.94L BC AB 0 7410010008
.40L 16.84L BC AAH 0 9401000008
33.87L C C i 9300211328
85.2OL C AB MI 1 950213254F
69.42L CC AA 0 740000110F
16.29L C DI 4500100008
18.26 BBCC AAAA 0 3400100008
76.59L BC ABFG 1 9300111428
24.11L CD CBD 0 i 3400100008
55.19L C BF 9300000008
21.76L BD AA 9 6402000008
8.02L 159.84L C ADC 9500420320
8.74L 122.70L D CGF 9501301300
















.76L 68.65L B D
.51L 21.15L C
.86 30.43L D
15.22L CO ABFD 0 9601011528
15.10 DD FHFC 9702300400
22.28L B ABM 9501100008
18.26L C DK 2500200008
19.82L CD BBB 3 9500010008
12.6tL BC AA 7 9500000008
21.95L C DGK 9501200008
8.09L 'CE C AAA 9 5700100210
I
82.62L [C D AAD 3 840110030F
53.92L CF ABJB 9 9300101008
76.99 BCF DEDA 9300033308
9.61L D D CE 5701100110




B B F 4500100008
B 760100000F
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
13 124473 A0 31 85
1 2 DO 5553 49 96
1 23 LDN 0629 194
1 2 2 DO 5561 54 106
1 1 32 X1915+060 130 1
3 1 32 X1915+070A 21 3
1 23 LDN 0629 512
4
7 1 32 X1915+090 123 7
1 39 40P06.66 57 178
1 "41 19154+0440 55 4
1 2 DO 5570 76 110




4 1 32 X1915+032 42 4
1 "41 19157+0443 23 2
! 3 4 TMSS 00420 20 26
4 1 32 Xt915+070B t70 4
3
31! 1 V1203AQL 35 31 605 AQL 5 3
4 1 32 X1915+070B 44 4
1 17 2720 C6-.2 28
4 1 32 X1915+059 77 4
1 2 DO 5580 79 103
4 13 124487 K0 2 52
2 11 I PK 41 - 2.1 43 116










































































































a 5 Coords SMJ SMN




7 41 - ; .2
7 41 - ( .6
11 44 - 4 .5
11 43- 7 .4
12. 39- E .4
12 41 - 4 .4;
12 44-- 3 .9_
13 45- 10 .81
14 42 2 2.3
15 43 - 2 2.6;
15 43- 6 .4
16 40 -- 7 .3!
16 41 -- 3 .9;
17 36- I 3 1.1!
43- : 4 .8,
._0 42-- : 5 1.01
.)2 41- : 4 I+I_
-)3 43- _ 7, .41
:'3. 45 - 4_ .8£
-)4. 42-- _ _ .2.=
.)4. 40- . 2: 15.41:
!4. 40- , 4 .9_
!6. 37- [ 2 .4S
.)8, 44- ; 7_ .8C
_8. 45- ; 6_ 1.44
.)8. 40- _ 3_ .38
!9. 44-- ; 3( .8(]
;0. 44-- ; 3; .44
10. 42- ._ 5: .36
11. 44- ; 3' ,52
;3. 45- 1 7"; .26
3, 39- E 5( .40
3. 38- E 61 .48
3.: 41- 4 5; .25
4: 44- 2 3_ .57
6.' 41- 3 3.= .63
6: 39- 5 3£ 6.29
7.1 39- 5 36 2.89
7.1 42- 3 6_ .44
9J 43- 2 34 .54
0.( 45- 2 62 .261
0." 39- 5 45 .251
1.1 41- 4 62 .72
2.; 42- 3 31 1.59
4: 41- 3 65 .35
5J 42- 3 35 .52
5.( 42- 3 27 .76
7.; 41- 4 22 3.85
3.; 41- 4 40 .68
3._ 45- 2 45 .57
)._ 42- 3 36 1.47
1.1 44- 2 31 8.28
t. ¢. 37- 6 24 9.35
->.E 42- 3 38 .36
1.4 42- 3 33 2.86
5.(: 45- 2 36 .62
_.7 44- 2 _0 2.73
_.E 41- 4 _3 .451
)2 38- 5 17 1.71
).1 39- 5 17 1.33
.>.e 45- 2 }7 .52
.>.7 41- 4 t3 .78
.>.9 42- 3 }1 4.09
.>.9 43- 3 }8 1.75
1.0 43- 2 _4 .51
1.3 43- 2 I1 1.46
1.5 41- 4 }0 1.15
L8 39-- 5 14 .251
1.9 41- 4 r2 .50
17 37- 6 _.5 .35
1.8 44- 2 H .52
1.1 43- 3 12 1.41
.0 40- 4 r4 .451
.4 44- 2 _8 .51
,4 43-- 3 _6 .84
.5 42- 3 16 1.20
!.1 44- 2 '7 .41
.0 44- 2 14 2.16
1.8 42-- 3 ;9 .26L
:8 38- 5 ;0 1.52
;.0 38- 5 _5 .94
_.9 44-- 2 I1 3.55
11 41- 4 17 1.08
.5 37-- 6 i8 .79
.2 40- 5 4 .68
.3 39- 5 14 .52
.7 42- 3 IO 3.19
.5 _4- 2 ;6 .25L
.4 _2- 3 :6 2.35
.5 )8- 5 3 .54
.8 38- 5 3 2.08
.5 11- 4 8 .64
.0 14-- 2 5 .34
.2 $1- 4 6 .55
$5- 2 7 6.56
.0l 15- 2 6 .32
.2] t0- 5 I 3 .30




12 _m 25 p,m 60 /tm I00 p,m
(Jansky)
.3 ! .2t .5 ! 20.7
.4 .4_ 3.6 43._




































































































Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
E C D F 94010000 DO 5585
C CJ 96013013(





3 C E 95011000(
3 BBF 84000100







3 A B I 26000000( 124492 K0
;O AB 86011001C
.?.E AE 83011333£ LDN 0644
:E BC 65000100£
B C 56020000(: LDN 0652
1.D AB _o0120150
950110001
;BC _AA 94010000_ V812 AQL
;O BCE 94000000_ V527 AQL
I 3CE 960100001
770020040
_ C F _O020023 124497 K0
: : HE 64000(X)0_
D J I E 570000000
; _J 950010000






i ] H 14010OOOO
E } B K M0100020
B _AC M0000000 ER AQL
'C _AE _40102200 X1916+034
F I, DEI 330110001, LDN 0644
1G _.70100011,
C I G D I )70022122;
CI El }68110022_ X1916+031
D IBK _41132010_ LDN 0642
C _A 15000000G
[K _40101000_
D ;C _50211000_ LDN 0644
F IE _1Ol10100_
C _AEI _500201201 DO 5602




DF ,AB !500000001 TMSS 00424
' 1500000001 LDN 0644
CC :ACE 001OOO20(
C ',C ( ,50212033£
CD[ AFt 70000030£




B 40100000_ LDN 0642
3 AC 400000008
3 A 60011100_









J C 500010100 DO 5614





B G _0110000 V847 AQL
" C CLB _00020000
} A 102100GO8





) B C _00200008
) a.G _02101008
3 _)0000000
) C _.ED _O0110000
: 3 ;01200228
3 _00100008







































































































































8 Coords SMJ SMN O(z
(s) (") l b (") (") (')
39- 5 ! .)4 30
39 5 _3 30
43-- 3 _7 _9
45-- 2 )9 T9
41- 4 $6 }'9
39-- 5 35 5O
39- 5 53 )0
42- 3 31 T9
42- 4 54 T9
38- 6 30 30
45- 2 27 }'9
40- 4 }'3 5O
43- 3 39 79
38- 6 41 5O
41- 4 40 79
39- 5 12 5O
41- 4 50 }'9
40-- 4 76 79
45- 2 30 ?9
41- 4 30 79
43- 3 31 Z9
37- 6 32 B0
40- 4 38 79
41- 4 26 79
41- 4 78 79
43- 3 58 79
43- 3 95 79
43- 3 61 79
44- 3 31 79
43- 3 35 79
44- 2 39 79
44- 2 24 78
43- 3 38 79
45- 2 28
38 6 21 6
44- 2 67 6
39- 5 38 6
40 4 81 13
39- 5 29 5
38- 6 44 7
45 2 46 13
45- 2 69 !1
36 6 71 15
38- 6 40 6
43- 3 86 18
42- 4 49 10
44 - 2 00 11
38-- 5 42 8
43-- 3 43 20
45- 2 29 7
39- 5 60 16
45- 2 5O 6
43- 3 82 12
36- 6 33 16
37- 6 40 7
38- 6 23 6
39- 5 22 8
40- 5 32 8
44- 2 81 22
44-- 2 52 le
43-- 3 93 1¢
40-- 5 57 11 7!
44-- 2 2_ _ 7_
43-- 3 8C 1,=
44- 3 37
40- 4 71 1;
41-- 4 5( 2;
43- 3 5( ! 7
43- 3 6( 2_ 7
43- 3 4; f 7
41- 4 4i _ 7
41- _ 3,= ! 7
39- E 2: ! 7
37- E 6( _ 8
44- ," 4; 7
38- ( 4_ li 6
45- ; 11" 1( 7
42- z 8" 1! 6
43- : 10( 1' 8
44- ; 2: 7
39- ,= 4" 1_ ?
37- ( 4_ E
45- ' 3 7
42--, 4; 1
42-- , 3: 1 ;
44- : 7 1
44- '. 2
44- ', 2
40- _ 6 1
43- : 3'










12 Fm 25 _m 60 _m 1(30 _m
(Jansky)
.87 .46 .40L 17.21L
.50 .25L .46L 2537L
.O0 .66 .70L 8.76
.26 .31L ,71L 33.40L
1.02 .28 .56L 30.38L
.90 .31: .40L 15.65L
.42 .36L .63L 4.50:
2.23 1.05 .46L 35.85Lj
.53 .25L .56L 30.12Li
.55 .32 .40L 2.86LI
.78 ' .51 3.10L 58.84L
.26L .45L .72 22.09L
1.07 .56 .45L 5.22L
.61 .36L .41L 2.54L
1.37 .41 .65L 21.78L
.32L .25L .50L 3.73
.39 .28L .55L 29.83L
.38L .27L .48 23.84L
.56 .35L .95: 108.98L
2.45 1.24 .51L 24.19L
9.15 4.45 .65 6.70L
4.20 1.72 .50: 11.49L
.40 ,28L .72L 7.70:
10.94 6,17 .92 31.12L
.34 .25L .47L 34.64L
.31 .73L .56L 24.76L
.51L .31L .49 22.44L
.53 .25L .44L 5352L
1.76 .99 .77 9.86L
.06 .47 .44L 53.06L
.45 .30L .63L 7.00L
4.90 1.17 1,74L 50.68L
.25L .25L .70 9.29L
1.94 1.01 1.19 74.48L
3.98 1.94 .40L 13.35L
.50 .27L .63L 77.39L
1.91 .89 .40L 2.93L
.35 .65L .5OL 21.13L
5.32 1.92 .40L 3.43L
1.11 .52 .40L 13.15L
.50 .48L .72L 20.99L
.38 .33L 1.54L 69.20L
.37 .25L .40L 17.39L
.74 .53 .40[ 2.78L
.77L .25L .82 8.05L
.45L .41L 1.39 6.31:
.45 .27L 1.26L 64.00L
.33 .30L .40[ 3.52L
.27L .27L 1.16: 15.07
1.01 .49 .73| 57.83L
,68L .56L .76[ 3.51
,76 .30L ,61i 79.40L
.39 .32L .78[ 11,24L
.28 .25L .48l 4.12L
1.65 .89 .431 8.52t
3.51 1.58 .451 2.47L
4.93 3.00 .401 3.67L
.68 .37: 31: 35.62i
.25L .28[ .611 6.72
.52 .31L .641 78.81L
.42 .34[ ,801 13.09[
.42 .25t .521 35.26(
1.22 1.17 .571 34.92[
.28 .28i .901 5.69l
.89 .75 .61 5.681
.32 .251 .44 15.061
.25L .281 .58 9.23
.44 .271 .51 4.491
.44L .251 .73 7.721
.27t .27: 3.17 5.531
2.79 .72 .44 22.691
.49 .251 .45 23,831
15.47 19.04 2.87 3.381
.B7 .28: .40 9.141
.43 .301 .64 66.571
.32 .251 ,46 12.46 _
.47l .32 .57 7.96
.29 .47 .5C 39.20
.431 .25 .86 4.85
1.37 .77 .54 42.23
.36 .26 .42 4.55
.50 .28 ,4_ 10.54
5.69 1.47 .6E 84.67
.321 .33 2.03 24.16
.251 .25 1.0; 8.91
.261 .25 .9E 6.10
1.12 .59 .6; 4.32
1.38 .65 .5E 4.53
.26 .36 .5,= 5.22
1.86 .61 .5( 4,17
.28 .2E .4( 4.2£
•58 .3E .4( 9.3C
.25 .2E .5: 7.5(
.46 .3E .41 34.5_
.32 ,2( .4, 15.2C
.33 .2E .7! 21.3E
.90 ,4_ .4: 2.8_
,64 .2_ : .5! 63.9;
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R
Uncs Coef R Flags* S
I




: -3 1 501o00oo6
D 500000008




D L B 500000008
C A 700100000
S 601010000
D BD I 6O02221O8
D B I 601000008
B 500122OO8
C DB] 400100008
D CE I 5O011000(3
C A 501000008
BC AB Po001001o0





















C 'J 340100000_B 3601100001:
C CD 36010002(X
C[ J AC }60100000_
330122000,E
'E 360000000(
D [ F E 550010054(
IC ,BJ )40111000(
( H CC 480OO0030(
I ,J B @40002011(
• 850000000(
) !G 860000000(













) 3DN 5701 lo01(_
D GC 9600000321
D C C A F 960000000




3 3E L 930012036
,3 3D L [ 950020020
B ( 970031121
E - L F 84000OO00
C J B[ 970021100
3C _B 950041100
3 EE 960OOOOOO




C J D/ 46000002C
BC _,AE( 37000000_
BC &B 35101100C
D J I ! 760010OOC
BC AB I 970000O1¢
I 96O01O0O£
C D B C 95000000C
MD= 4O010001(
C c D 94010000(
E B K 34011000(
C B G 75001O00(
































2 # T Name Type
1 V813 AQL
I
2 t DO 5622






























19190+0914 45-- 4 .78 .3_ _ 78.3' BC BBF 93011003' i
19190+0034 [ 37_ __3 I 2.75 2.7: : 13.4,_ EB£ AAB 34201000(
















a S a 6 Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 Fm
h m. o , (s) ('3 l b C) ('3 (') N
19190+0650 1.6 50 43- 3 46 7 79 .76 .37
19190+0302 2.7 47 39- 5 ' 32 15 801 2 26L .53L
19190+0713 3.0 57 43- 3 71 10 78 2 136 .55L
19190+0748 3.2 59 43- 3 36 7 7913 1.28 .70
19190+0834 4.0 20 44- 3 109 22 79 2 ,29L .79L
19190+0900 4.4 31 44--2 45 7 79 3 .54 .25L
19190+0452 4.5 53 41- 4 i 39 7 79 _3 1.68 .58
19190+0837 5.3 31 44- 3 39 6 79 3 .67 .48
19190+0722 5.4 52 43- 3 79 10 79 3 .40 .25L
19190+0221 5.4 37 39- 6 62 11 80 2 .34 .56L
19190+0941 6.5 36 45- 2 46 6 79 3 .61 .29:
19190+09tl 5.7 18 45- 2 58 16 79 2 .30L .23:
19191+0616 7.2 23 42- 4 37 10 79 3 .25L .26L
19191+0514 10.741 41-4 76 6 79 3 .45 ,25L
19192+0402 12.2 5 40-5 101 13 79 3 .25 .25L1919_+o_912.65o41-4 _ 12 79 3 .29 .27L
19192+0944 12.6 2 45-2 38 7 79 3 1.40 .6719192+012712.83 36-6 34 13 60 3 ._L .4219192+092213.17 45-2 30 7 79 3 127.17 154.95
19192+0218 13.9 31 39-6 65 19 80 3 .25L .25L
19192+0450 14.0'48 41-4 62 8 79 3 .65 .40L
19192+ 0946 14.248 45-2 30 7 79 3 .99 .50
19192+0320
4 39- 5 50 13 60 2 35 .25L14"614 45 2 79 3 .51 2:19192+0938 14.6 65 11
19192+0330 15.1 7 40- 5 60 ; 9 79 3 .63 .28L
19193+0823 18.750 44- 3 90 8 79 3 .53 .33
19193+0026 19.9 16 37- 7 99 25 80 2 .25L .35L
19193+0933 20.4 45 45- 2 24 7 79 3 3.58 2.09
19194+0639 24.8 34 42- 4 35 i 12 79 3 .53 .32L
19194+0748 24.8 45 43- 3 39 7 79 3 33 .52
I'19194+0e13257z0 44-3 801 9 79 3 43 32L
19194+0852 26.3 31 44- 3 421 8 79 3 .96 .5119194+0350283 3 40-5 51 10 793 49 .25,
19194+0811 27.7 9 44- 3 23 I 7 79 3, .54 .40
19194+0322 29.2 41 40-- 6 25 ! 7 79 3 _ 3.32 2.64
19194+0032 29.8 28 37-- 7 73 6 S0 3, .56 .25L
19195+0611 30.1 21 42- 4 31 7 79 3l .78 .47
19195+0919 30.8 34 45- 2 44 7 79 3 1.06 .47
19195+0438 32.2 28 41- 5 100 21 80 2 .47L .25L
19195+0008 34.3 47 37- 7 48 10 79 21 .3t .25L
19195+0407 35.0 60 40- 5 30 11 79 3 .39 .27L
19195+0522 35.9 39 41- 4 23 7 79 i 16.16 15.3519196+0908 37.1 53 45- 2 71 21 79 .49L .27L
19196+0457 37.2 59 41-4 29 14:79 .25L .25L
19196+0956 37.356 45-2 67 11 79 2j .41 .38L
19196+0716 38.0 26 43-3 40 10 79 31 .25L .25L19196+0936 39.2 55 45-2 36 8 79 1.35 .45
19196+0220 40.7 50 39- 6 55 13 79 2 .28 .25L
19196+0831 41.3 33 44- 3 30 7 i 79 3 .83 .40
19196+0237 41.7 10 39- 6 86 30 80 2 .38L .26L
19197+0742 42.4 51 43- 3 23 8 I 79 3 1.20 .68
19197+0959 45.7 14 45- 2 45 7 79 3l .51 .33:
19197+0509 46.1 28 41- 4 30 11 79 3 I .52 .37L
19197+0608 46.5 40 42- 4 35 8 79 3 1.13 31
19198+0501 48.2 11 41-- 4 21 7 79 3l 35.09 19,46
19198+0116 48.3 33 38- 6 29 7 80 3J 1.55 .69
19198+0537 48.3 25 42- 4 43 9 79 3 .37 .36L
19198+0206 51.2 19 38- 6 49 8 79 33 .75 .25L19196+0006 51.4 50 37- 7 39 8 60 .69 .38L
19198+0224 51.8 26 39- 6 35 8 79 3j 6.58 3.98
i19168+o3125 1 5, 39-6 68 10 79 3 49 25L
19199+0113 54.427 38-6 688 25 80 21 .39L .25L
19199+0356 57.2 38 40- 5 42 14 80 21 .25L .25L19199+0300 57.6 12 39- 5 26 80 2 .31L .29L
19199+6856 57.7 55 43- 33 .66 .30L19199+06355941 42_: 1132; .,2L
19199+0447 59.5 9 41- 5 26 14 79 3 .25L .28L
19199+0038 59.6 22 37- 7 50 7 80 3 .61 .27L
19200+0405 0.1 2 40- 5 72 20 80 2 .25L .25L
19200+0835 0.1 48 44- 3 45 13 80 2 .35 .26L
19200+0938 0.4 15 45- 2 66 8 79 2 .37 .25L
19200+0910 0.5 42 45- 3 69 i 18 79 2 .25L .25L;
19200+0138 1.332 38- 6 76 15 79 2 .29 .25L'
19200+0430 2.4 4 41- 5 45 7 79 3 2.18 .53
19200+0011 4.9 43 37- 7 34 i 17 60 3 .25L .32L
19200+05440 5.624 43- 4 33 10 79 3 t.15 .34
19201+0148 7.4 21 38- 6 92 12 79 2 .30 .25L
19201+0427 7.4 2 41- 5 32 7 79 3 2.22 1.35
19201+0931 11.4 5 45- 2 78 17 79 2 .28L .28L
19201+0631 11.9 47 42- 4 26 6 79 3 .75 1.17
i
19202+0225 12.5!25 39- 6 89 12 80 2 .32 .30L
19202+0811 13.244 44- 3 56 16 79 2 .35 .26L
19202+0525 13.9!39 41- 4 25 11 48 3 .51 .31L
19202+0515 14.0 43 41- 4 46 18 80 2 .35L .31L
19202+0343 14.6133 40- 5 31 10 79 3 .76 ,52
19202+0910 15.1 28 45- 3 30 7 79 3 .72 .40
19202+0711 16.1 I 43- 4 33 8 79 3 .62 .44:
19202+0341 16.5 6 40- 5 62 8 79 3 .57 .25L
19202+0722 17.0 47 43- 3 35 13 79 3 25L .25L
19203+0750 18.7 36 44- 3 47 7 79 3 .50 .29L
19203+0732 18.8 14 43- 3 55 9 79 3 36 .25L
19203+0429 19.8 70 41- 5 50 11 79 3 .48: .25L19203+0027 19.9 37- 7 38 8 80 3 1.17 .54
19203+0721 20.6 3 43- 4 25 7 79 3 2.13 1.41
19203+0521 21.6 6 41- 4 37 9 79 3 .56 .29:
19203+0608 23.3 30 42- 4 39 7 79 3 1.09 .41
19203+0515 23.7 16 41- 5 35 10 78 2 .32 29L
19204+0938 24.3 24 45- 2 I 71 8 79 2 .46 .26L
36-6 I 31 7 80 3 13.81 34.92
Flux Density Flags
C
11 1 23 LDN0664
Associalions
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m 60 p.m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Contusion R 5 A
(/ansky) Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T
.46L 4.55L BD BBL 0 9700111000
.51 4.11L D GHCC 7600000000
.75L 9.88L C CL 9600100000
.61: 5.13L,BCD F AAD 0 2600000000
.69L 5.07 Is GHC 2500110000
.5OL 61.72L BC 9401100008
.40L 22.54L iBC AA, 1 9500200006
.47L 39.21L!c BE A8 0 9400110008
.55L 5.91L C 6800000000
.50L 4.96L _C CL 3600100220
.50L 55.90L DD CC 7 9401521208
.77 8.66: EC E G G F 9600200428
3.94 6.47: CE JAB 8600010008
.94L 13.10L B AEME 9560332338
.50L 28.58L D F H 9400100108
.47L 33.55L D DB 9400331006
.47L 68.41L DC AB 0 9433331008
.44L 13.65L D MB E 9' 540200016841.42 9.78 BBCD AAAA 9722132208 31
.54: 7.68 FC I MHE 3500100220
.45L A H 9401100208
.47L BB 0 9403231108
.44L D 6702100000
.88L CDLG 0 8402400206
.46L B H I 9702000010
.56L CB 5 9302000008
.65L E CGD 6600100208
.47L AA 91 9400200005
.47L B E I 7700020000
.40L BAH 0 2700000000
.56L CJ 9401110008
.54L AC 1 _ 9302100108
.55L C L 9500100108
.49L BB 8 9401110108
.49L AAD _ i 9701100000
.40L C 9501100O08
.46L BA 9 9510132008
.44L AC 1 9400132218
.59 B 9500000208
.40L B 9400100108
A3L B C 9401000118
2.93 14.68L BBE AAAE 9' 9500000006 29
.87L 8.26 D HC 9681000408
.72: 8.65 F C F D B 9600100208
1.07L 58.44L F CC 9500300128
.94 5.56 CD DA 5681000300
.55L 45.43L DO ABN 3; 9400000208
.45L 7.02L D F J I 3500100100
.63L 68.80L CC BCl H 1 9200020108
.48L 3.46 C H D 3600000000
.62L 4.57L CC ACK 6 2700122000



































































24.07L E F 3 j
62.15L DC 7
17.71L D i12.58L C
22.40L C
14.13L C CBE 9501110226
22.65)- BC ABF 0 9500132008
14.03L BBC AAAH 9 9500100208 29
14.09L BC AAJ Oi 8500100008
25.09L C BED 5600100008
2.29L B BI 3601000000
11.01L E BC 9400200106
19.59L BCF AACF 0 5430100008





C i I 32 X1919+099
I3
"41 19199+020611 PK 36- 6.1
2 "41 19198+0224
1 1 FR AQL
1 23 LDN 0640
IC
































4.19L B C ACG







5.41L D E M





10.90 D L MGC
21.30L 9CC BAD 1 6501000008
10.09L C B 8500000008
41.15L F 81 J 9401120116
17.38L D §: _ i 95ollOOOo56.97 F G 96O020001821.11L CE 9 9500101108
41.79L BD BBJB 1 9481110428
4.40L CF BC 5i 3700000000
21.81L D BE 9500101008
6.41 DC EB 5601100100
51.04L C BGF 9400000008
5.03L B CH 8601000000
6.93 =C D B EC 9600233318
10.26L BD AB 3 5500000008
4.06L CF AAF 9' 5700100000
21.62L CE BD 0 9501300008
23.95L BC AB 01 5501000008
7A7LC C HB 9601200018
25.10L C D CKF 9501000118
3.40: BBCO AAA8 3:682000000819204+0124 24.6 56
19204+0239 27.9 39 39- 6 36 6 79 3 2.47 1.02 .40L 2.90L BC AA 4 2600011000














Name [ (_) Galactic Uncertaint 10)a 8 a Coords SMJ SMNh m. , . (s) 1 b (') (")
19204+0209 9- 6
19205+0449 1- 5
19206 + 0222 9- 6
19206+0842 4- 3



















































































1922O + 0450 41 -
19220 + 0955 46 -
19220 + 0543 42-
19220 + 0650 43 -
19220 + 0846 45-
19221 + 0622 42-
19221 +0559 42-
t 9221 + 0535 42 -
19221 +0934 45-
I
Flux Density I Flags
(Not Color Corrected) I V L
12 p.m 25 p.m 60 Fm 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) I Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
I I
2.66 D! GD I 0O000008
22.61L] !
18.20LJ
.64 :_4 , .46L 37.30L] ) • I
14.67LI _ Hi
21.43L I 3D _.K
4.23 I DE FB
3.53 I D 3NA
.25L : .30L I .52L
.57 .38:1 .43L
1.06 :'.".. _ ,41L
2.14 1.36 I .40L
6.14 2.28 I .50:
.25L .25L I .47:
.34L .57L ] .40L
.95L .55L ] .87L 5.86 D ; F B
1.17 a._ i .46L 36.39L : _G
.37 •19: I .40L 2.65LI : 3
.39 .25L .42L 19.28L[ F
.40 .29L .46L 4.42L]
.65L .28L .55 5.54L I C : BC
1.35 .63 .61L 18.61LI 3HH
.25L .25L .45L 6.38 I D . J B
12.87 4.95 .85 10.59Ll 3 C _.B
.82 .31: .49L 4.33L] 3 3G
,36 3.02L .40L 8.84L1 =.
1.18 .30: .47L 3.80LJ D ) D
1.79 1.14 .45L 14.65L! _ A.FG
.69 ,48 .49L 2.79L C E]J
.76 .35 .40L 18.82L D 9
.30L .25L .52L 5.35 C GB
1.10 1.32 •43L 18.52L F A
.68 .50 .45L 14.15L F BJ
.50 A6L .48L 33.55L F
.33L .63L .41L 4.23 E F D
3.78 1.73 .76 2.83: BCC ACB
.30 .25L .49L 20•75L
.25L .25L .79 6.97: DE I BB
5.96 2.66 ,51 12.60L DC AB
.32 .28 .71L 9.65L D ' B E F
.73 .27: .41L 16.34L O B
3.42 2.06 .50L 30.19L B AG
.25L .25L .83 7.17: DF J B E
.68 .32 .55L 41.03L C C 8
1.65 .96 .55L 32.38L C A
.44 .25L .46L 5.91L
.98 .21: .51L 30.47L F BM
.44L .25L .58 t6.77L C El
.54 .48 .45L 3.70L F D
.26L .58L .53t 3.72 C F HC
.31 .25L .72L 28.85L '
4.09 2.21 .40L 17.80L B A
13.16 8.41 1.21 4.12: BCE AA[
.98 .48 .49[ 3.81L ;D ,C
.67 .51 .60[ 35.33L ;D ,D
2.91 1.21 .44[ 26.t8L ;C ,A
.35 .27L ,42L 14.69L ; ',O
.251 .25L .401 4.29 [ G(
.59 .21: .401 3.55L ;E ;D
.52 .29 .441 14.94[ : E IGB
.57 .46 .421 4.23[ iC ;B [
.38[ .25L .74 2.96 C[ _ C[
.251 .25L .59: 5.04 C ( E I
2.12 .62 .561 39.5OI IE _A
.43 .28L .571 67.431 _E !
.95 .51 .401 390[ IC ICG
.76 .50 .40] 3.101 I C _B
.51 .23: .40 10.941 ;F IG
.55 .28: .68 50.461 _D _E F
6.90 6.87 1.75 17.641 3CE kAA
•70 .251 ,46 3.941 • _F
.28 .251 .87 37.97i B .IH B I
.74 .49 .44 13.781 ]D _,BKI
.41 .251 .52 28.741 .3 3
1.79 .47 .40 3.101 ]C _C
.25 5.251 .40 2.67 MK:
1.81 •94 _52 44.05 3 F _.B G
3.79 2.97 .71 3.08 3DD _AB
1.60 1.06 .40 16.03 3 D _.A
.28 .25 .48 18.97 : ED
.99 .51 .52 30.50 3D _,C
.48 .24 .53 25.79 3D :_CI
.53 .38 .7E 15.92 3D =IDN
.7_; .30 .4C 3.74 _ D l.B
3.78 2,48 AC 14.78 D B AA E
1.4E .63 .4_ 3.64 B C _ B
.7( .38 .4( 2.70 B E B B
.4; .31 .4( 3.28 CD BEG
.31 .32 .4z 6.18 D DE
2.6! 1.41 .5; 41.6C BBC AAB
.4[ .28 .6! 3.8:' C E G
15.4_ 94.18 42.6_ 10.3:' BBC AAA
2.91 .77 .4( 9.81 C C A B
1.2: .31 .4( 2.0; B D A A
.9( .3,E .4( 17.6z BD AB
1.6! 1.7¢ .T 8.1; CFE AAE
.4: .2.= .4_ 2.9! C C M
.3_ .2; A! 4.1( C CL
.4; .2,= ,6 18.7( C I LC
.5; .2,= .4, 4.4' C B D
.2 .2_ .4 5.6' [ F E
.8 .31 .4 3.1; BF BC

































































































Declination: 0"- + 10"
Associations
C
# T Name Type Mag















































t 9221 + 0824 44 - .6 .2! .4 28.01 B A
19221+0019 37- .2 .2 2.0 5.0_ O FLFFI 9400100(
19221 +0456 41 - .2 .2! .4 6.3_ C _ 9600100(
19221+0626 43- .3 I .31 .6 8.4, iBDr 9600100(























19221+0907 11.4 46 45- 3 40 6 79 3
19222+0125 12.447 38-- 7 34 ; 7 793
19222+0400 13.455 40-- 5 39 7 793
19222+0025 15,0 9 37-- 7 57 9 803
19222+0211 15,940 39- 6 73 9 793
19223+0331 18,318 40-- 6 68 7793
19223+0727 20,243 43-- 4 26 11 79 3
19223+0603 20.5 47 42- 5 27 7 79 3
19224+0732 24.5 50 44- 4 27 6 79 3
19224+0353 25,7 4 40- 6 27 6 79 3
19224+0750 27,5 11 44- 4 46 8 79 3
19224+0327 29.4 17 40- 6 64 7 79 3
19225+0147 30,1 19 38- 7 49 8 79 3
19225+0959 30,455 46- 3 34 8 79 3
19225+0813 30,5 5 44- 4 32 10 78 2
19225+0243 34,0 40 39-- 6 49 8 79 3
19225+0653 35.4 34 43- 4 83 10 79 2
19226+0617 38.7 4 42- 5 39 11 79 3
19226+0338 39.458 40- 6 34 8 79 3
19226+0454 39.4 56 41- 5 35 7 79 3
19226+0855 39.6 55 45- 3 32 7 79 3
19226+0816 40.3 3 44- 4 66 15 79 2
19226+0919 40.4 13 45- 3 76 7 791 3
19226+0507 40,9 44 41- 5 51 9 79 3
lg226+0407 41.5 4 41- 6 69 17 80 2
19226+0527 41,9 5 42- 5 73 9 80 2
19227+0104 43.7 29 38-- 7 100 18 79 3
19227+0600 43.9 9 42-- 5 59 9 I 79 3
19228+0614 53.0 22 42-- 5 33 7 ' 79 3
19229+0631 55.8 12 43- 4 57 8 79 3
19229+0727 56.341 44-- 4 43 8 79 3
19229+0300 58.5 49 40-- 8 24 6 79 3
19230+0310 0,9 48 40-- 6 45 8 79 3
19230+0737 2,8 43 44- 4 31 7 79 3
19230+0932 4,0 11 45- 3 29 7 79 3
19230+0305 4,0 32 40- 6 32 7 79 3
19230+0504 4.9 39 41- 5 61 8 79 3
19230+0003 5,5 32 37- 8 89 21 80 3
19231+0440 8,9 3 41- 5 44 7 79 3
19231+0952 10,6 21 46- 3 25 6 79 3
19231 +0844 10,9 37 45- 3 53 8 79 3
19231+0507 11.8 16 42- 5 58 g 79 3
19232+0027 13.8 50 37- 7 42 7 80 3
19232+0012 17.6 20 37- 8 39 7 80 3
19233+0431 i19,1 22 41- 5 44 21 80 i 2
19233+0819 !21,837 44- 4 49 7 79 3
19233+0553 22,050 42- 5 82 19 79 2
19233+0714 23.4 31 43- 4 29 6 79 3
19234+0839 25.1 11 45- 4 60 9 79 3
19234+0318 29,5 35 40- 6 121 12 79 2
19234+0930 29,6 8 45- 3 26 6 79 3
19235+0730 30,3 2 44- 4 27 6 79 ; 3
19235+0806 30.51 6 44- 4 33 7 793
19235+0324 31.954 40-6 22 6 793
19236+0412 ,7.8' 241-6 53 979i3
19236+0548 38.323 42- 5 79 21 79 12
19236+0434 38,822 41- 6 45 8 79j 2319236+0852 39,343 45- 4 9230 79
19236+0648 39.9 1 43- 4 69 13 79 3
19236+0049 41.4 21 38- 7 43 10 80 3
19237+0736 42,1 44 44- 4 34 7 79 3
19237+0632 43.1 46 43- 5 21 6 79 3
19237+0043 43.4 33 38- 7 49 17 80 2
19237+0609 43.423 42- 5 65 20 79 2
19237+0455 44.826 41- 5 29 8 793
19237+0505 46,448 42- 5 26 7 793
19237+0516 46,540 42- 5 45 7793
19238+0142 50.257 39- 7 44 7 ; 793
19238+0636 51,931 43- 5 346 79 3
19238+0927 52,418 45-3 32 11792
i
19238+0238 52.852 39- 6 45 8 ! 793
19238+0211 52.93 39- 7 23 6 793
19238+0622 53.039 43- 610434 802
19239+0747 55.446 44- 4 32 7 793
19239+0615 55.637 43- 5 35 6 793
19239+0429 56,822 41- 6 46 8 79! 3
19239+0014 57.313 37-8 28 7803
,9239+0224 57.830 39-7 447379'
19239+0804 58,25 44-4 37 8 79' 3
19239 + 0757 58.639 44-4 5711 793
19239+0833 58.9 25] 45-4 26 7 79 3
19240+0545 3.1 6', 42-5 58 9 79 3
19240+0819 4.2 2! 44-4 28 7 793
19240+0841 4.9 7' 45 4 30 7 793
19241+0916 9.042145-3 2816 793
19241+0638 9.8 56! 43-5 62 17 79 2
19241+0141 10.5 46' 39- 7 75 15 80 2
19241+0906 12.031:45-4 7922 79219242+0451 12.4 41- 68 8 793
19242+0114 12.710 38-7 4521 802
19242+0920 13,450 45- 3 52 7 78 2
19242+0825 14.3 4 45- 4 62 19 79 2
19242+0324 15.536 40- 6 71 32 80 2
19243+0934 20.238 46- 3 51 14 79 2
19243+0657 23.028 43- 5 56 8 j 79 3
19243+0732 23.836 44-4 40 10' 782
19244+0054 25.512 38-- 7 50 7 793
19244+0019 26.340 37-- 8 38 9 80 3
19244+0828 26.314 45- 4 24 10 79 3
19244+0946 27,214 46-3 44 6 78 3
i
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 um 25 vm 60 /.tin





































































,96 .27: .40L _
1.27 .71 40L:
.58 .24: .84LI










1.12 ,49 i ,42L
.35 ,25LI .45L
4.16 1,07 i .41L
3.82 3.11 : ,49:
















1(_ p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T
39.75L BC BBN 0 9400001008
10,85L BD AB O 3400000008
17.08L BD BB 09500000008
17.29L13.60LC _H 94000000089400100008
2,37L CFcD 8 77001010005.24 J DA 2700100108
4.33L CC ABHD 7 9701111540
24.57L BBF AAA 9 29' 2401100108
13.94L ED AC 0 9500000008
22.57L CF DB 0 8400000008
1,94L B AF 7702101000
15.06L E CDG 5400000208
3.20L E F AA i 9 8700100000
35.64L BDD C HJ 95021203382.22 BB G I 04600001000
16,15L C B 4501010008
3.71L D CDI 9700101000
2,96L D B E 7600000000
18.89L BC AB 0 7500000008
26.41L BC C AAG 0 950100000814.11L CK 9603120348 I
42.09L B D A D 0 9400000008 I
18.95L C AC 7500000008 ;
3.96 DD L EC 9780000108
15.12L C BK D 9500000008
4.75 C DI D 5600000008
3.74L C Cl 9701000000 !
2,92L BBD AAD 09701101000
3.23L CE BF 0 9700000000,
19.92L C DE 2400000008
1,69L BC AAG 0 9700100000 '
2.23L DD AD 0 8700100000
21,05L BD BBI 1 2400000008
20.11L BC AS 19501002008 !
2.12L CF AF 7 87002000001
BF 450010000814.88L B I
3.70 C K GD 9500100108
13.27L BC ABG 1 7400001008
3.49L BCF AAA 9 8700000220
38,67L C BFI 9410000008
17.32L C C 5500100008
9.05L B D A C 0 8500000008
7.70L 8 C A e 0 6500000008 1
2.84 E J A 9600000018
32.99L C ACH 6500000008 '
4.36 D DL H 9701100240 i
17.74L B D A B 4 4400000008
23.03L C CD 9400010008 t
4.15L D D 6600000000 j
i
38.03L CE AAD 9 9400001208
4.57: BC E ABDF 0 2600100008
23.00L BC AA 2 5501100218 '
2.84L BBD AAAD 9 660100000028
11.42L B C CJ 9400120228'2,96L J GD 97000000001
9.69L CC BC E 2 7500100008
3.47 D J HC 8600000008
4.69 DDI JEB 8600000218
2.02L C DH 8600100000
i
CF i.51L 21.35L AAEF 9 3400100008
.44L 2.B6L BC IAA 09700110000
.40L t 2.01L D i G M 5600100000
4.56 D 9600100110
.42: EC! FI
.40L i 13.82L _C AA 1 4400000008
40L t 14.42L A H 4500000008
.59L j 13.72L B F G 4500000008
12.03L F AB 2 4400100118
3.45L C AB 0 9700110000
4.42: :D D BCGB 0 7600011208i
2,47L !B E 4502020000
10,03L BE IAAAE 9 450000010829
3.33 E i H 96O0000000
25.52L BD AC 0 6400000008
2,72L SD AB 4 9700111000
18.76L C B F 6400100008
12,02L BC AADE 1 5400000008
2,26L BD BAN 5 4700000000
19,53L B e E 7400000008
32,85L D EN 7300010008
=
15.06L BC ABL 09501000008
19.12L C D H 9400000008'
20,38L E D AA 9 84011000081
2"3,70L BCD AAD 9 9401000008
27.59L C G EB 8402100208'
4.35 DC HFHD 8600000000 I
3.61L C GM 8600100010
4.71 D J DC i 8602000328
12.03L CDEc BC D 0 25000100083.17 CFD 7501000120
20,65L CE BDD 3 7501100208
4.73 E t I D 9501210008
1,71 D D ' 5700000000
28.56L E G ' 8400010008
14.04L E C '6501010008
16,91L C DAM ' 4401100208
1,59L C BD ' 5701000000
11,25L BD BCL 0 5400010008i 9410210C08
21.15L SD _A28.01L BC BA 1




Name Type ('3 Ma8
3113124594K5
2'°4119223+0331
4 1 32 X1922+060
1 8 EtC 766
1 1 FU AQL
2 " 2 DO5702
1 1611991 M7





1° 13 ! 124603 F0I°41! 19229+0311
_ 21;105718
*13 _ 124608 K2









1 2 DO 5733


























































































































































a _ Coords SM.T 5MN 0
(s) C) 1 b ('_ C) (')
28.9[561 45- 4 I 63 18 79
31.8134 46- 3 64 6 79
33._ 5 44 4 41 17 7_
33.9150 45- 4 I 37 6 7_]
35.4 0 42- 5 I 41 7 791
35.6145 44- 4 I 32 8 79 I
)6.3120 44- 4 I 33 7 79 I
)9.3157 44- 4 [ 48 7 79 I
40.1 2 42- 5 I 62 7 79 I
40.5126 44- 4 i 35 7 79 I
_,6.3150 45- 4 [ 46 12 80 I
46.8149 43- 5 t 44 7 79 I
48.E 3 43- 5 I 33 6 791
50.7114 38- 8 [ 69 25 801
_3.0[ 23 42-5] 39 7 791
_3.0]35 38-71 41 7 791
54.8]44 44- 4 I 34 7 791
57.4129 38- 8 I 105 11 80l
57.7158 38- 7 I 41 7 791
57.9t39 45- 4 I 51 8 791
58.8125 36- 7 I 46 22 791
0.1116 41- 6 I 25 7 7f_l
1.5156 46- 31 28 5 791
2.0138 43- 5 I 65 12 801
23128 40- 6 I 27 7 79 I
2.9142 39- 7 I 44 6 791
4.5160 39- 7 J 38 7 791
5.2155 42- 5 I 29 7 791
8.4124 45- 4 I 34 7 791
8.7122 44- 4 I 61 9 791
9.2142 39-71 34 7 791
9.8120 45- 4 I 66 7 79 I
11.3116 38-81 64 9 801
12.5137 44- 4 ] 67 8 791
13.2125 44- 4 I 23 7 791
13.5132 42- 5 I 52 10 801
14.2t36 45- 4 I 76 10 801
15.1159 40- 7 I 46 7 7¢Jl
16.0157 45- 4 I 79 17 791
18.4145 44- 4 I 22 6 791
19.7153 39- 7 I 79 23 791
._0.0117 39-71 32 7 791
._3.0 9 46- 3 I 32 6 791
.)3.8114 46-4l 50 21 791
.)5.0 4 40- 7t 60 32 801
.>5.4142 45- 4 I 81 25 791
._7.9125 45-- 4 I 23 5 791
|2.1119 42- 5 I 60 i 12 781|4,5 1 43- 5 I 40 I 7 791
14.9 5 45- 41 37] 6 791
16.3142 39--7t 62 35 791
i7.5113 40- 7 ] 20 7 791
19.8 9 44- 4 I 26 6 791
12.0141 41-61 32 6 79i
12.7150 41- 6 I 32 8 7RI
15.0128 44-51 34 10 7_1
15.9133 42-6l 52 22 80]
16.3 7 44- 4 ! 83 8 79]
16.3154 38-8] 20 7 7QI
16.5140 42-6| 33 7 79[
19.3]34 41- 6 I 29 7 791
_0.7t31 39- 7 I 31 7 791
52,1]34 38- 8 I 55 10 80I
_3.1149 46- 41 77 8 78l
_4.1i15 42-61 27 7 78]
_4.1 1 38- 8 I 34 5 79]
56.7138 39 7 I 77 12 80t
57.2i 36 44- 4 I 34 6 79t
_7.9]17 43- 51 38 10 791
58.5] 44 40- 7 I 41 12 791
0.1140 46- 3 I 65 7 7RI
1.2139 40- 7 I 39 8 79 I
4.5[35 46 4 I 29 6 7R1
6,C 2 38- 61 47 10 791
11.7155 45-41 68 11 801
t3.012t 42- 61 35 13 7_1
19.3J24 42- 6 ] 34 7 791
20.9139 44- 5 ] 81 11 7RI
21.3 8 42-- 6 t 52 7 791
23.0133 46- 4 I 73 8 7RI
23.8i32 43--6t 73 10 7RI
27.2[18 39 7i 86 25 801
28.8[34 41--71 34 6 791
)1.3120 46-- 4 [ 109 13 7_1
3t.E 7 44-- 5 [ 31 6 791
34.e 5 42- 6 I 75 lO 791
37.3123 38- 8 I 44 8 7.qi
37.8114 37- 8 [ 52 7 79 i
37.8131 46- 4 ] 33 5 7RI
38.0141 40--7] 67 11 80]
40.1146] 44 5] 57 9 7S]
42.7126! 41-- 7 I 34 6 79]
44.01301 37-- 8 I 34 6 7n1
46.5111 40--71 48 7 7QI
1 43- 5 33 6 7¢47.E 6
48,6117 46- 4 29 6 7A
49.5 49 43- 5 44 7 79
5o21571 41-7 I 53 12 79
51.4]48[ 40- 7 I 29 6 _ 79
_._[51.850 44- 5 I 30 5 [[ 79
m
HI
C [ (Not Color Corrected)




3 ] .25L ' .25L
3 ] 1.22 .76
3 ] .84 ,42
3 1 1.36 [ .73
3 ] 1.79 .62
3 E .81 A3
3 ] ,64 .28L
3 ] 3.31 2.15
2 t .63 .25L
3 t 1.34 .37:
31 94.10 39.59
21 .25L .60L
3 I 35 .28L
3 I ,70 .37L
3 I 3.39 2.35
21 .42 .29L
3 I .77 .34
3 I .43 .25L
2 I .25L .49L
3 i .71 .26L
31 11.34 6.68
21 .23 .25L
3 [ 1.49 .86
3 [ .62 .27:
3] 14.17 6.29
3 t .63 .49
3 t .44 .32L
3 t .36 .26L
31 1.46 .55
31 .41 .25L




2 t 34 .45L
3 ] .63 .36




3 ] 1.14 .24:
2 } .28L .25L





3 ] .79 .41













2 [ .43 .26L
2 I 8.93 5.66
3 I .73 .29:
2 l .36 .27L
3 I .81 .44
31 .50 .25L
31 .39 .25L
3 I .63 .32L
3 I .44 .25L









21 .68L I .26L
31 1.45 I .62
21 .35 ! .25L
3 ! 1.42 .44
2 [ .43 i .36L
3 t 1.28 .63
31 .79 : .33L
3t .76 4.17
2 [ .29 .27L
21 .52 .54L
3 1 44.73 29.43
3 1 2.35 .50
3 I .76 .26L
3 I 7.05 4.35
3 l .73 .27L
3 I .44 .25L
3 I .25L .25L
3 I 1.47 1.93
3 I 2.41 1.41
Declination: 0%+ 10"







































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
DILHHB 9500000008
CD BC 0 8702101000
C I EE 7560000228 C
BC AAG 2 7400000108
BF AC 0 9500100006
CE AB 8 6402100108
DD AA 8 3400000008
BD BAF 1 8420200008
B BE 5600100110
BBCDIAADB 0 7700000208
C B F 9400110008
BD ACD 0 8401010108
BBC IAAAC 9 7510010008
D B 6501100000
B AC I 8400100008
C BHKI 6501100330
BC AA 1 74001000O8
F EJ 3500100000




BFC IAAB 9 9400(300208
C D 8600000000
DC AB 8 2700001000
BD BCJ 0 9701000OOO
CBC IAAAK 0 4611000000
BC AAH 0 7500100008
B BG 9400000008
C DI 3400100008
CC AB 6 4700100000
E B MH 94O1000OO8
C D 7500000000
B CH 3401000008
DE AAL 9 3401101218
C E 7601010020
C CJ 9300110008
B D A D 0 4700000000
D B 9600100008
BD AB 0 8400000008
DI KFD 3600000000
BC AB D 1 37OO1OOOOO
BE AB 0 4400000118
D I FH 9501100108
F I E D 5600000200
D C 9500100118
BD AA 9 9400100008
F D E 8400OOO208
BD BC 0 5400000008
BE AB 0 9400100008
DIH FG 8500100320
BBC IAAB 9 4701000210
DD ABH 9 540O2OOOO8
BB AAD 2 940OO00008
D A DE 9430202008
E CCDE 8400100128
F B 9501100308
C D J I 1400200008
D B F 5600000000
BC AA E 7 9400000008




BCC IAACE O 9411100408
BF BC 0 7501000000
C OK 2601000000
DDDDIBBFC 0 1600200008




CC AA 1 9401111008
B AJ H 4600000000
D D 9300010128
C C I E B 9580000308
BBC tAABG 0 2500000208
E C 5300030008
C BDG 9400000008
B B E 9400000008
DE BE 0 84O1OO0OO8
D 1L B 8700000008
EC AA 1 5601100000
C C 9300000008
BC AB K 0 1500001008
O CD 9501020008
BC AAMK 5 4600000000
B AE 4600100000
CBCDIBAAA 0 9511021008
C B F D 5600200000
F DC 9400020008
BBC IAAA 0 4711000000
BD ACG 6 7500102000
C B F D 6600000000
BBC IAAB 0 9401000008
B B C 9403OOO008
C CK 9401000008
C I H B F 6500000008
FF AAI 9 6700100100
DF AA 9 9500101418




Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources
C
A
# T Name Type
1 32 X1924 + 080
1 16 12032 M9
8
1 2 DO 5755
1 2 DO 5756
45 2 3 RAFGL 2392
2 16 12039
4
I 2 DO 5762
!
15 4 4 TMSS 00433
1 1 V370 AQL
2 13 124645 K2
1 1 V371 AQL
1 16 12047
4
8 1 13 124647 K0




C 1 32 X1925+017
4




I 2 DO 5780
4 13 124660 MB
2
C
1 2 DO 5786
69
1 13 124662 K2






1 1 V855 AQL
3 13 124667 MA
1 2 DO 5787
8
15 4 3 4 TMSS00434
i 1 1 1 V1237AQL
1 16 12066 M5
1 2 DO 5795
1 16 12067 M6
1 1 GG AOL
3 13 124676 K5
26 3 RAFGL 5382S
2 3 13 124681 K2
1 V373 AQL
23 LDN 06.54 334






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































44 .40L 35L i
48 .40L 55L I
25L A5L 03L
25L 40L 66L
1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
458
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion A




















































193,9+0 2 54.83646_5 7 78319319+ 7 44_88610=19319+0 9356.0o ,o_9 7 79319319+010 57.4323,_9 8712!793
19319+011756.33539-g 5' 2; gg20 o0.917 6-9 82103 0+0 121.64 41_8 69 11 79219320+0143.328 40_9 81 7 7,3193 0+00104.53 43_7 38 8793
19320+0601 4.6 42! 43-- 7 82 9 79 3
19320+0355 4.8 151 42- 8 66 9 791 3
19320+0300 5.4 3 41- 8 77 22 80 2
19320+0534 5.8 25 43- 7 41 9 79 3
19321+0145 6.8 32 40- 9 60 8 79 3
19321 +0409 7.2 54 42-- 8 69 22 78 2
19321+0754 ,.9 40 45-- 6 81 10 7<3 2
19322+0706 159 47 44- 6 45 9 79 3
19322+0128 18.8 55 39- 9 71 9 78 2
19322+0747 17 7 50 45- 6 66 15 78 3
19322+0420 17.9 48 42- 6 80 24 79 3
19323+0702 187 g 44- 6 34 8 79 3
19323+0655 18.E 56 44- 6 45 8 79 3
19323+0349 19.C 8 41- 8 45 17 79 2
19323+0237 21.(] 16 40- 8 42 11 78 2
19324+0639 24.1 58 44- 6 82 13 79 2
19324+0124 28.9 10 39-- 9 56 10 80 2
19324+0607 29.8 26 44- 7 45 9 79 3
19325+0101 31.2 14 39- 9 35 10 80 2
19325+0554 32.7 1t 43- 7 44 10 79 3
19325+0036 33.0 46 39-9 87 17 79 3
19325+0155 34.9148 40-9 39! 7 79 3
19326+0148 38.0 51 40- 9 24 I 7 79 3'
19326+0158 40.7 42 40- 9 _ _ 6 79 319327+0217 46.3 3 40- 9 o., ! 7 79 3
19327+0903 46.8 20 46- 5 27 6 78 3 _
19327+0315 47.5 37 41- 8 51 7 79 3
19328+0754 48.5 10 45- 6 41 7 79 3
19328+0245 51.2 21 41- 8 55 8 79 3
19328+0035 51.8 66 39- 9 32 8 79 3
19328+0708 52.1 50 44- 6 34 7 79 3
19330+063, 0.4 15 44- 7 69 9 i 79 219330+07_ 0753 45-8 26 7 76 319330+0116 ,.132 39-9 92 8_ 79319330+05101139 43-7 28 8 7, 319330÷0_2 26 15 `"-7 69 10 79 3
19330+0359 4.0 47 42- 8 32 19 51 2
19331+0548 6.2 1 43-- 7 35 g 79 3
19331+0753 7.1 59 45- 6 56 8 79 2
19331+0905 8.7 46 46- 5 30 6 78 3
1,331+0040 9.4 g 39- g 50 8 78_ 2
19331+00119.744' 44-7 39 17 79_2
1933,+013011.766! 39-9 97 33 80 2
19332+o23312916 40_g = ,,37,19332+0639 17.0 181 44- 7 26 79 _
19333+0633 18.2 18 44- 7 44 8 79 3
19333+016921118 40-9 22 22169,319333+07021719 44-8 29 7 76 3
1,333+o151 22.641 40-, 23 i 7919333+0946 23.5 47-5 94 1 79!19334+o83224934 46-6 72 7813
19335+035630.342 42-8 34 7979_t9935+0_0 32.218 ,.-7 27 491
19335+Ollo_6.6I,, 39-9 73 1, 79=_19335+0835 35.7 _., 46-- 6 29 78
19336+0013 36.6 11 38--10 51 7 79 _ 3
_9938+0_01,1.1451 43-8,6_so 'i 7'_19336+09194,.9 6 61
,9337+o_,2 .28 43- 7 36 79 3
19337+0915 43.3 46-6 25 7 78i3
19337+0207 43.4 11 40-9 36 8 79l 3
19337+0938 43.6 20 47-5 _ 96 781319337+0400 44.1 32 42- 8 79
19337+0801 45.1 32 45- 6 56 22 79 ! 2
_9337+0_6 47.045 44-7 22 7919336+0356,8.439 42-8 43 e 3
19338+040452.726 42-8 41 9793
19=9+0_2 56.5 9 43-7 75 9 79 3
19339+0127 56.2 52 40-9 43 17 79 _19339+_01 57.7 _ 42-8 97 3 78
19339+0843 57.8 42 46- 6 92 16 771 2
ig_0+0759 4.1 27 45-8 26 6 78 3
19_0+0_I 8.7 23 47-5 38 7 79 3
19341+0039 80 8 39-1o 6o lO 8o 2
19341+0258 7.812 41-9 48 9 79 3
19_1+0042 10.539 42-6 54 9 79 3
19341+0956 10.5 1 47-5 37 6 78 3
19342+0205 15.8 52 40-9 38 19 79 3
19342+0,_9 15.g 1 42-8 96 14 78 2
19343+0618 18.532 44-7 63 6 79 3
19343+0931 19.66o 41-8 87 10 79 3
19343+0055 21.0 18 39-10 81 21 79 3
19343+0912 21.4 7 46- 6 34 7 78 3
19343+0608 22.1 17 44- 7 41 6 79
19343+0442 22.3 49 42- 8 63 18 79
19343+0727 23.1 43 45- 7 52 9 79
19344+0844 25.4 48 46- 6 75 12 79 2
19344+0016 25.9 22 39-10 34 7 79 i J
193,.+0308 26.9 36 41-- 9 43 10 79 3
19344+0454 27.7 2 43- 8 39 8 79 3
Flux Density Flags
{Not Color Corrected) V L
]2 /_m 25 Fm 60 ,am t00 p,m Flux Con" A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef' R Rags" S 2
1.07 .67 .40L 9.51L EF AA D 9 6520000008
.47 .34L .40L 7.25L C BE 5400100008
.43 25L .40L 1,58L B C 1701020000
.31 .25L .40L 2,01L O E 9600000000
.65 .30 .40L 2.00L CD CE 0 9700000000
.69L .75L .61L 2.46 D KED 9601000328 8
.30 .28L .41L 2.30L C C M 4600000000
.60 .41L .40L 1.96L B 8F E 9700110000
1.65 .53 .40L 7.71L BC AA 0 6400000008
.49 .28L .40L 1.73L C BC 3601000000
.33 .52L .40L 1.61L C CFG 7700000000
.25L .27L .73L 1.58 D I J C 5700000000
.53 4.92 1.42 1.99: CBCD 8A8C 7601000000
.38 .25L .40L 1.95L C C 9700110000
.26L' .60L .50L 2.00 D HFC 2600000000
.43 .25L .43L 4.52L D BF 9500000000
.54 .25L .40L 8.45L C BK 1302100008
.26 .25L .40L 4.12L C C H 9601100350 C
.25L ' .25L .40L 3.90 C HHS 7600000200 4
.25L .25L .40L 2.53 D B 4600000010
3.61 .98 .40L 8.40L BC AADK 1 1301100008
.56 .35 .40L 8.16L BC BBL D 1 1300000008
1.54L .41L .40L 1.94 C DCHC 7701000000
.23 .32L .40L 1.64L C EH 6700000000
.50 .25L .40L 12.88L C !C 4400010008
27 .45L .40L 1.761 C DB 9700110000
1.65 .45 .40L 1.77L BC 'AS H 0 2600000000
.38 .44L .40L 6.42L ,F 8H 9501000008
.42 .23: .40L 1.75L DEDc CF 0 4601000000
.25L .25L .49: 3.40 DB 9600100138
1.31 .66 .40L 1.50L CC AA 1 7700110000
.82 .35: .40L 3.56 CF C BCGD 1 8680010220
6.71 5.44 1.05 1.41L BBC AAA I 7700100100
.79 .33: .40L 1.501 BE BBJ H vl 5700000100
2.39 1.82 .47L 14.11L BE AADF 9! 7500000008
.99 .40L .40L 1.93L B AC 3700000000
.49 .28L .40L 2.06L B BB 8701110000
,68 .25 .40L 1.42L CD AE 1 5701000000
43.15 22.39 3.94 3.45L BBC AAAF ; 9601100126 251.14 .45 .40L 1.86L BF AA M 3500000000
.48 .25L .40L 15.21L C 8 F 2400310008;
.97 .66 .40L 1.74: EF F ABGD 9 66O00OO0OO
.69 .34L .40L 2.21L D BC F 9602000300
1.64 1.28 .40L 1.83L BC AA g 5500000000
.41L .25L .63 1.53: BD N BC 2700200008
.38L .26L .81L 3.78 D LEEE 7602100120 8
3.27 1.56 ,40L 1.45/ 8C AAD 3 2600000000i
.33 .25L ,40L 2.43L C C 7701110000'
1.67 .40 .40L 15.57L BD AB 0 5500000008
.33 .25L .40L 4.87L C C M 9600000018
.25L .37L .36: 2.60 CO MCB 2561000008
.25L .30L .41L 1.70 D O 9600000000
.25L .25L .66: 2.94 DC BB ; 8641100200 4
5.05 1.94 .61 2.16: CDCE AACF 9 i 2610320000
.88 .33 .40L 1.89L 8O C A8 5 1700300000
.25L .27L .42L 3.40 E I F ; I 6680000530 4
1.06 .64 .40L 1.58L DF BA 8 4500000000
1.74 .49 .40L 1.89L BD AC 0 7700010000
.25L .26L .53L 3.89 E GB 9600000008
.45 .25L .40L 11.87L C CEJ 6400101008
2.50 .62 .40L 1.60L DF AA I_ 9 9700201110
1.76 .25L .40L 1.95L E AL I 3701210000
.25L .25L .40L 2.70 O I H O 9600000220
1.02 .43 .40L 10.87L BC ;AB 3 44001011)08
.42 .25L .40L 8.12L C IGF 9401010008
1.11 .22: .40L 1.81L BE AE 4500000000
.37 .35L .41L 15.19L, D DG 9500100108
.61 .25L .40L 1.85L B B I G 4601000000
1.18 .67 .40L 14.96L BC AAD 0 9500101008
.43 .25L .40L 1.82L B CF 8701010000
3.34 2.11 .64 3.79: !BEDE AABE 9 9600001008
.96 .25L .40L 1.31L C BE 9700401000
.27L .26L .47L 3.67 C CO 7680100200
1.23 .32: .40L 2.14L IBE AC 0 3600000000
1.02 .87 .40L 2.04L 8C ABKJ 0 3601110000
1.79 .54 .40L 1.31L BD AAF 9700301000
.78 .29L .40L 1.68L IB AGNI 9600200000
.40 .25L .40L 2.07L C CE 4500000000
1.50 .65 .40L 1.64L BD ABD 1 9700001000
,25L' .27L .40L 2.07 I D DKGG 9600301000
.31 .42L .`"L 15.02L, C 3400000118
.91 .81 .71 2.92L1BCC ABCC 7600100200
1.25 .57 .48L 10.`"LiDD !ABEF 1 9500101008
.27 .25L .40L 6.20LIB ABED H 9501010108.49 .32L .40L 1.59LI C 6600010000
.95 .37L .40L 1.85L 9702000000
.96 .51 .40L 1630L FE iAB 0 9401100008
.25L! .36L .44: 2.85 DC i EFB 3680000100
.31 .25L .40L 1.97L F SD 3600100000
.71 .26L .40L 2.44L B IBO 2400000000
.44 .25L .40L t._L 8 I B 870_
.36L .25L .54L 3.86 E ;M J C 9500000318 4
10.20 8.14 1.36 12.58L BSC AAB 2 0600100008 29
O9 .70 .40L 2.25L SC AA 1 3400000000
1'.25L .33L .40L 2.32 C I B 3600100000
32
.25L .40L 2.77L C iC 5401100120
128 .25L .40L 11.67L E F 3400010008
3.57 4.12 .75 8.35L BFE IAAB 9 9400000008
.45 .28L .4OL 1.23L B BC 4700000000
1.18 .43 .40L 1.47L CC ACL 3 5701000000







Name Type (") Mag
2 DO 5910 25 9E
1 2 DO 5914 75 9E
1 2 DO 5912 71 105
1 1 V986 AQL 22
1 1 I V1269 AQL 60
1 11 PK 42- 6.1 25 138
5 13 124807 K2 10 83
1 16 12189 M8 34 106
1 16 12174- M6 27 98
2 13 124815 K5 16 88
1 V384 AQL 10 3
1 V383 AQL 53 3
1 V382 AQL 89 3
5 V1263 AQL 13 3
1 13 124821 K2 3 85
4 V607 AQL 3 3
1 GR AQL 3 3
I _ 2 DO 5935 36 111
1 V534 AQL 27 3
1 32 X1933+039 30 ! 8
3 ! 13 124827 K5 6 83
2 2 DO 5944 54 116
1 161 12186 M6 12 98
1 21 DO5945 92 98
1_ SU AOL 16 3124832 K5 4 90
1 13 124834 K5 28 82
2 13 124835 K0 6
1 13 124839 K2 10 76
t 1 V388 AQL 68 3
1 "41 19340+0759 9 7
I 1 V693 AQL 22 3
1 1 V389 AQL 8 3
I 39 'DA485 82 1420
1 13 , 124845 K2 9 83
32 X1934 + 009 57 41 V635 AQL 8 3
4 " 2 DO5968 36 108
459
Right Ascension: 19h34m28"-19h37m20" Declination: 0"-+ 10 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
12 jam
19344 + 0003 .25L
19344 + 0140 .65
19344 + 0223 .44
19345+0213 .25L
19345 + 07t 0 .27L
19345 + 0727 .25L
19346 + 0913 5.04
19346 + 0238 .25L
19346 + 0926 .32
19346+0009 .54
19347 + 0729 1.95
19347 + 0928 .25L
19347 + 0942 .25L
19348 + 0724 .42
19348+0531 3.t4
!9349 + 0022 .35
19349+0637 .32






19352 + 0949 .41
19352 + 0106 .67
t9352+OO19 .38
19352 + 0859 .25L
19352 + 0319 .39L
19353 + 0944 .33L
19353 + 0613 .56
19354+0636 6.11
19354 + 0404 .31
19354 + 0921 ,55
19354 +0716 .44L
19355 + 0350 .26L
f9355 + 0442 .25L
19356+O754 1.12
19356 + 0237 1.20L
19356 + 0521 .25 L
19356+0958 .45
19357 + 0233 .68
19357 + 0324 .71
r9357 + 0228 .43
19357 + 0059 .98
19357 + 0646 .25L
19357 + 0542 2.71L
18357 + 0403 ,25L
r9357 + 0559 1.24L
19358 +0917 47.37
19358 + 0822 .63
[9358+0257 .41
9358+05O7 1.80
19358 + 0932 .93
!9358 + 0353 .48
[9359 + 0525 1.44
_935O+ 0356 .53
[9360+0618 .76




19362 + 0236 .33
[9362 + 0029 .91
I9363 + 0820 .41
[9363+0918 1.16
19364 + 0334 .38
[9364 + 0750 .72
[9365 + 0757 .61
9365 + 0352 .61
19365 +0851 1.03
[9366 + 0921 .85
18366+0114 .25L
9366+0813 .48
i9366 + 0047 ,25L
19366+0731 3.43
i9366+0517 ,68:
i9367 + 0012 .25L
=9367 +0238 2.58
9367 + 0604 .25L
,9367+0215 .75




19369 + 0151 .30L
19369 + 0318 .25L
19369 + 0446 ,25L
F9369 + 0614 .68L
i9370 + 0438 .70
r9370 + 0535 1.o6
19370 + 0614 ,25L
19370 + 0829 .55
19370 + 0240 .27L
19371 + 0536 .25L
[9371 +0245 1.37
19372 + 0554 .36
19372 + 0538 2.52
19372 + 0832 1.40
r9372 + 0320 .49L
19373 + 0802 .41
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not COlor Corrected)o 5 coo., o o ,, lOO.oFlo.
(s) (") lb (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
79 3 .25L .40L 2.57 C
79 3 .25L .40L 1.57L C
79 3 .25L .40L 1.58L C
79 3 .28L .40L 3.00 C
79 2 .25L .74L 1.77 C
78 3 .25L 6.29 41.96 CE
78 3 2.96 .40L 14.13L BBCC79 3 .25L 1.04 4.30
79 2i .25L .40L 15.39L D
79 3' .29L .40L 8,40L C
4
78 31 .89 .40L 41.96L BC
78 3 61 2,38 12.12L CC
79 2 .3OL .SOL 3.68 D
78 2 .25L .40L 41.96L C
79 3 1.29 .40L 1.83L BC
79 3 .25L .40L 11.03L C
79 2 .25L .41L 2.29L C
78 3 .70 .46L 15.17L BC
79 2 .26L .40L 12.62L E
78 3 .45 .40L 11.30L CC
79 3 .27L .40L 7.95L C
79 3 1.48 .40L 6.99L CC
79 3 .39 .40L 1.34L BE
78' 3 .29L .40L 2.40: C E
79 3 .25L .40L 6,33L C
7912 .55L A0L 8,76L C
78:3 .25L .79 2.89: CE
7779 2 .84L .49 2.90L C2 .40L .42 17.88L C
78,2 .25L .40L 2.64L D
I
78 3 1.86 .60 1.74L BBE
79 2 .25L .40L 4.25L C
78 3 .20: .40L 16.69L CD
78 3 .28L .78 2.16L C
78 2 .25L .50L 2.27 C
79 _3 .27L .43L 2.77 D
7813 7.99 7.62 10,95L BBC
169 12 .54L ,40L 3.14 F i
79 I 3 .25L .49: 5.29 Ec
77 2 .25L .40L 14.89L E
79 3 .27: .40L 1.89L BF
79! 3 .66 .40L 1.30L FO79 .25L .40L 2.04L, C
79 3 .25L .40L 6.79L S792 25L 5., 266 oi792 25L 340 F792 275 cI
79 12 ,28L .60 2.67L D
783 29.75 6.63 10.75Li BOD
7813 .23 .40L 11.13L CF
79 3 .25L .40L 1.63L C
79 3 .45 .40L 10.18L BC
78 3 .52 .40L 11.86L CD
79 3 .29L .40L 1.91Li B
78 3 .73 .40L 1.93L CC
79 3 .28L .40L 2.09L C
78 3 .47 .40L 1.27L BC
78 3 .25L .40L I0.46LI C
79 ! 2 .26L .40L 1.59L D
78 2 .25L .41L 2.62 D
79 i 2 .25L .52L 3.30 E
79 3 .30L .40L 1.55L C
.30L .40L I 7.05Ll B79 _79 ! .27L .40L 16.05L g
79 i 2 .52 .40L 7.20L C O
79 3 .25L .40L
161L_78 3 .25L ,40L 8.44L1
78 3 .25 .40L 11.76L B E
79 3 .32 .40L 1.50L 8 F
78 ! 3 .47 ,40L 10.49L 8C
76 3 .30 .40L 9,44L BD
79:3 .25L .5OL 2.92 C
78 3 .28L .40L 14.39L B
7913 .25L .50L 236 O
76 13 2.13 .43: 7.32L BBD
5013 1.53 5.11 7.71: CEED
79 =3 .25L 1.39 2.48 CC
79:3 .65 .4OI- 1,64L SO
79 !2 .69L .53L 2,38 D
79 3 .29 ,40L 1,64L CE
76 I 3 .34L 1.22 4.04 C CC78 3 .30L .40L 12.71L
78 _ .36L .40L 3.33L C79 ! .34 .40 1,55
29L 2,0
.25L .75 2,31 B
78 i 2 .25L .85L 3.06 E
79 2 .25L 50 13,09L D
79 ! 3 .35: .40L 8.29L BO78 ,36 ,40 8,78 D
78 3 .25L 1.37 4.34 CD
79 i .37L .40L ! 9.40LtC78 .25L .52L 2.11 E78 .25L .46 9.94L C
79 3 .60 .40L 1.25L BD
78 3 .25L .40L 6.87L C
78 3 .67 .40L 8.69L BC
79 2 .77 .40L 7.66L E D
79 3 .25L .71 2.22 oECB ;78 3 .18: .40L = 9.35L !
Flags Associations
v L C
Corr A Confusion RS S # A ?_ MagCoef R Flags* Name Type
E 8500100200
BH 6701000000 1 ; 2 DO5971 59 10=,
CKI K 77OO000O00
HJ t D 7600000310 ' 4
EC 96000O0100
M AA 9180300028 3 "23 LDN 0663 84 1
AAF 1 05OOlooO08 i
LGAB 7681000240 t _ 12 ZG 1934+02 75 ' 15(
F E 95001OO0081, I 13 124853 K0 7 i 8..,
CC I 8400100008
AAt F 0 7100200038 1 "41 19347+0729 17
J BAB 9600100008
C 8100200O28 8.=





BB 0 3500000008 ! 2 "23 LDN0671 345
ADF i ' 95001000O8
AAKK 0 9500100008 4 2 DO5980 44 9(
AA 1 8602000000
BF C 96O0100O08





D H O400010O0O '2 13 124869 K5 18 8EI
*^sJl 1 6700oooooo 3,' 2:006982 84 10_
CJ C I 8601100210 C I 1 iBBLF 0 9400100108 1 V641 AQL 27
t CC 9500000000 1 "41 19354+0716 33 12
GB 870OO00100
GHC 9600000008
AAA 2 6500100008 1 I '41 19356+0754 40
i 5500100430 4
I
CD G 46O100012O 88401010008
BF I 0 56O0200100
8A 0 4601010000
CG 5600110000
" gi ,40ooooo087701 , 1.41 19356+ 6 344601000210
B 7602100220 C 1 32 X1935+040 27 12
E 2600000000
AAAD 9 6530100008 42
C D 5 75O0OOOO08
BE 1 8501001008 2 13 124880 M0 1 90
AC F 1 9500000008 1 16 12230 24 170C
C F 67001101OO
AA I 5 4700000000
BK _ 5700110000 I 1 V825 AQL 58 3
SBI 2 2700000000 1 1 VB26AOL 61 3
D H 6500000008 1 13 124888 K0 17 83




BF 4500000008 1 13 124891 K5 2 82
BD 9400010008 1 16 ! 12244 69 1000
AB 1 9520100108
DD 2600000000 1 13 124893 K0 8 90
AD 7400010008 2 16 12251 23 1600
B B L I 7400000008
BC 0 5800010000
B B 3 94O0OOO0O8
tAB 0 9500100108 1 2 DO6007 77 85
I D 5501000200
CGF D 4401140008 1 1 1 _V646 AOL 33 3
H C 3680000008
AACM 0 8400000008 2 2 D06003 32 115
DDFE 0 65C1133468 F 2 1 taAQL 24 1
J B C 2500000000A 0 9601000200 1 13 124902MA 1 55
K H C 9600000308 4
AC 2 9600O10000
CEBA g500OOOOO6 2 9 Ul1461 62 155
A O G 4400240008 1
96OO01OOO0
8702110010 1 1 V394 AQL 57 3
i C 7602110010H BD 1640000200
E B 7601000326 8
C 3400130008 1
BA 0 6500000008 1 1 tvl144 AQL 54 3
ABJF 0 9600200218 C 2 13 124909 K2 5 87
[ AS 9680000108 1 12 ZG 1937+06 56 156
BD 9500100008 1 1 EZ AQL 24 4
EC 9600100200
BE I 9601200226 C
AB ! 7 9700100100 1 1 V395 AQL 15 3
CE i 9601100008 1 2 [::)06016 49 10C









































































































































































6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12,
(Not Color Corrected)




































































Declination: 0o-+ 10 °
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type












































































































































































SMJ SMN 8 12 Fm
(Not Color Corrected)


























































































































1: NO AQL 3
1: V670 AQL 3
8,!

























a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ' SMN





































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
12 p.m 25 _am 60 /.tm 1(30 pm
(Jansky)
.4 .; .4 1._
.7 ._ .4 1.(
.2 .." .4 3.1
.2 .." .4 3._
.5 ._ .4 5. ¢
1,5 .4 .4 1.1
.4 ._ .5 2,C
,7 .4 .4 1._
.2 .3 +4, 1.5
.3 .2 .4, 1.2
1.9 1.2 .41 8.6
1.21 .5 .4_ 1.5
1.0: .5 .4_ 1.6
2.1_ .8 ,4', 1.2
.3q .2 .4 1.5
2.9_ .8 .4_ 1.6
.4 .2 .4( 1.4
.2! .2 .4( 2.1
.5; ,2: .4( 1.6
1,3,= .31 .4( 10,8,
1.2( .21 .4( 1,1
.23 .2t .5_ 1.3_
.2E .3_ .4C 4.91
.2_ .2_ .4( 1:51
.2E .2! .4_¢ 2.11
1.4; .3: .4C 1.5!
3.07 1.7,= .4C 1.3(
.23 .2; .4C 7.2;
.34 .2( ,4(] 1.4,
7.6_ 3.4,_ .82 1,4(
1,15 ,2( .40 1.4.=
9.02 5,1E .68 1,4(
.44 ,2E .40 1.6;
.52 .2_ .40 7,91
.99 .5r_ .40 1.6E
.57 .3C .40 1.71
•92 ,2t .40 1,23
1.54 .54 .40 1.5,¢
3O .33 .40 5.4E
.34i .28 .40 2.43
59.38 46.89 5.62 2.04
.81 ,31 .401 7.74
67,04 35,55 6.73 1.32
1,82 .51 ,401 7.86
.34 .41 .401 1,50
.251 .47 ,401 3.08
.40l .28 .401 1.47
1.09 .54 .401 3.44
.63 .34 .40[ 1.57
4.33 2.14 .38 t.27
4.91 3.13 .40: 1.20
16.18 18.73 3.92 1.34
.99 .371 .40t 1.501
.63 ,321 .40[ 1.551
.90 .37 .40L 1.031
.25L .281 3,95 7.11
7.88 4.31 .79 1381
1.19 .51 .40/ 1.341
22.06 11.61 1.93 1,34:
,25L ,25i ,40L 1.13
,47 ,38: .40L 1.19i
.25L .25t .72 2.19
1.49 ,54 ,40L 5.97[
.25L .25L .40L 1,52
.35 ,56L .40L 1,73L
.34 .381 .40L 1,85L
.30 .251, ,40L 2.07[
.41 .25t .40L 1.51L
4,79 4,16 ,64 1,67L
,25L ,25L .40L 2,31
.49L .25L ,54 1.30L
,44 .40L .40L 1.31L
1.29 ,38 ,40L 1,18L
.46 .25L .40L 2.29L
.62 .28L .40L 1.45L
2.90 1.07 .40L 1.19L
1,54 ,87 ,40L 6,81L
,25L ,37L ,40L 1,77
.34L ,25L ,40L 1.56
.37 .25L .40L 8.17L
.48 .29L .40L 5.38L
1.10 .60 ,40L 1.31L
.32 .25L .40L 13,68L
.53 .25L .40L 4,64L
.69 .36L ,40L 7,29L
5,83 3.05 .53 1,24L
,74 .20: ,40L 1,39L
,26L ,79L ,44L 1.78
,32L .28L .43 1.50L
.68 .32 .40L 1.28L
1.70 .92 .40L 1.00L
,37 .25L .40L 1.82L
1.02 .49 .40L 1,00L
.31 .25L ,40L 1,94L
,31 .25L ,40L 1,95:
,63L ,28L ,63 1.69L
.25L ,25L .40L 2.25
2,52 1.79 .40L 1.37L
32.99 8.06 t.25 1.17L
.93 .25L .40L 1.09L I
i
12, 25, 60, 100 p.m;
v
Flux Corr A Confusion






























































































































































































9488+0536 53.2 _9489+0425 54.5
9469+0357 57.033
9490+0420 0.6
9491 +0138 7.812559491+0047 8.614
9491+072211.3t2




9494 + 0240 24.5 =42
9494+0415 27.4157













,499+0250 54.3 i239499+0412 54.3












+ 842 4 8
9505+0011 35.2
9506+0943 36.C 10





9508+0721 48A 599506 + 0203 52.6





















9517+0837 i47 5 44




9520 + 0533 5.E 2
9521 +0054 7.E 49
3521 +0043 8.6] 58
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flux Density Fligs Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga|actic Unce_aJnty C
Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 ;tin 25 ;tin 60 /_m
l b (") ('3 (') N (Jansky)
45--10 48 15! 77 2 ,25 .25L .40L
43-12 22 5 774 1.27 .42 .40L
45 10 51 10 77 2 .36 .20: ,40L
49- 8 25 9 76 ! 3 .83 .56: .40L
49- 8 57 8 76 3 .51 .23; .40L
46-10 56 9 76 3 .31 .25L .40L
43-12 31 5 774 1.18 .68 .40L
44-11 72 9 77 3 .41 .25L .40L
42-12 86 14 773 .27 .25L .40L
42-12 73 10 76 2 .29 .25L .40L
44-11 42 8 77 ! 3 1.39 .97 .40L
40-13 9615 77'2 .37 .27L .40L
49- 8 24 6 76] 3 2.01 1.16 .40L
43-12 20 5 774 .93 .44 .40L
46- 9 72 26 752 .44L .67L .40L
47- 9 83 30 72 2 .25L .25L .40L
44-11 39 14 77 3 .25L .25L 52L
50 7 76 3 1.04 .34L .40L45-11
44-11 47 11 77 3 .30L .47L 1.15
44-11 25 5 77 3 2.80 .63 ,26:
44-11 45 8 77 3 12.04 4.46 .72
42-13 46 7 77 4 .43 .25L .40L
41-1356 8 77 i 4 .91 .25L .40L
47-10 ' 45 7 763 1.36 .40 .40L
45-11 23 291176136612 .56 .25L .40L44 - 11 23 ,25L .72L .40L
47-10 72 7 73 3 .36 .25L .40L
41 - 13 60 8 77 I 4 .39 .25L .40L
42-12 40 8 773 .39 .41L .40L
44-11 46 8 77 3 .50 .25L .40L
43-12 33 6 77 3 3.42 1.39 .40L
41-13 53 22 77 4 .25L .27L .40L
47-10 50 9 75 4 .32 .25L .40L
44-11 87 19 76 2 .44L .32L ,49L
48- 9 21 7 76 3 80.02 65.49 11.75
45-11 74 10 76 2 .26 .25L .52L
46-10 63 8 76 3 .51 .25L .40L
47-10 63 t0 72 4 .40 .25L .40L
41-13 32 6 77 4 1.88 .86 .40L
46-10 51 8 75 2 .38 .26L .40L
41-13 22 19 166 3 .25L .38L .40L
44-11 53 7 77 3 .84 .25L .40L
45-11 25 5 76 3 .96 .31 .40L
47-10 51 25 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
43-12 47 6 77 3 .52 25L .40L
44-11 32 7 77 3 .25L .30L 1.39
49- 9 58 7 75 3 .33 .25L .40L
41-13 23 6 77 4 7.19 1.70 .43L
49- 9 25 6 75 3 .91 .45 .40L
44-11 36 6 77 3 .57 .25L .40L
44-11 71 10 77 3 .35 .27L .40L
40-13 45 9 77 4 .54 .20 .40L
45-11 49 14 77 3 .25L .25L .40L
45-11 78 29 76 2 .25L .33L .40L
48- 9 42 10 74 3 .42 ,25L .40L
45-11 29 19 76 3 .25L 25L .40L
42-t3 57 18 77 3 25L .27L .40L
49- 9 74 19 77 2 .63L .29L .40L
48- 9 73 9 77 2 .43 .28L .40L
40-14 48 6 77 4 1.13 .32: .40L
49- 9 32 9 73 2 .65 .65L .40L
49- 9 83 7 75 3 .48 .25L .40L
45-11 40 7 76 3 1.40 .64 .40L
49- 9 73 12 73 2 .29 .25L .40L
47-10 49 7 76 3 .51 .25L .40L
49- 9 40 16 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
47-10 27 9 72 5 .76 .25L .40L
42-13 26 7 77 3 ,87 .43 .40L
46-11 32 12 76 3 .25L .39 1.27
48-10 80 16 75 2 .40L 25L .50
42-13 73 15 773 .63L .25L .49
49- 9 36 13 73 2 .37 .89L .42L
45-11 47 7 76 3 .46 .25L .40L
41 - 14 24 5 774 1.69 .72 .40L
43-12 42 6 77 ! 3 1.29 .83 .40L
45-11 57 10 763 .30 .25L .4OL
43-12 38 6 773 2.83 1.25 .40L
44-12 _ 66 7 77 3 .58 .30L .40L
48- 9 55 8 753 .41 .25L .40L
42-13 35 6 77 _3 .25L 21: 1.67
45-12 _ 1_ 7812 47 32L 4OL48-10 772 .49 .25L .40L
41-t4 39 6 774 1.09 .37 .40L
49-9 27 6 75 '3 3.46 1.64 .40L
45-11 60 12 76i2 ._ .69L ,40L46-11 : 103 9 76 . .25L ,40L
43-1247 7 773 .71 ,40 .40L
45-11 8210 7712 L_ .25L .40L42-1332 6 77 21 .63 .40 !
43-12 32 6 773 1.31 .59 .40L
46-11 71 24 76 ! 3 .25L .26L .40L I
48- I0 ! 75 51 L ! 1.27 .40L42-13 22 78 .25L .43
48-10 21 10 75 3 .69 .25L .40L
41-14 27 15 77 3 .25L .27L .40L
47-11 23 6 76 4 3.32 1.28 .40L
45-11 19 5 73 5 26.48 19.15 2.90
4t-14 55 8 77 3 .71 .39 .40L
41--I4 53 6 77 3 .90 .47 .40L
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
v L
I(30 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
2.05L C D 3500021000
1ASL BE ACF 53630010000
1.31L CE DF 03600000000
6.61L CF BA io_552100000683 E AD L 450 0000 8
1.17L C CO 6600000000
1.12L BC AB 8 3601010000
1.07L C B 970000000O
1.69L D E L 3500C00000
1.45L C C 0600000110
1.06L BC AA 1 9400000000
2.01L C C 8500000000
6.17L DF AA L 95511000008
1.10L BC BB D 3 36100100001.74 O 8601000008t.33 2600000000
3.08 C HDB 7381000430 4
1.53L C AD 3500020000
1.79 CC BAB i 9600100100
1.40: I BCDD AAGS 02600102000
1.00LIBBC AAB 105700101100
7.25L'B BE I 5400010008
1.33L B AD I 9601000000
1.46L_ BD CCK 07600012000 2
1.16L B BJ 4500020000
2,34 C EC 8301000220
1.33L C A H G 5600000000
5.69L B CJ K 9400000338 C
1.25LJ BEN 0600010000
1.10L!_ OF 7600000010
1.00L BC AA 1 4500000000
1.66 B G KC 7600000000
1.57L D E CEDBD 25000100008500000000
1.72 BCED AAAA 9 2500001000283.73
1.56L C D 95OO0OOOOO
1.47L D B K I 4500000000
1.56L C B I 1501010000
6.65L BC AA 09402000008
1.32L C CF 3500000000
2.76 D F B 9501000328 C
1.11L B AE N 5500100010
1.15L DE AB 1 2600000000
1.51 C M! D 6500000000
1.19L C BM 5600000000
3.95 CC L CAA 6500200010
7.33L F F I 5500110216 4
6.64L BC AAE 0 9401000028
5.92L EC BB 0 6500100008
1.42L B BN F 7600020000
1.30L C EC G 8600100010
1.61L BD BC 2 4600010000
3.11 C E GB 8561000200
1,70 C J C 6580000000
6.04L C BE 73O00O0O08
2.18 C HHFD 6601000220 4
2.78 C F F D 4500000010
3.54 E CJGC 8600100118
1.88L IC DFF 35000000001.37L, O ACLD 02600010000
7.28L C ;BH C 8500100118
7AOL D B 75(30100008
4.53L DC lAB 1 9500000126
g.41L C 'O 7500100016
1A2L C C 160000O000
4.01 C JCB 5600011128 8
1.03L B AD 5501000000
1.18L EE AE 96600000000
1,93 ECC 'EBAC 9600000000
2.37L C B 3500000000
1"29L'ci C N BD 36000000006.66L D E 7300010008
1.60L ' BC H 7601000020
t.28L BC AAJ 1 4600100000
1,04L BF !AS 7 5600000000
6.88L C :E E 9400000006
1.12L CC IAA 2 1600000000
1.83L C BH H 8502010010
1.75L C BM 2601000000
2.76 DCC BAB 5400000008
1.25L C iC 7600010000
1.71L C B 1500000000
1.47L BE IAC 0 8600100000
7.16L BC 'AA/ 7 9500000008
6.58L C DD 9400000006
5.27L C IB L 9502000006
126L CD BBGD 6 360O0OOOOO2.02L B I 5600000000
4.00L 0C AA 0 7400000008
1.18L BC AA ; 1 3600000000
1.49 E GO 960010OO08
1.54 C I O 2500000000
1.16L BC AA 0 1600000000
2.14L C DE 7500000108
1.62L E B H
2.07 C HC D 6500100000
1.11L BC AAD 3601000000
4.60L OBD AAAI 9 951011010829
1.01L BC BC 1 1600001000
















1 "41 19487+0822 47 12
2 °32 X1948+048 113 4
1 13 125138 K2 t2 85
2 "41 19489+0425 12 14
4 "13 125141 K0 3 65
3 "1 X AQL 8 4
1 13125145K2 9 65
t _ D_6242 22 1012 6246 46 93
t 2 [306247 73 11G
1 1 V553 AOL 40 3
1 "41 19494+0415 32
2 "41 19494+0343 34 7
1 10 M+01-50-002 59
1 3 RAFGL 5000 2 18
i
1 2 l oo62_ 72 110
1 13 125155 K2 13 85
2 13 125157 K5 20 55
I 1 V1052 AQL 59 3
2 13 125158K2 15 85
5 13 125159 G0P 1 40
1 2 [306261 89 91
1 1V710 AQL 35 3
1 32 X1950+053 85 4
1 2 [306271 49 95
2 13 125172 K5 16 85
1 2 [306270 32 106
1 13 125176K0 15 81
2 2 DO6273 31 111
1 1 V344 AQL 61 3
1 12 ZG 1950+06 42 156
1 16 12521 39 1400
1 1 V345 AOL 61 3
2 13 125154K2 7 86
1 1 RZ AQL 3 3
1 2 [306284 63
1 13 125203 K0 12 82
4 13 125210 K0 4 46
2 13 125212 K2 7 83
2 1 V716 AQL 3O
1 I V1062 AQL 29 3
4) Ne/ghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW],
464
_1 !1]
Right Ascension: 19h52m08 "-19h57m24'
Position 0950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty









































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S #
Uncs Coef R Flags"













































































•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
ORIGINAL PAGE T_
DE POOR QUALITY
Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Associations
Sep

















































































Right Ascension: 19h57"28"-20h02:39 "
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 8 12 pm
Name
h m. , (s) ( t b ("} (") (°) N
19574+0411 [28.E 58 45-13 45 10 752 1.02
19575+0647 133.335 47-12 32 16 763 .25L
10576+0714 37.020 48-12 63 7 76, 3 .55
19576+0319 38.E 52 44-14 35 8 772 1.76
19577+0450 42.224 45-13i 69 12 7732 .3219577+0723 46.843 48-1255 7 76 .76
19576+0325 48.23618 44-1471 33 77_ 2 .26L19578+0133 50.237 43-14 53 8 764 .50
19578+0311 50.8, 44-14 32 8 772 1.43
19578+0019 52.7 38 41-15 93 34 77 2 .30L
1, 76÷03155311 44-14 772 25L19578+0012 54.0 41-15 77 3 .3919579+0522553 2 46-1: 62 7 77 2 .4619579+0524595 8 46-13 69_22 74 2 .25L19581+01138.022 42-15 22z 5 75 5 3.,_
19581+0135 7.023 43-1533! 8 75 5 .25L
19581+0816 8.3 45 49-11 27 7 76 3i 2.49
19581+0703 10.722 47-12 30 12 78 3i ,25L19582+o_3112.259SO-ll 68 7 75 31 .,_
19_3+o454 16.o21 46-13 92 28 77 2 .25L
19 ÷0,18 18.519i46-13 24 8i78 3 10.5119 4÷085526.133i49_11 65 7, 753 .42
19585+0644 32.5 81 47-12 28 15 I 76 3 .77L
19585+0825 33.76j 49-11 36 6753 5.7919585+o7oe_.5 34, 48-12 29 9 50 3 ._5L
19585+0447 34.9 3 46-13 62 18 76 3 .40L
19586+0943 37.4 19 50--11 74 13 77 2 .3419,_÷0922 39.631s0-11 19 6 75 3 1.go
19586+0118 ¢1=I 3 42-15 41 6 755 .57
19586+0323 ¢1.5944-14 195 76 3 5.70
I
19590+0417 0.214 45-13 51 6 772 1.51
19590+0655 0.4145 47-12 59 8 513 .25L
19590+0106 0.629 42-15 40 46 755 .94 i19590+0734 3.5132 48-12 63 2 772 .49L
19592+0158 14.6j 54 43-15 77 11 772 .37
19592+0050 15'31L_ 42-15 77 20 74 r 2 .25L
19592+0417 16.9! 45-13 30 5763 1.28
19592+04341173i2945-1338 13 78 ! _ ,4519593+045912o.41746-13' 452 763 .25L
19594+0608 26.23047-136435 752 .53L
19594+0244 29.11344-14 55 7 772 .46
19595+0929 34.12350-11 60 9 743 .35
19596+0650 36.712747-12 71 18753 .25L
19596+0228 38.9!10 44-14 50 6 783 .73
19596+0821 41.3r55 49-12 31 6 753 2.19
19597+0623 42.241 47-13 41 35 772 .25L
19598+0449 48.2 44 46-13 31 6 763 ,68
19599+0701 54.620 46-12 77 i 25 752 .25L
20000+0010 2.243 42-16 66 116 753 ,28L
20002+0310 15.560 44-14 64 6 763 .59
20004+0708 26.842 48-12 21 1 743' .46
20005+0936 32.64 50-11 763 .63
20005+0250 33.346 44-t4 29 9 763 .84
20005+0535 34.6 46 46-13 31 7 76 3 7.16
20006+0847 37.3 7 49--12 64 19 75 31 ,25L
20006+0625 38.646 49--1242_5 23 763' .25L20007+0644 42.655 46-13 6 753 .79
20007+0435 43.219 46-14 28 8 763 4.70
20007+0555 45.345 47-13 49 29 742! .53L
20009+0844 57.85 49-12 31 6 7531 10.38
20010+0805 4.21949-12 36 7763, 2.31
20011+0705 7.12248-1235_i 20675 i .50
2oo11+OlO47.317 42-15 76 2.34
20011+0152 7.4 11 43-15 54 10 75 .28
20012+0436 18.2 38 45-14 76 .25L
_13+o914 16.23350-11 47 7 75 3_ 56
20013+0044 18.4 49 42-16 53 12 76 3 .25L
20013+0737 ?-.2.0 32' 48-12 45 35 77 32 .78L20013+0848 23.012 49-12 38 16 i 75 .25L
20013+0057 24.054 42-16 47 6 763] 1.09
20014+0117 27.55943-15 50 7 763' .47
20014+0356 28,231 45-1436 7 : 75 i ,8320015+0439 31.760 i 46-14 49 14 i 76 .5120015+0041 35.011 42-16 49 76 1._0
20016+0016 41.62742-16 71 11:772 .25L
20016+0708 41.8848-13 216 8 ! 75 _ 2.5120017+0613 42.85447-13 58 76 ,55
20017+0700 43.221 i 46-13 4911 i 75 .25L
20018+0050 51.633 42-16 57 9 75 2 .33
20018+0404 52.32345-14 59 8772 .3820019÷09555o4o 6o-11 6, 9 77 2 26
20020+0935 2.8 58;o 50-tl 8629jo 752 .25L
_20+0621 30 49-12 51 7:, . .59
21 32
20020+0717 5.7 48-13 75 !5i 74 .73L
20021+0820 9.0 45; 49-12 32 i' 753 1.26
20021 +0139 19.2 49-15 32 76 .70
20022+0830 13.2 4149-12 42 75 1.13
20022+0404 15.640 45-14 39 763 2.95
20023+0033 18.62142-16 44 17 763 .25L
20023+0841 19.918149-12 6036 732 1.37L
20024+0443 26.0 41l 46-t4 50 11 763 ,44
20024+0710 29.3 4 48-t3 46 11 76 3 .40
20025+0323 32.7 301 45-15 79 32 75 2 .59L
20025+0335 33.433 45-t5 38 7 763 2.22
20025+0426 34.2 4 45-14 24 6 763 5.74
20025+0732 34.634 48--13 38 5 76 3 1.88
20026+0453 38.446 46-14 73 22 76 3 .25L
20026+0900 39.455 50-12 55 21 74 2 .49L
20026+0317 39.611 45-15 78 8 76 3 .54
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flux Dcnshy Flags Associations
(Net Color Corrected)







































































































100 Fm F]ux Corr A Contusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
I
1.00L CD BD ! O 1701000000
3.65: DF HC 9600000338
7.83L B BH F 9400000008
1.03L CD AB 5600300000
5.58L F kBH 960O00O008
7,13L B rBFJ 9500010008
1.69 F IB cF SS001001001.32L C 3600002100
3.96L CE lAD 0 3500100008
1.42 C K O 2501000000
1.92 D D 56OO2OOO00
1.16L C CM 4501000000
1.57L C BD H 670110O00O
2.02 C B 57001000(X)
1.00L BB AAG 1 2501000000
1.26: CBC CABB 3060102100
9.14L BC AA 3, 9400000008
4.64 D I B 9580000108
8.03L O AD 9400000008
1.38 D C 9700000008
1.03: BCCD AAAD 011700000000
1.63L C B M 7600000000
3.81 E L GA 9502000138
5.67L BCC AAF 2 9400000108
5.41: CD CHBA 9481000118
2.22 E M B 9600000208 ;
2.70L C C H 9600010018
1.46L BC ABO 1 4601000000
1.13L El BG 1500000000
1.00L BDC AAC 97600000000
1.35L FD AB 2! 1701111000
5.46L D AC FC ! 1948_
E L KC 9600000248
C. M ' 3600000000










1.27 C Dj 760O000010
1.36L E CC/ 250O0000001.45L iC DI 460o00oo003.08 c 9501000018
1.19L, C BM 0600010000
6.49L BC AA O 6400001008
1.Bit, O DNF 4600000210
5.52L B BG 9300000008
2.45 D F H C 9500000008
1.00L C M C 4701000000
1.00L D CH 3600000000
7.82L C C 9300000008
2.24: D C BEKB 9601000008
1.87L BBC BF 2500010000IDOL IBB 3 35000000001.00L C ;AAA 0 6600O00000
2.72 C M EC 5500100000
2.32 C GDFE 3500000000
8.06L C AD K 9400000008
3.7?L[BC AAMB 0 4500000138
2.24 C I GD 65OOOOO22O
1.60L DCC AAB 9 5600100000
1.31L BE AA 3 9600001000
6.85L B B 9500010008
1.2OL CC AAD O' 2500000000
1.02L C CK 3600O00000
2.17 E B 3680000138
1.86L C BJ 4600000000
1.66: CE HDC 4500100009
2.24 D H I E 9501000240
2.17 B B 6500000000
1.17L CD AA 8 35000000001.Ol B BGK ' 0600000000
.94: E E BHMG 2500000000
4.56L D DI H 2 j, 2502000008;1.18L BD AB 3600100000
1.26L C C H 86O00O0000
4.04L BC AB 09500000008
1.45L B AD 5500000000!
4,91L C DB 9500000008i
1.00L D D 3600010000
1,42L C DD 2500000000
6.05L C B 9400000008
2.29 E K F _5500010020
1.85L F C 5600110000
2.18 D C 8601000128!
1.43L CC AA 71 5600110000
1.00L C AG I_0600000000
1.3tL BE ABF 1 I 5600000000
1.0OL BC ABF 1 1600000000
2.94 F GB 3501000040
1.80 D E i 7500000000
1.29L B BH M 9600010000
5.15L C BI MH 8400000108,
1.14 C D 3500000000
1.90L CC AA 2 0600000000
1.00L BB AAD 1 i 2500000000
6.02L BC AB O 5400201008
2.10 C J B 8500000350
2.08L C GC 46O00000O0
1.31L C BF 3500000000












1 1 V752 AQL
1 13125342 M0
3 13125346MA



















1 13125359 K2VI 170 AQL





1 1 13 125371 K2



























2 13 125400 K5


























_z! '1 i _




a 8 Coords SM3 SMN 8 O 12 am8h-m ., (s) ('_ I b ('_ ('3 (') N
20028+073211,33746_135 9 73220027+o635,48304g_12713o73220029+0,37,8 1249_13o 5 76
20031+0314 9,19 45-15 49 7 763
20031+0738 11.2 51 49-13 31 5 75 3
20032+0459 12.2 55 46-14 23 10 75 3
20032+0331 13.3 48 45-15 49 8 76 3
20032+0042 13.9 47 42-16 91 26 75 2
20032+0420 15.3 11 46-14 22 8 78 3
20032+0453 16.6 27 46-14 24 22 75 3
20032+0506 17.E 59 46-14 35 22 77 3
20033+0911 188 6 50-12 55 28 74 2
20035+0938 '30.6 23 50-12 89 25 75 320036+0830 '37.(] 49-12 91 32 75 2
20036+0856 37.5 58 50-12 37 8 75 3
20038+0555 49.3 11 47-14 34 7 76 3
20038+0056 50.5 8 43-16 35 31 165 2
20038+0617 53.2 24 48-13 72 20 76 3
20038+0442 53.6 26 46-14 73 30 76 3
20040+0324 1.8,51 45-15 49 14 76 2
20040+0810 2.4 47 49-13 26 8 75 3
20040+0459 4.2 19 46-14 62 5 76 3
20040+0230 4.9 37 44-15 70 11 75 2
20041+0659 8.3 24 48-13 31 6 75 3
20041+0135 10.9 3 43-16 62 6 76 3
20042+0746 13.1 58 49-13 64 3 75 3
20042+0936 16.1 47 51-12 64 27 73 2
Flux Density Flags
20042+0157 16.2 33 44--16 92 18 75 2
20042+0127 16.3 20 43--16 68 9 77 2
20043+0204 18.5 24 44--16 54 9 77 2
20044+0909 26.7 20 50--12 39 5 75 3
20044+0243 27.0 53 44-15 25 7 76 3
20045+0757 34.2 12 49-13 61 11 73 2
20046+0324 36.3 17 45-15 64 11 77 2
20046+0426 41.0 25 46-15 33 26 77 2
20046+0724 41.5 52 49-13 33 8 75 3
20047+0845 44.4 46 50-12 34 7 75 3
20047+0734 44.6 59 49-13 72 24 77 2
20047+0557 45.8 49 47-14 96 23 76 3
20048+0259 48.0 31 45-15 40 9 76 3
20048+0829 48.0 36 50-13 38 13 72 2
20049+0847 58.2 43 50-12 80 8 75 3
20050+0924 1.8 46 50-12 25 6 75 3
20050+0938 2.1 10 51-12 36 7 75 3
20051+0437 8.0 29 46-15 33 5 76 3
















































20052+0554 15.5 28 i 47-14 29 6 76 3 137.37
20053+0928 19.5 81 51-12 27 20 74 3 .25L
90.51
.26L
20053+0833 21.6 58! 50-13 28 7 75 3 4.87 2.26
20053+0736 22.3 251 49-13 44 7 75 3 1.49 .76
z0053+092122.7 7i s0-12 _ 17 73 2 .90 .26L20054+091526.014!50-12 44 10 75 3 .35 .25L20055+072631.344' 49-13 53 6 75 3 .47 .25L20o55+044831.6 5 46-15 100 25 77 2 .25L .33L
20055+0814 31.9 25 49-13 33 30 172 2 .66L .55L
20055+0725 32.4 2 49--13 30 7 75 3 2.17 1.26
20057+0807 42.9 55 49-13 54 11 75 3 .38 .25L
20057+0617 44.1 21 48-14 29 7 75 3 1.95 .82
20057+0456 44.3 58 47-15 39 23 75 3 .25L .25L
20057+0150 45.5 50 44-16 70 12 76 3 .25L .25L
20057+0516 47.5 40 47-14 40 7 76 3 .78 .29
20058+0538 50.6 35 47-14 67 26 74 2 .31L .67L
20058+0502 52.3 7 47-15 55 10 75 2 .78 .34:
20059+0847 54.1 24 50-13 66 3 75 3 .48 .25L
20060+0238 0.9 26 45-16 46 6 76 3 .83 .25L
20061 +0954 9.1 23i 51-12 80 13 76 2 .36 .25L
20062+0451 12.0 55; 47-15 24 6 75 3 1.78 .52
20063+0552 23.2 131 47-14 40 7 75 3 1.43 .33
_>0064+0632 27.3 26 _=48-14 54 7 75 3 .46 .25L
Z0065+0915 34.2 15 51-13 54 11 72 2 .41 .49L
20065+0403 34.7 50, 46-15 23 7 76 3 .47 .32L
20065+0155 35.3 58 44-16 96 15 77 2 .26L .26L
20066+0830 36.6 27 50-13 63 23 72 2 .25L .25L
20066+0659 41.5 8 50-13 46 7 74 3 .64 .25L
20068+0945 48.6 15 51-12 30 6 75 3 .97 .58
20069+0154 55.3 4 44-16 44 7 76 3 .54 .25L
20071 +0451 8.4 4 47-15 59 12 77 2 .40 .25L
20072+0124 12.5 13 44-17 58 7 76 3 .83 .30L
Z0072+0521 16.2 36 47-15 40 8 75 3 .98 .31
20072+0526 17.7 6 47-15 68 25 75 3 .34L .25L
20073+0519 19.0 22 47-15 43 8 75 3 .61 .37
20073+0347 22.0 6 46-15 33 7 76 3 .76 .25L
20073+0449 23.2 12 47-15 44 7 76 3 .89 .22:
20073+0332 23.7 26 46-16 27 6 76 3 1,97 1.49
20073+0158 23.8 49 44-16 68 10 76 3 .25L .25L
20075+0750 32.3 2 49-13 58 20 73 2 .25L .25L
20075+0621 32.3 3 48-14 42 8 75 3 1.24 .70
20075+0013 33.5 51 43-17 75 11 76 3 .50 .34L
20078+0837 51.2 57 50-13 97 36 76 2 .58L .58L
20079+0906 55.5 56 51-13 46 131 73 2 .45 .25L
20080+0340 1.1 57 46-16 51 71 76 3 .58 .30L
20082+0213 13.5 48 44-16 16 5 76 3 3.88 1.64
20082+0058 13.7 13 43-17 33 7 76 3 .26L .63
20083+0908 21.3 7 51-13 31 14 75 3 .43 .25L
20083+0511 21.7 44 47-15 75 30 77 2 .32L .57L
20084+0419 25.0 56 46-15 99 15 74 2 .24 .25L
20084+0951 29.7 56 51-13 32 9 74 3 .95 .32:
20085+0940 30.4 4 51-13 51 7 76 3 .33 .25L
20086+0937 38.8 40 51-13 23 8_ 74 3 1.26 .74
20086+0123 39.1 37 44 17 51 8 76 3 .41 .25L
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 ,am 60 ,am 100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S





































































































6.76L F C 54002010081.31 AH B 4500000000
5.29L BBC AAC 0 5400102008
1.00L BD BC 3 2600001000
7.18L BC AAI 0 3400101008
1.05L C AE 9601000000
t.00L B B 4000000000
1.69 C C 2600000000
5.12L BD SD 0 9401011008
2.84 C MGB 9580000350
1.97 C GS




1.51: B E BDHC
1.32 E E
3.71 E F D
4.07 C MI F











1.13L BDF AAB 9 6600000000
1.44L B B C 9600000000
1.55L F e 0500020000
1.82L CF AAJ E 9 8600010000
1.00L C BJ N 2600000000
1.47L C D 6500000000
1.74 D E 8500000000
1.04L C K EB 0601000000
1.09L C CJ E 3600000000
1.29L C C 0500000000
1.22L S B E 6700000000
1.00L DD AB 5 1600000000
1.53L CE CCAD 2 5500000000
1.50L O C 2501000000
2.68 E H D 9502000241
1.40L BC AA 0 5600001000
1.00L eC BB E 2 5600111000
2.63 C H ED 2400000130
2.47 D D 7500000118
1.91 C B D B B 0500000000
1.40: C C B KF 9601010000
1.16L C CG 5600111000
1.13L BC AAF 6 77000100000
1.16L C BE 7700001000
5.76L BC AC H 1 9401000138
1.38L C C 34000000O0
5.42 BCCC AAAA 9 74A0001208 29
1.95 C L B 6500000000
1.00L BBC AACH 0 8500000000
1.00L BD AB 0 2500000000
1.44L C F 5500200000
1.29L C S 5500110000
1.56L C CH 3600100000
2.50 D I F 9500000040
1.34 D D 8502000000
1.00L BC AAE 6 3601100000
1.34L C CJ 7500010000
5.17L BF AB L 9 6400001008
1.74 D J KD 9500100008
1.29: C D B D 1500000000
7.16L BD BC 3 9400000016
2.30 D B 9501000028
5.90L CD BB 0 9401100016
1.44L C C 4600000000
1.00L B AC 0500000000
7.55L C EE E 8502000008
2.07L BDC ABBD 1 9500101128
2.20L BD ABHG 4 6500001228
1.04L B B 3600000000
4.68L C CE 9401000008
5.93L B BE L 9400000008
1.86L C DCH 2501100000
1.22 E E B 6500000000
5.34L D BDH 9401000008
3.93L BC ABGC 0 7600001008
1.25L B SD E 2500100000
7.27L C CI 9400100008
3.88L B AF G 2300000008
6.81L BD AC 0 9400210008
1.60 E L C 9600100008
4.89L BD BB I 3 9400110008
1.24L B BG 2600000000
5.69L BF BH 0 9400100006
1.00L BC AAH 4 2601001000
1.15 CC KBC 1500000000
1.47 D C 4601000008
1.10L CC AB 1 3600000000
1.04L F BH I 4400000000
1.74 E E F 2600000000
6.38L D C 9411000006
1.00L C Sl 3600000000
1.08L BBC AADI 0 0600000100
2.78 CCC HAAB 3400001008
5.13L F CF J 9400000006
2.44 E H D 7500000008
5.94L D G 9300010008
5.28L BD AAK 0 9500000016
4.75L C BEKI 9400102448
5.08L BC AAI 0 9400102438




S 2 # T Name Type
1 1 V777 AOL






2 13 125443 K5
4 1 32 X2003+047
1 1 V780 AQL
1 13 125450 K2
2 13 125453 K2
C
8 1 32 X2004+075
1 12 ZG 2004+02
2 13 125470 K5
1 1 HI AQL
8 1 13 125474 K2
5 3 RAFGL 2511
1 2 DO 6471
1 2 DO 6473
2 13 125476 F5
1 13 125481 K2
8
1 2 DO 6476
8
1 2 12)O6478
1 13 125492 KO
1 13 125493 M0
8
2 13 125496K5
1 121 ZG 2006+08
1 2 DO 6494
1 t i V511 AQL
1 13 125509 K5
1 16 12844-
1 2 DO 6504
I DO65°7V834 AQL
1 11 V513 AQL
2 13 125521 K2
2 13 125523M0










































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,am; 10) High Source Density Region.
467





a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm
h% _ (s) (j I b C) ('3 (')N
° ,
20087+0611 42,4 48-15 75 3 i 7.33
20087+0849 42.8 50-13 76 3 A3L
20087+0154 47.3 44-17 76 3 .4tL
20088+0628 50.9 48-14 75 3 .77
20089+0834 55,0 50 13 : 75 3 4.11
20089+0055 56.8 43-17 , 76 3 .45
20089+0555 59.0 46-15 ; 75 3 2.68
20090+0129 3.8 44-17 , 76 3 .39L
20091+0502 9.4 47-15 ; 75 3 .26L
20092+0128 12.7 44-17 : 76 3 .62
20092+0001 16,5 43 16 77 2 .32
20092+0714 17.6 49-14 : 75 3 .67
_)0093 + 0428 20,6 47-16 : 77 2 .25L
Z0093 + 0536 22,3 48 15 : 75 3 .25L
20093+0106 23.3 44-17 76 3 .25L
20094+0142 28.7 44-17 _ 76 3 .26L
->0095+0732 35.8 49-14 ; 75 3 9.07
->0096 + 0209 36.4 45-17 : 76 3 .52
->0096+0536 37.1 48-15 ! 75 3 .34L
.>0096 + 0343 37.9 46-16 75 3 .25L
20096+0446 41,1 47-15 I 75 3 .25L
.>0097 + 0548 42.8 48-15 ', 76 2 1.20L
.>0097+0148 45.8 44-17 ! 76 3 .25L
.>0098 + 0025 52.4 43-18 _ 75 2 A2
.>0098+0920 52.9 51--13 1 73 2 .74L
.>0099+ 0052 57.1 43 -- 17 _ 75 2 .25L
.>0100+0444 3.8 47-16 ! 75 3 .75
.>0100+0948 5.7 51-13 , 75 3 .75
.>0101+0345 11.8 46--16 , 75 3 .25L
.>0103+0309 19.3 46-16 , 76 3 .58
._0103 +0547 20.6 48-15 : 74 2 .25L
.>0103+0628 21.9 49-15 ! 75 3 .25L
.>0103+0608 22.0 48-15 ', 74 3 4.54
.>0103+0903 22,0 51-13 , 75 3 .72
.>0105+0446 34.3 47--16 , 75 3 1.30
.>0106+0356 41.7 46-16 _ 75 3 .46
.>0107+0338 42.9 46-16 l 75 3 .25L
.>0107+0859 43A 51-14 ! 75; 3 .95
20107+0942 44.3 51 13 ', 76 3 .39
20107+0524 44.8 48-15 ', 75 3 1.17
20107+0640 46.6 49-15 ', 75 3 .25L
20107+0257 47.9 45-17 ; 75 3 2.80
.>0108+0939 50,3 51-13 d 74 2 .32
.>0109+0651 58.5 49-15 ', 75 3 .25L
.>0110+0934 1.3 51-13 ', 73 2 .47
.>0110+0351 1.9 46-16 ', 75 3 A1
.>0112+0319 129 46--17 _ _o 2 .25L
.)0112+0252 13.8 45-17 , 76 3 .64
_112+0250 14.3 45--17 : 54 3 .92
_112+0227 14.4 45-17 , 76 3 .93
_114+0457 26.3 47-16 _ 75 3 t.80
._0115+0844 33.0 51-14 _ 74 3 11.98
.>0117+0102 42.4 44-18 , 76 3 .25L
->0117+0339 43.1 46-16 ! 76 2 .35
.>0118+0921 49.6 51-14 ' 76 2 .30
.>0118 + 0026 52,2 43-- 18 _ 76 3 .25L
20119+0833 54.7 5t-14 73 2 .27L
20120+0728 5,8 50-15 _ 75 3 .54
20121+0437 10.1 47-16 : 75 3 17.66
20121+0015 11.8 43-18 ! 76 3 .91
20122+0155 12.3 45-17 : 76 3 .25L
20122+0334 14.5 46-17 ! 74 2 .25L
20123+0822 18.7 50-14 _ 75 3 .74
20123+0429 20.9 47-16 ; 75 3 4.89
20123+0315 23.1 46-17 i 76 3 .54
20125+0259 30.8 46-17 _ 75 2 .25L
20125+0654 31.1 49-15 ; 75 3 3.37
20125+0856 31.2 51-14 : 75 3 31.15
20125+0208 34.0 45-17 75 2 .34
20126+0541 41.1 48-16 75 3 .25L
20127+0335 43.9 46-17 , 76 2 .48
20127+0837 45.2 51-14 75 3 .84
20129+0412 59.0 47-16 74 2 .25L
20133 + 0948 22.8 52-14 74 3 .39
20134+0730 27.5 50-15 75 3 23.53
20135+0433 35.3 47-16 75 3 .25L
20136+0136 37.1 45-18 76 3 .25L
20136+0425 37.4 47-16 75 331 .7820138+0655 52.4 49-15 75 .39
20139+0443 56.4 47--16 75 3 .51
20139+0757 56.7 50-15 75 3 .25L
20139+0725 59.9 50-15 75 3 .25L
z0140+0246 03 46-17 75 3 .25L
20140+0407 0.5 47--17 76 2 .35
_0140+0526 4,5 46-16 ._ 3 .68
20142+010113.4 44-16 76 3 .66
20142+0205 16.9 45-18 75 2 .45L
20144+0128 25.7 45-18 76 3 .48
201,_+0732 29,1 so-f5 78 2 36
20145+0016 32.8 43-19 75 2 .25L
20145+0654 33.0 49-15 75 3 7.96 i20145+0239 35.2 46 18 ,_ .28L
20146+0848 36=1 51-14 75 3 .39
20147+0437 44.0 47-17 75 3 .25L
20147+0157 46A 45-18 77 2 .27
20150+0439 2.9 48-17 75 33 .25L20150+0856 4,0 51-14 ._ .25L
20150+0913 4.3 52-14 75 .56
20151+0425 62 47-17 ._ 3 .72
20153+0440 19.9 48-17 76 2 1.21L
Flux Density
(N_ Color Corrected)









































































































I00 pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.39L CCE AACD 0 3600000000
2.24 D MGC 8600000000
1.59L C C C 2500000000
1.32L CD AC 2 3500000000
1.36L BC AAJ 0 4600000000
4.88L C C 3300020008
1.19L CC AAL 0 4600001000
3.87L C C C 4541100008
3.73L C MGBC 3500001008
5.34L B BE D 4401100028
1.40L C C 6600000000
5.86L E BJ 7400000008
1.78 D J B 9500000008
8.24 CCC CBAA 63C0101000
1.63: C D MB D 4600000008
1.62 CD J AB 2500000008
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
4 13 125533 MB 6 77
;3 13 125536MA 6 78
1 1 13 125538K2 7 93
1 13 125541 K5 4 76
1 13 125547 K2 20 83
2 13 125550 K5 6 86
14 9 Ul1522 30 148
2.57L BBC AACE 0 9600000118 !4 13 125559MB 2 B0
1.05L C B O 2500000000
2.90 CF J AA 64C0101000 4 9 Ul1524 18 148
2.36 C MDE 3500000050
2.21 E C' 9600000008
1.95 F KF C 5500000110
2.29 CD NBA 2400000008 I 3 9 Ul1525 44 153
1.22L C DF 3600000000
5.58L C F D 9501000008
1.37 D D 4600001000
6.91L E B 9400000008 1 13 125669 M0 1t 90
5.22L CE BBN 0 9400000008
2.26 C L GD 9600000010
1.15L B BL 7600010000 1 13 125574K2 8 80
2.32 C EB 5581000220
2.28 C I KB 8500000228 8 1 32 X2010+064 95 8
1.28L BC AAE 0 1600000000 2 1 TVAQL 10 4
1.40L C AI G 6500000000 1 2 DO 6549 47 106
6.03L BC AB 0 7420000008
1.51L E DJ 9600000000
3.16 C KE 9500000230 C 1 32 X2010+036 52 12
1.13L C AB 4500000000 2 13 125584 K2 13 85
3.74L D CEI D 9480210338 C 1 32 X2010+096 104 12
1.00L CE AB 9 660000,3000
1.52 CD NAB 9500000008
1.08L BCE AAE 0 1600002000 1 1 V791 AQL 31 3
5.62L C CHLH 9400210338 C 1 32 X2010+096 111 12
2.37 D J B 95O00O0O08
7.83L F E E 9400000008
1.45L B C 86O0O00000
3.03 C F D 9500000230 C 1 32 X2011 +033 69 12
1.03L BD BD 1 1501120000 1
1.03L CD BB 3 1661120000 1
1.19L B AH 1500000000
1.20L BC AA D 1 9600000000
1.25L CDF AAA 9 2600000000
2.57 C F C 64B1000000
1.75L C DK 8500000000 1 13 125599 K0 10 51
6.07L D E 8300000008 1 13 125601 K2 19 85
2.42 DC BA 2400000100 1 39 PRF786 110 178
1.47 D F E 2600000000
1.45L BD BF 0 9500010000
1.44L BBC AABC 5 9500000000 15 3 I 4 TMSS00471 17 22
1.01L BE BD G 0 2600000000 1 1 V520AQL 57 3
t.33 D G E 2500000000
1.81 F I H 7500000040 8 1 32 X2012+035 77 8
1.20L BE BE 5 1700000000
t.13L ECF AAB 9 9600000000
1.46L D BH 8500000000 1 13 125609 K0 6 76
1.13 F I D 5500000100
5.37L BBD AAB 1 8401000008
2.08 BBCC AAAF 0 1601000000 15 4 13 125610M5E 17 75
1.60L C C 2500000000 1 13 125611 K0 17 80
2.50 C I B 1501000110
1.42L C BH D 5600000010
t.86L DC AC G 3 1601000000
1.89 C C 9500000320 C
5.43L C AK H 9500000008
1.05L BBC AAA 2 7500000000 17 5 13 125625 MB 6 ! 85
2.09 C HHFC 9680000030 8
1.69 C G C 2500000000 _;:
1.13L C AD 9600000000 1 13 125828G5 15 65
6.50L C CI 6500010008 1 13 125632 K2 19 80
t.08L CD CF D 2 7600000000
1.87: CC EAB 0600000000
2.49 C MH D 9600000000
2.51 D CKE 6400010330 I C 1 32 X2014+028
5.01L F F C 9501100538 C
1.18L C AI ED 3400000000
1.21L CE BF 3! 1500010000 2 13 125640K5
1.40L D C 1500000100
1.05L C CC 2600010000
1.44L C CN 5600000000 1 2 DO 6614
1.81 C D D 9500000020 8
I
4.33LBB AAD 0 9500100226 01 4 5 13 125646MB
1.48 I C FA 7500000100
7.86LJE[ CD 9400010008 1 13 125647F2
3.83 F C G C 9380000330 4
1.50L C F 2500000000
3.86 C L DB 9380000660 4 1 32 X2015+046
2.40 D J C 9500000038 8
6.35L B A 5400000008 1 2 DO6629
1.23L F AD M 9501010100 1 1 V469AQL
















a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) I b ('3 (") (') N
.>0153+0751 20.52250-15 52 9 7513 .35
.>0156+0023 41.24317 44-19 79 41 77 = 2 .25L70158+0331 49.226 47-17 43 8 75 3 .95
_158+0115 50.9 45-19 62 9 752 .38
.>0158+0836 53.539 _ 51-15 94 25 75, 3 .25L
_159+073157.11250-15 _ 741'
.>0159+04115782747-17 I 75
70159+0015 58.54944-19 26 763 1.65
_159+0349 59.32947-17 8221 75' 3 .25L
.>0160+0725 2.540 50-15 39 8 75 3 10.03
.>0161+0206 6.250 45-18 31 6 76 3 1.00
!0161+0512 9.9 9 48-17 93 12 76 2 .34
.>0161+0604 11.4 11 49--1610626 74 2 .59L
,0162+0407124 17 47-17 65 8 75 3 41
:=0162+0,829 12.8 37 51-15 62 10 75 3 .44
.>0163+0O20 20.6 33 44-19 57 24 76 3 .25L
.>0164+0026 24.31 19 44--19 56 8 76 3 .76
!0164+0059 Z6.8 48 44-19 27 6 763 4.21
.>0164+0303 Z6.9 2 46--18 31 8 75 3 .57
!0164+0724 27.151 50--t6 29 6 75 3 1.57
,01_+0",,53 _9.5139 51-15 57 lO 75_3 .25L
.>0166+0916 33.2952-15 46 8 753 .45
:o165+0o56 34.252 52-14 40 3 7513 1.oo
t0166+0840 )6.7 8 51-15 38 8 753 43
_166+0541 38.6132 49-17 I 34 27 74 3 .25L
_166+0616 141.458 49-16 398 753 .58
._0168+OO15 53.3 7 44-19 43 9 75 2 .54
_170+0154 I 3.929 45-19 55 11 76 2 .32
._0171+03578.148 47-17 34 7 75 3 1.01!0174+0807 25.7 51-15 40 19 743 .25L
!0174+0653 29.259 50-16 58 17 753 .25L
!0175+0905 31.242 52-15 32 10 743 .89
_175+0142 35.54626 45-19 56 8 753 .49!0176+0813 38.136 51-15 22 5 753 1.20
_0176+0950 39.7 52-15 60 19 743 .25L
_176+0309 41.7'112 47-18 76 28 74 2 .32L
!0177+0930 42.4!59 52-15 87 14 75 3 .61L
!0177+0502 45.423 48-17 84 18 75 3 .25L
.'0176+0630 49.9152 50--16 28 6 75 3 1.75
!0178+0431 52.0'8 48-1710937 742 .34LI
_0179+0626 58.1 !54 50-16 76 34 742 .27L
D179+0727 59.7!24 50-16 58 6 753 .89
!0181+0559 8.310 49-17 62 12 763 .36L
!0182+0251 12.541 46-18 74 ; 9 742, .37
!0182+0416 14.8157 48-18 44 8 753 .67
!0184+0719 24.718 50-16 51 14 73 2 .38
_0184+0436 25.4 _50 48-17185 23 753 .25L
!0185+0510 34.75548-17 ' 061 i 30 742 .25L
!0186+0703 37.3 34 50-16 60 11 74 2 .36
,0187+0105 47.54345-1912329 7621 .26L
,0188+0538 49.2'5049T17 4_44i I; 753 .82!0188+0843 49.5 55 52-15 75 3 .51
_0188+0326 51.02747-18 4032 742 .40L
,0188+0O37 53.751 44-20 56 i 25 753 .25L
!0189+0124 57.513 45-19 369 75 3 .39
!0190+0033 0.8 30 44-20 40 8 75 2 .68
_O190+0924 1.645 52--15 29 I 7 753 2.64
!0192+0431 13.2!2848--18 Z i 29 742 .25L!0192+0041 16.92 44-20 29 75 2 .25L
._192+0417 17.5146 48-18 53 9 75 3 1.0O
!0193+0937 20.213 53-15 44' 20 743 .25L
_0193+0206 20.745 46-19 49 7 753 .58
2 49-17 38 I 2 762 .25L_0193+0543 23'015 52-16 753
4
,o193+o641233 67
 194+0 5 8.48 52_15 1 ,5 3 .25 
,0196+033 31.2,1347_1840 28 742 .61 
,0195+094231.8,253_1643 13 753
 01 +092737.81 52_1586 9 762 .33
,01 +03 39.152 47_1627 26 742 .25,
 197+033346.113047_1632 9753 .62
I
!0198+0159 _.7 40 46--19 3_ 7 753 25L
,0196+ 3951.0!1653_1549 18 753 .25,
!0198+0610 52.228 50-17 54 6 75 3 .45
!0198+0816 53.1!34 51-16 89 32 74 2 .42L
!0199+0616 55.916 50-17 56 11 75 3 .43L
R201+0657 6.1 33 50-17 32 22 77 3 .25L
!0201+0735 10.55:_ 51-16 31 9 75 3 .92!0201 +0616 10.7 49-17 39 6 75 3 1.45
_0202+0146 15.8128 46-19 58 7 75 3 .80
!0203+0313 23.4 28 47-19 44 10 75 3 .42
L
!0205+0456 30.2157 49-18 42 28 76 2 .25L
t0205+0243 32.(_ 56 47-19 90 15 76 2 .32
!0205+0335 33.138 47-18 83 17 75 3 25L
!0205+9846 33.353 52-16 64 7 75 3 .42
!0206+0259 38.(] 45 47-19 48 26 75 3 .25L
_206+0606 38.655 50-17 47 7 75 3 1.10
!0206+0222 39.1 1 46-19 95 22 75 3 .25L
!0206+0817 41.5,48 52-16 25 6 75 3 4.78
!0207+0922 42.1 54 52-15 74 19 75 3 .25L
!0207+0510 42.2 55 49-18 27 6 75 3 2.54
!0207+0955 43.5 60 53 15 48 7 75 3 .56
!0207+0933 44.5 19 53-15 98 22 74 2 ,25L
!0207+0657 45. ¢_ 1 50-t7 37 12 76 3 .50
!0207+0754 47.2 2 51-16 93 30 76 2 .25L
_208+0747 48.8 41 51-16 26 6 75 3 18.76
!0208+0948 52.9 37 53-15 94 11 76 2 .35
!0210+056_ 0.5 16 50-17 44 10 75 3 .40L
!0210+0725 3.8 45 51-17 35 7 75 3 .48
!O211+0616 7.2 58 50--17 41 10 75 3 .25L













































































































I(X] _.m Flux Corr A Confusion g S
Uncs Coef R FlaBs"
1.28L C B J M 1600020000
1.26 E I 86OO000010
4.66L B AF 3400000008
6.68L; C C E H 0300000000
1.50 E C 96OO000008
7.46Lj B E BD O 8400100008
1.96 D K R 9400100008
1.11L BD AB L 0 9600000000
2.45 E F B 948O0O0648
4.32LiBBC AAAC 1950010O008
1.23L FBC DAC O 05010010001.53L M 860100000O
1.91 C GJ B 95O000000O
6.15L C BK 9300100008
6.22L C ACEEK 55000100081.67 C D 8601100000
1.07L _ 67011000001.04L C AAG 40600000000
1.0OL B BJ 35O0000000
5.50L ED AB 7 7400000008
1.B6: CE KMAD 5600000008
5.04L C 'B 9400000008
4.12L B AF 7500100008
6.52L S CG M 9500010008
2.43 C GH E 7401000310
1.28L BE BC 0 8600011000
1.15L F BB 9500010000
1.30L D CI 1500000000
5.85L BE AG 2 6400000008
1.96 D MKC 7600000108
2.00 L C KDKC 6500000008
3.45L rCD AC 0 9500011008
1.17L C BF 1500010000
204: IBC E2.30 D












L59 D H B
1.52L C EE
1.24 E J KD
1.57L B AGM
5.55L ,B BGK
2.41 ' C L I E







2.61 E B C
1.07L C B




7.02L C L C L
6.58L C DC
1.60 C ML C
1.54L CD BBI D 1
3.90 DCC I EAA
3.07 C NHC

































































1.06L BC ABD 0 5600000000
1.69 C D C 360,OO00000
1.12L BC AAGK 016600000000
2.25 D G C 9500000008
1.26L BC AC 0 i 4500001000
t.28L B BD 3601000000
1,89 O J B 95000000O8
1.92 C C BEJ D 3401000110
1.52 O E 4500000010
2.62 BBCS AAAB 0 3400000000 17
5.95L D BE 9502100008
1.20L B E B E 7601010000
1.45L O BG F 6600000000
1.86 CC 08C 4500000000
1.32L CC ABF 0 2601000000




S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 1 QZ AQL 11
1 13 125660 K0 1 77
F
1 1 ' V592 AQL 3 3
C I
29 2 1 I V470 AQL 29 3
1 1 V1284 AQL 33 5
1 2 DO 6644 82 116
2 13 125672 M0 7 90
1 16 12988 89 135
1 2 DO 6649 71 81
1 1 V444 AQL 38 3
1 13 125676 K2 7 75
t,_ • _SS0¢.
ca 8.81,. r"'_ 8_0¢.
r_,o ¢,
! t1_1b.11'
1 2 DO 6669 75 98
2 2 DO6673 37 103
8 1 32 X2017+064 61 6
1 13 125694K2 10 76
1 2 DO6684 51 110
1 2 DO6685 30 101
8 1 32 X2018+046 22 $
1 2 DO6687 85 110
2 13 125711 K5 15 85
8 1 32 X2016+034 122 8
1 1 V595 AQL 36 3
1 t BO DEL 14 3
1 13 125718 M0 5 88
213125721 K2 10 85
1 1 BU DEL 14 3
1 13125733 M0 14 88
4 9 Ult542 33 146
2 13125738K5 38 85
1 2 DO6703 86 103
1 13 125742 K5 33 85
2 13 125745 M0 9 88
8
3 13 125746 MA 3 83
3 13 125747 KO 6 53
4 3 RAFGL 54986 6 13
I 13 125749 K5 34 86
4 9 Ul1548 19 136
2 13 125753 M8 5 86
469





a 8 ClOOr_S(s) C)
20211+0740 9.0,41 51-16
20212+0008 14.8114 44-20
20213+0021 1&6 ' 30 44-20
20213+0047 21.4 i O 45-20
20214+0921 26.1 12 53-16
20215+0342 34.9 7 48-19
20217+0744 463 55 51-17
20217+0203 4&9 7 46-19
20218+0724 51.7 31 51-17
20219+0122 58.4 33 45-20
20220+0916 1.8 8 53-16
20220+0602 4.2 35 50-17
20221+0112 8.8 18 45-20
20221+0644 9.6 51 50-17
20221+0813 10.7 35 52-16
20224+0114 24.3 35 45-20
20224+0248 24.8 40! 47-19
20224+0653 29.6 48 51-17
20225+0146 30.4 401 46-20
20225+0915 32.2 30! 53-16
I
20225+0900 34.7 61 52-16
20226+0505 40.4 45 49-18
20226+0845 41.7 24 52-16
20227+0259 4?-1 34 47-19
20227+0349 43.3 28 48-19
20227+0342 _,8.0 45 48-19
20228+0715 =t8.8 43 51-17
20229+0008 56.1
20231 +0245 6.8! 4; 44-2147-19
20_31 + 0755 11.4 i 54 52-17
i
20232+0001 12.9 33 44-21
20232+0255 17.9 57 47-19
20233+0953 19.8 31 53-16
20233+0851 20.6 22 52-18
20233+0636 22.1 34 50-17
20234+0849 26.7 9 52-18
20234+0215 29.0 12 46-20
20235+0332 31.1 13 48-19
20235+0248 35.4 57 47-19
20236+0610 37.8 47 50-18
20237+0247 i44.5 34 47-19
20237+0502 46.(] 23 49-18
20238+0815 49.7 45 52-17
20239+0244 54.8 42 47-20 I
20239+0337 58.5 23 48-19
20239+0724 58.9 25 51-17
20241 +0145 8.4 4 46-20
20241+0231 10.6 49 47-20
20242+0842 13.7 40 52-17
20244+0856 25.7 21 53-16
20244+0306 26.7 28 47-19
20244+0545 29.5 38 50--18 1
20245+0930 35.1 60 53-16
20246+0744 37.8] 33 52-17
20246+0106 40.4 29 46-21
20247+0339 44.8 28 48-19
20247+0634 45.1 28 51-18
20249+0817 54.3 32 52-17
20249+0100 55.3 52 46-21
20249+0111 56.3 33 46-21
20249+0836 56.g 55 52-17
20249+0755 58.4! 47 52-17 !
20250+0108 2.5 45 46-21
20250+0740 3.5 42 52--17
20251+0344 9.E 50 48-19
20253+0651 2&8] 56 51-18
20254+0836 24.4 35 52-17
20254+0719 27.4 59 51- 18
20254+0642 28.£ 57 51-18
20255+0131 32.3 9 48--21
20255+0447 32.8] 40 49-19
20255+0418 34.3 48 49-t9 !
20255+0340 35.2 22 48-19
20256+0007 38.3 19 45-21
20256+0251 39.3 15 47-20
20257+0816 4&2 21 52--17
20257+0246 46.2 16 47-20
20258+0328 53.8] 40 48-20
20259+0017 55.7 32 45-21
20259+0753 55.8 20 52-17
20260+0744 0.2 27 52--17
20260+0925 1,9 28 53-17
20260 + 0307 4.C 6 48- 20
20260+0000 5.C 45 45-21
20260+0717 5.3 9 51-18
20261 +0121 7.5 30 46--21
20261+0755 7.£ 12 52-t7
20261+0805 9.3 24 52-17
20262+0743 14.8 10 52-17
20265+0647 35.5 57 51-18
20266+0537 39.3 1 50-19
20266+0716 40.¢ 27 51-18
20267+0345 46.5 42 48--20
20267+0821 47.2 18 52-17
20268+0040 148.3 50 45-21
20268+0417 49.3 41 49-19
20268+0126 51.3 33 46-21
20268+0325 51._ 39 48--20
20268+0614 55_5.,_128 51-1820269+0332 32 48-20
H
Uncertainty C
SM] SMN O 0 12 pm
C) C) (') N
36 6 75 3 1.08
78 23 75 3 .25L
77 8 75 3 .43
38 7 75 3 21.92
38 13 74 3 .43
89_ 26 78 2 .28L
56 12 74 2 = .31
46 7 75 3 .7540 _ 75 3! 1.77
65 11 75 3 .41
i
45 18 75 3! .25L
29 75 5.82
31 8 75 .25L
39 18 73 2 .25L
93 28 75 3 .25L
55 15 75 3 ,25L
53 7 75 3 .49
45 14 75 3 .25L
66 2O 75 3 .25L
79 17 75 3 .25L
67 14 54 3 .25L
76 24 73 2 .25L
51 10 751 3 .39
49 10 75 3 .38
60 33 74 2 .25L
44 8 75 3 .47
64 19= 75 .673 41_ 25
48 8 75 3 .95
93 27 75 3 .25L
28 7 75 3 5.98
39 6 74 3 4.54
69 13 74 3 .25L
51 10 75 3 .28
75 12 73 2 .32
55 10 74 2 .89L
50 18 75 3 .25L
51 12 75 3 .28L
46 8 75 3 .44
35 7 75 i 3 .70
3O 6 75 3 3.79
57 22 74 3 .26L
41 11 75' 3 .25L
32 17 75 3 .25L
84 26 75'2 .74[
47 6 75 3 .59
2_77 163 74 2 .25L74 3 2.90
65 40 76 2 .30L
25 7 75 3 .56
74 9 74 2 .29
41 6 74 3 1.30
111 21 75 3 .25L
44 8 75 3 .25[
29 15 75 3 .25L
80 33 74 2 .98L
49 7 74 ! 3 .98
35 17 75 3 .25L
27 10 75 3 .62
276_1426 73 I 2 .25L12 53,3 .25L
31 74 I 2 .25L
36 7 74 3 .85
88 21 74 i 2 .25L
77 15 76 2 .25
103 29 76 j 2 .25L
36 9 75 i 3 1.26
64 9 7513 39
50 8 75 13 .39
57 12 75; 3 .40L
55 9 76 2 .53
40 13 75i3 .25L
1 74 ,37
33 6 74 1.51
40 6 75 = 3 1.07
39 14 74 2 1.01L
48 7 75 3 .64
78 18 73 2 .25L
66 30 74 2 1.09L
56 7 753 .53
79 10 7612 .38
46 6 75 1 3 1.15
105 19 74 3 .25L
40 8 75 3 1.62
39 11 75 3 .25L
48 6 74 3 .66
74 10 76 2 .5328 7 75! v .&_
25 10 75 ! 3 .56
60 21 7413 .25L
23 13 7513 .25L
44 7 75 3 .62
30 8 75 3 8.44
74 13 75 3 .25L
75 11 76 2 .57
41 6 75 3 .73
73 13 76, 2 .28
26 11 76 2 .91
Flux Density
Declination: 0 °- + 10'
Flags Associations
(Not Color Cocreeled) V L C
25 #m 60 #m 16O pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Urtcs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.66 .40L 1.06L JBC AA 0 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.81 C L HC 6400000018 I
.25L .40L 3.55L C CB J 3500000008 I 1 13 125758K0 11 85
7.13 1.29 1.14L RBC AAAC 4 2601000000 17 7 V865AOL 7 3
.25L .40L 2.01: C D C D 9500020008 1 2 DO6717 41 93
.38L .55L 2.03 C I CD 8601000010
.25L .40L 4.87L C CK 5500000008 1 13 125765 K2 44 85
.42L .40L 1.17L D AC 2600000000 1 16 13062 1 123
.84 .40L 1.13L BC AAF 1 I 2600001000
?-5L .40L 1.10L C CK 2600000000 1 2 DO 6719 72 101
.25L i .53L 2.50 D E B 9501000108
.50 .40L 1.6OL 8C AB 0 2600001000
1.42 .40L 1.42L BC AAI E 0 2600101000 4 13 125772K5 4 67
.28L 1.20 4.26 CC GDAA 1400000010 3 g U11551 37 151
.52L .40L 1.81 C DDB 4500000000
.65L .40L 1.80 C B C 2500101000 1 10 M+00-52-005 129
.28L .41: 2.63 DC ECD 4500000310 4 1 32 X2022+028 20 4
.25L .40L 4.73L B B 7400000006 I 2 13 125776 MO 7 68
.26L A0L 4,76 C HEC 1480000230 ;C 1 32 X2022+017 36 12
.31L .40L 3.57 C GJD "00000028 18 1 32 X2O22+092 17 8
.25L .40L 2.40 E EB 7560000116
.25L .69 1,84 CO BC 2501000000 1 10 M+01--52-006 28 1
.25L .41L 1.69 D I C 3600000110
.25L .40L 1.61L C F 46000000001 I 13 125783 K0 13 76
.25L .40L 1.46L C DK 2600010000 1 13 125784 K0 5 77
.25L .40L 2.68 D I E 55010003501 _ C 1 32 X2022+036 50 12
.25L .40L 5.31L C CH K 6411010008
.33L .40L 1.12L C BD 8600000000
.66L .40L 1.77L C D 3501010000 I
.41 .40L 1.18L BD AB 2i 1600010000 i]
.25L .40L ?-29 F D 7501000130 8 1 32 X2023+000 59 8
2.44 .44: 1.00L BBC AAC 3 2601000000] I i
1.04 .40L 5.05L BD AA 6 i 440000£O081 4 ; 13 125797 K5 4 65
.25L .45L 2.83 C DA 9600100000 I
.25L .40L 1.21L C BJ 1600000000 1 2 DO 6732 80 95
.25L .40L i.56L C F 9600100000 _. 13 125800 K5 3 85
1J7L .66 1.58L C LI CF 2500000000
.26L .40L 2.42 D HHB I i 9581000108
?-5L .73 1.1gL C J LBFJ 2600210000
.25L AOL 1.24L C DJ L, i 1600000000
.34L .40L 1.38L B AE F 3600200000 1 13 125805 G5 5 65
1.93 .40L I 1.05L BC AA 1 0600000000 1 1 El DEL 18 3
.25L .40L 2.27 C G C 8600000000
.25L .54 1.77 6C' C81 3501200000 ; 3 9 Ul1560 22 145
.25L .40L 2.86 E' A 9581000408
.69L .40L 1.43 D K Ci 9500000008
.30L .40L 1.39L C B F M 0600000000 i 42 13 125809 K5 1 83
,26L .54 I 1.80 CC GDB 2600000100 9 Ul1562 23 146
1.22 .40L, 1.17L BC AA 0 9700000000 1 16 13086 5 1300
.25L .40L 1.52 D I G 9601000230 C
I
.25L .40L 6.09L D A 5400000008 2 13:125814 K5 31 65
.25L .40L _ 1.65L C C 1400000000 1 13] 125817 K5 1 90
.48 .40L 1.6OL BD ABLL 0 5700000000
.25L .40L 2.94 C E ] HC 7401000338 C
.2OL 1.28 133L G AC 3500000000
.25L .45 5.76LI O FD 9480100548 8
.25L .40L .85 F C 3601000000
.28 .40L 1.19L BE 8EL 0 6700000000
.37L .40L 2.71 C H B 5560000100
.25L .40L 1.03L C BL G 5500100100 1 2 DO 6742 15 96
.26L .40L 2.68 D H D 9601000250 C
.27L 1.28 4.85 CE DBC 4582000118 3 9 Ul1568 26 143
.35L .40L 1.84 D E D 5400100100
.31L .40L 6.59L B AB 7500000008
.25L .40L 2.61 D HB 9500000348 8
.25L .40L 1.45L i C F 5600000000
.25L .44L 2.46 D I D 9501000230 C
.68 .40L 3.57LIBC AAI H'2 5500000228 C 1 32 X2025+073 94 12
.27L .40L 1.01L B BG 3600000000 1 13 125833 K0 20 80
.34L .40L 1,0tL C BE 4500010000
.25L 33 1.45: CE FLCB 3500000008 3 9 Ul1565 54 150
.25L A0L 1.11 L! F D 1700_X)000
.25L .40L 3.46 C F A 9500000318
.28L 1.25 2.24 CC DAA 4401000000 3 9 Ul1566 57 141
.25L .49L 1.21L C B I i 2 1600100000
.44 .40L 1.23L CE ABE 6700000000 2 13 125841 K0 26 62
.28: .40L 1.21L BD AD L j0 1600100000 2 13 126843K0 10 63
.25L .43 4.64: i E E, L DC _ 9582100446
.35L .40L J.19L_D BD 1501000000 2 13 125845 M0 0 90
.25L .58L 4.48 F D C 9502100300 4
.34L .40L 1.81 D HBB 9601100200
.30L .40L 1.08L C B F I 4600000000 1 2 DO 6759 41 105
.25L .40L 4.01L C C 9501000108
.43 .40L 1.15L BD 'AB 0 3600010000 1 2 1306761 87 111
.25L .46L 2.50 D L FC 4500000108
.46 .40L 1.15L BE AB 1 5500000000 1 13 125848 M0 16 87
.25L .68 5.62 DC CA 9580100200 4
.25L .40L I 26LiC B 6700000000 1 13 125849 K2 10 76
.26L .40L 1.74L F C 196O11002OO
.31: .40L f.29LiBE O L 0 2600000000
.26L .40L 1.53L B BJI D 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.76 C F D 8600000100
.25L .47L 3.37 E E A 9580000348 4
.25L .40L 1.00L B BJ I 3700100000 1 2 DO 6766 55 110
5.73 .66 1.15L CCE AAC I 6 2600000000 59 1 1 V845 AQL 11 3
.27L .66 1.80: C E I L G B D 9500000208 4
.50L .40L ' 1.48L E i E B 7400000000
.21: ,40L 5.30L 8D BDJ 0 9500000008
.33L .40L 1.50L C GD 2500020000 1
.44 1.24L 3.84L CO BBCD 0 9580200438





Name Galactic Uncertainty H
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m11/ 8
hm. , t (s) (") ] b (") (") (')
20269+0823 57.g 36 52-17 42 8 75 3 .34 .25L .40L
20270+0510 0.5 43 50-19 47 17 75 ) .25L .25L 140L20270+0943 2.5 51 54-17 33 6 75 29.70 12.86 1.99
20272+0731 12.5 58 52-18 50 8 75 3 .34 .25L .40L
20273+0720 '20.7 52 52-18 86 36 76 2 .3gL .28L .40L
20275+0828 30.6 43 53-17 52 12 75 3 .39L .25L .61
20275+0506 31.5 19 50-19 57 10 75 3 .49 .25L .40L
20276+0332 36.8 50 48-20 30 16 74 2 ,25L ,25L .37:
20277+0142 42.5 27 47-21 27 6 75 3 6.90 2.19 .49L
20278+0617 53.0 34 51-19 44 7 75 3 .53 .25L .40L
20279+0912 m54.g 27 53-17 45 6 75 3 .39 .25L .40L
20279+0151 57.2_42 47-21 81 16 74 2 .39L .25L .42
20279+0110 59.9125 46-21 54 8 75 3 .50 .27L .40L
20280+0112 3.0 21 46-21 85 12 75 3 .39L .25L .61
20280+0939 3.5150 54-17 61 m 12 76 2 .31 .25L .40L
20280+0018 4.2!25 45-22 30 : 8 75 3 1.85 .91 .40L
20281 +0600 10.031 51-19 27 I 6 75 3 .60 ,37: ,40L
20282+0231 14.9 49 47-21 66 8 75 3 .58 .25L .40L
20282+0339 16.2 11 46-20 33 _ 8 75 3 1.02 .32 .40L
20282+0551 16.9 31 50-19 22 6 75 3 .71 .25L A0L
202,+0432 19.312 49-20 51 21 75 31 .25L .26L .40L
20284+0108 28.4 38 46-21 25 24 75 3 .25L .25L .41L20285+0550 32.0 24 50-19 , 75 o I ,46 .25 .40
20286+0358 36.4 38 49-20 92 27 74 2; .25L .33L .40L
20297+_11 48.9 e 51-19 35 5 75 3 2.92 .72 ,40L
20287+0726 47.6 g 52--18 37 10 75 3 .33 .25L .40L20291+0405 6.2 1 49-20 100 26 I 74 .25L .35L .40L
20291+0007 9.6 29 45-22 71 12 76 2 .27 .25L .40L
20292+0122 16.5 19 46-21 50 15 75 3 .25L .25L .41:
20293+0352 18.0 18 49-20 29 17 75 3 .25L .25L .60L
20293+0537 18.1 0 50-19 21 5 75 3 2.58 1.45 AOL
20293+0627 18.3 48 51-19 34 6 75 3 2.74 .67 .40L
20293+0342 19.5 481 49-20 45 20 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20294+0737 27.2 11 52-18 71 13 76 2 1.17L .29L .50
20296+0110 41.9 21 46-22 29 6 75 3 t09 .27: .40L
20297+0157 47.8 41 47-21 33 7 75 3 3.47 .84 .40L
20298+0203 48.2 8 47-21 37 8 75 3 1.15 .33L .40L
20299+0254 58.8 111 48-21 38 9 75_ 3 .25L .25L 1.49
20299+0329 59.638; 48-20 59 8 75 3 .68 .25L .40L
20301+0006 7.1 321 45-22 27 6 75 3 .80 .52 .40L
20301+0032 8.3 19 46-22 63 7 75; 3 .81 .25L .40L
20301+0406 8.4 50 49-20 96 24 76' 2 1.53L .29L .40L
20301+0752 11.3 41 52-18 29 6 75 _ 3 1.35 .34 .40L
20302+0938 17.5 50! 53-18 36 7 751 3 .49 .23: .40L
20302+0418 17.7 51 49-20 33 18 74 2 .25L .38L .71L
20303+0434 21.6 401 50-20 72 25 76, 2 .25L .63L .40L
_o_4+o94525.022 54-17 29 6 75 3 ,_L .25L 1.89
zo3o4+o_ 299_ 53-19 33 10 75] 73 29: .40,20305+0341 32.22 49-20 46 75: .44 .27L .40L
20305+0412 34,3 58 49-20 41 6 75 i 3 1.91 .74 .40L
i
?0305+0942 35.023154-17 6410 743 .35L .25L .98
:'0306+060536.33551-1955775'31 .65 .29L .40L
_2 I i 3 125L .25L .86
20306+035736.9 49--2066 75
,0306+_2151.9 ,-18 91 1 7312 .3, .25L .40L
20310+0411 5,2 4_I_ 23 75m 3 45_ ,42L m40 L
20311+0149 7.0 4 47-22 82 14 74:2 .23 .25L .40L20311+0842 8.5 47 53-18 44 v 751 o .50 .19: .40L
20312+0920 14.1 481 54-18 25 6 74 3 6.04 1.84 .40L
20313+0433 20.9 381 50-20 37 24 74 2 .28L .25L .40L
20315+0209 30.0 56 47-21 42 7 75 3 4.77 1.35 .40L
20315+0443 30.4 35 50-20 31 6 75 3 .89 .25: .40L
20315+0655 32.3 4m 52-19 86 33 74 2 .27L .27L .40L
20317+0623 46.3 43l 51-19 29 7 75 3 2.05 .81 .40L
20317+0349 47.6 43'l 49-21 32 8 74 2 .64 .27L .40L
20318+0335 51.7 191 49-21 47 6 75 3 .65 .33L .40L
20318+0842 53.8 13 53-16 26 6 75 3 4.08 1.99 .40L
20320+0641 1.6 47 52-19 49 18 75 3 .25L .36L 1.04:
20321+0946 7.1 40 54-18 88 31 69 2 .25L .25L .40L
20321+0156 7.1 7 47-22 42 8 75 3 .99 .19: AOL
20321+0555 7.9 19' 51-20 63 14 73 2 .27L .25L .39
Z0322+0205 13.2 59 48-22 38 27 164 2 .25L .27L .40L
20322+0643 14.1 36 52-19 74 18 76 2 .25L .25L .45
20322+0848 14.6 33 54-18 42 231 73 2 .69L .27L .40L
20322+0503 17.0 29 50-20 29 675 3 2.88 .83 .40L
20323+0427 19.9 2 50-20 21 14l 55 3 .25L .27L .48:
20323+0748 20.1 57 53-19 21 8 75 3 .25L .25L 1.72
20324+0759 29.4 3 53-19 86 14 75 3 .40L .29L .49
20325+0145 30.6 49 47-22 43 21 75 3 .27L .67L .3OL
20325+0023 31.2 48 46-23 31 23 154 2 .25L .31L .40L
20325+0729 32.5 4 52-19 63 13 _ 74 2 .21 .29L .40L
20326+0553 37.4 38 51-20 26 11 75 3 .68 .33 A0L
20329+0705 38.0 16 52-19 87 9 74 2 .38 .26L .40L
20326+0207 42.0 47 48-22 54 17, 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20328+0025 48.6 25 46-23 67 23' 75 3 .25L .27L .40t.
20328+0242 49.7 31 48-21 51 25 75 3 .25L .29L .40L
20328+0613 53.5 29 51-20 53 11 75 3 .25L .25L .63
20329+0317 55.1 56 49-21 66 21 76 2 .25L .57L .40L
20329+0139 57.0 57 47-22 46 7 75 3 .49 .25L .40L
20330+0033 0.2 33 46-23 32 6 75 3 2.47 .72 .40L
20330+0226 3.647 48-22 80 12 76 2 .32 .30L .40L
20330+0644 5.2 5 52-19 89 25 75 3, .25L .40L .40L
20331+0349 8.8 28 49-21 19 6 75 3! 3.34 .96 .40L
20332+0605 13.4 53 53-19 30 4 74 4i 125L .41 3.00
20334+0717 29.9 45 52-19 59 10 74 21 .28 .25L .40L
20335+0051 32.1 15 47-23 52 8 75 31 .52 .26L A0L
20336+0246 36.757 48-22 22 19 74 21 .25L .27L .41L
20337+0603 47.9 17 53-19 35 10 74 4 .62L .25L .85
20338+0702 48.2 53 52-19 88 34 76 2 .25L .25L .40L
20338+0210 51.0 4 48-22 68 15 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
20339+0601 57.1 10 51-20 35 m 7 75 3 1.49 .38L .40L
Flux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 p.m IO0 y.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.12L E D 3700100000
2.08 ,IBBC C GB 1500000000tool AAA 1 16O0000000
1.OOL IC EEM 96O1000OO01.35 , C L G 8600O0OO20
1.06L C M BE 1700000000









1 13 125871 K5 2 80
3162 DD BB 1 ! 9502000438 4
1.07L BS AAE 4602000200 01 5 13 125873 MS 7 88
tooL B BG O600000000
1.05L B C I 2600010000 1 13 125878K5 6 63
1.76L E D F 4600000000
1.73: D D BM D 8600100330 C 1 10 M+00-52-025 161
1.16L C HB 9600100330 C 3 9 Ul1577 58 146
1.44L C D N 1500000000 1 1 2 DO 6782 42 106
1.OOL BC AA I 0600000000
1.OOL EF BOJ 0 150000000(
I. 15L D B 2600020000
5.97L BD BDD 0 9401000008i
tooL B AG 1500110000
2.82 E D D 9500000236 I
2.76 C K CD 8601000340
1.44L S C 1501110000'
2.60 D C 95O0000435
1.00L BC AAE 1 1500010000
1.O4L C DL 3600000000 I
2.41 F L C 9500000009 I
1.55L C G F O600010000
3,52 DE E D 9581000348
4.62 E K H C 9580000546
1.05L BD AA6 9 3501000000
tooL BC AB 0 1500001000
2.22 C K B 9600000339
1.37L C FC 1600000000
5.63L B D A E 3 950OO0OO06,
3.91L CC AA 0 95021011181
3.88L B ADHD
1 2 ' DO 6770
23] 5 13 125861 MS
9502100129
2.14 CC FAA 5601000000
4.99L B AG 9500000_
1.01L BC AAGI 0 4600000000
1.35L B A H 0600000000
1.91 E B 9600OO00O8
tooL BC AB I 1600000000
1.11L BE CC J 4; 1600010000
2.37 D I MB li9501000018
1.98 D GKD 96000000O6
5.67 DC GDAB 2300100110
1.00L BD AB 0 1600000000
6.06L E BCL 9502101448
5.O4L BC AB 0 9401000008
1.54L C J BC ! 2500100110
1.18L B BG 1500000000






O F t B 9501000018
AAF 0 55OOO0OOO8
ACK 1 : 9401000008
F NL E 3600000000
AS 1 2600001000
4.92L F BG 9400000008
1.89 C O AFHD I 9600000118
1.00L CD AAC 9 2500100000
2.48 DC AEGC 34C0101410
1.42 C D ' 250OO00010
4.08L DE BGJ 1 45=0OOO8
1.14L C DB' 1500000100
1.77 0 El ,8600000120
2.20L O EGI ' 3400101410
1.86 D L El 2500100120












































1.35L C A K
2.91 C N GB
1.98 C K E
2.06 C LJ D
1.16: CC MGBC;
1.89 C J E B








1.67 C C C
1.94 BC N BB
1.37 F H G
3.25 C NHFS
1.21: B F ACGD
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, IOO p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1 2 DO 6787 67 91
1 2 DO6786 _ 33 113
1 2 DO 6785 r 31 96
c 1 10 M+01-52-011 1169
C I
I 2 DO 6791 i 49 96
8
31 13 125890 K5 i 5 85
1 2 DO 6796 I 66 103
C 3[ 9 Ul1584 ' 29 156
i
I
3 13 125903 M2 22 86
4 I 13 125911 K2 7 85
2i 13 125910K2 39 75
1 13 125922 K5 15 83
I
1 2 DO6811 I 49 103
I
I 2 DO 6813 49 9816 13133 12 131
9 U11589 ' 77 136
13 125931 K5 40
13 125935 K5 5 90
2 DO6820 22 111
24 9 Ul1590 18_ 14313 125937 K2 86
1 13 125944 K5 41 85
4 2 DO 6829 85 11113 125953 MA 22 80
) 4 2 DO 6828 51 93
1 13 125961 KO 2 66
2 2 DO 6833 3O 113
2 13 125967 M0 2 85
4 1 32 X2032 + 067 92 4
1 2 DO 6838 11 101
8
4 1 32 X2032+067 124 4
8
4 13 125975 MA 16 86
I 2 10 M+01-52-015 32
, 3 9' Ul1595 15 156
8 1 32 X2032+OO3 79 8
1 13 125980 K2 13 86




ii 2Do 50 47 938 32 X2033+067 ) 30 8
13 125998M5 1 7 86
I
I 2 DO 6862 54 106
1 2 DO6863 r 58 101
ii 12zG 033+0617
; 32x3O33+021 413 126006 K5 81
471


































































































Declination: 0°-+ 10 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 ttm 60 ttm 1(30 /,tin
(Jansky)
.39L A3L A0L t.74 F
7.84 3.42 .51 2.07L C


























































































.39L .77 1.59: DD
.25L .40L 1.28L
.40L 1.29 ! D


























,82 .401 1.00L .3
.35: 2.13 3,66: 3O I
.82 .44 2.28: - C I
.34L A01 1.00!
.25[ .40! 4,801
,46t 1.05 3.17 DI
.271 ,40 5.591
.251 .40 1.65







.28 .61 1.86 D
.47 .4C C
.15 2.0_ 4.84 DC
1.38 .4C B













































E C X2034 + 057 12
E 126024 K5 86
EC X2034 + 053 8
126027 K5 85
L G 126032 K5 85
E X2035 + 034 12
98L DO 6879
,K DO 6881 103
G n
; K 126040 K5 51
C X2035 + 011 8
DO 6888 98
,t 126047 M2 87
B E ZG 2036+01 153
; DO 6891 93
_C
;AE ZG 2036+09 151
:KF
; 126054 K0 80
[
) [
] 126059 G5 51
k. 126061 MA 80
_, I 126062 K0 53
3A[ ZG 2036+01 151
_F( 126068 K5 83
-1 126069 K5 86
-ICI Ul1607 148
i i X2037+008 8
FHI 126080 K0 85
D 126081 K2 73
D Ul1610 148
N
E F 126088 K0 68

























































51- gl 5_ i 1. ;BE20440+0412 I, r U C
20442 + 0715 54- ' _ A E20442+0243 50- ISC TMSS +10477
20442+0616 53- 2 .












a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 p.m
h_. °_, (s) (j 1 b C) ('3 (')N
0,43+02151601_ 49-24 24 1; 73:o444+_23250 55-21 so 73,;,44÷054025.42650-22
42 !_45.o449 _05_2 52-23 24 1 71
:0445+035732.750 51-23 _ 73_
Z0445+0310 35.03650-24 _ 732,0446+0456 37.112 i 52-23 90 _ 3 73
2O446+0836 40.51455-21 _ 70
,0447+0006 42.3 25 i 47-25 21 73 3
._0447+0355 45.1 0 51-23 61 9 73' 3
70450+0013 0.1 35 48--25 43 8 73 3
,0450+0506 0.7 50 52--23 49 10 71 3
_450+0303 0.81750-24 _ 2; 83 g70450+0138 2.14949--25 73 !
)0450+0913 5.3 19 56-21 37 12 70 3
?0451 +0106 6.4 44 48-25 34 29 77 2
70451÷0828 7.324 55--21 4915 713
!0452+0326 13.21851-24 17 5 73 3
_452+0452 14.01852--2310622 742
70454+0541 Z9.411 53--23 55 9 72 3
70456+0231 )794750--24 50 7 733
:0456+0514 )9.2! 5252-23 6422 71 3
:0459+0724 55.1' 31 54--22 63 12 713
70459+0132 56.11749-25 96 8 733
70460+0104 4.93948-25 51 6 73 3
:0461+0120 8.92749--25 60 8 733
_461+0512 9.31452--23 3725 71 3
70461+0151 11.714 49--25 30 6 733
:0464+0346 27.847 51-24 41 8 73 3
:0467+0911 42.E 5856-21 72 11 713
?0467+0827 46.6 32 55-21 5522 702
!0468+0350 480! 3951-24 24 5 733
!0469+0552 57.641 53-23 6410 713
_470+0053 0.,¢ 19 48--25 72 24 74 2
!0471+0410 10.1 12 52--24 34 10 72 2
_0474+0214 26.446 50--25 30 6 73 3
_474+0308 27.114 51-24 33 7 733
_0475+0521 30.230 53-23 36 9 71 3
!0475+0950 31.817 57-21 25 5 723
._479+0216 55.e 11 50-25 48 7 73 3
!0479+0554 56.722 53--23 28 7 7t 3
!0480+0705 2.422 54--22 33 10 71 3
!0480+0937 3.g 43 57--21 41 7 71 3
:0482+0424 j12.,8 27 52--24 71 7 733
:o463+o91519__ _-211 87 13 89 2!0486+0611 36.1 54-23 52 12 71 3
,_68÷011449057 4g-26137 31 1812
:0488+0619 49.g 4354-23133 9 71 3
:0488+_ 53312 _-23 62 14 72 3
:0492+000212._47 48-25 74 19 73 2
:0492+o34314.1_ 51-241 _ ; 73 3:0493÷09_ 21._ 57-21 2 71 3:_9_.06_3 2_.356 _.-23 12 _ 3
,04o4+o4442; 52_24 2;_0494+0835 29.7 56-22 71
!0495+0919 35.3 28 57-21 10 71 3
!0497+O609 43.2 37 56-22 48 11 72 3
73!0498+0049 53.7 i 4 49-26 67 13 3
!0499+0830 56.312 56-22 77 9 732
_0502+0251 15.9=28 51-25 35 33 733
!0504+0146 26.128 50-26 61 7 733
t0504+0413 28.g 2 52-24 55 9 733
_505+O658 35 7 1,_ 55- 23 34 15 70 3
!0509+0405 56.C 59 52-25 82 8 73 3
!0509+0248 57.9 42 51-25 96 13 73 I 2
,0511+0558 8.7!39 54-24 37 10 71 3,
:0514+0114 26.95 49-26 53 8 7313
_516+0345 )6.C 44 52-252250 7 73 '33!0516+0159 )6._ 4650-26 5 73
:0517+0516 43.E 11 53-24 17 70
_520+0613 0.63254-24 47 9 713
!0521+0324 11.75752-25 37 7 73 3
!0522+0532 15.C 654-24 5230 732
_525+0250 '30.948 51-26 28 11 73 3
_526+0302 40.7 46 51-26 46 7 733
!0527+0318 44.,437 52-25 _ ; 73
3
,0527+0020 45., 51 49-27' 1 733
_529+0248 57.23051-26 , 16 71 2!o53o÷o54o57,4_2457 11732!o50o÷o9472,1657_222619713
,o53o o41,503653-2571 7 723?o,3,+o71,60 55_235214713;o531+,2o1112753-2530 8723
•532÷o60014.355,6-239641712;o532,o,216.14,_24 26 9 713
 533÷o72932.03755-236811713:0538+0904)9.1357_2236 6 723?0541+0_6 6.534 57-23 29 6 72 3
_541+0331 6.633 52-28 58 7 73 370542+01315022 s0-27 49 8 73 3
!o542+oo18_79!2949-27 27 lO 72
:0544+o63727725 55-24 53 12 71
!0546+0016 36.7j13 49-27 52 6 73
!0546+0914_3924057-23 101 22 72:o546+o6z639.615457-23 66 14 72
:0_7+0247_5010 51-26 21 8 73
?o_7+o111_6559 so-27 52 7 73?0546+0726_9.150 56 24 26 7 72




















,25L .26L .58 l
.37L ,30L .40L,
.25L .25L .59
1.41 J .50 .40L








































































.36 I .25L .40L











100 Fm Flux Corr A Confu_on R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Ty_ _'T Mag
2.45 BBCD AAAA 3 2510000008 6 13 126200M6E
1.00L C C L 0600000000 1 13 126205K5
3.18 BBDD AAAB 9 950000114829 8 1 8 EIC837
1.06L BD BG 0 7700100000
1.00L BBD AAC 1 6600100000
1.00L C B H 8600000000
1.84 D D C 8600100440
1.00L Be AAI 0 0600000000
2.02 C I EB 45000000101.10L C DI 6600100000
1.17L DC J CAC 5500000000
1.00L B AN 7601001200
1.26 CN C 6601001000
1.13L BC AC 0 1600000000
1.43 C D GF B C 0500000000
2.09 D H E 4500000030
1.12: CC H DC 0500000000
1.00L BC ACG 16600000000
1.43 E F G E 8602000340
1.00L I 8 BE 96000OO000
i
1.00L I B SM 4600000000
2.62 I C F 7500000440
1.18L C CK L 160000O600
1.29L D CK H 2601000000
1.10L BF AB L 1 5600000110
1.07L C j B I 5600000000
2.00 C I L D 7580000010
1.00LIBC AA G 1 060_000000
1.O6L BF AB j 23600002000
1.23L; C DD [ 0500000000
1.21 C JHF 1500000210
1.00L B D AB 360OO02OO0
1.16L C CG 7500000000
L55 C _: O 5600000000
1.09L C B K 260OO00000
1.00L BC AA ) 0 1500000000
1.00L BC AB 1 2600000000
1.09L BD ADJ F 0 9600010000
1.00L BC AAE 1 4600000000
1.00L DD AE 5 1500000000
1.95 BBFC AAAB 1 4500000000 23
1.24: C D CI LD 1501000000
3.83 CC J AA 0400000000
1.00L C DK 16000O000O
1.86L ! C I B K 0500000000
1.01L E ] BE 1500000000
1.34 C GE 4500000010
1.05L BD BD H 2 1500000000
1.00L C C 16OO00000O
1.17: CD J CD 2500000000
1.00LI C BI 0600000000
1.62 C F F C 4580001120
1.52 CC 1 LA_ 0500000000
1.70 D 6500000200





1.78 C G I
1.04L C CG
1,01L C BF
1.60 : CC J CB
1.15L! C BD
1.22L C EKI















































1.00L C B 1500000000
1.00L BC AA F 1060O0000O0
1.00L BB AAGG 215OO000OOO
1.07L C BDGM 06000000O01.00L 04O000O00O
1.00L C D 1500111000
1.56 BDCD 160000000000L IABAC 3 5 111
.83 D F F 1600000000
1.17L C C 150O000000
2.84 BBCC AAAA 7 3600000000 32
1.00L B B 0400000000
1.00L DC AA 5 2500001000
2.18 CB GAB 1400100000





1 2 DO 6985
3 9 Ul1_0
2 13 126214 K5
2 13 126215 K5
8




1 13 126230 KO
2 13 126234 K5
2 13126237 K2
3 13126239 MB
1 2 DO 7004
























1 13126260 K0 2 78
2 13 126266 K5 5 75
2 13 [ 126267 K0 5 62
3 2 DO 7016 49 115
1 13 126275 M0 4 9_
5 2 DO 7021 80 103
2 2 DO 7022 47 101
1 12 ZG 2048+09 35 153
1 2 DO 7025 80 I0_
I 2 DO 7028 30 93
1 13 126289 K0 13 78
1 1 SU DEL 11
1 12 ZG 20_g+06




1 13 126328 K5
3 9 Ul1644
1 13 [ 126341 F2
1 13126345 K5
1 13126347 K5
1 13 126350 K2
1 2 DO 7055
2 13 126358 K5
C
2 13 126367 K5





2 13 126373 GO
2 13126374 MO
1 13 126376 G5
2 13 126383 K5
4 13126388 MB
1 13126391 K0
1 13 126394 K0
1 121ZG 2O54+O6
2 13126396 K2
t 2 I DO 7O61
1 1 U EQU
1 13 126401 K5
































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
473
Right Ascension: 20h55'_32"-21h08m19 '
Position (1950)
H (Not Coler Cerreetea3
Name{} Galactic Uncertainty C
a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /._m 25 p.m 60 /_m
]'tam. * r (s) () IO (') (') (1) N (Jansky)
20555+0752 32.2 4 56-23 39 8 ;2!34 .53 .25L .40L
20555 + 0642 35.6' ,_ 55 - 24 52 7 1.29 .31: .40L20558+0708 50.3 56-24 30 B 72 3 .25L .32L 1.73
20559+0523 57.6 48 54-25 44 8 72 3 .47 .35L .40L
20565+0405 34.1 54 53-26 52 6 72 3 .97 .5eL .40L
20566+0401 40.0; 23 53-26 57 8 72 3 .35 .25L .40L
_7o+o7o32°_+°826511, ; _3
1441.6i3557-23 35 7213 1.46 .39 AOL56-24 1. 72 .37L .e4
20571+06031239,4 55-25 _ 25 .25L72 .40L .26L 1.22L20571+0404 111.7135 53--26 43 72 3 .41 .47L .40LI
20573+0711 16.4 29 56-24 36
166 72 3 1.16 .28 .40L20575+0523 33.8 51 54-25 54 71 i 2 .30 .65L .40L
2057610719 36.2 4 56-24 49 11 72 3 .28 .29L .40L
20580+0320 3.0 52 52-27 i 55 7 72 3 .46 .26L .40L
2058210412 12.5 22 53-26 39 8 73 4 .38 .29L .40L
20582+0600 13.055 57-24 56 7 72 3 .45 ,25L .40L
20583+0053 16.6 8 50-28 43 17 71 2 .25L .26L 37:
20584+0752 26.5 5 57-24 24 6 72 3 .94 .36L .4OL
20585+0050 30.0 10 50-28 41 6 73 3 1.30 .29: .40L20_+005249._25_0-_ 39 7 73 3 1.99 .62 .,OL
2o683+o24323.646 52-27 60; 7 72 3 .62 .26L .40L
2059510314 32.317 53-27 24' 10 72 3 .33 .27L ,40L
20595+0856 35.7858-24 29' 6 713 2.21 .gB .40L
20597+0658 45.4 58 56--25 57 10 70 2 .23 .26L .40L
21002+0309 12.7 1353-27 45 7 723' .99 .27L .40L
21003+01t0 18.621 51-28 71 7 73 31 .89 33L .40L
21006+0129 30.83951-28 47 5 733] .69 .33L .4OL
21005+0120 32.6 9 51-28 45 11 71 2 .32 .26L .40L
21006+0704 40.7256-25 72 29 722 .47L .25L .40L
71007+0648 46.441 58--24 76 11 69 2 .23 .25LI .47L
;'1007+0038 46.9 1750-29 38 6:73 3 2.26 .72 .40L
8 I 72 3 .36 .25L .4eL
21009+0726 54.5 32 57-25 45 9 I,21011+0243 6.9 33 52-27 62 72 3 .51 ,28L .40L
>-101110654 9,6 15 56-25 40 61 72 3 ,43 ,25L .40L
21012+0055 15.0 5 5t-28 31 26' 73 2 ,25L ,25L .40L
21013+0352 19.8 32 53-27 46 t0 70 2 .33 .25L .40L
:1015+0834 33,9 52 58-24 58 8 71 3 .44 .25L ,40L
>-1016+0506 38.4 33 55-26 77 9 72 3 .34 .25L .40L
21016+0251 39.049; 52-28 7232 702 1.21L .54L .40L
Z101810436 46.0 41! 54-27 43 12 71 2 ,38 .56L .40L
>-101810654 48.4 t3l 56--25 29 5 72 3 2.36 .70 ,4OL
:1016+0604 49.1 35' 55--26 69 12 71 2 .35 .25L .40L
:1019+0649 54.45356-25 7428 702 1.14L .25L .40L
:H020+0618 5.7 13 55-26 34 6 723 8.68 2.27 .40L
:1021+0927 7.0 33 59-24 41 6 721 4 ,36L ,25L .82
:1021+0244 10.3 30 52-28 38 g 72j 3 1.30 .25L .40L
.>1022+0204 14.2 16 52-28 60 7 721 3 1.06 .23: .40L
:1024+0117 24.637 51-29 63 12 71 2 .72L .26L .97
.>102410136 28.6 48 51-28 29 7 72 3 1.12 .32L .40L
.>102410731 29.5 23 57-25 29 7 72l 3 .69 ,43 ,40L
.>1o25+o8143 .6_ 56-25 37 6772_ 69 .21: 4OL
.>1027+0537 44.9 55-26 47 72! ,51 .25L .40L
.>1026+0652 52.1 16 56-26 _1_ 9 72i 3 .35 .25L .40L81 329 7 55 3 7 72 8 6
:1029+0824 55.0 42 56--25 85 28 73 2 .25L .26L .40L
:1029+0210 55.6 56 52-28 38 9 72 3 2,51 1.32 .40L
.>1029+0545 57.9 31 55-26 38 8 72 3 ,60 .25L .40L
:1032+0740 13.3 31 57-25 85 12 I 70 2 .26 .40L .40L
.>1032+0836 14,2 17 56-25 32 28 160 2 .25L .59L ,46L
.>1033+0131 16.5425129 49 8 723 .56 .25L .40L
.>1033+0655 22.01757-26 5918 7213 .62L .27L .37
.>1036+0737 39.745 57-25 30 6 721 4 14.85 6.00 1.32
:1036+08_39636 56-25 31 21 1532 .30L .25, .40L
:103710040 43,9 35 51-29 54 7 72 3 1.23 .81 .40L
21036+0456 53.7 6 55-27 62 6 72 3 .53 .25L .40L
21041+0023 7,4 58 51-29 54 15 72 3 ,25L .25L .56
.>1041+0336 8.4 3 54-28 49 7 72 3 .83 .25L .40L
:10,5+051435.729 55-27 58 _ 723 .67 .29L .40L
:1046+0627,0.149 56-25 _ 3o 71_ .25L .29L .51L
.>104610026 41.0 37 51-29 22 721 .25L ,26L .40L
.>1049+0905 59.9 28 59--25 77 13 70 2 .36 .4OL .40L
.>105110827 6,3 48 56-25 87 24 71 2 .35L ,25L .33
.>105210340 13.3 23 54-28 20 6 72 3 .34L .50 3.12
.>1052+O057 16.2 5 51-29 28 6 72 3 2.47 .61 .40L
.>t052+0415 16.9 4 54-28 58 8 72 3 .55 .26L .40L
:105310837 21.4 12 58-25 50 28 71 2 .25L .25L .40L
.>1056+0117 37.3 50 52-29 38 6 72 3 2.49 .66 .40L
21057+0907 44,8 55 59-25 38 26 69 _ 2 ,25L ,27L ,48L
:105710025 46.9 19 51-30 50 23 72 3 .25L ,26L ,40L
.>1056+0055 49.0 21 51-29 50 35 73 2 .29L .31L ,40L
54!:1059+0300 55.4 53-28 18 5 72 3 7.52 2.80 .47::105910647 59,9 10 57--26 26 6 71 3 8.11 2.10 .32:
:1060+0655 3.1 47 57-26 64 19 71 2 .42L .25L .46
:106110005 6.4 4_i 51-30 112 22 73 2 .25L .29L .4OL
.>1062+0056 14.6 ; 51-30 43 72 16.37 10.95 2.01
:1063+0627 19.5 43 _ 57-26 58 12 71 3 ,26L ,25L ,56
.>106310711 23.4 521 57-25 35 5 71 3 1.20 ,28: ,4OL
.>106410626 26.5 49 57-27 46 13 : 71 3 ,27 .25L ,40L
.>106610910 37,6 54 59-25 47 7 71 3 .TI .00: .40L
.>106810449 50,7 261 55-26 44 6 72 4 ,84 .18: .40L
.>106910329 59.5 561 54-28 60 8 72 3 .70 .25L .40L
:1070+05081.630 55-27 84 12 72 2 ._ ,25L .4eL
.>1071+0227 6,2 35 53-29 68 32 70 2 1.30L .30L .4OL
.>107110555 6.7 56--27 16 7 71 3 3.29 1.28 .40L
.>1071107196.2 , 57-_ 42 32 71 2 .29L .28L .40L
.>1079+0955 5_.4 39j 60--25 46 7 70 3 .99 ,26: .40L
.>t08110506 12.959J. 56-26 37 22 71 3 .25L .25L .4OL1 7-27 2.24 ._ .40L21082+0649 39 8 71 3
,082+013214.621 52-30 27 9 7231 ._o ._: .4OL
>.1083+0451 19,2 57i 55-28 56 12 71 3] .25L .25L .75
Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Flux Density Rags Associations
V L
I00 .u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.05L B C KJ 2561000010










1.29L C i G
1.01L C BJ I





















1.00L BD ACK 2 1600100000
1.00L ;BE AB 0 2700000000
1.00L B B E 26O00000OO
1,14L IC CG 0600000000
1.00L BC AA 0 1601000000
1.36L D F 040O0000O0
1.00L B AF 0600000000
1.IDOL C BO 2700000000
1.00L B AG H 37000OO000
1.15L C B 2600000000
1,28 F C 24OO0O0000
1,00L C D GN 5600000000
1.00L BC ABMH 0 2700000000
1.11L C CK i 2400O000O0
1.04L C ODD 1600000000
1.19L B C F 24O00O00OO
1.13 F F 27OO000100
t.38L C C 060000000O
1.00L B B 8600001O00
1.00L C A 2600000000
1.23 E M E 2601000010
1,29L O B H 360C000000
1.00L BC AA 3500102000
1.27L F E O 0400000000
1.12 E E 3400101000
1.00L BB AAG 0600000000
1.92 CD FHAB 04O0000000
1.00L B A C 36OOO00OOO
1.00L BO AC 1700010000
1.27L D I BE 4700010000
1.03L B AC G 1700000000
1.00L BC AB 0 16010010OO1
1.00L BE AE 0 9601000000
1.00L C BDF 0500000000!
1.00L C D 3400000000
1.26L C CN F 1600000000
1,54 D C [ 9500000000
1,37L BC AA I 0! 1600000000
1,00L B BC 0500000000
1,14L O EJ 3601000000
2.24 C GI E 9501000320
1.00L B B D 1600000000
1.08L D I CE 2400000000
1.00L BBB AAAF 6 2600000000 16
1.57 D C
1.00L CD AB









t.25L BC AC I 0
1.00L B BO E I















1.00L BC AB I 0 5500000000
2.21 C EMD 4681000370
1.66 E HLC: 9580000108
1.14 O E i 94ooooo1oo
1.00L BBC AAGI ' 0 ' 0600000000
1.00L BBC AAD 0 1400000000
1.44L D B 13O000000O
1.68 D L C 9500000018
1.00L BCC AAAM 9 7500000000 29
1.08L D M BF 1500100000
1.19L BD ABMN 0 2400000000
1.14L D DK O' _1601100000
1.12L BE ACF 1 4700000000
1.05L CE BF 0 3600O00000
1,01L C AE 06OOO0OOO0
1.28L D F 3601000000
1.47 D F B ! 5501000010
1.00L DD AAG 9 1606000000
1.15 O K 0 , 26OO0OOOO0
1.00L B D B B 0 I 7600000000
1.70 C GD _4600000020
1,00L 80 AAG 0 3601001230
1.00L B E B D 0 2500000000
t.60 CC G BB 35OO000O00
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
t 13 126417 KO 8 7C
2 13 125418 K5 12 8(:
1 13 126423 K2 12 83
2 13 125428 F5 4 5,_
1 2 DO 7102 35 101
2 13 125435 K5 10 85
2 13 126443 K5 5
1 2 DO 7107 56 101
3 "13 ! 126459 K0 3 80
2 13 ' 125458 K2 9 85
2 13 126463 K5 3 85
2 13 125464 K5 15 80
1 13 126469 KS 10 80
1 "41 20593+0243 42 3
1 "41 2059510314 33 1
1 2 DO 7134 56 108
1 13 126482 F8 t6 El5
3 "13 126488K0 17 66
1 13 126489 K2 35 75
2 13 126492 K0 15 75
2 13 126491 F5 34 65
2 13 126494 K5 38 88
1 16 13486 6 123
1 13 126501 K0 16 78
1 13 126503 K5 6 85
1 13 126510 K2 3 86
1 2 DO 7153 10 103
5 13 126518 K2 8 58
2 13 126519 K0 5 65
2 13 126522 G5 18 : 63
1 2 DO 7165 86 101
1 16 135Og 8 I 135
2 2 DO 7167 59 121
2 13 126533 K5 10 88
13 126535F8 41 8o
13 126537 K2 5' 56
2 DO 7176 79 I 101
6 1 Y EQU 3 3
1 13 126546 K0 8 65
t 13 126550 K0 7 78
1 13 126555 K0 15 80
8 * 9 Ul1680 31 145
2 13 126556 K5 2 68
3 " 2 DO 7191 61 96
1 6 EIC 846 13 15
8 i 1 32 X2105+091 110 8
I
6 " 3 RAFGL 2717 4 10
6 13 126566 K5 3 63
2 13 126573 K5 3 85
1 13' 126575 KO 3 80
2 1 Z EQU 87 3
2 13 126561 K5 9 76
2 13 126586 K5 26 88
1 1 RR EQU 9 3
1 13 126593 FOP 3 47
8
2 i 133 126598 MO 38 gORAFGL 55795 71 16





























a ,% Coords(s) ( 1 b
1083+0536 19.5 50 56-27
1084+0519 24.1 51 I 56-28
1085 +0342 31.5 48 54-28
1086+0740 39.8 41 58-26
1086+0411 40.3 35 55-28
1086+0709 41.1 58 58--27
1086+0533 41.8 56 56--27
1087+0503 46.2 15 56-28
1087+0538 46.5 46 56-27
1089+0450 58.9 50 55-25
1090+0157 3.0 59 53--30
1091+0127 6.3 49 52-30
1095+0125 31.7 36 52-30
1095+0704 34.4 46 58--27
1096+0431 38.7 36 55--28
1097+0558 42.0 17 57-27
1098+0535 48.4 52] 56-28
1098+0726 53.3 6 58-27
1100+0608 5.7 36 57-27
1103+0127 19.6 2 52--30
1104+0259 26.8 4 64-29
1104+0702 28.5 14 58-27
1108+0023 49.6 31 52--31
1108+0839 49.9 29 59-26
1109+0644 54.3 17 58-27
1110+0012 0.8 48 51-31
1111+0545 10.1 54 57-28
1112+0905 12.1 51 60-26
1112+0027 13.1 59 52--31
1115+0903 30,1 42 60--26
1116+0158 40.1 11 53--30
1118+0827 52.3 8 59--26
1120+0428 0.4152 56--29
1120+0736 1.41 5 59--27
1120+0948 2.9! 60--26
1121+0841 9.21_ 60--26
1121+0958 9.7 10 61--26
1122+0403 13.8 22 55--29
1123+0126 21.fl 31 53--31
1123+0237 23.6 32 54--30
1124+0423 124.6 28 56-29
1125+0728 32.3 52 58-27
1125+0148 35.6 12 53-30
1126+0655 41.3 47 58-27
1128+0908 48.5 28 60-26
1130+0240 4.(; 1 54-30
1133+0502 19.3 20 56-29
1133+0903 19.3 41 60-26
1135+0552 30.(; 55 57-28
1135+0919 31.1 56 60--26
1136+0411 39.3 46 56-29
1137+0751 44.8 11 59-27
1140+0911 4.9 5 60--26
1142+0906 16.3 27 60-27
1144+0049 26.2 5 53-31
1144+0448 28.5 53 56-29
1146+0514 40.2 56 57-29
1147+0342 42.6 14 55-30
1147+0640 46.2 47 58-28
1149+0801 57.5 23 59-27
1150+0g10 0.3 58 60-27
1150+0513 4.5 39 57-29
1152+0325 14.4 40 55-30
1152+0923 17.5 15 61-27
1154+0240 26.3 48 54-30
1157+0058 43.1 60 53-31
1158+0732 49.E 57 59--28
1158+0245 53.3 48 55--31
1160+0848 3.(} 57 60--27
1161+0141 8.9 36 54--31
1163+0203 18,5 3 54-31
1164+0538 27,7 20 57-29
1165+0857 34.7 34 60--27
1167+0818 42.7 57 60--27
1172+0848 14.6 24 60--27
1172+0429 16.3 17 57--30
1180+010t 0.2 29 53--32
1182+0728 113.9 21 59--28
1185+0701 31.3 7 59--29
1185+0708 34.3 17 59--29
1185+0857 34.4 54 61--27
1187+0437 43.3 52 57--30 '
1188+0245 49.5 37 55--31
1188+0240 52.7 28 55--31
1191+0644 8.4 39 59--29
1191+0522 10,7 5 58--30
1192+0930 15.0 43 61--27'
1192+0252 15.9 7 55-31
1194+0350 27.7 34 56-31
1195+0407 30.8 53 57-30
1196+0406 37.4 41 57-31
1200+0242 3.3 12 55-31
1201+0433 9.3 41 57--30
1202+0031 14.5 25 53-33
1204+0635 25.7 50 59-29
1205+0317 31.2 52 56-31
1205+0037 31.8 18 53--33
1206+0653 37.4 49 59-29
1207+0102 46.8 35 54-33
1212+0020 12.3 46 53-33
H
Uncertainty C
SMJSMN 0 0 12 _m
(") (") (') N
45 20 71 3 ,25L
81 21 71 3 .25L
43 7 72 4 .59
39 10 71 3 .25L
43 11 71 3 .25L
83 31 71 3 .25L
57 11 71 3 .26L
26 76 7123 2.1860 3 70 .28L
53 9 71 3 .40L
33 9 72 3 .25L
45 9 72 3 .27L
_5_ 10 72:35 711 .25L
39 10 71 i 3 .34
83 27 70 2 .43L
47 8 71 3 1.00
64 18 70 2 .25L49 71 I .73
52 24 72i 3 .25L
34 7 71 3 3.66
35 10 72 2 .30
22 16 70 3 .25Li
87 12 70 3 .25L
25 6 72 4 .96
28 18 72 3 .25L
35 6 72 4 .63
44 36 71 2 .25L
52 28 72 3 .31L
80 11 70 2 .28
29 7 71 i 3 .25L
79 8 70 3 .61
43 87 71:3 1.9835 71 3 34.15
I 7o3 2163 71 2 .25L
56 7 70 3 .67
44 8 71 3 1.05
49 7 70 2 .40
41 11 71 3 .25L
76 12 72 2 .35
39 7 71 3 .62
51 16 71 2 .30L
43 9 71 3 .25L
111 39 70 2 .26L
52 28 72 2 .44L
23 7 71 3 4.99
22 7 70 3 6.84
58 10 71 3 .36L
44 11 70 3 .25L
46 7 72 4 .34
70 29 70 2 .25L
50 11 70 2 .30
48 10 70 3 .41
69 12 72 2 .31
35 10 58 3 .58
110 32 70 2 .25L
72 12 72 2 .29
90 13 70 2 .24
28 7 70 3 1.37
43 35 70 2 .25L
60 10 71 2 .35
57 7 71 3 .50
74 13 70 3 .42L
36 5 72 4 1.70
46 8 71 3 .58
22 7 71 3 13.28
60 13 71 3 .25L
82 18 71 2 .28L
69 7 72 4 .45
29 8 72 4 .25L
89 29 71 2 1.21L
80 24 71 2 .25L
48 12 7O 3 .25L
49 10 70 3 .25L
61 34 70 2 .25L
39 t0 71 3 .38
16 7t 3 .47L31 70 2 .26L
19 7 7t 3 11.56
46 11 70 3 .25L
52 9 71 3 .51
49 8 71 3 .73
55 9 71 3 .45
41 7 71 3 1.01
50 12 71 3 .41
66 7 70 i 3 .64
35 12 71 i 3 .34
55 35 70' 2 .25L
59 7 71 3 .89
51 11 71 3 .48
53 7 71 3 .56
62 20 70 2 .35L
30 8 71 3 1.40
56 8 70 3 .53
54 8 71 3 1.38
48 10 71 3 1.00
56 12 70 3 ,25L
45 8 71 3 .25L
63 9 71 3 .40
Declination: 0"- + 10"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Net Celor Corrected) V L C
25 Fm 60 _m 1(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.25L .40L 2.10 C K C 3500100050 8
.25L .40L 4.07 C GD 3480000330 C 1 32 X2108+053 1;
.25L .40L 1.00L C 8C 0500000000 1 13 126600 K2 7E
.25L .73 1.54 CF J BB 6500000000
.25L .69 1.92 CC JI CB 1600000000 3 9 Ul1688 15E
.25L .40L 1.58 C i F G 7600000020 8
.25L .69 1.29L BC C li NCN 6600200050 8
.58 .40L 1.35L AAI E 4 3600000000 3 13 126603M0 8_
.25L .40L 1.49 C I G 6500100040 8
.38L .87 .97: CD FAD 2600000000 3 9 U11692 153
.25L 1.45 2.88 CC AB 1400000000
.25L 1.06 1.08: CD AC 2500010000
.25L .40L 1.11L C B K 2500010000 2 13 126606K2 81
.32L .40L 1.67 D L I G 6600000140 8 1 32 X2109+070 6
.25L .40L 1.06L C E 1600000000
.26L .40L 1.38 C M D 4501000000
.23: .40L 1.00L BD AEM 0 5600000000 2 13 126611K2 86
.27L .40L 1.16 E E I 5600000050 8
.31L .40L 1.00L; B BD 3500000000 2 13 126616 K5 85
.26L .4OL 1.93 C E HD 2400000010 1 12 ZG2110+01 15E
1.70 .40L 1.00L BC AAG 1 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.14L C C H 5600000000 2 13 126623 1(5 87
.34L .40L 1.41 C F C 7500000020
.25L .77 2.10 CC BB 7500000000 3 9 Ul1701 146
.27: .40L 1.34 BD DAD F 0 3600000130 8
.26L .40L 2.35 C F F D 6600000210 4
.32L .40L 1.01L B BE 3600000000 1 13 126631 K5 83
.67L .40L L31 D L E 7500100120 8 1 32 X2111+091 8
.26L .40L 2.44 C K E 6500000570 4 1 32 X2111+004 4
.25L .40L 1.29L C C 7500100000
.60 3.87 6.81 CCC BAA 1300000000 3 9 Ul1703 143
.35L .40L 1.28L E BD 8500000000 1 13 126641 K2 78
34 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 2600000000 3 13 126642K5 75
25.55 3.35 1.18: BBDC AAAC g 0400000000 29
.62 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 1600002000 3 13 126643 F5 45
.32L .53L 1.25 D I I D 6500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B AK K 1500000000
.39: .40L 1.00L BF AD 0 0600000000 2 2 DO7266 106
.26L .40L 1.24L C CNKH 2500010000 2 13 126647 K5 85
.25L .68 2.30 DC CB 1400000100 4 9 Ul1708 141
.25L .40L 1.17L D C 2600010000 2 13 126648 K5 9¢
.25L .40L 1.OOL B BM 1400020000 1 13 126650 K5 85
.25L .46 1.20: FF ,E DC 1500000000
.25L 1.06 2.43 CB I MBB 1400000020 8 2 12 1ZG 2112+06 156
I G
.50L .40L 1.33 FC!LK E 46OO000100
.68 .40L .97 1500000000
1.12 .40L 1.00L BC AAL 0 1500000000 5 "13 126662+++ 40
2.46 .45: 1.00L BBC AADI 0 7600000000 01 4 1 TEQU 3
.25L .73 1.16: CE GBB 1500000000 1 "41 21135+0553 12
.25L .71 1.79 CC BB 6580000100 1 12 ZG 2113+09 155
.26L .40L 1.13L C BK F 0601000000 1 13 126667G5 80
2.34L .40L 1.57 D J C 3600000100
.29L .40L 1.01L C D G 6600110000 2 13 126671 1(2 87
.25L .40L 1.00L C BD 6601100000 1 13 126674 K2 86
.27L .40L t.23L C D 2500000000 1 13 126678 K0 85
.25L .40L 1.04L B E 2501000000 1 2 DO 7289 98
.61L .45L 1.22 i D HDE 2501000000
.28L .40L 1.37L iC C 0500000000 1 13 126679 K2 78
.25L .57L 1.33L E G N 0500000000
.33: .40L 1.00L BD AC 0 3600000000 1 13 126685K2 72
.37L .40L 1.46 O G E 5500000040 8
.45L .40L 1.00L C BI 2500000000 1 2 DO 7295 106
.25L .40L 1.00L B B 0600000000 1 2 DO 7297 111
.25L .54 1.00L C ODD 5600000000
.42 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 0500000000 2 13 126691 K5 72
.27L .40L 1.00L B B F 3600010000 1 13 126694 K0 77
4.06 .74 1.00L BBC AAB 0 1600000000 18 6 13 126695MB 85
.25L .74 1.35: CC AB 0500000100
.25L .53 1.33: FC DB 8600000000 1 2 DO 7306 98
.26L .40L 1.19L B B F 0501000000 2 13 126699 K5 85
.25L .82 1.55 BC BB 0400000000 1 27 MKN 513
.30L .40L 1.06 O M D 1500000000 2 12 ZG2116+05 155
.35L .40L 1.94 D F D 6580000050 8 1 32 X2116+089 8
.25L .60 1.17 CE M DB 2600000110
.49L 1.09 1.89 CC NCBB 3500000000
.67L .40L .92 C E E 5601000000
.29L .40L 1.00L C EF 0600000000 1 13 126713 G5 81
.54L .55L 1.06 C CB 2500000000
.34L .40L 1.06 D E E 2500000000
3.18 .51: 1.00L BBD AAC 0 2500000000 5 13 126719K5 60
.25L .54 1.32:! DC KBC 2600000100 3 9 Ul1725 153
.28L .40L 1.03L iC BK 2500000000
.31L .40L 1.03L C CE 0500100000 2 "13 126723K0 73
.25L .40L 1.07L !E DF 0500100000 3 "13 126724 KO 75
.38L .40L 1.00L lIB AB 1500000000 1 13 126728 M0 82
.27L .40L 1.00L _E DN 1600010000
.25L .40L 1.OOLIB A 1500000000 1 13 126731 K5 85
.25L .40L 1.00L 'DI C G 0500000000
.52L .40L 1.12 I D K O 1500000020 8
.27L .40L 1.00L B AF 1500100000 1 13 126735 K0 68
.25L .40L 1.03L C C 1600100000 1 13 126736 K5 85
.25L .40L 1.00L C BD 0500010000 1 13 126744 F8 65
.38L .47 1.15: FF FFC 0500000000
.38 .40L 1.00L BD ADH 1 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.08: D D CL MG 0500000000 2 13 126749 A0 50
.34 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 1500000000 2 13 126752 K5 87
.48 .40L 1.001 CD ACL 1 0500000000 2 2 DO 7349
.25L .57 1.38 CC NBD 1400000010 1 12 ZG 2120+06 156
.26L 1.18 2.67 CC DAB 0400000010
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0500010000 1 13 126760 K 85
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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42 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _.mu 8
hm. - , (s) ('_ I b (") (') (°)N
1212+0127 13.453 54-32 45 7 713 .50
t212+0430 14.151 57-31 51 8 71 : 3 .47
1213+0613 19.914 59-30 32 7 71 3 2.77
1222+0317 12.5, 54 56-32 47 8 71 3 .63
1228+0302 49.322 56-32 25 6 7113 284
1229+0405 55.352 57--31 42 10 713 .25L I
1230+0924 1.6:54 62-28 54 10 69 2 .52
1231+0447 9.651 58-31 114 40 71 2 .63L
1235+0514 34.812 58-31 44 12 71 3 .30L
1238+0955 5t.940 63-28 62 11 69 2 .37
1239+0053 54.910 54-33 48 8 70 2 .35
1243+0651 22.628 60-30 38 10 70 3 .25L
1246+0624 38.652 60-30 45 7 70 3 2.64
1246+0605 40.941 59-30 44 7 71 3 .66
1247+0641 42.C 38 60-30 53 7 71 3 .73
1247+0651 449 7 60-30 67 6 70 3 1.03
1247+0523 45.20 59-31 65 14 71 3 .25L
1249+0828 59.520 61-29 32 7 70 4 5.26
1250+0843 1.529 62-29 63 13 70 2 .29
1250+0205 1.641 56-33 25 6 713 2.90
1254+0157 29.550 55-33 38 25 702 1.25L
1255+0358 30.327 57-32 32 9 713 .25L
1259+0758 57.137 61-29 25 6 704 8.38
1260+0816 1.3113 61-29 64 8 703 .81
1261+0356 9A 9 57-32 28 7 713 .25L
1263+0946 20.724 63-28 56 8 703 .42
1264+0324 25.432 57-32 86 16 712 .66L
1264+0433 26.347 58-3210726 702 1.18L
1265+0758 32.727 61-30 33 7 703 5.38
1268+0120 53.456 55-34 77 17 702 .80L
1270+0702 0.338 61-30 31 7 704 1.39
1270+0621 5.814660-31 33 8 703 1.41
1271+0639 8.536 60-31 36 7 703 .72
1271+0627 9.647 60-31 26 8 703 .25L
1271+0700 10.08 61-30 88 14 702 .27
1272+0500 13.541 59-32 28 18 713 ÷25L
1272+0759 14.957 61-30 50 8 703 .86
1282+0215 15.1132 56-33 50 11 713 .42
1282+0637 15.6148 60-31 25 12 703 .32
1285+0425 31.0 _ 7 58-32 89 27 702 1.78L
1286+0521 38.628 59-32 40 8 703 2.88
1288+0233 50.234 57-33 88 9 702 .40
1288+0356 50.233 5832 81 23 702 .40L
1288+0216 52.515 56-33 43 8 713 .25L
1290+0630 3.123 60-31 33 9 703 .40
1290+0313 5.457 57-33 66 11 713 .38L
1292+0430 16.941 59-32 7526 712 .25L
1293+0423 22.456 58-32 6034 712 .25L
1294+0504 25.422 59-32 46 8 70 3 .81
1295+0253 34.326 57-33 7326 702 1.70L
1298+0435 51.0 2 59-32 81 17 71 3 _25L
1299+0621 56.335 60-31 35 10 703 .43L
1299+0954 59.652 64-29 66 10 683 .29L
1300+0228 4.230 57-34 60 10 71 3 .39L
1302+0145 17.255 56-34 48 7 71 3 .59
1303+0430 18.3 0 59-32 26 16 704 .25L
1306+0938 36.0112 64-29 70 9 682 .39
1306+0655 38.6 38 61-31 40 7 70 3 4.58
1306+0420 40.724 59-33 65 9 703 .46
1306+0612 41.013 60-32 77 9 703 .43
t308+0303 50.9123 57-33 47 6 71 3 .89
1308+0422 51,g 55 59 33 84 7 70 4 .59
1311+0923 9,8127 63-30 63 21 69 2 .47L
1315+0109 30.2 35t 56-35 60 8 7t 3 .38
1315+0203 30,4 23 57-34 93 9 70 2 ,39
1316+0833 39.8 21 63 30 64 17 69 2 ,39L
1319+0018 59.1 53 55-35 60 14 71 3 .25L
1321+0153 8.6 33 57-34 30 22 70 2 .25L
1321 +0136 t0.0 20 56-35 41 6 71 3 39.76
1323+0228 20.0 41 57-34 31 7 71 3 .59
1329+0705 56.0 52 62-31 72 12 70 2 .29L
1331+0500 6,9 42 60-33 49 11 70 3 .31
1332+0149 12.8 51 57-35 63 22 71 3 ,25L
1333+0714 21.0 39 62-31 38 7 68 3 .68
1335+0215 31.1 14 57-34 91 32 71 2 .25L
1336+0742 38.0 40 62-31 58 15 68 3 .35L
1337+0202 45.13757-35 8026 71:3 .25L
1337+0554 45.2 50 61-32 73 9 70_2 .55
1337+0155 45.5 26 57-35 4428 71i33 .25L1339+0739 55.82462-31 60 7 68 .44
1341+0154 111.444 57-35 4321 703
i
,25L I
t344+0732 25.214362-31 73 17 692 .28L
1346+0729 40.049 62-31 62 7 68 2 .37
1347+0826 44.651 63-31 54 8 672 .49
1347+0208 47.839 57-35 71 9 702 .25
1350+0021 2.927 56-36 32 6 713 .95
1352+0519 16.128 60-33 59 8 702 t.23
1354+0159 27.830 57-35 58 7 713 .96
1365+0526 30.345 61-33 29 6 683 .99
1367+0804 44.3 27 63-32 26 7 67, 2 12.73
1370+0201 1.2 3 58-35 23 3.45
1372+0603 13.414 61-33 48 9 683 .25L
1373+0519 22.0 8 61-33 78 37 692 .27L
1375+0056 33.549 57-36 45 5 71 3 1.17
1382+0340 16,3 6 59-35 53 9 702 2.41
1383+0420 22.635 60--34 55 11 693 .40L
1390+0227 2.938 58-35 46 26 702 .25L
1391 +0456 9.8 4 61-34 88 35 682 .80L
1391+0620 11.430 62-33 100 25 682 .68L




25 p.m 60 p.m 100 ttm Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.26L .40L 1.10L E
1.35 .40L 1.00L BC
.33L .40L 1.00L C
.91 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .73 1.94 CC
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.42L .40L .95 D
.25L .56 1.30 CC
.25L .40L 1.03L C
.25L .40L 1.17L C
.25L .63 1.53 CC
1.02 .40L 1.00L B C
.32L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.24: .40L 1.00L B F
.29L .61 1.37 CC
2.47 .50 1.00L F E C
.28L .59L 1.00L C
.80 .40L 1.00L BC
.27L .60L 1.20 D
.25L 1.26 1.83 CC
2.22 .39 1.00L CBC
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.37 1.92 2.76 CCC
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.27L .47 1.00L C
.36L .42L 1.11 D
2.41 .54 1.00L BBC
.27L .36 1.43L F
.77 .40L 1.00L BC
.32: .40L 1.00L BD
.25L ,40L 1.00L C
.32: 3.20 5.78 EC C
.25L .40L t.29L C
.27L .45L 2.80 C
.29L .40L 1.00L C
.30L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.00L E
.28L .69L 1.87 C
.81 .40L 1.00L BC
.31L .40L 1.08L C
.62L .54L 1.12 F
.32L 1.93 3.68 CC
.25L .40L 1.00L F
.27L .58 .88: C D
.56L .40L 1.68 D
.55L .40L 1.11 D
.25L .40L 1.22L B
.57L .40L 1.26 D
.42L .40L 1.81 C
.31L .81 1.57 CD
.32: .52 1.00L DC
.25L .83 2.00 C C
,25L .40L 1.00L B
.30L .40L 1.94 C
.25L .40L t.28L F
1.74 .40L 1.00L BC
.32L .40L 1.02L C
.26L .40L 1.0OL C
.29L .40L 1.01L B
.25L A0L 1.20L B
.25L .32 1.13L C
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.29L .40L 1.56L C
.56L .50 I .IOL C
.25L .55 1.18: CD
.26L .40L 1.86 C
11.35 1.91 1.0OL BBC
.25: .40L 1.00L B D
.25L .67 1.19L C
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 2.08 C
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.27L .40L 1.00 E
.27L .44: 1.27 CC
.25L .40L 1.15 C
.25L .40L 3.73L F
.60L .40L 1.76 C
.25L .40L 1.03L D
.31L .40L 1.82 C
.25L .34 1.30L D
.34L .40L 1.18L C
.27L .40L 1.03L iC
.27L .40L 2.96L C
.40L ,40L 1.00L B
.42 ,40L 1.00L CF
.55L .40L 1.01L B
,51 .4OL 1.00L B D
6.12 .98 1.68L BBC
1.00 .40L 1.11L BC
.92 .40L 1.00L BC i
.25L 37 3.17 CB
.26L .40L 1.03 C
.20: .40L 1.00L BE
.45: .40L 1.04L B E
.25L .61 1.25L C
.25L .40L 1.74 C
.66L .40L 1.35 D
.64L .40L 1.71 O
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
AC 05000(30000 1 13 126765 K0 10 80
B H 0500000000 2 13 126766 M0 8 88
AAF 0 0500000000 1 21307357 53 121
ADGF 0500010000 2 13 126777 K5 8 87
AAL 10500000000
K BB 0500000000 2 12 ZG2122+04 22 148
B 0400000000 2 13 126788 K5 12 85
HI G 1500000000
_GI CB 1500000000 1 12 ZG2123+05 21 156
D 0500000000 1 13 126792 G5 4 82
i




'BC G 0500000000 1 13 126802K0 6 62
'AE N 1 0500000100 1 21307397 29 96
'HKCC 0500000000
'AAB 9 0520000000 2 2 DO7402 63
ADBI 0500000000 1 2 DO 7401 42 108F 0 1500001010 1 16 13716M5 5 108
I NE 1500000000
B C 0400000000
'AAD t 0400001000 6 13 126818M0 5 66
BE 0400010000 2 13 126819 K5 11 86
AAA 0300000000 1 12 ZG 2126+03 53 156
B D 0500000000
L C H 0500000000
I E C 4400000000
AACI 2 0400000000 1 8 EIC857 13 10
E 0300000000
AAH 8 0400100000
'AD 0 0400100000 1 13 126834K0 11 66
AMD 0500000000 1 13 126836 K2 1 83
CAA 0200100000 2 12 ZG 2127+06 59 150
C 0400100000 1 13 126837 K5 6 85
HC 2380001350 C 1 32 )(2127+050 52 12
'AF 04(X)O00000 1 2 DO 7424 90 111
ICE D 2400000000 1 13 126851 K2 2 83
C 0400000000
'1 DF 7500000060 8 1 32 X2128+044 71 8
AA 0 1400001000 3 13 126860M0 10 85
B 0300000000 1 2 DO 7449 88 90
GB 5400000000





'BF F 1400000000 1 13 126868 K2 11 76
i B 2400000000
' B C 9501000000
'KGBB 0400000000 2 12 ZG 2129+06 42 151
DBG 1500000010 5 " g Ul1763 68 143
BB 4400000000 1 12 ZG 2130+02 40 148
'BD 0400000000 2 13 126880 K5 10 87
'1 J FB 9581000000
'C 1400100000 3 "13 126881 MO 9 87
AAG 10500000000 5 2 DO7466 69 108
BE 9602100000 1 13126884 K0 7 75
'CJ 0400000000 1 13126885 M0 t2 go
AG 2501000000 2 13126888 K5 8 85
'B 9602100000 2 13126887 M0 8 91
HD 0400000000 2 "4121311+0923 18 12
IC 0500000000 1 13126893 K2 1 77
C M 5600000000 1 13126892 K0 2 80
' J DC 0300000000 3 12 ZG 2131+08 38 151
! DG 05OOO0OOOO
' L D 5481000030
'AAAE 0 650000000018 4 13 126901 MB 2 67
BC 0 4600000000 1 1 WW AOR 15 3
BG 0500000000
1600010000G D 960000016O1600000000 2 13 19 88
H E 77O0OO000O
KKDB 1501100000 2 12 36 148
HJ C 760OOO0OOO
EN DD 66010000200200010000 1 13 14 78
B 1500100000 1 13 14 78
FJ L C 8601000100
D 1500120000 1
CG 1500120000 1
B I 0600000000 2 13 11 85
A J 9501110108 1 2 37 91




AABL i 0 050000000001 6 1 EM PEG 9 3
AAL 0 0500000000 5 13 126964M5 16 85
AB 0 9700000000 4 13 126965K0 6 52
BB 3500000200 4 9 Ul1786 50 143
K E 3600000000
AD H 0 0.500000000 2 13 126970K5 6 85




















Right Ascension: 21h39m12"-21h55mSZ ' Declination: 0 °- + 10 °
Position 0950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8) Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 btm 25 /tin 60 /xm 100 ttrn Flux Corr A Contusion R S A Sepham. e 8, (s) ( l b ('_) (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Ma 8
21392+0230 12.4 11 58-35 35 9 70 2 1.84 1.65
21393+0653 20.2 37 63-33 32 8 68 2 .46 .25L
21393+0628 24.0 55 62-33 38 28 68 2 .25L .28L
21395+0328 30.5 18 59-35 72 6 69 3 .60 .25L
21395+0813 32.7 54 64-32 79 15 67 2 .25L .25L
21396+0436 36.4 14 61--34 53 6 68 2 .66 .29L
21396+0103 37.3 24 57--36 37 8 70 3 5.35 1.31
21396+0945 39.4 38 65-31 37 10 67 2 .58 A3L
21397+0615 42.6 7 62-33 23 19 68 2 1.02L .25L
21397+0811 42.8 10 64-32 54 9 67 2 .39 .49L
21397+0527 45.2 7 61-34 33 7 68 2 18.40 4.55
21397+0632 45.4 50 62-33 37 27 68 2 .84L .64L
21398+0411 52.8 49 60-35 51 19 69 3 .25L .29L
21400+0635 2.0 15 62--33 67 21 68 2 .25L .25L
21400+0557 5.2 1 62-34 66 13 68 2 .25L .25L
21401+0238 6.4 6 59-36 78 18 70 2 .25L .43L
21401+0958 10.7 48 66-31 73 11 t 67 2 .37 .32L
21402+0523 17.1 48 61-34 71 8 i 68 2 .58 .28L
21404+0036 28.5 12 57-37 70 19 70 3 .25L .28L
21407+0501 43.7 46 61-34 46 29 68 2 .25L .25L
21410+0709 2.8 36 63-33 58 9 68 2 .55 .28L
21410+0018 4.0 11 57-37 78 12 70 2 .64 .26L
21411+0242 6.9 37 59-36 36 19 70 3 .25L .25L
21411+0717 10.8 55 63-33 32 7 68 2 1.13 .36L
21416+0923 40.9 44 65-32 67 9 67 2 .35 .30L
21417+0938 44.1 44 66-31 41 7 67 2 103.91 25.04
21417+0258 47.3 51 59-36 28 5 69 3 .52 .25L
21417+0558 47.8 8 62-34 56 10 68 2 .69 .26L
21421+0205 11.7 39 59-36 28 16 69 3 .25L .25L
21422+0245 15.8 38 59-36 18 5 68 2 2.20 .63
21423+0210 23.3 8 59-36 40 28 69 2 .43L 1.34L
21426+0534 36.6 46 62-34 61 10 68 2 .35 .26L
21427+0952 43.7 20 66-31 49 12 67 2 .26L .40L
21427+0808 45.4 41 64-33 56 28 67 2 .25L .57L
21427+0226 46.6 8 59-36 17 5 68 2 1.45 .43
21430+0816 3.6 23 65-33 97 33 67 2 .25L .25L
21433+0745 19.2 33 64-33 76 8 68 2 .39 .25L
21434+0714 25.4 18 64-33 76 19 68 2 .25L .33L
21436+0643 36.2 17 63-34 63 9 68 2 .99 .25L
21438+0927 49.5 6 66-32 61 16 67 2, .39L .26LI
21442+0052 15.1 13 58-37 27 17 69 3! .25L .35L
21442+0007 17.2 21 57-38 35 6 69 3' .25L .27L
21444+0128 26.6 57 58-37 46 13 68 2 .25L .26L
21444+0656 29.5 35 64-34 45 9 68 2 1.37 .39
21446+0954 39.3 25 66-32 39 9 67 2 .79L .37L
21446+0410 40.1 18 61-35 56 11 68 2 .41 .33L
21452+0312 15.3 4 60-36 32 21 68 2 .25L .25L
21455+0008 31.4 16 57-38 42 I 12 69 3 .29 .29L
21455+0853 35.6 50 66-33 52 19 67 2 1.27L .26L
21456+0858 41.2;58 66-33 69 i 34 67 2 .35L .80L
21460+0315 0.2133 60-36 49 22 68 2 .25L .32L
21461 +0614 9.8 41 63-34 74 9 68 2 .52 .25L
21462+0903 16.5 38 66-33 71 30 67 2 .25L .25L
21462+0658 16.7 21 64-34 19 7 67 2 4.61 1.90
21463+0913 23.4 10 66-33 30 21 69 3 .25L .25L
21466+0922 37.4 66-33 38 29 69 2 .39L .26L
21467+0924 46.8 25 66-33 82 34 69 2 .25L .25L
21468+0316 51.e 49 61-36 54 27 68 2 .25L .33L
21469+0553 56.8 26 63-35 63 9 68 2 .72 .31L
21470+0316 4.C 47 61-37 50 9 68 2 .43 .34L
21473+0456 21.C 45 62-36 59 9 68 2 .50 .25L
21473+0125 22.1 17 59-38 54 8 68 2 .63 .35L
21474+0323 26.5 52 61-37 38 38 68 ; 2 .25L .54L
21475+0220 30.7 10 60-37 34 6 68 2 2.57 1.15
21477+0502 45.9' 3 62-36 35 11 68 2 .25L .27L
21479+0031 59.5 11 58-38 80 10 69 2 .60 .27L
21481+0040 7.4 49 58 38 54 15 68 2 .25L .64L
21485+0553 32.3 41 63-35 58 7 68 2 .46 .30L
21489+0848 57.7 32 66-33 21 10 69 3 .34 .25L
21490+0032 0.5 8 58-39 56 8 69 2 .74 .31L
21493+0838 20.7 9 66-34 52 8 67 4 .45 .26L
21497+0809 46.3 58 66-34 30 12 68 2 .26L .25L
21504+0821 26.1 8 66 34 82 19 67 2 .27L .57L
21506+0051 37.3 14, 59-39 70 8 68 2 .54 .25L
21506+0225 38.6 28 60-38 83 14 68 2 .41L .27L
21507+0612 45.6 55 64-35 23 6 69 3 1.90 .83
21513+0415 22.4 49 62-37 61 12 68 2 .45L .25L
6921514+0604 25.7 9 64-36 72 26 I .38L .27L3
21514+0637 28.1 41 65-35 49 6 : 69 3 1.11 .39
21519+0852 54.9 22 67-34 74 14' 66 2 .43L .26L
21520+0242 1.1 21 61-38 51 11 68 2 .33L .25L
21521+0833 7.9 20 67-34 53 8 66 2! .41 .25L
21521+0021 10.4 36 59-39 48 23 69 2' .25L .49L
21522+0610 14.2 50 64-36 _ 12 69 3 .42L .28L
21528+0918 50.2 60 67-34 ,_ ! 10 66 2 .32 .25L
21529+0028 54.7 52 59-39 82 31 68 2 .25L .56L
21535+0951 32.4 38 68-33'103 10 66 2 .56 .25L
21537+0156 43.1 12 61-39 50 12 68 2 .51L .38L
21538+0718 49.5 58 66-35 20 6 67 2 .95 .30L
21538+0707 52.8 44 66-35 51 9 67 2 .3gL .30L
21539+0614 55.3 7 65-36 55 10 67 3 .25L .26L
21541+0920 10.117 68-34 78 8 66 2 .54 .44L
21541 +0346 10.2122 63-38 42 6 69 3 1.56 .47
21545+0621 32,2 18 65-36 73 8 66 3 .25L .25L
21548+0452 4&0 36 64-37 23 6 69 3 1.18 .31
21553+0414 18._ 6 63-38 64 9 69 3 .28L .29L
21555+0604 32.7 15 65-36 ' 68 7 67 2 .82 .41L
21555+0046 34.2 12 60-40 49 15 68 2 .25L .29L
21556+0355 40.1 38 63-38 34 16 70 2 .25L .29L
21558+0240 52.C 62-39 26 9 69 3 .37 .29L
.40L I 2.95L I BC AACF 0 9501100020
.40L 1.15L C C 6600000000
.40L ' 1.85 F I E 9500000030
.40L 1.49L E B J 0600000000
.52 1.22: CD DE 1500110000
.40L 1.25L F BF 4600000000
.40L 1.00L BC AAI H 3 2500000000
.40L 1.00L C BC 0500000000
.40L 2.12 C NM B 9500000010
.40L 1.18L C CE 1600110000
.81 1.00L BCC IAAB O 5800000000
.40L 1.73 D I J C 9680000020
.40L 1.37 E : H E 3600000000
.40L 2.20 D' C 9580000030
.64 1.00L C B H 7600000000
.40L 2.92 C N C 9500000020
.40L 1.05L C CK M 0500000000
.40L 1.49L D AI 5600000000
.40L 1.43 C B 2400000020 ;
.40L 3.24 D G E 5500000030'
.40L 1.00L C B M 1700000000
.40L 1.15L D A 4400000000
.40L 2.93 C AE KCM 17501000040
.40L 1.60L C : 1060OOOOOO0
A0L 1.32L C BH 1600010000
4.04 1.23L BBD AAA 0 1600000000 18
.40L 1.22L B B 4500000000,
.40L 1.00L C DE 3400000000 !
.40L 3.84 C I C 4500100240
.40L 1.14L BD AB 0 4500000000
.40L 3.00 C N E 4500100270
.40L 1.40L C D M 2600000000






.40L 1.00L C B 2600000000
.54 1,12: CD CC 1600000000
.40L 232 C G D 5500010240
2.10 3.85 CC KAA 9400000008
.51: 2.11 CC FB 1400000000
.40L 1.00L CD AC 0 2401000000
1.26 2.96 CC FGAB 4400000100
.40L 1.24L C CK 0600000000
A0L 1.96 C M B 2400000020
.40L 2.76L E El GD 7580100126
.58 1.63L D CH 3500100210
.40L 1.69 F E 2500100210
.4OL 1.54 O C 6400000010
.40L 1.32L D B L 0501010000
.40L 1.36 F D 2501000010
.46: 1.0OL BCD AAF 0 0400000000
.40L 2.15 C L F C 7500000020
.40L 1.58 C C 9600100000
.40L 1.22 D F 9600100000
.40L 1.87 C F E 9401100020
.40L 1.17L C BF 1500000000
.40L 1.25L C CD 9500100020
.40L 1.24L C B L 0500000000
.40L 1.00L D AI 0500010000
,40L 1.85 C HG 9500000010
.40L 1.14L BC AAI I 0 0300000000
1.14 1.54 CC KAB 0400000000
.40L 1.25L F B M 0300000000
.53 1.48: CD GCC 1300000100
A0L 1.00L C BE 1501000000
.40L 1.00L C C N 0500011000
.40L 1.21L C BD 2300000000
.40L 1.00L D DK F 0500000000
.48 1.21 CC CC 0401000100
.31 1.14: CF HDE 0400000000
.40L 1.00L E D 2401010000
,58 126L E BH 0400000000
.40L 1.00L BC AB J 1 4500001000 :
.52 1.88L C BC 0500000100
.40L 1.14 C G C 4500000000
,40L 1.00L CD AC E 0 2600000000
.49 1.36L C EC 1300000000
1.39 4.67 CC E AA , 1300000000
.40L 1.36L D CK 0401010000
.50L 1.65 C J ML C 4400000000
.49 1.53 CC FHBD 3500000000
.40L 1.00L C E 1501000000 I
.40L 1.38 F D D 35000000001
.4OL 1.11L F B C 0600000000
1.50 3.61
.52L 1.04L C
1.36 2.28 C C EB A 0480000000
.58 1.59 CC KKBB 2500000000
.40L 1.00L C BD 1500000000
.40L 1.00L BE AB 3 3320000000
.97 1.00L C K B F 0500000000
.40L 1.00L DD AD L 0 0400010000
.81 1,14: CC HBD 2300000000
.40L 1.83L C BC H 0400000000
.71 1.50 CC L KCB 0500000000
,40L 1.00 E E J D 3300000000
.40L 1.12L C I 0400000000
1 13 126998 K2 25 75
3 13 126997 K5 4 57
2 13 126999 K2 19 85
1 13 127001 K2 1 83
7 13 127002 M0 2 55
i
1 13 127009 K0
1 13 127018 G5
1 13 127021 K0





1.69 F C 350OO00000
1.10L CD AB 0 6500000000 1 2 1307584
1.40 C N D 3500000020 8
4.11L C C K I 4400000000 1 13 127045G5
2.59 C FKC = 1300000010
2 13 127049 MO
1 12 ZG 2143+09
C 1 32 X2144+008
4 9 Ul1810
3 13 127057 K5
1 13 127059 K0
8 2 1 TYAQR
1 39 4CP08.63







1 13 127103 K2
3 9 Ul1825
1 13 127107 M0
1 13 127114 K0
1 13 127120 K5
i
i





DC KBAA 0300000000' ; 2 12 ZG 2153+01
AJ N 0400000000 1 13 127172 M0
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Rux Density Rags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color" Corrected)
a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 pm5c[
hm. • , (s) ({_ 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
21560+0017 4,3 49 59-40 73 9 69 2 .69 .25L .40L
21571 +0909 6.2 53 68-35 61 10 66 2 .45L .25L .69
21578+0t19 48.e' 25 61-40 81 7 69 3 .43 .31L .40Ll
21578+0837 51.7 24 68--35 46 7 67 2 1.82 .46 .40L
21580+0833 0.6 18 68-35 30 7 87 12 .89 .50L .40L
21581+0135 8.7 56 61-40 52 6 69 3 .81 .33L .40L
21585+0021 31.6 49 60 41 26 6 68 2 3.86 1.00; .40L
21585+0552 32.2 40 65-37 38 8 67 2 10.43 3.80 .72
21586+062t 36.4 41 66-37 74 9 67 2 .36 .25L .40L
21586+0801 40.5 0 67-36 33 6 67 2 5.49 1.24 .4OL
2t589+0821 56.7 57 68--35 33 7 67 2 3.63 1.96 .40L
21592+0005 14.0 34 60-41 43 7 69 2 .26 .27L .40L
21594+0602 24.457 66 37 42 7 67 2 5.73 2.82 .51L
21594+0313 28.520 63-39 80 10 68 2 .36 .25L .40L
21595+0413 31.7 39 64-38 19 6 67 2 .59 .41L .40L
21596+0109 37.6 34 61-40 53 7 69 3 .35 .27L .40L
22001+0209 7.9 42 62-40 21 5 68 2 7.74 3.63 .60
22005+0256 34.3 14 63-39 50 6 67 3 .56 .25L .40L
22006+0340 38.6 53 64-39 67 13 67 2 .26L .33L .52
22007+0019 44.6 57 60-41 20 6 69 3 .25L .47 3.20
22009+0511 54.1 53 65-38 45 7 87 2 3.13 .64 .47L
22014+0503 25.4 18 65-38 57 9 67 2 .69 .60L .40L
22015+0143 30.0 12 62-40 20 6 68 2 4.63 2.15 .50L
22017+0319 47.3 15 64-39 27 7 67 2 .66L .74 1.13
22020+0959 4.0 53 70-35 53 10 66 2 .57 .25L .40L
22028+0456 50.6 21 65-38 52 15 67 2 .41L .25L .52
22029+0023 59.9 8 61-41 44 6 68 2 .54 .33L .4OL
22031+0448 9.3 48 65-39 26 6 67 2 10.34 2.69 .48
22032+0512 15.6 33 66-38 43 8 67 2 .25L .33L 2.33
22033+0201 21.5 20 63--40 23 g 68 2 .60 .29L .61L
22037+0252 43,0 57 64-40 66 10 67 2 .36 .28L .40L
22041+0936 9.1 33 70-36 54 12 66 2 .25L .25L .79
22042+0816 13.1 45 69-37 54 17 67 2 .691_ .35L .43
22045+0959 33.2 20 70-35 40 6 66 2 .34L .73 2.99
22057+0739 46.7 25 69-37 63 15 67 2 .25L .27L .63
22059+0802 55.9 36 69-37 66 11 87 2 .35 .45L .40L
_2059+0015 58.9 54 61-42 56 12 68 2 .44L .42L .55
22064+0250 24.3 17 64-41 63 8 67 2 .33 .30L ,40L
22070+0016 1.3 39 62-42 50 ; _6 2 .87 ,42L .40L22072+0917 18.022 70-36 48 .83 .41L .40L
22076+0557 41.12 67-39 25 7 672 2.05 .51 .40L
22080+0622 1.7 42 68-38 41 7 67 2 .93 .47L .40L
22087+0635 44.4 28 68-38 53 9 67 2 .45 i .31L .40L
22094+0645 29.1 60 69-38 75 17 672 .36LI .27L .54:
22097+0018 45.843 62-43 75 11 682 .71L .64L ,90
22105+0305 30,254 65-41 71 11 67 2 .32 .30L .40L
22106+0205 52.2 28 64-42 103 33 67 2 .84L .51L .40L
22112+0727 14.0 51 70-38 63 10 67 2 .38 .27L .40L
22114+0213 26.9 55 65-42 63 8 68 2 .47 .27L .40L
22t 16+0437 38.6 29 67-40 59 12 67 I 2 .36L .33L .90
I
22116+0244 41.3 8 65--42 79 9 67 I 2 .42 .30L .40L
22120+0649 4.7 44 69-39 90 39 67[ 2 .25L .28L .40L
22122+0401 14.6 55 67--41 55 8 67 2 .62 .25L .40L
22125+0641 34.C 1 69-39 43 29 67 2 .25L 26L .40L
22127+0125 43.1 13 64-43 60 7 68 : 2 .85 .38L A0L
22131+0458 6.4 26 68-40 36 7 67 2 1.99 .50 .40L
22135+0043 30.0i 10 63-43 58 21 80' 2 .35L .26L .46
22143+0247 22.7[ 17 66-42 44 7 67 2 .77 .80L .40L
22147+0340 47.3! 4 67-42 73 13 67 i 2 .63L .27L .61
22149+0453 59.6 45 68-41 17 6 67 2 6.76 1.65 .52L
22156+0228 38,7[ 49 66-43 ! 33 7 67 2 13.08 5.83 1.03
22158+0311 49.7 i 6 67-42 I 95 33 67 2 .36L .31L .40L22159+0401 59.2134 67-42 ' 43 67 2 .25L .28: 1.93
22181 +0245 9.C 54 67 43 59 28 67 2 .25L .28L A0L
22184+0325 24.5 47 67--42 34 33 157 [ 2 1.39L .28L A4L
22195+0250 34.8 19 67-43 i 79 31 67 : 2 .26L .69L .40L
22195+0030 34.5 2 65-45 77 9 68 2 .40 .30L .83L
22198+0123 49.0 26 66-44 69 31 66_;22 .25L .61L .40L2235,i+0906 29.6 4 77-41 68 9 .32 .44L .47L
22359+0859 55.2 38 77-41 51 8 65 '2 1.14 .38L .40L
22368+0904 52.8 55 77-41 91 13 65 2 .49L .32L .92
22370+0821 1.6 11 76-42 67 14 65 2 1.35L .25L .61
22375+0919 35.2 5 77-41 65 9 65 : 2 .73 -25L .40L
22377+0818 46.921 77-42 35 9 65 2 .25L .25L 1.29
22377+0747 47.1 35 76-43 30 9 65 2 .41L .41: .86
22380+0856 1.5 46 77-42 73 30 65 2 .31L .67L .40L
22390+0955 4.7 42 78-41 27 10 65 2 .57 .25L .40L
22402+0624 16.3 25 76-44 36 6 66 2 3.79 98 .40L
22407+0723 47.18 3 77-43 78 31 66 : 2 .25L .37L .40L
22411+0551 8.1 31 75-45 54 11 66' 2 AlL .47L .65
22415+0849 34.4 43 78-42 61 15 65 2 .35L .59L .40L
22423+0603 22.2 39 76-45 66 16 66 2 .30L .25L .54
22426+0609 37.4 59 76-45 36 10 66 2 .25L .31L 1.08
22426+0827 41.4 37 78-43 103 27 65 2 .25L .25L .40L
22429+0653 55.(] 15 77-44 38 27 66 2 .46L .25L .40L
22430+0956 0.5 22 79-42 62 11 65 2 .25L A2L 1.02
22431+0446 10.1 49 75-46 76 11 66 2 .30L .34L .77
22440+0708 5.2 1 77-44 82 30 66 2 .79L .25L .40L
22445+0618 31.2 1 77-45 59 6 66 2 .97 .42L .40L
22447+0651 43.4 44 77-44 79 30 66 2 .25L .57L .40L
22449+0948 54.4 37 80-42 68 14 65 2 .41L .27L .62
22449+0757 57.9 49 78-44 25 8 66 2 .25L .32L 2.70
22449+0512 59.1 34 76-46 55 12 66 2 .25L .25L .76
22451+0743 10.8 t8 78-44 97 24 66 2 .26L .28L .40L
22455+0339 32.4 50 74-47 57 9 66 2 .25L .40L 1.13
22459+0911 56.6 17 80-43 56 13 65 2 .25L .27L .64
22460+0239 3.0 39 74-48 92 32 66 2 .82L .42L .40L
22461+0734 7.7 37 78-44 65 9 66 2 .45 .25L .40L
22466+0307 38.2 38 74-48 58 11 66 2 .251- .47L .93
22468+0739 53.7 2 78-44 72 17 66 : 2 .44L .26L .48
V L C
I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.15L C B 0400000000
1.76L C B D 0500000000
1.00L C B E 0500000000
1.00L BF AC 0 0500100000
1.12L E BL 0500100000
1.00L B ,AB O5OOOO0OOO
1.03L BD AAG 0 0500000000
1.17L BCC AAB 2 0400000000 01
1.06L C D 2400000000
1.00L BC AAJ 1 0500000000
1.00L BC AAG 1 0500000000
2.84L IC A G 0301000000
1.45L BC AAEG 1 0400000000
1.00L C C 0500010000
1.34L C AC 1401000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.0OL BCC AAC 0 0500000000
1.00L B C E 05O0O00000
1.06L D I C 1400000000
5.67 DCC LCAA 0200001000
1.00L CC AAJ 0 0300000000
1.02L C AG O4OOOOOOOO
1.00L BC AAE 0 0300000000
1.24: DCD FBAB 0400010000
1.00L D B 05OOOOOOOO
1.80 CE g EC 14OOOOOO0O
1.00L C CGFH 0500010000
1,00L BCC AACL 0 1500000000
2.86 DC HAA 030000000(
1.00L C BCI 13(X)000000
1.2tL D F E 0400O0OOOO
1.26: CC BB 0500000100
1.0OL C F D 0500000000
5.16 DDC MBAA 0300001000
1.36: ED LCB 0400000100
1.1DOL C F E_ 0500000000
1.13: CE ! AB 1500000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.00L C AD 0600010000
1.11L C AF 2600010000
1.00L BF AC 4 2500001000 !
1.00L E A E 2500000000
1.00L C B 1600000000
1.50 CC EC 1600000000
1.41: DF NGBE 0500000000
1.13L C D i 06OOO0OO00
1.50 C K D; 1500000000
1.82L D D 0500000000
2.39L C BC I 3401000000
1.00L C FBH 06OOOOOO0O
1.00L C E 0400000000
1.15 C[ E 6501000000
1.O4L C B 0500000000
1.37 D C 6501000000
1.38L C B D 0400000000
1.00L BD AB 0 0600000000
1.33LI D FH 1400000000
1.00L C BF 2400000100
1.11L C H CH 1401000000
1.03L BD AAGI 0 0600010000






1.00L F EHK g1.35 C
1.50L C [CH
1.46L C A D
1.47L C G B D






















1.00L BC AAJ 0 4500001000
1.29 D F C 2600000000
1.23: CD CBC 3600000000
1.55 C E B 360OOO0OOO
1.33 C F BC 3600000000
2.72 CD J CA 2500000100
1.27 C C 3500000010
1.69 D M C 8581000020
1.54L C EAE 1500000010
1.39L D KBB 0400000000
1.79 D J E 85OO000010
1.00L C AB 0500000000
1.25 C I MD 76(X)000020
1.33 CC CB 050O000000
4.48 CF DAA 3400000000
1.55 FC BC 0400000000
1.46 F B 9501000000
1.53 DD GBB 0600010100
1.80L D CB 0400000000
1.40 C K D 2400000000
1.03L C C K 6600000000
1.35 CD HAB 1500000000
1.30L D DE 66O0000000
s_
Name Type (') Mag
1 13 127204K2 27 7_
2 12 ZG2157+09 8 151
1 2 DO7667 66 103
1 2 DO 7668 64 9(
2 13 127227 M0 3 8E
1 13 127230 M0 14 85
3 13 127235 K0 5 57
4 1 V PEG 6 4
5 13 127239 K2 6 58
1 13 127241 K0 4 83
3 4 TMSS +10507 36 28
1 2 DO 7682 80 93
1 13 127245 K5 9 83
2 2 DO 7683 55 90
1 1 VYPEG 9 3
1 13 127253 1<2 23 80
3 9 Ul1882 40 143
2 13 127256 K5 2 82
1 2 DO 7695 86 126
1 13 127267 K0 16 70
3 9 Ul1901 55 153
1 13 127281 K0 23 80
6 13 127285 K5 5 48
1 13 127291 M0 1 87
4 9 Ul1910 57 151
1 13 127315 K2 2 90
1 12 ZG 2206+00 16 151
1 13 127325 K2 7 93
1 13 127332 M0 16 90
3 13 127335 M0 1 85
3! 13 127340A2 3 36
2 13 127346 MO 5 85
1 13 127357 t<5 5 95
2 13 127376 K2 17 86
1 13 : 127385 K2 12 81
1 2: DO 7780 10 90
1 2 i DO 7763 89 108
1 13 127404 K0 8 70
1 1 WY AQR 15 3
2 13 127415 MA 7 81
1 13 127430 M0 11 97
4 13 127434 MO 23 77
4 1 UW PEG 6 4
1 12 ZG 22t6+04 28 153
9
8 1 32 X2218+034 50 8
8
1 2 DO 7800 59 81
1 13 127646 K5 13 88
1 13 127652 K2 27 78
2 9 : U12133 55 156
2 13 127675 K5 11 83
2 9 U12139 78 155
3 9 U12138 83 143
1 2 DO 7868 13 98
3 13 127704 MA 9 81
1 9 U12168 43 160
3 9 U12178 21 141
2 13 127757 K5 20 80
8
2 12 ZG 2245+05 30 156
2 9 U12189 73 160
1 12 ZG 2245+09 42 156
1 13 127776 K0 30 82
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
478
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a (,% Coords 5MJSMN _ham. o8, (s) I b C) C) ) N
22470+0733 5.828 78-44 45 36 66 2 .25L
22471+0110 7.62_7 72-49 25 7 662 1.82L22471 +0543 9.6 77-46 81 27 66 2 .25L
22481 +0348 9.030 75-47 61 9 66 2 .68
22485+0729 32.540 79-45 68 13 66 2 .27L
22489+0112 56.828 73-49 55 19 67 2 .25L
22489+0620 68.2'42 78-45 57 8 662 2.42
22489+0326 69.0!24 75-48 59 9 662 .41
22490+0630 0.658 77-46 60 8 662 .57
22491+0158 6.630 74-49 92 40 662 .25L
22493+0657 21.4i51 76-45 7913 662 .38L
22494+0729 24.5' 14 79-45 68 7 662 .69
22487+0151 45.2137 74-49 40 22 662 .29L
22498+0049 50.05573-50 621366_722i .25L22498+0934 52.3 81-43 33 1.04
6.012478-46
22500+0549 61l 186_ 2, .29L
22502+0300 14.6:4075-48 68 ii, .502,o4+o31927.2 75-48 ,l22_+0346 28.27 76-48 .76
22,05÷0151_.615 74-49 97 32 66 2, .59L
22506+0231 37.8 44 75--49 61 10 662l .3822_+0_i 37.925 61-_ 70 7 65 2 .go22,07+0_ 48912 74-49 65 13 66 2 40,
22_+_ 51331 76-46 8, 17 662 ,.66L
22512+0208 14.3 43 74-49 4120i 66 2 .25L
22513+013419.23374-48 66 9 67 2 3.6622516+02o231.96 74-49 82 21 66 2 25L
22516+_ 40.755 72-51 35 ; 672 1.7222516+0838 41.1 12 61--44 28 66 113,23
_2621+0457 7.9 5 77-47 24 7 66 2 3.27
22521+ 27i0.613 73_,05, 7672 1.89
 2522+ 5913.126 79_4676 8 662 .89
 25 + 11 36.433 81_4433 6 652 .,
 25 7+093242.5 I61_, 69 11 ,0,2 .,
 2528+ 33 oi 77_463, 7662 1.,
 2529+0146,6.81, 74_,039 19 662 .37L
22530+0321 2.32376-48 3214 662 .42L
22532+0158 16.314175-50 571166J 2 .36L
Z2536+0339 40.33777-48 499 66, 2 .49L
22542+0833 12.827l 61-45 3O 9661 2 .25L
I
22545+0424 31.533I 78--48 32 9 6612 .25L
22550+0332 0.9 36 77-49 68 1.40
22555+062o 30.8 84! 91-4527 27 1_i 2 25L_
22557+06247.536 82-46 67 34 66,2 69,
=558+0201 48.257 76-50 61 14 661 2 ,37L'
225_+o7331642 81-4646 12 66 2 so,
_2_+o_9 44 6 76-49 5g 12 66 2 .25_
_2_+0_5 4629 62-. 59 9 _2 4722562+o_ 12146179-48 7o 9 6, 2 66
22568+0155 49.0 6 76-,0 46 13 66 2 .25L
22569+004154.04175-5140 8 ¢_j22 2.23, 569+ 2131376-603. 2
?2570+0204 3.93076-,0 3812 662 .25L22572+0705 16.418! 81-46 25 _ 66! 2 .67
22573+0453 23.2 _'3 = 79-48 29 10 6_6i 22 .70
22580+0737 3.6 50 82-46 56 30 _ 2 .80L_?2580+0750 3.75482-4638341 .25L22561+0811 9.0 82--456313 i2 .25L
22581+0244 9.73277-5057 3.7522581+070210.0 - 81-4659183 6_ j 2 .41L
22586+0523 36.2 6 80-48 38 8 661 2 .35L
22586+0644 38.6 4 81--47 51 10 662 .44L
22587+0048 42.8 844 75-51 45 7 67 2 2.32
22587+0919 45.85583--45 6512 662 .27L
22568+0834 49.229 83-46 60 20 66:2 .36L
22590+0634 4.84881-47 43 6 662 1.11
22591+0159 10.0 44 77-,0 66 7 661 2 .26L
72591+0315 11.3 461 76-49 59 6 66 2 .88
22597+0845 45.1561 63-45 65 30 66 2 .25L
?3002+0849 12.3 49 83--45 75 32 66 2 25L
23002+06331719 0_4645 6 6, 2 55
2 003+07212073, 62_4653 5923005+0332 30.14379-49 61 1 .25L
44.6181 83-45 1.30
, 7+o836 47 i '273010+ 1.151 _45 24173011+ 6 6.430 76_5246 672 ,25 
2,013+0041 19.21676-52 6913 672 .25L
23013+0333 19.92 79-,0 42 6 662 .76
23018+0047 53.31876-52 61 11 672 .25L23021 +0349 6.65579-50 57 562 .37
23021+0835 6.7283-46 54 8 ! 662 .65
23024+0419 24.74880-49 52 5 1662 1.22
23027+0102 44.31277-52 31 6 672 .89
?3030+0923 2.63984-45 3930 1562 .25L
23031+0858 10.1 31 84-46 59 15 56 2 .25L
23032+0316 15.2 28 79-50 31 7 66 2 .25L
_3033+092916.328 65-45 97 :_ 56 2 26L
_3_3 _ 0837 21.3 33 8_--46 37 9 i _ 2 2.86
_3o33+o24323010 79-61 46 12 56 2 25L
_3_2+044513961 81-49 30 9i,0 2 198
23044+0340 25.0 15 60-,0 48 8 66 2 ,25L22o44+o_ 26529 78-51 53 9 56 2 49
23044+0908 29,1 20 66-46 34 7; 66 2 24.61
_3o45+o24732.311 79-61 76 6'662 .8o
_3050+03591.33 80-,038 9;662 .25L23o55+o31830917 8o-5o 29 8 56 2 .6123055+043632.318 81-49 62 9 66 2 77
23058+0947 48.366 66-45 62 7 66 2 .47
23059+0423 55.4 33 61-,0 51 12 56 2 .25L
23060+0505 0.9882--49 47 9662 .32L
Flux Density
(Not Col_ CorreOe_








































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags' S 2 # T
1.66 O D 5600000000
4.15: DC FCAA 2500000000
1.13 O I GG 140OO0OO00
1.08L C B 0600000000
.99: CO DE 3600000000
1.40 F E C 360O000100
tOOL BD AC 0 0400000000
1.07L C C M 0500000000
1.OOL C BC 4300000000
1.93 D K D 5500000030
1.75L C B L 040OOO0O00 I
1.39L E B 4600000000
1.39 D E C I 5,0OO000OO
2.14 D GBB 3300000210
1.00L C BC 0500000000
1.61 C J HB, 1400000000
1.41L C B 0561000600
1.00L C B B I 040OO00000
1.00L C BL i 050100(3000









1.42L C C K 17600000010223LC BK M I_1_ 13
1.65L D BB
1.00L C MHF _1500000100
2.72 C K B 94010000O0
1.OOL BC AB 0 12500000000 13
2.15 C MKCI 9500000000
1.OOL BE AD 111500000000 13
3.93 BBDD AAAA 0 2300001000 29 2






















1,0OL C A F
1.91 D D14481O0O040
1.55 C E ' 4400000040
2.11 DC J EB, 8400000010 9
1.24L C EC C ; 0400000000
1.55 OC: J BAi 1600000000 12
tooL C C'CNGK; ' 2,000000OO 131.15L E 0401000000 13
2,11 CD GBB I 4480000330 C 32
I
1.00L B F A C 00400000000 13
2.07 C' N O 2400000120 8
2.49 CE,AFAR 3400000000 101.02L C 1400000000 t3
1.0OL C BC 050OO00000
1.821'16 DO IG FE 26O0O000002500000010
CC I OCC 64000000002.01
I.OOL BE AB O 160O000000
1.12L C I CE 1401000000
4.56 DO EKAA 0200000000
1.22L C MB B 15OO000000
tOOL BD AB 1 05OOOO00OO
1,80L C DK 150O000130
1.55 C G C 4500000030
1.00L CD BC 0 0500000000
5.11 CO!KHAA 2300000010
1.34L C B O6OOO1OOOO
1.60 O l E 45OOOOOO3O
1.83 D i C 6500000020
1.27L C B G 0400000000
1.OOL C B 1400000000
1.37L C E F 0600000000
35.22 CCDE AAAA 25100010000
2.02 CCi L BB 5500000100
2.21 CC i CAB 0401100000
1.21L C MNB 0500100000
1.00L CDD BBGH 00200000000
1.34: CC BD 0400000000
1.OOL C DH 020000000O
1.00L C CL 3600000000
1.06L C AK O300000000
1.00L C AH 0501000000
1.48 C F 4580000030
1.71 DC C8 4300000110
4.01 DD KDAA O300OO0O0O
1.40 C I F, 5500000030
tOOL BC AB O 160OO00000
1.57 DC GCB 1400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0500000000
2.90 CC KFAA 0100000000
1.00L C DG 0501000000
tooL BCC AAAC 0440000000019
1.00L C A 1400000000
5.01 DDD CAA OtooooO000
1.OOL C BD 10400010O00
1.00L E A L 050OOOOOO0
1.12L C CD 0500000000
1.47: CC BC 0500000000





























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) 2112, 25, 60, t00 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Name Type _'_ Mltg
127802 MA 4 85
127804 K5 8 85
X2249+019 46 8
U12220 ,0 141
127810 F5 12 52
U12224 26 153
1278181<5 3 81
127820 M2 25 90
127826 K5 10 70
127830 KS 3 85
DO 7912 70 120
127831 M2 11 go
127833 K2 5 77
127838 K2 3 75
127839 AO 3 ,0
127843 K5 7 85
U12254 69 143
11460 4
127860 K2 13 63
U12271 5 148
ZG 2256+02 25 156
127870 G0 15 65
127873 G5 33 76
X2256+019 137 12
127881 K0 5 55
M+OO-58-018 96
127884 K2 4 85
U12299 46 150
127894 K0 7 ,0
N7455 86
U123O4 9 153
127903 MA 3 65
A2256 + 09 57
U12312 33 141
127908 G5 9 65
127922 M0 11 90
127924 K2 5 82
U12332 88 130
M+01-58-027 176
ZG 2301 +0(3 47 156
127934 BSP 1 45
127947 K5 17 90
127949 K5 3 75
127953 1<2 3 75
127960 K0 4 63
X2303 + 094 148 8
U12353 49 143
127964 MA 10 B0
ZG 2303+02 72 151
127971 K5 6 77
127976 M0 3 46
127965 K2 33 78
127986 K2 27 73
ZG 2305+04 39 153
479
Right Ascension: 23h06m07'-23h24=O0" Declination: 0=-+ 10=
N_
h m. o , (s) ('3 I b (") ('_ (') N
-33061+0151 7.7 23 79-52 21 5 67 2
73061+0701 10.1 49 83-48 81 15 661 2:_2+0503 17655 82-49 66 86,2
._3068+0152 48.919 79-52 76 6671 2
._70+0824 1.732 85-47 44 5 662
_070+0256 , 5.C 9 60-51 68 11 662
.)3073+0005 21.E 39 77-53 51 10 672
._3074+0630 271 58 83-,_ 55 10 _i2





Coords SM] SMN 0 O 72 tan
I
!3089+0507 59.62783-49' 51 9 862
.3092+0827 14.1, 185-47 55 6 662
.3093+071822.15 85-48292615624
,3096+=39.9 84-49489662
_J099+0727 55.6 48 85-48 92 28 66 2
!3103+0532 18.6 2 83--49 39 ; 10 66 2
_3103÷0942 18.7 53 87-46 78' 16 68 29105+0841 32.6 25 86-47 41 ! _ 66 2
13106+0603 41.7 7 84-49 37 8 66 2 _
!3108+0224 51.516 81-52 56 8 872
3109+0654 56.624 85--48 38 6662
3113+0729 19.910 85--48 57 29662
3113+0314 21.4 37 82--51 39 9 66 2
3114+0326 24.7 45 82 51 54 21 66 2
3115+0659 32M 57 65-48 30 13 66 2
3115+0953 34.2 16 87--46 29 9 66 2
3117+0057 47_8 14 80-53 37 11 67 2
3120+0615 3.0 15 85-49 34 10 66 2
3121+0415 11.5 40 83-51 25 7 66 2
21.7193123+0813 86--47 7027 662
3128+0826 50.9120687-47 2519 _12563128+0554 52.7 85-49 32 7 2
3130+0521 4.527 84-50 27 ,0 2
3131+0008 8.850 79-54 74 22 672
3132+0045 12.119 80-54 50 10 672
3132+0638 13.9128 85-49 59 9 662
3132+0243 15.65 82-52 67 9 66 I 2
3133+0828 18.614787-47 33276_!23138+0256 '36611 82-52 32 9i •3137+0331 42.E 35 63-51 56 12 66 I 2
3137+0618 !47.(J_085-49j 5_99 ; 6623140+0718 0.e 86-48 66 2
3140+0348 2.245856583-51 551_ 6623142+0838 15.0 87-47 60 1 662
3143+0340 21.7 83-51 82 662
,146+0300 36.213282-52 28 876627148+0523 49.3 85-60 38 662
3149+0615 59.818 85-49 47 9 662
3151+0758 6.552 87-48 76 19 662
3156+0657 39.144 86-49 29 111 662
3157+0616 44.14886-49 32 I 7 662
3159+0641 55.734 86-49 64 117 662
3162+0256 14.014 83-52 ' 66248 7653 _-47 ._11 6623162+0857 17.6 43166+0043 39.0 6 81-54 12 67 2
3166+0750 39.1 0 87-48 _ 13 66 23167+0656 46.6 18 87-49 ,v ! 10 66 2
3166+0537 52.05786-50 ._ 86_ 23170+0913 0.63266-47 1 2317o+o112 2.821 62-64 43 11 87 .!
317o+oo2o zg_ _-_ _ 13 66 2)171+0954 8.3 89--47 14 66 2
)175+0522 33.5 18 88-50
3t77+0712 46.6 31 87-49 1
85-51 42 6 6623177+0506 47.025
3180+0838 1.245 88-48 48 89 66 2!3181+0852 8.94289-48 892 66
]183+0955 23.0889-47 29 6662!
.186+015536.71283-5352 8672 i
,187+090942.13889-4745 ! 66 _




3199+0122 57.7 _ 83-54 47 12' 673201+0312 9.2 85-53 8532 66
]201 +0356 9.749 85-52 35 14 66
3201+0805 11.810 89-49 44 8 66 2
3202+0109 17.24583-54 5522 672
3204+0123 26.25083-54 45 6672
3204+0601 28.431 87-50 50 7 66
32t1+0317 8.925 85-53 67 27,
3212+0307 12.733 85-53 63 30662
3213+0923 22.740 90-48 31 7662
3217+0326 43.3 25 85-53 32 7, 66 2
3217+0110 47.1 7 83-55 71 13l 67 2
)220+0820 0.729 89--49 61 13 ; 662
)220+0326 1.624 85-53 22 6662)220+0548 3.0 87-51 75 t7662
3225+075931.4 89-49 661
3233 +0946 23.6 91--47 37 9: fl_
_235+o83935.8 9 90-48 45 2i3236+o3o437.834 86-53 69 20
3240+0318 9.6 55 86-53 44 14 66 21
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 v_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
1.0OL SD ACI 40400000000
1.17: CD CC 1400000100
1.00L, C C 0300100000
1.13L C A E 0400000000
1.04: !BCDD AAAA 5060001000018
1.00L D C O50O0OOOOO
1.58 C D i F B B 0400000000
1.82 CC BB 0500000100
1.47L C J E O 0200000000
1.75 BBCC AAAC 1030000011017
2.34 CC FJAB 140O000000
1.11L;C BM 0600000000
2.12 C I D 6580000130
1.00L iO CF 16000(_0
1.43 C C D 7600000000
2.61 DC FBA 14000000(30
1.00L C B 3 ! 04000000OO1.00 BC AAD 2600010000 01
7.45 DD GDAA 2400000000
1,01L C B 0400000O00
1.00L C CI 1600000000
1.67 O G E 7600000020
1.48: CC FBD 1300000000
1.40 C N DB 140O00000O !
1.63 C O H 1500000100
1.0OL B E A B KK 0 10500000000
1.00L C A E 0300000000
2.04: CD KCB 1501000200
39.93 FCDE BBAA 00100011100
2.03 C C 4401000O30
1.83 F DCMF 14500000330
1 .O8L C B 030000000O
2.22: CD CAA, 0500000000
1.51 D GB 12OOO00OOO
2.64 C D' lAB 03OO00OOOO
1.19L C GAF 240000O00O
1.00L C CL 1401000000
2.25 D GF 44O000O23O
1.11L C B 2500000000
1.22L C B G 0400000000
1.05L C fl C 2401000000
1.05L C CH 16O0000OO0
1,331. C HHEC 0400000000
1.43: CO DS 2500000000
1.03L C CF 040000000O
t.00L BCD AAB i 92600000000
3.81 CD CA 0401000100
1.551 D E I 3400000000
1D8: CD I DB 1601000100
1.50L iC BF G 4600000000
I
13.40 i FDD IHCAA 5200000000
1.32 _ C IA FCEF 46000000001.02L IC 250000000O
1.15L C J CG 040O000000
1.02L C CE [400000010
1.33 CD CA 2600000000
1.21L C B I 4600000010
1.45: CC CAB 1401000000
2.39 DC KHCA 0400000000
1.60: OF I BA 1300000000
1.14: DO DAC 1600000000
1.82 DF DA !301000000
1.231 C AC 270100O00O
1.52[ C C F 0400000_00
1.19 D O 5700000000
1.0OL BC AA 010400000000
1.00L BCC AAA Oj 0600000000
1.29 C C i 1600000000
1.00L CC AA O 2500000000
J.00L E C 0500010000
1.00L CD AA 1 0600000000!
1.63: CO N CB 3601000100
2.35 CE FBB 12O0000000
2.14 CC FBB 1500000000'
1.46[ E CE 0600000000 I
t.04L C DDF 1501000000!
1.05: CD BC 13000000001
1.15 O a E r 3500000010i
1.38L C C D I 0500000000'
3.93 F DD GCAB 1400000010 I
1.51 D BE 1301000100
1.00L CE ABL 3 13OOO0OO0O!
4.24 DDD BAA 4401000010 I
1.18L C BD K j 1401010000J
1.0OL BC AAL 0 [ 0300001000]
1.20L C CC 1300O00000
1.50 C J B 35O0OOOO30
1.53 D MG E 3500000040
7.20 DDD HCAA 140000OO00
1.00L C A ! 3600100020
1.85L O D_ 11200000000
1.63L C CC _ 1500000o0o
1.00L BCC AAC O 2600100000
1.25L D L DE 4400010000
1.35L CD AC 1 _4_i60 DE DMFB
2.26 CC BA 3400000000
1.0OL C AF
1.36 D G J 1500000130




Name Type C) Mag
2 13 127993 G5 5 5E
I 13 127994 KO 7 8_
1 13127999 K2 4 77
7 13 128001 MB 30 53
1 13 128003 KO 4 81
1 12 i ZG 2307+06 48 151
6 13 128019 MB 5 68
2 13 128022 A3 24 50
6 1 32 X2309+073 35 8
I 13 1280281(2 13 82
3 9 U12417 63 148
4 13 128037 MB 11 68
5 9 U12422 85 145
2 13 128041 G5 18 80
1 13 128045 K0 7 85
8
2 113128054)(2 3; 88
42 i 1: ZG 2312+06 64 156U12447 41 128
2 13128067 K0 4 78
2 12 ZG 2313+00 47 148
2 12 ZG 2313+0O 19 153
1 131280701<2 3 67
1 13 128073 M0 2 87
1 13 128079 KO 18 78
8 28 2314+03 GAL 3 176
4 9 U12472 79 148
4 13 128085 K0 4 38
3 12 ZG 2314+05 20 153
1 13128092 M0 26 9O
1 12 iZG 2315+07 12 151
1 2 DO 7974 43 108
3 9 U 12486 75 138
2 13 128107 K5 18 87
2 6 N7601 34
3 9 U12498 47 150
1 13 128113 K0 22 71
2 9 U12505 29 145
8 6 N7609 34
3 9 U125O8 52 145
1 10 M+01-59-050 179
4 9 U12511 45 148
1 13 128119 K0 4 70
2 13 128123M0 9 88
5 13 128126K0 11 51
4 13 126130M6E 5 72
2' 13 128133MA 4 86
1 13 128135K0 20 77
3 13 128137 M0 3 85
2, 12 ZG2319+01 19 155
12 ZG 2320+03 56 , 156
39 WE 2319+08Wl 74 : 1415
[ 4 9 U12560 19 145
13 128155,_0 _o
13 128158 K2 65
I_ 1312810o_2 _ 679 U12575 135
12 ZG 232t+01 68 156
9 U12560 31 156
13128163 MA 3 87
13 128187 K2. 5 I 83
10 M+01-59-077 73
13 128179 K0 12 80
32 X2323 +030 70 8
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion ProCessing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:_V).
480 ORIGINAL PACE _S
DE l_OOR QUALITY




ham. , a _ Coords SMI SMN 00 12 _m
. , (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
23240+0033 0.9 52 83-5, 25 15 i 67 2 .25L
23240+0203 1.1 36 85-54 31 12 67 2 .26L
23240+0728 2.3 8 ]9-50 44 11 66 2 .44L
23241+0212 11.3 16 85-54 53 6 66 2 .92
23241+0426 11.9 14 87-52 65 12 66 2 .69L
23245+0647 33.74089-50 541 66 .25L
23246+0733 39.23490-504429 6155 .25L23246+0050 40.14584-55 67 1.2323247+0429 42.2 3887-52 1 662= .28L
23247+0747 47.033 90-49 48 47 6_° 1.1123251+0906 10.014 91--48 77 1 .37L
23254+0830 24.71491-49 44 8662 .72
23254+0606 25.71389-51 38, 7662 8.14
23257+054923255+082143.4'2331"81891-4989_51_7689 _6_ 2, .42'95
._8129 662 .25L23267+0721 47.5 9 90-50
23259+0531 55.856 89-51 74 11 66 2 .35
23262+0314 13.814 87-53 32 8 66 2 .50
23271+0121 7.7!27 85--55 59 6 672 .69
23276+0444 40.4; 10 88-52 50 7 662 .70
23276+0510 50.319 89-52 54 8 662 .42
23279+0814 53.2! 9 91-49 29 20 662 .25L
23279+0337 59.6!32 88-53 76 14 662 .25L
23281+0036 7.1885-56 44 6672 1.66
23287+0112 44.5,3686-55 6013672 .41L
23286+0929 48.112 92-48 66 9 662 .6423296+0207 40.0=5 87-55 5722 672 .34L
23298+0534 53.6!24 90-52 51 10 662 .25L
23303+0306 21.318 88-54 31 6 682 3.01
23308+0403 37.65546 89-53 36 6 662 .4923308+0421 50.0 89-53 24 6 662 2.19
23312+0601 14.222 91-52 21 7 662 14.54
23312+0435 17.3 35 90--53 58 15 66 2 .39L
23318+0143 48.8 21 87-55 63 9 67 2 ,53
23322+0514 17.3 33 91-52 57 16 66 2 .41L
23326+0841 49.2 11 93-49 i 89 18 68 2 .34L
23328+0702 52.7 45 92-51 i 56 14 66 2 .25L
23328+0814 535 31 93-,50 31 8 66 2 6.21
23329+0102 '53.e 1487-56 61 7 672 1.25
23329+0456 159,111891-50; ss 15 88 2 .26L
23331 +0446 [10.8, 35 90-53 92 35 66 2 .25L
23336+0932 137T 19 94-49 = 29 6 662 2.33
23336+0152 39.9! 35 88-56 25 5 672 .50:
23337+0635 43.4i1092-51 50 9882 .41
23337+0926 46.25094-49, 4432 88! 2 .25L23338+0149 51.238 68-88 _ - 672 .68
23339+0001 58.217 87-57 85 14 67 _2 .25L
23343+0850 23.818 94-50 91 15 882 A3L
23345+0124 31.152 88-56 17 5 672 1.99
23345+0902 35.358 94-49 57 7 882 .45
23347+0437 47.533 91-53 50 16 882 .26L!
23355+0117 30.87 88-56 48 15 672 .25L
23358+0640 53.7293-50 7731 662 .78L
23359+0431 55.13691-54 50 96_ 2 .25L
23362+0409 17.3 9191-54 37 o w L_ .25L
23364+0643 29.95193-52 90 24 67; 2 .25L
23365+0802 34.638194-50 53 7 882 .76
23366+0512 38.429_ 92-53 59 14 662 .29L
23366+0605 39.441 93-52 30261882 .25L
23367+0408 45.7 17 91--54 49 36 J 67 22 ,34L23370+0927 0.856 95-49 4723 165 .39L
23373+0521 23.6 4 92-50 21 8i 662 3.0323374+055827.g53 93-5257 15:882 .43L
23374+09269.131 96-49 74 28'852 .41L
23375+05353 637 95-so49 12 _ 3 .4o,23377+o43144542 92-0` 44 7 88 2i 2.1323378+03449.111 91-0` 52,18 _, 73L
23380+0745 0,0 0 g4-51 _ 11 g 2 .4023380+07365,729 94-51 ,_! _ 2' .43
23381+_o874 23 53-56 64 8 67 2 57
23361+0739 9.345 94--51 71 11 88 2 .41
23383+0828227 7 95-_ 88 8 65 3 ._L
233_+0s53_.841 85-s0 83 19 66 2 .25_23368+04024o.429 92-0` 22 7 67 2 2,34
233e7+o21143.618 _o-_ 53 7 67 2 .9123387+03448.230 92-5552 10 872 .25L23388+08324 .34695_ 02825653 .25 
23389+0,535554 92-,, 1o .25,6 o 12: ,.7_53 32157  
23389+0300,7.15291-565810,71 .37 23389+00,995-50712265. .25 
 3,o+o3280.45802_,5211672 .25,233 ,+o1 o2g.211,_5724 6 672 1.o423394+o4oi29.95g,2-,,421o872 .25 23397+0,38,5.63294_52 14672 .32,23398+o818,.52895_519936652 .00 '
 40o+o628,.83,o4_5232241672 .32 2 ,o1+39,o1o.11598_50322o852 .3o 234o2+0g3815.027,88_4959 6 652 .57
23406+0415 38.9 56 93-54 22 8 67 2 .25L
23406+0641 40.2 10 = 95-62 47 20 _77 22 ,67L23407+0329 43,4 8 92--55 92 32 ! .25L
23407+0511 44.138 94-53 65 14j 672 .32L
23408+0439 53.443 93-54 35 311572 .25L
23410+0839 4.89 88-50 33 18 165 = .25L
23410+0228 5.824 92-56 39 8 672 .25L
23412+0642 15.240 95-52 42 23 663 .25L
23413+0719 21.060 95-52 37 31 652 .25L
23414+0014 28.220 90-58 33 7 672 .26L
Flux Density
(Not Color Correcled)








































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.18 E CC 23O000O000
1.41: CD I DB' 0300000100
3.16L O 8G ] 5400000320
1.0OL C AH 0401000000
1.21L C L MAE 1500000000
1.00L D 8 ! 24O000000O
2.09 CC KCC i 6400000030
2,60 D F E 4502000230
1.0OL C A I 2400000000
1.18 CC HCC 1500000000
1.0OL C ACK 66000000O0
1.11L O FBC 0500000000
6.48 DCDD BAAA 1 0300000000
1.0OL BC AAJ 4 1500000000
1.33L C BG 160000000O
1.10L C C J 1400000000
116 O O 540GO0O00O
1.0OL D E 2400O00000
9.86 CCDD DAAA 00280001000
1.0OL C BF 1500000O0O
1.00L C BE O6O0O00OOO
1.11L C C J 1600000000
1.30 C ME C 14000_
2.08 CD FBB 1400000120
2.14L B AD M O400000000
1.0OL C C C 03OOO000OO
1.00L C A 0600000000
1.0OL C F 05O0O0O0OO






















1.01L BD ABL 015010O1000
1.0OL ig C 06000000001.0OL AB 0 26000000001.0OL C AAA 0 0400000000 16'
1.23 CD I GBD 2500000000
1.05L D : 0400000000
1.15L F !CFEG 2500000000
1.14L C F 0600000000
1.81: CC BC 4400000100
1.00L CC AAH 0 2600000000
1.67L C AH H 0400000000
1.50: DC I FC 2500000000












D J E 750O000000
8 J 1600000000
DC I CB 05O00O000O
D F : 7502000000
E H G 1500000010
D J I C 75000OO330
1.0OL B D A B 00500000000
1.00L C M DD 74OOOO00OO
2.07 D J C 6500000330 !
1.20L C J B D 760O00O0001
1.0OL BD AA 11400000000
1.06L O KED 1500000000
1.38L C F J 4600100000
1.21L C C 3700100000
1.0OL F 8 0500000000
1.23L C C M 3400200000
1.70 CD CBA 9601000130
1.92 E 8 6600O00000
1.0OL BC AB OI 1400000000
1.00L C BFL 0400000000
4.36 C D B A 0400000000
2.58 C _ CE 9501000350
1.65L C EBD 1500000O00
1.39 F F 3300000020
1.26: DF MAB 2501000000
2.34 O oDiHHKD 6500000030
2.66 ;ADCB 34000001001.0OL C 0300000O00
1.80 j CC 88 05OO0O0OO0
1.01L C J CG 960O0OOOO0
1.62 D F 9500000140
1.57 D H C 8500000010
2.89 C E LC 9601000320
1.23L C A 8500000000
3.43 DO! CAA 130000000O
2.01 C MI HD 6500000000
1.12 cC_ O 25000000001.31L M CD 4600000010
1.22 D DE I 4400000100
4.75 D GKC ,9500000100
1.87 DE EAB i 1400000000
1.47 C L C 7500000000
1.54 D C 13600000130
7.99 FDD KAAA 0200000000





S 2 # T Name Type Ma8
12 ZG 2324+00 54156
12 ZG 2324+02 40 _ 153
13128184 K0 17 i 67
13 128186 A2P 2 1 48
8 32 X2324+068 125 _ 6
13128188 K0 14 I 63
12 ZG 2324+0438 151
13 128190 K0 17 l 78
[0 I 9 U12608 18 136
113126196 G5 4 4513128197 K2 5 77
13128199 6 90
13 128200 K0 3 83
8 9 U12618 31 131
1 13 128211 K0 3 72
81 1 6 N7685 5
1 13128215 K2 7 75
1 13 128225 K2 7 81
2 12 ZG 2329+02 30 150
1 12 ZG 2329+05 36 153
1 13126240 MA 4 81
1 13 128244 K0 3 80
2 13128246 K5 3 75
4 4 TMSS +10537 11 22
2 12 ZG 2331+04 86 148
1 13 ' 128259 K0 17 85
3 9 I U12'888 24 143
5 13 128269 K5 10 68
1 13 128270 K0 10 65
3 9 U12689 44 145
1 1 FF PEG 20 4
7 9 U12699 39 131
1 13 128278 K0 22 82
8
2 13 128281 F5 23 55
4 9 U12702 50 128
12; ZG 2334 +04 27 15027; MKN 932 7
3 9 U12715 29 143
1 121ZG2336+04 52 153
1 13 128303K5 16 88
,3 9 Ul_ 81 153
12 ZG 2336+04 59 156
C 4 13128310 F8 4 42
C
I
; 13 128314 KS 4 8112 ZG 2337+03 52 155
/
1113128317K0 6 65
2 13 128318 K2 8 82
1 13 128319 K0 15 77
2 13 128320K0 2 82
I 13 128329 K2 17 78
3 8 U12734 70 145
C' 1 32 X2338+085 125 12
1 12 ZG 2338+03 81 155
81 32 X2338+052 45 ,
4 39 OZ+066 52 1415
8
7 9 U12737 64 143
2 13128336A5 2 45
1 12 ZG 2339+04 81 153
2 12 ZG 2339+06 43 151
8
C 1 32 X2340+091 33 12
1 13 128341 K0 3 75
1 121ZG 2340+04 79 153
8 1' 32 X2341+073 53 8
3 9 U12757 32 143
481
Right Ascension: 23h41"30 "-23h59_57'
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 6 Coords SM3 SMN 0
















































































Declination: 0 °- + 10"
Flux Density Flags ] Associations
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion Mag
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TABLE Suppl.VI.C.6 Color Correction Factors, K '
RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
f,,(12 ]am) f,,(25 _am) /v(60 .am)
fld25 ]am)" f,,(6-'---Otam---_" fv(100]am)
-3,0 0,113 0.063 0.21
-2.5 0,162 0.102 0.275
-2.0 0.232 0.164 0.355
-I.5 0.333 0.262 0.460
-1.0 0,480 0.417 0.600
-0.5 0,694 0.662 0.786
0.0 1.005 1.045 1.037
0.5 1.459 1.642 1.378
1.0 2,123 2.567 1.843
1.5 3.094 3.992 2.484
2.0 4.519 6.170 3,373
2.5 6.610 9.480 4,617
3.0 9.681 14.475 6.370
INTRINSIC
TEMP (K)
RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
f,_12 pro) fv(25 ]am) .[v(60 larn)
fv(25lain) f_(60]am) fv(100 ]am)
I0000 4.345 6.050 3.350
5000 4.172 5.931 3.327
4000 4.086 5.872 3.316
3000 3.944 5.773 3.297
2000 3.666 5.578 3.259
1000 2.891 5.005 3.145
800 2. 545 4. 730 3.088
600 2.036 4.287 2.995
500 1.692 3.950 2.920
400 1,272 3.478 2.810
300 0.785 2.780 2.630
290 0.734 2.693 2.606
280 0.684 2.602 2. 580
270 0.633 2.506 2.553
260 0.583 2.407 2.523
250 0,534 2,304 2.491
240 0.486 2.196 2.457
230 0.438 2.084 2.420
220 0,392 1.967 2.381
210 0.347 1.845 2.338
200 0.304 1.719 2,291
190 0.263 1,589 2,240
180 0,224 1.455 2.184
170 0.188 1.317 2.124
160 0.154 I,176 2,057
150 0.124 1.034 1.983
140 0.097 0.892 1.901
130 0.073 0.751 1,8I0
120 0.053 0.614 1.709
110 0.036 0.484 I. 595
100 0.023 0.363 1.468
95 0.018 0.307 1.400
90 0.014 0.256 1.326
85 0,010 0.208 1.249
80 0,007 0.165 1.168
75 0.005 0.127 1.082
70 0.003 0.095 0.993
65 0.002 0.067 0.898
60 0.001 0.045 0,801
55 -- 0,028 0300
50 -- 0.016 0.597
45 -- 0.008 0.493
40 --- 0.003 0.391
CORRECTION FACTOR
K(12 Jam) K(25 ]am) K(60 lain) K(100 ]am)
0.91 0.89 1.02 1.02
0.92 0.91 1.00 1.01
0.94 0.93 0.99 1.00
0.97 0.96 0.99 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.04 1.04 1.02 1,00
1.10 1.I0 1.05 1.01
1.17 1.16 1.09 1.02
1.25 1.23 1.15 1.04
1.35 1.32 t.23 1.06
1.47 1.41 1.32 1.09
1.61 1.53 1.44 I. 12
1.78 1.67 1.59 1.16
CORRECTION FACTOR
K(12 _tm) K(25 ]am) K(60 pro) K(100 ]am)
1.45 1.41 1.32 IO9
1.43 1.40 1.32 1.09
1.42 1.40 1.31 1,09
1.41 1.39 1.31 1.09
1.38 1.38 1.31 1,09
1.27 1.34 1.29 1.08
1.22 1.32 1.28 1,08
1.15 1.29 1.27 1.08
1.09 1.26 1.26 1.08
1.01 1,22 1.24 1.08
0.92 1.15 1.21 1.07
0.91 1.15 1.21 1.07
0.90 1.14 1,20 1.07
0.89 1.13 1.20 1.07
0,88 1.12 1.19 1.07
0.87 1.11 1.19 1.07
0.86 [.09 1.18 1.07
0.85 1.08 I. 18 1.07
0,85 1,07 1.17 1.07
0.84 1,06 I. 16 1.06
0.83 1,04 1.16 1.06
0,83 1,02 I. 15 1,06
0.83 1.01 1.14 1.06
0.83 0.99 I. 13 1.06
0,84 0,97 1,12 1,06
0.85 0.95 I.II 1.05
0.87 0.93 1.09 1.05
0.90 0.91 1,08 1,05
0.94 0.89 1.06 1.04
1.01 0.86 1.04 1.04
I,12 0,84 1.02 1.04
1,19 0.83 1.01 1.03
1.28 0.83 1.00 1.03
1.39 0,82 0.99 1.03
1.54 0,81 0.97 1.02
1.74 0.81 0.96 1.02
2.01 0.81 0.95 1.0 [
2.40 0,82 0.94 1.01
2.97 0.83 0.93 1,00
3.86 0,86 0.92 1.00
5.35 0.90 0.91 0.99
8.09 0.97 0.92 0.98
13.79 1,08 0,93 0.98
f_,laclual] -f%lquoted]/K (See Suppl.VI,C.3); spectral response given in Table Suppl.ll.C.5.
:fv,v _
